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TI-I E EAGLE. 

THE INVENTOR OF THE STOCKING-FRAME. 

m�T a Public Meeting, held under the presidency 
� of the Mayor of Nottingham in the Council 
,':.., Charnber of that Borough, on November 7, 1 888, 

it was unanimously resolved that an effort should be 
made to raise a memorial to the Inventor of the 
Stocking-frame, from which was also developed the 
Lace-making machine. Moreover, it was agreed that 
this memorial should take the form, in the first place, 
of an Institute, providing Reading Room, Library, &c., 
for the village of Calverton, of which parish tHe 
inventor, the Rev William Lee, of St John's College, 
Cambridge, was Vicar in the year 1 589, the year of 
the invention. 

William Lee was born at Woodborough in N otting
hamshire, and is said to have been heir to a good 
estate. He matriculated as a sizar of Christ's College 
in May 1 5 79. He subsequently migrated to St John's, 
and as appears from the University records graduated 
as a member of the College in 1 5 8 2  as an ordinary 
B.A., not getting honours. He is believed to have 
taken his M.A. degree in 1 5 86, but on this point there 
is some ambiguity in the University record. 

In 1 589, at which time he was curate of Calverton, 
about five miles from Nottingham, he invented the 
Stocking-frame. One tradition is that he was deeply 
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2 The Inventor of the Stockzng-jrame. 
in love with a young woman at or near Calverton; 
but she, whenever he went to visit her, seemed more 
mindful of her knitting than of his addresses. This 
creating an aversion on his part to knitting by hand, 
he determined to contrive a machine which should turn 
out work enough to render the common mode of 
knitting an unprofitable employment. 

The origin of the Stocking-frame forms the subject 
of a painting by Alfred Elmore A.R.A. exhibited at 
the Royal Academy in 1 847. This picture, which was 
greatly admired, has been engraved by F. Holl, and 
a copy of the engraving now hangs in the smaller 
Combination Room. In this he is represented as 
watching his wife knitting, and the inscription states 
that he was "expelled from the lJ.nz·vers#y Jor marrytng 
contrary to tht statutes: havz7zg no fortune the wife was 
obltged to contnoute to thez"r /oznt support by knz"t#ng, and 
Lee wlzz"le watclzz7zg the movem(mt of her fingers concezved 
the z"dea of t"mziatzng these movemmts by a machzne." 
This probably means that he lost a Fellowship by 
marriage, but he was never a Fellow of St John's. 

In the Stocking-weavers' Hall, Red Cross Street, 
London, used to hang a picture by Balderston, repre
senting a man in collegiate costume, in the act of 
pointing to an iron stocking-frame and addressing a 
woman who is knitting with needles by hand. It 
bore this  inscription : "b� the year 1 5 89 the zngenzous 
Wzllt"am Lee A.M. of St John'S College Cambrzdge, 
devzsed the profitable art for stockzngs, (but bezng despzsed, 
went to France) yet of zron to hz"mseif, but to us & to 
others of gold j zn memory of whom thzs zs here paznted." 
The original picture app.ears to be now lost. An 
engraving from it is in the Gallery of Portraits of 
Inventors, Discoverers, and Introducers of useful arts , 
in the Museum of the Commissioners of Patents at 
South Kensington. 

According to the accepted view of his subsequent 
history he taught his brother J ames and others to 
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k der him, and for some time practised his new 
wor un 

'b' d h 
t t Calverton. Here his brother exh1 1te t e 

ar a 
H" 

. 
machine at work to Queen Elizabeth. IS InVentIOn 

slighted and discouraged by his countrymen. was . 
Henry IV of France invited him to s�t:le In that 

country, promising him great rewards, pnv1leges, and 

honours. He with nine workmen accordingly estab

lished themselves with as many frames at Rouen, 

where they carried on the manufacture of stockings 

with success and approbati.on under the King's pro .. 

tection .  The assassination of Henry IV, and the 

troubles which ensued in France, disappointed Lee's 

hopes of obtaining the promised privileges, and he 
died of grief at Paris in or soon after 1 610. Upon 
his decease seven of his workmen returned to England, 
and they with one Aston, of Calverton, who had been 
his apprentice, laid the foundation of the manufacture 
in England. 

The above account is principally obtained from the 
unpublished sheets of Cooper's Athenae Cantabrzgzensts, 
Dr Luard having kindly verified in the University 
Records the fact that Lee graduated at St John's. 

There seems to be reasonable doubt as to some 
of these statements, and the following extracts from a 
letter of the Rev T. Woollen Smith, Vicar of Calverton, 
may be of interest to antiquarians. 

" You are probably aware that Thoroton, who lived 
in the neighbourhood, and wrote not more than 
60 years after the invention, states that Lee was a 
native of Calverton .  It is a dispute which I fear will 
never be quite satisfactorily settled. Unfortunately 
the Registers do not go quite back enough either 
here or at W oodborough to shew the Baptism or 
Marriage of Wm. Lee. But in 1 565 a widow Oliver 
of Calverton, (probably widow of Wm. Oliver who 
was Vicar in 1 536) appoints as one of the Trustees of her grandson John Dombull ' my sonne in lawe W'U' 1 lam Lee,' presumably of Calverton as no place 
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is specified. John Dombull was apparently son of 
'George Dombull Clerk,' which may imply 'Vicar' 
in 1 569, George Dombull and Wm. Lee each having 
married a daughter of Oliver, a wholly ecclesiastical 
connection. In 15 74  Wm. Lee had a son baptised 
Edward, and he a son baptized William in 1 606. So 
that during the period including the time of  Wm. Lee's 
vicariate and invention we have four generations. 

I. Wm. Lee the elder (z:e. father of another Wm. 
Lee) died March 1 595. 

2. Wm. Lee the elder (his grandson William being 
born the previous year) died May 1 607 . 

3. Edward Lee son of Wm. Lee was baptized Feb. 
1574· 

4. Wm. SOnI'le of Edw. Lee baptized Nov. 1 606. 
" It seems pretty conclusive that the second Wm. Lee 

was the Vicar ; he was Uncle to a child whose Baptism 
is I think the 2nd entry in our Register, or certainly 
in the second year (we commence in 1 568) : no mention 
is made of his not belonging to Calverton, to which 
his wife certainly did belong, and his father was 
certainly living here afterwards and was buried in 1 595 . 

" His death also raises a difficulty. Thoroton and 
the historians following say that he died in Paris. But 
they seem agreed also in believing that when his 
brother James arrived at Paris no one' could tell him 
where he was buried. Tradition seems always to have 
held that he was buried here. And this seems to me  
to  be  certain i f  the Wm. Lee of  our Registers i s  in 
any place the Vicar. And if he be not, then as this 
is plainly one family for four generations, the Vicar's 
(Inventor's) family is nev.er mentioned at all, which 
seems incredible. Indeed all the historians have taken 
this to be the Inventor's family. But as far as I can 
ascertain no one seems to have noticed the second 
Wm. Lee, who died 1 2  years after his father, and 
whose age, as shewn by his children and grand
children, would precisely fall in with the supposition 
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that he and not the elder Wm. Lee was the Inventor
Vicar. But if so he was buried at Calverton the 
28th daye of Maye 1 607 . I cannot help thinking that 
he managed to get back from France, and that this 
is the man. ' Anne wife of Wm. Lee was buried 
JanY• 1 590,' that is I suppose the Vicar's wife, or 
Wm. Lee N° 2. Two years later Joane wife of Wm. 
Lee, not now necessarily marked as ,ye Elder,' because 
the wife of the son was dead, and the 3 rd Wm. was 
not yet born, was buried Aug. 1 5 ,  1 592. If there 
could be found any record of the Inventor's parents' 
names, it would help to prove or disprove this 
suggestion." 

A banking account has been opened at Messrs 
Smith's Bank in Nottingham for the Lee Memorial 
Institute, Cal verton. 

R. F. S. 



EARLY LAW AND CUSTOM OF THE 
UNIVERSITY. 

Respectfully dedzcated to the Gltost of Szr H. my M . .  ne. 

�I�AST term an event occurred which will be 
� recognised by future historians as a landmark 

- in the history of the University. Many years 
ago a patent law-making machine was set up in the 
Senate-House. Its construction is complicated, but the 
apparatus by which it is worked is simple, consisting 
only of a Vice and a pair of Proctors. It is generally 
run upon Thursdays, and produces batches of new 
laws weekly to the huge satisfaction of the Masters 
of Arts. As long as the Masters of Arts were the 
only persons affected by the operations of this machine, 
we noticed it but with a languid curiosity. . It was 
pleasant to see their innocent gambols as they took 
turns at grinding the handle and watching the result ; 
but the deeper interests of the university were not 
involved, and therefore the undergraduate world 
maintained its accustomed attitude of dignified repose. 
But by some accident to the machinery, due doubtless 
to careless handling on the part of the persons in 
charge, what went into the machine as a GRACE 

adopting the report of a special syndicate appointed 
to regulate the tips of the University Marshal, came 
out as an EDICT prohibiting undergraduates from 
'working the wary dog-cart ' upon the Sabbath day. 

By this accident our liberties were endangered, and 
at the same time our attention was turned to the basis 
of that system of Law and Custom by which our 
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conduct has hitherto been regulated. To historical 
students the problem suggested was one of the pro
foundest interest, and a few of us embarked upon an 
investigation which has been attended with remarkable 
success. To sum up the results of a series of researches 
extending over several months, it will suffice to say 
that it became clear to us that the conduct of the 
Undergraduate has, as a matter of history, been 
regulated, not by Legislation, but by Customary Law 
of the best ancestor-make, dating from a period long 
anterior to the patenting of the Senate-house machine. 
It was thus evident that the EDICT to which reference 
has already been made was an unwarrantable invasion 
of the sphere of Custom by Legislation-an invasion 
which we were bound to resist. Masters of Colleges 
we know, and Proctors we know, but we have accepted 
their authority from time immemorial because it rests 
upon a sound customary basis ; for were not the former 
' sprung from the head, which is the most excellent 
part of Brahm ' and the latter from his arms, while 
Undergraduates originated only from his feet (Manu). 
We have always admitted that no persons t'n statu 
pupz'tlarz' are allowed to absent themselves from Ra'n 
during the races at Newmarket, and we are aware 
that all who offend against this ceremonial rule are 
likely to expiate their sin in succeeding transmigra
tions ; but this also is a prohibition of Customary 
Law, and co-eval with the Dawn of Time. But 
�he EDICT aforesaid has no such justification, and thus 
lD determining to resist it we took an unassailable 
position. We might have argued that we ought not to 
?e bound by a prohibition which was in the first 
lD�tance the result of an accident to machinery : we 
rmght have enlarged upon the irreparable loss which 
would accrue to the neighbourhood of Cambridge 
When the plaintive melodies of the post-horn should 
cease to' wake soft echoes in the woods of Madingley 
and wl tl . 

' 

�en le swalDS of Magdalene should go forth 
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no more to woo the shepherd maidens of Saint Ives. 
But we preferred to take our stand upon the firmer 
ground of History, and fight the EDICT as an intrusion 
of Legislation into the domain hitherto sacred to 
Customary Law-relying on the goodness of our cause, 
and invoking to our help the shade of the most 
enchanting of departed jurists. 

The issue of that conflict is not yet decided, and 
we do not propose to discuss here the precise problems 
involved. It will be enough to say that having ha,d 
our attention thus turned to the Early Law and Custom 
of the University, we were led to prosecute our researches 
still further, and to enquire more fully than we had 
hitherto done into the contents of those ancient codes 
of Customary Law which our Thursday legislation 
had attempted to supersede. Seeking a learned pundit, 
who is initiated into the Vedas and has fathomed 
the mysteries of the sacred texts, we sat for the Long 
Vacation at his feet. Beginning with the code of 
Manu, the greatest of them all, we passed to the 
Institutes of Vishnu, (the Dharma-sutra of the KMd
yano/a-Kathas, who ponder the Black Yagur- Veda 
day and night): thence to Vaszshtha, Baudhdyana, 
and Apastamba,-wherein lieth the secret of life-and 
having at last reached the Institutes of Gautama, 
we attained unto the sum of knowledge of what the law 
requires of the Perfect Undergraduate. 

And, behold, when we had completed this cycle of 
studies, we knew that we of the present day had lapsed 
from the virtues of former men, leaving undone things 
prescribed by the sacred texts to be done, and doing 
such things as the sacred texts forbid. Wherefore we 
took unto ourselves a pen and five quires of ' Hieratica,' 
and sitting down upon a bench sought to set forth 
the true �ontents of the Customary Law, if perchance 
other J ohnians by obeying it should attain, like our
selves unto the estate of the Perfect Undergraduate. 
The neglected precepts of the Ancient Codes we have 
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therefore set forth in order, that he who runs may 

read thereof and be enlightened, as well as Boating 

Men and other Members of the Amalgamation. 

(r) Of the demeanour of the Perfect Undergraduate. 

(a) ' Let him not look at dancing. Let him not go to 

assemblies for gambling, nor to crowds assembled 

at festi\Tals. Let him not be addictecl to gossiping. 

Let him be discreet: (A'pastamba 1. i. 3. r 1-14·) 

(b) ' He must not speak to barba,Fians or low-caste, 

persons: ( Vzshnu LXXI. 59 ') 
(c) ' Even though he lacks firewood or the like 

necessaries he must not say to another man 'X 
have got none:' ( Vislmu LXXI. 10.) 

Cd) ' He must not dance or sing. He must not l1J.ake 
a noise by slapping his left arm, aft,er having 

placed it upon his right shoulder, with his right 
hand. He must not make vulgar speeches. He 
must not ten an untruth. He must not say 
disagreeable things: ( Vzslmu LXXI. 70-74.) 

Ce) 'A student must not shampoo the [head] of Ms 
teacher's son.' (Manu.) 

On this g reat stress is  rightly laid by the code. Th,e 
general flavour i;s that of Ahn's French Exerdses. 
• Has the aunt of your female gardener pens, ink, 
and paper.' ' No, but the female cousin of Henry's 
maternal uncle has pens, ink, and paper.' 

(f) ' He shall not smile. If he smiles, he shall' smile 
covering the mouth with his hand: (Apastamba 
1. ii. 7 .  6-7,) 

(2) 0./ the Dress of the Perfect Undergraduate. 
ea) ' He mu.st not wear a worn-out-dress if he has 

means to procure a new one.' ( Vishnu LXXI. 9 .) Cb) ' He shall avoid all dyed dresses, and all naturally 
black cloth. He shall wear a dress that is neither
shining nor despicable, if he is able to afforcl it . .' 
(Ajastamba 1. xi. 30. rO-13.) 

VOL. XVI. c 



10 $wJ'ly Law and Custom of the Unz'versz'ty. 

(�) ' !:le shall avoid the use of shoes, Qf an umbrella, 
a chariot, and the like.' (A.pastamqa I. ii. 7· 5·) 

This settles the great umbrella controversy which 
pervaded the Review fOl: a term or two some time 
back. 

Cd) 'Some declare that students who have returned 
home on completion of their studentship shall 
never shave, except if engaged in the initiation 
to a Srauta sacrifice.' (Apastamba�. iii. 10 . 7.) 

(3) OJ Ms Dntt/rs. 
Ca) ' Giving false evidence, and killing a friend, : these 

two crimes are equal to the qrinking of spirituous 
liquor.' ( Vzshnu XXVI. 2.) 

, 
(b) 'A drin�er of spirituous liquor shall drink exceed

ingly hot liquor SQ that he dtes.' (Apastamba 
1. ix. 25. 3.) 

(4) OfltZ! Cold Tub.. 
Ca) � He who regularly takes the prescribed bath 

flyery morning does not experience the tortures 
of Yama's hell. By the regular bath criminals even 
obtain their absolution.' ( fishnu LXIV. 42.) 

(b) ' �athing is also ordained after . . . .  bad dreams 
(o.f having been mounted on an ass or the like) . . . •  

<\.1&0 <\.fte:r having had your hair cut and after 
having touched .... a sacrificial post: (Vishnu 
XXII. Q7-69.') 

(5) Oj h�s Havzng Other Men to Brealefast. 

(a) 'A.t a Sraddha offering he must enquire as closely 
as possible into the ,qualities and descent of a 
�rahmG\-na whom he means to invite. He must 
not invite such as have a limb tOQ little, or a limb 
too mucl� ; nQr thQse who aot qeceitfully, like cats ; 
nor astrologers ; nor physicians ; nor those who 
work on holiqays ; nor those who teach the Veda 
for a fee; nor those who nel?lect their daily st4dy 
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of the Veda ; nor those who neglect their m�rning 

and evening prayers ; nor those who are In the 

King's service ; nor naked persons.' ( Vtshnu 

LXXXII. passzm.) 
(b) 'A professional physician is a person whose food 

must not be eaten ; nor that of Ten who live b! 
letting lodgings or land.' (Apastamba 1. VI. 
lB. 20-21.) 

(c) ' He shall eat after his guests. He shall not 

consume all the flavoured liquids in the house, 

so as to leave nothing for guests.' (Apastamba 
n. iv. B. 2-3 .) 

(d) ' Eight mouthfuls make the meal of an ascetic, 

sixteen that of a hermit in the woods, thirty-two 
that of a householder, an unlimited quantity that 
of a student: (Baudlulyana n. x. lB. 3.) 

(e) ' He who entertains guests for one night obtains 
earthly happiness, a second night gains the middle 
air, a third heavenly bliss, a fourth the world of 
unsurpassable bliss; many nights procure endless 
worlds. That has been declared in the Vedas.' 
(Apastamba n. iii. 7 .  16.) 

(6) 01 the Status of a College Lecturer. 
C A maternal aunt, the wife of a maternal uncle , 
a mother-in-law, and a paternal aunt, must be 
honoured like the wife of one's teacher ; they are 
equal to the wife of one's teacher: (Manu.) 

The precise problem involved in this precept may be 
left to the mathematicians. ' If the wife of a college 
lecturer = an undergraduate's mother-in-law, what will 
be the social position of the lecturer himself (a) where 
he has, and (b) where he has not a wife? 

(7) Of the respect due from the Perfect Underg�aduate 
to a College Lecturer. 

(a) ' Every day he shall put his teacher to bed after 
having ... . rubbed him: (A.pastamba 1. ii .  6. I.) 
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(b) 'He shall approach his teacher with the same 
reverence as a deity, without telling idle stories, 
attentive and listening early to his words. ' 
(Apastamba I. i i .  6. 13.) 

(c) 'In the presence of his teacher let him always 
eat less, wear a less valuable dress and ornaments 
than the former, and let him rise earlier from his 
bed and go to rest later . . . .  within sight of his 
teacher he shall not sit carelessly at ease . . . .  Let 
him not pronounce the mere name of his teacher 
without adding an honorific title-behind his back 
evefl-and let him not mimic his gait, speech, and 
deportment. By censuring his teacher, though 
justly, he will become in his next birth an ass ; 
by falsely defaming him, a dog ; he who lives 
on his teacher's substance will become a worm ; 
and he who is envious of his merit a larger insect.' 
(Manu.) 

(d) ' He shall not sit on a seat higher than that of 
his teacher ; nor on a seat that has more legs ; 
nor on a seat that stands more firmly fixed on 
the ground.' (Apastamba 1. i i . 8 .  8-10.) 

(e) 'After the salutation he must mention his own 
name and add the word bhos (Venerable Sir) at 
the end of h is address.' ( Vzshnu XXVIII. 17 .) 

The Americans spell it 'boss.' 

(8) 0/ hz's Deportment at a Lectztre. 

Ca) 'At the beginning and at the end of a lecture 
let the pupil embrace his teacher's feet. ' ( Vzshuzt 
xxx. 32.) 

( b) , If his teacher and his teacher's teacher [e. g. Pro
fessor Seeley J meet, he shall em brace the feet of his 
teacher's teacher, and then show his desire to do 
the same to his teacher.' CApastamba 1. ii . 8 .  1 9 . )  

Cc) ' Let him not say to his teacher' hush ' or' pish.' ' 
(d) 'He must avoid to quarrel with his teacher and 

to argue with him.' (Vzslmu XXXII. 10.) 
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Observe that the general precept of the legislator has no 

penalty attached to it, because it is thou�ht that the 

teacher will generally get the best of It-but lest 

undergraduates should become rash and presumptuous, 

it is desirable to state here that in another part of 

the code a severe penance is to be exacted from 

anyone overpower'/ng a Brall1lz/n t'/Z argument.
. 

In order 

to give local colour we might add that Vlslmu XLIII 

describes 22 hells, including' Raurava '-the place of 

howling-' MaMraurava'-the place of much howling

and' Rikisha' -frying-pan. 

(e) 'He shall avoid . . . .  in the presence of his teacher 

covering his throat, crossing his legs, leaning 

against a wall and the like, and stretching out 

his feet, as well as . . . .  laughing, yawning, cracking 

the joints of his fingers.' (Gautama n. 13-15.) 

(/) 'If a dog, an ichneumon, a snake, a frog, or a 
cat pass between the teacher and the pupil [during 

the lecture] a three days' fast and a. journey [to 

town] are necessary. In case the same event 
happens with other animals, the pupil must thrice 
restrain his breath, and eat clarified butter.' 
(Gauta1lta 1. 59-60. ) 

( g) [To apply to classzcal lectures only]. ' But to 
him who is about to begin studying, the teacher, 
always un wearied, must say 'Ho! recite. ' He 
shall leave off when the teacher says ' Let a 
stoppage take place. " (Manu.) 

(9 ) 0/ Ius Presentation to �z� Tutor on takz"ng a College Lzvzng. 

'A twice-born householder gains by giving alms 
the same reward for his meritorious act that a 
student· obtains for presenting in accordance with 
the rule a cow to his teacher.' (i}:[anzt.) 

(ro) 0./ the Readz1zg Man. 
(a) 'He must not study when a strong wind is going. 

He must not study for three days when rain, 
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lightning, or thunder happen out of season. He· 
must not study till the same hour next day in 
the case of an earthquake, of the fall of a meteor, 
and when the horizon is preternaturally red, as 
if on fire. He must not study during a battle ; 
nor while dogs are barking, jackals yelling, or 
asses braying ;  nor while the sound of a musical 
instrument is being heard [He can't] ; nor while 
immersed in water ; nor with his foot placed upon 
a bench ; nor during an indigestion: ( Vzshnu 
xxx. 7-2 1 .  passzm.) 

(b) ' Some forbid it only in case of a funeral dinner: 
(Apastamba I. iii. I I, 26.) 

(I I) Of Men who Cut Ca) Chapel and Cb) Lectures.. 
' Sinful men are-he who sleeps at sunrise or at 
sunset . . . .  and he who forgets the Veda through 
neglect of the daily recitation: (Vaszshtha I. 1 8 .) 

( 1 2) Of the Bull-dogs. 
Ca) Let there be many spies, active, artful youths, 

degraded anchorites, distressed husbandmen, de
cayed merchants, or fictitious penitents. (Manu.) 

(b) These are the dogs of Yama,-' black and spotted, 
broad of nostril, of a hunger never to be satisfied: 
( Vedas.) 

( 1 3) 0/ College Dzsczplzne. 
Ca) The pupil ' shall sit neither too near to, nor too 

far from the teacher, but at such a dzstance that the 
teacher may be able to reach hzm wdh hzs arms wzchout 
rzsz'ng.' (A'pastamba t. ii. 6, 2 1-2 2 ,) 

Cb) ' Frightening, fasting, bathing in cold water, and 
banishment from the teacher's presence are the 
punishments which are to be employed, according 
unto the greatness of the fault, until the pupil 
leaves off sinning.' (Apastamba. I ii. 8. 30.) 
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( 1 4) 0/ the College Counc{l. 
The council shall meet ' on a mountain, or in a 
forest, or some lonely place without listeners, from 
which women and talking-birds Gl.re £,rst to be 
carefully removed.' (Manu.) 
' What [twelve] Brahmanas who have completely 
studied the Vedas proclaim, that must be distinctly 
recognised as the sacred law, not the decision 
of a thousand fools.' (Vaszshtha Ill. 7·) 

( 15 )  0/ the Ideal Tutor. 
He shall be ' noble, clever, sagacious, endowed 
with penetration, honest, popular, dexterous in 
business, acquainted with countries and with the 
times, handsome, intrepid, eloquent: (Manu.) 

( 1 6) 0/ Professor M*y"*r. 
'Meat cannot be obtained without injuring an 
animal, and the murder of animals excludes the 
murderer from heaven, therefore must meat be 
avoided . . . .  He who transgresses not the law and 
eats not flesh like a Pisaka, is beloved by men, and 
remains free from disease.' (Vzslmu L.I. 7 1-73.) 

( 1 7) 0./ the Junt'or Bztrsar. 
' He who causes a temple erected by another to 
be whitewashed acquires brilliant fame. He who 
causes such a temple to be painted with a different 
colour, such as blue, yellow, and others, attains 
the world of Gandharvas.' (Vzshnu XCII. 1 1-12 .) 

( 1 8) 0./ the Father 0./ Ins College. 
, A. killer of insects shall pay one Karshapana: ( Vzshnu v. 54.) 

( 1 9) 0./ the Commemoratz'on 0./ Benifactors. 
, Excessive eating is prejudicial to health to fame 
and t bI' . h 

" 
o ISS 111 eaven ; it prevents the acquisition 
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of spiritual merit, and is odious among men : one 
ought for these reasons to avoid it  carefully: 
(Manu.) 

(20) 0/ the College Daz'ry. 

'Scratching the back of a cow destroys all guilt, 
and giving her to eat procures exaltation in  
heaven: ( Vzshnu XXIII. 60.) 

(21) O/ Coaches. 
« He who having collected sacred knowledge, gains 
his substance by it in this world, will derive no 
benefit from it in  the world to come: (Vtslznu 
XXX. 39.) 

(�2) 0/ a Certaz'n Sort of Bounder. 
'A fat, bellowing, raging, humped bull, who does 
not restrain himself, who hurts living creatures 
and speaks according to his pleasure, forsooth, does 
not reach the abode of the gods: (Baudhdyana 
I. V. 10. 3 1 .) 

(.2,3) 0/ the Eventual Marrz'age 0/ the Perfect Graduate. 
, Let a man not marry a girl with reddish hair . . . •  

nor one either with no hair, or with too much ; nor 
one immoderately talkative ; nor .one with inflamed 
eyes ; nor one with the name of a constellation, 
of a tree, or a river, of a barbarous nation, or of 
a mountain ; of a winged creature, a snake, or a 
slave ; nor with any name raising an image of 
terror. Let him choose for his wife a girl whose 
form has no defect, who has an agreeable name, 
who walks gracefully-like a phenicopterus or like 
a young elephant,-whose hair and teeth are 
moderate, respectively in quantity and in size: 
(Manu.) 

... � 

THE SOULDERNE GHOST-STORY. 

HE recent vacation of the College Rectory of 

Soulderne by the death of Dr Stephenson has 

recalled to mind a strange story related of a 

former Rector. Mr Torry has been at pains to furnish 

us with the records, and has appended a number of 

interesting notes throwing light on the persons and the 

times therein mentioned. The extracts are taken from 

Mr Lunn's Memolr 0/ Caleb Parnham B.D., somett'me 
Fellow and Tutor of St John's College, Cambddge, which 

was printed for the Cambridge Antiquarian Society 

in 1883. For the engraving of Soulderne Church we 
are indebted to the proprietor of the Soulderne Church 
Magazine. 

.. Pari of a Letler from 1I1r Edmund WaIler, Fellow of 
s. John's College, Cambn'dge, to Ms Friend in the 
Country, dated Dec. 6, 1706. 

• I should scarce have mentioned anyth ing of the matter 
you write about of my own accord ; but, since you have given 
yourself the trouble of an enquiry, I am, I think, obliged in 
friendship to relate all that I know of the matter ; and that 
I do t�e more will ingly, because I can so soon produce my 
authority. Mr Shaw, to whom the apparition appeared, was 
Rector of Soldern or Souldern, in Oxfordshire, late of St John's 
College aforesaid ; on whom Mr Grove, his old Fellow Col
legiate� called July last in his journey to the West, where h� staid a day 

.
or two ; and promised to see him again in 

hiS return ; whIch he did, and staid 3 days with him' in 
that time ,one night after supper, Mr Shaw told him 

'
that 

there happened a passage which he could not conceal from 
VOL. XVI. D 
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him, as being an intimate friend, and one to whom this' 
t ransaction might have something more relation than another 
man. He proceeded therefore, and told him that about a 
week before that time, viz : July 28, 1706, as he was smoking 
and reading in his study about I J or I z at night, there came 
to him the apparition of Mr Naylor, formerly Fellow of the 
said College, and dead some years ago, a friend of Mr Shaw's, 
in the same garb he used t o  be in, with his hands clasped 
before him. Mr Shaw, not being much surprised, asked him 
how he did, and desired him to sit down, which Mr Naylor 
did. They both sat there a considerable time, and entertained 
one another with various discourses. Mr Shaw then asked 
him after what manner they lived in the separate state ; h e  
answered, far different from what they d o  here, but that h e  
was very well. He enquired farther, whether there was any 
of  their old acquaintance in that place where he was ; he 
answered, No, not one; and then proceeded, and told him 
that one of their old friends, naming Mr Orchard, should die 
quickly, and he himself should not be long after. There was 
mention of several people's names ; but who they were, or 
upon what occasion, Mr Grove cannot, or will  not tell .  Mr 
Shaw then asked him whether he would not visit him again 
before that t ime: he answered, no, he could not ; he had 
but 3 days allowed him, and farther he could not go. Mr Shaw 
said, Fiat voluntas Domini,' and the Apparition left him. Thi s  
is word for word, as Mr Shaw told Mr Grove, a n d  Mr Grove 
told me. 
. ' Note. What surprised Mr Grove was, that as he had in 

his journey homewards occasion to ride through Clopton, or 
Claxton (? Caxton), he called upon one Mr Clark, Fellow of 
our College aforesaid, and Curate there; when, enquiring 
after College news, Mr Clark told him Arthur Orchard died 
that week Aug. 6, 1706, which very much shocked Mr Grove, 
and brought to his mind the story of Mr Shaw afresh. About 
3 weeks ago Mr Shaw died ' of an apoplexy in the desk, of  
the same distemper as poor Arthur Orchard died of. 

, Note. Since this strange completion of matters, Mr Grove 
has told this relation, and stands to the truth of it ; and 
that which confirms the Narrative is, that he told the same 
to Dr Baldiston, the present Vice-Chancellor, and Master of  
Emmanuel College, above a week before Mr Shaw' s  death; 
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and when he came to the C ollege, he was no way surprised* 

as others were. 

' What furthers my belief of its being a true vision, and 

not a dream, is Mr Grove's incredulity of stories of this nature. 

Considering them both as men of learning and integrity, the 

one would not first have declared, nor the other have spread 

the same, were not the matter itself serious and real. 

Yours &c Edmuncl Waller' 

" The dates are remarkable. The Cambridge Com

mencement was July 2, 1706, term, ended on July 5; 

when Grove would go down.. to th.e. 

West of England, 

taking Souldern in his way. The date of the apparition, 

July 28, was Sunday, and from the manner in which 

Shaw spoke of it, we cannot very well assign to Grove's 

second visit any earlier date than Monday, Aug. 5,
; 

and it is a tempting conjecture that the conversation 

may well have taken place on Tuesday, Aug. 6, the 

very day of Orchard's death, as given in Nichols. 

It is right to say that the 7th is given in Lee's More 
Glimpses as the date ; probably the death occurre_d 
in the night, and the exact time is unkno-wn. 

Clark's l'eport to Grolle implies that the lattel" was. 
on his way back to Cambridge before Sunday" 
August I 1 (on which day Orchard was buried) : he 
!herefore must have gone straight from Souldern (w.hich 
15 near Banbury) to Cambridge. 

The statement that Grove on arriving at Cambridge. 
was not surprised at Orchard's death," also implies !h�t he arrived there very so.on after that event, and 
It IS at least a plausible supposition that he arrived 
?n

. 
Satur�ay, August 1;0. This would seem to rendel" 

It Impo.s
�lbl� that there should hav.e been any intercommUUlcatlOns or ordinary informa.tion forthcoming:; 

so that Grove's knowledge could only have been 

• It is not clear from Mr Wailer's statement whether it was Mr Shaw's 
death or Mi Orchard's that Mr Grove "was in no way surprised at." The. ambig uity som,ewhat weakens Mr Lunn's argument.-EDD. Eagle. 
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obtained in the manner alleged, and therefore that 
the apparition was a genuine fact. The date of 
WaIler's letter is too soon after the event to allow of 
fl.ny supposition that dates have got mis-stated from 
pa?ipess arising from lapse of time." 

Where holy ground begins, un,ha�lowed ends, 
Is marked by no distinguishable line ; 
The turf UIl,ites, the pathways intertwine ; 
�nd whereso,e'er t4e stealing footstep tends 
Garden, and that domain where kindred, friends, 
And neighbour� rest together, here o0I1found 
Their several features, mingled like the sound 
Of many wateJ,"s, or as evening blends 
With shady night. Soft airs, from shrub and flower, 
Waft fragrant greetings to each silent grave ; 
And while thqse lofty poplars gently wave 
Their tops, between them qlmes an,d goes a sb 
Bright as the glimpses of eternity 
To saints accorded in their mortal hour. 

Wordsworlh's "A. Parsonage in Oxfird'SMr�." 

In the edition of Wordsworth's poems in six volumes 
published by Edward Moxon 1 8.5 7, the above sQnQet 
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(Vol n. p. 339) has this prefix-' This �arsona
.
ge was 

the residence of my friend J ones, and IS partIcularly 

described in another note: Where is the note here 

referred to 1 
Wordsworth's friend, the Rev Robert Jones, was 

Fellow of the College 179 1 - 1 807 , Rector of Soulderne 

1807-1835, and was succeeded by the Rev Lawrence 

Stephenson, of whom there is an obituary notice on 

page 53· 
The Rectory of Soulderne was presented to the 

College in 1624 by Bp Williams, together with those 

of Freshwater in the Isle of Wight, and what were 

then the sinecures of St Florence and Aberdaron 

in Wales. 
Former Rectors were Thomas Hodges 1647- 1662, 

William Twyne 1662-1 667, Brian Turner 1667-1698, 

Geoffrey Shaw 1698-1 706, Matthew Pearson 1706-

1735, J. Russell 1 735-1 7 72, J. Horseman 17 72-1 806. 

The College presented Thos. Bodges twice. In 1647 

the presentation was made to Dr Aylott, "Venerabz'li 

7)z'1'O Rober!o Aylott Legum docto'YZ' Auctorz'tate ParHa� 
mentt' jam sedentt's legz#me fulcz'to . . .  " On 9 Dec. 1662 
he was presented to the Bishop. On the 3rd of March 
following the College presented Wm Twyne, the 
living being vacant 'per cesszonem Thos. Hodges.' 
Possibly the Bishop refused to institute Rodges ; his 
name does not however appear in Calamy's record 
of ' ejected ministers.' Matthew Pearson is noticeable 
as one of twenty Fellows with reference to whom 
a mandamus was. issued to the Master Dr Gower 
" ' 
In 1 693, t� eject them as non-jurors. The grand jury 
at �am bnd�e refused to find a true bill, and they 
retamed thelr Fellowships for the time. 

Geoffrey Shaw is the subject of the above story 
and 

.
it is �oteworthy that nearly all the person� 

mentlOned m connexion with it were members of 
the College. The story is told in Nichols's Illustratzons 
of the Lz'terary Htstory of the 18th Century, Vo!. IV. 
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p.  119, in Dr F. G. Lee's GHmpses 0./ the Supernatural, 
Vol n. p. 9, and MO?'e Glz'mjJses of the World Unseen, 
p.  58, and in the Appendix to the above-mentioned 
Memoz'r of Caleb Parnham� by the Rev J. R. Lunn. 
In the account as we have printed it the emendations 
suggested by Mr Lunn have been incorporated. 

The following notes will serve to identify the persons 
whose names occur in the text. 

John Naylor (p. 18), B.A. 1675, elected Fellow 1677, 
was one of the 20 non-jurors above-mentioned. 
He died Cl. Fellow, and was buried in the 
College Chapel 7 Nov. 1701. 

Arthur Orchard (p. 18), B.A. 1662, Fellow 1666-1706, 
was buried in the College Chapel I I Aug. } 706. 

Geoffrey Shaw (p. 17), B.A. 1679, Fellow 1680--1699, 
dropped down dead in  the Prayer Desk 'at 
Soulderne while reading the Second Lesson of 
Evensong" 17 Nov. 1706. 

Robert Grove (p. 17), B.A., 1 691, Fellow 1694-172 6. 
Peter Clark (p. 18), B.A. 1699, Fellow 1703-1735, 

died a Fellow and was buried in the College 
Chapel. 

Edmund WaIler (p. 17), B.A. 1701, was Fellow 
1705-1745. 

ROMANY. 

liT will be remembered that in the Eagle for 

�, the Michaelmas Term 1885 (xiv, 38) we gave 

a Gipsy Ballad, 0 Naslo Rom, by ' �ivvan 

Kosh ' who is known to Gentiles as Mr Darlmgton, 

now 
'
one of our Fellows. That was in the dialect 

current on the Welsh Border ; in the present number 

we give another in the North-country dialect, and 

those who have come under the glamour of the ROlllany 

will be interested in comparing them. 
To those who have not yet le"arned to love this 

ancient speech, which can still be heard at Sturbridge 

Fair, by the King's Hedges, on Coldham Common 
or Newmarket Heath, to say nothing of Cambridge 
streets, we would say-Begin George Borrow's Lavengro 
and Romany Rye or his Gypszes 0./ Spatn, and you will 
inevitably go further and con the Romano Lavo-It"!, 
and perhaps the English-Gypsy songs of our lamented 
Professor Palmer, and his colleagues Charles Leland 
and Miss Tuckey. For the philologist the language 
offers many points of interest ; some of them as illus
trated in the Romani Ght"H on p. 28 we shall point out 
later. But we may first cite a passage from Smart and 
Crofton's indispensable Dialect 0./ the Eng/t"sh Gypszes 
(edition 1875), which will enlighten our readers on 
the r�l�tiol:s of the several species of Romany, and 
the dlstlllctlOn between the ' deep ' language and the 
broken jargon that is spoken about Cambridgeshire 
in the present day. 

There are several dialects of the Anglo- Romanes. Sylvester Boswell recounts six: 1st, that spoken by the New Forest 
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Gypsies, having Hampshire for its head-quarters ; 2 nd, the 
South-Eastern, including Kent and the neighbourhood ; 
3rd, the Metropolitan, that of London and its environs ; 
4th, the East Anglian, extending over Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs, 
Lincolnsh ire, Northampton, and Leicestershire ; 5th, that 
spoken in the ' Korlo-tem,' [Kdlo-tenz ] or Black Country, having 
Birmingham for its capital ; 6th, the Northern. We do not 
altogether agree with this classificatiop, but it  is interesting 
as a Gypsy's own, and we give it for what it is worth. 

In addition, there is the Kirk Yetholm or Scotch Gypsy 
dialect, which is very corrupt, and anything but copious. 
Lastly, there is the Welsh Gypsy dialect spoken by the Woods, 
Williamses, Joneses, etc., who have a reputation for speaking 
' deep,' but who mix Romani words with ' Lavenes,' i. e., the 
language of the Principality. 

For practical purposes, the English Gypsy tongue may be 
conveniently considered as consisting of two great divisions, 
viz.,-

I st. The Common w ide-spread corrupt dialect, " quod 
semper, quod ubique, quod ab · omnibus," containing but few 
inflexions, and mixed to a greater or less extent with English, 
and conforming to the English method in  the arrangement 
of the sentences. This is  the vulgar tongue in every-day 
use by ordinary Gypsies. 

2nd. The ' Deep ' or old dialect, known only to a few aged 
Gypsies, which contains many inflexions and idioms ; which 
has its own ' ordo verborum ; '  which closely resembles the 
principal Continental Gypsy dialects, e.g, the German, Turkish, 
etc. ; and which contains a minimum admixture of  English 
words. This last, which will soon cease to exist, i s  par 
excellmce the Gypsy language, of  which the first is  merely 
the corruption. 

Posh-Romanes, the corrupt broken dialect, is of course 
intermixed with provincialisms, and this varies in different 
parts of England. If an infusion of broad Yorkshire be 
the excipient, the resultant mixture is  not the same as when 
.the vehicle is  East Anglian. Seeing that Gypsies speak English 
like that of the surrounding population, it  must happen that 
in turning English colloquialisms into Romanes, they follow 
the prevailing idiom of the district they frequent, and thus may 
arise special modes of expression. Romanes melts into the 
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h f the mould into which it is  cast ; or, t o  change the 
s ape 0 . 

hor its stream may be said to take ·the course of the metap , 
d . h h '1 f h h I and to become impregnate Wit t e SOl 0 t e 

c anne , 
country, through which it �ows.

. . 
Our conclusion, then, IS this : that local colourmg does 

not affect Romanes proper, but only the medium , in which 

it is conveyed (pp. x-xiii). 

George Borrow, in his Romano Lavo-HI (edition 1888), 

or Gypsy 'Vord-book, remarks (pp. 3 to 6)-

Before entering on the subject of the English Gypsy, I may 

perhaps be expected to say something about the orig�nal 

Gypsy tongue. It is, however, very difficult to say for certamty 
anything on the subject. There om be no doubt that a 
veritable  Gypsy tongue; at one time existed, but that it at 
present exists there is great doubt indeed . The probability 
is that the Gypsy at present exists only in dialects more or 
less like the la.nguage originally spoken hy the Gypsy or 

Zingaro race. Several dialects of the Gypsy are to be found 
which still preserve along win. a considE.:rable number of 
seemingly original worns certaiu curious grammatical forms, 
quite distinct from those of any other speech. Others are 
l i ttle more than jargons, in which a certain number of Gypsy 
words are accommodated to the grammatical forms of the 
languages of  particular countries. In the foremost class of the 
purer Gypsy dialects, I have no hesitation in placing those 
of  Russia, Wallachia, Bulgaria, and Tl'ansylvania. They are 
so alike. that he who speaks onc of them can make h imself 
very wdl understood by those who speak any of the rest ; from 
whence it may reasonably be inferred that none of them can 
differ

. 
much from the original Gypsy speech ; so that when speakmg of Gypsy language, any one of these may be taken as 

a standard. One of them-I shall not mention which-I hav� selected for that purpose, more from fancy than any parhcular reason. 
The Gypsy language then, or what with some qualification I may call such, may consist of some three thousand words the greater part of which are decidedly of India . 0" b" c d ' 

n oTlbm, emg onnecte w�th the Sanscrit or some other Indian dialect ; ::: rest CO�SlSt of
,
words picked up by the Gypsies from various guages 111 theIr wanderings from the East. It has two 

VOL. XVI. 
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genders, masculine and feminine ; 0 represents the masculine' 
and i the feminine :  for example, bara rye, a great gentleman, 
bar! rani, a great lady. There is properly no indefinite article : 
gaja or gorgia, a man or gentile ; 0 gaja, the man. The noun has 
two numbers, the singular and the plural. It has various cases 
formed by postpositions, but has, strictly speaking, no genitive. 
It has prepositions as well as postpositions ; sometimes the 
preposition is used with the noun and sometimes the post
position ; for e}{ample, cad 0 gay, from the town ; chutl-galt 
17lannachendar, evil men from, i. e. from evil men. The verb has 
no infinitive ; in lieu thereof, the conjunction ' that ' is placed 
before some person of some tense. ' I wish to go ' is expressed 
in Gypsy by camav le jaw, literally, I wish that I go ; thou 
wish est to go, caumes le jas, thou wishest that thou goest : 
caumen le jallan, they wish that they go. Necessity is expressed 
by the impersonal verb and the conjunction ' that ' :  sham le jaY, 
I must go ; lit. I am that I go ; shan le jallan, they are that they 
go ; and so on. There are words to denote the numbers from 
one up to a thousand. For the number nine there are two 
words, nu and ennya. Almost all the Gypsy numbers are 
decidedly connected with the Sanscrit. 

Let us now look at a few words from Yanik 
Ruzlomengro's Ghz'lz' on pp. 2 8-33 ,  and note their 
philological affinities. Sanskrit roots can be traced, 
according to the authorities at our hands, in-bengz' imp 
( pangka mud), /al go (z'Za to go), sutto sleep (subta asleep), 
'raz' gentleman (ra/ lord), purro old ( pura), beshor years 
(vars!za year), giizlo agone, from /al to go Ula), /zvdas 
lived (izv to live), tacJto true (satyata truth), Romm 
Gypsy jem. (?'ama husband), muz' mouth (muleha face), 
chumer kisses (c!lum kiss), ratesh blooded (rudhz'ra 
blood), keror houses (g'rz'ha house), J'z'mlen knowledge 
(/,nap# understanding),. rashaz' parson (rzshz' saint), 
hodas she ate, from hol eat (gala), kalo swarthy or gypsy 
(kala black), kornova I should like (kam(l love), nashtas 
he lost (nasa to lose), dan tooth (danta), porno white 
(pandu), yog fire (agm'), yokyor eyes (aksM eye), dz'vz'o 
mad (deva a fool), hokane lie (leuhana hypocrisy). 

Hindustani appears in-puker tell (pukar say), yek 
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one (yak), grasni' jem. of graz' horse (ghora), boro big 

(bztra), lavyor words (lapa speak), gono sackf�l (gon sacl�), 

kel dance (kelna), puc!z ask ( puchhna), ram lady (ram ), 

churrz' poor (shor), koko uncle (kaukau). 

Russian in-godlz' tale (golos voice), puMnyus justice 

of the peace (pokot'o pacify), dosta plenty (dostaef it is 

enough), roker'd talked (rek he said), ruzlos strong 

(roshty huge), tamlopen darkness (temnoy dark). 

Modern Greek in-chz'rosor times ("atpo� time), 

dromyor ways (op6p.o� course), zz'rnz'n soup C'ovp.l), pt 

drinks (7T'tJlW to drink), pazas fun (7T'at,w to play), lzas 
you took, from lz'av to take ("A.a{3€� you took), dukcrz'
pen fortune-telling ( 'T1JX77 fortune), kamorros ch am ber 
("ap.apa). 

Hungarian in-pobo apple (paboy), nav name (ncv), 
pcsser'd paid (jizefnz' pay), szg soon (sz'tto quick), kral
It'sa:;'konez queenly (kz'raly king). 

Persian in-IoUo red (lal), Gorgz'o gentile (? cojza 
gentl eman), g!tcrc men (kar man), sltoondan they heard 
(sht'nt'dcn), daz' mother (daya nurse), Drabengro Doctor 
(daru drug). 

English in-jazno fine, dt"ro dear, jokz' folk, maz' my. 
As will be easily understood there is no settled 

orthography for Romany : it is a spoken language 
only, and the accent and pronunciation differ in 
diffe�en� di

.
stric�s. In the ballad the northern pro

nunCIatIon IS faIrly represented, if the general rule be 
followed of pronouncing the consonants as in English and the vowels as on the Continent. 

) 

D. M. 
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SHUKER, mi faino rinkno bengi, 
J al sutto miro diro chor, 

Me puker 'kova rai yek godli 
Avri 0 purro chirosor. 

Beshor ta beshor ghilo, raia, 
Adre akova tern akai, 

Jivdas 'men laki nogi fold 
Yek tacho-bini Romni chai. 

Sas mui pensa 10110 pobo, 
Mui te chumer, prosser, say, 

Yoi pirdas pensa rat' ski grasni, 
Ta Vasheti sas laki nay. 

A purro Gorgio piriv'd lati, 
Boro pukinyus tai sas-lo, 

Sas lesti keror, puvor, kottors, 
Ta sorkon-kova barvalo. 

Yo pesserd ghere puker laki 
Sar lavyor Gorginez te pen, 

Ta kunjonez te siker lati 
o Gorgio's gozvero jinipen. 

Sig jindas yoi 0 �holl0 gono, 
Dias apre pensa rashai, 

Ta sor 0 Gorgio's dromyor hodas 
Pens' bauri zimin dova chai. 

* The dialect i n  which this ballad is written is the deep Romany of the 

north-country IIernes and Boswells. 

iIK� 

A GYPSY BALLAD.'" 

Hush ! my pretty imp of Satan : 
Go to sleep my own dear son, 

Let me tell this Rye a story 
Of the times now long agone. 

Years and years gone by, my Rya, 

Just hard by this very place 

Lived a true-born Gypsy maiden 
'Mongst the people of her race. 

Lips had she like apples rosy, 
Lips for kiss or jest aflame. 

Like a thorough-bred's her step was
Vashti was the maiden's name. 

And an aged Gentile wooed her, 
Mighty magistrate was he, 

He had houses, lands, and guineas, 
He was rich as rich could be. 

Tutors hired he, who could shew her 
How to use the Gentile's speech, 

And they taught her all the wisdom 
That the Gentiles have to teach. 

Quick she learned, read books like parson, 
Cleared the whole bagful at a scoop, 

All their curious Gentile customs 
Swallowed down like good snail soup. 

• Shorn pazorros ke Drabengro MacAlister for 0 suggestionos of a ghiliengri chivipen adre Gorginez, ta 0 boro kotor of kaIli versari si kek (0 kek hut) purerdo talIa 0 yekto nongo chivipen so yov komilez bicherdas mundi. 
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" 'Glal mandi romerova tuti 
Yek bitti kova mandi del ; 

Muk mandi yekos dik apopli 
A tacho purro Romni kel. 

'Dre kavo dui beshor, raia, 
Kek kalo mui me diktom ; 

Puch lendi sor akai te siker 
Sar faini rani mandi shorn." 

Kek but 0 purro rai komdas-les, 
N astis yov pendas, " Kek nanai ; "  

T a  dosta Romni chelar avde, 
Kakrachkinez ke mulo grai. 

Adoi, 'dre lesko boro biuros 
o Romni-chale pi ta ha

Mai mulo dad ! Komova dosta 
Mandi shomas odoi konil.. 

o rai dikt buino ta tullo ; 
Krallisalkonez yoi sas, 

Yon roker' d s�Jin ketenendi 
Trustal 0 fold yoi j indas. 

" Kon si aduva sikermengro 
Adre 0 kelinwardo gad, 

" Dre dui diklos, boro skranyor ? "  
Yoi savdas, " Miro diro dad." 

o paias jald. Yo pucherd lati, 
" Kon 'duva hola ja drovan ? "  

Yoi pend, " Mai koko, kuremengro ; 
Kek pendan nashtas yov a dan." 

" Ta kon si purri chovihani 
So diks jil. wafidez 'pre men ? "  

Yoi pendas, " Miri churri bibi, 
Tu lias trustal dukeripen." 

A Gypsy Ballad. 

" Ere our wedding," said the maiden, 

" I  would fain one boon implore, 

'Tis a real old Gypsy dancing, 

Let me see one, just once more. 

" Two long years have come and gone, sir, 
Since I saw a swarthy brow, 

Bid them all come here, and shew them 
What a lady I am now." 

Fain the old squire had objected, 
But he could not say her nay, 

And like carrion-crows the Gypsies 
Flocked together to the prey. 

There within the lofty chamber 
Gypsies ate and drank amain. 

By my father's corpse ! I would that 
Such a day might come again. 

Stout and haughty looked the squire, 

She was like a queen to view ; 
Laughing, chaffing, they all chattered 

Of the folks that once she knew. 

" Who is yonder motley dandy, 
With a shirt of strange device, 

Double kerchief, spreading boot-tops r 1 1 

" 'Tis my father dear," she cries. 

Sped the fun, again he asked her, 
" Who's that gorging without ruth r "  

" 'Tis my uncle, sir, the bruiser, 
Scarce you'd think he'd lost a tooth." 

" Who's that ancient beldame yonder, 
Glowers so wickedly ? "  he said. 

" 'Tis my poor old aunt you locked up, 
Telling fortunes is her trade." 

3 1  
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o paias jald. Yo pucherd lati, 
" Kon si aduvo ruzlos rom, 

Posh beng, posh duvelesto-ghero ? "  
Nai diktas, pendas, " Kek jinom." 

" Kon dik asar ?" yo dinilez pendas, 
" Yov si a monushesto chal." 

Yoi acht apre, ta porno dosta 
Kerd laki koked palal. 

Yog hocherdas 'vd laki yokyor 
Sar diktas yoi aduva rom. 

" Rai ! miro nogo pirino sillo, 
So penchdom mandi bisserdom." 

" Av komlo ! Mandi jova tussa." 
Hokterd graiakonez 0 chal : 

Ruzles shundan 0 Romni jolta 
o boro kamorros adral. 

o Romni-chaIe shelde benges, 
Sor divio 'vri wafripen, 

Leld bonnek dosta barv'lo kalli, 
Ta nashd adre 0 tamlopen. 
'" '" '" /If 

Ta posh sas lino 'pre ta stardo, 
Ta posh sas nashkedo, mai rai, 

Ta, tugno dosta, bicherd pardel. 
Kekera 'duva chal ta chai. 

Ta 'duva chal ta chai, mai kad, 
Mai boro dad ta dai sas-le. 

Tacho ! Miduvel dnkner mandi 
Te pukerava hokane ! 

YANIK RUZLOMENGRO. 

.A Gypsy Ballad. 

Still the fun sped on-" Pray tell me 

If that stalwart wight you know : 

Half a fiend he looks, half god-like." 
Eyes downcast, she answered, " No." 

" Who is he ? "  he urged unwisely, 
" Sure he seems a proper man." 

Quick she rose, and deathly pallid, 
Turned the Gypsy youth to scan. 

Gleamed her eye like fire out-flashing, 
As it met the man she sought

" Sir, it is my own true lover, 
He I deemed I had forgot-

" Come, beloved, take me with you ! "  
Like a battle-steed he sprang, 

And through all the banquet-chamber 
Gypsy cries of rallying rang. 

Yelled like demons mad with fury, 
Surged like waves the Gypsy horde. 

Seized the Gentile's costly treasures, 
Out into the darkness poured. 

• '" '" '" 

Some were caught and long imprisoned,. 
Some hanged high on gallows tree, . 

Some were sent to woful exile
But the lovers wandered free. 

My grand-parents were those lovers, 
And this tale I've told to you-

May the good Lord strike me handsome 
If I lie-the thing is true. 
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THE POET AND TEE PHILOSOPHER IN THE 
LAKE DISTRICT. 

HEY had just returned from their usual summer 
tour in the Lake District, and were sitting one 
evening discussing the situation in general and 

their late wanderings in particular. Suddenly a bright 
inspiration came into the poet's mind-" Tell you 
what ! "  he exclaimed, " let's write a magazine article 
on the subject." " Yes," replied the philosopher 
dubio\lsly ; " only don't let it be the regular sort of 
half guide.,book humdrum." " Not at all," replied the 
poet. " We'll make it something new and origina1." 
" l'4atchless for the complexion and worth a guinea 
a bo� " put in the philosopher. " Just so," said the 
poet. " You shall treat the subject scientifically and 
philQsophically, while l will relieve the austerity of 
your remarks by pointing out the more poetical and 
romantic aspects of our subject. Suppose then you 
start with a definition of the Lake District." Where
upon . the philosopher took up his his parable and 
discollrsed : 

" The Lake District has been thought by the most 
accurate observers to be a quantity composed of 
constant and variable factors, though they haven't 
always been able to agree ·as to which are which. For 
my own part I would divide them somewhat as 
follows :-Constant Factors, natural objects, e. g. lakes, 
fells, streams ; Variable Factors, llnnatural objects
trippers, omnibuses, staring advertisements, and the 
like, which only appear during part of the year. Rain, 
mist, &c., must of course go under the head of constant� 
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for though they are not always openly factorising, yet 

I am sure that they are always kept in stock, of the 

standard sizes, and available at the shortest notice. 

Some authorities include lakes and streams under the 

head of variable, and there is some ground for doing 

so ; for they do vary to some extent. I have known 

Ulleswater rise three feet in a night, and swamp all 

the low-lying road round it : there is one small cottage 

where, on such occasions, the inhabitant is to be seen 

washing his potatoes from his front-door step, and 

there is at least one house I know of, where, under 

like circumstances, a similar operation might well be 

performed from an insular position on the kitchen 

table." 
" Easy all ! "  broke in the poet at this point : " I  

find I have something that will fit in  here." Where

upon he produced a manuscript and read as follows :-

" Mine be a cot beneath a wood, 
Hard by a lake or river's shore, 

Whose waters, in the time of flood, 
Shall lightly sweep my kitchen floor. 

Great is  the rapture I should feel 
The mantelpiece my seat to make, 

And gaily my potatoes peel, 
And gaily wash them in the lake. 

Thus calm and healthful would I live 
Free from rheumatic malady ; 

And this the reason I should give, 
I always am uncommon dry." 

" The becks of the District," continued the philoso
pher, " are worse still, as after heavy rain they get 
too flooded to cross without wetting your feet, which 
is awkward when there are would-be crossers of the 
Softer sex ; in this case you have to set to work and 
engineer stepping-stones, which is bad ; and then you 
have to engineer your softer sex across them, which 
is worse." 
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" So much for the definition. I propose now to give 
a few scientific notes on various subjects which I have 
jotted down at various times, in alphabetical order :_ 
A-don't know anything beginning with A. So pass 
on to B-Botany. I used to be great on Botany once, 
but after having several times loaded my pockets with 
large quantities of the commonest plants in creation, 
and carried them home over vast distances, expecting 
them to turn out rarities or chra� A.€ryofJ,€va, or such like, 
I have somehow lost my interest in that subject. 
However, I might say a few words on the famous 
yew trees of the Lakes, which I suppose will come 
under the head of Botany. Anyhow put them there 
fro tem. 

" ' There is a yew tree, pride of Lorton Vale,' says 
Wordsworth, but I haven't seen it myself, so we must 
take his word for it." (Here the poet went into violent 
contortions in process of producing a very obvious pun 
on Wordsworth.) " ' Worthier still of note,' continues 
the same authority, ' are those fraternal four of 
Borrodale. ' Now I have seen these, and photo
graphed them too, though unsuccessfully, probably 
from all those unpleasant characters that Words worth 
locates there-

" Fear, and trembling Hope, 
" Silence and Foresight, Death the skeleton, 

. " And Time the shadow"-

having moved during the exposure. But I encountered 
a great difficulty with regard to these trees. Words
worth calls them a fraternal four, while I only found 
a fraternal three and a stump. Can it be that, in spite 
of the immortalisation of W ordsworth's verse, one of 
the four has gone the way of all trees ? Or is it in 
consequence of the said immortalisation ? There IS 
another tree, growing a short way off, lower down the 
hill ; but this does not look antiquated enough for a 
fraternal ; in fact it couldn't with justice aspire to a 
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more elevated position than that of  a nephew or  second 

cousin twice removed." 

"No more botanical notes," the philosopher remarked. 

" Stop a bit," said the poet, " I  have a small piece 

which had better come in here. It is entitled 

Daffodzls (after Wordsworth) .  

I wandered b y  a blue lake's shore, 
That snugly lies beneath the hills ; 

I stood where Words worth stood of yore, 
And saw the golden daffodils : 

Th ough many years had passed since then, 
The daffodils were there again. 

The dancing waves were dancing still, . 
Excited by the gay east wind ; 

The trees still grew beneath the hill, 
The daffodils the shore still l ined ; 

And everything there seemed to be 
To make the jocund company. 

But though the wind did gaily blow 
And gave occasion for a spree, 

The daffodils quite failed to show 
The requisite jocundity : 

They really didn't dance a bit, 
And were, in  fact, quite out of it. 

At Wordsworth I don't mean to sneer, 
And if you ask me to confess 

The reason of their conduct queer, 
The cause of all their sulkiness, 

Why, then I'd say without a doubt 
The daffodils were not quite out." 

" Let us now," said the philosopher, " proceed to the 
SUbject of Geology. I might discourse most eloquently 
On the various properties and relative merits of Skiddaw 
slate and Ennerdale syenite, giving the pedigrees of 
ea�h for six generations back ; but on the whole I 
thmk we'll skip that. So please pass on to Zoology, 
an extensive and highly interesting subject. The 
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fauna of the Lake District includes Cl great number 
of species-e.g. the horse, the cow, the pig, the 
Herdwick sheep, the homo sapzens, the homo decidedly 
otherwise, the cock and bull, the goose, the raven, 
and many more. Among the species which occasionally 
visit the district are the German band, the steam beast, 
and the organ-grinder. The Glacier was at a remote 
period found running wild over most of the fells ; but 
th� race is now unhappily extinct, its place being 
supplied by the stone wall, an extremely common 
animal, frequently inconvenient and not seldom 
absolutely ferocious." Here the poet called another 
halt, and again produced his manuscripts. " This," 
he said, " is called 

The Wz'shed-fir Gate (again after Wordsworth). 

Hope rules a band that's always green : 
Of all the mortals ever seen, 

The foolish est of all 
Is he, who, walking o'er a hill, 
Expects to find, where'er he will, 

A Gate in every wall.  

Know then, the land of which I speak 
Is far renowned for lake and peak, 

For crag and waterfall ; 
But the rash mortal who dilates 
Upon its practicable gates 

Will  find his  duties small. 

Imagine one with thirsty tongue 
Toil wearily his road along 

Some blazing day in June ; 
When suddenly upon his ear 
There strikes the plash of water clear ; 

He thinks to reach it soon. 

The · sound renews his worn-out vigour ; 
He toils along like any nigger, 

Though h e  feels fit to fall ; 
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Then finds h im, thirsty, waterless, 
Obstructed by a mortarless 

Exasperating wall. 

He finds it quite too mild to swear : 
The wished-for gate, it is not there, 

N or till the end of time 
Shall its appearance cheer the place : 
There's nothing for it but to brace 

His weary limbs and climb. 

He starts, and finds how oft h e  must 
His weight on treacherous footholds trust, 

Oft hang on by his  hands-
His feet slip off, his hands cling fast, 
But with a mighty h eave at last 

Upon the top he lands-

But still the fates his  pains deride ; 
A sheepwire on the farther side 

He sees, but sets at nough t : 
He tries to jump, his  feet catch in it, 
And i n  a fraction of a minute 

Comparatively short 

He lands upon the earth once more, 
And does as Brutus did of yore ; 

She coldly doth receive him 
The beck, still prattling o'er i ts  stones 
Seems to deride his hollow groans : 

And there I think, we'll leave him. 

" Of the animals I first mentioned," continued the 
philosopher, " the most important is the Herdwick 
sheep. It is a small, active, black-faced creature, the 
the chief use of which is to form a mark at which 
the scientific observer may roll big stones from a 
point of vantage on a steep hill-side. N.B. This 
practice is generally perfectly safe for the sheep, if 
you only roll scientifically enough." 

" Easy all again ! "  broke in the poet, " and let 
the scientific make way for the poetical sheep. This 
piece is entitled 
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(Hard) Li11es on 4 Dead Sheep. 

" Speed, boulder, speed, for I have spied 
A sheep upon the mountain side ; 
Speed down, and hit it on the head, 
And see if j·fs asleep, or dead ; 
Speed down with many a bound and leap 
A n d  h it that aggravating sheep." 
Down plunged the boulder straight-but no ! 
For when within a yard or so, 
Though rushing with terrific force, 
It lightly overleaped the corse. 

" Speed, boulder, speed," I cried again, 
A n d  h eaved a crag with might and main ; 
Which seemed about to hit  it quite, 
But then swerved off towards the right. 

. .  S peed, boulder, speed," I cried once more, 
A n d  heaved a bigger than before : 
Off rushed the rock, down plunging fast ; 
Off to the left it turned at last. 

.. S peed, boulder, speed," once more I heaved, 
A n d  this time I was not deceived : 
The rock rushed on with steadfast track, 
And h i t  the sheep upon the back ; 
But still, as far as I could judge, 
That tranquil sheep refused to budge ; 
S o  off I went, disgusted by 
Its  imperturbability. 

" We will next," resumed the philosopher, " take 
the goose and the raven together, as I have a note 
which bears on both. While walking up a valley 
near UIleswater some time ago, we were suddenly 
surprised by sundry unearthly sounds, which were 
immediately attributed to ravens, ghosts of ancient 
Britons, or something similar, half-a-dozen legends 
being invented on the spot to account for the alleged 
supernatural phenomena. Soon after a flock of geese 
put in an appearance, and a sceptical member of the 
party claimed the merit of the performance for them. 
Such a supposition was;- however, rejected with indig-
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nation by the rest. In such a romantic situation, 

raven s or ghosts (latter preferred) were the right 

thing to hear, and they wouldn't be put off with the 

commonplace goose." 

" I  remember the occasion," 

also the sceptic. I have here 

entitled 

replied the poet, " and 
a piece on the subject 

Credulz'!:JI (after Wordsworth once more). 

A croaking n oise the poet hears, 
A harsh, discordant, hideous sound : 

He stops and speculates at once 

Within his mind profound : 

" What species can the creature be, 

That chants this odious melody ? 

Mowing machines, or cats, or boys, 

Don't make this i nharmonious noise." 

But, these alternatives dismissed, 

An inspiration dawns at last, 

Which peoples all the rocky glen 

With spectres of the past. 

" 'Tis ghosts of skin-clad stone-age men, 

Or ancient B ritons come agai n ! 

These sounds I hear behind the trees 

Are British, or else stone-age-ese. 

And see ! a glimpse behind the leaves 

Of Druids in their robes of white : 

I'll just note down the whole affair ;  
I' m sure I must be right. 

The bymn they sing ain't quite in tune : 
I think I'd best be going soon : 
There's dampness in the evening breeze ; 

I 'm • • .  glad I'm hidden by the trees." 

Then making for the neighbouring pool 
The white procession comes i n  view : 

The poet snatches at his notes 
And tears the page in two. 
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No Druid priesthood grim and grey, 
But rather future victims th ey-
Still harshly chanti n g  as they pass 
A song to cease at Michaelmas. 

" During the last few years," continued the philo
sopher, " a  new species has been discovered-viz.  the 
Footpaths Association, which is found in a wild stdte 
in the neighbourhood of Latrigg." 

Here the philosopher retired for a short time into 
the beer-jug, and on emerging continued as follows-

" That's all I have to say about animals ; but 
before we end I should just like to burst up a certain 
fraud I know of in the Lake district. It is a small 
tarn on the side of Saddleback, rejoicing in the name 
of Scales Tarn. Now, exaggerating writers of the 
last century used to describe it as a dark and dismal 
abyss of water, situated so deep in a cleft in the 
rock that the sun never shone upon it, and they 
further assert that the stars may be seen reflected 
in it at noonday. Long ago I used to believe most 
firmly in this somewhat preposterous assertion. How
ever, one day I went to see. It was exactly twelve 
o'clock when we surmounted the last ridge of moraine 
matter (not rock, please observe) that hems in the low 
end of the tarn, and there, instead of the dark abyss 
of Stygian waters, we saw a small blue tarn, rippled 
into waves by a gentle breeze, and glinting .all over 
in the bright September sun." 

" And so," broke in the poet, " don't believe Sir 
WaIter Scott, when he says-

Never sunbeam could discern 
The surface of that sable tarn, 
In whose dark m i rror you may spy 
The stars, when noonday l ights the sky. 

" By the way," continued the poet, with his pro
fessional jealousy now in fine working order, " I  don't 
admire the rhyme of the first two lines. Are you 
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to say discern and tern or dtscarn and tarn ? Perhaps 

the latter is best, as the first might be ambiguous 

and ornithological. This suggests a similar dilemma 

in the well-known lines about the " dark brow of the 

m ighty Helvellyn." For you must either say that 

the eagle was yellz'n', or if you give the eagle his 

full and proper yell, you must degrade the mighty 

mountain to Helvellzng. Perhaps we had better take 

the first alternative, as the eagle is now extinct up 
there, and so you can't hurt his feelings by insinuating 
that he dropped his final g's. Scott, by the way, 
generally got mixed when he tackled the Lake District. 
For instance, he confuses Blencathara and Glaramara, 
and the famous " huge nameless rock," which he 
locates on Helvellyn, has long been a standing diffi
culty with local geographers. Personally I have my 
suspicions of the line 

, Dark green was the spot mid the brown mountain heather.' 

Certainly nothing about there now can be called 
da1'k green, and there isn't any heather, brown or of 
any other colour, within a mile or two. 

But talking of Scales Tarn, I think that the ancient 
historians thereof, being apparently determined to haul 
in a good big lie, neck and crop, might have made 
it mnch more poetical and ornamental ;-

This is the sort of thing I mean-

Like a thousand of bricks is the stream of the Styx, 
And as dark as three hullabaloos j 

And the waves of Cocytus, they dance like St Vitus., 
Forming excellent blacking for shoes : 

But blacker by far than those specimens are, 
Far darker and murkier still, 

Is the liquid so gloomy that l ives i n  the roomy 
Abyss in the side of the hill .  

This terrible water makes excellent porter ; 
Diluted 'twjll serve you as ink ; 

It seems l ike a sham imitation of Cam, 
Which it greatly resembles in stink : 
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If you want a receipt for to putrefy meat, 
Or to flavour a gooseberry pie, 

Take some of this stuff and apply with a muff, 
But I thi nk you had better not try. 

'Twill colour a pipe, or make beautiful tripe, 
Frame pictures in fan cy designs, 

It makes good oil for lamps, i t  will stick postage stamps, 
And is useful for blowing up mi nes : 

If you want to grow rich, or to baffle a witch, 
Or get rid of a fit of the blues, 

For the slaught' ring of rats, and for polishing hat� 
This water's tlte thing you should use. 

The rays of the sun never shine down upon 
This abyss, where I really declare 

You may see with yaur eye all th e stars of the sky, 
And the moon, if it chanoe to be there ; 

And if there's no breeze, i t's a mattet of ease 
Each bright constellation to tell, 

For each has itil name, and the Greek fQr the same, 
Written under it n eatly and well." 

" Now that's something like a lie," remarked the 
philosopher : " After that I dOl1't think I'll venture 
any more : suppose we dry up." So they done it, as 
Ruck Finn ' was wont to remark. 

EXPRESS TRAINS. 

Express Trains, Englz'slz and Foreign. By E. Foxwell 
and T. C. Farrer. London 1 8 8 9 .  

?:l: �E ADERS of periodical literature will recollect 
(" ' �� the charming paper on

' 
Express Trains con� \,� � tributed by Mr Ernest Foxwell to Macmz'llan's 

MagazZ1'le in February 1 883 .  In the form in which this 
subsequently appeared in 1 884 upon Messrs W. H .  
Smith and Sons' bookstalls i t  included, a s  i f  by accident, 
a paper read before the Statistical Society in September 
of the same year on the speed of the principal express 
trains on the larger railways of Great Britain. The 
volume before us is the result of further statistical 
investigation upon the lines of this paper of 1 883 .  The 
particulars of express travelling upon the railways there 
mentioned are worked out in much greater detail, and 
brought up to date, while the area under consideration 
is widened so as to include not only Great Britain, but 
Ireland, the Continent, and the United States. As 
there is no World-Bradshaw, the task of getting 
together and verifying the figures has been a heavy 
one, and Mr Foxwell has found another railway 
enthusiast to share his labours j but the method is 
his own, arid we imagine that, except as regards 
Part n, he would acknowledge his full responsibility 
both for the merits and defects of the work. 

Notwithstanding the formidable appearance which 
1 80 pages of tabulated statistics present, there are 
many of us who will find a good deal to interest us in 
1\!r Foxwell's figures. There is plenty of room for 
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a reliable book on railway speeds, as popular notions 
on the subject are more than usually misleading. It 
is still an article of faith in the West of England 
that the ' Flying Dutchman ' is the fastest train in  
the world, and its average speed is  put at  60  miles 
an hour. The superannuated servants of the Great 
Western cherish a dim tradition concerning a bold 
director, who, seeking to test the capacities of the 
Company's permanent way, was whirled from Padding
ton to Bath, seated in state in the Directors' carriage 
behind one of Sir Daniel Gooch's broad gauge engines, 
at 100 miles an hour, ' tearing up the rails behind him.' 
According to the reporters, just before the terrible 
accident at Long Ashton some years ago, when the 
engine and carriages left the rails and hurled themselves 
upon the impenetrable wall of a cutting, the ' Flying 
Dutchman ' ran along the level stretch from Bridgwater 
and through Bourton station at 8 I miles an hour.'" 
We ourselves remember more than once timing a mile 
with a stop-watch between London and Swindon 
at 80, when on our way home from school, but the 
value of this record is diminished by an unscientific 
habit we then had of counting only four quarter-mile
posts to the mile. 

These delightful dreams of speeds attainable Mr 
Foxwell has dissipated for ever. No legends find a 
place in  his volume ; we are everywhere face to face 
with the unimpeachable record of what has been actually 
achieved. And, as usual, the ideal is one thing, and 
the actual quite another. The average speed of the 
' Flying Dutchman ' over its whole journey of 3 26k miles 
from Paddington to Penzance is only 36! including 
stops, or 42t  excluding stops, while over the fastest 
section of the line (Swindon to Paddington-77:t miles) 
which is run without a stop, the speed is only 5 2*, or 

• This estimate is based only on the evidence of signalmen in snccessive 
boxes - whose cheap clocks were probably not in accord. 
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531- on the down journey, though no doubt much higher 

speeds are attained on particular miles. N or is this 

by any means ' the fastest train in the world.' 

According to Mr Foxwell's tables the 9.45 a.m. Great 

Northern from King's Cross to Leeds runs at 48i 
including and 5 I excluding stops over the whole 
journey of 1 85t miles, and between Grantham and 
Doncaster, for more than 50 miles, it runs at 54 .  
Again, on the Midland, the 4 .3  p.m. Glasgow express 
runs from N ormanton to St Pancras at 50 including, 
5 I excluding stops ; while the 2 p.m. (to Manchester) 
for 7 2t  hilly miles between St Pancras and Kettering 
�eeps up 53 .  The up day-express from Edinburgh 
caps this by going from Nottingham to St Pancras 
without a stop, 1 2 4 miles, at the high average speed 
of 5 2 .  Best of all, the North Western 10.0 a .m. 
express from Glasgow to Euston travels the 90t miles 
from Preston to Carlisle, over a summit of 920 feet, 
at a speed which averages 53 .  

These times are the ordinary times of 1 888-9, 
without counting the extraordinary performances of 
the ' race to Edinburgh ' last year, when all railway 
records were broken. Mr Foxwell's spirited account 
of this is quite the best thing in the book, and stirs the 
blood of the . reader l ike the story of some great battle .  
It will be enough to note here the final result of the 
contest. From August 1 +-3 I the West Coast 
Companies (North Western and Caledonian) carried 
passengers in (nominally) eight hours from Euston t o  
Edinburgh (400t miles) at a speAd of 50  miles an 
hour including and 53!  excluding stops-z". e. faster 
over the whole distance than the ' Flying Dutchman ' 
in the comparatively short run of 7 7t  miles from 
SWindon to Paddington ; but this official timing wa s 
improved upon every day. From Preston to Carlisle 
(90t miles) and Carlisle to Edinburgh ( I ooi miles) 
the speed was 54 .  At the same time the East Coast 
Companies (Great Northern and North Eastern) were 
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reaching Edinburgh by their somewhat shorter route 
(392! miles) in 7� hours, travelling the whole distance 
at 50! including and 54 excluding stops, and doing 
the 82i miles from Grantham to York at 56t. Mr 
Foxwell notes on this journey a run of four successive 
miles at 76! miles an hour, checked by two observers. 
Thus the ' Flying Dutchman ' has been left far behind 
by the enterprise of the great northern companies, 
besides being outdone by its own companion train 
the ' Zulu,' put on ten years ago. It is also worth 
noting that all the trains that beat it, including the 
expresses of the ' race,' carried third class passengers, 
while the Great Western adheres to its policy of first 
and second only as regards the ' Dutchman ' ;  the ' Zulu ' 
now admits third class. 

The statistics of the Continental and American 
railways are naturally less interesting to us than our 
own, and their performances are for the most part 
(except in America) very inferior. The best American 
train is the 4.13 p.m. from Jersey City to Philadelphia 
on the Pennsylvania Line (89! miles). The speed 
is · 48t including and 49 excluding stops. The best 
running is between Jersey City and Trenton (55! miles) 
at 5 3 miles an hour. Another train, the 9 a.m .  Mondays 
from New York to San Francisco, is interesting to us 
because of the enormous distance travelled. The train 
takes nearly a week to cover the 3 ,270 �iles, but 
the time of actual running is 12 7;t hours, and the 
average speed including stops is 25!. We go from 
London to Wick, 7 67 miles, in 22 hours, a rate of 
progress which would see us in San Francisco before 
the close of the fourth day from New York. 

The Continental trains are extremely disappointing. 
France leads with two good trains-the bi-weekly Luxe 
express from Paris to Bordeaux, and the boat train 
from Paris to Calais-the latter the result of the 
pressure of the English Companies on the Nord, 
the former of competition between the Orleans line 
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and the state railway, which also has a direct line to 

Bordeaux. The 6.58 p.m. Paris to Bordeaux runs the 
364 miles at 42* including and 44! excluding stops, 

and between Les Aubrais and St Pierre des Corps 
( 68:k miles) keeps up 45i. The I I .  I 5 a.m. from Paris 
to Calais (183 miles) runs at 43 including and 44 
excluding stops, and between Amiens and Calais 
(101 miles) keeps up 44i. The English trains that 
correspond with these would come very low down 
among our expresses. The best Brighton and South 
Coast trains to Brighton or Eastbourne are rather 
faster ; possibly the second-best Great Eastern between 
London and Norwich would about hit the mark. 

Next to France comes Holland, with a train from 
Flushing to Venlo (130 miles)! leaving at 5.5 p.m. 
It runs at 40� including and 4 1 !  excluding stops, and 
between Flushing and Breda (61� miles) keeps up 42. 
This is the best long-distance train (competitive), but 
the 9 a.m. from Rotterdam to Amsterdam (53! miles) 
does the journey at 46 without stopping, notwithstanding 
the fact that it slackens speed through the five chief 
stations (one of which is the Hague) to 10 miles an 
hour. This is equal to any of the second-best English 
performances. 

Close behind Holland comes Belgium, with the 
4.40 p.m.  from Brussels to Ostend (76 miles). It runs 
at 43� including and 44-k excluding stops, and from 
Bruges to Ostend (14! miles) keeps up 45. But 
Belgium has very steep gradients for some of its 
expresses to surmount. 

Germany is a shocking country for speed. The 
much vaunted Orient express from Paris to Constanti
nople (1,857t miles) vz'a Strasburg, Stuttgart, Munich, 
and Vienna, only runs at 27 including and 29 excluding 
stops, and for this Germany, Austria, and Turkey are 
chiefly responsible, for the speed through France is 4oi. 
As Mr Farrer puts it-' an inclusive speed of 40 miles 
an hour would save 2 2  hours in the journey from Paris 
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to Constantinople.' The best trains in North Germany 
are the 5 . 1 5  p.m. and 9 . 7 p.m from Berlin to Hamburg 
(I 7 7! miles). These run at 3 7t including and 40l 
excluding stops, and between Hagenau and Buchen 
(29! miles) they are timed to do 44. Almost as fast, 
and for a much longer distance, are the 1 2 . 6  noon 
and 1 0.30 p.m. from Berlin to Cologne. These are at 
36 including and 40 excluding stops, and on one section 
do 4-ll. The South German Railways are much slower. 
The best train is the 2 .20 p .m .  from Mannheim to 
Bale ( 1 62 miles) on the Baden State Railway, but 
this is only 34 including and 3 7-! excluding stops, 
and it only attains a speed of 40 over one section. 
An attempt is usually made to disguise the actual 
slowness of the South German trains under high
sounding titles. We well remember, after a tedious 
course of German ' Schnellzug,' allowing ourselves 
to be tempted by a more promising sort of train, 
announced on the time-tables of the Main-Neckar 
Railway as a ' Blitz-zug ' from Frankfort to Heidelberg 
vz'a Darmstadt. The statistics of this train, which 
starts daily with immense pomp and circumstance, are 
given by our authors thus :-Distance 55 miles ; speed 
including stops, 3 2 ; excluding stops, 34� ; fastest run 
(Darmstadt to Friedrichsfeld-3 Ik miles) 35� .  Compare 
with this a certain broad-gauge ' fast goods ' on the 
Great Western. It runs nearly four times .as far, 
Paddington to Exeter ( I 93� miles) ; speed including 
stops 30, excluding stops 3 3 ! ; fastest run (Swindon 
to B.ristol-4 Ii miles) 35i .  The heavily subsidised 
Indian Mail, again, that runs on Friday evenings from 
London to Brindisi, is a scandalous train in the matter 
of speed. From London to Dover it runs at 43, but 
the average over the whole distance of 1 >455 miles 
(including the IS miles an hour from Dover to Calais) 
is only 26 miles including stops. In other words, 
' the Unzbrz'a, Etrztrta, and Empress go as fast on the 
sea as this International Mail train does on land ' ! 
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The moral of our authors' investigation of Continental 

railways appears to be that state management ' is 

pison.' Government monopolies lead everywhere to 

slackness and want of enterprise, and affect rapidity 

of travelling most perniciously. As far as speed is 

concerned, at any rate, competition is the life of a 

railway. Such an exhilarating contest as the race 

to Edinburgh would be impossible under a Government 

control like that of France, where ' no figure of the 

timebill can be altered without the consent of the 

superior administration ' -still less in Algeria, where 

' the Superintendent of one of the railways stated 

that he might not alter any passenger train one 

minute without ' homologation ' from Paris.' This is 

organisation with a vengeance, and a railway dies 

of over-organisation quite as easily as of the opposite 

complaint. 
We. are surprised to learn from Mr Farrer that 

' the average actual cost of running a locomotive and 

train does not exceed IS per mile at the utmost. 

It is therefore clear that 1 2  third class passengers 

at Id each per mile actually pay the cost of working 

a train, while any number over this is profit.' This 

explains why comparatively empty trains (e.g. the 

G.E. through Cambridge to Doncaster) pay never-

theless. . 

We must not spend any more time over the interesting 

points in this volume. We regret that the authors 

confined themselves to statistics of speed only ; we 
should like to hear what they have to say on other 
aspects of railway management - permanent-way 
making, types of engines, or, better than any, what 
might perhaps be called ' railway statesmanship '

the consider::ttions that determine the policy of our 
principal companies. Or again, they might take to 
history, and do for the N orth Western, Great Northern, 
or Great Western-or all three of them-what Mr 
WiUiams did for the Midland. Even the subject of 
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speed is not yet exhausted. They have given us a 
sort of Debrdt's Peerage of trains, but there mllst be 
a vast proletariat of ordinary trains, the statistics of 
which might yield interesting results if a proper census 
were taken. 

The new volume is nicely got up. A capital drawing 
of the latest type of Midland express engine appears 
upon the cover, and the numerous maps are excellent : 
the coloured maps, the like of which have never 
appeared before, must have cost immense pains, and 
are models of clearness and accuracy. 

Mr Foxwell and Mr Farrer are good collaborateurs ; 
the former is responsible for Great Britain, Holland, 
and Belgium, and the latter for the remainder of the 
book. Mr Farrer's manner is solid and reliable ; his 
very �atter-of-factness inspires confidence, and he has 
the air of a born statistician. Mr Foxwell is as llsual 
graceful and suggestive ; he handles his figures ill 
a pleasant way, and charms us into taking an eager 
interest in tabulated facts in spite of all natural 
aversions. The contrast between the two manners 
is one of the attractions of the book. But, in spite 
of Mr Foxwell, we lay down the volume feeling that 
we have had enough of pure statistics, and long fol' 
something more of earth. We miss the delightful 
' apology ' of the earlier rhapsody, which now appears 
condensed into three pages and a half, unde.r the 
heading ' some effects of express speed.' Anyone whQ 
cares about railways will find the new book indis
pensable, but it is not likely to be a source of such 
genuine pleasure as the shilling pamphlet of 1 884. 

J. R. TANN�I\. 

@ b ( t U tll'».  

REV CANON F .  C .  COOK. 
The Rev Frederick Charles Cook, to whom reference was 

made in our last number (xv. 505), for 25 years a canon of 

Exeter Cathedral, died on June 2 2 ,  at his residence in the 

Close. Canon Cook graduated at  St John's College, B.A. 

1 8 2 8. when he took a first class in the Classical Tripos, and M . A. 

in 1 840 j and he had been in the ministry for just 5 0  years, having 

taken his ordination vows before the Bishop of London in 

1 8 3 9. He was appointed preacher to the Hon Society of 

Li ncoln's Inn, canon residentiary of Exeter Cathedral i n  1 8 64, 

chaplain in ordinary to the Queen, chaplain to the Bishop of 

London in 1 8 69, and precentor of Exeter Cathedral in 1 8 7 2 .  

He was formerly one of h e r  Majesty's Inspectors of Schools, 

and before coming to Exeter held a prebendal stall in Lincoln 

Cathedral. The deceased was a ripe scholar, editor of the Speaker's 

Commentary, 'lnd author of several ecclesiastical works. Bodily 

in firmities prevented his taking an active part in the Cathedral 

for three or four years past, and a few weeks before his death 

he resigned the precentorship, an office in which he was 

succeeded by the Dean . Canon Cool, leaves behind him an 

exceedingly valuable l ibrary, which he has bequeathed to the 
Chapter, and i t  will  find a place in the new cloister building, 

in the restoration of which the late Canon took great · interest. 
[See Times, June 24, 1 8 8 9.] 

REV DE. L. STEPHENSON. 
The Rev Lawrence Stephensan graduated as Twelfth 

Wrangler in  1 8 2 3 ,  proceeded M.A.  1 8 2 6, B.D.  1 8 3 3 ,  D.D.  1 844, 
an d was elected Fellow in 1 8 2 6 .  He was Sadlerian Lecturer 
until  in 1 8 3 5 he was presented to the College Rectory of 
Soul derne in Oxfordshire. An able preacher, whose minis
trations were valued both in his own and other churches, h e  
n evertheless held n o  preferment outside h i s  own parish. There 
he devoted himself unostentatiously to the quiet round of 
parQchial work, making his little church an example of reverent 

I 
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care, if we except the chancel, unfortunately rebuilt during Mr 
Horseman's incumbency i n  an age sadly devoid of taste ; whilst 
the village school he caused to be built was evidence of �lis  
care for the young. 

The oldest of our College Rectors, both i n  University 
standing and in the tenure of his cure, he passed away during 
the early morning hours of 2 1  June 1 889,  in the 8 8 th year of 
his age, the sleep of tired nature merging unperceived into 
the long sleep of death. A. F. T. 

REV F. W. P. COLLISON. 
The Rev Frederick WiJIiam Portlock Collison was the eldest 

son of the late Brown Collison of Hitchin, H erts, and was born 
2 2  May 1 8 1 4. He entered the College in 1 8 3  z, graduated as 
Sixth Wrangler in 1 8 3 6, obtained the Crosse Scholarship the same 
year, and the senior Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholarship the year 
following. After being Naden's Divinity Student he was elected 
Fellow in 1 8 3 8 .  In College he held the offices of Hebrew 
Lecturer, Librarian, and Dean. He was a member of the 
Cambridge Camden Society from its i nstitution in 1 8 3 9, being 
its Treasurer until ) 844, and contributing to its official publica
tion, the Ecclesiologisf. He was also a member of the Committee 
for restoring the Round Church. In 1 8 5 3  he accepted the 
College living of Marwood in N. Devon. There the material 
records of his work are a restored Chancel, an enlarged church
yard, a Mission Church, and a Day School. In 1 8 5 5  he married 
Mary, eldest daughter of the late Dr Thackeray of Cambridge. 
who is  left a widow with three sons and two daughters. When 
in 1 8 5 7  Dr Bateson was elected to the Mastership, Mr France's 
name being withdrawn, no one else was voted for but Mr 
Collison, who was at the time quite unaware of the compliment 
thus paid to him. I n  N.  Devon h e  was appointed Rural Dean. 
but very soon resigned the office. The position of President 
of the local Clerical Society he found more congenial ; and 
although he did not say much, 

'
his opinions on matters of 

biblical criticism and ecclesiastical controversy were weighty 
and received with great respect. Failing eyesight obliged 
him gradually to withdraw from public work, and in 1 8 85 he 
resigned his benefice, which was then accepted by the Rev A. 
F. Torry. He removed to North London, where he died on 
Friday 2 1  J un e  1 8 89.  A. F. T.  
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REV THOMAS CROFTS WARD. 

The young and devoted clergyman whose name, alas, heads 

these l ines was some five or six years ago one of the best known 

and best loved of the younger members of our College. H i s  

tall lithe figure a n d  dark handsome face, h i s  charm of manner, 

his prowess in manly sports, would have sufficed to win him an 

ordinary popularity and will still be a title to wide remembrance. 

But all who came into contact with T.  C.  Ward felt  that he had 

qualities deeper than these. 
They felt that they were in the presence of a nature sweet 

and sunsh iny to a rare degree, yet with the hidden strength of 

singlehearted uprightness. Such a man cannot live to himself 

alone, little as he thinks of it he must gt've, ' silently out of 

h imself as the sun gives.' And certainly i t  was so with Ward. 

" I  think his  influence for good over those around him," writes 

one of his nearest friends, " was very great though unconscious. 

His simple manliness, his sweet manners, and his transparent 

godliness gave him i nfluence everywhere." And as i t  was at 

Cambridge, so i t  was without doubt in  the places where 

afterwards he laboured as a min ister of Christ till he fel l  a 
martyr to his mission of consolation and was taken from us. 

Thomas Crofts Ward was th e second son of the late Mr 

W. G. Ward of Nottingham, and was born March 9, 1 866.  H e  

received his early education a t  Newark School, and came u p  to 

St John's in October J 879.  H is rooms during most of his  course 

were those now 'occupied by Mr Harker, F 3 rd Court. His elder 

b rother G. W. C. Ward was already a member of the College, 

and a year or two later his younger brother H. Ward followed 

them. ' T. C,' as he was called for distinction's sake, was 

well known in  L. M.  B. C.  and on the Association football 
ground, but he achieved most of his athletic fame as a tennis  
player. H e  will  be found repeatedly i n  the photographs 
of the L. M: B.  C . ,  the ' Eagles,' and the ' Byrons ' of 
his day. After leading theology he took his degree i n  
1 8 8 3.  but remained in residence a year longer, when he was 
ordained to a Curacy at Northfield, Birmingham. About the 
same time he was married to Sybi l, second daughter of the 
Rev Canon Miles, Rector of Bingham, Notts, by whom he has 
left two children. A delicacy of the throat obliged him before 
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long to resign his Curacy, and he accepted a Chaplaincy at 
Madeira, where he remained eight months. In 1 8 86 he took the 
Curacy of S. Nich olas, Guildford. After two years of faithful 
work/ he was appointed to the scattered Gountry parish of 
Appleton-Ie-Street with Amotherby, Yorkshire. To this benefice 
h e  was only instituted i n  October ) 8 8 8, but in the nine months 
which alone were allotted him we are told that he had made 
a lasting mark on the paris,h . 

" At the Confirmation held at Arn:otherhy last Easter, h e  pre
sented upwards of forty candidates, a large proportion of whom 
were adults. His qui et, earnest, and reverent manner, and his 
remarkable power of sympathy, especially in sickness and 
trouble, speedily won to his  side by far the greate'r part of  a 
parish in which there is much active Dissent. The vigour that 
he threw into all parts of his pastoral work was remarkable . • . •  

We scarcely know of any other case i n  which a young priest 
has effected so much in a parish in so short a time." ( Church 
Tz'Jles.) 

On Wednesday 1 7  July Mr Ward buried two children w h o  
h a d  d i e d  from diphtheria, having previously visited them i n  
their i l lness. H e  played lawn ten nis on t h e  Saturday with 
his old proficiency, and took two services on Sunday morning. 
In th e evening he felt  indisposed ; next day symptoms of 
diphtheria shewed themselves, and early on Wednesday 
m orning, July 24, h e  passed away. H e  was buried two days 
later in his churchyard overlooking the beautiful valley of 
Ryedale, amid the greatest signs of the sympathy and sorrow 
of h i s  parish ioners. 

Seldom has so sudden a stroke closed a life so full of 
beauty and promise. 

" Whatever record leap to light, 
He never shall be shamed," 

for there can be no record of Tom Ward 
" But tells of days in goodness spent, 

A mind at peace with all below, 
A heart whose love was innocent." 
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ALEXANDER WILLIAM POTTS LL.D. 

Many readers of the Eagle have been startled and deeply 

gri eved by the news of the sudden death of Dr Alexander W. 

Polls, Head-master of  Fettes College, an old and most 

dist in guished member of St John's. I-le was born in the 

year J 83 4, and entered Shrewsbury School unr;ler the late 

Prof. Ken nedy, where his progress to the VI Form was unusually 
rapid .  Though early distingulsed as a scholar of brilliant 

promise, he did not neglect his physical development, but 

became Captain of Football and Stroke of  the School Eight. 

In ) 8 5 2  he entered Cambridge as a scholar of our College, and 
in  ) 858 graduated as second in the First Class of the Classi cal 
Tripos, Chancellor's Medallist, and Senior Optime in Mathe" 
matics. H i s  appearance, as well as his kno,wn abilities, in 
those early days of Undergraduate life, tall, handsome, earnest 
and commanding, inspired an admiratio,n mingled with a kind 
of awe, amounting to reverence, in the minds of his contem
poraries'Y. ; while those who knew h im least recognised the 
sterl ing merits of a genuinely nob,le character, and were attached 
to him for life. 

In 1 85 9  he was made Fello,w of the Gollege, and after 
holding an Assistant-Mastership at Charterhouse for some, time, 
he  was for five years Master of " the Twenty " at Rugby, under 
Dr Temple. There he m,arried l\'liss Bowdcn Smith, the sister 
of a colleague. From, Rugby he was called in ) 8 70 to undertake 
the work of organ is ing Fcttes Colleg;e, a school intended to 
follow the lines o( the great Engltsh Public Schools. In this  
work h e  was accompanied' and ably seconded by O. C.  Colteril l ,  
also Cl, J ohnian . Under the most  favourable circumstan c.es the  
task would have been one tQ test the  highest energies o f  a 
gi fted man. I n  this case ' it was not l i ghtened by certain 
narrow prejudices and national jealousies. But his success was 
conspicuous, in overcom ing difficulties" and rais ing the school 
to the nrst, rank in. scholarsh,ip and athletic distinctions. Fcttes 

* Calverley's lines in  the verses beginning There stands a city, are said. 
to �ef�r lo Dr .rotts ; 

Tl�e ' long '  but not ' stern swell,' 
. Faultless in his hats and hosen, 
Whom the Johnian lawns know well. 
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scholars and Fettes football-players are too welI=known at 
Cambridge for us to dwell on this in Dr Potts' praise. Blit it is 
perhaps not so well-known here that his success in teaching 
was due n o  less to the magnificent earnestness of the man, and 
his genial loving ways with boys, than to his brilliant and 
elegant scholarship. Among his many versatile gifts he 
possessed a true love and appreciation of music, which he was 
most assiduous in fostering among his pupils. As a preacher 
he was gifted with extraordinary powers of eloquence, refined, 
earnest, and inspiring. Indeed there can be little doubt that 
had his position permitted him to take orders, he would have 
been accounted one of the most eloquent and impressive of 
pulpit orators. ' H i s  keen clear eye '-writes one who knew 
him well, both here and at Rugby,-' his gentle smile, his lofty 
bearing, his stern Scorn of all  that W1S unworthy, his tenderness 
toward the d efects and difficulties of lesser spirits ' will live long 
in many loving memories. And such as he was here and at 
Rugby, such h e  remained in  the fuller promise of his ripened 
manhood, till death took him.  Yet with all these high gifts he 
never swerved from a simple childlike faith in God, and 
struggling i n  mortal agony h e  gasped out this meSSq,ge to 
his boys-

' I  wish particularly to offer to all the boys at Fettes College 
(particularly to those who have been here any time) my grateful  
acknowledgments of their loyalty, affection, and generous 
appreciation of me. I wish as a dying man to record that 
loving kindness and mercy have followed me all the days of 
my l ife ; that firm faith i n  God is the sole fi rm stay in mortal 
life ; that all ideas but Christ are illusory, and that duty is the 
one and sole thing worth living for.' 

The world could have better spared many a more famous 
man. 

VEXILLO OPUS EST : CONVOLABUNT.* 

" Persons advertising in The Standard can now have the 

answers addressed free of charge at our office, 28 8t Bride 
Street, E.C." 

PUBLICA queis placuit cupientibus edere uerba, 

Stgnum cui titulus charta diurna patet. 

ediderint : cupidis fors respondebitur ; et sic 

nostra capit-merces non erit ulla-domus. 

exstat ab octaua uicesima pill a, t uetustum 

nomen ubi uico Sancta Brigitta dedit. 

urbis et Augustae:j: media regione locatur 
pandit ubi Phoebi lux modo nata iubar. 

HAWTHORNDEN. 

EPIGRAM 
On a font removed from the Church z'nto the Rector's 

Garden. 

9.0. �etv' o''Y'Ye}"},,eLV TaO' 'E7TLUIC07TP, lhn p.e Tvoe 
eloe� lm' aP'Ya}"ea� av()ocpopOVYTa TV'X''l';, 

a� TO 7Tplv ;opv()el� ;epOt� €Vl owp.aut Xp£uToii 
"

() 
,./.. " I , I "A.. 

a" ea 't'vTa"'La£� ovpay,a£� e't'epov' 

vvv 0' au ICe,v' a7To}"w}"e, Ta 0' av()ea 'Y"l£va 7TaVTa' 

w 7TOTP.O� a},,'Y£voe£�, w "},,eo� OUICeT' €jJ JJY. 
G. A. SEL WYN. 

[The church is at Bobbingworth (Bovinger), Essex : the above is a 

true copy from an autograph found in an old It£ad.] 

• Cicero, ad Atticum x 1 7. 
t Cf. Catull. xxxvii 2. A pileatis 1tona fratrious pt'lla. 
::: Altgusta Tnonooal%tum was the old name for London. 
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ON THE CLIFF. 

RECLINING on the breezy turf, 
High up above the sea-bird's scree�h, 

I hear below the thundering surf 
Drag back the shrieking shingle of the beach, 

And watch the wild sea-horses in their play 
Toss their white manes and gambol in the 

Till the far hills reflect his setting ray, 
And all the glories of the day are done. 

And then a dreamy stillness far and wide, 

sun, 

The night-flower's scent, ,the night-moth's drowsy 
tune, 

The distant murmur of the ebbing tide, 
And the mild splendour of the Harvest Moon. 

J. B. A. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

[The following letter, received from an old and loyal J ohnian by one of our 

Editors, will 'be read with iuterest. -EDD.] 

I lIfontpellier Terrace, Chellmham, 
5 November 1 88 9 .  

l\Iy DEAR -'-

I return, with many thanks, the Eagles for March and 
June 1 8 8 9 .  They recall so many memories that I hardly know 
which to talk about first. 

p. 3 J 3. You have, I see, a quotation from Professor 
Kynaston's Verses on the 5 0th Anniversary of the Oxford 
and Cambridge race (xi. 4 5 5 ) .  I was once actually asked 
whether those Verses were mine.  ETG OiiTOG vp.iv I)Ol}. (This 
peculiar expression is  from Demosth. De Falsa Legat£one, § 3 6 1 ,  
p .  442, rendered by Prof. Scholefield ' There's for you now.') 

p.  3 1 5 .  France I lmew a l ittle ; I was on Atlay's side, after 
he succeeded Brumell. Ha (A,) was always l110st kind to me, 
from the first day that I went to his Lecture on Livy VI, to the 
day that the Tripos l ist came out, and since ; his son is  at the 
Cheltenham College. 

p. 3 5 4 .  I should have been /ergemirtis sub/a/us honoribus if I 
could have secured one of the Reading Prizes, but going to 
Morning Chapel was one of the conditions, not always observed. 

p. 3 5 6. Parkinson I remember well. He was often i n  
Cheltenham, though I never saw him, but heard of him 
through a relative ; i n  the horrible days of  Math. viva voce, 
Parkinson was a promi nent feature. He was the beau ideal 
of a M:ath. machi ne, but, as I need not say, something more. 
I recollect his being Senior i n  1 845 ; I was at School i n  
Cambridge at the time. 

p, 362 .  I did not know much of Babington when at St  John's. 
Ue once preached a Sermon on The Pdltciple of AccommodaHon 
(whatever that may be) and set a question bearing, on it  i n  the 
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Gk. Test paper : I heard the Sermon, but his delivery was 
peculiar, and I could not reproduce it. I used to see him in 
Leicestershire : there used to be a Clergyman of his name at 
Cossington, and there was another at Rothley, I think. H e  
was always considered a very learned man. 

p. 3 66. Paley I once met at breakfast, at Dr Jex BIake's 
house, in 1 870. He was kind enough to write me a courteous 
note, on my asking him something in the Oed. Col. (v. 5 69, 5 70), 
as also, by the way, was B.  H. K. My oId Master used to hold 
out Paley's being ' gulphed ' for Mathematics as a warning to 
me. We came i n  for the benefit of the 1 849 Grace, which 
dispensed with a Junior ' Pessime,' as I once heard it  called, as 
qualification for the Tripos. 

p. 3 69. Earnshaw I remember by sight ; his sons, my 
juniors, went for a time to the same school as myself. 

p. 3 7 2 .  From taking the duty in 1 8 8 1  and 1 8 8 2  at Forthampton, 
I got introduced to Mr Yorke ; F. is close to Tewkesbury ; you 
see the Abbey grandly from the Court grounds. Mr Y. was a 
good Scholar ; we used to have many a chat about VirgiI. p. 3 77·  Rev E. A. Claydon was a very intimate friend of 
mine when we were at the old College ; he was an Army Tutor 
for years, and a most excellent teacher he was, and almost as 
good as Brumell as an explainer. 

I had forgotten that B. W. Home was dead ; he was a 
wonderfully good Math. Coach ; he was just three years my 
junior in standing. 

Duckworlh I saw at Weston in 1 8 8 5 : he was a good teacher. 
Solan' I recollect well by name. 

p. 3 9 2 .  I have met Mr Teall in Cheltenham. 
p. 3 9 2 .  My Auld Coal is  capital : I agree with the writers, 

French and Scotch, most thoroughly. 
p. 3 9 5 ·  C. F. Holmes and I were bracketed in the Tripos : 

( Mind that you leave Class II far far behind.) I did not know 
him half as well as I ought to have known him, but I recollect him perfectly ; the last time that I shook hands with him was in the Senate House in 1 85 6, when his bri lliant brother Arthur recited the Porson Prize. He and I read with the same Coaches, Thompson ( 1 848) and A. M. Hoare in 1 849 ; H. was the Iongstop in the VarSity XI, and one of its best bats. Read Elon 50 years ago, in Macmillan for this month ; I recollect ' Boudier,' there mentioned, as a Cricketer in the Cambridge 
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XI ; h e  went out to the Crimea as an Army Chaplain, and the 

first greeting that h e  had on setting foot ashore was ' How's 

that, Umpire ?' (ToiiTO at !rW� fXEI, (3pa{3fii ; as the Cheltonian 

rendered it). 

p. 398.  ' Johnny ' Hymers I, of course, remember well, 

though not on his ' side,' but on Brumell's (p. 3 9 5 )  [B. was the 

best explainer of Math. difficulties that I ever came across : I 
have some of his  work to this day, and hold him in the highest 

respect : he was always very (and truly) kind to me]. H .  was 

very good to his men. I recollect being very much amused, 

as a Freshman, by his recommending us, on giving a piece 

for Hex", to i mita.te Virgil (we spelt the name in that way) 

as much as we could. The story about his wanting to come 

back appears to have been true ; i t  was reported that the 

College said ' You may come back, i f  you will  come as 

Juniorest Fellow.' Mr Brook Smith and I used often to talk 

about him. It is a very good feature about the • Biographies ' 

that the Schools to which the several subjects belonged should 

be recorded : i t  would make them still more interesting if the 

Coaches who helped them lz'ferarum lampada Iradere (that is 

not meant for a Hexr) should also be recorded. Hymers was 

a pupil of a Mr Birkett, who was 3 rd Wrangler in 1 8 2 2, and 

who was once, as I presume you are aware, Math. Master at 

Cheltenham. When there, he was famous as a whist player 

apd dancer, and beau gal''Yon generally. Earnshaw, whose 

Obituary the March 1 8 89 number gives, was also one of 

Birkett's pupils. This he (B.) told me himself. 

I had better insert here something that may interest either 

yourself or some friend.-A book catalogue of John Hitchman, 

5 1  and 52 Cherry Street, Bi rmingham, advertises 8 vols of th e 

Eagle (the earl ier vols. I should think) half calf, for z8s. The 

earlier volumes must be scarce by this time. 
I once went to look at the living ( Buckland) lately held 

by Mr Lorimer ; it is near Evesham, and pretty enough, but 

Iilther out of the world. 
You will see, from all these maundering recollections, how 

m uch I find to interest me i n  the Eagle, and can imagine 

how dear the Col lege is to me. I am about 1 0  years the 

Master's stlnior : the only Don who is at all of my standing 
is the President, and, by the way, Prof. John Mayor : I am 
a l ittle thei.r j unior. lVIr Pieters, whose election to a Fellow-
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ship I recollect, is my senior. Dr H. Thompson, the Senior 
Fellow, was, as I have said, my Coach : I l earnt no md from 
him, and was not I pleased when h e  once said to a sentence 
of Gk . Prose, ' Ah, that will  do ! '  Th i s  is the sentence_ 
l'lw()£ at, h KEJ'oq>pocr{n" 7 w� Jld�((TTCt IIWXJl(;')(fat. Good-b'ye : I 
h ope you may never have to reproach yourself with not havin g 
made the best use of your opportunities. Take care of your 
health : Cambridge is rather a trying place. Expect m e  
some day i n  St John's, a n d  t i l l  I come 

�elieve me always 
Very sincerely yours 

f· J. F, GANTILLON. 

THE READING-RoOM. 

DEAR EA GLE, 
For many years past J ohnians have been in the habit 

of pouring into your sympathising ears their woful tales of 
grievance or distress, and i t  i s  with ful l  knowledge of this fact 
that I now venture to beg for your indulgence. Last Term 
there was opened in this College a Reading- Room, and an 
admirable committee was entrusted with the management of 
affairs. Much as this committee is  to be congratulated on its 
able fultilment of duty and its excellent code of rules, one 
cannot but wish that it could see its way to effecting two 
improvements which, though perhaps seemingly iittle, are 
nevertheless important. 

It i" in the opinion of many J ohnians to be reg.retted that 
the Room j.s not kept open till 10 o'clock at night l the Ullioll, 
I believe, does not clo§C til l  1 0  p.m. Another point in which 
a leaf m ight well be taken from the older institution's book 
i s  that the Room should be opened q n  Sundays. Sunday 
is the day of all' days on which men l i ke to scan current 
literature at their l eisure, as it i s  the 0111y day on whi\;h they 
are not hampered by lectures, coaches, and the like. 

I-l oping that these suggestions may m eet with your 
approval and the favourable consideration of the Reading, 
Room C.ommittee, 

I am, 
l\Iy very dear Eagle, 

f.. WELL-WISH.&R, 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

Michaelmas Term, 1 8 89 .  

T h e  R i g h t  Ho.nourable Leonard Hen ry Courtney has been 
elected by the Council, as a " person of d istinguished merit," 
to an Honorary Fellowship under Statute XXVIII. The 
fol l owing account 0.[ him taken from Men of tite Time will be 
read with interest by J ohnians. " Leonard Henry Courtney 
lVI , P., eldest son. of the l ate lVIr ] ohn Sampson Courtney, 
Banker, of Pen.zance, Cornwall,  by Sarah, daught.er of lVIr John 
l\Iortin1.er, of St lVIary's, Sci lly, was born at Penzance, July 6, 
! 8 3 2 '  H e  was educated at the Regent House Academy i n  that 
town, under lVIr Richard Baines, and afterwards privately under 
IVlr R. Willan lVI.D.  According to a memoir of him in Mm of the 
West, he was for some time in t he bank of lY.(essrs Bolitho Sons. 

and Co" i n  which concern. his father was a partner. H e  went 
to St John's College, Cambridge, in 1 8 5 1 , and graduated B.A. 
as Second Wrang ler i n  1 8 5 5 , being bracketed First Smith's 
Prizeman. I n  the following year h e  was elected a Fellow of 
his College. For some time he was engaged in private tuition 
in the U ni versity. In 1 85 &  he was called to the bar at Lincoln's 
Inn. He was appo.inted in 1 87 2  to the chair of Political 
Economy at University Co.]lege, London, and held that 
professorship unti l  a lengthened visit to India in the winter of 
1 8 75-6 necessi tated h i s  retirement. For two years he was
examiner in Constitutional History in the University 0.[ London,. 
1 87 3-7 5 .  I n  1 8 74 he contested Liskearo, but polled only 
3 2 9  votes against 3.34- recorded for Mr H orsman, but at the 
election which was held after that gentleman's death, M r  
Courtney gained t h e  coveted seat, Dec. 2 2 ,  1 8 76, poll ing 3 8 8  
votes against 2 8 1  v otes given to his  op ponent, Lieut.-Colonel 
Sterl ing. H e  was appointed Unuer-Secrelary of State for the. 
I-l ame Department in Dec. 1 880 .  I n  August 1 8 8 1  he was . 
appol l1ted U nder-Secretary of State [or t h e  Colonies, i n  
succession to lVIr Grant Duff, who h a d  been nomi nated Governor 
of Mad ras ; and i n  May 1 8 8 2  he succeeded the late Lord. 
Frederi ck Cavendish as F inancial Secretary to the Treasury .. 
l\I r Courtney is an advanced Li beral. and in favour of the fxt�nsion of the princi ple of proportional representation ; and. 

le , I S  also in favour of an absolute secuFity being given by 
leg i slati on to agricultural tenants for compensat ion tor their 
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Book of Private Prayer [as presented to Convo
cation]. 4to. Oxford, n. d. A. 6 . .••...• 

Siegel (C. C. F.). Handbuch der christlich
kirchlichen Alterthiimer in alphabetischer 
Ordnung. 4 Bde. 8vo. Leipzig, 1836-38. 

9.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Horatius. Q. Horatius Flaccus ad nuperam 
R. Bentleii Editionem accurate express us. 
Notas addidit T. Bentleius. 8vo. Canta-
brigiae, 17'3. Ii. II .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " 

Wilberforce (R. I. and Samuel). The Life of 
William Wilberforce. 5 Vols. 8vo. Lond. 
1838. II.26 " .. ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

---- The Correspondence of William Wil
berforce. 2 Vols. 8vo. Lond. 1840. 1 1.26. 

With 124 other volumes. 

Addzlions. 

Bequeathed by the late 
Professor Kennedy, D.D. 

Calendar of State Papers. Colonial Series. America and West Indies, 
1669-74. Edited by W. N. Sainsbury. Rolls Series. 8vo. Lond. 

1889. 5·4· 
Cambridge University Calendar for the year 1889. Library Table. 
Cambridge University Examination Papers. Michaelmas Term, 1888 to 

Easter Term, 1889. Vol. XVIII. 4to. Camb. 1889. °-4-18. 
Camclen Society: Laughton (J. K.).  Memoirs relating to the Lord Torring. 

ton. 4to. Lond. 1889. 5.17.151. 
Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Leslie Stephen. Vol. XIX. 

8vo. Lond. ,889. 7.4.19. 
Exchequer Rolls of Scotland: Rotuli Scaccarii Regum Scotorum. Edited 

by G. Burnett. Vol. XII. (1502-1507). 8vo. Edin. 1889. 5.32.23. 
Fulke (William). A Sermon preacbed at Hampton Court, Nov. 12, 1570• 

. black letter, 4to. Lond. 1574. A. 3.65. 
-- A Comfortable Sermon of Faith. Preached at S. Botulphes wythout 

Aldersgate, Feb. xv, 1573· black letter, 4to. Lond. 1574. A.3.64. 
-- A Sermon preached on March 17, 1577, at S. Alpheges, Creplegate. 

black letter, 8vo. Lond. 1577. A. 3.66. 
Grey (Zach.). Manuscript Note Book of. (While a Student at Trinity 

Hall). Aa. 2. 
Hazlitt (W. C.). Supplements to the third and fmal Series of Bihliographical 

Collections and Notes. 1474-1700. 8vo. Lond. 1889. Gg. 15.52• 
Lightfoot (J. B.). Essays on the Work entitled Supernatural Religion. 

Reprinted from tlle Contemporary Review. 8vo. Lond. 1889. 9.36.36. 
Onomasticon to Forcellini's Lexicon. Tom. IV. Distributio XXXV. 
Wyclif Society: Wyclif (Joh.). Tractatus de Officio Regis. Edited by 

A. W. Pollard and Charles Sayle. 8vo. Lond. 1887. 11.16.11. 

T HOMAS AS HE. 

m�NYONE who is curious enough to take down 

� from the College Library, or from the book-
-

shelves of some antiquated J ohnian, the first 
volume of the Eagle, will find on page 3 I some simple, 
rough, very rough, translations of Death-Songs by 
Vlzland;. the first of which tells how a little dying 
child sees the angels-·-which the mother c"annot see-
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creeping un der the win dow wi th pleasan t songs to 
carry i ts soul away wi th them to heaven. Thomas 
Ashe,'" the singer of this rough melody, was des tine d 
to sing many a smoo ther song hereafter abou t li ttle 
children, many a song abou t drea ms an d visions, 
mostly sad ; des tined to be read indee d an d love d by 
a few, bu t to be neglec ted by the wide hurrying worl d, 
an d to be brough t to a prema tqre grave, in par t a t  
leas t, by the sense of failure ; but des tine d also, in 
the opinion of the ,wri ter-:-who di d no t know him so 
well as to feel barre d from judgmen t by friendship 
to fin d a place in any compe ten t Select10'J1.S from Lyrzcal 
Poetry of the /Vtneteenth Cel�tu?'y tha t  may be 

'
made 

in the first half of the Twen tieth ;  in any case 
deserving of more than a passing notice from his 
fe How -:-collegians, an d especi C!-lly i n, this ma ga zine o f 
which he was one of the fOllnders , 

An au tobiographical in teres t a ttaches to mos t o f  
his bes t poe try. No t indeed tha t all his loves an d 
l>Qrrows an d farewells and dreams are to be accepted 
in every de tail as li teral fac t; but so vivi d are many of 
the pic tures tha t  the rea der mus t some times feel tha t  
this o r  tha t  scene i s  no t wholly imaginary, an d tha t  he 
may gain insigh t into th e poe ms by k n,owing somethin g 
of the poe t. To supply this knowledge is the objec t 
o f this no tice; no t to cri ticise no r analyse, a pd s til l 
less to a ssign the poe t his exac t place in the degree s . 
of Parnassus, but simply to connec t a few of his bes t 
poems by such � thread of biographical record as may 
throw ligh t upon them-wi th this further possible 
:resul t tha t  �ome J ohnians who, besides loving thei r 
College an d i ts tradi tions, are <;lso l Qvers of tru e 
poe try, may say to themselves, "Here was a poe t� 
a true poe t in his way, who� we knew nothin g 
ftbou t-an d a J ohni q.n too. Le t us buy his Poems 

• The Editors are indebted for the portrait to the kindness of tUIl 
prorri��o!,s of tile Illustrated London News. 
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an d  pu t them on our bookshelves beside those of the 

John ia,n Herrick an d the Johnian Wordsw or th."· 

Ashe was born in the summer of 1 83 6  a t  S tockport, 

near those Cheshire hills which are the scene of his 

longes t poem, Bdt'th. His fa ther, a Manches ter manu

fac turer an d an amateur ar tist of consi derable mer it, 

became, in later days, a clergyman (prepare d for 

ordina tion by his own son) and vicar of S t  Paul's 

Church in Crewe. Of his mo ther he tells us in one 

of his earlies t poems (Memory)-in language tha t  

throws ligh t o n  his own sensi tive an d suscep tible 

nature, as well as on the soo thing in fluence of he r 

"healing eyes "-how she 
led the heart in early days 

To gentle thoughts and good and truth; 

And sow'd the doubtful April youth 
With lilies, up the winding ways. 
And held the cloudy trouble off 

That gather'd with the gaining years: 

And knew to check the oozing tears, 

And heal the wound of worldly scoff. 

From the cra dle to the grave i t  was always " April" 

wi th this poe t; an d in the mi ds t  of the brigh tes t 

sunshine and glad des t voices of spring there was 

always the " cloudy trouble "  no t far off. In a la ter 

poem he thus describes his childhoo d (Bettws-y-coed, 

P·27S): 
As once I in my cradle slept, 

A spirit lean'd o'er me: 

, She was so beautiful, I wept: 
Her name was Poesy. 

.. An edition of Ashe's Poems, complete in one volume, was published 
in 1886 by Bell and Sons, York Street, Covent Garden. The only subsequent 
poems in print are Songs of a Year, privately printed at the Chiswick Press, 
1888; but these also can be obtained from Messrs Bell and Sons. 

A few pieces quoted in this notice, but not to be found in the 1886 
edition, are drawn from an edition printed ill 1871 by H. Knights, Printer, 
Ipswich; or from an edition published by Bell and Daldy in 1859: the former 
will be indicated by t, the latter by �. 

A simple reference to page (e,g. p. 275) will refer to the edition of 1886. 
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A hand upon my mouth she laid: 
I'll make you sorrowful, she said j
A promise which she kept. 
] oy is but a fitful thing: 
He must know sorrow who would sing. 
And I grew not as others are,-
With the green woods familiar. 
By the brooks my feet 

Roam'd alone, 
Or on a stone, 
In the stream, I'd watch a star. 
All the games that I knew well 
Were, to find the pimpernel 
And the meadow-sweet'. 

Al ien from the ways of the wo rld, when he looks 
back, lo ng afte rwa rds, upon h is in fancy he is inclined 
to call himsel f" a cha ngel ing" (p . 263): 

I that was born on a Midsummer night 
When fairies keep their revels, and delight 
To vex poor men with many a wicked thing j 
Who left me, half I think, a changeling, 
And stole away the little babe new-born. 
Then where am I ? and shall I set, some morn, 
My feet on this green earth? for this, that seems 
Myself, would best befit a land of dreams. 

From the Gramma r  School of Stockpo rt coming t o  
S t  John 's as a s iza r in 1855 h e  was en te red o n  
M r  France's side, and had rooms o n  the east side 
of the Second Co urt. He read ma themat ics and too k  
his deg ree as Sen io r  Op time in 1859. But lite ra ture 
and poe try had long taken possession of his mind, 
and in Tltree-Yearst (1859-60) he looks back wi th 
passionate reg re t upon the gain that m ight have bee n, 
if he co uld have devo ted himsel f to diffe ren t s tudie s: 

o priceless pearls, given to me to keep! 
Rich gems of time, bewail'd with idle tears! 
O'er you the impenetrable wild waves sweep, 
o lost, 0 coveted, mispriz'd three years! 
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Gain, wisdom, treasure,-all the untouch'd store, 

That should have given rich guerdon, where, 0 where? 

Beauty, and bliss, and knowledge are no more, 

And ripening promise of true things and fair I 

Lost, lost to me! Time's brackish waves roll on; 

And hide my pearls, and will not backward flow: 

With sCQrnful dirges for the dear years gone, 

They mock my weeping, hastening as they go: 

And I shall never, never more regain 

My rich lost treasure from the moaning main. 

Slzakesperz'ana-a sonnet t inged w ith the sadness of 

fa rewells to his old companio ns -desc ribes how, in an 

oas is am id the mathema tical desert, he and fo ur o the r 

friends · so ught "to feed the freshness of their you th "  

by the s tudy of Shakespea re:  

o gifted soul, greatest and mightiest, 
How have thy words fed us with nourishment! 
How did they make the dreary days grow blest! 
Ah, happy days, how quickly are they spent I 
Time hath come on us like a woodman rude; 
And sever'd is our pleasant brotherhood. 

In 1 858 appeared h is fi rst poetical ventu re, o r  rathe r 
jo int -ven tu re, Poems by Undergraduates, a little col 
lect ion of fifty pages, p rinted by him and his friend 
J. H. Cla rk, whose death was ch ron icled in the 
M ichaelmas Te rm Eagle of 1 888. Two of these poems 
Undertone and In Memorz'am find a place in the com 
ple te ed ition of h is wo rks. 

No t be ing old eno ugh to be o rdained, he taught at 
Pe te rbo ro ugh, l iving in the Minste r Close wh ile p re 
paring fo r o rd ination. Hence iss ued his fi rs t  vol ume 
o f  poems in 1 859 . Am id so ngs of the Ch urchya rd and 
the C uckoo, Ettz'e the d ream -ch ild (p . 9 )  shews the poet 
al ready in one of h is favo urite fields : 

Gentle Ettie, pet! she looks 
Like some child in fairy books. 
In her eyes, that seem to fix 

On the airy void around, 

• Mullius, Adams, Bush, Wilson: see Eagle xv. 325. 
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Motions of the playful win et, 
Light and shadow' melt and mix 

With each other, undefined. 
Hid from us, w'hat has she found, 

In dreamy fancies of her mind? 
Ettie is some changeling sweet, 
That walks this earth with elfin feet. 
Oft she seems to look and ask 
Elves their secrets to unmask. 
She is watching, as she stands, 
Wonders wrought in fairy lands. 
Elfin phantoms flit and fleet, 
Making signs with shadowy hands. 

But the "cloud y tro uble " had been gathering 
strength. It is scarcely a good sign when -even in 
a "Questionist" looking forward to the end of his 
Cam bridge life -a row back from Ely to Cam bridge, 
descri bed in Taldng Heart (p. 61; see also Eagle I. 93) 
suggests tho ughts of-

So many dreams, we cherish'd once, 
And wove into a strange romance 

Of beauty, and of fairy-lands, 
And love and dalliance; 

So many plans in hope begun, 
By us who saw the end too well; 

No marvel, if a mournful gloom 
Across our spirits fell. 

How many white hands, beckoning 
Afar off, seem'd to call us back! 

How many clouds lay gathering grim 
About the onward track. 

In 186 I appea red Dryope and other Poems, whic h 
shew a great advance in powe r and finish of style . 
Goo d critics have condemned with faint p raise the 
poet's blank verse, while setting him by the side of 
Herrick for his lyrical poetry. Our readers shall ju dge 
for themse lves from the passage (p . 3 5 ) which tells 
how the Hamad ryad s, finding by chance asleep " Sweet 
Dryope ,  bright l ittle D ryope ," trained her as one of 
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the msel ves, void o f  human instincts : 

They taught her secrets of the murmuring boughs; 

They fiU'd her with the music of the streams: 

They train'd her to a subtle inward sense 

Of beauty: and when deeper thoughts began 

To stir, they made her love all living things. 
� � * 

But by and by the sweet humanity, 

This long time crush'd and buried, but not dead, 

Grew into strength and sadden'd the lone child. 
* * * 

She pined for love, and knew not why she pined. 

As when a little haze appears above 

Brook in some vale, and slowly forms and grows; 

And fills the sunlit hollows by degrees 

With living volumes of the golden mist; 

So love's vague yearnings were her soul's despair. 

She watched all morn the rainbow fishes skim, 

And chase each other in the gleaming reeds. 

She peer'd into the leafy nests of birds, 

And wonder'd what could make them twit and sing. 

AQ.d she WQuld lie and finger at the grass; 
And sicken with the cooing of the doves; 
And strangely love to play with the sunbeams: 
And as she did, she knew not in her mind 
Bright-lock'd Apollo fretted for his prize. 

115  

In the ea rlier poe ms the re are hints of  a grow ing 

love -at p resent as bet ween brother and siste r-for 

some companion of his childhood ; but the re is little 

sadness in them. Now in the following poem (B#te1'
nesst) the p redestined singer o f  Lost Eros st ri kes fo r 
the fi rst time one of his saddest cho rds : 

We sat among the ripe wheat-sheaves 
The western skies were golden-red. 

We had a book: we turn'd the leaves: 
But not a word we said. 

A sudden lull: a thrilling pause:-
We seem'd at once one thought to have. 

We little could divine the cause 
That such a moment gave. 
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A minute, which comes once, and goes: 
Which must be snatched at once, or lost. 

o foolish heart I-what mad doubt rose 
In me ?-our fate was cross'd. 

We wander'd from the shining sheaf, 
We look'd back at the setting sun. 

Heart-sick,-we feign'd 'twas but for grief 
The golden day was done-

And on the morrow I was gone, 
Who could not speak for paltry fear. 

The morrows will go gliding on, 
And we find each a bitter one; 

N or meet for many a year. 

This sadness com bines with a growing consciousnes s 
of hesitation , a sense of the inde finiteness of the su bject 
of his song, and a fore bod ing of a fruit less s truggle 
after the unreachable. Something of these feelings 
is e xpressed in Glz1nmerzngs (p. 17 ) :  

Shudder of something i n  the days that are: 
Possible music in sweet notes that jar: 
Flutter of something in the past, which made 
A light of white across the flickering shade: 
Visible glimpses of old robes again: 
Old s-ounds, confused with distance and with pain: 

I ask my heart, what keeps it still 
Saying " I  will not," and "I will." 

As if love might have been, and has not been: 
As if love yet, though faint, in hope were seen: 
A glimmering light, far down a lonely shore, 
To follow and find, ere it be seen no more: 
To follow, follow and find, o'er weed-spread sand, 
Before the tide comes up along the land:-

I ask my heart, what keeps it still 
Saying " I  will not," and "I will." 

The titles of Ate/eut, The Absolute, and The Unreached 
su fficiently proclaim their su bjects. Ateleut (pp. 62-8 ) 
tells how a youth , cheated hy a divine voice and vision 
and a drau ght of mystic water from the unseen Nymph 
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into th e belief that he was a king over men and master 

of the secrets of the uni verse , and received by the 

populace with acclaims-finds that he cannot dra w the 

magic sword which should esta blish his claim, and flees 

bac k into the desert , discrowned, to meet the mockery 

of the spirits that had deceived hi m, after hearin g  h is 

doom fro m  the old priest : 

Our king waits till his hour is come: 
But thy fair throne was but a wild desire. 

Since Easter 1 8 60, Ashe had been curate of Silver

stone in Northamptonshi re ,  where he was much loved 

and long remem bered by his parishioners, one o f  

whom , nearly th irty years a fterwards , did not forget t o  

send flowers for his grave. I t  is thence that he 

sends an Invztatzon (p. 6 I) in which, after a delightfu l  

description of the pleasures with which they would 

beguile the winter 's e venings , he sets on the other side 

the discomforts of the winter's day, and so finally bids 
his old friend put off his visit til l " the thrushes co me "  : 

Miry roads, and sop of rains, 
In the wood-walks o'er the plains: 
Fallow fields and murky floods; 
Dripping of the dreary woods; 
Driving sleet, or chilly ring 
Of white hail :-friend, come in Spring. 

Then the budding daffodils 
Fill the spaces of the hills 
Then the wood anemones 
Ripple in the nursing breeze 
Blue-bells in the hollows crowd 
Like the blue gap in the cloud. 
Cushats coo. Gay woodpeckers 
Fret the baric The linnet stirs 
In the copses. Sparrows cheep. 
Skies are sunny, storms asleep. 
Winter days are dull and dumb: 
Friend, come when the thrushes come. 
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But he did not long remain at Silverstone. " He 
was much liked in the parish," writes one o f  his old 
pupi ls, "and would, no doubt, have passed a use fu l 
and much happier life i f  he felt that he could have 
remained a clergyman. But he fe lt that he cou ld not, 
and gave up his curacy; and after a time he dropped 
the Reverend from his name and ceased to wear the 
c lerica l dress ." Hz'dden Tlzouglzts (which must have 
been written about January 1 8 63, when he gave up his 
parish ) describes his fare we ll to his "simp le vi llage 
hinds, the honest hearts, the unletter'd minds ," and 
te lls how" shaking rudely off" the feeling o f" creeping 
domesticity," and "setting c linging love a whi le at 
distance " he is reso lved to 

give honest duty needful scope 
And face the fiend in fear and hope. 

* * * * 

In any case God uses me 
To make up His humanity. 
Ah, what for me the end of all? 
And \vhat the solemn funeral? 
And when the pulse has ceased to beat 
In this dust with wonted heat, 
What the final dz"rz"ge 
Chanted at the last for me ? 
Let me keep un spotted, white, 
The inner sense of just and right; 
Let me keep unfetter'd still 
The freedom of one human will; 
Let me sing,-not ilI,-and stir 
Thoughts that make men holier; 
Let me stamp the beautiful 
On some fancy that is dull; 
Let me quicken charity 
In the souls that let it die; 
Then 'neath any nameless mound 
Lie forgotten underground. 

The "creeping domesticity," and " setting c lingin g 
love at distance," appear to be il lustrated b y  Too Late, 
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written about the same time (p . 46) : 

Look at me not: let your faint sighs 

Hide what I do not ask to know. 

Look at me not with your sweet eyes. 
That used to move and rule me so, 

Long, long ago I 
Look at me not; lest I should pine 

To think upon my alter'd fate. 
Purse up those ruddy lips of thine, 

That would not once bid hope or wait I 
Too late I too late I 

o when, long since,-but leave me; go I 
Draw not unworthy words between 

These traitor lips of mine. Love, no: 
One waits me: it shall not be seen 

What might have been I 
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The Unreached (p. 46) sha ll be the last extract fro m  

the poems o f  this period : 

Is it anything? Is it 
Only fancy's fever-fit? 

That I see it moving through 
Gloomy vistas of my mind? 

Is it something I could do? 
Is it something I would find? 

But I long for it, I long for it, 

And still it seems unkind. 

Is it love for which I wait 
At my airy wishing-gate? 

Is it sweetness, which I long 
To entrap with lyric sound? 

Is it music? is it song? 
Is it ease I have not found? 

But my brain with it, my brain with it. 
Is swimming round and round. 

Is it truth I fail to see; 
That is beautiful to be,-

As I image in my dream,-
The unreach'd for which I pine? 
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Does it live? Does it but seem? 
Is it human? or divine? 

That I feed on it, I feed on it, 
In this dull heart of mine? 

Is it precious? Is it worth 
All the riches of the earth? 

Is it cruel? Is it kind? 
Is it phantom of the brain? 

Is it balance of the mind, 
That I cannot more regain? 

But I long for it, I long for it, 
Ever day and night with pain. 

On leaving Silverstone ,  he res umed the work of a 
schoolmaster, and, after a short stay at Ealing, he 
became mathematical and modern form-master, first 
at Leamington College for a bo ut two years, and then at 
Queen E liza beth's School in Ipswich for eight. In 
the period j ust preceding his res umption of school-work 
came Fasc'tcZttZtS, containing some of the poet 's saddest 
utterances , most of them ap parently connected with the 
death of one m uch-loved (pp .  93, 94, 95 ) :  

XII. 

Listen! I hear it-no I she died, 
She is not sitting by my side. 
I lie and muse till dreams efface 
The consciousness of time and space: 
And then the rustle of the wind 
Brings her sweet treble to my mind:-
Words, once, like low-breathed prayers, whose tone 
Was prayer and answer both in one: 
Words, now, like farewells, wafted o'er 
The waves to a receding shore, 

xx. 
As hapless bird, whose eggs are cold, 

Broods on her nest in vain; 
And round her lifeless hope will fold 

Her drooping wings again. 
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And, conscious of her loss, essays 
Her life's life to restore; 

Yet has no heart to tune the lays 
That comfort her no more: 

So I, that in an earlier time 
Sang cheerfully at morn, 

And sang at evening, hush my rhyme 
For hopes that died scarce-born. 

XXIV. 

What is life, if love be dead, 
But a rose whose scent is gone? 

But a tree whose leaves are shed, 
Which,-so blasted, withered,

Scarce lives on? 
Nature cannot at her will 

Touch us into tune with her. 
She is vain, if love's look still 
Meet not ours on lake or hill. 

Nought is fair. 
Love is it which makes the rose 

Of the morning beautiful; 
Love is it at evening's close, 
Lights the star-lamps. If love goes, 

Fades the whole. 
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Yet along with these sad tones are mingled other s 
as vario us as the moods of April ; tho ughts that come 
"'mid wind -flowers , 'neath the new-leav'd elms " ;  
tho ughts of t he " mystic wreath " of the M uses, which, 
to him, is " more t han woman's love, or flattery of the 
world " ;  and , among tho ug hts of Spring and Hope, 
t here comes -making t he heart of the poet " flutter . 
like a bird " -the picture of Eiji1't Kattz'e riding past 
him (p . 76) : 

Golden hair, of sunbeams made, 
Floating loose without a braid; 
Little scarlet jacket gay, 
Like the lady-birds in May; 
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Little habit, trim and neat, 
Falling over tiny feet; 
Little bridle, in small hand, 
Kattie rode from Elfin-land. 
Little Kattie is but seven, 
Elfin-land, it may be heaven. 

, 

Pictures of Psyche  (1 8 64) paints the o ld fami lia r 
myth in a mo dern frame scarcely worth y of the picture . 
The Sorrows 0./ Hypstpyle, written (1 8 66) in imitation 
of a Greek drama, has been more favoura bly an d wi dely 
no tice d than any of his works ; but it has not th e 
distinctive note of the poet. Edz'th, on the other han d 
(1 8 69 -7 0), though perhaps in parts too detaile d, yet, 
in dependently of the pathetic beauty of the story (which 
th ere is not space to give here) deserves attention 
fo r the originality of its trochaic hexameter-an 
au dacious experiment which appears to the writer to 
prove that, if  English hexameters are to be written at 
all, some admixture of the trochee is an improvement 
whenever the su bject is quiet idyllic narrative. The 
story shoul d be rea d  as a whole by one who woul d 
do justice to the poet 's s kill in lea ding us first into 
tolerance of his ne w metre, an d then into a charmed 
acquiescence in its fitness: but we will risk the 
fOllowing description of The tz'ttle house of the curate 
(p . 1 6"5), in which a great deal of metrical art is 
conceale d beneath an easy-flo wing simplicity: 
It is quaint, old-fashion'd: the roof is low; and the swallows 
Now are hard at work, beneath the eaves, by the windows; 
Windows, old, once latticed, deep in gloom of the ivy, 
Framed in square-cut stones, the sombre stone of the quarries. 
Half, the benches fill the rustic porch, and about it 
Shine the green new leaves the roses hide in the summer. 
Mark the tiny lawn, all in a flame with the crocus:-
Four trim little beds, with box edged round; and the holIies, 
Carved to shapes fantastic, in defiance of nature, 
Quaint as antique prints made of the Garden of Eden. 
Broad and flagg'd, the path between the door and the gateway, 
Fring'd with London-pride, and white and red of the daisies. 
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Ear ly in the series of Songs Now and Then (mostly 

18 66-1 8 7 0*) comes one which may explain many of 

the past and future poems . Almost in his first page, 

( Undertone, p .  2) he has tol d us ho w the woodlan d 

bird recalle d "the memory sweetly sad, of a lost 

maid true as gold," mentione d in many of the poem ,s 

of the volume of 1 8 59 (Chz'ldhoodt., The dead Nellyt., 

Weakness:):, Lullabyt., an d Yule-tz'det.). In particular , 

A Look Back:): descri bes -

long auburn tresses; 

Low dropping words of music from sweet lips; 

And most sweet eyes; and fancy-feigned caresses 

Of silent looks. 

But though there had been love between them, it 

had been the love of "silent looks." A change 

had come over the little girl with whom he "pluck'd 

the win d-flower in the woo d" an d "shoute d up to the 

squirrel " (Chz'ld/zood:):): 

We hunted the meadow-crake, 

Breezes about us blowing; 

And cover'd each other with grass 

Merrily in the mowing. 
* * � 

And thus, in our early prime 

Lived we on together; 

Dreaming not of the blight 

That comes with winter weather. 

She who had been the fro licsome playmate o f  hi s 

childhoo d had now grown up till "Laura she was to 

me an d Beatrice." Had it not been for these inter 

vening " dreamy idealities," 

Should I not have said 

"I love thee" i so she might have breath'd it too, 

Perchance? 

* The edition of r886 gives, as the date, r866-76: but all of them 

except the last fifteen are printed in the Edition of 187 r and are there dated 

1866-1870. 
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But love had not been " said ." She died in the 
Ch ristmas o f  1 8 5 4  in he r seventeenth yea r j and now, 
nea rly as many yea rs after wards (" yea rs long as he r 
brie f l ife " )  he revisits My Cous'in's Grave (p. 199) : 

Ah, gentle spirit! which should have stay'd to save 
My soul from withering in this world's dull strife I 

Ah, nestling little brood, 'twere sweet to have 
Half mine, half hers, which should have been my wife! 

Another poem, After Long Years (p. 1 99), also 
exhi bits the shy ret iring poet in his cha ract erist ic 
att itude o f  wa iting : 

I lov'd a woman once: she was not fair; 
But simple, loveable and good. 

I think she loved me too: but we 
Swaddled our love in secrecy; 

And ne'er used lip or speech to bring more near 
The end which each heart would. 

A tender eyelash lifted thoughtfully, 
Or with uneasy haste let fall; 

A smother'd trembling in a touch 
At greeting which scarce ask'd so much: 

A painful silence, or a painless sigh, 
Light as spring airs,-were all. 

Love's bud was ripe to burst into a flower, 
With least unguarded touch of fate. 

Who sows fair joy, to reap in tears? 
We were wise-headed for our years: 

And too shrewd reckoning robb'd love of its dower, 
And foresight would bid wait. 

But still the unteachable p rocrastinato r, the o bstinate 
love r o f  April, who sh rinks from summe r because i t  
will bring autumn, has not yet lea rned by e xperience 
(Dallyzng, p. 2 I 7 )  : 

Dear love, I have not ask'd you yet j 
Nor heard you-murmuring low 

As wood-dove by a rivulet-
Say if it shall be so. 
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Oft you sit 'mid the daisies here 

And I lie at your feet; 

Yet day by day goes by:-l fear 

To break a trance so sweet. 

As some first autumn tint looks strange, 

And wakes a strange regret, 

Would your soft "yes" our loving change? 

Love, I'll not ask you yet. 
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Yet the conclusion of the se ries ma rks a bitte re r  

p eni tence fo r having sca red away E ros-Lost Eros� 

who will now no mo re retu rn (p. 222) : 

Now gleams his face in dreams: 1 pass 

Along the wither'd dewless grass, 

And in vain 1 sigh, 
To find him, touch him, cling to him, 

To kiss him till my eyes grow dim; 

To clasp him till 1 die. 

Love's Regret (p. 2 1 9 )  is one o f  many similar 

e xpressions : 

There is no trouble in the world 

Like this, to feel forlorn; 

The children of sweet fancy dead, 

The bridal brood unborn. 
*' .., *' '11-

Come, sit beneath thes'e cypresses, 

And pluck a bunch of rue: 

Let fall a heavier, bitterer tear 

Than other mourners do. 

They weep for those their hands held fast 

A brief while, ere they died; 

But we, the unborn loved ones, placed, 

By love's hands, side by side. 

But there is no monotone o f  sadness in these songs . 
There are p leasant vacation reminiscences o f  Boppa rd 
and the Rhine,  welcomes to old friends, pictu res o f  old 
fa Shioned Ch ristmas ; and the neve r-absent child re n  
are represented by L zi/le A12nette (p. 2 1 5): 
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Annette slips laughing from my knee 
And casts a sidelong look at me 
Because she hears the clock strike eight. 
I set the sunny ringlets straight, 
I give the tiny lips a kiss: 
But still she dallies. She must have 
Just one kiss more, though I look grave, 
H You will come in the morning?" _H, Yes: 
Run off to bed." She lingers yet: 
H You will be sure to not forget?" 
"0 no: good night I "-But still she stays, 
And trifles with a kitten's grace: 
And she so young, and I so old, 
I must look cross, and try to scold: 
H Not gone: be off at once, before 
Mamma comes! Never mind the door." 
She goes: peeps in: slips off afraid, 
Because I will not lift my head. 
Whose heart grows heavy, unawares, 
To hear the small feet trip upstairs! 

Th e las t poem , Afterthought (p. 233), in the Songs 
Now and Then she ws tha t  there is a conne xion be tween 
th is love of l ittle ch il dren an d the growing love o f  
soli tu de. H e  is a t  h is ease with the l ittle ones becaus e 
he un ders tan ds ,an d loves them , an d they h im ;  an d 
their presence reproache s h im with no sense o f  failure : 

What can I do, now the woods are gay 
With flowers, and the leaves are green? 

With heart too heavy wander away 
In the copses, not to be seen; 

With a heart too �ad, that I have no love, 
To prattle of all things sweet, 

And to laugh with me for the blue above, 
And the daisies under our feet. 

Yet w ith the delica tely pure an d tremulous ly 
passiona te love of the ch il dl ike nature there is com bine d, 
or there in tr udes some times ,  the ol d longing for the 
helpful c ompan ionsh ip of a loving woman ; an d this 
some wha t incongruous com bination fin ds e xpress ions 
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i n the interes ting Songs of Marz"t (1 8 69 -7 0), a song of 

dreams an d dream -loves,  yet no t wholly dreams, 

clus tering aroun d a perfectly living an d v is ible figure. 

In the e d ition of 1 8 7 1  the t itle was supplemente d by 

the tran sparent poetical veil From the Ft1t1Zzsh, dropped 

i n the e d ition of 1 8 8 6. The S01zgS of FaJ1- Women 

( Plec tru de , H il degar de , an d Yseul t of Brit tany) ( 1 8 71 )  

declare their su bjects by the ir ti tle. A t  Altenah1' 

(1 87 2) represents the though ts of a wan derer who 

carries his home-love for Pansze along the banks of the 

Ahr , an d in to every scene of his fore ign travels 

(pp . 25 5-259 )  : 

In this fair sunny August weather, 
By many a rambling brook and dell, 

o love, we two have be'en together 
To find the winding blue Moselle. 

An d ,  this time , the poet dreams that there shall be 

no more procras tination (p. 25 6) : 

You'll kiss me when you're older? 
Nay kiss me now or never: 
For fate us two may sever, 

Or love itself grow colder. 

And what is it you fancy 
Will fill the years unshapen ? 

And what is it will happen 

In the unborn days, Pansie? 

Before the summer closes, 
And long ere snows drift hither, 
Bethink you how they wither, 

The lovely spring-time roses. 

My little love, what say you? 
Next summer will you miss me? 
Next summer will you kiss me? 

Nay kiss me now, I pray you. 

Bu t in the m ids t of the s weetest , comes also the 
sad des t, of dreams ( p. 255) : 
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Lest us a hid fate sever, 
To weep for many a day, 

Lest we should grieve for ever, 
Love me not much, I pray. 

For will the dim days fashion. 
The bliss of wedding-bells? 

My heart to our sweet passion 
No happy end foretells. 

And so A ltenahr d raws towards i ts las t words : 
Ah me, how sullen are the skies 

About us, and the graves how deep, 
As love we crave with weeping eyes, 

Or eyes too heavy grown to weep. 

A s  Days Go By (1 87 4) brings the shadow o f  age and 
a deepening s uspicion o f  an und ue sac rifice of the 
reali ties to the d reams o f  love (Lethe, p. 262): 

On this green bank a happy man I lie 
And watch o'erhead the breezy clouds go by: 
Arid wraiths of days that will bring good or ill, 
And wraiths of dead days. hovering nigh me still, 
Bid weep and hope; and all their word but seems 
Only a sweet-set sorrow, sung in dreams; 
While I, I chant of love and all love's bliss; 
But love's ripe lips ne'er bent my lips to kiss. 

The poe t o f  Lost Eros appeals, half humo rously, to 
Tlze Mazas .who wzll marry (p . 261): 

Why, one by one, thus will you launch away 
On that strange sea whose strand's a wedding-day? 

Now too a darkening sense o f  fail ure and uselessness 
exp resses i tse lf, n o t  as be fo re in s tray hin ts o r  dim 
forebodings, but in  di rec t self-acc usa tions : his songs 
are merely gay useless Poppz'es (p. 261): 

Along the hill-top as I walk'd to night, 
The setting sun lit with his golden light 
The gay red useless poppies in the grass: 
And then my heart, grown bitter, sigh'd "Alas! 
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This is my singing I" And it seemed again, 

As many a time, forgotten; unto men, 

But little use or help, for all my pain. 
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Yea should men pluck these weeds of mine, what gain? 

Why should men love, why should they gainful deem 

My opiate sweet, to make them sleep or dream? 

And so ends the series wi th an A pologza (p. 264): 

No rest save singing, but a song for friend 
Have I, and sing, forgotten to the end. 

o World, for me ne'er care to weave a crown, 

Who hold your smile as lightly as your frown! 

Yet I grow sad to think upon my songs, 

For which no man, nor even a maiden, longs. 

o my poor flowers, dead in the lap of spring I 
I think it is too sad a harvesting 

For such brave hopes, for such kind husbandry, 

Yet I must still go singing till I die. 

In 187 5  he gave u p  schoolmas te ring and Ipswich. 

Ce rtain ly he had n o t  fai led as a teache r. D r  S t  John 

Pa rry the Headmas te r  of Leamington College, in a 

le tte r to D r  Holden the Headmas te r  o f  Ipswich School, 

spea ks in the highes t te rms of the manner in which he 

in te res ted his p upils and regre ts '  him " more than any 

mas te r  he eve r had ," and pupi l-tes timony from Ipswich 

bears wi tness to the li terary imp ress which Ashe left 

u pon his p upi ls the re .  B ut, h e  used to say, h e  "was 
no t s trong eno ugh fo r the work." Pe rhaps the tru th 
was, partly tha t  he no longe r fel t  the freshness needful 
fo r the wo rk, and, s till m o re ,  tha t  i n  his g rowing love 
o f  soli tude he longed to "wande r away n o t  to be seen." 
After leaving Ipswich , he lived fo r a bou t two years 
in the s tuden t quarte r in Pa ris . Hence issued the 
series o f  poems (187 6-7 ) called D'Outremer. I t  con tains 
some graceful and in te res ting o r  pathe tic reco llec tions 
of his F rench so jo urn, such as Gargzlesse, By the 
Salpetrz'ere, and Two Old Folies at Pans; bu t the gaie ty 
of  Paris s ti ll leaves the poe t mos t in his elemen t whe n 
h e sin gs how , if Love mus t needs go hand-in-h and 
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wi th Sorrow, sooner than have nei ther, he wil l have 
The Two (p. 267 ): 

I dwell with love and sorrow: 
Our tears are slowly falling. 

In warm or chilly weather, 
We sit, hands link'd together, 

And cannot hear hope calling, 
N or trust, for tears, the morrow. 

I've grown too bitter-hearted 
Since these two friends came hither! 

o love, why did you bring her? 
Her gone, could you not linger? 

But if you must go with her, 
We three will ne'er be parted. 

After two years in Paris he re turned to England, 
and spen t some months in Wales. In Bettws-y-coed 
(1 879) there are signs o f  some thing l ike a W ordswor thian 
peace. He is a t  home again amids t Nature , bu t above 
al l amid the promise o f  Spring (p . 27 4) : 

o apple-bloom, 0 apple-bloom, 
A-dreaming of the fruit to come, 
And of the merry times! 
The blue smoke rising 'mid the trees 
Tells of the peace within; 
Of little children round the knees 
Of sire and sheltering kin. 
The speedwell by the primrose yearns, 
The wind-flower dallies with the ferns, 
The' hyacinth's a-nod: 
The orchis its proud purple dons; 
The stichworts and the campions 
Smile in the praise of God. 

Dolgelly, Cader, and the Mawddach have their 
praises s ung in Songs Here and There (188 0), b ut the 
poe t's hear t has kni t  a special bond wi th the "lone 
wi ld lake," Llyn Tegid (p . 28 2), where 

-scarce foot comes 'twixt morn and eve, 
Or none 'twixt eve and hazy morn, 
And one lost swallow dips forlorn, 

And one thrush chants, as if by lea ve. 
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By it time dreams itself away, 
O'er it the stars hang hush'd at night; 
And every change of gloom and light 

Will pass across it in a day. 
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In a calmer spiri t he sees the rising genera tion of 

l ittle ones reb uking him wi th the sin of o ld age , as in 
Dttp#cate (p. 292): 

Mabel, how old are you? But six! 
Why is it fancy plays me tricks? 
Upon my honour I declare 
I saw you, Mabel, sitting there, 
The same blue eyes, the same gold hair, 
o long ago! years more than that! 
And in that very chair you sat, 
Swinging the same prim little feet! 
It couldn't be, you say? why, true! 
And now I think, it wasn't you: 
No, it was your mamma, my sweet. 

B ut s ti ll, in the s ucceeding poem, the las t  no te is 
one of  win ter and sadness : 

So fallen on winter days am I 
Whom love, dear love, has swift fled by, 

Like ungrasp'd pleasure of a dream; 
Has flitted by, with scarce a word, 
Like shadow of a singing-bird, 

Across life's sea ward -fleeting stream. 

His fa ther 's death abo ut 188o-some five years after 
the death o f  his mo ther -bro ke up the home a t  Crewe, 
an d caused him to come in 188 1  to London, w here he 
spen t the remnan t o f  his li fe .  I t  was a sad remnan t. 
" There is no so li tude ," sa ys a wise man, "li ke tha t  of 
a great c ity," when o ne desires to have i t  so ; and Ashe 
desired that  i t  s ho uld be so . A growing sensi tiveness 
and craving for re tiremen t made him flee away " no t to 
be seen " even b y  his o ldes t friends. To some o f  them, 
When he wro te -wri ting in the o ld kindly spiri t-he 
Wo uld nevertheless send no address. Once when one 
of the o ld " S ha kespearian five "  came to give a lec ture 
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in London -one who h ad visited him and his sister in 
the d ays of the Silverstone curacy, and who wou ld h ave 
been only too gl ad to sh ake h ands with his old friend 
again-Ashe c ame to the lecture , but s at in a b ac k  se at 
out o f  sight , and ,  spite o f  urging ,  would not come 
forw ard to renew old times. And thus , n arrowing the 
circle of his experiences, and shut out from Spring , 
which w as the very source of his poetic life ,  he who h ad 
predicted th at he must" go singing to the grave " s ang 
now more rarely th an ever : and the l ast nine ye ars 
o f  his l ife give us but one little volume , priv ately 
printed in I 888 ,  entitled Songs of a Year. 

The first p art o f  this series cont ains foreign remi
n iscences , scenes bre athing quiet contentment and 
consol ation , flirt ations with little "Trix "  and "Kit ," 
the former six ye ars old , the l atter five ,  and some-not 
the h appiest of his efforts -entitled London Lyrtcs. 
The l ast p art-if we exclude the poems suggested by 
Obyrm ann , Amiel , Schopenh auer ,  and others , and the 
transl ations from the French , some o f  which are 
extremely graceful-is of a deeper tone, entitled Words 
of Life and Death, and it is introduced by the couplet : 

Wz'th me come roam, WI'th trel7lbHng jaz'th, 
The mist-wrapp'd ways of Life and Death. 

These p ages shew the poet prep aring for the end ; 
moralising ,  justifying his choice o f  solitude , ac knowledg
ing the ineomp atibility between the Two Worlds (p. 39 ), 
the world of fact and the world of dre ams , and seeing 
a purpose in the l ast sorrows th at h ave forced him to 
sing . 

Who moves, his eye upon a star, 
Trips 'mid the things familiar. 
For him this world was little meant 
Who builds h imself a tenement 
On mountain top, the clouds roll by 
With their celestial pageantry. 
Who loves to feed on morning dew, 
Well, if his mortal wants be few. 

Thomas Ashe. 1 3 3 

He think he sees The Use of Grz'ejCp. 43) in a poet 's 

he art : 
To have them sing what craft avails 

But this-to blind the nightingales ? 
And God makes dark our life to raise 

Our instincts into things of praise. 

Sc attered throughout the volumes o f  his poems there 

are several o,n religious subjects , most o f  which breathe 

faith aspiring to a higher and fuller faith. In his l ast 

poem of all he appe als To the Holy Handmazaens 

(p. 5 8) to loo k gently , from amid their "p alm-le af . and 

amar anth-le af, lily and p assion-flowers ," on those " ill

star r'd " flower-g atherers who , w andering in perilous 

pl aces , gather " the gl amour p ale of s amphire from the 

rock." The l ast but one is entitled New and Old 

(p· 5 7) : 
Put Comte for Christ, and read us why 

The finer fibres of the soul 
Thrill with a sudden agony 

Of longing, we cannot control. 

Put law for God, and, if you can, 
Unravel us how over all 

Falls sadness, as of eyes that scan 
The pageant of a funeral. 

o brothers, we are weak ! 0 let 
Our tired eyes, with ;weeping dim, 

On visionary Olivet, 
Find Christ in all, and God in Him. 

So might a quicker life begin, 
A newer force give strength to be, 

And drain our bitter cup, within 
Our garden of Gethsemane ! 

After two ye ars of failing health he died on the 
1 8th of December 1 889 in his fifty-fourth year. Turning 
to thoughts of country pe ace and quiet he expressed a 
wish not to be buried in London ; and he lies in th e 
Churchy ard of St James' Church , Sutton , M acclesfield, 
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by the side of the Cousin who had been the companion 
of' his chi ldhood , and of whom he had wri tten, twen ty 
years af ter her dea th (Rememberz"ng, p .  25 9) :  

My earliest friend, how gladly went our feet 
At eve, to seek the little speedwells sweet I 
How they are changed ! as fits the changeful years I 
And their blue eyes are sadden'd as with tears ! 
Since you to find, alas ' there is no way, 
Their eyes to me havo saddest things to say ; 
And seem to ask but for a little room 
Beside your grave, for love of you, to bloom ! 

E. A. A. 

N OTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

��MONG the vas t quan ti ty of records of i ts pas t �� his tory which the College possesses in the 
- - Munimen t Room,  there are none o f  grea ter 

or more varied in teres t than the le tters which have 

there been preserved. The ti tle-deeds and accoun t
books were kep t  deli bera tely as evidences o f  proper ty, 
use ful a t  the time and li ke ly to be o f  use thereafter. 
Bu t while many o f  the le tters may have been kep t 
for li ke reasons , i t  is only a t  occasional and dis tan t 
periods tha t  we find them in any num ber , and many 
of these which have been preserved seem to have owed 
their preserva tion to chance ra ther than design. 

Dr Owen Gwynne , who was Mas ter from 1 6 1 2  te 
1 633 ,  has left a grea ter quan ti ty than any o f  his 
predecessors . These were of much use to Baker while 
wri ting his His tory of the College , though tha t  aus tere 
an tiquarian is o f  opinion tha t  Gwynne's memory ra ther 
suffers from their exis tence . Mos t of Gwynne's le tters 
are of a forma l kind ; some are from Schoolmas ters 
recommending boys to close Exhi bi tions a t  the College" 
many from Bishops and No blemen recommending 
mem bers o f  the College for elec tion to Fellowships, 
a good ly num ber rela te to the College es ta tes , and 
from a few we ge t glimpses of the li fe and views o f  
the time, i n  many ways s o  differen t from our own. 
I hope wi th the permission of the Editors o f  the 
Eagle to prin t a selec tion o f  the more in teres ting of 
t�ese le tters , adding a few explanatory no tes from 
hme to time ; for many o f  those included in the presen t 
paper I am inde bted to Mr G. C. M .  Smi th .  

R. F .  S. 
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Ambrose Clive, the writer of the two letters which 
follow, was admitted Fellow of the College on 22 Mar. 
160�, so that he was probably a Fellow at the time 
they were written. Hobson the carrier is no 40ubt 
the famous person immortalise4 by Milton. Mr Henry 
Slegg was undersheriff to Sir R. Milisent, Sheriff 
for the County in 1 6 1  I. In 1 6 r l)  Mr Slegg was Town 
Clerk. Robert Lane was admitted Fellow of the 
College 7 Apr. � 5 98.  Ri�hard Senhollse was admitted 
Fellow on the same day, and was afterwards Dean 
of Gloucester 1 62 J and Bishop of Carlisle � 624. John 
Grace was admitte4 Fellow 1 602. 

Adqrfss : To his Louinge frend l'4r Gwi� one of the �eniors 
pf St J oh�'s Colledg in CamJ:>ridg 

Leaue this letter wth a couple Qf Cheeses wth 
Mr Hobson Cam!:Jriqg �arye+ at y. J:>lack bull wi�hifl 
Byshops-gate 

. 

Loving Tu�or my many occasions of ke!'!ping home, hav!,! 
made mee a stranger to the place aIfd companye

" 
I ntost ioyed, 

in : yet my thoughts are present wth yow all, ap.d myself +eady 
to performe the Qest love te�timony I ca to any so well 
deservin� frends. I have nQ token" 

",herby to comend nty 
love to yoW b,ut a coup�e of c4ees!,)s weh I Wish aq:opanyed 
wth a wood cock pye or �ome tarer dis.h. Goqd Sr rem!,)bef 
my love to the all ioyntly seuerally whQ are f Qrege veslrq : I spare to write more, I shall very shortly haue some iUSf 
occasio to sende when I shalbee agayne troub!esome. in haste 
Shavingto this 1 0th of J anuarye r 6 1 1  

yours to vse in all possible ki�denes� 
AMB : CLIU� 

The chee!!es yOU shall receiu� 
wth �his letter of Hobson 

Addressed : To his v!,!ry kinde frend Mr Gwin one of the Seniors �n St J ohns CoIIedg or in his absence to Mr Lan� one of ye fellowes of yt ColIedg 
Good Sr. lett me desire your best helpe I pray yow to compounde a matter of difference betweene ntee and Andrew Goodwin : thus the case stal!des. �e stoode bounde for x�i : 
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having a counterbonde fro myself and Mr Robinso of Emanuell 

to saue him harmeless, The money Robinso had, and not able 

otherwise to discharge some debts, deliuered to Goodwin a 

gelding at ye price of 9li weh before Ed!  Kinge of the bull 

and mee he accepted ; and at yt instant vndertooke before 

vs to deliuer vs our counterbonde wthin ye space of 3 dayes, 

I promising to make vpp the rest out of my owne purse 

that beeing donne hee kept him in his hands still hackneyed 

him out dayly ; some moneth after hee repayred to mee and 

complayned that hee could not have his money for him 

and that he never was offered aboue 7li for him. I desired 

him to auoyd further trouble that ye gelding might have been 

priced by those who knew his worth at ye deliuery as namely 

Mr Henry Slegg and Ed : King of the bull. Hee hath putt 

my counterbond in suite wthout any notice giuen before the 

last tearme passed : I am not present there with yoW to produce 

that meanes I could to secure mee els I know I could ease 
myself not a litle. These are therefore to intreat yow and 
Mr Lane (to whome Comend my kinde loue I pray yow wth 

the rest of your good companye) to moderate ye matter betwixt 
vs and sett downe what in reason and conscience may giue 
him satisfactio, and by the grace of god I will see it repayd 
(as soone as I may have notice and can take order to sende 
vpp to yow. Mr Senhouse and Mr Grace knew partly the 
worth of the horse whe Goodwin receiued him. Good Sr lett 
mee vnderstand by this bearer what course yoW can take wth 

him, and I will will ingly submitt myself to that yoW order. 
I sente a litle while since a letter to yoW wth a couple of 
cheeses to bee left wth Hobson at Londo and so conueyed 
te your hands. I pray god they proove worth acceptance. 
So I comend my kinde love to yoW all whom hast will not 
lett me name this xxiiijth of January r 6 r I 

your very lovinge frend 
AMB : CLIUE 

c 

Emmanuel Utie, the writer of the next three letters, 
was elected a Fellow March 15,  160i. In his letters 
we see a trace of the abuses of the time. Leases of 
College property were granted to individual Fellows 
on terms probably too favourable to the lessees. At 
this period the payments made to Fellows were the 
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customary trifling sums prescribed by the Statutes of Elizabeth. The annual ' stipend & livery ' of a Fellow was £ I 6s Bd, the ' stipend & livery ' of the Master being £ I B  4S. No provision was made in the Statutes for the distribution of surplus revenue, but it was assigned by the Master and Seniors in vales to Fellows upon leaving the College, or as Baker says " to other emergent uses." The practice of distributing the balance at the end of the year in the form of a ' dividend ' among all the Fellows alike was not adopted till 1628 . It is pretty plain that Utie was asking for such a vale. Being a Y orkshireman by birth he would prefer a lease of property in his Own county. 

Addressed : To the right woorshipfuIl Doctor Gwin Maister of St ] ohns Colledge in Camb : d.d. 

E17l17lanuel 
The late time that I was with your woorship I discours'd about the reiection of my fel lowship ; and you from that accustomed goodnesse of nature, which we all knowe and feele, did entouradge me to holde that poore certaintie, which though it b· but a Case yet it is a place whereunto I may retire, and had rather not be, than not be quiet : The next election (godwilling) this present, I will resigne it into your handes, for by the next yeare I shall be reposed ether in Caeno or in Coelo : Preferment comes like an hackney with a broken pace yet I hope I shall giue it the spurre : And how I ride or fal l  you shall heare from me. I beseech you respect this man of woorth the bearer of my letter who when the world did hold me and keepe me dead, did reuiue me : Amor non est mHo sed ajfecHo et nesdt modum, I challendge in you an interest which makes me respect you as much as love you and begge this thing wthout you yt concerns me so neare as you shall know of me afterward March 1 7  St Mildred 
1 6  I Z Breadstreete 

your worships 
woorme 

EMMANUEL V TIE 
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Emmanuel 

Right woorshipfuIl I know insolence i s  not the mark of 

your greatnesse and therefor I presume to vnfold my estate 
to you ; custos sum pauperis horN pouertie weh is the schollers 
common enemie is stil l  my spirituall frend : The world i s  
wearie of me I care not  I am wearie of  myselfe : By  a Iow 
estate I know myselfe, by an high estate I should have knowen 
myselfe too well : your mi ldnesse stirres up modestie : let me  
be  so  bold to  make you so farre deified as  to  know my 
heart : I should enter on a liuing the conuenience better 
than the value : yet so ourprised in the Kings bookes yt it 
cannot be ouerprais'd. Penurie as Eusebius speakes 7rOAVx'pO)JOC; 
"OlTOe; like a quotidian ague hath kept doune the bodie of my 
prreferment : I desire now but the reuersion of the woorst 
lease in Yorkshire, yt I may sing veleres migrat£ coloni. Or a 

litle monie. I desire not much because I haue not much, for 
abundance is a dropsie. If it be but so much, as will make 
me secure and set me free though not make me a libertine : 
you know (woorthie sir) that in former times, some indeed 
of greater desert, but of lesse labor than myselfe and almost 
as litle continuance had some monie from the Colledge : you 
know how sometimes the monsters I meane the bymembers 
of our Colledge haue tasted of our shewbread : Remember 
me your poore creature, yt I was none of these headstrong 
Jades yt offred to fling you, but tendermouth and remained 
vnmoouable vnder you without a bitte : Reuerend maister 
forget me not : I could tell you : One of good woorth shall 
thank you for it, as yet a namelesse frend : I list not speake 
of anie thing wthout : it is  a signe, of nothing within ; 
Housoeur the propertie being not lost, you shall haue all 
the stroke in disposing my fellowship : which shalbe as a 

thankefull Riuulet sent backe againe to the maine sea of your 
goodnesse : And I will when I am disiointed from your bodie, 
still haue an hand like a poore beadesman to lift to heaven 
for you : Septr 30, 1 6  I 2 

St Mildreds, Breadstreete you re woorships 

humblie and hartilie 
EMMANUEL VTIE. 
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E'I1l11tanttel 

Sr I humblie desire you now at the Audit if there be 
anie distribution of monie that I may ether be remembred 
or it may be as a portion reserued for me vntill the fell owes 
election at which time I must giue ouer : of these two in  
your woonted moderation determine ; you haue for euer bound 
me and so I remaine. Doctor ffenton hath taken me home 
to his house where I liue, wth one Varro, enough for me, 
who hath tutored so manie ; who remembers himselfe with 
the most respect a frend can doe to your loue : No court 
newes I can yet bestow on you, I am amongst the Eglons 
of the citty, who did this we eke entertaine the ErIe of Somerset 
& all his frends, a great number of nobles, wth feasting & 
masking & enterludes to the summe of a thousand pound in 
one night and amongst their cups there was lap£Iharttm rixa 
their attendantes did so abuse the Citizens yt the Counter did 
depriue my Lord Chamberlane of his coachman, & my L. of 
Sommerset of his & of other noblemens seruants to the number 
of 30, and so kept them vnder lock and key till morning : 
For other things I leaue and commend your woorship and 
whatsoeur is yours to God. J an ; 7 ;  L6 I 3 

ffrom Walbrooke at 
Doctor fflntons 

homre 
your worships eur 

to command 
EMMANuEL V TIE 

Theophilus Aelmer or Aylmer, the writer of the 
following letters was son of John Aylmer, Bishop of 
London, who .died 3 June 15 94. From the " Visitations 
of Hertfordshire " p. 14 1 (Harl. Soc. Publ.) we gather 
the following facts with regard to Elmer or Aylmer 
of Much Hadham. 

Arms : A rgent, a cross sable between three sea
aylets of the second, beaked and legged gules. 

John Aylmer, Bishop of London, married Judith, 
widow of N. Treheron and daughter of Rob. King 
of Audley End. Theophilus Aylmer was his second 
son and married Mary, daughter of William Newce 
of Much Hadham. Theophilus Aylmer's wife was 
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connected with the Leventhorpe family, as we find 

tha t  Thomas Newce of Hadham married Dorathy (sze) 

daughter of John Leventhorpe of Shinglehall co. Herts, 

and ' High Schreeve of the same.' Probably these 

were the parents of William N ewce above mentioned. 

Richard Vaughan, Bishop of London from 1 604 to 

1607,  matriculated as a sizar at St John's in 1569  

and took his B.A. degree in 15 7*.  He was presented 

by Bishop Aylmer to a canonry at St Paul's in 1583,  

became Archdeacon of Middlesex, Bishop of Bangor 

1595, of Chester 1597,  and London 1 604. He died 

30 March 1607 ; his life was written by our Benefactor 

John Williams, Bishop of Lincoln. 
Bishop Aylmer was tutor to Lady J ane Grey, and 

belonging to the Puritan party went into exile under 

Mary. As Bishop, however, he was a strong supporter 

of the vigorous policy of Whitgift. 
Dr Gwynne was Aylmer's chaplain and kinsman, 

and acted as tutor to his son. 
Sir Henry Billingsley was admitted Foundation 

Scholar of the College in 155 1, but took no degree. 

He became a Haberdasher, Lord Mayor of London 

1596, M.P. for London 1603 . He died 22 November 

1606, and is buried in the Church of St Catherine 

Coleman. In 159 1 he founded three scholarships at 

St John's College. He published in 1570 the first 

English translation of Euclzd, prefaced by an essay 
by Dr John Dee. 

It is satisfactory to know that Leventhorpe Ailmer's 
claims to the scholarship were recognised, as appears 
by the College Register, for we read in 1 6 15 

Ego Levenlhorpus Aylmer Haifordl'e1tsls ad'l1lissus dlsdpulu$ 
P10 Dr BilNlIgsley. 

Addressed : To the rightwor my very good frend Mr Dr Guinne 
Master of SI lohns Coll, in Cambr. geue these. 

Mr Dr Guinne, my louinge comendaciones prremised, These 
are to lett you vnterstande, that lately, by my cosine Billingslye, 
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I was certefyed, that a Schollershipe in ye house is voyde by 
the death of one Salter, a kinsman of the BiII ingslyes and 
that the next of the kindred is to have some prrerogatiue 
aboue others in sute for that place. May it therefore please 
you, togethr wth the company of ye fell owes to bestowe that 
place vpon a sonne of mine called Leuenthorpe �iImer, you 
shall not only indebte me vnto you, but bestowe the place 
also vpon one whose grandmothr by the mothers side was 
sister to Sr Henry Billingslye. If it shall please you to do 
this fauor for me, the let me (1 pray you, for our mutuaIl 
loue & acquaintace begott by meanes of or worthy frend 
Bish. Vaughane) craue a speciall fauor at yr hand, vic. That 
you would appoynt for him a Tutor, who will strictly hould 
him in obedience, dilligently reade vnto him & keepe him in 
contineuall exercise. Good Mr Dr as you knowe, that the 
makinge or marringe of a young SchoUr much dependeth on 
the goodness or badness of the tutor, so it would please 
you, that (if this my poore boye through yr kindness become 
a mebr of yr house) it would please you to apoynt such an 
one ouer him, who may trewly forme him in learninge , & 
godlyness. And 1 wiII geue you my worde (weh by gods 
grace shaU not fayle) that if his tutor bestowe on him care 
& paynes extraordinarye my thankfulnes and stipend to him 
shalbe more than ordinary. Thus relyinge vpon yr loue & 

. kindnes (weh I retrne most firme) I coiiiende my self & Sute 
vnto you & you lto God. Much Hadha. Octob : 1 8 :  1 6 1 5  

yr assured frend 
THEoPH. AILMER 

Addressed : To the Rightwbpl Dr Gwinne Master of St lohns : 
mine honored frende. 

Worthy Dr Gwine 
Knowing the nulIitye of myne owne desertes, if it wer 

possible 1 would rayse the ghost of that worthy Bishop Dr 
Vaughane, (in whom you & I tanqua in Tertz(; did meete) to 
comende this my suite unto you. His name & remembred 
Love, shaII now suffice, to warrantize eache of us, to chaIIendge 
interest each-one in the other. This interest in you (Worthy 
Master of St 10hns) let me now finde, in yr help to be afforded 
towarde this Nobleman Contarin' Palreologus ; of whose worth 
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you shall receave 
.
testim�nyes many and

. 
worthy, beyond all 

exceptione. Or Klllge highly favoreth h1m ; & hath granted 

him much grace and this one in particular, to make Collectione 

in or University. Now for-as-muche as the particular help 

of men in yr place, shall much advance the reIiefe of this 

worthy man, (the Kinges most royall intente) I most earnestly 

(on Christs behalf� intreat you, to sett forward this worthy 

worke in yr famous Colledge, that this distressed nobleman, 

finding that we who live in peace, have a true feelinge of 

his afliictione, may glorify God & geve a worthy testimony 

to Or Vniversity & the whole Kingdome. As for me, might 

this my sute any white advantadge this business, I shall rest 

yr thankfull debtor, ever more prest in all like dutyes by you 

to be coiiiaunded to the uttmost of my powre 

Hadham : Octob : 1 6  
1 622 THEOPK: AILMER 

Richard Neale, the writer of the following letter, 

was admitted to the College in 1 5 80 ; he was Dean 

of Westminster, and successively Bishop of Rochester, 

Coventry and Lichfield, Lincoln, Durham, and Win

chester, and finally Archbishop of York. He died in 

1 640. The palace of the Bishops of Lincoln was a.t 
this time at Buckden i n  Huntingdonshire, and the 

ferry referred to m ay very well be the ferry which 

still ex.ists over the Ouse close to Great Paxton village. 

Mr Dr Gwin. Being this morning booted vpon my reso-· 

lution to come this nighte to Cambridge & to haue bin your 

guest at supper, & having sent my Groome to the watersyde 

to prepare the fferry bote to gett my coach over, I receaved 

advertisement that the waters are soe much out and the wynde 

& streame lying togeather, the current is soe strong that by 

any meanes my Coach is not to be had over, And therefore 

I am enforced to make this my excuse, and to pray yu to 

make i t  knowne to my Lord of Chichester & Mr Deane of. 

Pauls. It is much against my will that 1 should thus deceave 

your expectacon & vary from my purpose, but in trueth ptly 
�or that 1 am very full of colde and ptly for some other 

mdisposicon of my body, I dare not travayle so farr on. 
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horsback as my purpose was at this tyme i n  going to N ew
markett. Soe with my very hartie Comendacons to Your 
good self and Mr Deane of Pauls, I comitt yu to God and rest 

from Bugden. Decemb. 3d. 1 6 1 4  your very loving fTeind 
R. LINCOLN 

Samuel Harsnet, the writer of the next letter, was 
Archbishop of York from 1 62 9  to 1 63 2 .  

A s  Master o f  Pembroke and Vice-Chancellor he 
received King J ames when he paid his visit to Cam
bridge in 1 6 1 i. It will be observed that the name of 
the youth on whose behalf the Bishop writes is not men
tioned ; he probably presented the letter to the Master 
in person. The letter is however indorsed : " In behalfe 
of Sr Langham &c"-Sir being the title given to a 
Bachelor. Langham did not get his Fellowship, though 
he seems to have had powerful patrons, for in the 
College Register under the date November 8, 1 62 6, 
we read : 

Ego Johannes Langham Northamptonimsis admissus sum Disc ipulus pro Domina Fundatrzce. Ex nominaHone ComlNs Exom'ce. 

tiddressed : To the right woll my very louinge Freind Doctor 
Gwinn Master of St Johns Colledge in Cambridge dd. 

Salutem in Xro. 
Good Doctor pWin, it goeth hard wth me when I put to 

vse another mans penn : and indeed soe it  hath pleased God 
to make me his poore prisoner all this winter season, as I 
haue had neither vse of my head nor my hand : My head 
hauing beene opprest wth a dead Lethargicall humour lyinge 
in the nape of my necke from whence it hath soe incessantly 
flowed into my stomacke anq through the Muscles into all 
the partes of my body : as it hath not onely taken away mine appetite from all mapner of meate, but consumed that little flesh that I had on my bOdy, and vtterly depriued mee of the vse of my hands. I seeme, thankes be to Allmightie God, to feele some little lightening of my spiritts vnder this greate c1owde, and if  It please God I creepe out of it I must attribute it, next to the gratious goodness of Allmighty 
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God ;  vnto the Louing Care of this young mans father, vnder 

whose care I am. He is a diuine in Nottinghamshire of great 

worth for his Learninge, Piety and di ligence in his callinge. 

But more for his publique deseruings of the Church ; hauinge 

recouered vnto it, out of the iawes of the woolfe ; both gleb

lands and Tythes of a great value. Hee is a good Phisician 

and if  it  please God I recouer I must owe vnto him (next 

vnder God) my lyfe and all the concomittanties of it. In 

token of my thankfulnesse I haue an important suit vnto 

you :  (and it is the last, as I hope, that euer I shall make) 

That for your ould Freinde his sake who did euer loue you, 

you will be pleased to reserue yor fauor for the bestowinge 

of a Fellowes place, vpon this his younge sonne ; a Bacheloure 

of Artes and student in yor Coli edge. I cann engage nothinge 

vnto you by way of recompence, but that but wch you already 

enioye. My Loue to yorselfe and deuotion to that famous 

societie of yor Colledge, wch I haue alwayes honored from 

my heart. I pray remember my Loue vnto Doctor Lane, 

and shewe him this letter. And soe wth my prayers vnto 

Allmightie God for the multiplyinge of his blessings vpon 

that Noble foundation of St J ohns, I rest 
Southwell this yor ouId weake and 

25th of February weary ffreinde 
1 630 SA : EBOR. 

Henry Briggs, the writer of the following letter, 
was born in 1 5 5 6  at Warleywood near Halifax, and 
entered St John's in 1 5 7 7  . The College Register 
contains the following entries concerning him in his 
own handwriting : 

5 November 1 5 79. Ego Henrzcus Brigges Eboracensis ad

missus sum dlScipulus pro domina /undalrz'ce. 
29 March 1 5 88 .  Ego Henricus Briggs Eboracensis admlssus 

suo socius pro M'·o Assize/on. 
9 July 1 5 9 1 . Henncus Briggs electus Topims sub/ector. 
7 July 1 5 92 .  Henrzcus Briggs dec/us matllematlcus examinator. 

" " Henricus Briggs dec/us leclor MedecimE pro. 
Doctore Linacre. 

In 1 5 96 he was elected first reader in Geometry at 
G-resham House (afterwards called Gresham College), 
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London, which post he held till 1 6  I 9, when he accepted from Sir H. Savi1e the Savilian Professorship at Oxford (now held by another J ohnian). He died i n  Merton College z6 January 1 63¥. 
Briggs received with enthusiasm Napier's discovery of logarithms and improved on it. The idea of tables of logarithms having 1 0  for their base is due to Briggs, as well as the actual calculation of the first table of the kind. ' 

, 
The lands mentioned in his letter appear to have been lost at a very early period of the College history, for on 1 2  Nov. 1 Edw. VI ( 1 54f) we find the College sealing letters of attorney, empowerin g  one Richard Rainshaw and another to maintain the College title to He1bron's land at Langdon Hills, Essex, and also to Benfylls at Horndon-on-the-Hill in the same county. From a note with the title deeds it would appear that the College claimed 25 acres called Benefields in the parish of Horndon-on-the-Hill, and 44 acres called Hildebrands in the parish of Langdon ; but the claim does not seem to have been substantiated. 

Addressed : To the right worl! his very good frend Mr D. Gwin 
master of St John's Colledge in Cambridge 

Sr, I have now rece('ved two letters fro Ogden the butler of your CoIl. wherein he doth earnestly and carefully call on me to send an ould butterie-book whiche I did longe ago deliver fro a miserabll:\ and vndeserved shamfull ende, for findinge it tome at bothe endes and as appearethe by the threedes at the backe muche of i t  beinge rent out, I had pitie' on it, and acquaintinge the butler with my purpose I caried it to my chamber, and at my cominge hither brought it with me. Since whiche time I have preseJ;ved it from further decay ; so that exceptinge two leaves whiche I tooke out of it, nether I nor any man els hay defaced or any way hurte one letter of it. I am glad that now you have regarde to these smaller thinges, assuringe my selfe that in others of more moment you will continually keepe an answerable regarde. I had written the last weeke, but that thursday 
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being my lecture day, and I goinge the next morning betimes 
vnto the Strande could not by reason of important business 
returne in time : and the whole busines beinge of so longe 

a time of no account, I had good hope that 2 or  3 dayes 

could breake no square. I never kept it withe any other 

desire but to preserve it for the vse of the ColI. I now sende 

it by Mr Hobson somewhat carefully wrapped in papers, lest 
the carriers might esteeme it as wast paper and vse it 
accordingly. 

And now that I have this occasion to write vnto you I 
would be an humble

' 
suter to your w. and the Seniors that, 

whereas the ColI. hathe of longe time beene defrauded of 
certaine lands in Essex called Benefeildes and Hildebrands 
mentioned i n  the lease of Higham in Kent, but not knowen 
to any of our Colledge nor to the farmar Mr Butler, where
abouts they should lie ; you would be pleased to lett a lease 
vnto me of the same lands, and I will godwillinge do my 
best endevoure by the helpe of an Essex gentleman a frend 
of mine, to recover them to the knowledge and vse of the 
coli edge and if it please god that I do fin de and gaine them 
to the Call. then I will most gladly pay bothe for the lease 
and licence of alienation accordinge to the custome, and the 
arrerages fro the time of the sealinge, and if you please to 
grant and seale it at the next audit or before, I purpose to 
seeke out and take a viewe of the landes ether in lent next or 
in somer followinge and with all convenient speede to put 
it in suite if I can finde any probabilitie of successe answerable 
to my hope. I talked with Mr Butler about it and he is 
willinge to have it  left out of his lease if it shall so please 
you, I have longe longed for this, but have prosequuted i t  
slackly partly for want of  meanes to followe chargeable suites 
and partly because I must relie vpon an other man ; but 
notwithestandinge now I am resolved godwillinge to do my 
best endevoure if you please to give me sufficient uarrant 
by lease. Thus wishinge all happines to your w. and to all 
that worthie societie whereof you are chiefe I take my leave, 
comendinge vs all to the mercies and blessinge of our most 
gratious father. fro. Gresham house this 26  Nov. 1 6 1 3  

your w .  ever to his 

power HENRIE BRIGGS 
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The following letters are of interest as shewing the 

state with which a nobleman came to the University 

in these times. Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel and 

Surrey, was grandson of Thomas, fourth Duke of 

Norfolk, and Mary, daughter and heiress of Henry 

Fitz-alan, Earl of Arundel. The Duke was attainted 

of high treason in 1 5 7 2  for his correspondence with 

Mary Queen of Scots. He was beheaded and his 

estates forfeited. His eldest son, Philip, however 

inherited in right of his mother the Earldom of 

Arundel with the baronies of Fitz-alan, Clun, Oswal

destrie, and Maltravers. He was, however, himself 

attainted in 1 5 90, and died a prisoner in the Tower 

in 1 59 5 .  His only son, Thomas, the writer of the 

letters below, was born 7 July 1 59 2 .  Being deprived 

by his father's attainder of the honours and most 

of the estates of the family, he had only the title of 

Lord Maltravers by courtesy during the reign of Queen 

Elizabeth, but was restored by Act of Parliament 1 603 

to all the titles which his father had lost by his 
attainder, as also to the dignity of E arl of Surrey 

and to the baronies which his grandfather Thomas, 

Duke of Norfolk, had lost by his attainder. Lord 

Arundel and Surrey was created Earl Marshal in 

1 62 I and Earl of Norfolk 6 June 1 644. He died 

4 October 1 646, and is chiefly remembered as the 

collector of the Arundel \marbles. 
The issue .of the above consisted of three sons :-

\ 
( I )  James, Lord Mowbray and Maltravers, died un-

m arried i n  1 62 4 : that must have been very shortly 
before the incident which led to the following letters. 
( 2 )  Henry Frederick, called in these letters Lord Mal
travers, who was born in 1 608 (when his father was 
still apparently only 1 6). He succeeded his father i n  
his E arldoms. On his death 7 April 1 65 2  he was 
succeeded by his son John, who in 1 664 was restored to 
the Dukedom of Norfolk. (3 ) William, also mentioned 
in the letters below, married the heiress of the twelfth 
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Baron Stafford , and was himself created Baron Stafford 
in 1 640 and Viscount Stafford in the same year. He 
was attainted i n  1 6 7 8 .  

Letters from the College t o  the E arl o f  Arundel 
and Surrey, the sender of the letters below, are printed 
in Mayor-Baker, Vol I, pp. 497 and 5 2 8 .  

Lord Sandys, mentioned i n  the letters, was William , 
fourth Baron, who succeeded in 1 62 3  and died i n  
1 6 2 9 .  It i s  noticeable that his father, the third Baron, 
was one of the Peers who had tried the Duke of 
Norfolk and Mary Queen of Scots. 

Sir Henry Bourchier, Knt., was son of General 
Sir George Bourch ier (third son of John, second Earl 
of Bath) and Martha, daughter of William, Lord 
Howard of Effingham. He w�s therefore, it would 
seem, a connexion of Lord Arundel's. Sir Henry 
Bourchier became fifth Earl of Bath 1 636,  and died 
1 654, when the Earldom became extinct. 

Addressed : To the Right worll Mr Doctor Guyn Ma,.ster of 
Saint J ohns Coli edge in Cambridge 

May it please yoU Mr Doctor Guyn. 
Mo Lo. of Arundell having an intent that my Lo. Matrauers 

his sanne and Mr William Howard his brother should be 
admitted of yot Colledge, and desiring that they may see 
this Commencement hath written to you to that effect h imselfe, 
as by the enclosed his LoPS letter yOU may vnderstand. And 
hath further willed me to send yoU a particular of his company. 
His LoPS desire is that for the time they stay in Cambridge, 
wch wilbe vntill some few dayes after the comencement they may 
liue a scholastique life, and lodge in the Colledge if it may 
conveniently be done ; wth such of their company as must 
of necessity be neer them : as by the inclosed note yOU may 
perceaue. The rest of their followers, if them be no rome 
in the Colledge shalbe prouided for in the towne, as ne er 
yot Colledge as possibly may be. In this his Lop assures 
himselfe of yot best and friendly furtherance and will acknow
ledge yot courtesie as shalbe offered. The time of their 
arriuaU in  Cambridge wilbe (God willing) on Monday 0 ,  

VOL. xvr. X 
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Tuesday next at the furthest. And so with my best respect 
unto yoU I rest 

Lond. 25 June 
1 624 

To be commanded by you 
JOHN BOROUGH 

A note of my Lo. Matrauers company. 

My Lo. Matrauers and his brother Mr William Howard 
to be Lodged in one Chamber in the Coli edge, wth a pallet 
for the gromes of their chamber. for wch there is stuffe 
sente from hence to furnish it, and another outward chamber. 

A chamber in the Coli edge for my Lo Sandys and his man. 
A chamber in the Colledge for Sr Henry Bourchier & his 

man. 
A chamber for Mr Borough and his man in the Coli edge. 
In all fiue chambers to be prouided in the Colledge if it 

may be. 
The rest of his Lop company being two gentlemen, a 

grome of his stable and a footman may be lodged in the 
towne neer the College. 

Addressed : To my very assured frende Mr Doctor Gwinne 
Master of St Jhons Colledge in Cambridge 

Good Mr Doctor Gwinne, my sonne being desirous to 
spende some fewe dayes nowe at Cambridge, & make himselfe 
a member of that famous vniuersity, where many of or family 
haue bin. I could denye his suite, as althoe I am desirous 
he should be of St Jhons yr colledge, where my father and 
vncJes were Scollers. I pray make it noe trouble in ye worlde 
vnto yU, for both I and my sbnne himselfe desire he may 
for this beginninge liue as much as may be accordinge to 
yr rule of a scholler to giue him a good entrance that, what 
he wantes nowe in stayinge long time he may supply in 
regolarity. Soe wth my very harty comendacions I rest 

Ar. Ho. 25 June yr assured frende 
1 624. ARUNDELL & -SURREY. 

I have entreated my good frend Mr Borough that he will 
write vnto yU of ye particolars of my sonnes company. 
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Good Mr Doctor Gwinne, my children at Cambridge haue 

receiued somuch extraordinary fauor & Curtesye from yu, as 

I must giue yU very harty thankes, and wish with all my 

harte I had any meanes to requite it, for them, yU haue soe 

handled the matter as they are as passionate Cambridge men, 

& for St Jhons in particolar, as if they had bin of many 

yeares standinge there, and my sonne Maltrauers doth daily 

look ouer those notes he tooke there, and they both are soe 

full of theyre loue to Cambridge, as they often remember 

& wish themselves there. Soe wt my best wishes and kinde 

comendacions vnto yU I rest euer 

Arundell House, 6 Aug : 
1 624. 

yr most affectionate 
true frende 

ARUNDELL & SURREY 

Mr Doctor Guyn 

Although I am destitute of meanes to make requitall for 
the many courtesies I haue receiued from yU. yet I must not 
forgett to acknowledge myselfe, yr debtor : which I unfaynedly 
do by these few lines and do assure yU that it shall bee 
want of ability but not of will if any vppon whome yU haue 
bestowed yr fauors do outstrippe mee in the measure of 
thankfulnesse and remuneration for effectinge whereof I will 
not ommitt to take hold of all occasions that may bee offered 
to giue yU further testimony that I am 

Arundell house your assured frind 
August 6 HEN : MALTRAUERS 

1 624 
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THE COLLEGE PICTURES AT THE TUDOR 
EXHIBITION. 

�HE Master and Fellows of St John's College _ have this year ( 1 890) lent to the Exhibition " 
of the Royal House of Tudor, at the New Gallery in Regent Street, London, three pictures, numbered 23,  2 9, and 1 3 8  in the Catalogue of the Collection. The first two are of Lady Margaret Beaufort, and the third of Bishop John Fisher. They are those described by me in the Eagle (Xl. pp. 3 6 2 ,  1 2 1, and 1 I 8, respectively). For the purpose of  comparison with my own descriptions I will quote those from the Tudor Exhibition Catalogue. 

2 3 · MARGARET BEAUFORT, COUNTESS OF RICHMOND AND DERBY ( 1.14 1 - 1 5 °9) .  Life-size. ful l  length, kneeling to left, under gold cloth of state, bearing Tudor Arms, black gown, white diamond-shaped hood with gorget, hands clasped in prayer ; before her, open book on prie-dieu covered with cloth of gold ; in background, stained glass window, on which the Tudor arms are repeated. Panel 7 I x 45 in. Lent by ST JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDG�. 

29 ·  MARGARET BEAUFORT, COUNTESS OF RICHMOND AND DERBY ( 144 1 -1 5 °9). Half-length, life-size, to left, black dress, white diamond-shaped hood with gorget, book in both hands. Panel 22 x 1 6t in. Lent by ST JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE. 

1 38. CARDINAL FISHER, BISHOP OF ROCHESTER ( 1 45 6-1 5 3 5 )· Half-length, l i fe· size, full face, black gold embroidered doublet, black surcoat and cap ; in right-hand a staff ; in left a glove ; inscribed above, AO JETATIS 74. Panel 2 8  x 24 in. By HANS HOLBEIN. Lent by ST JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE. 
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I have visited the Exhibition twice, and have 

carefully compared Nos. 23 and 1 3 8  with other portraits 

exhibited, and especially with Nos. 10 and 6 1  in the 

Catalogue. I may as well quote their descriptions also. 

1 0. MARGARET BEAUFORT, COUNTESS OF RICHMOND AND 

DERBY ( 1 44 1 - 1 5 09). Three-quarter-length, life size, to left, 

black dress and gorget, white lace cuffs, black and brown 

diamond-shaped hood ; lace bordered handkerchief in right

hand, book in left. In background window, through which is 

seen a representation of Calvary. Below, tablet inscribed 

l\IARGARETA Mater Henr. 7?7li Coma Richmondice and Derbice. 

Panel 40 x 29 in .  Lent by The LORD BRAYE. 

6 1 .  CARDINAL FISHER, BISHOP OF ROCHESTER ( 1 456-

1 5 3 5). Half-length, life size, to left, wearing black cassock, 
white velvet and black stole, and biretta. He holds a prayer 
book in both hands. Panel Z I ! X  1 6tin. Lent by The HON. 
H. TYRWHlTT WILSON. 

First, as to the portraits of Lady Margaret, I have 
been greatly impressed by the close resemblance of 
the features in the Colleg� Picture (No. 2 3) with those 
in Lord Braye's (No. 1 0) .  Our picture is believed to 
be a copy, but it is undoubtedly an exceedingly good 
one. A manuscript catalogue drawn up by R. T. Bone 
in 1 834, in the custody of the Master of our College, 
states that the following inscription is on the back 
of the picture-" Rolandus Lockey j;z'nxz"t, Londznt·. 
Impenszs 'Julz"ance Clz"ppesbzi Generosce Vzrgznzs Norfot
czens:s." Lord Braye's portrait is nearly full face, 
and is years younger for the time of life represented. 
Lady Margaret is in the sober though rich costume of a 

great lady of the period. The hood is black, and the 
coif is brown, instead of both being white as in  our 
picture. There is nothing conventual about the 
costume. The College portrait shews an older lady 
with scarcely any colour in the face, yet with features 
strikingly similar except for the natural effect of age. 

Next, as to the portraits of Bishop Fisher, ours 
(No. 1 38) is by Holbein, and was given by Lord 
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Weymouth to the Rev T. Baker in 1 709, and lef(to 
the College in 1 7 40. It represents Fisher five years 
before his death, and therefore some time before the 
question of the Royal Supremacy arose. There is a care_ 
worn expression not unnatural to a man of seventy-four 
i n  that troubled time. The other picture (No. 6 I ) seems 
to show Fisher at a more advanced age. He died in 
1 535 at the age of seventy-nine. I should think No. 6 1  
was taken when Fisher was i n  prison. There i s  an 
expression of reHgious resignation about the face that 
is most remarkable. The features are thinner and the 
colour of the face almost grey, the lips also are 
bloodless, and the hands and fingers thin. In general 
position this picture (No. 6 1) is like the drawing by 
Holbein from Her Majesty's Collection, No. 506 in the 
Catalogue. Upon this drawing, as I see by a photo
graphic reproduction now before me, is the date 1 5 25 .  
What struck me was the great similarity of the 
eyebrows, lips, nose, eyes, and form of head in both 
pictures (Nos. 1 3 8  and 6 1 ) .  I have not the least doubt 
that ours does represent Bishop Fisher. And I think 
that No. 6 I is a most excellent picture by as good 
a master of his art as Holbein, and done at least 
nine years after Holbein's drawing. Our own smaller 
picture of Fisher, though but a very bad copy, has 
considerable resemblance in position and as to the 
sunk:n features 

.
with No. 6 1 .  ( I refer to the picture 

descnbed by me ill the Eagle ex' . p. 362). 
Lastly, let me now notice another picture in the 

Tudor Collection described thus-

3 74· PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Small, bust, to left, black 
dress, puffed over white, embroidered ruff and stomacher, black 
jewelled cap. Inscribed AN. DNI. 1 5 67. Panel 1 4! x  9i in. 
Lent by S. C. RORY ESQRE. 

I find a most extraordinary resemblance both as 
to costume, and, so far as my memory goes, to features, 
between this small and beautiful picture and the one 
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in the Master's Lodge which I have described in the 

Eagle (XI. p. 1 76), in part thus-

A LADY, unknown (of the tz'me of Queen EHzabeth). The 

words ' AN. D N I .  1 5 65 ,  Aelatz's sua z o ' are on the picture. 

I am all but convinced that the two portraits repre

sent the same lady. The difference in age is strongly 

corroborative. The Picture No. 3 7 4  certainly represents 

a lady nearer 2 2  than 20. I will now give a more 

complete description of No. 3 7 4, with which I request 

your readers to compare the description given by me 

on the page of the Eagle last cited. 

3 74.  Black velvet dress, puffed sleeves, slashed to 

shew a faint yellow striped muslin embroidered garment 

under, this garment ends in a small embroidered ruff 

of the same material. Black velvet hood rests on the 

back of the head, the coronal of the hood edged with 

narrow gold lace (or jewelled). The dress is a little 

open at the neck shewing the muslin undergarment, 

and also a small part of a stomach er of embroidered 

l inen. There is a strong double chain with round 

links of gold, passing under hood, round the neck, 

and fastened in front of the dress ; but the picture is 

too short to shew any medallion that might be 

suspen ded from it .  There is a sextuple gold chain 

with fragile rectangular links about the neck. As to 

the features, we have here a strikingly handsome lady, 

possibly of Scottish birth, judging by the rather high 

cheek-bones. The hair is  of a light sandy colour, 

and is rolled back from a high forehead. The nose 

is btraight, the eyes dark blue, the eyebrows slightly 

arched. Fair complexion with bright colour ; face 

rather narrow. I am informed by the owner, S. C.  

ROby Esqre, of  Rutland House, Burton-on-Trent, 

that the picture can be traced i n  the possession of 

his family for quite 200 years ; he considers it to 

represent Queen Elizabeth when young, and remarks 

that the portrait has strong likeness to that Queen's 
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half-brother Edward VI. The Queen, however, would 
have been 3 4  years of age, and 9 years on the throne, 
when the portrait was painted ; but the subject appears 
to be under 2 4  years of age, and there are no emblems 
of royalty about the costume, unless the roses and 
daisies on the embroidery of the undergarments are 
such emblems. The College retains no  tradition in 
connexion with its own picture. 

A. FREEMAN. 

Murston Rectory, Feb. 24, 1 890. 

[The following portraits of J ohnian worthies are also 
to be seen in the Exhibition. We give the catalogue 
numbers. 

Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk-3 8, 54, 75, 93, 
1 1 4, 1 64, 444, 1 1 20 (miniature). 

Sir Anthony Denny-88, 1 095 (miniature). 
Sir John Cheke-95 .  

' 

Sir Thomas Wyat- 1 3  I ,  1 69 .  
Thomas, Lord Wentworth-1 43 .  
Thomas Sackville, Earl o f  Dorset-2 63, 3 73 ,  398 .  
Dr John Young, Fellow, Regius Professor of Divinity, 

Master of Pembroke, Hall-273 .  
William Cecil, Lord BurghleY-2 90, 3 1 6, 3 3 2, 3 5 1 ,  

356, 402, 425,  45 7 ,  467 ,  482 .  
Richard Bancroft, Archbishop of SanterburY-3 62.  
Ben Jonson-3 87 ,  427 ,  I q ,o (minia.lture). 
Two relics of Dr John Dee are exhibited ; one 

( 1 050) is described as ' Dr Dee's Showstone or Speculum, 
into which he used to call his spirits, asserting that it 
was given to him by an angel ' ;  the other ( 1 064*) 
as ' Dr Dee's Divining Crystal.' 

There is also ( 1 05 2 A) a portion of Ben Jonson's 
coffin, found in Westminster Abbey when John Hunter 
was re-interred in 1 85 9 .' 

Among the casts of seals are two ( 1 400) of ' The 
Lady Margaret (Beaufort), Mother of Henry VII .' 
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.As the descriptions are o f  importance in connexion with 

the history of the College Arms, it may be of interest 

to transcribe them. 

I .  Large round seal with a shield of the arms of Beaufort. 

supported by two antelopes guttees, behind each of which is an 

ostrich feather struck through a scroll and with a chain along 

the quill. On the top of the shield stands an eagle displayed 

and gorged with a coronet, holding in his beak a scroll 

encircling the seal, inscribed : SIGILLUM : [DOMINE : MARGARETE:] 
COMITISSE : RICHEMOUND' : AC : FILIE : • • •  , EDE : IOHIS : • • • •  

DUCIS : SOM's 

2. Large round seal bearing a shield, the arms of Beaufort, 

supported by two antelopes, behind each of which is a small 

feather struck through a scroll. Upon the shield rests a 

beautiful coronet of roses and fleur-de-lis. from which rises a 

demi -eagle with wings expancted and gorged with a coronet 

with pendent chain. The eagle holds in his beak a scroll 

encircling the seal, inscribed : s' : DNE : M'GARETE : CMTISSE : 

RICHEMUDIE t DERBI FILIE t HER' t IOHfS DUC' : SOM'SET : AC 

MATR' HER' VI] REa' ANGL t FR' 

A copy of the catalogue has been placed in the 

College Library. 
D. M.] 
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RESIDENT ESURIALES FERIAS. 

81N turning over a mass of old papers, I lit upon _ this, which deserves to be rescued for the 
- b Lent number of the Eagle. Many years ago, 

when the Cambrz"dge Independent Press posed as a 
champion of Protestantism, this letter was placed late 
in the week in the Editor's box. I heard at the 
time, but have forgotten, the author's name. It was 
hoped that in the hurry of making up the number 
the letter might escape severe criticism. As it did 
not appear the next Friday it was taken for granted 
that the cheat was detected. But no : after the staff 
had had some nine or ten days to deliberate on . it, 
it appeared. The Saturday Revzew, if I remember 
right, had an article on the congenial theme. 

Frederick Maurice once addressed a letter to Lord 
Ashley on rzght and wrong methods 0/ supporting Protts
tantzsm. Certainly the success of this hoax proved 
that Protestantism has nothing to hope from advocates 
who speak magisterially of matters absolutely unknown 
to them. If a band of scholars would issue a Revzew 
0/ Revzews, we might find even now that prints more 
pretentious than the Cambrzage Inkependent Press 
weekly or monthly or quarterly de�l out to their 
readers teaching not much more veracious, and far 
less amusing, than this on  ' Lenten Indults: 

J. E . B. M. 

To the Edz'tor of "  The Cambrziigt Independent Press." 

SIR, 
LENTEN INDULTS. 

Tractarians, English Church 
unreservedly) Romanizers, are much 

Unionists, or (to speak 
in the habit of asserting 
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that their permclOus doctrines and practices were those of 

the early Church, and they talk glibly of the " authority of 

Councils," and " primitive tradition." Now, sir, to those who 

hold that the Bible and the Bible only is the standard of 

religion, so that every one can find out what is Christianity 

for himself, it matters not what early Christians thought or 

did ; but as it is always satisfactory to defeat an enemy with 

his own weapons, I beg to send you an extract from the 

Decrees of the First Lateran Council of Pompeii, A.D. 246, 

a Council which is not often quoted, but whose authority 

I have never yet heard impugned even by the most violent 

writers. The following extract clearly proves that their Lenten 

Indults were not only unknown, but were acfuaZly condemned, at 

that early period. I have preferred sending you the �original. 

as were I to attempt a translation I should probably be accused 

of a misrepresentation. The educated laity of Cambridge can 

read it and interpret it for themselves. At any rate, I defy 

the Tractarians to give it any other meaning : 

" Dec. Concil. Pomp. xvii. cap. 4, § 12 : -Quum scriptores inepti et qui 

linum denario sinbrint* in ignobili charta nuntiorum de omnibus qua non 

intclligere possunt, dicunt, et quum verbis utuntur de quibus nihil noscunt 

exempli gratia ' indulyum ' tum justum est eos illudi ab illis quos objurgant." 

This proves as clearly that Indults and other mummeries 

were alien to the spirit of the early Christians, as you, Mr 

Editor, showed, in answer to Mr Knowles, that the Canons 
of ) 603  are unauthorised relics of Popery. 

I would advise those of your readers to whom Latin is a 
dead tongue, to read an able article on this subject in the 
July number of the " Quarterly Journal of Palaontology :" it 
is also ably treated in  Mr Thomas Carlyle's eloquent and 
exhaustive " Defence of the Nicene Creed." Further argu
ments will also be found in St Augustine'st treatise, Contra 

fidem, vol. L, p. 666, and in  Whewell's " Platonic Dialogues," 
vol. n. Dial. 3 .  The latter learned author conclusively proves 

" The interpretation of this somewhat unusual expressiOll has caused 
great diffIculty to the commentators, and does not appear to have been used 
by the early Latin writers. The best critics, as Buckle, Schlegel, Tupper, 
and Jones, take it to mean certain eccentric ritualists who flourished at 
that period. 

t The boldest Tractarian will not dare to dispute the authority of this. 
Father, as his works have been edited at Oxford by Dr Pusey and others. 
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by the system of the inductive philosophy, that innovation 
and superstition are the invariable precursors of prelacy, 
priestcraft, and pantheism. Numbers, sir, may be against us, 
but it is cheering to know that we still have learning on our 
side. I trust that you will never cease to expose the poisonous 
principles of embryo Papists. If all had behaved as you and 
your Protestant correspondents have done during the last six 
weeks, I have no doubt but that true Church principles would 
have been much more popular than they are at present. I 
trust that it will not be long before pseudo-Churchmen, who 
contradict the Prayer Book and break its rubrics, are brought 
to see that they have no right to consider themselves so much 
superior to others who behave more consistently. 

I remain, Sir, yours, 
A GRADUATE. 

SEL WYN'S EPIGRAM. 

�-< HE Epigram on a Font, in the last number of �1 the Eagle, seemed familiar to me, and I thought 
" that the text in the first line was rather corrupt. 

After some search I have found the original. It 
appeared in the second number of the Ecc!eszologzst, 
the organ of the Cambridge Camden Society, in  
December 1 84 1 ,  and there stands thus :-

INSCRIPTION FOR A FONT 

REMOVED FROM THE CHURCH, AND USED AS A VASE FOR FLOWERS 
IN A GARDEN. 

w El/iv' /lryryetA.ov 'Ta 0' e7rHndnrrp, {)'TTt p.e 'Tfioe 
eloe<; {J7T" apryaA.f.'T}<; Q.v()orpopovV'Ta 'TVX'T}<;, 

a,. 'TO 7rptv, lopv()e',. tepOL,. ell), orop.a(j£ XptO''Toii, 
" () ,I.. "\ I , I "", all ea ,/"VTa",tat<; ovpallLat<; €,/,,€pov. 

el<; ep.€ "lap (3aq;()f.VTe<; ev voaTt il llf.vp.a'Tl ()' �ryll� 
all()pro7rWV 7raLoe<; TEf(.V' eryf.lIOVTO 8eov. 

VVlI of. P.Ot aA-A.a p.ep.'T}A.', ep.a 0' &lI()€a ry�LlIa 7raVTa. 
W 7rDTP.O,. aA.ryLllD€t<;, w f(.A.l.o<; OUf(.f.T' fP.DV. 

w. s. 

It will be observed that there are two more lines in 
this version, and that the last but one has a different 
reading. It is interesting to see, in the Eagle version, 
the actual church mentioned, and the name " G. A. 
Selwyn " affixed to the poem. The " W. S." affixed 
to the version I give I take to mean William Selwyn, 
the Canon of Ely and afterwards Lady Margaret 
Professor. 

In the same number of the Eccleszologzst I find his 
name as just elected a member of that Society, and 
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that his brother the Bishop was about to sail for his 
diocese, furnished with designs and working drawings 
for a church. 

It seems a plausible conjecture that the version 
g iven in the Eagle is the original composition of the 
Bishop's, and that the one in the Ecclestologtst is an 
emended one, either by him or by his brother the 
Canon j of the two I incline to the latter opinion. 

There are also two English versions of it in the 
Ecclestologtst ;-

( 1 ) in No. 5 (March 1 842).  

Stop, stranger !  stop, and pity me ; 
Then tell the Bishop what you see. 
How chang'd, degraded, is my lot, 
A flow'r-vase on a garden-plot ! 
I once, beneath a Christian dome, 
Had flow'rets for a world to come. 
My flow'rets drank the Spirit's dew, 
In water wash'd, were born anew j 
Were purified from earthly leav'n, 
Made sons of God, and heirs of heav'n. 
o wretched fate ! 0 glory gone ! 
Earthly my flow'rs-for heav'n I've none. 

C.  F. P.-Rectory, Suffolk. 

(2) in No. 7 (April 1 842).  

Go, friend, the Church's Ruler tell, that by a doom severe, 
To bear the garden's flow'ry store you saw me station'd here ; 
Me, who in ancient hallow'd house of Christ install'd of yore, 
Plants of celestial parentage and flow'rs ambrosial bore. 
For sons of men, baptized in me and my l ife-giving flood, 
Of water and the HOLY GHOST were born the sons of GOD. 
Now all is changed I These flow'rs of earth I soon to earth 

resign j 
Oh, woe is me ! 0 glory once my own-no longer mine ! 

Glebe, Ireland. 

Marton.cum.Grafton, 
Dec. 20, r889. 

J. R. LUNN. 

-

ON THE BROADS IN MARCH. 

��HE Broads of Norfolk have so often afforded a 

�lii subject for the pen that the appearance of 
" Sj this article would be unjustifiable were it not 

that the actors herein-mentioned claim, though probably 

unjustly, to have initiated winter yachting on these 

waters. Certainly for the last two years B-- and 

I have sailed the first yacht of the year over all the 

rivers. March is early enough to gain this honour, 

yet we have tried to get a yacht in January j but 

Wilson of Oulton is too careful of his excellent boats 

to let them out, even to such old friends of his as we 

are, when they are likely to be scratched and cut 

with sheet ice. The Palmer had only been in the 
water a week when we went on board on March 1 6  

of last year. She had been specially fitted out for 
us, and taken from her winter's rest among her dis
mantled sisters and seven or eight decrepit luggers 
that lie at their last anchorage at the lower part of 
the Broad. Picturesque indeed is one of these old 
hUlls, fixed by a chain cable to an old anchor, lying, 
in peaceful rest, just beyond the reeds that separate 
the open water from a ploughed field, her old timbers 
that had often thrown off a heavy sea in the German 
?cean scorning the fresh-water ripples that flap 
InCessantly at her sides. In Lake Lothing, below 
1\Iutford Bridge, there are perhapR a hundred of these 
o

.
ld vessels lying on the mud, left dry by the receding 

tIde :  some with a mast and a spar or two still standing, 
others with the hull dismantled of all but the outer 
timbers, lying with perhaps a rope idly trailing in  
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the water, waiting for their last owner to break up 
the weather-worn shell for the 'sake of the old timber. 

The Palmer is a cutter of eight tons, with berths in 
the cabin for four. Having been built for the sea, 
she proved very stiff i n  stormy winds, and was in 
every way the very b oat for a March expedition. 
B -- and I started at 1 0A. M., with a light S .W. wind, 
and as we had to pick up Nimrod at Wroxham, we 
decided to make Acle that day, a thirty-mile sail, 
so we took a man of Wilson's on board to bring us 
through Yarmouth at low water. Mark, a short and 
wiry man, with a simple style and sing-song voice, 
was entertaining enough with his yarns of the fisheries 
in the winter and of the eccentricities of the Cockney 
yachtsman in the summer. We ran along Oulton 
dyke into the Waveney, and as the presence of a 
native on board was an opportunity not to be lost 
we got out the one-inch map and started to improve it. 
With a red pencil I marked the shallow banks, ' and 
with a blue the corners we could take close in without 
risk of running aground-very important knowledge 
when one's yacht draws as much as three feet six inches ; 
and I fondly believed that in an hour I had learnt 
the pilot-lore that Mark had spent his life in acquiring. 
A six-mile sail brought us through Herringfleet swing 
bridge to the mouth of the New Cut, a straight canal 
of three miles, which was cut through to the Yare 
in 1 830 to make Norwich a port. The project failed 
owing to the rapid silting up of the twenty-six miles 
of river connecting the city to the sea at Lowestoft. 
Although we were going through Yarmouth, we forsook 
the Waveney to avoid its winding reaches and the 
fixed bridge at St Olave, and sailed through the Cut 
to Reedham, then turned down the Yare, and in four 
more miles met the Waveney again at the top of 
B reydon Water. The detour made a two-mile longer 
course for us, but it was better to take it, as with a 
S.W. wind we could sail the Cut on one tack and 
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the comparatively straight Yare on the other. Breydon 

Water is four miles long and at high tide a mile or so 

across, but as we dropped down on the falling tide 

between the red and black posts that mark the channel 

there were large expanses of mud beginning to show 

themselves on either side. My map is now covered 

with red crosses to indicate posts that owing to the 

shifting of the mud no longer mark the edge of the 

safe sailing course. As we met the swirl of the tide 
in the n arrow Bure, which joins the Yare at the 
bottom of Breydon Water, we should very likely have 

been carried against the lower bridge had not Mark 

taken a very wide bearing round the Nowl, and with 

the quant crept up against the rush till we groun ded 

off the Bowling Green. In the three hours we had 
to wait for the flood we strolled along the busy quay 

and through the quaint narrow streets of old Yarmouth. 
When the tide had floated us off at six, neither 

of us had bought what we had landed for. I was 
delighted that B-- had forgotten his half-ton of 
Captain' s  biscuits, as there was already enough ballast 
in the shape of pig-iron and lead ; and he chuckled that 
my box of bloaters were not on board. " They are 
as bad as Gorgonzola," said he, " which Winkle always 
brings with him : we put the last lot in the river, as 
none of us could live on board, and your bloaters 
would have to go too." There are two fixed bridges 
to pass at the entrance to the Bure, so we got the 
mast down and B-- took the quant. B-- always 
quants when there is any quanting to be done, he thinks 
no one else can . " You don't get a long enough thrust, 
Boss,"  he says to me, " What's the use of beginning 
to push at the stern, go along the whole length of 
the yacht, like I do." So he goes Qut to the end of 
the bowsprit and gets the quant planted, then works 
in to the bows, then along the roof of the cabin, then 
along the gunwale, and fi nishes at the stern-sheets. 
If we had a mizzen boom aft he would go to the end 
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of that. One or two of B--'s friends have tried 
to imitate his acrobatic performance, but they never 
try twice. 

When we were through the bridges we set the 
m ast and hoisted the sails, not that there was any 
wind worth hoisting them to, but only for the sake 
of appearance. The tide took us on to the Two-mile 
House, when at a bend of the river there was a slight 
draught against us, so we started tacking, a very 
ticklish thing i n  the dark in these narrow reaches, 
as the banks are shallow and stony. We got on 
for a mile or so, then B-- came out handsome :  
" There's a half-crown for you, Mark," said he, " if we 
get to Acle before twelve to-night." When Mark 
went for'ard and gave a haul on the jib halyard and 
another on the peak and took the tiller himself, we 
began to think he had been playing with us all day. 
That half-crown taught us a thing or two concerning 
sailing and the behaviour of the human being hired 
out by time. At 1 1 .55  that night Mark drank our 
healths at Acle bridge. 

The next morning there was a fine S.W. breeze, 
so we lowered the mast and got through the bridge 
early, paid off Mark, and started in splendid weather 
to sail the fifteen miles to Wr04ham. " It's a great 
deal too fine for me," said B--, " I  came for winter 
sailing, and here's the sun shining, the birds singing, 
the flowers a-blooming ; I call this weather a fraud." 
We passed on our right the mouth of the Thurne, 
which leads in eight miles to Hickling Broad, the 
l argest and wildest of all these shallow lakes, and 
then the ruins of St Benet's Abbey, standing between 
the mouth of the Thurne and that of the Ant. 

After sailing ten miles we passed Thompson's Inn, 
at Horning Ferry, where we have seen in the summer 
as many as fifteen or twenty yachts laid up for the 
night, and then past the village. This was the only 
occasion_ I __ remember having passed Horning village 
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without being greeted by the children with the refrain 

, ' Hey, John Barleycorn." I suppose they were too 

much astonished with the appearance of a yacht i n  

March t o  resort t o  their usual means of extracting 

a penny or two. In the first reach beyond Horning 

the wind was foul of us ; we tacked ; on the third tack 

we ran aground. The rapidity with which we got 

off was owing to the fact that two men set out i n  

a boat from the village t o  our assistance. Now if 

there is one thing B-- and I are determined on, 

it is that we will not accept the assistance of native 

watermen when we are in difficulties. So when we 

saw that boat set out unsummoned, we hauled the 

jib sheet hard to weather at once, and got her bows 

round with the quant just in time to give the natives 

a grievous disappointment. 
At W roxham, B-- said he would show me how 

to stop when sailing before a strong wind, so when 

we were in sight of the bridge he sent me for'ard 

to haul down the jib, he then put the tiller hard 

down, and the next moment her bows were up dry 

on the bank, our bowsprit nearly carrying away a 

notice-board. " Why on earth weren't you aft hauling 

in the main ? "  said B--, " you expect me to do every
thing." We lifted her bows into the water, and having 
fixed a head-line to a heavy weight we found o n  
the bank, w e  stowed the jib i n  the forepeak, put the 
coats on the mainsail, and got the awning spread 
over the cabin and the well, making all snug for the 
night. We then strolled up to the Kz·ng's Head for 
provisions. 

The last time we visited the I�z'ng' s Head was also 
in March. We had come down for a few days' sailing 
in the Mer#1't, a J ohnian's pretty little three-tonner, a 
splendid boat for a summer cruise and for racing . . 

We 
arrived late one afternoon and decided to have a square 
dinner and a bed at the Inn for the night. This was 
because, besides B-- and me, there was also Jinks to 
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be considered ; and as he had never been out yachting 
before, even in summer, it was only kind to let him have 
one comfortable meal an d one peaceful night during 
the expedition. The last look round at night, after an 
evening charmed away by Jinks' voice to the accompani_ 
ment of a piano very much out of tune, presaged for 
the morrow a fine day and a light breeze. Alas ! how 
fallacious were our prophecies ! At 7 A.M. we gazed 
on nature shrouded in a mantle of snow. Four inches 
lay on the ground, and every one of those thickly falling 
flakes was adding to the depth. But there was a 
redeeming feature-there was a good wind from the 
North. We turned out at once to see to the yacht that 
had heen left without an awning. On the decks, on the 
cabin, round every rope and block where the snow could 
accumulate, in the well and in the jolly boat, seemed 
to be collected much more than the area would warrant. 
Jinks at once proposed we should breakfast at the Inn. 
We agreed to this in order to give the snow time to stop 
if it so intended, and thus avoid shovelling it out m'ore 
than once ; but B-- and I were determined to start 
at 9 in any case, and not allow so fine a wind to expend 
its energy in vain. The wind freshened and the snow 
began to stop, so we borrowed a spade and a fire-shovel, 
and in half an hour I hauled in the mainsheet to a 
spanking breeze on the quarter, and with cabin windows 
under water we began a fast run to Horning. It 
was with just such another wind that our friend Tarn and 
two others made what was probably, of its kind, a 
record over this portion of the river. They were in the 
.llrferhn, fully reefed down to a strong wind aft. Now 
as the wind increased it seems to have jybed about thftir 
boom like a weathercock, the yacht ran into one bank 
and then into the other, till they gave her up as 
unmanageable, lowered thei r canvas, and blew down 
with bare poles into Horning. This is Tarn's account. 
It was his first visit and he says it will be his last. We 
would have given much to have seen it. 
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But to return to our narrative. With our larder 

replenished from the Inn we enjoyed a modest meal, 

knowing well what wonderful dishes were in store 

for us when Nimrod arrived, and got early to sleep after 

the previous night's work. In the morning we looked 

again to our stores and determined to be ready to get 

under way as soon as Nimrod arrived, so we quanted 

the yacht across the river to gain the shelter of some 

trees from the strong Southwester blowing, hoisted 

the sails short, and lay with every thing ready to cast 

off at once. When we are out only for a week, lying 

up for an hour or two is a grievous waste of time. 

Stopping to see the villages, to examine the churches, 

to explore the dykes, or even to lie in the cabin with 

a novel are all very well in summer, but in March we 

go for the sailing only, and determine to have a week 

of it ; not a conventional week, but an astronomical 

week if we can stand it, with but little lying up at night, 

and without stopping for such trivialities as meals. We 

heard the train at the station and in a few minutes 

Nimrod was on the bridge with his kit-bag over his 

shoulder. B-- fetched him on board with the jolly 

boat, we tightened the halyards, and cast off at once. 

" Look here, Nimrod," I said, " you had better go in 

and change." " What do you mean ? "  he replied, 

" I  always come down ready for work, give me the 

tiller." I looked at his get-up-shooting boots, 

stockings, knickers, skull-cap and Norfolk jacket 
seemed appropriate enough, though we were in would
be white flannels. " What have you got in your 
kit-bag then ? "  " Only some things to sleep in and the 
, baccy: " Two sets of flannels get so terribly used up 
if we have anything like dirty weather, and especially 
as the two sets have sometimes to come into daily use 
simultaneously ; B-- and I always bring something 
decent to travel back in. Nimrod is of opinion that 
in the m atter of boots the best made are not too 
good for the Broads. They must stand wading, and if 
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they come up to the knee all the better. " A man is not 
up to much if he hasn't a good pair of boots," says 
he. " By their boots shall ye know them " is a maxim 
of his. He should certainly take , B -- in hand. An 
eighteen-penny pair of canvas shoes is all he takes with 
him. They are generally left in the river when he 
comes home, but once he made a pair last two years. 
Of Course they are soaked the first time he lands in 
them. In the evening he used to take them off and 
h ang them up by the laces to the boom over an oil stove 
to dry, but as this was found useless he never takes 
them off now, except when he bathes, but sleeps in 
them as they are. There is one advantage of sleeping 
in wet things and it is this, that you avoid having to 
throw off a warm dry set in the morning to get into 
wet things for the day's work. It takes longer to get 
to like this than to like most things. B--' s plan 
avoids this unpleasantness, and it applies to his 
flannels also, for he only brings a thin Mackintosh 
guaranteed to fold into six square inches and weigh 
ten ounces, which therefore always gets wet below the 
shoulders. 

We had just got past Horning when the wind began 
to get tricky, and the sky had largely clouded over ; 
a squall was working up and in a few minutes we heard 
the hissing of the hail through the reeds and the 
lashing of the water j ust in front of us. Nimrod and I 
had our yellow oil-skins and sou'westers on, so we sailed 

, through it, and continued through the rain that lasted 
some hours, hauling the ropes with a pair of coarse 
hedging-and-ditching gloves, half a dozen pairs of 
which B-- had brought with him. 

In one of the reaches there were two wherrymen 
towing their heavy craft. We have heard men say they 
don't like towing a boat back to Cambridge after a 
sail down to Ely. This must be because walking slowly 
on a well-kept towing-path does not afford sufficient 
exercise and variety. These are the people that 
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would really enjoy towing an eight-ton yacht on the 

Broads. 
When B-- and I were out in March with Jinks 

we did a typical bit of towing in the very reach we 

are now sailing, the St Benet's reach. We had just 

come down the Thurne and wished to get up to Horning 

before dark. A stormy gale with sleet was in our teeth. 

B - said he would show us how to tack in a strong 

wind. We let him, and although he kept her bow in 

the right direction we should no doubt have soon 

reached Acle, had I not intervened by lowering the 

main and taking a rope out for a tow-line. At first I 

started on the west bank, with my Lady Margaret longs 

rolled up to the knee, and made one or two bold steps 

onward in six inches of water as B-- pushed her out 

into the river with the quant. When she was free and 

the wind caught her bare poles, the line over my 

shoulder nearly cut through my clavicle : to tow onward 

was out of the question, but I endeavoured at least to 

hold her up, in order to show B-- that any towing 

would pay better than his tacking. But it did not, we 

were still backing towards Acle. Then B-- had an 

idea j he often gets ideas when we are in difficulties, 

and always when we are not and don't want them . His 

notion was that I should go on pulling from the bank, 

he would quant, and Jinks should steer. This seemed 

a fair division of labour considering Jinks's size and 

strength. We once asked Jinks to quant, but we 

shall not do so again j he put the quant in obliquely, 

and giving a violent thrust pushed it through the 

water well, but it did not reach the bottom, and he 

only saved a ducking by getting his feet entangled 

in the main sheet. He bravely tried again, and this 

time found the bottom j but, being afrai d to push, 

did not even turn the yacht, which is generally a 

very easy thing to do when one wants to go straight. 

" If I were you," said B--, " I  would breathe on 
that quant a little harder." While B-- was getting 
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ready the quant the yacht was aground at the bank, 
but after a little exercise from the end of the bowsprit 
he got her off. She was half turned, the wind caught 
her hull, she blew across the river, and got aground 
on the other side-fifty more yards towards Ade. 
We made two attempts to recover those fifty yards, 
and had just come to the conclusion that when we 
got aground again the best thing to do would be to 
stop aground, when a drop in the wind enabled us 
to get on and pass a bend i n  the river, where the 
reach lay a point or two off the wind. Then we slowly 
got the better of the gale, till we came to the mouth 
of the Ant. Here B-- said it was selfish of me 
to do all the towing, he would do some. So he took 
the end of the line across the mouth of the Ant with 
the jolly-boat. " When I get over," he said, " you 
just push her off and then jump aboard." I pushed 
her off and was just going to spring on board, when 
B-- pulled, and she was at once out of my jumping 
distance ; but I still had the quant. I took a step 
or two back to get a run, and plunging the quant 
into the river, I took a vault which I calculated would 
just land me on the departing stern. But vaulting 
in water seemed to be a different art from vaulting 
on land. The quant slowly raised itself and stood 
perpendicularly out of the water-how long I was 
poised thereon I cannot say ; B-- and Jinks had 
never seen anything so ludicrous, so I don't like to 
ask them : they might exaggerate. However, I feel 
quite certain that in spite of all statical laws, the 
stable equilibrium of that quant is when it is balanced 
on its point. I waited for it to topple over, then 
gave it up and slipped down into five feet of water, 
scrambled to the yacht, and got on board. I was 
not dry and not warm. I think the temperature of 
the water was 1 °C, B-- thinks it was I OoC, as he 
naIvely remarked, " Can't you see it's sleeting ? sleet 
never comes in cold weather." Towing that reach 
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is the best bit we have ever done ; it took four hours 

to do. 
Our third night we lay anchored in Applegate's 

creek at Potter Heigham. Being then so near to 

Horsey Mere and to Hickling Broad, on whose wide 

expanse of water and amongst whose wild reeds we 

had obtained most of our pleasure, we discussed our 

plans for next day-how far we would take our yacht 

on to the Broad, and what open sailing boats we 

would get from Applegate. 

(To be contOn«ell.) 
L. E. S. 
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SIR J ORN ROBERT TOWNSREND, EARL SYDNEY, G.C.B. 
After an illness of nearly four weeks' duration, Earl Sydney died at Frognal, Chislehurst, Kent, a few minutes after one o'clock on February 1 4. 
Sir John Robert Townshend, Earl, Viscount, and Baron Sydney, was born , in August 1 805. He was the only son of his father, the second Viscount Sydney, by Lady Caroline, a daughter of the first Earl of Leitrim. Educated at St John's College, where he graduated M.A. in 1 824, he succeeded his father as third Viscount in 1 83 I.  The following year he married Lady Emily, a daughter of the first Marquis of Anglesey, K.G. He sat in the House of Commons from 1 826 to 1 8 3 1  as the member for Whitchurch, one of the parliamentary 
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boroughs abolished by the Reform Act of 1 832. His lordship 
was all his life connected with the Court. He was a Groom-in
Waiting to George IV, and a Lord-in-Waiting to WilIiam IV. 
Be was a Lord-in-Waiting to Queen Victoria from 1 841 to 1 846. 
Be was Captain of the YeOluan of the Guard 1 852-58,  and Lord 
Chamberlain to the Queen 1 85 9-66 and 1 868-74. A Liberal 
in politics, i n  1 880 he was appointed by Mr Gladstone Lord 
Steward of Her Majes.ty's Household, and he was again 
Lord Steward in the Liberal Ministry from February to 
July 1 886 .  He was created Earl Sydney in 1 874. He was. 
a Privy Councillor, Lord Lieutenant of Kent, Captain of 
Deal Castle, and Colonel of the Cinque Ports Division of 
the Royal Artillery, and an official Trustee of the British 
Museum. During the day on which he died telegraphic 
messages of condolence were forwarded to the Countess Sydney 
by the Queen, the ex-Empress Eugenie, the Prince and Princess. 
of Wales, Lord Salisbury. Mr Gladstone, and others. The 
funeral took place at the parish church, Chislehurst, 0n 
February 1 9, having been postponed at the request of Her 
Majesty, in order that she might be represented by the Earl 
of Lathom (Lord Chamberlain) ; the Prince of Wales, the 
Empress Eugenie, Prince Christian, Lord Granville, Mr Glad
stone, and many other persons of distinction were present. 
The heir to the entailed property is the Hon Mr Marsham. 
Earl Sydney belonged to a branch of the Townshend family 
of which the Marquis Townshend is  the head, but as he had 
no issue the title becomes extinct. 

The Court Circular of February 14 contained the following 
announcement :-" The Queen received with deep concern 
this morning the news of the death of Earl Sydney, who had 
been for so many years attached to her person, and had 
held high and important offices in her Household, and for 
whom Her Majesty had the highest regard. The Queen and 
her Family mourn in  him another faithful and devoted friend." 

Our portrait of the late Earl we owe to the courtesy of 
the proprietors of the Graphic : i t  is from a photograph by 
Russell and Sons, Baker Street, London. 
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FRANC IS HERBERT HOLME�. 
F. H. Holmes has been taken from us, to the great sorrow of all who have known him during the short period of his Cambridge life. The son of a clergyman who gave his life to the service of the Church, and died young after severe labours in town and country parishes, he was born at Stratton in  the north of Cornwall on the 5th of March 1 8 7 1 .  After his father's death he was removed to Preston in Lancashire, and educated first at Preston Grammar School, then at Rossall, and last at Hereford Cathedral School. In October 1 889 he obtained a sizarship at St John'S, and at the same time a Somerset [Hereford] Exhibition. He came up purposing to read for Mathematical Honours, and to take Orders afterwards. It is said that he  was ever a popular boy at School. At College his bright genial nature and manifest goodness, ill which respects I hold him second to none, had gained and were gaining him the attachment of good friends. He was fond of all sports and manly pursuits. As his Tutor I soon learnt to regard him with affection and pride. But the end was near. He was taken ill on the 23rd of January 1 890 with an attack of the prevailing influenza, accompanied with great weakness of the heart. After little more than three days of suffering he passed away peacefully on Sunday the 2 6th. His death was due primarily to a rare and incurable disease, and medical opinion pronounces that he could not have lived in any case Jnore �han a few months longer. 

W. E. HEITLAND. 

THE VEN ARCHDEACON JONES. 
The Venerable John Jones, M.A., late Archdeacon of Livel'pool, died on December 5, J 889, in his ninety-ninth year. Last year we recorded a service of the Church in Holy Orders for seventy�five years, in the case of Bartholomew Edwards, Rector of a rural parish in Norfolk : in Mr Jones the Church had a clergyman who served for thirty-five years of the prime of his life in  a great LiverpQol parish, and for thirtytwo years of the remainder in a less arduous parish in the outskirts of Liverpool, but with the additional administrative fun(:tions of t4� An�hdeaconry of Liverpool. 
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Mr J ones, who was the son o f  a captain in the army, came up 

to St John's, and took his degree in 1 8 1 5 , but his name does not 

appear in the Tripos.  He was ordained to a curacy in Leicester, 

from which he was very soon called away by Sir John Gladstone, 

who came up to Cambridge (accompanied by his son William 
Ewart, as the ex-premier himself relate�), to consult Mr Simeon 
as to the appointment to a Liverpool parish then vacant. 

Simeon advised Sir John to hear young Mr J ones of Leicester 
preach : this was done, and Mr J ones was offered the presenta
tion to Seaforth, from which, within a year, he was promoted by 
the same admiring patron to one of the great town churches of 
Liverpool, St Andrew's. Here he drew together a large 
congregation, the church being extended so as to seat 1 950  
people : and the con�ributions from the parish to  the various 
religious societies and institutions were the highest in the town. 
After thirty-five years Mr J 011es removed to Christ Cpurch, in a 
seaside residential suburb of Liverpool called Waterloo, where 
he remained until his death, In 1 855  he was appointed Arch
deacon pf Liverpool, which was then a part of the immense 
diocese of Chester i and fulfilled his duties, if with no great 
power of originating fresh work, yet with unfailing courtesy, 
sympathy, and tact. He was a moderate churchman of a good 
type, and loyal to church order and discipline, but singularly 
free from narrowness towards others. His published works 
consist of some Lectures on the Acts of the Apostles, Lecture$ 0(1 
the 'I)!pes, The Wedding Gift, and Hz'nts on PreacM1lg. 

The following J ohnians have died during the year J 889 ; the 
date in brackets is that of the B.A. degree. 
Rev WaIter Godlin Alford ( 1 867), Perpetual Curate of Henton, Wells, 

Somerset : died January 26, aged 43· 
Thomas Ashe ( 1 859) : died December 18, aged 53 (Eagle XVI, 109). 
Rev Churchill Babington, D .D. ( r 843) : died January 12 (Eagle xv, 362). 
Rev William Wyke Bayliss ( 1 859), formerly Vicar of Stone, Staffordshire, 

Rector of Upham, Hants : died suddenly, December 5, aged 55· 
Godfrey Beauchamp : died February I 1 , aged 20 (Eagle xv, 372)· 
Rev William Boycott ( 1 865), Rector of Bqrgh St Peter's, Beccles : died 

June 27, aged 47· 
Rev John BraII\e ( r 846), formerly Curate of Westleigh, Leigh, Lancs, and 

Travelling Secrelary of the Additional Cmates' Society, Rector of St 
feter's, Manchester : died April 29, aged 73· 
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Rev John Edward Bromby, D.D. (1832) : died March 4, aged 80 (Eagle XV, 484). 
Rev George Bryan ( 1823), formerly ( 1 833) Vicar of Huttoft, Lincs : died February 16, aged 88. 
Rev Henry John Bull ( 184r ) ,  Rector of Roborough, North Devon : died February 28, aged 70. 
Rev George Carpenter ( 1 843), formerly Vicar of Stapleford, Wilts, Curate of Chadlington, Oxford : died January 8, aged 60. 
Rev Thomas William Carwardine ( 1 841 ) : died January 26, aged 70. George Rochfort Clarke (1 825), Barrister of the Jnner Temple, an active member of the Christian Knowledge Society : died Sepember 29, aged 88. 
Francis Woodward Clementson ( r 884), of the 19th (Princess of Wales' Own) Hussars : died October Il, aged 26. 
Rev Henry Cleveland ( 1 825). Rector of Ronaldkirk, Barnard Castle, and J.P. : died July 27, aged 86. 
Rev Frederick William Portlock Collison, B.D. ( [836) : died June 2 1  (Eagle XVI. 54). 
Rev Frederick Charles Cook ( r 83 r ) : died June 22, aged 84 (Eagle XVI, 52). Rev Thomas Dalton, B.D. ( r8so). Vicar ( [840) of Holy Trinity. Whitehaven, Hon. Canon of Carlisle, and R. D. : died March 9. aged 83. Rev William Dorsett ( r 86s), Curate of Ightfield, Whitchurch : died May 1 7, aged 53. 
Rev Bartholomew Edwards ( 1 8 I l ) : died February 2 r, within ten days of his rooth year (Eagle xv, 48 [ ). 
Rev Kenneth Macaulay Eicke ( r 883) : died April 24 (Eagle xv, 499). Rev Thomas Saunders Evans, D.D. ( r839) : died May IS, aged 73 (eagle xv, 477). 
Rev Henry L'Estrange Ewen, D.D. ( 1855), formerly Rector of Offord Darcy, Huntingdon : died February IS ,  aged 57. 
Herbert Knowles Fuller, M. B. ( 1879), Indian Medical Service : died October r4. aged 32. 
Rev Frederick Foster Gough ( r 847), formerly missionary at Ningpo, China : died June 1, aged 64. 
Rev Reginald Gunnery ( r 847), Secretary ( r 854) of the Church of England Edncation Society, formerly (r86r) Vicar of St Mary's, Hornsey fuse, and St George's, Worthing : died September 9, aged 65. 
Rev Peter Francis Hamond ( r 867), Vicar of South Mimms, Barnet : died October r r, aged 44. 
Rev Octavius James ( 184 1 ), of Clarghyll Hall, Alston, Carlisle, Rector of Kirkhaugh, Northumberland : died January 9. 
Rev John White Johns ( 1 830), Vicar of Crowan, Camborne, Cornwall : died April 19, aged 83. 
Ven John Jones ( 1 8 15), Incumbent of Christ Church, Waterloo, formerly Archdeacon of Liverpool : died December 5, aged 99 (Eagle XVI. ( 76). Rev Benjamin Hall Kennedy, D.D. ( r827) : <tie<t April 6, aged 85 (Eagle xv, 448, 475). 
Rev George Lambe ( 1 848), formerly Perpetual Curate of Charles ton, Corn-wall : died March 8, aged 6 1 .  
Richard Longfield ( 1 824), formerly M.P. : died June 1 8 ,  aged 87. Henry Murray Loxdale ( r867) : died November 2,  aged 46. Edward Miller ( r866), Mathematical Master at Clifton College : died suddenly. May r4, aged 53. 
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Rev John White Mc Kinley Millman ( r 842), Vicar of Sykehouse, Yorks : 

died March r9. 

Sir Paul William Molesworth, Bart. ( r843) : died December 23, aged 68. 

Rev Edward Moore ( 1 835), formerly domestic chaplain to Lord Brougham, 

Vicar ( 1 866) of SS Mary and Nicholas, Spalding'tnd Canon ( 1870) of 

Lincoln, Chairman of Quarter Sessions, Spalding : . ed May r3, aged 78. 

Rev Thomas Harry Nock ( 1875) : died March 15 (Eag e xv, 485). 

Rev Stephen Parkinson, D.D. ( r 845) : died January 2, aged 65 (Eagle 
XV, 356). 

Rev Edmund George Peckover ( [ 859), Vicar of Horley, Surrey : died 

December 29, aged 53· 
Alexander William Potts ( [858) : died November r5 (Eagle XVI, 57)· 

Rev John Langdon Ralph ( 187r ), Rector of Aghancon, Ireland : died 

July 4, aged 39· 
George Rideout ( 1826) : ' died January 5, aged 85· 

Rev Michael Hams Russell ( [ 880) : died November 30, aged 35· 

J ames Stuart Sandys ( 1880) : died August 3 r ,  aged 32. 
Rev Peter Parker Smith ( 1 837), late ( 1 866) Vicar of S tanwick St John'S, 

Darlington : died March 20, aged 77. 

Rev Lawrence Stephenson, D.D. ( r 823) : died June 2 1 ,  aged 88 (Eagle 
XVI, 53). 

Rev John Stewart ([ 844), Rector of West Derby for 43 years, and Hon. 

Canon of Chester and afterwards of Liverpool : died June 22, aged 67· 

Alfred Henry Say Stonhouse-Vigor ( 1 856), Barrister of Lincoln's Inn, Re

corder of Penzance and afterwards of Southampton : died June 24, 

aged 57. 
Rev George Richard Taylor (1850), Curate of Kedleston, Derby : died 

September 1 0. 
Rev Thomas Crofts Ward ( 1 883) : died July 24, aged 29 (Eagle XVI, 55)· 

Rev Frederick James Wiseman ( 1 875) : died September 7, aged 37· 

Rev Richard Mountford Wood ( 1833), Rector of Aldbury, Herts : died 

December 20, aged 78. 
Joseph Woolley (r840) : died March 24. aged 72 (Eagle xv, 489. XVI, 75)· 

Joseph Yorke (no degree) : died February 4, aged 83 (Eagle XV, 372). 



CAMBRIDGE REVISITED. 

YES, here in the solemn old College 
I proudly imagined of yore 

I had drained the full fountain of knowledge 
And classical lore. 

o happy the days of illusion, 
When over self-confident youth 

Not as yet has been brought to confusion 
By hearing the truth ! 

Many changes I see in the region 
Beloved, which I visit again ; 

And the memories of old, which are " Legion," 
Blend pleasure with pain. 

I hear not the voices uproarious 
Declaring that all men agree 

That of Boat Clubs the best and most glorious 
Is the L. M. B. C. 

The rooms whence of old I was greeted 
With many a frien dly " Hollo," 

Of the friends of my youth have been cheated 
By men I don't know. 

Ted Boulnois, Smith, Barstow, and Paley ; 
Sandys and Moss, Graves and Stanwell, and " Smew," 

How swiftly the days passed, how gaily, 
When my comrades were you ! 

r { 

LAUDES TEMPORIS ACT!. 

HIe oHm Collegl inter venerabilis umbras 

Ipse mihi, nimio victus amore mei, 

Totam Pirenen epotavisse videbar, 

N ec mihi Parnassi mons satis altus erat. 

o fortunati quorum ambitiosa juventus 

Nil eget externffi, dum sibi fidit, opis ! 

Quos populi nondum vox servantissima veri 

Concutit, atque ipsos se bene nosse jubet. 

Sed loca, qUffi quondam j uveni dilecta reviso, 

J am video multas sustinuisse vices ; 

QUffique animo surgunt, velut unda supervenit undam" 

Tristia cum dulci mist a sapore ferunt. 

Exaudire licet nullas nunc aera voces 

Rumpere discordi terque quaterque sono ; 

Dum memorant rem is nautas nulli esse secundos 

Qui Fundatricis nomen et arma gerant. 

Saepius ex illis gaudebam audire fenestris 

Clamantes socios " Arcule, siste pedem " ;  

Nunc nova progenies success it, et inscia nosh-i 

Expulit, heu, veteres non sine fraude viros. 

Barsto, Faber, Boulnoise, Pales, Orator arenis 

Note tuis, Smintheu, Carole, Musce, Gravis, 

Quos ego vobiscum soles fulgere videbam ! 

Quam rapide Iffiti prffiteriere dies ! 
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o where are ye now ? on what ocean, 
Glebe, platform, or Matterhorn steep ? 

Is your life one of rest or commotion ? 
Some, alas, are asleep. 

The elm which inspired my best sonnet, 
Which supplied me with odes by the score, 

And my e' lines to a May Term pink bonnet," 
Alas, is no more. 

The ditch which I hoped to leap over 
(What a ducking I got when I tried !) 

Looks as big as the Chan nel at Dover 
Though not twenty feet wide. 

The pine which I once, aping Remus, 
Leaped over with infinite ease 

Is a Titan, a tall Polyphemus, 
A Goliath of trees. 

And I too am changed, eheu tempora 
Mutantur et mutor z"n tllz's ,. 

I who once was a King and an Emperor
With Tom, Dick, and Phyllis. 

My biceps is less by two inches 
Than when I rejoiced in hard rowing ; 

My che&t, once a sound one, now flinches 
When the East wind is blowing. 

1 could once run a mile in five minutes, 
Now like an old tortoise I go ; 

My voice was as sweet as a linnet's, 
Now I'm hoarse as a crow. 

When I think of the boar's head at Supper, 
The partridge, and pheasant, and hare 

In the game-pie, it needs not a Tupper 
To bid me " beware." 

. 

I f  
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o ubi nunc estis, socii ? Quas scanditis Alpes i 

Quce vos gleba tenet ? quod mare I quodve Forum ? 

An lab or, an vos urget inertia I sunt qui bus, eheu, 

Dat requiem mortis non inimica manus. 

UImus, Apollinei mater mihi carmmlS, et quce 

Mille dedit lyricos composuisse modos, 

Quce bene vestitam et Maio bene mense placentem 

Leuconoen cecinit, quceritur ipsa-fuit. 

RivuIus oravi toties quem vincere saltu, 

(SaItus in immundas me miserum egit aquas) 

Nunc ipso Oceano mihi Iatior esse videtur, 

Quamvis viginti non hiet ille pedes. 

Quam faciIi toties potui transcendere saltu 

Pinus, ut cequarem facta nefanda Remi, 

Nunc ingens Titan, Polyphemo excelsior ipso, 

Summa giganteum tollit ad astra caput. 

Tempora mutantur, mutatis mutor in illis ; 

N on ego sum, juvenes credite, qualis eram : 

Sed Geta, sed Davus, sed rustica Thestylis olim 

Et dominum et regem me coluere suum. 

I1le ego cui magnos artus remi improbus usus 

Auxit, eosdem artus degenerasse queror. 
Fortis erat quondam puImo ; nunc horret et alget, 

Eurus ubi hibernas asperat at er agnas. 

OHm Nisus eram vel fulminis ocior alis ; 
Nunc testudineis passi bus ceger eo. 

OHm luscinice poteram certare canendo 

Nunc ego vel corvi raucius ore cano. 

Si venit in mentem crustce, qua plurima perdix 
Et lepus et pavo, regia cena, latent, 

Aut apri capitis, non dicta paterna reponens 
Est opus admoneat Chcerilus ille " cave." 
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I have long bid adieu to Quadratics ; 
I have lost i n  A1caics all skill ; 

I now study cures for rheumatics
Porous plaster and pill. 

I sleep less, I eat less, I drink less, 
I am slower of limb and of tongue, 

I read less, I write ' less, I think less, 
Than when I was young. 

Is there aught that I ne' er shall surrender 
To decay's irrepressible doom ? 

Yes, the love of a heart true and tender 
Time ne'er shall entomb. 

And my heart beats as warmly as when I 
First wandered an innocent lamb, 

Young and fresh by the banks of the fenny 
And redolent Cam. 

And the sight of the dear ancient College 
Every pulse of my being still moves ; 

One m ay lose wit and wisdom and knowledge, 
Yet live, if one loves. 

The hopes of ambition soon perish ; 
But here, on our J ohnian Pons, 

I feel that till death I shall cherish 
My love of St John's.  

" ARCULUS." 

, ( 

Laudes Temporz's A ctz'. 

Diximus reternum valeat dudum Algebra ; dudum 

Me lyra, me Musre deseruere mere ; 

1 8 5 

Nunc stud eo ut Craterus mihi det fomenta, paretque 

pocula qure podagrre sint medicina mere. 

Fit m inor ipse cibi, potus, somnique potestas, 

Currere nee mihi crus nec mihi lingua valet. 

Prisco more m inus scribo, meditorque, legoque ; 

Si qureris quare, caussa senecta mihi est. 

Ergo nil superest quod inexorabilis retas 

Non rapiat ? sanctum est nil, Libitina, tibi r 

Scilicet ingenuum sinceri cordis amorem 

Tempus edax rerum non dabit, Orce, tibi . 

Olim ego pascebar tener et nive purior agnus 

Cami ad arundineas heu redolentis aquas : 

Sed mihi qui teneris olim fervebat i n  annis 

Fervet adhue fido corde superstes amor. 

Et mihi Collegi caram venerabi1i.s redem 

Dum tueor, gelidus sanguis, ut ante, ealet ; 

Est ubi deficiunt artes, doctrina, lepores ; 

Vivit adhuc si quis dicere possit " amo," 

Spes cito nata perit, cito qure se pascit inanis 

Am bitio, sed in hoc ponte moratus ego, 

Hoc scio, Collegi, dum spiritus hos regit artus, 

Vivet Ioannis meque animabit amor. 

" ARCULUS." 



LYRICS. 

Es war als hiilt' det Hzmmel. 
THE sky had lulled her with kisses, 

Or so to my heart it seemed, 
And earth in her bloom-tide glory 

Needs of her lover dreamed ! 

A breeze came over the cornfields, 
And the ears at its touch were bowed ; 

Soft whispers stole from the woodland, 
The night had never a cloud ! 

And, 10, the soul within me 
Stretched wide her wings to roam, 

And flew through the silent places 
As one that should fly for home ! 

A/ter EICHENDORFF. 

S' t'l est un charmant gazo1z. 

IF there be a winsome glade 
That the dews have blessed, 

Where some blossom glory-rayed 
Greeteth every quest, 

Where one culls in ample dower 
Jessamine and woodbine-flower_ 
That I fain would make the bower 

Where thy foot should rest ! 

� ( 

Lyrzcs. 

If there be a loving heart 
True to honour's hest 

(So as rigour claim no part 
In that loyal breast), 

If that heart with noble heat 
Only for brave ends doth beat
That should be the pillow meet 

Where thy brow should rest ! 

If a dream of love there be 
Sweet as roses pressed, 

,Vhence one winneth momently 
New and newer zest-

Dream that God with bliss hath sped, 
Dream where soul to soul is wed
That, 0 that should be the bed 

Where thy heart should rest ! 
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4/tcr VICTOR HUQQ. 
G. C. M. S. 



CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Edz't()rs of the ' Eagle.' 

GENTLEMEN, 

You were kind enough to print in your Lent Term 
number last year an appeal for a fund to help a friend of 
mine and myself in  a private enterprise of entertaining some 
London boys in the country. The fund prospered, and we 
were able to start on the 9th of August with thirteen boys, 
partly from our College Mission District, and partly from the 
Webbe Institute, Bethnal Green, for Llanlliana Bay in the north 
of  Anglesea, where we spent a most enjoyable fortnight. An 
accurate Balance Sheet accounting for the expenditure of 
something under £40, together with a very brief outline of 
our doings. has been sent to all those whose interest in our 
excursion took the form of pecuniary help ; but I am sure 
there are others who would be glad to hear what a successful 
time we had, and if you will again give me space, I should 
like to speak to them through the Eagle. 

The discovery of suitable quarters for our party was a 
matter of considerable difficulty. We knew the advantages 
of Llanlliana from Mr W. T. Grenfell, an Oxford ' blue,' who 
had used a house there in the previous year, and had made 
arrangements to take a party, similar to our own but much 
larger, to the same house last summer ; but we felt disinclined 
to go so far from London if we could find a home far up 
the Thames or in the Eastern Counties. We could find none, 
and at last decided to follow Mr Grenfell . This arrangement 
made matters very easy for us, for we stepped into the most 
homely comfort, and had free use of his complete canteen, 
the satisfaction of his unconsumed provisions, and the more 
intimate benefit of his experience. 

Our entire party numbered seventeen, and included two 
other University men who volunteered their services. Our 
barracks consisted of five rooms, two on the ground floor, 
and three above. Downstairs were the kitchen and ' hall ' ;  
upstairs two dormitories (one for the boys and one for our
selves) and a store-room. The large dormitory would 
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accommodate twenty boys or more, but our dining table 
was sufficiently ful l  with seventeen. Furniture was hardly 
luxurious. We sat on empty provision cases, and slept on 
straw-filled sacks. Our bath was the Atlantic. In regular 
order, two boys got up to fetch water from the spring which 
was near at hand, and to light the fire. When these prelimi
naries were finished, we were called to get breakfast ready. 

The cooking was done entirely by the combined Universities, 
and divided into four departments, namely the Porridge Pot, the 
Stew Pan, the Frying Pan, and the Cocoa Fountain. Each of 
these departments carried with it various responsibilities : for 
instance, the duties of the Master of the Porridge Pot (a Johnian, 
by the way) were by no means ended when he had risen three 
hours before everybody else, soaked the oatmeal, burnt h is  
fingers as  well as  the porridge, and ladled it out cl la Mrs 
Squeers to. seventeen hungry ruffians ; he had yet to clean 
his dominion, scrub it with sand-paper, see his reflection i n  
it, and throw

' 
things at the Chancellor o f  the Frying Pan 

for presuming to smoke potatoes in it. The duties of the 
Stew-King too were as numerous as his ingredients, and 
resembled those of an amateur antiquarian ; for it was the 
Antique that this indefatigable collector mostly prized, old 
ham bones, broken meat, or, to put it classically, h�sternum 
m ill u/al, with a few mushrooms and robin redbreasts thrown 
in to give a modern flavour. There were two parties of boys 
for washing up, each commanded by a Captain, who was 
responsible for the industry of his gang. 

Such was the constitution of our l i ttle republic .  Political 
deadlocks did occur of course. " Too many cooks do some
times spoil the jam-roll," and, to quote the same author� 
" you can take a street-boy to the water but you callnot 
always make h im wash." Apart from these little accidents� 
incident to all the best regulated families, th ings went 
SWimmingly. 

But, with all due deference to Dr Jevons, man is not 
only " a meat-co·oking biped." Our other amusements were 
many, and may be roughly classed under two heads-amuse
ments for fine days and mild n ights, and amusements for 
wet days ancl stormy evenings. or the latter, dormitory 
Cricket and Sing-songs were perhaps the most successful. I 
will not describe the intricacies of the cricket. Suffice it to 
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say that the play was more ingenious than scientific, that 
the highest individual score was 28,  and that an innings 
invariably ended with a clean hit through the window-' six 
and out.' Our concerts were of a very high order. The 
accompanist had a good ear and a penny whistle, and could 
satisfy the requirements of the comic or sentimental, and 
wind in and out amid the various movements of the jig. 

Of outdoor amusements the most important was bathing. 
Several of the boys had already learned to swim, and the rest 
we instructed on the suavz'ter zn modo forti/er in re principle. 
I cannot say conscientiously that they took to the water like 
ducks, but still they always said they liked it-when they came 
out. Boating excmrsions were planned as frequently as bad 
weather prevented them, Fishing too was hardly satisfactory : 
we caught one, which we examined, fried, and devoured with 
fitting solemnity ; but we were always hopeful, and unanimously 
agreed that there were more fish in the sea than ever came 
out of it. We also played Cricket, though this was a bit 
tame without windows looking on. In the inter-'Varsity match 
(the Webbe Institute is of Oxford origin), Cambridge won 
after a desperate finish . We scrambled with catapults over 
the rocks, visited Regattas, turned back-somersaults from six
foot walls, ran, jumped, screamed till the astounded natives 
fecorded that we were A ngH sed non A l/geH I 

On Sundays we shaved. After a special regulation-bathe 
we wandered over the cliffs to the little church of Llanbadrig. 
We did not think it wise to affect a superiority over the boys 
in the details of propriety. As on a weekday we could be 
seen munching ponderous buns in the streets of Cemmaes, so 
we went to church all dressed alike-blue jerseys, grey 
flannel shorts, bare legs ! However, the Vicar understood 
our appearance, and invited us to sing in his choir, which 
we did lustily and with a good courage. 

Perhaps nothing contributed so much to the success of 
the expedition as the kindness of our neighbours. Farmers 
were lenientl coastguardsmen and boatmen were friendly. 
Ladies scnt presents, gentlemen extemporised Athletic Sports. 
.{\. kindly vicar invited us all to a garden party, or rather, an 
" At Home " in the most literal and· ,genuine sense of the 
phrase : after spend ing the afternoon at Cricket and Lawn 
Tennis we curled up our legs round a real Welsh hearth 
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surrounded by every kind of good cheer, and finished up the 

evening with a dance and Auld Lang Syne. 

So passed our fortnight. Its temporary effects upon the 

boys were immediate and palpable, in the shape o-f sunburnt 

[aces, robust health, and country spirits ; but we venture to 

hope that, by personal intercourse and intimate friendship 

with South and East London boys, we may make some lasting 

contribution to their humanity. And in this hope I make 

bold to add that with the same men I am arranging for 

another fortnight at Llanlliana next August. 

May I repeat my last year's appeal, and trust to the 

generosity of your readers ? 
I am, Gentlemen, 

Yours sincerely and loyally, 
R. P. ROSEVEARE. 

SI Dunstan's College, Caifotd, S.E. 

To the Editors of the ' Eagle.' 

GENTLEMEN, 
The last Eagle was very welcome to me as a: forme'r 

J ohnian, albeit one of the undistinguished members of the 

great College, and I beg to congratulate you upon the longevity 

of the noble bird. Plainly too, his plumage increases with his 

years. Long may he live ! I find in No xc two notices of the 

late Dr Potts of Fettes College. I have a grateful recollection 

of Mr Potts, who was Master of one of the Forms through 

which I passed during my rather short stay at Rugby School, 

and the announcement of his early death was a cause of deep 

regret to me, as it must have been to all those who had met 

with him. Therefore I can truly subscribe to that passage in 

your notice which describes him when a Master at Rugby. He 

seemed to hold the balance between gentleness and severity 

with remarkable wisdom. He certainly could be severe when 

he pleased. One who witnessed it could not easily forget the 

righteous contempt which he showed for the use of ' cribs.' 

For, on the occasion to which I refer, having discovered that 
some fellows in his Form were in the habit of assisting them
selves in that way, he demanded who the offenders were, then 
sent them off to fetch the obnoxious publications, and openly 
committed them to the flames. 
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Or again, when we, in our innocence, ' sported ' oak-leaves 
on Oak-apple day, he manifested his annoyance, told us to 
throw them away, and at the same time asked us rather sharply 
whether we wished the return of the Stuarts. No Sovereigns, 
said he, had so disgraced the British throne as they. Be 
proceeded to recommend us to read Cromwell's Letters and 
Speeches. 

More than 20  years ago there appeared a new version of the 
Psalms, with short notes, by ' Four Friends; published by 
MacmiIlan. This production was, perhaps, in accordance with 
the most advanced scholarship of the day, and certainly was 
opposed to traditional theories as regards authorship and 
interpretation. It discarded, for instance, the received division 
of the Psalter into five books. But whatever may be the value 
cf this volume, it was understood that the compilers were four 
of the Rugby Masters, and that one of the four was Mr Potts. 

With your permission I now turn to what I consider to be 
two inaccuracies in the notices (pp. 5 7, 8 5 )  of the Eagle. 

At p. 5 7  it is stated that Mr Potts " was for five years Master 
of ' the Twenty ' at Rugby, under Dr Temple . . . .  From Rugby 
he was called in J 870 to . . • .  Fettes College." 

Now if the last date be correct, which I do not question, it 
is certainly not the case that he was Master of ' the Twenty' 
for ' 5 years.' For during the year 1 866, most of it if not the 
whole of it, I was in his Form, which was known as ' Upper 
Middle ii,' I: e. one division of that Form, the other division 
being ruled by Mr Robertson, formerly a Fellow of Jesus and 
late Headmaster of Haileybury. I don't think Mr Potts went 
to ' the  Twenty ' before 1 868 or 1 869. 

At p.  85, in a quotation from the St Janus's 
'
Gazette, we read : 

, He  carried with him from Rugby that excellent institution of 
lay sermons.' 

I am inclined wholly to deny this, for I was acquainted with 
Rugby School, more or less, for ten years during Dr Temple's 
time, and was a humble member thereof for three, and I never 
so much as heard of such a practice there. Whatever, there
fore, may have been Mr Potts' authority for lay sermons, I feel 
sure that he got no precedent from Rugby. 

I am, yours &c., 
W. W. 

BC� 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

Let/I Term, 1 890' 

Last year we had the pleasure to record that our late Fellow, 

l\Ir Leonard Courtney, had been admitted a Member of Her 

Majesty's Privy Council. On New Year's day 1 890 Sir John 

Eldon Gorst, M.P. for Chat ham, and Under-Secretary of State 

for India, was elevated to the like dignity. The Right 

Honourable Gentleman was Third Wrangler in 1 85 7, and was 

elected a Fellow in 1 8 5 7 .  

The Rev Dr  E .  A. Abbott, formerly Fellow, and late Head

master of the City of London School, has kindly consented to 

preach the Commemoration Sermon on May 6, 1 8 90. 

A son has been born during his year of office to Mr Alderman 

Wace, Mayor of Cambridge, late Fellow of St John's, and a 

subscription has accordingly been set on foot to present His 

Worship with a ' silver cradle ' in appreciation of the ' earnest 

and able manner in which he has discharged the duties of his 

office.' 

R. Horton Smith Q.C. (Fourth Classic 1 856), formerly 

Fellow, has been elected Professor of Equity by the Council of 

Legal Education. 

The Venerable E. H. Gifford D.D., Canon of St Paul's and 

formerly Fellow, recently appointed a special preacher before 

�he University of Oxford, was on December 5 admitted by 

lllcorporation to the degree of D.D. Oxon. 

C.  Sapsworth, RA., Scholar of the College, First Class in 

the Medieval and Modern Languages Tripos 1 8 89, has been 

appointed Professor of the English Language and Literature 

at the Polytechnicum, Zurich. 

The Craven Scholarship has again been won by a Johnian, 

this time by WaIter Coventry Summers, Foundation Scholar. 

E. E. Sikes, also Scholar, and lately one of our Editors is 

honourably mentioned for the Chancellor's Medals. 
' 

The Yorke Prize, for an essay on Tile Eqtdlable Jurisd£cNon of 

the Court of Chancery, has been awarded to Mr D. M. Kerly, 

Fellow of the College. 
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Knighton (Hen.). Chronicon. Edited by J. R. Lumby. Vo!. 1. Rolls 
Series. 8yo. Lond. 1889. 5 .10.92. I 

Layollee (Rene). Les Classes ouvrieres en Europe. 2e Edition. 2 Tomes. 
(Newcome Fund). 8yo. Paris, 1884 . 

Lexicon Livianum partim ex Hildebrandi Schedis. Confecit F. Fiigner. 
Fasc. i. Teubner Text. 8yo. Lipsiae, 1889. Library Table. 

Mascart (E.). Traite d'Optique. Tome I. (Hockin Fund). 8yo. Paris, 
1889. , 

-- et J. Joubert. Legons sur I'Electricite et le Magnetisme. 2 Tomes. 
(Hockin Fund). 8yo. Palis, 1882-86. 

Mas Latrie (Cte de). Tresor de Chronologie d' Histoire et de Geographie. 
fo!. PaJis, 1889. 2.34.45. 

Mathematical Questions and Solutions, from the Educational Times. Edited 
by W. J. Miller. Vo!. LI. 8yo. Lond. 1889. 6.11.101. 

Orosius (Paul). Historiarum adversum Paganos libri VII. Ex recog. Car. 
Zangemeister. Teubner Text. 8vo. Lipsiae, 1889. 9.40. 

Oxford Historical Society: 
i. Register of the University of Oxford. Vo!. n. (1571 -1622). 

Part iy. Indexes. Edited by A. Clark. 8yo. Oxford, 1889. 5 .26. ii. Wood (Anthony). "Survey of the Antiquities of the City of Oxford," 
composed in 1661-6. Edited by A. Clark. Vol. I. 8yo. Oxford, 
1889. 5.26. 

Resal (H.). Traite de Mecanique Gellerale. 70 Tome. 8yo. Paris, 1889. 
Ricardo (David). Letters to T. R. Malthus 1810-23. Edited by James 

BonaI'. (Newcome Fund). 8yo. Oxford, 1887. 1.33.10. 
Scotland, Register of the Privy Council of. Edited and abridged by D. 

Masson. Vo!. IX. A.D. 161 0-1613. 8vo. Edin. 1889. 5 .32. 
Sinker (Robert). A Catalogue of the English Books printed before 1601 

now in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo. Camb. 1885. 
Venn (John). The Principles of Empirical 01' Inductiye Logic. (Newcome 

Fund). 8vo. Lond. 1889. 1.28.24. 
Wadham College, Registers of. (Part i.). 1613 to 1719. Edited by R. B. 

Gardiner. 8yo. Lond. 1889. 5 .26.20. 

CHORAL STUDENTSHIP. 

On June 13 an examination will be held in the College Hall 
at 9 a.m. for the election of a Choral Student. Preference will 
be given to a good tenor voice. The value of the studentship 
is £40 a year for three years. Further information may be 
obtained from the Deans, the Organist, or the Tutors. 

... 

TI-IE NEW ORGAN SCREEN. 

�1li\j\HEN our Chapel was finished and opened on 

� the 12th of May, 1 869, the organ was left 

without a proper case. Dr Reyner, in his 

account of the Chapel prepared for the opening day, 

says " The question of the case is not yet settled." 

It is believed that the architect, Sir George 

Gilbert Scott, R.A., prepared a design, which some 

members of the College, who remember to have 

seen it, describe as consisting of iron scroll work of 

a very effective character. Owing, however, to want 

of funds the erection of a case was not proceeded 

with for nearly twenty years. Seeing what a beautiful 

case we have now got, there is no reason to regret 

the delay. 
In the year 1 888 the College received a donation 

of £ 2000 from a distinguished member, and in the 

Michaelmas Term of that year the Council agreed to 

devote a portion of this sum to the erection of a 

case (see Eagle, vol. xv. pp. 265, 267) the want of 

which was a serious drawback to the beauty of the 

interior of the Chapel. 

The Rev E. Hill, Dr Garrett our Organist, and 

the Senior Bursar Mr Scott, were appointed a committee 

to obtain designs for the work. The result of their 

enquiries was to shew that Sir George Gilbert Scott's 

original design had been lost, and his son, Mr J. Oldrid 

Scott F.S.A., was requested to furnish a new design. 

\ The work was put in hand in October 1 889, and 

the case was erected during last Christmas Vacation. 

VOL. XVI. 
GG 
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The new case, an engraving of which, from a 
drawing by Mr Weatherley now being exhibited in 
the Royal Academy, forms the frontispiece to }he 
present number, has been designed very much on 
the lines of some of the beautiful mediceval organs 
still remaining on the Continent. The organ has two 
similar fronts, occupying the two arches provided for 
this purpose. The effect of this is unusual, but by 
no means unsatisfactory. Each front is designed in 
two stages: the larger pipes behind, filling nearly the 
full width of the arch, are arranged in three divisions, 
the central part rising higher than the sides; they 
have been covered with bright' spotted metal,' and they 
are surmounted by cornices and very rich crestings 
of open carved work. Below the cornices the pipes 
are enclosed by elaborately-carved woodwork of very 
light and graceful design. In advance of this part 
of the organ and on a lower level is the other stage, 
projecting boldly forward. It is smaller in scale than 
the upper part, but equally rich in detail. It is 
designed in five divisions, the outer ones forming 
small towers and the central part overhanging as a 
groined pendant. 

Below, the case is completed with simple oak 
panelling, but this is for the most part concealed by 
the new gallery fronts which have been erected across 
the bottom of each arch. They form an important 
feature in the work, and complete the design in a 
pleasing way. They consist of a series of upright 
tracery panels alternately solid and perforated. 

The whole has been executed by Mr John Thompson 
of Peterborough, and is an excellent example of modern 
woodwork. The carvings are elaborate and at the 
same time extremely light. Every part of the work 
is full of rich detail, and the whole forms a very 
striking addition to the Chapel. 

While the work on the case was in progress the 
opportunity was taken to introduce some improvements 

, 
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into the organ itself. A new 16-foot Duldana stop 

was added to the pedal organ, which is thus unusually 

complete. The instrument is remarkable for the 

number ·of combinations of soft stops which it contains 

(for the purpose of accompaniment), as well as for 

the strength and variety of its forte effects. 

Manual pneumatic action was provided for the 

great organ keys to act on the swell-coupler, and 

also manual pneumatic action to the swell organ. 

Pneumatic, tubular draw-stop action was applied to 

all stops and to the pedal organ, and new composition 

action to the manual and pedal and to the swell-stops. 

Additional water-engine power, and bellows of 

increased capacity to work the pneumatics, were 

included. 
This work was carried out by Messrs W. Hill and 

Sons, of Islington, who originally built the organ. 



THE CHORAL SERVICES IN CHAPEL. 

��T is reasonable to suppose that the Chapel 
�� Services have been to some extent Choral for more than three Centuries. The note in Mr Torry's Founders and Benefactors (p. 104) shews that the Chapel has contained an Organ since the year 1528 j and in the same book (p. 51) will be found an account of various endowments for the support of a Choir j but it is doubtful whether the most patient research would yield any information concerning the nature and extent of the Choral Services. Even within the present century it was the habit to enter in the College books "Organist and Choir" as a single item: and although the name of the bellows-blower appears, the name of the Organist does not. There are entries in the Conclusion Book during the Mastership of Dr John Newcombe [1736-1765J of certain appointments of Organists, singing men, and singing boys. In 1737 the appointment of one Turner to teach the Choir-boys is named. In 1741, the Organist received three guineas for entering the Anthems in the College books. The name of the Rev Dr Jenkin, Master, appears in the list of Subscribers to the original edition (172-4-) of Dr W. Croft's TMrty A nthems. If the copy was for the use of the Chapel, it is probably the one still in the music-room. The College also subscribed to the first edition ofDr M. Green's Anthems (1743), and to the Collec#on of Cathedral Mustc edited by Dr Boyce (1790) and to its successor, edited by Dr S. Arnold. All these volumes are still in use. 
In 1777, Mr Tireman was elected Organist, and was succeeded, later in the same year, by Mr J onathan 
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Sharpe. From that time the list of College Organists 

can be thus far completed. 

Mr Tireman. Feb.-April 1777· 

Mr J onathcin Sharpe. April 1777-Sep. 1794· 
'1(. t Dr John Clarke-Whitfeld. 1798-1820. 

Mr Beale. 18 20-1821. 
'1(. Mr S. Matthews. Mus. Bac. 1821-1832• 

% t Dr Thomas Attwood Walmisley, M.A. 1833-1856. 
Mr Alfred Bennett. June-D�c. 18561. 

The tenure of office of J onathan Sharpe is worthy 
of remembrance. There is a College Order (June 9, 

1777) that proper music-books be purchased for the 
use of the Chapel, and that the pitch of the Organ be 

altered under the direction of Mr Argene. The books 

then purchased are still in constant use j and Mr 

Sharpe's handwriting, which is singularly beautiful, 

covers many of their early pages. They are sixteen in 

number, and each volume contains from fifty to sixty 

pages of Sharpe's MS. Some idea may be formed 

of the kind of service in use from their contents. The 

service books, for example, contain nine settings of the 

evening service Can#cles, and only two of the morning. 

It is thus probable, at least, that the order of service 

was nearly the same as that described below to have 

been found in existence by Walmisley on his appoint

ment, 40 years later, and remained practically unaltered 

during his tenure of office. 
In 1796 the College voted a -sum of 60 guineas for 

the repair of the Organ, and this would seem to be 
the last money expended o'n the old instrument. In 
1837 a new Organ was erected. 

1 The Organists marked" were also Organists of Trinity College: and 

those marked t Professors of Music iu the University. 

2 He would appear to be a local Organ-builder who had charge of the 
College Organ. His name appears for such a long series of years in the 
College books that it was probably a case in which the business desccl1llcd 
from father to 5011. 
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Of the remammg Organists, Dr Clarke-Whitfeld's 
name is still well known. He was a voluminous 
writer, in his day very popular j and some of his 
Church Music still survives. S. Matthews, Mus. Bac., 
was a pupil of and assistant to Dr Chard, sometime 
Organist of Winchester Cathedral. During his resi
dence in Cambridge he "adapted" to words from the 
Psalms certain movements from the Masses of Haydn 
and Mozart; in so doing, following (perhaps even 
setting?) a fashion which has, unhappily; not yet quite 
expired. It is remarkable that two of the chie£ 

" adapters" should have been Cambridge Organists. 
John Pratt, for many years Organist to the University 
and of King's College (1799-1855), owed his reputation 
entirely to his labours in this direction. "Plead thou 
my cause" was, perhaps, the key-stone of that repu
tation; and it is significant that the collection in which 
it is found is called" Pratt's A nthems," though neither 
of the volumes contains a single note of his own 
composition. A very devotional and meritorious 
setting of the words" Teach me, 0 Lord, the way of thy 
statutes, in MS in our Choir books, would seem to 
shew that Matthews was capable of better work than 

" adapting." Dr Walmis1ey was in every respect 
in the very front rank of musicians in his time. He 
had great invention as a composer, and great power 
as a performer. If he had done greater justice to 
himself he might have left behind him a reputation 
second to that of no English musician. But he was, 
like his distinguished contemporary Sir John Goss, 
easily discouraged. The comparative inattention with 
which his early compositions were received disinclined 
him to further effort, and his early death prevented 
him from receiving that public recognition which, as 
in the case of Sir John Goss, would no doubt have 
stimulated and rewarded his continued labours. At 

Dr Walmisley's accession to office the state of musical 
matters at St John's was this. The same Lay-Clerks 
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sang at King's, Trinity, and St John's; the eight Senior 

Choir-boys of Trinity sang also at St John's. A Choir 

School was not in existence, but the boys were sent, 

at the joint expense of Trinity and St John's, to a 

private school in Downing Terrace, kept by a Mr 

Denny. Subsequently they went to the school of 

Mr Barber in Prospect Row.* They were examined 

periodically by the Deans of each C6llege. The 

College Chapel Services were held at 9.15 a.m., and 

at 5 p.m. on Sundays j and later on there was a 

Choral Service on Wednesday evening. The only 

Sunday mornings on which there was a Choral Service 

were Easter Day, Whit-Sunday, and Trinity Sunday. 

There was also Choral Service on the morning and 

e�ening of Christmas Day, but none on Holy Thursday, 

nor on any Saint's Day. The note-books of Dr 

Walmisley, from March 1840 to December 1853, give 

the Service Music and Anthem for each service, and 

shew that during that period the type of service known 

as "Cathedral" was followed. The responses were 

monotoned, until Dr Walmisley arranged the" Tallis " 

responses in the form in which he published them in 

his Cambrzage Chant Book j and from that time they 

were used in Chapel. The Priest's part of the Service 

was always read, not sung. This custom has lasted 

until the present day. 
When the new Organ was erected in 1837 some 

improvements were made in the Choral arrangements. 

It was then, for example, that the weekly Wednesday 

evening service was established, partly as a set-off 

for the non-observance of Saints' Days. The fact 

that the same men sang in all the three Choirs, and 

the same boys at two of them, had, as might be 

expected, a very prejudicial effect on the St John's 

Chapel music. Brevity was inevitable. But even the 

• I am indebted for much of tbis information to my fliend Mr W. Amps, 

M.A. of Peterbouse, who was a Chorister in the Trinity and St John's Choir 

from 1831 to 1840, and subsequently a pupil of Professor Walmisley. 
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desire for brevity can scarcely justify the fact that 
some of Handel's finest "Messz"ah" Choruses were 
curtailed for J ohnian use. Our Choir-books contain 
shortened versions of "Lift up your heads" i " Worthy 
zs the Lamb" i "But thanks be to God." The first 
Chorus is reduced by .25 bars, the second by 12, and 
the last, which occup�es 50 bars in the score, is " boiled 
down " to 22 in the MS. 

I have been unable to identify the writing in the 
Choir-books. It is certainly, to all appearance, as 
modern as that of Clarke-Whitfeld; and certainly 
not that of Walmisley. But " that which is written 
remains "; there are the Choruses in the Choir-books. 

It was not only, however, in such ways that a 
perusal of Walmisley's note-books proves that in the 
curious musical partnership which existed, St John'S 
was always treated as the junior member of the firm . 
Not once on any Christmas day was the appropriate 
Anthem, "There were shepherds," sung in Chapel . 
Easter Day, Advent, Whit-Sunday,  were either left 
unnoticed, or had such Anthems assigned to them as 
" I have set God" (Blake), "Prepare ye the way" (Wise), 
or other short and simple settings of more or less 
appropriate words.'" 

The Chapel Services were continued almost all the 
year round. Sometimes there was not a " vacation " 
Sunday even in September. And from the fact that 
the musical part of the service was quite as elaborate 
in what are now Easter and Christmas vacations as 
in full Term, it seems probable that there was a full 
congregation in Chapel even at those seasons . 

• Dr Walmisley's note·book is merely a record of music performed. 
There is a note, however, on Sunday, Dec. 9, r843, which is amusing. 
A Funeral Anthem had been sung" for H.M. The Queen Dowager." " N.B. 
The Dean would not suspend the Choral Service, as was done at Tn'n. and 
King's." On Nov. 23, 185 r, no such sarcastic note was possible. Choral 
Service was suspended, "in consequence of the DC<lth of the King of 

Hanover." 
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Upon the death of Dr Walmisley (1856) the Choirs 

were finally divided. For some years longer the same 

Lay-Clerks continued to sing at both King's and 

Trinity, but St John's has since October 1856 

maintained an independent Choir. The number of 

Lay-Clerks was originally six, and of boys eight. 

Choral Services were held on Sundays, and on all 

festivals and their eves. The first Organist of the 

College under the new regz'me was Mr Alfred Bennett, 

a pupil of Dr S. S. Wesley. He retained office, 

however, only from June to December, 1856. On 

December 31, 1856, a new Organist entered on his 

duties. 
G. M. GARRETT. 

VOL. XVI. I-IIl 
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from p. 151). 

�URING the reign of King James I Cambridge � was favoured with several royal visits, and 
St John's took a leading part in the festivities 

on these occasions. 
Prince Charles, and Frederick, Prince Elector Pala

tine (or ' Palsgrave ') of the Rhine, came to Cambridge 
on January 12, 16H-. They were entertained with 
scholastic disputations in Great St Mary's and with 
the comedy of the Adelphz" at Trinity .  The Prince 
Elector is said to have slept during the greater part 
of the entertainment, while Prince Charles was atten
tive. But on returning to Newmarket both Princes 
complained of the immoderate length of the play.  

They were entertained with great magnificence at 
St John's at a total cost of £131 6s 2d, a large sum 
for those days. Some extracts from the Bursar's 
accounts are here given. 

The Earl of Pembroke was William, the third Earl, 
son of Henry, the second Earl, and Mary sister of 
Sir Philip Sidney, who is commemorated in her famous 
epitaph as ' Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother: Lord 
Pembroke was Lord Chamberlain of the Household. 
He was elected Chancellor of the University of Oxford 
in 1626, and Pembroke College there was named after 
him during his Chancellorship. Clarendon describes 
him as " the most universally beloved and esteemed 
of any man of his age." And Ben J onson writes 

I do but name thee Pembroke, and I find 
It is an epigram on all mankind. 
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The Earl of Southampton was Henry Wriothesly , the 
third Earl, attainted for his share in Essex's treasons 
but restored to his honours in 1603. To him Shakspere 
dedicated his ' Venus and Adonis,' ' the first heir of 
my invention: 

The Lord Willoughby was Robert, Baron Willoughby 

de Eresby. He was created Earl of Lindsey in 1624 
and presided at the trial of Strafford. He was 
nominated commander-in-chief of the King's forces 
on the breaking out of the rebellion, and was killed 
at Edgehill 23 Oct. 1642. 

John Williams, afterwards Lord Keeper and Bishop 
of Lincoln, the founder of our Library, took a very 

prominent part in the ceremonies at St John's. 
The pictures of King J ames and of his Queen, Anne 

of Denmark, which the College purchased on this 

occasion are no doubt those which now hang in the 

Lodge and have been described by Mr Freeman (Eagle 
vol. XI. pp. 174, 359)· 

A note of th' expense of the princes Prince Charles & the 
Palsgrave their enterteynment. Anno 1612. 

Imprimis,' for glasse plates and standing bowles 
of glasse lost and broken at ye banquet and for 
a cupbord of Christall glass & a table basket Sli I2S 6d 

It,' pd to Mr Grenaway of London for banqueting 
stuffe and to the porters there for their carriage 
of them 241i SS Sd 

It,' for ye Apothecarye's manne fro London to 
furnish out the banquet and for six flaggs of 
sylke for the Marchpanes 

It,' gyven to Mr Davers and Mr Lukin's menne 
for bringing and carrying backe of bedding 
linnen and other p'vision of them borro\ved 
and to their mayds for washing of them 

It,' for ye King and Queen's pictures to h ang vp 
in ye Gallery wth borels and canvas for their 
safe carriage 

It,' to Ro. Cooke for p'vision of a table conteyning 
2 messe during the abode of the 2 Princes 

21S 

9S 6d 

31i 14s 6d 

ISli 4s lod 
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It: To I3arth. Wolfe for wyne to yO banquet and 
to meales at yt tyme together wth the burnt 
wyne allowed the three Lords in their Chambers 
at evening vid. The E. of Pembroke, the 
E. of Southampton the Lord WiUoughby wt 
their gentlemen. 

II: to Mr U nderwood for 3 sugar lov,cs 
II: gyven to Mr Mayson for writing of three 

bookes of verses one gyven to eyther of ye 
Princes the other to the E. of Southampton 

It: to Amb. Harrison for ruled pap. for the seyd 
bookes and for bynding them in velvet wtb 
sylke stringes fringed wth gold lace z"n 1010 

II: to the Trumpettors soundinge at severall 
tymes vpon ye towers 

II: to Mr Covill and Mr WylIiams and their 
manne for themselves and their horses 2 days 
to Newmarket to invyte the nobilitye 

II: for a payre of gloves for Murray the Princes 
Schoolmaster. 

13Ji 13s gd 
52s 2d 

2 0S 

36s 4d 

26s, 8d 

2 8s 4d 

30s 

A ddressed: To the right worll my verie good cosin Mr Doctor 
Gwyn Mr of St J ohns Colledge in Cambridge. 

Good cosin I wrjtt to you 8 or 9 dayes synce in the behalf 
of this gentleman'at ye instance of my deare frend Sr Thomas 
Wailer, I ame resolved for no man lyuinge to presse you to an 
inconvenience, and therefor I pray'd you that I might knowe, 
whether I moved that was feeible both in respect of yourself 
and the merit of yO partie. I find since vpon further conference 
with Sr Thomas yt our case is better then I conceyued it 
to be, for wee sue for no fellowship that is actuallie void, to 
ye preiudice of any man yt standes, the place we ayme at is 
voydable and in ye hand of onc yt will not resign but with 
some assurance by promise yt Mr Weekes may succeede him 
in it, i f  in this case you may geue furtherance to this gentlemans 
desire I shal l very hartily thank you for him, and in ye meane 
tyme by yor first opportunitye I pray you by a lyne or two 
in able me to geue his frindes satisfaction whether they may 
j:clye vl)on your favollre herein. 
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I presume much of ye vniuersities good carriage in this 
./ 

entertaynment of the princes, and yt you have all performed 
yor actes with great comendacon and quitt yor selves with 
much honor, but I feare yoU have made your Chauncelor too 
great a stranger to your proiects and proceedinges there & 
I wish it may not be so conceyued but Mc tz'bi it seemes 
something strange vnto me yt Mr vicechancelor sent hither 
neither ye questions nor ye names of ye desputants nor yet 
what Comedies weare to be acted, nor to this houre any one 
word of your maner and progresse in  this entertaynement, all 
the intelligence we have yet receyued came from your tenant 
Mr Jugge who is none of ye best discoursers vpon these 
scholasticall exercises. Thus with all ye good wishes a 
lovinge hart can send you, in hast I byd you hartily fare\\'ell 
and rest. 

Northampton your most faithfullie 
house 60 Martii assured loving cosen 

1 612 J ORN GRIFFITH 
In March 16H King J ames I with Prince Charles 

came to Camb ridge and stayed at Trinity College. 
The Lord Treasurer, the Earl of Suffolk, lived magni
ficently in St John's College, and is said to have spent 
26 tuns of wine in five days. His lady stayed at 
Magdalene. The first night's entertainment was a 
play, Aemz'lza in Latin by Tho. Cecill, performed by 
the St John's men. And on the second night the 
famous play of Ignoramus by Geo. Ruggle, originally 
of St John's, was acted at Clare. Dr Gwyn seems 
to have taken much pains in arr�nging the spectators 
at the play, and there are one or two letters to him 
on the subject of Ignoramus among our Records. It 
will be noticed that the letters of Lane and Morton 
have no date, but they are indorsed" businesse about 
the King's first cominge." 

At this time Thomas Morton (elected Fellow 
12 March 159�) was Dean of Winchester, but he 
afterwards became Bishop of Chester (16 I 6), of Coventry 
and Lichfield (1619), and finally Bishop of Durham 
(1632). Ilis portrait hangs in our Hall. 
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Robert L9-ne was elected Fellow 7 Apr. 1598. The 
reference to Ben J onson is interesting as shewing 
his connexion with the College. The ditty, if written, 
does not appear to have been preserved. 

The Bishop of Lincoln referred to was Richard 
Neale of whom particulars were given in the last 
numbE:r of the Eagle (p. 143). Dr Luard informs me 
that Neale was 15th Wrangler in 158*. 

Full details of the royal visit may be found in 
Mullinger's History Vo!. H. p.  5 16 .  

There is  especial interest in the reference to Dr 
Donne, who acquired so vast a reputation among his 
contemporaries for his  learning and his powers as a 
preacher. He was born in 1573 of a Catholic family, 
and, though himself an Anglican, he retained through 
life traces of his early training. In 1596 he became 
Seoretary to Sir Thomas Egerton the then Lord 
Keeper, but was dismissed in 1601 for having secretly 
married his patron's niece. Donne was long proof 
against the wish of King J ames and of Morton 
that he would take orders, but he yielded at last . 
Dr J essopp in the Dzdzonary of Bz'ography states that 
Donne was probably ordained on Jan. 25, 16 15, z·. e. 
two months before the Royal vi!:lit to Cambridge. 
From Lane's letter below, however, it would appear 
that Donne was ordained priest about that time, so 
that his ordination to the diaconate would have to be 
put a year earlier. The King at once made Donne 
one of his chaplains, and expressed the wish (as appears 
from the letter below) that on the occasion of the visit 
to Cambridge (March 16 15) Donne should receive 
the D.D. degree. This was at first demurred to ; but, 
according to Cooper, Donne had the degree by mandate 
shortly after the King's departure . Donne was made 
Dean of St Paul's in 162 I, and retained that position 
till his death 3 I March 163 I. He is the subject of 
one of Walton's ' Lives: He wrote some verses, 
though, as CampbeU justly said, his life was more 
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poetical than his poetry ; still this, though rugged, 

was of great beauty. Some quotations will be found in 

Charles Lamb's Specz"mens of D?'ama#c Poets. 

Thomas Plafere was matriculated at St John's in 

December 1576, and became Fellow in 1584. In 1599 

he became Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity. He 

had a great reputation as a preacher and for his fluency 

in Latin. He was asked by Francis Bacon to translate 

his Ad7)ancement of Learnz1zg into that language. He 

died in February 1608-9, and is buried in St Botolph's 

Church, Cambridge. 
The Dean of Paul's mentioned on page 143 sup. 

and in Morton's letter below was Valentine Cary, 

elected Fellow of St John's 159 1, afterwards Master 

of Christ's 1 6 10, Dean of St Paul's (8 April 16 14), and 

Bishop of Exeter 162 I. There are many letters from 

him to Dr Gwyn in  our Records. 

Addressed: To my very lovinge frend Mr Doctor Gwynne 

Mr of St John'S Colledge and Vice Chancellor of the 

Vniversity of Cambridge these dd. 

deliuered to Owen Evan this XIXth of Jan. at 4 of the 

clock in th'afternoon. 

Good Mr Vice Chancellor. I pray you take notice of his 

Maiesties iourney at this tyme to Roiston, and give order that 

the course weh hitherto hath bene observed for Sermons before 

his Maty may be continued, that his Maty may not fayle of 

one to preach before him at the ordinary dayes at Roiston or 

Newmarkett, as his Maty shall happen to be, soe prepared 

and of such sufficiency as that Vniversity is accustomed to send 

forth to supply that place. The first Serma that his Maty will 

expect wilbe on Tuesday next. Wherof I pray you will let 
there be noe [ayle. and thence that the vsuall tymes may 
be continued till his Maiesties returne. And soe I doe very 
hartely bidde you farewell and rest 

lIra the Court at 
Whitehall this XIXth 

day of Jan. 1615 

yor very lovinge frend 
Pembroke 
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A ddressed: To the right worll : my assured ffrind Dr Gwin, 
Master of St John's College in Cambridge. dd. 

Sr. I receaued letters fro our louing ffred Mr Deane of 
Paules wherin by way of expostulation I was challenged for 
not vsing his means in his owne house, since I receaued an 
Answer fro your self wth an arrest of vnkyndnes for prrefening 
his loue befor yours, wch I must confesse hath been as ancicnt 
& as radical! & mutuall between vs as (I think yow will say) 
hath been between any tow. Amica contmHo me minus grata. 
For indeed I am doubly pleased, yt both of you are so kyndly 
offended. He hath been satisfyed by conceiving my deuotion 
to ye place of my nursrie, yow will interpret it no neglect of 
your self yt I send fro Winchester to Pauls when I had no 
opportuitie to wryte imediatly to Cambridge. I am inioyncd 
to preach this next sonday : so yt I cannot come to Cambridge 
vntill Tewsday, othenvyse I would h'ave been with ye first to 
havc saluted you and my other frendes especially my Lord of 
Chichester. I vnderstand of yor preparatio for ye king, Giue 
me leaue to expresse this dutic to yt place. vid : domz1zi gula 
debet habere cocus. Know therefor yt ye king delyghteth in 
breuitie in his greatest delyghts. eHa meo nimzs offendor. And 
therefor as I doubt not you will excell others in sweetI).css so 
I pray you provyd, yt you be not behind in shortnes. Do 
you not rcmember Henre Sewell his comedacions of Doctor 
Playfere his sermon : sweete, short, greek. You see breuitie 
pleaseth cuery pallat. Thus with my hartie comendations vnto 
you I comend you to ye protectio of ye Almyghtie & rest yr 

Sincerc frend 
TH : MORToN 

I pray you remember me for a chiiber although it be of ye 
meanest. 

London: 27 
Feb : 

Addressed: To ye worpll his approved good [rend Mr Dor Gwyn 
Mr of St Johns Collcdge in Cambridg dd. these wth 
speed. 

Sr. after my hearty Commends etc. We got to London veny 
well, only at Ware we wcr terrifyed by ye mischance of a 
Northern traveller, whose legge was sore hurt wth a fall of his 
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horse. Sr I receyved yowr letters & ye in closed will see 

delyvered at our first leasure. Tomorrow morning being fryday 

we are appoynted to attend the Lo. treasurer, who we feare 

(by ye conference had wth his gentleme) expects more roomes 

than we ca possibly spare, yfwe enterteyne such as wee pourposed. 

The voyce is yt he will Coiliend the Lo. of W orster to vs, so 

the Bp. of Lyncolne sick in his bedde of the stone certyfyed 
vs. We wer admitted to his bedd syde, wher passed conference 
about our buisines. The verses he wishes they be ready, but 
doubts ther wilbe no vse of the. His desyre is principally 
for ye speach at his Mat yes coming to ye Colledge that it be 
made in forme of an oratio wthout any devise, only he adviseth 
it be shorte, and above all yt yourselfe pforme it in pson. 
We asked him how we might best prsent our Chancellor he  
answered lyke himself, in  a high style, eyther to fynd him 

bread board & fuell or els in money i OOlb to make his owne 

pVlslOn. We have bene wth Mr J ohnson our musitio and 

entreated Ben.J ohnso to penne a dyttye, weh we expect vpo 

Satturday. Here is no great newes more the expectancy of 

the Censure of Mr Seynt Jhon a west country gentlema. but 

Mr Panto told vs yt in regard of the Lo. Chancellors want of 

pfect health it is put of vntil l  Tuesday next. Mr Donne Some

tymes Secretary to ye Lrd Chancellor is entered into orders 
preisted by the Bysp of London a fortnyght since in hope of 
somc prferment from his Maty. We heare he must be Dor in 
Divinity the next March. 

I spake wth Mr Spire by whom I vnderstand yt the fellow
ship is growen having a Schollership also annexed to it, but 
the Annual revenues so small as will scarce mayntayne eyther 
being but I2lb or therabouts. Dor Walkingto I have not seen. 
Mr Murrell will tell you he hath pted with his geldinge and 
lyes now weather fast in ye Green dragon. But I hope better 
of him. Thus my duty remembered & coiliendes fro my fellow 
travellers I comit you to god & rest 

Mr Ridding desyres his wyfe 
may vndcrstand of his health 
He is so busy at Tobacco he 
canne hardly wryte 

your l oving frend 
ROB. LANE. 

After this visit the town of Cambridge petitioned 
the king to be dignified with the rank of a city. The 

VOL. XVI. II 
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Earl of Suffolk, then Chancellor of the University, 
sent the petition to Dr Gwyn as Vice-Chancellor, with 
a covering letter here appended. Further documents 
and details are given in Cooper's A nnals 0/ Cambrz'dge, 
Vol. Ill. See also Mullinger, Vol. Il. p. 548, and 
Mayor-Baker, 1. p. 203. In the end the request was 
somewhat roughly refused. 

Of the Earl of Suffolk, Lloyd, in his State Wortht'es, 
says " When at his first coming to Cambridge, Mr 
Franczs Netlzersole Oratour of the University made a 
Latine Speeche unto him : the Lord replied, Though 
I understand not Latz"ne, I know the sense 0/ your Oratzon 
zs to tell me that I am 'welcome to you,. wht'ch I belz"eve 
verzly: I thank you /01' z't heartz"ly, and wz"ll serve you 
/az'tlzJully z"n anytht'ng wz'tlzz"n my power. Dr Harsenet 
the Vice-Chancellor laying hold on the handle of so 
fair a Proffer, requested him to be pleased to entertain 
the King at Cambrz'dge; a favour which the University 
could never compass from their former great and 
wealthy Chancellours: I wz"ll do t't (saith the Lord) 
z"n the best manner I may, and wz'th the speedzest con
venzency. N or was he worse than his word, giving 
his Majesty such a Treatment in the University, as 
cost him five thousand pounds." 

The Earl of Suffolk it appears was a J ohnian. In 
the Baker MSS (Brz't. Mus. Harl. MSS, 7038, fol. 251}) 
there is this note. 

Thomas Wallington RD. Fellow of St John's Colledge 
his sermon preach'd before the King, and dedicated to the 
Rt Honble, Lord Thomas Howard Earle of Suffolke &C: Dated 
from my chamber in St John'S Colledge, once graced with 
your Honor's residence June 28 : 1608. Printed by CanweIl 
Legge, Printer to the U nivers of Cambridge 8vo. 

This shows the EarIe of Suffolk to have been of St John's 
College, as he undoubtedly was. 
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Addressed: To my Loving freindes the Vice chaunceIIor and 
Heades of houses in the Vniursity of Cambridge these 

After my harty Comendacons. The bearer Mr Maior of 
Cambridge togeather wth Mr French one of their Aldermen 
haue bene wth me and haue acquainted me wth their intencon 
to be suitors vnto his Matie to dignifie their towne and make 
it a Cittie as Oxford is. And so to renewe their Charter 
wth such priveledge and Imunities as shalbe fitt for his Matie 
to graunt them, wthout any preiudice or wronge to the Vniursity, 
but rather for the good thereof and more estimacon of the 
place then otherwise. I have thought good before there be 
any proceeding in the buisines, to wish that you, and the 
Maior and his brethren may meete togeather and then to 
discend to the pticularities of what they intend to be suitors 
for to his Matie. And yf you finde that they seeke nothinge 
weh may be preiudiciall to the Vniursity then to certefie so 
much vnto me, that I may give way for them to proceede in 
their suite. As also yf you finde that it is intended thereby 
to include any matter of losse or disadvantage to the Vniursity, 
that stay may be made, togeather wth yor reasons pticulerly for 
what you fin de amisse yf any such thing be. ffor I cannot 
any way dislike to give healpe for the graceinge and dignifyinge 
of the towne so long as it may be a good also or no hurt to 
the Vniu'·sity. The further consideracon whereof I leaue vnto 
and expect to heare from you. And so wth my good wishes 
vnto ·you do rest 

SuITolke house the 
xijLl! of October 1616. 

yor very loving freind 
T. SUFFOLKE 

To the Kings most excellent Matie. 

The humble peticon of yor Mats loyall & faithfuII Subiects 
the Maior Bayliffs and Burgesses of the towne of 
Cambridge. 

Most humblie shewinge that Whereas they are a very ancient 
corporacon, and hould the towne of yor Matie : in fee farme, 
& doe enioye divers hereditamtes, franchises, liberties & iuris
dicons by vertue of divers Charters & letters patentes, to them 
graunted by yor Matic, and divers of yor most noble progenitors 
Kinges and Queenes of this Realme, And whereas in former 
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auncient time Cambridge was one of the xviij principaU Citties 
of England & latelie hath ben exceedinglie graced by yor 
h ighnesse accesse. 
May it please yor most excellent Matic ; for more dignifyinge 
of the Vniversitie and this Corporacon, that the vniversitie of 
Cambridge & the corporacon of the Towne of Cambridge, may 
be ranked and setled in equaU degree, wtb the vniuersitie of 
Oxford & ye Cittie of Oxford, & to that end to vouchsafe to 
renewe the Charters of the saide Towne, & thereby to incor
porate them to be a Cittie by the name of the Maior Aldermen 
& Cittizens of the Cittie of Cambridge, wtb expresse declaracon 
that there shalbe such offices from tyme to tyme wtb in the 
same Cittie & Corporacon & wtb such liberties, privileges, 
franchises & Iurisdicons, & in such sorte, as the Right hOb1o 
the Lo : Chancellor of England, now high Steward of the said 
owne, & the Lo : Treher of England, nowe Chancellor of the 

vniversitie of Cambridge, & the hOble yor Mats Attorney 
generall, shall thinke mete. Vnto whome may it please yor 
Matic to referre the consideracon thereof, wth a savinge to the 
Vniversitie of Cambridge, of all their liberties, Iurisdicons. 
pTheminenccs & imunities whatsoever. And yOT said humbe 
Peticoners, shall be bounde to praye to Almightie god, for 
prservacon of yor Matie in health longe life wth increase of 
all royall renowne. 

King James and Prince Charles came again to 
Cambridge in 1624 to give audience to the French 
Ambassadors sent as envoys to arrange for the 
marriage of Prince Charles with Henrietta Maria. 
From the State Papers (DomesNc) James I Vol CL XX VI 
p .  4 1 1  we learn that the ambassadors had audience at 
Cam bridge, and that the marriage articles were signed 
in the presence of the Prince, the Duke of Buckingham, 
and Mr Secretary Conway. The ' gallery '  referred to 
is doubtless our present Combination-room. The am
bassadors were M. Ville-au-Clercs and the Marquis 
d' Effiat. Many honours were paid to them, and they 
were entertained with great magnificence. In the State 
Papers we find the Master of the Ceremonies, Sir Lewis 
Lewkenor, presenting a bill of £ 2 53 for the Coach hire 

, .Ll  
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of the Ambassadors to Cambridge. Neale was now 
Bishop of Durham. 

Addressed :  To ye right wor" my very loving ffrend Mr Dr Guyn 
Master of St Johns Colledge in Cambridge dd. 

Master of St John's. The sodaine newes of his Mates coming 
to Cambridge on Wednesday, wth a purpose to lye there 6 
nightes and to intertaine the ffrench Ambassador there, and 
other thinges therevnto incident web his Matie expecteth to be 
pformed by the Vniversitie, you will vnderstand by my lres now 
written vpon comandmt to Mr Vice chancellor. I presume of 
your loue to affourd me a lodging in St J ohns for ye tyme. 
I meane not to trouble your owne lodginges for I doubt your 
gallery will be thought the fittest place for ye King to giue 
ye first Audience to the Ambassadors in. But some ffellowes 
chamber will serve my turne, for I will send myne owne bed 
& hangings web I haue here at Newmarkett. If I could haue 
two chambers, it would doe me the more pleasure, that I might 
haue one roome to eate in, and another to lodge in : ffor I will 
bring my Court diett wtb me. 
I had forgotten to put Mr Vice chancellor in minder that 
ye King stayinge so many nights at Cambridge there will be 
two sermon daies there Sonday & twesday : wch sermons I 
make account will be the one in Kings Colledge Chapple, 
tbe other in Trinity Colledge Chapple, and whether that y" 
Masters of these Colledges will be content to lett strangers 
accord ing to ye list of ye preachers preach there I leaue it to 
consideration. This much in hast. So with my hearty comen
dacons Nos Dco. And I rest 

lfrom ye Court at 
NewmTkctt 5 Decemb. 

1 624. 

yr louing ffrend 
R. D UNELM. 

Addressed : To ye right wor" my vcrie Loving frend Mr Dr Guyn 
Master of St J ohn'8 Colledge i n  Cambridge be thes 
wth speed dd. 

Mr of St J olms. I heare this morninge yt order is heer gcuen 
to take vp your lodgings for ye French Embassadors, & I am 
sorye for yt troble yt you must therby sustayne. I also heare 
some say yt my L. KeelJer is likely to come at this tymc to 
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Cam bridge : if he doe I am sure you will not suffer him to 
lye from St J ohns : wch two considerations make me to doubt 
how I may be lodged also in ye Colledge : though I had rather 
take ye meanest in yt Colledge than ye best elswher : any 2 

Chambers will serue my turne, one for my bed & another to 
eate in, and for my men to be in all ye daye tyme as for their 
lodgings they may goe into ye town all of them, saue them 
yt lye in my chamber for whom I shall need a pallett. I haue 
purposely sent this bearer to know what may conueniently be 
done, yt if my beinge at St J ohns shall haue ye lest incon
ueniency in it, I may make bold wth some other freinde : I 
presume I may be very welcome to the Mr of Caius Colledge 
or some others, but my hart is at St J ohns. 
You see how I assure my selfe of your loue : to deale freely 
wth you : to trouble you : yet leavinge it to you to be as free 
wth me to say it will or will not be And so wth my Comenda
tions remembered. nos Deo� & I rest 

Ncwmrket 
Dccemb. 6 

1 624 

your louinge freinde 
R. DUNELM. 

Addressed : For his matics especyalI service. 
To the Right worshll Mr Doctor Gain master of St 
Jhons Colledge in Cambridg. 

Rast post hast hast hast hast & speede 

Ware 14 Xbre 
9 a clock in ye 

morning LEWIS LEWKENOr 

Syr, there was a payer of fyne sheetes of the Kings left in 
the Ambassadors bedd, & a sword of one of hys gentlemen. 
I entreat you that you wilbe pleased to cause them to be sought 
out, & sent to my house in Drury Lane by the Strand : the 
bringer shalbe contented for his paynes & I shall euer rest 

Ware 1 4th your assured louing friend 
Xbre 1 624 to doe you service 

LEWIS LEWKENor 

On the death of the Earl of Suffolk, George VilIiers 
Duke of Buckingham, the favourite of King J ames 

I 1'.' 
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and King Charles, was elected Chancellor. Bishop 
Neale, always anxious that his College should be in 
the front, writes to advise Gwyn of King Charles' 
wishes. He also wrote to the like effect to Gostlin, 
Master of Gonville and Caius, then Vice-chancellor. 
The election was not popular and perhaps not a very 
wise one, the Duke being then under impeachment 
by the House of Commons, who were greatly incensed 
at the election. The Earl of Suffolk appears to have 
been a popular Chancellor, for Fuller in his Ht'stm" 
remarks: " It argued the University's affection to his 
memory that a grand party therein, unsought, unsent, 
unsued for, gave their suffrages for his second Son 
Thomas Earl of Berkshire, though the Duke of 
Buckingham by a very few voices carried the place 
of Chancellor." A list of the names of those who 

voted on both sides is given in. Cooper's A nnals 
Ill, 185-6. Lloyd in his State WortMes says that some 
suspected that he lost the place " not for lack of Voices, 
but fair counting them." The Duke was greatly 
pleased with his election. He was admitted March 
1 6H, when he was entertained at a banquet at St John's, 
and we learn that " he was wonderful courteous to all 
Scollers of any condition, both in the Regent House, 
where every one that came in had his Grace's Congie, 
and in the Towne as he walked, if a man did but 
stirre his hat he should not lose his labour." Cooper's 
Annals Ill, I g8. And Fuller tells us that " The Duke 
gave the Beadles their old silver staves and bestowed 
better and bigger on the University with the King's 
and his own arms insculped thereon." 

Daniel Ambrose was admitted Fellow 27 March 
1 6 18 .  

Addressed : To ye Rt worll my very loving good friend 1I1:r Doctor 
Gwyn Mr of St John's Collcclge in Cambridge. 

Good Master of St John's. In my loue to our Mother ye 
vniuersitie, yorselfe, and our ColIedge, I cannot conceale from 
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J Oll a passage weh I had yesternight with his Matic touching 
our Chancellorship by occasion of my Lord of Suffolks death. 
Wherein his Matie signified his wishing yt ye vniuersitie would 
choose my Ld Duke of Buckingham, and that it would well 
please Him to have it presently effected ; by weh ouerture of 
his Matics Inclination herein I do conceive yt in ye doing 
thereof we shal1 not only gaine an honorable Chancellor of ye 
Duke of Buckingham, but in a sort purchase his Matie himself 
our Royall Patron and Chancellour in that we fixe our Election 
vpon Him whom Himself desireth. This I hold it my duty 
to impart vnto you, hoping that you will by all good meanes 
further it, and you may make ye substance of this my letter 
knowne to such of or friends as you think fitt to sollicite in it. 
So wtll my very harty comendacons to yor self and all or freiends. 
Nos Deo and I rest. 

Durham house 
May 28, 1 62 6. 

yor very loving friend 
R. DUNELM. 

Addressed ,' To his verye loving freind Mr Dr Gwyn Mr of 
St J ohns College in Cambridge. 

Mr Dr Gwyn. I vnderstand by my seruant, how forward 
yOU haue beene, not onely wth yor own suffrage, but by yor best 
aduice and assistance of uoyces in yor College, to agree wtll the 
intention of diuerse others of my frinds in Cambridge, in  
choosing me yor Chancellor And therefore my desier is, yow 
should know, how thankfully I accept the expression of yor loue \ 
and yt by this covrtesie yOU haue fastn'd an obligacon vpon me, 
well I shall be reddie vpon an oiTer of occasion to acknowledge 
and that I am 

White Hall June the 

5th, 1 62 6  
your faithful1 

frend and seruant 
G. BUCKINGHAM 

Addressed ,' To my worthy freinds the Master and Seni.'or 
fell owes of St John's Colledge in the Vniversity of 
Cambridge, these. 

After my harty comendacons : His Matie having given order 
for preachers to goe in eury of his Shipps to sea, choyce hath 
bene made of Mr Dan Ambrose master of Artes and fellowe of 
yor Colledge to be one, who being accordingly vppon significacon 

I (J 
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from me come hither, I thought good to intimate vnto you that 
his Matie is soe carefull of such Schollers as are willing to put 
themselves forward into soe good accons, as that he will expect, 
and I doubt not but you will accordingly take order that the 
said Mr Ambrose shall suffer no detriment in his place wth yoU 
by this his employment, but that yoU will rather take care that 
he shall have al1 immunities and emoluments wth advantage, 
weh have bene formrly or may be graunted to any vppon the 
like 5vice, wherein not doubting of yor affecconate care, I rest 

Yorke house yor very loving freind 
29 July G. BUCKINGHAM 

1 62 6 .  
After these letters on high affairs of state we may 

conclude with two letters which almost explain them
selves. The right of receiving a copy of every book 
printed within the realm was not conferred on the 
University till 1665 . 
Addressed : To the right worshippll my verey lavinge Freinde 

Mr Doctor Gwyn Vicechancellor of the vniursitye of 
Cambridge delyur these. 

Good 
Mr Vice chaucellor yt semed vnto me vpon Twesc1aye last before 
his Mates Judges of Thassisses you were desirous to be certefied 
of thabvses and wronges done me by Scol1ers at Chesterton 
whiche I then also thought was to the en de to worke reformacon 
wherefore nowe I first certefie you of Mr Smythe of yor owne 
Colledge one of the Proctors of the vniursitye whome yesterdaye 
being but Wednesdaye and the next daye thereafter I (goinge 
thoroughe my grounde downe to Bamewell poole) founde there 
wythe his Companye in a tilted boate and some psons also by 
bym hired (as I conceyve) of purpose vnlawfully to fishe my 
waters and poole wythe a casting nett. And as I have sence 
been informed he had byn the most pt of the aftemone rowinge 
in my waters and doing lyke vnlawfull exercise and also 1 was 
informed of many others in Iyke manner fishing wythe suche 
vnlawfuIl nettes that make comon distrucon of all manner smale 
and greate fishe what soeur to my particular wronge and losse 
thereby, and to the genrall losse and hurt of the Comenwealthe in so abundantly distroying the frye and broode of yonge fishe 
dayley, before ye be fitt, or of any worthc to be spent. The VOL . XVI. K K  
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reformacon whereof restethe in yoU (in Cambridge) to restrayne 
and forbidd the making and vse of these nettes and to take 
awaye and burne or otherwise to distroye them and to Comande 
that no more of them be vsed or made (except for the perticular 
vse of owners in theyre severall pondes) for that the Meeshe 
of eury nett to be vsed for taking of fishe in any Ryvers or 
streames (saving only for taking of Eles & gudgeons & such 
like) ought to be of two ynches & a halfe wyde vpon payne of 
forfeyture of the nettes and fishe taken and penalties for takinge 
and killinge such smale frye and yonge fishe & fynes & 
imprisonment to the part yes as by the statute is in that behalfe 
lymited and provided whereof in part for satisfyinge yor said 
desier I nowe certefie yoU (but my selfe for suche wronge 
done me not to be concluded) but to have suche my further 
remedye therefore as I shall make choyse , of accordinge to the 
lawes of this Realme for so vnlawfully enteringe my freehold and 
spoylinge my free and seur all fishinge by accon to be vsed at 
my owne lykinge. And trustinge yoU will therefore take such 
law ful l  order for such nettes as yoU maye, , not to be anymore 
vsed I rest 

70 mrcii, 16 1 6  yor verey lovinge & willing frende 
J ORN BATISSOALE 

A ddressed : To the right worll my very good ffreinde Mr Dr 
Gwynn Mr of St J ohns Colledge and Vice Chancellor 
of the V niuersitie of Cambridge theese be dd. 

Good Mr Vice Chancellor, longe since I thought fitt to send 
yoU a smale pamphlett, and wth all to acquainte yoU by the 
aduice and direction of my best freindes, that our Vniuersitie 
sustayned some wronge hauinge not that priuiledge weh Oxford 
hath among the stationers ; I thought fitt at that time to desier 
yor resolucon, because I was to allowe one of my books for 
theire vse weh hitherto I haue deferred, and will not part wth 
anie vntill or Vniuersitie bee admitted to the like priuiledge. 
I doe not stand soemuch vppon the benefitt weh might redounde 
vnto vs, weh truly may be very greate consideringe that manie 
books are yearely printed and those of great value, but especially 
for our credittes sake, that wee might not seeme to bee 
neglected and that it might be some occasion hereafter to 
moove some good benefactrs, or alt least those whoe haue 
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binne of or vniursitie joyntly wth one comon consent towardes 

the building of a publick librarie weh was the course obserued 

at Oxfford for the newe erectinge of theire schooles ; if the 

heades of or vnivrsitie shall not think fitt to intermiddle in the 

busines, then I will cease anie further to sollicit yoU, neither is 

it for mee beinge one single man to oppose myselfe against 

the orders of the stationers, but I must yealde vnto them, 

though uerie vnwillingly etc. ; thus wth remembraunce of my 

kinde love vnto YOU, with my prayers for yor health and 

happines I comitt yoU to god and rest 

from Stapleford Abbattes yorr louing ffreinde to bee 

Septemb 50, 1 6 16 Comaunded 
GODFREY GOODMA 

R. F. S. 



ON THE BROADS IN MARCH. 

(Contt:nued from p. 1 73.) 

�1t�ENDAL Dyke is a winding stream opening into 
�� the north bank of the Thurne a mile above 
-� 

Potter Heigham bridges. This narrow channel 
in a few hundred yards leads into Heigham Sounds, 
once a fairly wide expanse of water, but now reduced 
extensively by the ingrowth of reeds on both sides, 
which leave only a narrow track, shallow except in 
the sailing channel. The banks of tall reeds extending 
for fifty yards or more into the water render it impossible 
to land anywhere, and the openings now and then 
into wider expanses, with isolated masses of reeds 
rising above the surface, give the scene a wild and 
desolate character. 

In a mile the Sounds lead by a narrow dyke on 
the east to Horsey Mere, and further on by another 
on the north to Hic1ding' 

Broad, a sheet of water 
nearly two square miles in extent, but much encroached 
on by reeds, which form numerous bays, promontories, 
and islands. 

To sail a yacht up the Sounds is not very easy, 
as the channel is not more than four feet deep, and 
where it lies can only be learnt by experience ; but 
as we had once, after much wet weather in ' March, 
taken a ten-tonner on to. Hickling, we decided that 
the Painter · should go too, and that we would trust 
to getting a small sailing-boat at Hickling Staithe, 
on the further side of the Broad. With a smart east 
wind on the beam, we came along Kendal Dyke and 
the Sounds, carefully picking out the deep water as we 

I" 
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sailed along, and anchored at the entrance of the 

Broad. Nimrod and I set out in the jolly-boat to 

row across to the Pleasure-Boat Inn for bread and 

beer, as we thought it better not to venture across 

with the yacht, although we had once succeeded 

with a boat of 3f foot draught, and that was at night, 

too. It was thus-wise. We had had a wet time tacking 

up the Sounds one afternoon in March, having passed 

through a dense blinding snow-storm, and had laid 

up at the entrance to Hickling for the night. About 

8 o'clock the weather cleared up, and I proposed we 

should sail across the Broad to the Inn. B -- readily 

agreed, as he generally does to foolhardy propositions, 

so we cast off and got on to the Broad. Vie could 

see the posts that mark out the channel fairly well 

at first, and with a light north breeze on the beam 

we made the first mile. The channel then turns 

suddenly to the north, we started tacking, and imme

diately ran aground. We got off with the quant, 

and made another start, but before we went about 

we were aground again. We amused ourselves in
' 

this way eight or ten times for an hour, then came 

to the obvious conclusion that the channel was too 
narrow to tack in. B-- then started quanting, and 

worked us into less and less water till the yacht was 
fairly stuck. There we were, in the middle of the 
Broad, thermometer about zero, on an absolutely black 
night, with nothing to be distinguished anywhere but 
the light at the Inn, nearly a mile off. It looked 
like a night out, but I set out with the jolly-boat to 
look for the channel, and then after much labour with 
the quant and the tow-line we got into deeper water. 
I took a long line out ahead to look for the posts, 
and so by pushing and pulling we made the creek 
at eleven, and went straight into the Inn to dry 
ourselves. In front of the kitchen fire were two large 
clothes-baskets, one contained twins, the other goslings, 
but there was room enough round the capacious grate 
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for us, cold, wet, and thirsty pleasure-seekers. At 1 2 .30 
we turned out again : it was snowing fast, there was 
an inch or more on the ground, the yacht was without 
an awning, the cabin open, and for an hour the snow 
had been beating in on to our rugs and blankets. 
I shall probably not be believed when I say that 
that night we did not sleep at the Inn. 

Nimrod and I got provisions and a very neat 
balance-lug boat from Beales, and had three or four 
good spins up and dow.n the Broad, though we thought 
it rather rough to leave B-- with nothing to do, 
and with no entertainment but what a yellow-back 
could afford. But when we ran into the dyke we 
saw how we had been deceived by B --'s  words, 
" I'll lie down a bit, while you fellows get the boat 
and the beer." He had taken up the anchors, set 
the sails, and bolted. We gave chase down the Sound 
and came up with him in Kendal Dyke, and con
gratulated him on the smart way he had handled the 
yacht alone. 

The next morning there was a strong north-easter 
blowing, and as it was an opportunity . to see what 
could be done, Nimrod and I tacked the yacht back 
again to the Broad, very nearly running aground 
several times in the narrow channel, while B-- was 
in the balance-lug, with as much as he could do, 
sitting on the gunwale, to keep the water out of her. 
Later on, he and I had a lively time of it taking the 
boat back to the Inn. Instead of having two reefs 
in her sail we started to tack across with all canvas 
out, and we found that with towing our large jolly
boat it was difficult to keep good way on, although 
we were both sitting on the gunwale to keep the 
water from coming in on the lee. One year we took 
a balance-lug from Applegate and stood out in a worse 
north-easter than this ; we had fully reefed down, and 
all three of us were in the bottom of the boat, one 
at the halyard, another at the sheet, and the third 
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at the tiller, yet she took i n  water at the lee and 

filled as we conveniently blew into the bank. We 

had gone out for a wetting and we got it. 

When we ran down the Thurne from Potter Heigham 

to Hickling there was a strong north-east gale of 

sleet and rain blowing, and not a sail was to be seen 

on the rivers. We took in all our reefs, and, with 

peak down, ran before the gale the eight miles to 

Ac1e. We were up late the next morning, and decided 

to breakfast en route, as we wanted to get through 

Yarmouth before the tide was against us. 

This morning it was B--' s  turn to wash up. 

His method is worth recording. He first spreads 

out the ten or twelve greasy plates and dishes over 

the stern sheets, and the cups, knives, forks, &c. over 

the decks till there is no place to stand on, and then 

covers everything from a packet of Hudson's Extract 

of Soap, a dozen packets of which we take with us, 

then swabs them with the mop, and having swilled 

every thing in the river, leaves us to wipe what has 

not gone to the bottom. This morning he was careful, 

he only lost one plate. There is another method 

of washing up which we owe to the ingenuity of a 

J ohnian. 1.1 consists of shutting up all the things in 

a hamper and then towing them behind for an hour or 

so.  B-- and I hate cooking, but Nimrod apparently 

likes it, so we let him do it all, and he does it wil lingly ; 

this, I believe, is because he once tasted one of our 

stews. So Nimrod started getting breakfast in the 

cabin, and we did the sailing. There was an extra 

gust on one of the tacks, and Nimrod, who was frying, 

made a dash to save the kettle which was tottering 

on its oil stove. The kettle was not saved. We 
would have put up with boiling water on the floor 
of the cabin, but that was not all, the frying-pan 
upset too, and just as the eggs and bacon were done 
to a turn. We tie the kettle on now when we are 
tacking. 
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Near Yarmouth we passed six or seven wherries 
ccming out with the tide and wind. They were sailing 
at a great pace, each with its enormous black sail, 
stretching far out on the lee and carried high in the air 
by the very long gaff. They are vessels of about 
thirty-tons burden, and used for trade chiefly from 
Yarmouth and Norwich. They are fast and sail 
extremely close to the wind. The mast is stepped in 
the bows and is without shrouds of any kind . The 
single sail is run up by one halyard only for the gaff 
and peak, and there is no boom. 

We tacked between them as they sailed down on us, 
no easy task in a narrow reach, as one cannot then pass 
on a wherry's lee, its large sail often filling the river ; 
and crossing her bows requires considerable judgment 
of relative speeds. What little we know we have 
learnt by the dire experience of a collision or two, and 
many narrowly avoided ones. 

When we were through the bridges at Yarmouth, 
we fetched up alongside a shrimper, set the mast and 
hoisted the canvas, and had a magnificent sail across 
Breydon at nearly full tide. After passing Reedham 
the wind began to drop, but we got on past Cantley 
Red House, where we were cheered as the first yacht 
of the season to Langley Priory. When Nimrod and '\ 
I returned from a visit to the few ruins, B-- had 
only taken her on half-a-mile, so after dinner, as we 
wanted to get up to Norwich that night, we decided 
to sail all night. At nine o'clock two-hour watches 
were called j I took the first watch from 9 till I I .  
B -- and Nimrod were soon fast asleep, tired out with 
our previous day's work. I shut up the cabin doors, 
and drew over the hatch completely, so that no light 
should come from the cabin to blind me and prevent 
me from making out what I could of the banks and 
bends of the river. The few wherries that sail by 
night never carry lights, so a sharp look-out has to be 
kept, but their large black sails looming in the dark-
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ness are, curiously enough, more easily seen than white 

sails. There was not much wind, but I got on a mile 

or so, and at I I ,  having called out B--, I threw off 

my oils and was soon fast asleep, notwithstanding the 

rattling of the ropes on the cabin roof by B--'s 

tacking. I seemed to have been asleep only a minute 

when Nimrod woke me at 3 for my second watch. 

The yacht was then aground, and the wind had quite 

dropped, so we decided to lay up. We threw an anchor 

out and started to get the sails down. It was very cold 

and difficult to work on the decks, as for some time 

it had been freezing, and they were very slippery and 

the ropes stiff, but in half-an-hour all was snug and 

the tarpaulin over. 
On our first look round in the morning we were 

much puzzled with our whereabouts, the confusion being 

due to the very rash assumption that our bows were 

pointing up stream towards Norwich, but when we 

realised that this was not the case we saw we were 

near Coldham Hall. The night's sail had advanced 

us less than four miles of the thirty for the day from 

Acle. How long Nimrod had been sailing back 

towards Yarmouth before he ran aground it would 
be dangerous to ask. Now this was the only occasion 
when any of us except B-- ran us aground. Absolute 
darkness, a falling tide and no wind to keep way on, 
are not necessary for a grounding when he is steering. 

It is his daily pastz"me. When we want to make a fast 

run B-- insists on doing the tacking, and he gets 

on very well for a time, then he tacks a few inches 

closer in to the banks, or ventures a foot or two further 

on a draw, runs aground, and we lose half-an-hour. In 
some parts of the Bure the banks are deep and the 
yacht can be brought right in, and the stern swung 
round to brush the sedges or the grass ; but in some 
parts of the Norwich river one cannot venture within 
20 feet of the bank. The latter river is B--'s favourite 
resort. He has probably spent more time on its mud 

VOL. XVI. L L  
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than anyone else. B-- admits that he does sometz"mes 
run aground, but maintains that it is he that always gets 
the yacht off again. " The first thing to do is to get 
her bows off," said B--, " you fellows stop aft, I'll 
go forward with the quant." Ten minutes work 
produced no result. Then we put our united weights 
on to the quant. Still no result. This was because 
the quant was a good one. B-- said he had not 
enough leverage, so he went out on to the end of the 
bowsprit, which is the position from which he evidently 
likes to take his quanting exercise, while we ran 
forward and aft, then from port to starboard to loosen 
her from her bed. Still no result. The bowsprit was 
evidently a strong one. 

When our friend Prest once tried this acrobatic 
performance there was a result, and, as is usually the 
case, it was an unexpected one : Prest and the bowsprit 
parted company, the water was only 2 feet deep ; but 
he said that the chief thing that annoyed him was 
that his pipe, which did not leave his mouth, was filled 
with mud. 

As we were on a windward bank we hoisted the 
j ib and hauled the weather sheet down hard, to get 
what aid we could, and I landed to push from the bank. 
Leaning well forward over the river the quant was 
just long enough, but I did not move her an inch, and 
in trying to recover myself I fell in ; with the water 
over my boots I could get a better purchase, but still 
I made no impression. B-- and Nimrod got the jolly
boat round between the bank and the yacht, and we 
all three put our strength simultaneously on to the 
quant. Still no result. We then tried to lift her bows, 
to rake away some of the mud, to move her stern, 
to push her aft or forward, on to the bank or anywhere, 
but she had so settled down that all our efforts were 
in vain. In such an extremity as this we had once 
succeeded by all of us getting into the water and 
actually lifting her out of her hole, but that was not 
in March. 

'(,.) 
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There is a plan which sometimes is very useful 

in a narrow reach. I learnt it from a wherryman who 

helped us out of a difficulty five years ago in Heigham 

Sounds. We were tacking up the Sounds with a smart 

head wind, there was a new hand at the helm, " tiller 

down " was called, he put it hard up and the yacht 

rushed into the large expanse of reeds which border 

the Sounds on both sides and form its chief attraction. 

We ran so far in, and the reeds were so high, 

that we could only see out along the track we had 

made. One of us set out in the jolly boat and was 

lucky enough to find a wherryman. The first thing 

he did was to take out two lines, and with a clove-hitch 

fixed one to a bunch of reeds on th", near side of the 

Sound, and the other to a bunch on the far side ; then 

with all hands at the two lines and the two quants 

he got us out along our own channel. 

We had done two hours' work and decided to 

wait for the tide, and had just settled down for a 
rest when we heard the short snort of a steam
engine. In the distance we could see the two masts 
of a vessel passing slowly up the reaches lower down. 
She proved to be a smack of about 1 50 tons, being 
towed from Yarmouth to Norwich. So large a vessel 
is a very striking sight eighteen miles inland. She 
was a god-send to us, we had out the quant again 
at once, and as the swell reached us we brought a 
few well-timed thrusts to bear, our yacht was lifted 
from her bed by the wash, and we got away from 
our resting place of the last eight hours. I hauled 
up the main-sheet, Nimrod set the jib, and with B-

at the tiller we sailed a hundred yards, then there was 
a bend in the river, we entered a foul reach, and 
B-- began at once to tack. On the third tack he 
ran us aground in a bank of reeds. We looked at 
B--, we said nothing, it was what we had expected, 
we knew she was hard aground, but we satisfied our
selves on the point, then went straight in and had 
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lunch. All the morning the wind had been freshening, 
and now several wherries were to be seen on the 
horizon with their peaks lowered, One wherry, coming 
down and trying to make the reach in which we 
lay, made four tacks without getting past, and after 
nearly colliding with us each time lay to on the 
opposite bank. We then got to work again with the 
quant and in a quarter of an hour we got her off, 
the wind suddenly caught her sails, the fall of the 
main-sheet was carried overboard, but I managed to 
keep the boom in, while B-- ran forward to secure 
a jib block that had carried from its strop ; and so 
with Nimrod stowing the quant all hands were occu
pied, yet, with a foot on the tiller, we managed not 
to lose a tack, and in three " abouts " we were out 
of the reach, and made a fast run of ten miles to 
Reedham. Here we entered the New Cut, and with a 
spanking sou'wester on the beam made the four miles 
to Herringfleet swing bridge at a great rate. The 
bridge was closed and we had to stop. It was not 
easy, but we crept along the windward bank, and 
with the weather jib sheet in and the tiller down, we 
took her way off in the soft mud ; I jumped on to 
the bank and held the bowsprit, and of course she 
headed to wind across the river. In a few moments 
the bridge was opened ; I wished to bring her round 
one way, B-- the other, so we both shouted orders 
to Nimrod, who obeyed us both, with the result that 
she ploughed further and further into the bank. I 
then let B-- have his own way, but he  got excited 
and gave the wrong orders, which Nimrod, entering 
thoroughly into the joke, obeyed with alacrity, and 
sent us again into the bank. In the end we had 
to run back a bit down the Waveney and turn again. 
We ran on then to the Beccles river, and I began 
to treat Nimrod to my local knowledge. He seemed 
to take no interest when I told him we were there 
sailing the " heel and hole," and should soon be 

J..I 
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running up the " barber's pole " ;  but it was an evil 

day for me when he insisted on trying if my red 

colouring was any use, for he certainly proved that 

most of the places where I had put red colour on 

the map were full of water and in several blue places 

we were ploughing up the mud. I think I shall 

interchange the signification of the colours. 

That night we laid up at Burgh Staithe, close to 

the Church of Burgh St Peter. Here there are some 

old stakes just below water level, and as the tide was 

on the ebb we moved the yacht off a little. We were 

not desirous of settling on them, as some of our friends 

did once, and in the morning their yacht was full 

of water, mud, and growling. We had just made 

snug for the night when a boat rowed up and we 

were greeted by a cheery voice. " Do you fellows 

want anything I can let you have ?" Now we did 

want a loaf badly, for we had tried the Waterside Inn 

and a cottage without success. " Well, then, come 

up to my house, I have no doubt I can manage it for 

you, come at nine," and the man disappeared. We 

agreed he must be the parson. On enquiry at the 

Inn we learnt the Rectory was a mile away. It was 

a very dark night, but B-- and I started off. The 

first place we tried was a barn, at the second place 

we were mistaken for burglars, but when we found 

the house the parson himself opened the door, and 

the light of the hall-lamp fell as far as mud would 

allow on to my Lady Margaret longs. " Ah, I see 

you are a J ohnian, so am I, come in," were his first 

words. A right good welcome he gave us, and we were 

not sorry to sit by a comfortable fire in his study with 

our pipes and hear the old college jokes. Our host 

had been a rowing man, and proudly showed us the 
brass buttons, stamped . with the Eagle and Sz' le juzs, 
of the pea-jacket, that was worn over the blazer to 
go down to the river in a quarter of a century ago. 
" The jacket itself," he sadly remarked, " has only just 
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followed the dear old blazer, which has been worn away 
years ago." " Are you allowed to have a cask of beer 
in college now ? "  he enquired. " In my time they had 
to be brought in from Matthews' in a big hamper : 
of course the Dean knew what was in the hamper ; 
but it was always done in that way." " After ten 
we had to come in with a cap and gown on, I suppose 
you have to now. Ah ! often have six of us borrowed 
a cap and gown from Vinter's and knocked in late ; 
one man would have the gown on, go just through 
the gate, then take it off and pass it out to the next 
man, and he would come in with a cap and gown on, 
and immediately pass it out to the third, and so on ; 
I suppose the undergraduates do the same now." 

The Rector had a splendid l o-ton cutter at Oulton, 
on board of which he would spend much of his spare 
time in summer, and it was sometimes his cust

'
om to 

sleep many nights together on board, sailing or rowing 
to his parish work daily. Two pleasant hours were 
quickly passed, as he was a cheery talker, full of 
reminiscences and of anecdotes, and he was clearly 
very sorry when we left, " I  never see anyone now, 
in this isolated spot, and it's a great pleasure to me 
when I stumble on people to tell me how the world 
is getting on, especially the Cambridge world," he 
said, as he lent us a large red lantern to help us back� 
and warmly wrung our hands at his garden gate!* 

It froze very hard that night, and we had to break 
the ice in our jolly boat to get our morning tub. An 
excellent tub our jolly-boat was in more senses than 
one. The morning plunge in the river from a big 
yacht in March has only one drawback ; the dive in is 
pleasant enough, but one cannot get out again fast 
enough. So our jolly-boat, which could be used either 
for a sieve on land or for a tub in water, came in for 

• Rev Willialll Boycott (B.A. 1865), Rector of Burgh St Peler, die<l 

June 27, 1889. 
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regular morning use the last two or three days. I 

found I had left my sponge on deck all night, so I had 

a most exhilarating rub down with ice crystals. 

• • • 

That evening, after a smart run from Becc1es, the 

Pa/mer was riding at her old moorings on Oulton 

Broad after a spin of 147 miles. " I  am glad to see 

you back," said Wilson, " you have had a very rough 

week of it. What damages have you done : I don't mind 

a rope or two gone, but is her hull all right ? "  But 

Wilson could find nothing the matter, except that there 

was no string to one of the cabin curtains. " I know'd 

them gents wOlild be all right," .said Mark. " [  see'd 

they be old soldiers, 'cos they allus swabs up one job 

afore they begins another." 
L. E. S. 



" LENTEN INDULTS." 

9�T may be interesting to readers of the Eagle, 

�� 
who have enjoyed a good laugh over Professor , 
Mayor's contribution " Resz'dent Esurz"ales Ferz"as" 

in the March number, to be told a little more about 
the famous letter over which the Saturday Revzew 
went into the broadest grins and chaffed unmercifully 
the poor Editor of the Cambrz'dge Independent Press. 

It was in the Lent of 1 863 (I believe) that the 
unwise Protestant element in the University frothed 
up to the surface in the columns of the Independent 
Press. The English Church Union had been founded 
three years before ; more than one leading " Puseyite " 
was included in the list of Wednesday Evening 
Preachers at Great St Mary's ;  there was much to 
disquiet the Protestant mind in the revival of Lenten 
Discipline, in the more frequent Celebrations of the 
Blessed Sacrament, in Mid-day Meetings for Inter
cessory Prayer. Letters, many and marvellous, attacked 
these " relics of Popery," and called on all who were 
true to the Reformation, and loved " our incomparable 
Liturgy," to defend the " Protestant Faith," whose 
very foundations were being undermined by traitors 
within the fold of " our Beloved Protestant Church." 

Among the earliest Members of the English Church 
Union was Vernon Wollaston Hutton, then an under
graduate at Trinity. It was he who wrote the famous 
letter. Two or three of his intimate friends knew 
all about it and were eagerly expectant ; but when 
on the Friday morning it did not appear we felt that 
the hoax had been seen through, although as little time 

l:) 
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as possi.ble had been given the Editor, for the letter was 

only delivered (as Professor Mayor says) on the 

pre"'ious afternoon. I was sitting in Henry Bradshaw's 

rooms in Kin g's on the following Friday, when some 

one burst in with the Independent Press in his hands, 

and there in all its patent and delightful absurdity 

was the letter, notes and all. But the joke had been 
added to by the compositor. Hutton had written 
lz'neam denarzo scrz'bunt, but his writing was not always 
easy to read, and the delicious alteration to lz'num 
denarzo sZ:"lbn'nt made hz'm laugh as

' 
heartily as any 

one at the extraordinary ignorance and credulity which 
could pass such a sentence. We had all thought 

that some of the jokes were a l ittle too glaringly 
absurd ; a Lateran Council, held at PoI1ZPez'Z� A.D. 246, 

when as every school-boy knew the town had been 
overwhelmed by the eruption of A.D. 79 ; Lenten Indults 
" not only unknown " but actually condemned; " lfr 
Thomas Carlyle's eloquent and exhaustive Defence 0/ 
the Nzcene C1'eed " ;  St Augustine Conka fidem edited 
by Dr Pusey ; arguments about the keeping of Lent 
in the PlatollZ'c Dtalogues ; " Tupper and Jones " among 
the " best cri tics " ;  a nd the too palpable alliteration 
of " precursors of prelacy, priestcraft, and pantheism : "  
these were so " gross as a mountain, open, palpable," 
that it were no wonder if Mr Editor had spo.tted them. 
The delicate satire of " If all had behaved as you 
and your Protestant correspondents have done during 
the last six. weeks, I have no doubt but that true 
Church principles would have been much more popular 
than they arc at present " might pass, but the rest it 
was feared ' had proved too clearly ludicrous. Yet 
at the end of eight days the whole lovely hoax 
appeared. Vernon Hutton was very warmly con
gratulated ; Mr Editor tried to get out of it by saying 
he had been away from home : but the joke was too 
good to he explained away, and the Saturday Revz'ew 
gave it full notoriety. 
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Mr Rutton was ordained to Canon Gregory's 
Curacy at St Mary the Less, Lambeth, in 1 865 , and 
in 1 868 was appointed by Lord Manvers to the 
Vicarage of Sneinton, Nottingham. Bishop Words
worth presented him to the Prebendal Stall of 
Bedford Major in Lincoln Cathedral in 1 88 1 ,  and this 
he held till his death rather more than two years ago. 
He had, through ill-health, resigned the Vicarage of 
Sneinton in 1 884, and gone to end his days at Lincoln, 
surrounded by relations and friends to whom his wise 
and judicious counsel was infinitely valuable, and in 
whose care and affection he found solace and comfort 
during many a weary hour of weakness and of pain. 
He wrote several books of Instruction in Christian 
Doctrine, and of Meditation ; the best known and 
most valuable (Helps to Repentance, and Azas to a New 
Life) have been sold, it may be said without exaggera
tion, by tens of thousands. His memory is cherished, 
not only by those who enjoyed his intimate friendship 
or looked to him as their spiritual guide, but by his 
brother-clergy of all views, by his colleagues on the 
School-Board, and by hard-headed business men in 
Nottingham, who recognised in him a devoted priest, 
a true and generous friend, and an upright, fearless, 
and conspicuously honest man. 

Nottingham. 

CHARLES YELD. 

[The fillowing note by the Rev. J. R. Lunn is of interest in this 
connexion.] 

Professor Mayor has done well in rescuing from oblivion 
the remarkable Letter on this subject, and enshrining it in the 
pages of the Eagle. It belongs to a past age now, and it 
may be of some interest to a great many of your readers to learn 
the circumstances which called it forth. It appeared early in 
the Lent Term of J 864 ; I should much doubt whether any 
communication sent to an ordinary provincial paper ever went 
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the round o f  the papers s o  much as this did. It was in my last 

term of residence, and on coming down to my parish I was 

assailed on all sides with questions as to whether I could 

give information about Lenten Indults: and I heard of the 

letter being copied in papers all over the country. The 

Saturday Review had an article on it, headed " Hoaxing a 

Country Editor," if I remember rightly. 

In J 863 a local branch of the English Church Union was 

got up at Cambridge ; it held inaugural services in February 

at St Michael's Church, and Anniversary services on St Andrew's 

day in St Clement's Church . These, especially the last, caused 

some very virulent correspondence, in which an absolutely false 

charge was brought against one of the parishes, being indeed 

an admirable example of the statement that a partial truth 

is often one of the worst forms of lying. When this had 

cooled down a little, an announcement was put forth of a 

series of sermons on week days in Lent, at St Mary's, for 

the first of which Dr Pusey was secured. 

Of course the attack was renewed, and the scheme was 

denominated " The Lenten Indult," and held up to opprobrium 

as something very dreadful. Everybody asked " What was an 

Indult ? "  and no answer was forthcoming : at last some one 

ascertained that at some period in the middle ages an " Indult" 

had been granted to some priest to hold two livings at the 

same time ; but what that had to do with a bunch of sermons 

did not at all appear. At last the Letter was sent ; but it did 

not appear till February 1 3 , J 864. It was written by V. W. 

Hutton of Trinity College, Secretary of the local branch of 
E. C .  U., a man no one would have for a moment thought 

likely to dash off such a clever and witty production, as he 

was so quiet and even stolid in manner. He subsequently 

became Vicar of Sneinton near Nottingham, and Prebendary 

of Lincoln, and I believe is now dead. 
How any one could have been taken in by such a transparent 

hoax as a ' Lateran Council of Pompeii, '  and, moreover, one 
held at Pompeii in A.D. 246, is a marvel ; or that a thing could 
be condemned, and yet be unknown. The word sinbrinl, I 
suspect, was a lucky misprint, the author probably having written 
scn'bunt: it was lucky, because there was a foot-note to it. 

I remember Professor Mayor had a German friend with 
him, and met me in the Third Court ; and we had a great 
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deal of trouble to make this gentleman appreciate the jolte 
of the critics Buckle, Schlegel, Tupper, and Jones I I am 
not at all sure that he ever did take it in.  

[Note by Edd.  Eagle.-The following appears iI1 the Cam� 
lmage Independmt Press of January 2 3 ,  1 8 64 : " We have been 
requested by persons who have become ala rmed at recent 
proceedi ngs to state that arrangements have been made for 
a special series of Lent Services, called by Cardinal Wi seman 
an d the English C hu rch Union " The Lenten lndult." The 
mem bers of the Cambridge Branch hare tried to borrow sundry 
of our town churches for th is  purpose, but the parochial clergy, to their credit be i t  said, have fi rm ly refused to place their 
churches at th e di sposal of the  E ngli3h Church Union, who 
are limited to the U S E:  of St C lement's an d Great St Mary's." 
On January 3 0, 1 8 64, the  fol lowing letter is given : .. S i r, In 
common with I doubt not many of your readers, I have 
been puzzled by the use of the phrase ['  The Lenten ln dult '] 
by a correspondent in your last week's paper, and have been 
wor. dering what new form of torture this obtrusive ' C hurch 
Union ' was preparing for the  poor persecuted Protestants. 
Perhaps the following extract from Hook's Church Dictzona!Y 
may th row some light u pon the subject, and may show the 
good people of Cam bri dge what they are to expect. ' IND uLT, in the Church of Rome, is a power of presen t ing to two benefices, 
granted to certain persons by the Pope.' The meaning of 
the  term w h e n  applied to a course o f  Lenten Sermons i s  
of course very clear. 

Yours, No POPERY."] 

V rJ  

" SOAPSUDS : 

OR rVASHINGS FROM THE WOLLERER." 

�, �OR the past year it has been whispered that 
�JI �f St John's, l ike England i n  the time of 

� Elizabeth, had beco me a nest of S inging 
Birds. At semi,i rregular intervals men were seen 
hurrying to the Readin g Room, known to those who 
knew 110 better as the H-rkeries or the W-lleraeum. 
The anxious features of those who entered, the flushed 
faces and clenched fists of those who cam e out, 
shewed that they h ad passed through no com m on 
experience. T h e  Cambridge guides brought visitors 
from distant lands to see the sight, and when these 
in hushed and nasal tones asked what · this might 
mean, they were told that a new number of The 
Wollerer h ad appeared. 

Beneath the shadows of the Fathers and the 
Classics in the Library above, i nspired by the gaieties 
and illumined by the bonfires of the May Term of 1 8 89, 

The L z'censed Wollerers' Gazette or Readz'ng Room 

Ch,'onzCle sprang into existence. No Editor remarked 
that he came forward to supply an acknowledged 
want, but, as it were between one visit to the Dean 
and the next, The Wollerer was there. 

The idea was immense, and like all great ideas 
simple. But in the beginning there was no Wollerer, 
only a ' Suggestion Book: As to what becam e  of 
this, Hark you ! we could, and may at the proper 
time, say something. But for the present let us 
rather imitate the decorous reticence of Soapsuds, and 
describe its fate as " its removaL" 

Some works we are told should be read for 
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information and some for inspiration, The Wollerer 
was written and read for defamation alone. It took 
the world by storm and the world stormed at it. 

Fletcher of Saltoun at once wrote to the D. T. to 
say that he wished to withdraw his hackneyed dictum 
about laws and ballads, and �nder the Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge Acts, and the several 
amending Acts, or some or one of them, to amend 
his Statutes by substituting for it the following : 
" Let those write for the Eagle who can get their 
articles accepted, I will write for the Wollerer." 

Throughout the past year, therefore, the Wollerer 
has from time to time gladdened the hearts of those 
members of the College whose names did not appear 
in the current number. It became evident that such 
valuable additions to English Literature could not 
be allowed to remain in the dignified seclusion 
of manuscript, and the Editors wisely determined 
to provide a place of honourable sepulture for Some 
of the contributions in a privately printed volume. 
This is now before us, and it behoves us to give 
our OpInIOn on its merits. We, speaking in our 
critical capacity, should have expected a volume of 
verses written by young men and appearing in the 
May Term to have contained more frequent reference 
to the fair sex. This is not the tone of Soapsuds. 
Here are no lines to Phyllis or ChIoe, no verses to 
' Mary in Girton.' It is true that in a ' Boating Idyll ' 
we find mention made of a Matilda Jane, but thi s  
only serves to make the rest of the contributions 
stand out in stronger relief. No ! Soapsuds is not 
Swinburniall. Yet we could hardly recommend it 
to the blameless Hyperboreans who dwell in the 
North Hall of Newnham. They have never 

" Called on Steve to put some grease on, 
" Called on Bill to shove the boat out ; 
" Bill  whose words like rippl ing wavelets, 
" Dancing down the winding river, 
" Chased each other down his red beard." 
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The Wolle'1'er was written by W ollerers for W ollerers, 

by J ohnians for J ohnians, by Boating Men for Boating 

Men. For this reason we shall not sample our 

wares in detail, but confine ourselves to generalities. 

Moreover the critic must be cautious, for it has 

been rumoured that the rustle of the writ has been 

heard in the land. 

We observe that a number of the poems have 

been inspired by dreams, some of rather a painful 

character. Are the training suppers heavy ? On  

referring to  Mother Ship ton we find that c c  he  that 

dreameth of a Dean shall dree his weird," and N ostra

damus also hath a hard saying of those who dream 

of College Servants. 

We were much struck with the verses signed 

G. O. M. May we identify the writer with the 

versatile author of " The Bz'mefallz"c Standard 01' the 

Brays of M-rr ? But what saith Montaigne ? " As 

it pertaineth but to great Poets to use the libertie of 

arts ; so it is tolerable but in noble minds and' great 

spirits to have a preheminence above ordinarie 

fashions. St' quzd Socrates et A rzsttppus contra mO'1'em 

et c07zsuefudt'ne111, fecerunt, t'dem st'bz' ne arbz'treiur lz"C6re ; 

Magms enZ1JZ zllz" et dz'vznzs bont's hanc lzcentzam asseque

bantItr : If Socrates and Aristippus have done ought 

against custome or good manner, let not a man 

thinke he may doe the same : for they obtained this 

licence by their great and excellent good parts ." A 

sentiment we commend to the notice of all Wollerers 

past and present. 
A JAYE PENN. 



PORTRAIT OF PROFESSOR MAYOR. 

A MEETING of Subscribers to t h e  fund for obtai ning a portrait of the Professor of Latin was held in the Combi natio� room, on Tuesday, l\Iay 2 0, 1 8 90. Presen t :  Th e Master of Clare� the Master of Peterhouse, Dr R tid ( Fel low and Tutor of Gonvi l le  and Caius Col lege), Mr Wrigbt ( late Fellow of Christ's Col lege), M r  Lewi s  (Li b rarian of Corpus C b risti  Col lege), Mr M u l l i nger (Librarian of St John's), and t h e  fol lowing Fellows of the  College : Professor Li vt'ing, M r  W. F. Smith,  Dr San dys, Mr Stevens, Mr Cox, Canon Whi taker, M r  Webb, M r Ward, 1\1 r Scott, Dr MacAlister, M r  Tottenham, Mr Caldecolt, an d M r Marr. 
It  was moved by Dr Sand.l·s an d seconded by Professor Li veing, that the Master of Peterhouse be requested to take. the Chair. 
The MASTER OF PETERHOUSE spoke as fol l ows : Gentlem en,. I am very sorry that the Master and President are unable  to be present to-day. I can only say that it gives me very special pleasure to take any part in doing honour to one ( 

who deserves it so well as Prof. Mayor. I may perhaps mention one small i n cident wh ich occurred a short time before the death of Prof. Kennedy. I received a note from him aski n g  me to call upon him, as he had someth i n g  to say to me. It  had long been on his mi nd, h e  said, that there was no portrait of such a distinguished sch olar as Prof. Mayol', and h e  asked whether I would make an effort in getting some one to move i n  the matter. I told h i m  I thought I was n ot the proper person to originate such a proposal, but I would think it over and see whet her it was in my power to prcnnote such an effort. I am glad that the movement has been indepen dently started in t h i s  Col lege, and that, thanks to the  energy of the Public  Orator, it promises to be a complete success. I will now call upon Dr Sandys. 
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DR SANDYS : As Treasurer I have to report the result of 

the appeal drawn up in March and sent to a l imited number 

of members of the University and others, about the end of 

last Term, and also since the beginning of the present. Up 

to the present date the total amount of subscriptions promised, 

by 1 65 subscribers, is £42 5  1 4s 6d, about half of which has 

been actually paid. I have no doubt that, when the appeal i s  

more widely c irculated, additional support w i l l  be obtained, 

and that we may without much difficulty reach a total of some 

5 0 0  guineas. Some of the subscribers are happily present ; 

many are kept away by the engagements of a busy Term, 

and by the distance of their homes from Cambridge. But 

the letters which they have written testify to the interest 

they feel in the cause that unites us all to-day. I may be 

allowed to read extracts from some of them. His Grace the 

C hancellor of the University has, in a letter addressed to  

Prof. Liveing, expressed his pleasure at  hearing of  the proposal, 

and has headed our subscription list with a generous donation. 

The Vice-Chancellor (Dr Butler, Master of Trinity College) 

writes :-" If I am absent, you will,  I know, not attribute it to 
any lack of sympathy or of respect for our great scholar . . . .  
My very warm sympathy will be with you at your meeting." 
Dr Westcott, now Lord Bishop of Durham, writes :-" 1 rejoice 
that Cambridge has at last recognised the duty and the privilege 
of preserving memorials of sons who h ave left examples which 
will  help those who come after." Dr Atlay, Lord Bishop of 
Hereford, sends, with his subscription, the following Latin 
couplet-

Quae quanquam misisse pudet quia parva videntur 
Tu tamen haec quaeso consule miss a born. 

The Master of Jesus gives some interesting reminiscences 
of Prof. Mayor when he was a boy at school. " I  saw him 
first as head-boy of Shrewsbury nearly forty-seven years ago, 
a,nd really his portrait, if taken then, touched up with a little 
gray and a few furrows, would have done well for your present 
requirements. He was then the most perfect student youth, 
an exact young likeness of the reigning Professor of Latin." 
The Master of Pembroke writes to say :-" I wish I could mark 
my sense of h i s  worth by a larger subscription." Dr Hort, who 
I once hoped would have been here to-day, says-" There 
can, I imagine, be no one in Cambridge to whom it would 
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have been a greater satisfaction to try to express the love 
and admiration which we all feel for Prof. . Mayor." 
Dr Jebb, the Professor of Greek, who was also to have taken 
part in this meeting, says :-" I am particularly sorry to miss 
the meeting . . . .  Could I have been present, nothing could 
have given me more cordial pleasure than to have supported 
the Resolution mentioned in your 1ctter." Prof. Sylvester 
sends, through Dr Mac Alister, a cordial word of good will, 
heartily rejoicing that the matter was being taken up. 
Mr Roby " thinks it an excellent idea." Mr Moss, Head
master of Shrewsbury. gladly sends a handsome donation, and 
adds :-" you ought to have no difficulty in obtaining all the 
money that is required." Dr E. Calvert, of Shrewsbury, adds 
a reminiscence of the past :-" Prof. Mayor was my private 
tutor in October 1 848. Even then his store of learning 
seemed to have no limit." Mr HaIlam, now at Harrow, 
says-" Apart from the gratitude which all Johnians must 
feel .to him for his long and invaluable services to the College, 
h e  has a further claim on me as an old Shrewsbury boy, as 
well as a most kind friend." Mr W. N. Roseveare, also of 
Harrow :-" I consider it a great privilege to be able to con
tribute to a memorial of Prof. Mayor, our apostle of plain 
living and high thinking." Mr Page, at Charterhouse :
" Nothing could be more welcome than your circular. If 
prof. Herkomer does the picture, it would be well if he also 
reproduced it  as an etching or engraving ; I should be glad 
to subscribe a further sum for that object." Mr Newbold, 
Head·master of St Bees :-" I am sure you will meet with 
a very generous and hearty response to the appeal." The 
Sur-Master of St Paul's, Mr Lupton, says-" Few deserve 
such a compliment more than Prof. Mayor." Dr Jessopp, 
formerly Head-master of Norwich School, describes Prof. 
Mayor as " my dear and valued friend for more than forty 
years." Dr Moulton, of the Leys School :-" I am deeply 
sensible of Prof. Mayor'S high claim on the gratitude of all 
students. He is deserving of all honour." Mr Griffin, the 
Senior Wrangler of 1 837 :-" I am sure that John Mayor is  
a man to be had in  honour." One of Mr Griffin's former 
pupils in mathematics, Mr Hall, Vicar of St Paul's, Cambridge, 
writes :-" I think Prof. Mayor is one of those whom all men 
should delight to honour." Perhaps the most touching tribute 
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to his inBuence is that from the Rev. Alexander Wood, late 

Fellow of this College, and now Mathematical Master at 

Sherborne :-" All J ohnians have the warmest affection for 

John Mayor. It rests little upon his learning, or upon his 

great services to the College, but upon the man himself as 

upon a greatly beloved brother, for our generation an elder 

brother ; so we add to our love for himself something of 

the veneration due to a most unselfish and beautiful character." 

I conclude with a letter from a Fellow of Trinity College, 

the active Secretary of the fund for obtaining a portrait of 

Dr Henry J ackson ; Mr Duff writes :-" I shall have the 

greatest pleasure in subscribing towards the portrait of Prof. 

Mayor ; and I am extremely glad to hear of the same." 

THE MASTER OF CLARE : The portrait being practically 

secured, the question now arises, where it should be placed. 

I suppose this ought not to be considered as a resolution to 

be adopted as a matter of course ; but, if anyone thinks 

differently, he may propose an amendment. I have myself 

cordially agreed to the resolution, which is this :-

" That the proposed portrait of  Prof. Mayor be offered to the Master 

and Fellows of St John's College, to be placed either in the Hall, in 
the Combination Room, or in the Library of the College." 

Prof. Mayor is a Professor of the University, and, if there 

had been any gallery of portraits of Professors, it would have 

been the proper place for his portrait. Perhaps it would be 

worth while considering the question whether some University 

Lecture Room should not be adorned with the portraits of 

Professors. We have nothing of the sort at present, and I 
am quite sure there is no place where the portrait of Prof. 

Mayor would be so highly appreciated, and (1 may add) so 

accessible to old friends of Prof. Mayor, or where it would 

so surely reach the knowledge of future ages, or where 

the memory of Prof. Mayor would be more treasured, than 

in his own College, in the midst of so many former friends 

and associates, and by the side of the portrait of Dr Kennedy. 

DR REID : 1 deem it a great privilege to have been permitted 

to second the Resolution. It seems to me that the destination 

which has been pointed out for the portrait of Prof. Mayor 

is most appropriate. One distinguishing feature of his work 

has always been his heartrelt sympathy with all those who have 

loved learning in the past, in the days of the ancients, as 
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well as in times more recent. But especially has he shown 
in his writings his feeling of fel lowship with his predecess!,Hs 
in h is  own College ; and the Foundation which he has loved 
so well, and for whose history he has done so much, should 
naturally own his portrait. It wil l  for all time be accessible 
to those who admire Prof. Mayor ; it will not be out of the 
way or out of the knowledge of scholars, whether l iving here 
or elsewhere. About Prof. Mayor's pursuit of scholarship I 
should like to be allowed to say a word or two, particularly 
because my studies have led me to make close acquaintance 
with much that he has written. The more I read his  writings, 
the more do I admire his splendid singleness of purpose, his 
absolute thoroughness and conscientiousness, the entire absence 
of any trace of shallowness, in everything that he does. Once 
I talked about Prof. Mayor to a scholar of distinction who 
told me that sometimes after ransacking learned works in vain 
for some special information which he needed, it would occur 
to him that the matter might have come under the notice of 
Prof. Mayor in his edition of Juvenal or some other work ; 
if that were so, just the information needed was always to be 
found. I would express an earnest hope that Prof. Mayor 
may have before him many years for the publication of h is  
researches. No one knows how great are the  stores of  learning 
he has not yet given to the world. In many departments of 
scholarship about which he has published little, he possesses 
as great a mastery as in those departments in connexion with 
which he has chiefly attained his fame. I have much pleasure 
in seconding the resolution moved by the Master of Clare. 

The resolution was carried unanimously. 
DR MAC ALISTER : It is with very great pleasure that I rise 

to move the next proposition : but I should like to say before 
speaking to it that I have just parted with the Vice-Chancellor, 
who with myself and other Members of the Council have 
been engaged in an important duty, that of arranging for 
the election of Dr Westcott's successor. He desired me most 
cordially to express his sympathy with the proposal which has 
been put before you by the Master of Clare and seconded by 
Dr Reid, and also requested me to say that, by the doctor's 
orders, he has been forbidden to speak again this afternoon. 
He had hoped up to the last moment to make his appearance 
here. I should like next to express on behalf of the 
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members of this College our thanks for the proposal which 

has been made, and which has now been carried, that this 

picture, the picture of one of our most distinguished 

Johnians, should be placed in his own College. The 

generous proposal gives a university character to the 

tribute which it is proposed to pay to Prof. Mayor. H is 

distinction among scholars is world-wide, and that distinction 

reflects glory not only on St john's but on the University. 

To have his picture thus bestowed, not only by members of 

h is own College but also by other members of the University, 

is an eminently fitting and an eminently graceful thing. The 

Master of Clare has said that there is as yet no gallery of 

portraits of Professors in the U ni versity, and that it would 

be well if such a thing were some day started. I am glad 

that day is not in the immediate future, because we are thus 

enabled to add to the gallery of portraits of Professors already 

being formed in this College, a portrait of one of the most 

distinguished of them. It will be fel t  that, in placing Prof. 

Mayor with Prof. Kennedy, Prof. Adams, Prof. Sylvester, Prof. 

Palmer, and others, we are putting him in his right place in our 

Hall .  Dr Reid has spoken well  of his merits as a scholar, and 

of his singleness of purpose. I should speak without authority 

if I alluded to his learning, but I would add my own witness 

to this special characteristic. Anyone who knows Prof. Mayor 

must have felt that his  single-hearted devotion to the subject 

in hand, whatever it  may be, is  indeed a moral stimulus of the 

highest kind. His marvellous passion for accuracy is one 

which must commend itself to mathematicians, and as a physi

cian I may say that the attention he has devoted to the history 

of medicine and of physiology has always commanded my 

admiration. We have not always agreed on all points in these 

subjects, but I will say that, when Prof. Mayor has mastered a 

physiological point, it is a very difficult thing to argue with him 

triumphantly upon it. His affection to the College, and his 

services to it, I need hardly enlarge upon. He has raised a 

monument to the College in his edition of Baker, and placed 

it on an almost unique pedestal. His eminence as a Professor 

in the University, his influence, his moral weight, his breadth 

of learning, have made him known over �he whole Continent 
of Europe : there he has secured for himself enduring 
remembrance, but we shall be proud and grateful to enshrine 
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this purely personal memorial of him in his chosen home. 
I have great p leasure in moving in the name of the College 
the fol lowing resolution-

" That the best thanks of St John's College are due to the subscribers 
who are not members thereof, for their very generous co-operation in pre
senting Prof. Mayor's portrait to the College." 

CANON WHITAKER seconded the resolution ; which was 
carried by acclamation. 

THE MASTER OF PETERHOUSE then said :-1 think I may 
say the words of the resolution are too flattering. I am sure 
we appreciate the kindness with which Dr Mac Alister has 
spoken of the interest which ' subscribers outside St John's 
have taken in this movement, and we feel grateful for the 
privilege of taking part in it. 

MR SCOTT : I rise to suggest that Prof. Herkomer should 
be entrusted with the execution of the proposed portrait. 
Prof. Herkomer is so eminent an artist that it seems unnecessary, 
if not presumptuous, to say anything in his favour. I would 
merely remind those present that he has within the last few 
days been made a Royal Academician at the early age of 4- 1 •  
His fame as  an  artist is moreover not confined to  England ; 
h e  is equally well known on the Continent. He was one 
of the two English artists who were awarded Gold Medals 
at the Berlin Exhibition of 1 8 86 ; and his pictures had 
prominent places assigned to them at the Paris Exhibition 
last year. We have three remarkable portraits by him in 
Cambridge, I mean those of the late Master of Trinity, 
Dr Thompson, of Prof. Adams, and of Dr Routh. In these 
pictures he has not only recorded the features of his sitter 
upon his canvas, but, if I may say so, has also shewn us 
something of the mind of the man. If he can only succeed 
in doing this for Professor Mayor, we shall have a very 
remarkable portrait indeed. 

MR WEBn : I have great pleasure in seconding the proposal 
of Mr Scott. I think all will agree with me that Prof. Herkomer 
is an artist of remarkable power, particularly in portraiture. 
I remember most of the portraits which he has exhibited, 
and I Would instance those of Tennyson and Ruskin as 
possessing characteristics one seldom sees in portraits by 
other artists. This power is very noticeable in the picture 
by which Herkomer first became famous-that of the Chelsea 
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Pensioners in The Last Muster. If that picture be ex

amined, it will be found that, notwithstanding the number 

of faces, they are not repetitions of the same type, but that each 

has its distinctive character. It strikes me therefore that we 

may expect from Prof. Herkomer not only a satisfactory 

portrait of Prof. Mayor, but an extraordinary and uncommon 

picture. 
MR CALDECOTT supported the motion on the ground 

that Prof. Herkomer had gained his highest distinction by 

work of the very kind now required, the portraiture of men, 

or types of men, of marked and interesting character. 

THE MASTER OF PETERHOUSE observed that, in addition 

to the portraits by Mr Herkomer mentioned by Mr Scott, 

there were in the University those of the late Provost of 

King's, the President of Queens', and Prof. Fawcett. 

The resolution was carried unanimously. 

DR SANDYS moved ' that the portrait be of the same dimen

sions as that of Dr Kennedy,' it .being understood that the 

cost of a portrait of those dimensions would be 500 guineas. 

MR S. S. LEWIS seconded the proposition, and as a past 

pupil spoke of Prof. Mayor's extreme kindness to h imself and 

others, when freshmen at St John's. 

The proposal was carried unanimously. 

DR SANDYS having pointed out that it might now be 

convenient to  settle what should be done with any surplus 

of the fund, after some discussion, it was moved by Dr 

Mac Alisier, seconded by Mr W. F. Smith, and carried 

unanimously, " That the surplus (if any) should be devoted to 

the procuring of reproductions of the portrait, which migh t  

be obtained b y  subscribers, and might also b e  presented to 

institutions with which Prof. Mayor is connected." 

MR Cox proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the Master of 

Peterhouse for taking the Chair, and for giving the meeting 

the benefit of his experience on similar occasions. 

THE MASTER OF PETERHOUSE : I need not say that it has 

been an extreme pleasure for me to take part in this meeting. 

I a� �elighted to find it characterised by such complete 

UnanImIty. 
DR SANDYS : The Master of Peterhouse, in taking the Chair 

referred in very kind terms to the part I have taken in th; 
present movement, but he was perhaps not aware of its earlier 
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history. For Some years past, I had looked forward to doing something towards obtaining a portrait of Prof. Mayor for ' the University and the College. But the first practical step was taken, in my absence, by a small meeting of the subscribers to the Sylvester Portrait Fund, when it was determined that the surplus of that fund should form the nucleus of a fresh fund for obtaining a portrait of the Professor of Latin. At a later stage I was deputed to ask the Professor for his preliminary consent to the proposed portrait. His reply, which was given me in conversation, was brief and (I think I may add) characteristic of the man. It  was to this effect :' I  had hoped to be allowed to go down to a green grave without any memorial ; but if my friends wish it  to be otherwise, I must do as I am bid.' 

The meeting then broke up. 

V) 

® b t t u ar».  

THE REV F .  E.  GRETTON. 

The Rev F. E. Gretton B.D., formerly Fellow, who has 

recently died, was fourth in seniority of the B.D.'s of the 

College. Mr Gretton was a Senior Optime in Dr Hymers' 

year, 1 826, but he obtained his Fellowship from his place as 

seventh Classic in 1 826 (the third Classical Tripos held). 

Mr Gretton was Head-master of Stamford Grammar School 

for nearly forty years, and Rector of St Mary's, Stamford, 

during seventeen years of that time. He was appointed Rector 

of Oddington near Stow on the Wold in 1 87 1 ,  and was nearly 

ninety years of age at his death. He was Select Preacher 

in 1 86 1 -2, and wrote Elm$leiana Critica, some Parochial Sermonsf 

and Memory's Hark-back. 

REUBEN BUTTRESS. 

Early on Sunday March 23, 1 890, there passed peacefully 
away one who, for many generations of J ohnians, was familiarly, 
pleasantly, and affectionately associated with the College. 
Reuben Buttress, for 41 years Marker in Hall and Chapel, 
was widely known and esteemed. Born on January 2 5 ,  1 803. 
at Fulham, where his father was for a time in employment 
as a gardener, his early life was spent in Herts. whither h is 
father had returned soon after his birth. I-lis ancestors had 
long been settled in that county. When about 1 2  years old. 
he  was taken from School to join the household of Dr Bland, 
a Fellow of St John's, then Rector of Lilley ; of his kindness 
he always spoke warmly-the good Doctor insisting on his 
continuing to improve his mind by evening studies, helping 
him in them, lending him books. and hearing him say the 
Church Catechism. which he " never forgot." Dr Bland 
returning soon to reside in College, brought him with him 
to Cambridge, where he continued in his service till the 
Doctor left College again. Passing the next few years in 
similar positions at St john's, he married early in 1 823, 
and took a lodging house in Jesus Lane. But in 1 83°, on being 
appointed Marker, he removed to St John's Street and 
commenced the business which he carried on personally for 
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more than 50 years. He lost his wife in 1 856, and, when he had been Marker for more than 4-0 years, he became ' afflicted with a stiffening of the joints of both hands and knees, so that it was with great difficulty he could mount the many staircases in College, which his enlarging duty to give notices of Lectures required of him. Feeling that he had better resign, he announced his wisQ to do so. It was received by the Master and Fellows with great regret, and they tried to persuade him to stay on, with the offer of assistance to lighten his work. But as he still declined, they invited him to say how they could best, in his opinion, mark their sense of his faithful service, since he Would not become a pensioner of theirs. At last his diffidence at receiving anything " for doing his duty " was overcome by the presentation of a handsome and massive Silver Service, consisting of Tea and Coffee Pots, Sugar Basin and Cream Jug, together with a Silver Beer Mug, engraved with the words-Presented by the Master and Fellows of St John's College, Cambridge, to Reuben Buttress, as a mark of 1egard and confidence on Ms ceasing to be College Marker after 4-1  years' serVIce, A.D. 1 8 7  I .  Soon after this he was taken quite aside from active life, becoming more and more stiffened, though, as long as he was able to walk, he went daily more and more slowly to his much beloved garden at " the backs," which he had rented of. the College for 4-0 years. In 1 886 he was paralysed, but though his faculties were much impaired he  continued bright and happy. As the end drew near at hand he became somewhat more himself, and he thankfully received the Holy Communion at the hands of the assistant Curate of his Parish (St Sepulchre's) a few hours before he passed away, joining more clearly in the Holy Service then than he done since his seizure. So an honourable, long, happy, and bright life came at last to a peaceful conclusion. 
The funeral took place on March 27.  After the first part of the service had been touchingly rendered by the Choir of St John's in the church where he had worshipped for more than 50 years, the service was concluded at the grave-side in in the Mill Road Cemetery by Professor J. E. B. Mayor, Senior Fellow ; the body being borne to its last resting-place by servants of the College who had, one and all, as indeed had everyone who knew him, an affectionate remembrance of him. 

v 

TO GLADSTONE REVISITING OXFORD.'" 

Scene-THE UNION. 

' I  love Oxford from the bottom of my heart: 

TIME may thy brow's Hyperion locks have mown,t 
Nor all untouched thy form his darts withstood, 
Yet ichor flows free mingling with thy blood, 
And myriad hearts hail thee unchanged their own. 
' Ripe scholar, statesman, orator, in one ' 
Swept by fierce gusts of Passion's fiery mood 
Yet fresh as early loosened icy flood 
Or Edelweiss midst Alps, thou shin'st alone ! 
I see thee bowed approach, once thine, the chair 
Where ' Peel's great name hath not yet run its course ' 
I hear a deafening storm-cry rend the air 
Charged with rapt eager souls' electric force 
That bids thee stay, here at the Muse's source, 
!sis' own spouse, her starry crown to wear. 

'" Reprinted, with important alterations, from the Oxford Magazine of 
Feb. 19. The event commemorated took place on the 5th of February 
last. The passages in the head-line and in line IQ between inverted 
commas are quoted from Mr Gladstone's speech acknowledging the vote 
of thanks to him, moved by Archdeacon Palmer : the quotation in line 5 
from the speech of the Regius Professor of Medicine in seconding the 
vote. During his brief retreat at All Souls', party strife was hushed, 
and a sort of Truce of God prevailed through University and Town. A 
son of the Speaker (Mr A. G. V. Peel of New College) then filled the 
chair at the Union of which Mr Gladstone was president during his 
Christchurch days. 

t Mr Gladstone's " hair was curly once upon a time as may be seen in 
some early pictures." 

J. 1- s. 



THEOCRITUS. 

STILL looking forth o'er the Sicilian main 
Sings the rude Cyclops on his native hill 
His lay bucolic to his love ; but still 

Coy Galatea will not heed his strain, 
Mindful forever of her Acis slain-

Though that fair youth, transfigured to a rill, Findeth at last with pleasurable thrill 
In her soft arms oblivion of pain. 

Still gay cicalas prattle ; bhmt-faced bees 
Hum o'er their toil ; still countless cattle graze On the hill-side ; still lives the Country Muse 
For herdsmen stretched 'neath gently rustling trees ; Yet wouldst thou mourn, Theocritus, to gaze On the sad remnants of thy Syracuse. 

T. R. G. 

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN. 

A MOTHER sat beside an empty bed, 
She smiled, for memory traced a long-past sceneShe kissed and blessed a pillow-nestled head, And softly sighed, " Ah God ! it might have been." 

A maiden sat beside her idle wheel, 
Clasped in her hand a bunch of withered greenLife's thread was spun, for grief had checked the reel, She drooped and sighed, " Ah God ! it might have been," 

One had gone forth, a gallant joyous youth, 
One, upon whom a mother's hopes might lean ; And he had loved with his young eager truth-Had he returned, Ah God ! what might have been ! It-mz'gltt-have-been : thus tolls the long drawn bell, /t-mz'ght-have-been : yet that which is, is well. 

O. M. W. 

o 

A SUMMER THOUGHT. 

A SUMMER wind went stealing through the trees, 

A rippling brook flung music on the air ; 

Night's beaded mantle lay on flower-strewn leas, 

And glistened as the moon-beams found it there. 

I passed along, and thought-how soon the breeze, 

So softly whispering with the leaves o'erhead, 

Will, as a wintry tempest, scourge the seas, 

And wildly shrieking its broad havoc spread : 

How soon yon purling stream will hoarsely roar, 

And, as a torrent, chafe along its bed ; 

How soon the meadow's glistening pearl-sown floor, 

Will, in a snow-drift shrouded, lie as dead. 

And, as I muse, my thoughts yet wider range

Let all that will, Affection will not change. 
O. M. W. 

CHANCE. 

A VOICE speaks gently after stormy night, 

' When is it beautiful to die ? '  
Like hum of insects gath'ring in their flight 

Around ' the broken flowers that lie. 

' Vain question; some reply ; while others say, 

' What matters death in brute or man ? 

Nature works out the life, as light the day ; 

Dark ends the day that bright began: 

Avaunt ! ye prophets of the heartless creed : 

As well declare the tide beats back 

The tide, and flowers blind produce of the seed ; 

For then 'twere ill indeed to lack 

A Cato's ' noble death:'" Sweet star of eve ! 

Wiser is thy philosophy, 

' Fear not in faithfulness of love to leave, 

For then 'tis beautiful to die ! '  
W. W. 

Horace : Odes I. XlI. 35. 



A LAY OF THE THAMES AND CAM. 

THAMESINA, a daughter of old Father Thames, A Naiad, or Nymph of the very first water, Yet touched now and then by terrestrial flames, Though a highly respectable River-god's daughter, 
By the willows she loved, lost in thought, was reclining ; Her bosom was heaving with sigh after sigh, And the light of the moon, on her countenance shining, Revealed a blue tear in each pretty blue eye. 
" 0  why did he come "-thus she moaned in her anguish-

" In his coat and his cap of the sweetest light-blue ? " 0  why did he come and then leave me to languish ? " 0  my own ' Number Five,' can I live without you ? 
" He looked like a River-god when he was rowing ; " How fine were his finish, his feather, and swing ! " But now that the race he has won he is going, " And won't be in Putney again till next spring ! "  

Then she cried, as if moved by divine inspiration, " I  will write a short note to my old Uncle Cam "_ " Dear uncle," she wrote, " you, without explanation, " Know well what a changeable creature I am. 
" My name I am going to enter at Girton-" Or N ewnham perhaps would be nearer to you" And teII dear Miss C- that I'm not very certain " At present what studies I mean to pursue. 

-

THAMESINA. 

FILIA grandawi Thamesis Thamesina, vel inter 
N aiadum pulcros conspicienda choros, 

Quce tamen hum ani flammas sensisset am oris, 

Quamvis fluminei filia c1ara dei, 
Multa movens animo nota ad saliceta jacebat ; 

Continuo gemitu pectora mota tument ; 
Lunaque virgin earn facie m dum lustrat, ocello 

Ccerula cceruleo gutta in utroque tremit. 
" Heu quianam," sic mcesta gem it, " mihi venit lagon 

" Cceruleus vittam cceruleusque togam ? 
" Heu quianam venit me deserturus amantem ? 

" Cur sine te vitam, Quinte, relicta traho ? 
" Vidi humeros librantem et brachia justa moventem 

" Non sine Dis remum ferre, referre suum. 
'c Et jam victor ovans, mihi non rediturus lagon 

Annua dum redeant tempora veris, abit." 
Turn, velut inspirante Deo," quin pergimus," inquit, 

" Litterulis Camum consuluisse senem ? "  
" Scis, patrue," haud aliis veniebat epistola verbis, 

" Nil mutabilius me leviusque natat. 
" Fert anim:us jurare in Girtonensia verba, 

" Ni Nunamce propior sit tibi docta domus, 
" N ec tamen est certum, quod fac Cornelia discat, 

" Quce studia ingressce sint placitura mihi. 
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" But I fully intend to read high Mathematics, 
" And Classics, and Natural Science, and Law ; " As a Naiad I know all about Hydrostatics ; 
" But, of course, my Geology's shockingly raw. 

" Dear Granta, I hope no dead dogs now distress you, " My love to yourself and to all the young reeds ; " Dear Uncle, may Jupiter Pluvius bless you, 
"And save you from sewage, and Babington's weeds ! " 

o what were the feelings of "Five " when one morning, As he walked in " the Backs," Thamesina he saw ! While a bundle of books her left hand was adorning She perused a huge tome-" International Law." 

At lecture, lawn-tennis, on land, and on river, Wherever he went, Thamesina was there ; Till an arrow from Love's irresistible quiver Filled his heart with alternate delight and despair. 
Aud now Thamesina, no longer a Naiad, 

Has reaped the reward of fidelity true ; For, transformed to an equally-beautiful Dryad, She is known as "the sweet Mrs Quinque Light-blue." 

" ARCULUS." 

Thamest"na. 285 

" Sacra tamen Musarum altamque Mathesin, et omnem 

" Rerum Naturam discere Jusque volo. 

" N a'is H ydrostaticam nequeo nescire, sed istam 

" Scire Geologiam me mea fata vet ant. 

,c Granta, Molossorum te nulla cadavera vexent ; 

" Vivas cum teneris sospes arundinibus ! 

" Adsit, Came, tibi Pluvius Pater, ut neque pestis 

'c Juncea, nec noceat freda cIoaca tibi ! "  

Mane petebat agros qui " Terga " vocantur Iason ; 

Obstupuit ; veram te, Thamesina, videt ? 

Fasciculum librorum, en, lceva tenebat ; at ipsa 

" Jus commune hominum " grande legebat opus. 

Jam tibi non campus, pila, porticus, amnis, lason, 

Dant latebras ; prcesto Nais ubique tua est. 

Visque Cupidinece non effugienda sagittce 

Te, puer, exanimem speque metuque ferit. 

lpsaque, mutata cum nomine Nympha figura, 

Prcemia tandem animi justa fidelis habet. 

Facta pari forma Dryas, uxor lasonis audit, 

Ccerula cceruleo juncta puella viro. 

" ARCULUS." 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Edz'fors of the ' Eagle.' 
GENTLEMEN, 

The list of subscribers to the Eagle includes the names of many loyal members of the College, who have at present had no opportunity of showing their interest in the proposed portrait of Professor Mayor. Would you kindly enable me to lighten the labour of sending a separate circular to each, by allowing the accompanying appeal, originally addressed to a limited number of members of the University, to be now reprinted in the pages of the College Magazine, where it wiII meet the eyes of all ? It has been settled that the portrait is to be painted by Professor Herkomer, R.A. More than four hundred guineas has already been promised : and a further sum of one hundred guineas is still required. I 

DEAR SIR, 

Yours very truly, 
J. E. SANDYS, 

Signiftr oHm Aqztltae. 

" ST JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, March 1890. 

It is proposed to raise a fund for obtaining a portrait of the Reverend John Eyton Bickersteth Mayor, University Librarian from 1 864 to 1 867, and Professor of Latin from 1 872 to the present time. At the instance of friends, to whose wishes I feel bound to defer, I venture to appeal to members of the University and others for Subscriptions towards this object. 
Professor Mayor's services to the cause of Classical learning have long been familiar to scholars at home and abroad. His editions of Cicero's Second Philippic and the Third Book of 
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Pliny's Letters are widely used ; his commentary on Juvenal 

is universally recognised as a monumental work. The erudition 

he has lavished on the illustration of Bede, and on his preface 

to Richard of Cirencester (edited for the Master of the Rolls), 

is well known to students of the authorities for the civil and 

ecclesiastical history of England. His critical work entitled 
' The Latin Heptateuch ' elucidates in various degrees the 

history of the Bible in the Church, the general history of 
l iterature and scholarship, and the principles and practice of 
textual criticism ; it also includes many contributions to Latin 
lexicography, a field of labour to which he has devoted years 
of unwearied research. 

The University is indebted to him for its Catalogue of the 
Baker manuscripts, and for a series of biographical works on 
Cambridge in the seventeenth century and in the reign of 
Queen Anne. His own College, which has been proud to 
reckon him on her roll of Fellows for more than forty years, 
is grateful to him for the publication and completion of Baker's 
History, and for the best edition of the text of its early 
Statutes. His revision of Cooper's Life of the Lady Margaret 
is a service rendered to both of her Colleges. Lastly, h is  
edition of the English Works of Bishop Fisher i s  a fitting 
memorial of a prelate who not only prompted the foundation 
of two of our Colleges, but was also President of Queens', 
Master of Michael-House, and Chancellor of the University. 

In view of these and many other considerations, it is felt  
that a large number of those who are connected with Professor 
Mayor by ties of friendship and esteem, or by a common bond 
of loyalty either to Shrewsbury School, or to St John's College, 
or to the University of Cambridge, or to all alike, will welcome 
an opportunity of contributing to an object which will at once 
express their high personal regard and serve to perpetuate his 
memory in the future. 

The nucleus of a fund for this purpose has lately been 
formed by the liberality of the subscribers to a portrait of 
Professor Sylvester, which now hangs in the Hall of St John's, 
on the same wall as the portraits of Professor Palmer and 
Dr Kennedy. Near to the portrait of the late Professor of 
Greek, not a few would gladly see a portrait of one of his most 
distinguished pupils and most devoted friends, the present 
Professor of Latin. 
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It is proposed to entrust the work to an eminent artist, possibly to Professor Herkomer ; and it is hoped that this appeal may meet with a generous response from all who desire to aid in its object. ' 
I have consented to act as Treasurer to the fund and will gladly acknowledge the receipt of all subscriptions that are sent to myself. Subscriptions may also be paid to the account of the Mayor Portrail Fund, at the London and County Bank, Cambridge. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Yours very fai thf uIly, 

J. E. SANDYS." 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

Easier Term, 1 890' 

The Right Honourable Sir John Eldon Gorst Q.C., M.P. for 
Chatham, and Under-Secretary of State for India, has been 
elected an Honorary Fellow of the College. Sir John was 
Third Wrangler in 1 85 7 ,  and was elected a Fellow soon 
afterwards. He was sent to New Zealand in 1 8 6 1  as Civil 
Commissioner, administering the territory of Waikato during 
the Maori troubles. In 1 8 65 he was called to the Bar, and in 
1 866 was elected M.P.  for Cambridge. He was returned to 
Parliament by Chatham in 1 87 5 ,  and has continued ever since 
to represent that constituency. As Secretary of the Central 
Conservative Association he rendered great services in  
organising h i s  party under Mr  Disraeli, and the Conservative 
victory in 1 8 74 was held to be due in large measure to his  
efforts. With Lord Randolph Churchill, S ir  Drummond Wolff, 
and (occasionally) Mr A. J .  Balfour, he constituted the historical 
' Fourth Party,' and earned the gratitude of his  chiefs by 
resigning his claim to the Solicitor-Generalship to make way 
for Sir Edward Clarke. He became Under-Secretary for 
India in 1 8 86,  was admitted to the Privy Council in the present 
year, and lately was sent with Mr Burt as British representative 
to the International Labour Congress at Berlin. He was born 
at Preston fifty-five years ago, and is known as a clever debater 
and a man who is likely to become some day a Cabinet 
Minister. 

In the list of ' birthday honours ' we note the knighthood 
conferred on Henry Ludlow (Eighth Wrangler 1 8 5 7 ), formerly 
Fellow of the College. Sir Henry Ludlow is the eldest 
surviving son of Mr George Ludlow, of Hertford ; he was called 
to the Bar in 1 862,  and has been Attorney-General of Trinidad 
since 1 874. 

Among the distinguished persons on whom the University 
conferred on June 1 0  the honorary degree of Doctor in Science 
is our Honorary Fellow, Professor J. J. Sylvester, who is one 
of the contributors to the present number of the Ea rTle. By 
the kindness of the Public Orator, we are able to give our 
readers the text of the speech made in presenting him for 
his degree. 
. Plu�quam treS" et quinqu�ginta anni sunt elapsi,  ex quo Academiae nostrae 
In�er sllvas adules�ens qU1�la� e�rabat, populi sacli antiquissima sili-pe 
ollundus, cUJUs IUmOles ultlllll pnmum Chaldaeorum 11l campis, deinde 
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THE PORTRAITS OF BISHOP FISHER. 

_ARK Pattison quotes, in his Memotrs, a sentence

�, of Neate's: " Posterity owes to those who have 
. effectually worked for its benefit the debt of a 

grateful curiosity." A grateful curiosity has led to the

compilation of the following list, made in some haste, 

at a distance from adequate materials, and being a 

mere mosaic of other people's elaborations. 

This list has no pretence of being exhaustive. The 

grouping probably will be shown to contain defects. 

It claims, merely, to be a first study in Iconography. 

1. WORD PORTRAITS. 

Dr Richard Hall, who had belonged to Christ's 

College, Cambridge, was living within 30 years of 

Bp. Fisher's death. He wrote a Ltje of Fzsher before 

1568, and must at any rate have known those who 

had actually seen Bp. Fisher. He says of him: " In 

stature of his body, he was tall and comely, exceeding 

the common and middle sort of men j for he was to 

the quantity of six foot in height, and being therewith 

very slender and lean, was nevertheless upright and 

well formed, straight back'd, big joynted, and strongly 

sinewed, his haire by nature black, though in his 

later time, through age and imprisonment, turned 

to hoarinesse, or rather to whitenesse, his eys large 

and round, neither full black nor full gray, but of a 

mixt colour between both, his forehead smooth and 
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large, his nose of a good and even proportion, some_ what wide mouth'd and big jaw'd, as one ordained to utter much speech, wherein was, notwithstanding, a certain� comelinesse, his skin somewhat tawny, mixed with many blew veins, his face, hands and all his body, so bare of flesh, as is almost incredible, etc." (Life, selected by T. Bayly, Lond. 1655, p. 2 15). 
n. PORTRAITS LOST OR UNIDENTIFIED. 

I. HANS HOLBElN. Up to comparatively lately was in a house at Rome near the Pantheon. A copy, No. IS in this list, is Supposed to be taken from this, and is now in tile possession of H. D. Grissell, Esq., at Oxford, who has s4Pplied this information. This may have been the portrait thrown out of a window by Anne Boleyn. Father Stevenson SI, tIle historian, is the authority for this anecdote. 
2. A portrait of Bp. Fisher WaS" always kept with great respect," by St Charles Borromeo, says Alban Butler. 
"S. Carlo Borromeo ayea per questo martire [Fisher] tanta venerazione quanto ne nudriva peI dottore S. Ambrogio, ed anzi fece dipingere la sua immagine per averlo sempre dinanzi agli squardi." Moron i, Dlzlonar10 dz' Erudlzlon� Sloneo-Ecclep'asIlea, vo!. xxv. p. 75. 
3· Portrait in Sussex? 
"Mr Bourchier ... told me that he had seen a picture of Dp. Fisher in Sussex: when he came into the Library [at Longleat], I asked him, whether he knew that picture, shewing him Bp. Fisher's; he said he did not, and afterwards told us that in Susse;x: was not like it." R, J eIlkin to T. Baker (Ma�ter's Life of Baker, p. 23)' 
4· It has not been possible at present to find any information about the following: 
.. I saw in Nov . 1766 an indifferent Picture of Bishop Fisher, with one of Sir Tho. More, Abp. Plunket &c., on a Staircase near the Prior's apartment of the English Benedictines at Paris." Cole's MSS vol. 7, p. f26b• (See Lewis, Life of Ftsher, Vo!. r. pp. xxvi-xxvii .) 
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Ill. PORTRAITS, ENGRAVINGS ETC. 

1. HANS HOLBEIN. Red chalk. Royal Library at 

Windsor. 
Drawn in 1527, when the bishop was fifty-eight years old. 

At the foot of the portrait are written the words: 
"Il Epyscopo de res ester fo tagliato il capo l'ano 1535·" 

Dr Woltmann says of this and the companion drawing: 

"The worn countenance with its honest, modest, but anxiously 

conscientious expression, shows completely the man, whose 

wonderful purity of life, combined with profound and 

unostentatious learning, as well as incredible kindness of 

demeanour towards high and low, is extolled by Erasmus " 

(Holbez'n and his Hme, Eng. Trans. p. 313). 
"The portrait .. a hard ascetic face .. is among the most 

expressive drawings of the series . •  " The "inscription would 

imply that the drawing was once in the possession of an 

Italian." 
"A fine head in a doctor's cap, nearly full face, turned to 

the right ; very thin; body in mere outline. The hard lines 

. .  are very serviceable, giving great force of nature at a l ittle 

distance" (Wornum, Life of Holbet'n, pp. 223, +04)· 

ftorace Walpole declared these chalk drawings by Holbein 

"in one respect preferable to his finished pictures, as they 

are drawn in a free and bold manner .. There is a strength and 

vivacity equal to the most perfect portraits." He declared 

this one of Bp. Fisher ,I a master piece." 

Photographed by Caldesi, and Messrs Braun and Co. 

la. (Copy). Stipple Engraving. 
John Chamberlaine's Imt'taltons of Drawl'ngs by Holbein 

(Lond ., 1792-1800). Engraved by Bartolozzi. 

lb. Stipple engraving by Facius in the smaller 

edition of the same work, published in 1812. 

lC. (Autotype Copies). 
Frontispiece to Rev T. E. Bridgett's Life of FIshey (London 

1888). The head only 4,1.. x 3t· 
Also from the engraving by Bartolozzi. Published and sold 

by the Art for Schools Association, 29 Queen's Square� 
Bloomsbury. 
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2. HANS HOLBEIN. Red Chalk. British Museum. Made in 1527, as No. I. 
"A finished drawing of the sketch in the British Museum, bequeathed by Rev C. M. Cracherode. It was once Richardson's" (Wornum, Life of Holbez'n, p. 404.) 
3. HANS HOLBEIN. (?) Drawing. Mrs Noseda, 109 Strand, W.C. 
From the Earl of Westmoreland's Collection. Sold for the late Dr John Percy, on April 24, 1890, for £90, by Christie, Manson, and Woods. 
Has the Basle watermark, but its authenticity has been. doubted. 

4· HANS HOLBEIN. Oil. St John's College, Cambridge (Master's Lodge). Panel, 28i x 24i inches. Half length, lifesize, full-face. Black and gold embroidered doublet, black sur-coat, doctor's square cap. The words "Ao JETATIS 74" on the picture, and the letters "H.B." on the ring, a glove in the left hand, a staff in the other. Given in '709 by Thomas, 1 st Viscount Weymouth, in exchange for a copy (No. 4b) to T. Baker, after whose death in 1740 it became the property of the College. For Baker's verses on the reception of this picture into College, see Master's Life of Balier, p. xiv (and Eagle, vol. xi. p. 118) . 
.. Welcome from Exile, happy Soule to me And to these Walls, that owe their Rise to the, Too long thou'rt banisht hence, with Shame disgrac't, Thy Arms thrown down, thy Monument defac't, Thy Bounties great like the, involv'd in Night, Till some bold Hand shall bravely give them Light. Too long oppress't by Force and Power unjust, Thy Blood a Sacrifice to serve a Lust. 

In vain proud Herod bids thee be forgot, Thy Name shall brightly shine, whilst his �hal1 rot." See Woltmann, Holbdn, 2nd edit. (1874), vol. I. p. 343n. "The Portrait is not an original." It has been doubted, by Dr Scharf among others, whether indeed it represents Fisher at all. 
Shown at the Cambridge Antiquarian Society's first Exhibition of University and College Pictures held in the Fitzwilliam Museum in ,884-; and at the Tudor Exhibition, London 1890; and at National Portrait Exhibition 1866. 

r- __ ��'-e� _____ � __ --------------------���� 
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4a. (Copy). Canvas, 28! x 24f. Queens' College, 

'Cambridge (President's Lodge). 

This is an exact and good reproduction. The inscription is 

across the top of the picture in white letters: "J OH. F ISHER 

EPISC. ROFF. P RES. C OLt. REGIN. ANN 1 SOS. C ESSIT ANN 1508." 

Shown at the Cambridge Antiquarian Society'S Exhibition 

at the Fitzwilliam Museum in 1884. 

4b. (Copy). Canvas. In the possession of the 

Marquis of Bath, at Longleat, Wiltshire. 

Made by permission of Lord Weymouth in 1709, and 

exchanged with the original. Same as preceding, but for a 

+ on the ring, instead of the "H. H." .. The copy cost 

£10 of which you may guess it is not ill done. And indeed, 

as it has hit the Likeness, so it is as well (if not better) finished 

that the original." R. J enkin to T. Baker (Master's Lift of 
Baker, p. 24)'* 

4C• (Copy). Drawing. HARLEIAN MSS 7030• 

c o  Presumed ... from the copy ... at Longleat." (Lewis, Lift 
of Fisher, vol. 1. p. xxiii). 

5. UNKNOWN. Panel. 20 x 161. Trinity College, 

Cambridge (Master's Lodge). 

Looks to left, hands closed in prayer, surplice and stole, 

Doctor's cap. 
Shown at the Cambridge Antiquarian Society's first 

Exhibition of University and College Pictures held in the 

Fitzwilliam Museum in 1884. 

6. UNKNOWN. Oil. Panel, 25 x 18i inches. St 
John's College, Cambridge (Hall). 

In surplice and stole, a black cloth cap on his head, hands 

clasped in prayer. Looks to left. Beside him a crucifix; 

and a small carved skeleton on the l id of a box. .. A very 

mortified and meagre personage" says Cole·t Cole thinks 

this picture was presented to T. Baker by the Marquis of 

Bath, but here he seems to have confused it with the portrait 

* "Mr Roper of St John'\; College was very desirous of a Copy of this 

Picture likewise, but the Painter's stay was so short, it could not be 

procured." (Postcript). 
t Quoted hy Turner, in his Introduction to Lewis, I. xxvi. 

)� 
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from Longleat (Lewis r. p. xxvi). Father Bridgett says of it in h is Life o.f FIsher: "It is either not Fisher at all or a mere fancy portrait." Robert Masters in his Life o.f Baker says: .. This picture represents him as much thinner in the face [than the one by Holbein J and seems to have been taken just before his execution." 

7. UNKNOWN. Panel. 12 x lOt. Christ's Cbllege, Cambridge (Combination Room). 
Head and shoulders only. In rochet and brown fur almuce, and Doctor's cap. Bought from Messrs Patrick and Simpson ,  by  Rev F. O. White, of St John's College, and sold to Christ's College in 1884-, during the mastership of Doctor Swainson, for £5. 
Shown at the Cambridge Antiquarian Society's first exhi'bition of University and College Pictures held in the Fi tzwilliam Museum in 1884-. . 

8· UNKNOwN. Oil. 2 I X 16 in. Scots College at Rome. 
In  red Cardinal's cap, purple mozetta, and rochet, to left. Information supplied by Mr Grissell. 

9· UNKNOWN. Pa nel. 2 I i X I 6-k in. Property of Hon H. Tyrwhitt Wilson, at Keythorpe, Leicestershire. Half-length, life-size, to left, wearing black cassoGk, white rochet and black stole, and biretta. He holds a prayer book in both hands. 
This is probably the portrait mentioned by DaIlaway in his notes to Walpole as being seen at Didlington, Norfolk. Didlington was then one of the seats of the Berners family, of which the Hon H. Tyrwhitt Wilson is the representative. Shown at Tudor Exhibition, London 1890• 
10. CIRCIGNANO (NICO). Fresco. Once in the Church of the English College, at Rome. Painted in 1583. One of thirty-six pictures, painted at the expense of George Gilbert, the friend of Persons and Campion ; bf which the last nine represent the modern English martyrs down to 1583. Father William Good, the confessor of the college, gave the painter his instructions, and wrote the 

1" 
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inscriptions under the paintings. This one represents 

Dp. Fisher, Sir Thomas More, and Margaret, Countess of 

Salisbury. Fisher is represented, already beheaded, stretched 

out on the scaffold. 

l Oa. Engraved by Giovanni Battista Cavalieri. 9 x 5 ·  

Published as a book, Ecclesz'rE Anglic(ltlrE TrophrEa, at Rome, 

in 1584. The inscription underneath is: J OANNES FI SCH ERUS, 

EP US ROFF ENSI S  I N  ANGLI A C ARD. D ECL AR ATU S. VIT E, ET D OC

TRI NE I NT EGERR. L AUDE CL ARI SS. AB H ENR. VIIJ. QD P ONT. 

AUCT EM T UERET UR C APIT E PL ECTlT UR. 

100. (Facsimile). 7 x 5· . 
Reproduced and edited, with Preface, by Father John Morris, 

S. J., under title of The Pz'cture o.f tl,e EngHsh College at Rome, 

Stonyhurst College 1887. 

11. UNKNOWN. Oil. English College at Rome 

(Refectory) . 
Bought by Mgr Patterson, B ishop of Emmaus, in an 

antiquarian shop at Rome; and presented to the college. It 

is probable that this was originally in Bp. Fisher's titular church 

of S. Vitale. At least a portrait of him was in the Presbytery 

there in the last century and was seen by a Jesuit Father, as 

the following quotation from a description of that church 

will testify: "L'ultimo Card. di questo titolo fu il celeberrimo 

Giovanni Fischero Inglese, sostegno della religione Cattolica 

nell' Inghilterra e gloriosissimo Martire. 

" Si conserva il suo ritratto colla sequente iscrizione che 

qualifica un  soggetto tanto illustre e tanto memorando. 

J OH ANNES FI SH ERUS ANGL US, EPI SC OP US ROFF ENSI S, C ARDI

NALI S A P AUL O Ill. C REAT US, TIT. S. VIT ALI S, QUI P RI US TAM EN 

M ARTY Rll. Q UAM C ARDI NAL AT US P VRP URAM AC C EPIT, AB 

H ENRI C O  VIII, OB FID EI C ATH OLI CJE & SEDI S AP OST OLI CJE 

P RIM AT US D EF ENSI ONEM, O C Cl SUS ANNO CH RI ST I  MD. XXXV 

lEl; ATI S  VERO 76. P RIM US F E  RE OM NIUM L UTH ERUM & 

L UTHE RANOS SC RIPTI S SUI S  D OCTl SSIME C ONF UT AVIT." (Mariano 

Partenio [z'

.e. Giuseppe Maria Mazzolari, S. J. (17 12-86)J. 

Diario Sacro, zda ediz., riveduta di Leonardo Adami. Roma 

1808. vo!. vii. p. 146). This reference was first pointed out 

by Mr Grissell, to whom the re-discovery of the picture's 

history-if this be the one-is consequently due. 
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12. Engravings from a lost original, probably by Hans Holbein. 

They all have the Doctor's cap, and for the most part the Doctor's furred gown. 

12a. Half figure, front face, in same plate with Sir Thomas More: JOANNES ROFFENSlS. THOMAS M;ORUS. Verses below : 
rOANNES F1SCHERE prior, Roffensis,. imago, Antistes: THOMA MQRE, secunda tui est. Anglia uos quondam communis patria iunxit, Indigna, heu, tantis, mundus ut ipse, uiris, Sed magis ingenium probitas, dochinaque poll ens, Et uene iunxit religionis amor. Ob quem caruilicis uos percutit una securis. Ullaque nex binis, unaque causa necis. Quam bene caelesti iUllctorum sede duorum . Iunxit et effigies una tabella duas! 

(No name of engraver or publisher.) 

12b. Copy of the above. The two figures separated. Fisher appears in a niche, the first five verses below as before. F. V. W. (Wyngaerde) exeu. H. Holbeen, 111. 

1 2 C. To right. Book in left hand. Under it the inscription: 
" ]OHANNES FISCHERUS EPISCOPUS ROFFESIS AGLUS. 

Moribus. ingenio, calamo, sennone Britannus: Mirandus prisca proprietate cadit. Cum cecidit ferro hrec ceruix prrecisa cruento Virtus ingenium concidit et pietas." 
From Philip Galleus' Vzrorum Doetorum EffigIes ( 1573). 

1 2 d. To right under ornamented niche. " J ohannes Fischerus Episcopus Roffensis Aglus." Tablet in right hand: 'Verbum D,

omini Manet In Aeternu.' Scroll on 

table : • Nascitur in Anglia Obtruncatur 21 Junii Anno 1535.' Below verses: 
Concidit ut felTo cervix pr:ecisa J ohannis Virtus ingenium concidit et pietas, 

Engraved by J. T. De Bry in Boissard's BZ"blz'olheea Chalcographlca (Frankfurt /650). 

.. 
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12e. To left in oval. Below "Joannes F�'scherus 

Bisschop van Rochestre." 
Fred. Bouttats se. 

12f. To right in circle. Below" Fz'scher" verses» 
"Au Pontife Romain je temoigne mon zele 

Aux depens de celui que je dois i mon Roi: 
Je meurs comme martir, ou bien comme rebelle, 

Et je voi tout le monde ou pour ou c�ntre moi.'· 

J\drIl'Vander Werff pz'nx. G. Valck seulps� 

In Larrey's HIstory of England (1697-1713)' 

I2g. Engraving on copper. 6i x 4i· 
Phil. Galleus' Vz'rorum Doctorum Ejftgies (Antv. 1577)' 
In Doctor's cap and go.wn with fur, to left. He holds book.. 

in his right hand. Ins.cription as 12e. 
" J ohannes Fischerus Episcopus Roffensis, Anglus.'� 

,. Moribus, ingenio &c." 

12h. Engraving on cop,per. 61 x 4�· 
Engraved by Nic. Jan. Visscher (born 1580). 
No. 8 of a series of 38. Under it are the same verses. 

Visscher's name and device (CIV in monogram-C repre� 
senting Claas, or Nicolaas) are on the first and last of the set. 

I2i. Engraving on copper. 7 x 4!· 
Theod. Galleus, xiz' Cardinalium iIluslrium Imagines. (Antv. 

1598):1(\ 
Same as last, but to right. Probably reversed in engraving. 

"Galleus in his preface says that these portraits were in Rome 
when he published his work." 

12j. Engraving on copper. 6i x st· 
Thevet, Portraits des hommes illustres p. 166 (Paris 1584). 

To right. Gown has no fur. Right hand resting on an hour� 
glass. Otherwise same as last set, but without the verses. 

I2k. Engraving on copper. 7� x si· 
By N. de Larmessin, in Bullert's A cad. des sciences (Paris 

1682), with monogram on the cover of the book. Doctor's 
gown with fur, and cap. To left. 

• No copy in University, Fitzwilliam, Trinity, or St John's Colleg� 
Libraries. 

VOL. XVI. Xx. 
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121. Engraving on copper. 3 x 1*. 
Freherus, Theatru1ll viroru1ll 1'/luslriu1ll, (N oribergre 1688) • .  1217Z. Engraving. 5 x 4i in. . In surplice under fur gown without sleeves. Square cap. To ·right. 

13· Engravings from different originals. 1 3a. Half length to left. Doctor's cap and Cardinal's robe. " IoA NNES CA RD FI SCH ERU S. Creat Ano 1 5 3 5. Mort. 1 5 3 5. F V W (Wyngaerde).!e." 
13b. Engraving, by Robert Vaughan. 6 x 3. Prefixed to Hall's Life of Ft'sher, selected by T. Bayly, London 1 6 5 5 .  Looks to left.' In Doctor's gown and cap. In oval frame, with arms of Fisher, impaling Rochester on the left and Fisher right with Cardinal's Hat. Inscription : " The Right reverend father in God, John Fisher B, of Rochester." Under it are these verses : 

" John Fisher was his name, of whom yon read Like John ye '!3aptist, tlus John lost his head. Both ye sharpe axes stroake theyr body's seeJes Both theyr heads danc'd of, by light payrs of heeles. Read but this book this Fisher through, and then y ou'l finde a fisher, not of fish, but men." 
I 3c. Engraving on copper, by R. Parr (1723-50?) 5� x 3k· 

Prefixed to the 2nd and 3 rd editions of Hall's Life of Fz'sher. A copy of the preceding : but looks to right. In Doctor's gown and cap. In oval frame, but without the verses at foot;. Inscription. "The Rt Reverend Father in God, John Fisher, Bp. of Rochester." 
Remigius Parr was born in Bp. Fisher's own city of Rochester. He was st.iIl living in 1750• 
14· SIMON (P.). Engraving on copper. 6ih- in. x 4ft. Prefixed to the 3rd (Dublin) edition of Hall's Life of Fisher, 1740• 
14a. HOUBRAKEN (Jacobus). 1 698-1780. Engraving 14 x 8i-. 

Inscription. "In the Collection of Mr Richardson." From. Birch's Heads of Illustn'ous Persons. (Lond. 1743-52). In Doctor's gown and cap. To right. This is the same as preceding, but enlarged. 
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14b. Autotype. Oval reduced. 4t x 3t· 
Frontispiece to Life of Fisher by Agnes Stew art (London. 

J 879)' This includes the papal tiara and keys placed over the 
portrait, and the flaming urn beneath it. 

14C. Autotype. Oval reduced. 3� x 2'k. Nimbus . 
Frontispiece to the reprint of B. Fisher's Sermons on the 

Seven Penitential Psalms, edited by Rev Kenelm Vaughan 

(London J 888). This, which by the courtesy of F. Vaughan 

is reproduced with this number of the Eagle, only .i ncludes the 

volu\ed rim of the portrait, with the inscription" Fisher, Bish,op 
of Rochester" and the flaming urn. Owing to the Decree of 
Beatification, passed by the Cong.regation of Sacred Rites in  
1886, a nimbus has been added. 

15. CAROLUS RuspI. Oil. 30 in. x 24! in. In the 
possession of Mr Grissell, at Oxford. 

Looks to left. Merely head and chest. 
Supposed to be copied from the Holbein mentioned above 

(Portraits Lost No. I). With the inscription : IOHA NNE S  

l'I SCH ERI US A NGL US, EP. ROFF ENSI S, S. R. E. CA RD INAL IS P RO 

CATH OL ICA FID E CAPIT E ABSCI ND IT UR D IE XXll I UNII A. MDXX-X VI. 

Bought at the sale of Cardinal Bizzarri (created 1 863,t 1877)' 

Carolus Ruspi lived i n  the present century, and worked for a 
considerable time in the Vatican. 

Isa. CAROLUS RuspI. Original drawing for the 

foregoing. Biblioteca Casanatense, Rome. 
Also pointed out by Mr Grissell .  

150. CCopy). Oil. English College at Rome. 

15c. UNKNOWN. Oil r Convent attached to the. 
Basilica of S. Pietro in Vincoli, at Rome. 

Mr Grissell, who has drawn attention to this, says of 
it: "nothing to speak of." "Like mine, but not so carefully 
painted." 

Bought with other pictures from the collection of Cardinal 

Leonardo Antonelli, who died early in  this century. (Information 
supplied by the Abbot of S. Pietro to Mr Grissell). 

16. Lithograph Engraving. Group. Executed m 

Belgium. 16 x IS. 
This was prepared by F. John Morris S. J., an old member 

of Trinity College, Cambridge, some years back. 
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17. H. BARRAUD. Engraving. Group. 22! X IS!. The Eng/t'sh Catholzc Martyrs, 1535-1583. (Lond. 1888.) Bp. Fisher is here one of a group. The portraits 'lre, as far as possible, trustworthy. 

IV. SUPPOSITITIOUS PORTRAIT. 
1. Oil. Property of Major Brooks. 
A bearded Portrait. "It is neither by Holbein," says Dt Woltmann, "nor does it represent Fisher." 
Shown in the Portrait Exhibition in I 866 as by Holbein. 

V. STATUES. 

I. Entrance to St John's College Chapel. 
2. Rochester Cathedral Choir Screen. Executed in 1890. 

For the statues and other memorials of Fisher in the new Roman Catholic Church, Cambridge, we refer our readers to the article which follows. 

IHSHOP FISIIER AND THE NEW ROMAN 

CATHOLIC CHURCH. 

HE Roman Catholic Church of ' Our Lady and 

the English Martyrs' lately opened at Hyde 

Park Cornet, Cambridge, is remarkable not 

more for its conspicuous beauty than for the amount 

of historical and traditional lore which has been set 

forth in its sculpture and painted glass. As one of 

the most notable of the 'English Martyrs' is out 

second founder, Bishop Fisher, it is not surprising 

to find him commemorated in the new church with 

special honour. We extract the following passages 

from an account of the church which has just been 

published. 

p. 2. [In a description of the interior of the Ante-chapel]. 

"The large figure on the right of the doorway, B. John 

Fisher in chasuble, dalmatic, stole, alb and mitre; with crozier 

turned outwards/ in token of his episcopal office." • • • .  " Carry 

the eye up to the bosses in the roof. In the centre the 

CROWN OF THORNS. To the north the letter 'F' for Fisher, 

with the axe of his martyrdom, and above them the episcopal 

mitre. To the south, Bp. Fisher's Cardinal's  Hat above a 

copy of the New Testament, the inscription on which should 

be-Haec est vita aeierlla; ut cognoscalll Te solu1JL Deum 1Jerum 

et Quem misisti Jesum Christum." 

p. S. "The figures at the back of the Baldacchino represent 

B. John Fisher and B. Thomas More." 

p. 9. " Round the Chapel [of All Souls] are the more 

famous names of BB. Margaret Pole, J. Fisher, Ric. Reynolds 

and T. More." 
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p. 1 1 . [The West Window of the Ante-chapel representing 'The Martyrs '] "is arranged in two principal groups,-of the Clergy on the dexter side, with B. John Fisher in their midst, and the Laity on the sinister grouped around B. Thomas More." 

p. 14-. [The Windows in the Tower commemorate the dedication of Our colleges. The left Window contains a figure of our patron, St John.] 
p. 27, &c. [The Windows of the Aisles commemorate the English Martyrs : they] "do not pretend to be historically true in every detail." [The South Aisle,] "because of his being in so many important ways identified with Cambridge, is made a 'Fisher ' aisle and is wholly devoted to scenes from the Life of the Blessed Bishop of Rochester." 
The windows in the South Aisle are thus described: 
" SOUTH AISLE 1. Crossing now to the" Fisher Aisle," the first window (from the west end) represents the Mass at King's College Chapel. In the dexter light, B. John Fisher is blessing the Royal Party from the Altar ; the King's Choristers standing by are ending the Commumo. It being on S. George's Dar, an embroidered banner of the Saint is seen over the stalls. In the sinister light, King Henry VII. and his son Henry VIII., a youth, kneel in their cloaks of the Order of the Garter. As they were then on their way to the Shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham, two costly gifts are shown. The King's mother, Lady Margaret, slands beside them, and three knights 'of 

S. George in the cloaks of  the Garter are in the 

stalls. In the tracery, the red and white rose; the crown in the hawthorn bush; the arms of Henry VII. The legend: Terdbz'Hs esl loms zsle; hze locus Dd est; est porta coeH et vocabzlur aula Dei (Office of the Dedication of a Church). 
SOUTH AISLE 11. (sinister). B. John Fisher's Oratory at Rochester. The Altar is shown as described in the ancient Inventory, with the pyx hanging, the ,representation of the ,head of S. John Baptist, the eight gilt Saints, the hanging'

s, 

scroll, etc. The Lady Margaret Beaufort presents to B. Fisher the deed of Foundation of S. john's College. 
"SOUTH AISLE U. (dexter). B. John Fisher preaching at Paul's Cross. Notice on his cope MA(RIA). He is preaching 

Bt'shop Fz'slzer and the, New Roman Catlw#c Churc!z. 33g, 

from the fifteenth century pulpit (which was afterwards replaced, 

by the Jacobean one). A Sheriff of the City, and others, are 

listening earnestly; some ladies are in a balcony, showing, 

the old custom of people of distinction listening from tem

porary stages erected on purpose, between the buttresses of 

the Cathedral. The great spire of the old Church is seen 

running up into the head of the light. In the tracery" 

S. John's Chalice (for S. John's College), the Tudor Rose, 

and Portcullis. 

"SOUTH AISLE IU. Refusal of the Oaths of Supremacy 

and Succession. I n  the sinister light B. John  Fisher is 

refusing to take the Oath, the preamble of which is held 

by a royal page. Above are the Bishops, some hesitant. 

Cranmer is seated in the centre, with a book of Church 

Laws. In the dexter light King Henry, in fury, is dictating 

a letter to the Convocation; the Royal Arms are seen above 

his head, Cromwell is seated below, and the royal page is 

writing down the message. This scene only pretends to be 

symbolical of  the, real facts, and is  brought together as' 

explanatory of them. The legends: Over the King, You 

shall swear to bear your Faith, Truth, and Obedimce alone to, 

the King's Majesty. Over B. Fisher, As my own conscimce 

cannot be satzsfied, I absolutely njilse the oath. In the tracery, 

the arms of the See of Rochester, of Lady Margaret, and 

the margarite again.  

" SOUTH AISLE IV. (sinister). BB. Thomas More and Fisher 

meeting at the gate of Lambeth Palace; the former kneels 

to receive the blessing of the Bishop, and says to him, "Well 

met, my lord, I hope we shall soon meet in Heaven"; to 

which the Bishop replies, "This should be the way, Sir 

Thomas, for it is a straight gate we are in." Some guards 

are looking on, and one of the Bishop's enemies is standing 

in the porch pointing to the two friend-martyrs. The little 

dog is in allusion to the story told of the B. Chancellor's 

playful judgment about a pet dog claimed by Lady Alice, 

his wife. 

"SOUTH AISLE IV. (dexter). The Blessed Martyr, in shirt 

and rochet only, springs actively up the scaffold, to the surprise 

of all who knew his feebleness from imprisonment and anxiety 

for the Faith,  and spreads his hands towards the sun, now 
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suddenly shining upon his face, and repeats the words of ,the Psalm, Accedzle ad eum et zllu711z'namz'm', el j'ades ves/rae n01Z, conj'itrtdenlur. In' the tracery, the Cross of S. Andrew. On the dexter side, B. Fisher's arms ; on tile sinister, those of. B. Thomas More; at the top, S. Alban's badge." 

With reference to the last emblem, we are reminded that Bishop Fisher " suffered martyrdom, upon St Alban's day " (June 22, 1535). 
p. 40. [In the description of the ex;terior of the Church it is stated that] "the statue in the niche (of the Tower porch) is, of course, tha,t of :j3ISHOP FISHER AS CARDINAL, the most famous Churchman whom the University of Cambridge has. produced." 

It would seem that the other J ohni�n Martyr, Greenwood,'" is not specially commemorated in the church, although in the calendar at the end of our guide we find the name of ' B. William Greenwood lay brother ' among those of the Carthusians, killed by slow starvation in Newgate at the en4 of June 1537. 

• IlaU's Life of Fisher, p. 31 (1655). 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from p, 247.) ��OR the material of previous " Notes " we have 
been indebted to the correspondence ofDr Gwyn. 

'\ In the present instalment will be found letters 
relating to the very beginnings of College history. 
The deciphering of these venerable documents in 
faded ink and crabbed hands has taken much time. 
I have to thank Professor Mayor and Mr G. C. M. Smith 
for their assistance in the work. Several of the 
letters are injured by damp, probably in the transit 
from the writer to the recipient, and some are torn. 
The letter from Hornby to the Brethren of St John's 
Hospital has now a hole in the centre of it. There 
is a transcript of the letter in the Baker MSS, and 
this has supplied us with the missing words. 

The College, as is well known, was founded upon 
the old Hospital of St J olm, which had fallen into 
decay. Acting upon Fisher's advice it was the intention 
of the Lady Margaret to have had this transformed 
into a College of secular students. But as she died 
before her designs had been completed the duty fell 
upon her executors. For an account of the difficulties 
which met them at every step from " an imperious 
pope, a forbidding prince, and a mercenary prelate " 
I must refer my readers to Baker's Hzstory of our 
House and Cooper's Hzstory 0/ the Lady Maf'garet, 
both edited by Professor Mayor. 

At the time of its dissolution there were but three 
Brethren of the old Hospital, Sir Christopher Wright, 
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Sir John Kensharn and Sir Williarn Chandeler. The prefix 'Sir' denotes that they were priests, either of no degree or not yet possessing the Master's degree. Henry Hornby, who was very active in the work of the College, was Secretary and Chancellor of the Foundress, and one of her executors . He became Master of Peterhouse in 1509. The College seems at one time to have possessed a portrait of him, for in Baker's MSS, Vol. 12, fol. 225b, now in the British Museum, we read 
In a chamber of the old Court, next the Bell, formerly part of the old Library, there is a picture of Dr Hornby, as seems to appear by an escutchion. The Arms or, bearing Three Bewgle Horns, betwixt a Chevron Sable, the whole encompass'd with a Bordure as a mark of distinction. 
The letters it will be observed do not contain any indication of the years in which they were written. But we can form an idea of their dates by remembering that, according to the College Registers, possession was given to the executors on the 20th January 15 IO, and that the Chapel was opened by Fisher in July of the year 1516. 

The Bishop of Ely was J ames Stanley, a stepson of the Foundress. 
Robert Shorton the first Master was of Jesus College. He resigned the Mastership of St john's in 1516, and became Master of Pembroke Hall in 1518. 

Addressed: To the felows of Saint Johns House in Cambridge. 
Trusty and wellbeloued I grete you well. And accordinge to my promise made vnto you at your last being wt me I haue endeuored my self to doo the best for you that may lye in me. How be it now I perceyue that suche bulles be obteyned that whether I will or not meanes wilbe founde that ye shalbe removed frome yor house. Wherefor I wol aduise and also desir you to resigne and renounce all such title and interesse as ye haue in the said house in such manr as shalbe deuised by my Chauncellor and Comissary. 

• 
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And I assure you I haue so prouided for you that ye shall 

haue yei-ely viij marces eury pece of you during yor liefes 

besides that I shall be good lord vnto you otherwise. As 

my said Chauncellor and CoIiiissary shall shew vnto you, to 

whom I pray you to yeve credence. At Royston the xv day 
of December 

JA. ELlRN. 

Addressed: To my Lorde of Rochester is good Lordship. 

My lord I comaunde Me vnto you in my moost hertie manr. 
And according to youre desire in your letters sent by my 
Comissary I haue endeuored myself for the good and spedy 

expedicion of the translacion of the house of Saint J ohns 

in Cambrige in ·to a house of Secular Studentes, and haue 

had Maister Conyngesby and other of my Counsaill wtme. 

Whereupon Maister Conyngesby hath made a draght of 

certain Writinges which my Chapellain this berer shall shew 

vnto you to whom It may like you to yeue credence. My 

lorde I wolde be as glad as any lyving creatur to here of 

yor good amendement of yor disease and sikenes. Whereof 

I beseche or lorde sende you good remedy At my manor of 

Hatfielde the xxix day of December 
yor awne 

JA: ELIEN. 

Addresseed: 1'0 my right welbiloued Brethren of Saincte 

Jhones House in Cambrige and to eury of them. 

After my special recomendcions vnto you. I vnderstand by 
Master Barrey this berer ye be not contente any studye or 
labor shulde be made to alter the condicion of yor house in 
to a college of seculare prestes and scolers accordinge to the 
articles countes aduised and determined beytwne my Lades 
grce late the Kinges Grandm decessed (Whom god pardon) 
And my Lord of Ely yor patrone and ordinarye. Verayly 
hir said g,ace of hir deuoute goodly and graciouse mynde 
had to the increse of Vertue and conynge for the maintenance 
of Cristes faith and tender fauor she had to the vniursite 
of Cambrige Willed in her testamente that the issues and 
prouffites of vjC markes of land of hir inheritance beinge in 
feoffment shuld be imployed and bestowed for creacon and 
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stablissinge of the said College Wl a greate numbyr of students 
therein [which] goodly purpose and intente all hir executors 
labor dayly wl greate deligence [to performe and] haue therein 
oppt�yned the kinges licence and the fauorable assente of my 
[said Lord your] patrone. Trusting the said matter and 
blessed entente breuely to take good [effect and conclusion] 
to tbe vniursalI weale of the churche and specially of the 
vniursite of  [Cambrige which] standeth principally in  the 
increase of  niibyr of good and vertuouse studentes [and scolersJ 
And in case hir said will and entente therein shulde not be 
performed (as god forbyd) then the klnges grace will forthwl 
inter in to the said landes and receyue the hole prouittes o f  
the same to  h i s  awn use for eur. Wich shuldbe a meruellose 
greate hurte and losse to the said vniuersite. In consideracon 
whereof it is uerayly supposed that neyther ye ne any other 
good person will endeuor them to lett or hynder the said 
graciouse purpose. Assuring you that prouision 'is deuised 
for yor suilicient lifinge in as good suertie and honeste manr 
as eur ye had befor. Whereunto I shall alway helpe the 
beste I can. As ye may faythfully truste. And as the said 
Maister Barrey can enforme you more at large, vnto whom 
therein and in all other the premisses I haue shewed my 
mynde at lengeth. Wherefor I hertily pray you for the 
casideracions aboue rehersed to be content wl the said 
alteracion and fauorably to helpe and further the said blessed 
intente and purpose. Wich douthlesse shallbe vnto you greate 
honestie and right mertoriouse as know'eth or lorde Who haue 
you in his mTciful gouTnance. At London the xixth day 
ffebruary 

yOT loving frend 
HENRY HORNBY. 

Addressed : To my singular gode lorde my lord of Rochestre, 

My singuler gode lorde I comende me vnto you i my right 
humble and most .hertie manr. And i l ike wyse thanke you 
for yor right lovinge and fauorable lers wich I receyed 
yesterday after viij of the c10k by my felow Corwen yor serunt 
this berer. And albeit I had many grete letters by solenite 
of the fest of Ascension. Absence of crtain persones of 
whom I trusted to halle had ifermacon and shortnesse of 
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tyme for re�dy expedicion of your said seriint according to 

yor desire i yor said lres, Thyse notwithstanding I haue 

made c1ere aswer as well as I can to all and eury articles 

comprised T yor said lres as in  the crtificate of the same wich 

the said berer shall delyer vnto yor lordshippe shall appere 

at large : besechinge or lorde to send you gode and breve 

expedicon of that matter. My lorde of Ely hath fermely 

promised vnto me that he  will by his ordiary power vpon 

cTtain resonable causes remoue the two brethren of Saincte 

J ohnis house r Cambrige to Saincte J ohilis house i Ely. And 

as I am T formed the said brethren haue said of late that 

they will be etent if they be provided for. And what thinges 

yor lordshipp shall herein or 1 any other matters coand I shall 

indeuor me to accapliss,he the same to the best of my powerS 

with or lordes mTcy who haue you alwey i his graciouse 

protel:ion. At Cambrige this Ascension day wt right litell 

leasur scribled wt the simple hand of 
yor awn assured serunt and orator 

HENRY HORNBY. 

----

Addressed : To the right ReuTent ffather yn gode and my 

syngler gude lorde my lorde of Rochestr his gude 

lordshipe. 

My syngler gude lorde yn my moste humble manr I comende 

me vnto yor lordshipe plase it yor gllde lordship I receyuyd 

my lord and maistr my lorde of Ely h is  leWs the x day of 

March dated at his place in Holborn the viij day of March 

whereyn I was streytly comaundet by his lordshipe I shuld 

remoue fro CambTge vnto Ely the late felows of Saynte Johi s  

house yn  CambTge any promyse or bounde made by any 

man to the contry notwithstandyng. My lorde w. greate 

diflicoltye and labor as yor lordshipe will be ynformyd yn 

tyme to come I haue accomplisshde my said lordes comaundmet 

and remouyd the said felows to Ely. They depted fro Cambrge 

towarde Ely the xij day of March at iiij of ye clokke at 

aftrnoone by watr. My lorde I rcceyuyd of them the godes 

of the saide house beying present Sr William Asshton Olyur 

Scales accordynge to an Inventorye made by my said lordes 

comallndmet yn the prsence of Doctor Wiott and Mr ffothede 

and pute them yn saue cllstodye vnto the tyme I haue otherwise 
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yn comaundment. And thus I besech Iesus encrese yor honor to his pleasr and shortly brynge yor lordshipe ynto or parties fro Cambrge the xiij day of March 

By hym yt is bounde to doe yor lordshipe seruyce. 
RIC. HENRISON. 

Addressed : To my right welbeloued Sr John Kensam and Sr WiIliii Chandeler at Ely late brethren of Saincte Johns in Cambrige. And to eithr of them. Aftr my right special! recomendacions vnto you. I pray you to be at London vpon ffryday at nighte nexte comynge accordynge to the comaundment of my lord of Canterbury sent vnto you by John Lam my serunt this berer for suche consideracions as he shal! shewe vnto you more at large. Vnto whom I pray you yeue credence. Vera)'ly trustynge it shalbe to yor speciall well and coforte. Whervnto I shall Indeuor me to the beste I can. And to make yor costes in yor said comynge to London I sende you XXS for eury of you vjs viijd. And thus eur fare ye well. fro London the xxvj day of May. 

yor lovinge frend 
HENRY HORNBY •. 

Addressed : To my right speciaIl gode lord my lord of Rochestre. 
My right speciall gode lord after my due and most hertie recomendacons vnto yor lordshipp this present day I receyued yor right lovinge Ices by my felowe Corwen yor serunt for the wTch I right hertiely thank you. And am veray glad that ye purpose to be at Cambrige to kepe my lades anniursary and that my lord of Wynchester and ye be mynded to haue it the day of her decesse and truly I was and am of the same opinion and minde. As Mr Tomson the Mr of Crstes College I suppose hath she wed vnto yor lordshipp byfor this tyme. The vniursite shall haue knowlege therof and all other thinges shalbe prouided accordinge to yor mynde. And as touching wytncsses of my lades will and mynde cocrnynge Saincte J ohnis house i Cambrige our and above the persones rehersed i yor said Ices Mr Doctores Whitstaunce, Denton and Harrington ; wlch at my said lades request deuised the bill to be 

• 
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assigned by hir grce and my lord of Ely can and will testifye 

the trouthe if they be requyred. Also Mr Cristofer Midleton 

did see and rede the bill assigned wt my lord of Elys awn 

hande concernynge the coUrintes bytwen my lady and hym 

for that matter at Mr dean of Paules place. When yor lordshipp 

desyred Mr Whitstaunce and hym to deuise a writinge to be 

sealed by my lorde of Ely, and the prior and Chapter of Ely. 

Also many of the Quenes seruntes wich then serued my lady i 
household (as I haue desired this said berer yor serunt to shew 

vnto you) can testifie therein the trouthe Our this the bill 

signed wt my lord of Elys hand of the couenntes betwen my 

lady and hym, made i hir life tyme is a go de withnes thereof. 

wich I send vnto you by this berer at this tyme. Also the 

kinges lres patentes and my lord of Elys graunte vnder his 

seale and cofirmed by the Chaptor seale euidently reporte 

my said lades will and mynd i that behalfe. And thus I haue 

shewed yor lordshippe my poor mynde cocernynge yor demaunde 

I that matter. And what shall please you to comande me from 

tyme to tyme I shall indeuor me for accomplisshment thereof 

to the best I can with or lordes mrcy who haue yor gode 

lordshipp eur i his graciouse protecon From Cambrige the 

xviij of luyn with the simple hand of 
yor awn serunt and orator 

HENRY HORNBY 

Addressed : To the . ryght reurent fader in god hys especyall 

good lord my lord off Rochesters good lordshipe, 

Ryght reurende fadr in go de my especyall good lord in my 

most humble wyse I recomende me vnto yowr good lordship 

and Wher it hath pleasyd yowr lordship off yowr good mynde 
vnto me & by . yowr good meanys to prfer me vnto yowr 

colege off San lohn'is : it is the thynge my good lorde that 
passythe my lityll for me or myne to recopense it vnto yowr 

lordship ; but oonly indeuer me to doo tbat thynge therein 

(whan it cometh to passe) that shalbe to the honor off go de 
furtherance off lernynge and contentacon off yowr lordshipe 
wherein I shall apply me to the uttermoste of my power 
wt the love off go de : and as cocernynge yowr comandment 
yevyne vnto me by this berer and by yowr letters I haue 
doon my dylygts therein in part as recevide the a thousand 
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pownde as this berer kan certyfy yowr lorshipe, ·or heraftt to doo to complisse the' recede we off the sayme. as for the scolers for who yowr lordsh ip is movyd to take vnto yowr said colege. it is soo my lord that Sr John Weste is thought most abyU off thos iii named to yor lordshipe for lyncolnshire as for the principal! of Sant Thomas Hostell allthowe he be competently lernyd he is no thing p'sonabyll. I haue send vnto yor lordshipe herein c10sytt the namys of such psonis as is thovght good vertuose & lerned and men tractabyll. As for Maistr Shaas and Maistr Foster wyll nott take it. My lord my daly prayer ye shall haue accordyng vnto my dewty as god knowyth whom I beseche p'serve yow to hy8 pleasure : from Cambryge the vj th day off February 

yowr daly orator 
ROBERT SHORTON 

Addressed: To my right special! good lord my lord of Rochestre. 
My special! gode lord after my due and full hertie recoiiiendacions vnto yor lordshipp sith my late writinges vnto you the Maistr of Cristes College hath desyred me to pray yr lordshipp that he may recyue of you money to finysshe diuTse workes r the said College necessary to be don. the taryinge whereof is to theyr grete hurte and annoyance. and i likewise at Malton. where ctain reparacons must nedes be don (as vpon bernes wherei n  corn must nedys be putt) byfore hervest now at hand. And truly I ctainly knowe the said necessities r both places. and as I perceyue by the said Maistr he hath no money of the Colleges to performe the p'misses. Wherefore gode my lord I hertily beseche you to delyur vnto hym such money at this tyme for the intent abovesaid as ye shall thinke conuenient. Our this Vmfry Wal!oote i lent last past as I doubt not yor lordshipp hath i remembraunce was at Lambeth wt yor lordshipp and there by space of vi or vij dayes toke grete labour to make a draght of all the godes late my lades, whom or lorde pardon, and he his ij seriinte� and i ij horses taried i London that season only for that cause, to his grete coste as he affirmeth, and as yet he had no peny neither for his said costes ne lab or. And veraly he hath also taken this weke passed grete payn I makinge the accomptes 

f. 
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of the said College. And was wt the said Maistr at a lordshipp 

of theres bysides Lincoln, wlch as the Maistr reporteth by 

gode policy and meanes of the said Vmfry shalbe lproved 

yerly to the behove of the same College xx' or thereaboughtes. 

Wherefor i consideracion of the p'misses I beseche you be 

vnto hym gode lorde and to reward hym as ye shall thinke 

best. And what seruice it shall like you to coiiiaunde me 

I shall effectually indeuor me for accomplisshment thereof to 

the best of my litell power with or lordes mrcy who have 

yor said gode lordshipp allwey i his blessed gournaunce. 

Scribled wt litell leasr the xvth day of J uyn wt the simple 

hande oJ 
yor lovinge serunt and orator 

HENRY HORNBY 

Addressed : To the ryghte reurende fadr in god bys especaU 

good lorde my lorde off Rochesters good lordship. 

( The beginning of this letter is torn.) 

We may haue I thynke wood . • . .  to vs suffycyently to serue 

for burnynge off bryke ffor this yere yff we may by a grose 

of Maistr Swthwell whyche is in Cotton, hys seruand sayth 

yt he wyll fell it & that we shall haue it befor any other, as 

Maistr Hornby can schew yowr lordship. We haue sent Swann 

the mason ffor slatt & frestone & takyn to hym xli to make 

barganys for it. My lord no off thes barganys had beyn 

made wtout I had schewed bothe to Maistr Hornby & to 

Maistr ffothede that I had mony & so I was in maner com

pellytt to schew them yt I hade mony. Maistr Homby was 

very Inquysytyve off me whan it cay & be whom. I schewytt 

hyrri yt it cay be on off yowr 10rdshipes seruands bott I knew 

nott hys naym. My lord Maistr Hornby is myndyt to haue 

Scales maistr of the workes. Whych I thynk wold be dilygent 

for the tyro off hys presens In the town, bott I thynke verely 
he hath so mony matyrs & so grett besynes that he may 

nott att all tymys be prsent. Whych must nedys be yff the 

workes shuld go well forwart. Wherfor aftr my power mynde 

savyng yowr lordshipes beW avyys provycyon must be made 
to haue oon prest whych wyll diligently apply it & cotynually 
be prsent. My lord What that I can do in thes thynges 
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or in any other thynges cocernyng the sayme I shalbe att all tymys redy & yowr lordship shall haue my daly praer acording to my dewty as god knowyth Who eur preserue yowr lordship. from Cambryg �he xij day of February 

yowr daly orator 
ROBT. SHORTON 

AddreSStd .' To my right speciall gode lord my lord of Rochester. 
My right speciall gode lord I comaunde me vnto you I my most hertie manner. And i like wyse thank you for yor lovinge lres wlch I late receyued by my felow Corwen yor serunt. Whereby I perceyue ye be appoynted by the kinges comaundment to repayre you breuely towardes Rome. In wlch iorney I beseche or lorde to send you gode and prosperose passage and retorne. And as touchinge yor desyr to haue Henry Dey my serunte to serue you i yor said Iomey : truly I myght better spare all my other seruntes than hym fbr he receyueth all such money as  is due vnto me from tyme to tyme and makys all my reconynges and paymentes and is  right trew and wyse and diligent and ean do right gode and honest seruice. N otwithstandinge if he were moche better than he is, he and any other thiuge that I haue shalbe allway redy at yor comaundment. And upon Wednesday next coinge I and he shall god willing be with yow at Lambeth. And then bring wtme a geldinge of myn on of the best and surest that I haue. Wich I shall leve vnto yor lordshipp to bere my said seriint. Veraily trustinge that he shall do you go de seruice, he is suer of labor and fayr. I haue no moo but other four abill to labor such a Iomey at this tyme as I haue pryed the Mr of Saincte J ohnis to shewe vnto yor lordship at length. Wich with Oluer Scales cometh at this tyme vnto you. With theyr bookes to make theyr reconynges vnto you. Ctainly after my knowledge they both haue endeuored them right diligently to theyr grete payne and labo's • • • •  police and wisdom prouiffitably to spede the bildinges and workes of Saincte J alms College and all other causes apperteinynge vnto the same. Not • • • •  if they haue money suiliciet : all the said billdinges shalbe (god willinge) . . . •  aft' Michaelmas next coinge as they can enforme yor said . . . • 
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more at large. Grete pitie it were that nowe the same should 

be . . . .  I any wyse delayed. Wherefore gode my lorde prouide 

after yor . . . •  that they shall not want any thinge necessary to 
the . • • •  expedicion of the s2!.id bildinges. And what I can or 
may do • . • .  thereof shalbe at all seasons redy to the best of 
my power • • • •  verayly trust with or lordes mrcy. Who haue 

you my • • • .  I his graciouse pteccion. ffrom Cambrige the 
xxijti • • . .  the simple hand of 

yor awn prest and serunt 
HENRY HORNBY. 

In the last letter it will be noticed that reference 

is made to Fisher's journey to Rome. This enables 

us approximately to fix its date. For in IS 1 2 Fisher 

and others were appointed special ambassadors from 

Henry VIII to attend the fifth Lateran Council 

summoned by Pope J ulius to meet in April of that 

year. The Commission was revoked and others sent. 

But Fisher's appointment was again renewed in 1 5 1 5 ,  
and though in  the end he does not seem to  have 

proceeded to Rome he appointed in that year Richard 

Chetham, Prior of Ledes in Kent, and another to be 

his proctors to transact episcopal business during 

his absence. To this period the two letters which 

follow most probably belong. It look� as if Chetham 

was procuring foreign money for the journey. 

Addressed : To my lord of Rochesters good lordeship. 

Myn awn singler good Iorde in my mooste hertiest manr I 

comaunde me vnto your good lordeship And forasmoche as 

I am enfo'med that now shortely ye god willing goo into 

far parties by yonde the Sea as the Kinges Ambassedr in  which 

J o'nay I shall pray to or lorde send you prosperious helth 

and good spede. I must beseche your lordeship to be soo 

good lorde vnto me as to haue me in yor remebraunce 

cocernynge thobligacions wherein I was bounden vnto my 

ladies grace whose soule Jhu pardon. And that it wolde 
please you to let me haue theym at this season by my CoiTIis
sary this berer Whereby ye shall bynde me to owe you suche 
pleas' as may lye in me to the vttermost of my power during 
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my lief. And further my lorde I mooste hertely thank you that it hath pleased you to be soo good lorde vnto me in my great matier of restitucion Which I pray god I may deserue vnto you. My lorde I haue bene bolde to put you in a procuracye wl my lorde of Wynchester and my lorde of Norwich to be for me at this couocacion as and if I were there my self wherein I must hertely pray you to take payne and make aunswer for me in all causes as well coceryg me, if Doctor Robynson wolde make any busines, as in all other causes which shall be comoned of these And ye shalbe assured of me at yof comaundement As or lorde knowl who send yeu long well to fare A Somrsham the fyrst day of February 

yors eUrmore 
JA : ELIEN. 

Addressed : To the Singler good Lorde my Lord of Rochester. My lord I haue been at ffrystoball and Lowes la ffauor ys banke to know the " best manr of Change and their they hold a dukette large at iiij·. viijd. And a dukette de Camar" at iiij·. vijd. but I thynke they wyll abate ob in the dukett. On of the shewed me he had ben wl you. Ther is anodre yl wyll delyur a duket large for iiij·. vijd. And de Camar for iiijs. vd. o b. And it pleys you to comand me at yor pleasure when I shal come to you and wl Mr Metcalfe to write yor stuffe. I trust now I shall shewe yor lordshippe where it may be well and save 
By yor owen subiect the 

pryOf of Ledes. 

Rochester being on the high road from Dover to London, the Bishop had his full share of state pageantry. The following letter from the Council belongs to the year 15 1 4. 
A ddrlssed : To my Lorde of Rochestr. 
My Lorde we comende vs vnto you in 0" herty maner So it i s  the kinges grace hath knowlege that an ambassador sent from the poopes holynes to his grace wl a sworde and cap of mayntennce is  corn en to Calais and intendith to take shipping to arrive at Dovor Wherupon it is appointed that the pr of 
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cristeschurche of Canterbury shal mete wl the said ambassador 
beyonde Canterbury and so to entertayn hym in his house 
and afterwarde vpon monycion to be geven to hym shal 
conduyte hym to some place conuenient betwene Sitihgborne 
and RCichester Where the king hath appointed that your 
Lordship the Mr of the rolles and Sir Thomas Bole¥n shal 
mete wl hym and so conduyte hym to London. Wherefore 
the kinges gee willeth and desireth you that after the komyng to 
Rochester of the said Mr of the rolles and Sir Thomas Boleyn 
and knowledge by you had of the arrival of the said 
ambassado" at Canterbury ye then geue knowlege to the said 
pror of Cristeschurche when ye shalbe in redynes to receyue 
the said ambassador So that he may accompanye hym to the 
place betwene you to be appointed accordingly and thereupon 
ye wol entertayne the said ambassador and so to conduyte 
hym to London as is aforesaid And in case ye be not nowe 

at Rochestr ye wol vpon knowlege herof repaire thider where 
the Mr of the roUes and Sir Thorns Boleyn shal be wl you 
accordingly And we present yor lordship at Baynrd Castel 
the xijth day of may, 

T. NORFOLK, R. D ORSETT, RI. WINTON , T. DURESME. 

Besides this the two documents which follow refer 

to like ceremonies. 

To convaye and brihge to Westminster on thursdaie next 

comyng be ix of the dolt afore none unto the quere wher 

there's made redy a place fot these ambassadors folowing is  

appointed this busshop lordes and knight ensueihg. 

ffurst for the popes ambassador-the busshop of Rochester 

ffor the ambassador of ffrance-my lord of Sent Jones 

ffor the ambassador of Spayrte-my lord Barneys 

ffor the ambassador ofVenyse-Sr Edward Roward. 

that The names of the Lordes and oother 

shall receyve themperors ambassadors at 

Dovor and to covey theym to Dertford. 

ffyrst the Bysshop of Rochcstre 1 wt the Lorde Barghen 
And the Lorde of Seynt Jhones ) 

y 

Sir Gilbt Talbot
Sir Edward Ponynges
Doctor West-

wl the GOyernor of Brest 
wt Doctor Plough 
wt the President. 
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For the metyng which shalbe on the . . . .  and 
to covey theym to the lodgynges. 

ffyrst the Lorde Stewarde } -wt the Lorde Bargheny. And the Busshop of Worcestr 
The Bysshop of Rochestr 1 -wt the Gournor • . • •  and my Lord of Seynt Johnes f 
Sir Gilbt Talbot I _ 

wt Doctor Plough and maistr Ponynges f 
Maistr Brandon
Doctor West-

wt the President 
wt the Provost. 

The following letter from Sir George N evill third 
Lord Bergavenny seems to shew that the good Bishop 
occasionally found time for field sports. 

Addressed : To my good lord of Rochestr his good lordship. 

My lord in my right hertie maner I recomaunde me vnto 
your good Lordship. And in like wise thanke you for your 
kynde reniembraunce and samond sent vnto me at thys tyme 
which . . . .  good & right deynty in this hethe contrey . . . .  
Lordship giveth me thanks for the poor venyson . . • .  my Lord 
I desyre not somoche therefor. But if suche game as I have 
in those pties may do you pleasyr It may please you to send 
to the keper and he shal hUnt for you at suche tyme as ye 
shal geve hym in coruaundment Or ells i f  it  shal please yoti 
to se youre greyhounds run at any tyme either wtin or wtout 
I haue comaunded my kepet to geue you attendance & make 
you suche dispoort as if I w.er there present which I beseech 
you to take when it shal best l ike you. 
Also please it your good lordship to vnderstand that my lord 
Chancellor & the chief Justice wt other Justices of the peas 
nowe at Canterbury haue determyned for the levying of the 
kinges subcidie and devided the lathes of the shire among 
which they haue devided to yor good lordship my lord Cobham 
and me wl others iustices of the peas the lathe of Ayllisford 
wheryn be xv hundredes. Sith that tyme dyuerse of the 
Justices haue been wt me and it is determined among vs i f  
your lordship be  so pleased to foIIowe suche direction as ' 
my lord of Canterbury hath taken Or otherwise as yor lordship 
shal thynk good. And to then tent yor lordship shuld more 
perfectly vnderstand the said  direction by vs taken I haue 
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written to Edward Colepeper to give his attendance vpon 

your good lordship for the ascerteynyng you of the same and 

I trust shortly to be in those par�ies and geve myne attendance 

vpon yor lordship my self by grace of Jhu Who ever preserve 

you from my lodge of Erige this present friday b.y 
your assured 

G. BERGAVENNY. 

The two letters which follow shew the Bishop 

as the man of letters and the Chancellor of the 

University. Fothede succeeded Fisher as Master of 

Michael House in 1505. Rotheram College was 

founded by Thomas Scott alz'as Rotheram in 1481 

for a Provost, five priests, six choristers and three 

m asters of grammar, music, and writing. The statutes 

of the College are said by Dugdale to be in the 

Treasury of Sidney Sussex College . .  

Addressed : To my singler good lord of Rochestr• 

Right honorable and my singler good lord I recomaund me 

vnto yor lorc1shype thynkyng very longe for yor lordshyp 

by cause of Saynt J ohns House. I beseche or lord send it 

a good end. My lord of late Maist. Robert Cutler Provost 

of Rotheram was wt me, He clamyth not wt stondying his 

promocion to continue felow wt us saying that it is not worth 

to hy Cs. by the yer, verely he was instituted to thole valor 

of his prol'ostrye And he in possession by the license of the 

bushop graunted a pesion of Xli owt of h i s  lyuelod. For 

vnto that he was in possession he coulde not graunte it. And 

so that possession wt hys owne gift avoydethe hy of or felow

shyp as me secmeth . For by our Statute if he be promoted 

to the valor of Cs. he shuld as sese of 0' funders exhibicion. 

In good faith my lord I could be as well content wt Mr Cutler 

for hy self as wt any man bot if that prsident of promoted 

men shuld entr i n  to or place I thynke or place shuld shortly. 

cum to nowght  for he is bownden to tary at hys College 

half ye yeyr. And in or College si in eadem domo studere 

neglexerit dum potens fUe?--it ad studmdum a ut remissus notabiliter 

ex#ten't cesset tunc omnino ejus persolla exhibitzimem domo predicta 

ita quod nichil inde percipiat in jitlurum haec sunt verba statutorum 

ultra aNa ut satis noverit domina/i� veslra. And not only in 
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him bot in all other that shall take example hereof it shalbe 
greet hynderaunce of lernyng dekey of or seruice And few 
or none to tary at home to pray for our found�r and to kepe 
his messes. My lord I beseche yor lordship to loke well of 
thys mattr, for if it shuld passe it shuld be a matr of greet 
conscience and likely destruction of or poor house. For I 
dowt not but meny walbe glad to take a benefice and to 
geve a pension so that he may baue a rowme of a felow 
still. The whiche I am well assured was neur or founders 
myn. He saith he wilbe ruled by yor lordship. I wer loth 
the place shuldbe put to trowble. Sense lente he had non 
advantage therof nor now shalhaue to that I her yor lordshypes 
p leasor. And thus or lord haue you eur in his blessed kepyng 
scribled in yor College of Saynt Mighill the vjth day of 
Nouember wt thand of yor prest and bedman 

JOHN FOTHED 

Addressed : Rdo ac prestanti in Chro PalIi ac domzno D. Jo. 
Roffensi. Epzscopo domino meo colendiss. 

In Anglia. 
Accepi hodie Wteras a Thoma Porto quibus uerbis tuis mihi 
iussit ut indagarem si apud bibliopolas comperirentur cart ones 
J o. Aniani viterbiensls super uniuersa sacra scriptura. ColJustro 
i l l ico fere omnes et tantum Antiquitates eius inuenio parisii 
impressas ubi (si quae alia eius uolumina extant) inueniri 
autumant. Non tamen Aniani sed Jo. Anii inscriptio est. 
Si post hac theologiam eius inuenero : D. tuam Reverendam 
et certiorem faciam et in aduentum tuum servari curabo. Munus 
tuum iam dudum accepi et gra/iarum tibi lti'feras conscripsi 
que (ut ? conscriptae sunt) in hoc cardine uertuntur ut szc ob 
tam memorabilem in me benignitatem tu am fidem constantiam 
offzcium, omnem denique operam meam tibi antea semper 
destinatam iam et uoueam el conservem. Vale. 

Roma octao Idus Junii 

Nihil gratius ex Anglia huc feres quam anulos a Rege sacratos 
mirum in modum hic et a Magnatibus expetU1ztur. 

Addictus Tuus 
Jo : RENATUS 
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I have as yet found only one letter written by 

Fisher himself. It appears to be written to a bishop, 

perhaps the Bishop of Winchester, on some matter 

relating to the Lady Margaret's estate. The letter is 

torn and the words in brackets are only conjectural. 

Nunc pater si non a[? diuerJis quam primum vereor ne  res 

domine nostre tui am[? antissimeJ magnam iacturam acceptura 

sit. Sic sane [? aliquib Jus elapsis diebus misl quemdam ad 

Compton qui [ J satis vicinus est. Illum oraui ut curaret 

[? litterasJ quasdam in causa domine manu Regia assigna[? riJ. 

Quod et recepit facile se facturum. Sed quum vetus exemplar 

earum non satis responderet, immo discreparet non nichil, vt  

pote per summam sex librarum, Id vbi Regia maiestas intel

lexerit, noluit apponere manum. Quamobrem nisi tua paternitas 

opem tulerit, in hac re desperamus penitus. Misi igitur 

ambas litteras dominacioni tue ut perspicere posses vnde sit 

natus hic error. Non en/m exspectamns ex eis plures patentes 

litteras ex hanaperis quam tres quas et Rex ipse ab initio 

promisit ut constare potest sua manu. Error itaque si quis 

fuerit, in nobis certe non est sed in Epzscopo Dnnelmensi 

solu11l, cuius iussu littere priores confecte sunt. Tua paternitas 

felix valeat. Ex Lamhethe 
Jo. ROFFENSIS. 

NOTlr.. - Contarini Paleologus p. 142 •  

Our Sub-librarian, Mr Sayle, inserted a ' Query ' in Notes and Queries, 

as to the identity of this nobleman. Mr Thos. H. Baker, writing from 

:Mere Down, Mere, Wilts, replies as follows (Notes and Quen'es, Ser. 7. x. 

Sep. 2;, 1 890) : 
" In the churchwardens' accounts of the parish of Mere, amongst the 

payments to briefs &c . •  in the year 1622/3 is the following entry ' To Contarini 

Paleologo at two sev'all collec'cons iiijs.' From this it would appear that 

a collection was made for him throughout the country." 

R, F. S. 
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THE FIRST ATHLETIC SPORTS IN CAMBRIDGE. 

m�. THLETIC Sports were formally introduced into 
� the University of Cambridge in the year 1855. - -

If it be asked, " what brought them ? "  the answer is this : In that year the la�e Prince Consort visited Cambridge, as its Chancellor, and some J ohnian Undergraduates, while waiting about to give him a welcome, indulged in foot-racing in their College grounds. The winner, speaking perhaps a little too boastfully of his success, was challenged and beaten next day by a member of the COllege. Rumours of this spread beyond the College walls, and a few days later on the J ohnian was invited to try conclusions with a Trinity man who enjoyed a reputation for great pace. The two met in a hundred yards' spin in the Trinity backs, and the Johnian won . St John's now got up what was facetiously called a " Johnian Derby," to be held on Fenner's ground. A programme of " Events " was drawn up. Entries (limited to the College) were invited, and competitors were soon forthcoming and in training. This ' programme consisted of 
(I) A Flat race of 1 00 yards, for which there were 3 2 entries (run in 5 heats : the 1 st of 16 pairs, the 2nd of 8, and so on, the 5th heat being the " Final "). (2 )  Throwing the Cricket Ball. 

(3) A Hurdle race, 200 yards, 1 2  flights, for which there were 12 entries (run in 3 heats of 4 each heat, with a final heat for the 3 previous winners). (4 ) Sixteen Hops. (5) Putting Stone ( r 4  Ibs). (6) . H igh Jump. (7) Long Jump. (8) Mile Race. 
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The Sports took place on Fenner's Ground on  the 
afternoons of the 1 9th and 2 0th November 1855 ; 
and the winners of the several events were 

Event I-Jackson. 
" 2�Gilston. 
" 3-Harknes5. 

" 4-McCormick* (cleared 51 yards). 
" 5-Williams. 
" 6-McCormick and Lawrance Ca tz'e) . 
" 7 -Sykes. 
" 8-Fisher ( 1 4  started). 

The following is  a copy of some " impromptu " lines 
written for the occasion by a member of the College, 
an imaginary betting list accompanying his verses :-

THE JOHNIAN DERBY. 

I've something now to tell you, 
I've something to tell you : 

'Tis all about the Derby, Sir, 
For Wednesday at two. 

Sir, 

The Derby do you <;:ry, Sir, 
The Derby do you say ? 

Aye ! Epsom Downs have come, 
At the 'Varsity to stay. 

Sir, 

The sun sees no new thing, good Sir, 

So pray do not complain : 
For did not Birnam wood, good Sir, 

Once go to Dunsinane ? 

I ' ll promise you good sport, S ir, 
Of every kind. They'll run 

The hundred yards, as lightning, 

Just greased, to help the fun. 
Sir, 

• Now Vicar of Hull and Canon of York. 
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The mile, the Malt and " Hops," Sir, 
With which to wash it down : 

And e'en encased in Sacks, Sir, 
They'll stumble on a Crown. 

All these and many more, Sir, 
Of our old English sports, 

Will draw a " wapping " lot, Sir, 
Within great Fenner's Courts. 

Here is a list of all, Sir, 
The " running horses " then ; 

With all the latest odds, Sir, 
Upon the leading ten. 

And if you'll back my tip, Sir, 
1 000- 1 you'll get : 

For certain 'tis, the winner, Sir, 
Will be the " Johnian pet." 

LATEST BETTING. 
Hundred Yards Race. 

Even on Lord John." 
3 - 2  against Tany Lumpkin.t 
4 - 1  The Niggert (by Dnd out o f  Master of Maudlz'lI). 

10-[ The Ditton Publican. 
12-[ " Frosty Headed B. 
[ 5- 1  " Blue Peter. 
30-[ " La Maison Blanche. 
50- 1 Juda! (not Iscariot) .... 

100-1 " Bombastes Whiskeroso. 
IOOO - l  " The Johnian Pet. 

Mile Race. 

Even on " The Bishop of Roif, 1 754.' 

3 -2 against The Freshman. 
2 - 1  Powder and Shot. 

10- I Out of the Camp (vide Livy). tt 
By Electric Telegraph. 5-4 against Welsh Rabbit.it 

• John Russell Jackson. 
t Anthony Wilkinson. 
t Nigel N eville . 

• •  Williams. 
tt D. De Castro. 
H O. J. Owen. 
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Hurdle Race. 

2 - 1  against Harkaway. * 

3 - 1  Bulstrode's Co. 

4 - 1 What-now ! (out of Gymnasium). 

1 0 - 1  

1'000 - 1  

" 
" 

XAWpOS. 

Chaw'd up. 

Thus the 1 9th November 1855 is the birthday, alnd 

St John's College is the birth-place of Athletic Spo.rts 

in the University of Cambridge. This College held 

its second meeting in 1 856 ; and other colleges held 

their first. In this same year " U  ni versity Sports " 

were promoted and held. Nor had Cambridge long 

to wait for a worthy rival, for Oxford was S0011 busy 

on similar lines, and in  due course matters ripened 

for those popular inter-university meetings at Lill ie

bridge or the Queen' s  Club, which assist in giving 

healthful exercise and pleasure to so many, year hy 

year. J. R. J. 

* J. C. Harkness. 



" A  PACQUET OF GOOD ADVICE 
AS WELL FOR PERSONS IN STA TU PUPILLARI AS FOR SUCH AS BE OF RIPER YEARS. " 

•��VEN readers of the Eagle are sufficiently familiar ,a with the attempt of an enterprising firm of publishers to reduce all human wisdom to the form of a compendium, and so to fulfil the desire of a restless eye that searches for knowledge as for hid treasure. Cassell' s Popular Educator satisfies the hungry soul, but we should find ourselves in error if we assumed that the need the Popular Educator supplies is peculiar to the Victorian age. The literary ghoul who haunts second-hand bookshops, and digs in the ' twopenny tray,' would be able to introduce us to an Educator nearly two centuries older than the one we know, dating back to the dim unlighted days, even before the founding of the great house of Cassell itself. 
Tlte Young Man's Compamon was prepared by one William Mather, in the year of our Lord 1 7 l O. History is silent concerning his character, and he does not appear to have written any other books. The bibliographers know nothing of him except that his volume is 1 2  moo and that it discourses of the principles of Arithmetic, ETC. It is with the ETC. that we are chiefly concerned. The work of this unknown author, arithmetic and all, is of modest dimensions (some 470 small pages), but it gathers within its compass all that a young man of those days could with any decency desire to know, from the ' preserving of 
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Barberries ' and the ( pickling of Walnuts ' to Tray 
Weight and Te Deum Laudamus. The author himself 
claims in his preface that his book is ( useful to all 
persons, but more especially to Accomptants, Writing
Masters, Surveyors, Masons, Carpenters, Bricklayers, 
Plaisterers, Glasiers, Gardeners &c., ' that it educates 
youth in the knowledge and love of Religion, that 
the perusal of it is ' for the good of Soul and Body,' 
and that it treats exhaustively ' Measuring, and Gunter's 
Line.' Instructions for ' extinguishing a Chimney on. 
fire ' are to be found within easy distance of the 
' Weights and Measures mention'd in Holy Scriptures,' 
and from ' the Globe of the Earth with remarks upon it ' 
we speedily pass to a dissertation upon ( Marmalade 
of Quinces .' 

As many of us, in  spite of the Popular Educator, 
do not possess an adequate knowledge concerning 
Marmalade of Quinces, and as the good Mather's 
work is daily becoming rarer, the writer of this paper 
ventures to make a few selections from his collected 
wisdom for the benefit of the ' sober Young Man ' 
who reads his Eagle regularly, and subscribes for it 
on the five . years' system. 

From the preface, which is full of miscellaneous 
precepts, we glean sound advice concerning methods 
of study. With a prophetic appreciation of the value 
of our lecture system, our author writes :-' Young 
Man, Read or Study not above one Hour at a Time, 
and then walk or work in a Garden (Man's first 
healthful Employment, Genesis 2. 1 5 )  another Hour 
of some stirring Exercise of Body (as thy Time will 
admit)  and when thou art weary, sit down to Read 
(which may be called Rest) not leaning thy Breast 
against a Table (for that may occasion a Consumption ) 
and then thy Faculties will be fresh, and thou may'st 
study another Hour with Delight.' 

Having unburdened his mind of this exhortation, 
our Author p1unges at once with a clear Conscience 
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z"n 11tedeas res. Since among children ' there is scarce 
One in Twenty that writes tolerable Engkslz ; and 
this Defect is to be found amongst Persons of Either 
Sex, as well those who are descended from wealthy 
Parents, and are of good Parts, as others of meaner 
Birth ; who, notwithstanding many of them can write 
good Sense, and a fair Hand, yet often times commit 
such Errors in Spelling as exposes them to the 
Laughter and Derision of others, and so makes them 
ashamed to express their Minds in Writing, to the
great Prejudice of their Affairs ; to Accommodate such, I have,' says our author, ' Collected and Digested the 
following Rules and Dzrectz'ons, which, I doubt not, 
will be of great Use to all Pious Young Men and 
Women, who seek after Knowledge in the fear of 
the Lord.' And here accordingly follow eight and 
thirty pages of ' Directions for Spelling, Reading and ·Writing true English.' 

Lest the Young Man should be weary of well doing, these ' Directions ' are followed by a number of quotations from ' Judge Hale's Contemplations in his Account of the Good Steward ' in prose, varied by ' The aforesaid Author on Solitude in verse,' a couple of hymns, and a Version of the Command
ments. All this, however, is only a concession to the frivolous side of man's nature, and we soon find ourselves again at more solid business . For 40 pages 
we are learning to hold a pen properly, to make red 
ink, and to write a good hand. ' I  have found it most 
beneficial for Youth in general, '  says our author, 
' to learn to write one plain Hand for Business ; and as for Flourishing great Letters to begin their Copies, they are as needless as long Periwigs.' He then 
proceeds to accumulate a vast collection of moral 
Sentiments intended to serve as head-lines. From these we select three for quotation-the first because 
it is historically true, the second because it displays 
much boldness of imagination, and the third because 
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it is likely to be useful to men who keep on the ground

floor and never sport their oaks. ( 1) ' Diversity of 

Opinions in matters of Religion commonly is the 

ground of a Civil War, and Ambition its Support.' 

(z )  ' Rude and Morose Behaviour in Conversation 

is as absurd as a round Quadrangle in the Mathe

matics.' ( 3 )  ' Visits made or received are usually 

an intolerable Consumption of Time, unless prudently 

ordered ; and they are for the most part spent in vain 

and impertinent Discourses.' 
A section on Writing is naturally followed by a 

Complete Letter Writer. The Sober Young Man 

having learnt the art will naturally desire an opportunity 

of exercising it. The selection of letters is a large 

one, including ' A Son's Return of Thanks for Good 

Education,' ' A  Letter from an Elder Brother to a 

Younger, exhorting him to a good Behaviour and 

seemly Carriage,' ' A  Letter from an Apprentice to 

his Friends in the Country,' and ' A  Letter from a 

Gentleman to a Gentlewoman to beg Pardon for an 

Offence.' Our author also attempts, without much 

success, to grapple with the most difficult of epistolary 

problems in his ' Letter of Consolation to a Lady on 

the Death of her Brother.' To readers of the Eagle 

only one of the collection is likely to be practically 

useful, and this we extract for their benefit. 

A Lef/er from a Scholar, t"nvilz"ttg his Cousin 10 be/aRe 

Mmself 10 Leartu'ng. 

DEAR COUSIN, 

The Kindness I have for you cannot be· 

easily expressed ; and not only for your P�rson, but 

your future Happi ness and Welfare, which you can 

secure no better Way, than by Learning ; it will 

prove a fast and faithful  Friend to 'you, when those 

Friends you too fondly rely on may fail you. 

Wherefore, let me intreat you, not any longer to. 

Triile away your Time, in pursuing Things lighter 
than vanity, but leaving those childish Extravagancies,. 

VOL . XVI. B B  B 
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betake yourself to your Book ; for certain, did yOU 
know what Sweet Content and Pleasure I find in my 
Studies you would not be long absent from me. 

However, let me hear from you, and know how 
you stand affected in this Thing ; till then, I rest 
in Expectation of an Answer, and am 

Your very Loving Cousin, 
ADAM TRUE. 

Evidently Adam 
term to read, while 
for the Cesarewitch. 

True had come up early in die 
his cousin wanted to stay down 

Incidentally our author reminds us that a ' Letter 
of a piece of Paper, or a whole Sheet, is two Pence 
by the Post 80 miles or under, if carried above 80 
Miles, three Pence : But if your Letter be of two 
pieces of Paper enclosed, it's double the Price Carriage. 
A Letter of an Ounce weight, is 8d, above 80 Miles I S. 

' Tis said the Post goes 1 20 Miles in 24 Hours . '  
Every provision i s  made for the contingency of 

the Sober Young Man moving in  circles higher 
than those in which he was born. Should he have 
occasion to write to the Queen, he is duly instructed 
to begin his letter ' Most Sacred Majesty,' and to 
address it ' To the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, 
Anne, by the Grace of God of Great-Brztazn &c. 
Queen.' He is also posted up in  the titles of the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and other dignitaries, down 
to ' Worshipful Mr Mayor.' But in these exalted 
circumstances he is not to forget the precepts of his 
youth. ' Let a Man be of a very great Office in the 
Nation' yet if he take to ' Cursing and Swearing 
prophanely' in the Young Man's presence, he is to 
rebuke him without fear. And here, as elsewhere, 
William Mather commands our high respect. Hi's 
confidence in the adequacy of the Companion fm' 
steering the Young Man into lofty station may seem 
somewhat ill-founded, but his determination that he 
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shall demean himself properly when he gets there 

does him infinite credit. 

As the Young Man is ex hypotlzesz' prudent and 

thrifty. and contemplates the time when he shall be 

young no longer, the complete Letter-writer ends 

with forms for making his will. Of these one in 

particular begins in  a quaint old-world fashion. ' In 

the Name 0/ God, A men. I W. M.  of &c. an unworthy 

member of the Church of England, being, thro' the 

Abundant Mercy and goodness of God, tho' weak 

in Body, yet of a sound and perfect Understanding 

and Memory, do constitute thi s my Last will and 

Testament, and desire that it may be received by, all 

as such ' . . . . .  To continue our quotation would, in  

these irreverent days, be a desecration, as if  one 

should disturb his father's sepulchre. The Testator, 

after expounding his doctrinal position at great length 

in the resonant sentences of his day, finally bequeaths 

his Soul to God his Maker, his body to the Earth 

from whence it was taken, and his worldly goods to 

his ' dear and loving Wife: And who among us 

could make a better will ? 

The section entitled ' of Women, Children, and 

Servants ' is of small value to collegians, and of Bed

makers our author knows nothing. From this we may 

pass at once to Arithmetic, to which nearly half the 

book is devoted. This chiefly consists of examples, 

all of which have an economic and some a moral 

value. Thus we learn from William Mather that 

in Queen Anne's reign Tape was a penny a yard, 

while in the present day (unless you are an 

undergraduate) you buy three yards for your lpenny. 

The same authority prices Rye at 3/6 a bushel, 

Coals at 7d. a bushel, Malt at 1 6/5 a quarter, and 

nutmegs at 5/1 a lb. Further on we find Sugar 

at 5d. a lb.  (now at 3d.), Ginger at 6d. (now 1/-), 

Candles at 5/2 a dozen (now about I Od.) , and Sugar 

at l 5d. a lb. (now 4d.). Tobacco is 3�d. a pound. The 
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advance of civilisation is not an unmixed benefit, and 
evidently in those days the Sober Young Man had 
his little compensations. 

But our author is nothing if he is not moral. He 
leavens even arithmetic with ethics, and displays 
the wisdom of the serpent in introducing statements 
of doctrine into examples which are primarily intended 
to illustrate mathematical processes. The rule of 
( Substraction ' is illustrated by the time which has 
elapsed since the various sects of Dissenters separated 
from the Church of England, and here our author 
takes occasion to enumerate twenty Popish errors. 
In dealing with more complicated problems he is at 
pains to show that ' a  Penny idly spent might buy 
a Yard square of Land, that is 9 square Feet, after 
the Rate of £ 20 the Acre.' Wherefore in time the 
Sober Young Man might hope to acquire out of 
such savings ' space enough to build a pretty House 
upon, or make a little Garden, which being planted, 
the Fruit thereof may every Year make a Man blush 
that he should lose such a brave Conveniency, meerly. 
for Drinking an unnecessary Quart of adulterated 
Sack, or two Bottles of stumm'd Claret, that hold 
not three Pints, which perhaps impairs his Health, 
and exposes him as a Drunken Beast, to the Reproach 
of Human Nature.' Which is excellent advice ! 

As the Young Man will, from the nature of the 
case, take all the advice which is thus liberally offered 
him, his preceptor proceeds logically enough to give 
him in another section elaborate directions for building 
a house. The cost of con5tructing one the size the 
Young Man is likely to want (of which a ground plan 
and dimensions are given) is estimated at about £ 100. 

For this sum he may expect on the Ground floor a 
Hall, a ' Great Parlour,' a ' Little Parlour,' a Kitchen, 
a Brewhouse, and ' A  Pastery or Milk-house, or to 
set Beer in '-to say nothing of a dining-room and 
bedroom on the floor above. Mr Mather's experience 
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leads him to advise his readers at once to double all 

the estimates given them by workmen, but he does 

not suggest that this rule need be applied to his own. 

After supplying the fullest information concerning 

the house, including sections on carpentering, brick

laying, and painting, our indefatigable author treats 

us to a lecture on astronomy, and gives by the aid 

of diagrams ' A  Description of the Visible Wodd 

according to Cojernzczls, and since by Vincent Wing 

in his Hatmonzcan Coelcste.' 

At this point his energies begin to flag, and after 

an account of ' The Thirty-two Winds, or the Seaman's 

Compass,' and ' How to make a Sun-dial,' together 

with ' A  Brief Description of the map of England,' 

and sections ' Of Traffick,' ' What makes a Compl�at 

City,' ' of Coins, Weights, and Measures,' of ' Exchange', 

and a Dissertation on Chartered Companies and Exports 

and Imports, he winds up with ' Monthly Observations 

in Gardening,' instructions ' To make Jelly of Currants, 

to cool the Stomach and Throat if Thirsty,' a list 

of Medicines, and a guide-book to the sights of 

London. This last is a touch of worldliness which 

suggests that even the Sober Young Man was human. 

Some of the remedies recommended to us in the 

medical section sound curious enough in these doctor

ridden days� when we are afraid to try experiments 

upon ourselves, but maintain a profession to try them 

for us. For a burn or scald ' a  bruised Onion with 

Salt ' is recommended j for a cough ' drink at going 

to bed Brandy, Treacle, and Salad Oyl,' for rickets 

in children a preparation of House-snails. The 

prescription for ' melancholly ' is to ' eat often of Cream 

of Ta?'tar mixt with Honey or, T?'eacle,' and shun all 

Musical Meetings j for madness ' hold him under Water 

till he is almost drown'd, put him into Bed in a 

dark Room, and his diet only Milk Pottage, half

water.' ' Yet chewing Tobacco,' says our author, ' is 

against all Diseases.' 
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Queen Anne is dead. The days of Young Men' s  Com panions are over. The Sober Young Man is an extinct species, and his modern counterpart scorn s advice, particularly in manuals. But in readers of the Eagle, if anywhere, the ancient spirit of soberness may p erhaps be found. Should any of these the noblest of their species desire to attempt life under guidance, they might do worse than call up the spirit of that very excellent sage whose clai m to immortality rests upo n The Young Man's Companzon. And should any _ such come suddenly and by good luck upon his work, let them put their hands in their pockets and pay its m odest price. For ' Young Men by the Reading such Books as treat of Moral Goodness, and the most useful and profitable Arts, are kept from Idleness and freed from Melancholy.' 
J. R. T. 

SCIENCE AT SEA. 

�.lNE even ing towards the end of the Easter Term 
g I am considering how to employ the first few 
- G weeks of the " Long," when to me enters 

the Skipper, who offers a solution of the problem.  
" Look here," h e  says, " I've just invested i n  a yacht, 
a regular beauty, none of your Norfolk Broads egg
shells." (I am an experienced Broadsman , when there 
is a m an to n avigate and wash up.)  " She is an old 
racer, and won lots of prizes in her time. I'm going 
to sail her to France this ' Long,' and then go to 
Brussels and Waterloo by train. I want you and 
the Savant, who has promised to come. Great fun 
doing all the work oursp.lves, you know." I am aware 
that the Skipper has applied himself to the art an d 
practice of n avigation from his cradle, but I venture 
to suggest the advisability of ca rrying a professional 
crew. The idea is sternly repelled, and I am told 
that if we get up the charts and sailing directions 
beforehand the Channel will be much easier to tackle 
than Hickling or Oulton, as there are no gales in 
June. I surrender, and with the Savant, who is all 
enthusiasm, I begin to assimilate the necessary material 
in the shape of charts which make the sea bottom 
a continuous sandbank, and pilot's hand-books showing 
how to get round the edges thereof. 

By the m iddle of June the crew are summ oned to 
Ipswich, and the new yacht lies revealed in all her glory. 
Certainly a nice looking boat, though rather small I 
think, but I don't say so, for it has been previously 
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explained that she is a ten-tonner, and Cc can live in most 
seas." We were not told whether her crew can. Two 
men on board are giving the last touches of paint. 
" Welcome on board the good yawl Tlnstle," says 
the Skipper. On this one of the men growls " Can't 
come aboard to-day, sir, cabin won't be varnished till 
to-morrow. Look up, sir, that 'ere's all tarry " (this 
to me, whose hands have lighted on a stay or some
thing-I come away with difficulty). " Never mind," 
says the Skipper, " we must put up at an hotel for Cl
day or two," which we do, and astonish the proprietor 
by the nature of our luggage. This, by instructions 
from the commanding officer, consists wholly of kitbags 
enveloped in blankets. " You can't bring portmanteaus, 
and you can easily make beds of your clean linen." 

In a few days the varnish has dried, or rather 
reached a stage of merely moderate stickiness. We 
manceuvre the Tlzzstie through the lock-gates and 
into the Orwell. It is proposed to sail for Boulogne 
direct, but four miles down the river we stick fast 
on a mud-bank, which is frightfully odoriferous when 
we find ourselves high and dry next morning. We 
turn out with difficulty, the varnish having partially 
cemented ourselves and blankets to the bunks 
Release of crew and ship is at last effected, and we 
drop past Harwich in great form. I am told off to 
prepare breakfast, so incarcerate myself in forepeak 
before a forbidding-looking paraffin stove ; light 
stove and make a mixture of oatmeal and water in 
the hope of its turning into porridge ; then cut up 
bacon. Stove takes some time to boil, and general 
stuffiness of forepeak increases, while a sudden lurch 
tells me we are on the high seas, at the same time 
emphasising the fact by upsetting the kettle over my 
legs. I put my head through hatch to aerate, and 
find I have a reason for staying outside. A disdainful 
hail from Skipper to " come out of that " is followed 
by advent of Savant to complete cooking of breakfast. 
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Am now told to  remain for'rad, and look out for a 

certain buoy with " Whitaker Channel " or some such 

name on it-anyhow, it has a staff and triangle for 

me to know it by. Eyes somewhat damaged by smoke, 

but I determine to retrieve reputation and spot staff 

and triangle. First object. noted is the Savant, who 

comes out of forepeak with a headache and retires to 

his bunk. " First day at sea always affects me i n  

this way," he says, " it's the excess of ozone in the 

air." I don't think so, but haven't the heart, or 

rather the stomach, to contradict him, as I mournfully 

and in judicious silence take the tiller, under instruc

tions to " keep her full and by," the Skipper going 

forward to complete a breakfast " pretty well spoilt," 

as his uninterested crew is informed. Skipper devours 

unspoilt portion in solitude, and then produces hideous 

stump of blackened clay, his " seagoing pipe " he 

calls it ; sight intensifies sufferings of crew. He informs 

us that he shall run into the Thames for the night, 

as we are unfit for keeping a look-out in the dark. In 

the evening crew partially revive, and are able to 

assist in anchoring for n ight off Southend Pier. 

Skipper passes jovial evening with clay pipe, while 

crew mature plan for committing it to the deep if 

opportunity arises. 

Next morning we are convalescent, and hungry, 

and by special indulgence breakfast is served before 

getting under weigh. Pleasant sail through Queen's  

Channel to Margate on smooth sea ; evening ashore, 

and a visit to variety entertainment and al fresco 

dance. Variety entertainment consists chiefly of 

clairvoyance, the performers being experimented 

on by Savant with his sport key. He says he 

has spotted method, but refrains from exposing 

them publicly from charity of heart. The Skipper 

also displays this excellent virtue by making perform

ing baby elephant ill on Bath buns. Next morning 

it rains and blows hard ; quite a sea on outside. 
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Skipper nearly decides to sail for France in face of elements : " I  should like to show you the Thzstle 
thrash close-hauled through that," he says, but at 
last yields to urgent representations of crew regarding 
y,et unseen attractions on shore. We take afternoon 
train to Ramsgate to enable him to explore harbour ; 
he makes acquaintance of all the boatmen and obtains 
much technical information as to dangers of coast, 
and how they may be avoided by duly " making " 
certain buoys dimly to be seen in  offing. " Nothing_  like coming over first and finding out about a port : 
must use Ramsgate as harbour of refuge if we're caught. Very dangerous entrance though, for it's ten to one you'll run on to one of the pier heads, as many a big ship has done." It appears that " any port in a storm " loses some of its point in this case. We 
return, crew hoping for fair  weather and that we shan't have to depend on Ramsgate for a retreat from possible tempest. However, next morning is fine, and we sail for Calais at an early hour. After first mile a light breeze is succeeded by dead calm. We glide backwards on tide towards the Thames. Forward again after a bit as breeze re-appears. Make up lost ground and approach North Foreland, off which much broken water is descried, a sort of small storm by itself without any wind�shall we have to rush from this Scylla to Charybdis of Ramsgate Harbour ? The Savant suggests breakers. " Nothing of the sort," says the Skipper, " its only the race over Longnose Ledge " ;  and then explains cause of phenomenon and cites similar one at Portland Bill. Pilot Book produced as authority. " The aspect of the sea is appalling and small vessels have been observed to founder in the Race," he reads. Glad this isn't Portland. Presently we enter race. Wind falls again : ,  

if  the aspect of sea is not appalling, ,the motion of 
yacht is-boom crashes from side to side and will 
evidently act as automatic guillotine for any head in 
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its way-kettles and saucepans waltz gaily round 

iorepeak, general confusion on board. Crew are 

ordered forward to stow things. The Savant takes 

outside course over deck and arrives at hatch with 

contused wrist and suspected fracture of little finger 

from blow of j ib tackle. I adopt cabin route and am 

met half-way by pantry door. Scalping narrowly 

escaped only to find further way blocked by barricade 

of books and most of dinner service across gangway. 

We " stow things " at last, and escape from forepeak 

j ust in time to avoid being overcome by aroma of 

stove. Breeze reviving, we make slight progress 

towards Ramsgate. Backward progress made at same 

time by jolly boat, which has smashed her tow-rope 

in tumult of race and is half-a-mile away before· 

accident is noticed. Exciting time picking her up. 

First shot ineffectual, in  spite of prodigies of valour 

on part of Savant, who hangs chiefly by his toes 

from gunwale in efforts to grab her. She bounds 

away just as he thinks he has hold of her bow, and 

we haul him on board again .  Second shot succes�fuL 

and we proceed. The Skipper decides to give crew 

another night in an English harbour, as a rest after 

toils of day and reward for efforts to overcome sea

sickness, which have been partially successful to-day. 

Evening ashore at Ramsgate. Next morning switch

backs and other local phenomena prove so interesting. 

that the Skipper postpones sailing till to-morrow's 

tide. 
We sail at five a .m.-sea quite smooth with gentle· 

breeze, which Skipper prophesies will freshen as sun
' 

gets up. Preparations for breakfast made by lighting, 

stove and mixing porridge-this particular breakfast 

has not been served yet, but of that more anon. Off 

Deal wind does freshen and we begin to expect 

to ani ve at Calais before dark. Meet large ironclad 

near the South Foreland. The Skipper is inspired 

with patriotism by the spectacle and delivers himself 
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of oration on naval might of England, to the wonder 
of his crew, who are more accustomed to sarcasms 
on Royal Navy in connexion with bursting guns and 
turret- ships which run each other down. As Signal 
Officer I propose saluting in due form, but am unfor
tunately ignorant of exact procedure. Skipper says 
he thinks I should hoist ensign rolled up so as to 
burst out in breeze on striking the truck, and salute 
by dipping when we pass. Programme is duly carried 
out as far as arrival of ensign at truck, where, however ... 
it remains sulkily coiled up in spite of delirious jerking 
at halliards. Ignominiously hauled down, it is sent up 
again flying, when ceremony of dipping is performed 
with lelat. No response from ironclad. Snubbed 
feeling perceptible. The Skipper now thinks yacht 
navy will be disaffected in case of war if insults of 
this kind are permitted. The Savant says " Take the 
mean of two experiments and dip again." Recovery 
of spirits all round as ironclad's ensign responds 
smartly to ' salute. After all, we were only too 
impatient to wait till quite alongside. 

We proceed towards France through a rising sea. 
Breakfast stilI in abeyance, but desire for it on part 
of crew nearly down to zero, and we applaud decision 

� of the Skipper to hail South Sand Head Lightship, 
as to advisability of crossing to-day in face of falling 
barometer and dirty mass of clouds to windward. 
Answering hail unintelligible to us, but Skipper trans
lates it as " A  little bit of wind that won't hurt you." 
Crew look wistfully towards Ramsgate, but we urge 
on our wild career. Visits to leeward gunwale increase 
in frequency. Presently appalling spectacle presents 
itself in shape of coh.).mn of smoke from forehatch. 
Fire brigade, represented by Savant and Signq,l Officer, 
are called away at once and forget their personal 
troubles. Savant-half of brigade seizes our one 
bucket, which is nearly lost overboard ir1 filling, and 
then charges wildly forward to scene of conflagration. 
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O n  arrival at hatch tears i t  off, when a lurch sends it 

overboard. I clutch a kettle, rush forward through 

cabin, capsize kettle, and arrive without it in forepeak 

just as the Savant empties a bucketful down hatch. 

Shower-bath not in it with this. Through cataract 

I dimly see stove capsized, blazing paraffin all over 

floor, and woodwork beginning to catch. A roll jerks 

sliding-door on to me and I am wedged tight between 

cabin and forepeak. Fire is gradually got under, the 

brigade above pumping on fire and myself indifferently. 

Nothing but smoke and steam now, but brigade still 

at it. It has done its worst, there is a foot of wa.ter 

in forepeak, and I can't be made any wetter. As 

soon as I conclude that suffocation from smoke is 

going to be exchanged for water method I hail feebly 

that all danger is over and I want rescuing. But 

brigade replies, " Can't help it, my dear fellow, the 

flashing point of commercial paraffin is so and so 

degrees and that stove is still hot enough to evaporate 

a sufficient volume of vapour for explosion. If such 

an event takes place " -here a bucketful prevents me 

hearing rest of lecture. I am not going to  be  blown 

up as well as suffocated in two different ways, so, by 

an effort of the sort usually called " supreme," I get 

unwedged and go into hospital, while fire brigade 

reports to Skipper-et Called at 7 .30 a.m. to fire in 

forepeak caused by upsetting of cooking stove. Out

break suppressed by 1 7 5 ' 2  bucketfuls. Saucepan of 

porridge destroyed, stove, woodwork, and other contents 

of forepeak, including the Signal Officer, badly damaged 

by smoke and water." Report concludes with neat 

thesis on combustion of paraffin and effects of sooty 

particles on lungs of firemen on duty. 

After this things settle down, that is, everything 

except the sea, which gets a good deal rougher. 

Much water comes in through unroofed hatch, and 

at last the Skipper decides on returning to Ramsgate. 

A few hours later we are at rest in harbour, which 
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gives the Savant an opportunity of impressing the natives with an awe-inspiring tale of disaster. I do not mind their knowing we have been on fire, but I wish he wouldn't make so much of the bucketfuls which went down my back. 
After a day or two in harbour we once more start for Gaul, with a new hatch and replenished stores of potted meat and squish. Great excitement over impromptu race with another yacht about our size, which left Ramsgate at the same time. First one, then the other, gets ahead. Signal station at Deal evidently thinks it is the· Genesta and, PU'J'ttan over again, and hoists " Shew your distinguishing signals " as we pass. We have the code-book on board but no flags, so my post is a sinecure a-fter all. However, I am consoled by l'emaining well, while the Savant throws away a half-finished cigarette and retires into obscurity and a bunk. Other yacht goes westward and England fades away astern, and presently we get into a region of smooth water crossed by lines of waves resembling breakers. " The overfalls of the Ridge Shoal," says the Skipper, and explains influence of irregularities of sea bottom on wave forms. I fetch up the Savant to be edified, but he mournfully says that he has quite appreciated the practical work and would rather not attend the lecture. I have had my revenge for the .drowning of two days ago. Soon after this we make the French coast, and after mistaking Cape Grisnez lighthouse for the Column of the Grand Army we manage to hit Boulogne. We air our French to the luck-keepers at dock gates, who reply promptly " Put your 'elm down, sare, and chuck us a rope." Presently we make fast among a small fleet of English yachts, for whose benefit the harbour seems to have been chiefly constructed<. Dinner ashore-bill a complicated document requiring much explanation from hostess. The Skipper's arithmetic fails to " homologate " FrenG:h and English 
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currencies-so does ours, but we all explain the thing 
a great many times over to each other and agree that 
it is all right-a mistake, as it subsequently turns out. 

Next few days are spent in exploring town and 
neighbourhood. We conscientiously " do " everything, 
from dome of Cathedtal to automatic whistle-buoy off 
new breakwater. One day we bathe. We first of 
all go down to machines, in innocence of our hearts 
hoping to go in at once after buying tickets from 
man in charge, but we are directed back to Municipal 
Swimming Bath behind Casino for the tickets. We 
explain that we want to bathe in the sea, not in a bath. 
This surprises the man (it is a dull day, though smooth, 
and no one else is bathing), but at last he makes it  
evident that sea and swimming bath are " homologated " 
by municipal Code, and that the tickets are the same 
for both . Office at last found, after having circum
navigated Casino twice. We take a ticket for a towel, 
another for bathing, another for a costume, and another 
for a second towel or something. At separate counters 
we obtain paraphernalia, and discharge first cargo of 
tickets, and take on board another lot for right to 
use machines. Away again to beach. Tickets taken 
by a woman in general command, who hands us over 
to m an of subordinate rank. People on beach look 
as though they think us very foolish to bathe to-day. 

We all cram into one machine, and with a shout of 

" Gardez-vous, messieurs," we are hurried into the 

deep. Costumes at least are not homologated, and 
damage is done to them and wearers before we get 
into them. But our troubles are over, we are in the 
water, though three-quarters of an hour after arrival 
on scene. We all swim out a l ittle way, but do not 
escape the Code, for as the Skipper gets ahead and 
nears end of jetty lynx-eyed officials discover him, and 
a boat is manned and launched. A great flag flies 
aloft, and the boat carries a bugler. The Skipper 
is " recalled by bugle." Alas ! he has offended the 
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Code by swimming so far and must return at once. ' 
The boat overtakes him, and while the bugle still 
sounds he is convoyed back in disgrace. It seems 
the impression created on shore was that he was 
attempting a return - to Albiol1 wi thout paying harbour 
dues. Bathing is evidently attended with many terrors, 
and we do not try again, but start overland for Brussels 
next day, leaving the Tlzz"st6e in charge of an English 
skipper in port. 

THE S. O. 

@ ll t t u a rl1. 

THE REV CANON CHARLES TOWER M.A. 

The Rev Charles Tower, Honorary Canon of Salisbury, 
and for thirty-seven years rector of Chilmark. died on June 1 2  
at Avondale, Bathford. He graduated at St John's College 
in 1 8 37, and was ordained in 1 8 38, his first curacy being 
Moreton, Essex. From 1 840 to 1 843 he was curate of 
Loughton, in the same county, and in the latter year he was 
presented by the Earl of Pembroke to the rectory of Chilmark, 
which he continued to hold till 1 8 80, when he was succeeded 
by his son, the Rev C. A. M. Tower. He was Rural Dean 
of Chalke from 1 863  until he resigned his living, and Succentor 
of Salisbury Cathedral from 1 869 to 1 877. In 1 859  Canon 
Tower took an active part in the formation of the diocesan 
choral association,  of which he was the first secretary. During 
his long incumbency of Chilmark. says the Salz'sbury Journal, 
he endeared himself in the highest degree to his parishioners 
by his zealous and unremitting discharge of the duties of a 
parish priest. 

THE REV A RTHUR BEARD M.A. 

On Sunday, August 3 ,  at his Rectory of Great Greenford, 
Southall ,  died the Rev Arthur Beard M.A .• who was formerly 
a Scholar of the College. He was twenty-ninth wrangler 
in 1 85 5 ,  and took his M.A. degree in 1 85 8. From 1 855  to . 
1 8 57 he was curate of Weeford, Staffordshire, but returned 
to Cambridge in 1 85 8, when he was appointed chaplain, 
precentor, and lecturer at King's College. Soon after entering 
upon his duties at King's College, Mr Beard, who devoted 
the greater po-rtion of his leisure time to music, with other 
ladies and gentlemen, amongst whom was Mrs ElIicott, wife 
of the present Bishop of Gloucester, founded the Fitzwilliam 
Musical Society, whidl- -he (Mr . Beard) conducted ; he was 
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exceedingly popular with all connected with the Society, 
as well as with everyone with whom he came in contact, 
and upon his being appointed rector of Great Greenford 
in 1 874, by King's Col lege, the Society, thinking it difficult 
to replace him, resolved to affiliate itself with the University 
Musical Society. His loss is deeply regretted by the 
parishioners., amongst whom he has earnestly laboured during 
the past sixteen years. He was one of the Editors of the 
Oxford and Cambndge Psalter, and published several theological 
works. 

THE REV JOHN DAVIES M.A .. 
The Rev John Davies M.A., whose death was· recently 

announced, was a native of Salford, and a brother of the late 
Alderman Thomas Davies, formerly mayor of that borough, and 
chairman of its Libraries and Parks Committee. The alderman 
was a well-known Wesleyan, but his brother was an Anglican 
clergyman. Mr John Davies was educated at St John's, taking 
his B.A. degree in 1 842, and his M.A. in 1 845. He was Hulsean 
prize essayist and thirty-first wrangler in 1 842 (Cayley's year), 
and in the same year took holy orders. He was perpetual curate 
of Smallwood from 1 85 3  to J 857, and rector of Walsoken from 
J 857  to 1 87 1 ,  when he retired from clerical labour. He was 
an accomplished Oriental scholar, and translated the .Bhagavad 
G£ta and the Sankhya Karz'ka of Iswara Krishna for Triibner's 
Odental Series. These deal with the fascinating but exceedingly 
difficult subjects of Sanscrit philosophy, and especially of the 
system of Kapila, which has its intellectual relations with the 
theories of Spinoza and Schopenhauer. Mr Davies, who was 
a member of the Royal Asiatic Society, did not restrict his 
researches to Hindu philology, but was also versed in Celtic 
lore. He wrote The Races of Lancashire as indzcated � the 
Local Names and the Dialect of the County, to show the 
importance of the Celtic substratum in the local ethnology 
and philology. This was printed by the Philological Society 
in 1 855, and in 1 884 he returned to the subject. in some papers 
contributed to the Archaeologia Cambriensis .  The Salford Free 
Library owed to his thoughtful liberality a number of rare 
and valuable local books and tracts. 
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THEODORE COPPOCK M.A. LL.B. 

This rising barrister was accidentally drowned whilst bathing 

in the Hardanger Fiord, Norway, on August 26. He was 

the youngest son of the late Major Henry Coppock, Daw 

Bank Rouse, Stockport, formerly Town Clerk of Stockport, 

and was in his thirty-second year. His early education was 

obtained at Stockport Grammar School, where he was a general 

favourite. His education was continued at Owens College, 

Manchester, and afterwards at St John's. In 1 88 1  he was 

a Senior Optime in the Mathematical Tripos. In due course 

he took his M.A. degree, and subsequently that of LL.B. 

After this long scholastic training he began to study the practice 

of the law, and for a t ime was in the chambers of Mr T. T.  

Methold. He afterwards read with Mr J.  Horne Payne 

Q.C. He was called to the bar in 1 8 84, and went the 

Northern Circuit, of which he was one of the most promising. 

juniors. The Coppock family have been closely associated 

with Stockport for many years. For some time past the 

deceased gentleman and his friend Mr Joseph Craven had 

been engaged in writing a book on medical law, which was 

about to be published at the time of Mr Coppocles death,  

WATHEN MARK WILKS CALL M.A. 

Mr Call, who graduated from St john's in 1 843, died 

suddenly at the age of 7 3  on  August 20. He was for 

some years after his degree a curate in Cornwall and Somerset, 

but in 1 8 56  renounced his orders. He was a scholar of wide 

and various learning, and contributed many articles to the 

Westminster, Fortnightly, and Theological Reviews. His poems, 

some of them written by him as an undergraduate at St John'S, 

while bearing frequent indications of his love for Shelley and 

Keats, display also considerable power, and reflect the expansive 

hopefulness that marked the fifth decade of the nineteenth 

century. Reverberatz'ons and Golden Hzstodes are the titles of 

two volumes, of which the latter contains some translations 

from the Greek, previously printed as Lyra Hellenica. The 

versions of several Homeric hymns, in the manner of Shelley'S 

Hymn 1o Mercury, are especially remarkable for their spirit 

and freedom. 



THE FIRST WEEK IN JUNE, 1 890. 

Flos succisus amb'o, 

One plucked another takes his room, 
And flourishes with equal bloom,- Vz'ygil. 

By the banks of the Cam a sweet youth was reclining ; 
His eyes were bright blue and with intellect shone ; 

But the air which he wore was an air of repining, 
And misery seemed to have marked him her own. 

A pocket book slowly he took from his pocket ; , 
He surveyed it with many a sorrowful sigh ; 

From his bosom he snatched a superlative locket, 
And the light of young love effervesced in his eye. 

He gazed on them both and he murmured_et 0, blow it ! 
How on earth can I get through this blooming big 

week ? "  

(The youth, it is clear, was by n o  means a poet, 
For his modes of expression were slangish and weak.) 

" Six Inter-Collegiate Cup competitions ; 
Three Organ recitals by Cobb, Carr, and Mann ; 

Three Concerts a night, with the usual additions 
Of neat little suppers for Emily Anne. 

�' The Senate House list, and Miss Fawcett's ovation ; 
A Pastoral, play in the gardens of Merton ; 

The Newnhamite bonfire, and grand jubilation ; 
Three five o'clock teas with the Fellows of Girton. 

The Fz'?'st Week z'n June, 1 890. 3 85 

« The Flower Show ; Australian Match ; the Boat-races j 

Dr J ebb on Erasmus ; Der Freischlitz ; four Balls ; 

Dr Jowett's degree, and the Senate House Graces ; 

With the usual number of Chapels and Halls. 

" 0 Emily Anne, for thy sake I can do it ; 

(He cried, as his teardrops replenished the Cam) 

I can get through it all for thy sake, and not rue it,  

If I only could get through that blooming Exam." 

• • • • 

Ten days had elapsed ; all alone and neglected, 

That youth by the river was wailing aloud ; 

For his suit had by Emily Anne been rejected, 

And he by Examiners stern had been ploughed. 

And now, a lone pilgrim in country and city, 

He plays on his banjo a woe-begone tune ; 

And sings a sad song " Pity, kind friends, 0 ! pity 

A victim forlorn of the first week in June." 

And if there's a word that he views with abhorrence 

'Tis " blooming "-a word that he used to adore ; 

For he cries, as his tears flow in plentiful torrents, 

" Alas, I am plucked, and shall bloom nevermore." 

ARCULus. 
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THE COLLEGE DAYS OF WltLIAM 
WORDS WORTH. 

"Die S tatte die ein guter Mensch betrat 

Ist eingeweiht: nach hundert J ahren klin gt 

Sein Wort und seine That dem Enkel wieder." 
Goethe. 

9�F every abode of a great soul remains hallowed 

�� to those who come after, how full of consecration 

is a College such as ours, the fostering-place of 

Burleigh and Ben J on son, of Falkland and Strafford, of 

Wilberforce and Henry Martyn! And yet among all 

the memories which hover about our staircases, none is 

more holy than that of the young Northcountryman 

who took his degree and left us in this Lent Term a 

hundred years ago. He had competed for no University 

honours-he had received none, his friends were already 

disappointed in him and feared he would never come 

to good. Yet even at that moment he had an unspoken 

message fof mankind, so deep, so tru.e, so full of pure 

joy that the utterance of it gave a new meaning to 

the world! To us who know what lay within him, 

Wordsworth as he was on leaving College is a far 

more interesting character than he could have been 

to his contemporaries. And now that this centenary 

has come, we may well find a pleasure in reviewing 

those years of half-conscious preparation in which he 

wore our gown· and trod our courts. 

- J ohnians at that time (except scholars on certain foundations) wore 

in common with the undergraduates of seven other colleges a sleeveless 

gown called a curtain. Our present distinctive gowns date from 183£. 

Chl". Wordsworth, Social Life (1874), pp. 524, 693· 
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For such an attempt we get abundant aid from 
the Prelude, that' song divine of high and passionate 
thoughts, to their own music chanted,' in which 
Wordsworth analyses the history of his own mind 
with that absolute sincerity which is so rare in others 
and in him so inevitable. If we add to the spiritual 
revelations of the Prelu de a few records of a more 
everyday kind from other sources, we shall have a 
tolerably complete picture of our poet's undergraduate 
life. 

In order, however, to understand what Words worth 
was when he entered St John's, it is necessary to 
touch very lightly on his earlier years. He was born at 
Cockermouth in Cumberland on April 7th 1770, the 
second son of an attorney-at-Iaw. Of his three brothers 
we need only mention here that the youngest, 
Christopher, afterwards became Master of Trinity. 
Dorothy Wordsworth, his only sister, plays a much 
larger part in the life of the future poet. Richly 
endowed with ardour and imagination, from childish 
days onwards she was the beloved companion of her 
brother, and it was from her that the rather intractable 
boy first caught that spirit of gentleness, which at 
last transformed him to itself. 

" Oh! pleasant, pleasant were the days, 
The time, when in our childish plays 
My sister Emmeline and I 
Together-chased the Butterfly! 
A very hunter did I rush 
Upon the prey : with leaps and springs 
I followed on from brake to bush j 
But she, God love her! feared to brush 
The dust from off its wings." 

Wordsworth's parents both died during hi5 boyhood, 
his mother in 1778, his father five years later. On 
his mother's death he was sent at the age of eight 
to school at Hawkshead, a village lying between 
Coniston and Windermere-close to Esthwaite'Vater. 
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The school, which had been founded two centuries 

before by Edwin Sandys, Archbishop of York, was in 

Wordsworth's time one of the most frequented in the 

Northern counties. It had one feature which to us 

seems strange enough: the boys were generally boarded 

out in the cottages of the villagers. But in W ordsworth' s 

case this custom bore rich fruit: for it was in his 

cottage home at Hawkshead that he learnt to love 

the simple folk around him, the race of self-reliant pious 

, statesmen ' whose memory lives in Mich ael as indeed 

in all the poet's works. 
It may be imagined that in such circumstances the 

school-years were a time of great freedom. When 

lessons were over, magisterial supervision ceased: and 

everyone was free to climb, fish, skate-as the season 

allowed-or to beguile the indoor hours with such 

reading as fell in his way. Wordsworth, rudely but 

vigorously formed, entered with eagerness into every 

sport and every adventure: and with a strong under

standing still unsatisfied, turned with equal eagerness to 

the world of books. "I read," he says, "all Fielding's 

works, Don Qztzxote, Gz"l Blas, and any part of Swift 

that I liked,-Gullz"ver' s Travels and the Tale 0./ a Tu h 

being both much to my taste." The hours spent in 

school, though we hear little of them, seem in his case 

not to have been wasted, and to one of his school

masters, the Rev William Taylor M.A., he was. 

warmly attached. He recalls in after days how he 

had been summoned by his master to take farewell 

of him upon his death-bed: 
"I kissed his cheek before he died," 

and the poem of Matthew enshrines the same affection. -

Still one must conclude that it was not amid the 

'murmurs of the village school ' that William W ords

worth received the most precious. influences of his 

boyhood, but rather in his idler hours among the 
solemn hills and shining lakes. In such surround
ings, whatever was the excitement of the moment ) 
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rock-climbing-the snaring of woodcock-skating-it 
mattered not-now and again in some sudden pause 
the very spirit of the scene around was borne in upon 
his soul, its weird terror, its glorious beauty, its ineffable 
calm. 

"Oh at that time 
While on the perilous ridge I hung alone 
With what strange utterance did the loud dry wind 
Blow through my ears! the sky seemed not a sky 
Of earth-and with what motion moved the clouds! " 

� � . � 
"Thus oft amid those scenes of vulgar joy 
Which through all seasons on a child's pursuits 
Are prompt attendants, mid that giddy bliss 
Which like a tempest works along the blood 
And is forgotten j-even then I felt 
Gleams like the flashing of a shield, the earth 
And common face of N at]lre spake to me 
Rememberable things." 

It is just those moments of initiation which fixed 
the destiny of the Hawkshead schoolboy. The strong, 
untameable, half-instructed lad had already heard the 
still small voice of Nature Whispering to his heart, 
already with a strange awe he had seen the beauty 
of the world. Happily for him and for us he was 
'not disobedient unto the heavenly vision' : for his 
eyes it never faded into the 'light of common day: 
Rather, let us hold, it stayed with him as a seal of 
consecration until th� boy who had been of 'a stiff, 
moody, and violent temper ' grew into the divinely 
�oftened man who could say in all simplicity-

• "To me the meanest flower that blows can give 
Thoughts that do often lie tOQ deep for tears." 

We can now imagine the youth, ordinary enough 
to the common gaze, but already beckoned to by powers 
ipvisible, who in October 1787 left his native region in 
th.e north to be enrolled as a member of our College 
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and University. He had visited York on his way hither, 

and the last stage of the long coach-journey brought 

him into Cambridge by the Huntingdon Road. 

Already, we can see, he had conjured up visions of the 

academic life. The first cap and gown which came 

in sight held him fascinated. Then as the travellers 

came nearer to the bourne 

"It seemed to suck us in with an eddy's force. 
Onward ¥le drove beneath the Castle, caught 
While passing Magdalene Bridge a glimpse of Cam 
And at the Hoop alighted, famous Inn." 

The rooms which were assigned him at St John'S 

and which remained his, it would seem, during his 

whole residence are described in the Prelu de in lines 

familiar to all J ohnians. 

"The Evangelist St John my patron was: 
Three Gothic courts are his, and in the first 
Was my abiding place, a nook obscure j 
Right underneath, the College kitchens made 

A humming sound, less tuneable than bees, 
But hardly less industrioqs j with shrill notes 

Of sharp command and scolding intermixed. 

Near me hung Trinity's loquacious clock, 

Who never let the quarters, night or day, 

Slip by him unprocJaimed, and told the hours 

Twice over with a male and female voice. 

Her pealing organ was my neighbour too j 

And from my pillow, looking forth by light 

Of moon or favouring stars, I could behold 

The antechapel where the statue stood 

Of Newton with his prism and silent face, 

The marble index of a mind for ever 
Vo�aging through strange seas of Thought alone." 

This passage gives us almost all we need for 
determining which particular set of rooms was W ords
Worth's. It was approached from the First Court, it 
Was (right ' over the kitchen, it had an outlook towards 
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Trinity. Only one set of rooms fulfils these conditions, 
F 2 of the First Court.'" The rooms higher up, F 4. 
have often been supposed to have been Wordsworth's, 
as they might give a better opportunity of seeing z"nto 
the Trinity Antechapel. But these rooms are not in 
any sense over the kitchen, but form part of the southern 
side of the court. Nor is there any necessity to imagine 
that Wordsworth saw from his rooms the statue of 
Newton. He does not say so in the above passage, 
aml it is quite clear from one of Miss Fenwick's letters 
that it was not the case. I quote her account of 
Wordsworth's rooms, as it is decisive on all points, 
only premising that in F 2 the sitting room looks on 
to Trinity Lane, and the bedroom is on the opposite 
side of the room, being unlighted except from the 
sitting-room, from which it is cut off by a partition 
wall. Miss Fenwick who accompanied Wordsworth 
when he revisited his college rooms in 1839 writes as 
follows : "one of the meanest and most dismal apart
ments it must be in the whole University; 'but here � 
(he said in showing it) 'I was as joyous as a lark.' 
There was a dark closet taken off it for his bed. The 
present occupant had pushed his bed into the darkest 
corner, but he showed us how he drew. his bed. to the 
door, that he might see the top of the window in Trinity 
College Chapel, under which stands that glorious statue 
of Sir Isaac Newton."-Correspondence of Henry Taylm' 
(1888), p. 123 . 

The first result for Vi ordsworth of 'coming up to 
Cambridge ' was a state of breathless bewilderment, 
and we need not wonder at it. In one moment to 
pass from the simplicity of a remote village to a 
world of youthful noise, gaiety and fashion, to leave 

• These rooms for some years past have been used as storerooms in 
connexion with the kitchen, and have been apprQached by an iron staircase 
fro In Trinity Lane, the' oak' being permanenti),'closed. Let us hope that 
someday they may be rescued from such ignoble service. 
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the lonely mountains and lakes and move among 

buildings glorious alike for their beauty and their 

historical associations, at the same time to cease to 

be a boy and to become a man with a man's power of 

the purse and a man's power to choose his course: 

all this at once was at least bewildering. But we 
must let Wordsworth speak for himself: 

"I was the Dreamer, they the Dream ; I roamed 
Delighted through the motley spectacle ; 
Gowns grave, or gaudy, doctors, students, streets, 
Courts, cloisters, flocks of churches, gateways, towers: 
Migration strange for a stripling of the hills, 
A northern villager . . . . .  As if the change 
Had waited on some Fairy's wand, at once 
Behold me rich in monies, and attired 
In splendid garb, with hose of silk, and hair 
Powdered like rimy trees, when frost is keen . • • . •  

The weeks went roundly on, 
With invitations, suppers, wine and fruit, 
Smooth housekeeping within, and all without 
Liberal, and suiting gentleman's array." 

When the first excitement was over, our freshman 

had time to take more careful note of his surroundings. 

It is hard for us at this distance of time to picture 

them. Those who would do so must turn to Mr Chr. 

Wordsworth's books or to Gunning's Remz·ntscences. 

For our purpose a few words must suffice. The 

whole number of undergraduates in the Univer

sity was probably under seven hundred"'-if we put 

the Johnians at a hundred and twenty we shall not 
be below the mark. The latter would of course all 
be lodged in our first three Courts, including some 
buildings now destroyed. As for academical authorities, 
the Vice-Chancellors during Wordsworth's under
graduate time seem to have been Dr Farmer of 

• See Ball's H£story of Mathematics (188l!) p. 137· 
In 1802 the whole number of Undergraduates on the University books 

Was 632. Of these II7 were Johnians. Chr. Wordsworth, Social Life, 
p. 64°. 
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Emmanuel and Dr Barnes of Peterhouse, both of 
them well known figures to all readers of Gunning. 
The Master of St John's was in 17 8 7  the blind Dr 
Chevallier. He died during Wordsworth's course. At 
his funeral the old custom was observed of pinning 
to the pall eulogies in Latin, Greek and English by 
members of the College. It is known that Words
worth declined to provide one of these conventional 
tributes on the ground that he had had no personal 
knowledge of the Master. 

It would seem that the University at this time 
was sadly wanting in intellectual activity and in 
moral vigour. Fellows of Colleges were too often 
ignorant, boorish and dissipated : and the wealthier 
undergraduates were allowed to waste their time and 
money unrestrained. In such an atmosphere the pursuit 
of knowledge itself tended to degradation, being left 
to poor men who saw in it the pathway to a Fellowship 
and the same idle life which was led by their seniors. 

If this was the Cambridge which the young 
Wordsworth saw, we need not be surprised that 
his first delight should have soon given way to a 
feeling of revulsion. As he noticed the petty 
emulations which rankled among the more studious 
of his companions, as he contrasted the dons, 'men 
unscoured, grotesque,' with the worthy villagers whom 
he had left, in the consciousness of his own higher 
ideals he conceived a deep disgust to the whole 
routine of the University : 

.. I was not for that hour, 
N or for that place." 

It was no doubt partly through this estrange
ment that Wordsworth never applied himself to the 
strict course or' mathematical reading which w<;Ls 
then the only road to University honours. Another 

cause for his early idleness-given us by himself
IS to us somewhat amusing-he had come here too 
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well prepared ! "When at school, I, with the other 

boys of the same standing, was put upon reading 

the first six books of Euclid with the exception of 

the fifth; and also in Algebra I learnt simple and 

quadratic equations : and this was for me unlucky, 

because I had a full twelvemonth's start of the 

freshmen of my year,* and accordingly got into 

rather an idle way; reading nothing but classic 

auth
"
ors according to my fancy and Italian poetry." 

To this we may add that his schooldays, whatever they 

had given him, had not formed those habits of submission 

to discipline and of application to an uncongenial task 

which must always be part of the successful student. 

His father's death while Wordsworth was still at school 

had strengthened the self-reliant independent turn of 

his character�but without this, the open-air life of 

the Hawkshead schoolboy was an unlikely preparation 

for an after-career of assiduous reading: 

.. For I, bred up 'mid Nature's luxuries, 

Was a spoiled child, and, rambling like the wind, 

As I had done in daily intercourse 

With those crystalline rivers, solemn heights, 

And mountains ranging like a fowl of the air, 

I was ill-tutored for captivity." 

And perhaps there was a still deeper reason for 

Wordsworth's aversion from hard reading. All through 

his life it was from the world without him-seen by 

the eye and fed upon in meditation-that he derived 

the most precious part of his knowledge. What he 

in turn gave forth was no theory built up upon books, but 

" The harvest of a quiet eye 

That broods and sleeps on his own heart:' 

And at this moment of introduction to a strange 

and wonderful world
' 

may not some secret voice have 

• When Gunning entered Christ's in 1785 he was 'ignorant of the first 

Proposition in Euclid,' yet he came out among the first five of his year. 

Reminiscences, L 6, 89. 
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pleadel within him that the pressing need for him 
was not to do as did others but to absorb in thought 
the new elements of natural beauty and human passion 
by which he found himself encompassed? 

However it was brought about, W ordsworth passed 
through his course 'being to himself a guide: and 
submitting as little as possible to academical require
ments. Such a man had an easier time of it a 
hundred years ago than he has now. There was no 
hurdle race of Little-Go, General and Special taken 
in Parts; nothing was required by the University 
but to 'satisfy' the examiners in the Tripos among 
the 7roA.A.o{-a very different thing from obtaining 
honours. For this purpose " two books of Euclid's 
Geometry, Simple and Quadratic Equations and the 
early parts of Paley's Moral PMlosophy were deemed 
amply sufficient. "* It is true that St John's at this 
time was honorably distinguished among other colleges 
by requiring all students-Fellow-commoners include�. 
-to submit to an annual college examination : but 
we cannot suppose that the college standard for the 
less studious men differed much from that of the 
University. t It is clear therefore that with the 
knowledge Wordsworth brought with him from school, 
by abstaining from reading for honours, he was free 
to spend his time almost as he liked. 

• G. Pryme's Recollections, p. 92• 
t Mr Chr. WordslVorth quotes the subjects of the College examination 

in June 177 5. 

For the Sophs 
{Plain and Physical Astronomy. 

Butler's Analogy. 
The two first books of Lucretius. 

For the Junr Sophs The first book of Locke. 
{ Mechanics. 

The Phoenissae of Euripides. 

{Algebra. 
For the Freshmen Logic. 

Mounteney's Demosthenes. 

For all the Years : St Luke's Gospel. 

Chr. -\Vordsworth, Scholae Academicae, p. 356. 
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Dangers there were no doubt in the path he followed. 

The high visions of the born poet might fade away 

amid the absorbing trivialities of common men, the 

resolute singleness of the boy might be replaced by 

"a treasonable growth 

Of indecisive judgments that impaired 

And shook the mind's simplicity." 

There might be spiritual ruin of a deeper kind. But 

from such possibilities, especially of the worser sort, 

Wordsworth was saved by a nature which was as rootedly 

simple ahd pure as it was vehement. One still smiles 

at his crowning confession of the' one glass too much' 

in Milton's rooms in Christ's.* 

As for the intellectual side of the man, 

"Imagination slept, 

But yet not utterly." 

Amid all the careless happiness of the new life 

there was still in the freshman W ordsworth the 

all-receptive faculty of the Hawkshead schoolboy. 

It was no ordinary youth who gazed from his bed 

on the moonlit window and pictured Newton beneath it 

"with his prism and silent face," 

who dreamed with Chaucer by Trumpington mill, who 

saw Spenser at Pembroke and Milton an angel-boy 

at Christ's. It was no ordinary youth who could say 

"Whate'er of Terror or of Love 

Or Beauty, Nature's daily face put on 

From transitory passion, unto this 

I was as sensitive as waters are 

To the sky's influence in a kindred mood 

Of passion ; was obedient as a lute 

That waits upon the touches of the wind." 

This sensibility to things without was sometimes 

obvious to Wordsworth's companions and brought on 

.. Gunning tells us that at this time druukenness was' almost universal: 

Reminisccuces, I. 24. 
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him, as he tells us, the charge of madness. If madness, 
it was the madness only of intense feeling, feeling 
which rested on the most exact ocular observation 
and became the starting-point of a searching analysis. 

But while we ever bear in mind these hidden depths 
of his mind 'we may still accept what he tells us of 
the outward current of his early college life, a 
description which has been true in its main lines of 
,many undergraduates, before and since-

" Companionships, 
Friendships, acquaintances, were welcome all. 
We sauntered, played, or rioted ; we talked 
Unprofitable talk at morning hours; 
Drift�d about along the streets and walks, 
Read lazily in trivial books, went forth 
To gallop through' the country in blind zeal 
Of senseless horsemanship, or on the breast 
Of Cam sailed boisterously, and let the stars 
Come forth, perhaps without one quiet thought." 

A hundred years ago it was not customary for 
undergraduates, or at any rate for the less wealthy 

I 

of them, to leave Cambridge during the Christmas 
and Easter vacations. Wordsworth accordingly 
remained in St John's in all probability without, 
interruption from his coming up in October 1787 till 
the following Long Vacation. He spent the summer at 
Hawkshead, and in the solemn presence of the lakes and 
mountains felt an influence more powerful over him 
than ever for the long months which had been 
passed away from them. 

I'Strength came where weakness was 'not known to be, 
At least not felt ; aI}d restoration came 
Like an intruder knocking at the door 
Of unacknowledged weariness." 

He was still a young man with a young man's 
�ove of human society and a young man's zest in 
life, and many were the rural meq'y-makings in 
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which he took his share. These were vanities, or 

so they seemed later to his graver age : but even 

among them there were calls and visions. A village 

dance had lasted till the early hours of the morning, and 

as Wordsworth returned home by sea and mountain 

the sun rose with rare splendour and filled his heart 

with a new sense of ecstasy and consecration. 

" Magnificent 

The morning rose, in memorable pomp, 

Glorious as e'er I had beheld-in front, 

The sea lay laughing at a distance; near, 

The solid mountains shone, bright as the clouds, 

Grain-tinctured, drenched in empyrean light ; 

And in the meadows and the lower grounds 

Was all the sweetness of a common dawn

Dews, vapours, and the melody of birds, 

And labourers going forth to till the fields. 

Ah! need I say, dear Friend! that to the brim 

My heart was full ; I made no vows, but vows 

Were then made for me; bond unknown to me 

Was given, that I should be, else sinning greatly, 

A dedicated Spirit." 

With the return of October Wordsworth was once 

more back at Cambridge, and, as l�e tells us, 

"The bonds of indolent society 

Relaxing in their hold, henceforth I lived 

More to myself." 

He gives us few details of his second and third 

years : but, as we have already learnt, what reading 

he did' was done at his own fancy and with no 

thought for academical success. And who know.s, 

as he says, what gain this course may not have 

brought him? 

"What love of nature, what original strength 

Of contemplation, what intuitive truths 

The deepest and the best, what keen research, 
Unbiassed, unbewildered, and unawed? " 
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It was certainly at this time that he first felt a 
confidence in his own powers of leaving some worthy 
poetical memorial behind him. Not that he felt, whilst 
he was here, any immediate call to produce poetry. 
The only poem which is a genuine offspring of 
Cambridge is the Lznes wnCten whz"le sazHng zn a 
boat at evenzng, which was suggested by a sunset 
on the Cam.'" But though Wordsworth as yet wrote 
little, he was quietly adding to his intellectual 
equipment. H e  still read the classical poets-:he 
took lessons, as we know, in Italian-he filled, his 
mind with Shakspere, Spenser and Milton. Even 
the abstractions of Geometry fascinated him, although 
his acquaintance with the science was extremely 
small. And there was doubtless much training in 
observation, much cultivation of the sensibility, much 
deepening of thought, in those long-protracted walks 
in our grounds in which he so often 

"saw the light of evening fade 
From smooth Cam's silent waters." 

Since those days the building of our New Court 
has partly changed the scene, and the famous 
ash-tree is gone which the fervent solitary loved 
above all else. Yet on any clear evening still, 
wandering under the elms by our river, we too ma 
find that beauty which Wordsworth went out to seek, 
and find in it perhaps a kindlier influence for being 
haunted by his spirit. 

We have now reached the year 1789, the era of 
generous hopes and noble achievements which seemed 
to promise for France the blessings England had 
won a century before. The circumstances of Words
worth's boyhood had implanted in him' a deep love 
of equality and sir:nplicity of life. And he now watched 
with hearty approval the abolition of one after another 
of the monstrous abuses of the old regime. 

* The Evming Walk was written during the Cambridge years, but 

it owes its inspiration to other scenes. 
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In the summer of this year, his second Long Vacation , 

he visited Dovedale, Yorkshire and Penrith, where 

he enjoyed the society of his beloved sister Dorothy' 

and of his future wife, Mary Hutchinson. With 

them he made an excursion to a ruin which became 

the subject of one of his most imaginative poems, 

Brougham Castle. 
Wordsworth's last Long Vacation, that of 17 90, 

was spent further afield. In company with his friend 

Robert Jones, afterwards Fellow of St John'S and 

Rector of Soulderne, he made what was perhaps the first 

undergraduate walking-tour abroad. His college friends 

represented to him the dangers of the undertaking: but 

for Wordsworth a spice of, danger was an attraction. 

His relatives were displeased that he should throw 

away the last opportunity of taking a good degree. 

He faced their displeasure. The desire to see the 

beauties of Switzerland, the Italian lakes and the 

Rhine, was too strong to be put aside. And in 

addition there was the engrossing interest of the 

march of events in France-for 

"Europe at that time was thrilled with joy, 

France standing on the top of golden hours, 

And human nature seeming born again." 

The two friends landed at Calais on a day of wild 

rejoicing, that 14th of July when on the anniversary 

of the taking of the Bastille Louis XVI and his people 

mutually took oath to the new Constitution. As the 

travellers proceeded further, they fell in with parties 

of delegates returning from the great ceremony _ of 

the Champ de Mars. In the intoxication of their new

found liberty, French patriots were ready to do all honour 

to Englishmen 'as their forerunners in a glorious 

course,' and Words worth and Jones were thus allowed 
to share in the delirious rejoicings of the hour. 

Raving made their way on foot by Bar-le-Duc to 
Chalons. and thence down the Saone to Lyons, on 
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August 4th they reached the Chartreuse, just at the 
time when the inmates of the monastery were ruthlessly 
ejected by the revolutionary forces. The sight appealed 
strongly to that conservative and religious element 
in Wordsworth's character, which was no less marked 
than his love of liberty, equality, and a simple life. 
The historical spirit, as it is now called, or if you 
like the English habit of mind which loves to preserve 
the good while it removes the evil, is clearly expressed 
in the poet's lines on this act of thoughtless excess. 

"But oh! if Past and Future be the wings 
On whose Support harmoniously conjoined 
Moves the great spirit of human knowledge, spare 
These courts of mystery, where a step advanced 
Between the portals of the shadowy rocks 
Leaves far behind life's treacherous vanities, 
For penitential tears and trembling hopes." 

It is in such sympathy with the past, especially with 
the religious past, that Wordsworth breaks away from 
the mental habits of the eighteenth century and comes 
in contact with the Romanticism of WaIter Scott and 
the Anglican revival of Newman and Keble. 

The tour lasted till the middle of October, fourteen 
weeks in all. From the Chartreuse the route included 
Aix, Lausanne, Chamounix, the lakes Maggiore and 
Como, Splugen, Lucerne, the lakes of Zurich and 
Con stance, Lauterbrunnen, Basle, Mayence, Coblentz 
and Cologne. The journey from Basle to Cologne 
�as on a boat bought for the trip : otherwise the 
travellers went on foot and with a heC\lthy insular 
disregard of foreign conventionalities. W ordsworth 
writes home to his sister : 

"Our appearance is singular, and we have often observed 
that in  passing through a village we have excited a general 
smile. Our coats which we had made light on purpose for the 
journey are of the same piece ; and our manner of carrying our 
bundles, which is upon our heads, with each an oak stick in our 
hands, contributes not a little to that general curiosity which we 
seem to excite." 
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The tour had its comic side, but to W ordsworth 

it was rich in good. In the vastness of Alpine scenery 

his mind saw the manifestation of an unending life : 

" The immeasurable height 

Of woods decaying, never to be decayed, 
The stationary blasts of waterfalls, 
And in the narrow rent at every turn 
Winds thwarting winds, bewildered and forlorn, 

The torrents shooting from the clear blue sky . . .  , 

The unfettered clouds and region of the Heavens, 

Tumult and peace, the darkness and the light . . . 

The types and symbols of Eternity, 
Of first, and last, and midst, and without end. 

in the political enthusiasm of the time he drank in 

" Lessons of genuine brotherhood, the plain 

And universal reason of mankind, 
The truths of young and old." 

A year or two later and those political and humani

tarian interests absolutely possessed him: at present they 

had a but divided sway. He was a young man with 

eyes lfew1y opened to the wonders of the world, and 

even the great drama of Revolution could only 

secure half his interest. 

"A stripling, scarcely of the household then 

Of social life, I looked upon these things 

As from a distance ; heard, and saw, and felt, 

Was touched, but with no intimate concern; 

I seemed to move along them, as a bird 

Moves through the air, or as a fish pursues 

Its sport, or feeds in its proper element; 
I wanted not that joy, I did not need 
Such help ; the ever-living universe, 
Turn where I might, was opening out its glories, 

And the independent spirit of pure youth 
Called forth, at every season, new delights, 
Spread round my steps like sunshine o'er green fields." 

The travellers returned to England by Calais in 
October, and in November Words worth came up to 

VOL. XVI. M M M 
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Cambridge for his last term. In those days (as we are 
informed by the courteous Registrary Dr Luard), twelve 
terms were nominally required for the RA. degree. 
One however was considered to have been kept before 
a man came up. It was then necessary to reside 
for ten terms, after which in January of the fourth year, 
in the nominal twelfth term, the Tripos took place and 
the degree was conferred. The supplzeat for W ords
worth's degree, preserved with those of the rest of 
his year in the Registry, gives the date Jan . 2 I, I 79-r. 

Having taken his degree Wordsworth left Cambridge 
at once. After a visit to Forncett he lingered for 
some months in London in great doubt as to his 
future, and then spent the summer with his friend 
J ones in Wales. In the October term of this year 
1791 he seems again to have resided for a few weeks 
in Cambridge, but the attraction of events i n  France 
becoming irresistible, in November he once more 
left England and became a most ardent spectator 
of the n ext phases of the Revolution .  

The task of  an  academic biographer naturally closes 
when his hero has duly received the B.A. degree aIld 
dropped into the vast ocean of 'men gone down.' 
But even the academic biographer feels in W ordsworth�� 
case that his leaving Cambridge is not the end, but 
the beginning of a career. It is true that he had 
still to encounter some rude shocks with the world 
before his spiritual training was complete and his 
message of joy and consolation ready to

' 
be delivered. 

But when that message came, it included all the 
deepest experiences of the poet's inward life till then. 
What, we may ask, did Cambridge contribute? If 

by Cambridge we mean the official body and its 

effete system, we may answer at once--Nothing. But 
can we say the same of the varied influences which 
surrounded W ordsworth during his residence amongst 

us? Surely not. We cannot doubt that in our 
little world he learnt some lessons of life-long value 
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on the play of human passions. We know how 

much our quiet landscape trained his eye and deepened 

his love of nature-how greatly his sympathy with the 

past was strengthened among our ancient buildings

how the traditions of Cambridge gave him a sense of 

noble kinship with the great poets and thinkers of old-

"Even the great Newton's own ethereal self 

Seemed humbled in those precincts, thence to be 

The more endeared:' 

The Wordsworth who left St John's a century ago 

was a far graver, nobler, stronger man than the Hawks

head schoolboy who had walked our streets three years 

before in the double importance of freshmanship and 

new clothes. Time would have done its work 

anywhere: but to us who love Cambridge it may be 

permitted to believe that nowhere would it have done 

more for Wordsworth than it did here. And if we 

hear those Cambridge days made the text for 

lamentation, as we sometimes may, let us picture the 

old poet as he revisited the college-rooms of his youth. 

" Here," he said, " I was as joyous as a lark." 

G. C. M. S. 
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JOHNIAN WORTHIES AT THE GUELPH 

EXHIBITION. 

HE "Exhibition of the Royal House of Guelph" now occupying the New Gallery, Regent Street, in succession to the "Tudor" and "Stuart" Exhibitions of previous years, is intended to include portraits and memorials of the chief personages who flourished under the Hanoverian Sovereigns up to the accession of her present Majesty. In addition to the portrait of Words worth by Pickers gill, the familiar ornament of our College Hall and the subject of the poet's well-known sonnet Go, ./at"th./ul 

Portraz"t, which 

hangs in a conspicuous position in the South Gallery, there are many others that have a special interest to J ohnians. The following is a list of these, with the numbers assigned to them in the catalogue. 
91. William Wilberforce (1759-1833). 
Painted by J. RIsz'ng for Lord Muncaster: lent by the Earl of Crawford. This is the original of the engraving presented to the Small Combination�Room by Mr Scott (Eagle xvi . 79). 
597· The same. 
A miniature : lent by Mrs Le Fanu. 
116. Charles Watson Wentworth, second Marquess of Rockingham, K.G. (1730-1782). 

Lord Rockingham was Prime Minister in 1765, and again on the fall of Lord N orth'8 administration in 1782; he died in office in the same year. Painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds: lent by G, G, C, Wentworth-Fit�william, Esq. 
1017. The same. 

An enamel miniature, signed" W. B. 1786; " lent by Jeffrey 
Whit�head, Esq. 
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190. William Wordsworth (1770-1850). 
Painted for the College about 1831: lent by the Master 

and Fellows. 

197. Matthew Prior (1664-1721). 
This picture of the " poet, statesman, and diplomatist" 

was painted by Sir Godfrey /{neller, and was formerly in the 
collection of Edward Harley, Earl of Oxford : lent by the 
Stationers' Company. 

249. The same. 
Painted by M. DaM, and presented ;by the poet to Lord 

Chancellor Harcourt ; lent by E. W. Harcourt, Esq. 

216. The Rev William Muir Mason (1725-1797). 

This portrait of the author of the tragedies Caractacus and 
Eljrida, who became a Fellow of Pembroke, Chaplain to 
George n, and Canon of York, was painted by Sir Joshua 

Reynolds: lent by Pembroke College. 

224. Richard Bentley D.D. (1662-1742.) 

This is apparently the original of the engraving of the great 
scholar presented to the Small Combination-Room by Dr D.  
Mac Alister (Eagle xv. z72). It bears the same inscription 
"AET. 48, 1710." Lent by Trinity College. 

301. Henry Kirke White (1785-1806). 

A half-length portrait of the poet painted by J. Hoppner, 

R.A.: lent by the Corporation of Nottingham. 

321. John Horne Tooke (1736-1812), with John 

Wilkes and John Glynn. 
Three small figures seated at a table, Wilkes in his 'alder

man's gown in the centre. They represent the principal 
characters connected with the famous North Briton riots. 
Painted by Housto?l: lent by the Baroness Burdett-Coutts. 

1037. John Home Tooke. 
A miniature, signed " S. Collins 1786 :." lent by Jeffrey 

Whitehead, Esq. 
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1 55 5 ·  D r  Erasmus Darwin ( 1 73 1-1 802). 
1 5 69. Charles Cornwa1lis, first Marquess Corn

wa1lis, K.G. ( 1 73 8-1 805 ), Governor-General of India, 
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. 

Porcelain medallions made by Josz'ah Wedgwood. 

1 7 1 2. A holograph letter from the Marquess of 
Rockingham to Lord Lyttelton : lent by Viscount 
Cobham. 

1 7 25 .  A holograph letter from the Marquess Corn
wallis to B. Roebuck, dated Calcutta, 1 0  Nov. 1 790 : 
lent by Alfred Morrison, Esq. 

1 7 39 ·  A holograph letter from Joseph Addison 
to Ambrose Phillips [( 1 6 7 1-1 749) formerly Fellow], 
praising a pastoral and an essay on pastoral by the 
latter, though rather faintly. He goes on to give 
items of literary news :-" Mr Row has promised ye 
Town a farce this winter, but it does not yet appear." 
" Mr Dennis has a Tragedy that is now in its first 
run _ of Acting. It is called Liberty Asserted, and 
has ye Whiggs for its patrons and supporters. "  

Dated " London 1 0  March 1 703 [4J : "  lent by Alfred 
Morrison, Esq. 

J 794· A holograph letter from Matthew Prior to 
Lord Godolphin er), thanking him for the continuance 
of his pension, complaining of his circumstances, and 
asking for employment. 

Dated " Westr July 28 th 1 709 : "  lent by H. Saxe Wyndham, 
Esq. 

1 8 1 8 . i\. holograph letter from William Words
worth to the Rev R. Bamford, congratul ating him 
on the testimony he had received of Dr Bell's esteem. 

Dated " Rydal Mount, May 2 8, 1 825 : "  lent by Alfred 
l\tIorrison, Esq. 

1 7 6  (Coins and Medals). Willia
'
m Wilberforce. 

Slave trade aboHshed 1 807. 
A copper medal. 

" 

THE HISTOR Y OF THE LADY MARGARE T 

BOA T CL UB. 

9\� �U:ST begin this article by explaining how 

� � It IS that I, an oarsman of small repute, am 

@;I writing a notice of this History of our Boat 

Club. And first I must confess that I never was a 

" Light Blue," nor even a " Trial Eight " man, though 

my experiences of the Eight Oar have often been 

a sore trial to me. 

--- 1 

Certain" young friends of mine sometimes ask m e  

(let us hope seriously) i f  I was n o t  a " Double Blue," 

and I have so often been Cl; looker-on at Putney and 

at Lord's that I sometimes yield for a moment to 

the delusion that I did achieve those Double Honours : 

but the sober and sad fact is that I never rose beyond 

the College First Eleven, and that my aquatic honours 

are still less distinguished. D urin g my third year 

owing to the wrath of Achilles, alz'as H. William s, 

No Five in many a Putney race, I for about a week 

had the proud and painful honour of rowing as 

No Four in the First Boat, a place too big for my 

moderate dimensions, George Paley, as good an oar 

and as true a m an as I hnve ever met, taking No 

Five's oar. At length Achilles came out of his, tent ; 

Paley went b ack to No Four ; and I-well I was 

politely told that I left the crew without a stain on 

my ch aracter, but that my services were no longer 

required. 
I have often tried to persuade myself that the 

First Boat . would have rowed Head instead of Third 

on the river if it  had retained my services ; but I 
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must confess that at the time I felt  that the otzum 
cum dzg. of the Second Boat was more in my line 
than the place of Four in the First Boat, which was 
to m e  a combination of labor z11Zprobus and znJa1Zdus 
dol or, felt by me even now as I write the words 
" Quicker forward Four J"  

H o w  comes it  then that I am now writing this 
notice of a distinctly aquatic work ? I can say with 
Cicero, R ecepz' causam, no1Z suscepz: 

Not long ago there came to me a handsome volume, 
Th e Hzstory of th e Lady Margaret Boat Club by 
R. H. Forster and W. Harris, two gentlemen dis
tinguished, I believe, both in the aquatic and in the 
academic world. 

The book came to me as a present from Mr Scott, the 
Senior Bursar of Our COllege. I was delighted with 
the gift. But, alas, " Something bitter ever tises from 
the fountain of our joys." There also came a handsome 
note from the Bursar and another from Dr Mac Alister, 
asking me to write for " the Eagle" a notice of the book 
which 'Yas to be " as chatty as you l ike to make it." 
The p erJervzau17Z z7zgemum Scotorum is known to be 
irresistible. Moreover, all rebellious intentions were 
disarmed by the graciousness of the gift, the beauty 
of the book, and the permission to write a " chatty " 
article. I felt that I could not accept the book and 
refuse the article, and as to returning the book 
which had charmed my eyes and Won its way to 
my heart at first sight, I was placed in the position 
of a fair Irish maiden, who having accepted " gems 
rich and rare " from an admirer, and then refused his 
hand, was told that she ought to return his presents. 
" No," cried she, " that I'll never do, I'll marry him 
first," and she did so. 

" Send back the book J "  said I to myself, " Never J 
, I'll write the article first." 

Moreover, I found the word " chatty " very per
suasive. A chatty article I take to be one that may 
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or may not take notice of facts, figures, and statistics, 

and may wander here and there at its own sweet 

will .  On reading the book, for, unlike most reviewers, 

I have read a con siderable portion of it, I find its 

contents as charming as its exterior. But it  m ust 

be admitted that to enjoy a book like this one m ust 

have been a rowing man, or b e  m ore or less familiar 

with the n ames of those whose deeds are recorded. 

Thus I find that the history of my own times

quorum pars 1'IZZ7ZZ1na Juz'-interests me far more than 

that of the later years during which I have been 

unable, owing to my rustication , to see the races, 

and to know the oarsmen personally. 
It seems to me therefore that the Hzstory of Boatt1zg 

which shall interest even the " dry bob " has yet 

to be written ; something however i n  this direction 

might, I think, be done if to the list of crews foot

notes, as in the Um'vtl'szl:Y Calendar, were added, 

describing briefly the after-life of the more renowned 

oarsmen ; the mere names are cpwvavTa a UVETOt(T£V' f'> 
Of TO 7rav EPf-I-?'}VEWV XaTit):£. 

Another defect i n  the book, for which Messrs 

Forster and Harris are in no way responsible, is 

caused by the great inaccuracy of ' m any of the records 

kept by the former officers of the Club. This point is 

I think referred to by Dr Morgan in his admirable 

work Um've1'sz'ty i,(Jars. My own mem ory, the worst 

in the world for facts and figures, enables me to point 

out several inaccuracies as regards the weights and 

initials of well-known oarsmen between pages 68 

and 9 1 .  
A statement on page 7 3  can scarcely b e  read without 

an incredulous smile by those who remember the facts 
of the case. We lost the Fours in 1 85 7 ,  and could 
hardly have failed to  win them if H. vVilliams h ad 
rOwed . " vVilliams," we are told, " would have rowed, 
had he not been too heavy for the ship. " Credat 

')uda, eus !  Williams' weight at Henley a few months 
VOL. XVI. N N N  
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before (see p. 7 i ) was 1 2 St .  4lb. ! Again some Captains 
record the weights of their crews, others omit them. 
It woul d add to the interest of these Chronicles if 
the weights were in all cases given, and correctly given. 
Some Judges, who are now weighty authorities on 
the j udicial bench, would read with pleasure the 
record of their former weights on the aquatic bench . 
Many a worthy Alderman would be comforted by th e 
thought that he had once been a feather-weight. The 
fat Rector would be able to prove to his unbelieving 
flock that he was n ot always heavy. The weights of 
the crews are given consistently, and let us hope 
accurately, during the last decade. 

It seems to me however that whereas the earlier 
chroniclers did attempt to clothe the dry bones of 
their records with some life, the more modern records 
are rather " cut and dried." Events intensely thrilling 
are mentioned in a very meagre manner. Who that 
saw it can ever forget the race recorded on p.  69 ? 
What a wonderful victory was that of the stalwart 
Paley over the astute cox of First Trinity, p. 7 9 ? Yet 
a few words .. are deemed sufficient notice of these 
events, and Paley has n ot the right initials assigned 
to him. And ought not the tragical death of CampbeU 
of Clare ( p .  1 60) to have been thought worthy of 
something more than t h e  most casual allusion ? A 
few foot-notes, or additional descriptions, would tend 
to m ake the book more interesting. It would also 
interest the n on-resident m embers of the L.M.B .C .  
i f  the present Rules o f  the Club were printed after 
the original Rules. When I state my opinion that 
an Index would add to the merits of the book, my 
work in the way of criticism is at an end. 

Most sincerely can I recom mend the volume to 
all lovers of rowing in general, and of the L.M.B C.  in 
particular. I will, however, try to avoid the bad example 
of m any modern Reviewers who give such copio�s 
extracts of the work they are revie wing that thelr 
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readers are content with the review, and never buy 
or read the book itself. Extract of beef is a poor 
substitute for the beef itsel f ;  and extracts from books 
but feebly represent the books themselves ; therefore, 
if any one has read me thus far, I would say to him 
" Dont ask me for extracts, but buy the book and 
read it." 

I have been invited to be " chatty," and avail 
myself of the invitation to pass on to one or two 
points. 

The L.M.B.C.  was originally an exclusive body ; 
as it partially lost this character it became somewhat 
anomalous. Practically it was the College Club, for 
no rival Club could compete with it ; yet the odious 
" black ball " might exclude a meritorious candidate 
who might have m ade an enemy of a Captain or one 
of the mighty ones. During my Presidency of thirteen 
years I formed a deep dislike of the black ball, partly 
because of the arithmetical problems connected with 
it, and still more because of the reckl ess use often 
made of it. But the Club has not escaped the de
mocratising spirit of the day, and fi nally in 1 88 6  it was 
amalgamated with the other Clubs of the College. 
But the President who carried out this amalga
gamation shall tell his own tale. 

" I n 1 8 8 5 ," writes Mr Heitland, " the finances of 
the L.M.n.C.  had come to a sad pass. With strictest 
economy we j ust held our ground, if we ever did 
that : and the old standing debt of about £ 300 or 
£ 3 2 0  was a hopeless burden. An attempt had been 
m ade to reduce it a few years before by means of an 
appeal to n on- resident members ; but the result was 
failure. So a few men talked matters over with me, 
and we sounded others to see whether a scheme of 
, amalgamation ' stood a chance of being accepted. 
We found that it did not ; and the proj ect was 
dropped. I n  1 88 6  the leading men in the various 
sports -particularly Toppin, Symonds, and Rolleston-
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seeing no other way of checking the financial decay 
and the general depression that prevailed, came and 
requested me to head a movement for ' amalgamation.' 
I will 110t detail our early difficulties. It was the 
m iddle of May, and the work to be done was far too 
great for the time. T. A. Herbert worked hard, and 
so did others. We started the new scheme in October, 
and organized temporarily as well as we could. The 
various clubs had all joined at the end of the May 
Term . We started i n  a fi nancially sound condition. 
The debts-some £ 350 i n  all-were cleared off by 
subscriptions. Graduates gave about £ 1 90, u nder
graduates about £ 1 00, and the financial skill of J. F. 
Tarleton secured some reductions. All came from 
resident members, save that one of the Forsters sent 
help which he insisted o n  our accepting. 

If the scheme has not done all that the most sanguine 
hoped, at least we are free from debt, and the L.M:B.C. 
proved itself alive by bringing the Ladies and Thames 
Plates from Henley in 1 88 8." 

S uch is the account with which Mr Heitland has 
kindly supplied me.  The word " amalgam," D r  Skeat 
tells us, means " an emollient " ;  that the amalgam 
applied to our Cllibs has had no mollifying influence 
on the m uscles and the pluck of the L.M.B.C.  has 
been proved, as Mr Heitland points out, by the 
successes of the Club at Henley. If however, as 
an old President, I m ay venture to give advice 
founded on my own experience, I would borrow advice 
given to m e  when I began Greek. " Take care of 
the little words and the big words will take care of 
themselves " ;  and I would say " 0 ye L.M.B.C. officers 
and Captains ! takE' care of the lower boats, and the 
First boat will give a good account of itself." 

But I have been putting the cart before the horse ; 
for omitting the early and m iddle part of the. history 
I have been describing the great event of 1 8 8 6. 

Much could I write of the ancient h istory of our 
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Club, of such names as Selwyn, Snow, Beebee, Tyrrell, 
CoJ.quhoun, Merivale, Paley, names which in m any 
cases prove how true are the words of Rorace 

Est in j uvencis, est in equis patrum 
Virtus. 

Much could I write of the ancient Coxen's Bugle, 
of the Panthermanticon, the Cheimonobaptists, the 
Trinity Tobacco Pipes and Punch Bowls (tremble ye 
trainers ! ) ,  of the Trinity przvateer and the Johnian 
Corsazr, the Ancient Mariners, and the V.C. who 
sixty years ago requested the Boat Clubs to refrain 
from racing because the cholera was raging at Sunder
land. For these points of interest I m ust again refer 
m y  patient reader to the History of the L .M.£!. C. 

Much profit and pleasure may also be derived from 
my friend Mr Bateman's elegant Aqua#c Notes, and 
Dr Morgan's Unz'versz'ty Oars. 

The last-named work is well worth serious study. 
It has been lent to me by the author's brother, the 
well-known Master of Jesus College, the hero of a 

hundred boat races, and a living specimen of the 
benefits conferred by the m anly exercises of rowing 
and wal king, and the free use of the Welsh language. 
In that book Dr Morgan, a physician of large 
experience, has shown by careful statistics that boat
racing is so far from h aving an injurious effect on a 

sound man's health that it tends to strengthen the 
constitution a nd to preserve life. This is a point 
which rowing men must n ot allow to be forgotten, 
for if the charges brought against boat-racing by 
Mr Skey in 1 86 7  were well founded, it would be our 
painful duty to follow the example of m any modern 
politicians and to re-consider our position, and possibly 
to substitute some less fatal exercise for rowing. 

As it is, Dr MOl'gan has shown by the testim ony 
of old Un iversity Oars from the first race in 1 8 29 to 
that in 1 8 69 that on the whole longevity and health are 
aided rather than i mpaired by boat-racing. 
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This point is so important, and the general pUblic 
(as by and bye I hope to show by some illustrations) 
is so ignorant on the subject, that I wish i n  some way 
to supplement Dr Morgan ' s  verdict. 

In 1 8 6 7  Mr Wright, First Trinity, a nephew of 
the Hon Mr Justice Denman, won the Colquhoun 
S culls in his first year. Mr Denman, having obtained 
the same honour in 1 842 ,  celebrated the double event 
by a dinner in London to all winners of the Sculls 
whom h e  could gather together. He kindly invited 
me, as President of the L.M.B.C.,  to the dinner, at 
which I was a m innow among Tritons, as I was almost 
the only guest who had not won the Sculls. I must 
say that Cl better preserved set of Tritons it  would 
be hard to imagine. 

With a view to meeting Mr Skey's charges Mr 
Denman had collected a mass of evidence which his 
judicial m ind had carefully sifted. H e  has been so 
good as to refresh my memory quite recently. " When 
we met ( 1 867 )," h e  writes, " there had been 3 I winners 
of the Colquhouns, of whom 25 were still alive, and 
6 accounted for by murder, accidents, and fevers ." 
(It is a singular fact, and one noticed by Dr Morgan, 
that great oarsmen are more liable to fevers than to 
other attacks of ill n�ss . )  Mr Denman goes on t u  say 
that he believes in 1 867  he stated that every one of 
his crew (Head of the river in 1 84 2 )  was still alive 
25 years after ; that every member of Charles Selwyn's 
crew (Head of the river in 1 83 5 )  was alive 3 I years 
after ; and that only two out of six of the Guards' 
crew Ca six-oar which rowed from Oxford to London 

in a day, and according to common rumour all died 
soon after) were dead 40 years after, and they were 
killed in battle. I may add that my friend Mr Goldie, 
a hero of later date, has assured me not many days 
ago, with the most cheerful of smiles on a countenance 
radiant with health, that rowing has certainly done 
him no harm. 
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Why do I record these statements ? Partly t o  

re-assure the oarsmen of  the day whose fond relatives 

tell them that rowing is shortening their lives, 

and partly to open the eyes of the said relatives, 

and to save them from feeling and spreading false 

alarms. I have been assured by a distinguished 

physician who knows Cambridge men well that if a 

man is sound and well-built, discreet and careful i n  

his training, and still more careful a s  t o  h o w  h e  

goes out of training, there are few better prescriptions 

for a long life and short doctor's bills than the use 

of the oar. 
But the general public on this, as o n  some other 

points, need instruction. 

I once happened to rem ark that No 2 in a Uni

versity Crew rowed " out of the boat." " Impossible, 

my dear Sir ! � ' cried a high Wrangler with warmth, 

" that a man should row a boat while he is outside 

it is a sheer impossibility." 

On another occasion, I was describing a boat-race 

to a medical man, and I stated " that one of the Oxford 

men caught a crab, and the result was a dead-heat." 

" Caught a crab ! "  cried my friend, " that was clever ! 

But how could he manage it while he was rowing ? "  

I once asked a friend, a fellow-Fellow, who had 

resided i n  Cambridge more than fifteen years, to walk 

with me to see the May Races, and his reply was 

" Well, I think I will, for I've never seen a boat-race 

yet." And my friend rose to be a distinguished 

ecclesiastic ! Such ignorance is lamentable, but we 

may hope that in these days of School Boards the 

public will soon be better taught, and that the notion 

that rowing is injurious to health may soon be out of 

date. That rowing is good moral and mental training 

is proved by the mere names of Chitty, Denman, 

Selwyn, Merivale, and others quos enumerar'e longum 

est. "Ve may go further, and maintain that the man 

'who rows i n  the right spirit derives spiritual good 
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also ; for it is well known that not a few of our best 
M issionaries and Divines have been great at the 
oar, and have owned the debt that they owe to the 
river. That the present race of rowers is not degenerate 
in bodily strength may be inferred from their increased 
weight and height"' ; that they will also distinguish 
themselves afterwards and lead long and useful 
lives there i s  good reason to hope. 

Labztur et labetur in O77Zne volubzlzs mvu77Z is true 
not only of our river, sluggish though it be, but also, 
we may hope, of the race of rowers. Long may they 
glide on their sliding seats and plough, but never 
dig, its-I was going to say " waters " ;  but I leave 
it to our Natural Science men to give a proper name 
to the latest combination of Cloaca and Cam . 

And now I must say vos valete to the patient readers, 
if any, who have followed me " from start to fi nish." 
I am afraid I cannot add et flaudzte. Non e the less 
I hope that my rambling remarks may stir up the 
aquatic spirit of past and present oarsmen, and that 
this excellent Hzstory of tlte L .M.B.C. may lead to 
the pUblication of further records, which, if less 
statistical, may be equally interesting. Rowing is some
thing more and better than mere sport. There are 
many heart-stirring sounds connected with our English 

'sports : the Tally-ho of the huntsman, the whirring 
of skates in a clear frosty air, the J odel of the Swiss 
guide, and even the rattling cannonade of the 
Racquet Court, are as sweet music in my ear ; but 
the most heart-stirring sound ot

' 
all is the measured 

beat of eight oars striking the water in unison. 
As one grows older the music sometimes sounds 
sadly, as it reminds one of friends, once stalwart and 
true, whose days on land and water are over ; sad 

.. I am ' informed by the President ( l 8 9 ! )  of the O.U.B.C. that the 

average heigh t of the Oxford Crew in ! 889 was 6 ft. 2 in., and in r890 well 
over 6 ft. Would it not be well to give in future the height as well as the weight 
of each member of a University or First Boat Crew ? 
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too is it to  have brought home to one the painful 

reality that one's own arms and legs and lungs 

would tell a sad but true tale if one tried again to 

row Four in the L.M.B.C. First Boat. But, whatever 

may be the state of arms and legs and lungs, the 

heart that has once loved rowing loves it always. 

To all who are young and sound I would in con

clusion say-
Row in an eight-oar, while you may : 

No exercise beats rowing ; 
And you, fond freshman of to-day, 

Will in three years be going. 

Postscrift.-In order to obtain the latest information 

I wrote to Lord Ampthill, the vigorous President of 

the O.D.B.C.  H is answer reached me too late for 

incorporation with this article, but I gladly avail 

myself of the privilege of a Postscript that my readers 

may benefit by the opinions of one whose Eton and 

Oxford experiences so well qualify him to be a judge. 

Our Dark Blue opponent fully believes that rowing is 

distinctly beneficial to health, unless a man has some 

organic defect in his heart or lungs. He, however, 

describes as " little short of lunacy " the conduct of 

some men, however sound and strong they may be, 

who row in races wztlzout traznz·ng. He states that n o  

man is  now-a-days asked t o  row in any good crew who 

has not previously been subjected to a medical exami

nation. This should re�assure the nervous parent. 

Lord Ampthill concludes with some excellent remarks 

on the advantages of rowing as ' a  disciplin e ' likely 

to counteract the discontent and m any other evils of 

the age. While thanking him for his letter, I am 

tempted, as I think of Putney and Mortlake, to cry

QUU7n talxs et tantus szs, utz'nam noster esses ! 

E. W. BOWLING. 
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ON NATURAL HISTORY AND OTHER PURIS , 
NA TURALIB US. 

aHIS little lecture was delivered in the Com-1 ' 
bination-room at the commencement of the 
n ew year. I have been asked to publish it 

in view of the foundation of an Agricultural Department 
in this University, which is to teach us everything 
from the price of cereals to the geology of the Cretaceous 
Period. The wonders of the Animal Kingdom there
fore attain a new interest for us, and it is hoped that 
these chapters may serve as short monographs of 
what we at present know on the subject of the 
animals that may be found on the Home-Farm, whether 
in their wild state or domesticated. 

CHAPTER 1. Of tlte Fluke, the Bot, and the Trzchzna. 
, The Fluke is nothing- if not domesticated. It begins 

Hfe as a parasite of a freshwater shell-fish, which is 
perhaps as lowly an origin as the humblest of us 
could desire. We next find it i n  th e interior of the 
Sheep, because it likes to have some place it can 
call a Home ; at this stage of its career it is known 
as the Staggers, and causes its host to appear ring
straked. It eventually, I believe, developes into some 
common object of the microscope. 

Contrariwise the Bot is the young of the Gad-fly. 
I n  its hi story we find one of the most remarkable 
adaptations in Nature of the means to the end an d 
of both to the ridiculous. The mother-fly lays her 
egg on the tongue of the Horse, so that, when that 
noble animal opens its mouth to laugh, the e mbryo 
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Gad-fly falls o u t  a n d  perishes m iserably. Thus, b y  
a simple mechanical contrivance t h e  balance of 
Nature is m aintained. If it were not for this, statis
ticians inform us, there would be in sixteen generations 
three Gad-flies to every square inch of the habitable 
globe, for this insect knows nothing of the Prudential 
Check. 

The Trichina is  the cause of measles in pork, which 
may be called a corruptio op#mz·. I do not know 
much about this creature, but I have been told that, 
if you cut out the Trichinae from a square inch of 
the muscle of a diseased pig and set them end to end, 
they would reach as far as an express train fro m  

here to St Paul's, travelling a t  a uniform ' speed. The' 

moral is that we should cook our pork, which at the 

same time cooks the goose of the Trichina by the 

Law which Naturalists call Correlation . I do not 

think the Trichina developes into anything else, but 

it reproduces itself in interminable lengths like a 

popular N oveIist. 

CHAPTER n. Of the common Eagle. 

This usually featherless biped is the King of Birds. 

He can gaze with u nblenched eyes at the Sun. He 

also feeds on cox-combs and other internal mechanisms. 

If you try to stare him out of countenance, he yawns, 

says < c  Yap " (which is as near as he can get to an 

expletive), and works his wings as if they were dumb

bells till he tumbles off his perch. Then with a quiet 

dignity he puts his head in his waistcoat pocket and 

winds up his Waterbury. 

CHAPTER nl. Of the Sole. 

This succulent fish h as one eye permanently round 
the corner, like the honorable member for Emmanuel. 
He is white on one side and dark on the other, like 
many another honest Englishman. I used to think that 
the white side was the underside and the egg-and-
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breadcrum b the upper ; but it is not so. They are 
rights and lefts. The reason for this arrangement, 
I am told, is as follows. When an enemy looks down 
upon the fish from above it  sees only the dark part, and 
says to itself " This can't  be a sole," and the same 
thing occurs 11'lutatzs mutandzs with the enemy from 
below, and before they have time to compare notes 
the Sole is escaped out of the net of the Fowler. 
This doesn'� sound to me very plausible, but of course 
in Science we do not expect to arrive at the exact 
truth ; what we hope for is a good working hypothesis, 
which will enable us to bring out our book before 
the other man's. To return, the m ethod of progression 
of the Sole is wobbly, but not unstatesmanlike. 

CHAPTER IV. 01 the Htppopotamus. 
Much has been written of this interesting animal, 

but there is still something left for the gleaner. H e  
combines the bland expression o f  a certain eminent 
Cabinet Minister with the pachydermatous hide of 
our political opponents-whichever side they are. H e  
was apparently fashioned by Nature before she made 
the lasses o !  and his delicate curves were put in 
with a pickaxe. 

CHAPTER V. 01 the Stork. 
The Stork is chiefly rem arkable for having what 

I believe Mathematicians call a re-entrant angle in its 
knee, so that it works its legs on the minus side of 
the directrix, like the less reputable branch of the 
hyperbola. It has to take a back seat in the pew to 
leave room for its devotions. The female Stork in 
the Zoological Gardens builds in washing-baskets for 
preference. It can stand on one leg

' 
with its head 

between its shoulder-blades as long as it can get 
anyone to look at it. It then puts th e  other foot 
down gingerly as if the earth was red-hot and chuckles. 
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CHAPTER VI. 01 the Pelzcan .  

The Pelican is a fertile cross between a flamingo, 
a goose, and a m agazine-rifle. He is fed at 3 p.m. 
After dinner he shakes him self, wags his tail, hops 
solemnly three times on both feet, and thinks about 
to-morrow's breakfast. He then reproduces a damaged 
fish from his dewlap, which he l ooks at for some time 
with unutterable contempt, but eventually bolts when 
he sees his missus coming. 

This is the Pelican of the Wilderness, the Pelican 
of Gerrard Street is a different bird and feeds later. 

CHAPTER VII. Of the Love-bzrd. 

This bird is created in pairs, and for the purposes 

of commerce is painted green. It is the husband of 

one wife, and when she departs this l ife it mopes 

and never smiles again.  It dies in the odour of sanctity 

with cotton-wool in its ears. We know what this 

kind of bird thinks of us, but it never knows what 

we think of it. It is a humbug to the last. 

CHAPTER VIII. Of the Baczllus. 

As this creature is still sub fudzce and the microscope, 

it would be indelicate to say more than this, that m ixed 
with glycerine and rats' spleens it forms a nutritious 

diet for in valids an d children. It is supplied in phials 

( flavoured to suit the disease) at a moderate profit to 

Crowned Heads and other Personages. 

CHAPTER IX. 01 tlze Glow-zCJorm. 

Shakespeare and others, who should have known 

better, tell us that the Gl ow-worm lights her lamp 

as a kind of . Matrimonial News Agency and Scottish 

Widows. But we are not to be taken in. If an 
emancipated lady Glow-worm wanted to marry she 
would say so, and on a rebuff go about saying that 
the retiring modesty of British Maidenhood was not 
appreciated, and then start a new religion or at least 
a lay mission .  
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CHAPTER X. 0./ the Beetle ZlZ General. 

This is an excellent fowl, though it has six legs. 
Plato tells us in the Symposzu1n that Man originally 
had four legs, and had a much better time of it than 
we have at present, because he could do " three cart
wheels a penny " with ease. This made him haughty. 
A /or#orz' six legs is too many and has a suggestion 
of a luggage-train about it. Even an omnibus has 
only four. However, the Beetle is good to collect, 
and, as he does not use the Monkey Brand, his clothes 
will wash. 

CHAPTER XI. 0./ the Lap-zvz'ng or Peewzt. 

The Lap-wing is a striking example of the develop
ment of the maternal instinct. When a sportsman 
approaches too near her nest, she decoys him from 
her callow brood by flying as if with broken wing. 
The result is that the mother Lap-wing is shot, and 
the young Lap-wings eventually appear at table as 
golden plover. 

CHAPTER XII. 0./ the Bower-bzrd. 

The bower-bird of Australia is chiefly remarkable 
for running away with its neighbour's land-m ark, 
contrary to the provisions of the Commination Service. 
It then gives a small and early to celebrate the event, 
whereat the best dancers secure their partners for 
life. The rest go back to their interrupted occupation 
of hunting for sardine-tins and other treasure -trove 
to adorn their bowers. 

CHAPTER XIII. 0/ the RMnoceros. 

This is one of the most comic of animals. It has 
the air of an old-clothes-man, who has put all his 
stock-in-trade on his back regardless of fit-olll1Zta 
mea meCU71Z porto, as Cresar said to the recalcitrant 
boatman. I watched him in the Zoo last autumn ; 
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he was running round his enclosure, and whenever 

he came to a particular place he stopped and snorted, 

and then trundled on again with all the grace of the 

Salvation Army. Perhaps he was beginning to realise 

that after all he is only a grand old Pig with a wart 

on his nose. 

CHAPTER XIV. 0./ the Omzthorhynchus paradoxus. 

The Ornithorhynchus paradoxus or Duck-billed 

Platypus is a little mixed. He is the Tory Democrat 

or Protestant Home-Ruler of the animal world-I 

mean it is a little difficult to trace his affinities and 

discover his purpose in the Scheme of Creation. For 

a long time we did not know whether he was viviparous 

or oviparous, but Cambridge may be proud that 

that question was set at rest by one of her sons, who 

dissected as many as he could lay his hands on, and 

telegraphed the thrilling message to Montreal : " Mother 

and egg both doing as well as can be expected." 

I believe by the way the beast was getting rare and 

has doubtless now been finished off, which shows 

the superiority of the Scientific Researcher over the 

Mere Coll�ctor. 

CHAPTER XV. 0/ the Human. 

Man is the roof and crown of things. Cambridge, 

it is generally allowed, is the roof and crown of 

man ; and the roof and crown of Cambridge for some 

time to come will be the Agricultural Syndicate. I 

have now worked up from the lowest of created beings 

to the highest, and will therefore conclude. 

H. R. T. 



NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Contz"nued from j. 257.) 

m�S the Colleges grew in size and importance many �l of them obtained the consent of the Town to - -
enclose common or waste grounds lying about 

their precincts. A list of such enclosures is given by 
Baker in his MSS (Brzt. Mus. Harl. MSS 704 1 fo1. 
1 1 9)· In the year 1 599 Trinity College wished to 
enclose the N .  W. portion of ' Garret Hostel Green,' 
a piece of common ground bounded by the River and 
King's Ditch. This enclosure was hotly opposed by 
St John's College. Mention is made of this by Baker 
(Bnt. Mus. Harl. MSS 7038 fol .  298) where he says 
that it appears from letters z'nter archzva that Arch
bishop Whitgift " was vehement in the thing." 

In Cole's MS XLI (Brzt. Mus. Add. MSS 5842 
p 3 20) there is a document setting forth the demands of 
St John's, the College claiming through its tenants to 
have exercised rights of common over the land. In 
Willis and Clark's Arr;hztectural .Hzstory of the Univer
sity e II p 407-41 2 )  will be found many details with 
respect to this controversy. And the case for Trinity 
College, taken from the State Papers, will be found at 
P 4 1 1 . When Mr ]. W. Clark was preparing this work 
for the press Whitgift's letters to St John's could not be 
found. Now, however, the proverbial needle has been 
found in the stack of our muniments, and I am able 
not only to give these, but other letters relatin� to 
the same matter. It should be remembered that our 
Second Court was being built at this ti me by the 
Countess of Shrewsbury. 
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Whitgift, the Archbishop of Canterbury, had been 
Master of Trinity from 1 567 to 1 5 7 7 .  H e  was one 
of the Commissioners appointed by Queen Elizabeth 
to provide new Statutes for the College, there being, 
according to Archbishop Grindal, no authentic copy 
of the older Statutes in the College, and the Fellows 
being accused of paying but little attention to such 
books of Statutes as they possessed. This no doubt 
accounts for the pertinacity with which the College 
urged that they were prevented by their Statutes 
and in particular by the 42nd (De bonzs et posses
szonz'bus Collegz't' non alz'enandzs) from consenting to 
the enclosure. 

The Dean of St Paul's was at this time Alexander 

N owell of Brasenose College, Oxford. He became 

Dean of St Paul' s  in 1 5 60. In addition he was Rector 

of Much Hadham in Hertfordshire from 1 562 to 1 592 ,  

when he was succeeded b y  Theophilus Ailmer o f  whom 

mention has been made in these notes (Clutterbuck's 

Hzstory of HertjordsMre) . According to Fuller he was 

uncle of Dr Whitaker, Master of St John's 1 586-95 

(Holy State, Life of Dr Whitaker) and he was one of 

the advisers of Lady Mildred Cecil our benefactress 

(Mayor-Baker 594, 5)· 
Thomas Nevile was Master of Trinity from 1 5 94 till 

1 6 1 5 .  Originally of Pembroke Hall he became Master 

of Magdalene 1 582'93 ,  Dean of Peterborough 1 5 90-9 1 ,  

and Dean o f  Canterbury 1 597 .  He i s  buried i n  Canter

bury Cathedral. He was a great benefactor to Trinity 

College. 
Robert Bouth or Booth was of Cheshire, B.A. I 5 7!, 

Fellow of St john's 1 5 7! and at one time Bursar. 

Some notes concerning him will be found in M r  
Torry' s  Founders and Benefactors o f  the College p 1 7 . 
(See also Camb. Antz"q. Soc. Com. I p 348). H e  seems 
to have been of the household of the Countess of 
Shrewsbury, who lived in Broad Street ; perhaps he was 
Chaplain. It was through his unwearied agency that 
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our Second Court was built. He seems to have been 
very anxious to adorn it with a fountain and left a 
legacy of £ 300 to build one. This money was, 
however, applied to other purposes. 

Henry Alvey was a Nottinghamshire man, son of 
Robert Alvey and Catherine daughter and co-heiress 
of William Boun de Hulme. ( Thoroton's An#quz'tzes of 
Nottingham p 335) .  He was a noted Puritan and a 
benefactor to the College. , B.A. 1 5 7t, Fellow 1 5 7 7 .  
H e  was third Provost of Trinity College Dublin 1 60 1 -9,  
and died in Cambridge 2 5  January 1 62 6  ( Usher's Letters 
No I I 7 )· Curiously enough there is no life of him in  
the Dz"ctzonary of Natzonal Bzography. 
, William Pratt was elected Fellow of the College in 
1 5 8 7 .  The College presented him to the Vicarage of 
Higham in Kent in 1 5 9 1 ,  but this he resigned in 1 592 
(Mayor-Baker 435, 6) .  He became Rector of Stevenage 
5 December 1 598 and died there 1 62 9, aged 67 .  There 
is, or was, a monument to his memory in the Chancel 
of Stevenage Church (Clutterbuck's Herts, II 443, 4). 

Addressed : To my verie louing frrendes the Maister and Seniors 
of St ] ohns College in Cambridge. dd. 

After my right hartie Commendations. I doo vnderstand that 
Trinitie College hath obteyned the good will of the Towne 
of Cambridge, that for the better eaSe and conveniencie of 
that Societee they may enclose that portion of grounde, wch 
lyeth beyond the River, and behinde the College : Wherein 
it may bee, that some frarmers of landes belonging to yor 
College thereaboutes, may challenge Common of Pasture for 
their Cattell. And forasmuche as I am enformed, that the 
rest of the Lordes in free, who haue Maners there also, are 
for all their partes right well contented, that Trinitie College 
shall haue the vse and benefite thereof, weh may be a greate 
pleasure vnto them : I am in all earnest maner to desier 
you, that you will likewise geue yor consent therevntoo, so 
that the work there nowe in hand may quietly goe forward, 
without exception theretoo by you to bee taken, or any their 
molestation. You cannot but knowe howe well I wish to 
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Trinitie College : and therefore I hope yoU will haue a speciall 
regard of this my Motion vnto yoU in the behalf thereof : and 
assuredly I will not forgett yor readinesse in performing 
this my request, but remayne thankful! vnto yoU for it, i n  
any occasion that shal! be ofrred concerning you. And so 
not do,ubting of your forwardnesse in  so reasonable a cause, 
I committ yoU to the tuition of al!mightie god. frrom 
Lambehith, the viith of Marche 

yor assured loving ffrende 
]0 : CANTUAR. 

Addressed : To the right wor my verie loving frind Mr Dr Clay-
ton Maister of St ] ohns Colledge in Cambridge dd. 

Sr, so it i s  that we haue of late compounded with the towne of 
Cambridge for the inclosinge of that whole plott of grounde 
wch lyeth beyond the river ouer against our Coli edge. And 
vpon request made have more obteyned of our verie good 
frinds (such as are the Lords of Manners there about the 
towne) that they also (tenderinge or greate ease and con
veniencie) are for their parts right willinge therewthall. Nowe 
whereas the ffarmers of Landes belonginge to yor Coli edge may 
challenge libertie of feedinge therein, I was verie forgetfull 
if at our last being togither I did not make the like request 
vnto you, weh I had made vnto them, I do assure you it was 
my full purpose so to do. But if that were not then done, to 
recompence the omission, I haue nowe procured his Gr : 
earnestlie to recomend this or Co\ledge cause vnto you. And 
for my owne parte so desirous am I to maintaine peace and all 
good offices of frindship between the Colledge, That if yorself 
shall advise anie other course yet more to be taken for the 
better satisfaction of yor Societie, I will endevor the same by 
all I am able. Thus remembring my hartiest comendacons 
I betake you vnto Gods blessed keeping. ffrom Puddlewhart 
in London. 8 Mar : 1 5 99 .  

yor very assured loving frind  
THOMAS NEVILE 

Addressed : To ye right worl1 : my assured frend Mr Dr Claiton 
Mr of St ] ohns Colledge in Cambr. dr• 

Sr this bearr togethr wt my Ire now to yor self & ye seniors 
will fully acquaint yoU wt ye effect wh yor ioynt Ire to me 
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concerning yor building hath wrought. I doubt yor · crosg 
neighbors will much ovrrule you for yt wt is now in questio. 
I desyre greatly yt you might by composicon gett a brawnch 
fro their conduit pipe for yor Colledg, bycause I suppose one 
would gla�ly (vppo yt help) make you a fayre conduitt in 
yor new Court. yf yoU cannot have reason at theyr hands, 
then I hope you shall fynde frends able to cross theyr desyre, 
at the least when it shall come to be confirmed by act of 
pliamt. Theyr hors love you well and salute you kyndelye : 
& so wt h<j.rty comenqacons fro myself & yor othr frendes here, 
I comitt yoU to god. in hast. in brodestreat. 2 8  March. J 600 

yors to comaund assuredly 
ROB : BouTH. 

Addressed : To the right worl! his approved good frend Mr Dr 
Clayton master of St : J ohns Colledge in Cambridg 
these. 

Sir we came to Londo in reasoabIe tyme on tweusday to haue 
entred vppo or busines, but I had so foule a fall by a stubling 
iade by ye way yt I escaped well yt I was not spoyled havinge 
ye hackney horse fallinge vppo me : web gave ye occasio to 
the of ye start of vs. Early 'vppo wedensday (after sume 
litIe speeche wtb Mr Boothe) we addressed vs to ye deane, 
'who we founde much moved, & answeringe peremptorily, i n  
most earnest speaches, not muche wanting to  ye highest 
tesolutio : after sume large coference, he would needes wth 
vs in all hast to Lambethe, his grace we found wholly 
possessed of ye cause & proccupated by prvention but not 
for vs : Mr Morrell had bene wtb him but as his grace said 
spoke not a word of yt matter. It fel l  owt well yt ther lres to 
yorself & vs were answered in writtinge for it was expected ; 
& ye former returne of answer to the deane by Mr Morrell, by 
who it was done by 'worde of mouthe by him (as he signifyed) 
muche mislyked. It appeared by my lords boathe persuadinge 
in ye cause, & his threateninge the effectinge of the inclosure, 
by sume superiour meanes (if we would not wilIingely accorde) 
yt his grace is wholly theires : ye matter we debated a good 
longe tyme, & discussed matters togeathr, his gr., ye deane, 
myself & Mr. Brig in ye gallery ; or allegations were our 

(ltatute, 2° their opposinge by this cause themselves & ye towne 
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�agreeing vppo private respectes of petty comodities other to 
other) not only to vs, but to ye rest of ye vniversity, who 
had in  former tyme had great differences wtb ye towne who 
should have the preminece in beinge lords of ye soyle, weh by 
this their copositio & maner of proccdinge they had yelded to ye 
towne, to the vniversityes priudice & ye townes encoragement, 
the first yt we opposed caused sume stay, the seconde stuge not 
a litle : a thirde we had of ye manifolde annoyances, & their 
slender regard yt yei made of or coset not before to seek it  
that we had give them occasio by manifestinge or grievance, 
& signified a purpose to crosse their course, if we were 
vnreasoably dieIt wtball .  His  grace, for ye time seemed to 
make light of al l  we could say, & said or colledges oppositio 
in this case came rather of stomacke tha any good grown de t 

yet we escaped wth owt any great chyding, thoughe we did not 
much forbeare or spare Mr deane, so farr as or  cause ministred 
vs matter in so muche as it seemed his coller was not more 
kinled this good whyle : tyme will not give leave to touch 
ye particulars thoughe in deede or coinge vp in this sort & 
allegatios web he never dreamed of, especially ye two first" 
the one staying vs for yelding & making against the ( if 
yei haue ye lyke statute as in  course of speeche was by 
vnadvysednes cast owt) in exchanging land wtb ye towne, & 
alienating that weh i s  ye coUedges, thother touched him nerely, 
& affected my lordes gr., who seemed much to mislyke yt any 
way ye towne should be any waies intytuled by this actia 
to be lordes of ye soile & wished Mr deane to provyde 
against it. For or statute why 1st we vrged it in wordes 
exeplyinge ye interprtatia of it to make for or plea, by 
former practise in Cottnams matter, and other particulars, 
nothinge swayed wtb his gr : alwaies he aUedged dissimilitudes 
in ye cases, where indeede we could see none, & so replyed ; 
& further desyred for future or discharge of oath & to answer 
all chalenges in tyme to come, we might haue it vnder his 
graces hand for or better satisfactia yt in suche cases of 
comas we were loosed fra all bound of oath taken to yt 
statute web her maiesty by his grace and others had 
lately give vnto vs ; where was said by vs yt by ye helpe 
of yt his graces interpretatia, by Cotna, & �ume thinges eis, 
�ve should herafter recopence or losse received by Trinityes 
lllclosure by such liberty as should be lost vs in this po int 
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of or statute. Here his gr paused & made a stay answeringe 
yt he vsed not to determyne hasteley but after muche speeche 
too & froo & in end after we had brought forth ye statute 
booke it self (weh his grace looked not for, & ye deane did 
not ounce imagin we would have stoode vppo, or had any 
suche defence for or denyall) we pressing ye wordes for 
or selves namely these generalls, terras, solit, pascua, pasturas, 
prata, bona z"mmobl"lz'a, thoughe the deane had in  former talke 
termed it pasture yet it would not be yelded yt their case 
fell into, or wth in ye corn passe of this statute. My lords 
opinia was ye mynd of ye law was not as he thought to be 
extended to commons, but would not averr it of himself or 
defyne till he had the advyse of lawers for yt clause, & there 
vppo wished or stay in towne till yt might be done, but first 
lesse we should haue produced a counterfett copy, he fetched 
or statutes owt of his studdy, & conferred or and yt togeather 
weh agreed in every tytle. We lett his gr see in his gallery 
mapp for Cabridge the current of ye river course, as yei of 
Trinity purposed to draw it, & manifestly shewed· (to or sense) 
ye incovenience to vs, but his answer was ye deane would see 
yt nether in yt, nor other respectes we should be encobred, 
& ye deane spoke well and said all should be to his gr. lykinge : 
after diner we were thus dismissed (weh seemed sumewt strange 
to vs) my lords gr. ryse as we had thought to haue gone into 
sume place for repose, & after to haue harde vs further, at his 
pleasure, spake a word to Mr Deane & he took me by ye hand 
straight to his barge, & intended to transport me back againe 
wth him to Londo ; (as we geathered less we shoulde haue 
serounded or Sute to his gr) but a shower overtakinge vs 
we stayed at ye gates in all earnest parley more the half an 
hower, ye deane, doctour BarIo & we, of or matter & so were 
brought to his house, & their spent in speech nere two 
howers : he had said before yt if yt should be any part of 
coditio to haue other draine the or river yt runeth aboute 
0" coIl edge close, thereto by no meanes he would ever agree, 
but in his house he came after to conferr & cosider how by 
drawing a plott we could shew wt we required, vppo occasio 
of wordes from him yt he would not haue stoode wth 0" col
ledge for a farr greater matter before Dr Barlo (as by yO wa� 
I cast owt) ca you the be cotent we should haue a pype fr� 
yo" coduitt, he seemed not vppo yt suden speache by reasO 
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of his larg offer of curtesy t o  0" coli edge before in words to 

mislyke, & there also (as talke was offred), a worde fell fro me 

yt  we would look for sume acknowledgmt of our former interest 

in that place to haue for perpetuity if it were but vjd yearely 

he answered if it were vijd they would not shirke, and saide 

if yei had thought vs to be venall as ye tooke ye towne to be, 

yei would as wth the haue delt by money & given vs casideratio, 

as he cafessed they should do to ye towne more the you heard 

of before, for in money yei are to give Camb : towne as him 

self co
:
fessed before his gr : fyfty poundes ; at his house at 

0" drawinge of ye forme of ye ditch in his window, how we would 

baue it cotrived, I metioned a severall one weh we would baue 

the to make, & leave vs a balk betwixt their ditch and ors of 

xij foote broade, & a little he seemed to relet of his former 

resolutio, & cast in h is  mynde how yt might be, & said it 

should be indifferent for both to cast 0" ditches vppa, whe 

there was c1ensinge of the & a comon walke, but fully yelded 

not to the motio, againe we said we would certainly haue 

fra the & ye towne that it should put in 0" choise so muche 

as lay in the, yt wth owt gainsay we might vse in severall 

yt litle plott before 0" gates, & we would haue yt laid by 

ye towne for vs though yei rebated so muche in quatity of 

that ground weh yei should allow the of thother side of Cab 

towards Barnwell because yt litle would be more worth to vs 

& 0" tenats the all ye whole of the other in ye place by the 

assygned : he lyked mervelouse well of yt thing but denyed 

to solicit ye towne for vs, but offred frankly their colledge 

consent & we said we would ether make ye towne yelde if 

yei made any accout of yt gaine yei should haue fro Trinity 

by this exchange or all should remaine in statu qO. But for 

any of these demaundes or others whatsoever whe as first 

we had seene 0" maine exceptios take away & all principall 

points of dowts cleared weh yet stand in 0" way, we would 

haue the made but yet as motions, & by speaches in way of 
talk, vppa suppositio, & no other way ; but ye graund letts 
removed they should fynd 0" colledge reasonable, & to be 
ruled by his grace, who as I should haue said before redd 
yor Ire & kept it to h imself, but ye seniours he redd opely 
to ye Deane. Mr. Deane said before his gr. yt all had cosented 
but we & named Dr Legg, Trinity Hall, .Merton Colledge &c. 
I expected I had heard to ye cotrary but named none. yet 

• 
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he cofessed yt Doct. Duport had not bene moved, (but this 
was after we had been at Lamb.)  And of all in Cab. Jesus 
ColJedge is as lykely to haue a lordship by Radigund as any 
other. ye Peane said if any lord or CoJledge proved back
ward in this busines it was by or procuremet, or by meanes of 
or standing in yt, for ye former I answered no. And to an 
allegatio of  Dr Nevyles yt he  took it  more ye townes right 
the the vniversities for ye principall lordship of ye soile, r 
reicrued yt other heades, & diverse of the I had heard of 
cotrary iudgmet in a case of settinge of will owes, he  said they 
should give him leave to dissent, I replyed as not thinkinge 
yt mynde so much to favour ye vniversityes priveledges but 
yt worde was not well take of ye deane, so as thereby, & 
for dealinge in this cause I haue lost ye deanes love, & was: 
charged to be ye man most to make this sturr, and who might 
quyet it all if I would ; he said it was tolde him yt we had' 
immediatly (vppo ye receipt) answered his gr : lis negative, 
& yt we had brought this matter to the cosistory in Cab : 
We tould him bothe were vntruethes ; he said he heard you 
should come vppo in Easter week & yt Mr Morrell should 
tell him (as he taketh it) but we had not spoke wtb Mr 
Morrell whe I writt these thinges, we sought him all abroad. 
After vppo thursday vnderstandinge yt Mr Morrell was owt of 
ye city I sent one vnto him & he marveled muche at or cominge 
to Londo & said he had dispatched yt matter before, but I pray' 
god both you & we all can come to any reasoable accorde : 
you must be intreated to come vpp, if by any. meanes it may 
be, for we perceave my lord looketh wtb both eyes of his favour 
towards the. I tould ye deane, if we had but a glympse of 
his countenance in this case we were so cofident in or cause, 
yt we hoped to make it seeme lawfull in ye hearinge of all 
ye body of ye counsell If yor self can not possibly come, 
send vs ye burser Mr Bilingsley wtb instructios ( if his gr : will 
needes haue it) wt we shall demaunde & stand vppo for 
cosideratio, for as we found him at ye first he is that way 
mynded : I pray you ye burser may inquire what cosideratio 
Kinges ColJedge giveth ye towne for their incJosure & in what 
tyme yt incJosure was made, as also of Mr Balls inc10sure if 
it can be learned how yt did and doth stand prsently wth owt 
impeaching of ye vniversityes priviledge : Thus haue you a 

small discourse of sume part of or proceedinges as I could 
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scrible i n  sume hast havinge my heade trobled wtb these 

busines, beinge so hard layed too yt we stand in neede of 

yor goode helpe & so we are not  wtb owt helpe of a covenient 

issue, if god will : for yei are I take it, & I see it are more 

troubled, & disquieted at ye matt< the we. The lord keepe 

you, & bless vs all : And so I tak� my leave. 
yor wo rips : to vse in ye lord 

HENRY ALVEY. 

Addressed : To my verie loving frends the Master and Seniors 

of St J ohm; College in Cambridge. 

Saltm t"n Chro, I have heard of Mr Alvey and some others 

of your Colledge, what the poyntes are, where vpon yOU seeme 

to stand as yet against Trinitie Colledge in their moste reason

able (in myne opinion) and necessarie enterprize. Wherevnto 

I thought good to write vnto yoU myne aunswere in fewe wordes. 

And first touching yor statut De non alzenandzs Collegz/ terns &c. 

I am resolved in myne owne iudgment, that it nothing con

cernith this matter in question. And for my furder confirmation 

therein, I haue conferred both wtb Civilians and Common 

Lawyers therein, who all concurre in iudgment wtb mee, and 

are whollie of this mynd, that this intended inc10sure is 

no way wthin the compasse of that statute. And in truthe, 

it cannot colourablie or otherwise be comprehended in an ye 

one worde, nor in all the wordes there set downe. 

Secondlie touching the obiection of annoyance that may 

thereby happen to yor Colledge. I doe assure YOU, that 

there is no suche meaning. And Mr Deane hath promised 

mee to take care that yoU sha1l haue no iust cause to com

playne thereof. Thirdlie for yor Tenaunts ; they are a1l of 

that nature ;  that I am sorie to think, much more to haue 

it knowne, there should bee so slender frendlie consideration 

and litle love betweene Co1ledges, as once to make mention 

of anye of them. 
Lastlie concerning the preiudice that by this action may arise 

to anye title or c1ayme the Vniversitie hath or may haue 

to the Commons ; I haue seene �o manye precedents of former 

grawntes in lyke sorte. made to diverse Coli edges in Cambridge 

from the towne, and some to yor owne Colledge ; that I am 
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out of doute, there can be no preiuduce therein.  And therefore 
I doe once agayne hartilie pray you, and as a frend advise 
you, not to stand any longer with them in this present case ; 
protesting vnto you, that if the case were yor owne, I would 
deale as earnestl ie and effectuallye wth Trinitie Colledge for 
you, as 1 doe now wth you for them. 
And so wth my verie hartie commendacons I comitte you to 
the tuicon of Almightie God. From Lambeth the xxxjth of 
March 1 600 

yor verie loving frend 
J 0 :  CANTUAR : 

A ddressed : To ye right worll : my assured frend Mr Dr Claiton 
Mr of St J ohns Colledg in Cam bridge dr. 

Sr concerning ye matt" now in questia betweene yor ovr thwart 
neighbrs & yoU, you may be assured of very good frendes, yf 
you be fyrme to yor selves. They of who Mr Alvey was by 
a grave father willed to tell you, yt if they should heare 
yt yoU stood against th is matter, would conceyve othrwise of 
yorself, then would stand wt yor good, they (1 say) will do 
you right, yf they shalbe made privy to ye particulars of 
ye case & of yor desyre. Synce the Colledg hath shewed 
itself in the mattr, vnless you may have our courtesye for 
anothr you wilbe much condemned of yor best frendes, yf 
yoU do not stand out to ye vttermost : & they may do litle 
for yoU yt cannot fynde in yeir hartes to al)owe you theyr wast 
watr : make othr demaundes besides yt of a pype fro theyrs, 
but nevr yeiId to the vnless they grawnt you this pype simply 
to ronne at all tymes wtout limitacon of tyme vnless they shall 
want watr. let me have knowledg yt I may informe yor frendes 
when & how yoU answr his Graces Ire now sent or to be sent 
by Mr Morrell about this mattr. Whatsoevr shew is made I 
doubt not but yoU will perceyve the shortlye to quaile, vnless 
you begynne to quaile afore the. yf yoU fynde cause by theyr 
holding out against you an epistle fro yor Call : to Mr Secretary 
will do well who you may account of yor Call : for so he 
accowntes himself, making therein yor case & desyre playne, .& 
desyre him to succeede his hob1e father in protecting you. I n  
standing out you may procure good to yor Call : abate yor 
advrsaries braves : & satisfye good frendes. in relenting yoU shaH 

. d' rselves priudice yor Call : drawe on new wronges & dlscre It yo 
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specially wt the yt love you best : I pray yoU lett me be fra tyme 
to tyme acquainted wt all thinges as they pass : & wtstand the by 
advyse of lawe in peaceable & lawful! mannr only & not too 
hastely. Keep this Ire to yorself & be assured yt I write vppo 
beW groundes then it is fitt now to signifye. wt most harty 

comendacons 1 rest 
tuus tolalz'lr 

ROB : BOUTH 

You may take occasion to seeke vnto Mr Secretary as to your 
Steward of ye whole body of the vnivrsity or rather as to one on 
who yor Colledg dependes wholly. Let none see this Ire but 
burne it : & send me a note of yor particular grievances &: 
disyres & the reasons of bathe so as I may shew it to yor best 
frendes who wilbe constant, but yoU must not baste of it 

ROB : BOUTH 
Addressed : To Dr Clayton. 
Sr as 1 veryly think, yor advrsaries have now done theyr vtter
most, & now yor frendes beginne to worke, & whatsoevr shew 
is now made I hope yoU shali see a chawnge shortlie. yf 
yor Col!edg relent before yor frendes know it & approve it, it 
wilbe a great wrong to the & cannot but be so taken : for 
they are resolved to stand most firmely to you. We send 
this footma to you wl these ITS least his Graces lie (wh as 
1 heare Mr Morrell hath) should too much aniate you. We 
expect to heare oft fro you whiles this matt" is in questia 
betweene yor neighbrs & you. 
This bearr is sent to yoU & willed to go forward to such place 
as you shall appoint him : least having divrs errantes he 
should omitt to delivr to  yoU wt  y t  speed we desyre. 1 pray 
you therefore appoint him to go forward into Norfolke to my 
sistr Chippesby, & give him the inclosed Ire herein, wt i s  
directed to her to  carry her  & to bring awnswr back to my 
Ladie fro her & the rest there. And so in hast I comitf 
you to the highest. in Londa 30 Apr. 1 600. 

Tuus lotalz'tr. 

ROB : BOUTH. 
Iny La : & La : salute you very kyndlye. 
Will this bearer to call on yoU in his way out of Norfolk yt we 
Inay heare fra you at h is retorne to vs. R :  Bo : 

R. F. S. 
( To b .  colttilt".a.) 

,. 
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SAMUEL JOHN NATHANIEL GREENIDGE B.A. 

Samuel J. N. Greenidge, son of the Rev N. H. Greenidge, 
was born in Barbados on September 27, 1 86z .  He  was 
educated privately by his father until the age of ' 4, when he 
entered Harrison College, where he gained a junior scholar
ship and afterwards a senior scholarship. In September , 88z  
he competed for and won the Barbados Scholarship, on the 
Mathematical branch, and, choosing Cambridge as his 
University, entered St John'S in January , 883 ,  having Dr 
Routh as his private tutor. He went in for the Mathematical 
Tripos in 1 886, and came out as Twenty-fifth Wrangler. 
Having determined on becoming a practising barrister, he  
then applied himself to  law, and after ten months' study 
obtained a second class in the Law Tripos of 1 887 .  At the 
close of the same yeqr he was elected to the MacMahon Law 
Scholarship which he continued to hold up to the time of  
his death. During the last three years of his course at 
Cambridge he was keeping his terms at Grqy's Inn, and 
after six months' reading ip Chambers with Dr BIake Odgers, 
he was called to the Bar early in , 889. He arrived in Barbados 
on March I of the same year, and waS admitted to the 
Barbados Bar a few weeks afterwards. He died on Wednesday, 
September 3, 1 890, having nearly completed his 2 8 th year. 
I f  In Mr Greenidge," says the Barbados Agricullural Reporter, 
C l  Barbados has lost one of the most brilliant of the many 
sons who have done her honour by ability and perseverance 
either at home or abroad. At the very outset of his career, 
when his influence was about to be felt, he died, and the 
loss is a most deplorable one to the country. Highly educated 
and deeply read, he was one who as years passed on would 
have done much to improve and raise the tone of those . 

l '  k' and about him, and to set men of this country t lm mg . 
doing. Apart from academical distinction and scholarshIP, 
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Mr Greenidge possessed what is so seldom found in the 
present day-a quiet and modest manner together with the 
charm of frankness. A brilliant talker and full of anecdote, 
he was everywhere liked and sought after ; yet he was 
always the same amiable and delightful companion. Amongst 
his own immediate friends the shock of his death, after 
only a few days' illness, was deeply felt." 

SIR J AMES MEEK. 

Sir James Meek died on January 1 0, at Cheltenham, aged 
7 5 .  He was the son of James Meek. of Middlethorpe-lodge, 
York, who was three times Lord Mayor of that city. Sir 
J ames also thrice held this office. He was born at York 
in 1 8 1 5 ,  and married, first, in 1 839, Hannah Kettlewell, of 
MarIborough, and a second time, in 1 84-5, Eleanor Smith, 
of Scarborough. He was entered at St John's College, but 
left the University without a degree, to become a partner 
in his father's commercial firms. He was chairman of many 
north-country companies, and a magistrate for the North 
and West Ridings, as well as Deputy-Lieutenant for the 
North Riding. 

THE REV CANON MOLESWORTH M.A. 

The Rev William NasRau Molesworth, formerly Vicar of 
Rochdale, 'Ln Honorary Canon of Manchester Cathedral, 
who died at Shawclough in December 1 890, seventy-four years 
of age, was known as author of several good books on English 
political history, as a consistent Liberal, and as a promoter 
of social reforms and of popular education. He was born 
near Southampton, in 1 8 1 6, son of a clergyman, and was 
educated at the King's School, Canterbury, and at St john's 
and Pembroke Colleges, Cambridge, taking his B .A. degree 
in 1 839, and that of M.A. in 1 842. From 1 84 1  to , 844 he 
was incumbent of St Andrew's, Manchester, and held the 
Vicarage of St Clement's, Rochdale, from 1 844, during many 
years. In 1 85 7  he wrote an essay on the Religious Importance 
of Secular Instruction, advocating views in agreement with 

• 
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the " Lancashire Public School Association," which was the precursor of the movement finally successful in the Education Act of I 870  for all England. He also published a series of Plain Lectures on Astronomy, which he had delivered to his own people at Rochdale. The prize for the best essay on the importance of a friendly alliance between England and France was awarded, in 1 8 60, by the referees, Lord Brougham, Lord Clarendon, and Lord Shaftesbury, to this Liberal clergyman. who thereupon undertook a work of standard value, A History of the Reform Bill of 1 8 32 ,  published in 1 864 ; and this was followed, or rather extended and continued, by the History of England from the Year 1 8 30, in three volumes, which appeared from 1 87 I to 1 8 73 ,  and which still remains the best work on its subject. An abridged edition, in one volume, was published in 1 8 7 7 .  Canon Molesworth also wrote a treatise on A New System of Moral PhIlosophy, and a History of the Church of England from the year 1 6 60. 

THE REV JOHN ROWARD MARSDEN B.D. 
Mr Marsden, a former Fellow of the College, who died at his residence, Grey Friars, Colchester, on January 24, in his 8 8th year, was the son of the Rev William Marsden B.D. Vicar of  Eccles, Lancashire. Re took his B .A. degree in 1 8 z 6  as Senior Optime and ninth Classic, and gained the first Bell Scholarship in I 8z 3 and the Seatonian Prize in 1 8 z9.  Re was Select Preacher in 1 8 34-, 1 8 3 ], and 1 847 j Rulsean Lecturer in 1 843 -44 j and Disney Professor of Archaeology from 1 85 I to 1 8 65.  He was presented by the College to the Rectory of Oakley Magna in Essex in the year 1 840, and held it till 1 8 89 when he resigned. From 1 8 5 8  to 1 8 7+ he was Canon of Manchester. He was devoted to literary and archaeological research, and published two volumes of Hulsealz Lectures ;  Life of &1' Simon d' Ewes, or College Life It! the time of .lames I,' Introductory Lectures to tIle study Of A rchaeology ; and Phztomorus, a brief Examination of the Lalz'n Poems of Sir Thomas More. 

Obztua'1'Y· 4 7 9  
The following members o f  the College have died during 

the year 1 8 90 j the year in brackets is that of the B.A. degree. 
Rev Edmund Albert Alderson ( 1 863), Chaplain of the Forces : died January 

28, in Malta. 
George Mannaduke Alington ( [ 820) , Deputy-Lieutenant for Lincolnshire : 

died February 1 8, at Swinhope House, Lincolnshire. 

Rev William AlIen ( [ 8 7 1 ) : died May 2, at Roffeyhurst, Horsham, aged 45. 

Rev Thomas Alston ( 1 873), Vicar of East Crornpton, Oldham : died July z8. 

Rev George Babb ( [ 843), J.P. for Lindsey, formerly Scholar, Rector of 
Asterby, Horncastle : died March IS ,  at the Rectory, aged 69. 

Rev Richard a' Court Beadoll ( 1 832), formerly Vicar of Cheddar, and of 
Wiveliscornbe, Prebendary of Wells : died November 30, at Heronslade, 
Warminster, aged 8 1 .  

Rev Arthur Beard ( [ 855), Rector o f  Great Greenford, Southall : died August 
3, at the Rectory, aged 66 (see Eagle XVI, 381) .  

Rev George Bright Bennett ( [ 853), Rector of St Peter and S t  Owen, 
Herefold : died February 25, at the Vicarage, aged 59. 

Rev Philip Ulton Brown ( 1 836), formerly Vicar of Ulingham : died January 
I , at Downlands, Lymington, aged 77·  

Rev William Buckell ( 1863) , Curate of St Panl's, Brighton : died August 2, 
at Brighton. 

Wathen Mark -VVilks Call ( 1 843) : died August 20 (see Eagle XVI, 383). 

William Calvert ( r88r) ,  of Walton le Dale, Governor of Rivington School : 
died September 7 .  

Rev James Henchman Clubbe ( 1 842), Rector o f  Bexwell, Norfolk : died 
April 1 8, at the Rectory, aged 7 I . 

Rev Thomas Collyer ( [ 823), Rector of Gislingham, Suffolk : died May 2, 
at the Rectory, aged 91 .  

Theodore Coppock ( r88 [ ), Barrister-at-Law : drowned in Norway, August 
26 (see Eagle XVI, 383). 

Rev John Creeser ( 1 864), Head-Master of Bootle College, Liverpool : died 
December 27, at Oundle, aged 48. 

Rev William Cufaude Davie ( [844), formerly Assistant-Master at Eton, and 
Head. Master of Yarmouth Grammar School, Rector of Oby, Great 
Yarmouth : died March 1 2, at the Rectory, aged 67· 

Rev John Davies ( r842) : died September [8 (see Eagle XVI, 382). 

Rev Charles Christopher Thomas Fagan ( 1870) , Chaplain at Tangier : died 
January 20, at Tangier. 

Rev John Frederick Falwasser ( [ 854), Vicar of Privett, lIants, Diocesan 
Inspector of Schools, Winchester : . died March 6. 

Rev Edward Fearon Burrel! Rourke Fellowes ( r 83 [ ) ,  for 45 years Vicar of 
Kilham, Hull : died January 16, at Kelvedon, Essex, aged 85· 

Rev Dudley Thomas Bousquet Field ( [887), Curate of Has ling den, Lancashire : 
died September 30, aged 25. 

Rev Richard Davies Glasspoole ( r 8ss), formerly Vicar of Holmer, Hereford : 
died May 7, at Leamington. 

Rev Thomas Grabham ( [ 854) : died February 10. 
Samncl John Nathaniel Wilberforce Greenidge ( [ 886), Barrister-at-Law, 

MacMahon Law Student : died September 3, at Strathclyde, Barbados, 
aged 28 (see Eagle XVI, 476). 
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Rev Frederic Edward Gretton ( I8z6), formerly Fellow, Rector af Oddington, 
Gloucester : died March 27, aged 86 (see Eagle XVI, 277) .  

Rev Edward Moule Griffith ( 1 8i9) of the Church Missionary Society : died 
March 26, at Nellore, Jaffna, Ceylon. 

George Henry (1872) : died January 28, aged 47. 

Rev Thomas Heycock ( 1 854), Rector of Seaton, Rutland : died December 
:11 , at Seaton, aged 59. 

Robert Henry John Heygate ( 1852), J.P. for Hereford and Essex : died 
January 7, at Oaklands, Leominster. 

Rev George Alexander Holdsworth ( 1 85 1),  late Curate of Stonehouse, 
Gloucester : died September z, at Perth, aged 65. 

Francis Herbert Holmes (entered 1 889) : died January 26, at Cambridge, 
aged 19 (see Eagle XVI, 1 76). 

Rev Richard Hull ( 1 842), Rector of Upper S tondon, Shefford : died May 
12, aged 7 1 .  

Rev William Wheeler Hume ( 1828), Perpetual Curate o f  S t  Mary Mag
dalene, St Leonatd's : died March 23, aged 88. 

Rev Benjamin Corke Huntly ( 1865), Head·Master of Hutton Grammar 
School, Preston, formerly Assistant-Master at Dulwich College : died 
May 9. 

Rev John Jarratt ( 1 822), formerly Scholar, Vicar of North Cave, and Canon 
of York : died November 30, aged 9I ,  

Rev Sampson Kingsford (I848), Vicar o f  Hilary, Cornwall, formerly Fellow : 
died July 26, at Okehampton, aged 65. 

Rev William Lees ( 183 1 ),  formerly Vicar of Norley, and Incumbent of St 
Peter's, Oldham : died January I, at Frodsham, aged 83. 

James Loxdale ( 1 820), J.P. and Deputy. Lieutenant for the counties of Salop, 
Stafford, and Cardigan, and High Sheriff 1 867, Barrister-at-Law : died 
December 28, at Llanila, aged 94. 

Rev William Nassau Molesworth ( 1 839), Hon Canon of Manchester : died 
December 19, aged 79 (see Eagle XVI, 477) .  

Rev Henry Niven ( 1 837), Vicar of Bishampton, Pershore : died May 16, 
aged 76. 

Rev William Leeman Pendered ( 1 846), formerly Vicar of Ennerdale, Cum
berland, and Head-Master of Haydon Bridge Grammar School : died 
December I, at Grasse, France, aged 67, 

Rev Richard William Pierpoint ( 1 837) ,  formerly Perpetual Curate of H�ly 
Trinity, Eastbourne, 1847 to 1878 : died April 22, at St Leonard s, 
aged 79. 

Rev Alfred Staff Prior (B.D. 1867), Vicar of North Frodingham, Hull : died 
May 3, at the Vicarage, aged 63. 

Henry Ripley ( 1833) : died February 9, at Hilcote Hall. 

Rev WilIiam Pender Roberts ( 1 846), formerly Rector of Trevalga, Cornwall ; 
died December 7, at Caermarthen. 

Rev. William Lancelot Rolleston ( 1 840), Vicar of Scraptoft, Leicester ; died 
in June. 

Charles Henry Martyn Sanders ( 1 884) : died April 24. 

The Rt Hon Sir Jobn Robert Townsend, third Viscount and fi" st Earl
l
�f 

Sydney, (M.A. 1824), G.C.B., Lord Steward of thl! Queen's House 10 t 
Lord·Lieutenant of Kent, Captain of Deal Castle : died FebrualY 14, a 
Frognal (Eagle XVI, 1 74). 
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Alfred 'Valker Simpson ( 1 346), Fellow of Jesus, Barrister-at-Law of the 
Inner Temple, and Recorcler of Scarborough. His name appears on 

our lists in the University Calendars of 1842, 1 843, but he took his degree 
from Jesus. Died at Scarborough, April 5, aged 66. 

Robert West Taylor ( 1 860), formerly Fellow, and Head-Master of Kelly 

College, Tavistock : died August 1 6. 

Rev Gervase Thorp ( 1874), formerly Curate of St Margaret's, Ipswich : died 

April 20, at Ipswich. 

Rev Charles Tower ( 1 837), Canon and Prebendary of Salisbury : died June 

I Z, at Bathford, Bath, aged 75 (see Eagle XVI, 381) .  

Rev Charles Turner ( r 833), late Rector of Framlingham-Earl, Norfolk : died 
Novemher 9, at K.ensington, aged 79. 

Rev Charles James Waterhouse ( r 85 I ), late S enior Chaplain Calcutta 

Ecclesiastical Establishment : died January 1 9, at Edini.JUrgh, aged 63. 

Allan Granger Wills ( r884) : died January 1 7, at Sydney, aged 26. 

\Villiam Wynne (1829) : died August 20, at Margate, aged 85. 

Rev Charles Allix Yate ( 1845), Rector of Uppingham, RutIand : died 

March 3 r ,  at the Rectory, aged 67. 

Rev George Robert Youngman ( 1 881) ,  Rector of St John's, Manchester : 

died May 26, at Bury St Edmund's, aged 3 r .  
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C HANSONNETTE. 

WHEN Love was all we cared to know, 
Little we reck'd of wind or weather, 
Hand in hand we roved together 

Wherever we heard the voices call ; 
Fortune the fickle might prove our foe, 

Clouding the sky, or blighting the flowers, 
Changing gay bowers to famine-towers ; 

Yet Love was all-
And Love was ours. 

When Love, estranged, no more we know, 
Folly it were for me to linger ; 
Welcome be sign from Death's forefinger, 

Pointing the way where icicles fall, 
Mutely guiding, and bidding me go. 

S ince Fortune lours, and sweetness sours, 
No spring- time showers revive dead flowers : 

Still we recall-
' Love once was ours ! '  

J. W. EBSWORTH. 

THE INNER LIFE. 

WHEN the quiet hush of night has fallen round us, 
And we lose the false excitement of t1:e day, 

With the idle occupations that had bound us, 
All the worthless cares that m ildew Life's decay

Without effort, without sigh, or thrill of anguish, 
Though a ghostly chill may hint the blood turns cold, 

We go wandering into Dreamland, not to languish, 

Hearing music fro m  the lovelier days of old. 

Fade awhile the silly triumphs and successes, 
Stript of splendour, void of comfort, shorn of j oy ; 

Then we feel once more the long-forgone caresses, 

That were better far than wealth to girl and boy. 

Tread we silently, half-dazed amid our fancies, 

Dusky labyrinths, or harvest fields of gold ; 

Live anew the truer life of youth' s romances ; 

See the unblighted possibilities of old. 

They who choose may feebly mock our fond persistence, 

Slipping back to trodden pathways, year by year ; 
Weaving doubly two distinct webs of existence, 

Shunning madness or the Cynic's withering sneer : 
Tribute paid, while social tyranny can bind us

False conventions claiming victims, bought or sold : 
But at close of eve one hour is sure to find us, 

Freely roving through the undying Days of Old. 

J. W. EBSWORTH. 
The Priory, ./IIIolash, Kent. 



SONNETS. 

COME, tell me why thy voice is heard no more, 
Thou, once more blithesome than the lark of Spring ; 
Not long it is, since thou wouldst ever sing 

Amid the woods, or on the pebbly shore. 
Why lies thy lute neglected on the floor, 

When once, beneath thy finger's touch its string Would, with the thrilling notes, our neighbours bring In rapturous listening, to their opened door ? 

Why are thy eyes so often dimmed with tears, 
Why dost thou sigh, and look so sad withal, 
As if for thee, Life's cup were bitterest gall ; 

O t  that the burden of an old man's years, 
Each one regretted, as a sad too-late, 
Had crushed the spirit with its cruel weight ? 

O. M. W. 

How strange, the yearning that oft fills the breast, 
When, from the sky the day's light slowly fades, 
And weirdly clustering, the evening shades 

A heavy sadness on the heart have pressed. 
+s it a longing for that peaceful rest 

Not known to Earth, where feverish strife pervades ?  
Is it the voice of Conscience, which upbraids, 

And seeks to urge us on the path that's blessed ? 

'Tis not for me, that only know I feel 
The inward working of some subtle spell, 
So that at times 'twould seem a warning knell  

Sounds through my soul, as from no earthly peal ; 
'Tis not for me, such mystery to reveal-

Perchance, the knowledge might the charm dispel. 

O. M. W. 

JAFFAR. 

From the Russzan of Turgenzeff. 

AN hour in Bagdad, and not know of Jaffar, 
The Star, the Sun, of all the Universe ! 
Well, you shall hear the tale. Long years ago, 
A stripling, he was strolling 'yond the walls 
When suddenly a hoarse despairing cry 
For succour !  rescue ! smote upon his ear. 
Now J affar was a cautious youth and heedful, 
But yet his heart was feeling, and he knew 
His arm was trusty. Speeding to the cry, 
He saw a frail old man thrust by a pair 
Of sturdy ruffians hard against the wall, 
Who rifled at his girdle. Jaffar drew 
And fell upon the robbers ; one he killed, 
The other fled. The greybeard straightway fell 
At Jaffar's feet, and kissed his caftan's hem ; 
And said : Brave youth, thy courage shall have meed. 
A beggar I to outward seemz"ng, yet 
Thus only, bez'ng other than I seem. 
Come to the market-place at earHest daZlJn. 
I ZlJzll aZlJazt thee at the jountazn : there 
Thou soon shalt prove the truth of ZlJhat I say. 
Then Jaffar thought : A beggar sure he seems, 
Yet notlzz"rtg zs -imposszUe : I'll venture ; 
And, Good my father, I ZlJz'll C01ne, he said. 
The old man gazed at him awhile, and parted. 
Next morning Jaffar, ere it yet had dawned, 
Betook him to the market-place, and lo ! 
The greybeard leaning on the fountain's brim. 
Without a word he took the stripling's hand, 
And led him to a little garden plot 
Bjgh-walled on every side : and in the midst, 
From out a grassy bed, grew up a tree 
Most strange to see. A cypress by its shape, 
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But then its leaves were blue : and on the slim 
Upbending branches hung three apples. One 
Of middle size, but long, with milk-white rind ; 
The second, large and round, and rosy red ; 
The third was small and yellow, and its skin 
Was shrunken. Through the tree a rustling sound 
Passed gently, though no breeze was felt astir-
A wistful sound, as w hen a slender glass 
Is softly breathed on-thus as Jaffar deemed 
The tree was witting of his presence. Youth, 
The old man said, Of these three apples one 
Pluck al thy chozce ; but know that ij the whz'te 
Thou eatest, thou shalt be as So1011Z0n, 
Wzsest of all men. If the red thou pluck'st, 
When thou hast eaten zt thou shalt be rlch 
As the Jew Rothschz"ld zs. But zJ the yellow, 
llten shalt thou please old W011Zen. Dally not, 
But choose, for £12 an .hour the Jruz'ts wzll fade, 
And the tree sZ1zk znto the earth agazn. 
J affar, with downcast head, mused thus awhile, 
And counselled with himself : 7iVhat shall I choose ? 
If I should grow too zlJzse, I 11Zzght lose zest 
For lije z"tselj; ij ?"t'cher than my fellows, 
I . should but feel thez''}' envy ;  z"t were best 
To pluck and eat the wzthered fruz·t. He plucked 
And ate. The old man laughed with toothless jaws : 
o wzsest of young men ! thy chozce zs best. 
Thou need'st no mzlk-whzte apple, for e'en now 
Thy WZSd011Z passes SoI011Z0n's ; the red 
Thou need'st not, for tltoU wzlt be ?"tch wz'thout zt, 
And zn thy ?"tches thou wzlt not be envz"ed. 
Tell 11Ze, old 11Zan, the joyful J affar cried, 
T.f7lzere dwells ou'}' Calzpft's venerable 11Z0ther ? 
The wizard bowed in deepest reverence, 
And signed the youth the way unto the palace. 

Who now in Bagdad knows not m ighty Jaffar, 
The Sta,r, the Sun� of all the Universe ? 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editors of the ' Eagle.' 

S .J .C. MUSICAL SOCIETY. 

GENTLEMEN, 
May I suggest that a history of the College Musical 

Society would be of great interest to many of your readers ? 

If the Secretary of the Society would contribute an article 

or a series of articles in the Eagle, giving such a h istory from 

its formation to the present time, he  would be following in a 

measure the good lead of the boating men in publishing a 

record of the L.M.B.C. 

I apprehend that the written sources of information are 

scanty, but doubtless Dr Garrett would be as willing as h e  

i s  able t o  supply matter o f  great interest which would render 

such a history tolerably complete. 
I am. Gentlemen, 

Yours truly, 
ONE INTERESTED. 

THE PORTRAITS OF BISHOP FISHER. 

[We are requested to publish the following Addenda &c. 

with reference to the article in the last number of the Eagle] . 

11. 4. (p. 326) In the Faubourg S. Jacques. At the French Revolution the 

community of St Edmund in Paris was dispersed, and was unable to remove 

anything beyond what could be carried about the person. By the intervention 

of the English Government, after the restoration of the Bourbons, some of 

the property was recovered. The house in Paris was taken over and let, 

and still belongs to the Benedictines. No trace of the picture can be 

uiscovered. (Information supplied by the Rt Rev Abbot Snow O.S.B., 

of Liverpool.) 
Is it at the Louvre ? There is one of Sir Thomas More. 

Ill. 7. For ,. Patrick " read " Puttic!>." 
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Ill. I I .  Seated figure, f length, full face to left. I n  white 
rochet reaching below the knees with lace. The fur almuce 
reaching to the feet. Doctor's  cap. Hands clasped in prayer. 
Chair to right, straight-backed with arms, red velvet, brass 
nails and gold fringe j on left, table with red cloth fringed, on 
which is a crucifix, with bone and skull at foot, and in front 
of  it an open book with the inscription : " .loan. Cap. I 5 (red). 
Haec est aulem uz'ta ceterna ut cognoscant le solum Deum uerum et 
quem mz'sisti Iesum Chn'slum." Over Bp Fisher's head, to 
right, a green canopy with gold fringe. In  the left top corner 
of the picture a Bishop's hat with three rows of tassels, printed 
in red. 

Ill. I l a. Copy in oil, on canvass 56 in x 38 in. In the 
possession of His Eminence Cardinal Manning, at Westminster 
(Large Reception Room). 

Made circa 1875. 

Ill. 12g. For " 1577 " read " 1572." 

" " to left ,. " " to right." 

II1. 12h. " 6� " " 7." 

A dd, " to left." 

III. IS. For " MDXXXVl ,. read " MDXXXV." 

Thomas Greenwood (Eagle XVI, p. 340). 

The second • Johnian Martyr ' was Dr Thomas Greenwood, 
elected Fellow on 2 9  July 1 5 1 6  (Baker-Mayor, i .  2 8 1 ,  1 .  I f ), 
commonly called Dom Thomas Green, now Blessed Thomas 
Green, who died in Newgate, 1 0  June 1 5 37.  

" See The London Charterhouse, £ts monks and marytrs, b y  Dom 
Lawrence Hendriks (Lond., Kegan Paul, 1889, pp. 223, 227, 228) ; and Rev 
T. E. Bridgett's Appendix to the second edition of his Life of B. John Fisher, 
who quotes (Arundel 1 52, fol. 286) a letter from one who knew the martyr 
and says he was D.D. in 1832. Cooper in Athc1ItE Cantav. (vol. i .,  p. 6.}) 
was not aware that this Martyr was a Carthusian." (Letter from Rev 
J. Morris S.J.) 

ll� I 

-

OUR CHRONICLE. 

Lent Term, 1 89 1 .  

The Queen has been pleased t o  appoint Lotd Windsor 
(:B.A. 1 87 8 )  a member of Her Most Honourable Privy Council, 
and Paymaster General. 

Mr W. F. R. Weldon F.R.S., Fellow of the College, has 
been appointed to the J odrell Professorship of Comparative 
Anatomy and Zoology, vaGated by the election of Professor 
Ray Lankester as Deputy Linacre Professor in the University 
of Oxford. Mr Weldon resigns his tJ niversity Lectureship 
in Invertebrate Morphology. 

We are glad to welcome back to the College Mr. J. J. Llster 
(B.A. 1 8 80),  who has been appointed Assistant to the Superin· 
tendent of the Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. 
We trust Mr Lister will be able to renew his valued and valuable 
services to the L.M.B.C. 

Mr Ernest Lawrence Levett (Third Wrangler 1 8 70),  formerly 
Fellow, has been appointed Queen's Counsel. Mr R. D .  
Cumberland-J ones has been called to  the  Bar. Mr A .  H .  
Bagley (B .A. 1 8 8 8) ,  formerly Editor of  the Eagle, has been 

appointed Deputy-Judge of the Small Cause Court, Rangoon. 

The Bishop of Durham hall appointed Mr Lewis T. Dibdin, 
of Lincoln's Inn, to succeed Mr Justice J eune as Chancellor 
of the Diocese of Durham. Mr Dibdin practises at the 

Chancery Bar, and already holds the Chancellorships of Exeter 
and Rochester. 

The Council have extended for two years the tenure of the 
Fellowships held by Mr A. Harker, University Demonstrator 
in Geology, and Mr W. Bateson, late Balfour Student in 
Biology. 

Professor W. H .  Bennett M.A., of Hackney College, late ' 
Fellow of the College, has been temporarily appointed to the 
Chair of Hebrew at New College, London, in succession to 
the late Dr Evans. 

The Yorke Prize for 1 890  has been adjudged to Ds T. A. 
Berbert LL.B . , MacMahon Law Student of the College, for 
an Essay on The HIstory of the Law of Prescription in England. 
Ds Herbert was bracketed Senior in the Law Tripos of 1 8 8 7 .  
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Mathematical Questions and Solutions from the Educational Times. Vol. 
LIII. 8yo. Lond. 1890. 6.11.[03. 

Merguet (H.). Lexikon zu den philosophischen Schriften Cicero's. II Teil. 
9 Heft. 4to. Jena, 1890. 

Newcome (WiIliam). Observations on Our Lord's Conduct as a Divine 
Instructor, 3rd Edition. 8vo. Lond. 1820. 10.7.80. 

Read and others versus the Lord Bishop of Lincoln. Judgment, Nov. 21, 1890' 
8vo. Lond. 1890. 

Scottish Record publications. The Register of the Great Seal of Scotland, 
1593-1608, Edited by J. M. Thomson. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1890. 5.33. 
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECOItDS. 

(C01ztt'nued from p. 475). 

�IIE continue the series of ietters referring to the 
_ dispute between St John's and Trinity on the 

enclosure of 'Garret Hostel Green: 

Addressed: To my verie louing ffrendes the IV.tr and Seniors 
of St Johns C ollege in Cambridge dd, 

Salufem z'n eArisfo. yor vnkynde and vn-neighbourly dealing 
wth Trinitie College in so small a matter is come to h er 
Matics knoledge, to geather wth my endeavour on that C olleges 
behalf: and I doo assure yoU that in the hearing of diuerse 
persons, her Highnesse expressed in some vehemencie her 
dislyke of yor frowardnesse in so necessarie and reasonable 
a matter, towarde so greate and worthie  a College, of her 
Fathers foundation , and her owne patronage ;  and did reprove 
mee for taking that indignitie at yor handes, in not yelding 
to my motion in suche a tryfle : Saying th at I did not vse 
that authoriti e  in forcing of you, which I ought and might 
doo, (as it pleased her to say) in many respectes. All weh I 
thought good to signifie vnto yoU, before I proceede against 
you in any other cause: hoping that in the meane tyme you wi ll 
be better aduised, and satisfie nowe not my request, but her 
Matics expresse pleasure geven vnto mee. yor frowarde and 
uncharitable proceeding herein hath by some of yor owne 
companie  possessed the whole Courte, to yor discredit and 
shame: Where as I had thought th at your discretion had 
been suche, as to haue kept it within the knoledge only of 
suche as would haue kept it secrete, vntill it had been frendely 
ended, Weh I supposed my last Ires written vnto yoU the last 
of Marche would haue effected. H er Maty fharged mee, That 
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my lenitie breedes vnto mee contempt, I protest that I love 
that Vniversitie and everie College in it, as I love myne owne 
lyfe; and that I have dealt in matters concerning the estate 
and good thereof and of everie Member therein as tenderly 
and carefully, as any ffather could ever deale with his deerest ' 
children. But howe I haue been or am regarded, lett the 
effectes declare. In this cause, what meanes yoU haue vsed, 
whom you have solicited, what vnreasonable demandes yoU 
make; what vniust suggestions you vse; what iniurie yoU haue 
do on to yor best frendes, what small respect yoU haue to mee, 
the only man nowe lining, who hadd the dealing in yor Statutes, 
lett yor Actes and proceedinge in this Action declare, I doo not 
blame 'you all herein: I am persuaded, that it is against the 
disposition of suche as are most considerable among you. 
But to conclude, it is her Maties pleasure, That Trinitie Oollege 
shall have their de si er in this suyte, and the conditions 
promised vnto' yoU in my last lettres shall bee performed. 
And so I comitt you to the tuition of almightie god. From 
Lambehith the vijtb of April 1600 

yor assured louing ffrende 
Jo. CANTUAR. 

Addressed: To the Right worll: Mr Dr Clayton Mr of St J ohns 
ColIedge in Cambridge geue these. 

Sr my , dutye remembred etc. you knowe by this the effecte 
of my Lo: Gr. his letter web your freindes woulde wishe you 
shoulde answer in the best manner you can, not yieldinge 
in any case from youre right. If they be mandatorye in 
her Maties name, yet they may be thus answered. Wth all 
humility acknowledge the authoritie, and humblye desyre his 
Gr: that as he has alwayes bene a patrone to learninge, so 
he woulde not nowe cast poore St J ohns out of his protection: 
that he will be pleased to make youre humble submission 
knowen to her Matic, from whome & by whose good fauoure, 
you hold your landes lyuings, lawes and all eIs, her greate 
grandmother being your foundres, and that his Gr: wouIde 
please to to be informed fullye of the priudices web you receave 
by this inclosure. Oure good frendes are fuJlye possessed 
wtb the cause, of whose best helpe we may assure ourselves. 
Mr Secretary being informed in it, made this answer that 
his father was and hymself is Suet John's man & in that regarde 
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,he will be readye to do vs the best good he can. My Lo. 
Treasurer is, or shall be acquainted wtb the matter whose 
good furtherance also we hope to obtayne. And therefore 
hauinge 'so good assurance of the helpe of oure honorable 
frendes and hauinge bene so farr seene in the matter alreadye, 
we must not nowe in anye case yielde wtbout theire good 
approbation lest we be thought to be wantinge vnto them 
& to ourselves. In the meane tyme it were fitt to addresse 
your publick letter vnto Mr Secretarye, relyinge on him as 
all his father heretofore, & makinge knowen vnto hym all 
your aIlegacions particularlye, as also signifyinge what is 
passed betweene his Gr; & you & also desyringe (if her 
Matie be possessed of this cause) his best helpe to satisfye 
her. you may desyre my Lo: Gr: that you may not be 
pressed to breake oathe & statute cocerninge w� as some 
lawyers saye you may do it, so others say you cannot, & 
you must satisfye your own mynds in that poynte & though 
some you be satisfyed herein yet all are not. Desyringe 
further his Gr: fauorable acceptance of your reasons & his 
gracious interpretation of youre <;loinges & that in a true 
'sence of your iust cause his (Gr?) wiII not onlye satisfye 
hymselfe, but also be a meanes that her Matie may be satisfyed. 
Signifyinge further that the desyre of a braunche from their 
conduite, were a greate pleasure to your house & no incuuence 
to youre neighboures: that besides youre cosentation therein 
it woulde great!ye satisfye youre posterity, who might fynde 
that you procured one benefitt by forgoinge another, but this 
must not be alledged if you stande vppo youre statute, web I 
thinke best at firste to doe: It is best to unite the priudices 
weh you are to receave by this inclosure, as also the reasons 
of youre demande of a branche from their conduite in a 
Schedule by themselves & delyuer them to hym whome you 
sende aboute youre busines. And thus I take my leave, 
comittinge you to tne tuition of almightie god. Steuenage 
7 ApriIe 1 600 

your worPS to comaunde 
WILLM PRATT 

I woulde desyre youre service & to keepe this Ire to youre 
selfe. for thoughe we may assure oure selves of good frendes 
yet we must not make anye greate speache or bragges of 
them. 
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'Addressed: To the Right worll my assured frend Mr Doctor 
Clayton Mr of St J Qhns Colledge in Cambridge dd. 

Sr your Coli edge cause against Trinities inclosure finds honor
able and earnest freinds. The last Sunday the matter was 
so hotte in Courte as the like hath not bene heard there 
in such a cause. My Lo : is passinglie earnest for you and 
your Colledge, My Secretary hath openly professed and still 
doth that he is of your house, and that you shall not have any 
wronge, nor they of Trinity there in closure wthout satisfaction 
to your Coli: yf his abilitie be sufficient to procure your righte. 
This day Dr  Nevile hath bene with me, his ende was (as I 
gesse) that I should be his meanes to my IQ: to consider 
rightlie of his duty to his ho: notwithstandinge his opposition 
in this cause, and that I mighte be a meanes to you for 
pacificaton : of IIW lords good conceipte of himself I assured 
h im, and for any pacificacon, I said that your colledge i s  
not now yt selfe, greater psons having vol untarilie wthout 
any your suite entred into the cause, vnto whose satisfaction 
yt behoves you n ow to looke, and not they to yours. H e  
alleged that our Coli edge, had delt hardl y  wth the 10. Arcb: 
in seeking to so great psons while his g r :  delt in the 
matter, I answered that yt was wthout your Colledge priviti e 
vpon my 10: of Londons caveat, that yt would go ill  with you 
yf my 10: or Mr Secretary should know you delt in yt, for 
'vpon n otice of that oaveat I desired my 10: to continue 
his favour to you notwtnstanding a controursy betwene Trinity 
and you : vpon whose desire to be truly info{med I got 
some of your societie to informe him pticulerly, whervpon 
his loP : was moved to favour your iust cause as he doth: 
and of all likly hood, the same caveat was the motyve for 
M r  Secretary to vnderstand and favour your cause also. 
They alledge against you that many other Colledgs have 
compounded for the like wth the towne as they do now 
wthout seeking consent of anY of the vniuersity over for yt. 

That your backside is in the like state by composi tion wth 

the towne onl y  for 8S zd rente or there about yearely, that 
D r  N evile ptermytted not your coil edge, but thought yOU 
not interested in  yt, never havinge hard that you had Manner 

there, and as yet thinking yt but your scite of a manner 

pnly, and that yf he had omitted the Colledge, yet he 
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supposes, that the request made since to yo by my 10: gr: 
letters and his owne is good satisfaction for that omission . 
They say also that our Coli edge hath no more righte in 
that corn on , then any one Scholler servant hath, and that 
now to compound wth you were to putt on all other to 
seeke composition who have interest there. I would wishe 
you to search your evidence for h elpe thence, and to send 
some of your societie hither presentlie instructed fully i n  
this cause. This inclosed peticion i s  very well l i ked of your 
best freinds, yt were good yt were put into latyne, as you 
vse and sent up to be exhi bited to her Matie by those whom 
you send in this buisynes, and yt were well you sent by 
them also letters of thanks to Mr Secretary wth request to 
continue his favour and protection ,  you may take notice 

of his favour for he doth publishe yt. I need not advise 
you lies of thanks to my 10: who hath done you extraordinary 

fauour in  this cause, Let vs vnderstand of all things as 

passe and be respective how you end this cause wthout 

the approbatons of your friends. Take oppon you that 

this inclosed petition is devised by yourselfe and returne 

this copy thereof to gether this my letter inclosed in your 

letter to me by this bearer. M r  Lyndsell Mr Coke and M r  

H amond and I comend vs kindly to you, and so I rest in 
haste 90 Apr. 1600 

Tuus totaWe,. 
ROB : BOUTH 

Let vs have the c opies of all that is written to you by 
the Archb : and of your answers, Mr Alvey is said by your 

adversaries to be a principle  inciter to stand in this matter, 

H er Matie I doubt n ot will stand like a Royall iust prince 

(as she is) indifferente whatsoeur you heare to the contrarie. 

Your frends wishe that Mr Pratte may be one to followe 

this cause. 

Mr Secretary was Sir Robert Cecil Earl of Salisbury 
son of the first Lord Burghley ; The Lord Treasurer 
was Thomas SackviIle, Lord Buckhurst ; both were 
Johnians. 

The Latin letter which was sent in accordance 
with Bouth's suggestion will be found in Mayo'/'
Baker p. 612. 
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Addr-essed: To 'the right wor11: Mr Dr Claiton Mr of St J ohns 
Colledge in Cambridge dr. 

Sr I fynde no way so fitt to awnswr yor Ire of ye 14th of 
this May, & to advyse you as you desyre j as by taking 
.vppo me a person & humor vnfitt for me, in an ovr prsumptuous 
maimr to controIl yor feares and discomforts. Let it be 
allowed, yt Trinity College men glorye, yt some of yor Coil: 
tIeere, and othrs greive and are discoraged and yt most men 
in other places do skorne yor vsage and success & yt great 
-means is vsed to incense his Gr: against you: it is all 
lanswered thus, in/us si eerie ne l(lbora, have you done anything 
wherto yoU were not bound by yor statute and othe? have 
,yoU intruded yorself maliciouslye into this busynes? or have 
'yoU p'ceeded furthr or in othr mannr in it, then might very 
well stand wt yt duty wch you do owe to god and men? 
'yf yor answr be as it must needs be negative j what could 
:yoU have done othr wyse, then you have done, but it should 
:'have been worse done? why should yoU either greive at 
ye prsent estate of yt wt you could not honestlye prvent, or 

,feare such future evills wt an honest man hath not means to 
'avoyde? yf you will beare wt my playness, I aswre you 
'I fynde by this yor Ire yt feares & discomforts are in 
,yor, mynde multiplied ahove yt wt is either true or fitt. Though 
I be affected harteley in yor cause, yet in my iudg�mt (all 
circumstances considered) I do not fynde yt you have had 
any harde success in it: yoU are as free as you were, & 

.Trinitye Coil: have no' bettr (but, much worse) assurance 
, of their desyre, then they had before they molested yol\, 
and further I cane assure yoU yt neithr yor enemies are ferme 
:'nor yor frends unmyndful of yoU who do only attend a fitt 
tyme to do you good: & therefore my best advyse is yt yoU 

,still hould a constant course as you ha.ve hithr to done j 
yt yoU suffer substances only (& not likings dislikings, con· 
ceiptes suspicons rumors & such like shadowes) to affect 
yoU & yt yoU do govern yor passions (how iust soevr yoU 

'esteeme the) yt yor best frends be not drawne by thp, rather 
'to do somewhat prsentlye, then to attend their best oppor
tunitye to do better for you. I could not improve yor Ire 

'to ye best advantage, ' by 'cause of yt wt yoU write in it 
' concrning yot building: herafter: wri te not of both mattrs 
in one paper. I wryte to yoU as I would be written vnto 
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in ye like case: lett not therefore my direct playness dimiilish 
your conceit of my love, let not any of yor company (whom
so ever yoU trust best) knowe of any hope yt yor case may, 
alter to the better: for it is bew yt they languish � tyme, 
then yt by their receyving an overspeedy comfort, the good, 
wt is intended to yor house should be hinoreq. concerning 
your building, order is taken to send into ye countrye for 
money for it: yf yoU take ordr wt Mr Cradock for exchawnge 
lett me know where to frnde him, & thus wt' my hartiest 
comendacons I take my leave this 1 6  of May 1600 

TzlUs to/alitr 
ROB. BOUTH 

My La: desyres yoU not to suffer Mr Alvye to leave 
yor CoIledge. 

Adressed: To the right wor11: my assured frend Mr Dr Clayton 
Mr of St John's CoIledg in Cambridg. dr. 

Sr I answered not yor last Ire by ye carrier bycause Mr 
Nevinson yr bearer herof doth promise to be so soone wt you 
concerning yor controversye wt yor crosse neyghbors, & 
their cutting downe Digby's brydge, I cane adyse no othr 
thing but patience: assuring yoU yt no opportunity is lost 
by yor frends to procure yor bettr fortune therin. Concerning 
yor building, it is fallen out very unluckily yt before yt our, 
lres were in the cowntry towards Mr Coke about mony, 
Mr Coke was come hithr & so our directior.s to him 
in yt behalfe were frustrate: but in regard of yor need; 
we purpose to dispatch him hence into ye country to morrowe; 
& we doubt not but yoU shall heare from him soone 
aftr his coming thithr. I am collianded to wryte thus vnto 
you, by them yt thank yoU for yor satisfying their request 
in keeping JV[r Alvye still. Their hors comend the very 
kyndlye to you. Thus wt harty comendacons fro my Neice 
Crewe, JV[r Lindsell, Mr Coke, Mr Hamond &c to yor self 
& all our frends wt yoU I rest 

24th May 1 600 
in Brode street. 

Tuus tofalz'ter 
ROB: BOUTH. 
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After these letters I have found nothing relating 
to the matter for a considerable period. The trial 
of the Earls of Essex and Southampton which began 
soon after this and the death of Elizabeth gave the 
Court something else to think about. But we know 
from other sources that there was considerable irri
tation between the Colleges. In Cooper's Annals II 
p 601 will be found some details of an attack on 
the Scholars of Trinity by those of St John's: and 
how the Trinity m en had " provisions of stones layd 
up and also of some bucketts to fetch water . . .. to 
poure downne upon St John's mene." 

The windows of our Library, then in the first 
Court to the south of the great gate, were broken 
in the quarrel. The Trinity men were warned before 
the Vice-Chancellor and the Trinity Scholars paid 
40s. towards the cost of replacing the windows. 
(Wz'llz"s and Clark II 263). Trinity College obtained 
its Inc10sure in 1 6 12- 13 and St John's obtained by 
purchase from the Town what is now the site of the 
Bowling Green. The remainder of the ' Wilderness ' 
was obtained at a later period from Corpus. 

The following from Dr Richardson, Master of 
Trinity to Dr Gwyn, now Master of St John's, seems 
to shew that there was still some ill feeling ; while 
Sir Henry Savile's letter shews that it was now the 
turn of Merton College to seek compensation. Sir 
Henry Savile was Provost of Eton 1592-1 622 ,  having 
previously been Warden of Merton. Sir Henry gave 
public lectures in geometry at Oxford in the year 
1570. Whether from· the difficulty of the subject 
or the poorness of his class, however, he never got 
beyond the eighth proposition of Euclid's First Book. 
(Ball : Hzstory of Matlzemah'cs at Cambrzdge.) I-le 
founded the two Professorships of Geometry and 
Astronomy at Oxford which bear his name, and at 
the present time are both held by Johnians. Savi?e 
was knighted by King J ames in 1 604 and died 10 

February 1 622. 
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Addressed: To ye right wful! my very good frend Mr Vichauncelor 
of Cambridg At St John's Colledg. 

. 

Good Mr Vice Chancellor I thank you for this dayes worke, 
weh was close & lerned & for your honour & for ye honour 
of ye vniuersity, for so many as could heare or iudge of it. 
& now entendinge a iourney abroad (if my horses fayle 
mee not) I am once againe to desyre you, to keep ye peace, 
in my absence, as you have done in my presence, betweene 
your neigbour Colledge, & gallant St John's, who come 
againe to braue vs & challenge vs in our owne groundes, 
although I perswad myself (vppon my complaint of a former 
abuse) you did comand & vse your power to restrayne it. 
I pray you sir, foresee in your wisedome what this distemper 
may proceed vnto, to ye dishonour of our vniuersity, & 
ye wronge of our youth of boath sides, who are impatient 
of proucation, especially vpon their owne inheritance. 
I did heere yesterday noyse on our backsyd & would have 
gone forth among them, bat that I had taken Physicke & 
this day my Deanes of ye Colledge did make an earnest 
request to mee to stay these beginnings, before I goe abroad, 
lest some mischiefe should followe before I returne againe. 
I repose much in your wisedome & good will to my selfe, 
wherein I would not have any breach, for a thousande boyes 
quarrels, & yet I know that boyes may begin a quarrel 
weh at length will end amongst men of greater place. 
When we come to challenge your Schollers vpon your groundes, 
let mee heare of it & try my spirit, weh is dull in any thing 
but frendly respects, wherein you can neuer say it is wanting 

Tuus demu 
Trinity Col. J 0 RICHARDSON 

March 24, 1 6 15  

Addressed: To the R. worl! his very loving frende Mr Dr Gwin 
Master of St Johns in Cambridge. 

Sr. I am as willing as any man liuing yl schollars and yong 
gentlemen should haue all theire honest and law full recreation; 
& soe I haue reason to bee it hauing been my occupation 
almost this 60 yeares. But I knowe you will not distast 
yt I am iealous of the Colledge inheritance yl brought me 
vpp, which hath lately, as wee conceaue, been preiudiced 
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by Trinity Colledge, & more by St Jhons. The reason 
why I make a difference betweene you is this; for that the 
late Mr of Trinity CoJledge, my worthy eosin, doctor Neuill 
before the enclosing asked our consente directly by mapp 
then being in court & promised consideration as should 
be thought reasonable: which he lyued not to performe, 
falling not long after into yt mortall disease, which made him 
unfitt to be talked withall & soe brought him to his ende. 
Neyther did we strike you of St Johns before we spake, 
yf the attendance of our Tenant 6 or 7 times vppon you 
by our College expresse comaundement & you WQuld never 
vouchsafe to speake with him, bee a speaking in law, as 
they say a tender is a payment in law. But Sr. yt you may 
knowe I neyther seeke trouble nor law, especially with 
Colledges if it please you, I will make you and Trinity 
Colledge a fayre offer: eyther make vs such consideration 
us may bee proportionable in some sort to our losses, & 
suche as the Kinge weh then was did thinke reasonable in 
Kinges Colledge case; or ioyne with vs in a quiett & peaceable 
tryaJl, which may bee dispatched in 2 or 3 tearmes, & what� 
soeuer the euent bee, soe the triall be vppon the mayne 
point, wee shalbe contented soe to end the whole matter with you 
both. And to that effect I purpose, if sicknes or greater 
busynes doe not hinder mee, to be at Cambridge my selfe 
about the 20th of September next, 2 or 3 dayes vnder or 
ouer; where if wee doe not end all Controuersyes betweene 
Colledge & Colledge by one of these twoo waies, it shaH 
not bee our faultes, I dare presume soe much of our Company; 
praying you, yt if you cannot be there at that time, or 
Dr Richardson, I may knowe by a word from you, & soe 
spare my paynes in iourniing; which to a man of my age 
wilbee long & laborious: as if I cannot keep my day, I 
wiII certifie you by a mess�nger expressely to that purpose. 
And so I rest 

Eton ultimo J ulU 
1617 

Of other poyntes of yr letter wee 
meeting, if it please god. 

yor very loving frede 
HE. Si\.VILE 

shall talke further at our 

(To be c01ttinued.) 
R. F. S. 

THE LAKE DISTRICT REVISITED. 

"�1IHERE did we leave off ? "  remarked the poet, 
� when after a somewhat lengthy interval for 

rest and refreshment, especially the latter, 
they resumed their discourse. « We were engaged 
on the subject of frauds, I believe," the philosopher 
replied. « Oh yes," said the poet, « and I should like 
to contribute another to the collection. There is or 
was, I dares ay you know, on the top of Great Gable, 
a small pool of water which is said never to dry up 
even in the hottest weather. Now a brother poet 
of mine somehow managed to get hold of the report, 
and in order to make people believe that he'd been 
up the Gable, which he hadn't, he must needs 
perpetrate a somewhat verbose address to it in verse. 
That, however, would have been a comparatively mild 
misdemeanour, had he been content to use it for 
shaving paper immediately afterwards. But one day 
he fairly cornered me and insisted on reciting. It 
began somewhat as follows :-

o sacred fount of waters undefiled, 
Strange distillation of the mountain dew, 

Nestling in rocky cradle like a child, 
Farewell to you I 

My subsequent adventures I must narrate in verse: 

Fired by the words, my stick I seized, 
(It was the second line that pleased) 
Rushed up the Gable's rugged slopes 
'Mid perspiration, fears, and hopes, 
And when at last just fit to drop 
Espied the pool upon the top. 
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Alas! what rage my bosom thrilled I 
No mountain dew the hollow filled; 
Nought but a pint of dirty sludge, 
(The poet's dream was simple fudge) 
One piece of paper, smeared with jam, 
Three eggshells, half a sandwich (ham), 
Two broken bottles, labelled clear, 
One Lemonade, one G£nger-beer! 

Needless to say, I returned a sadder and a somewhat 
wiser man, and set to work on an emended and 
expurgated edition of my friend's poem. My sugges
tion was of this nature : 

Much dirt in precious little compass piled, 
Relics of 'Arry out upon the spree, 

Libel it is to call you un defiled : 
Good after tea! 

Yet strange to relate, my friend refused, with, I may 
say, wholly uncalled-for indignation, to acknowledge 
the superiority of my version. However, I shall have 
my revenge, for I am engaged on a paper to be read 
at the next meeting of the British Association, which 
will prove his precious pool to be merely a kitchen
midden of the pre-historic Great Gableites." 

" Let me add another to our list," said the philo
sopher : " what I refer to is, I regret to say, one of 
the commonest and most blatant frauds I have come 
across--the Waterfall. It is a: curious fact that, though 
people say it is always raining in the Lake District, 
I find no signs of it when I go to see a waterfall . 
Perhaps I should say I used to find no  signs, for 
I have long ago given up that most disappointing 
method of amusement. And it is always worse with 
one which, not being able to fall properly. has to 
call itself a cataract. A waterfall, and still more a 
cataract, is the most senselessly and causelessly vain 
creature in existence. Does not even W ordsworth 
admit as much as this when he says 

"The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep?" 
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If that doesn't break the record for vaingloriousness, 
it comes mighty near it. It isn't as if a waterfall 
does anything wonderful ; it can't really help itself. 
Who ever came across a waterfall that showed any 
originality and fell the other way ? 

"I quite agree with your remarks," replied the 
poet. " The worst offender of all is the Cataract of 
Lodore. It insinuates itself into our hearts when we 
are young and unsophisticated, and have to learn 
Southey for repetition, and when, with yet unbroken 
faith in the delusion, we go to see (I rather fancy 
they charged me sixpence), expecting a torrent of 
at least quadrisyllabic fury, we find, eleven times out 
of a possible ten, a barren wilderness of huge dry 
boulders, with a spoony couple behind each, who 
look daggers at you as you break in on their t8te-aAete. 
Without exaggeration I assure you I interrupted sixteen 
proposals there in the course of twenty minutes. The 

fact is we want a new and revised edition of Southey's 
poem for use in  dry weather. I put forward the 
following as a suggestion : 

• How does the water come down at Lodore? • 

I was asked, in the words of that fraudulent rhyme. 

• My good friend,' I answered, • I've been there before: 

It comes down in thimblefuls, one at a time. 

Its source in the mountain's entirely run dry, 

Its own little lake has got nothing to spare; 

For a month there's been never a cloud in the sky, 

And every beck channel is all on the glare. 

First gliding and sliding, 

Then flopping and dropping, 

Perspiring, retiring, 
Then lazily stopping, 

And cursing the heat and the clerk of the weather, 

Determines to give up the job altogether, 

Sinks down 'mid the stones and is seen nevermore, 

And that's how the water comes down at Lodore.' 

I'm afraid it isn't quite as long as the original ; 
but then there isn't enough water to make it go any 
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further ; 'so' I can't help it. However, I'm dried up 
too ; so pass the jug, if you please." 

" The next one on my list," said the philosopher, 
as soon as the poet had recovered, " is the stepping
stone or stones, as the case may be. This is a most 
treacherous variety, and generally manages to ensnare 
its unsuspecting victims by means of a lacuna of 
considerable extent about the middle of the manuscript. 
The architect of these structures must generally be 
a man with a gift for incongruities, or perhaps an 
especial turn for absent-mindedness. He manages 
all right until he nears the centre of the stream, but 
then he somehow will not remember, as he did at 
first, that human legs are generally something less 
than ten feet long. No doubt there may be exceptions, 
but at the same time I am a somewhat selfish person, 
and prefer to have my stepping-stones built entirely 
to suit myself, and I object to compromising matters 
with an exception, especially when such a compromise 
destroys the continuity of arrangements just in  mid
stream." 

" Quite so," said the poet ; (( and let me here submit 
an emendation of what Wordsworth says on the subject . 

The struggling rill most senselessly has grown 
Into a foaming torrent, deep and wide j 
No bridge in sight a mile on either side! 

Too wide to jump I But ah! behold 'a zone 
Chosen for ornament': quite true, I own, 

For when in midmost stream the waters race 
Through yards of unobstructed interspace 

(They always will forget that centre stone) 
To call it useless is to draw it mild. 
Some try to jump it (I have seen and smiled), 

Heedless of slippery footing far from sure. 
When they swam out, I said, 'I told you so!' 
And they remarked in tones of bitter woe 

How wet they were, the English tongue how poor!" 
" Let us now digress," said the philosopher, "for 

the benefit of the athletically inclined, and give a 
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few notes on the subject of Rowing as She is Rowed 
in the district of which we are discoursing. The 
indigenous variety of boat as well as the indigenous 
method of propelling the same deserves careful study 
from the conscientious antiquary. I have heard it laid 
down by one, who from his description of himself must 
have known all about it, that a boat consists of three 
parts, viz :-the bow, the stern, and the part between 
the bow and the stern ; the boat of the Lake District 
is usually no exception to this terse and expressive 
rule. Its shape is perhaps sometimes a little peculiar, 
but it is in the fittings that its distinctive characteristics 
come in. Of these let us first take the oar. This is 
generally small in the blade, but it makes up for 
that by being extremely massive in-board. The 
nomenclature, however, is a little confusing in this 
department. A sculling race is termed a single or 
double oar race, according to the number of dramatz's 
personae in each boat ; but on the other hand what 
is elsewhere called an oar goes by the name of 
'long scul1.' However, the scull, long or otherwise, 
is pierced with a hole, through which is inserted 
the iron pin attached to the rigger, or, as it is termed, 
, offset: Now the offset is a most indispensable 
piece of apparatus : no boat is considered complete 
without it; and it is nearly always of uniform size 
and shape, no matter what the size or shape of the 
boat may be. I remember having seen ,a boat which 
was used for carrying cargoes of grave1. It was nearly 
six feet broad, but was nevertheless provided with a 

complete set of these harmless, necessary appendages." 

" Let us now proceed to the stretcher," continued 
the philosopher. 

" You're rather good at that sort of thing," inter
polated the poet. 

" Time was," said the philosopher, without noticing 
the interruption, "when the stretcher was not, until 
SOme mute inglorious Logan evolved out of the depths 
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of his ingenuity a small bar of wood about an inch 
square, whieh for a time satisfied the aquatic aspirations 
of the neighbourhood. This was further improved 
upon by being made round, and having two small 
oval pieces of thin board nailed to it somewhere 
about the middle. This instrument rejoiced and still 
rejOiCeS in the euphonious and appropriate title of 
'foot-stick,' and is the highest type evolved by the 
picturesque and primitive, unaided by the modern 
and utilitarian. As for the style of rowing, that I 
have carefully observed at the annual regatta which 
takes place on Ulleswater. It has a tendency to be 
distinctly severe on the pit of the stomach." 

" But to return to the subject of frauds," the 
philosopher resumed : " I  can't think of any more at 
present, unless it be yourself, or still more you,r 
poetry." 

" You're another," rejoin�d the poet. 

... =-

DISILLUSION. 

THE western sky lies bathed in golden light, 
Soft break the rippling wavelets at my feet; 

The nightingale, sweet harbinger of night, 
I hear anon its evening song repeat. 

But though all nature chants its hymn of praise, 
In tones subdued to calm my troubled breast ; 

Though far above the peaceful cattle graze, 
And one by one the tired birds seek their nest-

Yet o'er my soul dark angry passions sweep, 
In vain the sunset gilds the distant hills ; 

For on a boat that rocks upon the deep, 
I see displayed the name of Beecham's Pz'!ls. 

G.H.R.G. 
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RAIN. 

[From a large number of contributions on this seasonable subject, 
the Editors have selected the two that follow. They may serve to occupy 
some of the time that in brighter summers would be devoted to lawn-tennis 
!lnd cricket.] 

� 1. 

�RA VELLING from the South the other day 
_ . by the Midland Railway, I was in' a deep 

• reverie: It was a dull and sleepy day. A few 
gleams of light had occasionally brightened the cldud
covered sky, only to fade away and dash the hopes 
of the weary traveller. The gloom deepened as 
towards evening the train entered the valleys� of 
Derbyshire, and when we tore into Miller's Dale 
Station, the rain was falling in ruthless showers. The 
firs swayed angrily on the wet-gleaming limestone 
crags : the water gathered in little pools on rthe 
hollows of the " sleepers " :  the drops fell with a 
monotonous rattle on the window-panes of the car
riages : and an unspeakable sense of mourning was 
in the heart of everyone-but myself. - It is seldom 
that rain is an inspiration. It was so then. Hitherto 
my thoughts had been in nubzozts. In nztbzozts they 
should remain. 

Strange to say, there is no English classic on 

the subject of rain : and yet John Bull loves to 

talk about the weather, and to deal tenderly with 

bad weather in particular. In the literature of 

the past there have appeared immortal tomes which 

have delighted the public and passed into cheap 

editions. By way of illustration we have only to 

remind the reader of the notoriety .gained by such 
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treatises' as Tkree Men in a Boat; or Tke .Mystery of 
a EIansom Cab. But what poetic interest is suggested! 
by such topics as compared with the transcendeno 
potentialities that belong to the rain I No doubt 
there is a general impression that rain is useful but 
not ornamental. Having had a large experience of 
wcltery weather in a peculiarly watery locality I may 
say that this is a complete mistake. " Time cannot 
wither it nor custom stale its infinite variety." Not 
ornamental! Why, what is it but rain that adds such' 
lustre to my new silk top-hat, or curls into graceful 
droopings the feathers of the female bonnet I No 
definition of rain shall be attempted, first, because. 
generally speaking it baffies definition. This is proved) 
by the fact that it is usually described by certain stock> 
epithets of a more or less complimentary character; 
while the thing itself remains undefined. Then again; 
now-a-days a scientific definition is hazardous. FOIl 
it will be revised and modified and probably altered' 
altogether thirty years hence by new scientists, and 
I have too much respect for the pages of the Eagle 
to mar its reputation by a definition that will be 
superseded thirty years hence. If it  had only been 
say ten years hence, that would of course have beeTh 
quite another matter. 

" England is a well-watered country," said a good�. 
natured but unfortunate individual to another gentle
man in an hotel. I overheard the conversation in 
the coffee-room. " Well, " said the other, as he 
looked out upon the drizzle then falling, " we think 
so this morning." The first speaker relapsed into 
gloomy silence: and, after an .interval of half an 
hour, started a conversation on the Norfolk broads .• 
I mean that his subject was the Norfolk broads, 
and he told of certain gentlemen in a yacht whose 
get-up was perfect (this was probably the point 
of the anecdote) ; but somehow or other that yacht. 
Was always going into the bank. This, however, is, 
a digression. 
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In the course of my travels I have carefully 
noticed six varieties of rain. Fz·rst, there is the 
drizzle. Of this variety I shall say nothing more 
than that it possesses the supreme merit of wetting 
more thoroughly than any other. Second, there 
is the straight steady downpour. This as a rule 
begins at ten in the morning, and goes on till 
after midnight. In the morning at nine the sun is 
shining brightly, and you have made up your mind 
that the day will be fine. So you go to business 
without an umbrella and in a white waistcoat. This 
variety is very popular and grows to perfection in 
Manchester. Thz"rd, there is the heavy shower which 
comes after intervals of sunshine and is not necessarily 
confined to the month of April. The last shower of 
the day usually descends after a prolonged spell of 
un clouded brightness, when all the guests have turned 
up in summer costumes for a tennis or garden party. 
This may be called the common or " garden " shower. 
Fourth, the thunderstorm. This gives rise to beautiful 
poetic effects. On the river the other day I watched 
from the shelter of a bridge the great drops fall, and 
millions of little watery sprites danced on the surface 
of the stream. N.B. Goloshes are useless for this 
class. Fifth, the mild summer shower. This is 
called by the farmers " growing " weather, presumably 
because it most frequently comes about harvest-time. 
Shakspeare founded one of his immortal similes on 
this variety. 'It droppeth as the gentle rain from 
heaven upon the place beneath.' As Shakspeare wrote 
this line, of course it is beyond criticism. But jf 
R. Montgomery had been the author, some malicious 
critic would have certainly asked where else that 
gentle rain could have dropped. Szxth, th0re is a 
variety rather hard to designate but called technically 
in Lancashire, I believe, " spitting." There is a cloudy 
sky overhead and at rare intervals a few drops of rain
fall. This is a disappointing type of rain because it 
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never comes to anything. It is good as far as it 
goes, but it does not go far enough. You take an 
umbrella and a macintosh with you to town, and you 
are miserable because it turns out a very hot day. 
Also you have left your umbrella in a tramcar. 

The above list does not pretend to be exhaustive, 
but it may form the basis of a pleasing monograph 
in case there should be future students of this 
fascinating topic. To secure the recognition which it 
might otherwise miss, the monograph should be written 
in German. 

The poetry of rain is best set forth by mentioning 
the arti&tic situations to which rain gives dse. There 
is of course the passage in Lucretius beginning Suave 
mart· magno, which will always strike an unbiassed 
reader as one of the most original sentiments in the 
classics. Not having a Lucretius by me, I dare not 
trust myself to reproduce the Latin. This may, to 
some extent, also account for the somewhat loose para
phrase which follows. " How jolly it is to stand on 
the shore and to see the Dover packet tossing on the 
mighty main, knowing all the time that the passengers 
are corn passed by sore sickness, and that they may not 
get safely to land." The writer was forcibly reminded 
of this passage as he lay, one hot summer afternoon, 
on the Malvern hills. A cloudless blue overhead, the 
great .stretching landscape in front, and likewise a 
large expanse of sky melting away to the horizon-that 
was the scene. Looking towards Worcester, I observed 
a dark cloud hovering round the city. A misty gloom 
obscured the cathedral tower, and with great joy I 
knew it was raining hard there. �hile I was high and 
dry, how jolly to think of the Worcester people getting 
wet to the skin! When in this fashion you carry the 
Lucretian reflexion to its ultimate issues, the genuine
ness of its poetic flavour becomes more and more 
apparent. There are other situations too numerous to 
mention which only a rainy day produces. Is there 
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not for example a delicate aroma of poetic interest irr , 
the omnibus on a rainy day, when from the dripping ' 
umbrellas and the drenched macintoshes there arises 
an invigorating fragrance ? Is there not also a thrill , 
of joy in the sensation of raindrops trickling down, 
your backbone when your eight " easies " on the river ? 
Or when your shirt-front is reduced to a mass of pulp 
by the refreshing streams which fall from the points 
CIf your friend's umbrella ? Or when you step in the dark 
into a puddle and the water squelches in your boots as ' 
you continue your joyous progress ? Does not the rain 
impart, by means of the mud which it produces in  
the road, a " poetic colouring " -or shall I say a ' 
" local colouring " -to your garments that cannot be 
equalled by any other process ? What joy to trip on 
" the light fantastic toe ' ov�r the brown liquid surface 
of a macadamised road after a heavy shower ! 

Sed j'ugit znte1'ea, j'ugtf z1nja1'abzie tempus 
Szngula dum capN czrcumvedamu1' am01'e. 

It is to be earnestly hoped that the rain will always 
retain its important place in ordinary English conver
sation, and will never lose its hold on the affections of 
the English public. How commonplace the talk of 
most people would be, if it had not been raining just 
before, or if it were not going to rain, or if it were not 
raining at the moment of speaking. The nal£vete and 
freshness of human intercourse would suffer a severe 
and lasting shock, if this all-absorbing topic were 
allowed to fall into abeyance. It is superfluous to 
remind the reader of the striking part it has played 
in English literature from Milton downwards. Witness 
the passage in Pa1'adzse Regazned beginning " Either 
tropic now 'gan thunder," and hundreds of similar 
passages that will occur to the average Engl ish school
boy. In fact there has been no poet or novelist who has 
not drawn from this fount of inspiration. Who can forget 
the splendid description of the Sou'wester in Geo:ge 
Meredith's Egozst r With the penetration of true gelllUS, 
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he has discovered the glories of the watery sky. Let 
?le quote. " Southwestern rain-clouds are never long 
sullen :  they enfold and will have the earth in a good 
,strong glut of the kissing overflow : then as a hawk 

with feathers on his beak of the bird in his claw lifts 
head, they rise and take veiled feature in long climbing 
watery lines : at any moment they may break the veil 
an,d _show soft upper cloud, show sun on it, show sky, 
green near the verge they spring from, of the green of 

19rass in early dew : or along a travelling sweep that 
rolls asunder overhead, heaven's laughter of puresrt 
_]Jlue among titanic white shoulders : it may mean fair 
smiling for awhile or be the lightest interlude, but 
'the watery lines and the drifting, the chasing, the 
upsoaring, all in a shadowy fingering of form and the 

\ ' 
animation of the leaves of the trees pointing thereon, 
the bendings of the tree-tops, the snapping of branches 

and the hurrahings of the stubborn hedge at wrestle 
with the flaws, yielding but a leaf at most and , that 
on a fling, make a glory of contest and wildnes� 

without aid of colour to inflame the man who is at 
'home in  them from old association on road, heath, 
'
and mountain." The full beauty of this passage will 
only come out if you try to turn it into Latin prose. 

In conclusion while there is humour in this subject, 
yet we shall do well not to treat it with levity. That 
it is capable of serious treatment will be proved by 
the tone of the above remarks. There is really nothing 
more calculated, if taken in ' the right spirit, to whet 
Our intellectual sensibilities or, if conceived in a wrong 
one, to damp our poetic ardour. If we find that there 
is a growing tendency to scorn a topic like this, let 
us do our best to maintain its �ncient p1'es#ge, and 
be loyal to the reigning monarch. 

And now prepare for a shock. 
strange things happened. When I 
that night, it was not raining. 

The strangest of 
got to Manchester 

MANCUNIENSIS. 
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n. 
This is a seasonable subject and not a dry one ; 

therefore have I chosen it. 
Many nasty things have been said about the. 

inopportune ways of rain. One of them seems true, 
namely, that if you take an umbrella you are sure 
to keep the rain away-some of it. If we are boating 
men we can always reflect that rain does not wet 
the river, thus saving our irritation. 

It is the trees and flowers that are most delighted 
when the rain comes. Everything in fact (except man) 
is offering up incense for the nectar-gift, and our 
progress is through the m idst of altars. Birds, beasts, 
flowers, all steam with ecstasy : but man puts up an 

umbrella, and when it is all over he has had no nectar, 
and therefore need not be thankful. 

Among the (let us say) beasts above-mentioned 
are the worms-nice, soft, chubby worms. They come 
out when the rain is over. They are not afraid of 
spoiling their peach-like complexions now, and so 
stretch themselves out and are fanned by the breezes, 
and feel so happy that they suffer themselves to be 
gobbled up by the rooks without moving a muscle. 

The rooks are not over· sentimental. They have 
long prayers over-night and make a great deal of 
noise about them ; but they get up very early in the 
morning and do doubtful deeds of daring throughout 
the land. There is a lot to be said about rooks, but 
they are not rain. 

But the snow ! It is of snow-flakes that ' The Idle 
Fellow ' says-' They are big with mystery.' When we 
stand at the window thinking perhaps of anything in 
the world but snow, suddenly two or three great flakes 

appear sailing slowly on. Our interest is at once 

awakened. We ask them if there are more behind ? 

if they are going to stay ? if they are in earnest ? B�t 
they answer never a word and go on about thelr 

business. Then we notice that they melt on the 
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pavement, and conclude that we shall not have a 
white world, and we pity the untimely death of them. 
But the spots smile scornfully at us and even widen 
out into a broad grin, each of them, as much as to 
say, ' What do you know about it ? We have done our 
duty and are content ' ;  and it turns out that we are 
wrong and they are right, and presently there is a 
white mantle over all. 

Hail is exciting. If someone tells us that they 
have had rain, we are quite proud to be able to say, 
" Oh ! it hailed with us." We feel somewhat of 
martyrdom when it hails, imagine that it cuts us  
like whips, like knives, like anything, and all we 
long for is to see it as big as pigeon's eggs, like they 
have it-abroad. It is not true that hail-clouds are 
like bladders filled with peas, but if you wish to know 
more about it you must consult a science primer. 

Thunder and lightning are a most exciting con
comitant. When one has been badly treated in love 
he looks for a thunderstorm. He takes steel with 
him. If he has a bicycle he rides it all about the 
highest hills, hoping to be struck. Yet he does not 
really wish to die, for then he would not get home· 
to supper. He likes to get close up to Eternity, 
though he knows not what it is. Neither does he 
know what it  is  like to be scorched by lightning, but 
he has experienced the shrivelling effects of unrequited 
longing. He must be very bad to feel like this. 
Let us hope that we may never feel so. I knew 
a man who took quite a proprietary interest in 
thunderstorms. When one was on, he would say 
( in effect) ' what do you think of my little thunder
storm ? I am clearing the air for you wonderfully. 
It won't  be like the same country when I've done.' . It is a very good thing that we are not proprietors of 
thunderstorms, though we do know so much about them. 

I have omitted to mention cyclones and anticyclones. 
I do so only to conclude my essay. G. G. D. 
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A JOHNIAN J ACOBITE.-

• ' 
' 

N Thursday the 2 8th November 1 745 the impol" .. 
b tant manufacturing towrt of Manchester, which 

with Salford had a popUlation of between 
3 0,000 ap.d 40,000, was entered about noon by a 

sergeap.t, Cl, drummer, and a womart, who took possession 
of it in t4e name of " his sacred Majesty King 
James IH," After this exploit they dined at the 
:Bull's Head in the market-place, the Jacobite head.., 
quarters, and later in the afternoon went out into 
the streets to beat up recruits for the " yellow-hairecl 
laq.die." In this occupation they were almost un mol
�sted, for not only was there a very strong Jacobite 
party il;l the town, but it was believed that the victorious 
:tIighlancl invaders were close at hand. They wen� 
however some twenty miles off ; and though a small 
a.dvance party entered Manchester that evening, it 
was not till the following day that the Young Chevalier 
h,imself arrived with the m ain body of his forces. 
The Prince-in those times cautious people wrote 
'! the f--," which you might read " the Prince "  
01," " the Pretender " according to your inclination
received a loyal we1coIl1e ; the bells were rung, the 
town was illuminated, a sermon in celebration of hia 

• For this account the following works have been consulted, Parentage : 

Notes to John Byrom's YOI<17zals and Lotters (Chetham Society) ;  James 

Dawson is once mentioned in the text, under date July 25. 1 735 ; his father 

is frequently �entioned up to 1 737.  Story of Manchester Regiment :  

W. Ray's Complete History of the Late Rebellion ; the Chevalier de 

Johnstone's lI�emoirs. Trial and Execution : T. B, Howell's Collectt'olZ of 
State Trials, vo!. XVIII, cols. 374 to 390 (in footnotes). See also, 
W. Shenstone's ballad yemmy Dawson, and Harrison Ainsworth's novel 

The Manchester Rebels of the Fatal '45." 

. . ' 
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arrival was preached in the old collegiate church, and 
a levy of £ 3000 was paid. In addition the sergeant 
had prospered so well in his work that he was able 
to hand in a list of some 1 80 persons who had 
promised to join the army. These by the Prince's 
command were formed into the " Manchester Regi
n1ent," to which all English recruits Were to be added . 
Its numbers however never much exceeded 300. 
Francis Townley Who had already joined was made 
the colonel. He was a nephew of Richard Townley 
of Townley ; he had served fourteen years with the 
French Army, and had returned to visit his friends 
in England only about twelve months before the 
young Prince landed in Scotland. 

Among the officers of this ill-fated reg'im�rit was 
a J ohnian, J ames Dawson, a man of some privata 
fortune, Who is described as " a  mighty gay young 
gentleman, who frequented much the society of the 
ladies, and was well respected by all his acquaintance 
of either sex," We may assume that this respect 
"vas justified by his cdnduct, for anything to his 
discredit would have been brought out at his 8ubse .. 
CJ.uent trial. Whether, as the novelist supposes, it 
tvas through " the ladies," Who in Lancashire Were 
supposed to be all J acobites, or whether he was 
captivated by the motto " Liberty and Property : 
Church and King," which adorned the banners, is 
uncertain ; but whatever his motives he showed himself 
" as strenuous in their vile cause as any of the rebel 
army." His father William Dawson, son of Jonas 
Dawson of Barnsley, was a surgeon practising in  
Manchester, where he died in 1 763 . His mother, his 
father's first Wife, was Elizabeth AlIen, daughter of 
RiChard Allen of Bury and first cOlisin of a celebrated 
Manchester Jacobite, Dr John Byrom, sometime Fellow 
of Trinity, who is still kept in  mind by his Christmas 
hymn, Clz'Ttstz'ans, awake. She died in 1 73 7, leaving 
fOur children, J ames, William, and two daughters . 
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Having enlisted in a desperate enterprise J ames: 
Dawson knew no looking back. Picture him then 
with the white cockade in his hat, his sword by his 
side, and his pistols in his belt, taking his place as 
a captain of the Manchester Regiment, when before' 
resuming his march on London the Prince reviewed 
it-in the churchyard of all places. Next day, the 
J st of December, they left Manchester, waded across 
the Mersey near Stockport, the Prince setting the 
example, and arrived at Macclesfield, where they were 
again reviewed. Then passing through Conglet0u 
and Ashbourne they reached Derby on the 4th, the 
whole force at that time being about 7000 men. 

Meantime the Duke of Cumberland had arrived 
at Lichfield to take command of an army of 1 2 ,000 men 
stationed in the neighbourhood, and Marshal Wade 
was hastening southwards through Yorkshire with 
another large force. While therefore the Highlanders 
were in a state of the greatest enthusiasm at the 
prospect of battle, and were crowding round the cutlers' 
shops and quarrelling as to which should have his 
sword sharpened first, and while J ames Dawson and 
his comrades were doing their best to find recruits 
for their regiment, the Prince and the Highland chiefs 
were consulting anxiously as to their movements. 
The Prince's great desire was to push on to London ; 
the others, who were ready enough to follow him 
even to death, now advised retreat, because they had 
heard that reinforcements were on the way from 
France. These would make them strong enough to 
joiil battle with King George's armies without relying 
on help from the English Jacobites, who had so 

grievously disappointed them. The Prince was at 
last overborne, and retreat decided upon. 

Accordingly on the following morning, the 6th. 
of 

December, after a feint of advance in the directIOn 

of Loughborough, the retreat to the north began, 

to the intense sorrow of the Highlanders. They 
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rapidly passed through Lancashire and reached Carlisle 
on the 1 9th, closely followed by the Duke of Cumber
land, whose advance guard had a skirmish with 
them near Penrith. · On the 20th the Young Chevalier 
anrl his Highlanders left Carlisle, but for some unknown 
reason a garrison of over 400 men was left there, 
though the place was quite untenable and could not 
have stood a four hours' cannonade. The garrison 
consisted of about 300 Scots, chiefly Lowlanders, and 
of the Manchester Regiment, then reduced by death 
or desertion to less than half its original numbers. 
On the 2 1 st the city was invested by the Duke of 
Cumberland, who had 4000 regulars with him and 
many " volunteers," including the " Liverpool Blues " 
some 600 strong. Liverpool it may be remarked was 
then intensely " loyal " or Whig, and the " Blues " 
had done good service by breaking down bridges, 
e.g. the bridge at Stockport, in the line of march of 
the Young Chevalier's army. For a few days the 
besiegers could not attack, as they had no artillery, 
but on the 2 8th they were able to open fire on the 
defenders' batteries. Firing was kept up on both 
sides till Monday the 30th, when the garrison was 
compelled to hang out the white flag and capitulate 
on the Duke's terms-Cl that they should not be put 
to the sword, but reserved for the king's pleasure." 
They then laid down their arms in  the market-place, 
and retired to the Cathedral, which for a time became 
their prison. The Manchester Regiment, now number
ing only 1 1 6, thus ended its ,month's existence. The 
rank and file were allowed to disperse ; the chaplain, 
who had been appointed " Bishop of Carlisle," was 
tried and executed in his cathedral city ; the twenty 
officers (including Colonel Townley and Captain 
Dawson) were in January sent to London to await 
their trial, which took place before a special Com
m ission at Southwark in the following July. They 
were accused of the " high treason of levying war 
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against our sovereign lord the king within this real m,!' 
and as they had been taken in the act there was but 
little to try. 

James Dawson was brought up an Thursday the 
1 7th July ; it  was proved that he had constantly been 
styled " captai n " of the Manchester Regiment, and 
had acted as captain, more particularly at the review 
at Macclesfield ; that he had led the cheering for the 
Pretender and had tried to gain recruits for him ; 
that he had mounted guard at Carlisle in turn with 
the other officers, and continued to act till the surrender. 
All he could say was that he had been promised 
mercy by the Duke of Cumberland. He like sixteen 
others was found guilty by the jury, and sentenced 
to die the traitor's death-to be hanged, drawn, and 
quartered. On being put into irons he said, " He 
did not care if they were to put a ton weight of iron 
on him, it would not in the least daunt his resolution." 

Nine of the condemned men were executed. On 
Wednesday morning the 30th of July, about 10 o'clock, 
they were taken from the Surrey " New Gaol " at 
Southwark where they had been confined, and drawn 
to Kennington Common on three sledges, Dawson 
lying on the last. The way was cleared by dragoons, 
and the prisoners were surrounded by the Foot Guards. 
On the Common, around the gallows and the fire, 
a crowd of many thousands had assembled and waited 
in  silence through the rain to see the end. No minister 
of religion attended, but one of the condemned men, 
Mr Morgan of Monmouth, put on his spectacles and 
for half an hour or so read prayers and meditations 
from a book, the others listening devoutly. Then their 
time being come they threw their prayer-books and 
printed papers into the crowd, and gave similar ones 
to the sheriff; these papers affirmed that they were 
not sorry for what they . had done, being convince

.
d 

that they died in a just cause, and that in time theIr 
death would be avenged. Each of them also made 
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a short speech, declaring among other things his 
religious belief : Townley and another professed them
sel ves Catholics ; two were Non-jurors, of whom a 
congregation existed in  Manchester ; Dawson and the 
other four declared themselves members of the Church 
of England. They were then " turned off" and executed 
accofding to the sentence, Townley being the first. 
Dawson was the last to suffer at the hands of the 
executioner, who as he thus finished his task cried 
" God save King George ! " The multitudes responded 
with a great shout and then di spersed. 

With this dismal scene before him let the reader 
peruse the following incident, as related by a con
temporary, which gives peculiar pathos to James 
Dawson's story : 

" A  young lady of good family and handsome fortune 

h ad for some time extremely loved and been equally beloved 

by Mr J ames D awson . . • .  and had he been acquitted or found 

the royal clemency the day after his enlargement was to have 

}Jeen that of their marriage . . . . Not q.ll the persuasions 

of her kindred could prevent her from going to the place 

of execution • . . .  and accordingly she followed the s ledges i n  

a hackney coach q.ccompanied b y  a gentleman nearly related 

to her and a female friend. She got near enough to see 

the fire kindled which was to consume the heart she knew 

so much devoted to her, and all the dreadful preparations 

for his fate, without being guilty of any of those extravagances 

her friends had apprehended. But when all was over and 

she found he was n o  more she drew her head back into the 

coach, and crying out, ' My dear,,·! follow thee ! Sweet Jesus, 

receive both our souls together ! '  fell back on the neck of 

her companion and expired in the very moment she was 

speakin g." 

The heads of those executed were exposed in  promi
nent positions in London and elsewhere, Townley's 
being fixed over Temple Bar ; but Dawson's friends 
mUst have had influence at Court, for his head and 
qUartered body were delivered up to them for burial. 



SONATINA POETICA 

SENZA MUSICA.* 

1. A llegro e amoroso. 

We lay beneath tree-shadow 
In the full sun's summer shzne : 

The breeze passed o'er the meadow 
Across thy life and mine. 

One Love we grew, one-centred, 
In the full sun' s summ�r shz'ne : 

It seemed as though nought entered 
Between thy lips and mine. 

One Life we were, one-hearted, 
In the full sun's summer shz'ne : 

Until, at last, nought parted 
Thy lips, thy lips and mine. 

n. Largo. 

You sleep beneath the snows, love, 
Beside the silent town ; 

O'er you the aspen grows, love, 
And near the stream flows down. 

Here all the busy day, love, 
The noise of tumult roars ; 

Time holds us in  his sway, love, 
Eternity is yours . 

" 

• .. Sonatinas form one of the least satisfactory groups of musical, pr�; 
dncts, The composers " , have uniformly avoided them " , an anachron!,m, 
Grove's DictiolZar;y oj Music and lIflusicians, 

SOllatz'na Poelt'ca. 

Ill. A lla toccata. 

I .  SUMMER IN WINTER. 

The Wind sweeps down the frozen street, 
The sun is hid, the clouds are gray ; 

But since Love guides our wand'ring feet 
oris summer in the World to-day. 

2. 'VVINTER IN SUMMER. 

The World is fair and warm the day, 
The Sun shines in the cloudless sky ; 

But since dear Love has fled away 
'Tis Winter now in  Mid-July. 

IV. Coda. 
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" Ever you sing of Love : Is Love Life's End and 
Beginning ? " 

" Ever I sing of Love : Ever I counsel of Life." 

c. 
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THE INSULARITY OF A NON-CONDUCTOR. 

m�LTHOUG:a the title of this article may seem 
� electrical, when viewed i n  the light of the 

matter which it contains even the most 
cursory perusal will shew that it is not in  the 
least scientific. The object which the writer of the 
article has in view is to counteract what he deems to 
be  one of the most serious features of our present-day 
civilisation, namely the ever-growing tendency to laud 
the travelled man as though he were the brightest and 
most particular star in the � 9th century firmament. 
The advantages of having travelled are usually assumed 
to be many and great j indeed, there are some who 
make a certain passage in the Book of Job read as 
though it were " Man is born to travel, as the sparks fly 
upward." Bllt we shall hope to demonstrate that the 
disadvantages of having been abroad are so glaringly 
conspicuous, that they altogether neutralise certain 
slight advantages to which the tourist is in the 
habit of alluding. 

The disadvantages of having been abroad may be 
roughly divided into three classes-physical, social, 
and moral. 

Let us then, in the first place, regard the question 
from the physical point of view. Certainly the most 
glorious heritage which our ancestors have bequeathed 
to us is an ardent love for all athletic pursuits. It is 
a well-known fact, for instance, that the place which 
cricket occupies among our national institutions makes 

us an object of envy to every surrounding nat
.
ion. 

What sublimer spectacle can a true-born Bnton 

present to himself than that of eleven doughty men, 
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clad in flannels of more or less spotless white, intent 
upon watGhing two other men in similar attire, who, 
with bats in their hands, are trying " to steal runs," 
" break ducks' eggs," and " punish the bowler by hitting 
him hard to the boundary." Football too (especially 
that charming variatian known as ' the Rugby game '), 
how rlichly does that deserve to hold a prominent place 
among our national institutions ! The ancients (or at 
any rate a few of them) were fond of expatiating upon 
the glories of practising self-control ; but surely the 
players in a modern fifteen furnish a far more glowing 
lesson upon that theme than did any of the Stoies. 
The extreme forbearance with which, even under the 
most trying circumstances, the opponents treat one 
another : the scrupulous manner in  which everyane 
refrains from doing the slightest injury to anyone else l 

the kind, almost motherly, way in which when the 
game calls far it one man will charge another : the 
-tact and consideration which are to be observed in a 

" scrum " :  the reciprocal give and take principles- which 
actuate a man who is engaged in a maul : do not all 
these most cleafly show that from the pastime of 
football some most valuable lessons may be drawn ? 

There is not sufficient space for us to enlarge upon 
the obvio-us merits of boating and tennis : suffice it to 
say, that athletics lie at the very basis of all OUI( 
national greatness. 1 

But now comes the awful and gruesome fact that 
in n ine cases out of ten the travelled man despises 
athletics. He prefers to race for a train rather than to 
train for a race. On the Continent he discovers that 
it is possible for a nation to be successful in peac:e and 
victorious in war, without ascribing these blessed 
results to " the playing fields of Eton " or anywhere 
else. He finds out in course of time that it is possible 
to lead a passable, and even happy, existence where these 
delightful pursuits are conspicuous by their absence. 
At first he is shocked by all these- grievous signs. 
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Perhaps, at the outset, he may take upon himself to, 
convert the Continent to cricket by starting a club 
to set forth the principles of the game : which club, 
having been started at great expense, languishes for 
a time and then finally dies " unwept, unhonoured, 
and unsung "-and the Continent is still unconverted . 

But let us not follow the progress of that guilty soul 
in whom the taste for athletic p3.stimes has slowly 
withered to decay : let us draw a veil over the circum
stances which gradually conduce to his miserable end ; 
suffice it to say, that at Rome he eventually begins to 
do as the Romans do : he one by one abjures all the 
healthfu1 manly sports upon which his country's great
ness has b�n built up ; and, awful to relate, he .finds tf 

pleasant. The travelled man, upon his return, i& 
henceforth good for nothing, so far as proficiency in  
our noble English games is concerned : he is more 
frequently to be observed smoking a cigar in a hansom 
cab than applauding a dropped goal from the centre of 
an honest howling throng. 

But if the physical disadvantages of having been 
abroad are so dire, surely the social drawbacks are 
more conspicuous. And the reason of this it is not 
difficult to see. 

The population of the British Islands is roughly 
speaking 3 7  millions. Now it can . be proved by the 
most reliable of statistics (vzde Barker's Facts ami 
.Fzgures), that at the very outside only one million 
of these have ever wished their native land Guod-nigltt. 
That is to say, 3 6 people out of 3 7  have never been 
abroad. Picture then the lot of that miserable man, 
who by having travelled has condemned himself for 
evermqre to remain in a minority of one. Is it not 
a fact, of which every Briton worthy the name is 
ju�tly proud, that �ith minorities we have no sympathy ?  
Is not the majority always in the right ? Therefo:e, 
for a man to have been as far as Calais is for hIm 
'
perpetual banishment from the sy�Jpathies of his 
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fellows. But after allj the ostracism of  the man who 
has been abroad is richly deserved. For, of all those 
grievous, deadly, pestiferous bores whose presence 
at an evening party casts a gloom deeper than the 
deepest darkness, surely by far the most hideous and 
most detestable is the man whose character we are 
considering in this article. It is he who freezes the 
�teady flow of genial conversation, in a way that 
description cannot paint, and only experience can 
fi tl Y realise. 

Should the conversation turn upon art, he will forth
with bore you with a description of the Madonna which 
he has seen at Dresden, or the masterpiece of Rubens 
upon which he has gazed in the ' dim religious light ' of 
Antwerp's famed Cathe.dral : should you talk of music, 
its soothing power will soon be needed to charm into 
quietude your breast made savage by his allusions 
to some German band which he once heard play upon 
the margin ?f the Rhine. Should literature be the 
topic, he will gravely relate how upon one occasion 
he jostled Dumas upon the Parisian Boulevards : 
·should you in despair turn the conversational hose 
upon the subject of great speakers, he will rudely 
tear it from your grasp, and deluge you with facts 
concerning the occasion upon which he listened to 
Bismarck from the Str�ngers' Gallery of the Reichstag. 

But all these facts, awful of import as they may 
be, pale almost into insignificance when compared 
with the moral disadvantages which invariably ensue 
from travelling. 

It is a circumstance which we think has not 
received due consideration that the first traveller 
of whom we have any authentic record was at 
the same time the first murderer. Cain was " a  
fugitive and vagabond upon the face of the earth," 
which is no doubt the Biblical way of expressing 
the fact that he was a great traveller. Indeed, the 
Bible is full of warnings directed against those who 
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are given to wandenng. Esau seems to have ha:d 
a partiality for moving about, and we all know the 
punishment which was reserved for him. To go to 
profane history, Ulysses was a man who had seen 
both many men and many cities, and how many 
people have cursed the fate which has obliged them to 
read the history of his travels ! And to come to modern 
travellers, 'even the great Stanley himself has lost 
his reputation owing to his having been abroad. 

We make bold to say that no great traveller 
ever returns to his native shores with the same feelings 
of noble single-minded patriotism with which his 
soul was full when he started out. Patriotism is 
grounded upon contempt Jor people not of the 
same race with ourselves. It is nourished by the 
ignorance of foreign customs, which we know and 
feel must be n ecessarily worse than our own. To 
cease to believe that one Englishman is equal to 
six Frenchmen is to abandon patriotism for ever. 
Is it not the most cherished article in our national 
creed that the lively Gaul subsists altogether upon 
frogs : that the German lives exclusively upon sauer
kraut j that the one and only meal of which the 
Spaniard daily partakes is garlic washed down with 
oil : and that the Italian undermines his constitution, 
and undersells English labour at the same time, by 
rigidly excluding from his menu everything except 
maccaroni ? We triumphantly assert, knowing that 
none will dare to contradict us,- that patriotism is 
built upon " facts " such as these j and that the English 
Constitution would fall were we not always and every

where to dub the inhabitants of foreign shores with 

the same appellation that we bestow upon a certain 

class of oysters-natz'ves. But the man who has been 
l' s abroad sees that these things are not so : he rea IS� 

that the German does not deem our army superior to Ius 

own : that the Frenchman is perverse enough to doub,� 

whether Great Britain is the " hub of the universe :  
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and consequently, his patriotism becomes enfeebled, 
atrophied, dead. 

Every traveller is or rapidly becomes a moral 
wreck. The student of law arrived at the Continent 
speedily finds himself called to the bar : our sisters 
who at home go to church to close their eyes, abroad 
go to concerts to eye their clothes : the naval officer 
is more frequently to be seen compassing a box than 
boxing a compass. For all these reasons, and for 
many more which our space prevents us from 
enumerating, we pray and beseech our readers to stay 
at home. For generations upon the tombstones of 
our country churchyards the lesson which this article 
teaches has been sounded forth. On hundreds of 
them are to be read the words " Traveller, pause, 
pause ere it is too late." We join our voice to the 
cry which comes from the cemetery : and if any of 
our readers who have followed us so far with profit 
to themselves, will follow our advice and go not 
abroad, then the insularity which will become part 
of their natures will prevent them from falling into 
those manifold and grievous errors, that always 
and everywhere accrue from having passed the limits 
of one's native shores. 

G. H. R. G. 



HISTORY OF THE LADY MARGARET BOAr 
CLUB. 

We are requested by the authors of the Hzstory 
of the Lady Margaret Boat Club to call attention to 
the following corrzgenda. 
p. 68:  In the Exeter crew the weights of 2 and 3 

should be 9st. 3 lbs. and 9st. 8Ibs.,  respectively. 
'po 70. Second boat crew : for W. H. L. Pattison read 

W. H .  L. Pattisson. Also on pp. 7 I ,  7 4, 7 6 .  
p .  7 9 .  Colquhoun Sculls. For G. H .  Paley read 

G. A. Paley. 
p. 8 8 .  Third boat : for E .  Carpmael read Ernest 

CarpmaeI. Also on p. 89 (S econd boat), p. 93 (First 
boat), p. 94 (Trial Eights), p. 95 (First boat), p. 9 7  
(First boat), p .  9 8  (Four). 

p. 9 9 .  Second boat : for E. Carpmael read Edward 
CarpmaeI. Also on p. 1 0 1 ,  (second boat), p. 1 85 
(Third Boat) Lent 1 8 7 0, 1 8 7 1 .  

p. 1 5 3 .  The Second boat crew should be :-
J. Collin (bow). 5 .  T. H. Kirby. 

2. G. T. Lloyd. 6. L. H. K. Bushe-Fox. 
3 .  L. H. Nicholl. 7 . W. N. Roseveare. 
4 .  T. T. Lancaster. T. Ashburner (stk). 

p. 1 80. Winners of the Colquhoun Sculls. 
1 838.  Mr Berney is erroneously entered as second. 
Mr Berney was obliged to resign the Sculls this 
year and did not take part in the race. 

p. 1 8 2 .  To the list o f  First Class men add : 

C. W. Bourne . .  , . 2 6th Wrangler 1 8 68 .  
A ,  E. Foster . • . . . 8th Wrangler 1 8 86.  
S .  A. S. Ram . . . .  Cl assical Tripos 1 886.  

p ,  1 85 .  Third boat, M ay 1 8 7 7 ,  read W. J. Lee (bow). 

7 G. D. Haviland. 
p. 1 86. Third boat, May 1 8 78 ,  read 3 G. G. Wi lkinson. 

Fourth boat, Lent 1 88 1 ,  readT. E .  Cleworth (stk). 

Third boat, Lent 1 886,  for S. A. Ram, read 

S. A. S. Ram. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

MISSION REPORTS. 

To the Editors of the ' Eagle.' 
D�AR SIRS, 

M ay 1 ask w�ether an y readers of the Eagle could 
oblige the Committee of the Walworth Mission with a copy 
of the M ission Report for 1 886  or 1 88 7 ? We should l ike 
to bind up four sets, but have only one copy for 1 887, and 
therefore cannot do this unless some subscribers who have 
kept their copies would spare them for us. Our four copies 
of the J 886  Report are rather damaged, but they will serve 
unless others are forthcoming. The absence of the 1 887  
ones leaves us  at a standstill. ) 

1 am 
Yours faithfully, ') 

A. CALDECOTT 
Se'1ior Secretary. 

CARMEN COMMEMORATIONIS. 

DEAR MR EDITOR, 

1 too have discovered MSS ;  though where I discovered 
them, I, like the BriJish Museum, do not feel bound to say. 
Suffice it, that the public now has the benefit of my research, in 
the discovery of an ancient ode. With this ode 1 believe the 
hall of our College was once wont to resound on Commemora
tion-day. For why ?  Turn to the internal evidence and the 
thing is patent. Aula .Iohniensis, /undatrz'x lI1'argareta, vetms 
.Iohanms, allow of only one inference : we may therefore 
acquiesce in the conclusion 1 have stated above. As to 
date, 1 should place this ode early in the sixteenth century. 
This will make it the more interest ing, as on,e of the latest 
utterances of the Monkish M use ere she was finally silenced by 
the ruthless rigour of the Reformation. 

1 am, Sir, 
Yours very veraciously, 

SlMON SHAPEIRIDES. 
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CARMEN COMMEMORATIONIS. 

Dms festa, dies laeta 
Quam fundatrix Margareta 
In perpetuum beavit 
Quando cenam ordinavit ; 
Anni decus orientis, 
Maii gloria fiorentis, 
Te, in aulam dum intramus, 
Cenaturi salutamus. 

o quam es comissabunda, 
Convivalis et j ucunda, 
Quantis salibus abundas, 
Et facetiis redundas ; 
Vino recreas majores, 
Cibo juvas juniores ; 
Ergo risibus tintinnis 
Et innumeris cachinnis. 

Splendet Aula J ohniensis 
Large oneratis mensis, 
Gemit epulis confertis, 
Floret odoratis sertis, 
Lucet auro et argento, 
Prisco cenae instrumento, 
Nitet poculis nefandam 
Sitim aptis ad sedandam. 

Primum ergo quem cantemus 
Nisi te, cui tot debemus, 
Magnam regum genitricem, 
Et collegi fundatricem ?  

-
COMMEMORATION ODE. 

OH ! happy day and festive ! 
That Lady Margaret blest 

For ever with a banquet 
Ordained in her bequest. 

Thou beauty of the springtide ! 
Thou glory of the May ! 

Lo ! as we go to dinner 
We greet thee by the way. 

How full thou art of joyaunce ! 
How thronged with many a guest ! 

With quip and crank how brimful ! 
Thou runnest o'er with Jest. 

With cheer the young thou gladd'nest, 
The old dost bless with wine, 

And so innumerous laughter 
And boundless mirth are thine ! 

With tables richly laden 
F,lashes this hall of ours ; 

It groans 'neath many dainties, 
It blooms with scented flowers. 

It shines with gold and silver, 
To feiisting consecrate, 

It gleams with cooling goblets, 
Our summer thirst to bate. 

Whom should we hymn before thee, 
Whose name ere thine resound, 

Great Mother of our Monarchs, 
Who didst our College found ? 
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Simul resonent quot annis 
Laudes veteris J ohannis, 
Optimi episcoporum, 
Principisque Piscatorum, 

Ave, aye, dies festa, 
Generosa et honesta, 

'Ecce jam 1ibamus merum 
Tibi, floscu1e dierum ! 
Cras sit 1uctus adventurus, 
Cras sit Tripus invasurus ; 
Hodie vivamus bene, 
Nunc indu1geamus cenae ! 

CHANSON. 

Amants, q.uelle erreur est la v6tre 
Si vous vous croyez separes ! 

Si vas creurs sont faits l'un pour l'autre, 
Tot ou tard vous vous rejoindrez. 

Ni le sort et son injustice 
Ni 1es peres et 1eurs serments 

N'emp�chent que tout aboutisse 
A la rencontre des am ants ! 

ANON. 

C()rmnemOra#o1Z Ode. 

Therewith be yearly chanted 
The praise of ancient John, 

Of John, the best of bishops, 
Of Fisher's

' 
paragon. 

We hail thee and we bless thee 
FOr ever and for aye ; 

We toast thee in the grace-cup, 
- Commemoration day ! 

To-morrow be there Tripos, 
To-morrow come there care, 

To-day at least in gladness 
Right royally we'll fare ! 

SONG. 

o foolish lovers, never feign 
That ye are parted ! 
Be stouter-hearted ! 

If ye within 
Be truly kin, 

Ye'll meet again ! 

How idle is a father's heat ! 
How unavailing 
Is Fortune's railing ! 

To this one end 
All force doth bend

That lovers meet ! 
G. C. M. S. 

5 6 1  
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THE FRESHMAN AND THE LOGIC-PAPER. 

LIKE Horace and the Matine Bee 
I culled my Logze heedfully ; 
But to my Terror and Affright 
I found in nought I reasoned right. 
Before, methought, I had some Sense, 
But Logic made me dazed and dense. 
My Dreams, or Nightmares let me say, 
The Causa causans of this Lay 
(Rather pluraHty 0/ Cause, 
Viz : Madness plus the Logic-Laws), 
Do still perplex my waking Moods, 
And turn to Ills my former Goods. 
For Barbara, once to me so fair, 
For Barbara now no more I care : 
Her Fzgure's neat, but in  her Face 
Barbarity replaces Grace. 
I care not now for any Miss, 
Sweet Love is slain by DtSam�sl 
Freszson casts a frost on all. 
Camenes is unmusica1, ' 
Cesare's golden tresses pale, 
Baroko is baroque and stale, 
Camesires graces Cam no more, 
Dat-Ist' shuns th� Iszs' Shore, 
Festtizo dawdles, Ferzo } 
No longer strikes my Fancy : so 
Elenchz' Ignoraho 
Bec10uds my Wits by Contranes, 
.And founders me with Faltaczes. 
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Non sequzlur, Tautology, 
Dz'lemma, A mphz'bology, 
The Argument ad Homznem, 

Sort'tes, and , the Enthymem, 

Petz'tzo Prz'nczjJt'i� 
Th' Illzez't Process 0/ the Mz'

nor, X Y Z, and Z Y X 
Wise Heads (and ex-Wise Heads) do vex, 

A E I O ! O l E A ! 
I groan by Night, I sigh by Day. 

o Shades of Whately, Thomson, Mz'll, 

Your System ground, it  grinds me still, 

Your Elements I've dearly bought, 

Your Laws 0/ Thought, by Loss of Thought. 

H. S. 
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THE EAGLE. 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued fi'om Vol XVI, p. 526). 

_HE present instalment consists of the first portion 
I <:� of a series of letters from Valentine Cary, , Bishop of Exeter, to Dr Gwynn, Master of 

the College, chiefly about the building of the Library. 
A summary of the correspondence will be found 

in Mayor-Baker (208-210). The series of letters shews 
the various alternative schemes proposed for the 
Library. 

Bishop Williams, the Lord Keeper, it will ,be noticed 
at first artfully concealed the fact that he was the 
donor of the money. The total cost of the Library 
was £2991, of which Williams gave £2011 (Ca1'lZb. 
A ntz"q. Soc. C017Z17Z. II, § 5). In addition to that he gave 
the College the four livings of Souldern, Freshwater, 
St  Florence, and Aberdaron, and land at Raveley 
in Hunts and at Coton near Cambridge, the annual 
value of which was supposed to be about £62. In 
return for this he expected the College to m aintain 
two Fellowships and four Scholarships. But it was 
soon found that the endowment was insufficient, and 
the Fellowships were suppressed in 1651. It is hinted 
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in some letters that the suppression of the Fellowships 
was due to the men introduced into the College 
during the Commonwealth, who were not disposed 
to shew respect to a bishop's Foundation. Bishop 
Cary was born at Berwick-upon-Tweed and seems 
to have been in some way related to the Baron 
Hunsdon. He owed his elevation to the bishopric 
of Exeter to the personal influence of Lord Hunsdon 
(Coud and TZlnes of James I, ii, 275) . He entered 
at St John's, but seems to have migrated at once to 
Christ's, where he matriculated I I December 1585; 

took the B.A. degree in 1589; was made Fellow of 
St John's 1591, Fellow of Christ's 1595, then again 
Fellow of St John's 1599; in 1604 he became Master 
of Christ's; in 16I4 Dean of St Paul's, and in 162 I 
Bishop of Exeter. 

It is clear from the letters which follow that he 
had a strong regard for his old friends at St John's, 
Lane, Burnell, Ridding, Allott, and others mentioned 
in the letters being Fellows of the College. 

An abstract of Cary's will- is given in Notes and 
Querzes (3rd Serzes vi, p. 174). He left "To Christ's 
College two flagon pots for the Communion and his 
great silver salt; To St John's College £50 for books 
for the new Library; To his wife Dorothy (sister 
of Mr Secretary Cooke) he left his manor of Granhams 
in Shelford [it is curious to note that this manor 
afterwards came into the possession of the College 
by the gift of Mr N aden J; To Dr Gwynne £ 10 for 
a ring; and To Dr Burnell, Dr Allott, Dr More, and 
Mr Richard Reading, £ 5 each for rings." The will 
is dated 3 April I62 6. Cary died at his house in 
Drury Lane 10 June 1626, and was buried in the 
south aisle of Old St Paul's. There was a monument 
to him there, and one also in Exeter Cathedral. 

The letters are in perfect preservation, and the 
seals on most of them are still intact, shewing the 
Bishop's official seal, the arms of the See of Exeter 
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-impaling his own; A 1'g-ent, on a bend sable three 
roses of the field in the centre chief point a mullet 
for difference. 

' 

The shield is that of the Carys (Baron Hunsdon), 
and the mullet would shew that the Bishop was 
descended from a third son. 

Salutem ill ",YnJ. 
Sr, but that I know your dispotion to be such, as rather 
delights to doe good tumes, then to heare thereof, I would, 
for all my bad oratourship yet be ample in comending my 
enterteynment, web you gave me, and in thanking you for it. 
I have reported to one here, who will acknowledg it, and 
will endeavour to requite it thoughe she can� not wtb like 
good fare, yet with like harty welcome. 

I had large and free discourse with my 10; keeper, delivered 
him the letter web he took very well, and sayd, ye were growen 
perfect courtiers, in your prayses. I delivered to 

'
his lop: the 

bill of disbursements, & told him further what I found 
and saw in your present provisio & what I foresaw in 
future expenses as also of Mr Spel and of his great care 
over the worke, but his lop said, that he would thank Mr 
Spel, yet not take knowledge of the work, further then he 
had promised to contribute towards such a building that 
he would not be counted the builder or foundel of it, but a 
contributor towardes it. That as he had promised, he would 
give 50 or 60l- towardes the leading of it more then he l�ad 
promised, and that his money should be in a reddynes agaynst 
Mr Spel came hither. I take it that his lop had bene of 
late disquieted, and was not as yet come agayne to a setled 
temper, wcb made him something sharpe at the present. 

I then proceeded to the other busynes, acquainting his 
lop wtb the red dynes, weh I found both in yourself & in 
your company to accomplish his pleasure therein and what 
paynes Mr Lane had taken in the draughtes web he pervsing 
approved well, and sayd he would _ procure them to be put 
intQ. forme & setle the leases before the ensealing, and differ 
his first nominating of fellowcs and schollers till Michaelmas 
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sulfring the college to receave the rentes at the next dayes 
of payment. I wished that his lop had fixed vpon some better 
subiect for his bounty to the Colledge whereat his Lop, harking 
spake very favourably, and sayd, that they must take such as he 
had, at this present, and if God did continue him in the cause, 
he was in, it should be but the beginning of his bounty to 
the Colledg. 

So we fell to his owne domesticall alfayres, web I vnderstand 
both by himself and by others to goe so well as that there 
were no doubt or feare to be conceaved by his frendes of 
his continuance in his present state. 

I told his Lp that you would attend him at the beginning 
of the parliament and he sayd you should be welcome: till 
then all things are z"n fieri, nothing for certayne known abroad 
what ether will be the end of the long busynes or what new 
proiectes vndertaken. 

Comendations fro vs both here to yorself Dor Allot Mr 
Lane & Mr Ridding. 

I pray you let Tho. Clayton tel Mr ffioyd that his yong 
pupills goods shalbe sent the next week by Hobson & humfres 
the weeke following 

London Jan: 23 
1623 

Salufem z"n ){ro. 

yors �ver assured 
VALEN: ExoN 

Sr. My man coming to Camb: to receave your great favour 
and benefitt I could not praetermitt, to give you thankes for 
the same, on his behalf he is as greatly obliged to yoU for it 
as he is to me, and I doe take it at yor handes as done to 
myself. I know a word is sufficient in this kynd of thankfulness 
vnto yoU and therefore I spare any more of this matter. I had 
some speach of late wtb a certayne man who must be nameles, 
about the fabrique of a library in your Coli edge according to 
intendement of building it-he was willing to be at cost 
therewth, so as it could be done for a sume of a thousand or 
twelve htlndreth poundes, I was not able to certify him of 
the charge, but told him that I would write vnto you and 
desyre, that yoU would send me word, of the the charge as 
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\�rorkmen builders doe estimate it, and vpon such certificate 
from yO" returned he should be further informed herein. These 
are therefore to request yOU to procure from the iudgment of 
the artificers a valuation of the building, 'what it may be done 
for, & to send it me-yet I cann give yOU no assurance of 
his bounty to exceed twelve hundreth potlndes. If that would 
suffice to doe it, yOU should have payed three hundreth poundes 
present, to procure materialls & good assurance for 9001. more 
at Xrmas next. Though I did thinke the sum named by him 
to small for that work, yet I hold it not fitt to quench his 
bounty, till I hard from yOtl. The newes last from the 
prince, were as ye former, good, that himself and all his 
followers are in health, and still most honorable entertayned 
that he hath had sight of the Infanta, conference wtb her, 
likes her well, & that the dispensation is graunted at Rome, 
expected dayly at Spayne & an Em bassadour designed hither 
about satisfying the articles & covenantes on or kinges part 
who is looked for. 

In honour of my 10: Marquess, his youngest brother 
(formerly Mr Chr. Villers) is now baron, viscount & Earl 
of Anglesey, all on a suddayne, wtb 2001 of yearly revenue, 
given by his matie. 

There returne fro Spayne is hastened, the ships for 
bringing them home (ten in number) are reddy to goe, & 
hoped to returne wtb there princely frayght, by the end of 
June. 

Here was an horrible murther done in London, by a 
prentice who out of a reveng vpo his dame, f'ilr her hard 
vsage of him, when she & her husband were fro home, at 
supper, in there absence slew tow of there children, and 
then hanged himself. 

I receaved a letter from Mr Burnel that he is in health. 
Many comendacious to you, and wishes for your health & 
happynes from 

London, 
April 26, 1623. 

Sallltem z'n Xro. 

your loving assured frend 
VALEN: ExoN 

Sr. I have not leasure to' write vnlo yoU now, as I would, 
the notice of this bearers coming towards yOU is momentary-
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in a word, thus much. I doubt of raysing the party (intending 
a good turn to Sact Johns) abo\'e his pitch of 12(,01 resolved 
vpon. When I speak with him further (wcb will not be till 
about the end of this term e) I shall then be better able to 
certify you more of his mynde. In the meane while, let 
me desyre yoU to informe yourself as fully as yoU may, 
whether the charge cannot be lessened, wcb you may the 
better doe, if yoU will conferr & compare both the materialls 
& model of the intended building, wtb one of the sides of 
the new court in Trinity Colledg, wcb being built (as yoU know) 
off free stone & in that manner as it is for length & bredth, 
& highth, did stand in all charges, of mason work, smiths 
worke & carpenters & glaziers, not fully 15001-both sides 
being finished & done for less than 30001-now whither your 
building be intended by your survey, to be ether longer, 
or larger, or of better materialls, I know not-& if yoU have 
any good survey made of it, it will not be amisse to send 
it vp to me, agaynst the end of the terme-& whatsoever 
the event prove of the work or of the indendment, yet 
you shalbe sure of it agayne-I have sent you .the newes 
here-comendatios to you self Mr Lane, Dor Allot & 
Mr Ridding fro myself wife & boyes-& v� all to God 

London 
�'Tay 6to 

1623. 

Salllfem £11 XI'O. 

I rest 
yors ever 

VALEN: EXON 

Sr. I cane send you, as yet no more certainly, about the 
busyness of your library, then I did, by Mr Burnells man, 
because I cane not speake with the party, who should be 
the author of that worke, before such tyme, as the terme 
be ended. And I have no great hope, to winn him to more 
or greater extent of bounty, then I mentioned formerly vnto 
you-so tlmt I doubt, there will be a knot hard to be 
loosed, that so small a sume, will not serve to doe the 
worke, & the donor perhaps will bestow no more; & (like 
inough) he will not like, that any others should cooperate 
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. h h' 1 therein. As so one as it is possible for me to Wit In 
tl I'S matter to any certeyne & full resolution, yoU shall draw 1 . .  

d tand it and I will doe my best dlhgences about the vn ers , 
lTecting- it. I intreated yoU in my last, wch I doe agayne, 

:hat if ')IOll have a model drawen it might be sent hither to 

be shewed & seene-also that yoU would conferr the building 

of one of the sides in Trinity Colledg new Court wtb the 
intended worke & to iudg of the one by the other, it is wel 
knowen what the one stood in, & a probable coniecture 
might be made thereby of the charge of the other. 

I cane send yoU no newes-the messengers fro Spayne say 
nothing & there letters are not divulged-only this is conlOn 
in most mens mouths, that the dispensation for the marriage 
is obteyned & brought to the K: of Spayne's Court but of 
the marriage ?le g1'U quidem, since it was done, the report 
is of the popes death. 

I suppose that Mr Burnel, who hath both better information 
& more leasure, will send yOU a great deal more good tidings 
then I am able to doe. 

Dor Allot (as I heare) is come hither, but I have not seene 
him as yet. 

I pray you excuse me to Mr Ridding, for not writing to 
him if I had any good subject where of to write, I would 
not be sparing of my paynes. 

We doe often in our kyndest maner, we c'ane here, 
remcber you all-all my family (the thefe of them) wife & 
boyes are never forgetfull' of you-& wish we had more of your company. Or to speak more properly your company at a�� tyme, where of we are altogether vnhappily bereft, I COUJlt you to God's keeping & rest ever 

London-May 
16to 

1623 

Sallltem z'1I Xro. 

)'ors ever assured 
VALEN: EXON 

Sr. I am now more able to acquaint you wtb particulars of the husynes, then I was before. This week vnderstanding of the party his being here ill towne 
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I went vnto h im and had speach wtb him about it according 
to h i s  former promise. I founde him still in the same good 
mynde, that he would bestow 12001 vpon it, if that would 
serve to build it. Aftcr some treaty betwene vs according 
to the content of your letters, as that it would stand in more, 
yet the Coll: would supply the rest, at length I drew this 
further proiect from him, that either himself or some frend 
of h i s  intended to found 4 Schollerships and two fellowPS in  
your howse and therefore so that the sayd fellows & Schollers 
might be provided of  lodgings neare to the sayd library 
(one of them being appoynted to tend the library) he  would 
be contented to charg h imself with 2001 more for the erecting 
of the sayd building or lodging for them neare vnto 
the library as yoU cane see best how to contrive the same. 
The building must be 2 roomes below for the 4 Schollers 
& 2 roomes above for the fellowes & they shall not need to 
be so larg as the other be in the new court. I was so 
adventurous out of my desyre to further the good work 
& to cherish h is  bounty that I accepted of it-& so we 
proceeded to sett the tymes for payment of the money, whereof 
he hath alreddy delivered into my hands 2001 & appoynted 
me to receave 2001 more between th is and midsomer next
web 4001 will serve for the p�oviding of materialls to that 
building this somer at Xrmas next there shall be 4001 more 
payd and betweene Easter and midsomer following 6001 morc
weh in all will  amount to h is sume of fourteen hundred 
pounds-happily we may draw h im h ereafter to somthing 
more-If yOU provide materialls this somer then may the 
foundation be layd agaynst winter ,1l1d setled till the next spring 
tyme and then the building to be raysed. We had speach 
about the materialls & because we considered that the ground 
work (it being raysed vpon pilling) must be of stone we 
thought it most suitable that the vpper building should be 
l ikewise of stone-web he thought would be as cheape building 
as of brick-& happily it may so be by reason of one good 
fortune that hath happened herevpon very suddenly (God 
prospering the busynes) It was thus, I went on thursday night 
last to visit my 10. Keeper and told h im, that I hard say by some 
folks that his lop was mynded to bestow a J 001 vpon Sad J 011115 
Call .  towards a l ibrary, and how that there was one in the 
world so well mynded as that would bestow a great deale 
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more towards it-his lop answered litle or nothing concerning 
any money but praysed the purpose & sayd that he would 
give furtherance thereto so farr as that i f  the Call : would 
name any place where his matie had timber trees standing 
he would procure a warrant from his matie for the cutting 
down and receaving of some timber trees for the sayd 
building-I presently told his lop that the forrest of Rockingham 
was the nearest I could think vpon ot name on the suddayne 
his lop answered that if yOU make choyce of that place a 
warrant shalbe procured accordingly for some weh may be 
felled and fitted to Iy & receave seasoning this somer. His 
loP allso tol d me that i f  you cane name the place from web the 
stone is to be had, he will write his letter, vpon web he 
doubts not but that yOU shall be both better served for 
your money and happily receave some stones sent yoU freely, 
without money. If I may advise YOU, yoU should i n  the 
Coil : name take knowIedg of this favourable kyndnes & wryte 
a thankfull letter to his lop. That yOU have vnderstood from 
me how his lop is reddy to further so good a work intended 
by one and comended by me to his loPS knowledge, and 
that yOU request the actuating of thi s  his loPS favour in the 
tJrocurement of such timber & stone web will help to ease 
the charge, & to make the many gift promised (web yOU may 
also mention to his lop as from me) more able to accomplish 
the building. 
When you may send me the model of the building, let me 
also know where & how you meane to situate it, and where 
the building of the lodgings for the fellowes & Schollers 
shall be set that! may be able to show them to the party. 
I pray you cause an acquittance to be written and sent h ither 
to Mr Burnel, of the receipt of this mony weh I have in 
hands (2001) & Web shalbe delivered to h im at the bringing 
of that acquittance & I pray yOU let there be 2 copyes of the 
same acqrlittance vnder your sen. burser's hand ; whereof 
one may remayne with myself for my discharge, and the 
other is to be delivered to the party by me, let these come 
the next week & Mr Burnel shal receave of me the many. 
I have inclosed a forme of the acquittance. If no more 
be done, but the foundation layd, till the next spring (as 
I think it most fitt in regard of the tymes of payment of the 
many), I hope to see it if God spare my l ife, the next 
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winter-for this somer I cannot, by reason that presently 
after Trinitie terme, I purpose to goe to Exeter. I ,have 
my wife & and the boyes at London, & I would it might 
be to your liking once more to visit that country ether wth me, 
or after me, when you shld hold it  best tyme. I would 
m eete you in the way and lodg you in myne owne house 
there. 
I cannot conceave where you will situate your library, vnles 
(according to a former purpose) from the gate towards the 
water, wth a fayer window to open vpon the river & fields, 
at the end of it, & then I cannot imagine how yoU will 
dispose of the building for the lodging of the sayd fellowes 
& Schollers, where to make them, for at the end towards 
the river they cannot be & how otherwise I leave it to you & 
yor architect-but when you have resolved vpon it let me  
know yor determination. I f  your building of the  l ibrary 
,should be cast along the river side where the old chambers 
are now, it would be very inconvenient for the bookes
in a little tyme they would mould & rott away, and therefore 
there needes some good and wise consideration, for the 
situating of it .  
I wish myself with yoU to consult. about it ,  but I cannot 
possibly come before next winter, if  God let me live so long. 
The day drawes away, & the caryer is  vpon going & therefore 
wth comendations fro myself wife & children to you & all 
our frends wth yoU I comitt you to God & rest ever 

London 
May 23, 1623. 

Salulem in Xro. 

yors assured 
V ALEN: ExoN. 

Sr. I receaved one letter from yorself another from the 
Colledg as if I were some great man great in qualitie, or 
great in merit. I muse what should move you, so to estimate 
or extol me who have deserved nothing, nor am any more, 
then your frend & a true poore well wish er to the Colledg. 

I have talked wtb yr benefactor shewed him the draught 
of the building, web he doth altogether mislike & disallow 
both for the place & for the forme of it. 
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I-le will not yeld, that there shalbe any alteration, or 

I e to the tower, the chambers in  it, nor to any of the 
oss , 

chambers by it-by anything that he is to doe, and therefore 

vtterly dislikes that place. 
He dislikes the maner of building vpon p illars, weh (he 

said) will be over conceited a forme, wtbout example in either 

vniversitie-he could have yelded to the forme of Trinity Coll : 
building, wtb pil lars on the one side of it, but that he resolves 
upon a better place and manner, if yourself and the company 
will like of it, & that is  thus-- that this new building 
be ioyned to the end of the gallery, & so caryed along 
from thence to the water side, built from the ground. A 
square building to the top as I have shewed yor artificer, 
the chambers vnderneath, in number 4, and the l ibrary over 
them, wth a vault & a false flower above, the stayers to the 
library to be in the midst of the building, an entry like the 
entry to Dor Allotts lodging, going up to the flower of the 
library and no higher-on ether side of that entry a dore 
to one of the low chambers, and at ether end or corner of 
the building, a nother dor.e into one of the chambers. 

All this building from ground, to the top to be of brick, 
& so to be suitable, to the rest of the Colledg, the windows 
& corners of stone, the garden to be open before it-for 
the passage to it. I might not cross his designe, but took, 
vpon me to comend it to yoU, as the best way in my poore 
iudgment since 1 saw such an vtter dislike of pillars. 

To this purpose I have receaved another 1 001, weh I have 
also ,delivered to Mr Bumel & I pray yoU let me have an 
acqUlttance for i t, the nexle weeke in the same forme as 

our ' , 
' y acqUittance was thIs weeke whtreof stil one pt may 

be delivered to the benefactor, th� other reserved with myself 
for my disCharge. 

Another hundreth pounds, web was to be payd to m e  
here by m y  10' 1- I ' . \.eeper, have moved h iS lop : that h is  
officers may pa ' t C ' 
B

y I at ambndg to Mr Lane, or to the 
urser, for my d I I tl ' I ' 

vse, an desyre, when that is  payd ( as lIn ( It w'Il b h' \ 
" l e t IS next weeke) that I may have an acquittance n " f." 

th h �
{ewlse lor the receipt of it, weh will make vp e W ole sum of th I " 

"1 B " e 400, promised to be payed this somer . • , r umel IS abl & " 11 
t" , " e WI rer-dte to yOll all the newes here S ITnng-to h I � Im re err you & comend all our love here to 
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yOTself DOT Allot, Mr Lane, Mr Ridding & the rest of our 
frendes wth yoU-& vs all to God-London, May 2 9-1 623. 

yors assured 
VALEN : ExoN 

I hope of as much timber as will welnigh serve to the 
building. 

Salulem i1t Xro. 

Sr you have not made any mention in your letter this 
weeke how yoU like the place of scituating your library
for howsoever the party made choyce of the place from the 
gallery towards the water side as most agreeable to his mynde 
yet he will not ty you to it vnles it may stand also wth your 
good liking-and therefore when you write to me agayne, 
let me know your mynd therein whither you resolve vpon 
that or rather would have it seated somewhere els. & let 
me have the acquittance from your Burser. 

Neither doe you give me any hope of enioying your company 
at Exeter this somer of weh I shall be very glad for I shall need 
the company of some good frend there wth me. I purpose 
to leave my wife and her boyes here at London, & cane 
not will or choose, for she is waxed so feeble in her body 
& spirits that she could not endure the travaile of so long 
a iourney. I pray you thank DOT Allot for his good medecine 
sent her ther the last we eke weh I mean to recompense with 
more then bare words when I may understand the worth 
of it. 

As for newes, I know but smal, these few are all. This 
day the great ambassador from Spayne comes to Callis, 
whither one of the Kings ships is sent to waft him over 
the water, & coches to bring him hither where he is expected 
on Monday next Since my 10: Leppington came away from 
the prince (weh is now 5 weeks agoe) there never came any 
other messinger weh long intermissio breeds no less admiration 
then expectatio, the ships Iy al still at the Downes, wynd 
bound wth there men all aboord, reddy to set sayle when 
wynd & weather shall serve; this weeke there went 8, if 
not 10, of the lords of the Counsel to Southampton in person 
to see to the procuring of all conveniencyes agaynst the returne 
cHld landing of the prince there, paralcl Sltlllo7ll1lZa. 

Notes from tlxe College Reco1'ds. 13 

The weak spirited woman here is much cheered with your 

often kynd remembrance of her and her boyes-she wishes that 

for twise hearing from YOU, she might be so happy as but 

once to see yoU_ & in want of that she desyrs yOU to account 

ber not so happy as she would be. 

We all remember or kynd comendations to yOU & to 

DoT Allot & Mr Lane, Mr Bumell & the rest of OT freinds 

wth yOU & so comending yoU to Gods keeping. I rest ever 

London-Junij 6to 

1 62 3  

Salulcm in Xro. 

yors assured 
VALEN: ExoN 

ST, I have receaved both your last two letters and also 
the acquittances & I ha,-;e had speach with your benefactour 
agayne about the place, whose mynd & liking still stands to 
the placing of it from the end of the gallery, to the waterside
with the cost of 4- chambers vnder it, as I described to 
lVIr' Burne! & to your surveyour wth a great dore in the midst 
of the building, to go vp to the library and the garden, to 
Iy open before it-all weh may be done, without any losse 
or detriment, to any chamber in the former building, where 
of he is very respective, that it suffer no detriment, by his 
additament. 

. 
And also it is hoped, that the mony intended to be bestowed 

by him will largly defray all the charges of this building, 
wct it could not have done in the other, according to the 
plott, wch yor surveyour brought hither, nor as much more. 

I will do my best endeavour to obteyne the performance 
of the promise made by my 10: keeper, concerning timber, 
but his great busyness will not suffer me to have a little 
Speach with him, by the end of this terme I will labour to 
vnderstand his mynd, that yoll may know, what to trust vnto 
therein. 

If there be any mony paycI- to Mr Lane, for my vse, I pray 
you let me receave word thereof fro )"0' self or from him. 
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I have no newes at al to send you, this weeke, there came 
some of the princes servants home, about 3 dayes since, but 
they bring no good tydings wth them, more then only report 
of the health of the prince, and his company but no word 
e thr of the marriage or of his returne-the ships, that should 
fetch him, Iy still at the Downes. Or kyndest comendations 
to yorself & all our frends wth you. I coITiitt yOU to Gods holy 
protecon & rest 

London Junij ' 3  

1 6 2 3. 

Salufem ilt Xro. 

yoTS ever assured 
VALEN: ExoN 

Sr concerning your library I promised that a fourth 
h undreth pounds should be payd you by midsomer & it is 
some trouble to me, that at the first there should be any 
fayling-the reason is this-my 10: keeper is to pay me 1001, 
weh he promised should be payd for my vse to Mr Lane at 
Cambridge, now at the comencement tyme by his servant 
abiding at Buckden, now Mr Lane being here I doubt whether 
it  be payed to any other & hereof I would entreat yoU make 
some enquyry & certify me the next we eke, that I may take 
order for the performance of my promise, before I goe hence 
to Exeter, & it  be recd as for my vse, then I pray you let 
me have an acquittance of the receept of it, in  the same 
forme as your other acquittances wp.re made. 

I have spoken with my 10: keeper, about timber trees, 
but his lop rather wisheth vs to provide out of our own 
meanes, then to rely vpon his lop for that, vnles the part yes 
had bene forward & free to present the same from where 
he expected them he would not engage himself to them or 
make hi mself beholden to them by request or suite for any 
such thing. 

Therefore you must cause your carpenters to provide in 
tyme good & well seasoned timber & if your many (viz: the 
4001 now receaved) will not serve for providing the materialls 
both of brick & timber we must be fayne to bespeake them 
vpon creditt till Xrmas next, when wth out fayle payment 
shalbe made for them. 

Notes-from the College Records. 15 

It will be yet the space of 1 0  or 12 days before I set 

f ward towards Exeter before weh tyme I shall expect to 

h
O
:are from you I doe thinke that it wilbe with in  one 

2 dayes of michaelmas before I returne, because I would 

�:ry the Sonday appoynted for the ordeyning of ministers. 

Nevertheles if yoU would come so farr as Bath, if not 

to Exeter, I would vpa your appoyntment dispatch all, a 

weeke sooner & be reddy for you there, yoU may (if it shall 
stand with your library) come away fro Cambridg, presently 
after Sturbridge fayer, is begun, & be at Bath about 
the 17 or ,8  day of September, and if you will appoint so 
I will not fayle (God willing) to meete you there about that 
tyme, ordeyning ministers one Sonday sooner, the ordinary
but I would be more glad of your comyany somewhile sooner 
& larger at Exeter. 

There is no notes at all from Spayne, no messenger 
fro thence sin�e my 10: Rochford-the expectation is dayly 
& desires earnest of the returne of the prince. God send him 
well home. I send you comendations fro not myself only, 
but also from wife & boyes, who dayly remember yoU & wish 
themselves so happy as once agayne to see you-sic ItOS deo 

yors ever assured 
16Z3 Julij 4 .  VALEN: ExoN 

R. F. S. 

(To l;c contilttlcd.) 



HIBERNIS r-rIBERNIOR. 

BEY had chosen a new field for their observa
tions this year, and had only lately recovered 
from what is known as ploughing the briny 

ocean adjoining it. But the poet's soul was vexed 
when the philosopher suggested this poetical metaphor, 
and he broke out into verse: 

" Vex not thou the poet's mind, 
When he's been sea sick: 

Vex not thou the poet's mind, 
Or he'll vex yours with a stick: 

o that I had not a liver ! 
Would the sea were like a river; 

Bright or not, if clear of wind! 
Dark brown sophist, come not anear-" 

" I suppose you mean me," interrupted the philosophet1 
who had returned from his travels somewhat sun ... 
burnt; and interpreting the allusion by the doctrine 
of contraries, he went for the poet promptly. However, 
they soon settled down agait1, and the philosopher 
began his discourse as follows: 

" I  may preface my remarks," he said, "by observ� 
ing that we did not visit Ireland with the intention of 
solving the Irish or any other question: nor, indeed, 
were we properly equipped for such a task, travelling 
as we did with nothing more dignified than cloth caps 
on our heads. For it cannot fail to be recognised 
that the proper headgear of the politician is the 
hat, of the top or some other closely cognate species, 
which, if the politician do but conduct hims.elf in a 
truly political manner, becomes at one fell blow of 

I-Zt'bemi's Hzbemzor. 17 

h constable'S truncheon a kind of martyr among 

�a�s, to be venerated accor?i�gly, whi1� the politici��'s 

head remains as sound as hIS Judgment III all probabIlIty 
. 't But it's no use for a politician to go in a cap; lsn . 
for a cap may even pass through a Kilkenny election 

without appearing any the better for it, politically 

speaking of course, and besides it's not so convenient 

for the head in that case. 

However, let us pass on and speak of Ireland. 
Now, to put the matter appropriately, the chief fault 
in Ireland is outside it; that is to say, the sea. For 
the Irish Channel is not only the sea, but a peculiarly 
aggravating part of it. Whenever any of my friends 
and acquaintances cross it, it is, almost without 
exception, desperately mild and atrociously calm; but 
when I go myself, it always manages to wipe off all 
arrears and pay a bonus of quite uncalled-for amount 
before we are half-way over. 

"'Vast heavin' ," interrupted the poet, trying with 
a ghastly smile to look nautical, ,. my watch on deck 
now." And so he began. 

" Down they bore me to my berth, 
Laid me in it limp and still; 

Told me with unfeel ing mirth, 
, You must eat, or you'll be ill .' 

Then they started to repeat 
With a grave didactic air 

Each his favourite receipt 
For preventing mal d( mer. 

Stole the steward from my side, 
To his pantry h ied him out : 

Bt:t I couldn't though I tried, 
Though 'twas steak and bottled stout. 

Rose a wave of extra weight, 
Just one wave too much for me : All their nostrums' came too late ; I was ill outrageously." VOL. XVII. 

D 
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"Let us draw a veil over the harrowing scene," 
continued the philosopher, "and proceed to a disqui
sition on our travels in the country itself. And 
first let us speak of the North of Ireland, which is 
justly famous as the nursery of great oarsmen and 
presidents of the Union Society. But the principal 
production that we came across there was the smell 
of the flax, which is as unspeakable as the Turk of 
romantic journalism, and I will therefore not attempt 
to describe it further than by saying that it reminded 
us 'of all the bad odours we had ever encountered, 
with a good many we hadn't thrown in. We also 
found the potato disease very flourishing in the 
refreshment rooms of certain of the Railway Stations 
which we patronised. 

"Having no more notes on the North, let us pass 
on to Dublin-dear, dirty Dublin, as the inhabitants 
of the same delight in calling it, being apparently 
almost proud of the epithet-where we unwittingly 
�rrived during the Horse Show week. This is the 
best time for making such a visit, if only your parents 
have had sufficient forethought to engage you a room 
at the same time as they registered your entrance 
upon the stage of life j otherwise you may be left, 

-as we very nearly were, to inform the policeman that 
your lodging is on the cold, cold ground. That 
may be very romantic under ordinary circumstances, 
but if you have to say that your lodging is on the 
cold, cold pavement, the romance and poetry of the 
thing somehow die away, especially as there is sure 
to be a puddle of considerable depth and extent 
superimposed ,upon your temporary habitation. 

"The City of Dublin is chiefly remarkable for the 
production of porter and furious driving. We tried 
in vain to get up a race between an outside car and 
an Irish express train, but unfortunately the latter 
found no backers, and the match fell through. 

"And here," continued the philosopher, "let me 
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ke an excursus on the subject of Irish Railways, 
m
:ich are a unique and very distinctive feature of ,the 

W tr'y With some exceptions their trains are of coun . 
the primitive or horse-box order of architecture, 

especially the third-class carriages, which are often of 

a width more adapted to legless phenomena than to 

ordinary human understandings. But the greatest 

atrocity is their system of what are called "express 

fares," an additional sum usually extorted for the 

privilege of travelling a bit faster than a London 
omnibus. Ireland has the honour of possessing one 
of the most remarkable railways in the world, but 
unfortunately we did not see it j the train is said to 
be built in the shape of a saddle, and to run along 
astride of a sort of elongated clothes-horse. Then 
there is the electric railway, which acts as a gentle 
nerve tonic if you sit down on the insulated rail, 
whence arises the popularity of Portrush as a health 
resort. But the native hide seems to be impervious 
to its subtle influences, and it is very distressing to 
see several of them sitting on it in a row, just as 
you have finished an exciting narrative of your own 
hairsbreadth escapes from' electrocution.' " 

. "Still, in spite of all such drawbacks," said the poet, 
"It must be admitted that their accidents are at times 
brilliantly original; as, for instance, the thrilling 
tale of-

The In'sh Bull. 
He was doomed to exile and to slaughter, To furnish base Saxons with beef: lIe was shoved in a truck by a porter, And cribbed and confined like a thief. When he  thought of the Scenes of h is  calfhood, When he thought of his ultimate goal, How butchers his  corpse. cut in half would, It harrowed his innermost soul. 
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With rage and despair he was bristl ing 
From his tail to the ring in his  nose, 

And just as the engine was whistling, 
To meet the occasion he rose ; 

And he rose with such strength and such vigour 
(I may mention the truck had no top, 

And the sides of it, might have been b igger), 
That he jumped from th.e train with a flop.  

But while the shrill whistle still sounded, 
(Ah ! how little such valour avails !) 

From a wall by the line he rebounded, 
Aud knocked the whole train off the rails ; 

And thus in the land that h e  cherished, 
In the midst of the sleepers and points, 

Like a four-footed Samson he perished, ' 
And the wheels cut h im up into joints." 

« Leaving Dublin," continued the philosopher, ,e we 
went southwards, and arrived at Cork, whence we of 
course made a pilgrimage to Blarney. Personally 
I went there for business pJ.lrposes, imagining that 
with the charm of the famous Blarney stone and a 
shorthand writer I · might create a sensation in the 
literary world. But, sad to say, I haven't yet felt 
the influence of the former, or justified in engaging 
the latter, and discoursing on subjects philosophical 
comes no easier than before ; for the charm has left 
the stone for ever, doubtless on account of the various 
mechanical aids to osculation with which this age of 
iron has supplied i t. I expect next time I go there 
to be able to effect the whole operation by' putting 
a penny in the now ubiquitous slot. "  

To which the poet responded as follows :-

" As I stood on Blarney Castle, ghostly voices seemed to say 
, Poetry is dead and buried, and Romance is fled away.' 
For henceforth the bold Corkagian must in common places 

drone, 
Since he cannot orthodoxly kiss the famous Blarney stone ; 

IIz'bernzs IItoermor. 

by his heels up-ended from the battlements be hung 
Never , 

'ncrease the powers of hIS already rather supple tongue ; 
To I " d ' ' h . 

. the base uti l Itanan, pan nng to t e tOUrIst crew, 

2 1  

Smce . h b f . d ' h . . 
R' ed the place WIt ars 0 Iron an Wit Iron gratmgs too. 

F���he small change of the Y�nkee such indig�ity was w:ought ; 

When it can be kissed for SIxpence, Blarney s stone IS good 
for nought. 

But though eloquence no longer can in this way be achieved, 

Yet a thought came stealing o'er me and I felt somewhat 
relieved : 

For the cloud was streaked with silver : evil winds some good 
may blow, 

And the donkey's h inder members now remain in statu quo." 

« Then," continued the philosopher, "we moved 

on to the south-west, in many respects the most 

remarkable part, the chief product of which is 

beggars, the finest and most original specimens being 

found in the neighbourhood of Killarney. I have 
seen it stated that m any of the people thereabouts 
can speak no Englis!}. This, however, is incorrect : 
they can all ask most fluently for tobacco (N.B. black 
twist preferred)." 

Here the poet joined in : « The worst place," he 
remarked, "is the Gap of Dunloe, which is a sort of 
financial Turkish bath. Let me illustrate my meaning 
in verse. 

You may talk, if you l ike, of the Sirens of old, 
�Vith their faces so handsome and manners so bold ; 
But, if not in beauty, they're beaten in gui le 
By a siren I've met in  the Emerald Isle : 
You' ll not find one sharper, wherever ) OU go, 
And she's to be found in the Gap of Dunloe. 
In the steep rocky road through the pass she would stand 
With a smile on her face and some socks in her hand ; 
And , each time I stopped for a breath of the air 
�he sold me a lot at three shillings a pair : 

he oiTered me next for some more of my pelf 
A photographed view of her beautiful self 
And I b h ' , ' 

oug t It, for somehow I could'nt say no To E t lecn O'Connor, the Maid of Dunloe. 
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My purse was half emptied, her profits were large, 
But unsati sfied still she returned to the charge, 
And remarked ' Shure I hope that yer honner is willin' 
For this iligant sixpence to give me a shi l l in' . 
But I ,  like the worm, turned at last, and she felt 
The wrath of the Salton oppressed by the Celt : 
And here I must stop, for I can' t let you know 
What I cal led Miss O'Connor, the Maid of Dunloe." 

" Next time I go there," added the poet, " I  intend 
to take a hint fro m  Ulysses and stuff up all my pockets 
with wax." 

" Another product of these parts," continued the 
philosopher, " though not an indigenous one, is the 
encyclopaedic tourist. We met him in · full force 
on the coach, where he o ccupied himself from one 
end of the drive to the other with making the most 
utterly inane observations about everything that he 
set  his  eyes on : in  fact he was a sort of  portable 
edition of Common Objects of the Roadside, in words 
of one syllable, for the use of infants." 

Then the poet came on again :-
" Upon the  car he  sat h im down 

And talked to those about h im : 
He saw not from our sullen frown 

We well could do without him : 
But from the hour we started till 

We reached our destination, 
Along the vale or up the hi l l ,  
By rushing stream or trickling rill 

He talked without cessation. 
All common objects by the way 

He gave discourses full on ; 
Told which was corn and which was hay 

And how the sheep had wool on. 
No item of the scenery 

Escaped h is annotation, 
\Vith ' That's a rock,' ' a  lake,' ' a  tree,' 
He pointed to them all, for he  

Was full of information. 

IJz'bc1'1Z�'s IIt'bernzor. 

And when we neared Killarney's vale 
He tried to raise Oll r wonder ; 

But found his information fail 
And land h im in a blunder. 

For when the  ivy he espied, 
Or when he  spied the holly, 

, Arbutus ! '  he in rapture cried, 
And then we bade him get inside, 
And the remainder of our ride 

Appeared extremely jolly." 

2 3  

" Your mention of the Gap of Dunloe just now," 

the ph i losopher resumed, " reminds me that I wish 
to controvert most emphatically the theory of a certain 
not unknown divine, who in the course of a lecture 
del ivered in Dublin not long ago declared that the 
Irish were a musical people while the English were 
not. It is on the first part of this statement that 
I wish more particularly to j oin issue, and the Gap 
of Dunloe reminds me of it, because the lecturer had 
evidently never been to that enchanting spot or heard 
the musical inhabitant perform on an ancient cornet 
for the delectation (and sixpences) of the passers-by." 

" Indeed he hadn't," said the poet-
" The  harp that once through Tara's hall 

The soul of music shed, 
Is now no good at all, at all ; 

The bugle'S used instead. 
But oh ! the instrument is worse 

And altered its condition : 
The traveller now would fain disperse 

The soul of the musician. 
The minstrel boy to the bad h as gone j 

In Dunloe' s Gap he' s lurking : 
, Keep a sharp look out, or he ' l l  have you on ; 

He's a plague that there's no shirking. 
' Och bedad I '  says the worrying bore, 

" Tis a rale fine place you see, sor ; 
, But the finest of scenery, begorr ! 

' Is a sixpenny Echo from me, sor ! ' "  
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" If this," said the philosopher, " is not sufficient · 
proof of the unmusical nature of the Irish people, 
I m ay add the fact that in one pl ace only in the 
course of all our peregrinations did I hear a street 
boy whistling " The Bogie Man," and other classical 
pieces of the like nature, and even in that case I a m  
n o t  ready to vouch for the Irish extraction o f  the 
performer. Then, again, it was only in Kenmare that 
we came across a Germ an Band, and even it seemed 
as if it had come there by accident and wasn't properly 
' understanded of the people.' ' '  

" I  remember it well," said the poet, " but its lack 
of recognition m ay perhaps have been due to the 
conjunction of an artistic star of greater magnitude, 
of which I find a note under the title of 

The Masher 0.1 Kenmare. 
True it is his hat was battered, 

And his garments lacked repair ; 
Though I hardly think, that mattered ; 

'Twas the fashion in Kenmare : 
Yet he roused the admiration 

Of the simple coun try place, 
And a smile of exaltation 

Played about his wrinkled face. 

And the dames that congregated 
Round the tourist-haunted door 

Left their avarice unsated 
For a sight unseen before ; 

Open-mouthed their trade relinquished, 
While they grew with envy green, 

And the spark became extinguished 
In the inch of black dhudeen. 

Up and down the street he strutted, 
Cynosure of every eye, 

While the town its vision glutted 
On refinement's prodigy. 

- Hiberms IIzoemzor. 

For what roused their admiration 

Was not hat or tattered suit : 

Mid a bare-foot population 
He possessed the only boot ! "  

2 5  

" And now," said the philosopher, " we must bid 

farewell to the Emerald Isle. God save Ireland I-you 

know from whom I mean." " Amen : "  responded 

the poet. R. H.  F. 

TO SNOWDON. 

SNOW-CROWNED monarch of the h ills 
That rearest heavenward thy peak 
Precipitate : cloud-cleaving now, 
Now folding round thy giant limbs 
Vestment of gossamer ; anon 
Rejoicing in the sun's clear gaze, 
As he whose eyes are upward turned 
To meet his lord's. Thee neither time 
Nor space compel to bate one jot 
Of stedfastness : amid the change 
Of ages changeless, firm, unmoved : 
Type of eternity amidst 
The little, changeful lives of men ! 
o teach us so to rise from these 
Low lives of ours, that we with thee 
May firm remain through changeful skies 
And fortune's devious maze, m ay bear 
Aloft the crown of purity 
By heaven bestowed, until we gain 
The vision of the unchanging God ! 

w. w. 
VOL. XVII. E 



SIR THOMAS MORE AND HIS " UTOPIA." 

m�MONG our English worthies Thomas More 
� claims a high place by many titles. " When - ever did Nature form a gentler, sweeter, happier 

*B, 39, disposition than his ? "  exclaimed Erasmus, his intimate 
friend for thirty-five years, and through the praises of 
the most famous scholar of the age More was known 
and esteemed all over Europe. Yet neither wit nor 
wisdom nor high character could prevent his being 
obscured at home, for he devoted himself to a cause 
which the English people as a whole agreed to consider 
a bad one ; " it is much to be lamented of all, and 
n ot only of us Englishmen," writes the first translator 
of the " Utopia," " that a man of so incomparable 

':Arber 14, wit, of so profound knowledge, of so absolute learning, 
and of so fine eloquence was yet nevertheless so much 
blinded, rather with obstinacy than with ignorance, 
that he could not (or rather, would not) see the shining 
light of God's holy truth in certain principal points 
of Christian religion ; but did rather choose to preserve 
and continue in his wilful and stubborn obstinacy 
even to the very death." Forgotten as a champion 
of the " old religion " he lives in the world now 

B. II2, chiefly through the charming pictures of his home 
life drawn for us by Erasmus and by his own son
in-law William Roper. Whether the excellent bio-

189[ .  graphy recently published by Father Bridgett (an 

* B  = Bridgett's " Life and Writings of Sir T, More " ( 1891) .  
U = The edn. of Burnett's trans, of  " Utopia " in CasseU's Nat. Library. 
Arber = Arber's reprint of Robinson's trans. 
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h ' to revive the universal . ) ' 11 do anyt 109 , old JohOlan W1 
h' by his contemporanes felt for lm respect and esteem 

't t least we are able to 
remains to be seen ; �

y 
, ,1 b

a 
tter than to interpret d h· " UtopIa e " understan IS 

Th are many thmgs m . d . " ere 11. 19&. its concludmg wor s .  
ia that I rather wish than the commonwealth of Utop 

t " d '  our governmen s. hope to see followe m 
h '  itself was written . b k ost notewort y m , This 00 ,

. 
m 

rime of the a�thor's powers, a
,
nd in 1 5 1 5- I 5 I 6, m �he p 

t . for while his Enghsh i h become hIS monumen , , t as 
h 1 have never been reprinted slOce 

�
o;:s'

se�:r:l 7ra::iations of the " Utopia " ha,:e ?een 
ublished and are easily procurable. But It IS

, 
a 

B. _, �ook which requires an interpreter. No� only dId 
the matter require some disguising to make It palatable. 
b t the author was one who could scarcely speak 
s:rious words without a little admixture of banter ; c c even members of his own family were often �uzz.led B. 102, to gather from his look or tone whether he was ]estlOg 
or in earnest ; "  and he could not go to martyrdom 
itself without a quip or two. Of his irony one 
conspicuous example may be quoted. The Utopian

,
S 

never made treaties with other nations, because, If 
men could be trusted they were needless, and useless if they could not. If they lived in Europe they would no doubt act otherwise, for " we know how religiously treatises are observed here, more particularly where the Christian doctrine is received, among whom they are sacred and inviolable ; which is partly owing to the justice and goodness of the princes themselves, and partly to the reverence they pay to the popes, who, as they are the most religious observers of their promises, so they exhort all other princes to perform theirs ; and when fainter methods do not prevail they compel them to it by the severity of the pastoral , censure, and think that it would be the most indecent thing possible if men who ai"e particularly distinguished by the title of ' the Faithful ' should not religiously 
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keep the faith of their treatises." A very slight, 
acquaintance with the history of the age will show 

B. 10, 11 . the point of this. More had pursued his legal studies 
only at the command of his father, his own inclination 
being to literature, but there is no bitterness in his 

u, '41. jest that in Utopia there were few laws and no lawyers. 
Nor does there seem any sinister m eaning in classing 
women and monks along with the gentry and their 

ij', ��: retainers as " idle persons ; "  but we do know that 
B. 58, 60. More was the enemy of idleness in himself and others ; 

everyone in his household had occupation provided 
for him, and cards and dice were as unknown there 

BU���: as in Utopia itself. In this far-off land the religious 
u. '72-174. orders occupied themselves in works useful to the 

comm onwealth, attending on the sick or m aking roads 
and bridges. Again, it would be unnatural to suppose 

u. '34' that he approved of suicide in cases of painful and 
incurable disease, or thought that divorce ( in the 

U. 136-7. modern sense of the word) was permissible, when he 
himself was so careful not to procure his own death 
by transgressing the statute 'imposing the oath of the 
King's ecclesiastical supremacy that he was condemned 
only by false witness, and when his death was a protest 
against the repudiation of Katharine. Surely in this 
we must allow the author's life to interpret his writings. 

His personal tastes reveal themselves in many 
U. 20. ways. " A  man who coveted neither wea.lth nor 

greatness he admired more than any of the magnates 
U 6 of the earth," and his own simplicity of life and 

, 5 -59· 
contempt of mere money appear in the m axi m that 

U . 63' " setting all upon a level is the only way to make 
a nation happy," ill the Utopia.ns' renunciation of those 
" sophisticated pleasures " of fine clothes, elaborate u. 115-120. 
etiquette, and jewellery which " the rabble of mankind "  
have devised, and indeed i n  their whole e,conomy. 
At the entry of ambassadors from a distant nation 

U. I04-1C6. who had bedecked themselves in all their splendour 
in order to m ake a good impression, " you might 
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th children who were grown big enough 
have seen e . . and had thrown away 
to despise theIr playtl:ll1gs 

h them gently 
. ' I 11 to theIr mothers, pus , 

theIr J ewe s, ca 
t C I who wears pearls 

d t ' See that grea 100 , an cry ou 
1 ' ld I '  while their 

and gems as if he were yet . 
a c ,11 

u�h I I believe 
mothers very innocently rephed, H . 

H ' 1 ' c l ' " IS ove 
this is one of the ambassadors 100 s' . 1 . f - l ' tIle Utoplans too c 
�f letters asserts Itsel strong y ,  . 

great pleasure in reading, for they co�sldered that 

happiness of l ife consisted in the Improvement 

of the mind. They had plenty of time for books, as 

h. their compulsory toil lasted only six hours a da�, 
88. long enough when " labour is regulated ?y th� neceSSI

ties of the public." They were so 1l1ge11l0us that 
upon. a few hints being given them they found out 

U. 131• how to manufacture paper and print books, and they 
u sed the new art not in publishing a " society paper," 
but in multiplying the few Greek books which were 

• 128-13°' given them ; they were " un wearied pursuers of 
knowledge," and the language and philosophy of the 
Greeks had a wonderful attraction for them .  Only 

172-176. two years later ( 1 5 18) More, by the King's direction, 
wrote to the University of Oxford to censure a preacher 
who had denounced the study of Greek, holding up 
Cambridge as an example, " where there is now so 
much zeal for Greek that even those who do not study 
it , themselves, generously contribute to maintain its 
professors." Of More we are told that " one of his 
great delights is to consider the form s, the habits , 

B· 59. and the instincts of different kinds of animals. There �s hardly a species of bird that he does not keep l1l the house, and rare animals such as m onkeys, �ox�s, ferret
.s, and the like. If he meets with anything 

orelgn, or 111 any way rem arkable, he eagerly buys it, so that his house is full of such things j at every turn 
�hey attract the eye of visitors, and his o�n pleasure IS

. renewed when he sees others pleased. " We see lum also on clear nights walking on the leads with 
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7 l Henry VIII, discoursing of the motions of the stars' . 44 } 

and planets. So the Utopians " think that contem. u. I72• plating God in His works and adoring Him for them 
is a very acceptable piece of worship to Him ; "  they 
imagine that as He, like the inventors of curious 

u. 130. engines among mankind, has exposed this great 
m achine of the universe to the view of the only 
creatures capable of contemplating it, so an exact 
and curious observer who admires His workmanship 
is much more acceptable to Him than one of the 
herd who like a beast incapable of reason looks on 
this glorious scene with the eyes of a dull and uncon. 

U· 72 •  cerned spectator." Among the curious things they 
had discovered by this zealous study of nature was 

B .  II �  the artificial hatching o f  eggs by heat. More was a B. 58 � 1 f . . fi cl great over 0 mUSIC ; he had both hIS rst and secon ' 
B. 54, Il3·  wife instructed in it, and his servants too were taught 

B. I39· to sing. In Utopia they had music at home, at their 
U. 83· meals, and in their public worship, and esteemed it 
U· 96. 

U. I82-3· as one of the greatest pleasures of life, as " by a 
u. w . secret virtue it affects the senses, raises the passions� 

and strikes the mind with generous impressions." 
Interesting in a comparison of " then and now " 

u. 75, 76. are his recommendations of wider streets-twenty feet 
was broad indeed, compared with the narrow lanes 

u. 77· of old London-better built and fully glazed houses, 
u. 92, 93. a good supply of water, public hospitals large enough 
u. 91, 92• even for times of epidemics, the extrusion of slaughter

houses from the precincts of the towns, and the provision 
U· 76. of ample garden space between the backs of the rows 

of houses. Cremation was used only for those in  
u .  I70. Utopia who died cheerfully ; others were buried. But 

could the modern school inspector, with the " Code " 
in his hand and the inexorable " Department " to 
support him, approve of the educational system of 

U. I75. the Utopians ? For it was an education conducted 
by the priesthood and directed rather to morals than 
to book-learning. This was More's practice as well 
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h
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e
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er
distinction between 

ed a revo u Ion , . . n . . ' the instructIOn gIve 
d hters and hIS son m aug 

h' k "  he writes " that the harvest 
" I  do not t m , , 

be much affected whether it is a man or woman 

th field They have both the same human 
that sows e . . , 

If it be true that the soli of a woman s 
nature . • . • . . 

1 brain be bad and apt er to bear bracken t lan com-

b which saying many keep women from study
I 

Y
think that a women's wit is on that account a;l 

the more diligently to be cultivated, that nat�re s 
defect may be redressed by industry." The Utoplans, 
as might be expected, seem to have made no distinc

.
tion 

between girls and boys in this matter ; the pnests 
were taken from the learned class and women might 85 ·  be made priests. The women were even taught 

176• • f something of the discipline of war, that m case 0 
necessity they might not be quite useless. More had 
that, perhaps somewhat sentimental, preference for 
a rural l ife which is often shown by town bred men ; 
an<i finally chose to reside in Chelsea, then a small 
village as isolated from Westminster as Westminster 
was from London. He felt much concern at the fact 

179· that, in his day, as in Our own, the rural districts 
· 71. 

were becoming depopulated and husbandry was falling 
81 . into decay ; in Utopia every man was trained i n  
76

• 
agriculture and in at least one trade beside. 138. " Sir Thomas had a little Utopia of his own in his  family." He supervised the education of his  child:en �ith great care ; when they married they remam�d m their father's >  house, and he saw the new 

139. generatIon springing up around h im . His household 
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seemed the model of a Christian .home, which he' 
governed, as we are told, " not by proud and lofty 
words but with all kind and courteous benevolence ; 
everybody performeth his duty, nor is sober mirth 
lacking." Thus it is strange that his description of 

U· 99. the social life of the Utopians is the least attractive 
U· 76. portion of the book. All were equal ; all dressed 
U. 8I . alike ; they took their meals in common, men on 

U. 94-97. one side of the hall, women on the other ; and all 
U. 82. worked the same hours. Families were equalised by 

U. 88-90. taking the children from one and giving them to 
another which had fewer, and the several cities were 
kept below the appointed maximum in a similar way ; 
if it were necessary, a colony of the " surplus popula
tion " was established on unoccupied lands on the 
neighbouring continent. This inevitable monotony 
is one of the most distressing features of a socialistic 
paradise, and it seems to have been prominent enough 
in Utopia. More, as it is well known, had in his early 

B. 31, years felt strongly attracted . to the monastic life, and 
always continued to hold it  in high esteem ; in his 
imprisonment in the Tower, he said to his daughter 
Margaret, c, If it had not been for my wife and ye that 13. 367, 
be my children, I would not have failed long ere 
this to have closed myself in as strait a room, and 
straiter too." He represents the Utopians as attracted 
to the Christian religion by the community of goods 
practised in the Apostolic Church, and " still kept 

U, 164-S , up in some communities among the strictest sort of 
Christians ; "  and perhaps it might not be unfair , to 
regard this work, i n  one of its minor aspects, as an 
attempt to apply the conditions of the monastic life 
as far as possible to the every-day life of men. Thus 
the renunciation of private property, the equality, 
.regularity, and uniformity of the cloister are all repro
d uced, and the author scarcely seems to have thought 
any relief necessary ; yet we are told that the monotony of 
the life is one of the greatest trials a monk has to bear. 
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had to adop
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tT. 141• different plan ; for in that country If a ma? .�
spIres 

to any office he is sure never to compass It. �he 
I4t 1 5 ·  travelled philosopher, who is  supposed to descnbe 

this strange commonwealth of the New World during 
68. a November afternoon's talk in More's ' garden at 

Antwerp, maintained that " there is no room for 
philosophy in the courts of princes ; "  not even that 
" more pliable kind " which More advocated would serve, for silence will not be tolerated, " a  man must baz:efacedly approve of the worst counsels and consent to the blackest designs." A radical change in society was needed. Men seemed valued for their own money alone ; should wealth pass from one man to another, the respect paid to the former owner would at once pass 107· to the new one as if the wealth owned the man rather than the man the wealth. The whole constitution of the State could only be called " a  conspiracy of the rich " to keep down the poor ; there was one sort of justice for princes, for whom " lawful and unlawful were measured only by pleasure and interest " and . , qUIte another sort for the masses ; rich men had all VOL. XVII. 
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U. 64· the power in their hands, which only wise men should 
hold, and they used it in their own favour to give 

U. 187. the hardships inflicted on the poor a colour of justice 
by legislation, till " everywhere the common course 

U. 82. of life among all mechanics " was a perpetual toil, 
a heavy slavery, as if they were but beasts of burden. 
Thus even sim pIe theft was punished by death, though 

u. 2NI. no attempt was made to provide work for those who 
would be honest if they could, and no care was 
shown for the reformation of the criminal. In Utopia, 

U. �, 621, 185· on the other hand, where private property was 
unknown, no m an was in want and none had too 
much, but everything was arranged for the common 

u. 185. good, so that it was " the only commonwealth that 
truly deserved the name." There they did not " first 

U· 33· m ake thieves and then punish them," but took care 
that such as did fall into vicious courses should not 

U· 40, 138-9. be without hope of winning back the freedom they 
forfeited by their crimes. 

u. 78-80, 70. The Utopians elected their prince and magistrates, 
and their assemblies for making laws and administering 
public affairs were regularly held ; while England 
was governed by W olsey without a parliament, and 
the Tudors regarded this assembly only as a means 
of obtaining increased supplies and registering the 
royal decrees. How clearly More saw the evil tendency 
and how little he liked it are manifest in the prophetic 

u. SI-53. sketch of the progress of tyranny in England which 
was only to be checked at last by civil war and 
revolution. One courtier brings to notice " some old 
musty laws " and advises that the penalties under 
them be exacted ; the device which was afterwards 
used to effect " the submission of the clergy." Another 
recommends the establishment of trading monopolies 
by royal licence. A third " purposes that the judges 
must be m ade sure, that they may declare always 
in favour of the prerogative," as they did in the 
case of Hampden and the ship-money ; to this end 
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'11 never be wanting," for if neither 
.c fair pretences WI 

' t the natural or forced sense of the words of 
equl y nor . ' d 
the statute be on the prince's side, It WIll. be urge 

1 . · 'udge must have a specIal regard 
that a re 19lOUS J . . 
to the King's prerogative as that whIch IS . 

above all 

law. In Utopia the prince reigned " for hfe, unless 

on suspicion of some design to enslave 

! oeople." . ' what More and his fnends deSIred above all 

peace. " The people build ci ties, and the madne:s 

.. t"inces destroys them," said Erasmus. Colet, More s 

and confessor, had only three years previously 

( 1 5 1 3 )  been in danger of the King's displeasure by 

preaching before the Court against war. Henry was 
then preparing for one of his foolish attacks on France, 
and it is to his credit that he refused in any way 
to interfere with the preacher, just as it is to his 

B. l6i. credit that he showed marked favour to the author 
of " Utopia," though it was obvious that the condem
nation of the policy of the FrP-Dch King and the 
advice to " stay at home, since the Kingdom of France 
was indeed greater than could be well governed by 
one man," were applicable to the King of England, 
and his ambition to recovp.r the lost provinces in 
France. Utopia, be it noted, was an island and there

easily defended.  
When, however, the Utopians were obliged to go 
"!,,ar, they made free use of all the bad devices with 

whIch the Old World was familiar. A people who 
needed gold for nothing else stored l't . 

. , up agamst a posslble war, and then spent it freely in D t' tre . . . omen mg ason, SUSplclon, and di vision among th a d ' h " 
e enemy, 
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U. 16j . for war. They kept their own people for home defence;' U. 157· U. '47. and forced no one to serve in foreign wars. Thus 
U· 56. war, even when waged by Utopians, is irredeemably 

bad ; and since the only object of heaping up treasure 
is to be able to go to war, Kings should not be 
allowed to heap it up. How the vast accumulations 
of Henry VII had been squandered was notorious. 
Well m ight the Macarians, " a  people who live not 
far from Utopia," refuse their kings permission to 
store up more than a thousand pounds. 

u. 16J.184. The concluding portion of the work narrates the 
religious beliefs and practices of this strange people. 
Many of the propositions in this section, as in the 
rest of the book, had doubtless been themes of 
discussion in the little society of · learned men of 
which More was a member ; as, for example, the 

u. ,69, theory of the immortality of the souls of animals, and 
U. 165· the question which the Utopians are left discussing� 

c, whether one chosen by them to be a priest would 
not be thereby qualified to do all the things that 
belong to that character, even though he had no 
authority derived from the Pope." Men may, however, 
discuss such questions without being uncertain as 
to the answers, and no greater mistake could be made 

l3. 31-J6, 61-64. than to put More down as a " Protestant before the 
B. 208. Reformation." He and his friends saw many abuses, 

B. 35, J6. and denounced them freely ; one reform he desired 
seems to be hinted at in the Utopian limitation of 

U. 174. the number of priests in a town to thirteen ; but there 
is nothing to show that at any time in his life he was 
disaffected to the doctrine of the Church as it was 
before the Reformation. 

Viewing it as a whole, this portion of the book 
may, perhaps, be most fairly considered as an attempt 
to guess how nearly men, by the use of the natural 
reason and by obedience to conscience, could approach 
the established doctrine and observances of the 

U. 163. Christian religion. The Utopians believed in one 
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. God, perfectly good, who had created all. 
and w�o 

8 would reward or punish each man acc�rdmg to hIS 
7 ' 

conduct in this life. Their public worshIp took . place 

on regular days in spacious and dim.1y
-lighte� t�mp1es, 

and was led by richly-vested pnests am1� mce�se 

and lights and music. The people, robed m whIte, 

divided according to the sexes. The prayer 

to them is a model of what should be offered 

absence of a revealed religion : " if there is a 

government or a religion more acceptable to 

they implore His goodness to let them know 
vowing that they resolve to follow Him whithersoever 

He leads them ; but if their government is the best 
and their religion the truest, then they pray that He 
may fortify them in it and bring all the world both 
to the same rules of life, and the same opinions 
concerning Himself, unless, according to the unsearch
ableness of His mind, He is pleased with a variety 
of religions." After the prayer was ended, they 
prostrated themselves on the ground, and then went 
h?me 

. 
to dinn�r and spent the rest of the day in 

dlverslon or mllitary exercises. 
!� his acc�unt o� their toleration of the many different 

rehglOns which eXIsted side by side in the same town 
More may b� said to have anticipated modern practice. I� 

�ase, as m theirs, religious toleration is the necessary ns� t of t�e coexistence of numerous rival 
'
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Church party, the principle of obedience ; the Liberals 
are the guardians of reason." Thus Vincent in " Loss 

p. 82. and Gain ; "  and in like manner Utopus " made a law 
that every man might be of that religion he pleased," 
and he did so, not only for preserving the public 
peace (which he saw suffered much by' daily contentions 
and irreconcilable heats), but because he thought the 
interest of religion itself required it, " doubting whether 
those different forms of religion might not all come 
from God." In More's time " religion " m eant a 
religious order, and he may have desired m erely to 
exhort the various " religions " to put aside their 
rivalries. But if the word be understood in its 
present-day sense, it is obviously one thing to 
advocate " religious toleration " as the only practicable 
and rational course in the midst of a bewildering 
confusion, and quite another to allow the free 
propagation of a new religious teaching bitterly 
hostile to a faith universally held. In Utopia itself 

U. 166. a Christian neophyte was sentenced to banishment 
for denouncing the existing religions of the land ; 
yet in his case the pretence for his punishment was 
that he " inflamed the people to sedition," just as More 
himself was afterwards executed for " high treason," 
though his real offence was religious. Hence More 
was not inconsistent when in later life as Lord 

D. 25I. Chancellor he showed himself, as he says in his 
epitaph, " to heretics grievous." Father Bridgett 
natur ally and justly protests against those who accuse 
him of 

J . H .  Newman, GerotJ.Hus P· 29· 

B. 265 -268. 

" • • • .  Spite and grudge, 
And bigot mood, 

And envy and hate, 
And greed of blood ; "  

showing that the principal stories against him, incon
sistent with themselves, are probably nothing more 
than corruptions of an incident proving that More, 
as a judge, could be severe though not cruel. He 
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himself protests : " If all the favour and pity that 

I have used among them to their amendment were 

known, it would, I warrant you, well and plain appear 

[that I hate the vice of heretics and �ot their p�rsons ] ; 

whereof, were it requisite, I could bnng forth wltnesses 

than men would ween ; "  referring probably 

who had been handed over to him as 

to be punished, and whom he had gained 

persuasions-means similar to those he had 

in the case of William Roper, the husband of 

beloved daughter l\Iargaret, who for a time, even 

More's own household, had professed an attachment 

to the new Lutheran opinions. 
If, in regard to the modern notion of toleration , 

which is only superficial after all, and in other respects, 
the " Utopia " does not bear out all that some of the 
author's admirers have discovered in it, it does show 
his humanity, taking the word in its widest sense 
his desire to advance the general good of the peopl� 
even should the pride of the few suffer ' and h . 
. .  . ' ereln 
It IS conslstent with his beautiful life and glo . 
death. 

nous 

J. B .  
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o WISE kind face of Atropos the Fate, 
And brow yet knit with old pain oft renewed :. 
Sundered from all in tragic solitude, 

A mind with which no sister's mind could m ate } 
o dauntless courage nO force can abate, 

Wise head to will the Right, whate'er ensued, 
True heart whereon no falsehood dare intrude,

H appy am I, who found you, not too late. 

The others understood not, but we two, 
But we two understood, and are secure ; 

Striving towards what we knew of good and true, 
Through all the years to come our love is sure,

You will give help to me and I to you, 
Surely to dare and strongly to endure. 

'Two loves I have, that draw me either way ; 
Towards sweet content and dreamful ease the one ; 
The other ever upward towards the sun, 

Nobly to live in the full light of day. 
The sweeter one would bid me ever stay', 

Dulled by soft music till our day be done ; 
The stronger one would bid me haste away, 

And know no rest until the world be won. 

And so these twain divide my very heart, 
And nowise know I which way I must choose. 

Make answer thou, if true and brave thou art, 
Were't well, for dreamful ease the world to lose ? 

Were it not wiser, from sweet ease to part :
Not cowardly, a great fate to refuse I 

C .  SAPSWORl'H. 

A CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS. 

this " Long " the Skipper has left the 
Thistle to rest peacefully on the quiet wat:r 
of Ipswich Dock, and decides to make hIS 

r-talked of Norway trip in the yawl Kate, 26 tons, 
which he has recently become the owner. He 

has of course found it necessary to add to his former 
crew, and, reinforced by the Mate, the Doctor, the 
Navigating Officer, one A.B., and a professional 
steward (engaged to do only the cooking, with a view 
to save us from inconvenience resulting from having 
to face the stove in a sea), he feels that he is equal to 
cope with the North Sea and arrive all standing at 
Bergen. Unfortunately we lack the presence of the 
Savant, and so must forego the benefit of that 
philosophic reference of all marine discomfort to 

causes, which never failed us so long as he 
able to speak. 

is pr�posed . to leave the Kate in some port in wIth a VIew to fitting out during next spring cruise still further north, and her crew have muc? impressed with the details vouchsafed the SkIpper �rom time to time of the projects he fot' penetratmg the unknown and haste ' th t" f ' mng e e� mctlOn o . the ice bear. At all events, the first thmg to do IS to get safely to Bergen, and one dull and squally afternoon late in August we bl at B ' h I'  assem e 
.rlg t mgsea, fired with the idea that entenng ' . we are 
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us there. His desire to depart is intensified by 
state of the weather, a condition of mind on 
part which some of us have observed before, and 
which is usually, as on this occasion, accompanied 
by the statement that he " would like to shake down 
his crew in the bit of a tumble that we are sure to 
meet with outside." However, from the strength of 
the squalls it is pretty obvious that we shall feel 
some of the tumble if we stay where we are for to-night, 
and the crew is respited for the present and turn in 
with the information that squalls or  no squalls we 
must be up before daybreak to catch the morning 
ebb. About 3 .30 we come on deck in a perfect 
deluge of rain, in which, after about an hour's hard 
work we fail to get the anchor on board. By this 
time as the tide has fallen rapidly the yacht touches 
bottom again, and it is now useless to think of starting 
before the afternoon. 

As we shall be careened on the mud for the 
next twelve hours, the crew go ashore after breakfast 
to get dry, while as Bo'sun I remain in charge. 
Wind and rain continue all day long and about 
two o'clock the Kate is run into by a large trawler 
which is trying to beat out. Single-handed nothing 
can be done except stand clear of the smash, but 
the collision does not result in much damage beyemd 
tearing away all the bowsprit rigging on one side. 
The crew see the disaster from afar and come aboard 
at once, when the Skipper, after inspecting the 
damage, decides that it can be repaired at Hl:l.rwich, 
and that we must not lose this tide. 

From the look of the sea over Colne Bar it is 
obvious that his hopes with regard to his crew in 
connexion with a tumble will be fully realised. Our 
oilies have kept the rain out so far, but once out of 
the shelter of the creek the water comes along the 
deck with each wave and everyone is drenched 
through in two minutes, while the Doctor is his 
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. . d b d ges up an eye which has been own 'patlent an an a . 
d b

' 
taclde which has broken adnft. damage Y some 

h b we do not ship so much water over t e  ar . 
all hands are no longer required. It IS not my 

and so I devote my time to an effort not to 
myself before the new hands, or at a�y rate 

mccumb before the Doctor, whose ey.e IS no.
w 

but who has withdrawn into lumself III 
manner. This subject need not, 

be pursued further-suffice it to say that 
and Bo'sun are companions in misfortune 

we reach Harwich Harbour. 
about nine in the evening we run a little way 

the Stour, and after arranging the remains of our 
medical officer in his berth, a process which all hands 
are sufficiently convalescent to assist in, we have 
dinner and set an anchor-watch, as it is now blowing 
hard. Next morning the weather is no better, but 
we are glad to find that the guardship Hotspur is 

nearer to us than she was last night, for if we commenced dragging, the I£ate would probably been brought up by that ironclad's ram. The who has not time to cross to Norway, decides us here, volunteering to find the Mate and how we have been delayed. �amage �o the bowsprit takes a day to repair, lS not. till next morning that we get to sea Harwl�h to Lowestoft is not a long run, but e�ry kind of weather is met with on this halfsa . A good S.W. breeze takes us near! t �rdness and then fails entirely A so t f Y 
0 

CO · ttal h . r 0 non-mml t understorm soon varies the 1 finally passes into a steady drizzle in h
:� m, an� 

about ,on deck and rumble . ' W IC we SIt 
and rolls on a slight l� left 

b whIle the .K�te creaks 
By about three o'cloc: 

y the mormng s breeze. 
a white fog and are be:'� 

creep p�st the Ness into till finally a holdin b 
. med agam off Aldeburgh, g reeze comes up astern, and 
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before long gathers sufficient strength to snap the 
mizzen-yard while we are gybing. Shortly after 
sunset we make the lights of Lowestoft, and enter 
the harbour while the regatta fireworks are in full 
play. Mooring by the light of fireworks is uncertain 
work, and we all but run down two smacks in finding 
a berth, while the Skipper and A.B.  in the small 
boat are nearly brained by a rocket stick. 

As we have a good deal to do before the long 
run is commenced, it is decided to obtain a snugger 
berth in the river, and in shifting next morning we 
narrowly escape losing the yacht. On our starboard 
hand a string of mud-barges is being towed out to 
sea, and each of them scrapes away some of our paint, 
while they prevent our moving clear of two fishing 
smacks which are running in from the open. These 
come straight for us, and our second collision this 
cruise seems imminent, when another steam-tug 
appears from somewhere and in the general confusion 
m anages to get broadside or astern of the Kate, just 
in time to be run into by both smacks at once. A 
bowsprit snaps off short, and the splinters from the 
tug's broken gunwale fly about, while we pass her 
a general vote of thanks and escape from the 
mess and incidental strong language into the river. 
A good berth is found and breakfast served, though 
we lose some time in smoothing the ruffled spirit of the 
Navigating Officer, who has been persistently addressed 
as " young man " by the deputy harbour-master, 
who is in general charge of our proceedings for the 
nonce. The N. O. feels that he should be recognised 
as such, even in his " working dress " ;  but as this 
consists of cast-off sweaters and other decaying 
garments apparently collected from the floor of the 
L. M. boathouse, perhaps the harbour-master's mistake 
may be excused. 

Three very pleasant days are spent in harbour. 
during which the Mate is discovered, though he 
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d t the ease of his hotel till we start, 
refuses to eser 

d la in such 
hip is dressed for a photograph, an we y 

S 
f that a belief becomes current 

amount 0 stores . 
man y  that we are going to Australla. The 

decides that the time has come, and on the 

of August we are towed out of harbour and 

along the coast. The glass has fallen 
night, but as there are no warnings issued, 

advantage of the wind being off shore to 
our way, for it will be quite possible to run 

shelter of the coast if the depression turns 
be serious. This seems more probable as we 

Yarmouth, for a great black mass of cloud covers 
sky everywhere inland, while from under it the 

S.W. squalls come oftener and with increasing strength. 
It is decided to hail the Cockle lightship in passing 
as to our chances of a good passage, and we get 
the reply that his glass is falling rapidly and that 
it means wind. As we shall probably make the light 
on the Newarp shoal before dark, it seems worth while 
in spite of this warning to stand on towards her three masts and balls, which are just visible in the offing. the coast we get into much troubled water, and " tumble :' on the edge of the shoal is very lively. a mlle further out a big cargo steamer is south and labours heavily into the head seas through the glass the way in which they toppl� her 

.
bows every now and then gives an idea of duckmg we shall get if we go much f t1 last d '  ur ler. an un eSlred return is no question .c h ab t f h . , lor, w en reas 0 t e hghtship the h k f . h . , 00 0 one of the mam- alhard blocks tears out and b . . ' 1 nngs half the mamsal on deck at once It ' . . IS " all hands " with a vengeance thIS time, for the R�ate gets ff h before order can be t d

o er course res ore on d k of each wave come 
ec , and the crest 

good deal of troub� 
aboa rd and dashes aft. With a 

coast under the "he
e 

d
we, �o about and stand for the a saIls and mizzen only. We 

r ' 
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are in for a run of several hours now before shelter 
is reached, so those off duty go below for a dry 
change. 

In the upside-down condition of everything in the 
cabins it is  not easy to find anything, and by the 
time one man has secured a sweater and another a 
pair of flannels, we hear a sharp crack and tumble 
up to the second cry in this half-hour of " all hands." 
This time it is the mizzen boom which has snapped 
in the middle, and the crew turn to get the wreck 
of the sail inboard, most of us in some garment or 
other and one or two in nothing to speak of. After 
this further loss of canvas, we go very slowly into the 
face of what is rapidly becoming a full gale, but the 
Kate behaves well and by about nine we cast anchor, 
very wet and weary, off the Britannia Pier at Yarmouth. 
We ar� too played out to trouble about cooking dinner, 
and after setting an anchor-watch turn in to get some 
rest, though this is rather hard to do, for as the yacht 
pounds at her cable it is a matter of uncertainty 
whether the tired mariner will first have his nose 
flattened against the bunk side or be pitched back
wards on to the floor. By daylight the wind seems 
to be blowing itself out, while the roads are full of 
shipping which have also come in for shelter from the 
heavy sea running outside. Luckily our anchor has 
held, and by eight o'clock we are under weigh and 
standing for. Gorleston Harbour. As we near the piers 
the tide runs out very strongly. With the offshore 
wind in such strength, shooting the narrow entranc;e 
will be a difficult matter, and we are glad to have 
our hawser taken by a harbour tug which has been 
helping some fishing-boats. But she is evidently in 
charge of a man with an insufficient grasp of the 
circumstances and starts off at full speed, so that the 
tow-rope snaps directly it is taut. The tide at once 
swings us round and sets the yacht northward and 
towards the sands, but the tug now gives us her own 
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h I to break it like the other. She then 
thoug on Y f 

off into harbour and we are left to our at�, 

we have our second hawser ready and h�11 

£r I fiew minutes more we dnft 
to that euect. n a 

into the breakers and bump the s�nd at 

hundred yardS from the shore, to the .m
tense 

of the crowd which has been watchmg our 

from the piers. . 
Kate heels over to each wave m a 

renders it a decided case of holding on, 

everything loose on deck goes overboard, 

the dingey, which has been lashed down, 

is now soon torn away and carried off water
We can see the coastguard run down and 

open the shed of the rocket-apparatus, and the Skipper 
decides to try making communication with the shore by 
swimming off with a rope. However, as the beachmen 
who line the shore evidently mean by their frantic 
gesticulations that he will be carried out by the tide, 
we manage to dissuade him from the attempt. 

Meanwhile a man has scrambled on board from 
yawl which happens to be near, but as all he does 
to ask us not to be frightened, he is not of much 

though the way in which he watched his chance 
scrambled on board from the en<;l of the bowsprit 

crafty. 
runming ash?re through the breakers is evidently 

the questlOn, and after stowing what canvas 
set, most of the crew go belo

'
w to c .  bI 

secure 
porta e property," as it is evident the Kate never take us into harbour again Go' b 1 th . . mg e ow 

good d 
� c�cumstances is not pleasant work, for a ea 0 spray comes down the . 

and suggests that s "  
companlOn-way, 

will be necessary if 
:lmmmg up to the deck again 

over, while he is now ��ft:�a�s below for long. More

by waves he cannot se 
p �n� now banged down 

whether he will a. find 
.; the VIctlm grows uncertain 

Imself next on the floor or 
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against the roof. At length the red bow of the life
boat comes round the pier head and we prepare to 
leave the Kate, first battening her down in the hope 
of keeping things below fairly dry till the tide has 
fallen. While assisting in this task the Mate goes 
overboard on a wave which has caught him unawares, 
but just succeeds in grasping the gunwale with one 
hand and holds on till we can pull him up the side . 

After much trouble the lifeboat gets near enough 
for us to jump into her one by one, and we are rescued 
like a certain classical person, " not drowned, but 
very wet." Some of the Kate's seams already shew 
signs of starting, but we can do nothing for the 
present, as the lifeboat would be stove in against 
her hull if we stay near her. So we give a hand 
with the lifeboat's oars but cannot get her back 
against the tide, and as using her sail fails also, the 
only course is to run clear of the surf and anchor 
till a tug comes. 

After an hour's tossing we are picked up and 
towed into the harbour, where we land and run the 
gauntlet of the crowd to the nearest inn. This takes 
some time, for the multitude seems made up of two 
kinds of people-seaside visitors with kodaks, who 
get in our way and immortalize our bedraggled 
and shoeless state, and reporters, who clutch us from 
behind and request an interview. The latter we 
meanly refer to the Skipper, as the only person in 
authority, and charge onward through the former. 
These follow us into the house, apparently feeling 
that they have done their worst and would make 
amends, for their offers of dry clothes are very 
numerous and kind. Shortly afterwards we make 
off to Yarmouth in closed cabs to hide ourselves from 
the public gaze in the borrowed garments, the hasty 
selection we have made producing some remarkable 
results. Breakfast (served in a bedroom to avoid the 
scandal of our appearance) and then bed are the 
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events, and towards evening we tutn out to 

our story in the late editions, with every variation 

the imagination of the reporters has succeeded 

lMlucing. 
next few days we spend all our time 

This does not realise much, as the 

side was soon broken away by 

precluded any possibility of ever floating 

sand, and of course cleared the cabins. 

fur the usual auction over what 

the hull, the crew scatters to the four 
without joining in the remarkable 

of one newspaper, viz., " that we had every 
to . congratulate ourselves on having our 

�posed tnp thus cut short." But no doubt the ice 
are rejoicing over their respite. 

THE BO'SUN. 

ROSA MYSTICA. 

o MYSTIC rose of morning, 
Fragrant, and fresh, and fair, 

Thou com'st, and with thy coming 
I breathe diviner air. 

o mystic rose of noontide, 
Silent, resistless, sweet ; 

Sweetest it is of all things 
To lie here at thy feet. 

o mystic rose of evening, Fold up thy beauty now ; All tired things seek slumber', Slumber we, I and thou. 

,y 

C. SApSWOR1'H, 

VOL. XVII. H 



TO THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. 

.AN ApOLOGUE. 

IN days of old, when Greek to Greek was true, 
Triumphant Greece barbaric hosts o'erthrew, 

But, when Greek lips had learned to praise the foe, 
See, prostrate Athens feels the secret blow. 

Greek and barbarian ! glorious the fray ! 
The combat open !-but beware the day 

When Attic accents smoothly counsel peace, 
And plead for Philip _ in their zeal for Greece ! 

T . E . P. 
October 26th, 1 8 9 1 .  

IDEM GRAECE REDDITUM. 
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C. E. H.  
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A LETTER OF KIRKE WHITE'S. 

Some letters of Kirke White, addressed to the 

[ J hn Charlesworth, of Little Blakenham, near Rev 0 0 d .c  . . I t' . h have been prmte ior pnvate Clrcu a IOn. IpswlC , 
h fi 1 0 h' h h We are allowed to extract � e o lowmg, w lC as 

more than one point of mterest for the present 
generation of Johnians.] 

ST JOHN'S, CAMBRIDGE" 2lnd Sept
.
, 1 806. 

My DEAR CHARLBSWORTH, 
* * * * $ 

Now, am I not very poetical ? But on such a subject 
[referring to matrimony] who would not be poetical ? A 
wife I-a domestic fireside I-the cheerful assiduities of love 
and tenderness ! It would inspire a Dutch burgomaster t 
and if. with all this in your grasp, you shall still choose 
the pulsare terra m pede libero, still avoid the £rrupla copula, 
still deem it a matter of light regard to be an object of 
affection and fondness to an amiable and sensible woman, 
why then you deserve to be a fellow of a college all your days, to be kicked about in your last illness by a saucy and careless bed-maker ' and lastly to be put i n  the ground . , , , In your college chapel, followed only by the man who is  to be your succeSsor. Why, man, I dare no more drea?n that I shall ever have it in my power to have a wife. than !.tat I shall be Archbishop of Canterbury, and Primate of 

f England. A suite of rooms in a still and quiet corner o old St Joh ' h O , 
b 

n s, w lch was once occupied by a crazy monk, or 
d
Y

K
�ne of the translators of the Bible in the days of goo Illg Ja ' , 0 1 mes, must form the boundary of my ambition. must be Content t . 1 b ' , with � 0 1ll 1a It walls which never echoed 

never 
a
Ch 

emale v
,oice-to be buried in glooms which were 

women 
eered With a female smile. It is said, indeed, that were som r ..... " 

was a e 1111es permitted to visit St John's, when monastery of WhO F 0 0 Ite nars, III order to be present 
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at particular religious ceremonies ; but the good monks 
were careful to sprinkle holy water wherever their profane 
footsteps had carried contagion and pollution. 

It  is  well that you are free from the restrictions of 
monastic austerity, and that� while I sleep under the shadow 
of towers and lofty walls, and the safeguard of a vigilant 
porter, you are permitted to inhabit your own cottage, under 
your own guardianship, and to listen to the sweet accents 
of domestic affection. 

Ye�, my very Platonic, or rather Stoical friend, I must see 
you safely bound in the matrimonial noose, and then, like a 
c;;onfirmed bachelor, ten years hence, I shall have the satisfac
tion of pretending to laugh at, while, in my heart, I e�vy 
you. So much for rhapsody. I am coming to London for 
relaxation's sake, an,d shall take it pretty freely ; that is, I 
shall seek after fine sights-stare at fine peopJe-be cheerful 
with the gay-foolish with the simple-and leave as little 
room to suspect as possible that I am (anything of) a philo
:>.opher and a mathematician. I shall probably talk a little 
Greek, but it will be by stealth, in order to excite no sus
picion. 

'If * 
I am, 

i/. 'If: 
dear C--, 

� 

Very sincerely yo.urs, 
H. K. WHITE. 

NIL PRAESTAT CAELIBE VITA. 

Ave vita caelibis ! salve sors Bohaemi ! 
Melior divitiis nulla potest emi. 
Quam securo tempore potest ilIe frui, 
Quam beate vivere, totus potens sui. 
Quaere apud Bibliam : vitam angelorum 
Praedicat simillimam vitae esse horum. ' 
Quippe semper nesciunt nuptialem face m ;' 
Ergo magnam sentiunt et aeternam pacem. 

' Huic me vitae dedico ; nec infidus ero ; 
Caelibum in numero semper esse spero ! 

T. R. G, 

1 1 1 "'-.::_ 1 \. /  

THE BLISSFULNE SS OF MISERY. 

/'lI-IIS was the tale the old man told me ;-4� " Once I was rich and handsome and popular ; 
, !!l I had a profession to occupy me ; at last r 

became engaged ;  I was in short desperately happy. 
" Some little thing crossed me. Newton's was 

not the first apple that fell from tree to earth ; I was 
not the first man pricked through his felicity. No one 
one before Newton gave a name to Gravity ; few 
besides myself have become object lessons of the 
Philosophy of Misery . .  

" Why did this slight event cause me pain ? It 
changed my condition for what men call the worse. 
The evil held over us by law-givers only affects the 
action of those obnoxzous to it. None but the happy 
are obnoxious to that evil, taking as it does the form 
of misery. 

" The law says, ' I  take away your wine unless 
you obey me.' None but those who have wine care 
a jot. ' I  diminish your happiness,' says the ruler, • unless you do as I desire.' The wretched happy are the only class that the intimation affects. 

" When I came to examine my position, I was ap?alled to perceive my extreme obnoxiousness to eVIl. Money has wings, beauty fades, friends forsake, not to . 
, 

m entlOn a hundred-and-one other occurrences paInfully p 'bl ' Id ' I 11 OSSI e, any one of WhICh wou senous y Urt me ' a ' suuply because my happiness rendered me 
\V
�rey to them. What if  [ got m arried ? The chances re that I h il . . 

illo s ou d thereby be rendered ten tImes re happ l '  , Y am hable to another army of eVlls-
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measles, whooping-cough, widowerhood. True, it wa's 
possible that men speak the truth, and that marriage 
brings not happiness but misery, yet that was not 
certain, and the step not worth the risk. I determined 
not to marry. 

" Then I took my money in hand. What should 
I do with it ? Throw it into the sea ? No ! I would 
let mankind have it, and it would make someone 
happy, and thus enhance my misery, acting as a foil. 
I scattered it in  Whitechapel, well knowing that it 
would filter back to the West End and render some 
landowner more obnoxious to evil. 

" I  was by no means yet thoroughly miserable. 
My degraded nature fought fiercely against the weaning 
from books, that my will next determined on. Why 
were there libraries ? They are a curse. Many times 
I yielded to the temptation and, plunged in a book, 
became oppressively happy, infallibly incurring the 
caustic annoyance of closing-time, when the clerk 
came and turned out the light, in the middle of a 
sentence. 

" Alas ! I shall never reach my ideal in this life. 
It is utterly impossible to It"ve without being happy. 
One must either work or starve, and if he works he 
is dependent on his employer, so that, all the time 
that he is imagining himself to be supremely miserable, 
he is obnoxious to a very substantial evil, namely 
discharge. 

" The curve of my existence has many times 
approached the asymptote and almost seemed to touch, 
but again happiness has been forced upon me and 
I have taken it for lack of alternatives. 

" I rejoice to say my friends are all gone. No death 
can touch me now ; my own were a welcome event, 
for there may be perfect misery beyond the grave. 
For a long time I have been growing yellower and 
more hideous, I rejoiced to sce to-day that a fellow
creature looked away from me with loathing. There 

, J 
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. h t t all that could raise m e  to greater 
.s no eplt e a 
1 • so near the top am I .  
ll11sery, . 't is when you travel not to have boxes 

" Glonous I 
·th you more glorious not to be able to 

nd bags WI , . a 
1 t 11 · still that scarcely makes you mIserable 

trave a a , . . 
Ou have nowhere that you wIsh to go-nothmg 

when Y . 
d no one that you wIsh to see. 

an 
" It is fine to be without the worry of landladies, 

though one has not even the pleasure of regretting 

them, when the sky is open �nd th.e air is  warm. It 

is on winter nights that mIsery IS more complete, 
when the chill air bites the bone and the pouring 
rain rots the skin. Yet bridge-walls and embank
ments are a vile nuisance. To whatever pitch of 
philosophy one may have attained, the animal nature 
in one will creep under the lee of shelter when it 
snows at night, thus rendering one a prey to the evil 
presented by a policemari, with his lantern and his 
• move on: If bridges and balustrades and embank
ments were swept away, and if it could be so arranged 
that it rained heavily every night, I begin to think 
one might be almost perfectly miserable, but it must 
be every night, or sometimes, when the sky was clear 
and the stars twinkled, one would be in danger of 
being happy:' 

" B t " I  u , suggested, interrupting, I fear, " if you S�OUld �ver become thoroughly and exquisitely mi.5er-
h
a le, . WIll you not then be obnoxious to the evil of appmess I · 11 ' . 

h ' l  
. Wl It  not be m the power of every p 1 anthrop· t d you b t 

.IS an good-natured busybody to torture y akmg your misery away ? "  The only answer I received was " H'm ! "  
G. G. D.  



TO MY POETS. 

Farewell, a little while farewell, compamons of my ydtith. 
The music of whose songs has cheered the rugged paths 

truth. 
I may not wake that music now, it slumbers in its cell ; 
I must not bid you sing to-day-a little while farewell. 

How often I have proved your power to calm the restless 
thought, 

To soothe the weariness of heart the toils of day bad brought ; 
How oft when night brought rest again I felt your potent spell ; 
I listened, and grew strong again-a little while farewell. 

For other friends have claimed the place from which you pass 
to-night ; 

Erudite Stubbs, and Erskine May, with Hallam, Green, and 
Bright, 

And Freeman, freeing siave enchained by Coote's misguided 
zeal, 

And Bluntschli with his plan to make the Perfect Common weaL 

,You sing of rivers as they flow reJolcmg to the deep, 
Or trees that murmur in the wind, or sunny hills that sleep. 
I trace the economic cause of England's foreign tracie, 
Or wallow deep in ancient laws that Greeks and Romans 

made. 

Farewell to-day. As years go by, the time will come at last 
When Stubbs and Hallam, Gneist and Maine are buried in  

the past : 
Then when at night I cease my toil in haunts of want and 

pain, 
I shall return, and bid you sing the old loved songs again .  

J . H. B. M. 

I f:=I= � _ _ _ 1 1, .1  

OUR INDEX TO THE EA GLE. 

�HIS Index* to vols. I-XV has been drawn up 
under the supervision of the Editorial Com
m ittee to commemorate the completion of the 

first thirty years of the Magazine's existence. -r:he 
k l1<'tS occupied nearly two years, and great pams wor 

have been taken to make it  as perfect as possible. 
The first part gives in alphabetical order the szgnatures 
and pseudonyms used by the contributors to the 
Magazine, with lists of the articles corresponding to 
each. T hen the Ch?'onz'cte, which records the doings 
of a generation of J ohnians, is m inutely indexed, 
every name that occurs finding its place either i n  
t h e  general list or in those referring t o  the several 
clubs and societies connected with the College. Mis
prints in the text have been corrected, and missing 
initials have been supplied, so far as the information 
at the disposal of the Editors permitted. Lastly, for 
convenience of reference, a complete alphabetical list 
of the titles of the literary contributions is appended. 

Am ong the signatures of contributors one may find 
the nam es or initials of many present members of OUr Foundation from the Master downwards. Many of the other signatures are of no less interest. Some recall men such as Professor Kennedy Canon T S ' 

W . Evans, Professor E . H. Palmer, F. A. Paley, b . A. FOrbes, J. H. Cl ark, S. S. Lewis, who have cen removed from us by death : others link us with represent f a lves of Our College still active in the outer World s h 
Dr E uc as Mr Bowling ( our fam iliar " Arculus "), _�. Abbott, Archdeacon J. M. Wilson, Dr 

• hI ay be orde d '" . 
half.a-cl own, re of Mr Merry, at tile Buttery, St John's College. Price 
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Augustus Jessopp, Mr J. W. Ebsworth, Mr C.  StanwelI, 
Canon H. Kynaston, Professor C .  Pritchard, 
W. H H. Hudson, and Mr Page of the 
Perhaps some day we may try to compile ( if only 
editorial reference) a key to the pseudonymous signatures. 

The Index to the names in the ChronzCle occup' 
all but 60 pages. It is interesting to note the relati 
space taken by the different College Clubs. 
Margaret requires 1 7  columns, the Athletic Club 7 ,  
Football 6 � ,  Cricket 5 � ,  Lawn Tennis 2;t (or including 
the Eagles and the extinct Fireflies' Clubs 5),  
Lacrosse 1 .  All Football names come in one list, but 
the addition of an a or an r marks whether the player 
followed Association or Rugby rules. The earlier 
names in the list belong to a period previous to the 
sharp division between the two games. Of other 
College institutions the Debating Society takes 3! 
columns, the Musical Society 2;t,  the extinct Shakes
peare Society I �, the Theological Society l a column. 

It is amusing to note which surnames occur with 
most frequency in our annals. Smzth comes easily 
first. Of this family 25 individuals find a mention : 
then Brown and Jones form a bracket of two with 
1 5  each. Wzlson claims 1 2 ,  vVzihams I I ,  Taylor and 
Evans are bracketed with 1 0, A dams, Bennett, and 
.Ihll with 9. Marshal! and TValker occur 8 times, 
Browne and ,Hall 7. Why it should be commonly 
supposed that Robz'nson takes rank with Smdh, Brown, 
Jones remains a mystery. Only 5 Robznsons figure 
in our list of thirty years. 

The Editors hope that the Index will be welcomf!d 
not only by the subscribers to the Magazine, but by 
all who take interest in the history of the College 
and its members. They would adopt the words used 
by their predecessors in the first number, and trust 
that the Eagle may continue to be ' a  rallying poi 
and a watchword among us ; something to fasten 
College spirit upon when here ; something by which 
we can carry it dow n with us when we go away.' 

r " ::1-:* f I '  

QD {) U u a rl1· 

THE REV GEORGE ASH BUTTERTON D.D. 

The Rev George Ash Butterto�, whose death on the 3rd 
f Au ust last removed the SenIOr D,D.  from the roll of 

�t Jol�n's College and the University, was born January 2 Z ,  
1 805 at Market Dray ton in Shropshire, where his father was 

a well-known solicitor. The Grammar School at Dray ton was 
at one time held in some repute, and there Robert Lord Clive 
received the. early part of his somewhat desultory education. 
Butterton was taught till the age of thirteen in his native 
town, but for the latter half of that time by a private tutor, 
from whom he received a good grounding in Latin, Greek, 
and Arithmetic. At thirteen he was sent to Shrewsbury, and 
was placed by Dr Butler, on his entrance in  January 1 8  I 8, 
in the Lower Remove of the Upper Fourth. By April of 
the following year, he reached the Middle Remove of the 
Fifth, having skipped one or more forms. Continuing to 
rise, he was examined in August 1 8 1 9  for a vacant place in 
the Eighteen-the set immediately under Dr Butler, consisting of the eight Prrepostors, or Sixth Form, and the Upper Remove of ten from the Fifth. By January 1 820 he was eighth • ..... nnQtor F tl ' , ' .  ram llS pomt onwards his school career as his c�reer at the University afterwards, became cl;sely IDDnected With that of the late Dr Kennedy. Benjamin Hall tennedy had entered Shrewsbury a year after Butterton but been placed at the outset a form hi o-her '  so that �hen Sutterton . " " 
..... . was eighth Prrepostor, he was fourth or fifth. This .."ntmued to be the ' I t' , . lr re a Ive posltlOn till August 1 8 z 2  when Were at th I d ' 'b e lea of the school : Kennedy captain Alutterton second I h ' 

i l l  d 
. n t e Summer of 1 823 ,  however, Kennedy 

. ' an was absent for the last six weeks of the half , so that at the I t d' , , 
half as IstnbutlOn of " merit money " the -crowns were d d ' 

�Dounced b D B 
awar e to Butterton, who was 

the whole
Y 

s h
r 

I 
uti er to be head boy amid the plaudits c 00 . Ke d ' h about th - nne y, It s ould have been added ree months the older of the two. 

' 



CORRESPONDENCE:. 

To Ihe Edt'Iors of the • Eagle.' 

Moss BANK, 
AUGHTON, 

ORMSKIRK, 
November 23 , 1 89 

GENTLEMEN, 
Upon the advice of Canon Raven, with whom 

have been in correspondence about oUr Tenor Bell, I 
you drawings of the inscription and ornaments it bears. 
is believed that the Bell was given to the Priory of Burs 
by Lady Margaret, Countess of Richmond, and at the dis 
tion of that Monastery given to Ormskirk. 

I shall be pleased to hear if you can make anything 
of the inscription, and to give you any further particulars, 

Yours truly, 
W. L. 

[The inscription is given below, but the Editors h 
failed to decipher all its meaning. They are prepared 
present a copy of the Index to the member of the C 
who furnishes them with the best explanation of it.] 
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OUR CHRONICLE. 

M£chaelmas Term 1 89 1 .  

The Rt Hon Sir J. E .  Gorst, Honorary Fellow of the 
C lie e has been appointed Financial Secretary to the 
T °eas�r;' in succession to Mr J ackson, now Chief Secretary 
fo� I rela�d. Sir John Gorst was invited to be a candi.date 
for the University seat vac�nt by the dea�h of Mr . Ralk�s, 
but felt it expedient to dechne. A memorial requestmg h im 
to stand at the General Election for the  seat now held by 
Sir Gabriel Stokes, who does not seek re-election, has received 
much support, and it is hoped that this time it will be 
successful. Since 1 8 3 2  St John's has sent up only one 
University member, namely, Mr C. E.  Law (M.A. 1 8 ( 2), who 
was returned in 1 835, 1 837,  1 84 1 ,  and 1 847. 

The late Sir Patrick Colquhoun, Honorary Fellow of the 
College, bequeathed to St J ohn's " his Lady Margaret two
handled cup, trusting it will be used in each year on the 
6th May and the 27th December at least." 

. Dr Taylor, our Master, was chosen to act as Chairman of the N�nth International Congress of Orientalists held in London thIs sum�er. . He delivered a very interesting presidential m whIch he referred to the labours of Sir Patrick n in promoting the organization of the Congress. ber I I a number of the members visited Cambridge, wer ' th S
e received by the Master, as Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 

hi':n en�te House. The visitors were afterwards entertained at uncheon in the College Hall. 
At the Ann I El . . 

el t ua ectlOn on November 2 the followmg 
B.�c ;d to the vacant Fellowships :-William McFadden 

CI��s 
en�o� ,Wrangler, Mathematical Tripos Part I 1 888, 

Royal 
<&lV�SIO� I )  Part 11 1 889, Examiner in Mathematics 

Class (d
,lll,vers,lty �f Ireland ; Percival Horton-Smith B.A., 

, late 
l-I IShh�hon III Physiology) Natural Sciences Tripos 

Class (��c, �nson Student ; and Edward Ernest Sikes B .A., 
Ca, d) p;:lslOn Ij Classical Tripos Part I 1 889, First the British � n 1 890, late Newton Student in Archreology chool at Athens. Among the dissertations 
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jOHN COUCH ADAMS. 

�y the death, on January 21, 1892, of Professor 
�ls1 Adams, Honorary Fellow, the name of the 

� � greatest man of science of whom the College 
can boast has been removed from our roll. His fame 
as an Astronomer, who had extended by a thousand 
millions of miles the known limits of the solar system, 
reflected glory on the College within whose walls the 
great achievement was planned and carried out. His 
earnest devotion to duty, his simplicity, his perfect 
selflessness, were to all who knew his life in Cambridge 
a perpetual lesson, more eloquent than speech. From 
the time of his first great discovery, scientific honours 
were showered upon him, but they left him as they 
found him-'-modest, gentle, and sincere. Contro
versies raged for a time around his name, national 
and scientific rivalries were stirred up concerning his 
work and its reception, but he took no part in them, 
and would generously have yielded to others' claims 
more than his greatest contemporaries would allow 
to be just. With a single mind for pure knowledge 
�e pursued his studies, here bringing a whole chaos 
Into cosmic order, there vindicating the supremacy of 
a natural law beyond the imagined limits of its, 
�peration: now tracing and abolishing errors that ad crept into the calculations of the acknov'l1edged masters f h' f d ' , , d st 0 IS cra t, an now g1V111g time an 
111:e,ngth :0 resolving the self-made difficulties of a 

of 
le

, 
begmner: and all the time with so little thought 

rno�:l11ning recognition or applause that much of his 
perfect work remained for long, or still remains, 
VOL. XVII. R 
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unpublished. To such a man the nation 
sake may raise a monument in the national V 
but his true memorial is elsewhere-in the starry 
and in the hearts which he inspired with 

. affection. 
We give elsewhere an account of the steps 

have been taken to record his fame on the walls 
Wef'tminster Abbey ; here, with his portrait 
by the kindness of Messrs Macmillan, we are en 
to print an account of his career, written by hi 
for a biographical work but not hitherto published 
length, which Mrs Adams has very generously 
us. No other pen could have written in so subdued 
strain of what he was and what he did ; of this 
reader will constantly have to remind himself. 
the unique interest of the piece has led us 
i t  to an ampler account by any other hand. 

JOHN COUCH ADAMS M.A. F.R.S. &c. was 
on June 8, 1819, at Lidcot, a farm occupied 
his father in the parish of Laneast, near Laun 
Cornwall. At a very early age he shewed 
great aptitude for calculation, and while he 
still attending the village school he taught 
the rudiments of Algebra by the help of F 
Young Algebrazst's Compant'on, a copy of which he 
with in his schoolmaster's scanty library. Wh-en 
twelve years of age he was sent to a school at 
p ort, kept by the Rev John Couch Grylls,. a first 
of his mother. 

He remained under Mr Grylls' tuition for a 
many years, first at Devonport and afterwards at Sal 
and Landulph, and received the usual school training 
Classics and Mathematics . He developed a great 
for Astronomy, and read with avidity all the books 
that subj ect to which he could obtain access. In 
ticular he read nearly all the astronomical articles 

John Couch A dams. 

eS Cyclopaedz'a, which he met with in the library 
J.'fe

the Devonport Mechanics' Institute. In the same 

�brary he came across a copy of Vince's Fluxzons, which 11 . d '  h h' h h . 
5 his first mtro uctlOn to t e Ig er mat ematlCS. wa 
In October 183 9  he entered at St John's College, 

Cambridge. During his un dergraduate course he was 

invariably the first man of his year in the College 
Examinations, and in the Mathematical Tripos of 1843 
he obtained the position of Senior Wrangler. He was 
soon after elected to a Fellowshi p, and became one Qf 
the mathematical tutors of his college. 

Mr Adams's attention was first called to the existence 
of unexplained disturbances in the motion of the planet 
Uranus by reading Mr Airy's valuable Report on the 
recent progress of Astronomy which appeared in the first 
volume of the Reports of the Brt'tzsh Assocz·atz'on. Ac
cording to a memorandum dated early in July 1841, he 
had then formed a design of investigating, as soon 
as possible after taking his degree, " the irregularities 
in the motion of Uranus which are yet unaccounted for, 
in order to find whether they may be attributed to the 
action of an undiscovered planet beyond it, and, if 
possible, thence to determine the elements of its orbit, 
which would probably lead to its discovery." 

Accordingly in 1843 he attempted a first rough solu
tion of the problem on the assumption that the orbit 
Was a circle with a radius equal to twice the mean dis
tance of Uranus from the Sun. The result showed that :. good 

.general agreement between theory and observa-
IOn might be obtained. In order to make the data �mployed more complete Mr Adams applied, through 
rofessor Challis, to the Astronomer Royal, Mr Airy, �ho in F!=bruary 1844 kindly sent him the results of all 

. le Greenwich observations of Uranus. He was thus Indu d t k Ce to undertake a new solution of the problem, now 
oa lng into account the most important terms depending s� the first power of the eccentricity of the orbit of the 

PPOsed disturbing planet, but retaining the same 
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. assumption as before with respect to the mean 
In September 1845 Mr Adams communicated to 
fessor Challis the values which he had obtained for 
mass, heliocentric longitude, and elements of the 
of the assumed planet. The same results, 
corrected, he communicated before the middle 
following month to the Astronomer Royal. 
communications were made in the hope that a s 
for the planet would have been made either at 
bridge or Greenwich, but unfortunately this was 
done in consequence of the pressure of other work. 
November 5, 1845, the Astronomer Royal wrote 
Mr Adams enquiring whether his theory would 
for the observed error of the Radius Vector of 
but although the question might easily have 
answered satisfactorily, Mr Adams unfurtunately 
lected to reply to it. 

On November 10, 1845, M. Le Verrier presented to 
French Academy of Sciences a very elaborate in 
tion of the perturbations of U ranus produced by 
and Saturn, in  which he pointed out several 
inequalities which had previously been 
After taking these into account and correcting 
elements of the orbit, he still found that the theory 
quite incapable of explaining the observed . 
in the motion of U ranus. 

On June I, J 846, M. Le Verrier presented a 
memoir on the theory of U ranus to the French 
in which he concludes that the discordances between 
observations of Uranus and the theory are due to 
action of a disturbing planet exterior to U ranus. 
then proceeds to investigate the elements of the orbit 
such a planet, assuming that its mean distance is  
that of Uranus, and that its orbit is in the plane of 
ecliptic. He concludes that the most probable value 
the true longitude of the disturbing planet for the 
ginning of 1847 is about 32,5°, but he does not give 
elements of the orbit or the mass of the planet. 
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the place thus assigned by M. Le Verrier to the dis

turbing planet was the same, within one degree, as that 
iven by Mr Adams's calculations, which had been com

!unicated to the Astronomer Royal seven months before. 

This coincidence left no doubt in Mr Airy's mind of the 
real ity and general exactness of the prediction of the 
planet's place, and he urged Professor Challis to under
take the search for it with the Northumberland telescope 
of the Cambridge Observatory. Professor Challis did 
not hesitate to undertake the search, although he ex
pected that it would prove a long and laborious one. 
His plan was to examine a zodiacal zone having its ' 
centre in the ecliptic at 325° of longitude, and extending 
15° of longitude in each direction from the central point, 
and from 5° north to 5° south latitude. He proposed to 
make two sweeps over each portion of the zone, and 
then, when the observations were compared, a planet 
would be at once detected by its motion in the 
interval. 

The observations were commenced on July 29. three 
weeks before the planet was in opposition, and were 
continued for two months. For the first few nights the 
telescope was directed to the part of the zone in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the place indicated by 
theory. Unfortunately these observations were not 
immediately compared with each other, or Professor 
Challis would have discovered, what he found after
Wards to be th e case, that he had actually observed the 
p�anet on August 4 and August 12, the 3rd and 4th 
nIghts of observation. The star-map of the Berlin 
Academy for Hour xxi of Right Ascension had lately 
been published, but the English astronomers were not 
aWare of its existence. By the help of this map the 
search would have been extremely easy and rapid, as 
the observations could have been compared with the map as fast as they were made. 

I
On the 2nd of September 1846 Mr Adams addressed a etter to the Astronomer Royal, in which he commu-
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nicated the results of a new solution of the prob 
supposing the mean distance of the planet as origin 
assumed to be diminished by about ioth part. 
result of this change was to. produce a better 
between the theory and the later observations, and 
give a smaller and therefore a m ore probable value 
the eccentricity. Mr Adams inferred that by still 
ther diminishing the distance, the agreement betw"'� 
the theory and the observations would probably 
rendered complete, and the eccentricity reduced at 
same time to a small quantity. He also shewed 
the theory accounted for the apparent error of 
tabu1ar Radius Vector of Uranus which had 
noticed by the Astronomer Royal. 

Meanwhile, on the 3rd of August 1846, M. Le V 
rier communicated to the French Academy his 
paper on the place of the disturbing planet, w 
however, did not reach this country till the third 
fourth week in September. In this paper, which is 
very elaborate one, the author obtains elements of 
orbit of the disturbing p1anet very similar to those 
in Mr Adams's second solution, and he also attempts 
assign limits of distance and longitude within which 
planet must be found. M. Le Verrier communica ... , 

his principal conclusions to Dr Galle of the 
Observatory on September 22, and guided by 
and comparing his observations with the Berlin 
map, that astronomer found the planet on the .sa 
evening. 

At the next meeting of the Royal Astrono 
Society, November 13, 1846, the Astronomer 
Mr Airy, gave an " Account of some circumst 
historically connected with the discovery of the 
exterior to U ran us," and Professor Challis also gave 
" Account of his observations undertaken in search 
the Planet." These papers contained a full account 
the communications which these two astronomers 
received from Mr Adams in reference to the sup 
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lanet. At the same meeting Mr Adams communicated 
P the Society his paper entitled, " An explanation of t�e observed Irregularities in the Motion of Uranus, on 

!he Hypothesis of Disturbances caused by a more distant 
planet; with a Determination of the Mass, Orbit, and 
position of the disturbing Body." 

As it was thought desir'!lble that this paper should be 
published without delay, Mr Stratford, the SUperinten
dent of the Nautz"cal Almanac, kindly agreed to print it 
at once as an appendix to the Nautzcal Almanac for 
1851, in anticipation of the publication of Vol. 16 of the 
J,tfclllozrs of the Royal Astronomtcal Soczety, in which the 
paper appeared a few months later in 1847. 

Although the publication of two different investiga
tions, which had been carried on nearly simultaneously, 
seemed likely at first to give rise to controversy respect
ing priority, yet this danger passed away, as it was 
evident that the facts of the case could not be disputed. 
It was clear that the two researches had been carried on 
quite independently, therefore the honour paid to one of 
the investigators could not detract from that due to the 
other. 

Soon after the discovery of Neptune, several members 
of St John's College, of which Mr Adams was then 
a Fellow, raised a fund which was offered to the 
University and accepted by Grace of the Senate for the 
purpose of founding a prize to be called " The Adams 
Prize," to be awarded every two years to the author 
of the best Essay on some subject of Pure Mathematics, 
A.stronomy, or other branch of Natural Philosophy. 

In February 185 1 Mr Adams was elected President 
of the Royal Astronomical Society, an office which he �ld for-the usual period of two years. In May 1852 

S r .Adams communicated to the Royal Astronomical 

t OClety new Tables of the Moon's  Parallax to be substi-Uted for those of Burckhardt. He showed that the �alues of several of the periodic terms of the Parallax, as oUnd from the tables last mentioned, are seriously in 
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error. The new tables are printed in the Appendix.' 
the Nau!tcal A lmanac for 1856. 

In the PMlosopMcal Transadz'ons for 185 3 there is 
important paper by Mr Adams " On the Secular V 
tion of the Moon's Mean Motion." In this paper 
author shows that the value of the moon's s 
acceleration due to the secular diminution in the 
tricity of the Earth's orbit is considerably less than 
found by Plana, which had been generally accepted 
astronomers. 

As Mr Adams had not taken Holy Orders his F 
ship at St John'S expired in 1852, but he continued 
reside in the College until the following year, when 
was elected into a Fellowship at Pembroke College. 

In the autumn of 1858 he obtained the 
of Mathematics in the University of St Andrews, and 
resided there and taught the classes until the end of 
Session in May 1859, although in the meantime he 
been appointed to the Lowndean Professorship of 
tronomy and Geometry at Cambridge, in the room 
the late Professor Peacock. 

For some years after the appearance of Mr .n.ua.,u" 
paper on the Lunar Acceleration in 1853 no 
investigator appears to have turned his atten 
to the subject; but in 1859 M. Delaunay, who 
invent�d a new and beautiful method of treating 
Lunar Theory, found by means of it a result entirp]1i 
confirming that given nearly six years before 
Mr Adams. 

In the J.l£onthly Notz'ces of the Royal 
Society for July 1859 M. de Pontecoulant 
Professor Adams's theory of the secular acce 
but in his " Reply to various objections," 
appeared in the Monthly No!tces for April 
Professor Adams had no difficulty in pointing 
the fallacy both of M. de Pontecoulant's obj 
and of those which M.  Plana had brought 
in a separate publication. He also shewed 
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results obtained by these two astronomers contra
t�et each other, and traced to their source the errors diG 

which both of these results are vitiated. 
by This paper of Professor Adams appears to have 

nninated the controversy on the subject of the t�eoretical value of the Lunar Acceleration. A little 
�a.ter Sir John Lubbock, Professor Donkin, and Professor 
Cayley arrived by different methods at the same 
result as had been obtained by Professor Adams and 
M. Delaunay. 

In February 1866 the Royal Astronomical Society 
awarded their Gold Medal to Professor Adams for his 
investigations respecting the Lunar Parallax and the 
Secular Acceleration of the Moon's Mean Motion, 
and the President, Mr Warren De La Rue, on presenting 
the Medal delivered a very elaborate address, in which 
he explained the grounds of the award. 

In 1861 Professor Challis resigned the office of 
Director of the Cambridge Observatory, and Professor 
Adams was appointed to succeed him. 

In the Monthly Noltces of the Royal Astronomical 
Society for April 1867, Professor Adams published 
a paper " On the Orbit of the November Meteors," 
in which he finds the secular

' 
motion of the node 

?f this orbit by means of the method given by Gauss In his Determinatz'o A ttradzonzs, &c. He showed 
that if the periodic time in the orbit be supposed to be 33t years, the calculated motion of the node a
,
lmost exactly agrees with that given by the observahons of a long series of these meteoric showers. 

. At the Plymouth Meeting of the British Association, :�1 ,A.ugust 1877, Professor Adams read a paper in 
!. 11Ch he- gave the value of 3 t of Bernoulli's Numbers n add' , 

t1' 
ltion to the 31 previously known. The calcula-Ons a fi St re ounded on a very elegant theorem, due to aUdt 1 ' , 

' r' any , w Hch gIves at once the fractIOnal part or 
faC']' One of Bernoulli's Numbers, and thus greatly 1 Hate 1 ' , s t le findll1g of these numbers by reducing VOL. XVII. S 
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all the requisite calculations to operations with in 
In November 1877 Professor Adams comm 

cated to the Royal Society a paper " On the 
of the Product of any two Legendre's Coefficients 
m eans of a Series of Legendre's Coefficients," 
expression which he had found several years 
and shortly afterwards he communicated to the 
Society a Note giving the values of the N 
Logarithms of 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10, and of the M 
of common Logarithms, each carried to above 260 
of decimals. Both these communications are pub 
�n Vo!. 27 of the Proceedzngs of the Royal Society. 

Professor Adams has contributed to the M 
po#ces of the Royal Astronomical Society 
papers on special points of the Lunar Theory, 
which the principal are the following: 

On the motion of the Moon's node in the case when 
orbits of the Sun and Moon are supposed to have 
eccentricities, and when their mutual inclination is 
to be small. Novemfter 1877. 

Note on a remarkable Property of the Analytical expres 
for the constant term in the Reciprocal of the Moon's 
Vector. June 1878. 
, Note on Sir G. B. Airy's investigation of the theo 
value of the acceleration of the Moon's Mean 
May 1880. 

Note on the Constant of Lunar Parallax. June 1880. 
Note on the Inequality in the Moon's Latitude which 

due to the secular change of the plane of the 
June 1881. 

Also in the Monthly 
he gave a " Note on the Ellipticity of Mars, 
�ffect on the Motion of the Satellites." 

Professor Ad ams was appointed one of the 
for Great Britain at the International Prime 
Conference which was held at Washington in 
1884. 

At the Philadelphia Meeting of the Am 
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j\ssociation for the Advancement of Science in 

septem ber of that year he read a paper " On the' 
eneral values of the obliquity of the Ecliptic, and' 

gf the Precession and Inclination of the Equator 
�o the Invariable ' Plane, taking into account terms 
of the Second Order." An abstract of this paper 
appeared in the Proceedzngs of the Association, and 
was reprinted in a corrected form in The Observatory 
for April 1886. 

Professor Adams was a Member of numerous 
distinguished Scientific Societies, both British and 
Foreign. 

The 'numerous distinguished scientific societies,' 
thus modestly alluded to, included, in addition to the 
Royal Society, the Royal Astronomical Society, and 
the Cambridge Philosophical 80ciety, the following--" 
The Academy of Sciences of the Institute of France, 
the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St Petersburg� 
the Royal Academy det' Lzncez' of Rome, the Royal 
Academy of Sciences of Sweden, the Royal Societies 
of Sciences of U psala and of GOttingen, the National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America,. 
the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, 
and the Royal Irish Academy. Moreover Professor 
Adams was, honorz's causa, a Doctor in Science of 
Cambridge and of Bologna, and a Doctor in Law of Oxford, of Edinburgh, and of Dublin. 

It will be of interest to J ohnians to record here some reminiscences of his College life given by a few of his, Contemporaries in communications to Mrs Adams and to h' 
F IS brother, Professor W. G. Adams, formerly ellow of St John's. 

'" 
Mr A. S. Campbell (Fourth Wrangler 1843, and after

o ards Fellow of the College) tells how Adams and he met 
c-� their first day in Cambridge, and went in for the o,) lZarl;h ' Ip Examination together. Campbell had come 
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up as the first mathematician of his school, and' 
comparing notes with Adams in the evening, he 
'taken aback' to find what an astonishing 
m atician his fellow-candidate was. • What is my 
in the Senate House likely to be, if the first man I 
casually in the College i s  of this type ? '  was his 
reflexion. The two friends, for close friends 
became, had adjoining rooms in the ' Labyrin 
behind the old Chapel, a part of the College 
was demolished when the new Chapel was 
Those who would mark the spots where great 
lived and worked will find small opportunity to do 
in the case of Adams: the part of the old house 
Lidcot in which he was born, and in which 
Long Vacations he toiled at his Neptune calcul 
has been pulled down ; the ' Labyrinth' in 
he spent his undergraduate years has disappea 
and the rooms he occupied in Pembroke from 1 
until he moved to the Observatory in 186£ are 
gone and replaced by new buildings. But the 
in Letter A New Court, in which he lived as a 
of St John'S, still remain and are now tenanted 
Mr Marr. The suggestion has been made that a 
should be erected there to commemorate the 
and we trust that this suggestion may ere 101lg 
carried out. The rooms on the ground-floor of 
, Labyrinth' were very dark, and often on a win 
day Adams had to work by candle-light ; it was 
surprising that he came to look on the still 
of the night as the best time for work, and so was 
always punctual at the 8 o'clock lectures of those d 

In the Tripos Examination, Campbell noticed 
in the problem papers, when every one was 
hard, Adams spent the first hour in looking over 
questions, scarcely putting pen to paper the 
A.fter that he wrote out rapidly the problems he 
solved already' in his head,' and ended by practil,;,,,w. 
f flooring the papers: 
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Towards the end of the examination, while Adams 
d Campbell were noting what they had done on the an last problem paper, Goodeve, afterwards Professor of 

.Applied Mechanics at the Royal School of Mines, 
looked over their shoulders. He was so staggered at 
.Adams's record that he straightway left Cambridge, and 
did not put in an appearance for the last days' papers. 
In spite of this he came out as Ninth Wrangler, but 
he did not get his Fellowship. The result of the 
examination, as shown by marks, was that Adams 
had over 4000, while Bashforth, the Second Wrangler, 
had less than 2000. Thus, as it was put, ' there was 
more between the Senior and the Second Wrangler, 
than between the Second and the Wooden Spoon.' 

The Rev Richard Wall (Twenty-fourth Wrangler 
1844) writes from Dray ton Basset Rectory, Tamwonh: 

It was a matter of surprise to most of our set that, besides 
being faCile prz'nceps in the mathematical papers in the College 
Examinations, he used always to head his year in  the Greek 
Te5tament paper, though he had to compete with good classics. 
Yet he never professed any special knowledge of Latin and 
Greek. I sllspect that h e  bestowed more attention on the 
matter of the Gospel in hand, and so, though he knew less of 
the language, he knew more of the sayings and doings of Our 
Lord. . . . In his statu-pupz'llarz' time he regularly attended 
Cams's Sunday evening conversational lectures. 

The Rev W. T. Kingsley (B .A. 1838), of South 
Rilvington, says: 

He took his degree in ) 843, and so did Spencer who 
Was [Fourteenth Wrangler and Fellow of SidneyJ in  his year; in that year I had become Tutor of Sidney, and I 
should think it must have been i n  the October Term of i t  that I became acquainted  with Adams, meeting him in  �penc�r's rooms. When he wrote his paper on Neptune 

Was In the habit of seeing a great deal  of Professor Challis �nd from him heard of the paper. My own telescope was quite 
19 enough to have made the discovery, but I looked upon it as POaching to examine the part of the heavens indicated : it  was 
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clear that Challis would find it when he had time, and 
seemed to be all but impossible that anyone else should 
made the calculation ; so that there was no thought of h 
amongst those who had full faith in Adams. One 
however, after ChaJlis had begun the search, I was 
at Trinity and sat next Challis, and naturally our talk 
on the search and its progress, and I suggested to him 
propriety of using a high magnifying power on each group 
stars whose places he had determined, before going on to 
new group: he said he agreed with me, and then 
"I have made a note against one star, that it seemed to 
a disc ; "  so I said, "Would it not not be worth while to look 
it again and with a higher power?" H e  replied, "Yes, if 
will come with me when dinner is over we will look at it." 
I went up to the Observatory with him: it was clear and 
but, when we arrived, Mrs ChalIis insisted on our having 
tea before we went into the Dome. We unfortunately 
of that fruit, and when we went out clouds had come up, 
for many days there was no clear sky ; before the star 
re-examined the discovery was made in Berlin : you know 
the star was Neptune-but for that cup of tea, Adams 
have had the full credit some fortnight before the di 
There was such a feeling of security on my own part, and I 
sure also on that of Challis, that I did not resist the 
because 'I knew how anxious Mrs Challis often was about 
husband's exposure when observing. This is worth being 
public. 

Another matter, very characteristic, occurred at the J.U�"""''l 
tion of the Prince Consort as Chancellor [1847 J. Brumell 
Senior Proctor and I Junior ; one of Brumell's brothers 
and he went home for the funeral ; consequently his duties 
upon me, and Adams, as Moderator, had the duties of J 
Proctor for the time. The Senior Proctor had rather 
prominent part to play in the Installation at 
Palace, and so Philpott (Vice-Chancellor) and Romilly ( 
Registrar) and I agreed to let Adams suppose it was his 
to take the place of Senior Proctor ; it  was part of that duty 
read the long Latin letter offering the Chancellorship to 
Prince ; Adams dreaded this and came to me to ask if I 
take his place. as his natural defect in articulation made it 
unpleasant for him to have to do this; so it came about 
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d to take my own place ; but I did not tell him the facts, 
I l�a in the meantime he had taken precedence of me as he  
all 

osed was his duty. When he found out what the rule was, 
sUP�ame to apologise to me for having taken that precedence. 
bef COurse) he saw then that our trick was simply one of good O.Jl but the apology was due from me. When Ohallis resigned 

��e
' 

Observatory, you know how unwilling Adams was to take 

barge of it. Challis told me this, and I went up to Cambridge 
en purpose to urge him to the utmost of my p ower to accede to 

�he wishes of the University. His modesty and severity in 

pointing out everything that he thought was a defect i n  himself 
was more than I could have believed possible in any man; 
I could only tell him that he was simply saying that no human 
being was fit for the office. 

He, Challis, and I went to Peakirk, near Peterboro', for 
the Solar Eclipse which was central there, but it clouded 
over and we saw nothing. Mr James, the Vicar, and his father, 
Canon J ames, were greatly taken with the perfect simplicity of 
the man of whom they had heard so much. 

The Fellows of St john's made a sad mistake in requiring 
his Fellowship to lapse ; they had only to ask for funds to found 
a new FellowEhip for him, and to bear his name afterwards, to 
have added largely to their own honour and to the benefit of 
their College. It was strange that this did not occur to them. 

The Rev F. Bashforth, Minting Vicarage, Horncastle 
(Second Wrangler 1843, formerly Fellow, and Professor 
of Applied Mathematics, Woolwich) writes: 

We met at St John's in October 1 8 3 9 .  As there were no  
railways in those days, we spent our Christmas in College. 
Adams invited me, CampbelI, G. S.  Drew, and perhaps one 
more to spend the Christmas Day evening at his  rooms, 
�here we spent a very pleasant evening, and not did break up �l! late. In those days the College was broken up into sides 

etween the head Tutors, Crick and H"mers. Babington �nd I were on Hymers' side, and Adams; Campbell, Drew, tiilencer, on Crick's side, so that we did not meet at lecture 
c the final preparation for the B.A. Examination. We of cl�surse .met at dinner, and I recollect those on Crick's side 
the

CUSslng Dickens' Old Curzos£1y Shop, &c., which I believe y read together. For my own part I lived very quietly. 
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I had one almost constaht companion, Sytnonds, now 
Adams was elected Fellow in r 84.3, but I had to wait until r 
and went out of residence October 1845-r848. It was 
my return r 848 -1857 that we became more intimate, so 
if Adams was gone down they said they must apply to 
I well recollect that at dinner in Hall, October 1849, I re 
intelligence of the death of my most valued friend on 
and that Adams went with me to my rooms, to console 
and help to make arrangements for my immediate 
At that time St John's had so many members who took 
tnathematical degrees, that for many of us there was 
occupation ; I therefore took to reading up various books. 
seemed to me that a good way of testing the theory 
capillary attraction would be to calculate the forms aSSum 
by drops of fluid, and also to compare these with the m 
forms. I expected to obtain the forms by some app 
calculations, but that would not do. Adams then contrived 
method of calculation which gave the exact forms. The w 
proceeding was quite new to me, and I claim some merit 
having suggested the question for his solution. 

When he went to Pembroke he held the office of 
or some small College office. He could not go through 
drudgery of these accounts, so I had to spend several evenllllll 
in helping him to get his accounts ready for the Audit. 

It was about this time that he was troubled by a want 
sleep. H e  went to some water cure, Malvern I believe, wh 
(lid him good. At that time he was much invited out, 
entered with pleasure and intetest into the events of the day. 

I have always blamed myself for having let an opportnnIli 
pass which might, if I had rightly used it, have been of 
great service. Homersham Cox, lather of the present Fellow 
Trinity, was the Mathematical Editor of the Civil 
Journal. He first told m e  that Adams had found the place 
the undiscoverd planet, and that he had thoughts of ob 
and publishing his results. It seems to me that a word 
encouragement from me would have induced him to carry 
his good intentions. But unfortunately I lost the opportunity. 

It only remains to tell how some two years ago 
fessor Adams's health began seriously to decline. P 
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overies took place, during which he occupied himself 
te'�h his loved mathematical work, publishing papers 
;�I Nature and in other journals; but his strength was 
l�bing, and after grievous trials of many kinds, borne 
:ith much . patience, and constantly illumined with 
deeds of kmdly thoughtfulness for others, he sank 
to rest early on the morning of Thursday, January 2 I. 

His funeral in the Chapel of Pembroke College was 
attended by the most eminent in Cambridge, and the 
outer world of Science sent also many distinguished 
representatives. The University, and in particular 
the Colleges which claimed him as their greatest 
member, were in mourning, and followed his remains 
to the quiet cemetery on the Huntingdon Road, where 
he was laid in peace within sight of the Observatory 
he had immortalised, and of the home which he had 
blessed. Too late for any change in the arrangements 
to be made, came a message from royal hands signifying 
that a place in Westminster Abbey was felt to be 
his right. But though many, for the nation's sake 
and for that of Cambridge, might sympathise with this 
feeling, it was doubtless fitter that, as his life had 
been , his burial should be simple and devoid of pomp. 

On the same evening a memorial service was held 
in our College Chapel, attended by members of the 
family and by a large concourse of friends belonging 
to the University and to the Town. To the beautiful 
and touching dirges of the Burial Service were added 
With peculiar fitness the verses of the Eighth Psalm: 
I un'll conszaer thy heavens, even the work of thy fingers; 
the moon and the stars wMch thou hast ordained. What 
ZS man, that thou art tnz'ndful of Mm, and the son of 11'lan, that thou vziitest hzm ? Thou madest hz'm lower 
ian the angels, to crown hZ1n wz'tlz glory and worsh�p. 
h 'hou makest hZ1n to have domz''mrm of the works of thy ands, 
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A JOHNIAN IN KURDISTAN. �OHNIANS will read with interest the 

� 
account of Mr W. H. Browne, LL.M., a m 

. of the Archbishop's Mission to the a 
Nestorian Church in Kurdistan. Mr Browne's 
to Cambridge during last summer, unhappily cut 
by the sudden death of a colleague, will be remem 
with pleasure by members of the College. The 
was referred to in the Eagle (xvii 82) and is written 
Mrs Bishop, better known as Miss Bird, whose 
z"n Persia and Kurdz'stan (Murray) appeared last year. 

" If I were to leave Mr Browne unnoticed I 
ignore the most remarkable character in 
Clothed partly as a Syrian, and living alto 
like one ; at this time speaking Syriac more 
than English ; limited to this narrow alp and to 
narrower exile of the Tyari valley ; self-exiled 
civilised society ; snowed up for many months 
the year ; his communications even with Van 
Urmi irregular and precarious ; a priest without 
altar ; a teacher without pupils ; a hermit 
privacy ; his time at the disposal of every man 
cares to waste it ; harassed by Turkish officialism 
obstruction, and prohibited by the Porte from 
active 'mission work,' it would yet be hard to 
a sunnier, more loving, and more buoyant 
He has lived among these people for nearly four 
as OBe of themselves, making their interests corn 
his own, suffering keenly in their persecutions 
losses, and entering warmly even into their 
trivial concerns till he has become, 
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rnong Syrians.  He sits on the floor in native fashion ; 

�is primitive and unpalatable food, served in copper 

�owlS from the Patriarch's kitchen, is eaten with his 
fingers; he is nearly without possessions, he sleeps 
on the floor " among the spiders" without a mattress, 
he lives in a hovel up a steep ladder in a sort of 
tower out of repair. Syrian customs and etiquette 
have become second nature to him. 

" He has no ' mission work ' to report. He is himself 
the mission and the work. The hostility of the Turkish 
government and the insecurity of the country prevent 
him from opening schools, he cannot even assemble 
a few boys and teach them the letters ; he gets a bit 
of land and the stones for erecting a cottage, but is  
not allowed to build ; his  plans are all frustrated by 
bigotry on one side and timidity on the other, and 
he is even prevented from preaching by the blind 
conservatism of the Patriarchal court. It has not 
been the custom to have preaching at Kochanes. 
"Sermons were dangerous things that promoted heresy," 
the Patriarch said. But Mr Browne is far from being 
idle. People come to him from the villages and 
surrounding country for advice, and often take it. 
They confide all their concerns to him, he acts 
effectively the part of a peacemaker in their quarrels, 
he is trusted even by the semi-savage chiefs and 
priests of the mountain tribes, and his medical skill, 
Which is at the service of all, is largely resorted to 
at all hours of the day. Silenced from preaching and 
P�ohibited from teaching, far better than a sermon is hIS

. 
own cheery life of unconscious self-sacrifice, truth, punty, and devotion. This example the people can :derstand, though they cannot see why an Englishman ould voluntarily take to slich a life as he leads. 

a l� His room is most amusing. It is little better than 
the 

erry hovel. He uses neither chair, table, nor bed ; 
of uneven earth floor is covered with such a litter rubb" Ish as is to be seen at the back of a 'rag and 
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bone' shop, dirty medicine bottles predom 
There is a general dismemberment of everything 
once was serviceable. The occupant of the room 
absolutely unconscious of its demerits, and 
ejaculations of dismay were received with 
laughter. 

" Mr Browne is a fair-complexioned. 
with hair falling over his shoulders, 
girdled cassock which had once been 
up so as to reveal some curious nether 
Syrian socks, and a pair of rope and worsted 
such as mountaineers wear in scaling heights. 
his head, where one would have expected to see 
college " trencher," was a high conical cap of 
felt with a pagrz' of black silk twisted into a 
the true Tyari turban. The fortunate renconi1'e 
Mr Browne adds the finishing touch to the 
of this most fascinating Kurdistan journey." 

TO THE OLD YEAR. 

SILENT with all thy brief joys hast thou flown, 
With all thy tedious sorrows. Their desire 

Or fond ambition few, how few ! have known. 
To many wealth, to few that rose unblown

Happiness, didst thou bring : for some the fire 
Of life thou quenchedst, ere their time to tire 

Of it had come. To all one gift-but one-
The young babe, in whose birth thou wilt 

The New Year. Thou'rt a pedlar with a pack 
Of many-coloured goods : of rosy glee 

A bale or two, a hundred on thy back 
Of sad-hued sorrow ; without toll or fee 

Thou flingest gifts to each, thou hast no lack 
Of aught save of repentant memory. 

H. T. 
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from p. IS) 

�1iIE continue the series of letters 
� Carey to Doctor Gwynn about the 

of the Library. 

Salulem t"n Xro. 
Sr I receaved both your letters the last week and this, 
am glad thereby to vnderstand of your health. 

It seems strange to me, that the money is not 
I suppose that it is payed before this tyme to Mr 
for the party that should pay it, hath sent word hither 
it is payed alreddy. If there happen to fall any disapointmen 
i n  it, yet rather than they shalbe disapointed, or my 
fayle, I have left order with my wife, to deliver an I 

i nstead of it to any trusty messenger, whom you shall 
to her with an acquittance vnder your hand for the re 
of it,-but I thinke this will not be needfull. I p 
yoU proceed i n  giving order to your workmen for 
provisio of materialls; timber and brick. 

I am, this morning, taking iourney towards Exeter, 
whence I hard, yesternight, sorowfull newes of the 
of the Earle of Bath. I would I had been so happy as 
have enioyed your company thither this somer. As 
meeting at Bath I will be reddy when yOU will set the 
of .your coming thither, wch I pray yoU cast according 
your owne best occasions, & yOU may any tyme send 
letter to my h ouse in London, & my wife will send it 
me to Exeter, if  it come to her on the thursday, she 
send it to me on the saturday. But if I come to 
before the sonday appoynted for making of ministers, th 

ether I must returne back to Exeter, about that bu 
or disapoint a great many that expect and wait for it. 
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erore I wish rather, that you would put your horses to ther . 

a jitie more travalle and paynes, & come to Exeter sooner, 
from thence we would go to Bath, or els I will meete 

& u at Bath sooner as you shall appoynt, if you will go, 
Y�b me back to Exeter. Ere it be long you shall heare 

t om me agayne how I find all things there. 
r I know no newes, on Sonday next, there wiII be great 

feasting of the Spanyardes by his Matic at Whitehall & then 

it is thought matters wilbe concluded about the great busynes. 
I leave my kindest coiliendations herein to yoU & to Dor Allot 
NI' Lane, Mr Ridding & the like fro my wife & the boyes 
& so comitting yoU all to God's keeping I rest ever 

July 14, 1623. 

Salulem in Xro. 

yours assured 
V ALE N :  Exo N :  

Sr. I suppose you are returned by this tyme to  Cambridg 
as I am to London, but perhaps thus differing, that yoU left 
some sick & found all well. I left all well & found some 
extremely sick. I meane my wife who had bene in myne 
absence so much weakened as that all about her, doubted her 
continuance, but since my returne she is much cheared & sayth 
she should be more, if she might see you here. She hath 
provided in reddynes for yoU agaynst your coming a chamber 
to 10dg yoU in, in her new house & if by advise or entreaty 
I could prevayle wth yoU, yoU should not delay many moneths 
more then you have done before yoU saw London & yor frendes 
therein and some whom,. by absence, I would not have you seme 
to slight or neglect. 

On Saturday last (the day of my coming hither) yor coozin 11r ElIis Wyli dyed, having been cutt of the stone on the day 
b�fore. He hath made 2 of the pettibag office, who had bene �lS clarks, his exequtors, how he hath disposed of his estate know not as yet, whe I shall know more, you shall heare. 
h On Wednesday last there came newes of the Prince his 
t ealth at Sact Andera in Spayne, there waiting Gods leasure o�r ; fa�re wynd to bring him home. But on the 16th day 
f I 

epteber he escaped a great danger (God be thanked) Or 1 . aVlng bene a shipboard in the tyme of that day accompanyed 
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wth some noblemen of Spayne, & returning in his 
towards land before night, they had so farr slipt the 
& the wynds arising contrary as that they could not 

land by any meanes. The night came vpon them & 
very dark, so that they could not tell which way they 
caryed, the winds & waters grew so high & tempestuous 
that they were caryed as they pleased. When they had 
some tyme of the night in distresse & danger at length 
espyed light in one of the kings ships & towards it 
made wth all there might, & as it pleased God coming 

to that ship & catching hold of a rope, throw en from 

ship to the barg, they were drawen to the ship & saved 

the danger of the seas, whereinto they must otherwise 

bene perforce driven to the perill of all there lives. 

H is Matie is now come neare YOU, and (as I 

Mr Vice can : & the Heads wilbe with him on Sunday 

Court to performe there anniversary attendance there, 

newes will be ripe. I desired Mr Crane (dark of the 

to remember me to yOU if' yoU were there, as also to Mr 

whom I must now barely salute, wanting matter to 

a pece of paper, vnto him, as also I send my kynd corn 

to Dor Allott, Mr Lane, Mr Burnel, if he be returned. 

I receaved a letter from yoU when yoU were at Bath, 

I hard of your coming thither 2 dayes before yoU came 

bene certeyne of your stay there 2 dayes after I receaved 

letter I would have come vnto you. 
I was intreated to write to yoU from Exeter, by Mr 

in the behalfe of his sonne, for a Schollership. I 
avoyd mens importunities yet I know yoU will doe that 

fitting not wth standing my writing, when it is but offi 
& for the satisfaction of importunat mens desyres. But 

I have presumed to write to yoU for anothr & that not of 

but ex aio et serio requesting a favour, if yoU may wth con 

graunt it to me-tis this. 
My brother John Coke hath 2 sonnes whom he  

to  send to  Cambridg out of  hand, they are excellent 

'Schollers both for lattin & greeke-one of them is to 

there some few years & then to travaile abroad to imitate 

father in his course of life, the other he desyres to 

Scholler. He hath not yet resolved wth out speach wtb 

where to dispose them, now would yoU show me the 
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to preferr the younger of them (the intended Scholler) 
as a Schollership at youre next election, I should be much 
�ooUJld to yOU for it, that thereby I might give testimony to, 

y brother (the boyes father) both of my respect of him as 

�so of my power with you. His estate a�d meanes are not 

et sO 15reate and good, but that he would be glad of some 

help of a Schollership fot his sonne, his country (as I take it) 

is Herefordshyre or Glocestershyre, 1 know not wel in whether 

he was borne, for I have never had any word wth the father about 

such a busynes, but would first be sure of it, if it can be done 
before that I would speak to him about it. If yOU cane pleasure 
him & me (still I say wth conveniency) I pray you let me heare 
from yoU, so speedily as yoU cane, that they may be sent to 
Cambriclg before the approaching tyme of your election, but 
if yoU can not doe it wthout stfeyning yourself or denying 
some greater person, then let it never be known that t moved 
any such matter vnto yoU, & he shall stay till some other tyme. 
I shall be glad to vndetstand from you of the preparation for 
your new bltilding, whether the foundation be  begun to be layd 
as yct or not. I understand from Mr Ridding that materialls 
are prepared & that the 4th hundred pounds was receaved, 
I pray yoU cause the proceeding therein to be wth due & mature 
iudgment, the other monyes yoU shalbe sure of at the tyme� 
appoynted, for the carriadg on of the wotks. I could never 
yet receave from yoU your good liking of the Scituation 
& forme of building, weh to the donor seemed most fitt yet 
wth all your approbatio is requiSIte, for he cloth not so sette 
his Owne liking vpon it, but that he would also have the 
concurrence of yours wth all and therefore before yoU goe too fan in the work let me heare whether yoU doe not well approve 
of (hc place and the forme for the building of a library & . 

4- chambers vnder it. 
The ascent to the Library must n�eds be at one of the ends of the buil ding, by a stayrecase cast out, for it is to be considered that if  it were in the midst of the building, the landing & ingress 

would · . cause the loss ethr of a light, or of a stall for books. 

h I shalbe glad to heare from you this next week following' 
. ow you all doe the reports have been great of the sicknes 
In the Colledg, but 1 hope, far above the truth--sli: 1tOS deo from 

London, Drury Lane yor assured frend 
Octob. 3 0. 1 6 2 3 VALRN ; ExoN 
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I hard yesterday that the Bishop of St Asaph is 
I pray yoU let Tho. Clayton deliver this enclosed to Mr 
Jom here] the brewer. 

Mention is made in Gardiner's prz'nce C 
and the Spanzslz Marrtage, Il, 4 I 3, of this escape 
the Prince. Charles arrived at Santander late 
the afternoon and put off to the Earl of R 
ship, the Prince, which had been appointed to 
him home and had been fitted up with a 
decorated cabin for the Infanta. As he was 
�n his :barge, the wind rose, and the rowers 
impossible , to make head against the tide 
was sweeping them out to sea. Fortunately 
Sackville Trevor in the Defiance was aware of 
danger and threw out ropes attached to buoys 
�anterns, which might attract the notice of the 
;a.midst the increasing gloom. One of these 
was seized by the crew, and Charles, saved 
imminent danger, passed the night on board 
Defiance. 

Sa lulem ill Xro. 
Sr I returne to your self, and these other my frends 
you harty thanks for the friendly enterteynment, web 

m otion on  behalf of my brother Coke his sonne 
wtb you & them. I made it of myne owne head, & 
I speake with my brother Coke I will vnderstand, how 
Imrposeth to dispose of his sons, ere I acquaint him 
your kyndness. If  I shall find in him a desyre of 
a favour to be done him, then I will tell him of it, oth 
I will never mention it, yet remayne nevertheless 
to yOU for your kyndnes. 

I had no such meaning in my last letter as to 
yor company here for or about the Bp of St Asaph's, I 
hold it meet that you doe not show yorself here, as 
'till that busynes be determined, least some might 
that yoU came about it-Indeed the event of the last 
ever was yr proceeding therein) fel l  so sinister & 

• 
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that I would not have yoU named agayne in the like 
��!ld, vnles there were likleyhood of better success-yet 

oW I will tell yoU what I hard about this. 
o On ffryday last towards night I went to doe my duty 

to my Lo : Keeper vpon my returne to London. Who of 
himself fell into speach wtb me of the vacant Bpk & tol,d 
me withall that he had named Dor Gwyn & Dor Price for 

it, & would name them to the prince at his coming (this 
was 2 dayes before that the prince came). I was so bold 
as to answere his Lp & to request that if  he  stood affected 
to Dor Price in the first place, that then Dor Gwyn might 
not be named at all, that his name might not be fayled 
agayne as before, for I have formerly perceaved his affection 
to be bent on Dor Price before others-& wished that if 
ye Bp of St Da : were translated (as its like he shall be) 
that then Dor Gwyn might be preferred to that pI act;!, 
whereto he had once so fyne a possibilitie-his Lop asked 
me if a Deanery (as perhaps Lincolne) were not to liking 
and acceptation, I answered that I rather wished some 
place that would remove Dr Gwyn quite away fro Cambridg, 
where I know he could not take much contentment, by 
reason that his acquaintance are gone & dayly wearing 
away. 

Since that conference had, I am told, that Dor ffarmer 
is like to obteyne St Asaph (happily you heare it fro the 
Court) and then Dor Price must be reserved for some other 
place. You may remember what was wont to be wished 
to yor countryman Mr J ones of Queenes Coli : that he were 
once provided for, for till he were bestowed, no man coulp. 
hope for anything. 

My desyre of your coming hither was principally to see 
you here and next that yoU might give some testimony to 
tny La : Keeper of yor respect of him, that it might not 
b
W

e thought that out of discontentment 'you neglect him. ch I . h WIS you to doe sometymes towards the end of 
�he terme, and the rather that yoU may thank him ;� the name of the CoIledg for his bounty in yor new / rary whereof he is pleased now to be knowen to be the 

O
O
fun.der. When I first prevayled with him for the building 

I d
·lt, �e charged me to conceale his name in it, which ld hU I perceaved it well inough know en by others-
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now vpo my last speach with him his lop is pleased 
, it be knowen & told to any that enquyre to know that 
is the author and founder of it & will be (1  thinke) ere I 
left him in his good purpose, of more good to the C 
about this I would that yoU came at some tyme to give 
thanks or if yoU wiII not come that then yoU send 
thanks in' the name of the CoIledg for his muni 
weh now yoU have come to know by me, who 
concealed the donor, but set on foot the work. 
you when yoU write next to me give me some good hopes 
seeing yoU here & I shalbe like inough to requite your 
with visiting yoU at Xrmas, if God spare me life. 1 
me hartily vnto yoU & to all my frends wth yoU Dor 
Mr Lane, Mr Burnel, Mr Spel, Mr Price & Mr Ridding 
1 must ioyne wth myne owen, the comendations to yoU of 
who seldome misses day without remembring you. 

London, Drury Lanl'l 
October 1 Q 

1 62 3 . 

St'c nos deo fro 
yor assured frind 
V ALEN : EXON : 

Baker, with whom Gwynn is no favourite, 
some caustic remarks on the state of affairs diSCLU::I1 
by this letter (Mayor-Baker p. � I Q). 

Salufem t'n Xro. 
Sr vpon the receipt of your last 1 acquainted yor Oeneli:1"'� 
wth the expense of all his mony about provision of 
& presently of his owne' accord he caused an 1 001i more to 
delivered me for the discharg of p'resent payments, & sayed 
zool more should be payed, wthin 2 or 3 weekes, yoU 
take your owne best & fittest tyme for the signifying 
CoIledg thankfulness for his munificence, but still 1 touch 
same string about your owne coming hither, in your 
person, to thank him in the name of the CoIledg, as alsO 
conferr with him, about some further intended gift to 
CoIledg. 

, Of this J 001 in myne hands I have appoynted Mr Perse 
pay yoU the one half & Mr Spicer the other half, they 
both to pay me many here, & for the saving the trouble 

' hal;ard of sending mony by the caryer, When it is 
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" I pray yoU let an acquittance be sent me of 'the receipt, yo , 
ving out the words of unknQwen, benefactor. & only that lea 
111uch is receaved from me for or towards the building of sa 

the l ibrary. 
The further intended gift is for the founding of some 

cho l lerships & fellowships. I pray yOU resolve me ; when 
SO" have considered thereof, of these poynts- J .  whithr -three 
�core pounds per annu of the rack, wilbe accepted for 2 fellow
ships, at 201 the peece per annu, & for 4 Schollerships at 51 the 
peece I doubt it is not inough, & yet it must not be refused, 
least further bounty be stopped-z1y whithr vpon a dispensation 
vndcr the great Seal, that the countryes whereof these schollers 
& fel lolVes are to be, shalbe no way preiudiced, of the benefit 
of the foundres ' schoIlers & feIlowes, but that notwithstanding 
these of .the buy foundations, any other persons borne in the 
sam e countryes, may be capable of ' the schollerships or 
fel lowships of the foundres gift, the intended gift wilbe 
acceptcd-3ly whether it will be accepted without any part 
thereof reserved to the dead Colledg, because your statut 
requyres such a thing-these have been moved vnto me, but 
I could give no satisfaction thereto, till I vnderstood your 
mynd & liking thereof. 

If yOU wilbe persuaded by me to come hither, 1 would desyre your coming to be at or soon after the end of this 
terme for then busynes passed over, there will be leasure for 
conference about these things, & it will (1 trust) avayle to some further good for you. 

Here is a poor wom(ln, would be as glad to see yoU (she says) as any frend she hath-& if it be, but to satisfy her 
desyres, you must needs take a fowle iomey, but 1 know you to. be so well horsed that yoU will make no difficulty of the fowleness of the way or the weather. 1 pray yoU give Dor Allot thanks for his kynd token sent to her & or coiDendations' remembered both to yourself, to him & to all the rest of our frencles there with yoU 1 coiDitt yoU to Gods keeping &. rest eVer 

Drnry Lane-Octob 1 8  
J 62 3  

I pray you send this enclosed 

yor assured frend 
V ALEN : EXON : 

to Mr Spicer 
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Salutem in Xro. 

Sr. I wrote vnto you in the beginning of this week, 
Mr Kidson somtyme of Peterhouse wherein I certified yOll 
I had receaved anothr ' 001 of my Lo : Keeper towards 
building of the library & how for more conveniency I would 
Mr Spicer pay yoU 501  & Mr Perse 5 01 for me, they both 
to pay me money here, to that end I inclosed wtbin myne 
yoU a letter to Mr Spicer, I hope yoU receaved and 
the same. I doe the like now to Mr Perse. web I 
one of your servants to deliver vnto him-& when 
have payed the sayd monyes vnto yoU I desyre to re 
acquittance for my discharge. If so be that they 
either of them should fayle in the paying of the same 
yoU, I will send yoU it from hence, so soone as I cane 
. any trusty messinger. yor tyme of elect1ng Schollers 
drawes neare, I never saw my brother Coke, as yet, to 
any speach wtb him about his sonnes, since the tyme of 
writing vnto you. I wrote to yoU, as I was requested on 
behalf of Mr Coghan his sonne, & I am importuned now 
some, from Sr Tho : Merry to recomend another S 
(called Nelson) vnto you. I know him not but only 
-his father , was borne in. Barwick his county induceth 
frends to intreate my mediation to yoU on his 
concerning either of these, or any other for whom I shall 
thus importuned to write, I leave yoU to your liberty to 
that web yOU hold most aequal & best beseeming your . 

& discretion in such matters. 
I know no newes worth the writing-the book of 

from beyond the seas (minimis Gallo belgicus) is 
prohibited the sale, he hath bene to playne & open in 
reports of or Country affayres writing more then ever I 
spoken or then I beleve to be true, the terme busynes 
men imployed here, & eith' as foretelling the increase of 
suits or promising an abatement of lawyers the number 
Seriants at law is greatly increased ' 5  more are 
these that were before-there solemnity was 
yeRterd�y. 

I hope after your election to see some of yo' l;UlIll''''''/' 
about or so one after the end of the terme to see yourself 
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J re yoU are often remembred, by her that wishes you well \V le _ &. by him that wIll ever be 

London, Drury Lane 
Octob. 24 

1 62 3  

Saltttem in Xl'o. 

yors assured 
V ALEN : EXON : 

Sr. I receaved your letters & when Mr Perse shall have payd 
the money as I appoynted him I pray yoU send me your 
acquittance for the whole 1 001• I thank you for your willing
ness to have pleasured my brother Coke his sonne but since 
there wanted possibilitie of acting it I am very glad I never 
mentioned it vnto him-for I still expected when he should 
have moved me to become a sutor vnto yoU for such a favour . 

The lamentable accident web happened here on Sunday 
last afternoon at the ffrench Embassadours house, in the 
black fryers, hath afforded matter for many a letter this weeke 
and though (I doubt not) the fame of it hath spredd further 
then to you alreddy, yet I for one, among others will stuff 
one letter wtb as certeyne a report of it as I could heare, or cane make & (I think) not much amiss in any poynt. 

A gentleman of myne acquaintance & my next door 
neighbour affected towards that congregatio (he being a 
Romanist) was one of them that suifred in that fall some harme of his lims wtb escape of his life ; on monday I went to visit him, being weake in his bedd & he told me thus much. 

The intimation of a sermon to be preached on that day by a Jesuit (called Drury the sonne of Do' Drury Do' of theArches) drew a great concourse of people that way disposed & Some protestants also, both clerics and laity to that place web l'� Was that part of the house, where my lodging was in the / e tyme of Sr Geo. Carey Lo : Hunsdon. The assembly was 
g
O the number of 500  persons welnigh-and therein was a 

g
reat deare of improvidence and misconsiderateness, that so re at b an a urden of people would presume vpon the strength of beinvpper flower of a London building to beare them. They 

mad 
g assembled the preacher came & after preparation 

bega� sa.t him down in his chayre, put on his square cap & hiS sermon, proceeded therein for the space of almost 
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half an hower-on a suddeyne without any warning given; 
crack, or sound of any thing broke, the mayne beame 
the flower was borne vp brake in peces in the midst of it 
the people togethr with the preacher that stood in the 
of the room fell  suddeynly & with the violent. and 
fall  vpon the next flower vnder them bore it also downe 
that the fall  was tow storyes high-many that stood by 
side of the roome did not fall  but remayned safe, M __ 
spectaters of the ruines of others. Many perished 
& were stark dead at the very first, others that scrawled 
c;lyed after some while & some that went away lived no 
then till the next day, diverse were caryed away in 
& some conveyed away in th e night privately by there 
as vnwilling to have them being there knowen, so that 
certeyne number of all that perished by that rupture 
fall, cannot be knowen-but there were left dead in the 
fourescore & seventene-nether are the names and 
of all those knowen, who perished, by reason of the 
conveyance of many away-there are 4 ladyes, about 2 8  
gentlewomen found dead, 2 J esuits & one p riest a gen 
cald Mr Ployden, the sonne of that famous lawyer 
Ployden- -one protestant minister (cald Mr Gee) did 
but · receaved no harme, he hath been before some 
personages & made a relation of the busynes, the 
people gathered togither tumultously vpon the newes of 
misfortune & but that the gates into the Blackfryers were 
lock'd vp, & watch & ward kept in th e streets, 3 dayes 
3 nights after, it was feared least in there fury & rage 
would, have done much mische fe- this is the effect of 
busynes. I coiiiend me to yOU & to all my frends 

resting yours 
Octob : vI to VALEN : EXON 

1 62 3 .  

After such tyme as 1 had written my letter M r  Spicei' 
& brought me your acquittance for the receipt of 501 by him. 

The accident described in the precedin g letter 
known as the Fatal Vespers. It took place on Su 
November 5, 1 6 2 3  (N. S . ). The preacher was Ro 
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ry a Jesuit, son o f  William Drury, Judge of the pru , 
erogative Court. About 95 people are supposed 

pr have lost their lives (Lyson's Envz"rons, IV, 4 1 0) . 
�n account of the accident is given in  The Dole.Jze! 
Eve?Z Song 1 62 3  by the Rev S2muel jdaJ:k�,._-. 
puritan ; and another description, The Fatall Vesper � 
1 623 , is ascribed to William Crashaw, the father of 
the poet. 

The writer of the next letter is Richard Neile, 
Bishop of Durham, who has been frequently men
tioned in these Notes. Within the folds of this letter 
has been preserved a copy of Gwynn's reply, which 
followS. In this it  will be observed that Gwynn 
refers to the salutary rule of the College Statutes 
that no one was to impose an onus on the College 
unless he endowed it to the value of -! of the onus, 
one-fourth of the endowment going to the general 
revenues and being called " dead college ." This 
provision, which was first introduced by Fisher in  
his code of  Statutes ( 1 5 30), was repeated in  successive 
codes of Statutes until it was omitted from those of 
1 860 by the University Commissioners. 

The imperious Williams, however, succeeded m 
silencing the objections of the College for a time, 
though after his decease the Fellowships were 
suppressed. 

1I1r of St J ohns : I know you are in all your courses wth your know en freindes direct & open as 1 am assured you hold me � be. And trust me you shall never finde me otherwise. tu may marvell what this preamble meaneth. It proceedeth 
o my love to your selfe & the Colledge occasioned to Inan ifest itselfe vpon some woordes yt I heard this day from Y· nl h . p Out of a very hohle friende of ours ; whose love to your 
b;rson & good intention to our Colledg I both know & desire A.ndalI meanes to cherishe & to my vttermost to increase. 
yt I yt I may doe it the better & perform ye best offices 
1 p can betwixt you & so hOble a friende & ye Colledg, ray YOu to advertise me truly & so speedily as conveniently 

VOL. XVII. X 
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may : what answer is returned from you &c, to be dd. 
my L. of Exeter, to yt hoble well wilier of our Col! 
yt woold geve s ol p.  anum inheritance to found z fel! 
& 4 Schollerships in ye Colledge-besides ye gift of I 
build a l ibrarye. I canot conceve yt you & ye seniors 
slight such a fayre offer. It may be as the tymes are yt 
p.  anum for a fellowship, & Sli for a schollership may 
to be somewhat of ye least. But heare me as a well 
member of ye Colledge the offer is honourable & well 
of  a freindly & thankfull acceptance. And you might be 
assured yt he yt so beginneth : woold not stick heer 
enlarge his goodnes, if  it  shall appeere yt the same 
become in tyme ether burdensome to ye Colledge or 
foundation woold prove disproportionable to other fell 
and scholerships. Yet if he should not, is not 2 0li 

fellowes & Sli for a scholers maintenance better then 
& ye want of so much to increase the maintenance of 
number of your studients. I presume you will vnderstand 
honest meeninge in yt I write. 

I write from Theobalds, but god will ing when I come 
London on Tewsday I will send for my L. of Exeter & 
his goinge to ye L. you wott of before I heare againe from 
If he be not wtll him before yt tyme. I will also 
wth Mr Lane. I desire to heare from you & will expect it 
thursday at ye fardest by ye Carrier. So wtb my love to 
selfe & all our freinds. Nos Deo & I rest 

from ye Court at 
Theobalds. Novemb : 

9. 1 6 2 3 . 

your very louinge freinde 
R. DUNELM : 

My hon. good L. ' Indeed I marvailed at the preamble of your l res. but I 
much more wonder at the contents of the same. My L. 
the busines itself thus it standeth. I received Ires some 
agoe from my L. of Exeter, signifying a further pu 
the hon : founder of our librarye for another foundaLlun: 
fellowship & scholership in our- Coli edge, in web lres alsO 
Ip propounded certain doubts concerning the same weh 
referred to our consideration. First whether 601 per an 
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IJ b e  sufficient to y e  perpetual! maintenance o f  2 fellowes wou 
Scholers, secondly wh ither our statutes required of such 

�!l:latiOns a fourth part to ye Colledge, these propositions 

J made knowen to. ye seniours, who for the first thought that 
l i  an was wtb the lest, and for the other they hould the 

:t:tute directly affirmative, we referred this answere to both to 

be delivered to my L. of Exeter by Mr Lane who I make ne> 

uest ion delivered it  faythfully wtb all due respect to ye 

�haritable intention of our hon. benefactour, so as I hope 

!l0 just exception can be taken against vs or the Colledge, 

ther are now at London most of our seniours Mr Lane, Mr 
Burnell .  Mr Spell, Mr Horsmanden & Mr Price, if your 
lp would be pleased to send for them and conferr wtb them of 
the premises I make no doubt but they wi l l  geue your L. good 
satisfaction therein and whatsoever your Ip and they shall 
think fitt to be done therein. I for my selfe will most willing 
assent therevnto. 

Now I beseech your Jp to iudge charitable of our deeds we 
no way respect our owne private benefit but have some care of 
y' publick good of the societie and Colledg wherein if your 
iudgment and conscience find vs ouer strict direct vs better 
and you shall find vs reddy to yeald to reason. 

If it shall please your Lp to visite St John'S in the tyme 
of his Ma being in these parts I willingly bestow ye best. 
entermet my poor meanes can afford, and tl,en I shall haue 
tyme more fully to satisfy your Ip in these busines. 

Sa/Ii!em z'n Xro 
Sr, 11r Spell and my self could never as yet fi.nd opportunity 
of accesse, or speach to my Lo : Keeper & I wish that 
1{r Lane had found the like difficulty, for he having had 
accesse & speach vttered some word'S, web his Ip took in il l 
part,

. 
as I vnderstand by my 10 : of Durham, who out of his 

Plenitude of well wishing for yOU & the College advertised 
you thereof, as I am told. 
I I trust when I speake wtb my 10 : :Keeper to appease his OP · & 
F '  thereof I shall certify yOU by Mr Spell at his returne. 
b Or 1 rneane to tell h is lop : that I thinke there nether hath ei1e p er 
b rO uer made to the Colleclg as yet, of his intended 
c���ty for fellowsh ips & Schollerships, nor returne from the ec\g of there refusal of any such proferr, when it shalbe 
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made. All that I know to have passed in this busynes' 
bene only certeyne propositions made by myself to you 
the acceptance of such a gift, vpon those three 
conditions, wherevnto I desyred only 'Your opinion, & no 
ethr of acceptance or refusall, web yOU have not as yet 
vnto me. So that his lop : (as I will tell him) hath no 
as yet to be displeased, at any thing that is done. 

Mr Ridding cane tell yoU all our newes here & 
ease me of writing the same. 

Comendations from myself &. wife to yoU & Dor 
I rest ever 

Drury Lane-gbri'-I 4-
1 62 3 -

(To be continued.) 

yors assured 
V ALEN : EXON : 

R. F. S. 

SILENCE IS GOLDEN. 

A translation of Mr T. R. Glover's prize epigram (Eagle xvi, 5 79)· 

Two youths, equal in wealth, in beauty and 
equal, 

Pierced by the self-same shaft, sought for the 
of a maid. 

This one with torrents of words, with eager 
pleadings, 

Tenderly pressi�g his suit-nought with the fair 
prev�iled. 

Not so the other, the victor-the maiden 
consenting-

Silently taking her hand, silently kissing her 

TWO SONNETS. 

TIlE love I bear to you so :fills my thought, 
That I would gladly lay me down and die, 
If, by so doing, there would pass you by 

Al l  those strange evils with which life is fraught. 
Ah ! sweet my love, your love to me has brought 

Such happiness as makes the heaven more nigh, 
And all things else in earth, and sea, and sky, 

Seem only for your service to be wrought. 

Nor will I flatter what I love so well, 
By forced comparison to that or this ; 

Ag?linst your truth such flattery were sin. 
I will but say, that ever with me dwell 

Your hands, your hair, your eyes, your lips, your kiss, 
And your remembered beauty folds me in. 

A million forms of life float in the air, 
Swim in the waters, move upon the earth, 
From birth to death, and then from death to birth, 

Urged onwards by great nature's fostering care. 
Rer law it seems that everything must bear 

Part in some onward process, nor be worth 
Aught for itself, nor dying leave a dearth, 

But new successive forms her garment wear. 
We see the day dawn new eternally, 

And dying life to new forms new life lend. 
We dr-eam hereafter friend may still know friend, And all things else we l)ope for ; yet are we 

W Borne by a mighty current towards the sea here all things meet and mingle and have end. 

C.  SAPS WORTH. 



THE HUMOUR OF HOME'R.*' 

.HE first of the two great poems corn 
� �i.):i ascribed to Homer is called the Ilt'ad-a t 

, which we may be sure was not given it by 
author. It professes to treat of a quarrel bet 
Agamemnon and Achilles that broke out while 
Greeks were besieging the city of Troy, and it 
indeed, deal largely with the consequences of 
quarrel ; whether, however, the ostensible subject 
not conceal another that was nearer the poet's 
mean the last days, death, and burial of 
a point that I cannot determine. Nor yet can I d 
m ine how much of the Ilz"ad as we now have it is 
Homer, and how much by a later writer or 
This is a very vexed question, but I myself believe 
Ilz"ad to be mainly by a single poet. 

The second poem commonly ascribed to the 
author is called the Odyssey. It deals with the 
tures of Ulysses during his ten years of wandering 
Troy had fallen. These two works have of late 
been believed to be by different authors. The 1. 
now generally held to be the older work by some one 
two hundred years. 

The leading ideas of the Ilt'ad are love, war, 
plunder, though this last is less insisted on than 
other two. The key-note is struck with a wo 
charms, and a quarrel among men for their pos 

* A lecture delivered at the Working Men's College, Great 
Street, London, January 30th, 1 892• 

Tlte 1-Il<-11ZOztr of I-Iomer. 1 59 

I is a woman who is at the bottom of the Troj an war 
' ttself. Woman throughout the Ilz"ad is a being to be 
;oved, teased, laughed at, and if necessary carried off. 
We are told in one place of a fine bronze cauldron for 
h eating water which was worth twenty oxen, whereas a 
feIY lines lower down a good serviceable maid-of-all
work is valued at four oxen. I think there is a spice of 
malicious humour in this valuation, and am confirmed in 
this opinion by noting that though woman in the Ilz'ad 
is on one occasion depicted as a wife so faithful and 
affectionate that nothing more perfect can be found 
either in real life or fiction , yet as a general rule she is 
drawn as teasing, scolding, thwarting, contradicting, 
and hoodwinking the sex that has the effrontery to deem 
itself her lord and master. Whether or no this view 
may have arisen from any domestic difficulties between 
Homer and his wife is a point which again I fi nd 
it impossible to determine.  

vVe cannot refrain from contemplating such possi
bilities. If we are to be at home with Homer there 
must be no sitting on the edge of one's chair dazzled by 
the splendour of his reputation. He was after all only 
a literary man, and those who occupy themselves with 
letters must approach him as a very honoured member 
of their own fraternity, but still as one who must have 
felt, thought, and acted much as themselves. He struck 
oil ,  while we for the most part succeed in boring only ; 
still we are his literary brethren, and if we would read his lines intelligently we must also read between them. 
That one so shrewd, and yet a dreamer of such dreams as have been vouchsafed to few indeed besides himself � th�t �ne so genially sceptical, and so given to 

oklng rnto the heart of a matter, should have been in ��ch perfect harmony with his surroundings as to think 
b I n:self in the best of all possible worlds-this is not 
J
. �hevable. The world is always more or less out of Olnt t 
h 0 the poet-generally more so ; and unfortunately e always thinks it more or less his business to set i t  
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right-generally more so. We are all of us more 
less poets-generally, indeed, less so ; still we feel 
think, and to think at all is to be out of harmony 
m uch that we think about. We may be sure, then, 
Homer had his full share of troubles, and also 
traces of these abound up and down his work if 
could only identify them, for everything that every 
does is in  some measure a portrait ,of himself ;  but 
comes the difficulty-not to read between the lines, 
to try and detect the hidden features of the 
is  to be a dull, unsympathetic, incurious reader ; and 
the other hand to try and read between them is to be 
danger of running after every Will 0' the Wisp 
conceit may raise for our delusion. 

I believe it will help you better to understand 
broad humour of the Ilz'ad, which we shall 
reach, if you will allow me to say a little more about 
general characteristics of the poem. Over and a 
the love and war that are his main themes, there 
another which the author never loses sight of-I 
distrust and dislike of the ideas of his time as 
th e gods and omens. No poet ever made gods in 
own image more defiantly than the author of the 1. 
In the likeness of man created he them, and the 
excuse for him is that he obviously desired his 
not .to take them seriously. This at least is the 
pression he leaves upon his reader, and when so 
man as Homer leaves an impression it must be 
sumed that he does so intentionally. It may be 
said that he has made the gods take the worse, not 
better, side of man's nature upon them, and to be in 
respects as we ourselves-yet without virtue. It sh 
be noted, however, that the gods on the Trojan side 
treated far more leniently than those who help t 
Greeks. 

The chief gods on the Grecian side are J uno, Mi 
and Keptune. Juno, as you will shortly see, 
scolding wife, who in spite of all Jove's bluster 
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he breeches, or tries exceedingly hard to do so. t . . h ' f 
M

inerva IS an angry termagant-mean, mlsc le -
making, and vindictive. She begins by pulling 

Achi lles' hair, and later on she knocks the helmet 
from off the head of Mars. She hates Venus, and 

tells the Grecian hero Diomede that he had better not 
wound any of the other gods, but that he is to hit 
Venus if he can, which he presently does ' because he 
sees that she is feeble and not like Minerva or Bellona.' 
Neptune is a bitter hater. 

Apollo, Mars, Venus, Diana, and Jove, so far as his 
wife will let him, are on the Trojan side. These, as I 
have said, meet with better, though still somewhat con
temptuous, treatment at the poet's hand. Jove, how
ever, is being mocked and laughed at from first to last, 
and if one moral can be drawn from the Ilz'ad more 
clearly than another, it is that he is only to be trusted tu 
a very limited extent. Homer's position, in fact, as 
regards divine interference is the very opposite of 
David's. David writes, 'c Put not your trust in princes 
nor in any child of man ; there is no sure help but from 
the Lord." With Homer it is, . ,  Put not your trust in 
Jove neither in any omen from heaven ; there is but one 
good omen-to fight for one's country. Fortune 
favours the brave ; heaven helps those who help them� 
selves." 

The god who comes off best is Vulcan, the lame, 
hObbling, old blacksmith, who is the laughing-stock of 
all the others, and whose exquisitely graceful skilful 
Workmanship forms such an effective contrast to the UnCOuth exterior of the workman. Him, as a man <.f 
ge . 
d nlUS and an artist, and furthermore as a somewhat 
, :sP ised artist, Homer tre<l.ts, if with playfulness, still 
tVhlth respect, in spite of the fact that circumstances have ro . l' Wn h lm more on the side of the Greeks than of the 
rnr�jans, with whom I understand Homer's sympathies Cl1n ly to lie. 

1'he poet either dislikes music or is at best ihsen�ible 
VOL . XVII. y 
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to it. Great poets very commonly are so. 
indeed, does on one occasion sing to his own 
p anim,ent on  the lyre, but we aFe not told that it 
any pleasure to hear him, and Patroclus, who was in 
tent at the time, was not enjoying it ;. he was 
waiting for Achilles to leave off. But though n ot 
of music, Homer has a very keen sense of the 
of nature, and is constantly referring both in and 
season to all m anner of homely incidents that are 
familiar to us as to himself. Sparks in the train 
shooting-star ; a cloud of dust upon a high 
foresters going out to cut wood in a forest ; the 
cry of the cicale ; children m aking walls of sand on 
sea-shore, or teasing wasps when they have 
wasp's nest ; a poor but very honest woman who 
a pittance for her children by selling wool, and 
it very carefully ; a child clinging to its mother's 
and crying to be taken up and carried-none of 
things escape him .. Neither in the Ilz'ad nor the 
do we ever receive so much as a hint as to the ti 
year at which any of the events described are 
but on one occasion the auth or of the Ilz'ad really has 
us that it was a very fine day, and this not from a 
ness point of view, but out of pure regard to the wea 
for its own sake. 

With one more observation I will conclude 
preliminary remarks about the Ilt"ad. I cannot 
its author within the four corne�s of the work . 

I believe the writer of the Odyssey to appear in 
poem as a prominent and very fascinating 
whom we shall presently meet, but there is no 
in the Ilz'ad on whom I can put my finger with 
a passing idea that he m ay be the author. S 
under some severe penalty I were compelled to 
him, I should say it was just possible that he 
consider his own lot to h ave been more or less 
that which he forecasts for Astyanax, the infant 
of Hector. At any rate his intimate acq 
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' th the topography of Troy, which is now well 
",1 ertained, and still more his obvious attempt to ase 

. f 11 h' h use the non-exIstence 0 a great wa w IC , ac-e)(�ding to his  story, ought to be there and which 
�� knew h ad never existed, so that no trace could 

remain.  while there were abundant traces of all the 
ther features he describes-these facts convince me 

�hat he was in all probability a native of  the Troad, 
or country round Tray. His plausibly concealed 
Trojan sympathies, and more particularly the aggra
vated exaggeration with which the flight of Hector 
is described, suggests to m e, coming as they do from 
an astute and humorous writer, that he m ay have 
been a Trojan, at any rate by the mother's side, m ade 
captive, enslaved, compelled to sing the glories of 
his captors, and determined so to overdo them that 
if his masters cannot see through the irony others 
sooner or later shall. This, however, is highly specula
tive, and there are other views that are perhaps m ore 
true, but which I cannot now consider. 

I will now ask you to form your own opinions as 
to whether Homer is or is not a shrewd and humorous 
writer. 

Achilles, whose quarrel with Agamemnon is the 
ostensible subject of the poem, is son to a m arine 
�oddess named Thetis, who had rendered J ove an 
l �portant service at a time when he was in great 
difficulties. Achilles, therefore, begs his mother Thetis to go up to Jove and ask him to let the Trojans disCOmfit the Greeks for a time, so that Agamemnon lhay find he cannot get on without Achilles' help, and lhay thus be brought to reason. 

Thetis tells her son that for the moment there is noth' 
th lng to be done, inasmuch as the gods are all of 
to 

e� away from home. They are gone to pay a visit 
fo 

ceanus in  Central Africa, and will not be back 
ca: �nother ten or twelve days ; she will see what 

e done, however, as soon as ever they return. 
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This in due course she doe.s, going up to Olympus ' 

laying hold of Jove by the knee and by the 
I may say in passing that it is still a corn 
Italian form of salutation to catch people by the 
Twice during the last summer I have been so 
in token of affectionate greeting, once by a 
and once by a gentleman. 

Thetis tells her tale to J ove, and concludes 
saying that he is to say straight 'out ' yes ' or ' 
whether he will do what she asks. Of course he 
please himself, but she should l ike to know 
she stands. 

" It will be a plaguy business," answers J ove, " 
me to offend Juno and put up with all the 
tongue she will give me. As it is, she is al 
nagging at me and saying I help the Troj ans, 
go away now at once before she finds out that 
have been here, and leave the rest to me. 
nod my head to you, and this is the most solemn 
of covenant into which I can enter. I never go 
upon it, nor shilly-shally with anybody when I 
once nodded my head." Which, by the way, am 
to an admission that he does shilly-shally s 

Then he frowns and nods, shaking the hair on 
immortal head till Olympus rocks again. Thetis 
off 'under the sea and J ove returns to his own pal 
All the other gods stand up when they see him c 
for they do not dare to remain sitting while he 
but Juno knows he has been hatching mischief 
the Greeks with Thetis, so she attacks him 
following words l 

" You traitorous scoundrel," she exclaims, " 
of the gods have you been taking into your 
now 1 You are always trying to settle matters 
my back, and never tell me, if you can help 
single word about your designs." 

" Juno," replied the father of gods and m en, " 

must nQt expect to be told everyth ing that I 
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hinking about : you are my wife, it is true, but you t
ight not be abl e always to understand my meaning ; 

� SO far as it is proper for you to know of my intentions 
1 OU are the fi rst person to whom I com municate them 
�ither am ong the gods or among man kind, but there 
are certain points wh ich I reserve enti rely for myself, 
and the  less you try to pry into these, or meddle with 
them ,  the better for you ." 

" Dread son of Saturn," answered J uno, " what in 
the world are you talking about ? I meddle and }J ry ? 
No one, I am sure, can have his own way in everything 
more absolutely than you have. Still I have a strong 
misgiving that the old merman's daughter Thetis 
has been talking you over. I saw her hugging your 
knees this very self-same morning, and I suspect you 
have been promising her to kill any number of people 
down at the Grecian ships, in order to gratify 
Achi lles." 

" vVife," repl ied J ove, " I  can do nothing but you 
suspect me. You will not do yourself any good, for 
the more you go on like that the more I dislike you, 
and it may fare badly with you. If I mean to have 
it so, I mean to have it so, you had better therefore sit 
still and hold your tongue as I tell you, for if I once 
begin to lay my hands about you, there is not a god i n  
heaven who will b e  o f  the smallest use t o  you." 

When J uno heard this, she thought it better to 
SUbmit, so she sat down without a word, but all the 
gods throughout Jove's mansion were very much 
perturbed. Presently the cunning workman Vulcan tried to paci fy his mother J uno, and said, " It will 
never do for you two to go on quarrelling and setting heaven in an uproar about a pack of mortals. The th ' 109 will not bear talking about. If such counsels �:e to prevail a god ' will not be able to get his 
(

Inner in peace. Let me then advise my mother and I am sure it is her own opinion ) to make her 
Peace . h WIt my dear father, lest he shonld scold her 
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still further, and spoil our banquet ; 
wish to turn us all out there can be no question 
his being perfectly able to do so. Say somet 
civil to him, therefore, and then perhaps he 
not hurt us." 

As he spoke he took a large cup of nectar 
put it into his mother's hands, saying, " Bear it, 
dear mother, and make the best of it. I love 
dearly and should be very sorry to see you get 
thrashing. I should not be able to help you, 
my father J ove is not a safe person to differ 
You know once before when I was trying to 
you he caught me by the foot and chucked me 
the heavenly threshold. I was all day long 
from morn to eve, but at sunset I came to 
on the island of Lemnos, and there was very 
life left in me, till the Sintians came and tended me." 

On this Juno smiled, and with a laugh took 
cup from her son's hand. Then Vulcan went 
among all other gods drawing nectar for them 
his goblet, and they laughed immoderately as 
saw him bustling about the heavenly mansion. 

Then presently the gods go home to bed, each 
in his own house that Vulcan had cunningly 
for him or her. Finally J ove himself went to the 
which he generally occupied ; and Juno his wife 
with him. 

There is another quarrel between J ove and 
at the beginning of the fourth book. 

The gods are sitting on the golden floor of J 
palace and drinking one another's health 
nectar with which Hebe from time to time 
them. Jove begins to tease Juno, and to 
her with some sarcastic remarks that are pointed 
her though not addressed to her directly. 

" Menelaus," he exclaims, " has two good 
among the goddesses, Juno and Minerva, but 
only sit still and look on, while Venus on the 
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]land takes much better care of Paris, and defend s 
]1im when he is in danger. She has only just this 

oment been rescuing him when he made sure he 
:as at death's door, for the victory really did lie 
with Menelaus. We must think what we are to do 
about all this. Shall we renew strife between the 
combatants or shall we make them friends again ? 
I think the best plan would be for the City of Priam 
to remain un pillaged, but for Menelaus to have his 
wife Helen sent back to him." 

Minerva and J uno groaned in spirit when they 
heard this. They were sitting side by side, and 
thinking what mischief they could do the Trojans. 
Minerva for her part said not one word, but sat scowling 
at her father, for she was in a furious passion with him, 
but Juno could not contain herself, so she said-

" What, pray, son of Saturn, is all ' this about ? 
Is my trouble then to go for nothing, and all the 
pains that I have taken, to say nothing 'of my horses, 
and the way we have sweated and toiled to get the 
people together against Priam and his children ? You 
can do as you please, but you must not expect all 
of us to agree with you." 

And Jove answered, " Wife, what harm have 
Priam and Priam's children done you that you rage 
so furiously against them, and want to sack their 
city ?  Will nothing do for you but you must eat 
Priam with his sons and all the Trojans into the 
bargain ? Have it your own way then, for I will not 
�uarrel with you-only remember what I tell you : If at any time I want to sack a city that belongs to a�y friend of yours, it will be no use your trying to h�nder me, you will have to let me do it, for I only Yield to you now with the greatest reluctance. If there was one city under the sun which I respected more ��an another it was Troy �ith its king and people. c/ altars there have never been without the savour fat Or of burnt sacrifice anq all my dues were paid." 
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" My own favorite cities," answered J uno, " are A 
Sparta, and Mycence. Sack them whenever you 
be displeased with them. I shall not make 
smallest protest against your doing so. It would 
no use if I did, for you are much stro'nger than I 
only I will not submit to seeing my own work w 
I am a goddess of the same race as yourself. I 
Saturn's eldest daughter and am not only nea 
related to you in blood, but I am wife to yourself, 
you are king over the gods. Let it be a case, t 
of give and take between us, and the other gods 
follow our lead. Tell Minerva, therefore, to go 
at once and set the Greeks and Trojans by the 
again, and let her so manage it that the Trojans 
break their oaths and be the aggressors." 

This is the very thing to suit Minerva, so she 
at once and persuades the Trojans to break their oath. 

In a later book we are told that J ove has p 
forbidden the gods to interfere further in the 
Juno therefore determines to hoodwink him. 
she bolted herself inside her own room on the 
of Mount Ida and had a thorough good wash. 
she scented herself, brushed her golden hair, put 
her very best dress and all her jewels. When 
had done this, she went to Venus and besought 
for the loan of her charms. 

" You must not be angry with me, Venus," 
began, " for being on the Grecian side while you 
yourself on the Trojan ; but you know every one 
in love with you at once, and I want you to lend 
some of your attractions. I have to pay a visit 
the world's end to Oceanus and Mother Tethys. 
took me in and were very good to me when 
turned Saturn out of heaven and shut him up 
the sea. They have been quarrelling this long 
past and will not speak to one another. So I 
go and see them, for if I can only make them 
again I am sure that they will be grateful to 
ever afterwards." 
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Venus thought this reasonable, so she took off her 
irdle and lent it to Juno, an act by the way which 

g'rgues more good nature than prudence on her part. 
�'hen J uno goes down to Thrace, and in search of Sleep 
the brother of Death. She finds him and shakes 
hands with him. Then she tells him she is going up 
to Olympus to make love to Jove, and that while she 
is occupying his attention Sleep is to send him off 
into a deep slumber. 

Sleep says he dares not do it. He would lull any 
of the other gods, but Juno must remember that she 
had got him into a great scrape once before in this 
way, and Jove hurled the gods about all over the 
palace, and would have made an end of him once 
for all, if he had not fled under the protection of Night, 
whom J ove did not venture to offend. 

J uno bribes him, however, with a promise that if 
he will consent she will marry him to the youngest 
of the Graces, Pasithea. On this he yields ; the pair 
then go up to the top of Mount Ida, and Sleep gets into 
a high pine tree just in front of Jove. 

As soon as J ove sees Juno, a�med as sh� for the 
moment was with all the attractions of Venus, he fall s  
desperately i n  love with her, and says she is the only 
goddess he ever really loved. True, there had been 
the wife of Ixion and Danae, and Europa and Semele, 
and Alcmena, and Latona, not to mention herself in  
days gone by, but he never loved any of  these as  he now loved her, in spite of his having been married to her for so many years. What then does she want ? 

Juno tells him the same rigmarole about Oceanus and Mother Tethys that she had told Venus, and When she has done Jove tries to embrace her. 
" vVhat," exclains Juno, " kiss me in such a public Place as the top of Mount Ida ! Impossible ! I could l1e�er shew my face in Olympus 'again, but I have a P

l
l'lVate room of my own and " -" What nonsense, my oVe I "  . . . excla1ms the Slre of gods and men as he catches 

VOL. X VII Z 
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her in his arms. On this Sleep sends him into a 
slumber, and Juno then sends Sleep to bid Nep 
go off to help the Greeks at once. 

When J ove awakes and finds the trick that has 
played upon him, he is very angry and blusters a 
deal as usual, but somehow or another it turns out 
he  has got to stand it and make the best of it. 

In an earlier book he has said that he is not 
prised at anything Juno may do, for she always 
crossed him and always will ; but he cannot put up 
such disobedience from his own daughter Mi 
Somehow or another, however, here too as usual it 
out that he has got to stand it. " And then," 
explains in yet another place (� 3 73 ), " I  suppose 
will be calling me his grey-eyed darling 
presently." 

Towards the end of the poem the gods have a 
among themselves. Minerva sends Mars spra 
Venus comes to his assistance, but Minerva knocks 
down and leaves her. Neptune challenges Apollo, 
Apollo says it is not proper for a god to fight his 
uncle, and declines the contest. His sister Di 
taunts him with cowardice, so Juno grips her by 
wrist and boxes her ears till she writhes again. 
the mother of Apollo and Diana, then challenges 
cury, but Mercury says that he is not going to fight 
any of Jove's wives, so if she chooses to say she 
beaten him she is welcome to do so. Then Latona 
up poor Diana's bow and arrows that have fallen 
her during her encounter with Juno, and Diana 
while flies up to the knees of her father Jove, SO D U1UJ 
and sighing till her ambrosial robe trembles all 
her. 

J ove drew her towards him, and smiling pIe 
exclaimed, " My dear child, which of the hea 
beings has been wicked enough to behave in this 
to you, as though you had been doing som 
naughty ? '  
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t< Your wife J uno," answered Diana, " has been ill
treating me ; all our quarrels always begin with her." 

The above extracts must suffice as examples of the 
kind of divine comedy in which Homer brings the gods 
and goddesses upon the scene. Among mortals the 
humour, what there is of it, is confined mainly to the 
grim taunts which the heroes fling at one another when 
they are fighting, and more especially to crowing over a 
fallen foe. The most subtle passage is the one in which 
Briseis, the captive woman about whom Achilles and 
Agamemnon have quarrelled, is restored by Agamem
non to Achilles. Briseis on her return to the tent of 
Achilles finds that while she has been with Agamemnon, 
Patroclus has been killed by Hector, and his dead body 
is now lying in state. She flings he·rself upon the 
corpse and exclaims-

" How one misfortune does keep falling upon me 
after another ! I saw the man to whom my father and 
mother had married me killed before my eyes, and my 
three own dear brothers perished along with him ; but 
you, Patroclus, even when Achilles was sacking our city 
and killing my husband, told me that I was not to cry i
for you said that Achilles himself should. marry me, and 
take me back with him to. Phthia, where we should have 
a wedding feas.t among the Myrmidons. You were 
always kind to me, and I should never ceas.e to grieve 
for you." 

This may of course be seriously intended, bu.t Homer was an acute writer, and if we had met with such a passage in  Thackeray we should have taken him to. 
Inean that so long as a woman can get a new husband, she does not much care about losing the old one-a sentiment which I hope no one will imagine that I for 
Qne moment endorse or approve of, and which I can �nly explain as a piece of sarcasm aimed possibly at irs Bom.et. 

And now tet us turn to the Odyssey, a work which 1 
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myself think of as the IHad's better half or wife. 
we have a poem of more varied interest, instinct 
not less genius, and o� the whole I should Si:\.y, if 
robust, nevertheless of still greater fascinatio 
moreover, the irony of which is pointed neither at 
nor woman, but with one s�ng1e and perhaps in tercal 
exception, at man. Gods and women may sometimes 
wrong things, but, except as regards the intrigue 
ween Mars and Venus j ust referred to, they are 
laughed at. The scepticism of the llz'ad is that of 
or Gibbon ; that of the Odyssey (if any) is like the 
sional m ild irreverence of the Vicar's daughter. 
Jove says he will dQ a thing, there is no 
about his doing it. Juno hardly appears at all, 
when she <loes she never qllarrels with her 
Minerva has more to do than any of the other gods 
goddesses, but she has nothing in common with 
l'4inerva whom we have already seen in the Ilz'ad. 
the Odyssey she is the fairy god-mother who seems 
have no obj ect in life but to protect Ulysses and T 
machlls, and keep them straight at any touch and 
pf difficulty. If she has i:\.ny other function, it is to 
patroness of the arts and of all intellectual developm 
The Minerva of the Odyssey may indeed sit on a 
like a swallow ilnd hold up her regis to strike panic 
the suitors while Ulysses �ills them ; but she is a 
lady, and woul<l no II\ore �nocl� Mars an<l Venus 
one after t4e other t4an she would stand on her h 
She is, in fact, a distinct person in Cl,ll respects from 
Minerva of the flz'ad, Of the remaining gods N 
as the persecutor of the hero, comes worst off ; but 
lte is tre�ted a,s thoug4 4e were a, very imp 
person· 

In the Odyssey the gods po . longer- live in houses 
sleep in four-post bedsteads, but the con ception 
their ;:tbode, like that of their existence ll.ltQgether, is 
JIlore spiritual. Nobody knows exactly where they 
put tP.�y say �t is in Olympus, wher� there 
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'n nor hail nor snow, and the wind never beats 

ra�gh1Y ; but it abides in everlasting sunshine, and in 
r�eat peacefulness of light wherein the blessed gods are 
;lumined for ever and ever. It is hardly possible to 
I nceive anything more different from the Olympus of CO 
the llz'ad. 

Another very m aterial point of difference between 
the llt'ad and the Odyssey lies in the fact that the Homer 
of the Ilz"ad always knows what h e  is talking about, 
while the supposed Homer of the Odyssey often makes 
mi stakes that betray an almost incredible ignoran ce of 
detail. Thus the giant Po1yphemus drives in his ewes 
hom e from their pasture, and milks them. The lambs 
of course have not been running with them ; they have 
been left in the yards, so they have had nothing to eat. 
When he has milked th e ewes, the giant lets each one of 
the m  have her lamb-to get, I suppose, what strippings 
it can, and beyond this what milk the ewe may yield 
during the night. In the morning, however, Polyphemus milks the ewes again. Hence it is plain either 
that he expected his lambs to thrive on one pull per dzem at a milked ewe, and to be kind enough not to suck 
their mothers, though left with them all night through, 
Or else that the writer of the Odyssey had very hazy notions about the relations between lambs and ewes, and of the ordinary methods of procedure on an upland 
dairy-farm. 

In nautical matters the same inexperience is betrayed. The writer knows all about the corn and wine that must be put on board ; the store-room in which these are kept and the getting of them are described inimitably, but there the knowledge ends ; the other things put on bO,ard are " the things that are generally taken on board shIp " S ' 1  s. 0 on a voyage we are told that the sal ors do �hatever is wanted doing, but we have no detail s. �lere is a shipwreck, which does duty more than once Without the alteration of a word. I have seen such a sI ' 1 1 p wreck at Drury Lane. Anyone, moreover, who 
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reads any authentic account of actual adventures
' 

perceive at once that . those of the Odyssey are 
<creation of one who has had no history. Ulysses 
make a raft ; he makes it about as broad as they 
rally make a good big ship, but we do not seem to 
been at the pains to measure a go.od big ship. 

I will add no more however on this head. 
leading characteristics of the IHad, as we saw, 
love, war, an d plunder. The leading idea of the 
is the infatuation of man, and the key-note is 
the opening paragraph, where we are told how 
sailors of Ulysses must needs, in spite of every 
kill and eat the cattle of the sun-god, and 
accordingly. 

A few lines lower down the same note is struck 
€ven greater emphasis. The gods have met in 
and J ove happens at the moment to be thinking 
.2Egisthus, who had met his death at the hand of 
memnon's son Orestes, in spite of the solemn 
that J ove had sent him through the mouth of 
It does not seem necessary for J ove to turn his 
to Clytemnestra, the partner of .lEgisthus's guilt. 
this lady we are presently told that she was natur 
an excellent disposition, and would never have 
wrong but for the loss of the protector in whose 
Agamemnon had left her. When she was left 
without an adviser-well, if a base designing man 
to flatterin g and misleading her-what else co uld 
expected ! The infatuation of man, with its 
the superior excellence of woman, is the leading 
n ext to this come art, religion, and, I a m  
ashamed t o  add, money. There i s  no love-busin 
the Odyssey except the return of a bald elderly 
m an to his elderly wife and grown-up son after 
absence of twenty years, and furious at having 
robbed of so much money during his absence. But 
can hardly be called love-business ; it is at the ut 
domesticity. There is a charming young 
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:N' usicaa, but though she affects a passing tenderness 
a the elderly hero of her creation, as soon a s  Minerva for
s curled his bald old hair for him and tittivated him 

11a all over, she makes it abundantly plain that she will 
t1�t look at a single one of her actual flesh and blood 
Jl dmirers. There is a leading young gentlemen, Tele
�achuS, who is nothing if he is not 7T€7TVU/.t.€voc;, or 
canny, well-principled, and discreet ; he has an amiable 
and most sensible young male friend who says that he 
does not like crying ·at meal times-he will cry in the 
forenoon en an empty stomach as much as anyone 
pleases, but he cannot ·attend properly to his dinner and 
cry at the same time. Well, there is no lady provided 
either for this nice young m an or for Telemachus. 
They are left h igh and dry as bachelors. Two goddesses 
indeed, Circe and Calypso., do one after the other take 
possession of Ulysses, but the way in which he accepts 
a situation which after a.ll was none of his seeking, and 
which it is plain he does not care two straws about, is I 
believe dictated solely by a desire to exhibit the easy 
infidelity of Ulysses himself in contrast with the un
swerving constancy and fidelity of his wife Pene10pe. 
Throughout the Odyssey the men do not really care for 
women, nor the women for men ; they have to pretend 
to do so now and again, but it is a got-up thing, and 
the general attitude of the sexes towards one another is 
very much that of Helen, who says that her husband 
Menelaus is really not deficient in person or understanding : or again of Penelope herself, who, on being as�ed by Ulysses on his return what she thought of him. �.ald that she did not think very much of him nor very Htle of him ; in fact, she did not think much about him One 
b way or the other. True, later on she relents and ecomes more effusive ; in fact, when she and Ulysses 
��t up talking in bed and Ulysses told her the story of 
n IS adventures, she n ever went to sleep once. Ulysses 
�ever had to nudge her with his elbow and say, 'c Come, ake up, Penelope, you are not listening " ;  but, in spite 
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of the devotion exhibited here, the love-busin ess in 
Odyssey is artificial and described by one who had 
felt it, whereas in the IHad it is spontaneous 
obviously genuine, as by one who knows all 
perfectly well. The love-business in fact of the 
is turned on as we turn on the gas-when we 
get on without it, but not otherwise. 

A fascinating brilliant girl, who naturally adopts 
her patroness the blue-stocking Minerva ; a man-hatre 
as clever girls so often are, and determined to pay 
author of the IHad out for his treatment of her sex 
insisting on its superior moral, not to say intellectu 
capacity, and on the self-sufficient imbecillity of 
unless he h as a woman always at his elbow to keep 
tolerably straight and in his proper place-this, and 
the musty fusty old bust we see in libraries, is the 
of person who I believe wrote the Odyssey. Of 
reality the work must be written by a m an, because 
say so at Oxford and Cambridge, and they know 
thing down in Oxford and Cambridge j but I yen 
say that if the Odyssey were to appear anonymously 
the first time now, and to be sent round to the papers 
review, there is not even a profes!lional critic who 
not see that it is a woman's writing and not a m 
But letting this pass, I can hardly doubt, for 
which I gave in yesterday's Athenceum, and for 
that I cannot now insist upon, that the poem was 
by a native of Trapani on the coast of Sicily, near 
sala. Fancy what the position of a young, 
brilliant woman must have been in a small 
sea-port, say some eight or nine hundred years 
the birth of Christ. It makes one shudder to think 
Night after night she hears the dreary blind old 
Demodocus drawl out his interminable recitals 
from our present Ilz"ad, or from some other of the 
poems now lost that dealt with the adventures of 
Greeks before Troy or on their homeward . 

Man and his doings ! always the same old story, 
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woma n always to be treated either as a toy or as a beast 
of burden, or at any rate as an incubus. Why not sing 
of woman also as she is when she is unattached and free 
from the trammels and persecutions of this tiresome 
tyrant, this insufferably self-conceited bore and booby, 
man ?  

" I  wish, my dear," exclaims her mother Arete, after 
one of these little outbreaks, " that you would do it 
yourself. I am sure you could do it b eautifully if you 
would only give your mind to it." 

" Very well, mother," she replies, " and I will bring 
in all about you and father, and how I go out for a 
washing-day with the maids," -and she kept her word, 
as I will presently show you. 
, I should tell you that Ulysses, having got away from 

the goddess Calypso, with whom he had been living for 
some seven or eight years on a lonely and very distant 
island in mid-ocean (and who we are expressly told was 
not considered respectable by the other gods and god
desses), is shipwrecked on the coast of Phceacia, the 
chief town of which is Scheria. After swimming some 
forty-eight hours in the water he effects a landing at the 
mouth of a stream, and, not having a rag of clothes on 
his back, covers himself up under a heap of dried leaves 
and goes to sleep. I will now translate from the Odyssey 
itself. 

' So here Ulysses slept, worn out with labour and sorrow ; but Minerva went off to the chief town of the 
Phceacians, a people who used to live in Hypereia near the wicked Cyclops. Now the Cyclops were stronger than they and plundered them, so Nausithous settled the . S 
1I 

tu 111 cheria far from those who would loot them. 
t 

e ran a wall round about the city, built houses and 
h
ernples, and allotted the lands among his people j but .A.� 

,
was gathered to his fathers, and the good king 

11: ,c tnous was now reigning. To his palace then 
h tnerva hastened that she might help Ulysses to get Qrne. 
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' She went straight to the painted bedroom of N 
sic aa, who was daughter to king Alcinous, and lovely 
a goddess. Near her there slept two maids in 
both very pretty, one on either side of the 
which was closed with a beautifully-made door. 
took the form of the famous Captain Dymas's 
who was a bosom friend of Nausicaa and j ust her 
age ; then coming into the room like a breath of 
she stood near the head of the bed and said-

' "  Nausicaa, what could your mother have been 
to have such a lazy daughter ? Here are your 
all lying in disorder, yet you are going to be 
almost directly, and should not only be well-dr""· .... A 
yourself, but should see that those about you look 
and tidy also. This is the way to make people 
well of you, and it will plea&e your father and 
so suppose we make to-morrow a washing day, and 
the first thing in the morning. I will come and 
you, for all th e best young men among your own 
are courting you, and you are not going to remain 
maid much longer. Ask your father, then, to have 
horse and cart ready for us at daybreak to take the 
and baskets, and you can ride too, which will be 
pleasanter for you than walking, for the washing 
is a long way out of the town." 

' When she had thus spoken Minerva went back 
Olympus. By and by morning came, and as soon 
Nausicaa woke she began thinking about her 
She went to the other end of the house to tell her 
and mother all about it, and found them in their 
room. Her mother was sitting by the fireside 
with her maids-in-waiting all around her, and she 
pened to catch her father just as he was going out 
attend a meeting of the Town Council which the 
cian A ldermen had convened. So she stopped him 
said, " Papa, dear, could you manage to let me h 
good big waggon ? I want to take all our dirty 
to the river and wash them. You are the chief 
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here, so you ought to have a clean shirt on when you 
attend meetings of the Council. Moreover, you have 
five sons at home, two of them married and the other 
three are good-looking young bachelors ; you know they 
always like to have clean linen when they go out to a 
dance, and I have been thinking about all this." , 

you will observe that though Nausicaa dreams that 
she is going to be married shortly, and that all the best 
young men of Scheria are in love with her, she does not 
dream that she has fallen in love with any one of them 
in particular, and that thus evefy preparation is made 
for her getting married except the selection of the bride
groom. 

You will also note that N ausicaa has to keep her 
father up to putting a clean shirt on when he ought to 
have one, whereas her young brothers appear to keep 
herself up to having a clean shirt ready for them when they want one. These l ittle touches are so life-like and so feminine that they suggest drawing from life by a female member of Alcinous's own family who knew his character from behind the scenes. 

I would also say before proceeding further that in some parts of France and Germany it is still the custom to have but one or at most two great washing days in the year. E ach household is provided with an enormous quantity of linen, which when dirty is j u st soaked and rinsed, and then put aside till the great washing day of the year. This is why Nausicaa wants a waggon, al1d has to go so far afield. If it was only a few collars and a pocket-handkerchief or two she could no doubt have found water enough near at hand. The big spring or autumn wash, however, is evidently intended. Returning now to the Odyssey, when he had heard What Nausicaa wanted Alcinous said-' "  Y ou shall have the mules, my love, and whatever else You have a mind for, so be off with you." ' Then he told the servants, and they got the waggon O Ut and harnessed the mules, while the princess brought 
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the clothes down from the linen room and placed th . 

o n  the waggon. Her mother got ready a nice basket 
provisions with all sorts of good things, and a goa 
full of win e.  The princess now got into the 
and her mother gave her a golden cruse of oil that 
and her maids might anoint themselves. 

' Then N ausicaa took the whip and reins and gave 
mules a touch which sent them off at a good 
They pulled without flagging, and carried not 

Nausicaa and her wash of clothes, but the women 
who were with her. 

' When they got to the river they went to the 
pools, through which even in summer there ran 
pure water to wash any quantity of linen, no matter 
dirty. Here they unharnessed the m ules and 
them out to feed in the sweet juicy grass that grew 

the river-side. They got the clothes out of the wag 

brought them to the water, and vied with one another 

treading upon them and banging them about to get 

dirt out of them. When they had got them quite 

they laid them out by the sea-side where the waves 

raised a high beach of shingle, and set about 
and anointing themselves with olive oil. . Then they 

their dinner by the side of the river, and waited for 

sun to finish drying the clothes. By and by, 
dinner, they took off their head-dresses and began 

play at ball, and N ausicaa sang to them: 
I think you will agree with me that there is 

haziness-no milking of ewes that have had a la 

with them all night-here. The writer is at home 

o n  her own ground. 
, When they had done folding the clothes and 

putting the mules to the waggon before starting 
again, Minerva thought it was time Ulysses should 
up and see the handsome girl who was to take him 

the city of the Phceacians .  So the prince'ss threw a 

at one of the maids, which missed the maid and fell 

the water. On this they all shouted, and the noise 
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made woke u p  Ulysses, who sate up in his bed of leaves 
and wondered where in the world he could have got to. 

' Then he crept from under the bush beneath which 
he had slept, broke off a thick bough so as to cover 
his nakedness, and advanced towards Nausicaa and 
her m aids ; these last all ran away, but Nausicaa stood 
her ground, for Minerva had put courage into her 
heart, so she kept quite still, and Ulysses could not 
make up his mind whether it would be better to go 
up to her, throw himself at her feet, and embrace her 
knees as a suppliant-[in which case, of course, he would 
have to drop the bough] or whether it would be better 
for him to make an apology to her at a reasonable ' 
distance, and ask her to be good enough to give him 
some clothes and show him the way to the town. On 
the whole he thought it  would be better to keep at 
arm 's length, in case the princess shoulLl take offence 
at his coming too near her: 

Let me say in passing that this is one of many 
passages which have led me to conclude that the 
Odyssey is 'written by a woman . A girl, such as 
Nausicaa describes herself, young, unmarried, un
attached, and hence, after all, knowing little of what 
men feel on these m atters, having by a cruel freak of 
inspiration got her hero into such an awkward predi
cament, might conceivably imagine that he would 
argue as she represents him, but no m an, except 
such a woman's tailor as could never have written 
such a masterpiece as the Odyssey, would ever get 
his hero into such an undignified scrape at all, much less represent him as arguing as Ulysses does. I 
sUppose Minerva was so busy making N ausic'aa brave �hat she had no time to put a little sense into Ulysses' ead, and remind him that he was nothing if not full of Sa . gaClty and resource. To return-
th 

'tJly�ses now begins with the most j udicious apology 
y at hIS unaided imagination can suggest. " I  beg 

oUr ladyship's pardon," he exclaims, " but are you 
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goddess or are you a mortal woman 1 If you 
goddess and live in heaven, there can be no d 
but you are Jove's daughter Diana, for your face 
figure are exactly like hers," and so on in a 
speech which [ need not further quote from .  

" Stranger," replied N ausicaa, as soon as the speecbl 
was ended, " you seem to be a very sensible 
disposed person. There is no accounting for 
Jove gives good or ill to every man, just as he chuuses.: 
s o  you must take your lot, and make the best 
She then tells him she will give him clothes and 
thing else that a foreigner in distress can 
expect. She calls back her maids, scolds them 
running, and tells them to t ake Ulysses and 
him in the river after giving him s0'mething to 
and drink. So the maids give him the little 
cruse of oil and tell him to go and wash himself, 
as they seem to have completely recovered from 
alarm, Ulysses is compelled to say " Young 
please stand a little on one side, that . I  may 
the brine from off my shouldel's and anoint 
with oil ; for it is l ong enough since my skin has 
a drop of oil upon it. 1 cannot wash as long as 
keep standing there. 1 have no clothes on, and 
makes me very uncomfortable." 

So they stood aside and went and told N 
Meanwhile (1 am translating closely), ' Minerva 
him look taller and stronger than before ; she gave 
some more hair on the top of his head, and made 
flow down in curls most beautifully ; in fact she glori 
him about the head and shoulders as a 
workman who has studied under Vulcan or 
enriches a fine piece of plate by golding it: 

Again 1 argue that 1 am reading a description 
as it were a prehistoric Mr Knightley by a not 
prehistoric J ane Austen-with this difference that 
believe N ausicaa is quietly laughing at her hero 
sees through him, whereas J ane Austen takes 
Knightley seriously. 
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, , , Hush, my pretty maids," exclaimed N ausicaa as 
soon as she saw Ulysses coming back with his hair 
curled, " hush, for 1 want to say something. 1 believe 
the gods in heaven have sent this man here. There 
is something very remarkable about him. When I 
first saw him 1 thought him quite plain and common
place, and now 1 consider him one of the handsomest 
m en 1 ever saw in my life.  1 should like my future 
husband [who, it is plain, then, is not yet decided 
upon] to be j ust such another as he is, if he would 
only stay here, and not want to go away. However, 
give him something to eat and d rink:' • 

Nausicaa now says they must be starting homeward ; 
so she tells Ulysses that she will drive on first herself, 
but that he is to follow after her with the maids. 
She does not want to be seen coming into the town 
with him ; and then follows another passage which 
clearly shows that for all the talk she has made about 
getting married she has no present intention of 
changing her name. 

( « 1 am afraid," she says, " of the gossip and scandal 
which may be set o n  foot about me behind my back, 
for there are some very ill-natured people in the town, 
and some low fellow, if he met us, might say ( Who 
is this fine-looking stranger who is going about with 
Nausicaa ? Where did she pick him up ? 1 suppose she 
is going to marry him, or perhaps he is some ship
Wrecked sailor from foreign parts ; or has some god cOme down from heaven in answer to her prayers, and she is going to live with him ? It would be a gOod thing if she would take herself off and find a hUsband somewhere else, for she will not look at one �f the many excellent young Phreacians who are i n  
s
�ve with her ' ;  and 1 could not  complain, for I 
b

OUld myself think ill of any girl whom 1 saw going : Out with men unknown to her father and mother, o;d without having been married to him in the face all the world." , 
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This passage could never have been written ' 
the local bard, who was i n  great measure 
on Nausicaa's family ; he would never speak thus 
his patron's daughter ; either the passage is Na 
apology for herself, written by herself, or it is 
invention, and this last, considering the close 
to the actual topography of Trapani on the 
Coast, and a great deal else that I cannot lay 
you here, appears to me improbable. 

Nausicaa then gives Ulysses directions by which 
can find her father's house. " When you have 
past the courtyard," she says, " go straight through 
main hall, till you come to my mother's room. 
will find her sitting by the fire and spinning her 
wool by firelight. She will make a lovely picture 
she leans back against a column with her 
ranged behind her. Facing her stands my 
seat i n  which he sits and topes like an im 
god. Never mind him, but go up to my mother 
lay your hands upon her knees, if you would 
forwarded on your homeward voyage." From 
I conclude that Arete ruled Alcinous, and Na 
ruled Arete. 

Ulysses follows his instructions aided by 
who makes him invisible as he passes through 
town and through the crowds of Phreacian guests 
are feasting in the king's palace. When he 
reached the queen, the cloak of thick darkness fal ls 
and he is revealed to all present, kneeling at the 
of Queen Arete, to whom he makes his appeal. It 
already been made apparent i n  a passage 
her virtue at some length, but which I have 
been able to quote, that Queen Arete is, in 
eyes of the writer, a much more i mportant person 
her husband Alcinous. 

Every one, of course, is very much surprised 

seeing Ulysses, but after a little discussion, from 
it appears that the writer considers Alcinous to 
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person who requires a good deal of keeping straight 
jn other matters besides clean linen, it is settled that 
Vlysses shall 1?e feted on the following day and then 
escorted home. Ulysses now h as supper and remains 
with Alcinous and Arete after the ' other guests are 
(fa ne away for the n ight. So the three sit by the 
fi re while the servants take away the things, and Arete 
js the first ,to speak. She has been uneasy for some 
time about Ulysses' clothes, which she recognised as 
her own make, and at l ast she says, " Stranger, there 
is a question or two that I should like to put to 
you myself. Who in the world are you ? And who 
gave you those clothes ? Did you not say you had 
come here fro m  beyond the seas ? "  

Ulysses explains matters, but still withholds his 
name, nevertheless Alcinous (who see ms to have shared 
in the general opiIlion that it was high time his 
daughter got married, and that, provided she married 
somebody, it did not much matter who the b ridegroom 
might be) exclai med, " By Father Jove, Minerva, and 
Apollo, now thd t I see what kind of a person you are 
and how exactly our opinion s  coincide up.on every 
subj ect, I should so like it if you would stay with us 
always, m arry Nausicaa, and become my son-in-law." 

Ulysses turns the conversation i m mediately, and 
meanwhile Queen Arete told her maids to put a bed 
in the corridor, and make it  with red blankets, and 
it Was to have at least one counterpane.  They were 
also to put a woollen n ightgown for Ulysses. ' The 
maids took a torch, and made the bed as fast as they 
coul d ;  when they had done so they came up to Ulysses 
and said, ' This way, sir, if you pleasej your room is 
qUite ready ; '  and Ulysses was very glad to hear them say so.'  

O n th e following day Alcinous holds a meeting of the PhCBacians and proposes that Ulysses should have 
� ship got ready to take him home at once ; this being settled he i nvites all the leading people, and the 
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fifty-two sailors who are to m an Ulysses' ship, to 
up to his own house, and he will give them a banq 
for which he kills a dozen sheep, eight pigs, an d 
oxen. Immediately after gorging themselves at 
banquet they have a series of athletic corn peti 
and from this I gather the poem to been have written 
one who saw nothing very odd i n  letting 
compete in sports requiring very violent 
i mmediately after a heavy meal .  Such a course 
h ave been usual in those days, but certainly is 
generally adopted in our own. 

At the games Alcinous makes himself as ridicu 
as he always does, and Ulysses behaves much as 
hero of the preceding afternoon might be 
to do-but on his praising the Phceacians to 
the close of the proceedings A1cinous says he 
person of such singular j udgment that they 
must all of them make him a very handsome p 
" Twelve of you," he exclaims, " are magistrates, 
there is myself-that makes thirteen ; suppose 
give him each one of us a clean cloak, a tunic, and 
talent of gold,"-which in those days was worth a 
two hundred and fifty pounds. 

This is unanimously agreed to, and in the 
towards sundown, the presents began to make 
appearance at the palace of King Alcinous, and 
king's sons, perhaps prudently �s you will 
see, place them in the keeping of their mother Arete. 

When the presents have all arrived, Alcinous 
to Arete, " Wife, go and fetch the best chest we 
and put a clean cloak and a tunic i n  it. In the 
time Ulysses will take a bath." 

Arete orders the maids to heat a bath, brings 
chest, packs up the raiment and gold which 
Phceacians have brought, and adds a cloak and 
good tunic as King A1cinous's own contribution. 

Yes, but where-and that is what we are 
told-is the £ 250 which he ought to have contn 
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as well as the cloak and tunic ? And where is the 
beautiful gold goblet which he had also promised ? 

" See to the fastening yourself," says Queen Arete 
to Ulysses, " for fear any one should rob you while 
yOU are asle,ep in the ship. "  

Ulysses, we m a y  be sure was well aware that 
Alcinous's £ 250 was not in the box, nor yet the goblet, 
but he took the hint at once and made the chest fast 
without the delay of a moment, with a bond which 
the cunning goddess Circe had taught him. 

IIe does not seem to have thought his chance 
of getting the £ 250 and the goblet, and having to 
unpack his box again, was so great as his chance of 
having his box tampered with before he got it away, 
if he neglected to double-10ck it at once an d put the 
key in his pocket. He has always a keen eye to 
money ; indeed the whole Odyssey turns on what is  
substantially a money quarrel, so this time without 
the promptin g of Minerva he does one of the very few 
sensible things which he does, on his own account,. 
throughout the whole poem . 

Supper is now served, and when it is over, Ulysses, 
pressed by Alcinous, announces his name and begins 
the story of his adventures. 

It is with profound regret that I find myself unable 
to quote any of the fascinating episodes with which 
his narrative abounds, but I have said I wac; going to 
lecture on the humour of Homer-that is to say of the 
lhad and the Odyssey-and must not be diverted from 
my subject. I cannot, however, resist the account 
�vhich Ulysses gives of his meeting with his mother 
In Hades, the place of departed spirits, which he has 
visited by the advice of Circe. His mother comes up 
�o him and asks him how he managed to get into 
i�des, being still alive. I will translate freely, but 

qUite closely, from Ulysses' own words, as spoken to 
the Phceacians. 

" And I said, ' Mother, I had to come here to consult 
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the ghost of the old Theban prophot Teirosias, r h 
never yet been near Greece, nor set foot on my 
land, and have had nothing but one lon g run of ill 
from the day I set out with Agamemnon to fight 
Troy. But tell me how you came here 
Did you have a long and painful illness or did 
vouchsafe you a gentle easy passage to eternity ? 
me also about my father and my son ? Is my p 
still in their hands, or has some one else got hold 
it who thinks that I shall not return to claim it ? 
again, is my wife conducting herself ? Does she 
with her son and make q. home for him, or has 
married again ? '  

" My mother answered, , Your wife is �ti11 m 
of your house, but she is in very great straits 
spends the greater part of her time in tears. No 
has actually taken possession of your property, and 
machus still holds it. He has to accept a great 
invitations, and gives m uch the sort of entertain 
in return that may be expected from one in his 
Your father remains in the old place, and never 
near the town ; he is very badly off, and has neither 
nor bedding, nor a stick of furniture of any kind . 
winter he sleeps on the floor in front of the fire with 
men, and his clothes are in a shocking state, but 
summer, when the warm weather comes on again, 
sleeps out in the vineyard on a bed of vine leaves. 
takes on 

·
very much about your not having returned, 

suffers more and more as he grows older : as for 
I died of nothing whatever in the world but grief 
yourself. There was not a thing the m atter with 
hut my prolonged anxiety on your qccount was 
:trluch for ·me, and in the end it just wore me out.' ' ' 

In the course of time Ulysses Gomes to a pause 
his narrative and Q ueen Arete makes a little sp 

" ' What do you think,' she said to the 
f of such a guest as this ? D id you ever 
ilt Ql1ce ;:;0 goqd-Iook;ing anq sQ cl�v�r ? 
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' ndeed, that his visit is paid m ore particularly to 
�yself, but you all participate in the honour conferred 
upon us by a visitor of such distinction. Do not be 
jn a hurry to send him off, nor stingy in the presents 

yOU m ake to one in so great need ; for you are all 

of you very well off.' '' 
You will note that the queen does not say 'c we 

are all  of us very well off." 
Then the hero Echenus, who was the oldest m an 

among them, added a few words of his own. " My 
friends," he said, " there cannot be two opinions about 
the graciousness and sagacity of the remarks that 
h ave just fallen from Her Majesty ; nevertheless i t  i s  
with H i s  Majesty King Alcinous that the decision 
must ultimately rest." 

" The thing shall be done," exclaimed Alcinous, " if 
I am still king over the Phreacians. As for ou1." 
guest, I know he is anxious to resume his journey, 
::;t i 1 1  we m ust persuade him if we can to stay with us 
until to-morrow, by which time I shall be able to get 
together the balance of the sum which I mean to press. 
on his acceptance ." 

So here we have it straight out that the monarch 
knew he had only contributed the coat and waistcoat, 
and did not know exactly how he was to lay his hands, 
On the £ 250. 'Vhat with piracy-for we have been 
told of at least one case in  which Alcinous had looted 
a town and stolen his housemaid Eurymedusa-what 
�vith insufficient changes of linen, toping like an 
Immortal god, swaggering at  large, and open-handed 
hOSpital ity, it is plain and by no means surprising 
that Alcinous is out at elbows ; nor can there be a 
better exam ple of the difference between the occasional 
b

�oacl com edy of the Ikad and the delicate but very 
bI tter satire of the Odyssey than the way in which the 
fact that Alcinous is in  money difficulties is allowed 
to steal upon us, as contrasted with the obvious humour of the quarrels between Jove and Juno. At any rate 
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we can hardly wonder at Ulysses having- felt that 
a mon arch of such mixed character the 
b ox might prove a temptation greater than 
resist. To return, however, to the story-

" If it please your majesty," said he, in answer 
King A1cinous, " I  should be delighted to stay 
for another twelvemonths, and to accept from 
hands the vast treasures and the escort which 
are so generous as to promise me. I should obvi 
gain by dQing so, for I should return fuller-h 
to my own people and should thus be both 
respected and more loved by my acquaint ance. 
to receive such presents-" 

The king perceived his embarrassm ent and 
once relieved him. " No one," he exclaimed, " 
looks at you can for one moment take you for 
charlatan or a swindler. I know there are many 
these unscrupulous persons going about j ust n ow, 
such plausible stories that it- is very hard to dis 
them ; there is, how ever, a finish about your 
which convinces me of your good disposition," and 
o n  for more than I have space to quote ; after 
UIyses again proceeds with his adventures. 

When he had finished them A1cinous insists 
the leading Phceacians should each one of them 
Ulysses a still further present of a large ki 
copper and a three-legged stand to set it on, " b 
he continues, , .  as the expense of all these p 
is really too heavy for the purse of any pri 
individual, I shall charge the whole of the m on 
rates : "  literally, " We will repay ourselves by get 
it in from a m ong the people, for this is too heavy 
present for the purse of a private individuaL " 
what this can mean except charging it on the ra 
I do not know. 

Of course everyone else sends up his tripod and 
cauldron, but we hear nothing about any, e ither tripod 
cauldron, from King A1cinous. He is very fussy n 
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fl10rning stowing them under the ship's benches, but 
his time and trouble seem to be the extent of his 

ontribution. It is hardly necessary to say that 
� Iysses had to go away without the £ 250, and that 
,,,e never hear of the promised goblet being presented. 
Sti l l  he had done pretty wel l .  

I have not quoted anything like a l l  th e absurd 
remarks m ade by A1cinous, nor shewn you nearly 
as com pletely as I could do if I had more ti m e  how 
obv iousl y the writer is quietly laughing at him i n  her 
sleeve. She un derstands his little ways as sh e under
stands those of Menelaus, who tells Telemachus and 
Pis istratus that if they like he will take them a 
personally "conducted tour round the Peloponese, and 
that they can m ake a good thing out of it ,  for everyone 
will give them so mething-fancy Helen or Q ueen 
Arete making such a proposal as this. They are 
never laughed at, but then they are women, whereAS 
A1cinous and Menelaus c:.re men, and this m akes all 
the difference. 

And now in conclusion let me point out the irony of 
l iterature in cOllnexion with this astonishing work . 
Here is a poem in which the hero and heroine have 
al ready been m arried many years before it begins : 
it i s marked by a total absence of love business i n  
such sense as we understand it : its interest centres 
m ainly in the fact of a bald elderly gentleman, whose 
little remaining hair is red, being eaten out of house 
and home during his absence by a number of young 
Illen who are courting the supposed widow-a widow 
"'ho, if she be fair and fat, can hardly also be less 
than forty. Can any subject seem more hopeless ? 
Moreover, this subj ect so initially faulty is treated with a carelessness i n  respect of consistency, ignorance of cOlll monly known details, and disregard of ordinary ca�on s, that can hardly be surpassed, and yet I cannot 
th Ink that i n  the whole range of literature there is 
et work which can be decisively placed abo\'e it. I 
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am afraid you will hardly accept this ; I do not 
how you can be expected to do so, for in the 
place there is no even tolerable prose translation, 
i n  the second, the Odyssey, like the Ilz'ad, has been 
school book for over two thousand five hundred 
and what more cruel revenge ' than this can d 
take Cm genius I The Ilz'ad and Odyssey have been 
as text-books for education during at least two thousan. 
five hundred years, and yet it is only during the 
forty or fifty that people have begun to see that 
are by different authors. There was, indeed, so 
learn from Colonel Mure's valuable work, a band 
scholars some few hundreds of years before the 
of Christ, who refused to see the Ilz'ad and 
as by the same author, but they were snubbed 
snuffed out, and for more than two thousand 
were considered to have been finally refuted. 
there be any more scathing. satire upon the value 
l i terary criticism I It would seem as though Mi 
h ad shed the same thick darkness over both 
poems as she shed over Ulysses, so that they m 
go in and out among the dons of Oxford 
Cam bridge from generation to generation, and 
�hould see them . If I am right, as I believe I am, 
holding the Odyssey to have been written by a 
woman, was ever sleeping beauty more 
concealed behind a more impenetrable hedge 
dulness I-and she will have to sleep a good m 
years yet before any one wakes her effectually. 
what else can one expect from people, not one of w 
has been at the very slight exertion of noting a 
of the writer's main topographical indications, and 
looking for them in an Admiralty chart or two I 
any step be more obvious and easy-indeed, it is 
�imple that I am ashamed of myself for not ha 
taken it  forty years ago. Students of the Odyssey 
t h e  most part are so engrossed with the force of 
zeugma, and of the enclitic particle 'YE ; they take 
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J uch more interest in the digamma and in the }Eolie 
�jaJect, than they do in the living spirit that sits behin d 
all these things and alone gives them their importance, 
that, naturally enough, not caring about the personality, 
it remains and always must remain invisible to them. 

If I have helped to make it any less invisible to 
yourselves, let me ask you to pardon the somewhat 
querulouS tone of my concluding remarks. 

SAMUEL BUTLER. 

QUO SA L ?  

Every gmera#on that cometh doth verily stand on the shoulders of that which hatl! gone befon.-Leo Sestertiu5. 

' Advancing time advanceth wit,' 
The ancient saw declares : 

We stand upon our fathers' heads, 
Our fathers stood on theirs'. 

L.. H. S. 
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A LAMP EXTIN GUISHED. 

�HIS paper-destined by the author for the 
� but by the E ditors doubtless about to 

, relegated to the waste-paper basket�is 
m arkable in many ways, but in none more than 
ongm. The mere facts ind eed, the ground plan 
modelled, glazed, nor /ramed, are the results of 
of careful observation, comparison, and rej ection 
those which gave us an Orzgz'n 0/ SPecz"es, but the 
th e vital soul which has vivified those dry 
came like a heavenly visitant, and came 
College debate. Such an event is surely unprecedenll 
such an unexpected source for an idea should 
something phenomenal. Is the prom ise fulfilled ? 
is not for the writer to say ; let the Reader read 
j udge. 

The fi rst fact which directed the writer's a 
to this subject was the unexplained phenomenon 
Uninhabited Chamber. No, Reader, not the 
four-post-bedded ghost-haunted chamber of the 
Grange ; not that, but m erely the front parlour 
poor struggling for respectability and a social 
the parlour with its Family Bible, bead mats, 
flowers, and daguerreotypes of th e l ast gene 
For tho�e wh o know well admit that when , in 
evoluti on of the social instincts, actual bread, 
and fi ring to-day, with prospective bread, beer, 

firing as potentialities of to-morrow, have ce 
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occupy all the horizon of their mental vision, the first 

instincts of the lower classes is for a room which is 
not lived in. There dwells darkness and other family 
heirlooms, thence issue damp smells when the door is 
opened. The oth er room-or rooms possibly-may be 
a crowded living room by day and a heated bedroom 
by nigh t, but the sallctity of the parlour is unviolated. 
The problem proposed, then,  is this. Whence comes 
this hankering after a room not used, and on what 
instincts and how acquired is it based ? 

The answer which solved this problem and co-ordi
nated with it many other problems h itherto u nexplained, 
and apparently widely different, such as why we wear 
top hats and what there is of beauty in mountains, is 
given in the principle that nothzng whzch ts true zs 
beautzjttl. 

The word true is here used in its widest sense, that 
in which it is used in the Seven Lamps 0/ Archz'tedure, 
where truth is the c01'respondence wziiz surroundzngs and 
fulfilment 0/ the purposes 0/ bezng. 

It i s  the great principle above stated, hard to 
appreciate and baffling on account of its very 
universality, which the poor East-ender grasps in all 
its worth. He, more than the inhabitant of Kensington, 
to whom a picture is useful to cover a stain on the 
wall-paper, and a garden statue as a m ask for the 
path to the area, recognises th at what is useful 
cannot elevate, and that only a room uninhabited and 
�nfit for habitation can really exercise an influence 
In the sphere of our ethical and cesthetic being. 
Such a room becomes therefore to the East-ender 
the symbol of the useless, the unpractical, the beautiful, 
as opposed to beer and rent and butcher's meat, which 
are useful and practical things and minister to the 
gross body. This principle it was which actuated the :�formers of the cesthetic movement. They recognised 

at a blue plate on the floor was a platter for dogs, 
On the wall an obfet d' art for the contempl ation of 
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men and angels. They therefore put fans on the 
sun-shades in the fire-pl aces, and rej oice in J apa 
art which conveys no adequate idea of that which 
represents. When Punch puts into the mouth of 
poet Postlethwaite the beautiful words, " Why 
we be anything ? why not remain for ever 
merely to exist beautifully ? "  the British 
who reads it over his ham and eggs, laughs 
of a competency made in trade and conscious of b 
a warm man. Yet Postlethwaite is right, and 
remains for ever a paying speculation, nor can 
rise to the realms of the truly beautiful. 

A public who buy their Ruskin in expensive edi ' 
but do not read him, will object that he m 
one of his " Lamps " the " Lamp of Truth." That 
so, and it is the extinction of that Lamp which 
paper is intended to achieve. 

Truly our theory is not without support 
writers of authority. Does not Keats sing-A 
0/ beauty £s a foy /01' ever ? But obviously that 
is useful and fulfils the purpose of its being does 
last for ever. We cannot eat our cake and have 
for it is of the n ature of cakes, whether of soap 
otherwise, to consume away. Only the purely 
is eternal, for to exist beautifully, though difficult, 
not exhausting. 

Yet it is not from authority, but from facts, that 
new and revolutionary theory must receive C'"nnl'l 

Let us then take facts, the two cited at the corn 
m ent of this article for instance, and subj ect them 
careful examination. 

We wear top hats and we love them. 
there is  no doubt. To not a few of us, a Un 
Sunday lacks an indefinite something, not to 
defined, because the top hat is wanting. Why is this 

A top hat is always uncomfortable ; in a high 
it necessitates an ungraceful and awkward pose of 
head ; in a hot sun it becomes an oven and 
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the brains. It i s  ill-fitted to protect the wearer from 

the noon-day heat or the dews of night, and when 

chased through the dust in March divides with the 
quondam wearer the honour of being the m ost ridiculous 
sight as yet presented to a pitying and pitiful world. 
Yet in spite. no, because, of all this, it is to the 
Englishman the outward and visible sign of his liberty, 
a fitting boss to the shield of the British Constitution. 
Because it is ill-fitted to cover the head, for that 
reason it is admirably adapted for a centre round which 
may cluster m any of the purest and noblest of hum an 
emotions. With it are connected by an association of 
i deas the dogmas of our faith, the conception of a day of 
rest, the picture of the father at church among his 
boys, those boys who shall rise up and call him 
blessed and themselves carry on the family reputation, 
and maintain unshaken the framework of our social 
life. In a word, it belongs not to the sphere of the 
useful, but to that of the emotional, within which 
dwell all other fair things which have a purely ethical 
existence. 

Of mountains, too. What of them ? They are 
distinctly clumsy, they impede the view unless one is 
on the summit, and then the pleasures of sight are 
lessened by the m emory that it will ultim ately b e  
necessary t o  descend. Yet we admire them. It is because they cannot be let in building leases for 999 
years, and are eminently unsuitable for the erection of 
desirable semi-detached villas, because it would be aWkward to reap upon them and quite impossible to 
sO\\', that they are beautiful. The writer does not deny �at a mountain may be useful. It may contain metal. 

ut it is quite certain that the m an is yet to b e  
�reated who can a t  one a n d  the same time admire 
a 
1e .Alps and consider them as the ground plan of £, COmpany, capital £ I ,000,000 in 1 00,000 shares of 

1 0  each. 
�o, this paper ends now after the consideration 
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of two examples, as it would after the 
of two thousand, with proof positive 
which is true or useful can be beautiful. What a 
that this article is probably too beautiful or 
sufficiently true to be useful to the Editors of 
Eagle. 

P. G. 

OMNIA EXPL ORA TE. 

Fashions old, and fashions new, 
Fashions false, and fashions true ; 
Fashions wise, and fashions mad, 
Fashions good, and fashions bad ; 

Some fashions fade, some fashions 
Prove all, and to the good hold fast ! 

J. F. 

IDEM GRAECE REDDITUM. 

W� aiel '11'altovua TuX"7 pE'11'Et €vBa Kal €vBa, , 

K''YKJ... £tEt Of (3POTWV '11'clVT' Ctvclp.t'Y0a (3£ov. 

CtJ...J...clUUC:t 0' CtP€T�� KaKlav Kal Katva. '11'aJ...atWV, 

'o/EVOO'O CtJ..."7B€ta�, a!/>pouuv"7� uo!/> lav. 

P E' TclOE, KE'iva p.EVet· !/>pcJVtp.or; 0' €uB' 

oovr; (3auclV'l" XP"7UTWJI t1J1TEXEra£ uTEpEwr;. 

T. R. 

® lJ t t u a r». 

THOMAS ROBERTS M . A. F.G.S. 

Tom Roberts (for by that name he  was always known) who 
died on January 24, 1 892,  in Cambridge, aged 3 5 ,  was a native of 
South Wales. After a successful course at University College, 
Aberystwyth, he entered St John's in the Michaelmas Term 
of 1 8 79, having gained the Natural Science Exhibition. H e  
was elected Foundation Scholar i n  his second year ; his name 
appeared in the First Class of Part I of the Natural Sciences 
Tripos in 1 882 ,  and of Part II in 1 8 83 ; and soon after 
taking his degree he  was appointed to the post of Assistant 
to the Woodwardian Professor of Geology, which he retained 
until his death. In the summer of 1 884 he was sent by the 
University, with a grant from the Worts Fund, to study the 
rocks of the Jura Mountains. He gained the Sedgwick Prize 
in 1 886, and received an award from the Lyell Fund of the 
Geological Society in 1 88 8 .  

Roberts d i d  n o t  publish much, but his  papers, like every
thing he undertook, are marked by thoroughness. Thoroughness 
and gentleness were perhaps his most striking characteristics, 
and many are the pupils indebted to him for instruction of 
rare quality, ung rudgingly and cheerfully given. He was an 
ideal teacher, never trying to impress his pupils by a showy 
style, never attempting to cover a wide range of study in a 
desultory manner ; he made them learn what they undertook 
to do, not by compulsion but by persuasion. A dull student 
might come away from one of Roberts's courses with less 
knowledge than a more brilliant one, but the knowledge in 
each case was accurate. 

' 

The men who found him ever willing to give help in the 
Geological Museum, and on those vacation tours conducted 
by Professor Hughes which were rendered doubly pleasant by 
the company of his kindly assistant, will sadly miss the 
massive form and friendly features from their accustomed Place .  But sti l l  greater is the loss to those friends of his 
o wn age and standing, who knew his loyalty and his fearlessness 
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in the cause of right. For them the 
friend needs no record save that en graven upon their 
To others may these words speak of one who fought a 
fight, whose watchword was Duty, and whose life 
blameless. 

JAMES ALEXANDER STEWART. 

Our fellow-student, Mr J. A. Stewart, whose death in 
rooms in the Third Court cast a gloom over the College, 
born in Belfast on May 1 8, 1 8 66,  and received his  
education at the Belfast Model  School. Afterwards 
entered commercial life, being for some time in the 
of the Barrow Steam Navigation Company and of 
Sin clair & Boyd in Belfast. While with the latter firm 
1 8 84- he matriculated at the Royal University of Ireland 
a period of private study, and on entering the Queen's 
Belfast, in 1 88 5  he obtained a mathematical science 
ship, and at the end of the session secured third place 
Professor Purser's class in mathematics. In the 
of  1 8 86-87 he secured the first prize in mathematical 
and at the beginning of the next session he went in for 
second year scholarship, and took first place. At the close 
the session he obtained first prizes in logic, in 
in mathematical physics, and in experimental physics. 
that date he kept at the head of his class in sc]ence. 
beginning of the third session he competed for the 
Scholarship, given for classics, mathematics (pure and appw::UJ 
logic, and modern languages. He was elected to this 
ship for a year, and during the session he  took the first 
in honour mathematics, honour mathematical physics, 
honour experimental physics. That year he went up to 
Royal University in Dublin for his degree of B.A., and gained 
with first-class honours. At this examination he was 
first in Ireland in mathematical science. Then, on return'", 
to the Queen's College, he entered for the senior scholarshiM 
both in mathematics and natural philosophy, and was 
first for both. He could only retain one, and he elected 
hold the senior scholarship in mathematics. At the same 
he was elected to the Dunville Studentship, the.:: highest 
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O'iven in mathematics and physics i n  the College. H e  taught 

for some time in Victoria College, Belfast. Upon entering 

SI John's in 1 8 89 he was elected to an exhibition and a sizar

ship. He steadily improved his position at the College, and 

was first at the last May examinations, being subsequently 

elected to a Foundation Scholarship. A chill caught on his 
journey to Cambridge led to an attack of pneumonia, from 
which,  after nearly a week's illness, he  died on Sunday, 
January 2 4-, 1 89 2 .  His brother and sister arrived only a few 
hours before his death. A brief but touching service was held 
in  the College Chapel the next evening, before his remains 
were removed for burial in Belfast. Wreaths from the Master 
and Fellows, the Scholars, Mr Ward, his Tutor, and other friends 
were laid on the coffin, and the procession to the railway station 
was accompanied by many senior and junior members of the 
Coll ege, who during Mr Stewart's short life in Cambridge had 
learned to appreciate his sterling Christian character and his 
high intellectual promise. 

ROBERT PEIRSON M.A. 

Robert Peirson, the Astronomer, who died on  Ji-me I S .  1 8 9 1 ,  

at the age o f  7 6  years, was a member o f  a n  old Yorkshire 
family. His father, James Peirson, was born at Whitby in 
that county, but was settled for many years in Charles ton, 
South Carolina, as a Cotton Planter and Merchant. In 1 8 1 7  
or ) 8 1 8 he returned homy and finally took up his abode in 
England. He possessed what at any rate at that period  
Was deemed a considerable fortune, and he soon afterwards 
retired from active business pursuits. He purchased the 
long leasehold interest in his residence, No. 5. Barnsbury 
Park, Islington, Middlesex, then a semi-rural neighbourhood of some consequence, occupied by merchants and others of 
wealth and good position. In this house Robert Peirson :as born, and, with the exception of his residence at Cam/ldge which began in 1 84-2, in  this house he thenceforth IVc'd ,  an d there he died a bachelor. 
t 11 le was admitted a Foundation Scholar in 1 84-2,  and 

00 ' h "  b '  IS degree as Third Wrangler in 1 845,  the year o f  
lIt Patkinson and Sir William Thomson (now Lord Kelvin) . e was admitted a Fellow of the College in 1 84-9 in succession 
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to Mr BEck, who had accepted the l iving of Brandes 
and kept h is  Fellowship ti l l  1 8 5 5 .  H e  does not appear 
have held any College office. In 1 8 5 0  he was awarded 
first Adams Prize, founded i n  1 848, for an essay on The 
of the Long Inequably of [kanus and Neptzme, which was 
in vol. ix of the Transactz'olls of the Canzbr£dge Philosophical 

After leaving Cambridge Mr. Peirson determined to 
himself to the study of Astronomy and Optics, and 
studies formed the occupation of his l i fe. In 1 8 5 8  

sought the repose of  the country, and he purchased 
freehold of some five or six acres of land in one of the 
and most secluded parts of Wimbledon Park, Surrey, 
\vh ich he bui lt, during the years 1 8 5 9- 1 8 u I ,  a 
residence, which he called Devomlzz're Lodge ,' but un 
by the time this was ready for his occupation in July 1 86 1  

circumstance occurred which n o t  only prevented his 
occupying this residence, but also tinged and em 
the remainder of his days. Through misplaced confidence 
one he considered a friend he lost many thousands of p 
which so reduced his income that he  found it necessary 
abandon and sell h is  country house, and to remain in 
London residence at Barnsbury. 

Naturally shy and retiring, he never mixed in society. 
neither visited others, nor received visitors. He shut him 
almost entirely from the outer world, and spent his time in 
favourite studies. But, notwithstanding, he was well acquai 
with current l iterature and politics, as well as with all 
in  science generally ; and his views on all these subjects 
advanced and progressive. 

He has left a large quantity of MSS, alike the evidence 
the result of his dil igent study and search after scientific 
consisting of many reams of  paper covered with notes, 
and, so far as inspected, fairly written in his ·own neat 
writing. These papers are now being examined by Mr A. 
Flux, Fellow of the College, with a view to the 
publication of some of them. 

Mr Peirson was eminently gentle in disposition, con 
of others, just and honourable in all h i s  dealings, and 
accurate in his views generally as he  was diffident 
expressing them. He l ived and died a true philosop 
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SIR JAMES WILLIAM REDHOUSE LlTT.D. 

Sir James Redhouse became a member of the College when 
he was admitted in 1 8 84 to the honorary degree of Doctor 

in Letters by the University. He was born on December 30,  

I S I  I ,  in Walworth, London, of a Suffolk family, and was 

educated at Christ's Hospital. He went to Constantinople 

in 1 8 2 6, where he  studied French, Italian, Turkish, Arabic, 

and Persian ; and served the Ottoman Government by ass isting 

in the preparation of various military, naval, and l iterary 
\l'orks. He visited South Russia in 1 8 3 0, acquiring some know
Ictl:;e of the language, and commencing the preparation of a 
Turkish, English,  and French Dictionary ; he  returned to London 
in 1 8 3 4  to publish the same, but the appearance of Bianchi's 
Turkish-French work made the attempt fruitless. After being 
entrusted with the superintendence of about twenty Turkish naval 
and military officers sent over to study an d serve in the Royal 
Art i l lery and Navy, he returned to Constantinople in 1 8 3 8 ; 

was appointed to the Translation Office of the Parte, and 
in 1 8 3 9  was selected by the Grand Vizier for confidential 
communications with the British Ambassador, Lord Ponsonby. 
After being appointed a Member of ' the Naval Council, 
to co-operate with Captain Baldwin Wake Walker R.N. 
(afterwards Sir B. W. Walker Bart. rc.C.B. &c.), he  entered 
the Turkish Naval Service ; assisted in drawing up naval 
instructions for the officers of the Tllrkish fleet ; went to 
Alexandria when hostilities were commenced by the allies, 
England, Austria, Russia, and Turkey, against Egypt ; 
accompanied the Consuls-General to the British Fleet at 
I3eyrut ;  and served as means of communication between the 
Turkish General on shore and Admiral Sir Robert Stop ford 
concerning a combined attack on St Jean d'Acre, this plan 
bei ng referred through Mr Redhouse to Lord Ponsonby and 
the Ottoman Government, and ultimately carried out successfully 
by orders of the al l ied Governments. For these services Mr Rcdb ouse received the  Turkish Order of the  Nishani Iftikhar in 
brilliants. On a change of ministry in  1 84 1 ,  Mr Reclhouse returned �o the  Parte, and was employed in confidential communications 

C
CllVeen the Turkish Government and Sir Stratford Canning 
.C .n.  (afterwards Lord Stratford de Redcliife K.G.), who 

sUcceeded Lord Ponsonby. In January 1 84 3  he proceeded la. 
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Erzerum as Secretary to the Mediating Commisioners, 
Williams (afterwards Sir W. F. Wil l iams Bart. , of Kars, G. 
and the Hon R. Curzon (afterwards Lord ZOuche), 
ultimately assisted i n  concluding in 184-7 a treaty of 
between Turkey and Persia, receiving the Persian Order 
the Lion and Sun, with Colonel's rank, i}rst class ;  
publishing meanwhile in Paris his " Grammaire raisonnee de 
langue ottomane." In I 854- h e  was appointed 
Translator to the Foreign Office, and published an 
Turkish and Turkish-English Dictionary, also a Vade-Mecum 
Colloquial Turkish for the Army and Navy in the Cri 
War. In 18S7 he assisted the late Lord Cowley in Paris 
wording the treaty of peace with Persia that set our 
free to act under Sir Hugh Rose (Lord Strathnairn) 
suppressing the Indian Mutiny. In 1884- he  was engaged 
publish ing numerous treatises on Oriental subjects. He 
formerly Secretary to, and an Honorary Member of, the 
Asiatic Society ; and Honorary and Corresponding Member 
several learned societies. He was created C.M.G. ,  1885,  
K.C.M.G.,  J 888.  He presented te the Library of the 
Museum a manuscript (incomplete) dictionary of Arabic, Per.i. ..... 
Ottoman-Turkish, Eastern Turkish and Engl i sh ,  in ten large 

. volumes, the result of sixteen years' labour ;  and to the  U 
Library, Cambridge, a transcript of a unique Arabic 
which was in the Library of the India Office, a gift. o f  
Hastings to the  East India Company, with translation, 
mentary, maps, and index. He married, first in 1836, J ane E. 
Slade (who died 1887), daughter of the late T. Slade, of 
pool, and second, 1 88 8, El iza, daughter of our late H 
Fellow, Sir Patrick MacChombaich de Colquhoun Q.C. 

Sir James died on January 2nd. His  portrait in  
costume has peen placed in the smaller Combinati 

The following Members of the College have died during 
year 1 8 9 1 ; the year in brackets is that of the B.A. degree. 

Rev John Price Alcock ( 183 1) ,  formerly Precentor of Rochester� 
Canon pf Cante,bury, and Vicar of Ashford for 40 years : died 
at Eardemont, Crayford, aged 84. 

Rev WiUiam Baker (B.D. [870), Incufllbent of  Rarn's 
Hacklley ; died May 1 5  at flackney, aged 60, 
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lZe\' Henry John Barnard ( 1 845), Vicar of Pucklechurch with Abson, 

formerly Vicar of Yatton for 38 years, Prebendary of "Vells, aud Rural 
Dean of Portishead : died July 2, aged 69. 

lZev Hyde Wyndham Beadon ( 1834), Honorary Canon of Bristol : died at 
LaUon, W ilts" May 12,  aged 79 (see Eagle XVI, 573) ,  

Rev George Shelford Bidwell ( 1 852), late Rector of  Sympson, Bucks : died 
March 20 at "Vorthing, aged 6 1 .  

Rcv Thomas Birkett ( 1858) : died February 26 at Weston-super-mare. 
aged 55.  

Rcv Thomas Hell1'y Braim (did n pt graduate), received degree of D.D.  from 
the Archbishop of Canterbury LL.D" late Archdeacon of Portland, 
Australia, author of a Histo,y of New South Wales ,' died Oclober 1 4:  
a t  Risley Rectory, Derby, aged 77 ,  

Rev GeOl'ge Russell Brett ( 1858), Rector o f  Thwaite, Norfolk : died 
September I at the Rectory. 

Rcv Samuel Christmas Brown ( 1 842), Vicar of Great Clacton : died July S, 
aged j2 .  

Rev John Hemy Browne ( 1 840), formerly Scholar, Vicar of Lowdham,. 
Notts., for nearly 50 years : <;lied October I l ,  aged 74. 

Rcv Thomas Edward George Bunbury ( 1 860) : died May 6, aged 53. 

Rev George Ash Butterton D.D. ( 1827 ) : died AU6ust 3 at Rhyl, aged 8� 
(see Eagle XVII, 59). 

Rev Arthur Calve!'t ( 1856), formerly Fellow, Rector of Moreton, Essex :' 
died June 2.  

Rev Thomas Stone Carnsew ( 1 8SS), Vicar of  Constantine, near Penrhyn, 
for 30 years ( 1857-1887) Vicar of PougheU, North Cornwall : died 
January 2 I, aged 70 . 

Rev Edward Keatinge Clay ( 1 864), Vicar of Great Kimble, Tring : died 
March 15 ,  at Hastings. 

Rev Henr y Cogan ( 1 837),  formerly Vicar of East Dean and Rector of Upper 
\Vallham : died August 29 at Chichester. 

Sir Patrick Colquhoun Q.C. LL.D. ( 1837) , Honorary Fellow : died May 1 8,. 
aged 76 (see Eagle XVI, 567).  

George Cooper ( 1 873), Barrister-at-Law : died December 7 near Liverpool, 
aged 40. 

Rev Thomas D avis (B.D. 1 864) : died March 6 at Earl's Court, London, 
aged 66. 

Rev Hicks Thomas Deacle ( 1 840), Vicar of Bawburgh, Norfolk : died 
August 8. 

Rev Charles Rous Drury ( 1845), Vicar of Westhampnett, late Archdeacon 
of Madras ; died Octo her 29, aged 69. 

COnrad Clunie DUl'tlas ( 1 885) : died February 7 at Ealing, aged 58. 
Vcry Reverend Gilbert Elliot ( 1 823), Dean of Bristol : died August 1 8. 

aged 9 1  (see Eagle XVll, 65). 
Rev Edwyn Anthony Ely ( 1 862), late Rector of Lassington : died 

December 27 at Abergavenny, aged 53. Rev Patrick Fenn ( 1852), Rector of vVrabness, Essex, for 54 years : died 
March I I , aged 9 1 .  lames \Villiam Gabb ( 1861) ,  Solicitor : died December 29 a t  Cheltenham. 
aged 53. 
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Rev John Edward Beauchamp George ( 1 880), Vicar of St George's, 

Isle of Man : dIed May 12 ,  aged 45. 

Rev Herbert Richard Hannam ( 1882) : died August 17 at Nonvood, aged (see Eagle XVII, 70). 

The Right Honol1rable Lord Heytesbury (,Villi am Henry Ashe a' 
Holmes) ( M. A .  1 83 1 ) : died April 2 [  at Heytesbury House, 
aged HI (see Eagle XVI, 565). 

Rev Edward Kaye Holt ( 1 854), Vicar of Sancton, Yorks. : died :May 
aged 63. 

Rev John Burleigh James ( [ 834), eldest son of the late Rev John 
Canon of Peterborough (author of the homilies on the Collects) : 
November 28 at Vanbrugh Fields, Blackheath, aged 80. 

Rev John Jackson ( [ 840), Rector of Ledbury, Herefordshire : died July 
aged 75.  

Rev Joseph John Jeckell ( 1 85 [),  Rector o f  Rylstone, Skipton :  
in Decem!:>er, aged 63. 

Henry MartYIl Jeffrey ( 1849) F.R.S. ,  late Head Master of Cheltcnba� 
Grammar School, was at St John 's for two terms when he migrated 
St Catharine's : died in November. 

Rev Robert Joynes ( 1 843), Rector of Gravesend for 45 years : 
Septem ber 13,  aged 70. 

Rev Henry Richard Julius ( 1 839), for 40 years Vicar of Wrecclesham :  
March 27  at Redhill, aged 74. 

Rev WiIliam Keeling ( 1826) B.D., formerly Fellow, Rector of Barrow, 
St Edmund's ; died May 7, aged 87.  

R e v  William James Kennedy ( 1837)  : died June 3 at Barnwood, aged 
(see Eagle XV!, 5 76). 

Rev Samuel Savage Lewis ( [ 868), Fellow of Corpus Christi College : 
March 31 in a train near Oxford, aged 54 (see Eagle xvi, 575)·  

Rev Francis Michael Mac Carthy ( 1828), afterwards at  Peterhouse, 
. Vicar of Thomes, Wakefield : died February 20, at Chester, aged 8b. 

Rev John Howard Marsden ( 1823) B.D.,  formerly Fellow : died January 
at Colchester, aged 87  (see Eagle XVI, 478) . 

Sir James Meek (did not graduate) : died January 10 at 
aged 75 (see Eagle XVI, 477) .  

Rev Robert Stephen Moore ( 1 851) ,  Vicar of Mickley : died June 2 1 , aged 

Rev William Murton ( 1 844),  Vicar of Sutton, vVansford, for 43 
died N ovem ber 1 7, aged 73.  

Rev William A nthony Newton ( 1 860), Ch aplain of the City of 
Industrial School, Feltham : died September 19, aged 52. 

Rev Gregory Nicholls ( 1 860) : died February I at Leavesdon, 
aged 5 2 .  

Rev George Philip Ottey ( 1 847), formerly Rector of Much Hadham, 
died December 17 at Bournemouth, aged 67.  

Rev Alexander Shaw Page ( 1 852), Towed against Oxford and at Henley 
iJ Vicar of Selsley, formerly Vicar o[ St Anne's, Lancaster : died Apr 

Rev Lawrence John Parsons ( 1 849), Chaplain to the Forces : died May 
at Woodbury, aged 66. 

Rev Thomas Pearse ( 1 8 1 9), [or 68 years Vicar of Westoning, Beds. : 
June 1 4, aged 93. 
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bcrt Peirson ( 1845), formerly Fellow : died June IS ,  aged 72  (see Eagle 
�o "di, 201) .  

,\'ill iam Philpot (did not graduate) late of West Farleigh, Kent : died 
November 4 at Linton, Kent, aged 72 •  

�e" John Holford Plant ( !877),  Mission Priest in the Diocese of Melanesia : 
died June 8 at Worthmg, aged 35·  

RC" Albeit John Porter
. 

( 1 862) LL.B . , Vicar of St Helen's, Norwich : 
died Jnne 30 at NorWIch. 

The Right Honourable the Earl of Powis (Edward James Herbert) ( 1 840) 
LL.D. , High Steward of the University : died May 7, aged 72 (.ee 
Eagle XVI, 562). 

captain Richard Davies Pryce of Cyfl'Onydd ( 1 842) J.p., Lord Lieutenant 
, 

of Montgomeryshire : died August 2 [ ,  aged i l .  
I{ev Frederick Goode Slight ( 1 86 1 ), Vicar o f  ,Voodborough, Notts : died 

January 1 7 ·  

Rev Vincent John Stanton ( 1 842) : died May 16  a t  Nice, aged 7 3  (see 
Eagle XVI, 573)·  

Charles Storer· ( [ 835) M.D. J.P. : died February 6 at Lowdham Grange, 
Notts, aged 78. 

Rcv Joh n  Taylor ( 1845) : died March 27 at  St. Helier's, Jersey, aged 76. 

Rev John Hel1l'y Taylor ( 1 87 1) ,  of Shillong, Assam, Indian Chaplain on tbe 
Calcutta Establishment : died in May, on board S teamship City of 
Oxfm'd, off Colombo. 

Rev Eusebius Andrewes Utbwalt ( 1 830) , formcrly Rector of Foscott, Bucks : 
died August 26 at Buckingham, aged 84· 

Rev John Thomas WaIters ( 1850), Rector of Norton Atherstone : died 
March ! I  at Llandudno, aged 74. 

Hensleigh Wedgwood ( 1 824), late Fellow of Christ's College : died June 2 
in London, aged 88 (see Eagle xvn, p. 65)· 

Rev Thomas White ( 1846), Vicar of Scamblesby ; died April 25. 
Will iam Henry Widgery ( 1879) : dicd August 26, aged 34 (see Eagle, 

XVII, 68). 
Rev William Wigston (1 839), Vicar of Rushmere St Andrew near Ipswich : 

died September 13 in London, aged 74. 

Rev Charles Edward Wilkinson ( 1 867), Curate in Charge of Gatcombe, 
Isle of Wigh t :  died November 8, aged So. 

Rev Joseph Wolstenholme ( r850), Sc.D., late Fellow of St John's and of 
Christ's : died November 1 8, aged 62 (see Eagle XVII, 67). 

Rev Thomas Rowland Wyer ( 1 842), formerly Incumbent of St. Peter's 
EpIscopal Church, Peebles : died May 8 at Peebles, aged 84. 



CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editors of the ' Eagle.' 

H OCKEY. 

DEAR SIRS! 

I should l ike to draw the attentibn of the College 
the existence of the University Hockey C lub. There 
games three times a week, and the men who neither 
football nor row would be enabled to get excellent exercise. 

I may mention in its favour that the expense is tri 
7s. 6d. for the season-that is for the Michaelmas and 
Terms. 

It might even be possible next year to start a 
Hockey Club, i n  which we have been already anticipated 
Trinity, King's, Clare, Pembroke, and Selwyn. 

I am, yours faithfully, 

L. H dRTON-SMITlI. 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

Lent Term, 1 8g2.  

In his sermon preached in the College Chapel on Sunday, 
January 3 1 ,  Professor Mayor thus referred to the losses which 
have recently befallen us in Cam � ridge : 

" Since I last spoke from thIS place, the Angel of Death 
has called away many of chief note in the University and our 
own College. 

" The venerable Duke of Devonshire, who united high rank 
with almost unexampled University distinction, whose vast estates 
were administered with rare wisdom and gene,osity, and who 
ranks among Chancellors with Burleigh and Fisher for the 
benefits which he  con ferred upon us ,  has gone ; and also his  
some-time competitor [Dr Philpott] , the Senior Wrangler of 1 81g ,  
who steered the University. as  a resident and as  a commissioner, 
through anxious times of change ; who as Bishop of Worcester, 
in one of the most arduous d ioceses of our church, governed 
�is flock in quietness and peace, with an unresting activity 
hke some force of nature, obeying the great Taskmaster. 

" Of many other losses, I can note but a few. The High 
Steward, Lord Powis, who showed h is  i nterest i n  Scholarshi p  
not only by giving a medal for Latin verse. but b y  personally pleading in the schools .for the retention of verse composit ion 
In OUr classical course ; to whom the windows in yonder apse 
an� ,the Walworth m i ssion bear grateful witness. 

h BIshop Perry, Senior Wrangler in 1 8 z 8, who built two �. Urches in Cambridge. gave form and o rder to the infant 
r�OC�se of Melbourne, and after many years of Colonial work, 
ch�alJ1cct to the last, spending and spent, in the service of the 

,�Ch at home. 
St �r· arvey Goodwin, long a power in St Edward's and 
of III ary' s pulpits, to whom we are indebted for the life " \  �on

.temporary, the m issionary Bishop Mackenzie. 
Us t Vlthlll the last few days the young and the  old have brought 
in ti�gether to lament their loss. Probably never, except 
tepeate dOf plague, has the voice of mourning fallen with such 

" T� strokes on Cam bridge ears. 
as he I e death of the young Prince, who left Trinity College, 
to tule eft .so many parts of the Empire which he was born , WIth a spotless character, called forth a sympathy 
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BernouJli (J. J.). R6mische Ikonographie. 2er Teil. 8vo. Suttgart, [8gl. 
Brilish Museum. Classical Texls from Papyri in the British Museum, 

including the newly discovered poems of Herodas. Edited by F. G. 
Kenyon. 4to. Lond. 18gl. 7.14.4°. 

Cambridge Antiquarian Society. Proceedings. Vo!. VII. No. 2. 8vo. 
Camb. 18g!. Library Table. 

Cambridge Philosophical Society. Proceedings. Vo!. VII. Part iv. 8vo. 
Camb. 18g1. Library Table. 

---- The Foundation and Early Years of the Society. An Address' 
delivered by J. W. Clark. 8vo. Camb. [8gl. Library Table. 

Cambridge University Examination Papers. Vo!. XX. 4to. Camb. r8gl. 
6-4-20, 

Cotton (Henry). The Typographical Gazetteer. 8vo. Oxford. 1825. 
Hh. 1.27. 

Catalogue general de la Librairie Fran�aise. Tome XII (1886-18go). 
[er Fascicule. [8gl. 

Dictionary of Natiollal Biography. Edited by Sidney Lee. Vo1- XXVHl. 
(Howard-Inglethorp). 8vo. Lond. r8gl. 7.4,28. 

Dictionary (New EnGlish) on Historical Principles. Edited by J. A. H. 
Murray. Part vi. (Clo-Consigner). fo!' Oxford, 18gl. Library Table. 

Dionysius Halicarnasseus. Autiquitatum Romanarum quae supersunt. 
Edidit C. Jacoby. Vo!. Ill. Teubner Text. 8vo. Lipsiae, 189!. 

Egypt Exploration Fund. Special Extra Report. The Season's Work at 
Ahnas and Beni Hasan, containing the Reports of M. Naville, P. E. 
Newberry, and Fraser. 189°-1891. 4to. Lond. 1891. 

English Dialect Society. Wordsworth (Rev. C.). Rutland Words. 8vo. 
Lond. 1891. . 

Gardiner (S. R.). History of the Great Civil War, 1642-1649. Vo!. Ill. 
[647-1649. 8vo. Lond. r89!. 5.37.50. 

*Hibbert (F, A.). The Influence and Development of English Gilds: as 
illustrated by the History of the Craft Gilds of Shrewsbury. (Thirlwall 
Dissertation 1891). 8vo. Camb. 189!. 1.8,14, 

Jacobi (C. G. J.). Gesammelte Werke. VIler Band. Herausg. von 
K. Weierstrass. 4to. Berlin, 1891. 3.32. 

Oxford Historical Society. The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, 
Antiquary, of Oxford, 1632-1695, described by himself. Collected by 
Andrew Clarke. Vo!. 1. [632-1663. 8vo. Oxford, r891. 5.26. 

Rolls Series: 
i. Year Books of the Reign of King Edward Ill. Year XV. Edited 

and translated by 1.. O. Pike. 8vo. Lond, [89!. 5.10. 
ii. Calendar of the Patent Rolls preserved in the public Record Office. 

Edward Ill. A.D. 1327-1330. 8vo. Lond. [891. 5.40. 
iii. Waurin (John de). A Collection of the Chronicles and Ancient 

Histories of Great Britain, now called England. Translated by 
E. 1.. C. P. Hardy. Vo!. Ill. 1422-1431. 8vo. Lond. [8gl. 5·9· 

Scottish Record Publications. The Registrar of the Privy Council of 
Scotland. Edited by David Masson. Vo!. X. 16[3-[6r6. 8vo. 
Rdin. 1891. 5.32. 

Searle (W. G.). Catalogue of the illuminated MSS. in the Library of the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 8vo. Camb. [876. Hh. I.26. 

Texts and Studies. Edited by J. A. Robinson. Vo!. I. No. 4· The 
Fragments of Heracleon. By A. E. Brooke. 8vo. Camb. [89!. 

, 

, 

RAPHAEL.-

DOME of Agrippa,t haunted by the shade 
Of buried generations, where there dwell 
The shadowy forms of gods that mutely hear 
The chant of worship in the shrine below, 
Still in thy silence guard the honoured dead 
Laid here to rest, where slanting sunshine falls 
In one broad stream of light. Through sorrowing 

crowds 
That thronged the streets o{ Rome, they bore him here, 
And then the echo of their footsteps died 
Into the world of men, and silence fell 
Soft through thy shadowy dome on Raphael's grave. 

Guard thou the dead ; for naught is sacred now; 
And sacrilegious hands have dared to break 
The silence of the tomb, that men might feed 
Their curious eyes with sight of whitened bones, 
And say " Lo, this was Raphael."::: Fools and blind 
Less wise than they who in his hour of death, 
In mockery of death's power, hung o'er the bed 
His yet unfinished picture.§ He whose art 
Has been the message of his soul, attains 
One immortality on Earth, and one 
In Heaven. Behold he is not dead to-day, 
But stirs and softens the sad hearts of men, 
And brightens life with beauty . 

.. Chancellor's Medal for English Verse, 1892. 
t The Pantheon, built by M. Vipsanius Agrippa about B.C. 27. 
t Raphael's tomb was opened in 1833 and his skeleton exhibited. 
§ The" Transfiguration." 
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Art had been 
The inspiration of his earliest years 
Smiling upon l ife's mornIng ; he had served 
From childhood in her temple, till, like him 
Who from God's holy place went forth to men 
Bearing the glory mirrored on his face, 
So Raphael from the shrine of Art went forth 
Dowered with the fulness of her gift of joy. 

So childhood passed, where 'mid the Umbrian hills 
U rbino lay, the Athens of the West, 
'The home of Art through those brief years of peace. 
Here Guidobaldo's fortress-palace rose, 
Like some enchanted castle of a dream, 
Rich with all varied forms of loveliness 
That lavish Art could frame. 

Brief years of peace 
That smiled upon the dying face ot Art-
Not wholly dead till Perugino passed 
From Urnbtia. Art had served the Church tOd weU 
To serve Truth wholly. Dreamy and unreal, 
Her sad Madonnas, halo-crowned and paie, 
Looked down from many an altar, where men paId 
Reluctant worship to a soulless creed. 

Hut fresher life and nobler purpose woke 
In Florence, where the light of freedom glowed 
'On all men's face's, and Art walked unchained, 
Guided by Nature down the paths of Truth. 
Perugia, darkened by the cloud of war, 
And Umbria, trampled by the Borgia's hosts, 
Gave hospitable room to Art no more; 
So Raphael passed to Florence,'" gathered here 
New lessons, mingled with the world of men, 
Shook off the Umbrian yoke, and dared to gaze 

,. In 1502 with Perugillo, from whom he separated soon afterwards 
(Springer)_ 

Raphael. 

On Nature's face unveiled, from which h� grew 
Fresh inspirations fuller than before. 
Type of all human love, in many a scene· 
The Virgil;hmother smiles, with love-lit eyes: 
Revealing that deep heart of motherhood 
Which shall be strong to suffer in dark days 
Whose shadow lies far off, and scarce has powe� 
1;0. dim the su:n,sh�ne of the J?.J;'eseJ;1,t jo:y.. 

Urbino's palace welcomed his return 
1n happier days of pea,ce. Perugia claimed 
The servioe of his art.... So. years. went by. 
1n ceaseless labour, till the su,m.rIl,ons ca,me: 
1;ha,t called, to Rome .. 

241 

For her the Cross had' won
The anci:ent empire of the sword ; the world 
Still bowed before the magic of her name ; 
Rome ruled the souls of men; their hearts should feet; 
The spell of beauty, and new triumphs crown 
Her old dominion 

'
in the arts of r>eace. 

Here lavish Art should tax: her utmost skill 
To deck bare wallst arouNd the par>al t.hrone· 
.And. Jp.a.n:y a stately chamber:o. 

Age by age· 
The Church had borne her message through the wor1<t" 
" This is the Truth, receive it or ye die.'" 
Men, heard and trembled.. Truth with leaden eyes, 
Sunk cheeks, dark brows" Trutb tha,t gaz.ed heedlessly 
On Q..ll the sins and sorrows of the wodd" 

. 

Truth that w.as like the pha.nto.m of a dream 
That faded as they followed-could such Truth 
Bring peace and healiog to, the. troubled heart?: 

•. He painted " The Entombment" for the Franciscan Chur,ch.of Perugia, 
t Pope J ulius II began the decoration of a {larl of the Vatican previOllsl)j 

�.t}occupie.d •. 
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They turned defiant. Truth should be no more 
The object of their search ; like those of old 
They would find beauty, clothe earth's common things 
In mystic loveliness, and call again 
To that dark age the grace of ancient days. 
o fruitless quest ! What God had joined in one 
Let no man dare to part ; the flush of dawn� 
The smile of human faces, the soft light 
Of golden sunset glimmering on the sea-
.All beauty is Truth's image dimly seen. 
The glory shining through the robe, whose folds. 
Conceal her from men's eyes. 

So Raphael brought 
Art's truer message to the souls of men, 
Revealing Truth through beauty, whether seen,'" 
In saints grouped round the altar, where they stand 
Beneath the smile of God" among them one, t 
The martyr-priest of Florence, 'who had died 
Cursed by a Church that loved him not ; or shown 
In those 

'
who served a God they knew not, they 

Whose wisdom made the world more wise and drew 
Man's wavering footsteps onward ; or in those 
Who tread the unfrequented path, that leads 
To far Parnassus, whe:re Heaven's music stills 
The jarring sounds of earth ; and thence return. 
Healing earth's sadnes& with their gift of song. 

More stately, and diviner than of old 
'l'he Virgin-mother smiles upon her child 
In many a picture : till earth's human love 

• 

Shines forth transfigured in the light of Heaven,::: 
Where from a halo of angelic forms 
The Queen of Heaven looks d,own. The peace of God. 

� 1;he f�escos in the Stan�a deUa Segnatl1r<l of ' Theology,' (Tl1e S.chool 
of Athens' and 'Parnassus.' 

t Savonarola. 
; The' :Madqno,a c\i S'i\n Sisto,: now in, the D.c:sd.el,l Gallery. 

.. 

Raphael. 

And God's great pity for the world of men, 
Dwell in those eyes. The Son af Gad finds rest 
Within those sheltering arms, not less divine 
Because so human in the loveliness 
Of childhood's morning. Q sad heart of man I 
To whom God's ways are dark, a human love 

�43 

Binds earth to H.eaven� and links Gad's life to thine. 

So the brief summer days of life went by . 
Rome's noblest owned him friend. New honours brought 
Congenial tasks. Art's labours should restore 
The ruined splendour of the ancient days, 
And make Rome worthy of herself again : -
So Raphael dreamed. 

He loved the world of men, 
The crowds, the busy streets through which the tide 
Of energy and service ebbed and flowed. 
In solitude and silence others find 
A fuller inspiration, that awakes 
Within the lonely splendour of deep hearts 
Where like the rocks around some mountain pool 
The great world darkly lies reflected. These 
Give sense of greatness to the things they do, 
And awe men's souls. But Raphael's labours brought 
A softer message ; men looked up and smiled 
Knowing him one with them, for he had lived 
A human life that loved the sunlight best . 

Years passed. Bare walls transformed by Raphael's 
art 

Glow in all forms of beauty. Other hands 
Fulfilled his plans ; men loved to share his toils, 
And catch the inspiration that transformed, 
As with the touch of some magician'S wand, 
Earth's common things to grace and loveliness. 

.. Raphael was made Architect of St Peter's in 1514; he also superin_ 
t�ndcd researches among the ruins of Rome. 
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He sought for beauty as the miner seeks 
His glittering treasures, caught from many a face 
Its charm, a,nd dreamed that Art might thus restore 
Earth's lost ideal of bea.u.ty, gathering up 
l3roken half lights into one perfect whole.· 

Love smiled upon his labolJ.rs. Days of toil 
Were brightened by the glow of love-lit eyes 
That woke within his heart a gift of song 
Vnfelt before. Art gl,"l,ldged not to her child 
A human love th�t mage life's serviGe sweet, 
And CJ;'owned her gift of gladness with new joy. 

Yet through th,e gladness of the world there sounds 
Life's undertone of sorrow, as man's need 
Cries to a silent Hea,ven and cannot rest. 
$0 Art's la,st l;Ilessage in his hands should be 
Of Bim whQ hea.ls the broken hearts of men, 
Calmin,g life's sorrQws with the peace of Heaven.t 

Below, the anguish of a father-'s love, 
The cries of many voices, mute appeal 
Of 0utstretched hands; weak hearts and faith grown 

dim� 

o faithless generation! though a cloud 
Conceal Him from dazed eyes upon the brow 
Of that lone hill, though jealous Heaven restore 
For this one hour earth's noblest saints of old, 
Not less the cry of man's imperious need 
Can touch tha.t heart ; nor less Bis word hath power 
To comfort a.nd to heal. 

They have grown dim 
The picture and the message ; both are seen 
Spoiled of their beauty by unskilful hands 
That ma.rred them by fals.e zeal.:j: Can Art restore 

.. See letter of Rapbael to Count Castiglione on his" Galatea." 
t His last picture, the" Transfiguration." 
t Giulio Romano is said to have completed the picture, and injured it b� 

\lw �<; o( lampblack in his coIOl4ts. 

.. 

Raphael. 

Its beauty to the darkened scene to-day, 
Or give to doubting hearts the power to read 
Raphael's last message to the souls of men ? 

His art's last message! Better thus to die, 
Before the vigour of full manhood feels 
The chilling touch of age, or palsied hands 
Forget their ancient skill ; ere they are gone 
Whose love gave life its gladness, and the world 
Hath crowned the art of others with its praise ; 
Before from sunlit summits life slopes down 
Through gradual shade and silence to the grave. 

Art still has power to move the hearts of men, 
Revealing Truth through beauty. Let her serve 
Not fickle fashions of the changing hour, 
But that Eternal Truth that cannot change� 
God manifested to the sons of men ! 
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JOHN GIBSON'S MANUSCRIPT. 

'HANKS to the kindness of the Rev W. R. 
Tate, Vicar of Walpole, Halesworth, I am able 
to give some account of a little manuscript 

book kept by one John Gibson, a member of our 
College in the time of King Charles the Second. 

I. TH E  MANUSCRIPT. 

The book, which measUres some five inches by three, 
was onCe bound in brown leather, but its cover is now 
gone. It contains first a series of letters sent by 
Gibson to various relatives and friends ( 1 668) and 
transcribed by himself for his own use; next accounts 
of his receipts and disbursements (1667-167 1) ; next a 
series of nine letters ( 1 667-1669) addressed to Mr Tate, 
an ancestor of the present possessor, and lastly a 
short piece of a religious character headed 'Of ye, 
Divine Power.' All the letters are dated from St 
John's, where during the years in question the writer 
was an undergraduate. The handwriting is extremely 
clear and good. 

n. THE WRITER. 

With regard to John Gibson the College Adm ission 
Book gives us the following information under the 
year 1 667. 

" John GIbson born at Habtun [note by Pro/. Mayor: 
Little and Great Habtun, on the Derwent, S .  of 
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Pickering], Yorkshire, son of John Gibson, husband
man (agrzcolae) deceased: school Pocklington (Mr 
Ellyson) for one year ; admitted pensioner, tutor and 
surety Mr Watson/ 13 April, ret I 7 ." 

In November 1 667, during his first term of residence, 
Gibson was elected to a Dowman Scholarship and a 
Hare Exhibition; but he appears, even after this, to 
have been poorly off. 

From the Graduatz" Cantabrz"gzenses we learn that 
he graduated B.A. in 1 671 and M.A. 1974. 

The next mention of his name is in the records of 
Ordinations in the York Diocesan Registry.s Among 
those ordained deacon by Archbishop Richard Sterne 
in the chapel of Bishopsthorpe on 1 8  June 1671 was 
" Johes Gibson ColI. Divi Joh" Cant. A.B." Further 
we find that he was ordained priest in the same place 
by the same Archbishop on 22 Sept. 1 672. The entry 
is " Johnes Gibson, ColI: Divi Jo: C., A.B." It will be 
seen that Gibson was ordained�as was not uncommo,tl
before attaining the canonical age. 

After receiving priest's orders, Gibson was instituted' 
to Thorp Arch, Yorks, 2 Jan. 1671 ; to South Kirkby, 
Yorks, 25 May 1 675 ; and to Folkton, Yorks, 8 Sept. 
17 1 8 ; vacating all three livings by his death in Deo. 
1 7 2 7 .  The South Kitkby register for that year, which 
the present vicar has kindly consulted for me, contains 
the entry " Dec. 15, John Gibson, Vicar of South 
Kirkby, buried." 

But a line which I lighted on in John ltobson's 

I Thomas Watson. Mayor-Baker 275, 697, &c. Born at Hull. Ad. 
milted at St John's 16,55. Fellow 1660. Bishop of St David's 1687. He 
was deprived of  his see on a charge of  simony which Baker considered merely 
factious. A Jacobite and High Churchman. 

• See the' 1st Letter to Mr Tate' below. 
• Acting on a suggestion of Dr Venn, I applied to Mr Hudson, the 

Diocesan Registrar, York, who kindly searched the records and supplied me 
with an important link in Gibson's biography. 

• For this information I am indebted to that indefatigable antiquary, 
Mr Joseph Foster. 
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Dt'al'f fixes the time of Mr Gibson's death still more 
closely. On December 20th 1727 the diarist writes
"Last Wedensday at noon, Mr Gibson, minister of 
Kirkby, died." As December 20th was itself a 
Wednesday in that year, we find that our Johnian died 
at noon on December 13th, 17 27. He seems never 
to have married. 

Ill. FIRST SERIES OF LETTERS. 

I proceed to give the more salient passages of the 
.first series of letters. 

(I) To my Uncle Cuthbert Harrison.!
I[Letter in Latin. Requests assistance]. 
Signed, .. Honoris vestri studiosissimus Nepos J ohannes 

;Gibson." • • • .  " Div: J 0: Cantab: • • • •  :1 J, 1668." [Date partly 
,defective ]. 

(2) To my Uncle Cuthbert Harrison. 
I was sorry to receiue (from my good ffriend Mr Tate) 

ye sad tidings of ye death of my dear Mother . • • •  My many 
necessities (Sr) do make me (as for books, &c.) pass for a 
begger • • • •  I thank you (Noble Uncle) once more for ye ffriendly 

toy' you pleased to bestow on me at Acaster, it being a rule in 

1 Surtees Soc. Publ. 65, p. 276. 
• In Dugdale's Vis#ation of Y01'ke (Surtees Soc. Pub!. 36) we find 

" Cuthbert Harrison of Acaster (son of Thos. Harrison of Acaster and Johan 
.clau. of Adam Haperton of Haperton, Ebor.) a Capt. of Foot under Col. 
Henry Slingsby in ye Service of K. Charles ye First ret 40 annorum 13 Sept. 
aO 1665.' He married Lennox dau. of Marmaduke Lord Langdale, so he was 
presumably in a good position. Gibson's petitions to him, however, seem to 
have been rather fruitless. See the' 7th Letter to Mr. Tate' below. As 
.Harrison's sister Alice married John Smithson and one of Gibson's sisters 
·married a Smithson, we probably have here the bond of relationship. If 
·Gibson's brother-in-law were son to John Smithson, Cuthbert Harrison 
would be uncle by marriage to Gibson's sister. 

3 foy. It is not quite clear whether Gibson uses the word in this letter 
<fmd No. 4 in the sense of a present of money or a farewell entertainment. 
The l atter is the usual sense of the word in English, and generally of an 
entertainment given by one departing to the friends left behind. See Pepys' 
Diary 20 March 16�, 25 Nov. 1661. This is the sense recognized in Phillips' 
Dictionary (1706). The Dutchfooi from which our word comes (as Professor 

to 
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moralitie yt thank's for one favour is ye way to obtain another. 
• • • • yr much obliged Nephew 

St John'S ColI. Camb. Jan: Jo: GlBSON 
[Date imperfect]. 

(3) No address. 
Me parentibus tenerioris (sit:) fortunae natum fuisse bene 

nosti; non habuerunt unde ipsas literarum primitijs (SIC) 
discerpserim: hujusce minime ignarus tuusque charissimus 
frater de 'Suo teneriori musarum succo nutrivit: tu vero quum 
eo retatis provectus fui ut sublimiori gradu artibus incumbendo 
adaptatus fuero, non parum ad ptomovendum meum Almae 
matris penetralia ptogressum consulisti (SIC): sic sic me tuis 
beneficijs devinctum habes, sed quomodo so lis Dijs qui bus 
patent omnia patet tuam tuique fratris benevolentiam quantum 
possum graphice delineare conor, quandam in hisce miosin 
faciam necesse est ut in reternum testatur ture humanitatis 
gratissimus cultor 

(4-) To Mr Francis Wright. 
Kind Brother & Sister 

GmsON 

.... r send you both my due deserved tl�nks . • •  .for Yo 
friendly foy you pleased to give me at our Pll-rting .... I pray 
distribute my loue amongst all our friend's in Whitwell & 
elsewhere • • . •  yr loving Brother in all yt power & will can 
manifest JOHN GWSON 

St John'S ColI: Camb. Aug. 24-,-68. 

(5) To Mr Francis Wright. 
Dear Brother & Sister 
When I writt to you my last I was then ignorant (God knows) 

of ye death of my Dear Mother . . . . I understand with sorrow 
my sister Prudence is now left in a manner comfortless to her 
thinking and in a place' I fear now not skilfull or desirous 

Skeat kindly showed me) seems to cover the sense of a present of money. 
Thus in Sewel's Woordenboek (1;66) I find' de fooi geeven, to give the fare
well, een fooitje geeven, to give Vails.' The word is still in use in Fifeshire, 
as I learn from Professor Macalister, in the sense of a farewell party. It is 
also preserved as the name of a Margate Inn in the Ingoldsby LegcllIis, ' Jllis, 
advelltures at Margate,' 'the house beside tile Fo)'.' 
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of' . . . .  I in treat you once more to do what you can to comrort 
her .... l know yt my Brother Smithson's being at HeslingtOfl 
doth trouble her, 

. -

yr ever loving Bro: to serve you 
St john's ColI: Camb: 

Decempr �Ith, �668, 

(6) My 3 to Mr ffr-anuis Wright. 
Dear Bro: & Sister 

JO: GmsoN 

Having so wishfull an opportunity as this noble Gentleman 
lVIr Grove �oming near Whitwell, I could nO less then in 
a few lines present my kind loue & respects unto you . • • •  I 
am very much ashamed, I oonfess yt I haue not return'd you 
thanks ere this for yr kindness in coming so far out of 
yr way to see me here at Cambfidg� . . . . l pray r�mtlmber my 
kind respects to Bro: Smithson. 

yr affectiol1ate Brq : to my power tq s(')rue you 
St Johl1's. J ; G�BSON 

(7) To lVlr Robert Mick,elfield jun � 
Sr. 

Vou had a good while ye interest of q friend in me, but 
you haue now more; for I am yr Brother by marriage web hath 
turned fri�ndship into an qlliance. 1 a� heartily glad yt my 
l'ister whal"I\ I haue great reason to respeot & whom I loue 
dearly well is so well bestow'd & I know you will approue 
yr choice. l think it 11.0 prophaness to add ye saying of ye 
Liric poet H.oraoe with web I know you ar-e pretty" well ac
quainted &: wish it ma.y be verified in you both. 

frelices ter & amplius 
Quos irrupta tenet copula nee ma.lis 

Divulsus querimonijs 
Suprema citius sol"et amor die &c. 

, i. e. in a position not sl1itabl� or desirl\ble, For these l1ses of skilful! 
and desirous rif, my friend Mr. W. WorraU B·A. of th« 'N(;w Etymological 
Dictionary ' sends me the following illustrations. 

Wyclif El1gl. Wks. (e..E.T.S. 1880) p. 411. "Two. maner of hilillg 
(i. e. clothing) ]:jen nedeful to prestis that shulden do this ofljss; hilillg of 
resonable clothis. and eke hiling of skilif"l housis." 

Bunyan. Pilgrim's Prog1'Css II. (Elliot Stock's reprint) P.96. "They 
Cthe birds] make �he Woods, and Groyes, and Solitary places, places d�siro"i� 
to be iq," 

. . 
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You are �ightily to be co�mended Brother fol' yr choise 
in yr Election, far loue Father than lucre ought to he ones guide 
in '

this, though an equality of both be good, yet it is better 
ye latter should be wa.nting than, ye first. I send you many 
thank's for yr wedding gloues you plea..secl to qestow on me 
web I have been this while very chary to keep as a monument, 
of yr loue; I heartily (:Qngratulate yr marriage & pray yt a 
blessing may desQend upon you both from ye fountain of an 
felicity; in this prayer (being suddenly su,p(i:q'd by an in":. 
expected occasion) I rest 

St John's Coil: Camb; 
Aug: ?'7, 1668. 

r most affectionate Bro � 
J OHr{ GlBSOr{ 

(8) Epistolium- (no address or signature). 
(In Latin. Thanks for a present received.] 

(9) To my Landlady Bielby,1 
Good Landlady 

• • • .  Touching yr son,' while he was here he was most highly 
co mm ended of his Tutour & I can assure you he is 
endowed with those qualities yt may f,ame him a fair fortune 
& render you a happy Mother .... I p,ay commend me kindly 
to my good Landlord & all at yr house with ye rest. . • .  If ever 
my affairs carry me near pockUngton yQu shall See yt you are 
not forgetten (si.) by 

St john's Coil: Camb: 
Aug: 29, 1668. 

yr true friend 
JOHN GmSON 

(10) To my Brother Smithson. 
Loving Brother • • • • . 

yr most affectionate Brother & servant 
JOHN GmsoN 

from S john's Coil: Camb: 
166t· 

[The letter contains only assurances of affection &c.J 

, Gibson when at Poddington seems to have boarded out as Wordsworth 
did afterwards at Hawkshead : and to have had for his 'Landlady Bielby • 

the same affection Wordsworth fell for his dame, Ann Tyson. 
� :rhe Graduati mentions" Thomas Bielby, Joh. B.A. 1669, M.A. 1673." 
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( I I) To 1\1r Donn. 1  
Sr 

[He thanks him for former favours.] 
A page seems to be missing after which comes 
(12) the conclusion of a (perhaps different) leHer. 
[He requests his friend to write to him and continues J 
My due respects � humble service I pray to Mr EJlison for 

all ye kind favour's I pC\.ue received from him but especially 
for ye last . . . .  Thus with a tender of my most kind respects 
to yr s�lf to Richardson to my Landlady Bielby & to all ye rest 
of our ffriend's with you, having no news here at this time to 
relate I shall withdraw my pen, because 1 am 

yr ever Loving frriend to serue you 
St John's CoIl; Camb; . J :  GIBSON 

IV. ACCOUNTS. 
Pisbursments from Octob: 25 67 till Decemb: 20 1667' 

£ s. d. 
fror a trunke • . • •  • • . • . • . • • • • • • • 0 8 0 
fror a candlestick . • • •••••• • • • • • • • 

fror jnk & paper ., • •• • • • . • • • • • •  

6 pd of candles • • • ••• . • • • • • • •• •  

fror Priorems· • . • • • • • •• • . . • • • . . • 

fror other necessaries . • • • • • • • • • • •  

trOT chaires . . . . ... •. . . . . .... . ,, "  

fror Matriculation • . • • • • •• . . . . . • 

fror Bookes ••••••• • . . . . • • . . . . . • 

tror Letter's • • . • . • . • ••..... . . . . . 

sum 
My second quarter bilI 1 66t. 

sacr: . , . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . , . . . . . •• 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

I 

0 
ffirst monthJanl8 • • • . . . . • • • • . • •  f� 
Whole Duty of Man' • .•••••• . . .• 0 

o 

z 

4-
2 

2 

6 
o 

3 

0 

6 
o 
6 
o 

8 

4-
2 

4-
7 

7 

6 
5 II 

7 4-
3 2 

1 Is Gibson's correspondent" William Donn, Joh. B.A. 1665." ? 
2 Priorel1U for Prio/'ums, one of the requirements for a degree at this time. 

"Before Ash· Wednesday each (Question!st) has to enter his Priorums, i. e. he 
has to answer a question out of Aristotle's Priorums (Prior Analytics)." 
Beadle Buck's Book (1665). Cp. Peacock On the Statutes, Appendix p. v .. 
note p. lxviii., and Words worth Schol . ./lead. p. 22. 

• The Whole Duty of jj,fan. This book, which Gibson not o nly read but 
chose as a present for his sister Prudence, was also revered by Ambrose 
13ollwicke. Mayor's Life of A. B., pp. 1 0, 47, For Mayor's note, see p. 148• 
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£ s. d. 

Method of Devotion •••••••••••• 0 2 b 
Sec: month ffeb : 1 3  • • • • • • • ••••• {� 6 7 

7 5 
Vossius Gramm:1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 I 10 
3rd month March 1 5 ... . . . . . .... {: 6 b 

8 5 
shoomaker • • • • ••••• t •• , • • • • ••• 0 4-
Bedd maker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  0 4- 0 
Laundress • • • ••••••• • •  t • ••• ••• 0 4- 0 
Barber . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. •••• • 0 :z 6 
Cook . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  .- . � . .  ,; . . .  0 3 0 
Cham berrent ...•.•..... . . ....• 0 5 0 
Tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 0 

sum 4- 10 0 

My 3rd quarter bilI from March 25 till june 24, r668. 

£ s. d. 
Sacr: & income • • • • . • • • • • ••• • •• 0 o 

6 
4-
z 

4th month ApriIl 10 • • • • • • •• • • • • • •  f: 5 
7 

glaser . . . .................... . . 

given him May •• • , • •• • • • •••• • .  

To ye Smith . . • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • •  , .  

5th mo.nth May 8t h • • • • ••••• • • • • •  

6th month June sth • • • • • •• •  , •••• • 

o 
o 
o 

{� 
{� 

5 

5 
5 
4-
7 

o 
o 

4-
6 
6 
o 

Bedd maker . • . • • • • •  • • • • •• • • • •• 0 4- 0 
Laundress . . • •• . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 0 4- 0 

Barber . .. . . . . . . . .•. . ...... .. . .. 0 2 6 
Altering surplise • • • • •• , •• • • •• • • •  

T o  ye Apothecary. • • •• . . • • • ••• • •  

Cook. . . .  ,; • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •  

0 8 8 
o 12 7 
0 4- 7  
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1 Vossius' Grammar. Gerard John Vossius (see Worthington's Diary I. 
1 48) De Arte Grammatica lib. TTII. Amst. 1635, 1662. Latina Graiit" 
matica. Amst. 1648, 1669, etc. 

G. J. Vossius was father of Isaac Vossius �1618-1688)f who received 
preferment from Charles n. 
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£ s. 
Cham betreht • . . . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • 0 5 
Tuition . . . .......... . . . . . . . . . . .  0 

sum 5 4 
Receiu'd 4£ 
due of last quarter 10S 
Rem : due to ye Tutor June 24 14· 

d. 
o 
o 

8 

S 

Disbursements from Decemb : 2() 166S (sic) till june 5tb 166S. 

£ s. d. 
fror a bedstead . . . . . . . . . . . •  • • • • 0 Z 6 
ffor 2 paper books . . . • . • • • • • • • • •  

ffor a study table . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

ffor paper . . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • • . • . •  

fror a Whole Duty of Man sent to 
my sister Prudence • • • . • • • . • • • • 

ffor Letters • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . • • . .  

spent. _,_ . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. . . t • 

ffor a paper booke • • •  0 • • • • • • • • • •  

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

o 10  
2 0 
0 6 

4 0 
6 
6 

0 4 

sUm 0 1 3  :2 

I have not space to continue the accounts, but I 
add som

'
e items taken at random: 

Feb. 1669 
March 1669 
Apr : 1669 
Sept. 1669 

Octl669 
Jan 1670 
March 1670 

I sack of coales & cart/age 
Barr's & linel • • • • • • • • • • • • 

ffellow.es butteries . • • • • • • • . •  

A chamber dore Key • • • • • • 

Bookes at Cambridge • • • . • • 

Bookes at Sturbridge fair' • •  

5 sack's of coal & carrtage . •  

A gowne ... .. . . . .. . . . . . .  . 

A pair of shoes . . . • . . • • . . • •  

Hire of curtains & bolster . •  

J... sute of cloth's . . • • • • • • • •  

Hire of curtains & bolster . •  

, What is the meaning of this entry? 

£ s. 

0 
0 2 
0 
0 0 
o IS 
o 12 
0 6 
o IS 
0 4 
0 5 

4 
0 4 

d. 
z 

0 
6 
6 
S 
0 

0 
0 
0 
6 
6 

• The 19cus classictts on Sturbrid ge Fair is Prof. Mayor's note in the 
Life of Ambrose Bonwicke, p. 153 etc. 

Sr. 

Dec 1670 
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£ s. d. 
JVtournlng gown' & cap . • • •  0 I Z 0 
6 yards of stuff & a half 
for a coat & fore sleeves , , . .  0 1 Z S 
stuff & trimming for a gown . . . I 12 4 
cap, hood &c . . •  00 • • • • • • • •  0 13 0 
Lecturer &c . . . . • • • . . . . . . • 0 7 0 
Stockings & gloues . . . . . .  0 • 0 4 :I 

V. LETTERS TO MR TATE. 

My 1st letire to Mr. Tate. 

255 

I lately receiv'd yr letlre & deliver'd ye enclos'd from Mr, 
Mitford to Dr Gunning' according to yr desire with my own 
hand : he having strangers when I gave it him bid me goe to 
him some time ye next day web I did. When I went he being 
in his chamber alone first ask'd me my name, if I were 
schollar of ye house, who was my Tutour & of What year i 
was br, next admonished me to fear God & mirid my studies; 
& then he said he couid tell me more Wbb I shall endeavour to 
fulfill (God willing) & obey such a reesonab1e request; & I 
hope in so doing I shall encrease more & mote in loue & 
favour with h im & those with whome I cOnverse, Alid noW 
worthy Sr t haue told you our whoie discourse ; but as for 
ye other lellre from you in my Bra: Srnithson's name to my 
Tutour i haue it still, he  being now at London. We are not 
destitute in this time of his absence for he hath one yt supplies 

1 " The molttning=go1f1n worn at both Universities by Masters of Arts 

(and at Cambridge with the mourning cap) is represented by Loggan 

(1670-85) as having long full pudding sleeves pleted round the wrist:; 

Wordsworth, Social Life, 516. In 1681 it was enacted that' whereas severaU 

under· Graduates and Batchelers of Arts have of late neglected to wear such 

gowns as by Order and Custom are proper for their rank and standing in the 

Universitie, whereby the comon distinction of Degrees is taken away . • • •  

none, residing in the University, under the Degree of Master of Arts shall 

hereafter • • be allowed to appear publickly, either in or out of Colleges; in 

mourning gowns or gowns made after that fashion &c." ib. 514 . 

• Peter Gunning. born 1613. admitted at Clare 1629. B.A. and Fellow' 

1632, expelled the university for refusing the Covenant 1643, Master of 

Benet (i.e. Corpus). a nd three months after Master of St John's 1661; Bishop 
of Chichester 16�3. :Bishop of Ely 167t-, died 1684. 

VOL. XVII. 1.1. 
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his place untill his return. My meaning Sr by my gardian 
whom I desir'd my Bro: Smithson to write to was my Tutom, 
'v ch word's (if I be not mistaken) are of near signification. 
i pray Sr through yr favour let me not want Mr James 
Mountaines le/Ire to Dr Gunning (if I may haue it) it may 
do me much good, it will be a cause to put him once more 
in mind of ye former Idire receiu'd. Now to tell you something 
as concefning ouf Electicm,l At ye giving in of our Epistles 
'v ch was on Thursday ye last day of October we were examiml"d 
Very strictlj by lVIr Morton" one of ye senior ffellow's in 
Aristotle, & in ye first booli of Homer; after yt by ye Master. 

1 Apparently we bave bere a description of the e:llamination in connexioti 
'with the election of SchNlats and Exhibitioners of the College. The 
• Registet of Admissions of Scholars and Exhibitioners,' which Mr R. F, 
Scott has kindly consulted fOT me, contains the following entdes . 

. 
" 4 Novemb. 1667. Ego JohallDes Gibson Eboracensis juratus et admissu; 

sum in discipulum hujus Collegii pro Doct: Dowman." 
" Exhibitionarii pro Mro Hare, Nov 6, 1667. 

Gibson jun." 
(A 'Geo Gibson' bad been admitted to the College in 16/)6 who i5 

tlescribed as ' Gibson sen . ') 
Side by side with Gibson's account of a college examination and the 

'Collegiate teaching, we may place a similar account by Abraham de la Pryme 
(Surtees Soc. Pub!. 54, p. 19). In this case, however, the examination was 
on admissi01t. 

" We arrived in Cambridge .... on the fitst of May (1694) and I was ad. 
mitted member of St J'Ohn's College the day following. First I was examinei 
by my tutor, then by the senior dean, then by tbe junior dean, and then by 
the master who all made me but construe a verse or two apiece in tbe Greek 
Testament, except the master who ask'd me both in that and in Plautus and 
Horace too. Then I went to the registerer to be registered member of the 
College and so the whole work was done. 

We go to lecturs every other day In logics and what we hear one day 
we give an account of the next; besides we go to his chamber every night 
·and hears the sophs and junior sophs dispute and then some is called out to 
t:onster a chapt. In the New Testament, which after i t is ended, then we 
go to prayers and then to OUT respective chambers." 

Was ' his' used (= t'psius) of the tntor by his pupils ? Cp. the expression 
, given him' in Gi bson's accounts above. 

2 David Morton admitted as sizar 1648, B.A. 165h, M.A. 1655, Senior 
Fellow 166�, B.D. 16/)3, D.D. 1675. He was Senior Bursar 166t-167;t. 
Ht' was afterwards President. He was Seniqr Proctor in 1661-Z. 
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in BurgersdiciQs,l in Aristotle, & in ye Greek-testament. On 
MUl1day next ye 4th of November we did all meet in ye Chapple 
& had A theqme given us to make Extemporary, ye word's of 
OUf ::iubject were these. /Eternitas in bonis, infinitum bonum : in 
maJ�s infinitum malum. We haQe read aver Eurgersdicius. 
&: are now going to read Golius Ethicks.' Mast worthy Sr what 
sh?,1I 1 say more? I haue much ca,use to thank you for 
yr many f;:wour's already r�ceiuld but cannot sufficiently for 
want or' word's. I can better confess than satisfie ye debt due 
to yr obliging gQodness for being still preseFed in yr thought'::i 
& beleiue it Sr my loue &: service is better express'd within 
than J am able to utter. Notwithstanding I hope you will 
.10t wi�holct ye continuance of yr friendly counsel from him 
yt truly loues � honour's you, I a m  (by ye Providel;l,ce of  God) 
�n very g()od l1ealth � am glad to heare ye li,ame of you &; 
a[l Otu friend's but I OQght to heg pardon fo,r my weak praises.. 
Thus. with, �y true loue & service to yr self, Mris Tate, Mr Plante. 
& all ye rest of my friends with you presented, having now 

pathing more to speak, my desire is yt you will pardon my 
bast with ye fault's it commits, l will therefore beg leaue to 
binc;;l up all briefly &: rema�ne, Sri 

yr ffriend &: mast humble servant to, 

command 

1: GmSON: 

St John's CoIl: Camb:. 
Decembr � 6th 1667 

I Burger.sdieius. See Mayor's Life of Ambros.e Bonll'ieke, p. 165 .. 6. A.B. 
�eRd 'all B\\rgersdicius' Log';e' 1710. (p. 19.) and' Burgersdicius' Etl,,",;s,' 
(p. 53), H�s LQgie was pnnted at Cambridge eight times b,e tween 1637 and 
�680. It is recommellded in vV'aterland's Ad7Jlce t(). a Young Student 1706, 
Green's Scheme 1707. See "'Vordswoxth's Seholae Aeaib. 333-338. 

� Goliu�' E.thieks. Theoph\ll\s Goli�s (I5�8-{6OQ), born at S.trasburg, 
where he became Professor of Moral Philoso.phy. See Phi1lips, Diet. 

.8iog1('aphieal .Refe1(mee. -rhe book .eferred to is the Epitome Doetrinae 

Moralis. e:x librzs et/iieorltl,tI Ar/stotel,s, Camb. 1634, Lond. 166z. The 
Cambridge edition was, edited by '¥interton. Cp. the Life of D'Ewes, 

(Halliwell) I, I�I-' of eth ics or moral philosophy, he (my tutor) read 
to me Iacchreus, Gelius' (clearly an error for Golills). D'Ewes was a.t 
St John's in 16�8, 
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My 2eond Idlre tg 1\1r 'ra te, 
Worthy Sr, 

I receiu'd your's of ye 3 1  of Jan : las t web acquainted me 
wi th ye sad visi ta tion yt was in yr family & in i t  much more 
than was due by way of acknowledgemen t ;  you are pleas'd to 
call yt a kindness web was a deb t &: indeed no t paid at ye full ; 
for I mus t ever confess yt I owe much more to yr quondam 
favour-'s. yr Id/re made me truly Sr no less sorry than yr self 
& yt in  re�pec t of yr l it tle son Mat th , who as you tell me lay 
dangerously siok at ye very time you receiu'd my las t ; but  I 
h ope yt you &: all yr family are !'low as well as my self weh is  
no less my desire then shall b e  my rejoyoing to hear of. Your's 
also from Habton of ye 4tb of Apri l l  I receiu'd & '1TP sprrr 
yt I haue delay'd so long to t hanke you for i t .  • • • 

" 

I would but ca!'lno t thank you sufficiently (I may speak 
i t  wi th assur'lnce) fpr all yr unwearied sollici ta tions to Mr 
lWoup. taine in my behalf. When h e  was heFe he ask'd m� 
what schoole I ca

'
me from & hoW long I had been a t  Cambridge 

&.c : I told him since 3 weeks after Michaelmas, but yt I wa,s 
A-dmi t ted in A-pri l l  67

"
& wen t down againe i n to ye �oun trey 

&. was wi th you; purposely to put him in mind of you ; ye"t 
pe sajd not fl syllflPI€! to �e of yr discourse to him a t  York ; 
h e  spoke to my Tu tour concerning me bu t l think€! i t  will 
li t tle avail me. I know Sl"r no thing yt can be done for me at 
pr�sent unless my Tutopr �oulc\ help me to 8,n Exhibition! 
from ye Master web if l ha{i i t  woulq be pretty cOl1siderable, 
Pll t t feilr ye WOfil t. W he/hef Mr Mountain " did speak to 
ye Mas ter i1{ my behalf or no, I canno t tel l ,  meth inks if  he 
had h e  would ha\le $ent for me when he was with me Qr 
told m e  of i t. We now read Iacch:£us Me taphysicks' for our 
�orning lec tmes & a t  nigh t in my Tu tOUF'S CqalI1her qnc\! 
pr �wi<;e a we<e� in Homer or in Greek" Testamen t, . • • •  

St John's Col i ! Camb : 
J uly ye 3d / 668 

yr very much obliged tp se rue �Ol\ 
JQ : G�BSgl'f 

1 The Hare Exhibition to which Gibson was elected in Nov, 1 667 was for 
one year only and, as it appears from the College Regi,ler, was not renewed. 

2 Iacchams lIIetqphysicks. Gilberlus Iacchreus, III!itit!ltiones lIIdaplt)lsic<fIf, 
:r..u�. Bat, 1 6 1 6, 1628, 1 610' " . 
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The following letter is specially valuable as COIl-> 
taining an account of the speeeh of the Prevaricator 
or Varier ( Benj . Johnson, Sidney) at the :plJblic CQrn� 
men cement of 1 668.  

The Commencement or Magna Comt'tz'a, at which 
Masters of Arts and Doctors in all faculties proceeded 
to their degrees, took place annually on the first 
Tuesday in July. The disputations took place on 
that day and the day before (vespenis comz"tzorum). 
The Prevaricator was an M.A. of one year's standing! 
who had been sworn in the year before to fu)fil this 
office-,]u'l'abzs eb'am quod sequen# an no Z1z prox"z'm{s 
C011lzlZis per te vel per alz"um vanabzsi etc. On the 
other hand in 1 667  an edict was issued to restrain 
the licence of the trzpus and prevarzcator, by reCJ.uirin� 
that neither should say anything but what he had 
before shown to the Viee- Chancellor: 

" 

In the speech which follows, the Prevaricator begins 
by complaining of the ClifficuIty he was in between 
these two demands. 

The Prevaricator at the Commencement played 
a similar part to that of the Tripos or Old Bachelor 
at the Comzlz'a Prt'ora and Posterzora when men pro
ceeded to B.A. He had to ' vary ' or play upon the 
questions which were disputed by the candidates for 
degrees. The speech of James Duport, Trinity, who 
was Prevaricator in 1 63 I ,  is an excellent example. 
Be plays thro\lghout on the thesis A untm potest 
producz' per dzymzcam. The speech is printed from the "
Caius MS in Worctsworth's S�holae A�adml?Cae, Appen
gix A,. 

As time went on, the Prevaricator's speech lost its 
character and became a mere vehicle for wit, often of 
a personal kind. The change m ay be seen in the 
qrill iant speech by Darby, Jesus, given in 1 660, printed 

l Bea(ite Buck's Book, quoted in Peacock, On the ,stat/tles, p. llO\X.vi .. 
2 vVon!s\\,Qrlp's S,ocial Life p. 229. 
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(though not without omissions) in the .Hutton C01're
$jondeme (Surtees Soc. Publications). . 

A fter these two speeches, this of Benj .  J ohnson/ 
Sidney, for 1 668 as given by Gibson is the fullest 
account of a Prevaricator's speech which we have, 
although short references to sl,l.ch speeches are abundant. 

The Commencement proceeQings took place in 
St Mary's Church. According to Beadle Buck's Book 
( 1 665 ) ( Peacock, Ort the Statutes, p. lxxxiii) " the V.C. 
is placed with the Drs of his own l'C\.c\.\lty in the Upper 
Stage at the West EnQ of the Churoh: The Father 
in Divinity sitteth in the lower Stage with his Sons 
on his right hand," 

The Commencement this year was one of the more 
elaborate kind called Public Commencements. Mr. 
Chr. WQrdsworth in his Soc/cd Life, pp 2 58, 259 ,  writes_ 
f '  Besides the Annual Acts at the Comm encement 
in the summer there was on gr-and occ\lsions at that 
time of year a juMzc Commenoement • • . .  there were 
elaborate disputations prepared by the doctors etc < 
there was sometimes at the j1tblz(; Commencements 
(and on those occasions only) a MUSIC� SPEECH." 

Public Commencements were held in l 053, 1 668, 
J 683,  1 098, 1 7 14,  and 1 730. 

Three ' Music Speeches ' are preserved, those of 
Roger Long and Laurence Eusden for 1 7 14 ,  and that 
of Taylor for 1 730. They are in humorous English 
verse. 

My 3rd let/re to Mc Tate. 
Worthy Sr 

I thought it an act well becoming me to giue you these 
following jock's ; I did purpose to send ym sooner but yt time 
would not giue me leaue : wherefore now Sr I shall indeavour 
(God will ing) to let you understand ordine quem que suo 

I In 1 673 Johnsoll was Proctor and scemingly indulged his taste for 
personalities in his Proctorial speech at the commencement. His recan
tation is preserved in the Regi,try. 

John Gzoson's JVlamtscrzpt. 2 6 1  

jocum. Prrevaricatoris joci. Domine Procancellarie, Domina 
Procancellaria, Honorandi Patres, Salutandre Matres ; Decre
tum est a capitibus nostrae Acadcmire, ut Quicunque in quo
cunqt�e 10t:o, cuJusctinqul!1 collegij, cujuscunque ordinis sit 
habendus Proovaricator aden prrevaricetur suos jocos ut sub eat 
pertculum suspensionis aut expulsion is ; & si non era Pr:oe
varicatoI', idem manet supplicium : quasi Procancellarius 
dixisset si vis, si non vis, per collum pendere debes. 

Quaestio. Opinio probabilis est Corpus solare esse molem 
l1ammce. Opinio probabilis est nostrum Procancellarium' non esse 
bonum oratorem. Quare ? quia non habet bonam elocution ern ; 
qureso vos sophistce, Anne carebat ille elocutione ? num' in 
scholis regentium lege bat captim chapll'm potius carebat pro
hunctiatione ; An justa erat i lla compellatio (Auditores 
Humillimi) cum nullos habebat auditores ? Opinio probabilis 
est jocos Oxonienses esse ad modum calvos : nam ostendam vobis 
picturam joci Oxoniensis j non ne videtis calvum illum senem 
juxta Horologiam stantem ? tales profecto sunt joci Oxonienses, 
sunt enim nullius momenti. Et quomodo bene jocare possunt 
cum jocos ne pili faciunt & sunt omnium scenarum homines. 
Inquit ad Oxonienses. Tu qui primus quid sit bonum pro nihilo ? 
respondetur pro te-nostrum Theatrum. Tu qui proximus ; 
qure est differentia inter jocum Oxoniensem & Cantabrigiensem ? 
respondetur pro te�eadem est differentia qure inter gazettas & 
literas manuales, nam quce apud nos novre sunt Hebdomade 
sequente, apud vos novae sunt Hebdomade posteriore.' 
Vos, vos cavete ne ascendatis in ccelum per funem vel 
ne discendatis in capita ; sed reprimo me, vos enim estis 
supra mortem.' Quid tibi voluit J onensis iste concionator 
cum curm suo & auriga ; nisi u t  illi supplerent vicem sophis
tarum. Erat quidem Doctor apud nos qui habebat gallurn 
cegrotantem & pius vir pene eodem morbo laboravit cum 

I The Vice-Chancellor was Dr. John Howorth (Master of Magdalene 
1 664-1668), who died shortly after this. 

2 ? ' nam cum.' 
3 There seems to be a contrast drawn here between the freshness of the 

news contained in manuscript News Lette1S as compared with that in printed 
newspapers at this time. The Gazette dates from 1 665, and the first twenty
one copies were printed at Oxford, so possibly the word still had Oxford 
associations. I do not feel very cel tain, however, of this explanation, 

, The point of these last words is not clear to me. 
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gallo : turn quid ? in morbo gallico laboravit : parum refert, 
habet indulgentiam a papa Cantabrigiensi, Hi cum multis 
alijs sunt Prrevaticatoris joci quos ego non memoriter 
habeo. I need say nothing of ye I rst nor likewise of 
ye zeond : touching ye 3rd he spoke of their coming from 
their own stages hither to Cambridge.1 4ly in short of their 
Theatre' yt fel l  when it was half finished. S ly he told ym yt they 
came to steal JOCK'S at Camb : weh were new with yn! at Oxford 
ye week followinge. 6ly he bid yID yt was in ye steepleS among 
ye bells take heed yt they did not fal l  Upon ye head viz. upon 
ye Vice Chancellour & ye Dr's yt was beneath ym. iY he spoke 
of one Mr Edwards' of our Colledge who is accounted one 
of ye prime preaohers in our University yt said (if I be not 
mistaken) Elijah was oarried in ye Willdetness curru & auriga, 
8ly & lastly of one Dr Brakenberry' a lso of OUr Coli : yt had 
a cock fell sick when he was fighting for a wager, upon yt he 
likewise fell sick, but said he Quid ? in  morbo gallico laboravit, 
he hath a license from ye Cantabrig : Pope, viz j from one here 
in Camb : called Mris Pope. I need say no more of this; 
you know his meaning. Thus Learned Sr have I exercised my 
pen according to my small proportion of knowledge, ta giue 
you this little account of our Commencement. I pray Sr present 
my service to Md. Tate, Mr" Plante, with ye rest to whom it is 

I In accoUnts of Commencement proceedings constant refei'ence is made to 
the presetice of Oxford Inert and they often became a butt for the Prevaricator's 
wit. No doubt at Oxford the compliment was returned. I am not certain if 
Oxford men attended our Commencement merely as spectators or to take our 
degrees. When the Sheldonian Theatre was opened, July 12, 1 669, ' a  most 
splendid act was performed . .  which brought together a number of Cambridge 
men of whom eighty.four masters of arts were incorporated in a congregation 
held the next day.' Ward's Gresha1lZ Professors ( i 740) p. ,327  bot. sub 
Iienry :Jenkes. 

2 The Sheldonian Theatre was now nearly finished. Cp. the previous note. 
3 Those among the bells seem to have been the undergraduates. There 

was no organ at present in St Mary·s. One had been destroyed earlier in the 
century : a new organ was built in 1 695. 

, Robert Edwards, admitted at  St John's 165 r ,  B.A. i65t;, M.A. 1658, 
Fellow 1 65�-. He was ejected from his fellowship on the �estoration, but 
re-admitted by the King's order 1 66� (see klayor-Baker). 

• Pierce Brackellbury, admitted Fellow 1656, Medical Fellow 166k, Senior 
1671 .  
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due. This is all at p,-esent I can relate yet by this you may see 
how willing & ready I am to shew my self 

S" 

St John's Coll : Camb ! 
Aug : 20. 1 668 

yr obliged servant who remaines 
still in statu quo prius 

Jo : GIBSON 

My 4th letlre to Mr Tate. 

I had your's on Wednesday ye 2 instant (& i kindly thank 

you for yr good counsell) yt acquairtted me with ye sad tidings 

far contrary to e�pectation of ye loss of my Dear Mother whom 

it pleased God to take to himself. I was lately glad yt I heard 

you were a1I well j but alas Deate Sr noW sorrow hath filled my 

heart. But why shOUld I be sorry ? God's will be done; 

i haue alwayes prayed Thy Wil l  be done j & wherefore should 

I be offended yt God's will is  done ? I pray God dispose 

& moue my heart to receiue this his ffatherly affliction with 

ye patience of Job. To yID weh tnisliketh this world nothing 

can be so welcome as death because it takes ym out of ye world. 

This is  it weh Paul would haue us learne yt nothing in this 

world is sa precious yt for it we should desire to liue or 

stay from God one houre. All is ttouble & weariness & vanity 

to ye Godly mind, & it wisheth with David to be rid from these 

necessities as i haue often heard my Dear Mother in her life 

time ,"vish shee wertl dead if it were God's will. Now I am 

somewhat comforted when i read yt ye afflictions of this world 

ate not worthy of ye joyes 'It succeed ym, yt all things (even our 

afflictions) turne to yO best if we loue God, yt they are blessed 

weh weep here because they sha1I laugh hereafter, & yt when 

God doth sometimes visit, his punishments are but corrections 

weh proceed from a ffather not to destroy but to trie, & I 

pray yt this may be verified in  me. Wherefore I will remember 

my Creator weh daily preserveth me, & will put my whole 

trust in him j for (as it is  truly said) loue is ye most acceptable 

sacrifice weh we can offer our Creator & he who doth not study 

ye Theory of it here, is never like to come to ye practice 

of it hereafter. As ye kind remembrance of a friend doth recreate 

ye minde, so to think & meditate upon God, ye great Philan· 
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thropos; will supply my thoughts & dispell my griefe who is 
present alwayes with ym yt fear him & readie to succour 
ym in distress, who is near to all yt call upon him 
in truth,. he heareth our gronings & sighs & knoweth what 
things are necesBary for us before we ask, & there is none 
so willing to helpe as he who is a light to shine unto us 
in darkness, a direction to our steps & a lanthorne to our 
path's while we wander through ye boystrous waues of this 
wicked world in our journey to heaven. There be 2 weighty 
sayings in Seneca, Nihil est infrelicius eb cui nihil unqualJt 
contingit adversi l ; ye other is, Nullum est majus malum quam 
non posse ferre malum. Therefore God Almighty turn all to ye 
best and to what shall be most conducable to his glory ; & grant 
yt I may learne in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content ; 
& may lay all upon ye shoulders of patience & say with Jeremy 
This is my sorrow, I will bear it. So with my due respects 
& humble service to yr self Mris Tate & MrL. Plante I rest ever 

yr most obliged servant in alI yt powers 
& wil l  can manifest 

St John's Coil : Cambridge 
Sept 5th 1 668 .  

My 5th letlre to Mr Tate. 
Honoured Sr 

Jo : GIBS ON. 

Your's I receiu'd last night (& I thank you much for 
ye account you please to giue me of ye good health of my 
ffriends) of Mr Stephensone who took ye pain's to see me 
at my chamber ; it begot new spirits in me, & was a joyful 
object to my minde. But to obey yr desire Dr Hauwood' of 
Magd : CoIl. was VicechanceIlour this yeare who died on friday 
ye 1 6th inst. Now Dr ffieetwood' of King's Call. is chosen 

• . .  Inter multa magnifica Demetrii nostJ'i et haec vox est, a qua recens 
sum. sonat adhuc et vibrat in auribus meis : ni"£!, inqult, 1ni"i videtur 
infelicius eo, cui nihil unquam even£! adversi." Seneca, Dial : 1. 3, 3 .  

' Plura mala nobis contingunt quam accidunt.' Bp. XIX. I ,  3 ( 1 10. 3).  
2 By EIauwood is meant John Howorth, Master of Magdalene 1664-

1668. He was succeeded by Dr James Duport. 
• James Fleetwood was Pwvost of King's 1660-1675. He succeeded 

'Vhichcot. 
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in  his place. M r  Johnson also. of Sidney Coli :  was PrGevaricator 

at ye commencem.mt. I send you my humble thanks for yr kind 

token & for ye correspondan(c)e you are pleased to hold with 

me . . . .  

St John's CoIl : Camb : 
O<;tob.r 2 ( , 1. 6,68 •. 

My 6th letlre to Mr Tate. 
Sr . 

yr much obliged servant 
Jm:!.N GIl3S0r:\.. 

• , , . The greatest news Sr 1 can write unto you is of re Prince

of Tuscany' who on Saturday ye 1st of this instant came 

to visit Camb : & was very much respected of all ye Doctors 

in town. Order was given from ye Vicechancellour (viz. 

Dr Ballderoe' of Jesus ColI.) to ye master of every p.articular 

coIl ; yt all might be in readiness to receiue him. His 

1st arrivaU was at ye schools & there one Dr Witherington3 

(If Christ Cotl : made a speech before him. From thence h e  

returned t o  his Inne' being then about 2 a clock till after 

Qjnner. At f a clock he  approached ye schooles again to 

hear ye Proctor's speech (viz : Mr Blithe' of Clare-Hall) 

& A philosophy. Act. After yt to Kings Coll : Chapel : & there 

was an Anthem appointed with pleasan.t m,usick.' When 

Y.t was done he came to, our coIl : where· he had another speech. 

• Afterwards Cosmo Ill. For this visit see Cooper's Annals llL p. 53.2, 

where we have the accoun.ts of it by Alderman Newton, Echard and Count 

Magalotti. 
• Edmund' Boldero became Master of Jesus ColI-ege in May 1 663, 

succeeding Dr Pears on. He had fought with Montrose in all his adventures, 

and had escaped from captivity again and aga\JJ. See Worthington's Diary 

1. 14 1 ,  n. 
3 Ralph Widdrington, Fellow of Christ's, Public Orator 1654'-1672, 

Professor of Greek Z.654, Lady Margaret's Reader i n  Divinity 166�, Lady 

Margaret's Professor 1 °72. See Ma)'or, Life of 11<£. R.ooinson, p. 196, Carter's 

Hzst. Uiziv. Camb. ,  p. 462-.. 

• His inn was the Rose next St Midlael's Chm'ch, which ha3 left * 

name in ' Rose Crescent.' 
• Samuel Blithe was Master of Clare Rail 1678� 1 7 103· He was Junio.!: 

Proctor 1 668·9, 
• Dr Mann, Organist of King's/ states that this music is still preserved. 
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made by Ol1e Dr payment' who former-Iy had travelled into 
his own Country & could speak his own language (viz : Italiane). 
A fter yt was ended he took a walk into our Library & ye Doctor's 
qlong with him. Last of all he wel1t to Trinity Coli : & there 
he had a speeoh also & a Latin Comedy in ye Master's 
Lods-e, viz : Mr Pearsone,'  weh they had provided for ye enter
tainment of his Person. On Sunqay about 8 a clock in 
ye morning he went from Camb : intendiIlg ne�t for Oxford . 

This is all ye news Sr I haue to tell you, so to qraw to a 
conolusion I pray Sr be pleased to present my service to 
Mris Tate & to Mris l'laIlte &c with you & elsewhere. 
'rhus with a tender of my most kind & friendly respeots unto 
ye self, l am now a,s freely as fo�merly 

Sr 

St john's Coli : Camb ; 
May ye 4th 69 

My 7th letlre to Mr Tate, 

yr most obliged servant 
J GI�So.N 

• • • .  I haue no  news to declare unto you touching our commence� 
ment : seeing yt we had n o  publick one this year. Dr TurnerS 
whQ kept ye commencement act a,t Oxfo�d came of ex;ceeding 
well  but ye prrevaricator &c (as I hear) came of very dully ; 
& according to ye poet they were sine nornine turba both 
in their jacks & disputations. 

, Henry Paman M.D. admitted Fellow 1647, Senior I65�, peregre 
fro/ectus: Mar. 1662. Ordered by the King that he sho.uld retain his 
fellowship while travelling abroad with Wm. Soames Es.q. Nov. 1662. He was Senior Proctor in 1656-7, Pub)ic Orator 1672. lie lived afterwards 
with Archbishop Sancroft. 

2 Dr John Pearson born 1613,  Master of Jesus 1660, Master of Trinity 1 662, Bishop of Chester 1673, died 1 686. Author of the E"position 
of the Creed, 

S Frands Turner, originally of New College, Oxford. B.A. 1659, 
M.A 166j , .  Incurp. M.1\.. Camhridge 1 664. Fel1ow,comnlOne, of St John'S 
1666, Commenced B.D and D.:O July 6, 1 669, Master of the College Ap. 1 670, :Eishop of Rochester 1683, Bp of Ely (again in succession to Gunning) 1 684. One of the bishops sent to the Tower 1 688, deprived of jlis se� 'IS a 
I1pn-juror 1 620, 

John Czbson's Ma12ztSC'Y1Pt. �67 

I am very sorry yt  I put YO,u to  so much trouble on my 
behalf to my uncle Harris.on when all (it seemes) would not 
prevail : true goods of a man (you know Sr) are immQvable 
& immutable, nec eripi nec surripi possunt, can neither he 
plundered nOr sequesteJ;'ed ; when wealth witho.ut friends i s  
li�e life without health, ye o.ne a,n uncomfortable fortune, 
ye other a miserable being. But what need a man (as Seneca 
saith) disquiet himself about these thing' s ? If he  can match 
his mind to his meanes and levell his desires with his [ortune, 
& make ym commensurate, he may dispute happiness with 
ye God' s..' ye news yt fills all mouth's here �s ye Recantatio[\ 
of Sr Scargill' weh l haue sent you in print (if you please) to. 
read it at large. I pray [you] make me happy still with 
yr [letters] for it is a mighty p.leasure [to me 1 to hear how 
inatter's pass with you. All yt hath made rne thus presumeing 
is ye goodness weh I know is ful l  of pardon's. So now craving 
yr pardon for these few l ines in hast l am 

' 

yr affectionate ffrienc\ to s.eru� yoq 
St john's Coil : Camb ; J. GIBSON. 

J uly 26, 69, 

My 8th lettre to Mr Tate, 
Sr 
Most acceptable was ye let/re yt you sent me by Mr Mickle

thwaite's man " 

St John's Coll : Camb : 
Oetobr 1 6  ( 1 669) 

(Sr) yr gratefull seryant 
J GIBSON 

I " Panem et aql1am natura desiderat. nemo ad haec pauper est. intra 
quae quisquis desiderium suam clusit, cum ipso Jove de felicitate contendat, 
ut ait Epicurus." Ep. Ill. 4, 4 (25, 4). Cf. Ep. XIX. I, 18 ( 1 10, 1 8). 

2 Daniel Scargill B.A. (the prefix St'r = D01nt'"us denotes a Bachelor) 
fellow of Corpus Cbristi, was expelled the University on 1 2  March 1 668 for 
asser ting impious and atheistical tenets, On the 25th July 1 669 (the day 
before that on which Gibson wrote) he made a public recantation in St JVIary's, 
whereupon be wa� absolved by the Vice-Chancellor and restored to the 
University. Cooper, Annals Ill. 532. His recantation is in the College 
Library, Gg 6 1 5 .  

' 
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My 9tb let/re to Mr Tate. 
Sr 

I haue sent you here a few lines with ye verses (web at 
Mr Micklethwaite's return was not extant) on ye death of Mary 
Je Queen-Mother' ; still acknowledging my self to remain 
yr debtour for ye last web was so acceptable to me ; for though 
nothing could be unwel!come to me yt you should send, yet 
I know not what could haue been more welcome except 
yourself, who I know not how to re(,}uite, but must proclaim 
you my special! friend. This is but a smal! testimony of my 
thankful!ness to you for abundance of obliging favour's yt I 
haue upon several! occasions receLved from you. Yet this I 
hope you wiII accept from him who desires to be accounted 

yr obliged servant 
J GIBSOr{ St John's Coil : 

Octobr 2 8 .  

1 The verses contributed b y  members o f  the University o n  the death 
of Queen Henrietta Maria were called Threni Ca7ltaorigienses. etc. They 
are in the College Library (Bb 4 41) 

G. C. M. S. 

A SlL VER WEDDING : 

RHYMES FROM THE RIVIERA, GRAVE AND GAY. 

�I:@T has been sagely remarked that every educated 

�� man is able to write verses if he likes, but that 
by no means every educated man is able to 

refrain from printing them when written. A Silver 
Wedding is however a unique occasion, and much 
may be forgiven at such a time. And this being so, 
a kind indulgence may perhaps be granted to the 
following sketches which attempt to illustrate a Silver 
Honeymoon. It was a ' Sentimental Journey,' a 
renewal of a past experience. It began at Avignon, 
and was continued thence by way of Nismes and Arles, 
Hyeres and Grasse and Cannes, Mentone and Bordi
ghera, Nervi and Genoa. And whether such indulgence 
be deserved or not, y et at all events the route is 
a familiar one to many : there may therefore well 
be some in whom these Idylls, slight as they are, may 
re-awaken memories of pleasant days of travel. Some 
of them are grave, and some are gay ; and if the grave 
and gay are closely intermixed, yet such an inter
mixture is perhaps especially the experience of middle
age, when the delights of life are chastened by a 
solemn sense of expectation.  The birds are singing on 
the branches, yet are the shadows lengthening to  the 
sunset. 

1. The Pont du Gard Revtszfed. 
Dec. 28, 1 866. Dec. 29, 1 8 9 1 .  

Provence is, as i s  well-known, rich i n  Roman 
remains, and of these the Pont du Gard, between 
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Avignon and Nismes, is one of the most important. 
It formed part of an Aqueduct, built during th e 
reign of Augustus, for the purpose of conveying 
water to Nismes, from certain springs at a distance 
from the city. This Aqueduct crosses the river 
Gardon by what is now called the Pont du Gard, 
and is there supported at a height of 1 60 feet by three 
tiers of massive arches which are still in an almost 
perfect condition. It may be observed that these 
stupendous Aqueducts were necessitated, not by any 
ignorance on the part of the builders of the laws of 
Hydrostatics, as has been sometimes supposed, but by 
their inability to make satisfactory pipes of cast iron or 
other material to withstand the pressure of the water. 
It is a noble monument. There are few structures 
anywhere which tell a clearer tale of quiet strength 
and permanence. 

Ad Uxorem meam. 

Beneath us flows dark Gardon's minished tide, 
In silvery biliows heaves the rocky wold, 
And tier on tier uprise these arches old, 

Where you and I sit once more side by side ; 

And life and death seem mingled, hopes and fears, 
With many a putpose high which came to nought, 
Yet, unfulfilled, in its effacement wrought 

A fuller life maturing through the years. 

Around tlS are the ol ives as of yore ; 
The same, yet changed, as we and all things change, 
Save those grey stones which in their threefold range 

Unchanging stand, high poised from shore to shore. 

II. S. Troplzt1ne, A ries, Dec. 30, 1 8 9 1 .  

Our English Christianity owes much to Arles. It 
was from ArIes the Mission under Augustine came, 
which landed in Thanet in the year 5 9 7 .  Its course 
had been from Rome by the Aurelian Way, the great 
Coast Road well-known to modern travellers on the 
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Riviera, skirting the Gulf of Genoa as far as Forum 
Julii, now called Fnljus, and thence by Aix, and probably 
Marseille.s, to Arles. And ArIes, which was a place. 
of great ecclesiastical importance and a leading See· 
in Gaul, appears thenceforward to have become the 
base of operations for the Mission, as is illustrated 
by the fact that when A1J.gustine was admitted to the 
Episcopate towards the close Qf the same year it was 
to ArIes he went for his consecration. Indeed, ArIes. 
was to. England then what England is to Uganda now. 
It is recorded alsQ that three British Bishops attended 
the Council of Arles in the year .) 1 4. Trophimus, the 
companion of St Paul, is. said to have been the first 
Bishop of ArIes, and to have planted Christianity in 
Southern Gau!. 

Mother of Churches, erst the sacred seat 
Of Trophimus, who, from far Isles of Greece 
God-guided, here sowed seed that should increas.e 

A hundred-fo.ld, thou to the far retreat 
Of Celt and Saxon did'st d�rect that band 

Of ministeri.ng Monks whose blessed feet 
Glad tidings bore to England's far-off strand ! 

Thee, fount of life, thy duteous chi ldren greet � 
Ancestral home ! For as from central heat 

Springs l(fe perennial, so may Afric's 'sand 
.A,nd far off Ind and many an island �and 

With purer light and ever mOJie complete 
:rass on the torch of faith from hand to hand, 

Yet taught e,ewhUe of thee the message they repeat. 

IH. Les Ba7:tx, Dec. 3 1 ,  l a!}! . 

The ancient to.wn and fortress of Les Baux, ten 
miles from ArIes, is situated on a commanding summit 
where the rocky Alpines rise from the plain of the Rhone. 
It is a veritable Petra, parts of the Castle and many 
of the dwellings being excavated in the limestone. 
L.es Baux was of considerable importance in the 
Middle Ages, but was besieged and sacked bJ,1 

VOL. XVII. N N  
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Louis XIII, cmd the population has, now diminished 
from 4,000 to less than 3 00 ; in consequence of this, the 
place in spite of its great natural beauty presents a very 
melancholy appearance. 

Silent the stony rampart of the plain, 
Silent the dome blue-vaulted overhead, 

Silent the far land rolling to the main, 
And silent thou, fair city of the dead ! 

Silent thy Courts of Love, no minstrel's lay 
With mirth and song beguiles the fleeting hour ; 

The mouldering arches crumble to decay, 
The stray goat browses in the lady's bower ', 

Silent ' Perchanoe 'tis hush of judgment.tide ! 
Soon from their shallow graves thy dead shall come, 

Wild hearts that joyed in battle .. or defied 
The serried might of Richelieu and of Rome, 

Weird thy lone beauty, daughter of the rock, 
As when sweet flowerets an the fresh-raised sod 

In their unheeding brightness seem to mock 
The silent solitude that waits for God. 

Ghosts gibber rQund thy pinnacles, they fill 
Thy rock.hewn crevices with dolorous moans, 

Echoes of far-Qff agony, whioh thrill 
The ear that hears the S,ermOl1 of thy stones, 

Rest, olive-g irt ' Forgive my vagrant treac\ ! 
In thy far eyrie vigil keep awhile ; 

Guard well, fair  sepulchre, thy waiting dead, 
Yet leave to me wife, home, anc\ children's smile ' 

IV. Coudon, '.Jan. 2, 1 892 .  

Toulon, the Plymouth of  France, i s  of  course 
strongly fortified. On the North side there is an 
Amphitheatre of hills with numerous forts. That 
on the summit of Caudon at a heig ht of 2,300 feet 
commands the Grande Rade, or outer harbour, and 
affords a magnificent view of the surrounding country 
with the !les d' Hyeres in the distance. 

A Stl7.;c'J' Wedding. 

Upland hollows, wreathed in mist ! 
Sunlit summit, zephyr-kissed ' 
Slopes where silvery olives grow 
Terraced to the plains below ; 
Here may peace and plenty reign, 
Eden given to earth again ' 
Vain the promise ' Sea and shore 
Echo to the cannon's roar ! 
Dire the shower of iron rain 
Hurtling o'er the affrighted plain, 
Fraught with nations' hopes and fears, 
Shattered navies, women's tears ! 

Dark the mystery of sin, 
Scarce may Earth the promise win ; 
Horn and tooth and nail and claw 
Plead the universal law ; 
Yet is not her penance vain ; 
Fuller blessing comes by pain. 

Chime then, Bells, your Christmas chime ! 
Ring out ills of olden time I 
Spite of ruthless ages past 
Brighte'r day shall dawn at last : 
Calvary shall the curse remove ; 
Strong is Strength, but stronger Love I 

V. A Study. 

Hyeres. '.Jan. 4, 1 892 •  

2 73  

Much may be studied on the Riviera, as for example 
Archceology, Architecture, Rocks, Flowers, Shells-and 
sometimes also Human Nature. 

She lay on the summit of Coudon j 
She lay, for there was'nt a chair ; 

She'd made a good hole in the food on 
Her plate, and the Vin Ordinaire. 

Her bright eye with mischief was gleaming, 
Her fancy meandering free ; 

Perhaps of a lover she's dreaming, 
Or Hyeres and afternoon tea. 
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Or is it of work that wants doing, 
Of sketches that haven't been made, 

Of feet that will want some new shoeing, 
Of a fiddle that hasn't been played ? 

She laid down the Jaw and the moral, 
She sang like a frolicsome Elf, 

And, lest her two brothers should quarrel, 
She ate the last apple herself. 

And i dly she lay on the summit, 
And bli thely she welcomed the breeze, 

As from the sheer edge like a · plummet 
Her toes dangled over the trees. 

Ah me ! in the sober hereafter 
When housemaids are sulky, and cooks 

Have cousins by dozens, and laughter 
Is rarer by far than black looks, 

She'll think how there shimmered beneath her 
The Mediterranean Sea, 

And fate had ' no care to bequeath her 
Save want of her five-o'clock tea. 

VI. Napoleon'S Plattau. 

Grasse, Jan. 7, 1 89 2 .  

Near Grasse i s  the green Plateau Napoleon with 
its two cypress trees, beneath which, seated on a 
pile of knapsacks, the Emperor Napoleon took his 
de/euner on March 2, 1 8 1 5 ,  after his escape from 
Elba. He had on the previous day landed at  Golfe 
Juan, which he left at midnight, and was on his 
way to Grenoble ; towards this, and the Belgian capital 
beyond, the cypress shadows ominously pointed at 
the m id-day hour. His proclamation was printed at 
Grasse. The Plateau is at a height of some 1 500 feet 
above the sea, and commands a fine view over the 

. plain of Grasse and the coast of the Mediterranean 
from Nice to the Esterels, with Cannes and the !les 
de Lerins immediately in front. 
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Sullen frets the baffled ocean, 
Circling round h is  prison thtone. 

Hail to loyal hearts; devotion ! 
Hail to France again his own ! 

Mothers, children, veterans hoarr 
Throng to speed him on his way : 

But the brave he led to glory, 
France's armies, where are they ? 

Ask the vulture darkly wheeling, 
Ask the sated carrion-crow; 

Ask where, skeletons revealing, 
Slowly melts the Russian snow. 

On to Victory I Vain the endeavour ; 
Storm-clouds lower athwart his view ; 

Boding cypress-shadows ever 
Point the way to Waterloo ! 

VII. Ile St Honorat. 
Cannes, Jan.  8, 1 892 .  
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The pine-clad Island of S t  Honorat, thE! outer 
of the two !les de Lerins, so well known to visitors 
at Cannes, is the Iona of Provence. It was fot 
centuries a missionary centre, and the repository of 
such learning and culture as remained in Southern 
Gau!. It still contains the most interesting series of 
buildings in the Riviera, including a fortified Monas
tery with remarkable cloisters, and the very early 
Chapel of the Ste Trinite. The Island is now in the 
hands of Cistercian Monks. 

Tlze Old Monk.· 
For fi fty years these steadfast feet have trod 

The l i t tle passage to the vaulted choir ; 
For fifty years, with ever fresh desire 

To know Him only, the Eternal God. 

• There is a well.known story of an old Carthusian who was asked by a 
f<lshionable trifler how he had managed to get tlwll1gh his life : his answer 
was " I havecoIl$idered the days of old, and the years that are past." " Cogita'lll 
dies antiquos, ct alUWS <I!ternos ill mente !tabui." It was a solemn saying alsO' 
of the holy Cure d' Ars that " Time is but the succession of those things 
which pass away." 
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Yes, fifty years, they say, since fi rst I came ; 
It may be so ; I know not ; God and I 
Have met each day beneath the encircling sky, 

And, fifty years or five, i t  is the same ! 

For day by day the westering sun declines, 
And day by day slants upwards from his bed, 
And day by day flames tropic overhead, 

Above the o'ershadowing si lence of the pines : 

And now, perchance, the hills shine white with snow, 
And now l ie sere beneath the untemp�red rays, 
And praise and fast and vigil mark the days, 

Yet little does it reck me how they go. 

He was, He is, He Ehall be ! Surely this 
May satisfy ; it is enough for me 
To joy untired in  His  eternity, 

And find in Him each day a fuller bliss. 

Yet some care not, and say that work is prayer, 
Or mock the cloistered silence of my vow, 
Forgetful how of old on Horeb's brow 

The Prophet silent stood, and God was there. 

Is life in sooth such hurrying on apace ? 
Is it by hand or foot that God is won ? 
May it not be that greater things are dorte 

When He and I stand silent face to face ? 

And yet I know not ; chi ldren, home, and wife 
May tell of Him to whom His grace is given ; 
For me, methinks 'tis well that I have strjven 

To live apart with Him the s ilent l ife !  

VIII. The Joneses A broad. 

Mentone, Jan. 1 3 ,  1 89 2 .  

The English Milord, with his lumbering travell ing 
carriage and its thousand and one appurtenances, is 
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now of course as dead as the Dodo ; but he has his 
successor j and nowhere is that successor to be seen 
to more r:erfection than at Mentone, which has. become 
a city, if not, like Genoa, of Palaces., yet certainly of 
" palatial " Hotels. 

In simple tweed, his Murray in his hand, 
Triumphant see the City Magnate stand ! 
Crowned with pot hat, umbrella neatly rolled. 
And trouser pockets lined with B.ritish gold ! 
Bred at the desk, he finds (to manhood grown) 
He knows no foreign language, nor h is  own. 
But what of that ? All undeterred he flies 
On golden wings to court the Southern skies ; 
For, as his Guide Book truthfully foretells, 
" They all speak English at the best Hotels," 
And, lord of lands where Thames and Ganges flow, 
Why should he stoop to call plain water l' eau ? 
Omelettes and potage he regards as slops j 
His breakfast, honest eggs and mutton chops ; 
Then for an hour or so le roz' s' amuse, 
Smokes his cigar and reads his Dally News ; 
At dinner with a friend talks City slang, 
Or gravely meditates the Carte du Vang. 
Each Church he scans with patronizing air, 
Whilst superstitious peasants kneel in prayer j 
Or marks contemptuous the wayside shrine 
Where some rude hand has carved the Form Divine. 
G £vz's Romanus est ! Let critics quiz ; 
Enough for him to be the man he is ! 

And Mrs J ones, ere while his blooming bride, 
Though stouter grown, is faithful to h is side j 
Counts up her chickens with maternal glee, 
And sighs at dejeuner for English tea. 

With them their callow offspring, well-grown lads 
Who think nine-tenths of the creation caels j 
Who play their Bil liards, smoke their Cigarette, 
And part from Monte Carlo with regret . 
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Why should they cape for Art or other bosh ? 
What strikes them is that foreigners don't wash. 
At Roman Aqueducts they vaguely stare j 
They don't read gooks, but idolille fresh air. 

The daughters think Papa a little coarse, 
Fight shy of friends who drive a single horse, 
Prefer West Kensington to Camden Town, 
And envy those who know dear Lady Browne. 
But rosy-cheeked they grace the Table d' Hote, 
Their Peerage a,nd their Prayer-book known by rote j 
Lament the Salon ritual is not h igher, 
But with well�gloved devotion aid the choir. 

Where did we meet them ? That I scarcely know : 
Was it at Hyeres, or Grasse, or Monaco ? 
At Cannes I think it was they chanced to pass j 
Or was it at Mentone-in the glass ? 

IX. Pnnce 4 lbert Vz'ctor, Duke of Clare?�ce and A vondale i. 
Henry Edward, Card�nal ))([anmng i 

Dzed on the momz7zg of Thursday, Jan. 1 4, 1 892 .  

Bordt'ghera, Jan. 1 5 ,  1 892 .  

The news of  the death of the Duke of Clarence 
and of Cardinal Manning was received at Bordighera 
on the morning of Friqay, Jan. 1 5 , and caused the 
deepest regret. All Englishmen alike had learned 
to reverence the illustrious Cardinal ; and loyalty 
to our royal line, however great at home, yet seems in 
its intensity to vary rather as the distance than as its 
inverse square. 

Comrades in death, the old. soldier and the young, 
To each perchance the Giver of His best 
Hath fully given. To him the well-earned rest, 

Who of God's tFeasure-house hath largess ffung 
To beggared men, and ever to the oppressed 

Hath preached Christ's Kingdom with unfaltering tongue, 
Whilst round his steps fai r  flowers of peace have sprung. 

The other it may be more largely blest, 
In that before l ife's voyage the highest crest 

Of power had · reached, the treacherous rocks among� 
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He won safe harbour ;  and our prayers who clung 

To him found answer, as did her'" request 
fo� h!i;r stJ;ong sons, who by Divine behest 

Awaking fOlind! them qea,d, Ufe's battle-song: unsung, 

X.. Northward Ho !' 

Nervz� Jan. 2 1 , 1 89, 2  . .  
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The Eastern Riviera, the Riviera di  Levante, i'5; 

no. less charming and healthful than the Western, 

anq" a.1though unduly neglected by the English, is even 

more easily accessible by way of the Mont Cenis and! 

Genoa. Nowhere are the blue skies and seas of Italy 

seen to greater prefection. There can be few who, 

have explored the beauties of the country between. 

�ervi and Chiavar:i whQ will t:lot lonff to revi.�it itl, 

whel;l duty wiU I?ermit .. 

o th.e idl� dreaming; 
1;'hought and fancy freel. 

Bright beijeath u.s gleam�ng 
I.talr's fair sea ! 

• The beautiful and well· known story, of the Argive broth�rs Cleobis, 

�nd BitQn is t.old in Herodotus Bk i, 3 1 ,  and i� t!lUS given by Rawlinson .. 

'!.They were two Argive brothers, so str,ong that they had both gained prizes. 

at the games. There wa� a €r,,,at f�stivl\l in honour of the goddess of their, 

c;ity, to w4iC;h their mother must n�eds be taken in <\ car, The oxen that were . .  

t.o dr,aw tile ca� did. not COl)1e home in time froP'l the fieldJ so the youths, 

lifraid of beipg lat.e, put the yoke on their own necks, and themselv,ej; drew 

t,he car in which tbeir mother rode. Five and forty furlongs did tll�y draw 

qer, and stopped before the temple. Their deed was seen by tile whole . 

�sse.lllbly Qf w;orshippers, and then their life closed in the best poS!;ible way. 

I;I,erein Gpd s4o�ved most clearly how much better a, thing for man death is 

thall- life. For tl}.e Argive men stoQd thick around the car, .. and elttolled the 

vast strength of the youths,;. a�d thl'! Argive, women el\�olled the mother who 

was blessed with such a pair of sons i and the mother herself, overjoyed at 

the deed and at, the P,1',<\ises it had won, besought the goddess .to bestow on . 

her SOl1S the highest blessing to which mortals can attain. Her prayer ended, 

they offered sacrifice and partook of the holy banquet ; after whiCh th� two , 

youths fell asleep in the temple. They never woke mo�e, but so passecl 

fr,olJl the earth." 

VOl;,.. �V]J .• O Q) 
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Far around us blending" 
Air and ocean glow ; 

Blue the vault impending, 
Blue the wave below. 

Magic fancies wreath ing> 
Pass the livelong hours" 

Every Zephyr breathing 
Perfume from the flowers.. 

Joy to woo the breezes, 
Jubilant and free. 

Careless how it freezes 
O'er the Northern Sea ! 

Let who will go worry" 
Ours to sit at ease, 

Free from care and hurry,. , 
'neath the Orange Trees t 

, Nay ! not so the blessing,' 
Comes the stern reply, 

\ ' Vain soft airs caressing, 
Man must do and die. 

' None with l ife may parter 
Weaving idle lays ; 

None from labour falter 
Droning drowsy days. 

' None may leave his brother 
Battling in the van ; 

Each must work for other, 
Do the deed he can .' 

Howl then, wintry chorus, 
Wind and sleet and snow ! 

puty lies before us, 
Tun� we Northward Ho ! 

W, D. B. 

BIBLIOTHECA LOQUITUR. 

" Copie fair what time hath marred." 
Gcorge Her'berl. 

�I� N the summer of 1 88 8  I was offered the chance of 

§t� 
making a new list of books in the Library of 

St John's College. The Library was not, to 

me, unknown ground. One of my earliest recollections, 

as it seems to me, is a visit to its precincts ; when, 

if my memory serves me aright, precious manuscripts 

filled the western window-case, covered over with an 

equally interesting green cloth ; though now cloth and 

manuscripts have both vanished and taken up a less 

perilous position. E qually do I remember the matter

of-fact spiral staircase leading down out of the last cen

tury into the abode of Modern Science-a construction 

which no one would care to defend as of beauty, though 

mathematicians are said to be interested ih its vibra

tions. It serves, however, its purpose, and says as 

plainly as Doudan's at Broglie 
" Je suis un escalier ; je rr.�ne la·haut ! "\ 

I was not ignorant of the beauty of our Library, 
though I did not and could not know it as I have 
learnt to know it and to love it during the last four 

I " , • • •  el r on vous meoe en triomphe dans la bibliolheque, ou vous voyez 
un bel escaIier en spirale qui ne deguise pas son existence, qui dit, conform/;;. 
mcnt aux saintes regles de l' architecture : ' Je suis un escalier ; je mene 
la-haut ! ' et lil-haut, tous les chefs-d' reuvre de l' esprit humain, I' abbe FleUlY, 
l' abbe Emery, l' abbe PouJle, l' abbe Bautain, l' abbe Karl, l' abbe Ratisbonne, 
et dans un coin, tout honteux, Voltaire, I-IlImc, Loclce, Kant."-Dolldan 
Lettres ii. 1 29- 1 30 (ed. 1 879). 
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years, during which time it is hardly too much to say 
that scarce a day has passed without revealing in it 
some fresh delight ; when one could watch it by cold 
mom o. moving noon ; in broiling sun ; and even, 
led by guide of hand, in the whole darkness of a winter's 
night, in quest of some forgotten but necessary paper 
to which touch could lead, when to have introduced an 
unguarded light alone would have been a crime. So 
four years have gone till the place seems to have' 
a sou.l of its own, whidl certainly responds to every 
care that one may bestow upon it.l 

Vitruvius declares that north and south shonld be 
the longitudinal direction of a Library'. The. caprice 
of Archbishop Williams and of the age, rather than 
necessity, built this one east and west.3 It has secured 
for us, at St John's, one of the m ost exquisite vistas 
in Cambridge, if not in England. .I refer to the view
let it be for choice at 3 o'clock on a spring or sunn.melJ' 
afternoon-which is obtained, when the doors of the 
Library and the Combination-Room are open ; trom 
the west end Qf the one to the east end of the 
other-about 70 yards. 

Into this Library on the I st of October 1 888 I was 
turned with .my task to set it in order : given to under
stand that it had not been revised for about 90 years. 
This I soon found was very far from being the case. 

1 Without wishing to blow the College trumpet, best left in other hands, 
I may record two events here which are worth mentioning. In the summer 
of ' 1890, when a new chapter library was in contemplation at Exeter, Dean 
Cowie (who catalogued our manuscripts) sent his workman specially to see 
the library of St John's, because he cousidered the arrangement of the shelves 
finer than any elsewhere in England. Dr Sinker of Trinity was obliged to 
tell me of one feather which we may wear in our cap. He once had the 
honour of shewing the late Queen of Holland over Trinity Library. But, 
he said, she would not look at anything ; she said she had been to St 
John'S. 

o Vitruvius, De Architectura, Book VI., c. 4. 
3 On the positions of college libraries and for a general disquisition on 

them see W'illis and Clark's Architectural History of the University of 
Camoridge, Vol. iii, pp. 4 14, 4 15 .  
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The loving care of Dr Wood, especially, late President 

of the College, had left traces of hours, days, and 

months spent in separating wheat from chaff ; and the 

constant attention of Professor Mayor, Mr Drake, 

Mr Freeman, and Mr Mullinger had shaken off from 

it the robe of sleep, which tradition assigns to such 

a spot, and makes Mr Stockton, in The Transferred 

Ghost, speak of a library as the most unenviable of places 

even for a disembodied spirit. For me then my doom 

had begun. I was to catalogue a library of some 

40,000 volumes, among which I found afterwards there 

lay, concealed in a few, some 20,000 tracts. In this 

mass of literature it is hardly presumptuous to say 

that one might reasonably expect to find most things. 

It was to be a survey of ornne scz'bz'le, a microcosm, 

an epitome of the world. In my more sombre moments 

I had this consolation-it was better to catalogue the 

lies of others than to tell fresh ones of my own. In my 

brighter ones, Humility was satisfied ; for in every 

department I was confronted with my own ignorance, 

nor once allowed time to overcome it.l It was a 

solitary task-something like the adoption of a Trap

pist's persuasion. I can only say that not for one day 

have I lost my interest in the task. 

This is not to be a treatise on libraries, nor the 

history of our own. Mr J. W. Clar1<: in  the third 

volume of the A rchzfectural .Hzstory has already done, 

admirably, the first ; and sketched in the same work 

the second. The Hzstory of the Lz'brary of St 'John's 

College has still to be written, and there is ample 

material for such a volume as that which Dr Sinker 

has written of the Library of Trinity (let us hope with 

an index)-material which is ready for whoever may 

1 In this less fortunate than a well.lmown Frenchman who was informed 

that he had been made librarian to a French Princess. " But what am I to 

do about her library ? "  he asked his friend. " Act as though she had none," 

was the reply. 
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apply himself to the well-deserving task. Here I am 
simply to give an account of my work. 

Obviously my best way was to work through the 
abode of Modern Science, my Inferno, past Brutus, 
Cassius, and all the heretics, to the serener realm above. 
In this lower region I hardly expected to find anything 
of interest or importance. There was nothing to be 
done but to plod steadily through it, going on advice 
once given-that I ought to imagine it would never 
come to an end ; and then one day I should wake 
and find it finished . 

The work at the commencement was certainly not 
thrilling. The development of Mr Herbert Spencer, and 
the conclusions of Hume, lent no charm to the cata
loguing of their works, in the Class of Philosophy. 
Political Economy was better, especially when one 
found it included, thanks to Mr Foxwell's directions, 
such joys tor ever as the Fors Clavz'gera. The Bland 
and Whytehead collection was a hard nut to crack ; 
but it cracked \ at last, and landed me in Natural 
Philosophy, a hunting ground in which I do not hope 
to be caught again. How I grieved over our poor 
display of English Literature-even a working copy 
of Keats has been acquired only during the last 
month-though now happily the reproach is being 
more generously removed ; how I toiled through 
Calendars, and Rolls Series, and editions of the 
Classics : who would care to know ? There stands 
Teubner, and there rolls Migne, which with the Acta 
Sa72ctorum furnished Matthew Arnold with one of the 
most sportive fancies for his pen.' Here rise the new 
departments of Foreign Literature, Art, ArchceoJogy, 
and Geography. There already, like Jordan, over
�owing its banks, stands Biography. What can we 
say of all these, but with Moon, " I  am the man in 
the moon ; this thorn bush my thornbusl). ; and this 

. � Essays in Criticism (Edit. 1884) pp. 195.6. 
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dog my dog " ?  At the end stands Judge Lawrence's 

Law Collection-what could be duller ? All this had 

to be steadily bored through. 

The large collection of five cases on the right is 

the Wood Collection, presented to the Library by the 

thirty-first Master of the College. In its way, it too 

contains the O1nne scz'bzle of the beginning of this 

century : I need not enumerate the heads. Week 

by week one plodded on : I only care to remember, 

now, out of all the mass, one volume.' It was a volume 

of Church tracts ; Cambrz"dge Benevolent Soczety, Church 

Mtssz'onary Soczety, Rules for Gz'rls' Schools, Rothwell on 

Sunday Scllools, things which some would have said were 

hardly worth the binding. Among all these I read the 

title The Defence of A thezS1fl (Worthing [1 8 1 4J). It took 

my dull wits some minutes to realise that this un

offending morsel was the pamphlet for which Shelley 

was expelled from the University of Oxford, and of 

which only five, if so many, other copies are known.� Yet 

here it was. Dr Wood had no doubt received it and 

carefully docketed it as a tract on religion, and 

carefully had it bound. This was the tract every 

copy of which Mr John Walker, one of the fellows 

of New College, had endeavoured to destroy," and 

which was ' offered for sale for twenty minutes.' 

Medwin's Life of Shelley throws strange light on this 

copy in St John's. Speaking probably of this Tract 

he declares the poet " circulated it largely among 

the heads of colleges, and professors of the university, 

forwarding copies it is said to several of the bishops." · 

Did Shelley send copies to ' heads of colleges and 

professors of the universi�y ' from which he was not 

I 10.  6. I�.  
• Lady Shelley'S copy is, I am informed, imperfect. 

3 See t\ fnll account of this in Mr Dowden's Life of Sltelley (Lond. 1 886), 

Vol. i . ,  pp. 1 16.8. 
• Vol. i., p. 1 39 seq. See Buxlon Forman's edition of Shelley's Worl,s, 

Prose, Vol. i. , 300. 
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expelled ? At least this copy raises the hope that 
others may yet be found lurking- in other college 
libraries. Ours now reposes, bound in stately morocco, 
among the rare books in the Upper Library. 

Let us not be too hasty even with that Law Collec
tion of which I have just spoken. Take down this 
book, Statutes /rom the tt1ne o.f Kt1Zg .Henry the tMrde unto 
the first yere of . . .  Henry tIle Vt'z'z' (Land. 1 5 64 ). The reader 
of this possibly found law dull in his own day, for on 
the last leaf comes a musical stave of six lines, with 
notes thereon, and written at the side : 

" To tune the lute." 

Let us take another turn. Here is Mr E. Fenton 
who offers us " The I r th book 0/ Homer's Odyssey. 
Translated from the Greek z'n Mz'lton's style," as though 
anyone could write stuff like Paradise Lost if he tried.1 
Here is aT! Essay on the advantages 0/ Revelakon, by 
Jos. Whiteley-as though anyone doubted them.� Here 
is a list of English books on sale at Utrecht in 1 740, 
at Broedelet's'-a difficult thing to find, I should 
imagine, if wanted in a hurry.B Here a Funeral Sermon 
at the death 0/ Tzmothy Cruso, in r 698, by Matthew 
Mead, making us instinctively think of an equally 
distinguished member of the same family.' And here 
surely is the oddest elegiac which it would be possible 
for a classic to make. The year is r 645-

" Quadragesimus hic quintus mirabilis Annus 
Ang. Hyb. Sco. requiem det Deus ut pariat.'" 

Here, on Joshua Smith's A sszze Sermon, published at 
Oxford in I i06, an indignant reader can contain him
self no longer. " When shall we be safe," he scribbles, 
" from ye Idolatry & superstition of ye church of rom, 
& ye pharisaical Hypocrisy & formality of that of 
Geneva."6 Here are verses much in the same strain, 
scratched in book-end :7 

I 2. 20. 59. 2 8. 16. 431'. 8 8.  1 9. 34. • 8 .  24. 14_. • 8.  24. 1 8', 
• 8. 24. 2 1 15• ' 10. 3. 1 8. 
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" Fome quest ions here I do object 
against ye papists & yr sect 
First what thing y' yt may be 
yt in ye masse they ureake in three 
or what y' yt that putrifyeth 
wt in the pix wher as yt lyeth 

bread or body yt must nedes be 
to eyther of theyse if they aggree 
The one doth shame yr cruelty 
Thee other yr idolatrye." 

2 8 7  

'This Euclz'd gains to me  an  additional interest from 

the inscription it contains : 
" E  libris Johannis Cater e Wadh. Co!. Oxonia 1689."1 

The inscriptions in old books are often the most 
interesting part. " Cost I Dollar excl. of Bindg & 
expenses," writes Francis Okely in r 768  in  his Chres
tomatftia Pknt"ana.2 It is to be wished that everyone 
who binds a book would (by choice at the end) add 
a similar note, for future bibliographers.s Here is 
the offering of a Ten-year man to the Master of his 
College.4 " Printed by W. Metcalfe, St Mary's Street," 
seems an odd style of imprint for a book printed in  
Cambridge so late as  1 834.6 You say there is no 
delight, no charm, even in cataloguing an old law 
library, of books which from year's end to year's end 
are never touched ? Few probably would accept my 
verdict to the contrary. Now what could be more 
dry-as-dust than this-A Treatz'se on Convechons on 
Penal Statutes, by W. Boscawen (Land. 1 7 92) ?O The 
leaves fall open by chance :-

I 1 2 .  3. 44. 2 ID. 9.  67. 
• The simplest note is enough : " Bound by . . . . ," giving month anq 

year, and price. 
• " Hoc opusculo de Circo et Ludis Circensibus, te, Vir doctissime et 

valdc reverende , donatum volui : cum animo benigno ut accipias te precor, et 

ne hominis decem ann, ut aiunt, opera m et studia spernas : nos ad majora 

tentamina certe perducat approbatio tua . Vale. Genevre. 1 7  Kalend. April. 

A. S. 1828. Jacobo Wood Doct. Theo!' &c." Ric Burgess ; Des. 

criptivn o/ the Circus on the Via Appia. ( 12 .  9. 84). 
, 12. I S ·  520. • SL. 8. 35 . 

VOL. XVII. P P 
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I t  Be it remembered, that on, &c. S.  P. and J. B. of, &c. came berore m� 
'V. C. one, &c., and gave me to understand and be informed, that T. C. of, 
&c. labourer, on the 16th of August, 1 773, did use and play at a certain 
unlawful game with bowls and pins, called bowlrushing, with divers liege 
subjects of our said lord the King, and did then and there receive divers sums 
of money of the said subjects, playing at the said game against the 
form, &c. and against the peace, &c. and pray that the said T. C. may be 
convicted of the said offence ; Whereupon afterwards, on, &c. the said T. C. 
being apprehended and hrought before me, &c. to answer to the said charge, 
&c., the said T. C. is asked by me if he can say anything for himself why he 
the said T. C. should not be convicted of the premises above charged upon 
him, &c. and thereupon the said T. C. of his own accord fully acknowledges 
the premises, &c. to be true as charged, and does not shew to me any 
sufficient cause why he should not be convicted thereof. Whereupon all and 
singular the premises, &c. being considered, and due deliberation being 
thereunto had, I do adjudge and determine that the said T. C. is guilty of 
the premises, &c. and that the said T. C. is the,oe.fore an idle and disorderly 
person, and is also therefore a rogue and vagabond, within the true intent 
and meaning of the statutes in that case made and provided. And the said 
T. C. is accordingly by me convicted of the offence charged upon him in and 
by the said information, and 0.1 being an idle and disorderly person, and 
a rogue a? d vagabond. in form aforesaid ; and I do hereby adjudge and 
order, that the said T. C. be therefore committed to the house q.f correction, 
there to remain for the space of one month, being a less time than nntil the 
next general quarter-sessions-of the peace, or until the said T. C. shall find 
sufficient sureties to be bound in recognizance to appear before the next 
quarter-sessions, and for his good behaviour in the meantime " ! 

One is relieved to find that poor T.C:s conviction 
was quashed, primarily, on an objection that it was 
not alleged in the information that the playing at 
bowls was out of the defendant's own orchard. 

Here we break out in  the Repertoz're of Records 
(Lond. 1 63 I )  into verse-

" You ranting Doggs 
Who are not Inen . .  " 

But either the fount of inspiration ran dry, or the 
writer was stopped in his versifying, for this effusion 
is scratched out and next page comes 

" George Docter his booke 
Anno Domini 1652 

April 6th. Day." 

We have not yet done downstairs. Take down this 
book.1 It contains the autograph of " J. Pepys, 1 647 ," 

1 SL. 10. 109. 
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and makes us wonder which member of the great 
Cambridgeshire family possessed this volume, and 
what relation he was to Samuel. Those three volumes, 

up there,l bear on their sides the stamp of Robert 
Barley, Earl of Oxford, the collector of the Barleian 
Collection of the British Museum. How did they gell 

into this galere ? 
Let us ascend the stairs. " Quis leget hc:ec 1 "  might 

be, with Persius, our first enquiry. Piles on piles of 
theology, rows on rows of sermons, old medical tracts, 

old classics, early fathers, old histories, old bio
graphies-

Ces vieux livres, tomb eau x ou dort 1 ' intelligence. 

Another visitor might, in oriental language, put 
the finger of ignorance to the nose of contempt, and 
utter a Carlyliad against them." But my business 
was a soberer one. 

The present Library, as every reader of the Eaglfi 
knows, was built in 1 623"  before which our books 

I SL. 1 1 .  47-49. 
• " All the perversions and sophistries, and false wisdom, so aptly 

mimicking the true ; all the narrow truth, so partial that it becomes more 
deceptive than falsehood ; all the wrong prInciples, and worse practices, the 
pernicious examples and mistaken rules of life ; all the specious theories, 
which turn earth into cloudland, and men into r.hadows ; all the sad 
experience, which it took mankind so many ages to accumulate, and from 
which they never drew a moral for their future guidance . •  " Hawthorne, 
Mosses from an old Manse (Edit. 1 85 1 )  p. 147 ·  

" Sometimes a thought of the world of books above us, hundreds of volumes 
that have remained unopened for scores of years, leaves pain on one who remem
bers how little profit has come from the labour of so many brains. Here are 
accumulated dusty folios of venerable age, tall copies that delight the eyes of 
bibliomaniacs, fat little twelvemos, respectable quartos, serviceable octavos, 
with nonclescri l)t gathering of sund,ies, for which a similar:ity of size alone 
has been admitted as a plea for companionship in binding at some ancient 
date-so that pious meditations, heretical comments, obscene verses, Parlia
mentary speeches, court sermons, and partisan diatribes find themselves 
huddled together in a leather cover, which bears some un decipherable Roman 
numeral and the genetic title of ' Pamphlets ' _ _  " Karts Legacy, Vol. i., 
p. 223-4. Was Mr Ebsworth thinking of his old college when he wrot:: 
this ? 
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were kept for a short time by the kitchen : but the 
original Library was on the south side of the fron t 
gate, occupying the row of chambers on the first floor, 
still recognisable from their arched windows.' So that . 
not to this Library but to that must we refer such 
entries as the Bursar has kindly given me� 

.' Item to the laundresse for dressing the L.ybrarie-liijd.' "  

or the entry copied from Arnett's Books of tlze Ann'ents 
(p. 1 1 4) : 

" Anno 1556. For chains for tbe books in this library JS. .Anuo IS6Q. 
Fbr chaining the books in the library, 4s.' "  

" It appears to me," wrote Dean Cowie, when 
editing our MSS Catalogue in 1 843 , " a  duty we owe 
to our benefactors to make ourselves acquainted with 
their legacies." The person who undertakes to wri te 
the history of our Library has his work cut out j for, 
as I sometimes startle people by saying, its history 
reaches from :t3. C. J 50 to yesterday" From B. C. 1 50, 
i t  is true, we take a jump in our original collection 
almo,l;;t straight to A.D. 800-the Psalterzu7n et Canhca, 
of Celtic origin., which is the jewel of our Library, 
in spite of all that Mr Ruskin may say about it.6, 
From that date, manuscript by manuscript, slowly we 
COme downwards, In A. D. 1 2 79 we have thi::; : 

.' Ce livre compila et fist un$ freres de l' ordre 
des prescheurs a la reqste don rai de France 
Phelippe en l'an'ele l'incarnation Jhu Christ, 
J 2 79. Deo gratias, " O 

I �.ee Willis and Clark. Z Ell arch, coil. ( 1 555) .  
3 No copy of Arnett'1i book, as far as I can find, exists in the whole 

University of CambrlJge. Last summer the :t3ursar kindly searched under 
the elates m�ntioned in the original archives for these entries ; but none were 
to be found. Whence did .i\,rllett get his information ? See The Library 
(July 6, J8g ! )  p, � 70' 

, The Papyrus Fragments of the HYPf;:rides in the lower Library are dated 
.irca .!l.e, 1 50, 

I MS C ,  9, ., Nothing is possible to the mE\n who did the symmetrical 
angel-the world is keyless to him ; he has built a cell for himself in which 
he must abide, barred up for ever-there is no more hope for him than f01' <\ 
pponge or a mudrepore," The Two Patlts (Ed. 1 8(8) p. 27 ,  

• MS :t3. 9, 
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Nor are we confined in our chronology : 
" S�riptus in anno I-Iegit'zc 863," 

brings uS down fifty years past the birth of Mirkhond.1 
Here is the book finished in Rouen by Master Martin 
Moritl in 1 4 99: While here we. get down to the present 
times : 

q Paymentez made to the nse of Seint Johns college in Camberidge ; 
Item· palde for diuerse bokys delyuerde 
to tile M. of seint Johns college by my 
lordes commandement for the librarye, 

ilCli viij" viijd . ' "  

This was 1 5 1 1 -3 .  On September joth IS I 2  we 
get this : 

" Hic sequuntur nomina librorum receptorum per 
me R. Shorton pro libraria dicti collegii 
In primis recepi a Reverendo in Christo li'atre 
Domino Roffensi Episcopo . . . . 

Duo missalia in pergamena impressa 
Item ab eodem, Symon de Cassia De ge,tis Cluisti 
Item ab eodem, Opera Floreti in duob. vo!. 
Item ab eodem, Alexander de Rales in trib. vo!. ", 

Of the bequests and library bequeathed us by 
Bishop Fisher, it behoves me not to speak. Suffice 
it to note that three volumes locked up in Case Ii tempt 
me to say, they were once in his hand. While Trinity 
flouts us with the fact that they have some of his 
books in  their possession," we must content ourselves 
with the melancholy thought ' it might have been.' 6 

, MS K. 4. Z MS G. 19. 
• Lady Margaret's Executors' accounts. See Cooper's Life, p. 196. 
• Thin red book. Fo!. 1 8a-I9a. 
• Dr Sinker's AccOImt of Trinity Library. 

" The king sent dowu Sir Richard Moryson of the'Privy Chamber, and one 
Eastwick, with certain other commissioners, to make a seasin of all his move
able goods they could there find. Being come to Rochester, they entered his 
house and first turned out all his servants ; then tbey fell to rifling of his 
goods . . • • . .  Then they came into his library of books, which they spoiled in 
most pityful wise, scattering them in such sort as it was lamentable to behold, 
for it was replenished witb such and so many land of books as the like ,i'as 
scant to be found again in tbe possession of any one private man in Christendom. 
And of them they trussed up thirty-two great pipes, besides a !1lunber that 
were stolen away. And whereas before he had made a deed of gift of all these 
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Two years later the following delightful entry meets 
us (September I ,  1 5 1 4 ) : 

" Obligatio Wynkyn pro octo libris . . . .  
Opera Jeronimi, ill duob. vol. 1 8s . . . .  
Ricardns de media Villa, ill duob. vol. Ili . . . . 
Ordinalia duo impressa in papiro, Ilt'. 6s. 8d. 
11'Iissale 3s. 4d. 
Manual" in pergumena r lib. 6s. 8d. 
Opera Chrysostomi, in dnob. vol. I 2S . . . •  

C hronica . . . .  1 2s . • . .  

Faber super Epjstolas Pauli 5s . • . .  

Opera Bernardi 8s. 
Opera Origenis, in duob. vol. r 8s. 
Opera Cypriani 3s. 4d. 
Holcott super sapientia 4s. 

Summa 7 lib. 8s. 
Obligatio Pynson pro 2li. 6s. 8d. 

xvi Processionalia viz. dnoclecim in per
gamena, et quatnor in papiro."1  

" It de J oye " comes on the last day of the same 
month with another account, (Sept 30, J 5 1 4 ). " Obli
gatio J oye," another donation from Bishop Fisher, comes 
on the following morning." 

There is in existence still the original indenture for 
the desks in this Library, which were to be copied from 
Pembroke, dated 2 0  June I 5 1 6 ; and for glazing. All 
this is already known and printed in  full in Willis and 
Clark's Hz'story. I am more immediately concerned 
with the contents of the old Library as still remaning 
in the present one. 

" Ex Dono C .  SI p 
ano don 1 540 

4 Octobxis " 
meets us on this shele 

Here is another MS inscription not without interest : 
.. Martinns Bncerns emi et compingi 

sibi librii huc curavit, ano 1544 
mense Julio . . . . .. 

books and other his household stuff to the College of St John'S, in Cambridge, 
the poor college was now defrauded of their gi rt, and all was tnmed another 
way."-27 April 1 524. Hall's Life of Fisher, quoted in the Life by 
Rev T. E. Bridgett (ed. 1890) p. 285. 

I Thin red book. 1 8a-I9l\. 2 Ibid. 3 O. 2. 25.  2a. Vol. ii. 24.3-5. 
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irt red ink.i Here is R. Home Bishop of Winchester 
presenting a Hebrew MS in 1 546.9 

" Emptus Fern [i. e. FelTarireJ 1 550 " 

found written in a book gives it, to the writer of these 
lines, a very considerable additional charm." The 
days of Queen Mary are upon us. The College may 
appeal for the library of a catholic bishop to the 
instincts of a catholic Queen : 

.. Ornamenta [J. Fisheri] una cum ingmtibus prtl!clarorum operum 
voluminibus penitns amisimns, 

they write.4 And to Bishop Gardiner (Jan 25 ,  1 55�.) they 
write the same.6 To the Bishop of Ely no less : 

" Sentimns profecto quid sit carere ornatissima illa bibliotheca quam vir 
nunqnam satis landandns J ohannes Fisherns roffensis episcopns ninens nobis 
dederat " (Nov. 1 5 .  1557 or 1 558).-

Here is a quaint and delightful receipt to T. Baylye B.D. 
Master of Clare Hall, and J. Dolby, executors of Tho. 
Merell late Fellow of S. John's, for 

" a flat pece or bole of sylner pal·cell gylt, having in the botom the Image 
or Sant Kalheren weying xij nnces and a half : also an Elyot's dictionary to 
be chayned in the lybrary.'" (March 7. 1558). 

Out of the Morton Collection comes 
" Emptns 

Bononire 
1 560.". 

How did these three volumes wander from the book
shelves of the Baptist to those of the Divine ?-

" Hocc concilioni volnmina siit donata 
Collegio sancti Joanis Oxonij 1 561 .". 

In the year of Shakespeare's birth we become more 
human. The careful reader will alFeady have noticed 
the lute ;-

" These be my boo1.es Willia pert by name 
who my annt gane me the xvij day of Jnne A.D. 
1 564."10 

I R. 7.  3. • MS. A. I. 3 Ll. 5 .  26. 

• See the whole letter printed in Baker-Mayor Hist. of St John's College, 

i· 378. 
• Ibid. 

• 0. 6· 5·  
379. • Thick black book. f. 364. 7 See Baker-Mayor i. 383. 

9 S.  4. 13-15. There are others Mm. 4.  8 and 38. 10 00· 3· 5. 
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In the year that Lawrence Sher:ffe, Queen Elizabeth's 
grocer, was founding a small day school in his native 
town, which after three centuries two continents would 
delight to honour under the name of Rugby, another 
toiler of trade, probably then known equally well, 
was writing for us to read : 

" Jesu Anno Dni 1 567 marche the 3d daye } 
by me Robert Harp of Abyndon glashyer bark.' " 
& plumer. Probatum est. Amene . . . • 

For Jas. Pilkington, tenth Master, and his bequest I 
refer the reader to another book which needs no praise 
of mine.� Entries such as these are in my portfolio 
in multitude, and I cannot give them here. Yet [ 
cannot leave out this gift of the editor of Ascham, 
bestowed, on April 1 9-29, 1 5 79 .3 Modest John 
Robinson, a Fellow of St John's, c. 1 5 80, gives us this 
z'n graHam studzolorum.4 Bp Cox, of Ely, this about 
the same time.6 Here the College takes council over 
the Bible which Mildred, Lady Burghley, gave us " well 
bounde with bosses, and false coverings to the same:' 
The College covenants that the bible shall ( be wel 
& saflie kept cheyned in the library ' :  and it is there 
to this day. A great year for bibles : here is another-

" Ceste bible a COllste dix nceuf florins 
en la viIle de Gand, en lan 1581 .". 

Here is a book given by the rector of Blisworth to 
W. Rawson in 1 5 837. Here is the voice. of the soul's 
awakener : 

" Quo is ? quid agis ? G Buddle 1589. IS Junij "8 

Here is E. Lightfoot's anagram occurring for the 
first time : 

" tE,},w 8i (Juw c.c!I\:U1TOll� 
Oct. 30. 1 592 "0 

A favourite one of mine is this which occurs several 
tjmes : 

" G-eorge Day of Clauering in Essex 
yoman, gaue this booke to St John's 
Colledge library. A.D. 1594 Deceb. 14th."'0 

1 T. 7.  25. • Baker-Mayor i. 1 49. • Pp. 7 · 28-32. • Pp. 7. 1 2 .  
• Rr. 7 .  25. 0 T .  1 .  IS, 16. 7 T .  5. 5. 8 T. 5. 26 .  9 Ll . 8.  4. 10 N. 5 . 7 et alibi. 
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I should like to have known George Day. 
In the early years of the seventeenth century the 

donations came thick and fast, too thick and fast to 
be here chronicled, though all by me arranged chrono
logically in a note-book. Here is Mr Greene, the 
Cambridge Bookseller, presenting us with a book" 
« amort"s arrha collegio Duj J ohannis:" Here John 
Moore, Vicar of Pocldington, in 1 6 1 3. __ 

Three years later the Library was moved from the: 
first court into " the middle chamber over the kitchen ; '� 
and the old one, in Baker's words, « cantoned out into. 
tenements."3 We have secured an autograph of a. 
( maker of history ' of this period. « Ita est. G. 
Cantuar" writes Abbot in MS H. 1 4\ on the 1 7th ApriL 
1 6 1 6. Here is an autograph copy of Lord Herbert. 
of Cherbury's, De veritate, signed by him. « Parisiis. 
consummatum est opus, � g  Jan 1 023 :' 

It is the period of Archbishop Williams. Too 
well-known to need re-telling is the story of his 
princely munificence. If to make ourselves ac
quainted with the legacies of our benefactors be our 
duty, that in this case has been quite fully done. 
Others may admire or condemn him as counsellor, 
as orator, or as priest. Rather do I prefer to 
think of this royal man, when pathetically the storm 
has burst and we see him wandering forth from 
Cawood Castle. (( Thus was he forc'd,'" runs the 
narrative in the wonderful life of him by J ohn Philips� 
« to leave his Diocess, without any Provision for his. 
journey, without a Sumpter, without change of Apparel� 
and almost without Money . . . .  But he had the good 

• Rr. 8. 33. 2 Aa. 2. 1 1 . 
8 For a full account of this change and the necessary expenses, and the 

efforts made in 161 7 to get a new library out of the Countess of Shrewsbury, 

see Willis and Clark, op. cit. ii. 264 seqq. " Pd. the Carpenters for ther work 

in turning ye old l ibraty into chambers per billam June 8th xviij' vid,  

Pd Atkinson for tymber for ye old library per bilIam xxixli iij • .  "id." etc. 

• MSS I. 5, 6. 
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Fortune to meet his Ma/esty z'n the�way, razsmg' a1t 
A rmy, and beatz'ng up for Volunteers, t'n whose Se1'VlCe 
the A rclzbzshop left the stoutest of hzs Follow�1's, and 
kept but a very slender Retz'nue to follow hz7n. A t  partz'ng, 
upon h�s bended knee wz'tlz Tears strea11Zzng from Izzs eyes., 
and hearty Prayers for hzs k{a/esty, he kZJs'd h'[:s Hand, 
and r�cezved a Pass .from hZln to carry ht'm safe znto 
h�s fJwn Countrey.' " 

The magnificence of the Library was early recog
nised! In order to obtain full us.e of its treasures , 
Edmund Castell, a Cambridges.hire man, who had 
become a member of Emmanuel in 1 62 I, thought it 
worth while to remove to s.t John's ; and used these 
very books in compiling his grand work the Lexzcon 
Heptaglotton, or Dictionary of Seven Tongues, which 
took him eighteen years.� " Gratitudinis T€"jJ,�PtOV," 
writes Edward Ellis in presenting a book in 1 639\ 
and I have :record of scores of similar inscriptions. 
But the character of the Library must have changed 

1 Edit. Camb. 1 700. pr. 284-5. His biographer is very exact. Speaking 
of hls appointment as Lord Keeper he says ' Upon the First Day of the 
Term, when he was to take his Place in Court, l\e declin'd all the Pomp of 
an inauguration ; and setting out betimes in the nwrn(ng attended. by the, 
Judges, and some few mo,e, he pass'd th\"ough the Cloisters into the Abby" 
and went with them into Henry the Seventh's Chappel, where he prayed 
devoutly on his knees ALMOST A QUAR.TER OF AN HOUR.' (lb. p. 82). 

2 " Augustissime& Bibliothecre Collegii S.ancti Joannis hllnc de Hospitali� 
tate Tractatum reliquosque libellos suos in debilre gratitudinis monumentun:J, 
ex animo consecrat Cantebrigii\ migrans Calebus Dalechampius Sedanensis. 
Sacra Theologire Baccalaureus, Octob. I I .  1633." Ss. 10. 2 .  

The College, on its part, seems to have been equally grateful for 
Qenefactions. For its letters of thanks to Williams, for other donations, anc( 
for the building: acco\lnts, etc., see Camb. Al\t. Soc. COl1pnunieatio1t,r, 
Vo!. H. pp. 50-66. In a ' Gratulatory Letter to the Lady Bowes for book.s. 
which shee gave tbe College,' they write (March 3 I, 1639) : 

Cl You knowe, l\1adamc, the weake Lunge of an Eccho which repeates but a syllable 
of a Sentence. Such is Our gratitude to your large C;ourtcsy." R'eglster of Letters. 
(Baker-Mayor i. 523). 

3 See Rose's New Gen. Biog. Dietiona,,), s. v. Caslell's autograph is. 
in D. 7· 34· Years afterwards he presented us with other book� including 
his LeJ<;ieon .4J;thiopiezmt (Oct. 13. 1683), G. 8 .  '18. He dl,d in 1 685. 

I S. Q. 1 6. 
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much four years before ; for in 1 63 5  came the princely 
donation of nearly 2 00 MSS. and about 2 000 books, the 
library of a St John' s  man, W. Crashaw, father of the 
poet, purchased and presented by Thomas and Henry, 
Earls of Southampton. Through the Civil Wars lfooks 
came dribbling in. 

Pass we now to other themes�to the LO.U. which 
every J ohnian knows by heart, of the second Charles, 
who received his pocket money for coming over at 
the restoratiQIl from one of our house.l So on to 
the age of Stillingfieet.2 This I cannot omit [1 667]-

.c Edwin Walford 
his booke bought at 

Sturbidge faire 67 
' Samuel Johnson 

to master 
Edwin Walford 

Jan : the 9th 68 ' h 3 

Here is the first book printed at the Sheldonian 
Theatre.� Here is rhyme-a very common inscription : 

" Frank Whittaker 
his book got give him 
grace there on to look 
and when the great bell 
begin to nolle the Lord 
in heauen to reseue is 

Soulle. 1 675.'" 

Past the days of Gower and Gunning, and Beveridge, 
and William Gould (who has written his name probably 
more than other single man in the works in this 
Library-he and J. Lambert). Here are the donations 
of Edmund Vinter, Senior Fellow of King'sG ; here those 
of Charles Otway, to whom we owe some thousands 
of our Tracts.1 This book Stillingfieet, " exz77ZZum nunc 

1 MS H. 9b. 
2 "  Bibliothecre ColIegii D. Joannis Evangelistre Cnjus nuper Socius, 

eximium nunc decus, Eruditissimus Author D.D." 
3 U. 19. I S . ' s.  6. 10. 1 I . • R. 10. 47. • Mm. 9. 12. et alibi. 

7 For inscription see U. 19. 62. His seal will be found inside the covef 
of Ee. 3. 20. 
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decus " presented to us,t in 1 685-the year, by the 
way, in which, or more probably between which and 
1 689, the catalogues enclosed in the woodwork and 
displayed to the wonderment of every visitor were 
written.� In 1 69 1  came the generous additions of 
Henry Paman, public orator. Here are MS Letters 
by Mat. Prior from 1 4  May 1 694 to 2 8  June 1 699 .3 
The booksellers seem always to have had an affection 
for us ;-" Ex dono Mri Ireland Bibliopolce amoris 
ergo Collo Johannensi " appears in S. 8. 39 .  (c. 1 700) 

" Mdm. This Booke was presented by ye Grand Jury of ye city of 
London and by order of ye court burnt there publickly and ordered to be 
burnt at ye Royall Exchange. Aug. 4. 1 705." 

is the MS note attached to The Memorial of the Church 
0.1 England humbly ojfer'd to . • • •  Lovers of our Church 
and Constzlution.' 

In 1 7 1 4  we received a legacy of over £300 for the 
purchase of books from Thomas Thurlin, who had been 
President since 1 683.  This year, too, we are out in the 
East again ; 

.c  Dialogues in English and Gentue [Hindoo], written by Rayasum Paupia, 
a Gentue Braminy.". 

So book by book, and manuscript by manuscript, 
has the Library been built up. 

" As a present given to me in Cambridge 1 7 16, by the Hon Mr 
Campbell, who had it from the Rev Mr Pawlet St John, who told him 
that his father, who lived for many years at Florence, in great favour with 
the then Grand Duke, brought it over "-

OCcurs in the Gzornale dz' Condla'o dz' Trsnte (1545-63) e 
lettere raccolte dal szgnor FzHppo Mu/otH.G 

The death of Thomas Baker, which took place on 
the 2nd of July 1 74d-the one date for which we may 
search in Prof Mayor's edition of the History in vain
brought to us such a crowd of books, bequeathed to 
the College by his will made only nine months before, 

1 Q. 3. 4· • In proof of this see Q. 3· 4 j 7. 9 .  • MS S. IS. • Q. 10. 3. 
• MS H. 25. 0 MS O. 3. : T. 3. 16. • Cooper's Annal�. 
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that the well-known structural alterations in the 

Library became necessary � 

1 74 1  June I. " Agreed to raise all the middle classes of the library " _ 1 

though. a year later, the extra space seems to have 

again fallen short ;-

1 742 July 1 2. " Agreed to raise all the classes in the library, except the 

two classes next the door "' -

while only a few months back it had been necessary 

for one of the Fellows to take the books systematically 

in hand ;-
6 July 1 739. " Agreed that the library be put in order and a new catalogue 

made." 
r r  February 1 739. " Agreed to allow Mr Alvis 13 guineas for putting 

1 3  classes in order in the college library.-

As far as the donations to the Library are concerned, 

the narrow rivulet henceforward becomes a broad and 

placid stream. Space fails us to mention all of them. 

Roger Kay in 1 73 2 ; Antonio Ferrari in 1 744 ; John 

Green, Bishop of Lincoln, in 1 7 84 ; William Arnold in  

1 802 ; Thomas Gisborne in 1 806 ; Mainwaring in 1 807 ; 

Lawrence in 1 8 1 4 ; Pennington in 1 807 ; Taylor in 1 836 ; 

Catton in 1 83 7 ; Wood in 1 839, and Palmer in 1 840 ; 

Littledale in 1 842 ; Whytehead in 1 843 ; Stannard in 

1 85 1 ,  and WaIter in 1 859 ; Duffield in  1 8 63 , and Carr in  

1 874 ; Bland in 1 88 2 ; Hunter Hughes in 1 884 ; 

Parkins on, Babington, and Kennedy ; all these are but 

as yesterday. While these lines are going to press 

comes the bequest of well over a thousand volumes from 

the late Professor Adams. So that scarce a day passes 

but the liberality of one or other of our society gives us 

some new addition of knowledge, gathered from any 

of the four winds. Esto perpetua. 

1 Baker-Mayor, p. 10. 36. I. 1 6. • Eo. 1. 2 1 .  • Eo. pp. 1035-6. 

(TQ oe concluded.) 
C. E. S. 



FUMOSI NIMIUM. 

When country clergy take to smoking 
From morn to noon, from noon to night, 

It really is to me provoking, 
Verses indignant I must write. 

Think of the time and money wasted, 
Think of the bad example set 

In trains, in concert-rooms, on club-grounds 
Where boys and men for games are met. 

Think of the heart-disease increasing, 
Blood vitiated from its source, 

Do think of health, and take my warning, 
Don't smoke away your vital force ! 

One pipe in  garden after breakfast, 
One pipe at night in study chair ; 

Do draw the line there ; oh, my clerics, 
To ask more favour I forbear ! 

J. F. B. 

Quum veniente die, quum decedente Sacerdos 
Assiduo fumum rusticus ore trahit, 

Difficile est satiram non scribere, provocor ira, 
Iraque versiculos non cohibenda facit. 

Nonne pudet tempus sic perdere, perd"re nummos ? 
Nonne grave exemplum proposuisse pudet, 

Ferratce qua rheda vice, qua circulus, aut qua 
Cantoris j uvenes vox puerosque j uvat ? 

Nonne piget morbo sic corda gravescere, et ipso 
Unde oritur sanguis fonte venena bibi ? 

Magnum est in  sano mens corpore sana ; monenti 
Credite neu vitce robora fumus edat. 

B is fumare die-quum mane revisitur hortus, 
Seraque librorum quum venit hora-licet ! 

Sit modus i n  rebus fumosis ! linea, fratres, 
Hcec vos si cohibet, Musa benigna tacet. 

ARCULUS. 

ROOKS. 

�T has long been a theory of mine that there is  

�� something to be written about rooks. I was 

reminded of the subject in the Backs the other 

day by casting eyes on a jackdaw building. I pointed 

out the bird to a friend, over whom was hovering the 

sombre shadow of the Law Tripos. ' It's funny,' he said, 

without looking up from his book, ' jackdaws are Vt's 

ma/or and maggots aren't: This remark set me  

thinking. The first cousin of  a bird who ranks with 

earthquakes and floods and armies is a fit subject for 

my pen. 
I have noted before the predatory instinct of these 

birds. Some go abroad in the spring and gather their own 

building materials, but the superior-minded ones stay at 

home and steal sticks from their neighbours. This 

is the time-honoured custom or game of rooking. It has 

long since been adopted by man. A swindle or an 

exorbitant price is a rook. There are rooks in Cam

bridge. Anyone who is acquainted with the habits of 

the old Norman barons will at once perc'eive h ow 

castles came to acquire that name, which still sticks to 

them on the chess-board. 
H aving looked the matter up in Brewer, I am 

pleased to find that I am not forestalled in my philology. 

The Reverend Dr only remarks that a rookery is a low 

neighbourhood frequented by thieves and vagabonds, 

and that a pigeon or gull is one fleeced by rooks . On 

the subject of pigeons' fleeces I have not space to dilate. 

The rook does not hop, as the black-bird does, but 

walks. There is a catch question which a,sks ' What is 
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the smallest bird that walks ? '  and the answer is ' the 
wagtail ' or ' tit-lark ' or something of the kind. The 
wrong answer is ' wren,' for the wren hops. If you get 
this question you should aver that there is a smaller 
bird that walks-the lady-bird. 

The lady-bird is a fraud. She is said to devour 
aphides or some such beast, and thus to make herself 
useful. I have placed her in countless herds of aphides 
and she has not attacked one. I have tried her on 
everything that infects rose-trees, from cold-water cater
pillars to daddy-Iong-Iegses. The ' honey-cows ' seem to 
browse all over her, the caterpillars ignore her ; she is  
not angry or voracious, only a little bored, and at the 
first opportunity, spreads her wings and ' flies away 
home ' like one uninsured. I have wandered from rooks 
to lady-birds and cannot get back without jumping. 

Rooks have a wholesome fear of over-population. If 
the people in whose trees they build refuse to shoot in  
May, the indignant colony, if not  degenerate, migrates 
in a swarm (it is said) and looks out for a country 
sprinkled with green cartridge-cases. It is very touching 
to witness the solicitude with which mamma-rook induces 
her offspring to leave the nest when guns are popping 
underneath. She assures her progeny that the noise 
proceeds from nothing more harmful than musical 
instruments. ' It is only a German band, my dear,' and 
then, losing patience, she shoulders her daughter out 
like the modern English mother that she is, willing to 
get her ' off her hands.' 

Rooks are said to be very fond of beer and skittles, 
though I have never seen them indulging in either. 
Though they enjoy themselves mainly, we are informed 
that even the rook's life is not wholly made up of those 
pastimes. 

' Rooks never know sorrow or woe 
Until a-benting they do go.' 

What ' benting ' is I have never been able to ascertain, 
but as I have very seldom seen rooks sorrowful Of 
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careworn and then not in  numbers at all considerable, I 

infer that this process occupies but a very small portion 

of their time. It is evidently an agricultural function, 

for the rook is exclusively an agriculturalist. He is not 

a grower of timber, like the blue jay. He indulges 

more in uprooting than in planting. It is ridiculous to 

suppose that a.ll the scare�crows and clappers in the 

world will deter him from the pursuits that he loves 

when he has set his heart on  a particular field. 

As regards his diet, the rook is an epicure before a 

hygienist, and both long before an economist. He is not 

content to wait until his corn has brought forth its 

hundred-fold ; he prefers it when it is  soft and alcoholic 

and has begun to sprout ; then he revels in it-it is his 

favourite dish. He dines in convivium, casting lots for 

sentry�duty, as he is always in the enemy's country. A 

very fortunate circumstance is the concurrence of wheat 

and wire�worms. Many people think that this latter 

gristly viand is ambrosia to the palate of our black 

friend. It may be so. Like the Romans of old, th� 

rook is very fond of caterpillars, not, it is true, the 

classical Cossus, but the equally succulent lC\.rvCB of 

Bucephala or Vinula or Hirtaria. 

Though individual rooks may be ' rollicking young 

rantipoles,' yet I trust that I have touched upon some of 

the good qualities of the class, and that the indulgent 

reader who may have previously formed a severer 

estimate will now confess that our friends, the members 

of ' the black republic in the elms,' are not so black as 

they are pC\.inted. 
G. G. D.  
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DA UT DEM. 

Mensch, mit zugeknopften Taschen. 
Dir thut Niemand was zu lieb ! 
Hand wird n ur von Hand gewaschen : 
Wenn qu nehmen willst, so gieb. 

GOETHI!!. 

:Man with pockets buttoned tightly, 
None stir a finger for thy sak� ! 

. 

Hand washes hand ; the saw rules rightly, 
The <;hl,lrl� who gives not, ne'er shall tak�. 

]. E. B.. M, 

THE TWO GODDESSES. 

Far hast thou roamed, Earth.,.Mother, on thy quest, 
Seeking thy child, whom erst from Enna's dell 
Grim Hqdes rapt to grace his throne in Hell, 

A Queen unwilling of a .Realm unblest,-
Far hast thou wandered, vext by fierce unrest, 

·{Tnrest nor time nor wearin(lss could quell, 
Seeking amid what sons of men there dwell 

In sceptred East or far Hesperian West. 
But, 10, in gladQess Bermes Qears her past 

Fell J\cheron, the bOurn of Hell's qomai:n, 
Earthward unto Eleusis, there to be 

Enfolqeq in her mother's Glrrps Glt IGlst, 
Sweetest of solace she for that vast pain 

That ra,c�ed t11ee for thy lost Persephone. 

T. R. G. 

two SONNETS. 

As the gteat sea resisUess flowing In 
Fills all the bays and every little creek, 
And no upstanding rock but is too weak 

One moment's tarrying from the foe to win i 
So, from the moment when thine eyes begin 

The invasion of my heart, in vain I seek 
To drive thee forth, for ere I well can speak 

it is with me as it hath ever been. 

And thus from day to day in ebb and flow 
The all-compelling beauty of thy face 
Fu1filleth all my soul, and leaves no place 

For any meaner thought to come or go. 
Yet would I win of thee thIS only grace i 

As i t  hath been, may it be ever so ! 

At midnight, on this lonely Alpine peak; 
Whose grandeur change not diminution knows, 
In the long shadow whiCh the moonlight throws 

i stand and gaze, and find no words to speak. 
All utterable thoughts are far too weak 

To render back the infinite repose 
Of these still peaks and everlasting snows ; 

Seeking fit words, I find not what I seek. 

From all this ghostly world there comes no sound, 
N or is there breath or motion in the air ; 

Only the moon climbs on, for ever fair. 

I, watching, with a solemn spell am bound, 

Feeling the unseen presence everywhere, 

Above me, and about me, and around. 

C. SAPSWORTH. 
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OUR CAPRICIOUS CRITIC. 

M� MEMBER of the Editorial Committee, shortiy 
� after the appearance of our last number, received -

from one of our subscribers the following letter. 
The entertainment which it will no doubt afford to our 
readers will, we believe, in their kind judgment more 
than atone for those trifling lapses on the part of our
selves or the Secretaries of College Clubs which have 
given occasion for its satire. 

March 1 5th 1 89%. 
" I  received my copy of the Eagle on Monday evening, and have since then been enjoying it. It is as usual well worth the price charged, but has some features about it which deserve special attention, and which, if observed, might make it still more interesting to yourself. Have you, for instance, studied the reports of College Secretaries with that careful attention which you devote to compound Ascidians or to the embryology of Hylobates ? Increased study might repay you, some sixty� fold, some more still. You would find, as surely as by your great scientific ski l l  you would find the ovary of the common earth-worm-that de!pised creature, the end of whose being is to be put on its trial before the science-student or to be hung on  the fishing line-I say that you would find that these Secretarial 

R,eports may be investigated with the greatest profit and amusement. 
I advise you to look for the comic business yourself. The reports are intended to be funniest just where they are apparently most in earnest. They are an admirable part of the Magazine. Of course as a practical boatman you will be able to appreciate most of the L.M.B.C.  report. I only remind you of the special joke on page 2 I 8, l ines 7-9 : ' The ultimate residue he leaves to his executors. All members of the Club will appreciate the 
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kind feeling th'us show (sic) by an old comrade.! it you knew 
much about Ovid you would instinctively quote his phrase, 
' An adeo latcl ar/� sua,' i.e. jokes are best concealed beneath 
apparent gravity. As regards the word ' show' (sic) , the Secre
tary probably unconsciously wrote his own condemnation in the 
criticism of three tn the Second Boat, viz. ' He went off towards 
the latter part of the term,' or was it the printer ? One can see 
why the execulors should be appreciative regarding the residue, 
but one fai ls to see what concern ' all L.M.B.C. members ' have 
in the ' ultimate reSidue.' Try your dissection scalpels, and if 
you find the ovary of the argument no doubt it will be amply 
prolific of amusement. . 

I presume the sentence, , A third boat went out every day, 
but did not enter for the " getting· on " races,' coming where it  
does, i.e, after ' we append an account of each day's proceedings,' 
means every day of the Lents. But, if so, what was the objec;t of 
keeping the Boat on after the ' getting-on ' races were over ? 
if ' every day ' meant something different, I suppose ' you will 
be able to infottrt me. Has the Secretary borrowed one of 
Mr Webb's problem-papers ? 

The Rugby report naturally interests me more, and is also 
very entertaining. ' Their worst faults were not fol lowing up 
and their ignorance of how to screw the scrummage ; . . . . . .  the 
latter can only be learnt by constant practice.' Then our First xv 
are thereby implicitly directed to give up constant practice 
as producing ' ignorance of how to screw.' Is this a paradox ? 

En passant, I cannot help wondering why the Secretary has 
not said for the honour of the Second XV that in several of their 
matches they played one or two short all through, if i t  is advisable 
to say for the First that they played two men short for the major 
portion of the Leys game. 

Again, does 9 + 2 + 4- + 33 + 26 + 53 f- 7 + 6 + 2 + 14- + 1 2  e 1 6  I ; 
or does 7 + 2 2  + 7 + 2 + 6 + 2 3  + I 7 + 5 + 5 + 7 = 93 ? I believe the 
Hon. Sec. is in  this case a Mathematical Tripos man ; has he 
done his arithmetic by ternary quadrics or quaternions, or 
appointed his bedder his deputy counter ? At any rate, I 
presume he found the process so difficult and doubtful that 
he did not venture to deal similarly with the second team, 
as one would have expected him to do. Lastly, where are the 
Scratch Nines ? Here I have a personal grievance : a loss of 
fame for ever I 
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I leave you to study the Association and Athletic reports all 
by yourself. I dare not criticise the 'Eagles' for obvious reasons. 

Note in the Lacrosse Club report : ' F. Villy, J .  LUpton, and 
L. W. Grenville have also once more had places in the Univer� 
sity team, Villy being captain.' Is not this rather hard on  
Villy ? t t  apparently implies Villy as  captain took very good 
care these men should be in the 'Varsity team, and that he  
made an improper use o f  his position a s  captain .  I should not 
have thought h im capable of it  if the Hon. Sec. had n ot 
solemnly assured us of the fact. Can this also be a problem or 
a paradox ? 

The C. U. R. V. may be dismissed as unworthy of special 
yonsideration.  If their  accoutrements were before of bronze and 
now consist of nothing more dangerous than l ight blue trimming 
and silver buttons, they are surely not fit antagonists for my pen. 
They remind one of Sir Bedivere in Tennyson : 

" Fr<;>m lust of gold [or silver J or like a girl 
Valuing the giddy pleasure of the eyes." 

Turning to the Debating report, notice the fact that ' the 
Committee has been able to combine greater physical luxuries 
with the intellectual oI1es which have always characterised its 
meetings ' ;  the problem here is  to find out how the physical 
luxuries of the CO?nnzt'ttee affect the success of the Sodety. Was 
the . programme for the term ' justified in concluding bifonhand 
that the first motion would be carried by 1 3-1 I ? Was ' average 
attendance for the term 49 ' also part of the programme? 

The Musical Society report is free from frivolity, but is  hot 
the better on that account. I Suppose it must be very artistic, 
if it is true that the highest art leaves a good deal to the imagi� 
nation. For example, if Mr Tottenham and Mr Smith presided, 
did they speak, like Castor and PoIIux, in turn or both together ? 
It must, in any case, have put these two gentlemen into an \ 
invidious position, whether they spoke together or made their 
j okes alternately. At the next concert would it not be better to 
get a Science Lecturer to take the place of one of these Classical 
ones, to decide the question what branch of study makes men 

-most successful with their jokes ? 
Such are the problems suggested by the MusiGal teport, 

which is very (three times in the first sentence and once after� 
wards) stimulating, as might be expected from a Tonic-Sol-Fa 
Society ; but perhaps it is not a Sol-Fa, as we ar.e told it does 
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I nothing very muc·h.' It evidently soon grows tired of any one 
system or piece of music ; let us hope it lI£ay concert next term 

to do something thoroughly, or if n,athing in particular yet to do 

it very well. 
Another problem 1 is  I to wield the baton ' used as exactly 

equivalent to ' to act as conductor,' and if so, why so ? 
When we come to the Classical Society there is much to 

make us blush. Where is the National Vigilance Society 

Reporter ?  At least the HON. Sec. [are we to infer all other 
secretaries, except Mr J oyce of the Ruggers, are paid agents ?] 

has the sense to screen his identity behind a pseudonym. Who, 

in the name of the College Registers, i s  ' W. Green ' ?  Is it 
possible we are worthy of more than one Green ? But perhaps 
W Green is down with an aegrotat at present. I have indistinct 

recollections of having heard of a Green il l  far away. What a 

very amorous Society the Classical Society appears to be ! It 

'Certainly needs reform. We hope great things from the County 

Council or the Proctors. I see the Society came to a full stop 

after the first paper instead of a lesser pause, say a colon. Which 

Varro is meant ? Are we to understand that he, like his 

biographer, was also of Emmanuel College ? 
I never knew there was any special difficulty in reading 

Classics by Professor MaYGr ; but here I do the punctuation an 

injustice for the sake of a weak joke, and I apologise. 
The Conspiracy of CaHlz'ne i� probably a shilling shocker or a 

penny dreadful, Can it possibly be the sequel to The Rise of 
Dz'ssent which charmed the Theological Society ? 

More problems to solve I The Nuptz'al Number of Plato is a 

subject worthy of proctorial vigilance. Is it by the author of 

Tales of a Harem ? We owe an Apology to Plato. Is this Plato 

the same man who invented Platonic Love ? When did he 

change his views ? Is marriage a failure ? Still these problems 

come. One would have thought The Nuptial Number subject 

would fall flat on present-day J ohnians, considering Adam has 

discussed it so fully. Probably the Classical Society threw some 

new l ight on the subject ; possibly we owe the recent appearance 

of the Aurora Borealis to their efforts. [Can it be that The 

Nuptz'al Number of Plato is a ' special ' issued by a matrimon,ial 

agency ?  Cr. word papers, p. 7.27,  line 7, and cf. also terms 

Xmas Number, &c. Does Plato keep the agency ?] Pervz'lJzlium 

Veneris may have some connexion with the Proctors. Does the 
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Classic,!\ Society meafl to keep up to date and take up suojecfs ofthe present day (already dealt with suffioiently by the Cambrziige 
Daily NUisance) jl Or does this paper deal with the present brilliance of Venus in the heavens (a subject more fit for astronQ�ers), being qlso knowq as The Plane! Venus and the Early 
C{'Osz'ng Movement ? Or does .ferlJigt'lz'ul1� Venerz's �ean, The Cook's 
Watch or tIle B:elateq Polzceman ? In any case we may expect an action for libel, Venus versus Mr Smith. Anczimt Education or ,f-eclures from FosszUsed Dons must have been inteJ;esting ; but was it in good taste ? A ll.ignificant fact about this Society is that it has no Treasurer ; comment is needless. If, as seems from what has been said above most. probab1e, the Secretary is ' degraded ' at present, and Hon. Members cannot agree upon a single �emb,er's financial integrity, can the Society claim credit in the College ? 

The Theological Society is eviden,tly restless and, vagahond if  i t s  members, as  we are told, use  five different sets of rooms for each meeting'. Does The Rzse of Dissent refer to the diss.atis.. fqction with Halls during this term ? The Early Churc!J, and 
Slavery is probably the paper recently read on Early Chapels and 
Slavery at Se�wyn. [N.B. The Classical papers were ' gz'ven ' ; the Theologioal were ' read.' Are we to conclude that the former were not read and the latter pazii for ? There zs Cl: Tteasurer i.ll. 
the seconq case.]" 

. 

, 

• 

� 
• 

A LAY OF ST MICHAEL'S MOUNT. 

�' Tell me," I cded. (as lovers do), 
" What magic makes thine eyes so blue ? 

What gives thy cheek that winsome glow 
Like dawn's first flush on Alpine snow ? "  

She said-cc It's clear you wont get through� 
You've been a rank impostor ; 

If things of that sort puzzle you, 
You can't have read your Foster t "  

(( When first before thy sight I come, 
My eyes grow dim, my voice is dumb ; 
Against its walls my heart doth beat, 
I faint, I stagger on my feet. 

o why is this my queen, mine own 1 "  
(So madly I accost her) 

She said, " Your symptoms ar'n't unknown : 
You'll find them all in Foster." 

Cl Dear heart," I cried, " 'tis past my power 
To live without thee for an hour. 
o be my ignorance forgiven ! 
Let love crown love in earth and heaven ! "  

I saw her toss her dainty head 
And knew that I had lost her ! 

" You're living in  the past," she said, 
" You wont find love in Foster ! "  

G. C. M. S. 
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TEE MAY TERM. 

The Freshman says :-

I count this term the best . 'Tis Paradise 
To lay my work aside and have a rest. 

There was a time I held such sloth a vice, 
But now I loll and dream on Granta's breast 

Till ' Bulbul with her thousand tales ' doth wake. 
That hour of all the hours is jolliest 

(Ne'er have I seen the silver morning break, 
Perhaps ne'er shall). I count this term the best. 

The Second-Year man says :-
Another year gone by, and all too soon ! 

How short a moment since a Fresher I, 
Telling the Proctor daylight came from moon, 

Smoking each man's cigars, I knew not why, 
Wasting good weather in canoes and tubs, 

And the good money such delights imply, 
Now grown much wiser by the rough world's rubs, 

My starsl hoW soon ! anQther year gone by ! 

The Third-Year man (after his Tripos) says :� 
May Term, delicious time as e'er was seen ! 

Mater and sisters and (0 thought sublime !) 
She too with them will stand Qn Ditton's green 

, 

To see our oars sweep by (where is my rhyme f). 
Perchance before her feet our bump to view, 

And cheer us then with all the panto.mime 
Of waving colours, Idol of the Crew ! 

Crown of the year, May Term, delicious time ! 

G. G. n. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To tile Edt'/ors of the ' Eagle.' 

DEAR SIRS, 

Yeur kind re8eptidn ef my mentien ef the ' Stety of the 
marks,' in Adams' year, and hew they became knewn-and 
yeur expressien ef willingness to. receive further recellectiens 
fer insertien in the Eagle, have been highly gratifying and 
semething ef a burden tee. 

There are cider as well as yeunger readers ef the Eagle, 
seme elder than myself even. The Eagle spreads her wings 
wide, and semetimes takes lefty flights, and requires much 
pabulum ; to. centribute a few slender mersels fer the aquiline 
repast makes me not a little afraid in fact, that, by putting 
together in a free and artless way the few slight teuches which 
can hardly bear to. be called ' Recellectiens,' I may indeed escape 
the cendemnatien ef the merely juvenile, er even the adult 
trivial, but at the cest it may be ef incurring' that of 
the simply senile .  And a more serieus thing tee remains 
with me : a mere dismal fate perhaps. Theugh certainly 
net putting tegether as a serieus dIsceurse fer selid pen
dering-as eld Prefessor Miller (W. Hallews) said ef h is  hard 
new book en the Calculus, ' he did net write it fer a man to. read 
with his hands in his peckets ever the fire : '  or mere daintily 
perhaps, with dear old Walten [CC W. W." ---'"soz·-disant " W" "] 
to. pupils, such perhaps as erst myself, fer what did I net 
owe to that admirable, that hirsute ceunciller, ' ceach,' and 
friend-cc Read ? how am I to. read it ? Well, yeu must net 
crack nuts "-just so this little tribute, meant for the lightest 
ef matters, in ne wise to. cumber the Eagle's flight, brings 
heme to me an awkward feeling semehow : there seems a 

grace ef incengruity i n  putting tegether such trifles, however 
well and kindly remembered, as a kind ef appendix, er  
mantissa, to  the noble werds that have so fitly appeared in 
these same cevers, abeut the nebly-simple, entirely unself-
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seeIting character, that truly grand old man, with whom my 
f>wn ai€·CJJlla�ntat.l�: was, Ollnd  could obily be, but as ([jf one of 
tll'e outer coart, and even that b>ut for a while. 

Such as it was, a few scraps may possibly please some .. 
We were nol on the same side ; nor were we in the 
same year ; did therefore not meet at the same table, and 
certainly haG!! not the sam� pulfSUits. 0.1' studies � some of mz'n� 
were no doubt less lofty, less concen.tr.ated" than hiS ;; Az$,. 
we know. marked. by a.tli absQ.lute 6ft.V0I:ion to his own, his 
one, absorbing interest and purpose ; like my oId friend. 
the Gunner, in the Baltic. as he prowled r()l]nd the deck,. 
tracing weird cabalistic lines on 'bulwark and deck, which 
he phrased ' consecrating his blrOadside; so J. G. Mams. 
dt"d concentrate, and consecmte, an hils powers., bis efforts,. 
upon one great aim, not destructive, but luminously con
structive, as the world to hi:: honoor and its own advantage 
has since found out and acknowledged. 

However, as we did not meet at ]ectures either (though. 
with the usual generous tendency of youth to glorify the 
great man of the year or years above them, 1 used to hear 
from others with the keenest interest of the splendid  examina
tion performances of the " top man of the 2nd year," and 
with a freshman's inquisitive zest I knew well, by face and 
name, certainly four out of five men in College), it was well on 
in my second term before I even so much as set eyes upon 
Adams to my knowledge. 

. But the impression of that first time has nmat'lIed with 
me, I have never forgotten it : and this is 1 892-that was 
1 842• On a bright keen " Sunday Morning Chapel," Lent 
term, I found myself silting nearly opposite a short, square
built, very fresh-looking man ; florid, high-coloured complexion ; 
large lofty forehead, and the eye ! the eye it was that caught , 
me : the lustrous, far-off, out-looking, beaming, dark hazel 
eye. " Who is that ? "  " That is Adams " I felt. I had not 
seen him before. But the gaze, the look of thought, the 
strength of the intentness. I-I have never lost the recol
lection nor the impression j and yet I don't think I ever 
have spoken of it to a soul since ; but what might have 
been but trifling before may interest some now. 

I did not come across h im ,  in the commerce of College 
life, till some time after ; but, in connexion with Mr Campbell's. 
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mention of his ' pace,' and manner of execution in work, 

I recall how one in my own year-a Mathematician who 

took a good degree and was afterwards a Fellow, a north

countryman of much plainness and simplicity of character, 

and some thickness of speech, who used to meet him at 

what were then the Comb!'ned Examinations of both sides, 

at Griffin's rooms-how he used to tell me with admiring 

pride (he was on the other side too) of Adams' , performances ; , 

so quick, so neat, so small in bulk in comparison ; " but, 

mind J'Ou, Field, it was prime stuff, I suppose ; "  and so it 

was ; and the Senate House proved it. 
I suppose no one ever did belong to a ' year ' that was 

not a wonderfully good year : nevertheless I believe that 

there were, about that time, several remarkably good years ; 

and i f  common belief has any value, I am confident that 

year was a particularly good one. Singularly enough perhaps, 

though never myself but in the very outermost courts of the 

temple of the nymph Mathms, by far the larger part, and 

nearly all the most intimate, of my friendships lay among 

the mathematical men of my own and adjacent years ; their, 

and their friends', doings and sayings had for me a lively 

interest, chiefest naturally in the year above and the year 

below, and my own-Wm. Thomson, the year below ; Hem

ming ; Wilberforce Stephens ;  Hopkins ;  Budd ; &c., and a galaxy 

of notable men in Adams' year ; T. M. Goodeve, among these, 

was of very high repute. It was undoubtedly a powerful year. 

Trinity too had a decided Swan. Would the redoubtable 

' Ben Gray ' match the J ohnian-the Swan, the Eagle ? 

The sad story of Goodeve's breakdown, the blank dismay 

in College at his disappearance, when thought to be ' staying,' 

' doing well '-all that is neither here nor there. Adams came 

forth, soaring high, far above all competitors. Yes, it was,' 

"prime stuff, I suppose " !  And not many times, some two 

or three, had the anmtus orbls completed itself, before 

the fame of his performance was l iterally, and strangelYr 

confirmed. One of the Mathematical Examiners> of that year 

had been the accomplished and refilIled Duncan Farquharso\l! 

Gregory, of Trinity, whose early death was to his friend:S 

the cutting short of a career of promise, of eminence. H e' 

left College not very long after ; and after either his departure' 

or his death, his books and effects being removed, his actual 
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markillg book, as mere waste, was thrown away and found its 
way into the river, ,vhence i t  was fished out ( i f  I remember, 
near Magdalene Bridge) uninjured ; and this singular ' treasure
trove ' very shortly after by fortunate accident came into the 
hands of the one man in the University most thoroughly 
calculated to make a fine use of it-the late F. J. Gruggen 
of St John's, Sixth Wrangler in that year, and afterwards 
Fellow ; that unequalled news-vendor and glorious raconteur, 
unequalled in memory, unsurpassed in invention : how many 
a friend, or pupil, at his rooms roared over the sonorous 
post-prandial marshalling forth of those figures ! every man's 
relative worth stereotyped, proclaimed, nay exhibited : the 
naked veri ties, visible to the eye. Yes, 21 had been 'pt ime 
slujj;' and now we knew all about it. I believe that as the 
marks were in those days 4000 was an unusual figure ; Adams 
was considerably above that : and the Senior Moderator's 
problem paper ! the marks in it were worth knowing ; however, 
not 2000 but certainly upwards of 1 500 separated the Senior 
and the second man ; and Goodeve had been running well, 
when the fall, that itTWJ-L' ci" �KfO'TOJl, befe!! .  

I must not dwell on the sZlllplz'city that always marked the 
man ; the d isposition to throw h imself thoroughly into th� 
matters, l ittle or great, social or scienti fic, that for the time 
were the things to be attended to-a game at Bowls, I daresay 
he had found the equation to every li ne in the curvature 
of the grand old Bowling Green, that practical problem to 
neophyte Fellows ; the ' 48 French Revolution ; the fluctuating 
fortunes of the Italian campaign and the Italian Army ; or 
the light amusements of an evening party (for, as has been 
said, he was then much asked out) ; always the same simple 

;1 genial interest in what was going on. 
I remember an evening at old Dr Tbackeray's, rather 

a throng. and some game of ' cross questions ' for amusement : 
questions witless or questions wise ; and, if the soul of wit 
i s  in the ' unexpected,' very witty answers ; one fortuitous 
combination of atoms I remember, and mainly from Adams' 
exquisite delight in it. " Why was the world made round ? "  
One of the unfolding papers made reply, " To let the rain run 
off." The tickled astronomer's entertainment was a thing 
to see and to remember, and I do remember it ; he almost 
cried with laughing ; it was the unexpected ! d7lpOO'OO"�TW!; 71'W!;. 
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Pleasant meetings too I could recall in his rooms at Pem

broke, apd plea�ant society entertained there ; but the only 

purpose of this too IOIlg al1d all too trivial talk has been 

attained : to recall some of the lighter traits, yet always 

characteristic of the man we have lost, honoureq so deservedly, 

and loved and admirl!d SQ wel!. 

DEAR SIRS, 

I am, yours faithfully, 
T. FIELD. 

MART ON CUM GRAFTON, 
YORKS. 

March 28 ,  1 892.  

In the Memoir of Professor Adams you did not notice 

an item connected with the expiration of his Fellowship in 

1 85 2 ,  which was commonly talked about in the College at 

that time and for some years since. I believe what I have 

to say is correct ; but it could be easily verified. 

The Senior Fellow was Mr Blakeney, a layman, who was 

elected 1 4  March 1 796 (B .  A. 1 795) ·  The College made 

the offer to him of paying him for the rest of his 

life an income equal to that he then had as Fellow if 

he  would resign his Fellowship. (In that case Adams could 

have been made a " legista " and kept his Fellowship. )  

Mr Blakeney refused. Of course he was within h is  rights, 

but it was a matter which a man nearly 80 years old 

might well have waived his rights for. The College could 

not after that make a similar request to any other lay Fellow ; 

and so the expiration of Adams' Fellowship was inevitable . 

No one seems to have thought of Mr Kingsley's idea of 

raising funds to found a new Fellowship for him. It. is a pity 

that was not thought of. 
Believe me to be, 

Yours &c. 
J. R. LUNN. 
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[Extracted from The Observatory, No. 189, June 1 892]. 

THE DISCOVERY OF NEPTUNE. 

To the Ed£tors. 

GENTLEMEN, 
At this particular time I think the following facts 

can hardly fai l  to interest Astronomers : 
Though my degree was a very modest one, as it approached 

I read one term with Adams. At tha,t time there was gossip 
floating in St John's to the effect that he had been engaged 
in calculations to discover a planet exterior to U ran us, and 
had arrived at results. These results were named, and I 
wrote a letter to a friend describing them. They were wide 
of the truth, and carried internal evidence of having been 
pieced together in accordance with Bode's and Kepler's laws . 
I d id not, while reading with him, refer to these reports, 
from a feeling of delicacy. The portion of the letter com
municating them was as follows :_ 

" My DEAR'II-'i?$ 

ST JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, 
Dec. 6, 1 844. 

My tutor, Adams, was the Senior Wrangler of last 
year but one. There have been some perturbations (or dis
turbances) of Herschel's orbit, which have puzzled Astronomers 
very much, and Adams attributes them to a new planet, yet 
unseen, beyond the limits of our present solar system ; and 
from scientific registers of these disturbances, he has calcu
lated its mass and orbit on this supposition ; and from what 
I can learn, it i s, according to his results, about twice the 
distance of Herschel from the Sun, and is almost as large 
as Jupiter, and its periodic time round the Sun is about 
2 5 0  years. Adams has had these calculations in hand for 
above a year, and, I hear, has had them in his head ever since 
he was an undergraduate. He has written, or will write, to 
Lord Rosse and other Astronomers to direct their observations 
in the direction in which the body is supposed to be ; and 
we shall hear all about it in due time. Is it not a triumph, 
of Mathematical skill When men can calculate, in any degree 
at all, the orbits of planets they have never seen ? I believe 
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the large comet's orbit gave indications of the same nature, 

whio4 a,ssisted him in his conjectures. 
[1 do not know what comet was meant. The report was 

that it passed near the supposed place of Neptune, and lurched 

from its cour$e to an extent correspondent to the main 

calculations.] 
, 

Some years ago my excellent friend, Dr Parkinson, who 

headeq my yeq,r, proposed me, from personal knowledge, for 

a Fellowship of the R. A. S" and told me that Prof. Adams 

readily added his signature to the nomination, In thanking 

Adams 1 told him of the letter, and he asked to see it  and 

I sent it to him. I also told him that he had given his 

s.ignature in  favour of an old pupil, wham, of course, after 

some forty years, he l1aq forgotten. The fol lowing was hia 

reply :-

11 My DEAR ALLEN, 

O�SER,VATaRY, CAMBRIDGE, 

1 1 th Dec., 1 884. 

When I signed your Certificate at Dr Parkinson's 

request the other day, I did not realize the fact that yo� 

were my oId pupil .  This makes me still moxe pleased to 

support your application. Thank you fm sending the extract 

from your observation-bo,o.k, whioh is interesting. 

I cannot recollect having said anything abo.u.t a come� 

\leing qisturbed by the unknown planet. 

Castle church Vicarage� 
N ear Stafford, 

¥ay 1 3, 1 892 •. 
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�eIieve me, yours very truly" 
J. C. Adams." 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours very faithfuilYI. 

l):DWARI;> ALLEN:-". 

T T  
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from p. 156). 

_HE letters which follow form the third and 
� iast instalment of the correspondence between 

, Bishop Carey of Exeter and Dr Gwynn relative 

to the building of our Library. 

Salutem z'n Xro. 

Sr. At length I have speech with my 10: Keeper about' your 

Colledg buisynes. When I showed to his lop: the model of' 

the library wch Mr Spell brought vnto me, making knowen to 

his loP: that we had waited often but never found opportunity 

to present the same to his lop: sooner. I did demonstrate it 
in all the particulars submitting the liking or disliking of it 

to his iudgment. 
First the fashion of the chambers below was very weH 

pleasing to him, saying that 4 would serve the purpose of his 

mynd and the 5th might be at the disposing of the Mr of the 

Collcdg. 
Secondly I mentioned the great window to be at the end, 

whereat no exception was taken, for I sayd that it would be 

an ornament & beauty to the roome, giving great light and 

that the inconveniency of the air from the river migh t easily 

be corrected then I showed the space of the library, both in 

lenglh & bredth whereto his lop gave good allowance, holding 

it filt that the bredth of one [oote be added to the desks on 
ech side, & the midI walk be streitened so much lesse. 

After that we came to the windowes the forme and fashion 
whereof was most doubted, I told his lop: that some men of 
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iudgment liked best the old fashion of church windows, holding 
it most meet for such a building. His lop did not dislike it 
but sayd he would leave it wholy to your determination & to 
your workmen. At last we rose to the roofe and after same 
discourse of lead & slate & some reasons given by me pre
ferring lead above slate, his Lop wished it were roofed rather 
flat wth lead, then high wth slate, albeit the charg thereof were 
something more. 

His lop: presently appoynted Mr Owen to deliver me roo 
weh Mr Owen sayd should be sent from Buckden forthwith, if 
it were not sent alreddy, & I appoynted him that it might be 
delivered to your hands, & before Xrmas you shaH receive 
2001 more, the whole sum promised in that tyme, and the rest 
tp be �xpected about Easter. When the 2001 is payed then I 
will desyre an acquittance for the receipt of the whole sum 
of 8001• 

After such tyme as we had concluded about the library, we 
fell into speach about his foundation of fell owes & schollers 
in the Colledge. I showed to his lop: a note web Mr Lane had! 
given me, of the cornon weekly allowance made to a fellow &: 
fa a scholler, adding' with all, that Mr Lane had no comissioIll' 
(as I thought) to returne your answere to that weh I had written' 
to yoU, as a thing intended, but that I vnderstood from yoU, how 
yourself & the Colledg, did embrace his, noble favoUlT" and 
intended bounty, wth all due thankfulness, & would show 
yourselves reddy to accept his gift, when it should be ptrofered 
so farr as conveniency, and the observation of your statutes, 
would suffer you. Whereto his lop: sayd, that albeit he had 
not seen me, nor hard by me any thing from yoU touching this· 
matter, sooner than now, yet he had hard & receaved your 
answere, by my lord of Durrham, who had told him, that he 
had receaved a letter from YOU, wherein yoU expressed a 
willingnes, both in your self & in the Colledg, to accept of the 
gift, accordingly, as it hath belle motioned vnto YOU, by me. 
That a fourth part of his allowance (viz. of twenty powndes to' 
a fellow & 51 to' a scholler) being reserved to the Colledg, 
according to statute, the Jest (viz. 16 to a felIow & 41 to a 
scholler) would equall the essentiall and snbstantiall allowance 
of fell owes & schollers-the weekly dividend made vnto them 
being considered but as an accidentall thing & vncerteyne. 
& so that yOU would cast them (according to a law term e) 
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liodg pedg into the lump ef yeur fellowes & scheIIers-Anc;l 

vpon this relation, made by my 10: of Durrham, of your 

willingnes to accept his intended Foundation, his lop semed 

very well pleased. & merry. I would not presume to gaynsay 

his lop : not knowing the contrary, but on the next day I 
went to my 10: of Durrham to vnderstand also by him, what 

word yOU had sent to him here about-& his lop : told me, tha,
t 

indeed yOU had written to him, & that vpon speach had, he 

,had signified to my 10: Keeper so much of your mynd, as that 

you would accept of his bounty. I was so bold as to ask, 

whether yoU had writtell it expressly but he sayd, that h� 

had collected so much out of your letter, and that yoU might 

well do it, if not by measuring & proportioning as I have 

formerly, herein written, yet, by casting the charg of the 

library, and the intended foundation, all into one summe & 

gift, and then, the charg, of the library, might go for a 4th 
part to the Colledg & so fulfill the statute, and the other 

601 p. annu go clearly to his fellowes & schollers-and tha� 

yoU must not in any case, make any stop or difficulty in accepting

his gift, wherea& he doth intend also some further good to 

the Colledge hereafter. 
I do wish from my hart, that your self were here, to speake 

with his lop: about this busyness. I know it would give better 

dispatch vnto it, and your owne presence & attendance about 

it would give much contentment, to' his lap: & be no hurt to

yourselfe and therefore once agayne I desyre yoU to come 

hither, about 4 or 5 dayes after the end ef the terme, when the 

sway of busynes will be put over, and leasure to talk hereof 

at large. So wtb harty comendations from not myself only, but 

also from her, that would be glad to' see yoU here, I comit 
yoU to the goodnes of God & rest ever 

London 
Novem. 19· 

r623· 

yours 
V ALEN.: EXON: 

I pray yOU comend me to Mr Ridding tell him, that I cane 

send no answere to him as, yet of that matter whereof he wrote 

vnto me. 

Sabutem in Xro. 
Sr. Your last requyred a more lively returne, I meane, yor kynd 
invitation of me, wtb proffer of lodging, deserved thankes from 
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me sooner than now. Now then I pray yoU accept this supply 
of my former want, my thankfull acceptance of your kynd 
profferr, for I intend to be a troublesome guest of yours, this. 
Xrmas tyme. I cannot appoynt my coming because of the 
vncerteynty of my dispatch, wth my 10: Keeper, about your· 
mony, weh is to be payd before this ensuing festivalli tyme-so, 
soone, as I shall have received it I will hasten away towards 
you-for the feare of after-claps making all fly hence, that have 
not some warrant for there stay here, & since I see others s@. 
cautilously fearfull, I will not presume & you shall be· my refuge 
for this once. 

Here are no newes at all stirring, only on sonday last, there 
was great triumph at the Spanish Embassadours house, for the· 
newes of a yong child, borne to the King of Spayne, fYl'e workes 
& shooting of guns, all that evening & farr on in the night. 
But of the other great matter with Spayne I knowe no certeynty" 
the speaches .thereof are diverse in mens mouths, according to. 
severall affections. 

When I come to you I shal'l be both more able & more free 
for discourse then now I am. Till then I comencl- me to yOl\ 
& to all my good frendes with YOU, by name Dor AlIott, 
Mr Burnel & Mr Ridding, & vs all to God's proteeon, resting; 
ever 

Prury LaI.l.e in London,. 
10hri. 4; to, 

�623· 

Salut.' z'n Xro 

YOUl1S- assured 
VALEN: ExoN:. 

Sr I receaved your lette'r, by weh I vnderstand' the charg of' &
about your building, whereof I will given an account to my 10 :: 
so soone as I cane get good opportunitie so to doe: and I hope. 
to returne you some signification of his pleasure by- the end of 
the next week. 
My great caUile hath had hearing, in the Chance!y� two severaU 
dayes, tbe :t)rst day, it. was opened by the, Cou-nsel o,n both sides, 
on the second day, pleaded from 9 to almost one of the clock, 
where it had as full a handling & as fayre a hearing, as could 
be wished. But the Cour:t rose, my lord differring the iudging
and finale determining of it, till some £utb..er tyme" aJtex 
advisemcnt ha.d thereupon .. 

... 
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OUr newes here are but few-The Duke of Buck: wel recovred 
thanks he to God-& expected at Court-The Earl Midsex 

enlarged & rumored for restitutio to office & place. A new 

Embassador fro Spayne looked for & the old not yet gone 

hence. Great rumours of soldiers to go into the low countryes,. 

but litle or no preparation thereto. 
We have bene solitary i.n or house, since you left vs, for want of 

your company & wish a new session that we may enioy it 

agayne-but I am in hope to see you at Exeter befor� tha� 

tyme. We both coiiiend or love to you & to the rest of our 
frends wth YOU, Dr Allott, Mr Ridding Mr Lane, Mr Burnell &. 
lVIr Spel, so I rest ev�r 

Drury lane, J unii 1 10. 
1624. 

Postscript, 

yorS 
V ALEN: EXON: 

After such tyme as I had written thi:s letter, I had access to my
lord, and acquainted h,is lop, wth the effect of yours· , I obteyned 
of his lop Ol1e hundreth pounds web I will deliver to lVIr Spicer 
for you, but promise of 

"
more I could not obtey�e. I wish 

therefore, that if yO" can possibly effect it the cover may 
be layd, and the building made weather & water tight, and 
so let to rem<l-yne till the n,ext spring of the yeare, and by that 
tyme, I hope both my lords store will be increased, & hi$ 
bounty enlarged. Before I11Y going hence to Exeter, I may 
not importune hil11 for money & when l a,m �one, l know 
nD.t who will soll�cite him. 

Salut � in Xrr>. 

Sr I forbore to write vnto you the last week, hearing that 
you were gone abroad. 
I pray yoU cause an acquittance to be sent me for the 
1001 weh I dd. to Mr Spicer, from my 10 : towards the building 
when we shaH obteyn any more from his lop: is uncerteyne, 
I will adventure one motion more before my going hence. 
speed as it may. 
I was yesterday at Court at Wainsteed, to attend the K. about 
the bl1synes of my lQrd of Norwic;h, where I saw the Duke o·t 
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lBuck: very wel recovered of his late sicknes and in like grace 
as before. 
The great embassador of Spayne is gone, witbout court courtesy 
much talk there is, of the great concourse & meeting of 
Embassadors in ffraunce from most of the XiJian princes, & 
some of the match for the prince motioned, but litle or 
nothing yet resolved vpon about it. 
t I hard at Court that ye Deane of Gloc: is in proxima 
potentia of the Bk of Carlil, vpo the tydings of the late 
Bishop dece. himself tells me nothing. but his friend 
.Mr Dallington told me that his conge de lire was graunted. 
I do stil continue my motion to you about yor long iourney 
to Exeter this somer, hoping you wil once more vndergoe 
that travaile. 
We doe dayly remember yoU here, in my poore house missing 
your company by the want of it. 
We comend or selves hartily vnto yoU, and vs all to Gods grace 

London Junij 21 
1624 

Jesting 
yor� assured 

VALEN: ExoN 

I pray you comend me t(} Dor Allot, & to Mr Ridding &
Mr Burnel. 

The Dean of Gloucester was Richard Senhouse, 
elected Fellow of St John's 1 598. He was afterwards. 
Pres1dent of the College, and Chaplain to Prince 
Charles. He preached the sermon on the Coronation 
of Charles 1. He died in 1 626. (Mayor-Baker, p. 263,. 
676. College Life tn the tt"-me 0/ yames the Fzrst, p. 27. 
Autoozography of Szr Stmonds D'Ewes, 1. 293.) 

Salu!: in Xro. 
Sr. since I wrote last vnto you, I had speach wt my 10:
about the building and was so bold, as to move his lop for 
some some more money towards the perfectillg of it-after
hard words, he gave these good, that for the perfecting of 
it he would strayne himself for 1 001 more. I would therefore
request yoU that a letter may be written to that effect, web I 
may show him. that yoU think a 1001 more, will go mor� 

\' 

• 
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to the covering of it, & making it sartum tectu web is most 
needfull to be done before next winter. & which you of your 
self are vnable for to doe. And vpon the receipt of that 
letter I will be earnest wt him about it, before my going. 
I confesse I had a good mynd to have met yoU at Mr Halls 
house, the next we eke-but by reason of ye death of ye Mr of 
Sutton's hospital, I must needs stay & attend here, on the 
great body, the Governours, the next weeke, about an election 
of a new Mr: & other busynes of that house . 
Much ado here is about the man that shall be mr thete
the prince is earnest for Mr Dalhinton-some othr great 
persons for a fellow that waited at Camb: on the 10: felding
some for Dor Brook-some for others, I named Mr Lane to 
my 10: but al these are excepted agaynst as vncapable, some 
for having benences cu cura, web the statutes of the house 
prohibit & some for not being in holy orders, web it requyres. 
After much discussio, one in the world named to me Mr Harry 
Alvy who, if all the rest be excepted agaynst & wt effect is like 
i.nough to cary the place as a man meete, for his years, meanes, 
experience & retyredness-but what will be done yet I know 
not-the lords were yesterday to satisfy the prince, if it 
might be. 
My 10: of Norwich hath had a fayre issue of his troubles
Stokes here made an acknowledgement of his errors, & is 
to doe the like at Norweh, by express comandment fro the 
King. The part yes that traduced Dor Anien remayne still in 
custody, waiting the ldnges pleasure. 
Or chefe newes in Drury lane is, or next door neighbonr 
(10: Kensington) is come home from ffraunce, in fyne french 
fashion of attyre. His cominge is welcome, weh argues that 
he brings good newes, of the fay re proceeding & hopeflil 
succeeding of the great busynes about the match, there now 
in hand, he returnes thither agayn very spedily. The K. there 
is raysing of an army of 30,000 men, but whereto unknown 
abroad-Count Mansfeld could not fynd the grace to kiss the 
King's hand there. 
The Soldiers from the low countryes, web should goe hence 
are not yet gathered nor press'd for want of money, not 
yet brought in, but it is tyme they were taken vp, for here 
are a great many loose fellows, & soldiers expect interteynment, 
& for want of employment, walJ� idly vp & down the streets, 
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& now & then fal to gither by the ears, & wound & kill 
one another, as this week hath shewed, at our neighbour 
play house, wth in these 2 dayes, there was a grivous fray 
among them, some hurt and one slayne, & another great fray 
in Fleet Street, yesterday-but the indigne vsage of our 
Countrymen, by the Hollanders, in the East J d yes often 
heretofore & lately refreshed wtii a new act, or execution done 
vpon ten English men, whom they first tortured & aftei"wards 
beheaded hath given a distast of them to our English palat, 
yet all must be swallowed & they ayded. 
t I know by this time yOU have heard how the dean of Gloc t 
is like to chang his title & degree, & you like to loose his 
company, his co?zge de lz"re is vnder seale. All our neighbours in 
Drury lane are "as you left vs, from midday every window stood 
wt a fayre picture set to view in it. Our little neighbours Jack 
& Tom visit vs dayly & crave a farthin for to buy cheryes. 
We both comend our selves hartily to yoU & to Dor Allot 
& all our f riends wt you. Comend me hartily to Mr Ridding 
telling bim I do differ to write vnto him till I have some good 
matter to write ef 

June 25-
et sic nos deo 

yours 
VALEN: ExoN 

Suttoh's Hospital is what is how mote widely 
knowh as The Charterhouse. Both Carey and Williams 
were Governors of the Charterhouse at this time (Haig 
Brown, CJzarterhouse past and present, p. 198). Sir 
Robert ballington was elected M aster, it is said 
through the interest of the Prince of Wales (a±terwards 
Charles 1.) of whose Council he was a member. 

Salttl I"n Xto 

Sr I am to take my iourney towards Exeter on ffryday next 
(God willing) I send you this my farewell, before my going 
wishing yoU health and all contentment, & vs a ioyfull meeting 
agayne. if it might like yoU to take so farr a iourney as thither1 
this somer I would be right glad of your company there. And 
your kynd frind, albeit she cannot have your company here, 
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hersel f, yet out of some hope that I may have it there; hath 
sent a bed thither to be in reddyness for yo", agaynst your 
coming. I heare, that the Colledg was honored this comence
ment wth noble persons, but I perceave they made no long stay 
there, for 'on th'e sonday following I saw some of them at 
court. My yong cozin makes longr abode and takes that 
delight in the place, & those companyons of it, as that he 
is both willing and desirous to remain there. His father 
doth often wth thanks acknOWledge your favour towards him 
whereof in all his letters he makes report to his father, mother 
& myself, the continuance whereof, I know it needles to desyre 
of you, resting well assured that of yout self, yoU will still respect 
him. 
I have moved my 10 : keeper once agayne fot some mote money 
towards the library-and after some speach passed at length his 
lop. answered me, that if the low roomes might be made habit ... 
able, by Michaelmas for his schollers to lodg in, he would 
give one hundreth pownds more, weh shuld be delivred to 
any, whom you would appoynt to call for it. I durst not 
presume to promise anything to his lop: for the finishing of 
the sayd roomes till I had first comended this his motion to 
YO", whereof yoU may doe well to let Mr Lane returne him 
some satisfaction, at his coming hither, and then he may 
receave tJie money. and cause it to be sent vnto you. 
I am in some hope that 1 shall enioy Mr Burnells company to 
Exeter. now with me and both Mr Lane & he absent, yor 
company at home wilbe small. Dor Allot & Mr Ridding wilbe 
your cheife stayers, to whom I do request you to tender my 
harty comendatiom, & wishes, that I were so happy as ether to 
be wth them, or to enioy them wt me. The Court comes 
so near YOU, as Royston, on Saturday next, & then ye Court, 
newes will fly over the heath to Cambridg-weh may ease 
me now of reporting any, and indeed if I would, yet I could not 
report more then the dayly venting out and shipping over 
of the Soldiers into the low countryes-Whose men in the 
East Jndyes have of late exercised much (vnheard of before) 
barbarous and inhuman cruelty vpon diverse of our English 
men, factours there residing, yet for all their' indigne 
vsage of our men, our men must goe over to ayd them .. 
Also of a ffrench Ambassador lately come hither & royally 
enterteyned (as is sayd) his busynes being about the match 
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,for the prince, this is all, so with our kynd comendations 
to your self & or frends with yoU from vs both, I leave you to 
Gods keeping & rest 

Drury Lane, London 
July 14to 1624. 

yours ever assured 
VALEN: EXON 

This completes the series of letters WIth regard 
. to the building of the Library. It is clear that 
Williams drove a hard bargain with the College. The 
Library itself is a noble gift, but the rent of the land 
at Raveley in Huntingdonshire was quite insufficient 
·to support the Fellows and Scholars. The last Fellow 
(on Bishop Williams' Foundation vacated his Fel�ow
ship in 1 645, and no further election was made. The 
Bishop died 25 March 1 650, and the Puritan Committee 
for the Reformation of the University allowed the 
College to discontinue the Fellowships. It appears 
from memoranda which have been preserved that up 
to  1 645 the Foundation had received out of the general 
revenues £ 1276 more than it had contributed. 

R. F. S.  
(To 0 1  continued.) 

CALIPH MANSUR. 

CALIPH MANSUR, so this old legend goes, 
Possessed a magic mirror wherein rose 

A t his behest, if he their strength would seek 
Unseen, the subtle features of his foes. 

Come, be the tinker, Omar, make amends ; 
Make me a mirror which such features blends. 

Mansur may gaze upon his enemies
Be mine to look, 0 Omar, on my friends. 

c 

ON THE TRAPANESE ORIGIN OF THE 
ODYSSEY • 

�T is an old saying that no one can do better 

�� for another than he can for himself; I may 

perhaps, therefore, best succeed in convincing 

the reader that the Odyssey was written at, and drawn 

from, Trapani-the ancient D'J'epanu1n or D1'epane

on the west coast of Sicily, if I retrace the steps. 

by which I arrived at this conclusion myself. I am 

aware that I shall thus repeat matter already printed 

elsewhere, but plead indulgence on the score that 

I am bringing an outline of the whole argument 

together for the first time. 
I was led to take up the Odyssey by having written 

the libretto and much of the music for a secular 

oratorio, Ulysses, on which my friend, Mr H. F. Jones� 

and I have been for some time engaged. Having got,. 

s'ome eighteen months ago, to this point, it struck me 

that I had better after all see what the Odyssey had 

actually said, and finding no readable prose translation 

was driven to the original, which I had not looked 

at for some thirty-five years. I came to it, therefore,., 

with fresh eyes, and, the Greek being easy, had little 

difficulty in reading it without a dictionary; fascinated, 

however, as I at once was, with its. amazing interest 

and beauty, I had an ever-present sense of a something 

wrong-of a something that was eluding me, of a riddle 

that I could not read. The more I reflected upon the 

words, so luminous and so transparent, the more I felt 

Cl. darkness behind them that I must pierce before 

I could see the heart of the writer-and this was what 
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I most wanted, for art is only interesting in so far 
as it reveals an artist. 

In the hope of getting to understand better, I set 
about translating the poem into plain prose, with the 
same benevolent leaning, say, towards Tottenham 
Court Road that Messrs f3utcher and Lang have 
shewn t0wards Wardour Street. I gratefully helped 
myself with the translation of these gentlemen when 
in difficulty, but used no commentary, and made my 
own notes as I went on. 

When I got to the Phceacian episode, I became sure 
that the writer here, at any rate, was drawing from life. 
In Book IX., xx!., &c., I vainly tried to understand the 
topography of the Ionian Islands there described,�and 
,�aw that the writer knew noth,ing about them.  When 

Neritosor!&u 

lIMP OF T'ti!: 
IONIAN ISLANDS 

Cl MllliIS 
����':' 

I reached the island where Ulysses left his ships, I was 
again sure that some actual island was in the writer's 
mind, and that a local public was being written at 
for not colonising it. Presently I observed that: 
Polyphemu,s wa,s made to milk ewes in the moming. 

L 
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though they had had their lambs with them all night" 

and conduded that the writer was y0ung and town

bred. When I read of the two rocks thrown by 

Polyphemus, I suspected an allusion to some two real 

rocks not far from the island to which Ulysses was 

retreating. When, however, I reached Circe, it flashed 

upon me, as it ought to have done much sooner, that I 
was reading the work, not as I originally supposed of 

an old man, but of a young woman-and of one who, 

knew not much more about what men can and cannot 

do than she did about the milking of ewes. Here then 

was the reading of the riddle that had baffled me ; but 

I will not waste time and space in trying to, bring 

scholars to my own opinion. They hav
'
e the Odyssey" 

1 Mile 
\> J;> 

I 
'. \ 

f,··Mn.rIf 

jind my present business is not with this point, but witQ 
the fact that the poem was drawn from Trapani. 

When � got to Book XIII., ana read, about Nevtl,1ne 
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turning the ship that had escorted Ulysses into stone 
I made a note that whoever would fi,nd Scherza must 
look for a marbour with a rock at its entrance like, 
a sunken ship ; but I was too, busy finishing my 
translation to set about ferreting for rock and harbour 
on the map .  Then, by October, having translated the' 
whole and noted it throughout, I read Professor Jebb's 
Introducft'on, from which I found (p. 106.) that Bentley 
had already noted the preponderance of female interest 
in the Odyssey. Turning thence to the same author's 
Bentiey,* I found (p. 1 48) that this was an "ancient 
saying," which Professor J ebb. himself seemed inclined 
to carry still further than he supposed to, be intended 
by those who, first used it. 

I turned next to Colonel Mure, and then read the Iltad;, 
annotating and making an analysis, but not trans
lating. It was January, therefore, before I was able 
to begin my hunt for Scherza, which I was ever more 
and more satisfied was the eye of the Odyssey, and 
which I was also certain could be found. I made a list 
of the distinctive features indicated in the poem, and 
found I must look for a town on a promontory that 
jutted out into the sea, and into which there must be a, 
narrow entrance from the land side (Od. VI. 264,). 
There must be a port, or quasi-port, on ,either side the 
town, with a rock, as above ex.plained, at the entrance 
to one of them. There must be no river, or Nausicaa 
would not have had to go so, far with her wash of 
clothes. There must be a stretch of level land between 
the town and the nearest washi.ng-ground, which last 
must also be on the sea-shore. The river when found 
must be a little one-enough to wash clothes in, but not 
much more. Lastly, there must be a high mountain 
near at hand to give poi.nt to Neptune's threat (recorded 
Od. XIII. 1 7 7) that he would bury Scherza under such a, 
mountain. On finding these points combined I con-

* MacmiJIan, 1;.882, 

I, 
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idered I should have found Scherta, but no place would 
'do where any one of them was contradicted or absent. 

I now went to the map-room of the British Museum, 
intending to search the Mediterranean if necessary from 
'the Troad to Gibraltar : but having learned that Colonel 
Mure and others placed the Cyclopes on Mount Eryx, 
knowing moreover that the writer was little likely to 
have travelled, and seeing fi nally that the drawing 
from life in the voyages of Ulysses, as told by himself, 
was confined to the Cyclopes incident, I thought it 
likely that wherever this was found Scherza would 
not be far off, so I began with Mount Eryx, and at once 
found all my conditions fulfilled at Trapani-the high 
mountain of course being Mount Eryx itself. 

Not only was the rock in its right place, looking on 
'the map like a ship just turning into port, and marked 
as eight feet above the sea-level, but to my delight 
I found it bore the name of Makonszgh'o-the Rock of 
Evil Counsel-and could hardly doubt that this referred 
to the mistake which Alcinous said the Phceacians had 
made in giving Ulysses an escort. I therefore wrote to 
the Athenceum the letter of Jan. 30th, 1 892, reprinted at 
the end of my Humour of Homer.-

I then considered how all this bore on the rest of the 
poem, and was met by the fact that the Ionian islands 
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in the Odyssey are never more than four, while there are 

* Metcalfe and Co. Limited, Cambridge, 1892: price 6i1. 
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four, and only four, considerable islands off Trapani. 
One of these would lie on the horizon, and was farthest 
out towards the west, while the others lay away fro'm it 
to the east exactly as the Ionian islands are described 
(Od. IX. 21 &c.) .  The nearest and most important as 
regards Trapani was long and narrow, which at once 
.suggested Dult"chz·um. No doubt the writer knew the 
.catalogue now found in Book II. of the Ilt"ad, and put 
Dulzchzum among the Ionian islands instead of among 
the Echinades, because the name suited the most 
important island near Trapani. It was now easy to 
understand why 54 suitors should come from Dulichium 
as against 24 from Samos, 20 from Zacynthus, and only 
12 from Ithaca. Finding Dulichium the dominant 
island in the Odyssey from Books' I.-XIX., and the 
topography of Greece so completely disregarded that 
the author makes Telemachus drive uncom:ernedly over 
the range of Mount Taygetus (HI. 494-497), and then 
appears to treat Sparta and Lacedcemon as two different 
places (IV. 10) ;  remembering also the indication that 
Phceacia lay west of Greece that is given in VII. 320, the 
fact that the island of }Eolus, now U stica-the first 
place reached after the Cyclopes-was represented as to 
the west of Ithaca, inasmuch a� the west wind was the 
pnly one left free ex. 25) ; noting lastly that Ulysses 
himself places Schetza in Sicily (XXIV. 307), I had no 
further doubt that the whole poem hailed, as it were, 
from Trapani. I still, however, believed the town of 
Ithaca and castle of Ulysses to be drawn from some 
other place, and here I have now no doubt I was 
mistaken. 

At this point I wrote a second letter to the Athe .. 
nmum, reprinted along tvith that of Jan. 30th at the end 
of my .Humour of .Homer ; this appeared Feb. 20th, 1 892• 
Meanwhile I had written to Trapani for information 
about the rock Malconsz"gHo, and was told of two 
legends in connexion with it-one palpably absurd, 
and the other that it was a ship of Turkish pirates who 
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were coming to attack Trapani, but the Virgin turned 

it into sione j ust as it was entering the harbour, z·,e. the 

Odyssean version, Christianised, was still current, while 

tho name of the rock clenched its connection with the 

poem. 
The ancients, and subsequent authorities generally, 

placed Ph:::eacia and Scheria in Corfu ; I therefore now 

turned to the history and topography of that island, and 

found that its original name was Drepane. It seemed 

then that the ancients knew Scherza should be connected 

with a place of the same name as that to which I was 

Illyself assigning it. From the Admiralty Chart of 

Corfu I saw that, instead of the natural features forcing 

us on to Scherza as at Trapani, they one and all of them 

had to be forced before they could be driven on to 

Sclzert'a at all, and then they would not stay there. I 
concluded, therefore, that sameness of name had led to 

confusion between the Si.cilian and Corfu Drepanes, and 

that it was to the Sicilian and not the Corfu Drepane 

that Thucydides and others should have assigned 

Scherza. 
I regarded the Trapani site as now established, and 

began to deduce boldly. The city on the top of Mount 

Eryx suggested Hypereia, but I had no sooner said this 

in the Preface to my Humour of E:lomer than I found it 

involve so many difficulties that I resolved to study the 

question on the spot, with the help of local students 

who had already written to me. On arriving there at 

the beginning of last August, I went to see the rock 

Malconsz"glzo j as I was looking at it a fishing-smack 

sailed behind it, and displayed the close resemblance 

between the forms of the rock and of the boat. I traced 

the Turkish pirate legend to an irrefragable source, and 

then' went on with my friend Signor Biaggini to 

examine the supposed washing-ground of Nausicaa. 

This I placed either at Paceco or at Verdirami, a little 

further on towards Marsala, but there was much about 

either site that wanted forcing, and finding a strong 
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consent of opinion against me, I determined to re-open the matter later on. 
In the afternoon I went to stay with Signor Biaggini and his sisters on the top of Mount Eryx. Thence I saw the island of Marettz1no stand out " on the horizon all highest up in the sea" " towards the west," and doubted not that the writer had so 

seen it herself. I saw the little that remains of 
the old Cyclopean walls, and understood how the Cyclopes came to be fabled as giants. I was told of the still existing stories about the huge giant Contu?,4 rano, who is only an enlarged version of Polyphemus, and was also told of a cave down below, near Pizzolungo, called the Grotta EmzHana, or the Grotta di Polijemo. I saw that the two rocks Formzca and Maraone, said in the last century by Stolberg to be those thrown by Polyphemus, were in the straightest of lines between this cave and the island where Ulysses left his fleet. I also found a site, with a spring of water near the top, on the north side the mountain, which for many reasons I concluded to be that of Eumceus's hut, supposed to be in Ithaca, but drawn in reality from the writer's own neighbourhood. In the Odyssey this spring should be near the rock "opag; and my most intelligent young friend Signor Guiseppe Pagoto has since written to me that a rock close to this spring is still called among the peasants the ruccazzu dd corvt". We thus have a third local reminiscence of Odyssean names and legends, over and above the physical features themselves. 

That same afternoon I slipped in the steep mediceval street of the town and put my left foot out of joint, but after some days of most kind and hospitable treatment on the mountain I was taken down to Trapani, where I again met with the utmost hospitality and attention. As soon as I could get downstairs I was driven by Cavaliere d'Ali and Baron Sirinda to the Grotta dt" Polifemo, and was presented with specimens of the stalactite-covered prehistoric meals, and flint chippings, 
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with which the cave abounded. I have given the best 
of these to the two branches of the British Museum. All 
the caves hereabout, and they are very numerous, 
abound also in the remains of stone-age man. 

I next re-opened the question of the washing-ground, 
and went with friends to the spot where it was agreed 
the people of ancient Trapani would be most likely to 
have 7TAvvol or lavagrz' for a large wash of clothes. This 
was at a place now called the baza dz' S. Cusumano, 
between two and three mil�s along the coast that 
trends north from Trapani. The entry of Ulysses into 
the river is pure invention. There is no river, but the 
lines Od. VI. 94, 95, 138, and VII. 290, suggest this by 
showing that the women were down on the actual 
beach of the sea, and not some way up an estuary. 
The small torrente della Martogna, now robbed of its 
water by the requirements of Trapani, is all the stream 
that there can have ever been here. Nevertheless we 
agreed that this was the spot where Ulysses landed in 
Phreacia. 

We had hardly settled this before I began to suspect 
that it was also the spot at which he had landed in 
Ithaca. Conspicuous, at no great distance, in the 
nearest precipice was a cave which attracted my at
ttention. It is called La grotta del Toro, and tradition 
says that it contains a hidden treasure. 

According to the Odyssey (XIII. 103 &c.), the cave 
where Ulysses hid his Phceacian presents had two 
entrances, one for mortals, i.e. accessible, turned towards 
the north, and another for the gods, z·,e. mankind could 
not get into the cave by it. This last, and surely upper 
entrance, was turned towards the south. Prehistoric 
remains of stone-age man abounded in it-for the stone 
amphorce, stone cups, and stone spindles of the nymphs 
can hardly mean anything else-it contained water, and 
the bees built their -nests there. As further help 
towards identification, from between it and the shore 
(for on the level of the shore itself no one can see far), 
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Ulysses saw the long straight tracks, the precipices, the 
harbours with their ships, and the goodly trees (Od. XIII. 
1 95, 1 96) .  

As soon as  my foot would let me I went on a mule to 
this cave, and found the l ower entrance turning due 
north, by compass. It was a cave in two stories, the 
lower, and lesser, being roofed with a layer of rock 
some ten or twelve feet thick, above which it began 
again and was continued to the whole, or nearly the 
whole, height of the cliff, which is about a hundred 
feet high. The face of the upper part of the cave has 
been walled in with masonry, said to be Saracenic ; 
through holes in this I could see the cave behind it, 
but not the opening, which I am told enters it above 
from the back. If this opening enters from the back it 
should look south, for the front looks north, but I was 
much too lame to be able to get up to the top and see. 
Certainly, however, there must have been a drop from 
this entrance which would make it impossible for any 
one but a god to get into the cave by its means. 
Inside the lower portion of the cave I found a drip or 
two of water, but not much ; beautiful specimens of flint 
implements taken from it may be seen in the museum 
at Palermo, and no doubt 3000 years ago the remains 
of an unknown earlier race would be more striking 
and abundant. " And what," said I, " are these curiouS' 
little round cups wh ich I see here and there ? Can 
these be the stone cups of the nymphs ?" My friend 
Cavaliere Giannitrapani, who was with me, answered : 
" Oh, 1 10 ; those are bees' nests. The wild bees build 
here in great n u mbers." 

So much for the cave itself. As for the view outside. 
it was exactly what Ulysses is said to have seen in the 
Odyssey :-the sea and the little bay of S. Cusumano,' 
the precipices, the long straight tracks, the harbours, 
(plural not singular), and the ships. Were confirmation 
wanted, it would be found in the name of the cave, 
�·.e. La Grotta del Toro. A bull resides in it who is  
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'always grinding gold ; this, however, can only be 
found by a vi.rgin who can eat a whole pomegranate 

without dropping a single pip. I think the grotto was. 

originally called not del Toro, but del Tesoro ; children 

corrupted tesoro i nto toro, and as it was known there was. 

a tesoro in the story somewhere, the toro was made to. 

grind it. I can h ardly doubt, however, that we have 

here a fourth local tradition handed down fro.m the 

time of the Odyssey. I concluded then that the writer 

of the Odyssey used the ba�a dz' S. Cusumano twice over, 

as being very familiar with the spot, and was confirmed 

in the opinion that my Sicilian friends were right in 

fixing on this as the place where Ulysses landed in  

Phreacia. 
It remained to see how far this would conflict with 

the s ite I had concluded to be that of Eumreus's hut, 

and it was obvious that noth ing could agree better with 

the Od)lssey. Ulysses, on leaving the cave where he· 

had hid his presents, goes over rough ground, through 

the forest, on to the top of the mountain, and this is. 

exactly what he would do in going to the Runzt� which 

is the site where I would place the hut. 

I have confined myself to the correspondence between 

places and legends described in the Odyssey, and those 

that may be seen and heard at the present day. Readers 

who are not convinced by what ( have adduced already 

will not be so, no matter how much more I bring, I 

would, however, point out that according to Thucyd£des 

VI. 2 ,  the oldest inhabitants of Sicily were the Cyclopes. 

and the Lrestrygonians, and these appear as the two. 

savage cannibal races of the Odyssey. The two most 

notable examples-at any rate in the immediate 

neighbourhood of the sea-of megalithic walls that I 
can hear of in Sicily are those of Mount Eryx, now 

Monte S. Giuliano, and of Cefalu. 1 visited both, and 

have no hesitation in thinking that the city of Lamus 

and the Lrestrygonians should be placed at Cefalu, but 

I think the writer introduces also a reminiscence Qf the 
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six miles between Castellamare and Segesta. I have: already said that I suppose U stica, which is visible from Mount Eryx, to have been the island of ..&:olus. Circe's island, the sirens, and the wandering rocks are no doubt the Lipari islands ; the " hurricanes of fire," and the cloud that rested always both summer and winter on the top of Scylla, are perhaps allusions to Stromboli or Vulcano. Scylla and Charybdis are admitted by €\'eryone as the straits of Messina, but I do not think the writer was sure of thir exact positi€ln. I passed through these, and on seeing the rock Scylla on the one hand and the disturbed waters of C.harybdis on the other� I could not dispute the correctness of the general 0pinion. The island Thrinakia, is, pace the late Prof. Freeman, Sicily itself; nor . can I doubt that Pantellana is. the island of Calypso, fnam which, if Ulysses. steered as Calypso had told him, he would make Trapani. The voyages of Ulysses then, after he has Otlce reached the Cyclopes, that is to say practically Trapani, resolve. themselves into a sail round Sicily, from Trapani back to Trapani again. 

Here, however, I must for the present leave my case" I am aware that I have adduced no, fresh evidence. I have· neither exoavated to find new facts, nor appealed to any that have not lain on the surface at the command of Homeric students, for nearly 3000 years.. When I reflect on the huge improbability that so many and such able students should for so long have overlooked evi,dence that was, so easy both to find and to apply, I am shocked and frightened at my own presumption ; nevertheless, neither my friends at Trapani nor myself see any escape from the conclusions I have arrived at. I appeal confidently, therefore, to all Cambridge scholars whose interest in the Odyssey is more than skin-deep, both for guidance and for that wholesome correction which they will no doubt readily give me, should they see their way to doing so. 
P. S.-I have ju;;t seen the Classzcal Revzew for 
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::November, with a notice of the views above insisted on 
by Professor Warr of King's College, who says they are 
.. , open to the decisive objection that the Greek Drepane, 
on which Mr Butler's speculations depend from first to 
last, did not exist till long after the close of the Homeric 
age." 

I must leave it to the reader to decide how far my 
speculatiohs depend in any degree on the supposition 

that " the Greek D1'epane " existed during the Homeric 
age. " A" race of Greek-speaking people probably did 
then exist at a town on the site ' of what was after· 
wards the Drepanum of later history, but this is a very 
different thing. The question is whether anyone can 
show a presumption against this more strong than the, 
as it seems to me, overwhelming one I have established 
in favour of the Odyssey having been written at Trapani. 
Besides, no one can know better than Professor Warr 
that Tlzucydz"des (vi. 2) places a Greek-speaking Phocian 
settlement on the very part of Sicily where I suppose 
the Odyssey to have been written, at a date long earlier 
than the close of the Homeric age. The Elymi, more· 
over, in the same neighbourhood and at the same date 
probably spoke Greek. 

A professor at Palermo last summer, when told of 
my theory, said : " It is impossible j we should have to 
re-consider all our views about the Greeks in Sicily." . I 
am very sorry, but I am afraid the views must be recon
sidered, in spite of all the professors, whether at King's 
College or at Palermo. 

SAMUEL BUTLER. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF ROWING. 

WiTH a bundle of reeds our art began, In the days of the prehistoric man, 
Sitting astride of his humble craft, 
While the neighbours stood on the bank and laughed. No stretcher fittings disturbed his soul, 
No breakable slides, no slanting thole ; 
But worthy of honour was he, because 
He was father of rowing, whoever he was ! 

But sitting astride with his legs immersed, 
With pains rheumatic he soon was cursed ; 
And so to relieve his tortured bones, 
He hollowed a log with red-hot stones ; 
This kept his limbs from the cold and wet, 
Except in the case of a chance upset. 
So he paddled away o'er the waters blue, 
Did the primitive man in the first canoe I 

And when the primitive man was gone 
The march of science went gaily on, 
Till they made a rowlock of two old pegs, 
Sat face to the stern and used their legs. 
Trireme and Lord Mayor's Barge so gay 
Came in their turn and passed away, 
For there's nought in rowing but must give place 
To a good light ship and an eight-oared race ! 

R. H. F. 
,1 

1'ENNYSONIANA. 

�T may be of interest to readers of the Eagle if we 
�� here retord the connexion of certain members 

of the family ot the late Poet Laureate with 
the College. 

The following entries are taken from the admission 
Registers of the College : 

984. George Cl:ayton Tennyson. Son of George Tennr 
son, Esq., Lincoln. County of Birth, Lincoln. Birthplace, 
Market Rasing. Age 1 8 . P.rivately educated by Rev Mr 
Hutchinson, at Hollywell, Hunts. Entered as a Pensioner, 
Tutor, Williams. 8th October 1 796. 

1 1 8 3 .  Charles Tennyson. Son of George Tennyson, Esq. ,  
of Great Grimsby and Brother of  984. County of Bz'rIh, 
Lincoln. Age 1 7- School, Louth, Dr Orme. Entered as a 
Pensioner. Tutor, Catton. 6th July 1 8 0 1 .  

3 1 95. Frederick Tennyson. Father Rev Dr Tennyson, 
See 984. COU1t/y, Lincolnshire. Birthplace, Louth. Age 1 8. 
School, Eton. Entered as a Pensioner, Tutor, Tatham. 
4th July 1825.  

We have thus three generations of the family 
mentioned. George Tennyson was the grandfather 
of the Poet Laureate. He was the son of Michael 
Tennyson and Elizabeth daughter of George Clayton 
of Grimsby. He inherited in 1794 the Clayton Estates 
from his maternal uncle Christopher. 

Mr George Tennyson was in early life a Solicitor 
at Market Rasing, head of the firm of Tennyson, 
Mayne and Vane. Living as he did during the extreme 
agricultural depression consequent on the war with 
our American Colonies, which threw many estates 
into the market, he was enabled by judicious invest
ment to add much to his landed possessions. In his 
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latter years Mr George Tennys� sat more than onc� 
in Parliament as representative for Bletchingly. He died 
4th July 1 83 5 ,  aged 8 5 .  

The Reverend George Claytdn Tennyson, father of 
the Poet, took the degree of B.A. in 1 80 1 ,  M.A. 1 805,.  
and LL.D in 1 8 1 3 .  He became Rector of Somersby, 
of Bog Enderby and Benniworth, and Vicar of Great 
Grimsby. He died 6th March 1 83 I, in the l ife time 
of his father, and is buried in Somersby Churchyard. 

Mr Charles Tennyson, the second son of Mr George 
Tertnyson, succeeded under his father's will to the family 
estate of Bayons Manor and other manors and estates,. 
and took by Royal license the name of Tennyson ... 
D'Eyncourt. 

Mr Tennyson-D'Eyncourt sat in ten successive 
Parliaments. He represented the Borough of Grimsby 
from 1 8 1 8  to 1 826, the Borough of Bletchingly from 
1 8 2 6  to 1 83 1 ,  and the Borough of Stamford from 1 83 1  
to the end of 1 83 2 .  

In December 1 83 2  he was elected t o  the refotmed 
House of Commons as the first member for the Borough 
of Lambeth, and was several times re-elected. He 
was a Privy Councillor and High Steward for Louth,. 
a statesman, a scholar, and a poet. He died 2 1 st July 
1 861 . 

Mr Frederick Tennyson, brother of the Poet Laureate'" 
kept by residence in College the Easter and the 
Michaelmas Terms of 1 8 2 6, and the Lent Term of 1 827 .  
His name was removed from the College Boards on 
14th May 1 82 7 , when he migrated to Trinity. C Gone' 
to Trinity ' is the brief record iu the Buttery book. 

Mr Frederick Tennyson had been C Captain ' of 
Eton, and the most celebrated Latin and Greek verse 
maker of the School. At Cambridge he gained the 
Medal for the Greek Ode in 1 82 8 .  

Many of  Edward Fitzgerald's letters'" are addressed 
... Letters and Literary Remains of Edward Fitzgerald, edited by W. Aldis 

Wright, 1889. 
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t o  Mr Frederick Tennyson, and in other letters he is 

alluded to. Thus Fitzgerald writes to W. H. Thomp

son (the late Master of Trinity), 26 March 1 84 I : 
" F. Tennyson says that he and a party of Englishmen 

fought a cricket match with the crew of the BeIIerophon: on 

the ParthenopaJan hills, (query about the correctness of thls

I quote from memory) and sacked the sailors by 99 runs. Is 

not this pleasant P the notion of good English blood striving 

in worn-out Italy-I like that such men as Frederic should 

be abroad ; so strong, haughty and passionate. They keep 

up the English character abroad." 
He writes to F. Tennyson himself, 16 August 1 842  : 

" When I read of your laughing and singing and riding 
into Naples with huge self-supplying beakers full of the 
warm South, I am sure you had best stay where you are • • • •  

You Tennysons are born for warm climates." 
He writes to John Allen, 29 August 1 842 .  
" I  also receive letters from Morton and F. Tennyson, full 

of fine accounts of Italy, �ner than any I ever read. They 
came a.1l o f  a sudden on Cicero's villa-one of them, at least. 
the Formian-with a mosaic pavement leading through lemon 
gardens down to the sea" and a little fountain as old as the 
Augustan age bubbling up, as fresh, Tennyson says, ' as. 
when its silver sounds mixed with the deep voice of the orator 
as he sate there in the stillness of the noon-day, devo.ting the 
s�esta hours to study:' 

To F. Tennyson, 24 May 1 844. 
" My dear Frederic, you must select some of your poems. 

and p.ublish them : we want some bits o f  strong genuine 
imagination to help to put to flight these-&c. Publish a, 
book of fragments, if nothing else but single lines or else 
the whole poems." 

To the same, 1 7  April 1 850. 
" You know I admire your poems, the only p.oems by a 

living writer I do admire except Alfred's. I canl have no 
doubt whatever they ought to be published in England." 

Mr Fred,erick Tennyson published Days and Hours 
in 1 84 5 ,  The Isles of Greece, Sappho and A ZcaJus, in 1 890, 

and Daphne and other poems in 1 89 ! .  He still lives •. 
having survived his younger and more famous broth.er .. 



GARDEN ECONOMICS. 

" Discriminate accuratelY between what you reallY do observe a1ll1 
what you 01Z!y t'n/er from the facts observed."-MILL. 

�HIS is a maxim of which I have always been � particularly fond, and to which I have ever paid , the strictest regard, even from the time when I first began to ' take notice.' If what I am about to narrate is so contrary to experience that my readers will feel disposed to treat it with incredulity, as the King of Persia did the tale about water freezing, I can only refer them to the E ditors of the Eagle, who will I am sure give me an unimpeachable character for veracity and accuracy. 
One morning early in May there hatched from a ball of eggs outside my window some two o.r three hundred beautifu1 litt1e golden spiders. One of these immediately left his brethren, and while they hung i n  a twinkling throng a n d  spent the first few hou rs of life in a delicious bask in the sunshine, he, without any delay, selected a situation and spun a web . This he had nearly accomplished before the rest of the h atch m ade a move, and long before hunger had compelled them to follow his example he was in a prosperous way of business ; he h ad satisfied his immediate wants and become possessed of a stock of cold meat besides. 

Now some of the least industrious ones of the brood had become reduced by the end of the day to such 
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a state of weakness as to be utterly unfit for the 
ardllous work of constructing a net. These would 
inevitably have died had n ot our capitalist, who was 
on the watch, helped them from his larder, previously 
stipulating for repayment (as I afterwards learnt). The 
result of this advance of principal was, that by the 
mid-day following the lender looking around espied 
no less than n ine new webs upon which he held 
mortgages, and what was more, his n am e  having gone 
abroad, he was soon besieged with many requests for 
loans o n  the same terms. 

In a few days his corner became the picture of 
liveliness. Hourly his debtors brought their tribute· 
of bluebottles, houseflies, and gnats, and laid it with 
his fast accumulating store. Now and then a mortgage 
was called in, an insolvent tenant evicted, and the 
vacant messuage let to some young spider j ust starting 
in business. No one would have guessed that, of the 
whole industrious population that swarmed on the 
bushes in my garden, n ine-tenths held their webs 
of this prudent speculator, and that every winged insect 
that fel l  into their n ets was observed by his agents 
and noted on his behalf. 

Now at the end of August, this capitalist, who thus 
gained the march of a few hours on his brothers and 
sisters, is sole proprietor of at least thirty webs ; 
he holds no less than one hundred and three mortgages 
on first-class security, and I am confident that the net 
income from these freehold tenements and mortgages, 
and from the innumerable other temporary loans which 
will become mortgages, amounts to St'xfy blue-·bottles 
per dz'em. 

Fit appendages to this enormous business are n ot 
wanting. The proprietor possesses large premises, 
where a number of hands are constantly engaged i n  
preserving meat, and wrapping i t  hermetically in  silk, so 
that it will keep for a long time. By this means he 
is insured against loss of capital when trade is dun. 
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All ordinary labour connected with his own business: 
of fly-catching he performs himself, in spite of his 
multifarious other duties ; bat, when through some
mischance his web is reduced to ruin, jt is generally .. , 
repaired by hired artisans more or less, under his; 
direction. No sooner does a calamity occur than 
plans for a structure much more wonderful than the .. 
old one spring from his bureau, and with incredible
rapidity there appears a perfectly appointed system 
of ropes far surpassing the former one. 

A short time ago I noticed in the garden a smaU 
red-haired spider, who was unknown to me. No one. 
could tell whence he came, but he set up business on  
the Japonica tree, and after a few days ceased to. 
be the object of violent curiosity. Then he began to. 
give ' at homes,' at which were seen people not of 
the prosperous few, but of what may be called the. 
lower-middle and lower classes, among whom were 
many who had got into d,iffi,culties with the rich 
spider before-mentioned. 

The ' at homes ' increased, both in siz.e and in 
frequency, until at last the.t:e never accurred a quiet 
hour, when business might s.afely be left, but 
s.omewhere or other a crowd congregated, and the. 
red-haired spider was always there. He was con-.. 
tinually harangu,ing the multitude. What was the 
subject of his speeches I could not for a long time. 
even guess ; but at last, by dint of much application 
and aided by a keen faculty of  deduction, I learnt 
that he was always talking of his rich neighbour, 
the mortgage-holder. Hours of further study it cost 
to understand his speech, but at last I fairly 
accomplished the task. I give here a specimen 
discourse, mainly correct in contex,t and wholly accurate. 
in  substance, as having b.een delivered by him at one. 
time and another . 

. . • . " You go on toiling that he may rest. The 
Q.bject of you,r abstinence is that he may surfeit. All 
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yelUi' miseries are a joy to him, and your joys are 

taxed for his pleasure. Of every blue-bottle that 

Providence sends you, only one leg may you eat, 

and that because it pays him for you to eat something. 

At any moment his caprice may send you away home

less. You are hemmed in by his bailiffs and by hunger ; 

you are compelled either to starve or die. But, friends, 

there is surely a remedy 1 You are many ; he is but 

one. All this your misery only exists as long as that 

one head remains on that bloated body. One strong 

bite from the weakest of us and all are free. You are 

cowards if you sit down longer under this tyranny, and 

r wash my hands of you. "  

• .. • • 

I cannot tell what to do. I feel that there i s  

revolution in  the air. His myrmidons will fight for 

the oppressor, through long habit, and many spiders 

that I have learnt to love will perish . . . •  

What if I brush away the bloated one and free this 

population ? 
They would regard it as an interposition of Pro

vidence, I know, and it might be for their good . . . •  

Yet, if the red-haired one had not come, they would 

have been happier . . . •  Would they forget . . . .  having 

learnt ? 
Shall I destroy the red-haired one ? 

G. G. D. 



CARMEN AQUATICUM.-

WHEN your needle's vanished, and the starting-gun has 
gone, 

When the water's foaming as the boat is driven on, 
When the towpath surges with a roaring crowd of red, 
When the destined victim's only half-a-length ahead, 
When the bell is rin ging clear above the rattle's din
That's the time to make her move, lads ! Up, and take 

her in ! 
Up with Lady Margaret, lads, and down with all ahead, 
For the honour of the College and the glory of the Red ! 
When the prospect's darkest, and the struggle's des-

perate hard, 
When the boat behind is gaining inches every yard, 
'Wh en they think you're beaten, when they're spurting 

for a shot, 
Pull yourselves together, lads, and show them that 

you're not. 
Never slack your efforts ; longer, harder drive the oar ; 
Fetch her safely past the post-it's oft been done before ! 
Overlapped or overlapping, keep or go ahead, 
For the honour of the College and the glory of the Red ! 

Not i n  vain these verses, if but one by them inspired 
Keeps it going longer when he's getting deadly tired ; 
If one Lady Margaret man, in eight, or four, or tub, 
Rows a little harder for the welfare of the Club. 
With little trouble taken comes but little pace ; 
Pluck and zeal bring victory not only in a race. 
Up with Lady Margaret then, and down with all ahead, 
For the honour of the College and the glory of the Red ! 

R. H. F. 

BIBLIOTHECA LOQUITUR. 

n. 
(Co1tti1tued from p. 299)· 

� I�ET us take a look at our visitors, of whom 

• I have already mentioned some. Of the earlier 

f 

- Library we cannot say much : for though Queen 

Elizabeth i n  1 5 64, " riding i n  the hall, had there an , 
oration,'" she did not think fit to turn into the Library 
�n her left. Can we clai m a visit from the stately. , 
mannered monarch, Charles the First ? Dr Beaumont, 
master of Peterhouse from 1 663 to 1 669, who writes to 
his father from St Peter's ' the best d ay of my life, 
March 2 1 , 1 64 1 ,' shall answer for us. The Prince of 
Wales, afterwards Charles n, then a boy not 1 2  years 
of age, came over from Newmarket in March 1 6  .. !-, 
and was paraded about ; returning to his father, and 
apparently full of his visit-

" This 50 highly pleased ye King, that ye Moonday after, he  came hither. 
himself . . . .  As soon as he had seen that ChappeU [Trinity] he walked to 
St John's, viewed their Chappell & library [and] took a travelling banquet 
in ye further Court . . . .  At St John's Gate he took Coach and so went to 
Huntingdon . . . .  At his parting one tells me that he thus spake to ye 
Vicechan. ' Mr Vicechanc. Whatsoever becomes of me I will charge my 
Sonn, upon my blessing, to respect ye University,'-

Here comes John Evelyn, with his wife, ambling 
through England, and presumably writing his diary 
the while, August 3 1 , 1 654 '1 

" This evening to Cambridge ; and went first to see St John's Colledge, 

well built of brick, and Librarie, which is the fairest of that University. One 

I Cooper's A1t1tals, Vol. ii.,  198. 

VOL. XVII. 

.' Cooper's Annals, Vol. iii., 321-2.  

e c e  
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Mr Benlowes has given it all the ornaments of Pietra Commessa,1 whereof 
Q table and one piece of perspective is very fine ; other trifles there also be 
'Of no great value, besides a vast old song book or service, and some faire 
manuscripts. There hangs in the lihrary the picture of John Williams, 
Abp. of York, sometime Lord Keeper, my kinsman' & their greate 
benefactor. There is an office in manuscript with fine m�ures, and some 
'Other antiquities given by ye Countess 0./ Richmond, mother of Hfflry VII, 
·and the before mentioned AbP. Williams when Bishop of Lincoln. The 
Library is pretty well stor'd. The Greeke Professor [Abraham Wheelock) 
bad me into andther large qeadrangle cloister'd and well. built, and gave us 
'a handsome collation in his own chamber." 

Here, very properly, follows Samuel Pepys-" so by 
moonlight to Cambridge "-October 1 5, 1 66;1 : 

" Showed Mr Cooke King's College Chapel, Trinity College, and St 
John's College Library : & that being done, to our inn again." 

Here, May morning seven years later, came Cosmo 
d e  Medicis, Prince of Tuscany, afterwards Cosmo Ill .• 

" Thence . . . . to the college of St John, wllere Dr Gunning • • • .  accom. 

panied his highness through the halls . . . .  conducting him into the library, 
which both in number and curiosity 0./ its books surpasses th.t of the 
univ�rsity. " ,  

It may be as well to point out that i n  1 669 the 
present Library of Trinity College did n ot yet exist. 
It was commenced only in 1 6 7 5 ,  so that as far as 

1 The Pietra Commessa • and other trifles ' are there still ; but the 
portrait-O utinam-is in the Hall. It was procured from Gilbert Jackson 
for £10 (Hartshorne's Book rarities, p. 333) and was still in the Library at 
the beginning of this century, i f  we may believe Ackermann. 

• It is a little difficult to say what relation Evelyn was to Williams. The 
following table may show his connexion with the name : 

I 
Sir J. Wilhams. T. Widams = 

Kt. 
Rose WiIliams = George Evelyn == Joan Stint 

d. 1 603 I 
Richard Evelyn = 

d. 1640 I 
John Evelyn, 

• The happy possessor of a complete set of ' Strad • instruments (" a chest 
of viols ") in a case to match. See Hart's The V-iolin, ils ./amous makers 
etc., pp. I 93·  5 ,  popular edition. 

' 

• See Cooper's Annals, iii., p. 536. 
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buildings go w e  have a start o f  half a century over 

our neighbours.' 
Here, back again,  comes the boy of twelve, now the 

Monarch of 1 68 1  with his Queen . 

" To St John'S College, where Dr Gower, the Master and Vice.chancellor,. 

after Speeches, Presents, and sluwing him the Library, entert-ain'd their 

Majesties in his long GaJl�ry." 0 

On the 1 st of Apdl 1 68 2 ,  the Ambassador from the 

Emperor of Morocco came " to Trin CoIl & St J ohn's.'�  

That his ex.cellency came to the Library, history says 

not.' William III visited the Library at Trinity in 

1 689, but came not here. Queen Anne in 1 705 both 

visited the Library at Trinity and also came to St 

John'S, but the London Gazette of the day did not 

descend to details.� 
Here comes Uffenbach in I 7  IQ : 

" Nachmittags giengen wir in S JiJhns Colledge. Wir sahen zuf6rderst 

die Bibliothe.ck, so in einem zimlic)len grossen Saale stehet. Die Bticher 

sind noeh ordentlicher, als wir sonSt in Engelland gefunden, ab er meis� 

Theologica, darunter doch viel herrliche Opera vorkommen. Oben am Ende 

der Bibliotheck war i.n Lebensgcosse das Bildniss lJiargaretlZ de Richemont, 

./ulIdat,.,cis h.ujus Collegii. . Auf dem Tische, so oben an dem Fenstet 

stunde, lag folgeudes : 1 Thomas a Ke",pis de imitatione Christi English. 
iibersetzt :tu Londen 1 505, in 8. 'gedruckt, darinn ermeldte Margaretha von, 

Richemont ihren Namen gezeichnet . FemeI' ein Gebetbuch, so die Konigi[l 

Elisabeth als illf Handbuch gebraucht haben soIl. Eill Volumen in memhr. fol., 

roit diesem Titel : l,v'l!-,oO'lVov,,J. liber dl1nationum . • . .  An den Fensternhieben 

hiengen einige SchiJde(eyen van Stein opere trlusi7)O ci.ngelegt . . . .  Man zeigte. 

uns auch in einer Schachtel allerhand Florentinischen Marmor . . . .  Auch 

stunde ein Cabinet van Medallien da. Aber hiezu, wie a1tch zu dmen 

Manuscripten waren die Schlussel ",chI v.rhand�Il, desswegen wir nur die. 

gedru.ckten Bticher du.rchsahen." (29 July 1 7 10).' 

o Thomas Baker, that I should he compelled to. 

pillory thee thus ! 
" I  went . . .  to visit Mr Baker (a l'earned Antiquary), at St John's . . •. 

He entertained me most al:reeably in the College Library with the sight oC 

I Sinker, Library 0./ Trinity College, p. 9· 

• Cooper's A mlals, iii . , p. 59 1 .  (" He could find but one Fault, and that. 

was the over· great Plenty. " ) 

• Ibid. 595. • Ibid. iv.,  72. 
• Ufienbach, Mlrltwurdize Reistn, Il l .  S.  7, 8. (Ulm, 1754),' 
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some, l;aluable manuscripts, printed books very rare • • .  He gave me an autograph of his excellmce the 1lotea Cardi1lal Fisher, a 1lative of Yorkshire. (Ralph Thoresby's Diary, ii. 23 1 ,  July 5, 1 7 14.) 

George the First i n  1 7 1 7  had seen Libraries enough when he had been to Trinity. Possibly wfiiting five minutes i n  Trinity Lane, ' a  most dirty, fil�hy place)· was enough to cure him of sight-seeing.1 Here stood Prior when he " spoke " his verses to Lady Harley, in 1 7 1  9-published as a broadside and sold " price twopence," a copy of which has reached us through the liberality of Mr Foxwell. 
Next in order comes a terrible tale of woe, anent (1 am sorry to say) an Oxford man, Philip Nichols. This " dissolute and dishonest person" graduated B.A. at Brasenose College, Oxford, on Oct. 1 1 , 1 7 1 8, and proceeded M.A. June 8, 1 7 2 2 .  Crossing to Cambridge he succeeded in having him self created Fellow ' of Trinity Hall, and LL.D. in 1 7 2 9 . By 1 7 3 1  he was ' dej ectus omni de gradu ' for stealing books out of our Library and elsewhere." That this mode of acquiring books was not confined to scions of the sister U ni versity is shown by the fact that Henry Justice, Esq., of the Middle Temple, a fellow-commoner of Trinity College, was tried and convicted at the Old Bailey in 

1 73 6  for stealing books from Trinity College Library, for which he got seven years' transportation. As 1 have not yet searched the Old Bailey Sessions Papers for that year, I call110t say if, among the other Libraries in the University which he appears to have plundered, ours must be counted." 
In 1 746, though I can find evidence of members of St John's murdering one an other,' I can find none of their receiving distingui shed visitors. 
Thomas Gray, the poet, must have been here, for, ' 

1 Cooper's Annals, iv., 149. 
, Ibtd. 223· 

• Ibid. 209. 
• .ibid . .  256. 
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in his letter to Walpole on the latter's L£ves of the 

Painters, he writes in Septem her of the same year ;1 

" In St John'S Library is what I take for the original of Lady Margaret, 

kneel ing at her oratory under a state. It is hung at a great height, and spoiled 

by damp and neglect, while the Master keeps very choicely in his lodge 

a miserable copy of i t . In the same Library is a very good whole length of 

Bishop "Villiams (while Lord Keeper) standin g, and a carpet in it, finished 

with great care ; perhaps, therefore, by the same hand as that of Sir Anthony 

Mildmay.' In the lodge is a very good old picture that used to be called 

Bishop Fisher, but Dr Taylor has told them it is Sir A 1ltho1lY Brow1l : 

what his reasons are I cannot tell, as he is nut here ; it is surely of Henry 

the Eighth's  time, and a layman ; on a board split from top to bottom.'"  

" I  sympathize with your gout," he continues. 
Though we find him, ten years later, coming to call 
on young Lord St Helens, we have no record that 
he visited the library again.' 

On September 3, 1 7 68, the King of Denmark came 
" to St John'S College," but the Cambrzdge Chronz'cle 
of the week is provokingly silent as to his movements 
here. The same remark applies to those of Wilkes, 
in February 1 7 7  I ,  and of other royal and noble 
celebrities. 

1 Earlier in the same letter he writes : " Be a�sured that Occleve's 
portrait of Chaucer is not, nor ever was, in St John's Library : they 
have a MS. of the Troilus and. Cressida without illuminations, and no other 
part of his works." 

• Vide supra, p .  376. 
I Works, ed. Gosse, vol. i. pp. 3 10-1 .  And yet, five years later, he-

writes about it as follows : " I  must tell you, that upon cleaning an old 
picture here at St  J oh n's Lodge, which I always took for a Holbein, on 
a ring which the figure wears, they have found H.  H. It has been always 
called B. V. Fisher ; but is plainly a layman, and probably Sir Anthony 
Denny, who was a benefactor to the College." Letter to Horace Watpole, 
Dec. 13, 1 765. Ibt'd. iii. 227. 

• " I  came to St John's, College, Cambridge, in 1 7 70, and thatyear received 
a vi,it from Gray, having a letter of introduction to him. He was accom
panied by Dr Gisborne, Mr Stonhewer, and Mr Palgrave, and they walked 
one by one, in Indian Jile. When they withdrew, every college man took ' 

off his cap as he passed, a considerable number having assembled ill the 
quadrangl e to see Mr Gray, who was seldom seen. I asked Mr Gray, 
to the great dismay of his companions, what be thought of Mr Garrick's 
Jubilee Ode, just published ? He answered, ' He was easily pleased.' " 
ibid, iii . 385n.  
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" No matter," wri tes Charles Lamb to his friend Thomas Manning, " if you are in a state of pupilage when I come ; for I can employ myself in Cambridge very pleasantly in the morn ings. Are there not libraries, halls, colleges, books, pictures . . . ?  "1  But we d�ot know if either Lamb or the Mohawk Chief Teyoninhokerawen, who visited the University in 1 805, passed within these walls. 
The view of the interior of the Library about this time will be familiar to most from the fine lithograph in Ackermann's Canzb?'zage , the date of pUblication of the plate being September I ,  I B r S .  
From a letter written i n  1 8 23 by Frederick Denison Maurice to his mother, we learn that nur Library was then still open only to Masters of Arts : 

" I  found also yesterday that undergraduates may obtain bo.oks (of course o(:hiefiy of reference) from the Trinity Library, merely by application to th� tutor for a note, which he is always pleased to be asked for. I shall very Soon give him this pleasnre, as many books, such as Clarendon, are too. expensive to buy, al\d not easily hired. This is a grand point in which Trinity surpasses, a! of course she does in everything else, all h.er rivals-tho libraries of St John'S, &c., being open only to. Masters of Arts.'" 
It is a pity that we cannot record a visit from the famous book collector who came to Cambridge in  the. next year. The Duke of Sussex went to Trinity, and. to the Pepysian Library at Magdalene (in company . with T. F. Dibdin) ; made some purchases at Deighton's. and heard a lecture by Adam Sedgwick : but St John's. 

he passed by. 8 
Of visitors during the next sixty years I am not 

in a position to speak· : but the visits may here be 

1 Qct. r6, r80a. Lettlrs (ed. A lnger), "01. i . ,  r44. Manning lodged: 
over Crisp the barber, in St Mary's Passage. 

• Lift, edited hy his son, vo!. i . ,  pp. 48-9, ed. r884. 
3 Call1brictge Chronicle, 8 November 1 824. 
• But the appearance of Hartshorne's book in r829, and Dean Cowie's 

Catalogue of our MSS in r842-3, show that the library was in full  work then. 
" I  remember going through the College once with our late Master [Dr 
llatcson] to show it to the late Queen of Holland ; and also l:oin� over it 

D"- , � 
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recorded of Todd (between 1 853-7 ), Tischendorff on 

several occasions, and of Prince Albert Victor of Wales 

(j)n Dec. I S ,  1 883 . 
Dr Oliver Wend ell Holmes, it will be pleasant to 

remember, was brought into the library when he 

visited us in 1 887,  and was shown its rarities by 

Professor Mayor and Dr Donald Mac Alister. The 

author of the " Renaissance in Italy," Mr John 

Addington Symonds, was here on October 2 I ,  1 889, and 

Bp Tucker, now to the front in Uganda, in 1 89 I .  On 

June 1 3 ,  1 892,  our present Chancellor, the Duke of 

Devonshire, was conducted over the library by Mr 
Mullinger. If I mention thus but a handful of visitors 
it is to show at least that their presence is appreciated. 

Next in order of interest I take to be the few 
indications which we possess as to the former resting
places of some of the earlier of our books. On the 
dissolution of the monasteries and conventual buildings 
of England at the Reformation, their libraries, as 
everyone knows, were dispersed. The description of 
the commissioners' work in 1 5 50 is familiar to all : 
" -the ancient libraries were rifled. Many manuscripts, 
guilty of no other superstitions than red letters in the 
front or titles, were condemned to fire .  . . . Such books 
wherein appeared angels were thought sufficient to be 
destroyed, because accounted Popish, or diabolical, or 
both." We read of two noble libraries sold as waste 
paper for forty shillings. Lay ton's description of ' the 
great quadrant court ' at New College, Oxford, after his  
second visitation, may serve as a sample. e ,  Full of the 
leiffes of Dunce, the wynde blowyng them into evere 

with the Duke of Connaught. And at the time of Prince Albert's Installation 
as Chancellor and on various occa sions of Honorary Degrees being conferred, 
as 

.
well as at other times, I have recollections of seeing or hearing of 

emInent or interesting persons being shown through the College. But, 
I have no memoranda." Letter from J. S. Wood, D.D. (Nov_ 25, r892.) 
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Corner. And ther we fownde one Mr Grenfelde, a gentil. man of Bukynghamshire, getheryng up part of the saide bowke leiffes (as he said) therewith to make hym' sewelIes or blawnsherres, to kepe the dere within his wood, thereby to have the better crY,J with his howndes." Such was the treatment which the library of an old college received at the hands of a Cambridge man.' 
And what libraries they were ! Such an experienced traveller as Leland was fairly struck, when he came to the door of the Library at Glastonbury : 

Me contuli ad bibliothecam, non omnibus perviam, ut sactosanctre vetustalis reliquias, quarum tantus ibi numerus, quantus nullo alio facile Britannire loco, diligentissime evolverem. Vix cerle limen intraveram cnm antiquissimorum librorum vel solus conspectus religion em, nescio an stuporem, animo incuteret meo, eaque de caussa pedem paululum sistebam.' 
This volume,a i n  the Newcome collection, once rested on those shelves. It is possessed of no' ordinary interest. Printed at Cologne in 1 4 75 ,  it was purchased by John de Selwode, Abbot of Glastonbury 1 45 6  to 1 493· It has been re-bound, but its earlier history we have in a note copied by Thomas Baker's impeccable hand. 

From St Augustine's, Canterbury, here are six volumes manuscript.� Some of them tell their own story, as for instance this one, which was acquired for the monastery by Thomas Welde, " De acquisitione 

, Wright ,  Suppression of the Monaste,,�s, p. 7 1  (Camden Society 1 843). " You don't Imow what I can do till you try me," Lay ton wrote to Cromwell in asking for employment. 
2 Leland, Collectanea, ed. alto vol. vi. p. 88 (Lond. ( 7 70). The MS of the catalogue of books in Glastonbury library in 1247 is in Trinity ColJege library, and is printed in Hearne's edition of John of Glastonbury, vol. ii. pp. 422-44. " Glastonbury Abbey, in 1240, contained four hundred volumes, among which were Livy, Sallust, Lucan, Virgil, Claudian, and other ancient wrilers. But no other, probably, of that ag'e was so n umerous or so valuable. "-Hallam, Europe during the Middle Ages. The catalogue of the library of Christ Church, Canterbury, dating from the 13th or 14th century, contained 698 volumes with about 3,000 works. 

• .Ii. 3, 32· • MSS. 1:), 3, 22, %4 ; F. 5, 2 7 ; G. 3. 
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tratris T. Welde. ' "  From the Abbey of Bury St 

Edmund's (whence Pembroke College also has at least 

one), in al l probability, come these four.� From 

Durham Monastery came these two.s From the 

monastery of St Swithin,  at Winchester, comes this 

printed book.' From the Carthusian monastery at 

Henton in Somersetshire, this manuscript· ; while from 

the London Charterhouse we derive one other and 

a printed book.s This manuscript belonged to the 

Canons Regular of St Andrew's, Hexham' ; this to the 

Friars at Hereford! ; and this book to the monastery 
of the Friars Preachers at St Andrew's in Scotland.g 
From the Cistercian Abbey, at Bildewas in Shropshire, 
comes this work of S t  Bernardlo ; and possihly we owe 
others to th(O) same source. From the monastery of 
St Andrew's at Rochester come these two manuscripts, 
one presented to them by Zachary, the Precentor, and 
the other, once the property of Alexander de Glanvil, 
their prior." This from the monks of WythamH ; and 
this from the Cistercian Abbey of St Mary, at Swynes
head in Lincolnshire, " ex perquisitione fra. J oh. de 
Ryhale, monachi quondam (I) scolaris et abbatis " ;  
• a most unintelligible MS' Dean Cowie has described 
it.'s Fr<?m Dover monastery this, presented to it by 
Thomas Stake the sacrist.14 The College of Regulars 
at Waltham Cross once possessed this.,t; Equalling 
these in interest is a whole volume of Pynson tracts, 
which once was in the Benedictine Abbey at Burton
on-Trent in Staffordshire, as William Edys, their last 
abbot, to whom the tracts belonged, has been at some 
pains to record ; for he has written his name on most of 
the blank spaces which these closely-printed tracts 
contained.lo Then, coming nearer home, we have a 
very interesting manuscript of the works of Richard 

1 M S .  F. 5. 2 MSS. D. 1 9 ; F. 1, 1 2 ; G. 1 2. • MSS. E. 9 ;  G. 4. 
• S. S, 24. ' M S .  E. 22. • MS. C .  2 1 ;  Ii. 3. 28. 7 MS. B. 24. • MS. G. r .  
• U .  2 ,  3 .  1 0  MS. D .  2 .  1 1  MSS. C .  20 ; D .  14.  1 2  M S .  F .  3 I .  " M S .  D .  2.5 
,. MS. D. 12 .  " MS. E. ,.  A. 2. 1 .  Sce Dugdale, lIfonasticon, ad loco 
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Rolle, Hermit of Hampole. " At the end the arms 
-argent, a fesse chequy vert and of the field," 
says our catalogue. A little more scrutiny would 
have revealed to us another coat of arms, and another 
name. For this manuscript was once in the ,ossession 
of Robert Stewarde, the last prior of Ely, who, on 
1 8  Nov. 1 5 3 9, surrendered ' the whole site of the 
monastery with all the goods, chattels, estates, rents, 
profits and revenues thereto belonging,' into the hands 
of the .King's Corn missioners. A person ' of a frowarde 
sorte ' the Commissioners say they found him, as is 
easily believed. He heads the list of pensions 
given by receiving no less than £ 1 2 0 a year. l This 
manuscript was also once " Liber dompni Petri 
Norwic[ensis]," whose identity I will leave the reader 
to discover. Coming a little closer, I will next carry 
him, if he will allow me, to the small village of 
Ickleton, which votaries of the wheel probably know 
well, eleven miles south of Cambridge. Here once 
stood, founded either by Aubrey de Vere, first earl 
of Oxford, or by his father-in-law, Sir William de 
Cantelupe, a Benedictine nunnery, dedicated to St 
Mary Magdalene. That it was of some importance 
may be judged from the fact that Henry III granted 
it a weekly market and an annual fair, which were 
not abolished till 1 8 75 .  The remains of the nunnery 
are now converted into a farm-house ; the walls being 
in some places three feet thick. In that nunnery this 
book, part printed and part manuscript, was once used 
for prayer.' 

Before we come yet nearer home, let us take a 
short journey over seas. This printed copy of the 
De Imz'taiz'one was once in a monastery at Amsterdam3 ; 
and this in the house of the Friars at Doesborch.' 
This book was once in the Jesuit College at Angoul�me.r. 

I Dngdale, Monasticoll, ed. r846, i .  468-9. 
• T. 9· r .  • Ii. • A. 4· 24· • L. 3. 5. 
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These were in the Capuchin Library at Brussels, till not 

very long ago .l  These in the l ibrary of the Oratory 

at Juliers: This was once in the larger l ihrary of 

the Jesuit College at Louvains ; and this in another 

of their houses: These were in the l ibrary of St Gene

vicve at Riom." This book was bought by the 

monastery of St Martin's, Tournay, in 1 69.8.8 This 

has come from the college of St Gabriel at Valladolid.T 

I-:labent sua .lata ltoellt'. Going no further than 

Cambridge itself, in our store here are books from, or 

used by members of Peterhouse, Corpus, Em.manuel, 

Magdalene, Christ's, Jesus, Sidney Sussex, Caius, 

Trinity, Pembroke, King's, Clare, Queens', and a 

bidding prayer by a member of St Catharine's. Not 

only from Trinity, but from Michael House ; for here 

is one of the original books given to. that house by 

William Filey. Another is stilI preserved at Trinity8. 

"fhe book from Queens' goes back to the days and 

bears the name of T. Ffarman, sixth master of that 

college ( 1 5 2 5 -6). 

Oxford no less has been put under requisition. 

Archbishop Warham presented this book to the library 

of All Souls College, who presumably sold ie. Balliol,. 

Oriel, Corpus, University, Christ Church, St John's. 

as mentioned earlie'r, Merton, New College, Brasenose, 

Queen's are all represented. I do not mean that these· 

volumes all belonged to those societies ; but that they 

bear autograph inscriptions which connect us in some· 

way with each. 
I n  the same way this book connects us with the 

English College at Rome. The book was once in the 

possession of Owen Lewis, fel low of New College, 

I L. 2 .  I I-I:;. 2 L. 1. 19, 20. J. M. 2.  22. • Ll. 8.  17. • L. 2 .  1-5 .. 
• M. 2. 5. 7 Qq. S. 3. 

8 Sec Cooper's Atltence Cantal;rigienses. " This donor (B.A. 1 5PS-6) is 
mentioned by Fox (Acts and Monuments, vol. iji, p . 380, ed, 1684) as a 
prominent  opponent of Lalimer in Cambridge . . .  djed in 1 549." Dr Sinker's. 

Library of Trinity College, p. 2. Onr book is Qq. 3, 15·  ' Ii .  I. 57. 
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Oxford, who subsequently changed his religion and 
fled over seas ; and died President of the community in the Via di Monserrato.' 

At the risk of being tedious I will attemI ft a glance 
at Our autographs. The writing of Edward VI is shown 
to every visitor. No less that of Roger Ascham, Lord 
Burleigh and Sir John Cheke. The presentation copy 
of the Hexaglot Psalter given to Henry VIII has received 
scantier attention. Ben J onson's books, including the 
one given him by Lord Herbert of Cherbury, acquired 
through the Morton bequest, have already been recorded 
in the Eagle. The handwriting of Sir Walter Ralegh 
deserves mention, as well as that of John Dee, the 
Mortlake philosopher, 

" Joannes Dee I563, Junij 6 Venetiis." 

Archbishop Cranmer (in a copy of St Chrysostom on 
St Paul mutilated by him), John Fox, Martin Lister, Sir 
Henry Savile, Gabriel Harvey, and, may be, William 
Byrd. Here too are Laud and his fellow bishops, and 
perhaps Bishop Andrewes. Here are Gatacre and T. 
.Firmin the Sacinian, and Hearne ; Isaac Newton--. 
" a  sermon preached before the King at Saxham in the 
County of Suffolk," given him by George Seignior ; Lord 
Bolingbroke ; and Titus Oates signing each of the 
Articles ; Sir Kenelm Digby in  two Leyden duodecimos,. 
whose library went to the King of France ; a goodly l ine  
of  poets-Prior, Kirke White, W ordsworth, Sou they and 
William Barnes. Here are T. Docwra and Beaupre 
Bell." In  our own time Pusey, Whewell and Cobet. 

Down in the lowest shelf of the N ewcome class 
we find the ed�ko prt'nceps ot Ovid, Florence 1 4 ;"4, 
bound in  red morocco. A late possessor has made the 
commencement of the volume hideous by drawing his. 
coat of arms on the flyleaves, apparently a member 

, ;r. 7· 33· • See Dr Sinker's Trinity Library, pp. I4, 26, 
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of the Cappon i family. But the finely i lluminated first 

page bears at foot the arms of the Medicis, the pal l e  

d'oro, before their alliance with the royal house of 

France. What are they doing here ? Turning to the 

end of the volume we find a l ine of palely written letters, 

still decipherable : , 
" Lib. Laurentii Jo. P. F. de Medicis ii. lxxu." 

In other words this book was once in the possession , 
and bears the hand writing, of Lorenzo the Magnificent' 
in the year following the Pazzi conspiracy. It is 
gratifying to find from Tom Osborne's pencil marks 
in  the beginlling of the volume that it only cast Dr 
Newcome three guineas." 

It has not been my luck to come across any books 
bound by John Siberch, the first Cambridge printer. 
On the other hand we have several with the G. G. mark 
which in all probability are to be referred to Garrett 
Godfray, as wel l as others, with the 4-mark and NS 
initials which are almost certainly those of Nicholas. 
Speryng." Here are some of the stamped calf bindings. 
with the Annunciation upon them and other scenes" 
Here are others with the running inscription : BEC 

ROSA VIRTUTIS DB: CELO MISSA SERENO, with the royal 
arms about 1 5 2 95 On others of a similar date we get 
BIC EST FILIUS DILECTUS and SCUS GEORGIUS6, and again 
DATA EST MIRI 01S POSTA with DE FRUCTU VENTRIS TU!. 

and SUPER SOLIU DAVIT SEDE of about 1 5 487•  A rare 
one with the initials of Henry J acobi, the royal arms, 
and the arms of London is also here�. vVe have works 
stamped with the arms of Edward VP, the badge of 
Elizabeth or her mother'". Coming to later times we 

I On the authority of Prof Middlcton. 2 For Tom Osborne's price. marks, 
see Hartshorne's Book ,'arities, p. 37 r .  3 See Camb .  Ant. Soc. Commu"i, 
cations, No. xxvi (vol. v. No 4), pp . 333 -4. • Uu. 3, 1. • A. 2. 2 1 ; U�. 8. 2 , 

E 6 ' E  . Aa 8 e. 1 3 · 3 ·  < · 7 · 9· G ' 2 7 ·  . 

• Show case A. For an account of the library of Edward VI, see Edward,' 
libraries and Libm,y founders, pp. 455-8. There is One other book from 
t in the Univer;ity Library, 10 Dd. 1 7 · 7 . 
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have a very large number of books in the bindIng, and 
therefore from the library, of Julius Echter von Mespel
brunn, B ishop of Wurzburg from 1 5 73 to 1 6 1 7 , who 
was known as the Solomon of the West. Gorgeous 
stamping, with the episcopal arms painted ong the side, 
an d deep gilt letters incised on the fore-edge " JULIUS. 
DEI G , ' A EPS WURCEBUR ET FRAN : ORIENT : DUX. " 

Another volume from this same collection is in Trinity 
Li brary·. Here are books bound for James I and 
Charles P, and here are all that remain to us of Arch
bishop Williams bearing his episcopal stamp as Bishop 
of Lincoln. Here are others powdered with the crowned 
" L "s and lilies of France, the gift to us of Matthew 
Prior, the King's ambassador". This bears the arms of a 
Prince of Wales'. Interesting stamps a.re those of 
Thomas Morton, both as Bishop of Lichfield and 
Bishop of Durham, of Lord Hunsdon, and of " Belted. 
Will." These arms and motto " Garde ta Foye " show 
that this book was once in the possession of HenrY' 
Rich, Baron Keasing and Earl of Holland, who was. 
executed in 1 649 as a royalist5• These " de gueules, a la fasce ondee d'argent et d'azur, de cinq pieces 
accompagnee en chef d'une etoile a six raies, a dextre ; 
d'un croissant it senestre d'or, et en pointe, d'une Reur 
de lis du meme " as Guigard describes them, show us 
that this book was from the library of Marc Laurin, 
seigneur de Watervliet, the learned antiquary and 
coin-COllector, the friend of Hubert Goltzius ; whose 
collection rivalled even those of Grolier and Maioli.6 
Next comes a volume of the Comte de Hoym's, who 
betrayed the secret of the Meissen pottery to the work-

• Sinker, Fifteenth Century Books in Trinity College Libra�y, No. 282. 
Another wa, shown in the Burlington Fine Arts Exhibition last year. For an. 
Rccount of the Bishop see Deutsch. Biog. xiv. 6 7 1-84. 

2 U. 1 7 .  18 .  3 B.  3 .  1 7. 28. etc .  See Baker-Mayor, l O l l  . • 

• A. I. 3 1 .  ' F. 8 .  12. 
, C�. 6. 1 .  
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men at Sevres and was banished from his country in  

consequence. After that he took to  bibliography.' 

This volume of CEcumen ius (Verona 1 5 3 2 )  from the 

library of Leonor d'Estampes, A:-r�hbisl:o� of Rh:ims, 

tells its own history with surpnsmg distmctness. It 

bears on it sides the arms of the owner as Bishop 

of Chartres. Turn to the title-page. It bears two 

MS inscriptions, in a small running hand of the time 

" Ex bibliotheca L. Deslampes 

Ab. de Burgolio " -

says the first : and the careful industry of M.  Guigard 

bears out the writer's statement. Leonor D'Estampes 

started life as abbe of Bourgueil in Anjou. In 1 620 
he was elected Bishop of the diocese of Chartres. 

In 1 64 1  he was transferred to the Archbishopric of 

Rheims. We can tell almost year by year this book's 

history. It came into the possession of its owner 

when he was a simple abbe. When he became Bishop he 

had it stamped. And further, it  must have been 

stamped between 1 620 and 1 64 I ,  for in the latter 

year, as Archbishop, his bookstamp was re· cut with 

the alteration necessary for his new dignity. But 

there is yet the second inscription. Here it is : 

" Hoc excellenti et raro munere ornavit Bibliothecam hanc Clarissimus vir 

Ollierius LibelloJ1lm supplicllm tunc magister nunc vero in Sto secretiorigue 

Regis Consilio Con�iliarius. Dum ego in 1Edibus D. Paulj urbis Parisiensis 

Octauas Stissimj. Sacramentj conciones publicas habuj, e ibidem eo tempore 

Marguillierus et Thesauralius esset Liberalissimus Anno Dn] 1 61 4°." 

Of some peculiar interest is this superbly bound 

volume presented by Sir Nathaniel Brent, Warden of 

Merton, to Archbishop vVilliams, with autograph 

inscription.s 

L usz'mt6S satz's. Yet I could willingly linger over 

this " Presbyterian Letany " ( 1 64 7 ), this " Defence of 

I �'l . 10. 28. See Guigard, Nouvel A t moriaZ du BilJZiopMle. 

2 RI'. �. 24. See Guigarcl ut supra. 

• Q. 4· 36. 
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Fluralities " ( 1 703 ), or this sermon entitled " Whigs n o  Christians " ( 1 7  I § ). No less over " Probabilities that the Americans are Jews," and its answer by L'Estrang-e headed " Americans no Jews." We may pair oft' Vigne's " Sure and honest means for the conversion of all hereticks " ( 1 688) with " The Church of jRome proved Heretick." A whole chapter might be Written on Baker's MS notes added at the beginning or the ends of his books : in it would assuredly be a place for this scorcher on Bishop Wren. Here is more abuse, this time of Sir Anthony Weldon's Cou?'t of Kzng' 
James, " an impudent, rascally, scandalous, lying, antiepiscopal writer," says the annotator. What is the meaning of this : 

" Be it lmowne to all men by these presents yt J 
Ralph read nose of Anwick in ye county of 
Durhii quart pot drinker doth confess my selfe 
to owe unto peter perch Belly the sum of 10 dozen of good strong old nappy ale to be paid the I day of j udget." 

The directions by which books arrived at their destinations are still to be found in some ; as for instance in this one, sent down to a younger brother at Peterhouse, by the Cambridge carrier, from London. Here another directed to the " Mermaid " Inn to Dr Powell .  " Leave this book at the Starr in Ludgate St. for Mr Ayloffe " we read in another. " To Mr Clarkson, at the Saracen's head in London," there comes in another. " Thos. Firmin at ye halfe Moone in Gracechurch Streete " is next. What a strange picture this MS scrap calls up in Roger L'Estrange's 
Relaps'd Apostate ;-" Clok and goe with me to a 
funerall instead of my wife." 

Here is our poet again ; 

" Silence hath a safe rewarde 
and virtue is divine 

But But But But But I wishe . . • •  " 
(cetera desunt.] 

IJz'blzothcca .toqu it-U?'. 

The fo1l0vving inscription speaks for itself � 
" Samuell Saunders 

dedit hujus liberi ad 
me Johallum Schoulcroft 

per totum vitum-." 

J9 1 

A separate chapter m ight also be written upon oUr 

'College book-plates, some of which are very early j and 

upon the book-plates to be found in our books. Many 

of the college book-plates will be found in Professor 

Mayor's edition of Baker's .Hfsto?'y.l Among the others 

we may single out those of John Le Neve, Sir Philip 

Sydenham: George Onslow, and David Hume. 

I had hoped to have been able to have said a few 

words about a set of MS Sonnets dated 1 627-8, whith 

were found written in the beginning of a book of Hours 

(Lyon, 1 5 58/, as also about these MS verses possibly by 

Giles Fletcher4 ; hut the space kindly placed at my 
disposal ill the pages of the Eagle is already exceeded. 

An a:ccount, no less, of our fifteenth-century books, and 

of our early English printed books, should also have 
been added : but in the one case the list given by Mr 

Mullinger in  an earlier number will be found ot 

service/ and in the other the labours of Hartshorne 

pave preceded me6 : and the pages of our magazine 

have been sufficiently loaded with heavy and dull 
'matter by me to prevent a further enumeration of 

I E.g. pp. 677, Dee ; 7 12, Green ; 1002, Gower ; 1 1 00, Wood . 

• " Drank very freely ; loved books of English Antiquities ; collected 

it large library of such and of divinity, of which last he gave away many to 

private clergymen. Most of his books remained many years packed up in 
·boxes, and were 50 when he died, he having no house to put them in . . •  

, Snpercilious I died a Roman Catholic ; never did any one considerable deed 

of charity, as 1 heard ; but gave away many half-crowns to the poor, and to 

drawers at taverns." Brydges Restituta, i .  47 I .  
, For detailed account o f  these see N_tes and Queries, 7 th  Series, viii. 

.Aug. 3, 1 889. 

, In the Diet. Nat. Biog. 5. v., some handwriting of Giles Fletcher's is said 
to be in the library of King's College, Cambridge ; but either this is an error, 

or the MS is lost. 
• Eagle, vo1. xiv. App. • Book'raritt:es oj the University oj Cambridge. 

VOL. XVII. 
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names. The time, however, will come, I trust, when our college may follow the example so admirably set by Trinity, in printing, under the names of printers, our fifteenth century books ; and our University that of the British Museum in printing a catalogue of Early English Books in the University of Cambridge, Only then will it be possible adequately to count up our 
treasures. Is it too much to hope that someone may 
come forward to give in some vertebrate form an account of that part of our institution which Cicero called the soul oJ the House 'j 

C. E. S. 

ANNOTATIUNCULAE. 

In the course of the composition of these rambling 
notes I have omitted a few facts which, before taking 
my final leave, I shall place next. 

There is not I believe any record of the successive members of the society who have reigned within these 
walls. I point out, therefore, that even as early as 1 543 the College had the office of Library keeper,s 
for in that year we find him receiving a stipend of 13S 4d per annum.' 

Robert Lambert, twenty-sixth master, by his will 
left the College in 1 7 35 £ 300 ' with such of his books as 
are wanting there.'" 

Lovers of music will be glad to hear that the college 
on April 30, 1 7 60, ' agreed to subscribe for Dr Boyce's 
col lection of Church musick to be put in the Library." 

1 " The word librarian i s  o f  modern u sage ; liorary-kuper being the 
usual term ror the officer or this description, which is used by Bishop Barlow, 'Prideaux, Boyle, Bentley, and others."-Todd. 

• Cooper's Annals, i. 438. 
3 Baker-Mayor, 1020. • Ibid., 1039. 
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We learn a little of the m anagement of the library 
from the following : 

9 April 1 764-Agreed that DS [Sam .] Martin be appointed under librarian 
and succeed to the Naden's exhibition in the room of Ds Fenis elected 
fellow." 

I I  June 1 764-Agreed that the books in the library be new tegulated and 
a new alphabetical catalogue together with new class catalogues be written.' . 

In 1 7 65,  on the death of Dr Newcome, twenty
seventh m aster of the college, the library was enriched 
by his bequest of the ' small but very fine collection 
of early printed books, mostly bound in red morocco,' 
which form what is known, after him, as the Newcome 
collection, to which I have already referred." 

During the librarianship of Dr Craven, who was 
elected in 1 769,. and afterwards m aster of the college, 
I chronicle nothing very brilliant, for I do not suppose 
even the most ardent antiquary can take an interest in 
the fact that the windows were new-glazed in 1 7 7  1/ or 
that the ' curiosities in  the library ' were sent ' to the 
Museum at the Botanic Garden to be kept there as 
belonging to the College till we shall think proper 
to recall them,' and a catalogue of them was kept 
behind.5 

In 1 7 7 7  the interesting arch in the Third Court next 
the Library was repaired/ and six years later the roof was 
repaired by Essex, which apparently was very necessary 
as the pictures were spoiling :  

" 1 7 Oct . ,  1 78 2 .  Agreed that M1' Dumarr be desired to examine the 
pictures m the Library, that we may determine where to remove them for 
their better preservation. 

4 Nov., 1 7 82 .  Agreed that the pictures which may be brought into the 
Hall, be framed and gilt according to Mr Dumarr's directions. ' "  

1 Baker-Mayor, 1040- I .  This was the last complete revision previous to  
1888. 

2 Baker-Mayor, 1034. 

• Ibid., 1089. 17 Oct. 1 782�" A greed that Mr Craven have leave to take 
out of the Library a M S .  of the Hebrew Bible," 

• B aker-Mayor, 1076. • Ibid. 1077-8. G Ibid. 1084. 7 Ibid. 1087. 
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In 1 784 were made more class-catalogues � 
" Nov. 8. Agreed to give Wilby [probably T. Wilby of St JohD'l;� B.A. 1 788J, the sum of five guineas fOF making out some class-catalogues. in t.lie Library."1 

' An Appendix concerning the Library and Bishop WilIiams' other foundations ' to be found in T. Baker'S Hzsto'J'Y 0.1 St John's Coll(J>ge, vol. i. pp. 208- 10, has not been previously alluded to in more than quotation ; nor have I ransacked, as I should, both volu�s of the History for all possible benefactions, such as those of J ames Pilkington (p. I ..J-9) ; nor have I inserted the whole of the Liber Memorialis (pp. 338-42). My excuse is that those volumes are the breviary of every Johnian, who. finds there whatever he will : and I cannot end better than with its name at the end 0f my pen and say of this. book, as its author says of our other Johnian Cardinal" ' Cardinal Howard-claudat catalogu17Z nomen celebre. 

\ .(b�'d.� 1,0.88., 

CAMBRIDGE SCENERY. 

fi�Y the title which I have chosen to head the 
bJ following remarks, I do not refer to the natural 

!). objects of beauty in Cambridgeshire. I have 
no doubt that they are properly catalogued and 
classified in Murray ; you can buy a bicycle and see 
them for yourself. I h ave not yet exhausted the 
scenery which lies at my very door ; when I have done 
this I shall invest in some knickerbockers and yellow 
spats and begin on the Coton grind. 

It has always astonished me that, whereas S0 
much has been written on the architecture of our 
town, the natural advantages of its situation have 
been utterly neglected. You may see Arthur's Seat 
in any year's Academy. Who has ever painted 
Castle Hill ? What poet or artist has ever had taste 
enough to make Christ's Piece the subject of his 
pen or brush ? The Cam flows through the town, 
there are Backs to the Colleges-that is the superficial 
knowlege of the ordinary inhabitant about the gifts 
which Nature has showered in our m idst. True, this 
scenery has nothing colossal, Titanic, Alpine about it ; 
you have to search for it, as for a rare old master 
hidden in some obscure corner of an art-dealer's shop. 
But the labour to discover the treasure enhances its 
value. For myself, I care nothing about mountaineering 
in the common sense of the word. You go to 
Interlaken, and you see the Jungfrau right before you. 
No possibility of mistaking it ; no pleasurable search 
after its whereabouts ; no exciting fear of missing it ; 
there it is, and you have merely got to walk up to it. 
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If I can interest readers of the Eagle in the beauties which may indeed be obscured, but are happily not lost by the creation of men's hands, my article will not have been written in vain. OIDe man, at least, I have so. interested. I was lately entertainiJlg my friend J ones" 
who had come up from town for the day to pay his first 
visit to Cambridge. On his arrival I took him over the. 
Bridge of Sighs, where he stopped and put me a 
question-not, it would appear, with a view to informa
tion, but in a rhetorical way. He said, " Is this the. 
river ? "  I replied rather severely, " This is on� of our 
rivers." " Why," he ejaculated, " isn't the Cam- ? " .  
" Well," I answered, " as it happens this zs the Cam. 
But there is the Pem, the Andrew, and our own river, the 
John. The Cam," I went on, assuming my best guide-. 
book manner, " has the broadest bed and-well-the 
greatest volume of matter ; but some of the other rivers. 
-the Pem, for example-are vastly sUjlerior in all 
other qualities of a real river-swiftness, clearness, and 
amount of actual water." " But surely all your boating 
is done on the Cam," enquired my friend, who seemed 
both surprised and piqued at having displayed his. 
ignorance of Cambridge matters. " Yes," I explained,. 
" as a matter of fact our rowing men have specialised 
on the Cam. The current of the Pem is so extremely 
rapid as to prevent navigation, whilst our private river,. 
the John, is reserved for the swans. We have several 
swans," I added proudly, seeing that J ones was now ob
viously impressed ; " we will now go and see the swans. 
Originally, it is believed, they were purchased as. 
forming a convenient rhyme to· the Dons ; strictly 
speaking, the birds should be eagles, but the Fellows 
refused to buy any eagles, as they are not such good 
eating. No other college has s·wans on its river ; 
King's has a peacock, but the bird declines to float in 
the fountain, S0 that as an ornament it is a failure,. 
and I do not believe that they ever eat the bird. But 
this is a digression. On the other side of the John you 
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:see the Wilderness. The entrance for junior members 

'Of the College is by crossing the stream where it is 

narrowest .  But the result is considered by many to be 

<disappointing ; we may content ourselves with a casual 

view from the exterior. The water to the left is not an 

independent river, but merely a branch of the Cam 

which runs past that large building in the background. 

It has no water-fowl, and may therefore be used for 

boating purposes. In the May Term bumping races 

are held there by Freshmen in Canadian canoes." 

We then returned to the College for lunch, and 

afterwards set out in the direction of Trumpington 

Street to view the other objects of interest in the town. 

My guest was greatly pleased with the Pem, which is 

{;ertainly very fine, as it rushes past the College to which 

it gives its name. He was surprised to find the road so 

{;ontiguous to the river-bed, but I a ssured him that there 

was no danger, except, indeed, for ladies who happened 

to meet University men walking three or four abreast on 

the bank. A great deal of mystery, I explained, is 
attached to the Pem, and to its confrere the Andrew. 

They disappear as suddenly as their origin is obscure. 

It is conjectured that they unite underground, and 

ultimately supply the Norfolk Broads. But all attempts 

to trace their course by medicine bottles containing 

manuscript, after the approved method of testing ocean 

currents, have hitherto failed . 

" Your rivers are indeed admirable," said my friend ; 

" but surely the town suffers from a certain monotony of 
level. If it were set upon a hilI, its natural charms 

would be complete." " It is not set upon one hill," I 
retorted, " simply because-like another Eternal City

it embraces seven hills within its walls, or in the imme

diate neighbourhood. Strangers, unaccustomed to find 

their way about, may miss them ; but we have them. 

They are Castle Hill', Mount Pleasant, Pease Hill, 

Market Hill, the Gogs, which count two (on a division 

of Term), and Alexander Hill . The panorama from 
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Castle Hill is very justly celebrated, comprisiflg, as it does, a view of Ely Cathedral; the new Electric Light works, King's Chapel, and a distant prospect of Fulbourn. There is probably another eminem:e in the town, after which the H ill's Road is named. It is hoped that the Antiquarian Society will excavate that quarter and discover the hill's exact position, which i s  at present, unhappily, a matter of  controversy." By this time we had worked our way round towards the station, when my friend found that he must return to town by an earlier train than he had intended. I Was sorry to lose him, as I had wished to show him our open spaces, including Parker's Piece and Midsummer ,common, and then take in one or two of the principal Colleges, which no visitor to Cambridge should, if 'Possible, omit. 

Rus IN URBE. 
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TWELVE MONTHS IN SOUTH LONDON. 

_10 one need be alarmed at the title, I am not 
�� going to make any startling disclosures ; the 

� old Eagle is far too much of a favourite for 
anyone to wish to wipe off on his own feathers the 
blacks that cannot be dodg ed in foggy London. It has 
always seemed to me that that most docile ·and 
muscular of our domestic animals, the Public Press, 
is entitled to a little more consideration in this respect. 
And now that I have disowned all intentions of working 
upon the feelings of that most susceptible of human 
cynics, the undergraduate, I will try to attend to my 
business as a Londoner should ; and as he  generally 
does, too, especially when you want to interest h im 
in anything that in  his opinion does not  concern his  
own peculiar person. 

According to our excellent English custom the 
ice shall be broken by a few harmless remarks 
about the weather, or something very near it. I 
had always imagined that London was a most un
healthy place-real Londoners, as one heard, die out 
in three or fou r  generations. If this is true it 
cannot be due to the climate ; that must be healthy 
enough, or the children would never live to be man and 
woman as so many of them do. Want of sleep and 
bad feeding kill the cockneys, as they would the country 
people if the latter had not too much good sense or 
instinct-call it what you like, the result is the same. 
Bad feeding may mean scarcity of food, but it more 
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often m eans unwholesom e  food in unlimited quantities. 
Beefsteak and beer may be excellent diet for a boating' 
man, but with a child un der six years of age the result is 
more disastrous than it would be if a Lent boat trained 
upon bread and milk. The childrf!ll here in m any 
fam ilies get anyth ing they l ike to cry for, at any of the 
numerous m eals that are necessary where the father 
and a boy or two all work at different hours. 

When I was at Cambridge we u sed to h ear a great 
deal about the hatred which the so-called ' working m e n '  
o f  large towns are supposed t o  bear against anyone n ot 
belonging to their own sphere of l ife. I do not think 
they deserve the distinctive title, but I im agi ne it to 
apply to men who earn anyth ing less than £ 2 a week. 
I have known a great many of the latter sort, and have 
never discovered this imputed hatred. If a Londoner has 
a characteristic it is 'cuteness, and with the less 
educated this takes the form of caution. In the modern 
dwelling-house (which are very much like College 
buildin g s  so far as the internal plan is concerned) it 
is  etiquette n ot to know one's neighbours. " It doesn 't  
do," they will  tell you, " except just to pass the time 
0' day." Considering their treatment of one another, 
they beh ave as a rule with considerable politeness to 
a visitor, always provided that he does not ask too 
many questions. Class distinction is quite an ol d
fashioned idea, a s  you m ay realise when you h ear the 
West-End District Visitor in a poor parish described 
as " the you ng person who comes to see the lady 
u p-stairs "-o n e  object of the former's visit being 
perhaps to supplement the latter's half-a-crown fro m  
" th e  I-louse " by a kindly donation o f  the same 
amount. Sometimes, however, I have found traces of 
the definition of a " real " lady as one who " would not 
put her  hands to anything,"  Th e men as a rule are 
pretty good j udges of hum bug, and are not conciliated 
e ither by a whine or a sm ack on the back ; they expect 
a man to behave according to his position, and bad 
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gramm ar and rough manners are no more a recom

mendati on than a silk hat (I found to my cost that 
the latter was anything but a, p,assport in the Strand 

on Lord Mayor's D ay).  

In politics the two parties are fairly well balanced, 

the Radicals generally not being nearly as advanced 
as the average speaker for that side in the U nion. 
Socialists are comparatively rare, for it  is mani

festly unfair to count in their number the agitators, 

demonstrators, and all the ' rank and vile ' whose 
one idea is not to work. There are, of course, 
unemployed and 'Unemployed : with some the word 
expresses their tem porary misfortune, with others it  
represents the profession of their choice. It is far from 
pleasant as a rule to have a chat with a man who i s  out 
on strike-he i s  always loyal to his, fellow workmen, 
but he general1y i magines, poor fellow, that the agitator 
was expressing the opinion of the majority. There 

ought, indeed, to be some com pensation for the m isery 
of seeing the home go stick by stick, wnd knowing that 
there is  little chance of ever m aking up the loss when 
work begins again. And, quite apart from strikes, this, 
is what happetlS to many a man who works in the
painting, bootmaking, and scores of other trades which 
have their slack times. And yet these are the men 

for whom we h ear th at Mrs Grundy m eans to legislate. 

" No over- time, my men," she says, " eight hours, a day 

is quite as m uch as is good for you." Will she legis

late, I wonder, for some friends of m ine (foolish ones" 

no doubt) who sit up half the night binding workmen' s 

baskets at threepence per dozen, and m aking the bands, 

for neckties at eighteenpence the gross, and that too, 

when the husband is i n  full  work ? 
One hears a great deal in various quarters, about 

thriftlessness, " they ought to save," the wiseacres 
say. The average man who marries about the age 
of twenty-one, and loves his  wife and his home,. 
has plenty of opportunities for savin g-how else: 
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children's boots or the boy's top-coats to for ? Put by, why he would be little better pig if he did ! I daresay the men are careless and the women wasteful through ignorance, but so are undergraduates as far as I remember. I do wish Mrs Grundy would come across the river sometimes, if she ever comes to Town : she would then perhaps begin to wonder what it was she was driving at, and might possibly be induced to think that after all perhaps people may be suppos�d to know a little about their own business. 

A. T. W ALLIS. 

® b f t u tll'.t1.  

THE REv GEORGE FEARNs REYNER D.D. 

Our readers will hear with deep regret of the death of 
Dr Reyner, who for so many years was a prominent and not
able figure in College life. 

Dr Reyner was the son of Mr WiIliam Reyner of Mossley. 
Lancashire, and was born at Ashton-under-Lyne in the year 
1 8 16.  He was the eldest of three children. He entered Man
chester Grammar School on 6 February 1 8 32, where he was 
educated by Dr Smith. He was admitted to St John's I ° July 
1 8 35,  under Crick, Isaacson, and Miller as tutors, and became a 
Somerset Scholar on 6 November 1 8 3 8 .  He took his degree as 
Fourth Wrangler in the Mathematical Tripos of 1 8 39, when four 
J ohnians headed the list, up to the present time a unique record 
in academic successes. When a College places a triad at the 
top of a Tripos, the threefold cord seems not readily broken. 
The feat has been accomplished six times in this century, twice 
by Trinity and four times by St John'S, namely in 1 8 3 7 ,  1 8 3 9 ,  1 8 55. 
and 1 8 70 '  Of the thirteen J ohnians concerned, till Dr Reyner's 
death, all were still living save Savage, the Senior Wrangler of 
1 8 55, who was drowned while swimming at the Bathing Sheds. 

Dr Reyner was admitted Fellow in April 1 840, and reside� 
contintlously in College til l  1 8 76. 

He examined for the Mathematical Tripos in 1 8 44. From 
1 845 to 1 848 he was Parochial Chaplain of Horningsey in the 
nomination of the College, from 1 849 to 1 8 5 I Junior Dean, and 
from 1 8 52 to 1 857 Sacrist of the College. From 1 8 52 to 1 8 55 
he was Vicar of Madingley near Cambridge, which is in the gift 
of the Bishop of Ely. From 1 847 to 1 8 57 he was Sadlerian 
Lecturer in Mathematics in St John's College. For one year 
( 1 85 3-4) he was Praelecloy Hebraeus. In February 1 8 57 he 
succeeded the late Dr Bateson as Senior Bursar, and held the 
,office till the summer of 1 8 7 6 ,  when he accepted the College 
living of Staplehurst on the death of his former tutor, Mr Crick. 
He married on I 7  October 1 8 7 8  Emma Harriette, daughter of 



OUR HUNDREDTH NUMBER. 

�ERM by term since 1 85 8  the Eag:8 has without � a break been sent forth from the College, 
• a magazine written, by Johnians for Johnians, 

'a rallying point and a watchword among us,' as 
its founders meant it to be. 

Ex�tus acta probat, the hundredth number is the 
test of the promises made in the first : we leave it 
to our faithful readers, now some eight hundred strong, 
to say whether the test is borne. 

With one of the contributors to the first volume 
we hope, and the hope rests on the sure foundation 
of thirty-four years' happy experience, that the Eagle 
may continue to be ' an instrument of good among 
us, that it may be the common ground on which all 
may meet as Fellow-workers, Fellow-J ohnians, and 
that it may draw together many who would otherwise 
perhaps in our large Society be widely separated.' 
The muster-roll of our subscribers now includes dwellers 
in every land, our contributors are of every age and 
all varieties of academic standing and pursuit, m'ht"t 
Ioannzanum a lz"en um. For once we may be forgiven 
if we lay aside our Editorial modesty, and boast with 
reason of our College and our Magazine. The cor
porate spirit, the loyalty to sound tradition, the open
mindedness to new truth, the steady perseverance in 
good work, which are the characteristics of the one, 
are the ultimate causes of the long life and vigorous 
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health of the other. May both alike still grow and 
prosper hand in hand ! 

To mark the centesimal issue the Editors hil.ve 
thought it fitting to offer the subscribers, over and 
above the usual features of the Magazine, a few of 
special interest. Of these a word or two may here 
be said. 

First, as appropriate frontispiece, is given a portrait 
of the Lady Margaret, newly made by Mr A. G. 
Dew-Smith by reduction from an old engraved copper 
plate found in the College Library. The existence 
of the plate seems to have been forgotten, but it is 
in perfect preservation, and the impressions made from 
it on large folio paper are beautifully clear and delicate. 
Some of these will be sold to our subscribers separately 
at the College Buttery. They bear the following 
inscription : 

Margaret Countess 0/ Rzchnzond, Foundress of St 
John's College, Cambrzdge. 

To the Rev James Wood D.D. Master, A nd to the 
Fellows and Scholars of St John's College, Cambrzdge
Thzs Portraze 0/ the Foundress Engraved a t  thez"-r Expence
Is znscrz'bed by the A uthor, as a TesHmony of sz'ncere 
aifectt"on and 'respect /01' tlze Soczdy zn whzch he t'�cez'ved 
Hzs Acadenzzcal Educatzon. 

R. B. Harraden delt. W. T. Fry, Sculp.'l{. 
Published 1!Y Longman, Hurst, and Co., Paternoster Row, and 

Hurst, Robinson, and Co., Cheapszde, Londol/-Augusl 2, 1 8  I 9. 

• Richard Bankes Harraden (1778-1862) was a Cambridge artist and 
engraver, who made the drawings for the Cantabrigia Depicta (181 I) of his 
father, Richard Harraden (or Hawarden, the family coming originally from 
Flintshire). In 1830 he published an oblong volume called Illustratio,.s of 
the Um'versity of Cambridge, containing 58 views, some of which had 
appeared in the former work. He was a member of the Society of Briti,h 
Artists (1824-1849), and died at Cambridge, 17 November 1862, aged 84. 
[See Willis and Clark's Archittctural History of the Unive"sity of Cambridge, 
(1886), I. cxv. -cxviii. ; and Dictionary of National Biography, .tub nomine]. 

,\Villiam Thomas Fry (1789-1843) engrayer, executed some of the 
plates for Jones' National Galley:}', and many others. He was an occasional 
exhibitor at the Suffolk Street Exhibition. 

.-� 

.. 

--
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Two of our contributors have kindly thought fit to 

honour this epoch in our history. A well known classic 

sends us a Greek epigram, and Mr R. H. Forster an 

English ode. 
Our last issue, it will be remembered, contained 

Mr Forster's spirited Carmen A qua#cum. This time 

we give it again with the music to which it has been 

set by Mr R. A. S. Macalister. We trust it may prove 

to be the first of a series of College songs, stirring 

the J ohnian nerve, and rousing the J ohnian fervour, 

at many a bump-supper and boating concert. 

A list of those who, as Editors, have swayed the 

destinies of the Eagle from the beginning until now, 

has been compiled from the existing records, and is 

printed in this number. It will be noted that there 

are still some whose portraits are lacking in the 

Editorial Album. Will our readers help to fill the 

gaps? 
Lastly, our Press Editor, Mr G. C. M .  Smith, 

who will speak for himself in another part of the 

issue, has with great pains prepared a provisional 

list of the successive occupants of the College rooms 

in the Second and Third Courts. It cannot fail to 

interest the tenant of to-day to know whose memories 

haunt his chambers ; and many of the present generation 

will no doubt learn with pleasant surprise that they 

are the successors in tenure of Johnian worthies whose 

names are glories of the College. 
D. M. 
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MIGRATIO MUSARUM 

GREAT Bird, our Patron's cognizance and crest, 
Art thou the same that from Olympus' brow 

Sped as executant of J ove's behest ? 
Methinks the Muses rather claim thee now. 

So may the gracious favour of the Nine, 
And spreading fame and bountiful applause, 

And "unexamp1ed circulation " shine 
On this thy hundredth effort in their cause. 

L-:mg may'st thou soar with evergrowing might 
High o'er the cackling fowls that envy thee thy flight. 

.. .. '" ill ill 

By the Pierian fount the Muses sat, 
And yawned for very weariness of heart, 

For times were dull, and business was flat, 
And each disgusted with her favourite part. 

Wherefore a special meeting did they call, 
And sat in solemn council on the grass, 

Discussing how things better might befall, 
And by what means their weariness might pass: 

And, to keep order mid the sisters fair, 
Cleio with one consent was voted to the chair. 

Then quoth the Presidential Muse, " 'Tis clear 
To my celestial mind what doth us ail : 

Each sister pineth for a new idea, 
And lacking it each sister groweth stale: 

.. 

,. 

MzgraHo Musarum. 

Us ancient methods, ancient duties tire, 

And modern literature is apt to pall ; 

The modern journalist we can't inspire ; 

We're not sufficiently sensational . 
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This subject then is open to debate: 

' What means must we pursue to be more up to date I' " 

Whereon a hot discussion was begun, 

And spake each Muse her sapient design ; 

And each one talked, but each to hear found none, 

For nine the schemes and the proposers nine. 

Wherefore the sisters wrangled till they cried, 

Though tears were but as oil upon the flames, 

And the discussion grew undignified, 

For each employed a host of spiteful names. 

At last Thaleia with ecstatic mien 

Exclaimed, " The very thing! Let's start a Magazine! " 

Then rang the air with acclamation great ; 

Tears vanished ; smiles became no longer strange; 

For ugly words did kisses compensate 

From each to each in mazy interchange. 

And then they chattered of a hundred things, 

The name, the cover's colour and design, 

The shape and size. But hark! a sound of wings 

Startled the lately reunited Nine : 

And slowly sweeping down on pinions long 

A noble Eagle came, and lighted 'mid the throng. 

Him did the Muses welcome with delight 

As happiest and best of auguries, 

Praising his mighty wings and plumage bright, 

His talons sharp, his beak, and piercing eyes. 

Then said they, " Be this noble bird our guide 

And wheresoe'er he leads us, will we stay, 

And launch our venture on a flowing tide 

That shall not ebb for ever and a day. 

And, that it flourish with increasing fame, 

This Bird shall be its crest, the Eagle be its name. " 
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So spake they, and the Bird again took wing, Whose guidance joyfully they followed far. (For Muses when they take to travelling Are not less skilful than Mahatmas are.) So sped they swifter than a man can tell, Until beside the turrets of St John's They lighted, and their gracious influence fell On Master, undergraduates, and dons : Then from their hands in  literary form The J ohnian Eagle soared, and took the place by storm. 

'" '" '" '" 

Nor lack we yet the Muse-inspired page:. 'Tis even said Calliope the fair 

'" 

On Homer writeth disquisitions sage 
'Neath the disguisement of a nom de guerre. And Cleio, erudite historian, 
Our Benefactors sometime did record, And still her editorial art we scan 
In sheaves of letters from the Bursar's hoard. Thaleia too, who owns a subtle wit, 

Has now and then been known to perpetrate a skit. 

R. H. F. 

.. 

�� 
NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from p. 352). 

�URNING back from Jacobean times, we will _ give in the present number some extracts from 
, the papers of Dr Nicholas Metcalfe, third 

Master of the College. 
Metcalfe came of an old Yorkshire family, which 

appears to have risen into importance about the reign 
of Henry V, being then seated at Bere (or Bear) Park, 
in Wensleydale, about four miles from Askrigg, and 
close to the line of rail to Aysgarth. One of them, Miles 
Metcalfe, was appointed by Edward IV Recorder of 
York, and with h is brother Thomas was exempted from 
the pardon granted by Henry VII to the partisans of 
King Richard, after the battle of Bosworth Field. Sir 
Christopher Metcalfe was High Sheriff of Yorkshire 
1 555-6, and it is recorded that he met the Judges of 
Assize at York, attended by 300 horsemen, " all of his 
own name and lineage, clad in uniform habits, and 
mounted on white horses " (Hzstory of the Parzslz 0/ 
Askrzgg, by Rev C .  Whaley, p.  35)· 

Nicholas Metcalfe was the son of Richard Metcalfe, 
of Bere Park ( Cooper's Athenae). He was appointed 
Master of St John's in 1 5  I 8. His two predecessors 
had held their office for brief periods, but he held the 
Mastership for nearly twenty years. He was chaplain 
to Bishop Fisher and Archdeacon of Rochester, and 
was no doubt chosen more for his administrative ability 
than for his learning. 

Metcalfe is the' Good Master of a College ' in Fuller's 
Holy State. That quaint author in considering the 

� 
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qualificatiens which ge te ferm a geed Master remarks � 

" Semetimes erdinary Schelars make extraerdinary 
geed Masters. Every ene whe can play well en 
Apollo's harp cannet skilfully drive his chariet, there 
being a peculiar mystery ef Gevernment. Yet, as a 
little allay makes geld te werk the better, se (perchance) 
seme dulness in a man makes him fitter te manage 
secular affairs ; and these whe have climbed up 
Parnassus but half way better beheld werldly business 
(as lying lew and nearer te their sight) tha:n such as 
have climbed up te the tep ef the Meunt." 

And ef Metcalfe he says: " But grant that Metcalfe 
w ith Themistecles ceuld net fiddle, yet he ceuld make 
a little city a great ene : theugh dull in himself, he 
ceuld whet ethers by his enceuragement. He feund 
the Celledge spending scarce twO' hundred marks by 
the year, he left it spending a theusand marks and 
mere." " He ceunted the Celledge his ewn 
heuse, and therefere cared net what cest he be stewed 
en it : net like these Masters, whe, making their Cel
ledges as steps te higher advancement, will trample en 
them te raise up themselves, and using their wings te 
fly up te their ewn heneur, cannot afferd te spread them 
te breed their ewn Celledge." 

And Reger Ascham in The Scholemastcr says: 
" Trewly D. Medcalfe was parciall te seme but· indiff
erent te all : a master fer the whele, a father te every 
ene in that Celledge. There were nene se peere, if he 
had either wil  te geedness, er wit  te learning, that 
ceuld lacke being there, er sheuld depart frem thence fer 
any need. I am witnes myselfe that meny many times 
was breught inte yeng mens studies by strangers whem 
they knew net. In which deing, this werthy Nz'colaus 
felewed the steppes ef geed eld S. Nt'colaus, that learned 
Bishep. He was a Papist indeede, but weuld te God 
among all us Protestants I might once see but ene that 
would winne like praise in deing like goed fer the 
advancement ef learning and vertue. And yet, thuugh 
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he were a Papist, if any yeng man, geven te new 

learning (as they termed it), went beyend his fellewes 

in witte, laber and tewardnes, even the same neyther 

lacked epen praise te encerage him, ner private exhi

bitien te mainteyne hym , as werthy Syr I. Cheke, if he 

were alive, weuld beare good witnes, and se can many 

me. I my selfe, one ef the meanest of a great number 

i n  that Celledge, because there appeared in me som 

small shew of towardnes and diligence, lacked net his 

faver te ferder me in learning." 
Metcalfe was constituted Archdeacon of Rochester 

in er befere 1515. The documents relating to him in  

Cellege are a censiderable number ef  letters en business 

matters, and three volumes ef his private acceunts for 

the years 1523-4-5, when he seems te have been 

travelling a great deal en College business. The 

acceunts are well written, but the spelling is singu

larly bad even fer these times. They seem te have 

been kept by at least twe persons, Gabriell Metcalf 

and Leenard Metcalf, whe have scribbled their names 

here and there. L eonardus Me/calf generosus Z?Z Eborac 

is written by ene ef them. A very brief extract from 

these decuments wiil shew their nature : 

My master tuke his jurney fro Cambryg to London 
the xxv day of J anvery ellory terym. 
My maister came home to Cambryg the vvij day of 
ffebruuary ellory teyrm for the space of xviij days And 
in ryding to Lydington & to Bukden to my Lord of 
Lincoln Chanseler for the preparacon of N orthstooke. 

Monday the xxv day of Jenyvery 

Ilm. paid for a pare of garthes for John'S gelding iiijd. 

I/m my Mr dynr at Barkway xjd. 

Ilm hors boyt at the said Barkway iijd. 

Itm my masters soper at Ware xiiijd. 

Itm fyer in my 1Vrr chamr, ijd. 

I/m hors met a nyght at the sayd Ware xiiijd. 

On the blank leaf of ene of these volumes is written 
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the following fearsome remedy for jaundice; the leaf is 
unfortunately torn, so that the complete prescription is 
lost; sufficient, however, remains to make us feel that 
jaundice was probably the lesser evil of the two : 

A medeson ffor the blake Jannes. 

Take xx or xxx grett worme and lay theym in c1eyn saIt a nyght 
or  to yay be dede and then take & stowe the guttes fforth of 
theym and then whase them c1eyn and then take a handfuIl of 
sellandyn & the worms & stamp them togeddr w! a quart of ale 
and stirre them togeder And then let them seth . • • •  

One of the volumes also contains a few Latin sermons 
probably by Dr Metcalfe. 

These volumes were consulted by the late Professor 
Thorold Rogers for his History of PrtCes. 

But the letters to Dr Metcalfe are more directly 
interesting. The two that follow from his mother 
(1 522) and an aunt are of a private character, and can 
only have been preserved by accident. 

Addressed: To my Right Wirchypfull & honuable Son the 
Archdekyn of Rochester be this delyured. 

Ryght enterely & most h onrable & reurent welbyloved son In 
the tenderest manr that I can or may I herteley recomend me 
vnto yow yeldyng yow alway & at all tymes my daly blessing. 
Beyng glad all way to here of yowre gude . .  " which is to me 
great cumforth & pleas or. And the most especiall cause of my 
wryttyng vnto you at this tyme . . . .  ffor so myche as I am aged 
& right febyll & crased wt seknes & diseases & may not well 
stirr. I therefore hertely desyer you & pray yow that it would 
please yow for to take ye Jabor & payne vppon you to Cll into 
the countre now at this somer season that I myght speke w! yow. 
And to bryng w! yow Luke Metcalf for to sett and se sum good 
order for all such lands & tents as appertenyth vnto yor Inheri
taunce. And Jykewyse for thorder of suche fermeholdes as  
appertene or belong vnto the said Luke aftr my decesse that 'i t  
would please yow that they myght be putt to sum gud order & 
rule at yowre cuming by yowr gret wysdome '& gud advice as  
it wold Iyk yow best for to doo vnto yowr honr  and his  profett 
& weele in tyme cumyng. For I am so crasyd & aged that I 
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'have no suerty of eny longe lyfe in this world. Wherefore I 
hertely require yow to cum this somer at my oonly desyr for 
this entent. For if it be so that god viset me or call me vnto 
his mrcy ye beyng furth of the countre there wilbe diurs that 
wiIbe abowtwards [or to make combr & besynes for such ferme
holds as I now have in occupacion whiche wold be to theyme 
that shuld oppteyne & occupy theym aftr me great hurt & 
damage And I beseche yow to send me yowr awnswer in  
wryttynge of yowre comming. In the goodly hast that ye may 
that I myght the better purvey for yowre coiiiyng Accordyng to 
yowr honor & degree vnto my power. Which shalbe redy to do 
\V t the grce of Alm)'ghty Jh-;J Who eur more have )'ow in his 
blessed gournaunce vnto his pleasor & to )'ow honor & profitt 
Scribled at Askrigg in hast the second day of August the xiij 
yere of the Reyne of or sourane lord Kyng Henr. the viijth. 

By your moder 
AGNES METCALF. 

Addmsed: To the Right Worshipfull Maister Doctor Metkalff 
at Cambrigge this be delyured in haist. 

Right Worshipfull sir in my most lovyng manyer I recomande me 
vnto you letting you wete that yor V nele ror Suster with odre yor 
goode ffrendes ar in gode helth blessed be god, albeit my Suster 
yor modre hath bene accrasid but I trust to god she shall recour. 
Sir I have one broder in Clement HostelI whiche is one yong 
Skoler whose name is  Richard Bosswell to whome I hertely 
desyre you to be gode Maister and frrend. And that it well like you 
call hym vnto you and to vnderstand and knowe his  demeanor. 
And to giff to hym yor gode counsaill and help for my sake. 
Sir I hertely thank you for the ffyne ker cheff whiche that ye 
l ately send me and for odre yor giftes Which I kannott recom
pens you fore bot onely by my praier Which ye shall have daly 
with godes grace Who have you in his kepyng and send you 
gode fortun with helth. Wrytten the flirst day of Septembre 

yor lovyng awnte ELISABETH 
METKALFF of Berepark. 

Richard Sharpe, the writer of the six letters which 
follow, was elected first President of the College in 
15 14· He was Chaplain to Bishop Fisher, and his 
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letters are interesting from the references they contain 
to that Prelate. 

Addressed: To the ryght Worshypfull Mr. doctor Metcalfe 
archdiacon of Rochestr. 

My duety remembyrd. So it is my lorde desyrs yor maistyrshype 
to bye him saten for a rydyng chymmet and cause ittto be 
made after yis chymet sende to you by yi. berar ye shall receyve 
iiij yards & di of tawny sercenet for the said chymet ye shall 
receyve my lords hatt agayn wich is to narow in the hedd be ij 
ynch & more our wartt diameter ways therfor my Iorde wold 
yt ye shuld cause an other hatt to be made for hym ij ynches & 
more our wartt diameter larger then yis hatt is. Desire the 
woman to take yis hatt agayn tholf it be with losse. My Iorde 
is content if she wylnott take it then see wheder it wyll serue 
for the other hatt or nott. yis hatt must be made withow't 
frynge. My lorde wold yt yor maistyrshype shulde send worde, 
if it can be, whe the kynge, the qwene, the cardinall.shall take 
theyr jurney of a suerty & watt way they shall ryde wherd r by 
Rochestr or nott. My Iorde wylbe at Grenwich the latter end 
of yis weke and speake with the kynge and the Cardinall he wyll 
lye at the Vycarege of Grenwich Inquere whedr other 
byschoppys were haddes or not and send my lord word of thes 
thynges as shortly as ye can. I trow my lorde wylbe at 
Grenwich oon thursday thus or Iorde preserve you scryblyd in 
hast yis morning by the hands of yor owne 

RICHARD SHARPE. 

Addnsscd.' To the ryght worshipfull Maistr Doctor Melcalfe 
Archdiacon of Rochestr. 

After all due and humble recomeudacions hade to your maister
shipe with like thanks for your charitable luffe & fauor alway 
towards me, like it yor maistershipp to vndrestande that my 
lorde ys in gude helth lovyde be our lord and desireth your 
maistershipe that by your gude means he may have wrytyn iiij 
sermons of seynt John Chrisostome contra zudeos with certain 
homelis de z'ncompnhmsibz'lilale dez' & other moo as they folow in 
the same boke. The boke lyeth in the new lybrary (of the 
Universite) (that byshop Rotheram made) and was delyuered 
at the last beyng of my lorde ther. For he hade borowd yt of 
the Uniursite before. I have sende to my gude & speciaU 

;,. 
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maistr the maistr of Christes College the statutes for the new 

felows, your maistrshipe & he may rede them our at yor lesur & 

see how yow like the. I have wrytyn to hym also for to helpe 

that the foresaid workes of seynt John Chrisostome may be 

wrytyn and sende to my lorde for it was my lord his mynd that 

I shuld wryt to yow both for the same thynge as knows our 

Iorde who preserve your maistershipe at Rochestr the xx day of 
october by yor bedma 

RrCHARDE SHARPE. 

Addressed,' To the ryght Worshypfull Maystr Doctor Metcalfe 
Maistr of Saincte ] ohns College in Cabrydge. 

My dutie most lowly done. Pleasyth yt your maistrshipe to 
know that I wrott a leW vnto yow by a chylde sende fro the 
p'or of Leddys and by cause I was both short and neglygent in 
wrytynge the sayde lear therefore I have now wrytyn to yor 
maistrshipe more plenty & more at large. As towchyng ye saide 
chylde my lorde desyres yor maistrshype to be gude maistr to 
hym & to take hym into yor College. The p'or of leddes spake 
to yor maistrshipe at yor last being wyth hym. My lord ys in 
gude helth thankyde be owr lorde he usys ... or bathys I 
pray gode yei do hym gude he says yt they do hym moch gude. 
I am right hevy for the misfortvns that hath happenyd with yow 
now of latt and specyal\y by cause yt hath fortvnyde in Chrystes 
College. I fere yt shalbe a hyndrance and loss of the charitable 
purpose intendyde there to be done. Other newys we have 
albeyt I am suer yor maistrshype knows them, therfor to wryt 
them yt wher butt a spendyng of ynke & papyr as knows our 
lorde who preserve your maistyrshype at Rawchestr the iij day 
of march 

yor owne 
RICHARD SHARPE. 

Addressed: To the right worshipfull Mr Doctor Metcalf arch-
diacon of Roche5ter. 

My dewty of recomendacions presuposyd like yor maistershipe 
to know I haue receyvyd the matters yt ye sende to Grvyshende 
and I sende yow a copye of oon of the indenturs the last weke 
of John Botells wrytyng & bycause it is not delyured to Jor 
mastershipe I haue sende now on of the said indenturs sealyd 
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with Mr Ashton's seall & subscribed with his own hande. My 
lord desyreth yor maistersh ipe to sende his bokes fro John 
Gogh and sende his sermon as shortly as can be that 1\1r secre
tary hath. My lorde is very sory that the last part of his 
sermon is lost it will cost hym SU labor for I thynke he haue 
not the copye also my lords desyreth YOIV to send a1l1Iota/t"(mes 
Ews17li left with Arnold to mende the byndyng of them My 
lord takith great labors agayns Luther I thynke verely that ys 
worke shall passe all other mens Our lorde sende hym stryngth 
& helth and I dOlVt not but he shall doo that thynge that shall 
be both profitable to the faith of Criste & also for his honor & 
fame as knows almyghty gode who preserve yor maistershipe. 

yor bed man 
RICHARD SHARPE. 

Addnsstd: To the right worshipfulI Mr Doctor 1\1etcafe Arch-
diacon of Rochester. 

Humble recoiiiendacions p'mysed. I have shewd to my lord 
the effect of yor letter the wich I receyvyd the last day of June. 
And wher as yor maistershipe de5ireth my lordes letters for the 
forderance of yor causes his lordshipe saithe he may not loose 
so moche tyme fro his other besines. And as towchyng yor 
statutes my lord will cause John BottelI to wrytt them. Mor 
ouer the ij articles de potestate pape & de indulgencijs may not be 
sparyd for my lord hath the butt oons wrytyn in ?7Izidii and also 
his lordship intendith to put them shortly to the pryntyng. 
Ther is no man yt will say my lord hath wrytyn jrzgz'de & jez"tml 
of thes ij articles that doth redd them & vndyrstand them & so 
my lord saith hymself whos jugment I belive wilbe takyn byfore 
theyres that say the contrary and not only my lord saith this but 
also diuers other well lernyd yt hath redd thes ij articles. I 
haue send to yor maistershipe the p'face of my lordes bok. I 
haue paid to Dame Peny's father vjS viijd for hyr pesion. At 
the desire of Mr More my lord comawndyd me to pay to Mr 
Coltes doghtor & her husband on Sonday last v markes for 
certain money & stuff of hers that was left at Hyghiii . And 
thus our Lord God haue yor maistershipe in his graciose kepyng 
& likwise spede yow in yor besines, at Rochestr the first day of 
Juli 

yor bedma 
RICHARD SHARPE 

.J 
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Addressed: To the right wurshipfull Master Doctor Metcalfe. 
Archdecon of Rochester. 

My duty of comendacions premised Lyketh yor masters hip to 
take the Labor to delyur these to Bakes that is to saye Topica 
Claudii and Dz"clleciz"ca et retllOrica Phi. Melanchton to ] ohn 
Rayns againe for my Lord hadde them of him before, and also 
desiring him to bynde this Booke called Directoriu ameu con
fe1llplai£uorum in a parcheament skyn, for my lord. This Booke 
ye shall reseve of the Bearer hereof. My Lord hathe sertaine 
Bookes at binding at Arnoldis the whiche his Lordship woulde 
gladly haue if the be fynyshed Wherefor if yor mrship maye 
haue any convenient messenger ye shall doo hyme great pleasor 
to send hyme these books. My Lord lyked the stourgen that 
ye sent him verey well and likewise fedde well of it. And he 
commanded it to be kept a weke or more. His Lordship wulbe 
at London shortly. But I know not the time. I haue many 
other thinges that I wuld haue written vnto (your ?) mrship of 
butt I ame not able to hold the pen between my fyngers. as 
knowithe or Lorde who preserve yor mrship. At Rochester the 
xjth day of J ulij 

yor own to his lityll power 
RICHARD SHARPE 

John Smith, the writer of the following letter, was 
elected a Fellow of the College 29 July 1 516. He 
became Rector of Thorington in Essex in February 
1 5 2 1  (Mayor-Baker, p. 2 8 1 , 12 i.) So that we have an 
approximate date for his letters. A considerable 
number of letters from him have been preserved, 
relating for the greater part to College estates and 
business. It will be observed that these are written· 
from the College to Dr Metcalfe in London. 

We read in Stow's Survey of London: " Paul's 
Wharf, or St Benet's Paul's Wharf, a noted Stairs for 
Water men, and on each side of the Stairs is a very 
handsome house, one made use of by a Brewer, and 
the other for a timber yard." 

Addrmed: To my singler and especyall goode Master l\1r 
Doctor lVIetcalf thys letter b� delyurde. 

After dew & humbly recomendacions I hertely recomende me 
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to yowr Mastershipp. Sir thus it fortvnyde that my brother 
was very syke now at this tyme, and so he requyerede me to g o  
t o  his  benyfyce for h i s  discharge, therefor I colde not g o  to 
Wygtofte my self but I desierede Mr Longforth to take the 
payns to go thyther, & so he hath don rygth well in that behalf; 
but I have no sewer knolege as yeth how the(y) have agrede fol!' 
he is n.ot cume home hym self, but as shortly as he cumyth I 
shall send yowr Mastrship sewer knowledge what he hath don, 
Mr Stewarde & I be at a conclusion for owr besynesse, the wich 
I dyde obtayne I ensewer yow wt greate dyffyculte. Here I 
sende yow owr grement & he hath promysyde hymself to be at 
London wt yow & that shortly & ther the arbyters shall have 
comvnication to gyther of the matt<. Sir my Lorde of Elys 
seruant hadde receyvyde his endenture before I hadde eny 
contrary worde from yow. I have delyurede Mr Sponer xxt 
nobylles to take yow to bye a payer of o rgens wtall as I shewyde 
yow whan yow were last at home, that I hade procuryde for 
soch an vse, and I pry yow late yt be well bestowyde. Syr ther 
ys ij scholers syke in owr hawse, & yt is thowght of a trewth of 
the pestylence, in so moch that many of owr scholers be 
departyde. Wherfor I pry to latt vs have know lege of yowr 
pleassur how we shalbe orderde in this greate dawnger. Thys 
wyke is the Mason appowntyde to begyne to worke of Mr 
Ashton's chapel!. Thus fare ye well in owr Savior Christ. 
Wrytten in yowr owyne College in Cambryge. The fyfth daye 
of May 

By yow"' owyne scoler and bedma 
JOHN SMITH Pryst. 

Addressed: To hys especyall good Master Mastr Doctor Metcalfe 
at Mastr Hudson's besyde Pollys Swarth be thes lettrs 
delyuryd at London. 

Ryght worschyppfull and allweis my syngular good Mastr I 
humbly recomende me vnto yow: harteley desyeryng yow to 
sende me worde as shortly as ye may covenyently what ys yow[ 
plesure that I shulde doo as c0cernyng owr farme in Foxton 
And also wt Elyngton of  Steple Morden accordyng as I wrytyd 
in my last leWs to yowr Mastrschyppe. I made them promyse 
yt thei shulde haue answer shortly Mastr Blande desyeryth yow 
harteley to remember hys mater. 1 knowe well yt shalbe to the 
profyt of owr College yf yt please yow so to doo. Mastr Long-

'"' 
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ferth also monyth me to wryte to yow to remember hY· All 
DWr copany as now be come home. The Mastr of Myhell 
House haue obteyned the office of the Vice chancellershyppe 
agaynst the Mastr of Crystes College. Syr we haue great 
necessyte of awter clothys: yf so be ther be any suche at the 
nouryse thei wolde do vs good servyce ellys we must prouyde 
other weis. And owr cupany myght haue the play that my lorde 
made thei wolde prouyde to play yt. H ogekyn can not be 
content in no wyse to gyff our hys otfyce vnto ye tyme he spek 
wt yow. Thus fare ye well in owr sauior Cryst whom I beseche 
yow dayly preserve. Wryttyn in yewr owne College at Cabryge 
the ix day of Decemb. 

By yowr owne Scalar and 
Bedma JOHN SMYTH Pryst 

Addressed: To his honrable and especiall goode master Mr 
doctour Metcalf the maistr of Seynt Johns Colliedge be this 
dd. att London. 

Right honrable Syr In my humble manr I hartelie recomende 
me on to yow Sir I trust to god for to do such thinges after 
yowr mynd as ye have moved me for to do except ye election of 
ye denys. Mr Burgon and Mr Ashton be nott att home nor 
yei have Institute no in ther rome yr for methink ytt best yt 
schuIde tarie yowr comyng home for if yt I shulde take oyr in 
yr romys peraventure eury man woIde nott be cotent & yt I wolde 
be sorie shuld happen We be as yet quiete thanked be god. 
as cocernyng ye besynes of ye election I trust itt shall 
have a goode ende. yowr writyng to me as cocernyng yt I fere 
me will not be ,thowt anew as cocernyng some of owr copanye 
yr for I praie yow write schortlie to me agayn And name Clare 
Hall & Kynges Colledge in your writyng I have taken posses

'


si on in the howsys of N ewma before recorde butt yr d well no 
hodie in them And as yett I kan get no fermars for the ye new 
haws att Castell ende is almost fynysht and ensure yow itt hath 
cost vs moch monye. The olde wiff yt had ower haws afore owr 
gate ys dade And I have lett ye hows to Robert Coke for xij·. 
We be mervelouslie daugered for wade We lean gett allmost no 
for no monye. Methynk ytt war ye best yt ye courte att Stewcleye 
shulde tarie tyll yt ye come home for I know not wher ye Courte 
rolles are nor many oyr thynges yt belong yr to. I have Iatton 
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owr new hovs agayst alay Welles for xvjs what ys yowr mynd 
and pleasure as cocernyng all theis mattrs I praie yow shortlie 
lett me know Written In Cambridge in yowr owne Colledge 
the fest of Seynt Michael y. archangell 

By yowr own Scaler & beedman 
JOHN SMYTH Presto 

Addressed: To hys honrablc and especyall good Mastr Mastr 
Doctor Metcalfe at Mastr H udsons be syde Polles Swarth be 
thes lews delyrud at London 

Ryght honable Syr I humbly recomende me vnto yow certefying 
yowr Mastrschype that accordyng to yowr mynde I hane wryttyn 
to my lord Curson also I perceyve yt ys yowr pie sure that I 
shulde owe fauor to Richard Brandysby to be disciple wt vs for 
Doctor Rypplynga and so accordyng to yowr mynde I haue done 
not wt standyng yf ye hadde bene a.t h ome yowrselfe I wolde 
haue desyerecl yow as I dyd before to haue ben good mastr to 
my Scoler Barto neur the less as now I am ryght well content to 
doo accordyng to yowr desyer. I wolde ryght gladly to haue 
yowr mastrschyppe cam home all thow ye tarry the lesser whyle 
wt vs for ther ys dyurs mattn cocernyng owr College that I can 
make no ende vpon vntyle the tyme I spake wt yow. Therfor 
for the love of god ca home yf ye may. The audytot that ye & 
I hadde comunycacon of hee wolde know what tyme we shall 
haue owr audyte I hadde hy sende to me ij or iij days afore 
Crystemas and he shulde haue answer vpon yt. yowr pie sure 
yr in I pray yow let me knowe and also what ys your mynde as 
concernyng owr farme in Foxton and also Allyngtons matt' as I 
dyd \Vrytte to yow before. Syr I pray yow hartily procure the 
lycence of my lorde of London offycers as I wryttyd to yow for 

Syr John Graye parson of Thoryngto ad commumcandit et ad 

r;ortclttdtndu and send yt to me when ye haue obteyned yt. I 

wolde know gladly what dyreclOn ye haue takyn as cocernyng 

Mastr Ashe and what ys yowr full mynde as cocernyng John 

Orrel! for I insure yow Hogekin ys very lothe to departe, the 

copany wold gladly haue my lordes play I pray yow remember 

Mastr Blande
" 

and Mastr Longfurth Thus fare ye well in owl' 

sauior Cryst fro yowr owne College in Cambrige the xiiij day of 

llccember 
By yowr daly Bedma 
JOHN SMYTH Pryst. 
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Addressed t To his especyall goode Mr master Doctor l\'[etcalf 
att Master Hodsuns bysyede Polles Swarth be theis delyurede 
at London. 

Rygth Worshipful! and my syngler goode Master I hvmbly 
recomende me onto yow and as now specyally desyeryng for the 
contynewance of your goode mynde towarde me, I am enformyde 
that the person of Thorington is dede, I shall cause yow haue 
sewer knowlege wt in . .  ;. ij days, and then therafter I 
bechech yow to do as ye think convenient for the obtaynyng of 
the presentacion & also of the indu( ction) Her I have sende 
yow a proxey dyvysyde & made by an notary as concernyng all 
manr of charges I shall recompence yowr mastershipp as my 
dewty is. I wolde have cume myself but yt was yowr mastrshipp 
mynde that I shulde do yt on this manr of wyse: and as nmy 
also I have dyurs matt< at home, in yow therfor ys all my trust, 
therfor I beseche yow bryng this mattr to passe as shortly as ye 
may. The parsons name was Sir John Gray, the wlch ye must 
remembre by cause of the presentacion, I pry yow sende me 
Mr Brokysbys gold ryng as shortly as ye may. Thus fare ye 
well in owr Saluior Christ, from your.owyn College in Cambrige 
the xij day of February 

By yowr owyn Scoler 
and bedman JOHN SMYTH prst. 

In a1totlzer hand, probably Dr Metcalfe's: 
Sir John Gray, the prsentacion must be made in the names of 
my lord & Mr Hew Asheton. 

The next letter is written by the ' official,' or sub
stitute, of Metcalfe as Archdeacon. Reference is mac1,e 
in it to the nuns at Higham ; the monastery there had 
been suppressed and its belongings given to the College. 
I hope in an early number of the Eagle to give some 
interesting extracts from documents belonging to this 
monastery. 

..t1.cldmsed: To the ryght worshipfull Mr Doctor Metcalf 
tharchdiaco of Rochestr this lettre be dd. 

Ryght worshipfull syr dew recomendacon p'missed. I am sory 
that I spak not wt yor mrship at yor departyng. I was then 
sayng masse at the parish churche. I send to you by this berer 
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now my lordes lettre which is to Mr Secretary I had it red & 
therefore y. shall know semewhat of the tenor therof. Fyrst 
there is thankes for his last lettres, then he signi fyes to him the 
popes grete thankes for the sermon whiche thanks my lord reken
neth Mr Secretary most wordy of all by cause he haith taken such 
paynes in tornyng it in to latyn, thirdly he signifyeth to hym 
that one of the nonnes of Heigham wold be at Sainct Elyns 
desyryng his helpes therin. More our syr ye shall receyve of 
this berer my lordes sermon in ynglyshe which he p ryethe you 
to'put to Wynkyn to prynt and he pryethe you to speke to Jhon 
Gowghe to see it  diligently done & trewly printed. He signi
fyethe to Mr Secretary that he puttes this to Wynkyn & desyreth 
of hym one in latyn. I pry yow syr let one of yor seruandes 
delyuer to Maistr Denton my lettre ther is one of Mr Burbanke's 
wt in it. Christopher shall bryng to me your. gown that it 
pleased you to geve me, if it  so lyke you. No more but I 
beseche yoU remembre Thomas Bocher Close if my labor be 
mayd for it & or Lord God kepe yor mrshipe ffrom Sellyng this 
Fryday 

By yor Official!. 

The next letter is from John Wilson, Prior of Mount
grace de Ingleby, a Carthusian House in Yorkshire, 
founded in 1396 by Thomas de Holland, Duke of Surrey 
and Earl of Kent. Wilson was Prior at the Dissolution 
of the Monasteries. Some notes on the Priory will be 
found in Dugdale's Monastz'con (Ed. 1 846) VI. p.  22. 

Addressed: To Mr Doctor Metcalfe Chanceler to my lord bishop 
of Rochestre this be dd.  

Worshipful! and wel biloved in or sauveyor Criste .Jhu I hartely 
recoruend me to yow and in the same desiring your prosperous 
helth. Letting yow to vnderstand that I receyuyd yor Ire dated 
the xij day of Novembre wherein ye desired me to be fauorable 
to Mr Rauff Maleney. Ye shalbe mre of me att all times if it 
l ie in my power to doo you plesor. Albeit I will not flatter 
you for I had promysed to receyve hym at the instance of my 
brother Dan John Batmason before I receyuyd yor Ire & so I 
cannot say that I doo you any pleas or herein. I haue a speciall 
iood mynde to hym & if he will applie him perfectly to meknes 
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I fere not bvt he  shall doo well wt thelp of or Lord ; as to my 

brother James Wilson longar then he applieth hym to vertue 

will I desire none for hym. Good Mr Doctor yor goodness 

haith made me bold wt yow wherfor I desire yowr maistrship to 

pardon me. I desire you to be good Mr to a scoler called 

ffrancis Malett who is singlerly well lerned of h i s  tyme in scoole 

matter bot much better in the scale of or saueyor for he i s  

grownded i n  vertue & a s  I suppose haith grete feling i n  gostely 

operacon and of a similitude grciouslye called therto of or  

mrycfull lord J hus. He was apt to many woordlie plesor for 

when he was bot x yere of age he cuth haue song discant plaid 

of thorgans recorderes of lute \Vt other instruments in so much 

Lord Latymar had such plesor in hym that he lay wt hym nyghtly. 

And yet it pleased or swete saueyor ] hs to kyndell his hart so 

fervently wt the fyre of his loue that he despised all  vane 

pleasors & then worldlie man sett nothing by him & 500 through 

my counsell came to thuniversite & haith had vere little succor 

sence therefor I write more largely be cause I trust it shalbe 

comforth to you for to help hym as knoweth our lord who euer 

preserve yow to his pleas or At l\Iontgrace the xxvth of 

Nouebre 
Your faithful! bedman 

J ORN ther prior. 

The " King's letters " referred to in the following 
letter are, I think, those for the suppression of the 
Nunnery at Higham. The Emperor is Charles the 
Fifth, who arrived at Dover on May 26, 1522, where he 
was received by Cardinal W olsey. Henry VIII after
wards conducted him to Greenwich, which he reached 
on June 2 ( the date of the letter), and thence to London. 
Further details as to the visit will be found in The Life 
and Rezgn of KZ1Zg Henry the Etghtlz, by Lord Herbert 
of Cherbury. 

Addressed: To the ryght worshipful! Mr Doctr Meytcalff archy
dekyn of Rochestr be this delyuryd at Hudson·s bruer at 
PolJes swarff at London. 

Ryg ht Wyrschypful! mastr in my most vmbell manr I cam end 
me to yowr l\lrshyp lettyng yow vnderstand that acordyng to 
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)'owr mynd I haue spokyn wyth my loord of Deynschyet & my 
l oord of Deynschyer marvilles gretly that ye labor not for 
the aseynment of the Kinges letters & I schewyd to hym that ye 
wold haue laboryd now bot because yow thowght the Kyng & 
my loord Cardynall was no besyd in rasiwing the emperour that 
your matr wold not haue beyn mynded he mayd me answer that 
he wold ye shuld labor the matr when the Kyng comys to 
Lenqpn the Kyng callyd ef my lorde for his asoyn as he was' 
cum to' his logyng & h e  talkyd luffyngly wyth my loerd all the 
way betweyn the pales & hys chamber in the abbay no mer to' 
yow at thys tyme nosic haue yow i n  hys kepyng i n  hast be yours 
to' his powr at Strod the ij day ef June be me 

JeHN WYLBe& 
My Loord wylbe at London en thursday next 

This instalment may finish with a letter of Smith's, 
in which he reperts a number of minor werries to 
Metcalfe.  The College had land at Steeple Morden, 
Ashwell, Melbourne, Holbeach, and other places men
tioned in the letter. 

References to Brokesby or Brookesby will be found 
in Ma)lor-Baker, p. 3 64, 1 .  1 4, p. 466, 1. 46. 

Addressed : TO' hys Ryght worshipfull Mastr Dector Metcallfe be' 
thys lettr delyu'yd at Londo. 

Ryght Wershipfull Syr I humbly recomende vnte yowr Mastt-
shipp cettefyyng yow that I sent carpenters to' Stepul1 Morden,. 
and Elyngten wolde not suffer the to' worke on hys howse he 
sayth we shall not medyll therewyth. And se vnkyndly h e  
de)'th entrete vs, and a s  n ew beth hys lands and Besten landes 
by the vnfal lewed, and he wyll n ether falow the hy sylfe nor 
suffer ether me to. enter ther of. he reportyth that ye and 
Master Percy shulde make premyse of dyu"s thinges the wych 
ys net perfermyd. I trust ye wyll se some remedy fer hY. I 
cawsyd diu's of the olde hewses of Beston to be pulJyd dewn, 
and the tyle yr of wt other stuff to be spent at Ashewell and at 
Melborne and the mene of the towne be not content yr wt thei 
welde we shulde bylde i as i was in tymys past. I perceyve 
we have hynderance in Lyncon sh ire for alteringe of ewr farmers 

. at Whidteste and at Holdbeke I intende wt in th)'s ij or 
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iiij dayes to ryde to the Dene of Lyllcon for owr meny. Mastr 

Malyvery was here wt me and I made hy the best 5chere I 

cowde he laye in  yowr chamber and hys horse was in the clese. 

Mastr Brokysby ys not content wt vs : but how we shall agre I 

can not tell vnto the tyme we spoke wl hy I lent hy a cheyne 

of golde agaynst hys maryage but as yet I can not get yt agayne 

by ne meanys. he seyth both yow and I owght to gyff hy sa 

good a thyng as yl ys. Thus fare ye well. From yow" owne 

College in Cambryge the iij day ef June 

By yow" oIVne Scholer and bedma 

JOHN SUYTH Pryst. 

(]'" be continued.) 
R. F. S. 

NIL ERGO OPTABUNT HOMINES ? 

Zev (3a(HAeV, 7'f.t f.L�V €u8Xa /Gal eir)(.0f.L€VoL'> /Gal aVEv/GTo,,> 

&f.Lf.L� o ioo'U, Ta. o� OEtva /Cd EVX0f.LEVOtr; u7repIJlw'U. 

POET in Plato Aldb. H., p. 143a• 

Das Gute, das wir nicht erbitten, sende, 
Wenn's kann ge$chehn : 

Und gnadiglich das Bose von uns wen de, 
Das wir erflehn. 

FR. RUCKERT. 

The blessing that we ask net, Lord, supply, 

If such Thy will: 

And, though we ask, in mercy still deny 

The wished for ill. 

J .  E.  B. MAYOR. 
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�ECOND LOVE. 

RTGHT glad am I that you have loved before, 
For first love is a creature of the dust, 
And springs up as a flower, and then it must 

Return to whence it came, and be no more. 
But second love makes the full soul run o'er 

With al l the high thoughts that are great and j ust ; 
We have escaped from that first foolish lust, 

And now shall touch love's very farthest shore. 
For nothing now shall change us, nor shall we 

Change ever, for our two souls are m ade one ; 
And this high union which has now begun 

Shall bring- all great things unto you and me. 
So shall our love last till our lives be done ; 

And after that, if aug ht thereafter be. 

AT DOVER. 
THOUGHT of my country rises strong in me, 

Seeing these great white cliffs on either hand 
Like giant warders at her portal stand, 

Majestic, massy-fronted, restful, free. 
Our land ! our England ! may she ever be 

Grounded as they in solid grandeur, and 
Unconquerable, firm, with iron hand, 

Hold fast the mighty empire of the sea. 

Beholding how this ocean guards her well, 
May I not say, without o' erweening pride, 

That in our England it is good to dwe1l ! 
That in her ancient strength she shall abide, 

As long as these great billows heave and swell, 
And fall and rise again and re-subside ? 

C. SAPSWORTH. 

THE BARRACK-ROOM BALLADS. 

a�N a moment of ill-advised enthusiasm the writer �Im of this article put pen to paper towards the close 
of last May Term with intent to discuss, 

impartially or otherwise, what was then a new book
the Barrack-Room Ballads. The crudities of his con
ception, which by an undeserved good fortune were 
crowded out of the June number of this Magazine, he 
once more-after due castigation-ventures to offer to 
the Editors. 

Some of these B allads are ' hidden' by this time " in 
the hearts of the people." They are sung at our 
Concerts. They add to the festivities of our Social 
meetings. When they and their brethren first appeared 
in a volume, their reception at Cambridge was of a 
more doubtful character. The Revzew was cold. 
The Granta preserved an oracular silence. It would 
have b een rash for any but the doughtiest champion to 
encounter in their defence the critic of the Observer. 
The dust of that fray is laid, and we fear for our dulness 
less the adversary's wrath than the scorn of the m ore 
judicious admirer. 

. 

Rudyard Kipling's most unimpeachable achievement 
in prose and verse is the-creation, we had almost 
said-of the British Soldier. Whether he is " having 
his fun 0' the Corp'ril's Guard, " or going out for a "romp" 
with " Fuzzy in the Soudan," or " marching on relief 
over India' s sultry plains" : in love or w.ar, drunk or 
sober, sad or merry-the Tommy Atkins of Rudyard 
Kipling's painting is most convincingly a real man, of 
flesh and blood, bone and sinew. If the Tommy Atkins 
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is not the hero of Barrack-Room Ballads, then he is 
probably the author of very plaintive letters to the 
Daz'ly News, and the willing victim of Socialist propa
ganda. Those sympathies which enable Mr Kipl ing 
to catch so admiraBly every twist and ply in the nature 
of the modern man-at-arms are characteristic, we have' 
grounds for hoping, of Young England in  literature. 
The love of adventure, the passionate contemplation ot 
hair-breadth escapes, the uneasy yearning towards
strange lands far away over-seas, that have almost as
much charm even in  Mr Stevenson as his irresistible 
style, that strike the key-note in the imaginings of Q 
and his likes, and that seem to form an integral part of 

. Rudyard Kipling's being, these are influences as wide
spread and every whit as potent, let us hope, as the 
emasculate and cynical pessimism to which not seldom 
men point the finger to-day, saying " this bodes the 
issue of the time. " 

The " music of battles in onset," " the passion that 
burns in the blood in the act of strife," are evidently 
dear not to, one man only, wl�o has the ' go-fever ' in 
his veins, and his imagination inflamed with the fiery 
heat of the tropics. 

The author of the Song of tlte Sword has invoked 
the spirit of his country-

With your glorious eyes austere, 
As the Lord were walking near, 
Whispering terrible things and dear 

As the song on your bugles blown, 

in a strain of patriotism as fervent as his who called on 
the Winds of the World to give answer, " What is the 
English Flag ? "  

Without pleading guilty to the charge of Jingoism, 
one may see the good in this most clearly. But a high 
and manly spirit, and patriotism the most fervent, though 
joined to the faculty of writing songs which ring in the 
ears and make the pulses beat fast, are not the gifts 
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that can in themselves -purchase the right to bear the 
honoured name of poet. There are not a few who would 
deny this right to Mr Kipling, and their indictment i s  
long and heavy. I t  is more especially against the 
Other Verses that this indictment is laid. One of the 
first and most vindictive charges brought, is perhaps the 
charge that " the author is a clever journalist who 
makes points. " Even in these days the infection of 
journalism should not be considered absolutely fatal to 
an author's reputation. Milton was once of the craft. 
Since his time Defoe and Coleridge and De Quincey, and 
many a good man besides, have wrought at it. Let 
those who maintain Rudyard Kipling to be a m ere 
journalist and nothing more answer this question, if they 
can-I' Who was ever stirred at the heart by the perusal 
of a Leading Article ? Who yet laughed over J erome 
K. J erome ? or wept over Barry Pain ? " 

The fact on which this accusation is based is very 
real and vital. One fault runs through all that our 
author has written-too keen a desire to make an 
impression. To this must be attributed alike the 
quaintly inappropriate images and the often unmeaning 
slang of the Ballads, the mannerisms and tortured 
language of the Other Vozces, and the brutality and 
over-forcefulness of both. 

The application of such epithets as ' lean,' ' hungry, ' 
' blooming, ' to things innumerable in earth, air, and sea, 
the accumulation of mounting in ten si ties to a pitch that 
smacks of madness, " a  crude circumstantiality in 
dealing with inscrutable cosmic possibilities, " are 
features that, in continuous reading, become almost 
painfully marked. 

vVhen the skipper of a ' certain trading brig' is made 
to threaten retrospectively thus 

I had nailed his ears to my capstan-head, and ripped them off 
with a saw, 

And sonsed them in the bilge-waler, and served them to him 
raw, 
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I had Bung h i m  blind i n  a rudderless boat to rot in the rocking 
dark, 

I had towed h im aft of his own craft, a bait for his brother 
shark, 

I had lapped him rO\lnd with cocoa husk, and drenched him 
w:th the oil,  

And lashed him fast to his own mast to blaze above my spoil,-; 

and yet more savagely-we can only think " this man 
is a brighter jewel than ever mine ancient Pistol." 

When we read of " Empusa's crew" how 

Over the coal they chased the soul, and racked it all abroad, 
As children rifle the caddis-case, or the ravens' foolish hoard, 

we are in doubt whether the author's intention is horror 
or humour. 

In trying to strike home with every blow Rudyard 
Kipling constantly over-reaches himself. When h� 
would thrill men with dread, he often merely excites 
their wonder ; when he would give his verse a cadence 
to ha.unt< the memory, he sometimes produces a stanza 
without 'sense ; he mistakes brutality for strength, 
eccentricity for distinction. But he who strives ever, 
sometimes succeeds. Mr Kipling's strenuousness often 
meets its reward. It is the attempt to reproduce a 
once-achieved effect-defying analysis-that has led 
him into many a pitfall. If the result of his effort were 
never in full proportion to the effort made, then indeed 
it would be fair to condemn this fiery quality as 
artificial, to stigmatise his work as the outcome of 
shallow cleverness. His sometimes ineffectual rage is 
rather the working of a mind that knows its inspiration 
of old, which, not descending at desire, it goes out 
distral,lght to seel\. 

Strength is the characteristic of all Rudyard 
Kipling's work, strength often misguided, at times the 
strength of a mere maniac. Rest, calm, and thought
fulness are what he lacks beyond everything else. Yet 
occasionally peace falls on the frenzied muse, ;;md she 
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pipes a strain that is soothing to hear. Is it presump

tuous to select I-the first part of the Legend of Evzl, 

perhaps,-
This is the sorrowful story, 

Told when the twilight fails, 
And the monkeys walk together, 

H olding each others' tails. 

And so on, till the frolicsome monkey-blood in our 
veins yearns for the dusk forest, and we too would fai n  
g o  down to the corn-land, t o  join our brethr<:!n, frisking 
in the millet, playing in the wheat. 

The simplicity of the first Ballad contrasts with 
the generally prevCl-i1ing mannerisms of the rest, as 
favourably as the restfulness of the Legend of Ev�"t 
with the frenzied energy of most of the companion 
pieces. 

The conclusion of Danm'e Deever has much of the 
grim simplicity of the old Scotch ballad-world. 
What's that so black agin the sun ? said Files-on-Parade, 

It's Danny fighting 'ard for life, the Colour-Sergeant said, 
What's that that whimpers overhead ? said Files.on-Parade, 

It's Danny's soul thq,t's passin' now, the Colour-Sergeant said. 

In another place, a very few lines

Turn your horse from Kabul town, 
'lm and 'arf my troop is  down, 
Down and drownded by the ford ; 

Ford, ford, ford 0' Kabul river, 
Ford 0' Kablll river in the dark

For the river's low and fall in' 
And it ain't no use a'callin' 

'Cross the ford 0' Kabul river in the dar k -

without having any very obvious intrinsic merit, 
suggest to us by their very rhythm, more forcibly 
than the closest description, a picture of the belated 
troopers, and the darlding night closing over the 
sullenly sinking stream. 

Whatever may be thought of the accuracy in descrip
tion, Whatever may be objected against the form, there 
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is music undeniable, irresistible to all but the most 
case-hardened critic, in every line of the closing poem. 
L 'Envoz' may send us away carrying in our mind's eye 
images of blurred outline, and having very vague ideas 
as to the meaning of sentence or verse, but the colours 
are deep and strikirlg, and strange and manifold the 
associations that weird harmony brings with it. 

That Rudyard Kipling is by no means flawless in  
execution has  been conceded frankly to  those who 
attack him on this score. Another concession of as 
great importance must be made to others. He has no  
real contribution to  make to  a Philosophy of  Life. In  
the one  poem which touches this matter he is perhaps 
at his very worst. 

Though it is an unfair sneer which makes the car
dinal doctrine of Tomlz"nson the superiority of the man 
that goes through the world be-damning everybody, 
yet there is scarcely anything in this kind to be learnt 
from the Ballads that would not better be forgotten, 
beyond the duty, first and last, of bearing a brave front 
to the foe, a faithful heart for one's friend, and a life 
ever ready to be laid down for the country which claims 
it. 

After all , this is good and wholesome, and a store of 
wisdom which never grows old. There is a truer ring 
in Rudyard's down-right glorification of mere bravery, 
than in most of the ideals that pose before us. 

Oh, East is East, and West i s  West, and never twain shall meet, 
Till Earth and Sky stand presently at God's great Judgment 

seat ; 
B ut there is neither East nor West, Border nor Breed, nor 

Birth, 
When two strong m en stand face to face, tho' they come 

from the ends of the earth ! 

However serious the limitations, in art or morals, of 
the man who wrote this, it is surely better to recognise, 
than to cavil at, the unique gifts which render their 
possessor not unworthy to rank among those poets 
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Whose dwelling with us makes us " not ashamed when 
we speak with the enemy in the gate," though their 
chiet has been taken from their head. 

In passing from the consideration of Mr Kipling's 
works, the words spoken of him by no mean master of 
" that other harmony of prose " may linger with us for 
a moment. 

His faults are so conspicuous, so much on the surface, that 
they hardly need to be named. They are curiously visible to 
some readers who are blind to his merits • . . .  Everybody can 
mark their errors ; a few cannot overcome their antipathy, and 
so l ose a great deal of pleasure. 

J. A. N. 

A GAME OF BOWLS. 
, JACK: 

LIGHT of step you fled away 
Across the velvet grass that day : 
Watching, we strove to follow you, 
,Vith skill of bias, two and two. 

Some have wandered far afield 
Mis-spent by an impetuous arm ; 
Others prosperously reeled 
Into the circle of your charm. 

That lumbering fellow stands and stare!Y, 
Distant a foot's space more or less, 
And filled with self-sufficient airs 
Lives ignorant of happiness. 

This other, waiting still afar, 
Turns his full gaze to where you are, 
And mourns across the parting plain 
He cannot have his throw again.-

Of me one half has gone astray 
And on the gravelled desert died : 
The other half found out the way 
And, dribbing, tumbled to your side. 

C. E. S 
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' THE BARD OF THE FOREST: ill, © ROBABLY only some of the older readers of thE'! 

� , Eagle are acquainted with the little brown-- covered book before me, which a bookseller's 
manuscript note inside the cover calls ' scarce and 
curious: A label on the back bears the words 
Wz"ckendtm's Remarkable Passages and Poems. It is 
worth while however to give the full title from the title
page : Some Remarkable Passages zn the Lije of WzUza:m 
Wzckenden, B.A ., ah"as Bard 0/ the Forest, wrzCten by 
hzmselj. A uthor of the • Rus/zc's Lay,' ' Count Glarus 
0/ Swt'tzerland,' ' Bleddyn,' ' Poems,' ' Prose and Poetry,' 
and 'A ustralasz"an,' (sic) and other Poems. London : 
prz'nted for the author, &c. There is no date given, 
probably 1 848 would be near the mark. 

The list of subscribers is interesting. It includes 
the Archbishop of York, the Bishops of St Asaph, 
St David's, Ely, Gloucester and Bristol, Lincoln , 
Lichfield, Peterborough, and Ripon, Charles Dickens 
Esq., Regent's Park, Douglas Jerrold, Esq., Putney, 
the Rev B. H .  Kennedy, D.D. Shrewsbury, the 
Rev W. Selwyn, the Venerable Archdeacon Thorp, 
the Rev H. Alford, the Rev H. H. Hughes, and other 
familiar names. 

The book is  a rather high-flown autobiography, 
diversified by poetry, and was apparently written under 
pressure of poverty. But there is interest for us in the 
account of the earlier days when the self-styled ' Bard 
of the Forest ' was a student at St J olm's, and according 
to his own account no less remarkable for his prowess 
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in a ' Town and Gown ' riot than for his extraordinary 

assiduity in study. 
William Wickenden is a pronounced sentimentalist, 

and b�gins by shedding poetical tears over his native 
village (apparently Blakeney in the Forest of Dean in  
Gloucestershire) and the ' Old House at  Home.' 

He was a farmer's son. ' To tend the herds, to turn 
the furrow were the earliest lessons I received. Yet 
from my very infancy my soul sought to burst asunder 
the shackles which enchained it: At the age of eleven 
he wrote a Hymn to Content, and invited that ' rural 
nymph ' to ' come from the shade ' and make his breast 
her throne. Under these circumstances he was prepared 
to make a handsome offer : 

Ambition , Glory, I disown, 
And mirth with roses crowned. 

At the age ot fourteen he lost his father and sought 
consolation in an irregular ode. T n this he anticipates 
the defiantly independent spirit of his latter days : 

Now I am lone and sad and not one j oy 
To cheer my mental gloom ; 
I was not

' 
made to truckle to the vulgar, 

And soonl"r  than ask their sympathy, 
Or explain what is mysterious in me, 
This proud heart should burst. 

He tells us that about this time he played a practical 
joke on his mother's cook, having added some gun
powder to the goose-stuffing and so caused the sudden 
explosion of the bird. We are thus prepared for the 
statement ' I  was a strange, wayward child from my 
first infancy, shy, reserved, and yet with a spice of the 
Devil in my composition.' Before he had reached the 
age of fifteen he found himself in love with one of the 
daughters of his schoolmaster, and his passion ' absorbed 
his whole being: He passed whole days in the 
meadows and woods, ' grew still more shy and reserved,' 
and ' flew from the presence of a stranger as from a 
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pestilence.' No wonder that his conduct was misunde!'
stood by the ordinary. ' The vulgar herd considered 
me non-com-jos (szc), the more intelligent as cut out for 
something extraordinary.' He never told his love, and 
we hear no more of this particular young lady. 

His rising fame now attracted the attention of 
Dr J enner, the discoverer of vaccination, who lived at 
Berkeley on the other side of the Severn, and kindly 
wrote to Wickenden asking him to\call on him and 
bring his poems. ' I  may here remark,' adds our 
author, ' that it was Dr J enner who subsequently con
ferred on me the name of the ' Bard of the Forest,' by 
which appellation I was afterwards so well known.' 
Dr Jenner took him into his gardens, and pointing to a 
little summer-house close to the churchyard wall, ' In 
that cave,' said he, ' the vaccine egg was hatched.' 
Wickenden's poetical paraphrase of this phrase may be 
added : " It was in this spot that he made that impor
tant discovery which preserves the roses of beauty in 
all their pristine loveliness.' What a thing it is_to be a 
really literary man ! 

From his father's death in 1 8 1 0  till 1 8 1 7, when the 
Bard was twenty-two, he worked on the farm by day 
and ' engaged in literary pursuits ' by night. In 1 8  I 7 ,  
helped by local subscription, he brought out his first 
book, The Rustzc's Lay and other Poems. An extract 
from his elegy on a Waterloo hero will give some idea 
of the force of his inspiration. 

No more he'll win the mural crown, 
N or lead thy patriot sons to glory, 

N or strike to death with manly frown 
Each warlike face so pale and gory. 

For ah ! he met his fated doom, 
On Waterloo's ensanguined ground, 

And sunk into the laurell'd tomb, 
Cheer'd by the victors shouting round. 

After the peace with France, the village of Blakeney 
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rejoiced like the rest of the country, and chose its youth
ful Bard to m ake a speech. In this maiden effort he 
seems to have thought the promotion of harmony was 
not part of his duty. ' On looking among you, I see 
several cadaverous hungry sour-looking Radicals and 
J acobins, their mouths are wide open, and they look at 
the roasting ox as though they would swallow it. 
Gentlemen, is it proper those persons should partake of 
our roast beef ? Gentlemen, those persons are here to 
create confusion, they are about to attack the chair. 
Anticipate that attack ; kick them, spurn them, roll them 
in the dirt and make their bodies as black as their souls.' 
Which was done. And, alas, to this day there are 
R

'adicals and J acobins in the Forest of Dean. 
In 1 8  I 9 the Bard published Count Giants of 

Swz"tzedand-a prose work. The author in his preface 
is not complimentary to the other inhabitants of the 
Forest. ' He was surrounded by beings who might be 
compared to moving automatons ;  beings who seemed 
to move, act and speak as though directed by secret 
mechanism, and if ever their dormant faculties were 
roused to action, it was to boast of having produced the 
largest turnip or potato, or of having ploughed the 
straightest furrow. In such society the mind could not 
obtain even the most distant conception of literary 
knowledge. If therefore there is any merit in the 
foIIowing pages, it must be attributed to what founded 
the reputation of Bloomfield or Burns-natural genius.' 
From the poetical extracts which he gives, and which

· 

are a close imitation of Scott's lays, one might think 
r natural genius ' is too narrow an explanation of their 
merit. 

In 1 8 2  I a novel called Bleddyn, which dealt with 
Welsh scenery and character, was favourably reviewed 
and brought in about a hundred pounds. In the same 
spring vVickenden formed the design of coming to 
Cambridge. 

Wickenden must have been about twenty-six when, 
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after having achieved literary success, he entered our 
walls.'" 

He gives the following account of his start upon 
University life : 

Behold me now, gentle reader, on my way to the famous 
University of Cambridge, with a slender stock of clothes, 
a slender stock of Latin and Greek, and a still more slender 
stock of money. Yet, let us not be down.hearted, but cast off 
dull care with a hearty hip-hip ! hurrah I I 

Only two incidents occurred in my journey to Cambridge 
worthy of notice, the breaking down of the gig in which 
I travelled, a l ittle beyond N ewnham, in Gloucestershire, and 
the coach starting without me from Burford, in Oxfordshire. 
I, however, overtook it after great exertions, and finally was 
set down opposite the great gates of St John's College, 
Cambridge. 

N ever did any student present himself at the University 
labouring under greater disadvantages than myself. I have 
already dilated on my deficiencies in classical and mathematical 
knowledge. 

The whole sum of money I had by me amounted only to the 
small sum of forty pounds, and when that was expended, I had 
no source of procuring a fresh supply. I,  however, buckled 
to with a firm determination to do my best, and trust to 
fortune to supply all deficiencies. 

I arrived in Cambridge on the loth of October, 1 8 1 2 , and 
our first College Examination took place in the December 
following. I recollect we were examined in Xenophon' s  
Anabasis, the three first books of Euclid, Algebra, and Beausobre 
on the New Testament. I got a good situation in the second 
class, and I saw from the demeanour of my tutors that my 
progress had been satisfactory to them, considering the great 
disadvantages under which I had laboured. From that time 
they took a friendly interest in my welfare, and did everything 
in their power to serve me. 

During my first term, I literally read day and night. I placed 
the following sentence in my bedroom in such a position that 

• I find from my lists of occupants of college rooms that, in Michaelmas 
Teml 1822, Wickenden entered into the rooms then called 33 B, £.e. a garret 
in the Labyrinth at the end towards the street. 
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I could see it the last thing at night and the first thing in the 
morning. " Nothing is impossible to him who has c�ura�e 
and activity ; but to the timid and hesitating every thlDg IS 
impossible, because it seems so." This sentence is to be found 
in .. Rob Ro),," and is uttered by that most beautiful of all the 
Great Magician's creations, Die Yemon. Such intense appli
cation was, however, too much for me, and for three weeks 
I was confined to my room by a severe attack of sickness. 
I recovered : but was obliged, for the future, to be more 
abstemious in my studies. 

Amongst my other deficiencies was a nervous temperament ; 
and, as we had a method of vz'va voce examination at St John's, 
this told very much against me. When set on to demonstrate 
a mathematical problem, I was generally so confused as to 
miss some important step in the demonstration ; and the merest 
tyro in science must know that such an omission was fatal to 
the whole. My tutors, however, were aware of this deficiency 
in my idiosyncracy, and very benevolently made every allowance 
for it in their power. 

On his College life he writes : 
As I never formed extravagant hopes of fame or distinction 

my failure did not sink me in despair, I rejoice that I escaped 
the contagion of College immorality, and that I emerged from 
its absorbing vortex as honest-minded and unsophisticated as 
when I first wooed the morning breezes on the hills of my native 
forest. I sorrow for the friends I have lost, some by death, 
some by estrangement. Two of those I was most intimate 
with, have long since mouldered in the grave, and a few who 
still live are scattered over the wide world in different services. 
One is a gallant Colonel in the noble army of Gough and 
Hardinge, and who did good service at the terrible Battles 
of ' Ferozeshah and Sobraon, and another has one of the 
Colonial Bishopricks and is  famed for his religious zeal and 
universal philanthropy. One or two are in this great metropolis, 
I often meet them in my rambles, but because my coat is brown, 
and my pockets a vacuum, they pass by on the other side. 
Poor mortals I I pity them and that pity is allied with contempt. 
They have plenty of gold and fine linen, but where is the 
freshness of feeling, that youthful springiness of soul which 
taught them to love all Creation, and which beamed in their 
eyes on the banks of the classic Cam ? 
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My first morning at lecture is still as d istinct in mind's eye, 
as though i t  happened yesterday. It was a cold drizzly day, 
and at the appointed hour a motley crowd of about forty 
students, congregated at the door of the Rev Ralph Tatham, 
the tutor of the side to which I belonged. Most of us had 
never seen one another before, every county of England had 
sent forth its quota to the general muster. The clock struc:k, 
yet there we sti l l  l ingered, each seemed to be afraid of opening 
the mystic door, each seemed to think some dreadful necro
mantic arcana lay concealed behind its thick and dark grained 
pannels. This universal hesitation at length roused my forest 
blood. I boldly took the lead and opened the dreaded door, 
and I saw not a black robed wizard, surrounded with stuffed 
dragons and cabalistic spells, but a fair-haired fresh-coloured 
handsome gentlemanly man, in a suit of nicely brushed black, 
composedly seated at the upper end of a moderate sized room, 
down the centre of which were ranged, in rows, benches for 
the accommodation of his  pupi ls .  After calling over our 
names, the lecture, which was on the first Book of Euclid, 
commenced, and here, then, gentle reader, behold the untutored 
" Bard of the Forest, " in actual competition with h i s  compeers, 
compeers who had all the advantages of education, at the most 
celebrated public schools, and were generally young men 
selected from those schools for their superior intellectual 
accomplishments. 

After lecture I generally read till  three o'clock, then took a 

walk till dinner time. We dined all together in the College 
Hall,  at four o'clock. About ten minutes before four, the 
whole body of sizars congregated at the hall doors, and 
prepared for a grand rush, as soon as dinner was announced.  
The whole body, although impatient, were generally silent as  
mutes. Each seemed to be revolving in h i s  mind, the particular 
dish on which he should make his first onslaught. For be it 
known to you, gentle reader, that every Collegian helps himself. 
At length the word was given, i n  rushed the impetuous torrents, 
the college gyps were obliged to scamper in different directions, 
in order to escape being overwhelmed in the terri fic human 
inundation. In a twinkling the seats, the dishes, the joints, 
were appropriated by each as he best coul d, and every hand, 
and every jaw, were soon in rapid motion, and ceaseles!'; 
evolution. 
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In a letter dated from St John's in July 1 8 23 , he 

writes : 
I have told you, in a former letter, that having over read 

myself, I was obliged to relax, yet, for all that, at the last 

examination, I obtained a good place in the fi rst class, and 

have been congratulated thereon, by the Rev Ralph Tatham, 

the College Tutor. 
My money has long since been expended, but the College 

stil l ,  in consequence of my good conduct, allow my bills to 

run on. I am also about to publish a volume of Poems, by 

subscription, and have got the names of all my cotemporaries 

as subscribers. Indeed my uniform good conduct, my struggling 

under such great d isadvantages, as I have done, have created 

a general sympathy in my favour. 
The volume of poems mentioned above was published 

in the same year. ' Nearly all my brother Johnians 

subscribed. I dedicated it to the Rev Ralph Tatham, 

my College tutor, who had ever shown me marked 
attention and kindness ' I/f 

Hitherto the Bard of the Forest, in spite of a certain 
inclination for horse-play, has appeared chiefly in the 
l ight of a student and poet ; now let us see him as the 
Athlete or Bravo of his time. 

About this time the Radicals of Cambridge and the 
n eighbouring country, were in the habit of holding meetings 
on the Market Hill .  At these meetings the students were very 
often mal -treated . I determined, with the aid of my fellow 
stude n ts, to endeavour to put a stop, at least, to the personal 
assaults. We resolved therefore to attend the next meetings in 
large numbers, and repel any attack which might be made 
upon us. I, from my powers in athletic exercises, was 
unani mously chosen Leader. 

Having accepted this respomible trust, I forthwith proceeded 
to organize a regular plan of action, on the supposition that an 
attack would be made upon us. I divided our forces i n to three 

Of 11:r Bowes has a copy of the book. The title page does not give the 
author's name, but merely describes him as the ' Bard of the Forest. '  The 
list of subscribers contains a great number of names from Emmanuel and a 
greateF number from St John's. 
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divisions, the Trinity men led by L-, a short stout Cornishman, 
being the first ; the Tohnian's by p-. a tall fiery Welshman 
from Caernarvonshire, the second ; and the men from the 
minor Colleges formed the third division, led by F-, a 

muscular Yorkshireman. belonging to Magdalen College. 
Each division mustered about three hundred men. 

The Market Hill, where the meeting was held, i s  a large 
open space of ground, capable of containing without much 
pressure four or five thousand persons. The hustings were 
erected at the northern extremity, and the Radicals occupied 
the immediate front, to the number of at least 1 , 600. A narrow 
street debouches on the Market Hill ,  to !he right of the 
hustings. In this street I posted the J ohnians, the head of the 
column approaching very near the hustings itself. Another 
narrow street runs at right angles to that which the J ohn:ians 
occupied, but so retired as not to be visible from the Market 
lE l! .  In this street I posted F-, and the minor College 
division. The Trini ty men were posted on the right of th e 
head of the J ohnians' column, on the western side of the 
Market Hill itself. 

My plan as drawn up, and issued in a kind of general 
order. was for the Johnian division when assailed, to> feign a 

retreat, and d raw their antagonist into the centre of the narrow 
defile they themselves occupied. The minor college division 
were then to i ssue from their ambuscade, and attack the 
assailants in  flank. and having pierced i t. were to face about, 
and cut off the head of their column. The J ohnians were then 
to make a stand, and the enemy so cut off, double on their 
leaders, who were to be soundly battered without mercy. The 
Trinity men in the mean time, were to occupy that end of the 
defile nearest the Hustings, and prevent the Snobs from sending 
any assistance to their beleaguered comrades. 

Every thing happened as I expected, the attack was made 
on the J ohnians, they fell back in  apparent confusion, eagerly 
followed by their incautious adversaries. At this moment, F-, 
at the head of his division, fell suddenly with loud shouts on 
the flank of the  Snobs. In a moment i t  was pierced through, 
and all the leaders caught in a cul-de-sac. The contest was 
maintained by the Snobs with all the energy of despair. I was 
personally encountered by L-, the prize fighter, whom, 
however, I compelled to lick the dust. At length, however, 
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by a desperate charge. they broke through our serried ranks, 

and fled in all directions pursued by P-, and his victorious 

J ohnians. 
As leader. however, I returned to the fight, which still raged 

at the mouth of the defile, debouching on the west of the 

hustings, and which L�, and his Trinity division occupied, 

at the moment the attack was made on the enemy's flank. 

The arrival/ however, of myself with the minor college division, 

soon decided the combat, the snobs fled in every d irection, the 

orators retired from the Hustings in confusion and dismay, 

and three loud and continued cheers, announced our complete 

victory. 
At this moment, however, intelligence arrived that the 

enemy had rallied on Magdalen Bridge, and that P- and h is  
Johnians were hard beset. We again hastened head-long to 
the  encounter. We found the snobs in position on the Bridge, 
led on by a gigantic Bargee. He had already made P- bite 
the dust, and had made a despeI'ate i rruption into the very 
centre of the J ohnians. Like the terrible British column at 
Fontenoy, he bore down every thing before h im. F- tried in  
vain to stop h is  triumphant career, the minor college division 
w a s  shivered to atoms. I saw that aB was lostl unless this 
terrible Agamemnon could be arrested in  his bloody stained 
career. I threw myself in his way but was overturned in the 
melee. A desperate conflict took place over my prostrate body, 
during which I regained my legs. I again confronted the gory 
giant, and this time with more success. I broke through his  
guard, and knocked him down like a sack of wheat with a loud 
squelch. OUl' three divisions now again united, €harged with 
loud shouts, the enemy could not withstand the impetuous 
attack, they were routed ; the formidable Castle Hill afford�d 
them no security, we rushed up the precipitous declivity with 
head-long valour, and the enemy were driven from every 
position with prodigious slaughter-of hats and noses. 

After this final victory we formed a pro'Cession and paraded 
through the town, sung " God save the King " on the Market 
Hi ll, and then retired peacefully to our respective colleges. 

Unfortunately the end of the Bard's Cambridge 
career was not especially brilliant. But he shall tell it 
in his own words : 

In ) 8 2 5  I took my B.A. degree. For some time previous to 
VOL. XVII. S S S  
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my final examination I had been unable to read through iI1nes9, 
brought on by intense application. My funds would not allow 
me to degrade, so I was obliged to take my chance with my com-: 
peers. I had been what is called a reading man, and pretty 
fairly mastered Optics, Hydrostatics, Mechanics, Trigonometry, 
Euclid, Astronomy, and a large portion of Newton's Principia. 
I was, however, totally ignorant of Algebra, the Differential 
Calculus, and in short of the whole system of French Mathe
matics. I was fond of reading every thing which could be 
applied to elucidate natural phenomena ; and I loved the 
geometrical method, because it has a direct tendency to 
improve the reasoning powers. I believe I J'rote out correctly 
every thing that was set before me, in the subjects I have just 
enumerated as having mastered. But, in consequence of my 
recent illness, I was wretchedly low and nervous. I thought 
I had done much worse than I had done, and I very foolishly 
gulfed,.v. 

I have since been told I should have been in a good 
situation on the Tripos. I have ever blamed myself for thus 
throwing away all the fruits of three years' intense study ; and 
even now, when I think of it, it almost maddens me. 

I had now no other alternative than to take a curacy, and 
my kind friend, the Rev Ralph Tatham, generously undertook 
to look about for one for me. 

I ought to mention that there is an annual prize given at 
Cambridge, for the best English Poem, on a given subject. 
One of the subjects given out, in my time, was " Australia." 
I contended for it, but the prize was awarded to Praed, who 
was one of my cotemporaries. I have printed a part of this 
poem in a succeeding chapter. 

Having taken my B.A. degree, my studies were completed at 
Cambridge. In judging of my success or failure, I hope the 
reader will call to mind the great disadvantages under which 
I laboured. Let him imagine a raw country lad, taken from 
the plough, Latinless, Greekless, and with no more knowledge 
of mathematics than a sledge-hammer. Let him imagine such 
a personage contending with the most accomplished of Eton, 

• Author's Note, "A student who has read for honours at Cambridge, if 
through illness or any other cause, l,e thinks that h e  shall be lower on the 
Tripos than he expected, is allowed to take j,is degree, his name not appearing 
on the Tripos." 
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Shrewsbury, o r  Rugby scholars. Let h i m  imagine h i m  success
fully contending, t i l l  his physical powers gave way before t�e 
accumulated d ifficulties in his path. Let him imagine all thIS, 
and then, and not til l  then, pronounce his award. 

I cannot conclude this chapter without expressing how 
gratefu l  I felt, and still feel, for the kindness shewn to me by 
my College, particularly by the Rev Ralph Tatham. To that 
kind and good man I feel a debt of gratitude I can never 
repay. I have, since then, experienced his kindness in my days 
of adversity. He is more than repaid by the silent applause of 
his own benevolent heart. 

In October 1 82 5 , Wickenden was ordained to the 
curacy of Mudford, Somersetshire. Here he remained 
till 1 83 1 , when a tragic turn occurred in his fortunes. 
He wished to marry a young woman who had been in 
hi'3 Sunday School and was then his hou5ekeeper. 
His brother clergy rose up against him, according to his 
account, and the Bishop told him, if he married, he 
must leave his curacy. At the eleventh hour, under the 
fear of poverty, he abandoned his marriage, and appar
ently brought on himself a further ostracism, which led 
to his leaving Mudford. Bishop Monk, of Gloucester 
and Bristol, befriended him and gave him other 
curacies, but owing to loss of voice he had to throw 
them up, and apparently lived afterwards as he could 
by his pen. 

Apparently after the Remarkable Passages Wickenden 
published Adventures z'n Cz'rcassta, The Hunchback's 
Cltest ( 1 85 2 ), Reg£nald, zllustra#ng the tz'mes of Queen 
Elz'zabetlt, Felz'x Gzlray t'llustratz'ng the tt'mes oj Queen 
V£ctorza. The last, which is in the University Library, 
is dated 1 854.  

The clergy list contains the name 'William Wicl{,en
den, B.A.,' (without giving a cure), till 1 867 .  In 1 868 it 
disappears. So probably he died in the former year. 

G. C. M. S.  



GALLUS. 

How Gallus edited the Magazine. 

First, as when down a river, from the hills 
There sweeps an overbearing waste of waves 
In flood-time, and the banks are overflowed, 
And uptorn stumps, and cattle with much sheep, 
Thatched roofs, and pig-styes, carts, and shattered sheds 
Are hurled away together down the stream ; 
Till, where a stone bridge stands immovable, 
Athwart the arches gathers piled the wreck 
Of half-a-hundred crofts. So Gallus swept 
The College, and upon his study desk 
Lay heaped the sweepings of a hundred brains, 
Dry scraps from q.ntique dons, and fresh green rhymes 
From love-Iorn swains, whom Cambridge knew one year, 
Chance spars from yachtsmen, articles Twainesque 
From rising humourists, with here and there 
A fragment of a doubtful Grecian style. 

Then Gallus girt himself a second time, 
And drawing to his feet the withied home 
For feeble-minded offspring of the Muse, 
He filled that institution, till at last 
Out-patients thronged the floor for yards around. 
Then gath'ring in a band the scant remains 
He bore them thence to marshal them in peace. 

And in the forefront of them all he set 
The heavier-arm'd Scots Guards, whose wondrous notes 
Told of enlistment in the Treasury. 

Gallus. 

Next came a horde of rather dubious facts 
To prove that Hesiod was a Japanese. 
Then Gallus paused, and spake within himself : 
" Now were the time we said unto ourselves, 
' Let us be funny.' " So he smiled, and chose 
A sheaf of motley whimsicalities, 
Of quips and cranks in half-a-dozen tongues, 
A Grecian jest, a song in Romany, 
Catullus wedded to an Ayrshire Muse, 
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A Latin ode, a chanson from the French, 
A Saylient sonnet, or a tiny shaft 
Winged from the little bow of Arculus ; 
Or prose, perchance, that played with some quaint theme, 
Laugh'd truth from out a web of pretty lies, 
And left the writer's drift scarce half perceived. 

And then, " 'Twere well," quoth he, " in graver mood 
To end (the clergy love not too much mirth)
Therefore Our Chronicle may well come next, 
With all it tells of friends, who live or die, 
Of all they do, save if belike they wed 
(For marriages the Eagle quite disdains)." 

So Gallus edited the Magazine. 

T. R. G. 



GLASS IN ANTIQUITY. 

.HE discovery of glass is veiled in obscurity. The , � ,  common tale, ascribing it  to the Phoenician'l, " 
is told us by Pliny in the XXVIth book of his 

Natural History. There was a marsh, he tells us, on 
the Syrian Coast, at the foot of Mount Cal'fllel, called 
Cendebia. Through this marsh the river Belus flows 
into the Mediterranean. " A  ship, report goes, of nitre�
sellers was driven on this shore. While they were 
scattered here and there about the shore, making 
preparations for a meal, they found no stones upon 
which to stand their kettles. So they brought blocks 
of nitre from the ship, and burnt them, when there 
poured forth a stream of a transparent fresh liquid, 
m ixed with the sand of the shore. This was the origin 
of glass." 

There is, however, better reason for ascribing the 
birth of glass-manufacture to Egypt. This is probable 
from the highly civilised state of Egypt at a very early 
period, and from the fact that the most ancient remains 
of glass have been discovered there. The process of 
glass-blowing is found depicted in many wall-paintings, 
several of which are illustrated in Wilkinson's Manners 
and Customs of the A ncz·ent Egyptians. It is far more 
llatural to suppose that the Phamicians, a people whose 
sole occupation was foreign trading, imported into 
Syria a knowledge borrowed from a country in a much 
higher state of art-culture, than that they made a 
purely accidental discovery of the material themselves. 

.. Nitre == natron or soda. 
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Whichever country rightly claims the origin for 
itself, both certainly became famous in the art as time 
went on. Alexandria stood at the head of the manu
facture in Egypt : the great commercial cities of Tyre 
and Sidon rivalled it successfully as long as Phcenician 
industry played an important part in history. Sidon 
rose to high eminence. Pliny calls i t  artzjex vitrz·; 
Athenaeus mentions �£8o llta 7T0T17pta-" drinking-cups 
of Sidon." Tyre was less famous, but i ts  glasshouses 
lingered on into the Middle Ages. The indispensable 
element of sand was supplied, Strabo tells us, from a 
part of the shore between Acre and Tyre, which was 
covered with sand-hills. 

The glass of Alexandria was very similar to that of 
Phcenicia. We have accounts of huge obelisks and 
statues in both countries said to be of emerald, but 
doubtless made of dusky green glass-for example, the 
statue or column of emerald, which Herodotus saw in  
the temple of Melcarth a t  Tyre. Early vases generally 
were of this dark-green glass, with cross-hatchings of 
yellow upon the body. The fame of Alexandrian glass 
reached its climax during the Empire. Many epigrams 
of M artial contain references to Alexandrian drinking
cups. For instai1ce, Bk xiv. Ep. 1 1 5 : 

" Adspicis ingen ium Nil i ,  quibus add ere plura 
dum cupit, ah I quoties perdidit auctor opus." 

" You are looking at the cunning handicraft of Egypt. 
Ah ! ·how often did the workman break his work, while 
longing to add to the design ." Other instances may 
be found in Bk. xi. Ep 4 and Bk xii. Ep. 74· The 
importance of this branch of art may be gathered from 
a letter of Hadrian and the decrees of Alexander 
Severus, which enumerate glass-making among the 
chief trades of Alexandria. 

In Assyria, the third home of primitive culture, glass 
has been found. The remains show, however, that the 
Assyrian art did not advance beyond the making of 
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beads and tiny ornaments. The vases discovered there, 
Bliimner informs us, are undoubtedly to be traced 
to Roman occupation. Frohner considers a small 
ointment-flask of opaque glass, inscribed with the 
name of King Targon (72 1-703) to be Phcenician. His 
theory as to the Assyrian mode of manufacture is that 
glass-blowing was unknown. The workman took a 
piece of glass, which had cooled down sufficiently, 
rounded it on the lathe, and bored out the hollow 
interior-a very perilous process one would think. 

In passing, we may refer to an interesting subject
the almost universal dispersion of opaque glass beads 
throughout the world. To-day the " aggry " beads 
used and highly valued by the Ashantees and the 
natives of the Gold Coast are without any doubt relics 
of the Phcenician traders. Some-enormous beads 
have been found, and regarded with superstitious 
veneration, in Great Britain. And it is a remarkable 
circumstance that beads are stil l manufactured at 
Venice for export to Africa, bearing a strong resem
blance to these very early substitutes for money. 
The small vases, principally of a deep transparent 
blue, found in tombs throughout Southern Europe 
and the Levant, are probably also of Phcenician 
workmanship. 

Turning to Greece we find but scanty traces of 
ancient glass. Homer says not a word on the subject. 
Schliemann, however, found articles made of glass. 
at Mycenae and Tiryns, but the fact that these are 
nothing more than neck-ornaments or equally trivial 
objects points to importation and not to original 
manufacture. Such small articles were easy to import : 
highly fragile glass vases (packed, doubtless, in a very 
primitive style) could hardly be conveyed without loss. 

A passage of Herodotus, occurring in his description 

• Some question the material of which these objects are made, supposing 
it to be iron. 
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of Egypt (Bk. i i .  c. 69), is supposed to mention glass 

ornaments under the name of "At8£va x.wTa. He uses, 

in a later book, the word fJe"Ao�, but not in the signi

fication of glass which it assumed later-here (Bk iii. 

c. 24) it means some material dug out of the earth

what material is not clear. The word occurs in its 

sense of " glass " for the first time in Aristoph. Ach.  

1 .  7 I .  The ambassadors from Persia tell their tale 

g€v£,6/-1.evo£ oE 7f"po') (3tav e7f"tVO/-l.eV eg ua"Atvwv €rc7f"W/-I.aTwv. 

" We were perforce entertai.ned by him, and drank 

from glass goblets." Bliimner remarks that, whatever 

use there was of glass in Greece, the material was 

certainly foreign-probably Egyptian-and that the 

Greeks had no such manufacture of their own. In 

another place, he maintains in a note, that a mention 

of glass from Lesbos by Athenaeus does not prove 

the existence of glass houses in that island. 

Aristophanes uses the word iJaAo') in a well-known 

passage of the Nubes to signify what we call a " burning 

glass." Here, however, it probably means a transparent 

stone which, as he tells us, could be procured at an 

apothecary's.  

170'1] 7f"apa TOG(],£ rpap/-l.allo7f"w"Aa£') T�V AtBov 
, ( '  " ' � ,.I.,. , TaVTrJV €OpaICa'), T'I]V XVTrJV, TrJV o£a't'allrJ. 

' ,J.. ' � , ,. tf 
a't" /') TO 7f"VP a7f"TOV(J'£ ; 

Tall ilaAov AE'Y€£') ; 

The Scholiast notes on this passage. " The ancients 

signified by iJaAo') the transparent stone resembling 

glass, commonly called crystal." Another remarks, 

" Homer does not know this meaning : with him and 

the ancients it signifies ivory and not glass." The last 

authority we have on the subject of Greek glass is the 

Latin poet Claudian, who states that Archimedes the 

Syracusan made a sphere of glass-but this cannot 

be regarded as historical fact. There is no doubt that 

glass was used in Greece as an architectural decoration. 

Stuart and Revett, corroborated by Mr H. March 
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Phillips, mention that " in the capitals of the portico 
of the temple of Athene Polias at Athens," the plaited 
torus between the volutes was inlaid at the interstices 
with coloured stones or glass. 

Ancient glass reached its full perfection under the 
Roman Empire. The manufacture, we gather from 
Pliny, was first begun in the Campagna, in the neigh
bourhood of the beach between Cumae and Liternum, 
where there was great abundance of sand. It throve 
so much in Strabo's time that the manufactories rivalled 
those of Alexandria, even as Tyre and Sidon had done. 
That in early times the industry spread from Italy to 
the ·provinces is evident, not only from Pliny's state
ment that glass was made in Spain and Gaul, but from 
the discoveries of exquisitely wrought glass made 
throughout the Empire, showing to what a high pitch /' of excellence the art had been brought. 

The history of glass in Rome may be gathered from 
the constant references made to it in Latin literature. 
Lucretius is the first writer who mentions it. The poets 
of the Augustan age show their familiarity with it by 
constant metaphors, e, g, " Vitrea te, Fucinus, unda ; te 
liquidi Revere lacus." " 0 fons Bandusiae, splendidior 
vitro." It was regarded by dilettanti with great 
enthusiasm, and pure crystalline glass was valued 
above any other kind. On the other hand, however, 
materials were found and invented in process of time, 
which facilitated the manufacture and cheapened the 
article so much that Strabo tells us that a small 
piece of copper money could buy a glass cup, Glasses 
with embossed surfaces, called dzcltreta, were very 
valuable. Countless passages in the poets of the 
Silver Age familiarise us with the trade carred on 
under the Empire by huckster,> who bartered sulphur 
matches for fragments of broken glass.'" 

The chief form in which glass was manufactured at 

* See Mayor on JUl'. v. 48. 
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Rome was that of bottles, vases, cups, cinerary urns, 

&c. The most precious example now extant of this 

sort is the celebrated Portland Vase, found in 1 644 
in a sarcophagus three miles from Rome, stated by some 

to be that of Alexander Severus and his mother. The 

ground is dark blue : it measures ten inches in height 

by six inchf's in width. Another beautiful vase is the 

Pompeian amphora, discovered in 1 839 ,  and now in the 

Royal Museum at Naples. Formerly it had, no doubt, 

a �tand. It is covered with a design of garlands and 

vines, with two groups of boys engaged in pastoral 

occupations. A third magnificient example is . the 

oenochoc known as the " Auldjo Vase," the ground 

blue, ornamented with white bands of foliage. This 

last is in two parts, one in the possession of Mr Auldjo 

and the other in the British Museum. 
The second important direction which the manu

facture took was for the benefit of the poorer classes, 

who loved jewels without being able to procure them. 

Glass pastes were created with imitations of precious 

stones, either in relief or intaglio, in the centre of the 

ornament, and were eagerly bought by the poor, as we 

may gather from the words applied to them by a late 

author, " vitreae gemmae ex vulgi anulis " _' c glass 

jewels from the common folk's rings." 

Closely allied with this department of the art was 

the imitation of coloured precious stones, remarked on 

by Pliny (H. N. xxxviii. 1 9 8). " Moreover," he says, 

" there exist commentaries by authors, which I will 

not quote, as to how they colour emeralds made of glass, 

sardonyx made from cornelian, and the other imitations 

produced from different substances. There is no more 

profitable method · of cheating in life ! "  Again we find 

" Carbuncles are adulterated with glass, exactly like 

other precious stones, but are ground down on the 

whetstone-for glass is a soft substance for sham 

manufactures, and is very brittle." 
The beautiful and complex mosaic glass, known 
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technically as Millefiori, which in later times found 
imitators in the Venetian workshops, was largely 
manufactured at Rome. I quote the description of 
these miracles of art from Bliimner. " On the same 
technical process (as glass mosaics) depend the extra
ordinary and artfully contrived pieces of work, which 
are known by the name of M illefiori, and in a very 
small space reproduce pictures of Birds, Masks, Rosettes, 
Arabesques, Flowers, Leaves, &c." For this purpose 
rods of different�coloured Glass are, as in a mosaic, 
arranged together to form a little picture. This is 
then surrounded with a m ass of glass of one colour to 
form a ground. The whole is then soldered together 
by heat, and thus is beautifully spread out, so that, by 
stretching the bar to a greater extent, the same picture 
may be reduced to ever lessening dimensions, and every 
cross-cut on both sides precisely reproducer the mosaic 
picture. " These lovely little pictures were used for 
ornaments or rings." The art was re-invented in  
Venice before the end of  the fifteenth century, at the 
beginning of the great Italian Renaissance. 

Very often we find instances where designs in gold� 
leaf were formed, and enclosed between two layers of 
glass. In the British Museum are three cups of this 
sort from Cenosa. The design was very novel, and, 
no doubt, for some time, fashionable. There are not, 
however, I believe, very many remains of this sort. 
The process was of late origin, and flourished prin
cipally after the introduction of Christianity. 

Glass was extensively used in house decoration, 
and undoubtedly for windows, but the glass was 
evidently uneven, and only served for transmitting 
light. I t  was constantly used for pavements and wal l 
ornaments, often being made to imitate porphyry, 
serpentine, &c. Glass, of course, of this kind was very 
thick. At the Isola Farnese, between Rome and 
Viterbo, it was about the thickness of a tile, according 
to Von Minutoli. 
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Whatever mirrors were used in Rome, it is evident 

that the Romans must have known that glass, if 
blackened on one side, would reflect objects. However, 
they appear merely to have made attempts, and in the 
end to have adhered to the troublesome black metallic 
mirrors, which reflected but imperfectly. and needed 
constant care. The most fascinating department of 
the art, stained glass in windows, was certainly un
popular, if not unknown, for a long time. The first 
mention of it is found in the Lzber pontificaHs, where 
Leo Ill. is said to have stained the windows of 
St Peter's and St John Lateran at Rome. 

The last species of glass which we mention here is 
malleable glass, with which a curious story is connected. 
A man came one day before the Emperor Aurelian 
with a glass vase. Holding it up for the emperor 
to see, he threw it to the ground. To the astonishment 
of Aurelian the glass did not break, but was slightly 
bent in one place. His astonishment was increased 
when the man produced a hammer, and with one 
deft stroke restored the glass to its original form. 
When questioned, he explained the system to the 
emperor, who prude!J-tly fearing that this invention 
would cheapen the precious substance, straightway put 
the man to death before he could get an opportunity 
of revealing his secret. 

We have now seen something of the history and 
use of glass. Before concluding, let us examine the 
substance itself and its manufacture. Glass is  a 
substance composed essentially of silica and an alkali, 
varying greatly in their exact nature, but always main
taining their original character. There are two kinds 
of glass-native and artificial ; the native glass, or 
obsidian, being impure and semi-transparent, and 
generally found in the neighbourhood of volcanoes. 

It is perhaps best to give Pliny' s description of the 
manufacture of glass and of the various substances 
added in process of time to the original sand and 
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natron. " Soon, as is the way with ingenuity and skill, 
they felt that the mixture of n itre was not sufficient. 
They began, therefore, to add manganese, as that was 
supposed to combine the liquidity of glass with iron. 
Similarly, they began to burn shining pebbles, 
then shells, and various sands dug out of the earth. 
In India, it is said, they make the fragments of 
crystal, and therefore no glass is comparable to the 
Indian. While it is melted on a fire of smooth dry 
logs, copper and nitre are added, especially nitre of 
Ophir. Like brass, it is liquefied in a series of furnaces, 
and the masses turn to a rich black colour. In the 
workshops it is again melted out of the mass, and 
coloured. Some is blown into the required shape ; 
more is turned on the table ; more is plated over to 
represent silver. This was the ancient method of 
making glass at Sidon, once distingui,shed for her 
workshops. But now a white sand, which has its 
origin in the Italian river Volturnus, and extends for 
six miles along the shore between Cumae and Liternum, 
where it is very soft, is rubbed into powder with mill
stone and mortar : then it is mixed with three parts of 
n itre by weight or measure, and is thrown in a liquid 
state into more furnaces. There is produced a mass 
called hammonitrum : this, in its turn, is melted and 
becomes pure glass-a mass of white glass." 

These, then, were the two processes as used in  
antiquity. I t  would be  useless, a s  well as  uninteresting, 
to go into detail over every material used in the prepa
ration, or to discuss the different variations of con
stituents which produce coarser or finer glass. In 
modern times three processes are used in  the manu
facture-casting, drawing out in rods, and blowing. 
It would be interesting to go on to Renaissance times, 
and discuss Venice glass and mediaeval stained-glass, 
but our subject is limited to glass in antiquity, and there
fore does not allow of such investigation. I have at
tempted shortly to trace the origin of glass-manufacture, 
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its history, its use, and the technical processes which it  

underwent in  antiquity. This paper cannot be better 

concluded than with the words of Dr J ohnson in  

The Rambler. " 'iVho, when he first sees the sand 

and ashes by casual intenseness of heat melted into 

a metalline form, rugged with excrescences and clouded 

with impurities, would have imagined that in this 

shapeless lump lay concealed so many conveniences 

of life as would in time constitute a great part of the 

happiness of the world ? Yet by some such fortuitous 

liquefaction was mankind taught to procure a body 

at once in a high degree solid and transparent, which 

might admit the light of the sun and exclude the 

violence of the wind, which might extend the sight 

of the philosopher to new ranges of existence, and 

charm him at one time with the unbounded extent 

of the material creation, and at another with the 

endless subordination of animal life, and, what is yet 

of more importance, might supply the decay of nature 

and succour old age with subsidiary sight. Thus was 

the first artificer of glass employed, though without his 

own knowledge or expectation. He was facilitating 

and prolonging the enjoyments of sight, enlarging 

the avenues of science, and conferring the highest 

and most lasting pleasures ; he was enabling the 

Student to contemplate Nature, and the Beauty to 

behold herself." 
A. H. T. 



COLLOQUE SENTIMENTAL. 

Dans le vieux parc solitaire et glace 
Deux formes ont tout a l'heure passe . 

Leurs yeu� sont morts et leurs levres sont malles 
Et l'on entend a peine leurs paroles. 
Dans le vieux parc solitaire et glace 
Deux spectres ont evoque le passe. 
" Te souvient-il de notre extase ancienne ? "  
" Pourquoi voulez-vous done qu'il m'en souvienne ? "  
" Ton cceur bat-il toujours a: mon seul nom ? 
Toujours vois-tu mon ame en reve ? "  " Non." 
" Ah, les beaux jours de bonheur indicible 
Ou nous joignions nos bouches ! "  " C'est possible:' 
" Qu'il etait bleu, le ciel, et grand, l'es-poir ! " 
" L'espoir a fui, vaincu , vers le ciel noir." 
Tels ils marchaient dans les avoines folIes, 
Et la nuit seule entendit leurs paroles. 

P. VERLAINE. 

A SENTIMENTAL COLLOQUY. 

In the old chase, all desolate and vast, 
Two forms but now have passed. 

Dead eyes and drooping lips are theirs ; each word 
So low that scarce 'tis heard. 

In the old chase, all desolate and vast, 
Two Ghosts have raised the Past. 

" Rememb'rest joys of June in drear November ? "  
" Say, why should I remember ? "  

" Still stirs my name thy heart as long ago ? 
In dreams still seest me ? "  " No." 

" 0  days of never-spoken bliss, when we 
Pressed mouth to mouth ! "  " May be." 

" How strong was hope ! how blue the heaven 0' erhead ! " 
" Foiled hope to the black sky fled." 

So through the nodding oats they went ; no word, 
Save by the night, was heard. 

G. C. M. S. 
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VERSE 1. SOLO. .Allegro. 
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YONLAND. 

HEY were a curious people, but one thing about 

them I thought highly commendable. They 

listened eagerly to all that I told them of the 

way in which we manage things in England, and when 

they saw that our methods were better than theirs they 

gratefully adopted them. 
I found their ideas as to the relations of the sexes 

strangely uncouth. There was nothing that men did, 

that women did not do, and no employment for women 

that was not open to men. In England we have men

cooks, men-milliners, and men-teachers in kindergartens, 

but in Yonland lawyers and doctors and clergymen 

were as commonly women as men, and the most 

conspicuous in any path of life just as often of the 

former sex as of the latter. Women, I found, could 

become successful architects and engineers, policemen, 

soldiers and sailors, while the work of some of the 

needlemen of the country was not i nferior to anything 

that I have seen at home. 
However, inconvenient results, of course, constantly 

sprang from this state of things . For instance, the 

Prime-minister was once frightened by a cow and 

seized with an hysterical fit, which incapacitated he r 

for several days ; and on another occasion, a wasp 

stung her on the nose, with a like result. I expressed 

my surprise that they should allow a woman, however 

clever, to fill so h igh an office, but they answered, 

, Better a young woman than an old man,' which maxim 

they considered an irrefutable axiom. 
Nevertheless I persisted in pointing out the advantage 
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of regulating one's employment by the accident of sex, 
specially provided for our guidance by Providence. 
I told them that, at home, the women specialised in 
cooking and sewing and other light offices, while the 
men undertook the grosser forms of labour, whether of 
hand or head ; in short, that we had discovered that 
sphere was more a matter of sex than of anything else. 
They began to see that this was right, but they came 
within an ace of doing a most dangerous thing. The 
Commission appointed to enquire into the matter, by 
compiling tables of eminent men and women, came to 
the conclusion that men should be relegated to menial 
and unimportant occupations, while women should be 
workers and breadwinners. In spite of my arguments, 
of course very cogent ones, they persisted in this error, 
pointing to the superiority of female spiders over males, 
of female fishes over males, of worker bees over drones, 
and innumerable other ignoble instan�es. A slight 
accident saved them. During the absence for domestic 
reasons of the Foreign Secretary, other nations grew 
so aggressive, that, coming forward with the weight of 
all my arguments at once, I succeeded in convincing 
the authorities that women must retire and men must 
rule. 

The new system naturally worked admirably. The 
Prime-minister became a schoolmistress, an office which 
she most efficiently filled, while strangely enough, her 
late valet (a sort of male chambermaid or gyp) became 
Premier in her place. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 
handed over her portfolio to one of the nobler sex, and 
found that her training in office eminently fitted her to 
be housekeeper to the worthy man, whom she shortly 
afterwards married. I am sorry to say, however, that 
the late Home Secretary, from lack of occupation, 
contracted melancholia, and blew out her brains. 

Of course the withdrawal of so many high officials 
and the substitution of lower ones in their places 
brought down the standard of excellence for a time, 
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but I am sure that the quality of soups and entr&s 
increased to a compensatory extent ; and I may here 

remark that the people were so grateful for my exertions 

that they shortly afterwards rewarded me with a statue 

in their Parliament Yard. 

I had now prepared them for the reception of other 

economic doctrines. Proceeding on the same lines, 

I taught them the value of ' division of labour: I told 

them how station-porters renew their lamps in our 

railway carriages,· and they were much struck by the 

ingenuity of the idea. I taught them how to dig, and 

to this day, I suppose, my system is in vogue. One 

man places the spade in position, a second stamps it in 

with his foot, and a third lifts out the sods. When two 

go upon a journey, one invariably carries the other. 

I also discovered that they might make candles from 

the fat of caterpillars. Twenty thousand caterpillars 

were required to make 1 6 0z of fat, costing about £ 1 3 ·  

Until then they had imported candles a t  l od a pound ; 

but I taught them how to protect their native industry 

by means of a prohibitive tariff, and had it not been for 

an epidemic among caterpillars, I think that Yonland 

would by now have been the first of nations .  

We established too a State Water-Works Company, 

manufacturing that fluid from oxygen and hydrogen. 

By means of heavy subsidies, we were able to undersell 

all other supplies and even to lay on water free where 

people already had wells. 
These schemes cost a good many millions, but I was 

able to shew them how to get the money. All the land 

at that time belonged to the State, and, incredible as it 

may seem, this simple people knew nothing of rent. 

No one can imagine how enormously I increased their 

wealth by simply putting in practice Ricardo's theory. 

It was as though I should shew two people how to eat 

the same piece of cake. 

'* Mrs Fawcett's political Economy, p. 13· 
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But now, just as I had got everything into something 
like working order, a wet summer occurred. Many 
tenant farmers were ruined and came upon the State for 
sustenance. One blockhead wrote a book saying that 
my new system was the cause of this, but I procured him 
to be burnt together with his pamphlet. After conclu
sively demonstrating to those in authority that poverty 
was incidental to progress and that no greatness could be 
had without taxes, (which I managed to do, although 
they had never heard of Henry George or of Lord 
Brougham), we proceeded amicably with our reforms. 

Having differentiated the sexes, I began to sketch 
out roughly demarcations of class. The lately ruined 
farmers I placed at the bottom and called paupers. 
Nine of these were held equal to one artisan, nine 
artisans to one tradesman, nine tradesmen to one 
member of a profession, nine of these latter to myself, 
the nucleus of a future class of Aristocrats whose office 
it was to do nothing, for the good of the country. The 
statesmen asked me what they were to be, but I 
answered them evasively. I thought that they ought 
to belong to the class of their origin, while they 
evidently expected to be placed above Aristocrats. 

.. ,. ,. ,. 

It would not interest readers of the Eagle to know 
how I came to offend the artisans. Suffice it to say 
that, before I had proceeded further with the civilisation 
of Yonland, they secured, by a majority of 'rh votes, 
my banishment from the island. Such was their 
gratitude for all that I had done for them. 

G. G. D. 

COLLEGE ROOMS. 

®m0 �T WOUld 
. .  

appear from the four 
.
P�tz£ng (t".e. � J1 Apprazstng)  Books and the sImIlar book 

called Transfer Book which are all in the 
College Treasury, and together cover the period from 
1 59 7  to 1 7 88, that up to the last hundred years all the 
rooms in the College were distributed among the 
Fellows. Each Fellow was allowed to take pupils, and, 
in the earlier days at any rate, each pupil had his own 
f study ' or compartment under lock and key in the 
rooms of his Tutor. For example, take the inventory 
of 1 63 2  of the room now called F I .  First Court, at 
present occupied by J. P. F. L. De Castro. 

" Imprimis z casements, a lock and 2 keyes to the Chamber 

do re, 3 window leaves, 2 bords in the wind owes with ledges 

with whole glasse in all ye windowes, a handle of the do re and 

a wanstok portall� with all necessary irons, alsoe a massy forme, 

a dore to ye coalshouse, a plate aboue the portall with a dore 

opening into ye chamber. 
In the studdy next ye Court, 3 shelves, one long desk, a 

table, a wooden casement, a lock and key, a lege to ye windowe, 

a cubbart in the window with a dore. 

In the studdy next ye Lane, A lock and key, 7 slewes,t one 

casement, a leafe, flore raysed. 
In the lane-studdy next ye kitchen, 4- shelves, one table, 

one seate, lock and key, new glass in the window without a 

casement, and a loft to ly in, a cubbart under ye table with a 

falling bord, a payre of gimmers·"t 

* It would seem that the ' portall ' was the ' oak,' the 'dare,' the inner 
door. 

t I cannot explain this word. 
t 'gi11l11lcr, a hinge.' (Halliwell) .  
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With such arrangemellts throughout it would be 
possible for the College to contain a great number of 
students, . even in  the days when it consisted of only 
two Courts. 

From the Pnzzng Books, as will now be understood, 
we can find out what Fellow was holding a particular 
set of rooms at any given date : but we cannot find 
out the names of the pupils who shared his room s 
with him, nor in many cases in which particular room 
out of several the Fellow himself resided. 

In the old days of which we are speaking, what 
was treated as a single set of rooms often embraced 
two or three modern sets. For example, rooms on 
the highest floor in each Court were in general called 
, garrets,' and were considered as going with the rooms 
below them, (in fact in the First Court, though not in 
the Second, the only access to the garrets was from the 
rooms below). As the garrets did not 20unt separately, 
a staircase contained a smaller number of sets of rooms 
than at present. Thus the staircases (as now existing) 
of the First Court comprised in the seventeenth century 
only twenty-five ' chambers.' At present we count on 
the same staircases forty ' sets of rooms.' 

The originC\.l names of our first three courts were the 
Old Coztrt, the New Court, and the l{bra?y Court, 
respecti vel y. 

Neither for staircases or chambers was there in early 
times any system of lettering or numbering employed. 
Accordingly a particular chamber could only be denoted 
by the most cumbrous description. For example, what 
we call C 4, Second Court (occupied by Mr Graves), was 
described as The Upper Chamber over the Gallery over 
the great mzdle doore on the left-hand goez"ng up, and even 
then the Court is omitted. Instead of K I ,  Second 
Court (occupied by C. W. G. Lewis), we have The low 
Chamber on tha left-hand o.f the entrance Z1'ttO the South
west co?'?�er zn the new Court : instead of D 5 (occupied 
by A. R. R. Button), we have The Uppermost Cha11:lber 
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01' Cockloft over ye Cloyster, bez'ng ye next save one to ye 

Brt'dge. (The rooms in the highest story of the Third 

Court seem to have had a separate existence from the 

beginning, and not to have been mere annexes to the 

rooms below them.) 

In the 1 8th century a system of numeration was 

introduced. The Chambers with their annexed garrets 

remained as before, but they were now denoted by a 

single system of numeration running through the three 

courts. Thus, what had been called The low Chamber. 

next the Chapel CB I ,  First Court) was called I .  The 

numbers ran round the Court in the opposite' direction 

to the present system of lettering, ending up with the 

buildings (now destroyed )  behind the old Chapel. 

Thus, F 3 was called 22, but F 4 above it was not 

numbered, but merely described as Ga'net to 22. The 

last chamber numbered in the First Court was 35 ,  the 

old Organ Chamber of the Chapel, which was lived in  

even into the present century. The numbers from 3 6  

t o  4 1  were for some reason given t o  the six rooms under 

the Library, two of which were entered from the Second 

Court. The room now lettered N, but then apparently 

considered as on our 0 staircase, was 4 2 .  After this 

the numbers ran round the Second Court just in the 

opposite direction to our lettering, and then similarly 

round the Third Court. The last room CC 6) was 

numbered 1 03 . 
During the century 1 680-17 80' gradual changes took 

place in the collegiate system. Undergraduates were 

as a rule under one or other of two principal Tutors, 

thongh other Fellows still occasionally had pupils. 

Instead of living in the Tutor's rooms, students occupied 

rooms apart from their Tutor, at first two or three 

' chumming ' together, afterwards singly as at present. 

Probably the latter change was connected with the 

decline in numbers of our students in the eighteenth 

century. From 1 7 1 5  while the First and Second Court 

rooms were assigned to the Fellows, the rooms in the 
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Third Court were occupied by junior members of the 
College. 

About 1 7 88 which is the date of the last entries in 
the Transfer Book, it would seem that the garrets were 
first treated as independent rooms, and those in the 
First Court had new means of access made to them. 
For example the rooms we call A 2 ,  3, 4 First Court, 
which had been garrets to B 2 and B 3, were now for 
the first time approached from the turret staircase. 
Still, however, from B staircase we can clearly see what 
the old arrangement was.'" 

The rooms previously annexed as garrets to the 
cham bers below were now separately enumerated, though, 
not to disturb the system of numeration, they were 
denoted by the number of the room to which they had 
been attached with B or C added. Thus the room (F 4, 
First Court), previously called Garret to 22 was now 
called 2 2  B. "" 

Our present system of lettering the staircases, and 
numbering the rooms on each separately, seems to have 
been introduced about I 830, that is, at the time of the 
opening of the New Court. 

One might have thought that from the time of the 
institution of the Tutorial system, we should have ready 
to hand a record of the successive occupants of all our 
rooms. Unfortunately that is not the case. The 
College never troubled to keep such a record, and the 
only books in which such facts were enshrined were 
taken away by successive Tutors on their retirement 
as their private property and probably in almost every 
case destroyed. 

The lists issued with the present number of the Eagle 
have therefore been compiled with some difficulty, and 
are still sadly imperfect. For the history of the last 
thirty or forty years I am deeply indebted to Messrs 

• Much of the above is taken from MI" Torry's Founders and Benefactors 
of St :John's College, Eagl� Vol. xiv. P 345, Vo!. xv. p I, &c. 
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John Swan and Son and Messrs Bulstrode, who have 

both allowed me to make lull use of their Valuation 

Books. Information in regard to the earlier part of 

the century has beeh derived partly from slight 
memoranda preserved in the College records and else
where, partly from personal sources. 

The lists are now issued provisionally in the hope 

that fresh information will be called forth to make them 
more complete. The present instalment embraces the 

Second and Third Courts. At the head of each list I 

have put not only the present denotation of the rooms; 

but the old description and (in a square bracket) the 
number by which they were denoted in the period 
before 1 830. 

Wherever I am not certain that One occupant directly 
succeeded another, I have left a gap between the hames, 
In many cases I have no doubt that no such gap really 
existed. The date before the names gives generally the 
date of commencing residence. Thus, ' M 42 ' means 
that the occupant came in in Michaelmas Term 1 642 •  
But ' c 20 ' merely means that the occupant was there 
about 1 820, and I have no information when his tenancy 
began or when it expired. When a tenant was et 

Fellow or Master of Arts during some part of his 
tenancy, I have generally given him the prefix ' Mr: 
To avoid confusion, I have not given this prefix to 
Fellow Commoners, although they are strictly speaking' 
entitled to it. 

Information of any kind tending to make the lists. 
more accurate, or to throw light on the after history of 
the J ohnians therein named, will be most welcome. 
It is intended to bring out the lists hereafter in a more 
complete form. 

G. C. M. S. 
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"C:)7r'1)� ctva"Te�, ctA."tP.O£ JlfiaVLa" 
02 MapryapLT'1)� fivryevov� e7Twvvp.Ot  
Kap.ov 'TT'ap' lYxOatr; U€Ap.a 7I.att'1)poopap.oy 
8a"€I,T', epeuufiT', OV" eao' O'TT'Wr;TWVV 
pe'iBp' 1}uvxa�€w (3op(3opov p.EAaJlUpa 
�Tvryor; TE, ICe� Tt TOVO€ ICa"O'TT'tVeuupoJl, 
Tt ofjTa P.€AAET', El TOUOUO' vp.a.r; €Xe£ 
epwr; arywvo�, p.'1)"eO' VUTepfJ"eVat, 
' '' '' ' '1: " 0 � "'0 ' K '  , all.lI. €sav€1I. €tJl av tr; €t� ap.ou "apa .. 
� ... � " ,  0' f , f , Cc) 'TT'a£CJ€r;, OU" 'YJ"ovua wr; ev 'YJ�pat� 
Ta'i� 'TT'pOUOE ICA€tVat� ctvope') OVIC opOwvvp.o£, 
vtIC'YJV ryap ov 'TT'WAOUVU') eICT�uaVT' a€£, 
ot N t"O'TT'WAat Gap.eUfiW') P€{Bpo£') 7Tapa 
OVX "'UUOJl � ''TT'£ M1jTPO') Eup.evoV') poa'i� 
Tll 'TT'PWT' aptuT€VUaVTer; �p.1jua'JI ICA€O�' 
eh' egtovur; e� (3Lou P.Et�w opoP.OJl 
epryotu£ 'TT'aVTotOtutv wrp01juav "aAot' 
" ' ,1  0 ' " ' '>' ' ' ''>' '  ° P.€JI ryap 'lv eOll.oryor;' ° O€ TOVr; HooTa� 
TO p.'1)oev ev v�UOtUt (3ap(3apwTaTa£" 
eU1jryry€AtS€T' eUICA€nr; e7Ttu"O'TT'O�' 
o 0', ou" 'Iwvwv €v OOP.Ol� T€Bpap.p.evo�, 
ouo'iv aO€ArpOtJl ouoev f)uTepo') rye"lwr;, 
aVTfj� Ot' ap€Tfj� (3fjp.' erp' f)tlUTOV M"1j� 
e(31j, "P£TWJI ap£UTor;, euue(3euTaTo�, 
'" OV" o'toaO' W� 'TT'OT' OV Tt on rpuxpor; Xuov, 
o JlVV KuvauTWV, p.ovut"fj� Otoau"aAo') 
ev Ta'ir; AVllfiAp.eiat07t np.'1)8dr; [opalr;, 
"W7T'f} 7Tov�uar; aUT or; 0"l0oor; "apa 
'TT'OU:lp.ou "aTfi'iXfi TfiUUapWJI eTWJI 'XPOJlOY ; 
IC47TEtB' 0 Aap.7Tpo') 'TT'a'i'), 0 ')(pv(]'ooatoaAo�, 

ARCULI SAG ITTULA, 

Lords of the oar, youths of heroic fame, 
Who bear the Lady Margaret's honoured name, 
Who, sitting each on swiftly-gliding seat, 
With ceaseless oar Cam's sluggish waters beat
Waters more filthy than the filthy mud 

That lines the Styx, or any fouler flood ; 
If thus ye love for honour dear to race 
Why claim ye not the first and foremost place 1 
Why win ye not the River's Head once more ! 
Have ye not heard how in the days of yore 
The Selwyns-wrongly named, for ne'er a win 
Sold they, but always came triumphant in-
N 0 less illustrious on the Thames profound 
Than on their Alma Mater's stream renowned, 
Went forth to row the real race of life, 

And one and all were heroes in the strife i 
One a Professor ; one a Bishop famed 
In heathen isles the Light of Life proclaimed ;  
The third, though not in J ohnian cloisters trained, 
A Judge most just high honour justly gained. 
Or know ye not how Snow, no oarsman cold, 
Who now the Greek Professorship doth hold 

In ancient Durham, Kynaston yclept, 
The River's Head four years unvanquished kept 1 
Then Goldie came, the bright and beauteous boy 
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rpaIlT'1]'> a'Ya;\}l-a, Ballau{}l-ov ;\t}l-V'1]'> 'YaIlO�, UVII €7TTlZ lIav/3aTa£u£1I aB;\�ua,> "a;\wr;, "a� lIavII EpSUUWII WUT€ 7TaIlT' lJ7T£U()' eXe£Jl. TV Map'YapLTll 'OW"EII acp()£TOV ";\(Or; 
aUT(� TE "voo,>' eH 0' EV "H;\£oo,> Va7Ta£., ol"e'i ile"avo,> IIVII Te "a� 7Ta;\a£ }l-€'YM, 
Be'ior; 7TpOCMT'1]r; n£Ep£OOlV K1'JT'1]uLov� 
''r7Tep{ov' v}l-vtjuavTo,>' oUX "'UUOV TO 7TptV 
TWI' vavn"wv e}l-7Te£po,> '" }l-OVUWV �op£,>, , rk '  " , � � rk ' ... "at uV'Y'Ypa't'ev,> ap£UTo,>' V}l-H'> OUII, '1'£ /\,OL. 
<rOUTO!'> tuo£ 'YL'Yveu()'·. EV 'A"ao�}l-ol) uToa'i., 
'YEW}l-eTpe'iTE, cp£;\ouocpe'in:, }l-OVu£"fj,> 
"a£ 'Yvwuew,> KpaTe'ire "at }l-a()�uew,>' .. , ,/: rk '  �

, rk ' HT esa't'eVTe'> 7TaV Tq 'l'POVHUT'1]P£OV 
ip€UUeT' avope,>, cd,> cpl;\'1J'> ,yvxfj,> fr17'ep. T{ TaVT' €'Ypa,ya, To�Lo£OV Ma;\oU}l-€Vo,>, 
0wlJ,a,> Kv;\{vowv TWV cpL;\wv fC;\'T)()el'O iJ7TO. vaVTWV fCdfC£UTo'O TWV E7T� SV'YiJ. 8'opo'O ; 
o u  vavnl.'o,> nr; el}l-£, 'Y'1]paufCW 0' O}l-W'>, 
o£Ocfu"o}l-a{ Te 7TO;\;\q 70V 'Y�pw'O iJnQ' 
ooup0}l-a£ Te UV}l-cpopa'O U}l-WV lowv, 
pux w'O Ta 7TpOq()' ap£UTa o£a7TOVOV}l-€VWV. 
EV UUT€prp OE vvv EpeUUOJl7WV T07Trp' 
ov 'Yap H VUV 'Ye fC&'x()e,> a;\;\' aeL 7TOTE 
crfjv Map'YapLT'1Jv lIav(:3aTa,> T' aUTfj'O cp£AW. 
CPO£V£fCo/3a7T70£'O EVOUTOV,> EU()�}l-aU£v. 
I'VV Xatp€Te' pwvvvu()e' 7Tii,> EpeuVsTw' 

ARCULVS;, 
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The pride of Granta, Mortlake's dearest joy 1 
He by a gallant effort of the oar 
Regained the River's pride of place once more ; 
With deathless glory Lady Margaret crowned, 
,.A.nd with like garland his own temples bound, 
E'en now in Ely dwells a learned Dean, 
Greater than whom ne'er hath, nor shall be seen ; 
The inspired interpreter of Keats's song, 
.A. great historian, and an oarsman strong. 

Be like these heroes who have gone before ; 
In Granta's Courts each mystery explore 
Which Mathematics, Science, and the Muse 
Ne'er to reveal to those who seek refuse. 
Then quit the thought-shop for awhile, and row 
As those whose life depends on how you go. 
Why write I thus ? I, Arculus, whom all 
My friends of old " Tom Bowling " us.ed to call� 
The sheerest hulk that ever held an oar, 
Catcher of countless " crabs " in days of yore 1 
No " oar " am I ;  yet, as I older grow, 
A thing or two unknown before I know ; 
And much I grieve to see our banner red 
No longer waving at the River's Head ; 
For not to-day nor yesterday, I ween, 
Bath Lady Margaret been my heart's fond Queen : 
But always have I loved her, and loved you, } 
Eer blazer-bearing, red-apparelled crew ; 
Farewell ! Row hard and each man pull it through. 

ARCULUS. 
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'll'Bourne, A. A. 

·Bowling, E. W. 

Boyes, D. L. 
Brett, A. E. 
Brooke, H. 

-Bush, T. H .  

o;¥Bushell, W.  D.  

Cadle, H .  S .  
·Caldecott, A. 

Cameron, J .  A. 
Carnegy, F. W. 
Carpmael, A. 
Cbaudhuri, A. 

December 1 86 1 -June 1 86z 
Founder, 1 8 5 8  
December 1 878-May 1 880 
Founder, 1 8S 8  
June 1 8 87-December 1 88g 
April 1 8S 9-De'cember 1 859-
May 1 8S 8  
March 1 863-June 1 863  
March 1 87s-March 1 876 
December I 875-December 1 871 
March 1 86 1-May 1 86 1  
December 1 889-June 1 890 
December 1 869-May 1 870  [ November 1 8 S 8-March ). 860 
December 1 862-June 1 86+ 
December 1 87 1  
March 1 880-April 1 882  
November 1 873-June 1 87f 
Founder, 1 8S8  [ April 1 859-June 1 85 9  
June 1 862-March 1 863 
June 1 885  
J uly 1 88 1-December 1 883  
December 1 889-March 1 892  
Decem ber 1 890-March 1 892  
August 1 8 8z-June 1 883 
December 1 882-December 1 883 

Edzlors of the Eagle. 

Cherrill, A. K. December 1 86 I 
'Io'Christie, P. R. March 1 883-December 1 883 
'Io'Cotterill, C. C. June 1 86s-March 1 866  
4fCowie, H. M.  February 1 8 7z-March 1 87 6  
Ebsworth, J .  W. December 1 86%-June 1 86 3  

�Falcke, D. C .  December 1 879 -July 1 88 1  
Foote, J. A. February 1 8 7 1 -June 1 8 7 1  
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Forrest, G. W. December 1 867-December 1 869 
Fox, C .  A. December 1 866 

*Foxwell, H. S. December 1 877-December 1 878  
Gibson-Carmichael, T.  D .  December 1 878-December 1 879 
Goulding, E .  A. June 1 8 8 3-March 1 88 5  

"'G C E { DeCember 1 86z-December 1 86", 
raves, . . 

June 1 866  
Green, J. 
Hamilton, J. A. G. 

*Hankin, E. H. 
Hart, H. G. 

*Hart, W. E., Junr 
Haskins, C. E. 

'ifHaslam, A. B. 

Haslam, C.  E. 
Haslam, F. W. C. 

*Heath, C .  H. 
*Hiern, W. P.  

H ill, I-I. E. 

Holmes, A.  

Horton-Smith, L .  
*Hudson, W. H. H. 

J agger, J .  E. 
Jenkins, J .  H. 
Jeudwine, J. W. 
J ohnson, J. M. 
Kelly, E. 
Knowles, T. 
Lee, W. J .  

*Lec-Warner, H .  
'll-Lee-Warner, W. 

Light, G. M. 

February 1 858-May 1 8 5 8  
May 1 877-April 1 87 8  
March 1 8 89-June 1 889  
June 1 864-March 1 865 
June 1 866-March 1 868 
December I 868-June 1 869 { February 1 87 I-December 1 87 1  
May 1 87z-March 1 873  
June 1 868 
December I 868-May 1 870 
December 1 885-December 1 887 
March 1 860-November 1 860 
May 1 884-March 1 885  f March 1 8 5 8-May 1 85 8  t June 1 860-May 1 8 6 1  
June 1 89 1  t o  the present time 
December 1 87 1-June 1 87 3  
May 1 884-March 1 885  
December 1 876-May 1 87 7  
November 1 874-June 1 875  

June 1 87 1 �February 1 872  

December 1 87z-March 1 874 

December 1 863 
April 1 87 8-December 1 878  
March I 86 1-December 1 8 6 1  
April 1 867-March 1 868 
December 1 877-April 1 87 8  
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Little, E. D. 
Long, B. 
Ludlow, H. 

oJfMac Alister, Donald 
Mac Bride, E. W. 
Mc Dougall, W. 
Maples, F. G. 
Masterman, J. H ,  B. 

'''Mayor, J .  B. 
Merriman, H .  A. 

�Moser, E. B. 
'lI-Moss, H .  W. 

�"Moss, T. 

Mullinger, J .  B. 
'lI-Mullins, W. E. 

Palmer, E. H .  
Pearson. J .  B .  

""Pond, C. A. M. 
Poynder, A. J .  

""Ram, S. A .  S. 
Ray, J .  L. 

oJfRaynor, A. G. S.  
oJI.Richardson, G. 
"'Roach, T.  
*Rolleston, H .  D. 
%Roseveare, W. N. 
>I'Salisbury, C.  H. 

*Sandys, J. E. 

Schiller, F. N. 
Scri Yen, J .  B.  
Sherrington, W. S.  
Sikes, E. E. 

""Simpkinson, H. W. 
Smith, G. C.  M. 

.... Stanwell ,  C. 
':'Tanner, J .  R. 
*Taylor, C. 

Taylor, R. W. 
*Tottenham, H .  R. 

November 1 85 8  
December 1 88 9-March 1 89 t  
March I 85 8-May 1 85 8  
Dec. 1 885 t o  the present time 
December 1 890-l\1arch 1 89 1  
June 1 89 1  t o  the present time 
March 1 865-December 1 865 
June 1 892 to the present time 
Founder, 1 85 8  
June 1 892 t o  the present time 
February 1 872-November 1 874 
December I S 6 1 -March 1 862 f March 1 866-June 1 867 
December 1 868-February I S7 l 
May 1 884-June 1 885 
Founder, 1 85 8  
December 1 867-March 1 869' 
March 1 8 62-June 1 862  
December 1 885-March 1 887  
October I 880-April 1 88 2  
June 1 885-June 1 8 8 6  
January 1 882-March 1 88 3  
December 1 883-March 1 88 5  
June 1 864-June 1 865 
Decem ber 1 863-March I 864-
June 1 885-June 1 886  
December 1 88 8  
December 1 887-June 1 88 8  [ December 1 864-June 1 865 
November 1 873-April 1 88 2  
December 1 88 6  -June 1 88 7  
March 1 860-November 1 860 
March 1 88 I -December 1 882 
December 1 88 8-June 1 889  
June 1 8 H-December 1 876  
March 1 889 to  the present time 
November 1 860-May 1 8 6 1  
May 1 884-June 1 88 8  
December I 865-March 1 866  
November 1 860-June 1 862  
December 1 88z-December 1 88 3  

Edz"tors of the Eagle. 5 3 5  

*Tucker, T. C. 
Turner, G. J. 

December 1 879-0ctober 1 8 80 

December 1 88 7-June 1 889  

�Wace, F ,  C.  

*Whitaker, G, H. 

�Wilkins, A. S. 

Wilson, K. 

*Wilson, J. M. 
Windsor, J. 

*Wynne-Willsoll, St 1. B. 

*Yeld, C.  

{ November 1 85 8-June 1 860 
December 1 864-May 1 8p { February 1 8 7 1 -June 1 8 7 1  
Di!cember 1 876-May 1 877  
December 1 865-June 1 867 { December 1 862  
December 1 863 
Founder, 1 85 8  
December 1 886-J tine 1 887 
March 1 888-June 1 890 
December 1 8 63-June 1 864. 

DESIDERIUM. 

The long Pacific liner's deck in June 
N ear midnight and no ripple on the sea., 
While up and down I pace, and gradually', 

Lulled by the ceaseless engines' drowsy droon, 
I lapse into forgetfulness ; the moon, 

Of dreamy touch enchantress, brings to me 
Old scenes and days which I no more shall s'ee, 

Save in imagination's last s'ad boon. 

The shado,,;s on the awnings as I tread 

Seem like familiar trees ; a bird's clear strain 

Rings in my heart : I catch the fragrance shed 

By old familiar flowers ; and once again 

Stand by the old sweet home where I was bred, 

And climb once more the old familiar lane. 

C. SAPSWORTH. 
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THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS. 

THE pale moon brooded o'er the swollen tide, 
That ever bore its sightless waters down, 

And on the bridge a fresher stood, in pride 
Of cap and gown. 

A fresher and a poet ! through him thrilled 
The fire divine that only great souls know, 

And yet ,'twas strange, but he had thrice been 
I' the Little Go. 

pilled 

'Twas cruel fate, with still more cruel grammar, 
That brought him to this dark abysm of woe, 

In vain had he recited to his cram mer 
His 0, �, TO. 

Forsooth, as poet, he had glory won, 
He'd sung of joys and hopes for ever fled, 

In poems, which, save but 1? .is mother, none 
Had ever read. 

He'd writ an epic too, ye gods, how long, 
Ten thousand lines in twenty books or so, 

And yet, as I have mentioned, he went wrong 
l' the Little Go. 

Thus he had come in sombre sad attire 
To gaze upon the tide as on it speeds, 

And nourish thoughts that might the world 
To noble deeds ; . 

And dream of some Arcadia's age of gold 

inspire 

When shepherds sang of life and love's sweet glow, 
Nor knew the pain, whereof but now I told, 

That Little Go ! 
A. J. C. 

--..... 

® l1 f t u a rJ].  

THE REV WILLIAM N.ATHANIEL GRIFFIN B.D. 

By the death of the Reverend Canon Griffin, at Ospringe, on 
the 2 5 th November last, the College has lost one of the simplest 
and noblest of her sons. 

Mr Griffin was the son of Mr William Griffin, a member 
of an old and respected family at Coventry in Warwickshire. 
The College Register records that he was born in London 
(County Middlesex�, on the 2 8th January 1 8 1 5 ,  that he entered 
the College as a Sizar under Hughes, Bushby and Hymers as 
Tutors, May 30th, 1 8 3 3 ,  and that his School was Christ's 
Hospital. 

Mr Griffin was however not a • Blue ' in the strict sense. 
By an ancient custom of the House, recognised so long ago as 
1 5 70, certain of the Masters were allowed to take private pupils 
to be educated in the School along with those of the Founda
tion. We read in Trollope's HlstofY of Chrtst's Hospital, 

pp. 1 84-5,  where the quotations are from the Court Books of 
the Hospital : " In order • that no inconvenience may arise to 
the Hospital,' it is  expressly ordered that all private pupils • do 
m ix with the children of the House, receiving their instruction 
with them, and not forming a particular or separate class.' And 
by an Order of the Committee, 1 3  March 1 7 99. the number of 
pupils which each Master is permitted to take is  limited to six." 
The practice was finally discontinued about J 868.  It is worth 
mentioning that Warren Hastings was such a private pupil in 
Christ's Hospital. A certificate, dated 4- November 1 74-9, that 
he had "gone through a regular course:of Merchant's Accounts," 
is still extant. 

Mr Griffin was the private pupil of Mr Brooks, the Head 
Mathematical Master. One who was a Gt'ecian in the school 
at the time writes " He was as the boy so gentle, patient, kind, 
self-denying. Again and again with the utmost readiness 
putting aside his own work to help me in  difficulties, for the 
solution of which I know I very often thrust myself upon him. 
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SI rE PUIS. 

tADS in red, come raise a chorus; 

Lady Margaret men are w e : 

Mark the flag that's floating o'et us, 

Read the motto " Si j e  puis!" 
, Tis a golden rule of rOWing, 

True since rowing' first began ; 

Every race w e  must mean going, 

Aye, and winning if we can! 

Chorus-If we can! If we can ! If we can ! 

Then row for Lady Margatet every man! 

Though w e  cannot all aspire 
To set the Cam on fire, 
Yet we'll get the boat up higher 

If we can! 

So we'll work together facing 
Pelting rain or burning sun: 

It's not only in the racing 
That a place is lost and won! 

Stick to practice, stick to training 

Resolutely, every man : 
While there's aught to do remaining' 

We must do it if we can! 

Chorus-If we can! If we can! If we can! 

Then row for Lady Margaret every man l 

N ever mind about the weather ! 

Watch the time and swing and feather! 

And we'll get the boat together 

If we can! 
VOL. xVI1. 4F 
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Then when scarlet blades are flashing 
As the good ship gathers pace, 

And the rattle's loudly crashing 
At the crisis, of the race, 

Though whoe'er you please ahead be, 
Follow out this simple plan : 

Let the motto of the Red be 
' We will bump them if we can! ' 

Chorus-If we can! If we can! If we can! 
Then row for Lady Margaret every man I And together raise the chorus, 
We'll let no one triumph o'er us, 
But we'll bump the boat bt:fore us 

If we can! 

R. H. F. 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Contt'nutd from p. 481). 

9�F is well known that St John's did not come 
�IID into possession of all the estates the Lady Mar-' 

garet had designed for its support. Through 
the unwearied efforts of Bishop Fisher, backed up 
by the assiduity of our third Master, Nicolas Metcalfe,

' 

the estates of three religious houses were added to' 
the endowments of the College. The Maison Dieu of 
Ospringe and the Benedictine Nunneries of Higham ' 
and Broomhall were dissolved by Henry VIII, and 
their possession granted to the College. 

Preserved among the muniments of the College 
are a vast number of charters belonging to these' 
Houses. Fascinating as these are to the professed' 
antiquary, it cannot be said that to the ordinary 
reader grants of land and compacts between ecclesi
astical bodies which have been dissolved for centuries 
are of much interest. But preserved among the rent
rolls and charters of Higham are a few letters and' 
documents of more general concern. 

The Nunnery of Lillechurch or Higham (near 
Rochester) is stated to have been founded by King 
Stephen before the year 1 15 I. From a writing of 
T heobald, Archbishop of CC!-nterbury ( 1138- 1 162), 
preserved in the College (printed in. Dugdale's Monas
Neon, ed. 1 846, IV. 3 8 1) ,  it appears that King Stephen 
and his Queen Matilda gave to their younger daughter 
Mary, and her nuns of St Sulpice, the Manor ' of 
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Lillechurch, and so founded this house. Mary herself afterwards retired to the Abbey of Rumsey, i n  Ramp .. shire, and ultimately married Matthew of Flanders and became Countess of Boulogne. 
The Manor of Lillechurch and its demesnes were confirmed by grants from successive Kings to the nun .. nery at Higham, and at the dissolution of the nunnery became the property of St John's College, one of the farms into which the College estate there is divided being called ' Lillechurch,' and another the ' Abbey farm,' to this day. 
Originally founded for sixteen nuns, the house gradually decayed, until i n  the early part of the six .. teenth century there were but three inmates, against two 

of whom charges of dissolute life seem very clearly 
to have been made out by Bishop Fisher (Dugdale, 
Monastzco1Z IV. 3 79 ; Lewis, Life 0/ Bishop F�sher, IT. 307). 
A list of the abbesses and prioresses will be found i n  
Dugdale (I. c. p .  3 78). 

In the College Library is now deposited the mortuary 
roll of Amphelicia, who was prioress i n  1298. This 
is a parchment roll some 50 or 60 feet in length, 
signed by no less than 363 religious houses i n  England, 
each setting forth in a short formula that the deceased 
has their prayers from that time forth. It is believed 
to be the finest of such documents in existence (First 
Report of the Hzstorzcal MSS Commzsston, p .  74) One 
point of interest lies in the fact that we have in it 
so many speci mens of contemporary handwriting. 

While turning o ver a quantity of rent-rolls of the 
Manor of Lillechurch I found two parchment rolls; 
one apparently a service for the Commemo ration of 
Benefactors, partly in Norman -French, partly i n  
English; the other a list of pittances o r  allowances to 
the nuns on certain church festivals. This co m� 
memoration service has at some time been much 
inj u red by damp, and the earlier part (for ming the 
outside of the roll) is not easily deciphered. 
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It commences with a list of abbesses and prioresses, 

and the names here given add very considerably to 

the list given by Dugdale, while o ne or two of his 

names do not appear in this list .  

It will be observed that prayers are offered for the 

souls of William Wells, Bishop of Rochester ( 1 437-4.4). 

and of John Low, Bishop of Rochester (1444-68). It 

may therefore be conjectured that the service was used 

while Thomas Rotheram was, Bishop (11;68-72). 

Jube domine benedicere. Auctor & Defensor sit nobis 
omnipotens miserere domine Amen. Benedicite Domine. 
Parium del ordere del alme nre mestre. NOllS membre del 
alme labesse Marie, labesse Amor, labbesse Emeline, labbesse 
Oliue, labesse Mabile, labbesse Amice, lahbesse Eustace, 
labbesse Jude, labbesse Jon, Del alme la p'orisse Alis, la. 
p'orisse Eunice, la p'orisse Jon, la p'orisse Amflise, la p'orisse 
Mau't, la p' orisse J one, la p' orisse Maut, la p' oris se Elizabeth, 
la p' orisse Cecile, la p' orisse Oliue, la p' orisse J one. 
Del alme le roi Esteuene, la reyne Maut, Madame Marie & de 
lOT enfants. Et alme del ray Henry & de ces enfants, la alme 
del ray Ion (?) & de ces enfants lalme le ray Edward et de ces 
enfants . • • •  

(Tlte manuscript is here much torn al1d defaced) 

Prium pr seint ecglice ke deu la garde & la mentayne & la 
defende de . .. . & de trauaile & la content pT sa mTci .  Amen 

Priu pT lalme le roi Esteuene pr lalme la reyne Maut et pT la 

alme Marie pT labbesse, ray Jon pT lalme le ray Edward, pT lalme 

WilIe, pT lalme Raffh, pT lalme Jon, pT lalme Raffh, pr lalme 

J on, pT lalme WiJIem, & pT lalme Willem J on, ke diu assoile. 

pT. nT. 
Priu pr lalme Thos, pr lalme Regnal, pT lalme Jon, pr lalme 

Nicol , pT lalme Amand, pT alme Wille, pT lez almes J on & J on, 

Alis, Thomas & lez almes J on & J on ke dieu, pater nT. 

Priiim pr lalme Richard, pT lalme WilIem, pT lalme J on, pT lalme 

M argerie, pr lalme. J on, pT lalme Rogier, pT lalme J on, pT lalme 

WilIem, pr lalme Jon, pT lalme Thos, & pT lalme Thos, pT lalme 
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Robert, pr lalme Margerie, pr lalme Margerie, p,r lalme Alis &: 
pr lalme Alis, pr lalme J on & pr tous nous autre bienfetours kG 
dieu les asoile. Amen Pr nostr 

(The manuscript is herr!' VC1Y illegible in parts) 
God for thy mrcy send suche wynd & wederyng on erthe yt gras 
come & ffruites may grow crysten men to sustaYBe oure lyues t() 
amend strengthyng off oure sowlys good lord for thy mrey 
Amen. 
God for thy mrcy saue oure holy fadyr ye poope wt al l  hys, 
cardinallys, patryarkys of Jerusalem, archebyshoppys and 
Bysshopys, parsones and viearius & all ye yt hauyth holy chyrche 
vndyr gournaunce, god geue them grce so to rewi1e them selffe 
& thoo yt be vnder them that hytt may be pleasynt to god. 
saluacion bothe to ther lyuyes & soulys Amen. 
God for his marcy saue the priores of thys place and all here 
Systres, god geue here grce so to rulle herselfe and thoo that 
be vndyr her Rewell, plesyng to god and saluacon to theyr 
sowles Amendment, to here lyfe, and Amendment to thy5 poore 
place. Lord & it be thy wylle Amen. 
God for his mrcy saue all the bretheryn & Systerne is lyvys & 
specily Sr John Bycroft Confessor off thys place & Mast< Willffi 
Brayesbrak, Raaffe Beer, Richard Rykc1es, Robert GyImyn, 
Willm Roolff, Roberd fferrowre, Willffi ffuller, And all othyr 
benefacturus that we be bownde to pry for, that god off hys 
mercy geue vs grace to pry so for them that hytt may be to the 
pleasure off god & Saluacyon bathe to theyr Iyvys and to theyr 
sowlys Amen. 
God for hys mrcy saue all thatt there is on water, on lande, in 
pryson, in det or dedIy syne, in pell off dethe, in chyld bede 
lyyng, god for hys mrcy geue vs grace to pry so for them 
plesyng to god saluacon bothe to theyr lyffys & sowlys. Amen. 
God for his mrcy saue the steward off thys place & Councellaris. 
& the Rent gaderers & all the Seruantys that to thys place 
belongyng & all the tenawntes, god geue them gree so to re wile 
the selfes that hytt may be pleasyng to god and saluacious to 
ther sowIys Amen. 
God for hys mrcy haue mrcy opon the sowl1 of Willm WeIlys 
Bysshope of Rowchester & for the sowle off Bysshop John Low 
& for all the Bysshoppys sowIys that eur haue bene vysetorys 
synne thys place was [yrst fowndyd & send vnto them Requz'tIll 
,Selllp£/enzam Amen, pr. nr. 
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God for hys mrey haue mrcy one owre preares sowle Dam e 

Esobell Wade & for the sowle off Dame Margaret Boteler 

prares of this place and for all the preores sowlys that hathe 

byne syne thys place was fyrst ffowndyd and send vnto them 

Rlqu£em Sempdernam Amen. Pr Nostr. 

God for hys mrcy haue mrcy apon all owre systren sowlys that 

haue benne Resseuyd in thys place & specially for the sowle of 

Ame Murden, subpreares of thys place and Dame Maude , 

her systerne Dame Margery, Dame J oone, Dame Alys, 

Dame J oone, Dame Kateryne, Dame J oone & for all the 

sowlys that have bene systres of thys place syne thY9 place was 

fyrst foundyd and send vnto the Requzem etr n. pr. Nr. 

God for hys much mrcy have marcy on all our founders 

sowlys and specially for the sowle off Kyng Steuyne & for the 

sowle of quenne Mawde & dame Mary her dowgtr that was 

Abbas off thys place & for the sowle of Kyng Johne & the 

sowle of Kyng Harry & for the sowlys of all  the Kynges thatt 

hathe byne fownders off thys place syne this place was fyrst 

fowndyd & send vnto them ReqUIem Sempiternam Amen. Pr. Nr. 

God for hys muche mrcy haue mrcy apon owre ffaders sowlys 

& owre moders sowlys, owre Godfadyrs sowlys, owre godmothers 

sowlys, owre brethrene sowlys, owre systren sowlys, & all owre 

kynnys sowlys and all owre fryndys sowlys and for Dany 

Everard is sowle and Mastr Harry Crosby ys sowle & for John 

Dagfeld sowlle & for all the sowlys yt we be bound to pry for & 

for all crysten sowlys. De profulldis &c. 

Ffor the sowle of Rychard Morgan & Jehan hys wyffe, for 

the sow le of Raynold Assche & Rychard Gowlys sow le, for the 

sowle of Sr Thomas ffrowyke Knyght & J ehan hys wyffe and 

Thomas hys son. 

Hee SUit! sfafufa pictalteiarum eeclesze de Hegham. 

En la coception nostre Dame deus mes & pitance payn e 

crueyse. 
En la veyle de N owel deus mes. 

Le iour de N owel treys mes. 

Le iour de Stephene deus mes. 

Le iour de seynt J ohil le Eungeliste. deus mes. 

Le iour de seint Thomas, deus mes. 

Le jour de la crciicision, deus mes. 
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Le iour de la Tiphayne, deus mes. 
Le iour de seynt Sulpis, ij mes. 
Le iour de la purificacion ij mes e pitance payn e crUeyse, 
Le dimeygne prochein de vant les eendres ij mes elur crepis eflur. 
Le ior del anunciacion nre dame ij mes e pitanee payn e 

crueyse. 
Le dimeygne de paumes, ij mes. 
Le ior de la eene me seynr de vant Pask, ij mes. 
En la veyle de Pask, ij mes. 
Le iour de Pask, treys mes elur flauns. 
Len demeyn de Pask, ij mes. 
Le mardy suant apres, ij mes, 

""'Le meskerdie aps deuons prendre pesson, le iouisdie apres 
charfres. 

En les vtaues de pask quasz"modo genzle ij mes. 
Le ior de lexaItacion seint eroys ij mes. 
Le veyle de asceneion pesson. 
Le ior de aseeeio ij pitaee payn crueise e eheeu un formage. 
La veyle de Penteeoste, ij mes. 
Le iour de Pentecoste iij mes. 
Le demeyn de Penteeoste, ij mes. 

t Le meskerdie aprs deuons prendre pesson, le iouisdie chares 
fresehes. 

Le mardy suant proehain apres, ij mes. 
Le iour de la Trinite ij mes. 
Le veyle de eorpe ersti pesson. Le ior de Corpe Crsti 

ij mes. 
Le iour de seint Johnn de baptiste ij mes. 
Le ior Peter & Paul ij mes, Le ior seint Ann&, payn fJ 

crueyse. 
Le ior de la trnsfiguracion, ij mes. 
Le ior seint Radegunde pitance, xij deners. 
Le veyle de la assupcion me Dame ij mes, 
Le tieree ior apres ij mes, les vtas de assupeion, ij mes. 
Le ior de la Natiuite me Dame ij mes, pitance payn e 

cTileyse. 
Le ior de seint Mich ij mes. Le feste de reliquis ij mes. 
Le veyle de tous seyns pesson. Le ior de tous seyns ij mes. 

* Intcrlined in a later hand. t Interlined in a later hand. 

) 
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Le ior de dedicacion eede ij mes. 

E qnt quatredubbla feste vyent sur Lundy drink auera le 

tovent chars. 
Le iour del assupcion treys mes pitance payn e crtieyse 

checun vn formage. 

Len demeyn dei assumpcion ij meS. 

This list of pittances or allowances may be compared 

with that of the wealthy nunnery of Barking (Dugdale, 

lIf0?1asttCOn, 1. 444). The document is very plainly 

written in a fifteenth century hand, and most of the 

Norman-French words are sufficiently like their 

modern equivalents to be understood. 

lIfes stands for a portion, cervt"se or cervOtse beer, 

crepzs, in modern French crepes , seem to have been 

fritters or wafers, flauns (from the low Latin jladO?Zem) 

were custards, or open tarts ; pesson is for pofsson, charfres 

for chat:' fra'lche. 
But I am un able to conjecture the meaning of elur 

(or e lur), or ejlur (or e jlur). It may be that ejlur stands 

for et jlur or et, jleur, z·.e. jleur de farz1ze, which Cotgrave 

gi�es as xVIth century French for flour. Qua�z"modo 

gentle are the opening words of the Introit, chanted at 

the Mass for Low Sunday, or the Sunday after Easter ; 

the Octave (vtaves, utaves) of a Feast i s  the week or' 

eight days following, including the Feast itself. O n  

the day o f  S t  Rhadegund it will be observed that the 

nuns got twelve pence (deniers) as well as a pittance. 

The last Prioress of the House, Anchoreta U ngo" 

thorpe or Owglethbrpe, died 31 January 1520. Probably 

Fisher had had his eye on the nunnery for some time, 

and her death only hurried matters on. At thi s time 

there were but three nuns left, Agnes Swayne, Elita

beth Penny, and Godlive (also called Godliva, Godley, 

and Godliffe) Lawrence. 

The letters which follow seent to shew that Fishet' 

left Metcalfe to take the leading part in obtaining the 

King' s  consent. The second of Sharpe's letters (now a 

mere frag ment, the earlier portion having been torn away) 
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is interesting as shewing that some misgivings were 
fel t as to the prudence of the course which was to be 
followed and its effect as a precede nt . 

Addressed: To the Ryght Worshipfull Mr Archdeacon of 
Rochestr this lettre be dd in hast. 

After all dew recomendacons Syr so it is the ladies of Heigharn 
haue optened the kinges licence to elec a p'ores and so thei 
must goo to elecion hastely. my lord can no longer differ it 
but to his dishonor greatly. And if thei doo elec an hede, 
bathe yor matter shalbe hyndred thereby and also in case that 
hawse be trnlate the charge thereof wilbe the more by reson 
of the p'oresse pencion that she must haue. ffor this Con
sideracion and other my lord thynkes it best that yor mrship 
come to London as hastely as ye can aftr the sight herof, and 
to lab or that either by the meanes of my lord of Devonshyre 
or some oder my lord cardinal! may induce the kynges grce to 
send to the foresaid ladyes a comandmet to differ ther elecion 
to a forder know lege of hys pleas or. 
Syr I came to London for this cawse onely for my lord say the 
ye may do more good at London abowt thys matter now then 
at home. Wherefore it is hys mynd that aftr the syght herof 
ye shall come in al! goodly haste, and abowt thys matter do all 
diligence yl ye can. And when ye haue the for said comandmet 
of the kyng ye may not send it but get some seruand of my 
lord kardinalls to bryng it to Heigham in all hast or els some 
seruand of the kynges thus or lord p'sue yor mr ship from Ion don 
in great hast 

By yor seruand 
RAF MALLENDA p'st. 

Addressed: To the right worshipfull Maistr Docto' Metcalfe 
Archdiacon of Rochestr. 

My dewty of recomendacions premised. liketh it yor Maistr 
shype to know my lord woId ryght gladly here how ye do in 
yor besines, his lordship marvelith that ye sende noo answer of 
the last letter that I wrott vnto yow My lorde wold yl yor 
maistershipe shuld gett the kynges letters (after the copyes that 
that y" sende to me) direckyd Vl1to his lordshipe fro the kynge 
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for the avoydance of the no ones of hygham. If the kynges 

letters can not be gotyn then to know when my lorde cardinall 

coms home for if he Cll not home shortly my lorde is mynded 

to sende the letters to be sealyd of my Iorde Cardinall and to 

wryte to Doctor TeIyar and to sa other also abowte my lorde 

cardinall for the speddyng of them. If yor maistershipe myght 

haue eny lesur I thynke itt shuld be weal! doyne that ye com to 

hallynge and see my lorde for then ye shall know mor of his 

mynde as knows our lorde who haue yor maistershype in his 

grcioss kepying at Hallyng the xxv day of Septemb 

yor bedmii & orator 

RICHARD SHA:RPE. 

Addressed: [To the] Ryght Worshipfull [Dr] Metcalfe Arch-

deacon [of Roche Jstr. 

• . . .  yow to know what is best to be doyn. If . . . .  if ther war a 

lettar sende fro the kyng to .. for to make a restrayntt of all 

renttes guddes and implementes .. the said noonre that yt shuld 

make them .. to provyde for the self and my lord answerde and 

said lett the Mr doo therein as he thynkyth best, and so other 

answer he wold giff noon and therfor folow yor cownsill for 

wether ys to be doyne or not I can nott tell, to haue the kynges 

letters for my lord Cobhm, me semeth it is not cQuenient" for 

yt is not for noo temporall man to remoue them to eny other 

place and mor our we thynke rather it shuld be dyshonor to my 

lorde & also example yt heraftur myght be hyndraunce to his 

jurisdiction, thus yor maistyrshipe hathe the best counsill yl I 

can gyff yow. Our lord forther yow in yor besines & haue yow 

in his grciose kepyng in hast at Hallyng this monday 

yor bedmii 

RICHARD SHARPE. 

rt is best that yor maistershipe speke with my lorde or ye obteyne 

of the kinges grace eny lettar to my lorde in this matter. 

When at last the King was persuaded to take the 

matter up he clearly proceeded with some vigour, 

as the tenour of the following letter shews.  
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Fisher proceeded, we may gather, with care and de .. 
liberation, and was clearly anxious that the whole 
proceedings should be j udicial in their character. The 
King seems at least once to have urged him to greater 
despatch (see the letter printed by Hymers, Funeral 
Sermon of Lady Margaret, p .  189). The King ultimately 
dissolved the Priory 21 October 1522, and granted its 
possessions to the College 19 May 1523. The Bishop and 
Dean and Chapter of Rochester confirmeel this ill 
March 1524, and the Pope, Clement VII, sanctioned the 
w40le by a Bull el ated October 1524. 

Endorsed: A cope of the kynges lettr ys for Higham. 

Rightt reurende father in God our trusty and well beloued we 
gret you well. And where as Gredible relacon ys made vnto vs 
that by reason of the manyfest ancl sklanclerouse incontynencyes 
mysorders and digressions vsed and daily more and more 
in'creaced wt in or the Monastery or Priory of Highm beyng 
aswell of or fundacon and patronage as of yor diocese and] uris
dicion. Not oonly the dyvyne service there of auncyent tyme 
by or progenitours of famouse memory establisshed ancl 
founded. But also the gouernors of the same towchyng the 
trade of Religyon growe in to extreme ruyna and decaye. SQ 
that the direct order of their profession ys vterly altered and 
I'ubuerted contrary to the rulys of their religion. To the hyghe 
displeasure of god, Sklander and infamy of the same place, 
also to ryght evyIl and perlesse example of semblable pro
fessyons and consequently to or myscontentacion. We hauyng 
tendre zele and respecte to the encreace of all Cristes Religion 
and willyng reform
'
acon of the enormylies vsed in that behalff. 

As well for that the said Monastery is of or foundacon as also 
bycause we wold not suffer the impechement or vyolacion of eny 
religion, specially wt in our realmes or dmo-ns Woll and 
comaunde you that wt conuenyent diligence vpon the Recept� 
of these or lres ye do sende your officers 

sufficiently auctorysed vnto our said monastery, To then tent they in good and 
l3ubstanciall man er may reasort thether by meane of vi sitacon. 
And thereupon by vertue of this or comandment and auctoritie 
of yor ordynary ] urisdicon they shall procede against the nonnes 
/:>eyng �isterl> there, accordynge to the lawe and ther demerits 
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Signiyfyng vnto you that for the reuerence wiche we haue to the 

same religion we be thaduyce of or Counsaill haue taken suche 

ordre and direcon that the said sisteres in religiouse houses 

shalbe prouyded of competent lyvyng hereafter. Where we 

doubte not thay shall haue such example of go de lyvyng gevyn 

vnto them as shalbe for their holsome reducion vnto the rightt 

pathe of ther verry true profession l ike as we woll yor officers 

shall shewe and declare vnto them in or behalff accordyngly. 

And that ye fale not diligently taccomplisshe this or comandment 

wl effecte as ye tendre or pleasour Yevyn vndre or Signet. 

We gather from the documents which follow that 

two of the nuns, the two in fact against whom charges 

of dissolute l ife were made out, very soon began to 

a lienate the property of the nunnery. Joh n  James, 

whose n ame occurs in these documfmts, had been the 

bailiff or land-agent of the convent, and he afterwards 

acted in this capacity for the College. 

Confessed by Dame Godley & Dame Peny. 

ffirst deluerd by dame Godley to her susturs doghter oon l itill 

chest with evidences. With the key of the same. 

IIm oon parcell of evidence in a chest in Dame Godleis 

t::hawmber att hir beddes feet lying in a blecldar. 

Itm dd to hir brother by hir own handes oon pax. 

Ilm dd by hir to Elizabeth servande there ij cruettes. 

Ilm dd to her mother oon boke coueryd wt siluer & gilt. 

Itm in her mothers kepyng also oon chalis gilt. 

Itm another chalis that lyeth in plege (as she saith) to her 

mother. 
Ilm x or xj fether beddes & and ij or iij matres within the 

monastery. 
Itm all ther napry ware in a chest lokkyd & sealIyd & 

Iltanding i n  a chawmber callyd the bischoppis chawmbr. 

IIm to John] ames oon ledger conteynyng al ther evidence. 

IIm dd to the same] ohn J ames by the p' oress at diuerss & 

110ndry tymes other diuerss evidence perteyning to the monastery. 
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I'm dd to ye same the composiCOri. betwyn ye vicare 
Highm & the monastery of the same. 

I'm in Dame Penys cha\�mber iij superaltares. 
Itm vndyr the sterres yt leddith to the dortar & in within the dortar iij spyttes, Oon pott of brass. 
Itm carryd in Sakkes at diuerss tymes to Laurence howse of Gravesende vestmentes, palles, aulter clothes, towelles & 

other diuerss stuff belongyn to the monastery. 
I/m ye obligacion of the hospitall of Strode in Dame Peny! chawmb. in hir chest or e![es in the litell buttre within the parlor in a box. 
I/m in Dame Godles chest in the Dortar oon maser, oon Jitull coffer wt relikkes, oon home garnyshyd with siluer, Seynt J ohns head, ij litell pelows coueryd wt silke & other certain stuff, hir  brother hath the key. 
I'm dd to James Vrmston certain stuff left by Dame Peny at her departure. 
I'm in the handes of Stephen ther servand oon fether bedd 

with oon bolster ij blankettes oon couerIed & a pelow. 

Parte of the Evidences be at Lawrence house of Graves ende deluret by Dame Godley to hir kynswoman in a littell cheste. I'm another pte of Evidence in Dame Godley chambr at her bedde feete 
Ilm dd. to h ir  brodr by hir owen handes on pax. I/m dd. by Dame GodJey to Elizabeth Serunt in the 

Monasterie ij Cruettes. 
I/m dd. to Laurence wif by Dame Godley a booke coueret 

wt silur. 
Bm on Chalis vngilte Iiethe at London for v markes. Bm x or xj fetherbeddes ij or iij materes be in the house. Bm all the Napery ware is in a cheste in a chambr called 

the bishop loked & sealed vndr the stayres that ledithe to the 
dortor. 

Bm iij superaltares in Dame Penys chambr. 
Bm John Jamys hath a leger coteyning all their evidence. Itm iij spittes in the dortor. 
Bm inquire of the old lady who gaff theym counsell to 

covey there evidence away. 
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Their home having been broken up, Fisher and 

Metcalfe had now to provide for the nuns. It appears 

that Agnes Swayne went to Swaffham Bulbeck in 

Cambridgeshire, Elizabeth Penny to St Sepulchre's 

Priory in Canterbury, and Godlive Lawrence to the 

nunnery of St Relen's, within Bishopsgate, London. 

Addressed: This lettre be delyured to the goodman Hudson 

brewer besyde Powles Wharff to be coveyed by hym to 

Mr Archdiacon of Rochestr beyng at Cambrege in goodly 

haste. 

Ryght worshipfull syr I recomend me to yor mrship in dew manr 

thankyng the same for yor gifte whiche dothe me ease at this 

tyme. Syr my lord hathe comanded me to signifye to you that 

he wold have you to lay a parte all other besynes and to goo 

abowt yor matter cocernyng the nonnes wt all yr payn & 

diligence. Dame Laurence wold gladly be in sainct Elynnes 

and setteld ther & my lord wold as fayn that she wer ther, but 

what Mr Secretary haithe done in that thyng his lordship wotes 

not. Therefor he wold ye shuld labor to knew, he thynkes it to 

moche to put Mr Secretary bothe to make letters & to send 

them forthe. ye must therefor yor selff labor wt his lettres. 

Wer this Dame Lawrence removed & at rest my lord rekennethe 

the matter weall fortheward. Whan ye come vp to London lat 

my Lord knew by yor lettres for he thynkes long to have yoU 

aboute this matter. It is told wt vs that my lord Cardinall was 

on or Lady Day at Bryges and that he shall come to the 

emperor at Gawnt. Other tydynges we have none. Jhon 

Harredyne, Jhon Lawrence, his mother, & Dame Godlyve his 

sustre wer wt my lord at Hallyng & agreed that this matter 

myght be cocluded spedely. Whan my lord wished that ye 

wer about this matter I offred my selff to goo about it in yor 

absence sayng I wyste welle ye had necessary besynes at 

Cambrege. Wher vnto he answered that it wer not beste that 

I or any other besyde yOU shuld go about (it) comanding m e  

therefore thus t o  wryt as knowethe [our Lordl who kepe your 

maistership. Ffrom HaJlyng in fisto sfi' magn . .  

Please it yor mrshipe to have me 

recomended to Mr Smythe yor depute. 

(This letter is not signed, bllt seems to be in the handwriting of Ralphllfallenda} 
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Addmud: [To the right] worshipfull Mr [Dr] Metcalff archy_ dekyn of Rochester be thes delyuryd at Mr Hudsons bruer at Pollys qwarff. 
[Right worshipfulll in my most vmbell manr 1 corn end me to yowr Mrshyp beyng ryght [ .  ] of yowr good helth & how ye have sped with my lord of Salysbere [1 have] beeyn at Hygham wyth the ladys to know of them qwat placys thay [ . . ] to so Dame Pene desyrys yow that she may be at Cantenbe at St Sepulkres & the old pryares desyrys that she may be at Sent Lenardes a Iytyll from London in Exseckes & they desyre yow to help them in to thes placys & my lady Goodlyff hath desyryd Mr Hamenden to se the maykyng of ther wrytynges for thet penoyson & 1 haue desyryd hym to mayk speyd theryn & he sayd at aftr Bartylmew day he wyll make the best hast that he can for be for that day he can not tend for harvest my loord spak to me to help yow in suche thyngs that I can for Hyghiii yff ther be ane thyng that 1 may do send me woord & my labor sall be redy the nonys begyns to sel! thayr stuff & I have desyryd Jamys Vrmston the fermer to marke qwatt thay sell & quo buys hyt no more to yowr maistershyp at thys tyme bot Jehu haue yow in hys kepyng be your awne to hys powre 

J ORN WYLBOR. 

Addressed: To the right worshipful! IYIr Doctor Metcalfe 
Archdiacon of Rochestr• 

Dew recomendacions premysed . .  yor maistershipe know my Iorde is right glade yt yor maistershipe hath so gude liklyhode of places for yor nunes desiring yow to make the best sped that yow kan then-in his lordshipe hath sende to yor maistershipe thes ij letters herein closyd the on of the for sir Thomas Nevell & the other for lVIr Doctor Roiston accordynge to yor desyre, Dame Elizabeth Nevell comendyd, thus our lorde have 
yor maistershipe in his kepyng at HaHyng the xxvij day of 
November 

yor owne to his lililI power 
RICHkRD SHARPE. 

It would appear from the following documents that 
Dame Swayne was treated with much consideration, 

)., I 
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while Lawrence and Penny were removed rather 
hurriedly. I assume that Godlive Lawrence's letter was 
addressed to D ame Swayne. It is inte resting to no tice 
from the way in which she spells case (kyse) that her 
p ronunciation was probably' cockney ' in its character. 

Delyured to Dame Swayne at her departyng. 

ffirst a feiherbede with a bolster & iiij pelows. 
Ilm a payr of blanketts with a courled. 
Itm ij payr of shettes & oon shett. 
Itm iij paynted clothes for hyr bed. 
Itm oon kyrLill. 
Itm a mantel!. 
Itm iij payr of hos)'n. 
Ilm ti.n habett. 
Itm oon cotte. 
Ilm ij smokes. 
Ilm oon smoke. 
Itl'll a qwyshon. 
Ilm on veyle. 
Itllt \"j wympyis. 
Ilm oon chest. 
Itm ij litell couers. 
Itm an ymages of holoblastr (Saynt Doraihe). 
Itm an ynglish bake. 
Itm a premor. 
Itm iij kercheffs. 
.Ilm ij mawses . 
Itm a litell spruce cIJest wt napry ware. 
Ilm gyffyn to hyr a payre of shettes. 
Itm a I i tell pott or skelett. 
Ilm oon psalter or hymnar. 

�-

Madame we recomend us on to you and wer as you ander stonde 

yt we wer takyn away sodenly and Iyfte owre gere abrade trosteng 
yt you wold be on to us as we wolde haffe bene on to you and 
you had bene In kyse Iyke wys. We pray you to send us v 
shetys yt we lefft abrade be syde iiij payr of the hawses and to 
vs smokys and ij Vayls and ij blake mantyls and ij cottys on of 
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blake and nother of vyolet and a payr of slyffes and to kyrtyls 
on of blake and nother of wyhet and an abyt and the chyste I n  
the Iytyl botre wt  a haps and an kercher and all thys gere ys 
abrode and all ower tothyr gyre. We pray you het may be 
sauyd for us al so ower bokys to say owr sarvys n o  more at thys 
tyme bout Jhu kepe you 

Be your syster dame 
GOD LIFE LAWRENCE. 

Endorsed: Delyuryd to Wyllm Maystr Scharpys seruand 
Imprmis ij bokes, ij kyrtylles, v chettes, ij Mantylles, 
on cotte, a kercheffe. 

, The following document (dated 28 January 1 5 2l) 
gives us an idea of the arrangements necessary for the 
transfer of the nuns. The name of Isabel Stamp does 
not occur in the list of prioresses of St Helen's given by 
Dugdale (Monasit"con, IV. 5 5 1 ). 

Endorsed: An Acquitance ffor Saynt EJyns. 

Be it knowen to all men t o  Whome this present writing 5haIJ 
come That we Isabell Stampe p'osesse of the p'ory of the 
nonnes of Saynt Elyns wtin Bisshopps gate in London & the 
Covent of the same place send gretyng in onr lord god eurlast
ing Wheare opon late tyme on Dame Godlif Lawrannce late 
nonne of the nomy of Hygham in the Count ye of Kent wt her 
owen full mynde not constraynet of any person and by the 
consent of the Right Reverend ffader in god John Bushop of 
Rochestre her ordynary hath surrendred and geven up in to 
than des of the said Reurende ffadr in god All her Right Title 
interest & possession That she in any tyme past hath had in 
the said nonmy of Hygham To then tent that she might be 
incorporated & admitted a suster in the said nomy of Saynt 
Elyns in London knowinge the said Isaoell Stampe prioresse of 
the Covent of Sent Elyns to have receyved the day of makyng 
of these presens With the said Dame Godlif at the tyme of her 
incorporacon & admission in to the saide nomy of Saynt Elyns 
of the said Reurende ffadr in god by thands of NichoJas 
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Metcalf Clerke & deputie for the said Reurend ffadr xl powndes 

of good & lawful! money of England in full contemptacon & 
payment of all suche summes of money as to the said Dame 

GodJif Laurance is assigned & appoynted. In wettenes of all 

the prmisses We the said p'oresse & the Covent of Saynt Elyns 

to this ower prsent writyng have sette ower seale of ower office 

yoven the xxviij day of January in the xiij yer of the reigne of 

king Henry theight. 

(To he c(mtimlcd.) 
R. F. S .  

T O  A DEAD POET. 

AND there thou liest, life of yesteryear, 

Honey-sweet singer once, now breathless clay, 

Skilled archer of great words men loved to hear. 

Now their wide wealth is told but by each tear 

One man's bruised heart must shed, as day by day 

The Sunrise lights him on the world's sad way. 

Thou hast no light, cold thy earth-bed and drear. 

Dead, oh my heart, it cannot be for aye ! 

N ay, but thy songs so passionately sweet 

Drop healing balm into my memory 

Of times I lay half· dreaming at thy feet. 
Dear Heaven ! I long the ghosts of old to greet, 

The ghosts of our dead selves in company, 

Down those long golden years I worshipped thee. 

x. 
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POET, last laid amid thy peers in song 
Within the sacred shrine where England keeps 
The memory of the bards whose music stirred 
Th� hearts of those whose labours made her great, We dare not mock with ineffectual tears 
The silence of thy grave, where only comes 
The sound of music and the chant of praise. 
Or if perchance a passing footstep breaks 
The stillness of the spot, it only seemS 
An echo of the life that night and day 
Rolls like a sea around these minster walls. 
Here where the worship of a vanished past 
Is crystallized in stone, the noisy cries 
Of creeds and systems sounding far away, 
Like some low murmur of a troubled sea, 
Fall, and are silent. Like the mist that rose 
Folding the flowers of Paradise in white, 
Faint as an anthem heard on distant hills, 
Sounds the great chorus of unceasing p raise 
Rolling in thunder to the throne of Heaven . 
As on some sea-girt clifl flares up by night 
The sudden beacon, on from hill to hill 
The flaming message goes ; the light burns dim, 
But far away on battlement or crag 
The :fiery summons flies ; and all is well. 

• A poem sent in as an alternative to the Ode which gaillecl tllll 
Chancellor's Medal [or 1 893. 
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The chorus of man's praises ; not alone 
From hallowed temples where the Christ hangs pale 
Above the altar, and the music steals 
Through dim-lit aisles, but where the ruined shrines 
Crown the green crest of many a Grecian hill, 
From temples buried deep in desert sand 
Or lost in trackless forest ; not alone 
The conscious worship of believing hearts, 
But voices of the night that rise in song 
U nheard on earth but eloquent in Heaven .  

Under the shadow of the shining cliffs 
That screen Parnassus' hoary crest from sight, 
Like some vast theatre the rock slopes down, 
Crowned by the huts of Castri. Far below 
The mQuntain road winds downward to the sea 
Fringed with dark pines and crags of jutting rock ; 
And evermore the murmuring Pleistus flows 
Bearing the tribute of Castalia's spring 
Through tracts of desolation and decay, 
Where once fair K rissa's fertile valleys smiled. 
No splendour of maj estic ruin shines, 
Still glorious in decay ; no mystic cave 
Cleft in the heart of this deep-murmuring earth� 
Nor eagle-crested stone still marks the spot 
Where rose the chorus ot adoring praise, 
With smoke of victims, at the Pythian shrine. 
On other hiUs the beacon flames burn bright, 
Here ashes tell of fires that glow no more. 

For here strange temples of the gods arose 
Wrought with twined branches of the sacred bay, 
Or wax and wings, by skilful arts made strong, 
Of brazen pillars round a brazen hall.* 
The envious earth closed round them ; from their shrines 
The ancient gods went forth ; along the hills 
The shadows grew, and all foul things of n ight 
Crept forth from cleft or cave and wrought their will. 

• Pa/lSanias, X. 5· 
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Then through the darkness of the haunted glen 
The shining Phoebus passed j the demon crew 
Fled howling, while the Pythian dragon lay 
Pron e on the blood-stained earth, a vanquished foe, 
And Delphi's cliff rolled back the song of praise. 

Here rose the temple of the god of light, 
Crowning the laurelled slope. The promised boon 
To those who labour is the gift of rest, 
The last sweet sleep in which men dream no more, 
Nor wake again to this inquiet world.'" 
More glorious from its ashes rose anewt 
Apollo's matchless dwelling-place, the home 
Of art and music and poetic fire, 
Where sculptured scenes and words of mystic lore 
Decked the fair portals, and the vaults below 
Were rich with store of consecrated gold. 

Who knows not Delphi's temple ? Who hath seen 
Unmoved the marble columns that surround 
The sacred walls where inspiration dwells 
And wisdom waiteth for the sons of men ? 
From every land the pilgrim throngs draw near, 
Cleansed in the sacred stream j in robes of white 
They seek the temple courts, where far within 
The golden statue of Apollo shinest 
Upon the listening priest who waits to hear 
Ascending voices from the vault below. /1 

The breath of inspiration steals around, 
Flooding the silent chamber ; thou art here, 

• Apollo promised the best gift to the builders of his temple, Trophimus and 
.i\gamedes. Three days after its completion they were found dead. Cic. 
Tusc. Disp. I .  47.  

t According to Herodotus (I!. 1 80), the fourth temple was destroyed by 
fire. 

� Pausanias X. 24. This statue may have been added later. 
11 The oracular vault seems to have been below the adytum. 

j 
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Divine Apollo, while the priestess feels 

The madness of divine communion fill 

Her consecrated soul ; inspired by thee 

Her voice makes answer in mysterious speech 

To those who gather at the sacred shrine. 

Eternal justice hurls its vengeance here 

On desecrated vows ; forgiveness sm iles 
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With healing balm on humble hearts that pray. 

Far through the trackless deep to shores unknown, 

Led by the mystic voice, thy children bear 
The brand first kindled at the sacred fire 
That burns for ever near earth' s  central stone.* 

Fair lands and fru itful islands own thy sway, 

Far-shining Phoebus, guardian of the race, 

D ivine protector of thy Delphian home. 

Delph i ! the very word brings back again 

The golden age of Greece, when o'er the hills 

The Gods moved visibly, and godlike men 

Built their fair cities i n  the vale below, 

Or spread their white sails to the western wind 

And sought new home along the Eastern shores. 

Sons of the Gods, endowed with power to share 

The gladness of the morning j ye that seem 

The shadowy spirits of some earlier world, 

Do not your footsteps linger on the hills, 

The gloomy caverns thunder with your voice, 

And ruined shrines still whisper to the wind 

The incense of your praises, as of old ? 

Tribes that wide seas and snow-capped hills divide, 

Assembled in these temple courts, renewed 

With sacred rites the ancient bond of peace ; 

Or woke the echoes of the shining rocks 

vVith shouts to greet the victor of the race, 

Decked with a crown of laurel round his head j 

.. Plut. De El 2. 
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Or heaped their treasures in this sacred place; 
The plundered spoils of many a vanquished foe. 

The golden morning passed ; the sounds of strife 
Woke the wild echoes of the mountain gleri� 
Though Persian host, or rude Barbarian king 
Assailed in vain the consecrated halls, 
No thunder of eternal vengeance rolls 
To slay the Phocian chief, whoqe impious band''/> 
Despoils the temple of its golden store. 
On crimes like these a sterner vengeance waits. 
No more shall freedom, loved of Gods and men, 
Defend her ancient home. Oh, death is sweet 
To those who live to feel a tyrant's chain, 
And bow their heads beneath an alien yoke. 

Spoiled by rude hands that bore o'er western seas 
The plunder of the Greeks' dishonoured shrines,t 
Apollo's halls still crowned the circling hill, 
Unblest by smoke of bleeding sacrifice 
Or chant of worship as in day s of old. 
Resentful hate heaps fruitless insults here 
M�cking the worship of a nobler age ;:j: 
From desecrated walls no thunder rolls, 
No God comes forth, avenger of his shrine. 
Yet in these ruined courts a royal guest/l 
B reaks the long silence of the mystic voice, 
Last worshipper of Gods that dwell no more 
Among the sons of men. Rome bends to pray 
Here where earth's central stone still marks the spot 
Where Greece once heaped the tribute of her gold. 
Wail on, lone voice ; in ruined homes of prayer, 
By broken fountains where the rank grass grows, 

• Philomelus occupied Delphi during the Sacred War, B,C, 357.  
t Sulla, �ero, and Constantine successively plundered the temple, 
t Nero defiled and filled up the sacred chasm, The eady Christians alsOl 

treated with insult the claims of the oracle. 

11 Julian the A postate. 
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On forest-girded hills, in mountain caves, 
The desolation of a godless land, 
A world's despair is echoed in your cry. 

A world's despair ? As on some moor by night 
The faint light flickers, and with weary feet 
The toil-worn traveller, following, wanders on' 

Till the dark swamp looms treac'herous, and afar 
Mocking the anguish of his sudden cry 
The fatal phantom gleams across the waste. 

Scorn not the worship of an earlier age 
By such base dreams as these. The infinite 
Touches the borders of the world of sense 
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More closely than we know. the light of Heaven 

Shines through strange windows on the sacrifice 

That smokes on altars where the voice of praise 

Sounds through the silence in an unknown tongue. 

He dwelleth not in temples made with hands 
Whose temple is the heavens, before whose throne 
A thousand shining suns move silently, 
Circling the vast unfathomed realms of space, 

Swayed by one changeless law. Vain heaps of stone, 

Man's fairest shrines are humbled in the dust ; 
Yet hero-souls, whom simple faith made strong, 

Seeking a pathway to the feet of God, 
In every age, uplifted by His hand, 
Have darkly seen His glory, like a cloud, 
Wrapping the lands of earth ; and all is well. 

J. H. B. MASTERMAN. 
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NOTES ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF 
ROWING. 

IIOST �f us nowadays think of rowing chiefly as a 
means of sport or recreation, and we do not 
always recognise the important position it has 

occupied as a factor in the progress of mankind. The 
history of that progress, from a material point of view, 
is largely a history of the development and extension 
of labour-saving machines, and as the oar was probably 
one of the first of such m achines tu be invented, so 
we may allow rowing an honourable place as one of 
the earliest agents of material civilization. In fact we 
m ight almost venture to call it a test of civilization. In 
m odern times all civilized nations have learnt or deve
loped the art : it  is only the noble and unsophisticated 
savage, the Red Indian, the Congo Cann ibal, or the 
Australian aborigine, that indulges in nothing better 
than paddling. So too, if we look back over the course 
of history, we see that all the great nations of antiquity, 
the Egyptians, Chaldaeans, Assyrians, Phoenicians, 
Greeks, and Romans not only could row, but applied 
the art to the propulsion of far larger vessels than we 
think of moving by the same means. For in ancient 
times rowing to a certain extent occupied the position 
now held by steam as a means of propelling vessels 
independently of the wind. This continued even 
i nto the Middle Ages and right up to Elizabethan 
times or even later, some of the huge vessels of the 
Spanish Armada being provided with oars as an 
auxiliary motive power ; while the pirate schooner 

.. 
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which so often excited our youthful admiration was 
always equipped with sweeps to move her into those 
mysterious and tortuous channels that led to her secret 
lair. But the perfection of seamanship and the deve
lopment of more complicated and more efficient systems 
of rigging (for the ancients, as a rule, did not get 
beyond one-masted ships with one large full-bellied 
square sail) put rowing quite out of the question as a 
means of moving large vessels, and the introduction of 
steam power carried the process still further. Launches 
and paddle-steamers have now practically extin
guished the old-time waterman, and even on the sea 
steam cutters and pinnaces and such like have consider
ably reduced the amount of what may be termed 
necessary or non-recreative rowing. 

Before proceeding to the mai n  subject, let us lay 
down this distinction.  In rowing the motive power is 
applied to the boat dirpctly through a rowlock, or some 
substitute for a rowlock, and not indirectly through the 
body of the person whose muscular exertion supplies 
the power, The latter form of propulsion is either 
paddling (in the popular, not in the rowing man's 
technical sense) or punting. 

The origin of boats is a thing for which we can give 
neither time nor place : some form of craft must have been 
a very early invention of man, even when still in quite a 
primi tive state, and it was no doubt made independently 
in almost every country. But who was the man who 

fi rst hit upon the ingenious combination of two levers 

in one instrument-one for applying power to the boat, 

and one for lifting the heavier ' outboard ' portion of 

the oar out of the water ? Here the field of conjecture is 

n arrowed considerably. There can scarcely ever have 

existed a people totally un acquainted with any form of 

watercraft. But we have conclusive evidence to show 
the existence of rowz'ng on three rivers at very remote 
periods, the earliest dating back to a tim e when the 
other nations, whom we find at a later period acquaint.ed 
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with the art, must have been in a state of comparative 
barbarism ; and these rivers, the Tigris, the Euphrates, 
and the Nile, must dispute or divide the honour of being 
the first stream furrowed by the true oar. 

Probably we may still further narrow the field of 
inquiry to the last of these three. For though the 
earliest Babylonian civilization of which we have any 
knowledge was such that boats must, and rowing per
haps might, have existed, yet I am not aware of any 
evidence as yet discovered (though at some future time 
it may be) which shows the existence of rowing proper 
prior to the period when the countries bordering on the 
Euphrates and Tigris were overrun by the Egyptian 
kings of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties. But, 
as regards the Nile, direct evidence takes us much 
farther back than this. The tombs of the fourth 
dynasty CB.C. 3 766 to 3566'11-) snew us representations of 
boats and oars of a type which altered but little during 
the subsequent course of Egyptian history. But even 
apart from these direct proofs, the pyramids themselves, 
dating from the same dynasty, may almost be said to 
give circumstantial evidence to the same effect. 
Authorities tell us that the blocks of stone of which 
the great pyramid was constructed, many of them of 
enormous size, were chiefly obtained from the quarries 
on the opposite bank of the Nile valley to Gizeh, and 
were in all probability floated across during the course 
of the annual inundation. This must have been done 
by means of boats or barges, some of them of very 
considerable size. It can hardly be that rafts were used, 
for the timber available at that period seems hardly to 
have been of sufficient size for the construction of large 
rafts, and there is nothing to show that the Egyptians  
ever made use of inflated skins for this purpose, as  the 
Assyrians did. Now it would not be possible to propel 

.. The dates given in this article are taken from the l3rili�h Museum Cuide, 
which follows Brugsch's calculations. 
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or guide these unwieldy and heavily laden vessels with
out the aid of some more efficient instrument than a 
paddle : for paddling has this special disadvantage, 
that the performer has himself to support the. whole 
weight of the paddle ; and this puts a practical 
limit on the size of paddle that can be used. On the 
other hand, the weight of an oar rests mainly on the 
boat, and accordingly the observance of a proper pro
portion between the weights of the ' inboard ' and 
, outboard ' parts makes it possible to use a very large 
oar, to which, if necessary, two or even more 
men could apply their power. Further, rowing is an 
application of the mechanical device known as a lever, 
and authorities seem to think that the lever was the 
chief instrument used by the pyramid builders for the 
purpose of raising the huge stones to their intended 
resting places. If, then, the Egyptian engineers of that 
date were acquainted with the use of the lever for one 
purpose, is it too much to say, as something more than 
a mere conjecture, that they also applied it to another
namely the propulsion of heavily laden vessels on the 
water-and that rowing was practised on the Nile at least 
as early as the reign of Khufu (B.C. 3 73 3 ) ? And consider
ing the high level to which Egyptian civilization seems 
to have attained even at that early period, we may 
assume that the art of rowing originated at a still more 
remote date. But we cannot say more than that. 

Beyond the fourth dynasty we get into the mist. 
However, we may safely declare that navigation of 

some sort must have begun very soon after the Egyptian 
people settled in the land. There has never been any 

country-at least of anything like the same extent

where some form of navigation has been such a physical 

necessity. The land itself was (as it still is) but a long 
strip of cultivated ground, varying in breadth, on each 
side of the great river, opening out at the northern end 
into the wider plain of the Delta, this again being divided 
and sub-divided by the numerous and intricate branches 
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into which the stream split up. But there was more 
than this ; for every year came the inundation, and, 
with the exception of its cities and other artificially 
raised places of refuge, Egypt practically disappeared, 
or perhaps we may rather say that it became for the 
time an immense and widely scattered Venice. Small 
wonder then if it were in  such a land that aquatic arts 
were first i nvented and the earliest form of rowing 
developed. 

Nothing could have been more prominently kept 
before the mind of the ordinary Egyptian than the boat 
in one form -or another. It was closely bound up with 
his every-day life, and it formed a prominent feature in 
his religion . For a considerable part of Egyptian 
history the boat formed his sole m eans of getting from 
place to place otherwise than by the use of his own legs. 
Wherever he turned, he saw on temple, palace, or tomb 
the representation of the sacred boat i n  which Ra, the 
sun-god, sailed across the blue ocean of heaven ; in the 
religious ceremonies and processions that he witnessed, 
the imageR of the gods he worshipped were borne upon 
stages fashioned after the same model. And last of all, 
when he was dead, his mummied corpse was laid upon 
the brightly painted lotus-decked funeral boat, and 
floated across the sacred lake to the tomb, in  hope and 
belief that his soul, passing unscathed through the trial 
before Osiris, would enter the boat of the sun and be 
carried to the " pools of peace." 

The sacred boat is indeed one of the most frequently 
recurring of Egyptian religious sym bols. Sometimes it 
bears the solar disc alone, sometimes companies of 
various d eities. Here it is pictured as drawn along by 
a train of attendant spirits or animals ; here as moving 
apparently by the unaided will-power of the god wh o 
occupies it. Curiously enough it is almost invariably 
represented as equipped with the peculiar Egyptian 
steering oars (of which more hereafter), though as a rule 
there is no steersman attending to them. But probably 

� 
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these are added for purposes of identification, as the 
religious representation of a boat is very highly con 
ventionalized, having generally a low crescent-shaped 
outline, doubled back at bow and stern i nto a kind of 
elbow term inating in  the conventional lotus blossom. 

The types of craft underwent but little alteration 
during the course of Egyptian history. Probably the 
oldest form was the canoe or skiff of rushes, bound 
together with strips of papyrus ; the whole vessel 
occasionally having a covering of that material. Such 
canoes were m ade watertight by means of pitch, and 
m ust have been of some breadth and considerable 
stability, unless indeed the Egyptians were consummate 
watermen ; for we constantly find them standing up
right in  these vessels, catching wild fowl, and spearing 
fish or even crocodiles. These canoes were propelled 
either with paddles or punt-poles : the latter were 
short and light, and seem to have proved very handy 
weapons of offence in case of a quarrel between the 
occupants of two vessels, rival fishermen perhaps, such 
as we occasionally find depicted. It is interesting to note 
that though the punt-pole was shorter than that generally 
in use on the Thames at the present day, the two
pronged head attached to the lower end was, as far 

as can be judged, of precisely the same shape and 
size. 

Next i n  size to these canoes came the ordinary Nile 

rowing-boat. In early times it was built of acanthus 

wood, but later, when Egypt came to have more inter

course with the outside world, imported timber of 

various kinds was used for the construction of it and 

larger craft also. We have some very old repre

sentations of boat-building from which we see that� 

probably on account of the nature of the timber, com

paratively short planks were used, these being arranged 
after the m anner of bricks in a wall, so that no " scarf" 
or joint came close to another in the lines of planks im
mediately above or below. Apparently these rowing 
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boats were put together without frames or " timbers," but to give additional strength, small " tim bers," each holding together three or four strakes, were sometimes p ut in 
subsequently and fastened to the sides by lashings. 

The oars are usually depicted as having long thin 
shanks of a uniform thickness, though perhaps this is 
merely the conventional form. Among the sepulchral 
models of boats in the British Museum, there is one 
which has some of the oars remaining. These have 
long shanks swelling to the thickest about one-third of 
the length upwards from the blade, and then diminishing 
towards the handle which is the thinnest part. The 
blades are fairly broad and almost spear-shaped, termi
nating in a point, a form we find in some pictures ; 
though those perhaps most usually occurring are small 
and almost circular. The rowlock seems to have con
sisted of a loop of rope or other material. 

The steering apparatus was peculiar. In some 
pictures of large vessels we see three or more men at 
the stern, each holding a steering oar of much the same 
type as that used for rowing, and all at the same side 
of the vessel. But the usual form of rudder was an 
oar, with a long thick shank and broad pear-shaped 
blade, and of these oars there seem usually to have 
been two, one on each side of the boat. About the 
point where the lines of the boat began to run inwards 
and curve up to form the high tapering stern, were 
erected two stout posts of some height, terminating in  
a crutch, or frequently in a carved head, an embellish
ment which often adorned the ends of the rudders also. 
To these posts the rudders were attached by loops .of 
rope, fastened to rudder and post near the end .of each, 
while a similar loop l.oosely b.ound the shanks .of the 
rudders t.o cross-pieces projecting from the gunwale 
at each side at a p.oint farther astern, and kept them 
in their pr.oper slanting position. T.o the lower side .of 
each of these rudders at a p.oint generally just aft .of 
the two uprights was attached a tiller, which, when the 
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rudder was straight, hung perpendicularly downwards, 

the end .of each tiller being grasped by the steersman 

who sat .on the decked stern between them, and, holding 

.one in each hand, controlled the c.ourse of the boat by 
a movement .of either .one .or the .other outwards .or 
inwards. 

The style .of rowing was als.o curi.ous. The .oarsmen, 
as a rule, r.owed standing if in undecked boats .or large 
vessels, and in decked boats sitting or kneeling : if 
kneeling, however, they must have faced the bows and 
sh.oved instead .of pulling at the .oars. But the standing · 

.or sitting positi.on with the face t.o the stern seems to 
have been the more usual style.  The hands were held 
wide apart and the blade dipped deep, and apparently 
rather close to the side .of the boat ; though so far as 

b.oats at least are conoerned I am inclined to think 
that the latter appearance arises fr.om the absence .of 
perspective in  Egyptian drawing, and that the blades 
struck the water farther frem the boat's side than the 
Egyptian artist was capable of representing. 

However, if they did dig a little, their r.owing had 
s.ome go.od qualities about it .  Many pictures represent 

them as throwing their weight .on to the oar beautifully, 

and with a straightness .of back that w.ould delight the 

hearts .of s.ome coaches .of recent times. Still it must 
be acknowledged that others have come d.own to posterity 

l.ooking right round at the man behind instead of the 
man in fr.ont .of them, and .one .or two as being even 
conspicuously late. But these are little eccentricities i n  
which some .o f  u s  in  these times .o f  instantane.ous 

phot.ography will doubtless keep them company. 
There is not much t.o add with regard t.o their larger 

vessels, whether merchantmen .or ships of war. The 

f.ormer seem often to have been without oars, but the

latter were always equipped with them. The war vessels, 

however, were not of great size and were furnished 
with but a single tier of .oars, the number .of which 
varied from twenty to forty-four .on each side, rising 
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perhaps to fifty, under the great kings of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth dynasties (B.C.  1 7°0- J 300). 

However, it must have been such vessels that carried 
the knowledge of rowing to the outside world. There 
is reason to believe that the Egyptians had trading 
vessels (and war-galleys to protect them) on the Red 
Sea as early as the time of the twelfth dynasty 
(B.C. 2466-2 233) ; and if so it is probable that the 
same state of affairs existed at even an earlier date on 
the Mediterranean. It is not unreasonable then to 
suppose that the Phoenicians obtained their first idea 
of rowing from Egypt, and the Greeks either directly 
or indirectly from the same source, from which indeed 
they seem to have derived many other parts of their 
civilization. 

The Egyptians were not really a nautical people : 
they had boats and ships at a very early date ; but they 
reproduced them without further development for 
generations. The Phoenicians, on the other hand, 
were a nation of born sailors, and when once (if such 
be the case) the communication of the idea of the oar 
gave them an impetus in the right direction, they soon 
surpassed their teachers. 

May we not then conjecture that, while the Egyptians 
have the honour of being the first inventors of rowing, 
it was the Phoenicians who rescued the art from Egyptian 
conservatism and had the largest share in its extension 
and development ? 

R. H. F. 

)0 

THE FRECKLED SPIDER. 

cc �y the eighth rule, in the admission of the female 

� ancestors, the mother of the more remote male 

� paternal ancestor and her heirs shall be pre

ferred to the mother of the less remote m ale paternal 

ancestor and her heirs. Barbara Finch (22ndly) and 

her heirs have, therefore -" 

Money-spider, full of a purpose, advancing down tree 

from right-hand corner. 

" Get out ! "  I said, " I' m  busy." 

He waved airily four off-legs, fixed me with a 

working majority of eyes and blurted out_CC Did you 

crush the monopolizer ? " 

" M.ry 8opu(3€t ! "-[ blew him away. 

I had the grace to blush for this rudeness, but not 

the grace to apologize. With a complex sigh, I re

turned to the latticed page, bewildering as an L.M.B.C.  

eight's list. 
_ _  c c  have therefore priority, both over Margaret 

Pain and her heirs, and Esther Pitt and her heirs ; 

Barbara Finch being --" 

That spider had evidently misunderstood, for there 

he was again, right in the middle of the space sacred to 

Benjamin Brown the Purchaser. 

Suffering his eye to rove prelimin arily through an 

imaginary jury, he returned to the point. 

" What did you do to the red-haired agitator ? "  

" Nothing. I left them to settle things among them

selves." 
" What happened ? "  shutting his mandibles with a 
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snap, as much as to say, " Narrative about to bolt ; look 
out, gentlemen of the j ury ! " 

" Well, I'll tell you. The red-haired one preferred 
demands in the name of the people. Of course the 
tyrant, who was wise, acceded and acted altogether as 
though his interests and theirs were the same." 

" What were the demands ? " 
" Merely something about right of public meeting, 

the very thing that the Aristocrat should have desired. 
He saw, of course, that such a safety-valve was a 
guarantee for peace. The people, on the other hand, 
who had been led to believe that their petition would be 
refused, and perhaps their webs destroyed, began to 
question the literal accuracy of the agitator's com
plaints. A reaction set in, the demagogue's popularity 
decayed and the unfortunate people became quite 
lethargic and satisfied with their lot. Rents and 
interest were for a time paid more promptly than ever 
before in the history of that generation. 

" The love of talk had, however, been excited. 
Theorists occupied the platform vacated by the late 
agitator. Among these was an intellectual but not 
inactive spider, of a somewhat freckled countenance. 
H e  was not so marked a variety as his predecessor, but 
differed in complexion from other spiders j ust sufficiently 
to present a somewhat eclectic appearance. He was a 
theorist, with a dash of practice ; his speech, of reform 
by constitutional means. Now if there is one quality 
in which a spider excels, that quality is constitutionalism. 
Ever since I can remember, and probably for some time 
before that, spiders have built their webs, have bar
becued their fiies, have eaten their husbands;:k in the 
same way without a single varying particular. The 
day's work, with them, is a sacred rite, the omission 

* This seems a fit place to remark that most of the individuals of 
whom I a m  writing are females. Because male spiders are of li tlle im
portance, I have given to the otber sex tbe pronoun of superiority. 
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from which of one gesture or ceremony seems im
possible. I have heard that their Median law of hygiene, 
enunciated by a great prophet, regulates the number of 
bites due to the m astication of a mouthfnl before it is 
swallowed. One good reason why the red-haired one 
h ad failed to enlist permanently the sympathies of the 
people lay in the fact that he had not used this 
shibboleth ' constitution.' The freckled one gave them 
as means of change the-im mutable. At first the para
dox delighted them, then fascinated, and at last they 
came to understand, in a measure, his speech. 

" To challenge the oppressor by means of a champion 
was for many reasons physically impossible, but to 
assassinate him was a constitutional impossibility, that 
is, a course without precedent. Only in the case of wife 
and husband was such a practice permissible. If they 
should ' break in upon the sanctity of the ordinary 
citizen, qua citizen, from assassination, who could tell 

where it would all end ? Barbecues m ight not remain 
the same, webs come to be constructed after a new 
model, and as a consequence the race be brought to an 

. abrupt conclusion. 
" But the constitution did not forbid emigration. 

Individual removals were matter of every-day occur

rence. Why were there no webs on the rhododendron ? 

Not because there never had been, for faint traces could 

still be seen there of former habitations. Thank 

Heaven, this great beast did not own the whole Uni

verse, and there were places where one could still live 

free from tribute ! 
" Though I was well acquainted with his arguments, 

I had under-estimated their effect on the mind of the 

populace, and therefore was much surprised at seeing, 

one morning, no trace of any spider on the j aponica, or 

on the box. Only the monopolist's web was tenanted. 

He sat in the m idst, with all his eyes a-gog, wondering 

what devastating agent had been at work among his 

neighbours. A resplendent blue-bottle, gorged and 
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ripe for slaughter, came plump into his net. He took 
no more notice than if it had been an earwig. Then 
his eyes snapped with fury, while his face paled, as in
telligence arrived that the rhododendron was covered 
with new webs, and that the immigrants were very busy 
taking unwary flies, used to regard that part of the 
garden as safe. 

" A  few bright days brought the seceders much 
wealth, and though their enemy harassed their stock 
with a strong bear attack, prices refused to go down 
an d the Proletariat seemed free. Seemed free ! for did 
there not remain two possibilities of reversal ? First, the 
danger that they would be bribed back to their 
allegiance by a make-believe grant of territory, or the 
illusory creation of a brace of popular tribunes ; and 
secondly, a failure of the Society, through incompetency 
o r  fraud--" Here I paused. I feared to continue
yet an insect cannot live for ever. 

" What happened next ? "  asked the irrepressible 
money -spider. 

" Oh, nothing. That closed the event. They went 
on after that much as other spiders do." 

" Happy the nation that has no __ " 

" M'yes." 
I said no more, but the fact remains that neither 

eloquence nor wealth can win immortality. What 
really happened next was Winter, Glacial Age, 
Cataclysm, Third May Term, as it were, that spoilt all 
future complications by wiping out the problem. 

G. G. D. 

A REMONSTRANCE.-

&p�r; � 7Taa,)(Hr; : T�V T€ e�>"ELav /CaA.E£� 

aA,E/cTpvova lCaTa TauTo /Cat TOV appEva. 

ARlSTOPH. Nubes 662-3. 

AT Arnold's " 0  /cP0/co oELA.Or; Tl/cTH," 

We used as schoolboys all to mock ; 

And you, Mr G . . . . r, contradict I 

Must, for causing my nerves a shock. 

Quomodo nam 

Gallus ederet Aquilam ? 

Mistake you the meaning of ' (Bufs a la coque ' l 

MORAL. 

Oh ! T. R. G. ,  

Whoe' er  you be, 

I prithee don't malign her ; 

No Becker please, 
Not Charic1es 

Nor Gallus, but-Gallz'na ! 

E. T. E. B. 

* See Eagle XVII, 502. 
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THE KING OF BIRDS. 

o AQUlLA, poised on aerial wing, 
Of ornithological entities King, 
All hail to thy century second begun ! 
All hail to thy number one hundred and one r 

How proudly we all thy first century read ! 
The preface how bravely Macalister led r 
And all who rejoice in statistical knowledge 
Cried out-H There's a Smith in the land and the 

College." 

College records we studied ; we studied old glass ;. 
Of rhymes we discussed a delectable m ass ;. 
We were taught that first love is a dream that's soon over',. 
And to love like true Britons the white cliffs of Dover. 

The Barrack Room Ballaas perhaps require weeding, 
But they and the Forest Bard both were good reading ;. 
Pons SUSpt'rz'orum ; Verlaz1ze ; Deszaerzum ; 
Were too good for Oblivion's mantle to bury 'em. 

We'd an exquisite stanza by Mayor from the German ;. 
And a couplet by Haskins, our J ohnian Hermann ; 
And Arculus sent an Iamozcum lusum, 
With a paraparase, an#-graecorum zn usum. 

We read with delight how the Muses migrated ; 
And the points which the Editor " Gall us " debated ;: 
And the Carmen Aquatzcum, tunefully dressed, 
Roused the love of the oar in each J ohnian breast. 

� 'M� •� �.� [ 

AQUILAE LAUDES. 

o AQUILA aeriae gaudens libramine pennae, 
Cui volucnim regem Jupiter esse dedit, 

�' ,. 

!l . � ��; 
�ioY' 

Jam numeris centum praeeuntibus additur unus j 
Salvere, 0 numeti, vos pia Musa j ubet. 

Gaudia te nuper quae nos rapuere legentes ! 
Ingreditur quaJis dux Macalister opus ! 

Et clamant omnes quibus ars Maccullocha curae, 
" Est Faber in terris ; noster es, alme Faber ! " 

Collegi monimenta, vitrique ediscimus usus ; 
Carmina quot docto scripta lepore placent ! 

Nos Sapor admonuit Venerem contemn ere primam ; 
Albaque nos patriae Dubis amore replet. 

Sz'lvestremque Poetam, et Mt"lt'tzs ada probamus j 
Interdum tamen hunc est ubi culpa notat. 

Pons Susptrantum ; Destderz'umque, et A morzs 

Colloqut'a infausti, non peritura nitent. 

Major versiculos, Germano auctore, venustos, 

Hermannus noster du1ce epigramma dedit ; 

Barbarus ut legeret Graecos indoctus Iambos, 

Reddidit in nostros ArcuIus ipse modos. 

Legimus in terras Musae quo more migrarent, 

Editor ut magnum Gallus iniret opus ; 
Aptatusque lyrre nos Cantus Aquatzcus orr..nes 

Impulit ut rem i  quisque vir esset amans. 
VOL. X VIT. 4 L  
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We pause as we come to a poem on Jack ,-
On our Bowling-green days we with sorrow look back : 
How often our " bias " has led us astray 
On life's Bowling-green from the straight narrow way ! 

Yonland makes us think of the days that are gone ; 
Of the hopes that we shipwrecked ; the triumphs we 

won ; 
But with pride and -with pleasure we think of the days 
When you, royal Eagle, first dawned on our gaze. 

You were hatched by " J  oe " Mayor (his friends call 
him " Joe " ), 

Wilson, Adams, and Mullins, with Bush, Ashe, & Co. ; 
You were nurtured by Bushell, Graves, Holmes, and 

the Mosses, 
And a host of high Wranglers and Classical " bosses." 

As you rose from the nest to attempt a first flight, 
Some called you " too heavy," some called you " too 

light ; "  
All vowed that before many months you would share 
The fate of the Lzon, Lz'glzt Green, and the Bear. 

Live on none the less ! Feed in spite of your foes, 
On Science, Philosophy, Poetry, Prose ! 
And, when you have numbered one thousand and one, 
May the youth that is in you have only begun ! 

" ARcuLus." 

). 

Aqztt'lae Laudes. 

Venimus ad carmen cui dat pila nomen ; et oHm 
Lusimus, et ludi nunc meminisse piget. 

Errantftm nos more pilarum erravimus ipsi ; 
Impetus in falsum nos quoque traxit iter. 

Spes fractas revocare reportatosque triumphos 

Qui canit Utopice regna beata j ubet : 

Ore tamen laeto quis non et mente superb it, 

Rex avium, quoties sit me minis se tui ? 

Ex ovo, monstrante viam Majore Josepho, 

Te tenerum in lucem quinque tulere viri : 

Mox Rixatorum Seniorum exercitus ingens, 

Et Tripode ex alio Classica turba fovent. 

Hi levitate, illi nimium gravitate carere 

Te memorant, prima quum petis astra fuga. 

Ursa, Leo, Pannusque vzrens qua morte perirent, 

Te periturum omnes ocius esse ferunt. 
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Vive tamen ! Sua quisque Sophi, sua quisque Poetae 

Scriptoresque alii dent alimenta tibi ! 
Et numeris quum m ille tuis erit additus unus, 

Te nova perpetuo flore j uventa beet ! 

"ARcuLus." 



IN ' ARCULI SAGITTULAM.' 

(See Eagle XVII, 528). 

THE Iambics of " Arculus " have produced the 
following acknowledgments, which will doubtless in
terest our Classical and our Boating readers. Professor 
Kynaston writes from The College, Durham :-

XatpELv IC€A€Vru BOVAtVOV rp[AOV ICapa 
oJ)OVV€/C' o/h€ 'TWV 7raAa£ VEaVLWV 
'TWV Map'Yapt'T'Tlr; 7roTviar; U7r1JP€TWV 
1j81} AEA1}UaL. TWV 'T' la/-L(3€truv uorpwr; 
TEXV1}V c/>vAa'TT€£r;· p.wv 'TO /Cv8or; otX€Tat 
ICpaTor; 7ro'Tap.iov 'TO£U£ rpO£VLICOr.T€pOLr; ; 
p.wv OVIC JA-WUtV avTt(3cfv'T€r; wr; 7rapor; ; 
aAA' W 7raAaLOXP1}U'TOV �eTov p.e vor; 
aVE'Y€£POV a VTour; p.� 'YEA-ruT' orpA-'[J 7rOT€ 
"oJ7r1Jr; &7rELpOV ICaSaAA-aT'TruTov 'Y€vor;. 

Bishop J. R. Selwyn writes : 
" All the NLIC07rwA-at will rejoice to see their name 

" so honoured. Did I not have a race i n  the Fours 
" once with those same red blazers ; when the pistols 
" went off like a double-barrelled gun ? "  

The Bishop also mentions the fact that the Third 
Trinity Crew challenged the L. M. B. C. crew to row 
the race again at Ely, and that the L. M. B . C. declined 
the challenge. 

The Hon Mr George Denman, recently Mr Justice 
Denman, writes : 

" No one has more cause to admire the Lady 
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" Margaret than I have, for I was the first man who 

" won the Colquhoun Sculls after, by a self-denying 

" ordinance, the said L. M . threw that competition 

" open to the whole University ; and they not only did 

" that, but a still more generous act in presenting me 

" with a very handsome Cup to  keep for my very own. 

" That was i n  1 84 2 ,  and I believe that a similar act of 

" liberality has been performed annually ever since. 

" What Emperor, King, Power, or Potentate ever did 

" a nobler act ? "  
" This Cup presented with the Sculls would alone 

bind me over to gratitude and affection for life to every

thing, on land or water, which bears the name of Lady 

Margaret and St John's." 

On reading these hearty lines we are reminded of 

a line of the Poet whom Mr Denman has studied so 

wisely and so well : 

" lam senior, sed cruda viro viridisque senectus." 



CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE. 

�EFORE proceeding straight to my subject and 
B1 discussing Marlowe himself, it may perhaps be 

� useful briefly to consider the progress of the 
Drama in England before his time. ,Ve m ay begin 
with the m iracles and moralities, which represented 
respectively sacred characters and m oral virtues and 
vices : the transition from these elementary productions 
was naturally suggested by their defects ; profane 
history was substituted for sacred, and, in the place of 
m ere abstractions, real characters were put upon the 
stage. Owing to the influence of the Renaissance and 
the Revival of Learning, which gradually m ade its way 
into England, we find a more universal acquaintance 
with Classical and foreign literature, and consequently 
a rapid development in the growth of the drama. In 
1 5 6,3 appeared the Johnian Sackville's Gorboduc, the 
first English tragedy, which indeed was free 

From j igging veins of rhyming mother wits, 
though it does not oust Marlowe from the position which 
he holds of having been the first to use blank verse in  
dramatic composition. About the same time Nicholas 
U dall produced the first English Comedy, Raljh RozSter 
Dozster, and shortly afterwards John Still, Master of �t 
John's College, Cambridge, wrote Ganznzer Gurt01t s 
Needle.. Such was the z"ntroductzon, we m ay say, to the 
history of the drama, in which MarIowe was to write 
the first chapter with a master's hand. 

Of the life of Christopher Marlowe not much is 
known ; in fact, what little we do know might well have 
remained in obscurity with the rest. He was born in 
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1 564 at Canterbu�y, exactly two m onths before Shake
speare. He was educated at the King's School in his 
native town, and at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. 
Like some of the greatest of our later poets he died 
young, and so 

From earth took wing, 
To join the fellowship sublime 

Who, dead, yet sing. 

His father is said to have been a shoemaker, and 
Marlowe himself an atheist. He certainly bore an un
enviable reputation, which, however, we have no means 
of verifying. All we know for certain is that his habits 
were somewhat loose, and that he perished in 1 593 at 
Deptford, in a brawl at an ale-house, at the age of 
twenty-eight . . We need not pause to visit him with our 
censures : 

He gave the people of his best : 
His worst he  kept, his best he gave. 
My Shakespeare's curse on clown or knave 

Who will not let his ashes rest. 

Marlowe composed six tragedies, Tamburlazne the 
Great, Dr Faustus, The Jew of Malta, Edward the Second, 
The Massac1'e of Parts, and Dzdo, Queen of Carthage. The 
plot of Tanzburlazne the Great, perhaps his best known 
play, is as follows :-Tamburlaine, a shepherd by birth, 
described by his enemies as Cc that sturdy Scythian 
thief," threatens to invade the Persian Empire, which 
at the time is ruled by Mycetes, afterwards called by 
Tamburlaine himself cC the foolish King of Persia," a 
m an of an utterly shallow mind and overweening 
arrogance. Theridamas, the Persian General, is sent to 
oppose the invader, but is won over to the enemy by 
the display of Tamburlaine's m agnificence. His first 
words on beholding the great invader are expressive of 
his awe and astonishment :  

Tamburlaine I-a Scythian shepherd so embellished 
With nature's pride and richest furniture ! 
His looks do menace Heaven and dare the Gods ! 
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Cosroe, the brother of the King, likewise revolts 
from his weak-minded brother and j oins Tamburlaine : 
a great battle is fought, and Tamburlaine is victorious. 
Cosroe rides off for the capital in apparent triumph; 
but Tamburlaine, who has won him the crown a 
moment before, now thinks that the j oke would be 
still better if he kept it  for himself, and sends after 
Cosroe bidding him give it up : a fight ensues and 
Cosroe is slain. In the same way through the rest of 
Part I and Part II he overcomes with victorious arms 
the Turkish Emperor and his tributary Kings, the 
Soldan of Egypt, the city of Damascus, the Kings of 
Trebizond and Syria, the town of Babylon, and lastly 
the King of Amasia. From beginning to end is one 
long pageant-battlefield after battlefield, victory after 
victory, while the star of Tamburlaine is ever in the 
ascendant. It is in the monotony of the plot that we 
have the weak point of the play : we get wearied as we 
read, and crave for some release fro m  the long line of 
great successes and terrible retributions, which only too 
well set before us 

The Scythian Tamburlaine, 
Threatening the world with high astounding terms, 
And scourging Kingdoms with his conquering sword. 

The saving point however m ay be found in Tambur
laine's love for Zenocrate, daughter of the Soldan of 
Egypt, first the unwilling captive of Tamburlaine, 
afterwards the adoring wife, who can pardon the utmost 
atrocities committed by her husband, through her all

absorbing love. In a very fine scene comes the conflict 

between love of husband and love of father. In agony 

of heart she cries : 

Now shame and duty, love and fear, present 

A thousand sorrows to my martyred soul . . . •  

My father and my first-betrothed love 

Must fight against my l ife and present love. 

The Tragz'cal Hz'story 
.
of Dr Faustus hardly needs des-
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cription : briefly told, it is the compact made by Faustus 
and the Devil for twenty-four years, during which the 
latter is to be Faustus' servant and supply him with the 
means of executing every wish : while at the end of 
the time the soul of Faustus is to be exacted i n  
return. In the opinion o f  H azlitt, this is Marlowe's 
greatest work ; whether this is so m i ght certainly be 
questioned, but there can ba no doubt that some of his 
finest passages occur in the play : such a one is the 
opening soliloquy of the great Doctor, who reviews 
the various departments of learning and knowledge 
wherein he has become proficient, and finally betakes 
himself to the wonders of magic and necromancy. Then 
again there is the passage where Faustus hits upon the 
subject that can yet strike terror into the soul of 
Mephistopheles. It occurs to him to ask, 

How comes it then that thou art out of Hell ? 

to which Mephistopheles i n  anguish replies : 

Why, this is Hell nor am l out of it .  
Think'st thou that I that saw the face of God, 
And tasted the eternal Joys of Heaven, 
Am not tormented with ten thousand Hells 
In being deprived of everlasting bliss ? 
o Faustus, leave these frivolous demands, 
Which strike a terror to my fainting heart. 

The 'Jew of Malta shews us a specimen of Marlowe's 
best and worst work. The First Act is as good as any
thing that he wrote, but the rest-to quote Lamb's 

criticism-represents Barabas the Jew as " a  mere 

monster brought in with a large nose to please the 
rabble." He murders seven people one by one, and a 
whole convent of nuns together, and finally meets his 
own death through being outwitted by the Governor of 
the town. His character is described by himself whea 
he buys the slave Ithamore to be the instrument of his 
crimes :. 

VOL. XVII. 4 M  
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As for myself, I walk abroad o'nights 
And kill sick people groaning under walls ; 
Sometimes I go about and poison wells . . . •  

. . . . I enriched the priests with burials, 
And always kept the sextons' arms in use 
With digging graves and ringing dead men's knells . .  , .  
Then, after that, was I an usurer 
And with extorting, cozening, forfeiting" • • •  
I filled the jails with bankrupts in  a year, 
And with young orphans planted hospitals, 
And every moon made some or other mad . . • •  

and so on, so that the following speech in which the 
5lave recites his own accomplishments sounds quite 
poor and mean in comparison. The story of the plot is 
briefly this : Barabas, an immensely wealthy Jew of 
Malta, is wrongfully deprived of a large portion of his 
goods and possessions. He takes a fitting revenge and 
from one crime is:led on to another. Finally, when he 
has successfully acted the part of murderer and traitor, 
and has risen to be Governor of the island, he meets his 
death by the very means that he has prepared for others, 
and perishes with a curse upon his lips. 

Edward the Second may well be considered Marlowe's 
masterpiece, and its greatness has been recognized by 
such · critics as Hazlitt and Lamb. The plot is the 
opposition and revolt of the English Barons against 
Edward Il, the quarrel having been begun over the 
love of the King for Gaveston and continued through 
his attachment to young Spencer. Though at first 
successful, Edward is finally defeated by a fo.reign army 
under Isabel the Queen, the younger Mortimer, and 

the little prince. Edward is imprisoned and finally 

murdered by command of Mortimer ; but the play ends 

in accordance with poetic justice, by the young King 

asserting his rights and ordering the imprisonment of 

his mother and the death of Mortimer. 

About the two remaining plays, The Massacre of 

Pans, and Dt'do, Queen 0/ Carthage, little may be said. 
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Dyce calls the former the worst of  Marlowe's plays, and 
the latter is little more than a translation of the fourth 
book of Virgil's Aenez'd, 

The plots of Marlowe's plays admit of very severe 
criticism, EdzlJard the Second alone giving anything 
like satisfaction. In it there is plenty of light and 
shade, and the interest of the story is not constantly 
centred upon one person, but the attention is fixed by 
a well sustained effort, monotony being avoided by 
a skilful transition from one character to another ; 
the result is that we are anxious to see what happens 
to three or four important characters of the play, instead 
of being wearied by having our gaze perpetually riveted 
upon one man. The great fault of MarIowe's other 
plays is their monotony : this charge can be brought 
with overwhelming force against Tamburlat'ne the Great 
and the Jew of Malta, and with good reason against 
the T?'agtcal HZ'st01J1 of Doctor Faustus. By-play and 
side interests are rarely introduced : instances are to 
be found in the love of Olympia for her husband and 
her child, and her courageous opposition to her con
queror's advances ; in the story of Zenocrate and her 
children, which, however, is rather meant as a foil  
to TamburIaine himself ; and in the humorous scenes 

of Faustus ; these last, however, are of doubtful author

ship, and it is at least uncertain whether Marlowe is  
responsible for them. 

This leads us to the question-has Marlowe any 

sense of the humorous ? We are compelled to answer 

that it is very rarely apparent : it m ay be traced faintly 

in certain parts of Doctor Faustus, The Jew of Malta and 

Tamburlat'ne the Great, as when the foolish King of 

Persia hides his Crown : but it seems obvious that if 

Marlowe had possessed this faculty to any large extent 

it  would have prevented him from writing much that 
m ust have appeared grotesque even to the people of 
his time, 

Besides his six tragedies Marlowe wrote Hero and 
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Leander, The Passionate Shepherd to hz's Love, and a 
Fragment, as well as translating Ovid's Elegies and 
the first book of Lucan. Of his translations little need 
be said : the subjects are unhappily chosen, and the 
work can be recommended neither for scholarship nor 
originality : they are generally more or less elegant. 
but only occasionally can we catch a glimpse of any
thing like poetic feeling or good taste. In Hero and 
Leander we get quite a new glimpse of the poet's 
character ; here we see work more truly poetical and less 
grandiose than that of his tragedies : lovely passages 
of true poetic genius occur frequently, and we only 
wish that the work had been finished by Marlowe 
himself instead of being left to Chapman. 

There is a wonderful charm about his descriptions, 
and mingled with the charm a quaint simplicity of 
language almost unrivalled : of this there are instances 
without number in the two sestiads which are Marlowe's 
own. We may instance the following :  

At Sestos Hero dwelt : Hero the fair, 
Whom young Apollo courted for her hair, 
And offered as a dower his burning throne, 
Where she should sit for men to gaze upon. 

The following couplet deserves quotation : 

Where both deliberate, the love is slight : 
Who ever loved, that loved not at first sight ? 

since Shakespeare quotes i n  As you Hke tt, where 
Phebe says : 

Dead Shepherd, now I find thy saw of might, 
" Who ever loved, that loved not at first sight ? "  

Of all Marlowe's works probably n one is so well 
known as The Passzonate Shepherd to hz's Love, 

Come live with me and be my love, 
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to which Sir Waiter Raleigh wrote i n  reply the poem 

beginning 

If all the world and love were young, 
And truth in every shepherd's tongue . •  

It is i n  these poems, short as they are, that we can 

discover Marlowe's true love of the beautiful and 
appreci ation of nature, and we often wish that he had 
allowed himself more frequently than he does to lapse 
into such poetry amidst the more ambitious efforts of 
his tragic muse. 

A com{>lete and particular criticism of Marlowe' s 
verse must be left to those who are sufficiently ac
quainted with the laws of English metre. Here, how
ever, it  may be said that it )Vas he who first made 

proper use of blank verse in English drama, and it is 

his boast that his play of Tamburlazne the Great marks 
a fresh departure after the 

Jigging veins of rhyming mother wits. 

No criticism of Marlowe's verse is better known than 

that of Ben Jonson, who spoke of " Marlowe's mighty: 

line." The truth of this description would be apparent, 

one would think, to the most casual reader on a first 

perusal : so at this point it may n ot be out of place 

to quote the characterisation of Marlowe given by the 

German critic, Augustus Wilhelm Schlegel. " Marlowe 

possessed more real talent than Lilly, and was in a 

better way. He has handled the history of Edward II 

with very little art, i t  is true, but with a certain trutn 

and simplicity, so that in many scenes he does not 

fail to produce a pathetic effect. His verses are flowing, 

but " -here comes the point-" without energy : how 

Ben J on son could come to use the expression ' Mar

lowe's  mighty line ' is more than I can conceive. But 

in Marlowe's Edward II, I certainly imagine that I can 

discover the feebler model of the earliest historical pieces 
of Shakespeare." If Marlowe's genius did possess one 
characteristic more evident than any other, it was that 
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of energy, and if one epithet is more especially suitable 
to describe his verse, it is the word " m ighty."'" 

A proper criticism of the suitability of Marlowe's 
plays for the stage would require more particular in
vestigation that is possible in so limited a paper. But 
without contradicting the statement that Edward II 
shews " very little art," the poet's dramatic power on 
the whole can hardly be questioned : tragic scenes and 
pathetic situations are frequent, e.g. the death of Zeno
crate, the death of Tamburlaine, the claiming of the 
soul of Faustus, the resignation of King Edward and 
his murder, and there are many other examples perhaps 
more suitable for proving our point than these chosen at 
random. 

When we come to discuss Marlowe's characters we 
must begin by saying that he was distinctly not a 
character- drawer. H e  seems to pitch upon one trait, 
which he works out and elaborates, with the result 
that his chief characters are strained and unnatural. 
Three instances may be taken, Tamburlaine, Faustus, 
and Edward n. Tamburlaine is born to greatness, 
and greatness is the history of his life. Early in the 
play Techelles describes his master (in his hearing) 
as the victorious general of the future. 

Methinks I see kings kneeling at his feet, 
And he with frowning brows and fiery looks 
Spurning their crowns from off their captive heads. 

• Prof J. B. Mayor in his book on English metre asserts Marlowe's 
superiority over Surrey as a writer of blank verse, and ends up his chapter 
on these two poets by saying, ' such a passage as the following fully justifies 
Ben Jonson's praise of Marlowe's mighty line. 

The griefs of private men are soon allayed : 
But not of kings. The forest deer, being struck, 
Runs to an herb that closeth up the wounds : 
But when the imperial lion's flesh is gored, 
He rends and tears it with his wrathful paw, 
And highly scorning that the lowly earth 
Should driuk hii blood, mounts up into the air.' 

� 
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Theridamas is won over to his side, remarking that 

H is looks do menace Heaven. 

He speaks of himself in his self-conscious might, as 

I that am termed the scourge and wrath of God, 
The only fear and terror of the world. 

He is a statesman, a general beloved by his officers 
and soldiers-and he is physically the ideal man. 
Everywhere victorious, he bows before death alone, 
and that in the spirit of the conqueror more than of 
the conquered : his last words were the fitting close of 
his triumphal life : 

Farewell, my boys : my dearest friends, farewell, 
My body feels, my soul doth weep to see 
Your sweet desires. deprived my company, 
For Tamburlaine, the scourge of God, must die. 

The character of Faustus, again, is  drawn through
out in harmony with the keynote of the whole play, 
viz. his pride in his intellectual superiority : wearied 
by his great and, as he thinks, complete knowledge of 
the various sciences, he yearns after the supernatural, 
and sacrifices all hopes of future happiness for twenty
four years of power : he fondly imagines that his 
knowledge now is full and supreme i n  the department 
of the magic arts, whereas in truth it is of these alone 
that he is totally ignorant, and his  intellectual 
clearness of sight in other subjects only serves to show 
up more terribly his blindness in his dealings with 
the infernal powers. His disbelief in the fact that his 
soul is endangered by his dealings in the Black Art 
heightens the effect of the change brought about in the 
closing scene, when in abject terror he awaits the sound 
of the clock at midnight, which was to announce the 
fulfilment of the dreadful pledge that he had signed 
with his own blood. The character of Faustus is a 
weak one : quick as he was to fathom the ignorance 
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of others he failed to see his own, and what dzd seem 
to be the promptings of a better nature in the appear
ance of the good angel only succeed in convicting 
him of intellectual cowardice. 

The character of Edward II is the best of the three ; 
that is to say, it is drawn with more art, and is made to 
present a less one-sided aspect than the two we have 
already considered. The cause of all his trouble and 
misery is his moral weakness : he longs to have some 
one to turn to for sympathy and help, other than the 
hard warlike barons of his realm. This leads us to the 
second point, his love for Gaveston, which, it must be 
remembered, is real and sincere throughout. But his 
is a feminine nature, the very opposite to ' all that is 
great and manly ; for he is always occupied with 
personal matters and difficulties of the moment, to the 
neglect of the larger and more important questions at 
stake. To him the safety of his Gaveston is of far more 
weight than the English possession of Normandy. 
Twice his barons speak of him as the brain-sick king : 
his infatuation indeed goes so far that his love for his 
favourite completely eclipses his love for the Q ueen. 
I n  moments of success he is over-bearing, in the hour 
of adversity he is peevish and indeed almost childish, 
like Shakespeare's Lear, with whom he might well be 
compared. However, his kingly nature asserts itself 
at times, and he can bear himself with dignity in the 
intervals of his transports of despair, as when at last he 
consents to resign his crown and send his handkerchief 

to the rebel Queen with this message :-

Bear this to the Queen, 

Wet with my tears, and dried again with s ighs ; 

I f  with the sight thereof she be not moved, 

Return it back and dip i t  in my blood. 

Commend me  to my son, and bid him rule 

Better than 1. 

And again, when he stand s  in his miserable dungeon 

up to his knees in water, long without sleep and badly 
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fed, he rouses himself to dignity again, as he sends a. 
second message to the faithless Isabel : -

Tell Isabel the Queen, I looked not thus 
When for her sake I ran at tilt in France, 
And there unhorsed the Duke of Cleremont. 

This play is remarkable for the superiority of its 
characters : here one figure does not stand out quite 
alone, as in Tamburlazne the Great, or The E.lzstory of 
Doctor Faustus I it is hard to say who commands most 
attention, the weak king, the ambitious favourite, the 
faithless queen, or the rebel noble. Gaveston's love for 
the king is a weaker motive for his actions than his 
ambition : at the very outset of the play we find his 
cue :� 

What greater bliss can hap to Gaveston, 
Than l ive and be the favourite of a king ? 

And again when King Edward is shedding tears 
over the enforced banishmertt of his favourite, the 
rematk of Gaveston is merely 

'Tis something to be pitied of a king. 

The great test of character.:.drawing is the impression 
left upon the mind of the reader or spectator : and when 
It is said that MarlO'We's characters on the whole are 
,veak, it is because they leave a one-sided impression I 
if they leave any at all. Naturally the often er one reads 
him, the more play is allowed to one's imagination 
and enthusiasm ; but we have only to turn to 
Shakespeare to see Marlowe's defidency. How 
superior is King Lear to King Edward, or Shylock to 
the Jew of Malta ! 1t may be noted too how essentially 
feeble are Marlowe's female characters. Zenocrate is 
the noblest creation among them ; but when we com� 
pare Abigail to J essica, Zenocrate to Cleopatra, or 
Queen Isabel to Queen Katharine, we realise' how great 
Shakespeare's heroines really are. In Faustus there is 
no female character at all. 

In considering Marlowe's work as a whole one 
YOL :XVlI. 4 N 
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characteristic stands preeminent, and that is his dignity, 
in which h e  is unsurpassed by even Shakespeare him
self : too frequently, however, he descends to language 
w hich is either extravagant and bombastic, or grotesque 
and ridiculous. Compare the three following passages : 
Barabas, after speaking of the rich gems in which he 
trafficks, draws the moral thus :-

And thus methinks should men of judgment frame 
Their means of traffic from the vulgar trade, 
And as their wealth increases, so in close 
Infinite riches in a little room ; 

'
the language and stateliness of which is worthy of a 
better cause. Tamburlaine describes the consequence 
of his victories in these " high astounding terms : "-

The God of war resigns his room to me, 
Meaning to make me general of  the world : 
Jove, viewing me in arms, looks pale and wan, 
Fearing my power should pull him from his throne. 
Wheree'r I come the Fatal Sisters sweat, 
And grisly Death, by running to and fro, 
To do their ceaseless homage to my sword, 

and these are the words with which Tamburlaine greets 
the first pains of the sickness which was to prove his 
death :-

Techelles and the rest, come, take your swords, 
And threaten him whose hand afflicts my soul. 
Come, let us march against the powers of heaven, 
And set black streamers in the firmament, 
To signify the slaughter of the gods. 

Marlowe is not wanting in pathos, but he but rarely 
attempts to resort to it for the interest of the play. I n  
Tambu1'latne the Great there i s  the passage where 
Olympia, the wife of the defeated captain of Balsora, 
kills her son and burns his body with that of her dead 
husband, and is only prevented from putting an end to 
herself by the appearance of Theridamas, who carries 
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her off for his own : hy a trick she causes her own 
death at his hands, and thus escapes dishonour. The 
scene closes with the lament of Theridamas, who 
carries out her corpse, saying : 

(Her) body shall be tombed with all the pomp 
The treasure of my kingdom can afford. 

And there is a truly pathetic scene in Edwa1'd II, 
where Edward himself is  compelled to give up his 
crown, and begs for the brief and useless respite of a 
few hours-

Here, take my crown ; the life of Edward too : 
Two kings in England cannot reign at once. 
But stay awhile, let me be king till night, 
That I may gaze upon this glittering crown ; 
So shall my eyes receive their last content, 
My head the latest honour due to it, 
And jointly both yield up their wished right. 

Rere is a truly m ournful picture where we behold 
the " aged king " clinging to the last to the emblem of 

power and royalty, so different to Byron's Doge of 

Venice who cared so little to lay aside that badge of 

office which he valued only as a . ,  hollow bauble." 

Not once in the whole of Marlowe can we find any

thing that can be called Dramatic Irony, so common i n  

the Greek tragedians : the nearest approach t o  it i s  the 

scene where Relen of Troy appears, and calls forth the 

famous speech of Doctor Faustus beginning ; 

Was this the face that launched a thousand ships, 

And burnt the topless towers of Ilium ! 

It is an interesting question (or perhaps an idle 

speculation) to ask whether or not Marlowe would have 
rivalled Shakespeare if he had lived. The answer 

seem to be in the negative : he did his work well so far 
as it  went, but the faults inherent in  his plays are not 
those that time could have remedied. It would be 
comparatively easy to write a paper of any length on 
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the thoughts of Shakespeare, but it would be difficult 
to write one on the thoughts of Marlowe ; for it was in 
that very region that Marlowe was deficient. His was 
not one of those master minds that can see into the 
hea1:t of humanity and understand exactly why it beats. 

Read Carlyle on the Hero as Poet : and then see 
why Marlowe would not rank as one of his heroes, why 
he was not a world poet. A poet, Carlyle says, ' has an 
-injinz"tude about him: but somehow or other it is not 
hard to get to the bottom of Marlowe's deepest thoughts ; 
the poet must be ' muszcal, not in word only, but i n  
heart and substance,' but i n  Marlowe there is much 
that is distinctly lJnmusicq.l, and that jars upon our 
senses as a discord would. 

Still, however, he wrote much that is great, and 
will no doubt unfold new pleasures upon every re
perusal. Bis style will rank high in our literature, if 
his thought falls somewhat low. When many another 
writer has faded out of sight, Marlowe and his Tambur
latne will still be read : and in spite of the bombast into 
which his grand eloquence at times descends, he has 
secured for himself (as the monutnent recently raised 
to him at Canterbury testifies) a glorious place in the 
lon&" line, of En�lish :pQet&. 

J. M. H. 

TRIPOS THOUGHTS. 

(A long way after Swz·nburne.) 

LIKE to the ghost of a gleam that gloats on the 

slumbering sea, 

Like to the fall of a star or the flash of a flame ere 

'tis spent ; 

Like to the breath of the breeze that flits through the 

whispering tree, 

Like to a whole host of things, (and I wish that I knew 

what they meant,) 

Flashes the Tripos across me, the tyrannous turbulent 

Trip, 
And, as it flashes, my brain reels, l ike a ship, ' neath 

the shock, 
Reft of its ballast ; and I must leave a short note for 

my gyp, 
And tell him, on pain of my wrath, to call me at 

seven 0' clock. 

Ere all the souls of the tired from dreamland's dim 

bourne have returned, 

Ere the blithe cuckoo hath called o'er the long lush 

grass on the lea, 
Ere the young Phoebus to fling his glistening glamour 

hath learned, 
Ere e'en the milkman himself hath brought round the 

milk for my tea, 
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I must be up ; woe is me, the load is so heavy to bear, 
The grim load of doubt and distress that on my sad 

memory weighs j 
Ah, why was not Pindar my pleasure, and Plato my 

loveliest care, 
Why, with more pride than dismay, did I still get 

a Third in my Mays ? 

Ah woe, 'tis a quarter to nine, I wonder what fate will 
befall-

Will some Special now be for me, will the General 
e' en be allowed ? 

Or shall I shine like a star, in the very first class of them 
all ? 

Or (horrid thought) shall I be unutterably, hopelessly 
ploughed ? 

A. J. C. 

A LETTER OF NEWTON'S.  

aRS. Adams has presented to the College, for the 

H\� Library, a great literary treasure. It is an 
autograph letter, or rather a draft for a 

letter, in Newton's handwriting, which was given to 
the late Professor Adams by Sir David Brewster in  
1 85 5 . 

The text is as follows : 

Sr, 
I herewith send you the correction of the Moons Theory. 

The first half may stand as before, the latter half of it may run 
i n  these words : 

Dividi intell igatur distantia mediocris Lunre a Terra in  
partes r o o oo o, et  referat T Terram et TC f Here a 
excentricitatem mediocrem Lunre partium 5 5 0 5 .  t small diagram. 

Producatur TC ad B ut sit CB sinus requationis maxim re semes
tris I z,r 1 8' ad radium TC. Et circulus BDA centro C inter
vallo CB descriptus, erit Epicyr.lus i l l e  in quo centrum Orbis 
Lunaris locatur et secundum ordinem literarum BDA revolvitur. 
Capiatur angulus BCD requalis duplo argumento annuo, et erit 
CTD requatio Apogrei, et TD excenLricitas. Habitis autem 
Lunre motu medio et Apogreo et excentricitate, ut et Orbis. 
diametro transverso partium 2 00000 j ex his eruetur verus 
Lunre locus in Orbe, et distantia ejus a Terra, idque per metho
dos notissimas. 

In periherio (sic) Terrre, propter majorem vim Solis, centrum 
Orbis Lunre velocius movetur in epicyclo BDA circum centrum 
C quam in Aphelio. id que in triplicata ratione distantire Terrre 
a Sole inverse. Ob requationem ccntri Solis in argumento, 
annuo comprehensam. centrum Orbis Lunre velocius movetur in  
Epicyclo i llo in  duplicata ratione distantire Terrre a Sole inverse. 
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ab Orbis centro D agatur recta DE versus Aphelium Lunce seu 
recta TC paraIIela, et capiatur angulus EDF rnqualis excessui 
Argumenti annui supra distalltiam Aphel i i  Lunce ab Aphelio 
Solis. Et sit DF ad DC ut dupla excentricitatis Orbis magni 
ad distantiam mediocrem Solis a Terra et motus medius diurnus 
Solis ab Aphelio Lunee ad motum medium diurnum Solis, ab 
Aphelio proprio conjunctim, id est ut 3 3{o ad 1 000 & 5 2.' 2.7" 
1 6'" ad 5 9' 8" 1 0'" conjunctim, sive ut 3 ad 1 00 .  Et concipe 
centrum Orbis Lunee locari in puncto F, et in circulo cujus 
centrum est punctum D et radius DF interea revolvi dum 
punctum D revolvitur circum centrum C.-Hac enim ratione 
velocitas qua centrum Orbis Lunee circum centrum C movebitur, 
crit reciproce ut cubus distantiee Solis a Terra ut oportet. 

Computatio motus hujus difficilis est, sed facilior reddetur 
per approximationem sequentem. Si distaMia mediocris Lunee 
a Terra sit partium 1 00000 & excentricitas mediocrIs TC sit 
partium 5 505 ut supra : recta CB vel CD invenietur partium 
I I 72:i-, et recta DF partium 35t- Et hrec rectCl subtendit 
angulum ad Terram quam translatio centri Orbis Lunre a loco 
D ad locnm F generat, & cujus duplum propterea eequatio 
centri secundaldici potest. Et heec eequatio est ut sinus anguli 
quem recta iIIa DF cum recta a puncto F ad Lunam ducta 
continet quam proxime, & ubi maximns est, evadit 2' 2 5 '" in 
mediocri distantia Lunre a Terra. Angulus autem quem recta 
DF et recta a puncto F ad Lunam ducta comprehendunt, 
i llvenitur vel subducendo angulum EDF ab Anomalia media 
Lunee vel addenda distantiam Lunre a Sole ad distantiam 
Apogeei Lunre ab Apogaoo Solis. Et ut Radius est ad sinum 
anguli sic inventi ita 2 '  2 5" sunt ad mquationem centri . . [frag. 
ment mIssing] abducendam si summa illa sit minor semicirculo . •  
Sic  habebitur locus Lunee in Orbe, et per reduction em ad 
Eclipticam 11abebitur ejns Longitudo in  ipsis Luminarium 
sJrzygiis. 

Si comptltatio accuratior desideretur, secundi centri rnquati0 
augeri potest vel diminui in ratione reciproca distantire Lunee a 
Terra ad ejus distantiam mediocrem. 

Si Longitudo Lunee extra Syzygias desiEleretur, corrigendus 
est locus Lunee in Orbe, ut supra inventus, per Variation em 
duplicem. De Variatione prima diximus supra. Heec maxima 
est in Octantibus Lunm. Variatio altera maxima est in Quad
rantibus, & oritur a varia Solis actione in Orb em Lume pro 
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varia positione Aphelii Lunee ad Solem. Computatur vero in 

hunc modum. Ut Radius ad sinum versum distantice Aphelii 

Lunre a Perigreo Solis in consequentia, ita angulus quid am P ad 

quartum propottionalem. Et ut Radius ad sinum distantice 

Lunre a Sole ita summa hujus quarti proportionalis et anguli 

cujusdam alterius Q ad Variationem secundam, sUbducendam si 

Lunee lumen augetur, addendam si diminuitur.  Sic habebitur 

locus verus Lunee in Orbe : et per Reductionem loci hujus ad 

Eclipticam habebitur Longitudo Lunrn. Anguli vero P et Q ex 

observationibus determinandi sunt. Et interea, si pro angulo P 

usurpentur z ' & pro angulo Q I ' vel I ' zo", non multum erra

bitur. 
Theoria Lunre primo in syzygiis, deinde in Quadraturis & 

ultimo in Octantibus per phrenomena examinari et stabiliri 

debet. Et opus hocce aggressurus motus medios Solis et Lunre 

ad tempus meridianum in Observatorio regia Grenovicensi die 

ultimo mensis Decembris anni 1 700 et veteri non incommode 

sequentis adhibebit, nempe motum medium Solis $ [Capri

comus], zo. 2.3 . 40, et Apogrei ejus VS [Cancer] 7· 4+ 30 : Et 

motum medium Lunre � [Aquarius], 1 5 .20.00, et Apogrei ejus 

)( [Pisces], 8 .2.0 .00, et Nodi ascendentis 0. [Leo], 2 7 . 2.4.20 : Et 

d ifferentiam meridianorum Observatorii hujus et Observatorii 

Regii Parisiensis obor. gmin. z o·ee. 

I have sent you this day by the Carrier Purver your MS weh 

Dr Bently left i n  my hands. I like it very well & think it 

deserves the l ight. I have sent you along wth it 32. wooden 

cutts done by Mr Livebody & amongst them there is a cut for 
this Theory 01 the Moon. 

Mr R. A. Sampson, Fellow of the College and Isaac 

Newton Student of the University, has examined the 

manuscript. Though bearing neither signature nor 

date, it is undoubtedly Newton's ; intrinsic evidence 

determines its iuentity and approximately its date. 

In 1 7 09 Newton, who was then living in London, 

consented to the publication of a second edition of the 

Prznczpt'a, which was then out of print and scarce, 

with Cotes, the Lucasian Professor, as editor. There 

followed a correspondence between Newton and Cotes, 

which lasted intermittently until the work was corn .. 

pleted in 1 7  1 3 .  This correspondence dealt with emend· 
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ations suggested by one party or the other, and is 
of great interest. Cotes's half, consisting of Newton's 
letters and drafts of his own replies, came into the 
possession of Trinity College, and was published 
in 1 850 by Mr Edleston, a Fellow of that Society. It 
is well known that the most important addition to the 
Prznctpza contemplated by Newton was a satisfactory 
theory of the Moon .  Among the Portsmouth manu
scripts in the University Library is a paper containing 
the titles of some twenty problems, forming a scheme of 
that theory, which Newton evidently contemplated follow
ing with a view to insertion in later editions of his book. 
For this end observations of the Moon's place were 
required, and, as Mr Edleston remarks, the infirmities 
of temper and bodily health of Flamsteed, 1he As
tronomer Royal, conspired to thwart Newton's plans ; 
so that the Lunar Theory of the Pn'ncz!JZa even as 
amended in the second edition remains a fragment. 

. The present manuscript is a draft of one of these 
letters from Newton to Cotes, and contains Newton's 
first emendations of the theory of the Moon ; it is  
therefore one of the most important of the whole series, 
and its interest is much enhanced by the fact that the 
letter itself is missing from the Trinity collection. 

It would there come between Edleston's letters LVI 

and LVII, so that its date is I 7 I 2 , between July 20 and 
August 1 0. It is the theme of the eleven letters LVII

LXVIII, and, on reading the manuscript i n  relation with 
these letters, one is able to correct some slight errors 
into which Edleston has fallen in his references to it.  
Lastly we are able to make certain by several pieces of 
internal evidence (beyond the fact that it is unsigned 
and undated) that this manuscript was never in Cotes's 
hand, but was the ' one which Newton kept at hand 
to refer to and quote from i n  the subsequent corres
pondence. Thus in letter LXI, after amending the 
paragraph ' Computatio motus hujus . .  ,' Newton adds 
(p .  1 3 2), ' In the next paragraph but one write Apogaet' 
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twice for Aphelzi.' Cotes replies (p. 1 34) ' By Your 

Letter I suspect that in Your copy there is a Paragraph 

between that beginning with Computa#o motus huius 

dzjjicz'/t"s, &c" & that beginning with Sz" computaHo 

accuratzor deszaeretur j they immediately follow one 

the other i n  my Copy.' 

It will be seen that the explanation is that Newton 

had written as a separate paragraph in his own copy 

the sentence St' computatto, &c. He replied (p. 1 3 5 ), 

' There is n o  Paragraph between that wch begins wtll 

CO?nputatto ?notus huius dtjjiczks, &c" & that wch begins 

wth Si cO?nputatzo aCCu1'atzor desz'deretur, &c . . . . .  After 

these two Paragraphs there is or should be a Paragraph 

concerning the refraction of the Atmosphere whereby 

the Diameter of the earths shadow is enlarged in Lunar 

Eclipses. That Paragraph was (I think) in the first 

draught I sent you of the Moon's Theory.' Cotes replies 

(p. 1 40) ' The Paragraph concerning the refraction of 

the Atmosphere in Eclipses was in Your first draught� 

but was left out in Your Alteration of it.' This para

graph it will be seen did not occur in Newton's own 

copy. 
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THE EAGLE. 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from Vol XVII, p.  589). 

HE Grammar School at Sedbergh, first founded 
by Roger Lupton, Provost of  Eton, about 
1528, and refounded by Edward VI after the 
Reformation, has always been closely con-

nected with the College. Lupton himself founded two 
Fellowships and six Scholarships in St John's College 
for Sedbergh boys, and in 1588 Henry Hebblethwaite, 
described as a Citizen of London, but probably of 
Sedbergh ongm, founded a Fellowship and two 
Scholarships with like preference. 

For nearly four hundred years the College and the 
School have thus been in close connexion.  The recently 
published Register of Admissions to the College shews 
that between January 16�g- and July 1715, no less 
than 348 Sedbergh boys were admitted to the College. 
Many of these became Fellows, worked for the College 
an d got College Livings, or went out into the world and 
became famous in their day. 

The College on the other hand appointed the Head 
l\Iasters, and so kept up the stream of capable boys. 
The one weak point in the old system was that, if the 
College made a bad or unfortunate appointment, it had 
no power of removing the Head Master. 
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One appointment made in Commonwealth times 

gave rise to great disputes at Sedbergh, was the cause 
of much litigation there, and probably of much vexation 
in College. The times were disturbed. William Beale, 
the Master, had been turned out, to fly from England 
and die in Madrid. Twenty-nine Fellows of the College 
were ejected and their places filled, by order of the 
Earl of Manchester, with persons examined and ap
proved by the Assembly of Divines. In 1648 Gilbert 
Nelson, the Head Master of Sedb8rgh, died, and to the 
, intruded ' Fellows fell the choice of his successor. I n  
July r6-l8 Arrowsmith the Master a n d  five Fellows o f  
the College wrote t o  the Governors t o  say that their 
choice had fallen on Richard J ackson, a ' M aster of 
Arts, heretofore of our College.' His name does not 
appear in the Admission Register, so that he was then 
probably a man of over 40 years of age. 

We may assume that Jackson was· a Parliament Man, 
and it would appear that many at Sedbergh were 
Royalist in their sympathies. To those who were fOF 
the King the choice of the intruding Fellows-bardt' ut 
plurz'mum et t'n/runzti z'ngemi lzomunculz', as Dr PetelT 
Barwick in his life of Dean Barwick calls them, block
heads for the most part and senseless scoundrels, as Hilkiah 
Bedford his translator puts it-was probably suspect 
from the first. After the lapse of nearly two hundred 
and fifty years it is not easy to say what did happen, 
but apparently Jack'Son commenced lawsuits against the 
Governors or feoffees of the School in respect of the 
estates or rents. The Governors petitioned the College 
against him, and, in addition to the signatures of the 
Governors, those of 37 inhabitants of Sed bergh testify 
to the fact that '1 he schoole house instead of young 
Athenians, been left lodging for owls and batts to roost 
and rest i n.' This petition, still preserved in College, 
will be found printed in Miss Platt's Htdory of the 
Parz'slt and Grammar School of Sedberglz. This volume 
also contains a number of other documents concerning 
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these disputes. They are taken from t he originals pre
served among the school papers, and may be regarded 
as stating the case for the prosecution. Preserved i n  
College, on the other hand, are some papers sent pre
sumably by Jackson, and containing his views of the 
matter. The gravest accusation against him was that 
he was intemperate in his habits. It will be observed 
that J ackson at most admits that drink was forced upon 
him. His chief tormentor seems to have been George 
Otway. This man was brother of Sir John Otway, 
Fellow of St John'S, and afterwards Reader at Gray's 
Inn, and prominent at the Restoration of Charles 11. 
George Otway is mentioned in Fox's Journal in 1657, 
as ' this wild man,' and it seems clear that he was a 
very boisterous and turbulent person. 

The documents which follow give us:an idea of the 
proceedings of this Otway, and a curious picture of 
a country town i n  those days. It is a little difficult to 
see how the first could be relevant to a suit in  Chancery, 
but relevance, we shall see, was not Mr Jackson's strong 
point. 

vpon a Suite in Chancery. 

Betwene Richard J ackson Clerk Plt. & 
John Couper with others Defendants. 

That I Samuel Shawe, being Scholler unto Richard Jackson 
Clerk Mr of ye free Gramer Schoole of Sedbergh in ye Countie 
of York in January one thousand six hundreth _ fifty three:Ji. 
Doe very well Remembr that ye aforesaid Mr, quietly and 
Constantly then following the Schoole, one George Otway, of 
Ingmeare frequently singing and Ringing the said Jackson's 
farcwell out of England as he called it And Boasting to Banisa 
him after he had with shamelesse Insolency made a fiddler play 
both at his Chamb' window and else where Dancing and Sing
ing wth his Drunken Companions useing all revileing tearmes 
to ye said J ackson's disgrace. He did upon a Tuesday the 
scaventeenth of January (as I take it), In the Morninge send 

lit i.e. r6s!f. 
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one MI" Garthwaite (whom ye Mr suffered to teach under him) 
earnestly soJicitinge for his Company at ye Alehouse weh ye 

Mr refused utterly. And after two or three Messages the said 
Otway came himselfe in  person wth a Debauched and Murther'ous 
quarrel our called Edward Corney. Craving leave to come into 
his School oft, saying he would stay noe longer then ye 1\1r 
pleased. But having provided ale to be brought after him he 
urged the M r to Drinke, saying he would stay noe longer than 

ye Taking of one Pipe of Tobacco. But ye Mr Refused to 
D rinke wth him as he desired & weary of his long stay ·went 
from his own loft to teach ye Schollers calJinge one out. Then 
ye said Otway & Garthwaite came downe, upon which ye 
Schoolemr bid him farewel and presently went up ye staires, 
Otway threateninge that he should fetch him downe by the 
Eares upon well ye Schoolmr shutt the doore & he fell to 
Brangle wtll ye Boyes for aboute ye space of an howre at least 
sayinge he was as much Mr as Jackson. And Gooinge away 
at length a little before Eleaven of ye Clock to a little Alehouse 
standing in ye Churchyard he from thence sent ye said Corney 
wth a challeng to ye Schoolmr upon a false & frivolous occasion 
of his own devising. And presently uppon yt comanded ye said 
Corney to call back ye Schoolmr or bring him by ye eares 
whereupon ye Schoolmr having a sore leg Corney Run after him 
threatninge to tripp up his heeles weh wn he could not doe 
ye said Otway came Running a Tilt wth his staff at his face. 
But both of them were staved of. Company coming in After
wards at Night ye said Otway wtll Corney & J 0: Washington 
(Now gone wth him Into Ireland) Drinking, Singing & Rioting 
before J ackson's Lodginge wthin night did shortly after fall 
upon two men of ye parish web was left in danger of death, 

Whereupon Mr Jackson Binding Otway with his CompJices 
to good behaviour enioyd some quiet till ye quarter Sessions, 
where ye said Otway, having his Recognizances given i n  con
trary to law (as ye Mr said) by ye fauour of Sir Robt Barwick 
(then Senior Justice in place) the said Jackson hallinge left 
ye Schooledoore lockt durst not nor could not by occasion of 
ye Schooles businesse (as I had Reason to Believe) Return back 
againe having spoken unto me this deponent and written in 
Easter last that I should teach those schollers web came in his 
absence (the cheifest returning home wtlt purpose to stay till 
his retume upon yt occasion) web thing I was ready to undertake 
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but that a present Ague possessed me so that in the Meane 
space ye ffeoffees by ye assistance of y. said Otway broke open 
ye doore, Put Garthwaite in place sayeinge he should be 
1\lr, NayIing up ye SchoolmrS loft doore where his Boolees, papers 
and goods lay, refusinge him (upon his retume from solicitinge 
ye schoole causes) all entrance into his owne chamber. And 
Boastinge that Garthwaite should be Mr, who refused to teach 
one of ye best scholJers called Jo: Harper or suffer him to be 
taught by ye Mr who came along with him (as I have heard). 
And shortly after threatened ye Tenannts of ye Loft house if 
they paid ye Schoolmr any Rcn ts and Robert Hall in speciall if 
he alTorded him meate drink or lodginge at his house. And 
ye said Otway was reported at ye l\larkett crosse in Sed bergh 
to have threatened all ye Townsfolks So that the Schoolmr 
having had noe good Accolliodacon from his first cominge was 
now to have none at all but was compelled to seek his lodginge 
in Garsdaile some three miles distant; where he had soiourned 
long before as I have seene by a certificate under yr hands & so 
seems rather driven away then putt out of possession by ye fury 
of this Otway who hath animated them to seaze upon these 
lands of Loft house wch wcare more then six yeares his in 
possession. 

\VESTRIDELNG OF 
YORKSHIRE. 

Sworne ffeb. the sth r654 
THO: BENET 

SUEFFEILD STUBBS. 

The Jurors for the Lord protectour of the common-wealth 
of England Scotland and Ireland doe vpon there oathes present 
that George Otway late of Ingmire within the constablerie of 
Sedbergh in the County of Yorke Gent, the eleauenth day of 
January in the yeare of our Lord one thousand six hundred 
fifty three at Sedbergh in the westrideing of ye said County did 
then and there wickedly, prophanely, advisedly and deliberately 
Sweare fiJtie proph<me oathes, to witt, By God, by God's 
woundes, by Goel's blood, God's heart, and by the Lord God, 
by reiterating them Duer and ouer again, to ye great dishonour 
of God, to ye euill example of others in ye like case offending, 
Contrarie to ye publicke peace, and contrary to ye [orme of 
ye statute in i case made ami provided. 
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WESTRIDEING OF 

YORKSHIRE. 

The Jurors for ye Lord protectour of ye comonwealth of 
England, Scotland and Ireland doe vpon there oathes present 
that George Otway late of Ingmire within ye Constablery of 
Sedbergh in ye county of Yorke, Gent. Edward Corney late of 
Sedbergh aforesaid labourer and John Washington late of the 
same blacksmith ye 17th day of January in ye yea re of our Lord 
God 1653 & divers other dayes and times, as well before as 
after, by force & armes &c. at Sed bergh aforesaid, in ye west
rideing of ye said County, being armed with sword, staues, 
knifes, and other weapons, as wel! offensive as defensive did 
vnlawfully riotously, & vnjustly assemble themselves together 
with an intent to disturbe ye publique peace, & then & there 
riotously, & by force of armes made vpon one Richard 
J ackson Clerke. Schoolmaster of ye free Schoole of Sedbergh, 
aforesaid, in Gods peace & in ye publicke peace, then and there 
being an assault and fray did make, and him ye said Richard 
J ackson then and there riotous]'y they did beat, wound and euill 
entleate, so that his life was in much danger and other injuries 
to him then and there did doe to ye greate damadge of ye said 
Richard Jackson, contrary to ye publicke peace, and contrary to 
ye form of ye statute in that case made and provided. 

The petition to the Parliament which follows and 
the Petition to the Lord Protector which will appear 
in our next number are both printed documents. 
The letter from J ackson to the College in Greek 
seems to allude to these. Dr Sandys has kindly 
furnished me with some notes pointing out the quo
tations from Lucian which he has detected in this letter, 
and Mr G. C, M. Smith has furnished me with an  
English translation. In printing the Greek I have 
retained J ackson's  system of accentuation. 
To THE RIGHT HONOURAJlLE THE PARLIAMENT OF ENGLAND. 

Tile humble Petltion of Richard Jackson Clerke, lIfaster of the 
free Gram?lU1 SchotJle z'n Sedbergh. 

I£lt1llbly Slzewetlz : 
That your Petitioner rejoiceth much to hear how your grave 
Wi�domes have graciously taken into consideration the riotous 
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disorders, horrible abuses, and hellish mischeifes, which are and 
have beene by drinking and forcing of healths; and well knowing 
by late experience, that the multiplicity of petty Alehouses in 
the several! corners of the Land, are not onely become the 
source of this sinfull enormity, whereby many a man runneth 
his Patrimony through his throat, lavishing away all in drink, 
whilest Wife and Children, wofully lament for want of bread, 
but also the nurseries of innumberable iniquities; vz'z. Oathes, 
Whoredomes, Lies, Thefts, Murders, and Calumnies, en
couraging and complying with cursed and incorrigible wretches, 
Blasphemers of God, contemners of the vVord, scorners of 
piety, and absolute enemies of all civill order and peace; as too 
evidently appeared, in the poore towne of Sedberglz in York,slll're 
in the Liberty of EncI'osse, this last yeare, by the riotous ranting, 
blasphemous swearing, and incredible insolence of one George 
Otway of Illgmeere, who in Jan. last 1653 at or about the house 
of one Edward Faucet, his Cousin and a petty Alehouse-keeper, 
with two of his quarrellous complices, (Edward Corney and 
John Waslzz'ngloll) did so abuse and riotously beate two Brothers 
inhabiting there, that they were in despaire even of life: and 
yet being poore (as one of them said) they durst neither co m
plaine nor seeke redress: and from the ninth of that month 
to the seventeenth, the said Otway most spitefully pursued your 
Petitioner with all manner of scurillous language, and drunken 
revilings, singing and ringing his farewell out of England, and 
soone after shamefully 

'
assaulted him both in his own Schoole 

house, and in that they call the Churchyard. For no other 
cause apparent (besides the vindication of the Schooles right, 
wherein his elder brother hath made himselfe most deeply 
concerned), but that your Petitioner slighted his insolence, and 
uUerly renounced his evill society, so being necessitate to bind 
him unto good behaviour. At the next Quarter Sessions, 1654, 
your Petitioner preferred two inditements against him, which 
Were both found by the Grand Jury. Yet through the favour of 
Sir Robe?1 Barwicke (Senior Justice then in place), hee had his 
Recognisance given in, and was let goe out of the towne, 
without the consent, and against the will of your Petitioner, 
who in open Court gave unquestionable reason to the contrary. 
Then againe, upon the first opportuuity he pursued your Peti
tioner with redoubled spite (having formerly threatened to kill 
him). Not onely by captioLlsly seeking a frivolous occasion, 
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and so maliciously commencing a suite at Law by the aid and 
assistance of his Brother (one John O/way Esquire a young 
Lawyer of Grayes rnne) but also in August last at the said 

Faucel's, and e�pecially at one Jam A/k£71son's, the said O/way 

continuing swearing, drinking, and roari.ng, till two a Clocke in 

the morning, came riding with his sword drawne to your 

Petitioners lodging, ray ling at him with all termes of reproach 

intollerable, having since also offered the like abuses and 

language in the sight and audience of his Brother the Lawyer 

unrebuked, and then proudly boasting to expell. and banish 
him; in order to that end he threatened the townesfolke with 
utter undoeing, if they afoorded him either meate or drinke, so 
that your Petitioner was and is constrayned to seeke his lodging 
in Garsedale, for necessary safety and accomodation. Your 
Petitioner therefore seriously pondering the pride and insolence 
of these malicious upstarts, in suche a place of ignorance, 
poverty, and profaness, where the rich and arrogant (as some of 
the parish did assert) have been always impatient of truth and 
piety, or long to endure any good man amongst them, and 
easily observing the partiality of some Justices, as besides the 
above said Sir Robe,.! one Ralph Baines, Attourney, late in 
Commission for the Peace, who after sufficient notice did not 
onely connive wilfully at the notorious villanies of a common 
lyar and felon, proclaimed at the market cross in Sedbergh, but 
also upon the Act of oblivion, (in favour of one John Cowper 
father of the felon) tooke occasion to molest and pro�ecute the 
innocent; who long before had given him first notice and 
information upon just and weighty occasion; seeing therefore 
that the abominable pride of such Bravadoes (through the 
oscitancy or injustice of some in authority) will shortly render 
all the blood expended for freedom and safety, not only fruitlesse 
and unprofitable, but in all the honest party very odious and 
execrable, in so exciting vile men to the arbitrary exercise of 
their extravagant humors, to the disgrace and scorne of the 
godly honest in every country; as if after so large proposalls of 
just and religious ends we had intended the extirpation of all 
order and justice, and the abolition of all difference between 
Power and Law, quite contrary to the tennor of the present 
establishment. 

Your Petitioner therefore in order to an un i versall and 
more eJTectual redress of such like grievances, most humbly 
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prayeth your most serious thoughts upon that assertion of 
the ablest Roman Orator, VIZ. Haec sp�clant leges om/lCS 
t'ncolllmem fore CIVt'U711 COll/u1Zctiolle1lZ & soct'etalem, quam qui 
dz'n'muIII morie, vz'nclls, damno, exz'lzo sun I coercmdz; together 
with that heavenly observation of the heathen Poet, 
7rOAAO,W;; aUfJ.7rcl.au 7r()AIC 'WKO{; ciJ/CpO� f.7rOUpfL. Secondly, that 
such honest men as close with the government, may not 
continue in brutall slavery, to the meere will and power of 
superbiolls malignants, truely so stiled; but freely partake 
of thos.e provisions which are promised for the securing of 
our just rights and liberties, so as to eate, sleepe, and follow 
our business, without any molestation by vaine and idle 
men, by barbarous ruffians, or disorderly rioters. Thirdly, 
therefore that due and well fitted correction and punish
ment may be inflicted upon such giantly monsters as rebell 
against God and tyranize over men by peremptory perturba
tion frequently offered to the quiet, orderly, and industrious; 
without that excessive charge and trouble, which often 
wearieth out the Prosecutor, both in purse and patience. 
Fourthly, that Officers of Justice whensoever they Act 
against the duty of their office, or· the nature of God's 
ordinance, viz. (government) through love, or hatred, feare, 
or interest, they may suffer such censure and punishment, 
by which themselves and others may clearely perceive, VIZ. 
that government itselfe is matter of no private interest, but 
of publike lltillity; the safety and welfare of the governed 
being the chiefest end of all their authority. Fifthly, Seeing 
that 'lies and calumnies are the very plague of particular 
persons, and bane of the body politick, that some compen
dious way of convicting these pernicious and treasonable 
offenders, may be plainly established; as also due punish
ment for the convicted, both by way of shame, an,d 
satisfaction to the wronged. Sixtly, for that the Barrs of 
impudencie are thus broken dOIVne, and all reverence 
whether to things or persons (wealth onely excepted) 
utterly abolished (lest we altogether bend to that beastly 
barbarisme which banished Herlllodoms) that your deepe 
wisdome would devouLly ponder what coercive meanes may 
be justly prescribed for securing due honour to good men 
in authority, and some civill respect to able dispencers of 
the Gospell, as also to men of great learning and parts, 
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when their integrity is found answerable to their sufficiency, 

and so well fitting them for publicke use, whensoever they 

shall be imployed. So that neither of these sorts may be 

necessitate to sooth the defects, and flatter the vices of 

arrogant and impious men, turning fooles to hum or snch as 

are so; nor ever be as some of them lately hav been. 

O"ltIl'tlm injtl1l'arttm mancipia & Izebul01lum ludibria. 

And your Petitioner shall &c. 

Mar. 7, 1654.* 

This Petition was intended for the Parliament, in November 
last 1654, and though approved upon perusall, by a grave and 
pious member of that house, well knowing the place, yet he saw 
no opportunity of presenting it, which occasioned this printing; 
so to expose the same, to the consideration of the Lord 
Protector and his Counsell, of whom the same things are 
humbly craved and expected. 

Addressed: To the right Worsfull The Maister with The Senior 
ffelowes of St J ohns Colledge In Cambridge these. 

OU!C €IIOOU1Sw (aJlope<; Alo€utfWt) ft� cpallEpoII U/-L'iJl 
ryEJlEU8at, 7rw<; oUTOt ot aJlTtOt!COt Y!ftWV (eftcpvxa TOU �aTaVa 

iJpryaJla) El<; opryas al/outov� "aTE8�ryollTo, TO£<; TOU cp8ovou 
/3f>"Eutll 7rP0'l'}!COIITtUft€IIOt 7rtlllTOTE TOV TtWiJftEIIOII ry Ttftau8at 
li�wII ftaA.tuTa Ota(3aAAOJITo<;, Ota "lap TO Etvat €7rtcbBoYOII 
'TO£<; U7rOA.€ t7r0ft€IIOt<; aVTou, li7raVTE<; Ttii €7rtTO�tlSOVTat, 
!Ca8tl7rEp 'Tt "wA.vfta "al €ft7rOOLOII 7rPOOPWftEIIOt/ orrEp ou 
8aVftaUT€Oll j 7rPWTO<; "lap aUTo<; e/CauTo<; Etllat (3oVA.0ftEVO<; 
7rapw8E'iTat TOil 7rA.'I'}utOll !Cat TOil 7rPO aVTou tmOux€A.£SEtV 

101(1 yap TO EIVUL-TTPOOpWpfVOL. This sentence is borrowed 
from Lucian, Galumlliae 11011 lemere credendzl1Il, § 12 : -ow(3riA
AfTUL pEv o�v w� Ta TTOAU POALUTU U TtPWPfJ'O� KUt OLa TOVTO TO/C 
il7rOA.fLTTOpEVOL� uVrou iTTl<peovo�' Ci.TTUVTE,· yap Tiio' iTTLTo�cl'O�Trtt 
KfLeaTTfp Tt KWAvpa Kul EpTTUOWY TTpOOpWPfVOL, Kcd gKuuTOC O'IfTCIL 
TTPWTO!; UUTO!: EUfUeUL. TrjjO' iTTLTO�d'oYTUL (printed in earlier editions 
Tii 0' lTT'T()�cI'oVTUL) is borrowed by Lucian from Homer, Iliad iii 
79, Trjj o· lTTETO�c1.'O)ITO. 

• i.e. 165t. 
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Et" ev8a 0 lI.EII 'XPl1UTO<; IhEXVW<; 7rapaU€UVpTat, /Cat '7rt'XEtP , ,.-, " \ , � 

'TO TEA.€VTa£ov, aTtftW<; f�EwuTat. 7rpo<; Oe Ta� 'TOtaVTa<; 

/Ca/Col1BE£a� 7rt8aVWTfp0<;' !Cat !CoA.a/CWTt/cWTepO<;, EVOO/Ctftf'i, 

/Cat OAW� cpBaua<; /CpaTE'i" ,. 7Tapa TOV� /CptTar; ",oewr; ryapryaA.t

'Oftevov� Ta dJTa IJ7TO TWV ota(30A.WII, 
paOtw<; !Ca/' aVf�ETtlUTW<; 

• " � ,/.. ' to "\ ' 
7rE7TtUTEVftevwv j o! at<; ftt=V UEU0'l'tuftEVat<;, ot!Catofl.ory o<; 

oiJTo<; uvv TO£<; u7Tflyryvot<;, 7TcLvTa !CtlA.WV €!C{Jll1UaJl6 A.a/3a<; 
� y. '"  tf I 8 " �  

TtVa<; TV uu/Cocpavn q, ,:>l1TOVIITE<; WUTe ftE TEry'YEU at V7rO T1]<; 

/Ca"ooogta<;. �evov "lap aVTrp (liryav aA.aSovt/c�) OO!CE£ 'TO 
7rpa'Yfta 7rEV'T}<; lill8pw7ro<; DUX U7T07TT�UUWV /Ca/. TO 7rEptUTCi. 
Jl-EVOV €A.Ev8epw<; A.€'YWV, ovoaftw<; rpepOVTt T�II 7raPPl1utav 
"a1 T7JII aA.�BEtaV TWII A.O'YWV, Ot'.ryv alT£av /Cat O� ufta<; 
7rapl1TE'iTO 8tatTl1Tar;, OV<; Eryw €A.o,,/tsaftl111 €7TtT'T}oetovr;, w<; 
"-l1ftp.aTWV aftelvov� !Cat OVUftEvEta<; ft'T}T' €TEpa'XBi] T�II 
8£civo£av IxoIITa<;, aA.A.' EV lu� Tpa7TW aEt Ta ot"ata TaA.all
TEVOII'Ta<;. o£an TaVTa Ta gry'Yparpa Uft'iv a7rEUTaA.ftElla 
Elu1, 'T77<; 7}ftET€pa<; a(3A.a(3Eta<; €l<; OE'iryfta "d ftapTVptoV 
op.oV 'T6 T77' aVTWII u/Catwpta<;, E� WV aVfryJlW!COTWII, !Ca� 
tJauav£'�p.EJlWV 'TWV ftEtpa/Ciwv, TWII aUTo8t €VTPECP0ftEYWV, 
8�vaUTEveTE TOV<; cpBOVEPWTtlTOV<; Ti]<; a(3EA.Tl1P{a<; €�fA.eryXEtV, , '8 ' ' I , to � , E£ ft'T'J e E"''T}UET€ "a/cOTfXVtat<; avop wII E7TtOouva£, TOV 7r€IIl1Ta , " " , t "  to ,vary'YEMov /C'T}pv/Ca, €t<; !Ca!C all E!COOTOV ; Ei57TOPOV ftEII afl 
TGlV /CaTl1ryoptwv <7reptryEvEU8at?> aL7TEp TE 0ft0U li7TtUTOt '0 X J! \ " " ' 'lTpO 11 ov EXOVUat Tl1V atTtall, Et IJ,'T} EV Uft'iv Elu� TtVE<; o[ 
/Call fttlBwUtll iJuTEPOV ao£/Cw<; ota/3E(3A.l1ft€vovr; 7rap' aVTo£<; 

I Lucian, tt. s., § 10: TTPWTO!; avro!; �KUUTO� {3uvAopEVO!;7rapWefiTaL KU� TTopaYKwJlii;ETUl TUV TTATJrTiov Kul TOV TTpO (ulTou, d OUVOLTO, VTTOU7r� KUI inrouKEAi'fL. 
• fVOCl 0 pEY-(t>eciuu� Kpant. Borrowed from Lucian, u. s., § 10 :-fveu cl flEV XP'jrTTO!; anxl'w!; fVOU!; a" UTfrpaTTTfLL Kol TTapuUEUUPTUL ml TO nAfVTU/O)' dTlpw!; i�E(oIUTaL, ci Of KOAaKWrLKWTfPOC Kul TTpc3� Tae TOLUVTU(; Ko/WYJeEla� TTLeUVWTfpOC EVOOK'PE/, KUI OA(oIr; cpOc1.uCf� "PCITEt. 
• , •• " t ' • f L '  

P(WLWC KU, CfVE �E rUO'TWC TTfTTLUTEVPfVWV comes ronl UClan, tt. s., § 26. 
'TTcIvra Kc1.AwV EKiv,]ua)" Cf. Lucian, Scytha, § I I :-7rclVTU KQ,AWY "'VE(V. 
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Tramlatzim. 
I doubt not, reverend sirs, that it has been plain to you how 

that those our adversaries, (living tools of Satan) have been 
incited to unholy ragings, being pricked by the darts of envy, 
which ever slandereth most one that is held in honour or 
is worthy to be so: for by reason that this man stirreth the envy 
of those that fall short of him, all shoot at him as though seeing 
in him some hindrance and impediment to themselves. The 
which is no marvel. For each, wishing himself to be first, 
thrusteth aside his neighbour and essayeth to trip him that is 
before him. Whereby the good man verily hath been dragged 
at and at last thrust out with contumely. And as touching SUcTl 
evil dispositions it is the plausible man and the flatterer who is 
held in good repute and by seizing his opportllnity hath entire 

a lihropov fl€V chI TWV KClTYlYOp[wv "TA. er. Lucian, Caiumll£ae 
non tmlen cndmdum, § 4 :-a71'10'To� ya.p a1JrdBL ,I KaTl7yopla 
'11'putI'JAOV �X()\iO'a r�v alriuv •••• § 25, EIO'I o£ TII'E� ut K(�V I-'dBwO'L), 
iJO'TEPOV cioiKult; OtCI(3E!3AYlJ1f.VVV� 71'ClP' avroi{; rov� cpiAO\it;, 8f1wr; 
V 71" a.IO'xuvYI(; (JJI E71'10'TEvO'uJI ovo' En 71'poO'IEO'Bat OUOE 71'pOO'(3AF,71'HV 
rOAI-'WO'LV aVToi(; �0'1l'EP iJOIKYlJ1fJ'OL, (In I-'YI�EV clOLlwijl'ra� t,71'EyvwO'av. 

7 nlV K071'POJl-O'VJ171'AiKEO'IJaL. Lucian, FugiHvz', 23: Kat J1�)I 
ClflELVOV �V, � 71'clTEP, n}JI K01l'pOJl fKf:CIBcipaL a�BLt; nh' AVYE{OV {rovrOLI; 
O'lI{I71'AtKEO'fJat. 
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power with the judges, whose ears are pleasantly tickled by the 

slanderers so that they are believed lightly and without examina

tion. By which evil dispositions cloaked in sophistries this 

man of fair words with his sworn witnesses have left no rope 

unturned, seeking by their trickery some things to lay hold of 

whereby I may be overwhelmed by ill fame. For to him (being 

a great blusterer) it seemeth a strange thing, a poor man that 

doth not cower but freely speaketh of that which hath come 

about, since he by no means endureth that a tale should be told 
openly and in truth. For which cause he asked to have you as 
umpires, whom I judged proper persons thereto as who should be 
superior to bribes and malice and having no biassed mind but 
ever weighing evenly what is just. Wherefore these writings are 
sent to you for a proof and testimony of our innocency and 
likewise of their mischievousness. From which when ye have 
read them and have strictly examined the lads who are being 
reared here, ye may convince the most malicious of folly, 
unless ye shaH be willing to surrender to the evil devices 
of men the poor preacher of the Gospel, given over unto 
"ill any. It is easy indeed to get the better of accusations, which 
everywhere are beyond belief, having a cause manifest, unless 
there are some among you who even if they afterwards learn 
that their friends have been slandered among them unjustly, 
neverth, eless from shame at having believed, dare not even then �o adnnt them or the truth. But if, as men indifferent, ye know 
In yourselves that to them nothing is more sweet than to revile me an? so abuse the young and thoughtless part of you I would tl10lt wIth the plain speech of the school ye would cor:ect their t�oughtlessness so that they should put some bound to the dIscord of their own thoughts For when I ha h b " , . 

ve once got t e eller of theIr mlschlCvollsness, I would desire to clear the dunO' �nce more fro� the Augean stable rather than to engage with 1ese �en agaIn. This is all I ask of you. Praying for the prospenty of you all 

from London 

A well wisher of your glory and good fame RICHARD JACKSON. 
28th day April (or May) 1655. 

R. F. S. 
(To be cont£llued), 



IBSEN. 

HAVE no intention of giving any account of 
Ibsen himself in this paper. His life can be 
read elsewhere by anybody who wishes to 
know more of him.  Here one must content 

oneself with an endeavour to get some reasonable idea 
of his works and meaning. For the benefit of the un
informed one may premise that he was born at Skien ,  
in Southern Norway, in r828, and finally left his country 
in r864, to divide his life between Italy and Germany, 
his favourite places being Rome and Munich. 

No one, I suppose, will deny that he is a great man, 
or that he has at least elements of greatness. A little 
man could not have produced the effect he has had on 
the minds of men.  It is into the sources and nature of 
this greatness that we have to inquire. 

In the first pl ace, so far as can be gathered from 
translations which are supposed to be very faithful, he 
is no great stylist. The jerk that is so painfully obvious 
in his social dramas may be due to Mr Archer. It 
is true that it is less perceptible in Brand which is  
translated by Mr Watson ,  but  even there it i s  not  
absent. Hence one  may not  unreasonably lay it  to  
Ibsen's charge. It may be also said that he has no very 
conspicuous gift of humour. There are those who say 
he has none at all. This m ay be exaggeration. Still 
such humour as one meets is too often com monplace. 
The distress of the philosopher Kytron, the trick of 
Anitra, and the delusions of the Cairo mad-house people, 
are not very high flights after all. Many people find him 
hard to read from other causes. His work has little 
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. d 's obscure. His characters are oftener 
PaddIng, an 1 . 

h 
. usual in most books. Moreover there IS a 

mad t an IS . . l' 1 
f d't about their spirits, wInch IS a Itt. e 

sort 0 nu 1 y 
1 . to tllose who see chiefly what I may call the 

perp eXIng . 
h· f ctl'ons You see too far into hIS characters 

clot ltlg 0 a .. 

to be able to feel they are quite real people after all. 

This however may be the reader's fault
. 

rather than 

Ibsen's.  No doubt if one could see rIght through 

people, one would find them very much as he finds 

iliem . . 
Setting aside his manner, we may pass on to hIS 

matter. O n  this people are less agreed than before. 

This may arise from the fact that one finds in Ibsen as 

elsewhere chiefly that for which one looks. Hence one 

man fin ds in him a sort of museum of specimens of 
psychology, while another finds normal human beings 
-or nearly normal . One finds morality subverted, 
another finding it more firmly based than ever. Gene
rally speaking you may say most people admit a certain 
deGrundyzatioll, so to speak, of morals to be a leading 
characteristic of Ibsen. This, with all due regard to 
that pillar of society, whose name I have taken in  vain ,  
I am prepared to admit. Whether again he teaches 
this, that, or the other doctrine, or merely paints human 
life, I am not prepared to discuss. Perhaps one may 
conclude from the type of picture he usually paints, 
and from the way in which one picture complements 
another, that he has after all something to say of 
importance. This we must endeavour to discover. Should we fail to discover anything, every man must 
draw his own conclusion for himself concerning Ibsen's 
mind and his own. 

The question now meets us, How should we begin? 
If you begin with The Master Bztz"ider or Rosrnersholm . .  . , It IS l ngh ly probable you will soon leave off. These are 
to r.ny m ind the hardest of his plays. Nor would T 
advIse beginning with a social drama, unless it were The Lady f1'om the Sea or PZ"ilars of Socz'ety. Anyone 
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who begins with The Doll's I-Jouse, for example,  or 
I-Iedda Gabler, will have a tendency to conclude abruptly 
that Ibsen believes m arriage to be a failure, its tie of 
no importance, suicide not at all culpable, and society 
generally worthless. Nothing could be farther from 
the truth. I should therefore recommend beginning 
with Emperor and Galt'lean, and then going on to the 
following : Brand, Peer Gynt, The Lady from the Sea, 
and The Enemy of Society, and thereafter any play one 
pleases. For the present I propose to adhere more or 
less closely to this order, until we get something better 
to work at. 

Beginning then with Emperor and Galt'lean, you will 
'find it a strong play of great intere::,t, with very little of 
the so-called " Ibsenism " which the British Public in 
its rough and ready way identifies with lunacy. The 
central figure is of course J ulian, and the setting is 
admirable. Christian, orthodox and heretic, heathen, 
philosopher and scoffer, all are there. Student, courtier, 
townsman and soldier, Greek and barbarian, all help on 
the action of the play. The characters are clear and 
very typical of the classes they represent. So far as 
I can judge, the tone and aspect of society are �ell 
caught, while generally speaking the history of the 
period is religiously respected. The piece consists of 
two plays of five acts each, the second being to my 
mind more striking than the first. 

It need hardly be said that the story of J ulian' s 
apostasy is the theme of this great work. One is made 
to see very clearly the stages by which he  came to 
revert to the old gods. The chief cause was, according 
to Ibsen, a feeling that the Christianity of his time 
failed to include all  human life, that many important 
and valuable elements of it fell outside the teaching of 
the Church, and that the religion of the N azarene 
was too hard and austere to be the final religion. 
Accordingly Julian betakes himself to philosophy and 
mysticism, and throughout the book the Mystic Maxi-
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. his bosom friend and adviser. At the same m US IS 

J r fi I time political c�uses are not \�anting. 
. 

u lan ee s 
bitterly the treatment his famIly a�d

. 
hImself have 

received at the hands of the Chnstlan Emperor 
C t t· At the end of the first play he resolves ons an lUS. 

revolt and dedicates himself to the old gods. on , . , f th Accordingly we find him in  the be�111mng 0 e 
second play inaugurating the restoratlOn of the old 
worship a mid the approval of courtiers and apostates. 
Very soon, however, he reaches the real Church, and 
finds that it will not,  like its parasites, yield at a touch. 
He then in reality abandons his declaration that he 
will not persecute any religion, though he veils this from 
himself by maintaining that he i s  crushing contumacy 
and rebellion . The stout resistance of the Christians, 
their exultation in martyrdom, and their general blend
ing of loyalty to the Emperor, though' a persecutor, 
with an unflinching devotion to their religion, are very 
well drawn indeed. One m ay mention notably the 
boldness of Gregory of N azianzus, and of Basil, the 
former fellow-students of Julian at Athens, and the 
denunciation of Bishop Maris. Similarly, the episodes 
of the boy Hi lari on and his mother, and of the repentance of Hekebolius the apostate, are both striking and highly characteristic of such persons in all ages. Gradually it  is borne in upon Julian that he cannot crush Christianity. At point after point he finds himself baffled by the Nazarene, till at last he falls wounded with the cry 
Vt'cz'sti Galt'laee. This may indeed not be a historical fact, but it is very well used by Ibsen. To turn to J ulian's view of Christianity and his idea in  abandoning it, we are struck by several notable passages in the drama, which are rather hard to understand. In the third act of the first play, Caesar's Apostasy, we have a strange seance described and a stranger conversation between Julian and Maximus. There is a hint of a mysterious " third empire, which shall be founded on the tree of knowledge and the tree VOL XVIII. D 
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of the cross together, because it has its living sources 
1.I 1l<ler Adam's grove and under Golgotha." Julian 
scarcely understands this more than ourselves at the 
time, but the thought recurs again and again .  In the 
third act of The Empe?'or Jukan they are again discuss
ing it. " The right man," who is to found the Third 
Empire, is to " swallow up both Emperor and Galllean. "  
He  is to be " twin-natured," " God-Emperor " and 
" Emperor-God," " self begotten in the man who wills." 
Julian is a failure, because he will have the one without 
the other, the older without the newer, while the " right 
man " is to comprise both. It would seem as if Ibsen
or Maximus-incu1cated some sort of blending of the 
human, typified by the world of Pan, and the divine, 
typified by the Logos. Christianity does not �atisfy 
Julian as doing this, because, as he admits to his friend, 
it is always outside him. The Galilean's  " unconditional 
inexorable commands " are " always without" C C .A . 
iii, p .  145 ,  Archer's Translation). This is not perhaps 
clear, but in the light of Peer Gynt it becomes much 
clearer. 

When we come to the play Brand, we are in quite a 
different region. Brand is a clergyman with a lofty 
sense of duty and a fine manhood. He  sacrifices 
h imself for the sake of a northern Norwegian parish. 
But he unhappily goes further than this and sacrifices 
everybody else. He has a cast- iron theory of religion. 
God exacts " all  or nothing " according to him. So 
does he. This " all or nothing " policy makes him 
unspeakably cruel at times. His refusal to see his 
dying mother, because she will not give up all the 
property she holds in defiance of what he considers the 
just claims of an outsider, makes one feel there is 
something wrong with his theory. Again when he will 
not go South to save his child's l ife, and when, later on, 
he compels his wife to part with every relic of the dead 
child, one's feelings revolt against h im.  He is the very 
incarnation of the spirit, which Julian saw in Christian-
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ity of the hard, awful, inexorable sternness which drove 

hi� out. All Brand's personality is subjected to the 

harsh law from without. He has not incorporated the 

divine with the human ; he has crushed the human 

without getting the divine at all .  Ibsen makes it clear 

that Brand's conception of the ideal is hopelessly 

wrong. The miraculous voice at the end of the p1ay

" He is deus cart"tatts " -may be inartistic, as some say, 

but it is a great relief. Summing up the results, we 
fi nd that in Brand, Ibsen gives us one of the poles we 
have to avoid. In Emperor and Galdean, we get a 
glimpse of what the ideal man is to be. Here we can 
learn what he is not to be. In Peer Gynt we go further, 
and learn what else he should not be, and by contrast
ing the two we shall be able to reach some conclusion .  

Peer Gynt is  a distinctly pleasing play. I t  is as light 
and amusing as any play of Ibsen's, and has at the 
same time great serious value. It is full of folk lore, 
which requires explanation. Mr Archer's edition gives 
almost as much as is necessary for practical purposes. 
Peer Gynt has been brought up on folk lore and fairy 
tales, and they form a great part of his being. He is  
the exact opposite of Brand in every way. Brand was 
serious, Peer is a trifler. Brand held to one course 
of action, .Peer Gynt never goes in unreservedly for 
�ny o�e 1111e. He can wish a thing done, and see 
Its deslrability, but to do it irretrievably is too much 
for him. 

Ay, think o f  it-wish it done-wlll it t o  boot 
but do it- ! No, that's past my understandin�. 

Act. ii i .  sc. } .  
He wil l  attempt to blend impossib1es rather than 

tal d ' d d 
1 
�e a eCl e step. He at one time exports idols to i 1111a. He feels it to be wrong, but cannot give it up .  o set matters right, he " opened straightway 

a new trade with the self same land. 
I shipped off idols every spring, 
each autumn sent forth missionaries ." Act iv. sc. I 
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In fact he believes that the art of life is 
" to know that ever in the rear 
a bridge for your retreat stands open. 
This theory has borne me on, 
has given my whole career its colour." Act. iv. sc. I .  

N o  greater contrast t o  the c, all o r  noth ing " m an 
could be imagined. Brand gives up, crushes and 
annihilates self. Peer Gynt lives for self avowedly. 
If he has one fixed principle, it is the troll-principle
" Troll, to thyself be enough,"-which he learns from 
the Troll-King. He likes pleasure and takes it ,  careless 
of everybody. He is moody, fitful and dreamy. He is 
always about to do things but never does anything 
particular. Where Brand wore out his life prematurely 
for a principle, Peer Gynt fritters it  away with no result. 
They are both failures, but one is a good failure, the 
other a bad. To fai l  with Brand would be better than 
to succeed with Peer Gynt.  

The last few scenes of Peer Gynt are most striking. 
Peer m eets a man with a large casting-ladle, who 
confesses to being a Button-Moulder, and in search for 
Peer Gynt. Peer is not unnaturally alarmed when he 
learns that i t  is in order to melt h im down. He soon 
learns why. Peer as a boy used to cast buttons himself. 
If they were spoiled in the m aking, he threw them 
away. The man catches him up thus : 

" Ah, yes ; J on Gynt'" was well known for a waster, 
So long as he'd aught left in wallet or purse. 
But Master, you see, he is thrifty, he is ; 
and that is why he's so well-ta-do. 
He flings nothing away as entirely worthless 
that can be made use of as raw material. 
Now, you were designed for a shining button 
on the vest of the world ; but your loop gave way ; 
so into the waste-box you needs must go, 
and then, as they phrase it, be merged in the mass. 
Peer : You're surely not meaning to melt me up 
with Dick, Tom and Harry into something new ? "  

• Peer's father. 

Ibscn. 2 1  

Learning that this is indeed to be his fate,  Peer is 

a hast. He is unwill ing to lose c c  a doit of himself." 
g " I:J ' 

He would prefer to go outright for a cen tury to :1 1m 

of the H oof,"  rather than submit to " this Gynt

cessation ." He is told thereupon, there is no need to 

worry himself : he has never been himself at all, so th at 

to leave off will not hurt him . This Peer indignantly 

denies. He has been " Peer all through-nothing else 
in the world, no, nor anything more." He asks and 
obtains t ime to produce vouchers and witnesses to 
prove this. lIe meets the Troll -king, whom he reminds 
how he refused to become a nationalised Troll .  But 
the King points out th at though he refused the last 
steps in this, he had been living the Troll-life-cc Troll, 
to thyself be enough"-he had given up his real self for 
a Troll self. Failing in this, Peer endeavours to get 
" H im of the Hoof " to swear to h is utter depravity, and 
again fails. . .  The Lean One" com pares the thoroughly 
bad man to a good photographic negative, which is 
handed over to h im to be developed. Peer, however, 
has " smudged h i mself out," and must l ike the majority 
end in the casting ladle. From this, however, Peer is 
saved at the last moment by the faithful love of his wife 
whom he  had long ago df'serted. 

We then ask, as Peer asked the Button-Moulder , 
" What is it, at bottom, this ' being oneself ' ? "  

The answer is fairly clear : 
.. To be oneself is : to slay oneself. 
But on you that answer is doubtless lost · 
a�d therefore we'll say : to stand forth e�erywhere 
With Master's intention displayed like a sign board." 

. Peer real i ses what this was at the last, thanks to his WIfe, who knew all along what the intention for her ,vas N I ' . 
B

Ow, w
.
1at is the conclusion of the whole matter ? rand, J uhan, and Peer all failed. They failed because �1ey c�uld not accomplish the ideal . This is to arm011!ze in  oneself the divine and the human, to 
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know and to be the self the Master designed, to have

' 

the law of life and rule of conduct within, in a word, if 
I may say it with all reverence, to be God in man and 
man in God. The divine without (as in Julian's case) 
is useless to a man. The law without is ineffectual. 
Duty from without is meaningless. As was said else
where, " the Kingdom of Heaven is within you." The 
human withi n you m ust be made divine ; the divine 
without you must be brought in and made human . 
B?'and seems to suggest that the divine must be so 
incorporated that service is instinct and love, and not 
duty. While it is duty it cannot be done. Mrs Solness, 
in The Master Buz'ider, is an example of the person 
whose conceptions of duty come from without and 
are dreary and burdensome in consequence. Dr Stock
mann, " the Enemy of Society," is the opposite. He 
has realised the " Master's intention," and opposition 
and ill-will fai l  to keep him from displaying it. 

A very large number of Ibsen's dramas are devoted 
to proving what failures men and women m ake when 
they live on any other principle. We have seen Brand 
and Peer fail so.  1 n the other plays we have many 
flabby people with no conception of their proper "self," 
who make messes of their lives with dodges and " round 
about" policies and shirkings of the true. You 
have them in almost every play, and, if you like to look, 
in daily life too. A good deal of the dislike of Ibsen seems 
to be caused by this. He draws " the flabby gentleman" 
of the common sort too truly to be popular with him.  
He shews up the paltriness of the policy-mongerer, his  
shuffles, pettinesses, and lies. He makes it clear that 
nothing is ever to be gained in the long run by bating 
a jot or t ittle of the truth. M1's Alving, in Gltosts, tried 
to do this. She screened her vicious husband, till he  
became a popular saint, leaving their son in such 
i gnorance of his heirloom of tendencies as to ruin him. 
The play is dismal, but its moral is that of Marcus 
Aurelius-" No one was ever yet hurt by the truth." 
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t 6 ) Similarly in Pdlars of Socz"ety Ibsen gives 
Commen . , 2 1 . bl d f I . ture of men of worthy and respecta e 
a won er u plC . 1 . d in deceiving the publ1c, lest a scanda 
extenor engage . 

Id We see blame shifted on to mnocent shou occur. . 
Id fi the same reason Fmally all the ho11ow-shou ers or ' . . d '  ered and the play ends WIth the repent-ness IS lSCOV , . . 

ance and confession of Bernick, the chlef smner . . 
In close connexion with this part of the subj ect we 

must consider two important points, with which is 
bound up most closely the common conception �f Ibsen .  
They are Convention and Marriage. ConventlOn may 
perhaps be defined roughly as the codified experience 
of society. The observance of it occupies an important 
part of Ibsen's plays. Though commonly his characters 
are supposed to be unconventional, I believe that in  
reality this is far from being the case. As  a general 
rule the most striking situations in his plays arise from 
some previous deference to Convention on the part of 
the actors. There may be said to be three reasons for 
deferring to Convention-an outward, an inward, and a 
mixed . The first is very clear. One can observe a 
convention because it is " the thing," because to disre
gard it may involve trouble of any sort, or simply 
because it is generally observed by other people. This 
type of reason Ibsen shows to be no sort of reason at all. 
It is the law without, against which Julian revolted. It 
i s  an utterly insufficient guide for action. You may in 
the end be right in following the convention, but you can claim no credit for it. You may be wrong, and you are to blame, for sinking your own intelligence for an outsider's .  The unhappy Hedda Gabler acts on such motives throughout, until her mind becomes up set, as her conduct clearly shows. She " renounces the world,  because she has not the courage to make it her own ," that is of course so far as she has a world to renounce. ( C.A . ,  Act v., p. 150, Archer). In the second case an inward reason turns convention into c " onvlctlOn, and the man, who has it, acts with con-
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vention rather than after it. It is, as was said before, 
the law within. In this case to act otherwise would be 
fatal. The third case is that of people who, distrusting 
their own judgment, accept the common finding ill the 
idea that it is more likely to be right than their own. 
Th�y are better that those who act merely because 
others act, for they have thought of reasons for and 
against their course of action. But they too are liable 
to misadventure. For example, in Ghosts, Mrs Alving 
has a very clear notion of what she ought to do, but she 
allows herself to be led by her clergyman. The result 
is terrible, and she realises in the end the mistake she 
m ade. It may perhaps be said that the two poor 
reasons are the most widely accepted, otherwise there 
would not be so many " flabby" people in Ibsen's plays 
and the world they represent. To my mind " the 
flabby gentleman" in The Wzld Duck is a very common 
type. 

As to Marriage, nothing could be wilder than the 
popular estimate of Ibsen's view of it. So far from 
disregarding its sanctity, it seems to me he  could hardly 
insist on its sacred :character more strongly than he 
does. It is not by any to be enterprised nor taken in 
hand un advisedly, lightly, or wantonly ; but reverently, 
discreetly, advisedly, soberly, and in accordance with 
" the Master's intention." (P G . ,  V. 9 ,  p. 26 1 ,  Archer). 
The true " self" of each is to be kept sacred. Any 
other sort of marriage is about as great a crime as can 
be  committed. In three plays in particular Marriage 
is the chief subject. In A Doll's House we have the 
picture of Torvald Helmer and his wife Nora. They 
were very fond of each other, and lived in  great 
happiness. But there was a lack of confidence. Nora 
tells him fibs now and then. By and by Helmer finds 
out from a stranger that an action of his wife's may get 
him into trouble. She has forged her father's name,
it is true, with no idea that she was doing anything 
wrong. Should the case come into court, he cannot 
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. 1 d though utterly unaware of her action. but be 1llVO ve , . . h fior him and the 'essentlal selfishness of 

It IS too muc , 
nes out N ora discovers that she and her 

the man cor . . 
b d e strangers after eight years, that she has been 

hus an ar . " . . h ' " by performing tricks for him, and that 
l tvmg on Im , 
th have no real communion at all. So feelmg that she ey h' cannot and does not love him, she leaves Im, not. to 

return till they " both so change that commumon 
between them shall be a marriage." In Hedda Gabler 

and Tlze Lady from the Sea we have pictures of women 
who have married to save themselves annoyance. Hedda 
is  very like Diana of the Crossways. She marries 
the student Jorgen Tesman, knowingly in defiance of 
what she IS and 11mst be. Of course she finds marriage 
a failure. So she shuffles out of it in the weakest and 
worst way by shooting herself. The " Lady from the 
Sea," 1\1rs Dc Wangel, on the other hand, bears her un
happiness more bravely, till in a great crisis she realises 
the love and trust her husband has for her and finds her 
own go out to him in response. In other words her 
marriage is converted from a sort of commercial pact 
into a real communion of soul. One word more. How 
far Ibsen would approve the action of some of his 
women in abandoning wrong marriages, he only can say. 
The ordinary individual will rather cherish the belief 
that the best way out of a bad business is to make it 
a good .  This I think will commend itself to  most 
people. 

One or two more points remain to be noticed. Ibsen 
is a strong believer in heredity. The sins of the father 
come out in the son. This is writ large in Ghosts. On 
the other hand his  virtues may come out equally well. 
Petra 

.Stockmann is very like her father (A n E1temy 
of Soczety) . Nemesis, too, plays a large part in  Ibsen's 
plays. So far as I can understand The Master Buzlde1' at all, retribution strikes me as its main feature. Solness has wronged anybody who came in his way in  order to  his  own success. Hilda Wan gel causes him 
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to lose his fife with a view to gratify ner. But as. 
some say the whole play is an allegory, and as it 
certainly is very obscure, I leave it. In The Pillars 0/ 
Sodety the idea of Nemesis is strongly brought out, and 
it is this which accomplishes the change in that re
spectable hypocrite, Bernick. In Brand, too, there is a 
notable scene where Brand has his own measure meted 
out to him. Ejnar, a man to whom he looked for sym 
pathy, turns from him as harshly as he had himself 
turned from those who looked to him. 

H ere I end my discussion. I have set forth one 
view of Ibsen, and there are many others. The best 
plan is  to read for oneself and learn at first hand what 
are h is  intentions and his meaning. No fair-minded 
reader can deny that Ibsen is a great dramatist. I 
do not think that he is a second Shakespeare ; but then 
I cannot read Norwegian. T. R. G. 

CROSSING THE BAR. 
After Tennyson. 

DIE Sonne sinkt, die Abendsterne gltihn, 
Ein heller Anruf fordert mich ins Meer � 

Sei m ir gewahrt es brause kein Gestohn 
Am Hafenausgang wenn ich seewarts kehr'. 

Es fiihre mich die stille Fluth dahin, 
Die ohne Tosen, ohne Schaum, erschwillt � 

Wenn das muss in die Heimath wieder ziehn 
Was her aus grenzenloser Tiefe quillt. 

Die Diimmrung sinkt, die Abendglocken liiuten, 
Nun graut die N acht, die Finsterniss nicht harrt : 

Lasst keine Trennungsklage mich begleiten 
Wenn ich besteig' den Kahn zur letzten Fahrt. 

Denn ob die Fluth auch iiber Zeit und Ort, 
Der Menschheit Schranken, we it mich tragt : Vertraun ! 

Ich hoffe doch am Hafenausgang dort 
Den Antlitz meine.s Lootsen anzuschaun. 

D. MACALISTER. 

« CROQ UETTES:' 

THINK not ye hungry souls, who every day 

With ra�ening eyes come crowding into hall, 

That this is an Epicurean lay, 

'Tis not, at all. 

Tis of those crawling craft I sing, that come 

With oars that pause and fall, and raise black jets 

f blackest Cam (save when the crew doth slum), 

Yclept croquettes. 

The word is French, but nought doth it pertain 
To that sweet game fair m aidens love to play 

At garden parties with a favoured swain 
Some summer day. 

The word recalls the voice of fierce reproach, 
The garish gesture and the scornful smile, 

The churlish chiding of the captious coach
" The time is vile." 

For Bow is late, and that erratic Two, 
Like some vast avalanche, his vast weight hurls 

Forward, and Five digs deep, as divers do 
For precious pearls. 

. 

So when to roll yon ' egg-box ' doth begin, 
As though 'twere tossed upon a wintry sea, 

That coach's words are not so suave as in  
SOciety. 

And yet, mayhap, there once will come a day, 
When he that rowed will mournfully regret 

That those sweet words as clean have passed away 
As that croquette ! 

A. J. C .  
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HEY were paying a short visit to Cambridge, 
and had strolled down to the river, and along 
the towpath as far as Baitsbite Lock. It was 
a beautiful hot morning in the May Term, 

and nQthing disturbed the stillness of the much-harassed 
river, which, as yet, provided none of that material on 
which the old rowing man loves to exercise his  critical 
faculties. But it is a kind of law of nature that feet 
which have trodden the tow path will fit no other 
road half so easily ; and so along the tow path they 
came, as not having much choice about the m atter, and 
sat down on the long bars of the lock-gates, facing each 
other, with the water between them : which, indeed, is  
a position of great excellence for argumentative dis
course, if the day be hot and the discoursing parties too 
lazy to seek that greater proximity, or that handier 
supply of missiles, which is essential for the successfui 

appl ication of the arg-ummtu17Z ad caput. 
F or a time they smoked in silence ; till at last the 

philosopher, answering his own thoughts aloud, remark
ed, "After all, it  isn't such a bad old river. It may be 
di rty, narrow, and crooked, I admit : yet I question 
whether the straightest, broadest, and most pellucid 
stream on the market would be half so dear to us as 
our poor abused old Cam." 

. 

" There ain't a river in the land, 
I' d swop for my dear old Ditch," 

sang the poet. 
" In fact," continued the philosopher, " it is just these 

peculiarities that constitute its principal charm, as 
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supplying, in the first place an  inexhaustible source 

of what I may call grumbling material-without which 

no pleasure in l ife is complete-and secondly a never

ending excuse for bad rowing, being efficiently aided 

in the latter respect by the eccentricities of boats and 

oars and still more of other people. For we all know 

that every frequenter of the Cam is  a paragon of 

oarsmanship, actual or potential, though generally more 

potential than actual : but for this the thickness and 

sluggishness of the water, the constant succession of 

corners, the perversen ess of tholes and slides, and the 

incapability of the rest of the crew m ay be seen by the 

impartial observer to supply the cause i n  every case." 

" That quite falls in with my experience," said the 

poet, " which was after this fashion :-

Oh ! l ist to these sorrows of mine 
Which are turning my hair sno,�y white. 

At rowing I never can shine 
Althoug h I'm a paragon q�ite. 

l ance used to think with deliO'ht b 
Of my future aquatical fame : 

But the coaches all  say I'm a ' sight ,
And the water alone is to blame. 

Of blues I would rival the best, 
Were the water no thicker than whey : 

My hands would fly out from my chest, 
But the water is sluggish as they. 

They say I catch crabs, by the way, 
And it cannot, I fear, be denied : 

But what if I catch them all day ? ,  
I should not if the river were wide. 

They tell me I slide at the pace 
Of a stone from a catapult sped: 

But why should I be in disgrace ? 
Put the blame on the river instead. 

But alas, for my fame that is fled ! 
Though a paragon surely I am : 

Yet I think I'd best row an my head, 
The next time I try on the Cam." 
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" It is perhaps a mistake," resumed the philosopher, 
" to regard the Cam as one indivisible entity. We 
should rather hold that there exist two rivers, the 
exoteric and the esoteric Cams. The former is no 
doubt dirty and occasionally has a bad smell ; but the 
other is  a far more ethereal stream, being a kind of 
compound of sweet and bitter memories, of struggles, 
victories, and defeats, blended and harmonised by time, 
and that greater artist-the mind ; for the mind is a 
master of artistic composition, and well skilled in using 
the shadows only to throw the lights into greater relief. 
Indeed I am not sure after all that there is more than 
one Cam ; I scarcely believe in the existence of the 
exoteric Cam at all. It is only the esoteric river that 
really exists ; but it cannot be known but by those who 
with much pain and hard labour have attained to the 
rank of the initiated." 

Then the poet broke out into his ideas on the 
subject :-

" Let other bards the Isis grace, 
And scornfully the Cam deride ; 

With us, our river holds a place 
No other stream may come beside. 

No doubt it's not extremely wide ; 
Perhaps it's not precisely clean. 

But yet its charm no scorn can harm, 
The charm of things that once have been. 

Here's Baitsbite, where we've gone ashore, 
Stripped sweaters, and embarked again, 

And listened for the ' cannon's roar,' 
And quivered with the needle's pai n ; 

The starting post with bung and chain, 
That plagued us so when first we steered ; 

The path where ran each partisan, 
And inarticulately cheered. 

The places where a crab we've caught, 
Or made a bump, or lost an oar, 

Or, sculling, set the rules at naught, 
And stopped a Trial-eight or Four ; 
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The bri dge, which many a time of yore, 

Done up and d ry, we longed to view, 

And turned an eye with glances sly, 

And got a slating : . .  Watch it, two ! "  

Or where our first attempt to scull 

Was ended in the usual way ; 

First potent lesson in the full 

Effects of BarnweIl Pool bouquet. 

For who has rowed from day to day, 

That drinks not oft from memory's well ? 

There's scarce a yard that does not guard 

A tale we're never loth to tell. 

More limpid waters may there be, 

There may be other streams more fai r ;  

But what concern with them have we ? 

\Ve've rowed no bumping races there. 
Their scenes may make the tourist stare, 

And fast the nimble Kodak ply ; 
But mem'ries green of what has been 

Shall keep the Cam's supremacy." 

3f 

" By the way," continued the poet, " how about those 
dead dogs ? Have they any place on your ideal river ? 
Ah ! it's a sublime thought ! The astral body of a de
ceased puppy floating serenely upon the esoteric flood ! 
I must m ake a note of that. Everybody who brings 
out a volume of verse nowadays has lines on a dead 
dog. But I fancy mine will knock them all out."  

" No," replied the philosopher, " it won't do. The 
dead dogs and such external phenomena are but a 
relic of the animal worship practised by the ancient 
Egyptians, and serve to veil the higher mysteries from 
the uninitiated. For if the matter be investigated, much 
reason will be found for supposing that rowing and its 
mysteries were the true esoteric religion of the Egypt
ians, and that many traces of that inner worship have 
been handed down even to our own times. Take, for 
instance, the name of the great deity Amen-Ra, 
and after inverting it and writing it Ra-Amen, let 
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loose upon it one untamed philologist, who has been ' 
kept without mental food for three days . Then you 
will find that the head of the Egyptian Pantheon re
presented Rowing personified, and that his name is 
the parent of the words for rowing in a dozen 
different languages. Of Isis I need hardly speak : and 
may we not also recognise the original of our own 
river in the god Khem I Then again the god Osiris, 
under his true name of Hesar, the judge of the dead, is 
typified by the term ' Easy' -the term, that is to say, 
which every coach uses at the end of a course as a 
prelude to criticising and passing judgment upon the 
performance of his crew. Ptah also bears out my 
theory, for he is described as ' the father of the 
beginnings.' We may also conjecture that the Apis 
bull was worshipped as a symbol of training break
fasts." 

" Let us now," continued the philosopher, " philo
sophise on the subject of rowing. For a rowing man 
has need of a certain amount of philosophy to enable 
him to keep the true ends of rowing before his eyes, 
to face trouble and inconvenience and to make light 
of it: For he who grieves as much over an occasional 
blister or a few rolls of the boat, as he would over 
being ploughed in his Tripos or declared a defaulter on 
the Stock Exchange, is putting his  own personality 
forward too readily ; which is moral or constructive 
bucketing. 

However, let us proceed to discuss Rowing generally. 
I have heard it defined as ' wriggling at the end of a 
pole' -but that was the i nvention of a calumnious foot
ball-maniac, though aptly descriptive in his case-or as 
' seeking fame at the end of an eight-foot spruce'
which is a romantic definition, but vague, not to say 
i ncorrect. However, let us leave generalities and 
descend to particulars. And first with regard to boats 
and oars, which are to be cl assed together on the 
ground that they may be subdivided on similar prin-
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ciples. For a s  authorities hold that a boat consists 

of a bow, a stern, and a part between the bow and the 

stern, so does an oar consist of a blade, a handle, and a 

part between the blade and the handle. Though in

deed of late, through the operation of a process which 

you, as a student of evolution, will understand, many 

oars have come to consist of a handle and a non-handle, 

forming a sub-variety known as toothpicks, but also 

useful as pipe-cleaners or letter-files. 

And now let us speak of Eights, which are of two 

species, the light or racing, and the tub or heavy kind. 

The former is of a flighty and nervous nature, apt to be 

unsteady and frequently having its delicate sides in  a 
state of tingle : the other is a more stolid craft, and 
usually equipped with a nickname of a more or less 
vituperative character. Now the chief end of Eights
at Cambridge at least-is the bumping race, but of i t  
I shall attempt no description-even a lady novelist is  
scarcely capable of doing it full justice." 

' � T�e," said the poet : " but then the hero is always 
row111g 111 the successful boat, and, being a model hero, 
sees nothing more than the back of the man in front of 
h im.  However, though we may pass over the appear
ance of a bum ping race, let me attempt a description of 
some of its sounds :-

VOL. 

" Tiddle h�r up gently ! 
" Tiddle her ! bow and two ! " 

Hoarsely but eloquently 
T h e  starter gives h i s  cue : 

" TidJle her up gently ! 
" E asy ! that' l l  do ! " 

" Come along, lads ! well started ! " 

A n swers the booming gun ; 
While the eight lads stout-hearted 

Swing to it, eight like one. 
" Come along, lads I well started I 

" Steadily ! Let her run 1 ., 
XVIII. . F 
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" Up w i th her ! now you're straight, lads ! 
.. Quicken, and make her go ! 

" Got them as sure as fate, lads ! 
" That's the right way to row ! 

" Up with her ! now you're straight, lads ! 
.. Up with her ! al l you know I "  

" Easy, you men ! you've bumped them ! 
" N ever a bump so cleat ! 

" Did'nt you feel you'd thumped them ? 
" Fetch her i n ,  cox, just here. 

" ] olly well rowed ! You've bumped them ! 
. .  Up with the flag and cheer ! " 

" N  ext," said the philosopher, " let us take the Four, 
which is a craft that needs good rowing, but is more 
apt to get bad language." 

" I'll set you a conundrum," said the poet. " What 
is the difference between a good and a bad Four 1" " Give 
it up," said the philosopher, promptly. 

" The letter 0," said the poet : " one does C'ourses., 
and- " 

Then the philosopher managed to' reach a stone, so 
that the rest is lost to history. 

" We must now pass on," said the philosopher, after 
a pause, " to the Pair, on which subject I consider my
self an authority, having several times caught a crab in 
such a vessel, g ot my oar wedged into the small of my 
back, and then rescued myself from that artistic but 
embarrassing position without upsetting the boat. 
There is only one fundamental principle in pair-oared 
rowing. It is to keep your hands and tongue steady 
and your temper in ice, and to divide the responsibility 
of making the boat roll with the impartiality of a 
Boundary Commission." 

" I  think," said the poet, " that the principle need 
not be confined to one branch of rowing. However, let 
m e  celebrate the Pair (standard design) in verse :-

• 
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Slroke

Why did I row in a pair ? 

Why wasn't I sooner beheaded ? 

Why i s  Bow's oar in the air, 

While mine in the mud i s  embedded ? 

Why is his language so rank ? 

Bargees might hear i t  and quiver. 

Why m ust he make for the bank ? 

Why can't h e  stick to the river ? 

Bow
Difficult 'tis to discern 

Why o'er the stretcher Stroke lingers. 
Why does he bury the stern, 

And bark on the gunwale my fingers ? 
Why made that coach such a row ?

His cox at the game isn't handy : 
Why am I now at the • Plough,'  

Drinking hot water and brandy ? 

The Imparlzal Observer
Here's an infallible tip 

For all who would go a-light-pairing ;
Smartness and watermanship 

Move a boat faster than swearing. 
Whether at stroke or at bow, 

Drop all that snapping and sneeri n g ; 
And don't think your mate such a cow, 

Because you mismanage the steering." 

3 5  

" Of the Rowing Man in general," resumed the 
philosopher, " I  have only to remark, that, present 
company being rigorously excluded, he is the best 
fellow in the world, so long as he remembers to be 
human and to let other rowing men be the same. I have heard him described as a triumph of matter over mind : but that is unjust and untrue. Few people recognise the true psychological nature of rowing, which, properly considered, is a triumph of mind over 
matter. For instance in the middle of a hard race1 
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it isn't your material part that wants to go on ; no
it would stop if the matter-conquering mind did not 
force i t  to do its utmost towards attaining an end which 
is principally for the mind's gratification .  The two 
generally have a toug h struggle at a comparatively 
early stage of a race. If mind wins, the man will row 
till he splits ; if matter, he will ' sugar ' judiciously for 
the rest of the way, and get a reputation for deficiency 
in the internal regions ; but that is wrong ; for it is a 
sign of a super-abundance of matter, which is naturally 
of a lazy disposition." 

" I  see your point," said the poet. " We may treat 
the psychological aspect of a race after this fashion ;-

When the boats are run ning level, man for man, and oar for oar, 
When the blades swish through the water at a stroke of fo rty-four, 
When you're clearing for the open past the head of Temple Isle, 
When you're feeling very d i cky just about the Quarter Mile, 
When your wind is getting shorter, and your hands are getting 

slow, 
And you think upon the many lengths there yet remain to go, 
Then there comes one short black minute, when the mind is  all 

forlorn, 
And you gasp a malediction on the day when you were born . 

Yet there comes a blessed moment when such shadows seem 
to flit ,  

An d your wind, i nstead of giving out,  improves a little bit ,  
When you find you're swin ging lon ger, as the onlookers applaud, 
And it dawns upon you after all that life is not a fr aud .  
Then there comes t h e  joy of racing, and i t  grips your being 

fast, 
All forgotten are the trials and the troubles of the past. 
For the mind has conquered matter. What are wind and l i m b  

to you ? 
Where are pain, discomfort, trouble, if you beat the other crew ? "  

" I  always think this the prettiest spot on the Cam," 
said the poet, after an interval of meditative silence, 
looking across the l ittle backwater below the weir. " If 
I were a river god, I should take up my abode here." 
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" I 've n o  doubt Father Cam will take your advice," 

responded the philosopher. 

" lIe's done that  al ready," rej oined the poet. " It's 

the only place I know of where his slumbers would be 

undisturbed by the ever-restless oar. 

I ' l l  tell you how he came here ;-

Where does Father Cam reside ? 

I s  it where reflections fal l  

On his scarcely moving tide 

Of bridge and lawn and college wall ? 
Once he dwelt there : fonnd the spot 

Passing fai r ; yet none the less 

Fresh men were a darin g  lot, 

Startled thence His Sleep i n ess. 

Then h e  chose a new abode 

Somewhere by the Ditton shore ; 

B u t  the pranks of them that rowed 
l\l ade it  noisier than before. 

D i n  i n cessant overhead : 
Cox's shout and coach's bawl ' 

Oars d i sturbed his muddy bed : 
' 

Couldn't get to sleep at all .  

So h e  passed beyon d the throng, 
Where the water o'er the weir 

S ings a sopori fic song, 
Where the stream is almost clear ' 

Him the soothing waters lull 
. 

' Neath an eddy cool and deep : 
Undisturbed by oar or scull 

Peacefully he l ies asleep." 

"And . 

h ' l  
an m u  close a t  hand too ! "  murmured the 

p l osopher. 
" H  appy thought ! "  responded the poet. 

R. H. F. 
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WILLIAM ERNEST HENLEY·. 

ID,"","",*,,,IOME curious observer, n ot untouched with a 
shallow optimism, has noted that the appear
ance of every new shape of physical evil is  
followed by some kind of remedy or counter-

No Sttad 
poise. We could have dispensed with the 

and no remedy, on condition that the evil, too, were 
Henley ? withheld. Yet in the moral and spiritual 

world, we can but regard such a disposition with grati
tude, for here we must be willing to purchase any 
positive good at whatever price may be asked for it. 
The birthday of the Revzew of Revzews will scarcely be 
marked with chalk in our calendars, nor does the evolu
tion of M. Zola and his school give humanity reason to 
rate itself too high. But if we had to elect for either 
" no Stead and no Henley " or our present endowment, 
if our great Enemy could make us an explicit offer, 
" Forget your Stevenson, and I will keep my;Zola," we 
should probably acquiesce in things as we have them. 

• A Book of Verses. First Edition. Printing begun March r ,  ended 
June 8, r888. 

Ordinary Issue roso copies. 
Special Issue-hand-made 75 copies. 

Finest Japanese 20 copies. 
Views atld Reviews. First Edition. Printing begun 28th October 1889, 

ended 13th May 1 890. 
Ordinary Issne l OOO copies. 
Finest Japanese 20 copies. 

Three Plays. By W. E. Henley and R. L. Stevenson, 1892• 
The Song of the Sword. 1 892. 

Printed by T. and A. Constable. Published by Davicl Nutt. 
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All that is best and most wholesome in what 

I1I Flut Englishmen are writing to-day finds sure re

Street. 
cognition even if it has not, as often, found , . 

also an inspiration, in Mr Henley' s l iterary censorshIp. 

Rash as, at first sight, the comparison may appear, 

there is more than a distant analogy between the central 

position of Swift among men of letters in the seventeen

hundreds, and the relation of Mr Henley to his con

temporaries. Romance, in the persons of Stevenson 

and " Q "  and Kipling, poetry as represented by Richard 

le Gallienne, William Watson, and Norman Gale, even 

the criticism of our only critic, Andrew Lang, each and 

all discover a ground of union, or a common starting

point for new energies, in his friendship or his tutelage. 

Under his guidance the National Observer has become 

not merely an exponent of sound politics and healthy 

morals, but a sacred Palladium to those who love letters, 

a terror and a sign to Philistines, to gnash their teeth 

thereat. 
Strange it is that a man who has done so much, in 

genuine result, should have so little of work in material 

shape to show : two little books of verse, a by-no-means 
large volume of criticism-written in a desultory manner 
for v..lrious journals-the part-authorship of three plays. 
So much (in mere bulk) might have been offered to the 
public-wrought by no means ill-by many a young 
ma? who could claim to win from it only the veriest 
rudIment of a reputation . 

Thm Plays. 
Of Mr Henley's plays, the uninitiated must 

speak with caution. The discrimination of 
the different hands is not everywhere to him that runs. 
That !-fr Henley's influence is most traceable in Deacon 
Brodt�-we know that he is an authority on slang, and 
a senous student of the manners of thievery-that 
Mr Steven son gives more of the tone to Beau A ustz"n
though if the Prologue that speaks of 

that great duel of Sex, that ancient strife 
which is the very central fact of life, 
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should not be signed W. E. H., then 7rUVTa EvaAAa 
'Yevo LTo-thus m uch may be hazarded. But the ways of 
collaborators are fearsome and devious. It may even be 
that Pew himself, the most intimate creation of Mr 
Stevenson's fancy, has taken service, under a new master. 
Who dare say ? However it be, the m astery is still 
apparent. 

, In his verse Mr Henley is studied, curiously H1S poetry. ' f '  . . h wrought som etimes, 0 ten remInISCent, WIt 
another kind of reminiscence to that we know in a Milton 
or a Tennyson, resetting in  the pure gold of a most 
individual style the brilliants of many a word-jeweller 
dead and gone,  What Mr Henley appropriates is a 
m ode of utterance, rather than phrase or thought ; yet 
he does not z1m'tate. When he finds prepared to his 
hand an instrument proper to express the harmony i n  
his mind, h e  cares not. who has compelled music from it 
before, He does not even ca re to impress upon it his 
own stamp. If the thought be truly his own, it is 
enough to reject those mannerisms of an alien style 
(yet not alien, for it will serve his turn) which would 
offer to the thought's clear presentati on a difficulty. 
One instance is enough. The spirit of wine, as Henley 
sings it, might have been sung by Longfellow in his 
happiest, least moralising vein : only Longfellow would 
never have given his spirit the keys of 

that secret spiritual s h ri n e  

Where, h i s  work- a-day soul put by, 
Shut l'lt wt'lh hiS sa£llt of saz'lJls, 

HIS radiant alld conquen" lg self, 

l\Ian worships a n d  talks and is glad, 

The entire congruity of such a characteristic note with 
the note of the whole poem shows-what might else 
have escaped us-how subtly yet completely that is 
moulded by the author's , distinctive touch, 

Those who prefer to regard Mr Henley as the 
English apostle of " Impressionism " must find an 
immense advance on his former work in the Song 0/ the 
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A B k , /-, Verses is by comparison quite simple. Sword. 00 OJ 
" er 

T . t language into a shape capable of glVl11g euect o re-cas 'k 1 t dell' cate nuances the phantom-h e sugges-to t le mos , " 
tions of a drugged imagination-towards thIS q�lte the 
largest, and, at least in my opinion, the most enjoyable 
half of his pO�,try makes no attempt: The truth see�s 
t be that with an entirely right feell11g for word-musl�, o

'th h is full share of the artist's passion for " the exohc WI 
" M  H 1 word the moving cadence of a phrase, r en ey 

stil1 belongs to those who in execution can only not lose 
on their conception .  His inspiration comes all from 
within, and in no way arises out of h is mate:ial. Many 
a worse poet has been inspired by the eXlgenc� of a 
rhyme, the compulsion of an intractable phrase, tIll the 
rough sketch grew under his hands, as it were sp�n
taneously, into beauty. In the volume of 1 89 2,  dealIng 
with deeper mysteries than the Book of Verses had 
attempted, the poet's utterance seems half-strangled by 
the difficult medium, as of a heavy choking air, through 
which it has to struggle to our ears. 

A keenly discerning eye it goes without saying that 
Mr Henley has for the externals alike of man and 
nature. Every claimant for the rank of even minor 
poet must to-day be th us equipped, or at least passably 
counterfeit such equipment. In London Voluntants no 
less than in the sketches In Hospttal, he shows himself a bril liantly faultless draughtsman. There is nothing. blurred or botched, and nothing shirked. The truthfulnes,c; is as undeniable as the skill. But, for all his unshrinking truthfulness, it stands out on the surface that Mr Henley's tendencies are rom antic rather than realist. !1e never holds his hand from

' 
painting what presents Itself to be painted : the ugly, the terrible, the obscene , But when he has done, we no  longer say " thi5 is ugly or terrible, or obscene " : only, " this is art." His treat

� 
?1ent is Rembrandtesque, rather than Dutch. To bring 111to sharpest opposition the realism, say, of Maupassant, and the kind of realism Henley allows himself, needs 
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but to suppose an Inferno by the French and the English 
artist. It is not caricature that declares the impression 
we should obtain from Henley's would be an i�pression 
of colour--lurid and searing flame : from Maupassant's, 
smell, fetid and obscene. 

Out of the sordid and utter blank unloveliness of an 
Infirmary ward, Mr Henley has contrived to extract 
colour, fun, almost romance.'" When he is waiting to 
" storm The thick sweet mystery of chloroform, The 
, c  drunken dark, the little death-in-life," or is living on 
his back in the long hours of repose a " practical n ight
" mare of life," and the " new days " pass " in endless 
" procession ; A pageant of shadows silently, leeringly 
,

c wending On . . .  and still on . . .  still on," or when 
" dizzy, hysterical, faint " he is at last carried out from 
that " transformed back-kitchen " into the " beautiful 
" world," and " the smell of the mud , . .  blows brave 
" like a breath of the sea " -what a strong and constan t  
spirit breathes in  the lines, what a delightful openness 
of soul to every influence, every suggestion of life and 
of the living ! In trying to select from Mr Henley's 
sketch-book, one is at a stand, because everything is so 
perfect. The " brace of boys " playing at operations, 
the phthisical ploughman who tells, when you " let his 
" melancholy wander " " pretty stories Of women that 
" have wooed him Long ago " ; the " Visitor," " bearing 

• It is only fair to say that of the sketches III Ifospital I cannot pretend 
to speak as " one who knows " :  a friend who can, gives me this among other 
criticisms. " I  like the thing, but am not very much ' taken ' with it. It 

" strikes one as having been written when time had blunted the keen edge of 
" the writer's memory. There is too l il tl" detail-one notices the little things 
" at such a time, for in sickness everything, both pleasure and paiu, is inlen
" sified. For a poem there is not enough of the writer's own feelings-a sick 
" man is somewhat apt to be confidential. And then he doesn't seem to get 
" keen on medical ' shop ' or to talk of his ailments, or to gradllqUy sink from 
" pity to somewhat callous curiosity about each new case. The descriptions 
" of the nurses and the scrubber, the house-surgeon, and the night after the 
" operation, are good." , " He seems to me to have missed the 
" intensity of the first few days." 
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" a sheaf of tracts, a bag of buns, A wee old maid that 

" sweeps the Bridegroom's way," and that unsurpassed 

festival of New Year's Eve when " Kate the scrubber "  

( forty summers, stout but sportive) treads a measure to 

the music of the " Wind that Shakes the Barley," from 

a penny whistle " tickled by artistic fingers " : the 

patients. for once forgetful of mangled limbs or cruel 

diseases, " brisk and cheerful Are encouraging the 

dancer, And applauding the musician ." The gas burns 

dimly in an atmosphere of " many ardent smokers " : 

" ful l of shadow lurch the corners, and the doctor peeps 
" and passes."  Hogarth's pencil could have drawn 
nothing more instinct with life : nothing, certainly, half 
so gen ial.  

When Mr Henley has done with the darker hues, the 
harsher outlines, his appreciation of what is fresh and 
vivid and youthful takes us right back to Chaucer in  its 
joyous nai·ve/l. 

Once indeed the poet gives way to a mood of 
despair. Life may be a brilliant game : it is not for him 
to play it. lIe is broken at last, He would barter 
every hope for release from imminent pain. Yet 
although a darkness that may be felt possesses his 
heart, he cannot but mark how 

out in the bay a bugle 
i s  l i l t ing a gallant song . 

The clouds are racing eastward, 
The blithe wind cannot rest 

And a shard on the sh ingle fl�shes 
Like the soul of a shining j est. 

For the most pa t M H ' 
c

, 
of lie " I

J ' r ,  r enley s Echoes are " all the J'oy 
le. C11S verse h . 

. " Cloud-shado 
as ,ltl It an elemental rapture. 

" I . 
w and scudd1l1g sun-burst " " the look of eaves a-twl11l"le ' th ' 

' 

land d 
... W1 w1l1dlets clear and still " wood-s an meadows '" bl . ' 

" o'crsped . 1 . 0 er own WIth sunny shadows 
dreams 

\
d
vlt 1 wl11ds at  play " :  of such stuff are his  

ma e .  
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He has something of the spirit of the old-world poets 
who loved so dearly the play of sun-light on flashing 
armour, the swift thrust and parry of swords in green 
wood or tapestried chamber. H e  would give but little 
for your friendship if it is only with moderate pleasure 
that 

in the silver dusk you hear, 
Reverberated from crag and scar, 
Bolel bugles blowing points of war. 

All that is weird, remote, with mystery fraught, has n o  
less fascination for him than the colours o f  romance, the 
joyous freshness of Spring and youthful Love. 

He hears ever a voice " calling until you cannot 
stay " 

Out of the sound of ebb and flowl 
Out of the sight of lamp and star, 

It calls you wh ere th e good winds blow, 
And the unchanging meadows are : 

From faded hopes and hopes agleam, 
It  calIs you, calls you night an d day 

Beyond the dark into the dream 
Over the h i l l s  and far away. 

His soul goes out as on a quest to 

The still strange land, unvexed of Sltn or stars, 
Where Lancelot r i des clanking thro' the haze. 

Something might be said of his experiments with the 
ballade and the rondeau-not merely pretty toying with 
an exotic muse, pleasant j ingling of vel's-de-sodete, but, 
sometimes it would seem , a veritable avatar-in the 
Puritan's own land-of Francis Villon the old-French 
lover, scholar, house-breaker, poet, ardent and l ife
loving as ever, but with morals considerably improved. 
N or should the saga-like fury of the Song of the Sword 
go altogether ullmentioned. It is enough, however, 
merely to note how a strong personality and a clear 
artistic vision make themselves felt almost equally 
everywhere in these so rich and various activities. 
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Of Mr Henley's prose it need not be said 

His p,'ose. that it is  vigorous, brilliant, versatil
.
e. A� a 

. , h ' unlike Andrew Lang as he IS unl Ike 
cntIc e 1S as " 

h A old He never plays wIth a subj ect, con-
Mat ew rn . , 

. ,  to get infinite amusement out of It by the way, 
tnvtng , , 
and yet leaving his readers with a clearer opllllOn or 

wider knowledge at the end. Nor does he mak
,
e the 

' t or demerits of the reviewed a text from whIch to men s l '  , 
read us a homily on faults of national temper or Iml:s 

of human capacity. The most salient fea:ure
, 

of hIS 

method is  the unswerving steadiness with WhICh It keeps 

the end in view. A critic's function is to estimate, to 

weigh, to find for the thing criticised its relative place. 

For anything that has no direct bearing on that, Mr 

Henley cares nothing. In spite of its business- l ike air, 

his prose is ful l  of good things. There is his advice to 

the essayist " in default of wisdom . . . to have no 

scruples about using whatever common sense is his " :  

h is praise of Addison's essays as proving " that 'tis 

possible to be eloquent without adjectives and elegant 

without affectation." There is his description of our 
attitude to literature : " M. Guy de Maupassant can 
write but hath a devil, and we take him not because of 
his writing but because of his devil ; and Blank and 
Dash and So-and-So and the rest could no more than 
so many sheep develop a single symptom of possess
ion among them, and we take them because a devil 
and they are incompatibles. And art is short and 
time is long ; and we care nothing for art and almost 
as much for time." Perhaps Mr Henley's pedestrian 
muse is most delightful with " her work-a-day soul put 
by " ;  when criticism is  a superfluity, and sympathy 
everything. He is in his very best and brightest mood 
when he comes down from the tribunal and speaks to us  
franl�ly and pleasantly of  h is  own feelings : of  how in  
readmg the prose version of  the Odyssey he has " a  
bre�th of the clear, serene airs that blew through the 
antlque Hellas." Or he sends us back once more, 
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with his eulogy brilliant almost as the very m aster-piece 
he praises, to the furnisher-forth of our childhood's 
whole imaginings, that haschish-made-words, as he 
quaintly calls it, the book of the Thousand NzgMs and 
a Nzglzt. We wonder that it is so long since we last 
took our pleasure in that " voluptuous farce, masque and 
anti -masque of wantonness and stratagem, of wine
cups and jewels and fine raiment, of gaudy nights and 
amorous days, of careless husbands and adventurous 
wives, of innocent fathers and rebel daughters and 
lovers happy or befooled. . . . .  There," he  reminds 
us, " the n ight is musical with happy laughter and the 
sound of lutes and voices ; it is seductive with the 
clink of goblets and the odour of perfumes : not a 

shadow but has its secrets, or jovial or amorous or 
terrible : here falls a head, a"nd there you may note 
the contrapuntal effect of the bastinado. But the 
blood is quickly hidden with flowers, the bruises are 
tired over with cloth-of-gold, and the jolly pagean t  
sweeps on." 

Henley the poet, Henley the dramatist, Tlze j/�a1Z. . . . Henley the cntlC, are only the vaned mani-
festations of a far greater force than any or all of them. 
I mean, of course, H enley the man. Ad mirable as his 
l iterary gifts are, it  is the personality u nderlying them 
that calls forth most genuine and hearty enthusiasm .  
O n e  feels that the most abiding and truest qualities of 
his work are qualities of heart rather than of intellect. 
There is a refreshing wholesomeness in his nature. H e  
has looked life in  the eyes, and has seen in  them both 
the terror and the charm. He has borne his share of 
pleasure and pain, and he looks back on each with 
kindly tolerance. He knows that salutary truth-to-day 
so often forgotten-that to be a good artist it needs first 
to be a good man.  And, with no smug Pharisaism but 
in  true nobility of soul, he can n ever feel grateful enough 
for the boon of being born, fi rst a man, and then an  
artist. One m ight say of  h im what has been said so 
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well of Montaigne : " Merely to live, merely to m use 

over this spectacle of the world, simply to feel, even if 

the thing felt be agoTlY, and to reflect on the pain, and 

on how it may best be borne-this is enough for 

Henley." 
Mr Hen ley marks in a special degree the reaction 

from the melancholy temperament diffused through 

English thought in the generation that has just passed 

away. Increased knowledge seemed to have brought 
with it only bitterness. The old faiths and the old ideals 
were gone, and with them seemed to go all the meaning 
of life .  The more man learned of his destiny, the n;ore 
desperate it  appeared. The paroxysm of that despair 
is over, and we can l isten hopefully to those who like 

• 111' Henley are exhorting us to face our destiny un
daunted. If our l ife is but as the snuff of a candle that 
goes out, how much more exquisitely should we feel the 
preciousness of th is short-lived boon ! If life is a 
burden, full of misery and weariness, should we not be 
th ankful for the prospect of a Great Release ? He does 
not shut his eyes to the evil that exi'its. He does not 
take refuge in  a fut i le co mmon-place, that " all things 
are worki ng for the best." But it is, he says, at least 
the privi lege of each mal l  to make the best of his own 
lot .  The hotter the fire, the brighter the martyr's 
crown ! Only this crown can not must not be 

1 . 
" 

anyt l lng more than the consciousness of his own 
martyrdom. �I r  Henley's ' over-word ' is not of a kind to be pro-
claimed from U "  " " " . 11\verslty pulpits, to find  a welcome 1 U  
country rectorl"es It " " . IS a word spoken to those who 
walk 111 rough 1 f . 

1 
p aces 0 the earth. It IS meant for those 

W 10 suffer who I b fi . " , a our, who ght, and Its burden, lIke 
the song of L . I eo, IS t 1at whatever happens we must 
never be afraid. 

' 
R�1igions and policies and ideals all have their appolIlted date b t h 

" . " " 
" ' u w en, while m ank1l1d still contInues to Inherit this h . eart , and to call ltself by the name of 
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Man, will there cease to be force in  this man's message, 
that is so simple and so true ? 

Out of the night that covers me, 
Black as the pit from pole to pole, 

I thank whatever Gods may be 
For my unconquerable soul. 

� $ $ • $ 

B eyond this place of wrath and tears 
Looms but the H orror of the shade, 

And yet the menace of the years 
Finds and shall find me unafraid. 

It matters not how strait the gate, 
How charged with punishments the 

I am the master of my fate : 
scroll, 

I am the captain of my soul. 
J . A. N. 

AN ECHO OF W. E .  HENLEY. 

The nightingale has a lyre of gold, 
The lark's is a clarion call, 

And the blackbird plays but a box-wood flute, 
But I love him best of all. 

For his song is all of the joy of life, 
And we in the mad spring weather, 

We two have listened till he sang, 
Our hearts and lips together. W. E. H.  

The glow-worm has a shining face, 
The bee has a shining ball, 

The grasshopper stands on both his legs, 
But I love him best of all. 

For his chirp is  all of the heat of life, 
An d we, in the rainy weather, 

Have wondered much in our passion's pain 
How he puts his legs together. 

W. A. C. 

IN BEHALF OF FRESHMEN. 

,.-. :&., HAVE but vague recollections of the feelings 

and aspirations of this variety of my species, 

for since I myself emerged from Freshman

hood is a very long time. Ever so many 

years ago I became a Bachelor, and now have left that 

state behind me too. 
By the way, the tale of my fal l  may be of sufficient 

interest to merit insertion here. 
I met Sarah for the first time, in the train, on a 

journey from Cambridge to the North. She had with 

her a little girl, whose face was quite the sweetest I had 

ever seen. Framed in waving golden hair, the smooth 
square forehead, the pensive blue eyes with their long 
lashes, and the tender unconscious lips struck the most 
casual beholder, and filled me with a desire to be per
mitted to buy sweets for the loveable little possessor of 
so many charms. This was Evelyn, Sarah's daughter, 
for Sarah was a widow. 

We had not glided many miles, when Evelyn, who 
had been looking from the window, touched her mother's 
�rm with a tender caress and asked some childish ques
tIon . With a frown, Sarah twitched her arm away and 
told the child not to bother. Evelyn shrank back, all 
her trusting nature hurt at the rebuff she had sustained 
from her ill-favoured mother. I ought to have known 
better ; I had read Calverley ' I knew that " hearts may 
" b 

' 
. 

e hard though lips are coral " (besides which Sarah's 
lIps are not coral ),  yet I then and there resolved to marry 
Sarah (if possible ), in order that her poor child should 
have at least a kind step-father, who would protect her 
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from the harshness of her mother, evidently a selfish 
and unsympathetic woman. 

As our way led through Bletchley, there was ample 
opportunity to become known to each other ; we dis
covered that we had mutual acquaintances-and, to be 
brief, were married a few weeks later. 

This was several years ago, and I may add that of all 
the dear kind sympathetic wives that our unworthy sex 
ever led to the altar Saran. is an easy first. The happy 
economy of my household contains only one flaw, the 
serenity of our l ives is only marred by one cloud -
the incorrigible pertness of that odious little Evelyn. 

She is perpetually ' showing off ' her precocity and 
continually asking ridiculous questions. Wherever we 
three go, or if there are a hundred in the party, Evelyn 
imagines that she is the only important personage there 
and that the rest are hired for her amusemen t. No one 
has a chance of ignoring her if she is within a hundred 
yards. She interrupts the most interestin g  tete-a-tete 
with her imperative interrogatories, and has incurred 
the enmity of every mother of daughters of our acquaint
ance. If we are driving (say) to Windsor, not a house 
do we pass, not a chimney do we sight, but we have to 
answer the question, • Is that Windsor ? '  When she was 
up here once, in the May week, she aked no less than 
five times in two days if the Lady Margaret Boathouse 
was King's College Chapel. 

In this kind of behaviour did she persist, in spite of 
all our representations and persuasions. I endured the 
trial for many months. Then, one day, I took her out in 
a boat, ostensibly for a row (pronounced roe). There 
was a half-hundred weight and a coil of cord in the 
stern .  I rowed to the very middle of Putney reach and 
there rested on the full tide. " Evelyn," I said, panting 
from my exertions, " just out there, about two yards 
from us, you will see a tiny stickle-back scarcely 
bigger than the needle of my pocket compass. Do 
you imagine that that stickle-back knows where he is r 

in behalf of FreshmtJ?Z. ,5 1  

1 �. " l  tYuarantee that he has never known where he was 
d)t�, I:> • h h t 'd  h • 1 h 'ched Cons1der t at t e 1 e c anges 

St1tce rze was a�1 . . 

1 . twice every day. Land-marks are thlllgs 
everyt 11ng, . . 1 

k to 111' m ' small irregulantles are utter Y 
un nown , 

evanescent and his eye cannot distinguish large ones. 

He probably doesn' t  know the difference between 

Craven Steps and Chiswick Eyot ;
. .

Gra�esend �nd 

Sirius are for h im equi-distant ; nay, I t  1 S  qUlte poss�ble 

that he is so ignorant as not to know even that he 1S a 

stickle-back. He only knows that he exists ; he can't 

tell why ; and yet do you deny that he is happy r See 

him making ripples, all by himself, with his very 

own nose ! "  I was j ust coming to the moral of my 

whole discourse, moreover my heart was rapidly 

• softening within me, when she slowly turned upon m e  

those wide enquiring eyes and asked, " Pa, has a 

stickle-back got a liver ? "  
• • • .. .. * 

I suppose that to ask questions is a sign of civilisa
tion. A friend of mine tells me that the sentence in
dicative was invented some months before the sentence 
interrogative. He often wants to tell me lots of other 
things on the same subject, but I won't let him. If the 
books are wrong, it is not worth while going wrong with 
them. Elementary facts are all I want. I can construct 
my own theories. Man, then, first of al.1 made remarks. ; 
then he i ssued commands ; then perhaps he asked easy 
questions about common objects ; then he invented the ' 
SUbjunctive mood ; then he propounded subtle questions 
abou: i�teriors, such as Evelyn's concerning the stickle
back s hver ; and now in the age of Greece and New 
Zealand we have got into the habit of 

Search ing an infinite Where, 
PrObing a bottomless When, 

Dreamfully wandering, 
Ceaselessly pondering, 

What is the Where fore of men.  
• Now it  i s  ruue to  make remarks. Once it  was man's only lingual attainment. QUal fueril1t artes, vitia stmt. 
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May I confess my ignorance on one point ? For 
everyone there is one thing unknown, and what I don't 
know is, at what stage of his existence man invented 
riddles. 

I think it the very height of egotism for a man to ask 
himself questions all about himself. I knew one who 
was always wanting to know whether he was happy or 
not. In the midst of a ravishing waltz, he would stop 
dead, with one foot on th

'
at of his partner and the other 

on her train, struck rigid by this doubt. At least he did 
this once. He may have been happy just before, but 
he wasn't after. 

I once woke up this man of whom I am speaking 
and asked him if he was asleep. I forget what he said, 
but it  is not a great pity, as the Editors wouldn't pub
lish it. 

He was in m any ways a strange man. A very 
funny thing happened to him while he was a Fresh-
man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

And that brings m e  back to the subject in  hand. I 
trust C • • • • •  yo old joke . . .  Artemus Ward ( . . . . .  y6 
Freshman . . . .  St Mary's . . . . .  surplice, gown, 
tall hat, umbrella and gloves ( . . • . . .  t not half a bad 
sort and should be encouraged. 

G. G. D. 

[We have been compelled to cut out considerable portions of 
the last thirty folios of this article. We have roughly i ndicated 
the length of each lacuna, by means of dots and algebraical 

symbols.-EDD·l 

THE FAIRIES' SONG. 

0, the fairies' song ! the fairies' song ! 

Somewhere 'tis ringing the whole night long I 
Where the far lines stretch by the starlit way, 

Like airy Blondins, we play, we play : 

And a song resounds from our elfin choirs 

That throbs and sobs on the pulsing wires, 

A song of joy and a song of sorrow, 
A song that shall ring in men's hearts to-morrow. 

0, the fairies' song ! the fairies' song ! 
Somewhere 'tis ringing the whole night long ! 
Where in the moonlight, hand in  hand, 
A youth and a maiden lingering stand : 
Though earth is white and the skies are bare, 
They reek not, they feel not the piercing air, 
They are wrapt in bliss while the round world rolls ; 
Our fairy singing has filled their souls ! 

0, the fairies' song ! the fairies' song ! 
Somewhere ' tis ringing the whole night long ! 
Where the mother watches her slumbering boy 
And his face grows light with an inward joy : 
Where alone, in  a chamber cold and mean, 
The old man dreams of the days that have been : 
Where the meek of the earth, who have kissed the rod, 
Dream of the rest of the sons of God-
Be sure in the midnight watches long 
We fairies are singing our sweet, sweet song ! 

G. C. M. S.  
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SO "'0'11 wOI'k together faCing Pt:IUII!: rain 01' burning sun : IV, Tlllt only in the rncillg 
That a place is In�t llnli won : 

Stic�l( to llrllcticc, t:;tick to trllining 
u'IlNlIl ltlcly,  m'cry lllttn : 

'f!tile t her�'s [lught to do remaining 'Vu lilust do it. if' wo cnn ! 
Chorus. If wc can. I If we ran ! If wc (,fin ! 

r:rhen row fuL' Lady MaJ'gnrot evol'Y 
mnll I 

Nt�vel' lIIinll nhout Lhe wealh !'l' ! ,,'-ateh tlw ti tue nud. swing and t'<:nthcl' ! 
And we'lI get the bont together If we cau I 

Ped. ' , • , _ . :0' * 
3RD VERSE. 

Then when scarlet blndes are flashing 
As tile gnoll ship gathcrs pace, 

And the rattle's loudly crashing 
A L Lhe crisis of Lhe mce. 

'J.lJLOUgh whop'cr you lllense ahead be 
li'ollow out this simple plan : 

Lot the motto or I,he Ued be 
c c Wc will bump them if wc can f I' 

OhOl'lt8. If wc Cf'\.ll ! If we can ! If we can I 
'i11u;m l'OW for Lady Mal'gal'et 0 very 

Hlan ! 
And together raise the chorns, 
We'll let no one triu mph o'er us, 
But we'll bump tho bont uel'ore us 

If we can I 



WHY WE TALK.-

HE question before us this evening is an 
absurdly simple one. Why do we talk ? 
Why, because-because we've got something 
to say. Very good, but what gives us some-

thing to say ? Suppose I am going along the street 
and I meet Bill-good old Bill, you know-just opposite 
a pub. What do I say ? I say " 'ere Bill, co am and have 
a drink, mate ! " How do I know that Bill will say " Not 
for me, mate, I signed the pledge night afore last," or 
perhaps walk into the pub. and expect a pint of 'arf and 
'arf ? If I made a mistake and instead of Bill it was a 
Frenchman who didn't know any English, he wouldn't 
stop, and yet he would hear just the same sounds as 
Bill. 

Perhaps after all the first question is not why do we 
talk at all, but why do we talk differently. I remember 
once reading a book about the adventures of a boy i n  
America who ran away from home with a nigger called 
Jim. Jim was a slave, and they were very much afraid 
of being caught, so they made a raft of logs and floated 
down a great river on it, lying- hidden all day. Well, 
Jim being a nigger and a slave, hadn't been taught 
much, and Huck, that was the boy, wasn't much wiser ; 
but one day he thought he would show off, and he said 
" Jim, what would you say if a man said to you ' Polly 
voo franzy ? ' " " Say," said Jim, " I would'nt say any
thing-I'd knock him down, I wouldn't let no man call 
me that. "  " But he wouldn't be calling you anything, 

* This paper was found among the late Mr Darbishire's MSS by Dr 
Sandys ; it is probably the draft of an address given to working men during 
the time of Mr Darbishire's residence at University Hall, and is here printed 
as one of his lighter contributions to the populmisation of Comparative 
Philology. 
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said Huck, " he would be saying ' Can you speak French /' " 

" Well, why don't he say it then ? "  said Jim. " He is  

saying it," said Huck, " that's his way of  saying it," 

" A blame foolish way of saying it," says Jim, " Now 

look here," says Huck, " haven't cats got their own way 

of talking, and cows have their way, and dogs have 

their way, and we can't understand them : why shouldn't 

Frenchmen have their own way ? "  " Now look here, 

Buck," says Jim, " is a cat a man ? "  " N  0 !" "Well is a 
dog a man or is a dog a cat or is either of them a 
cow ?" " No." " Ain't a Frenchman a man ? "  " Yes," 
" Well then, what I say is, why don't he talk like a 
man r "  

After all isn't i t  rather strange that if you kick a cat 
across the street here in London it will say Mee-a-ow, 
and if you do the same to a French cat in Paris it will 
use just the same language ; while on the other hand if 
you tramp on an Englishman'S foot, he will use a very 
short word indeed, which I am afraid I mustn't mention ; 
but if you tramp on a German's foot he will say "Himmel
kreuzpotzblitzhunderttausendmillionendonnerwetter," or 
perhaps something longer still. 

Or, again, here's a loaf of bread. It is the same loaf 
whoever looks at it. It has the same size, the same 
colour, the same weight, the same smell, and the same 
taste, and I call it a loaf and a Frenchman calls it some
thing quite different. Why shouldn't everybody call 
the same thing by the same name ? Supposing you 
travelled more than 2 ,000 m iles right over to America, you would find the people there calling it a loaf of bread, and yet, if you only went about 100 m iles over to Calais, nobody would understand you. You may say that the Americans are really English, and are the same race as we are, while Frenchmen are like Red Indians or niggers, and so naturally talk differently, but this is not so. Frenchmen and Germans and Italians and Greeks and even Hindoos are all descendants of the same people as ourselves. 

VOL. XVIII. I 
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Now this people lived hundreds and thousands of 
years before history begins. They lived on the shores 
of the Baltic Sea about half way between Berlin and 
St Petersburg. That part of Europe was then covered 
with big forests of firs and oaks and beeches, and our 
ancestors lived partly on beechnuts and acorns, and 
partly on milking their cows, and partly by farming in 
a very rudimentary fashion. They had cows and dogs 
and perhaps some poultry, but they had no horses 
or sheep or cats. They don't seem to have had very 
many clothes among them, but they were fairly sensible 
people and had family life. They were able to count 
up to twelve, and very likely up to a hundred, and you 
must know that there are some tribes on the earth to
day who can only count up to two. 

Well, one fine day these forefathers of ours had got 
over-populated. There wasn't enough to eat. Beech
nuts and acorns were so dear that they had to be 
counted, while as for milk, it was only the swells who 
could afford to drink it. So a lot of the young and 
strong people thought it would be a good plan to emi
grate, and they did. But they didn' t emigrate the way 
people do now, in a railway train and on a steamboat. 
No ! they did every yard of it on their own feet. So 
they wandered all across Russia and then into Asia and 
half across that until finally they settled in India. Well, 
after this lot had gone off, things looked better at home 
for a while, but after a time they got just as bad again, 
so another lot started to emigrate. They did not follow 
6e same course, but made their way down into Greece 
and Italy and Spain, and some of them crossed France 
and settled in these islands. After these came another 
lot who spread ovar Germany and Denmark and Hol
land, and then crossed over here and drove the first 
corners over to Ireland 'and Wales and up to Scotland.  
So you see the French and Germans and Italians and 
even Hindoos are all our cousins just the same as the 
Americans. 

Wlzy we Talk. 5 9 

Well if that's so, why don't they talk th� same ? 
, 

t1 · k of the first lot of emIgrants who 
Suppose we un , 

11 t1 ey hadn't many words to take wIth 
set off-natura Y 1 

d 
r h h dn't very many ideas, and words an 

them, 10r t ey a 11 h . d lways go together. However, they took a t ey 

�o:��,
a 

unless they left some behind
, 
in the hurry of 

packing. Now think of all the new Ideas they would 

get while on their travels, They started from a cold 

sort of forest where there was nothing but trees and 

rocks and sparrows and squ irrels on the seashore of
.
a 

very dreary sea, and then they first had to cross RussIa 

where they might travel for days and days and never 

see a tree of any kind, and then over Asia where they 

would get nearly burnt up in the deserts, and finally 

came to India with its warm sun and magnificent trees 

and palms and cocoanuts, with tigers and snakes in the 

jungles and crocodiles in the rivers. '\iVhat a lot of 

:bings they would have to find names for ! Just think 
of the first one who strolled down to the river for a 
bucket of water and met a crocodile for the first time. 
What would he call it ? He probably had never seen 
anything more like a crocodile than a lobster. Well of 
course he wouldn't stop to call it anything, he would 
drop his bucket and run for his life. But when he got 
home and his wife asked him where the water was and 
what he'd done with the bucket, he couldn' t very well 
say he had run away from a lobster. 

vVell,  that is one way that languages change. People 
come across new things and have to find new names for 
them, Another way is that children are always being 
born, and no child talks exactly the same as its parents. 
The difference is not enough to notice, but after a 
hundred generations it soon mounts up. 

Now that's how it comes that people don't all talk 
the same, but why do they talk at all ? 

'\iVhat tS talking ? Any one can do it, but how is it 
done ? Most people think it is with our tongues, and 
certainly the tongue has a good deal to do with it ; 
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but people have had their tongues cut out and yet been 
able to talk: very respectably. I daresay most of you 
have felt that hard lump in your throats which is called 
Adam's apple, because it is much more noticeable in 
men than in women, and so people used to say that Eve 
swallowed the piece of apple she took, but Adam hadn't 
ti me, and so it  stayed in his throat. Now that hard 
lump forms a kind of little box just at the top of the 
wind-pipe by which the air comes from the lungs, and, 
when we like, we can draw two little elastic pieces of 
skin over it so as to put a lid on the box an d prevent 
the air getting through'-( cough). When we want to 
talk or sing we don't shut it quite, but leave a narrow 
slit and stretch the edges tight, so that when th e air 
pushes through them they make a musical note. When 
people sing they change this note, but, when speaking, 
it is pretty much the same and more gentle. Then it  
becomes a ,  e, z� 0, u according to the shape of the mouth 
and the height of the tongue. 

Quite another kind of sound is made by stopping 
your breath and letting it out with a rush, p, b, or by 
forcing it through a very narrow passage s, th. Some 
languages have tuts and clicks-(kissing). 

Of course our tongue does most of the work in 
changing from one sound to another, so it is not sur
prising to learn that it is a very strong member. It is 
made up of bundles of little muscles which end to end 
would stretch two miles, and if  they all pulled together 
could l ift half a hundredweight. Fancy lifting half a 
sack of coals with our tongues ! It is no wonder some 
people can talk so long without being tired. 

• • '* '* * '* 

Well now, I've been trying very hard to tell you all 
I know about why we talk, and I am afraid we are not 
any nearer it. It is much easier to explain how a man 
says ' cat' than it  is to explain why he says it. And as 
for the question why we talk at all, I 'm afraid I shall 
have to give it up, and ask some of you to tell 'me. 

H .  D. D. 

WORDSWORTH'S ROOM IN ST JO HN'S.  

liE are indebted to the proprietors of the 

1Vestlllz"nster Gazette for permission to re

produce the above engraving of the room 

occupied by Wordsworth from 1 7 8 7  to 1 7 9 1 ,  
and recently demolished i n  the alterations made to 

'
the Kitchen. The engraving, which is after a sketch 

taken by Mr R. Lofts, Clerk of the Kitchen, was sent to 

the Wescmznster Gazette by Mr H. D. Rawnsley, of 
Crosthwaite, and gives a very good iriea of the general 
arrangements of the room ( 1 st Court, F 2*). 

The door on the left is that by which the rooms were 
entered from the staircase. The little window on the 
left is that by which light was admitted into the 
' dark cupboard,' which formed the poet's bedroom. 
Nearer us on this side ( though not shown in  the sketch) 
was the door of the bedroom, to which the poet drew 
his bed in order to see the ' top of the window ' in  
Trinity COllege Chapel, below which stands the Newton 
statue (Prelude Ill).  The door facing us in the 
sketch is that of the gyp-room. The fireplace was on the 
right on this side of the window. This window, which now 

• For proof that this was Wordsworth's room see Eagle XVI, 429-30, 
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lights the Kitchen, has been filled by two of the Fellows
' 

of the College with stained glass bearing the inscrip_ 
tion : 

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH 

1 7 87-1 79 1 

My ABIDING-PLACE, 

A NOOK OBSCURE 
The P.-elude 

As the floor and side wall of the room have been re
moved in order to throw its space into the Kitchen, this 
memorial window can now be seen high up on the left 
hand on entering from the screens. The outline and 
stone mouldings of the fi re-place were preserved when 
the outer wall was refaced, and are still visible. 

TO AN IDEAL. 

SWEET o'er the flowerets 
Stealeth the dew, 

Kissing and giving them 
Beauty anew. 

Sweetly the sun array s 
All things in light, 

Bringing the welcome day 
After the night. 

Sweet to the mariner, 
Tossed on the foam, 

Is the far haven seen 
Telling of home. 

But sweeter far, I ween, 
Sweeter to me, 

Loving and loved to rest 
Once more with thee . 

L. H. S.  

@ b f t u a l' l1·  

CHARLES EDMUND HASKINS M.A. 

Dorn 1 3th J anuary 1 849, died 24th October 1 89 3 .  

T h e  University, and S t  J ohn's Col lege in particular, have 

l ost an active and efficient m ember by the d eath of Mr Charles 

Edmund Haskins. Cambridge exacts m uch important and 

gratuitous labour from her resident sons, and w
,
i thout suc

.
h 

labour the Academic machine would n o t  be kept gOlllg. In thIs  

work M r  H askins cheerfully bore his share, an d that he  served 

the University well, especially on the Classical Board and the 

Examinations Syndicate, wil l ,  I feel sure, be acknow-

by his former colleagues. Eminen tly fair and open

minded, though sturdy in maintaining his own opinions, never 

seeking to evade direct issues or sh irk di fficulties, he  was ever a 

helpfu l  member of deliberative bodies. As Examiner-a duty 

often discharged by h im, particularly in the Classi cal Tripos

I have al ways heard col leagues speak of him with the h i ghest 

rt'spcct, and my own experience fully agrees with theirs. For 

arriving qui ckly at a just decision, and for allowing due weight 

to the opi nions of others, I never knew his superior. H e  has 

been truthfully described as a good man to work with. 
As College Lecturer he was a vigorous, bright, and success ful 

teacher. I once had as Tripos Examiner to sit  with others i ll  
j udgment o n  a special part o f  t h e  work of which h e  had charge 
as teacher in St John's.  Thi s  was the H i story paper in Part I, 
and the h igh standard attai ned by the J ohnian candi dates was 
commented on by m ore than one Examiner. No wonder, for 
their leacher th rew h i s  heart into his  work and had them con-
stantly i n  his  thoughts.  

' 

As an ordi nary College Fellow, and in private life, h e  was a 
fi ne specimen of '  gen ial veh emence, of unaffected loyalty and 
honour. H e  often said more than h e  meant, particularly when 
speaking against thi s  or that. Then those who knew h i m  would 
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documents relating' 

Sedbergh School during' 

Protector of England, Scotland,. 

Islands Adjacent. 

]ackson, Master of the Fre� 
�bergh, and Pna.her of the Gospell 113 

Petitioner in August 1648 was choserr 

Grammar Schoole in Sfdbergh, and sent 

Master and Seniors of Sf .1oh1J's in Call1bridgl!, 

and Piety in those parts; which he hath 
utmost of his power: But perceiving how 

trust for the Revenews of that Free-Schoole, 
and wilfully broken the same (losing 

and Tenements, endangering others, and 
away the rest, for inconsiderable Rents and 

all the Masters advice and direction to the 
was necessitated (sore against his will) to seeke 

, through a tedious and chargeable prosecu
tive years space, so protracted by the solicitation Olwa;, Ca pretended Feoffee) together with one 

his Cousiu, and Clerk in Court to your Orator's 
• both which men, having from pride and malignity XVlll. R 
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threatened the oppression of your Petitioner. In order to 
end, they have animated those few remaining Feoffees 
onely to detaine all the Rents and profits (quite agains� 
letter of the Patents) but also to imploy the same to the 
damage of the sayd Schoole, and your Orators utter 
by over large fees, to such lofty Counsell, as make light 
though they endeavour to overthrow the right of a poor 
in the presence of the most high, Lam. 3.35. and doe also 
if they can subvert a man and his cause, verse 36, by 
mistake in matter of form, or regularity, though it bee 
materiall nor pertinent to the thing in question, viz. the 
and merits of the cause: for your Petitioner having 
abundance of care, pain, and expence) procured an hearing 
Michaelmas Terme before the Ma,ter of the Rolls, who 
an halfe examination seemed very apprehensive of much 
in your Oratours cause, and of manifest iniquity in his 
saries, yet admitted of a Demurrer, by the Allegation of 
Mainard, pleading that according to the course of that 
he could not proceed to Order and Decree, for that your 
prays Processe of Subpomaes, and so served them, instead 
serving them with a Dz"slringas, although your Orators 
saries (VIZ. Mr John O/way, John Cowper, RiChard Holmes, 
Sawer, A1I1ho1ZY Willan, Edward Ward, Thomas BlaikHng, 
Bland, James Htblelhwail) had jointly answered as Govern 
for that free Grammar School, incorporated by King 
the sixt, and proceeded to examine Witnesses with all ad 
the said F()xcroft being not only their Clerk in Court, but 
making himself Commissioner, and Clerk to the Comm 
whilest he examined a part by a strange Commission, 
fraudulently carried on with full purpose of reproach and 
judice to your Petitioner : Yet for all this they waved the jl 
principle of common practise VIZ. cOllunsus lolHI enorroz, and 
punctilio of regularity was applauded to the infinite prejudice 

your Petitioner, who being already exhausted, is now put to 

renued charge (under which he must needs perish) and 
animated to continue in their oppression, having already by 
assistance of one George Olway put another in place (a 
fellow, and only for their own purpose) and nayling up 
School loft door, they have forcibly excluded your Orator 
the exercise of his Office, and from all accomodation 
fitting or convenient. Seizing also upon the Lands which 
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ever in his possession, and ought so to bee 

Patents. Therefore your Petitioner in' great 

pondering the spiteful combination in many 

and prophane miscreants, together with the 

of that which is called Justice in its 

And hearing from very good hands 

which some jolly time servers have in 

your Highnesse of all power, by continuing 

ng others (of base minds and servile 

of profit, trust, or authority, in order to 

interest which God hath owned in a 

prayeth your Highness:s Order 

and Exercise of Ius Office, 

have been forcibly detayned 

spite of these Feoffees, and th
.
e 

fear or mallice, second their 

appear by two other Petitions 

in this total dispaire of any 

seeing your Petitioner hath prof
(upon their discharge of 

the School and Common wealth, 
and denied) That they may bee 

their usurped power, and according to 
Letters Patents, to chuse some honest and 
who shall be lawfully sworn to perform 

to the end expressed in their Patents, 
be the Law and Rule of their power. Thirdly, 

aforesayd Feoffecs have wilfully avoyded an 
weary out your Oratour of an judgement, for 

to pay for it. That upon their full 
charge of this renued Bill the master of the 

the Lords Commissioners may bee cnjoyned to 
hearing; and upon these depositions already 

Published, to order and decree according to 
Equity, as touching your Petitioners charges 
mauger all such triviall irregularities, as turneth into Gall, and the fruite of Justice into worme-

A"d J10ur PetzHoller sllall evc1Y pray &c. 
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Endorsed: 
OLIUER P. 

We refer this Peticon to the Masters of the Rolls to Certi 
vnto vs whatte is fitte to bee done ffor the Peticoners releife. 

Julii 14th, 1655. 

It  would appear however that these Petitions, 
worded as they are, were of no avail and Mr J 
had to go in obedience to the following order. 

19th March, By the Commn for ejectinge scandalous ign 
r655!f and insufficient Ministers and schoole M 

for the Westriddinge and Cittie of Yorke. 

Whereas articles of scandall have beene exhibitted to the 
Commissrs by twist Richard Jackson Master of the free 
at Sedbergh in the Westridinge of the County of Yorke; 
notwithstandinge anie defence which the said Richard J 
could make, it is sufficiently proued upon oath by di 
wittnesses That he the said Richard J ackson hath beene 
comon frequenter of Alehouses and hath beene for 3 or 4 
Together distempered with drinke, And hath beene drunke vpon 
severall Lordes dayes, And also that he hath beene of late 
negligent in his schoole, leauinge the same for att least 3 
mQnethes together and duringe that time locked vpp the 
ilchoole doores, discharged his Vsher and SchoIlers All which 
haueinge been considered Wee doe hereby Eiecte and displace 
the said Mr Richard Jackson from his place and charge hereto
fore had or exercised in the aforesaid schoole of Sed bergh and 
from the benoott belonging to the said schoole. 

JOHN GELDART 
J: D1CKINSON 
ROBERT WASHINGTON 
THOMAS BOURCH1ER 
Jo : WORDSWORTH 

Having now got rid of J ackson, the Governors 
addressed the College on the subject of his successor. 
It seems that they would gladly have had Richard 
Garthwaite who had acted as assistant to J ackson. 
Garthwaite was admitted to St John's 30 April 1640, 
and was born in Dent, so that he was a local man. 

* i.e. 16S�. 
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t 0 documents which follow shew in what high 
The \V 

he was held in Sedbergh. 
esteem 

he Reverend the Master and Senior feIlowes of St John's 
To t Colledge in Cambridge. 

We whose names are here vnder written out of that good and 

I dable Opinion we have long since conceiud and doe still 

��aine of the worth and vertues of Mr Richard Garthwait 

��r of Artes of your ColIedge as well in reference to his CiviIl 

and studious demeanonr there as his vigiIIant and blamelesse 

behaviour here Doe Craue leave to tender this our Ingenuous 

J\Ianifesto to yr Reverend grave and most r udicious thoughts 

(1II'z) 
that we humbly conceiue and in our Consciences are fully 

persuaded that the said Mr Garthwaite is very able and thorowly 

accomplished for the Inspection ouer the free Grammer Schoole 

of Sedbergh in Relation to the MagisteriaIl Charge thereof, he 

being (as many yeares experience hath well hinted to vs) 

exemplarie in Manners, dexterous in Method. Industrious in 

discipline ; And (which sweetens all other endowments) both 

peaceable in disposition and Pious in life and Conversation: 

And whereas we haue been requested by Sundry persons well 

devoted towards learned and Religious promotions '(A vertue 

not too EpidemicaII in these divided times) wee hold ourselues 

in Some measure Obliged to offer vpp this testimonialI result not 

so much, of our affections as our many and these well grounded 

persIVllsions: Wherevnto (Graue Sirs) wee Add noe more but 

once againe Craue pardon for this our bouldnes humbly 

Subscribing our Selues 
Your \yoPS servants in all 

Christian duties 
R1CIIARD J ACKSON 
Rector of Tr'hill illgtolt 
GEO. ffoTI-IERGILL 1Ili1l1s/er Of Orlon 
J OlIN S�JITII 7Ilinistrr at Kirk by Lonsdale 

RICHA Ru T ATHAM lINn/slcr at lfevcl'sliam L[':o: DURTCJN 
�<I.'1ur i{Jlilc/Il 

SAMUEL HARR1SON 
millls/er 0.1 Killz'ngloft 
W ILL1AM W ALLER 
m i1lls/er of Dmte 
GEOR: BURTON 
Schoolemasler 0.1 Ihe free school of 

Dwte 
ffRANCIS J ACKSON 

masle,.. 0.1 ye free Schoole 0.1 
Kyrllby-LOllsdale 
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To the Right Worshippful! the Master and Senior fellowes 
St J ohns Col!edge in Cambridge. 

The humble Petition of the Governors of the 
Schoole of Sed bergh 
inhabitants thereof. 

Sheweth: 
That whereas wee yr Petitioners (out of a deep sense of 

many sulferi ngs and n o  lesse dangers impending the sad co 
dicon of the free gram mer schoole of Sed bergh by the vnhap 
Managerie of Mr Richard Jackson then master thereof) 
con strained to pursue our most just complaintes even to 
Gates of your Colledg s ince when (by divine prouidence 
your pious Indulgence towardes vs) we blesse God for i t  
thankfully enioy a happie change o f  a meeke peaceable 
painfull teacher Instead of a CrueII, Covetous and vnconscion
able controller, To say no more for wee delight neither in 
renewing the memory of by gone pressures nor in repeating th� 
number of former Complaints which (if need were) might i n  
reason b e  rather Augmented then i n  any wise Retracted by vs. 
But we leaue him to his Augmentation at his  church at GarsdaIl 
where now he liues. And we thank God for that good provid
ence hath placed him so farre distant from vs, who, while he 
might have peaceably lined amongst vs, studied nothing more 
than how to be at variance with vs. 

May it therefore please your graue Wisdome amongst other 
pious Intentions and endeavours (which we have euer found 
ready to advance Religious and conscientious designes) to 
confirme that our former and thi s  our present petition with your 
suffrage i n  confirming the Mastershipp of the free Grammer 
Schoole of Sed bergh on Mr Richard Garthwaite Mr of Artes of 
your CoIIedge who as well in the presence as absence of the 
late former Incumbent has for many yea res past borne the 
burthen of the Cure not withstanding these manie disincourage
ments that haue attended him. from whome hauing reapt so 
many harvests of exemplarie life. C iviII deportment with a 
careful! and i ndustrious discharge of the duties enioyned him, 
We cannot (without much wrong done him) but once more 
Crave leave to present him to your Worshipps graue and most 
Judicious approbation who (we doubt not) like a gratefuIi River 
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'n (by the blessing of God) returne many fresh Streames (i n 
Wlk 

of a thankful! heart) to that vaste Ocean of Religion and 
to en . 
Learning from whence he sometime sprang, that God m"ly haue 

the honnour, the Church and Commonwealth the benefitt and 

I late desolate Schoole of Sed bergh (with those that belong 
1 le . '  
vnto it) the Comfort of tl1ls so much desired And no lesse (we 

hope) deserued Recommendacon And your petitioners shall 

ever pray &c. 
(The signatures of Seven governors of the School and of 129 

inhabitants of Sedbergh follOW). 

J\lr Garthwaite also addressed his own petition to 

the Col lege. If the Greek letter to which he refers was 

sent, it has unfortunately not been preserved. 

Literarum Antistes 
Pridem in conspectum splendoris vestri, officiosam hanc 

schedulam detulissem, modo amplitudinis vestr::e reuerentia me 
a scribendo non cohibuisset; verebar etiam ne viderer aut alieni 
appetens aut assentatiuncul<l quad am aucupari gratiam. Nihilo
minus (cum aliorum opera aditus ad te mihi quodamodo pate
factus est) pudore quod am subrustico suffusus, scripsi  quod 
epistola non erubescat. et nescio sane an diutinum meum 
silentium, an hae literulae inuita (quod aiunt) Minerua com� 
positae, luculentius vobis imperitiae testimonium exhibebit; 
illinc modesta taciturnitas cede bat aren::e, hinc imperita loqua
citas aciei se accingit. Quod si ad scribendum non effiagitatus 
essem, in biuio adhuc stetissem quia consultius censui (si paruis 
componere magna licebit) nobilem ilIum Cun ctatorem imitari, 
qui 

,
maluit sedendo quam pugnando vincere, quam magno conatu n�lJ! agere. humilime sane percupiui V. V. Societatem AWK!}V 

�'11>ov ""potiELvcll Gubernatorum n ostrorum votis, me Schol::e prre?<:iendo. Nam cum principis alicuJus authoritate, bene 
ffier�tls de Republica decernitur honos, gemma (? genuina) est noblhtas quum ad virtutem (omni s  ver::e nobilitatis parentem) aceedlt prine" tl ' ' if ' fid . , IPIS all lontas. SI su ragmm vestrum el eom-ffilSSorum vob' d' ' " . I ' t' , IS acce Isset ::estImatlOIU me::e, meo umlta I et 
P�

Cl Scholre Sedbergmsls consultum esset. At non auscultandum P pulo esto . fi '  'b ' I  ' . sane. non 111 lClaS 1 0, qUll1 vu gus ex venlate 
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pauca ex opinione multa restimet, ideoque non abs re homines 
ingenij acumine, artrum et scientiarum satellilio stipali, a 
mnltitudinis sententia plemmque r,ecesserunt, nimirum quod 
exploratum haberent, apud probos et eruditos momenta ra 
nis plus vale re, quam im becillam, infirmamque vulgi opinio� 
nemo insignemque esse temeritatem, falsa, aut certe vix dUIll 
satis cognita, pro veris habere. Quod ad me attinet, vt a 
laudatis viris laudari, pulchrum gloriosumque arbitror: sic a 
malis culpari, illudi, aut calumniari non moror. si quid est in 
me laude dignum diuinae benignitati acceptum refero. 
vulgi opinionem de me conceptam magni non facio, non 
reijciendam tamen penitus existimo. sed quoniam non solulll 
ij, sed plerique eruditi, patrire lumina, calculum adijcerunt, valde 
ingratus viderer si manibus pedibusque non conarer eoru 
expectationi respondere. Qnod si Reverentire vestrre placeret 
E7rL1j;T}cpl'fLv et eorum omnium votis aurem patientem ac beneuolam 
accommodare 7roi\i\a!; Ef..7ri6a, fXW famam Scholae Sedbetgensz's ex 
cineribus (Phcenicis ad instar) reuiuiscere" cujus amore tam 
vehementer fIagro, ut lubens im pendar et superimpendar pro 
incolumitate ejusdem si parcent animre fata superstiti: ignoscas 
audacire (Colendissime Domine) intestinis ejusdem litibus 
infanda multa perpessus fui, plura ingruentia prospicio, nisi 
insurgentes restus tridente tuo componeFe digneris. at si cceptis 
noslris aspirare boni consuleres rebusque nostris laborantibus 
ope m ferres, non si male nunc et olim sic erit. procul dubio 
maJora scholreque vtiliora beneuolentia et 01-'0l'O[9' assequenda 
sunt, quam alij rixis et litigijs contenderunt, nam con cordia 
parua crescunt, at discordia magna dilabuntur. 

Epistolam alteram grrece, vt potui, vereor ne' ingenio plus 
quam bceotico composui; nihilominus ipsa candoris et human i- . 
tatis vestrae fama, magnam timoris partem extulit, quod s� 
tenuiculum hoc obseruantire mere (vir reue[endissime) indicium, 
festinatum magis quam exactum non anersaris, posthac grandia 
conabor; et quae per temporis angustias assequi intelligentia 
nequeam, saltem persequi diligentiil. contendam. Utcunque 
110n omnino male mecum actum esse repntabo, si idem mihi 
euenerit, quod Seneca de quoda711 refert qui cum bis in eodem 
die, grrece et latine cleclamasset et sciscitaretur a quodam 
quomodo perorasset responsum tulit, bene ml k'W';W., bene laline 
perperam grrece. quol1iam si ucpaAl-'cI Tt dip!}!; seu grrecum siue 
latinnm l11agna mihi spes est can do rem veslrum non inique 
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. sed potins ut solent amantes amicorum nreuis delectari. 
ferre, f ' 

. ,  

d vereor ne molestus uero Importuno OffiClO. Vale Itaquc 
Se , '1' . d d O-r:-'7 k'fmaA'7 et me vi Issimum caput a pe eS vestros 
�(lp:rrp ,�, '1' , ' ' 
deflexUIU propitlO dlgnens ocello. 

Tua Amplitudini deuotissimus 
RIC. GARTHWAITE, 

[eb. 
Sedbergensis. 

The choice of the College, however, fell upon J elmes 

Buchanan M.A. of Sidney College. According to 

some letters from Sedbergh preserved in College, 

Richard Garthwaite became Master of Kirkby Lons· 

dale School. The Admission Register shews that he 

sent a number of boys to the College. He probably 

remained at Kirkby Lonsdale until 1669, when he 

became I-lead Master of the Free Grammar School 

at Newcastle upon Tyne (Catlisle, Endowed Schools ii 

256). He published a censure upon Lilly's Grammar. 

He was removed from Newcastle in 1690• 

NOTE.-Mr W. D. Fane, of Melbourne Hall, Derby, 

sends the following notes :-

In the Eagl�, vo1 xvii, p. 144, Valentine Carey, Bishop 
of Ex.e ter, writing to the Master of St John's, 3 October 
1623, makes interest for a ' Schollership ' for one of the 
two sons of his brother [in law] John Coke. John Coke 
(afterwards a Master of Requests, and then from 1625 to 
1640 one of the two principal Secretaries of State) 
became possessed of this house (in which I have lived 
for 19 years), now possessed by his descendant Lord 
Cowper. He left a large quantity of papers, which are 
preserved in the Muniment Room here. Most of these 
have recently been published by the I'�hst01'zcal MSS 
COI/Il/I/ssz'on, and I believe copies of the three volumes of 
the Co/�e Papers are in the College Library. 

It wil l  be seen in the Introduction to that pUblication 

VOL. XVIII. S 
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that the two sons mentioned by " Val. Exon." both went 
to Trinity College, that the elder died at the end of his 
first term, and the younger became Sir John Coke, 
M.P. for Derbyshire in the Long Parliament, and one of 
the Commissioners to take charge of King Charles at 
Newcastle and Holdenby. 

A third son, Thomas Coke, was also at Trinity, 
Member in the Long Parliament for Leicester Borough, 
an adherent of King Charles I and II, arrested and 
attainted for' treason ' in 1656; whereupon he became 
an informer and was reprieved. His' informations' are 
set out in the We/beck Papers of the Duke of Portland, 
Hzst. MSS CommtsSlon. 

Mr Fane also draws attention to the fact that there 
is a statement of the expenses of Lord Percy at St John's 
College, Cambridge, 1614-16 15. Htst. MSS Comm. 
Report VI. p. 230 b. See also 1647, Nov 15, z·bta. p. 
209 b, Dec 4, toza. 2 14 a. 

R. F. S. 

(To be continued.) 

A TRANSLATION 

(Attempted z'n consequence of a challenge). 

[" 'Mrs Harris,' I says to her, 'dont name the 

charge, for if I could afford to lay all my feller creeturs 

out for nothink I would gladly do it; sich is the love 

I bear 'em. But what I always says to them as has 

the management of matters, Mrs Harris,''' -here she 

kept her eye on Mr Pecksniff-'" be they gents or be 
they ladies-is, Dont ask me whether I wont take none, 
or whether I will, but leave the bottle on the chimley 
piece, and let me put my lips to it when I am so 
dispoged.' " lJ;[artz'n Chuzzlewz't, Chap. xix]. 

" wr:; ecpaT" aUTdp €ryw p..£v ap..€£(3op,EV'11 '11'pOerE(WTrOV, 
, oa£p,ovi'11, 'AppLererLaO€W aA-oX' aVTL8€0£0, 
p,� 8�v o� '11'EP� p,ler80v avetpeo, p,�S' ovop,a� e 
Toi'11 ryap TOL EryWV aryav� "a� rrrrt'11 elp,t, 
i7 "ev A.aov ct'11'aVT' er p,o£ ouvap,tr:; rye '11'apet'11, 
criTOU E1I''11€TaVOV (3£OTOU B' ctA.£� evoov €OVTO�, 
acr1l'acrtw� "a� ap,£crBo� €oucra 1I'ep£erTEiA.a£p,£ 
[EV A.EKTprp A.€gacra TaV'11A.Ery€O<; Bal'aTOto 
auT'l], or:; "e Bav'[}er£ (3POT(;JV "a.l '11'OTp.. OV €1I'ler1l''[).] 
(LA.A.' e" TO£ €pew erv 0' ev� ,ppeer� (3aA-A.EO erBerLv'''
l5crcre S€ oi llegJlE'icpoV €cr€opa"ov aer"EA.€r:; alel-
" , "eivO£crLV ryap '11'acr£ '11'Lcpaucr"Op,€V'11 O,ryopevw 
€'" " � , " I , ( '  , to '/ , "\.  LT al'Vp ELTe ryvva,x OTErp TavE eprya p,Ep,'11",ev, 
W rI.. ' ,\ , , ,.. " I '�I I , 

, '1"",13, TL1I'TE crv TaVTa p, aveLpEa£,. ovve TL ere XP'1 LSll e' ,\ '8 ''\ ' 'B � I "  r vat 'YJ 13 E"W 1I'£VE£V P,€ V, 'YJE "a� oUX" 
, t- , )1 " ) '  , \ ' � ,  )' �L 0 ary 1311" ecrxapocp£v "aTa8Er:; OE1I'a<; 1]0130<; O'vov, 

orpp' EV XEpcr�V €A-W '11'lvouera Te n:p'11'Op,EVl] TE, 
:teLA.Ea Te '11'pO er 8e'icr' 01l'OTav ,ptA.OV -1TOP avwry'[}.'" 

SAMUEL BUTLER. 



WALTER PATER. 

" 11: ill HE service of philosophy," writes Mr Pater 
in the beautiful conclusion of his book on 
the Renaissance-Cl the service of philo� 
sophy, and of religion and culture as well, 

to the human spirit, is to startle it into a sharp and 
eager observation. Every moment some form grows 
perfect in hand or face; some tone on the hills or sea is 
choicer than the rest; some mood of passion or insight 
or intellectual excitement is irresistibly real and attrac
tive for us-for that moment only. Not the fruit of 
experience, but experience itself is the end. A counted 
number of pulses only is given to us of a variegated 
dramatic life. How may we see in them all that 
is to be seen in them by the finest senses? How can 
we pass most swiftly from point to point, and be present 
always at the focus where the greatest number of vital 
forces unite in their purest energy?" 

Mr Pater, in five short volumes of exquisite prose, 
has given us some results of his attempt to solve that 
question. He has lived among impressions: he has 
nUl-de use of that counted number of pulses to the full : 
and what sweet fragments he has arrested from the 
perpetual flux of things he has imparted by the power 
of. his pen to those who, like himself, are earnestly 
seeking to catch in fleeting things some reflexion of the 
True and B!3autiful. His life is quiet and reserved; a 
life of contemplation, q,dmitting of little converse with 
the outer world; a tranquil, self-reliant, self-controlled 
existence, too busy with the inner motions of the soul to 
pay much atte�tion to the acci�ents C?f hu111an life. 
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To write the record of such a life is a mere matter of 
WaIter Horatio Pater was born in London on dates. 

th of August 1839, the son of Mr Richard Glode the
t

4. and was educated at King's School, Canterbury, pa C l , 

hich he left for Oxford when he was eighteen. His 
VI ay on Winckelmann, to many the most precious 
e sS 
hinO" he has written, appeared the year before in the t '" . 1: J 
rVestmzilster Revzew lor anuary 1857-surely a most 

singular instance of boyish precocity. He was entered 

at Queen's College, Oxford, on the 11th of June 1858, 

and took his degree in 1862, with a second class in 

Classics. Two years later, at the age of twenty-three, 

he was elected a Fellow of Brasenose, where he became 

a Tutor in 1867, and continued to hold that office until 

1883. In 1873 he published his famous Studzes z'n the 

Ht'sfory of the Renazssance, which have been followed, 
during the last ten years, by Marz�ts the Epz(;urean, 

Im(l,�l'lZary Portrazis, Apprecz"atzons, and a series 

of lectures on Plato and Platontsm, the last-men
tioned book appearing in the spring of last year. 
Besides these volumes, he has written at intervals for 
magazines and reviews. 

The book which made his fame, and by which he will 
be remembered, is that first book, Studzes z'n the 
Ht's/ory of the Renazssance. He has altered and cut 
out passages in subsequent editions to suit changes of 
thought, but, in substance, it remains the same-a 
Collection of eight short and brilliant essays, covering 
almost every aspect of that splendid era, and extending 
from the very birth of modern literature in Provence at 
the end of the thirteenth century, to the revival of the 
� el1enic spirit under Winckelmann in 1764. The book 
IS short but priceless. No student of the Renaissance, 
the most fascinating, the most paradoxical period of the 
World's history, has ever seen so deeply into its spirit, 
Or �las criticised its leading features from such a catholic 
POint of view. 

It is hard to select from these studies. Undoubtedly, 
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in point of style, the short essay on Bottice11i, and 
magnificent appreciation of Lionardo da Vinci, are 
best: and on them the eye loves to dwell to the 
si on of their staider and more sober compan' 
all are perfect in style and matter. There are no 
vulgaris ms, 110 tasteless rhapsodies-the whole 
moves along slowly and with stately self-control, a 
absolute calm and tranquillity. 

The Renaissance, as Mr Pater understands it, was 
"general and enlightening stimulus of the 
mind" which" may be traced far into the middle 
itself, with its qualities already clearly pronounced, 
care for physical beauty, the worship of the body, 
breaking down of those limits which the 
system of the middle age imposed on the heart and 
imagination." And this is why he begins his book 
the little Provenyal novel Aucassz'n et 
which, written for a large cirCle of readers of all 
reflects so much of the poetry of the Troubadours, 
translates into the language of daily life the hi 
love strains of Bernard de Ventadour and Pierre 
As we read this short critique, we feel how 
mediaeval spirit prepared itself for the full glory of 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, revolting from 
constraint and formula of religious dogma, and los 
itself in the idolatry of love, as when Tannhauser 
his heart and gave his soul to the goddess in the ca 
of the Venusberg. 

. 

In the essay on Pico della Mirandola, we read 
this desire for freedom from the trammels of 
ventional thought resulted in the revival of ancien 
learning: how Lorenzo the Magnificent and his 
varied their statecraft and their amours with learned 
research. Hellenism revived, and the Hellenic desire 
for beauty and perfection of form led to the cultivation 
of the fine arts-sculpture and painting. Sandro 
Botticelli in painting, Luca della Robbia in sculpture
these are the two examples Mr Pater chooses from the 
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. artists, to show the development of the sister 
carher 

.And then, turning from the goldsmiths, painters, 
arts. 

llptors of Florence, from Italian art in its youth, 
ld sct at 

rrive at the splendour and perfect beauty of its 
we a .  f 

. 

load manifested 10 the two greatest men 0 genlUs 
D1an 1 , 

M' I 1 d L' d d 
of the Renaissance, lche ange 0 an lOnar 0 a 

Vinci. 
,e Out of the strong came forth sweetness" -that is 

the text of the essay on the" Poetry of Michelangelo." 

l\1r Pater shows how the great sculptor, attractive to 

some, repellent to others in the very strength of his 

conceptions, nevertheless, by his love of life, by his 

longing for the unseen ideal beauty, infused into them a 

certain sweetness and gentleness. This view of his work 

is not apparent to everyone. The ability ofMichelangelo 

to give life to his figures-that suggestion of life in which, 

1\1r Pater says, lies his sweetness--has been denied by a 

school of eminent critics. Mr Ruskin, in his pamphlet 

on the relation between Michelangelo and Tintoret, has 

asserted that Michelangelo studied his anatomy and the 

pose of his figures exclusively from the dead. body. 

And, if this be admitted, at once the sweetness vanishes, 

and the strength remains, with touches of the grotesque 
and 1ttfICabre. 

SUch critics, in their fervent, exclusive, short-sighted 
devotion to mediaeval art, to the virgins of Fra 
Angelico, or the suffering saints of Filippino Lippi, fail 
to. appreciate' the pagan, the Hellenic element in 
1hchelangelo and Raffaelle. Their movement is 
essentially retrograde; they would have art advance to 
a certain point, and go no further. But Mr Pater 
�kno\Vlec1ges the necessity of artistic progress, and, in 
� e catholicity of his heart, just as he appreciates to the 
ull the Christian mysticism of Botticelli and his con

tempo . 
. ranes, so he advances to the fuller perfection of art 
In lIicl 1 . 
P le angelo, Raffaelle, and the Venetlan school. 

fi crhaps no juster criticism of Michelangelo, that unique 
gUrc in 1 W lom all the arts are co-related, who stood 
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out from the workshop of the stiff, stilted GhirIan 
to make an epoch in the history of art, has 
written than this. 

In the essay on "Lionardo da Vinci," 
comes nearest to us. The Mqster has given some 
his own temperament to him. Lionardo, ever on 
search for impressions, noting down the" strange 
or hair " of those who passed him in the streets, im 
with the smiling of women and the solemn move 
of water, with his passionate affection for those 
friends, pupils, and servants, with their wavy cu 
hair, whose figures stand round the base of his s 
in Milan-this is the man of all men whom Mr 
can love and sympathise with. How exquisitely, 
instance, does he follow through Lionardo's 
paintings his love for moving water. "You 
follow it springing from its distant source among 
rocks on the heath of the' Madonna of the Bala 
pa�ming as a little fall into the treacherous calm 
the 'Madonna of the Lake,' next, as a goodly 
below the cliffs of the' Madonna of the Rocks,' 
the white walls of its distant villages, stealing out 
a network of divided streams in 'La Gioconda ' to 
sea-shore of the 'Saint Anne '-that delicate 
where the wind passes like the hand of some fine etch 
over the surface, and the untorn shells lie thick 
the sand, and the tops of the rocks to which the wa 
never rise are green with grass grown fine as hair." 

Of this essay I shall speak more fully when 
time comes to discuss Mr Pater's style. The bo 
passes on to the lyric poets of France-the illus 
Pleiad of court bards, headed by Ronsard and J oach 
du Bellay, who gives his name to this chapter. 
lastly, from French sonneteers we come to 
mann, the great German, who, amid the frigid 
ventionalities of the last century, realised the id 
Hellenic beauty, as one born out of due time. Here 
again we find Mr Pater in full sympathy with 
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. > t The love of bodily beauty which found its bJec , Su adequate expression in Greek sculpture is common 
onl\Vinckelmann and Mr Pater. Painting, they both 

to 1 however perfect it may be, can only suggest the 
fee, h I' l' I 'r d '  h l' in sculpture t e sou IS p am y manlleste 1Il t e 
sou ' . 1 . I k 't t b b 1 r And thus 111 t 11S essay, t le wor , 1  mus e oC ) . 

membered, of a schoolboy, Mr Pater has given u� 

��e of the 1110St admirable and sympathetic appreciations 

of Greek art which we possess. He has also done 

service to the memory of Winckelmann in the short 

sketch of his romantic life. Winckelmann has been 

overshadowed in the past by his greater disciple, 

Goethe: some of this shadow Mr Pater has removed 

for us. 
Wc shall perhaps find it more useful to artticipate 

Mr Pater's second great work Man'us by a> brief 

glance at the three minor volumes, although their 

appearance has been of later date. And first, let us 
look at App1'ecz'atzons published in 1889. This book 
is a collection of essays, principally on English 
literature. It cannot be denied that it is his most 
unequal attempt. Some of the essays, and especially 
those on "Sir Thomas Browne" and c'Shakspere's 
English Kings," are good; but the majority, not even 
excluding the often praised critique of Wordsworth, 
are very indifferent-vague metaphysical meanderings, 
written in a somewhat turgid style, contrasting oddly 
with the style of the Renazssance. Yet the image of 
Shakspere's Richard the Second, as he conceives it. 
rOyal, slim, dainty and beautiful, with the holy oil 0: anointing on its head, and the dignity of an anointed 
b,ng in its heart, ranks beside and claims kinship Wlth tl ' 

" 10se other figures WhICh Mr Pater has so ex� 
qUISltcly outlined for us-Aucassin the debonair, like the 
nlccliil.cv I d ' , 
b ' a go of love, the delIcate Flavlan, and the 
e�tiful clean-limbed Denys of Auxerre. 

th cnys of Auxerre comes home to our hearts most of e fOur YOllths whom Mr Pater has depicted in Ima-
VOL. X VIII. T 
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gZ1zary Por/razes. No greater contrast could be 
than that which exists between the four. Watteau 
"Prince of Court Painters," all afire to gain fame

' 

his brush at the French Court: Denys l' Auxerrois, h 
a pagan god revisiting the earth, half a p 
Savonarola-like, inciting his townsmen on to the b 
ing of their cathedral, and at last murdered by th 
in the fury of middle-age ecclesiasticism and s 
stition, as a dealer in the Black Art: Sebastian 
Storck, retiring from the simple life of a Dutch coun 
house into mystic research: Duke Carl of Rosen 
yearning, amid Teutonic barbarism, for the new m 
and artistic culture of Italy-all are different, and 
Mr Pater has endowed with life in one of the 
fascinating books of modern days, a book which is 
diary of delicious moments, a storehou�e of 
scenes. He who is fortunate enough to read it for 
first time, finds a new world of thought and scen 
opened for him. And perhaps, on that account, it 
best to begin the careful study of Mr Pater's work 
this book, the most popular, and, in a certain sense, 
most beautiful book he has written. 

From the charming Inzagz1zary P01'trazes, it 
haves us to pass to his latest book Plato and 
nzsnz. Clever and suggestive as it undoubtedly is, 
,contributes very little to our knowledge of the subj 
The chapter on "Lacedaemon " is at times as good 
his best work, and, here and there, we can percei 
under the heap of epithet and parenthesis with 
he has chosen to lade his later prose, some touches 
which recall the beauties of the Renazssa17ce and 
Mantts. But they are few: the book, as a whole, is 
toilsome to read, the main thread of the sentence is 
lost by the continual intrusion of long parentheses, the 
author perpetually repeats himself, and the gain, at 
the end, is inconsiderable. Mr Pater's style, so admir
ably suited to vivid pictorial description, as, indeed, �s 
plain in the" Lacedaemon" chapter, loses itself when 1 
attempts to tread the paths of abstract discussion. 
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We have reser�ed Mart'us to th
,
e la:t. Mar�'zts the 

, an ' Ius uieas and sensatzons IS the tttle of 
E ntClt?'8 . . . 

1 b k a subtle psychological study, a record of llU-
the 00 , 

. . 

'011S bound together by a sllght clear narrative. 
PresS! , . 

r have presented before us Manus, a young member 

\� 
e 

n ancient family, decayed and impoverished by its 
o 

e�bers' excess, left its head by the death of his father. 

�ow lovely that old villa where, trained in the st�rn 
.
old 

Roman religion, he spent the early years of IllS hfe! 

"The building of pale red and yellow marble, mellowed 

by age ... was indeed but the exquisite fragment of a 
once large and sumptuous villa. Two centuries of the 

play of the sea-wind were in the velvet of the mosses 

which lay along its inaccessible ledges and angles. 

Here and there the marble plates had slipped from their 

places, where the delicate weeds had forced their way. 

The graceful wildness which prevailed in garden and 

farm, gave place to a singular nicety about the actual 

habitation, and a still more scrupulous sweetness and 
order reigned within . . .  The little glazed windows in 
the uppermost chamber framed each its dainty land
scape-the pallid crags of Carrara, like wildly twisted 
snow-drifts above the purple heath: the distant harbour 
with its freight of white marble going to sea: the light
ho�se temple of Venus Speciosa on its dark headland, 
amid the long-drawn curves of white breakers. Even 
?n Summer nights the air there had always a motion in 
It, and drove the scent of the new-mown hay along all 
the passages of the house. " 

th 
\Vhat wonder that the boy, with this perfect home on 

P
e sl.opes of Luna, grows up peculiarly sensitive to im

reSSlOns I Th 
A.lbas 

v' . e very name of that home, Ad Vigilias 

ro 
, iVhlte-Nights, has something of mystery and 

mance ab . 

boy' 
l

out 1t to affect the mind. Troubled by some 
IS 1 corn 1 . 

A.esc 1 . P all1t, he goes to be healed at a temple of 

the 1� 
aplUS, far among the mountains, and there, from 

the sePs of a bland white-robed priest, he learns 
cret l' 1 \V lie 1 afterwards moulded his life-the secret 
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of living among the beautiful and for the beautiful 
putting out of sight what is sordid and vile, and 

, 

transforming the mind and, as far as possible, the 
into conformation with ideal beauty. 

Then follows the death of his mother, the s 
woman with the shadow of grief upon her, who to 
son had always seemed divine, and his schooldays 
Pisa, told in a succession of beautiful pictures. H 
schoo1days furnish the most interesting episode of h 
career, his tender love and friendship for Flavian, 
brilliant proud youth, the son of a freedman, devoted to 
the study of that Euphuism which, under Apuleius, 
the chief literary mark of the Antonine age-the dain 
choice selection of words and phrases which al 
sounds a note of decadence in literature. Marius 
Flavian are inseparable: Flavian writes quaint 
stimulated by impressions received i n  the s 
like Lionardo !�and Marius, the younger, admires 
tries to follow his example. But the bright, bea 
F1avian dies : the anz11ZZtla vagula goes aw 
whither ? and Marius is left alone. 

It is at this point that his Epicureanism begins 
develop. Left solitary by the death of his friend 
his is one of those natures which experience few att 
ments, and those in an almost exaggerated in 
he turns himself to the doctrine of the Cyrenaic school, 
and lives to catch continual impressions, beautiful sights, 
sounds, odours, preserved from the inconstant flux of all 
things, and treasured in the memory. In this state of 
mind, with his natural receptivity of soul cultured to an 
abnormal sensibility of what is curious, beautiful and 
romantic, he journeys to Rome, to fill the place of 
amanuensis to the em peror. 

On his journey he falls in with the second man 
whom he is destined to love�the centurion Cornelius, 
a sweet but shadowy figure, of whom we would fain 
know more. The arrival in, Rome, the return of Marcus 
Aurelius, the im perial household, the gladiatorial 
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t t in the arena, the dinner-party at Tuscu1um 
con es 

Apuleius was a guest-these are but a few of ",here ' I  ' f l\ ,r ' ' l ' f  ' brj O"h t tranqu1 p1ctures we get 0 .l.V.l.anus 1 e 111 
the b '  , l'h bl f l ' r h' Imperial C1ty, e pro em 0 11e seems to 1m 
the 

ore puzzling than of old, when he sees on the one 

�and the Stoic emperor, with his strang'ely contradictory 

ads and his signal indulgence towards his licentious 
n10  , 
brother and adulterous wife ; and, on the other, his 

frien d Cornelius, placid and pure of heart, in whom 

there is surely something, some deep-set philosophy 

below the surface, which produces that unusual calm

ness, whose secrets even the dearest friend cannot 

fathom. 
Cornelius' philosophy at length becomes apparent-

be belongs to the new sect of Christians, allowed , 

d uri ng this period, the " Minor Peace of the Church," 

to rest un molested and hold their worship as they 
would, And Marius, in the house of Caecilia Metella, 
is i ntroduced to their deepest and grandest ceremony, 
the celebration of the Holy Eucharist. Already led 
to bel ieve in some divine companion along the road 
of l ife, some Ideal, some Eternal Reason, some Father 
of l\Ien, these sacred mysteries move him to the very 
depth s  of his soul, and he often attends the service, 
won d eri n g at its profound meaning, its purifying and 
SOothing influence on a character like that of his friend. 

And so he unconsciously, but surely, arrives nearer 
and nearer Christianity. The breaking of the storm o��r the Church, the deaths of the martyrs, and the 
V1S1t to his old home and his mother' s tomb, act 
PowerfUlly upon that habit of subjective meditation i n  
;hiCh i t  is his custom to indulge. So it is that we 
h � d :l im at a little town, lying on the road between the 

T�
llslde villa and Rome, in the company of Cornelius. l e tow n ,  already plague-stricken, is visited by an 

eatrthquake ; the pagan populace, enraged and suspicious, 
a tac] "  tl Ch ' /;il ' '- le nstians at their prayers round a martyr' s 

l1"111e d 1 ' , an s ay two more of their number. The 
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guards quell the tumult, and seize the rest of 
C h ristians, among them Cornelius and Marius, 
had been present at the service, as had of late 
his use. 

Then comes the end. The selfish, self-ab 
Epicurean sees, as by a flash of inspiration, the 
of self-sacrifice. He aids Cornelius in his escape, a 
remains to suffer himself. Dragged by his 
over rough mountain roads, his delicate frame 
worn out by the unaccustomed travel and hard 
he falls sick of a fever in a rude wayside 
There he lies with his senses slowly ebbing a 
from him, looking over his past life in the instant 
death, summing up these precious ideas, those 
quisite sensations, those happy, short-lived friend 
and so in calm repose, amid a supreme hush 
tranquillity, he sinks into his last sleep, fortified 
the moment when his strength fails him and his si 
grows dim, by the c.onsolations of the Church, 
super-substantial bread of Christians. So he dies: 
rests his soul, that ant'ma naturalt'ter Chrz'stz"ana 
conquest over self by a virtual martyrdom. 

The book glides gently to its close. There is 
noise and hurry in its ending. From beginning to end 
through that brilliant succession of bright pictures, i 
moves along with a slow, peaceful stateliness: there 
no hasty abrupt transit ions to mar its perfect evennesS 
and uniformity, no wasted energy, no feverish nervouS
ness : it is a consummate masterpiece of art, full y  rounded 
off, elaborated and perfected. In its self-restraint, its 
concentration on its subject, its utter stillness, it is 
complete. 

This stateliness of motion, this statuesque perfection, 
gives Mr Pater's style its princijJal charm. The very 
choiceness and beauty of his language, the trim, well
balanced order of his sentences, the happiness of his 
phrases, soothes and purifies the reader's mind. To 
read his prose is to walk in a garden, planted w�th 
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t :flowers, the rare exotic plants often mingled 
f gran ra 

t1 e more simple blooms of native growth, but all 
' th 1 w1 10n ised into one graceful whole by the gardener's 

harn 
,t l ove and skill. In the cool air, filled with rich 

utmO!5 • , 

ts there hangs a strange sllence, a peace wInch 
scen ' .  . 

ges the passIOns and calms the m1l1d. 
assua . h 11 ' 11 ' d '  f 

Yet the style, WIt a ItS a unng se uchveness 0 

form and colour, has little spontaneity. It depends on 

careful selection of words, an orderly arrangement of 

:entences . l\Ir Pater corresponds in English to Apu 

leiu5 in Latin-to Apuleius, whose spirit he has so 

sympathetically reproduced in his incomparable trans

lation of the story of Cupid and Psyche. He feels it his 

mission to refine our common speech, to reconcile ex

pressi ve foreign phrases with it, to seek fine shades of 

meaning for his epithets-in a word, to euphuise our 

language. And, beautiful and pleasing to the eye as it 

is, at the same time, euphuistic style is a mark of literary 
decadence. The French of Gautier, Flaubert, Feuillet, 
and the more modern brothers de Goncourt, has left 
its trace on Mr Pater's sty le. We learn it from the 
postscript to Appre-datzons, and his use of epithets in a 
purely French sense throughout his works confirms its 
influen ce. 

In his later books, he has carried his euphuism to 
excess . I have spoken of the style of Apprect'cdtons 
and Plato. There is little left of that beauty and 
winning freshness which attracts every reader who cares 
a single jot for English prose style to the Renaz'ssancl!:. 
The calmness and stillness indeed remain, but every 
n ow an d then they sink into lethargy: the Gallic influ
ence h as the victory, and all the writer's art fails t o  
con ccal th e h unt after epithets, the torturing o f  words to su ' t l '  
l ' 1 a tCn senses. We have to tread every sentence 

Ike a m aze, com ing here and there to impenetrable Tnlasses of parentheses and barricades of participles, 
a ways b . 
I,  eset by the fear that we shall meet 111 the next 

Ine ' , In the next word, some unconquerable difficulty of 
COnstr . UctlOl1 or meaning. 
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After all, we can easily forgive his affectatidn, his 
scrupulous nicety in the selection of his voca 
when we consider the pictorial quality of his style. 
author, ancient or modern, has been better able to 
before our eyes what he wants to describe. All his 
work is a series of grand pictorial effects ; at first 
are mere impressionist sketches, then the details, fai 
suggested in the rough outline, are filled in ; and 
lie triumphantly sets his picture before us in its co 
plete beauty. His paper is his canvas, every word 
touch of the brush. The colours are bright, b ut 
laid on with sparing hand, never garish and g 
And the strength of his art sometimes lies in a 
phrase. What a complete picture, for instance, he 
of Lacedaemon in five words: " The solemn old mo 
tain village, "  Or of Cyrene-" the brilliant old 
colony on its fresh upland by the sea." Nowhere 
we realise his gentle touch, his vivid colour, more 
in the already quoted description of White-Nigh 
Marius' home among the Tuscan hills. 

Not only is his landscape perfect: he is also a port 
painter. His characters stand out sharply and 
tinctly. Suave, delicate, and serene they pass 
us in procession. Pico della Mirandola, Lionardo, 
Marcus Aurelius, Watteau, Richard the Secon 
Socrates -these are but a tithe of the figures he 
painted for us. No phase of character, no type 
thought, is ever too deep for his insight, too difficult 
material for his art. " A  man of about five-and-forty 
years of age "-thus he describes Aurelius-' , with 
prominent eyes-eyes which, although demurely down
cast during this esse ntially religious ceremony, were by 
nature broadly and benignantly observant, He was 
still in the main as we see him in the busts which repre
sent his gracious and courtly youth, when Hadrian had 
playfully called him, not Verus, after the name of his 
father, but Verissimus, for his candour of gaze and the 
bland capacity of the brow which, below the brown hair 
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' ng thickly as of old, shone out low, broad and 
1 sten C U and still without a trace of the trouble of his lips. 

clear, see the brow of one who, amid the blindness o r  

'You l exity of the people about him, understood all 
pe,rPgs clearly: the dilemma to which his experience so 
thin h ' b Ch ' h 1 
�' r had brought lm, etween ance WIt mee { re-

� nation and Providence with boundless po�sibilities 
slg , r h' 1 d" 1 d fi d "  
and hope, be1l1g, lor lm at east, Ist1l1ct y e ne , 

And again, to take another example of this portrait 

art, what a picture he gives us of his beloved Apuleius ! 

" Th ere was a piquancy in his rococo, very African, and 

as it were perfumed personality, though he was now 

well-nigh sixty years old-a mixture of that sort of 

Platonic spiritualism which could speak of the soul of 

man as but a sojourner in the prison of the body really 

foreign to it, with such a relish for merely bodily graces 

as availed to set the fashion in matters of dress, deport
ment, accent, and the like, nay! with something also 
which reminded Marius of the vein of coarseness he had 
found in the Golden Book." 

From Mr Pater's merits as a master of pictorial style, 
it is but a natural transition to his merits as an art
critic, And in this department he displays a marvellous 
catholicity of temperament. We have remarked his 
love for sculpture, his adoration of ideal Hellenic 
beauty: his appreciation of painting is equal. And 
not of a limited school of painting only, but of all 
Schools and nations. In his own word-pi ctures, we 
find the influence of them all: the centurion Cornelius, 
arrayed in full armour in the darkened room of the 
inn-What is he but Giorgione's study of a knight i n  
OUr National Gallery ? And again, in the opening 
�cene of " Sebastian van Storck, " we have an ice-scene 

Y, Isaac van Ostade or some other of the genre 
pal11 ters f tl N 

' 
.A. 0 le etherlands. And, when the pnest of 

, 
esclllapius opened the hidden door for Marius, what 

s��s t1�at gentle' valley the youth saw, with its sloping 
cs, ItS bosom filled with troops of white-robed novices, 

vm, �m. u 
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and the faint suggestion of a " dim, rich 
background, but a landscape by Turner ? 

Thus the susceptibility of his mind to all kinds 
painting renders him an admirable critic of 
Two famous criticisms, both often disputed, both 
suspected to contain more style than matter, cannot 
passed without quotation. First let us look at 
reading of Botticelli' s  " Madonna of the Magnificat " 
the Uffizii at Florence. 

"With Botticelli she too, though she holds in 
hands the ' Desire of all Nations,' is one of those 
are neither for God nor for his enemies ; and her ch 
is on her face. The white light on it is cast up 
and cheerless from below, as when snow lies upon 
ground, and the children look up with surprise at 
strange whiteness of the ceiling. Her trouble is in 
very caress of the mysterious child, whose gaze 
always tar from her, and who has already that s 
look of devotion which men have never been a 
altogether to love, and which still makes the born 
an object almost of suspicion to his earthly bret 
Once indeed he guides her hand to transcribe in 
book the words of her exaltation, the A ve, and 
Magnificat, and the Gaude Marza, and the young an 
glad to rouse her for a moment from her dej ection, 
eager to hold the inkhorn and support the book ; 
the pen almost drops from her hand, and the high, 
words have no meaning for her, and her true ch' 
are those others, in the midst of whom, in her rud 
home, the intolerable honour came to her, with th 
look of wistful enquiry on their irregular faces 
you see in startled animals-gipsy children such as 
those who, in Apennine villages, still hold out their long 
brown arms to beg of you, but on Sundays become 
enfants du cha3U?', with their black hair nicely combed 
and fair white linen on their sunburnt throats." 

The other picture is that famous " Monna Lisa " of 
Lionardo, in the Louvre; Thus Mr Pater interprets the 
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tl' C  half serious, half wanton expression of the face 
J11)'s , 
and body. 

" The presence that thus so strangely rose beside the 

ters is expressive of what in the ways of a thousand 
w:ars m an had come to desire. Hers is the head upon 

�hich all the ends of the world are come, and the 

:ye-lidS ar
,
e a little weary. It is a bea�ty :vrought out 

from witll ln upon the flesh, the deposlt, bttle cell by 

cell , of strange thoughts, and fantastic reveries and ex

qu isite passions. Set it for a moment beside one of 

those white Greek goddesses or beautiful women of 

ant iqui ty, and how would they be troubled by this 

bp-auty into which the soul with all its maladies had 

passed ?  All the thoughts and experience of the world 

have etched and moulded there in that which they have 

of power to refine and make expressive the outward form, 

the animalism of Greece, the lust of Rome, the reverie 

of the 1\Iiddle Age with its spiritual ambition and imagi 
n ative loves, the return of the Pagan world, the sins of 

the Borgias. 
'c She is older than the rocks among which she sits ; 

like the vampire, she has been dead many times, and 
learned the secrets of the grave ; and has been a diver 
in deep seas, and keeps their fallen day about her ; and 
trafficked for strange webs with Eastern merchants ; 
and, as Leda, was the mother of Helen of Troy, and, as 
Saint Anne, the mother of Mary ; and all this has been 
�o her but as the sound of lyres and flutes, and lives only 
1� th e delicacy with which it has moulded the changing 
lin eaments and tinged the eyelids and the hands." 

It were a worthless task to defend Mr Pater against 
th� 

,
complaint that his style is his principal object i n  �ntll1g. He is not the first against whom the accusa-

11011 of " d ' d 
i ' 

soun wlthout sense " has been preferred, an 
t� 1S always easy to assail a style which deviates from 

� Sober ways of English prose, and tends to refine and 
�� til �se conventional forms of speech. Mr Pater' s 

LlIGlSSG71ce by itself is an answer to its critics. No 
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one who takes it up can lay it down without feeling 
he has been given a fresh peep into that fairy 
that he sees that strange dream of lovely form 
fervent passion under a new aspect. Much as the 
may enchain and enthral him, it is the matter of 
book that has wrought thus upon him. 

Perhaps, however, Mr Pater, in a too eager 
after effective style, has sometimes got a little in adv 
of his thoughts. It can hardly be said of the style that 
characteristics include the simplicity which is the 
characteristic of his mind. We have before 
the likeness between him and Winckelmann in 
love for the Hellenic ideal beauty. The aim which 
priest of Aesculapius taught Marius to 
attainment of that gift which Plato, in the Pluedrus, 
the " a7Toppo� TOU K&'A.A.OVC; " -the effiuence of true b 
-which conforms our lives to the standard of our 
and repels all that is base and hideous in spirit or 
ward form-to this Mr Pater has attained. In all 
gallery of pictures which he has given us for our 
ment and profit, there is nothing that is 
repulsive side of things is not only "hidden from us, it 
absolutely ignored, as though it had no existence. 
if, as in one or two cases happens, he mentions 
circumstance that is grotesque .or ignoble, he puts 
darker shade or two into his painting, which only s 
to contrast with and enhance the beauty of the 
subject. This entire devotion to beauty, this 
adoring love for exquisite form and colour, this 
behind the back of all things unbeautiful-this is 
highest Hellenic art, and the art of Mr Pater. 

Most strongly does thi s worship of perfect 
beauty appear in a negative quality of his wo 
absence of old age from his pages. Splendid 
ideal manhood-this we see in his characters, but 
age is thrust aside. Once, indeed, an old man 
in a prominent position-Fronto, the tutor of the 
rial family-but he is magnificent, dignified, ve 
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thless doting greybeard, In a word or two he 

JlO t�O s the last years of Michelangelo and Lionardo : 
d' mlSse " . IS . ness is with the pnme of their youth. Flavlan . buSI 11:s 

. his boyhood, Marius in the bloom of manhood-we 
dIes 111 • 

, that M r Pater could not have let them hve on. He 
fGel 

t cut short the Jives of his cherished conceptions
n��

5
the four heroes of I11Zrzgz1zary Portrazts die early. 

� 1y the Greek spirit, the perennial youth of Dionysius 
r
� Phoebus Apollo, the adoration of male comeliness 

�seldom do we meet a woman in these pages- holds 

l\fr pater as it never held men before. 

The yearning after spiritual beauty through the 

accidents of outward form or the revelations of mental 

grace, occupies a l ife-time-ay, and life-time after life

time, could we only have them. Our course must be 

through a series of impressions. Moments of delight, 
of ecstatic mental elevation, the lights and shadows on 
sea and land, the shape and hues of the human face 
and form, the sunrise and sunset, the splendid picture 
or statue, rich organ-music-all are the vehicle of 
distinct impressions, of different ideas and sensations, 
which we must treasure in the store-house of our 
memories, would we reach that perfect ideal. To obtain 
our impression, the work of a mere soul-stirring moment, 
then to work it out clearly and fully in our own m inds 
until it assumes the complete form of a finished picture 
-that is the duty of our artistic life, that is the lesson 
which Mr Pater's books teach us. Our emotions, like the 
strings of a violin, answer to the least touch : it is for 
us to keep them in tune by using them. Yet once more 
let u s  quote from the author whom we have attempted 
but u n satisfa ctorily to pourtray. 

" \Vh ile all melts under our feet, we may well catch at any ex ' "  'b . 
1 " qUlslte paSSIOn, or any contn utlOn to know-

[
edge that seems, by a lifted horizon, to set the spirit 
ree for . . 

d a moment, or any sttrnng of the senses, strange 

aYt�S, strange fiowel's, and curious odours, or work of the r 1St's h d . ,  an s, or the face of one's fnend. Not to dlS-
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criminate every moment some passionate attitude 
those about us, and in the brilliancy of their gifts 
tragic dividing of forces on their ways is, on this s 
day of frost and sun, to sleep before evening. 

" We are all condamnes, as Victor Hugo says : 
have an interval, and then our place knows us no m 
Some spend this interval in listless�ess, some in 
passions, the wisest in art and song. For our 
chance is in expending that interval, in getting as 
pulsations as possible into the given time. 
passions give you this quickened sense of life, 
and sorrow o� love, political or religious enthusiasm 
the ' enthusiasm of humanity. '  Only, be sure it 
passion, that it does yield you this fruit of a 
multiplied consciousness. Of this wisdom, the 
passion, the desire for beauty, the love of art for art's 
sake has most j for art comes to you professing frankly 
to give nothing but the highest quality to your mome 
as they pass, and simply for those moments' sake." 

This is Mr Pater's gospel of the emotions. Shall we 
follow it or reject it ? Each must answer that for hi 
self. At all events, here is one who has drunk deepl 
from the cup of exquisite sensations, and has imparted 
to the world some of its contents in the books we have 
glanced at, books full of living pictures, painted with 
wonderful grace of manner. And, although it is possible 
that they may in the next generation be put away and 
forgotten, yet Mr Pater's name will still linger in the 
hearts of many as that of the Epicurean thinker, the 
poet in prose, the painter of word-pictures, and 
creator of a new style in English. 

A. H. T. 

" CUCULUS FACIT MONACO." 

[ The Cuckoo brzngs the clzinate of the Rz"vzera. ] 

" Now the balmy breath of Spring 
I Iath vanquished Winter' s sting, 

And once again the earth is green and gay: 
Fear no more the icy blast, 
For its rage is overpast, 

And the snow is for a season fled away . " 

So sang the shepherds all 
'Neath the mountains rough and tall 

(Thoug'h the sentiment's a trifle common place): 
So sang the shepherdesses 
As the zephyrs blew their tresses 

In frolicsome disorder o'er each face. 

But a thought of sadness came 
This exuberance to tame: 

" Too Soon, alas ! once more shall Winter reign! 
Spring is but for a time 
In this madly-weathered clime: 

Ah ! would that it might ne'er depart again 1 " 

Breathed the wind full warm and soft, 
Sai led the fleecy clouds aloft, 

Green shone the earth and sang the mountain rill ; 
But though birds sweet concert made, 

y Though the frisky lambkins played, et al l  the folk were discontented still. 
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" Can no method then be found 
To stay the Seasons' round ? 

Must Winter of their band be ever one, 
Who doth swift upon us steal 
Ere there's ever time to feel 

The comfortable radiance of the sun ? " 

Then said they, " Let us hark 
To the village patriarch, 

That wisest and most garrulous of men." 
For the simple folk, forsooth, 
Thought he always spoke the truth : 

But the world was very simple-minded then. 

Him they sought beneath the shade 
By the ivied arbour made, 

That stands beside the humble village inn : 
Unto him they made their wail, 
And they gave him pipes and ale, 

By which means he was persuaded to begin. 

" Many, many years h ave sped, 
Many a spring and winter fled 

S ince first I saw the lig ht," remarked the S age � 

" But never in the past 
S aw I winter like the last " 

(He had said that every year for half an age). 

" Now Seasons four there be, 
But Winter, ye can see, 

Is by far the most consistent of the lot . 
For he cometh without fail, 
E'en as I do come for ale-

Yes, thank you, I could take another pot. 

" But the Summer and the Spring
Ah ! that's quite another thing ; 

They seldom seem to know what they're about ! 
For they don't turn up always 
In these degenerate days 

But often one or both of them slip out. " 

. Cztculus Fadt Monaco. 

ffere paused the Sage to think 
( Thought was aided by a drink) ; 

But the crowd gave vent to discontented cries : 

" 'VC have heard all that before, 

Search again thy wisdom's store, 

y]" " can such things be mended ? Please advise." p O" ' 
Quoth the Sage, " I  have been told 
By people gray and old 

In the days when I myself was young and gay, 
That the Goddess of the Spring 
Loves to hear the Cuckoo sing 

And w hile he singeth, will not fly away. 

" \Vherefore this do I advise, 
That the Cuckoo ye surprise, 

If ye would that Spring for ever here abide, 
That ye build a wall all round, 
Fashioned like a village pound, 

And see the Cuckoo snugly stowed inside." 

Loudly did the shepherds cheer, 
And they filled the Sage with beer, 

Saluting him as Father of the Dale ; 
And the shepherdesses meek 
Kissed his weather-beaten cheek, 

A.nd joined in the providing of the ale. 

So he d rank, but all the rest 
Started off upon their quest, 

Inten t the Spring-en chanting bird to find : 
Through the dale and o'er the hill 
\Ven t they eagerly until 

The Cuckoo's note was borne upon the wind. 
Came the young and came the old r ' 

A ' r0 111 the cottage and the fold 
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.n.nd tl ' I Cy gathered stones a n d  mortar by the ton ; 
And " d " gUI ed by the sound lhe b"  d h .Ar.d 

lr t ey corn passed round, 
• at once h "  . b ' ld" b IS pnson- Ul mg was egun. 
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Then every shepherd swai n 
Wrought with might and wrought with main, 

For every shepherd then was strong and tall ; 
And the pretty shepherdesses 
Made pretty little messes 

As they tried to mix the mortar for the wall. 

Rose the building strong and neat 
Till the circle was complete, 

And the subtle bird was straitly prisoned round : 
Yet he sat and viewed the wall, 
Nor seemed to care at all ; 

In fact, the Cuckoo's calmness was profound. 

Now the coping-stone is set 
On the top most parapet : 

With lightsome hearts the lads and lasses sing ; 
Every shepherd, girl and boy, 
Now doth dance for very j oy 

At the prospect of a never-ending Spring. 

But alas ! that I must tell 
Of the sorrow that befell, 

Of hope, that seemed a ce rtainty, deferred, 
Of delight's exuberance, 
Merry song, and joyous dance, 

All banished by perverseness of a bird. 

For the Cuckoo didn't seem 
To appreciate the scheme, 

But as his usual dinner-time drew nigh, 
Flew and perched upon the wall, 
Gave one loud trium phant call, 

And left, nor stayed to further bid good-bye. 

Shall I picture their despair, 
How they wept and tore their ha.ir, 

How the shepherds used expressions impolite, 
How the dainty shepherdesses 
Sobbed in direst of distresses ? 

No, the tragic scene were best kept out of sight. 

Cuculus Fadt Monaco. 

In anger and in shame 

To the village inn they came, 

And deep they d�ank t� blunt their sorrow's edge ; 

And blindly 111 thelr rage 
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Did they persecute the Sage, 

For th ey stopped his beer and made him sign the pledge. 

And the Cuckoo now is shy 
And difficult to spy, 

.And his note is marked by something like a j eer. 
And you'll see-so I expect
That this history's correct 

From the fact that Winter still comes every year. 

R. H. F. 

DIE PHILOS OPHIE DER LIEBE. 

( A Iter S helley.) 

SIEU' wie bestandig sich mischen und paaren 
Der Quell mit dem Fluss, und der Fluss mit dem 

:11eer, 
Und wie die Winde gesellig sich schaaren, 

Und pfeifen und stiirmen und tanzen umher. 
Denn so ist es wahrlich von j eher gewesen, 

Und so in der Zukunft fiir ewig wird's sein, 
Dass liebreich sich schmieg e  das Wesen ans Wesen, 

Doch, Liebchen, warum lasst du mich allein ? 
Sieh' \Vie die Berge den Himmel durchld.'tssen, 

U nd wie sich umarmen die Well en im Spiel, 
U nd sind nicht die Blumen auch innig beflissen 

V 
Z�. zeige� einander ein zartes Gefiihl ? 

erJ ungt wlrd die Erde von Kiissen der S onne, 

D 
Die See auch glanzt schOner im Mondenschein ; 
oeh all' dies ermangelt an Lust und an W onne 
"Venn du mich nicht kiissest, 0 Liebchen mein. 

A. J. C. 
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MODERN GREEK SONGS. 

XEXto6va epxera� 
�7T' T�V aU7Tp1JV .9axaUua v ' 

Ka.91Jue Ka t XaX1Jue' 
• •  MapT7], IUIPT1J jJ.OU Ka).. e, 
.. Kat rpXE(3ap1J 8Xt(3epe,  

I. 

.. K' �v Xtov[uVr.;, /c '  ct v  7TOVTluVr.;, 
. .  naxe avotEw jJ.UpLtE�r.;." 

• • •  t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

[Faun'tl ii. 256]. 

H. 

,.6 ' 

'3U7TVOO T�V VVXTa, IC' epOOTOO 1" aUTpa jJ.€ T�" dppaoa' 
TaXa Tt ICap,v' 0 rptAOr.; jJ.OU Twpa 'Y£a 7TaJlTappaba. 

[10. 272]. 

HI. 
Me TO o£IC6 uou TO cfJtX£ ' r.;  TOUr.; ovpavour.; 7TETClOO, 
Me TOUr.; a'Y'Y€Ao ur.; Ku.90fl a£, p,' a VToUr.; /Co(3€JlTa ICaJlOO, 

[lb, 274J. 

IV. 
Ta 'YEX£a jJ.E Ta IC)..UjJ.jJ.ara, ;, xapa jJ.€ T�JI 7TptKav, 
Etr.; p,tav wpav u7Tap.9T}ICaV, flat;, €'YEJlJI'T}.9ijICav, 

[lb.J .  

�l·� !!� 
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VERSIONS. 

I. 
FEBRUARY AND MARCH. 

THE swallows have come 
Across the foam, 

�� 

And they sit and twitter for all to hear : 
" IIlarch, month mine, and Shrove month drear, 

Though you snow and rain 
Yet you bring again 

The scents of the spring of another Year. " 

H. 
A FRIEND'S LOVE. 

I wake at night and tell the stars, 
Each after each, as on they wend: 

'Each moment be my registrars 
And bear me word, How does my In'end.' 

Ill. 
HEAVENLY FLIGHT. 

Thanks to thy kisses I can scale the skies, 
Amid the angels sit, and join their colloquies. 

IV. 

OF EQUAL AGE. 

Tears and laughter, woe and mirth, 
Had one begetting and one birth. 

C. E. S. 



THE COLLEGE REGISTER OF ADMISSIONS 
PART n. 

HE appearance of this 
expression of gratitude to Professor 
and Mr R. F. Scott and their 
for the labour and care spent in making 

part of our College history accessible to all. The 
ness of the errors in such a work and the 
complete Indexes, which we owe to the loving la 
of the Rev P. J. F. Gantillon, arouse almost a 
of awe at the painful patience bestowed on the publi 
tion. Let me offer some results of the pleasant (and 
hope not wholly unprofitable) hours spent in 
this monument of devotion to our College. 

The First Part (pp. xxxiv + 1 7 2 ), which was 
in 1 882t, gave the Admissions from 1 63 0  to 1 6 65 j 
Second Part (pp. lxxxviii + 2 2 0)  continues the list for 
next 50 years, down to 1 7  I S ,  and adds an index ( 2  
pages), o r  rather a series o f  Indexes, o f  the 
Places, Trades &c. Ca English, b Latin), Schools, 
Testimonials contained in both Parts. These Ind 
add vastly to the value of the Admzsszons and introd 
order and coherence into the mass of facts which 
before no principle of arrangement but chronolo 
sequence.::: 

A comparison of Part n with Part I gives 

• Admissions to the College of St John the Evang"diist in the University 
Cambridge. P"rt II, JUly 1665-J"ly 1 7 1 5 .  Deighton, Bell, & Co. 
Price Ss. 

t See The Eagle, vol xii, p. 222. 
t The only im provements that suggest themselves in this nearly perfect 

edition are ( I )  the continuous paging of the separate Parts and the consequent 
unifying of the Indexes, and (2) the addition of head-lines (' Places,' ' Schools, ' 
&c.) to the 2 7 6  pages of Index. 

Tlze College Regz'sler of Adnzz'ssz01ZS. 1 5 9  

H
awing results : during the 5 0  years 1 6 6 5 - 1 7 1 5  

fa 
total number of admissions was 2 64 6'1f, giving an 

the 
-age of 5 2 ' 9 2 per annum, which shows a falling off 

aye! 
from the earlier period � 63 0 - 1 6 6 5 ,  when the total for 

he 35 years was 1 9 5 0, t . e .  an average of 5 5 ' 7  yearly·t 
t ·  l '  h 
The larg'est entry 111 any one year was 90, w l1C was 

reached once in each period j the lowest entry was i n  

the later period ,; 7 ;  in the earlier 1 3  and 9 are the totals 

for twO successive years. The smaller li mits of fluctua

tion follow the cessation of " the heat of the wars " :  

though indications are not wanting of the presence of 

other troubles. For instance, the number of men of 

whom it is recorded in the notes that they died in 

residen ce, while undergraduates or B.A. 's, shows the 

unhealthiness of the times·t 
In th is connexion observe that two boys were 

admitted in absence " ob pustularum metum, &c."§ On 

• The total i s  gained by adding the yearly snmmaries given in the Admis

siollJ. These summaries are not always quite accurate ; as sometimes a 
studen t is entcred twice, and sometimes there is an apparent omission. Perhaps 
the two errors balance each other in the grand total. 

t And this in spite of the entry sinking to 9 in 1 643-44 : where the " page 
blan k, but for the next two names " is not the cause of the smallness of the 
number recorded : for one of the nine testifies " I was admitted, in the very 
heat of thc wars, May loth 1 644, of St John's College in Cambridge . • • 

. . . There was but nine admitted of that great college that year, etc." H. Nrwcolllc's A utobiography quoted on p. 16 of Prof Mayor's M. Robin.on. 
t I hayc counted about 40 snch in the notes prefixed to Part n. Most of these were buried in Cambridge churches. Conntl'Y churches would add largely to thc list. Here is an inscription from Poslingford, near Clare, 

My CORPS THAT 

JUtRE DOTE RIIST 

SHALL SOON HE 

FVLLY HLlrST 
THOMAS GOLDING 

AGED 17 llVRLED 

YE , OF SEPTI!MD 

T A�O DOM 1 676 § . : . entered the College the year before ; p. 54, no. 40. 

L 1 .  25, n os .  1 2 ,  13 " ita tamen ut quando advenerint, a Decanis et 
Cctorc ex" . f d . , . b . , 111111entur et approbentur etc." Other cases 0 a 1111SS10n III 

a sencc 0 , - S . ' . '  . 
o I . ceul . ometnnes a student s name IS entered out of Its proper re Cr ,nth . do I 

a note " salvo Jure senioritatis," p. 38, 1. 19 ; p .  83, 1. 25, &c. I 
l ot know \ I t '  I . . ' f d . . v la ng Its of seniority followed on slight pnonty 0 a 1l1lSSIOIl. 
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the other hand one member is said to have lived to 
nearly 1 00 (p. 1 89, no.  4 1 ). It is perhaps in com 
sation for the average brevity of life that some start 
youn g in their distinguished career . One' enters at 
age of 1 4  and is a Minor Canon at 1 8  (p. 70, no. 
an other (Wm. Wotton " a  most learned " man) came 
us as an M.A. from St Catharine's ; and of him it 
recorded that " when he came .to be ad mitted (to 
Catharine's) he was but eleven years old, and 
stood not only the aforesaid languages 
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew) but also the French, 
Italian, Assirian , Chaldean , and Arabian to 
When the Master adm itted him he strove to pose 
in many books, but could not." (p. lxiii ). It is 
wonder that, with such large store of learni ng, 
migrated to a larger college. 

It may here be mentioned that the average age 
admission appears to have been 1 7  or 1 8 . An exact s 
ment is impossible, partly because the yearly totals 
n ot altogether trustworthy, partly because the age is 
always given, and also because when given it is 
qualified by such expressions as " praeter 
" pene," " et quod excurrit," etc. The extreme li 
th at I have noticed among the ages given are " 
agens 1 I "  and 2 7  ; the former was the age of 
Cecil, " 4th son of John Earl of Exeter," who, with 
brother Charles " annos agens 1 3 ," was admi 
20 October 1 696.  The average of the poorer stud 
was higher than that of the richer classes. 

Before going further it may be as well to observe 
that the record of admissions (where complete) gives us 
the following information about those admitted : the 
student's name, birthplace, school and master (and time 
spent there), date of admission to the college, his age 
at that date and the rank he takes (fellow-commoner, 
pensioner or sizar), the name of his college tutor, and, 
i n  the case of a sizar, the name of the Fellow or Fellow
commoner to whom he is allotted : and also the father'S 
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e residence, and occupation or status. I n  few 

pam s
' 

h owever, are all these details preserved ; they are 
case , . .  

all here enumerated as they WIll be convement pegs on  

hich to hang m y  desultory remarks on the mass of 

w . 1 Ad . .  
. formation 111 t le mzsszons. 
In 

I . Taking first the names of those admitted, we find 

Richard Bentley, Matthew Prior, Thomas Baker, 

.Ambrose Phillips, William Wotton, Richard Hill. 

Thomas Naden, Matthew Robinson, and young Ambrose 

Bonwicke* are perhaps of greater collegiate than 

general fame. An enumeration of those who distin

guished themselves as Bishops, Physicians, Judges, 

Diplomatists, as Masters of the College or in other 

honoured service rendered to their generation, would 

run into a lengthy list. Let it suffice to refer the reader 

to the notes prefixed to the Admtsszons by Professor 

Mayor, in which attention is directed to m ost of those 

who attained fame, or (alas ! we must add) infamy : for 

there went out from us not only those who suffered for 

conscience' sake i n  those less tolerant times, but also 

• The Life of 11£. Robinson, and the Life of Ambrose Bonwicke (A Pat/ern 

}o,. YoulIgStudmts) have been edited by Professor Mayor. Matthew Robinsou 

was (on his own testimony), one of the greatest and most versatile men 
of tbis or any age. He says of bis sermons : " His divisions of his text were 
neat and his method so exact, that any 

-
ordinary memory, from the heads and 

parts, might easily carry away the whole sermon : and his fancy was so rich, 
IllS simili tudes so lively, his bistorical applications so pat, his flourishes from 

the fathers and other authors so taking, and his langnage so fine, and 
elocution so graceful, that even those who had not much of that the inward 
sens� and harmony of divine truth, could not chuse but be delighted with the 
magic of his sermons, nor could they justly complain of the longness of his 

glass, more than of their own glasses." p. 7 1. 

" His sermons never said or showed, 
That Earth is foul, that Heaven is gracious, 

\Vithout refreshment on the road, 
From Jerome or from Athanasins. " 

h But P' aecl's Vicar is left far behind by our " gentle Johnian." He says 

a e I"'�s equally good in business in medicine, and in " vividisections of dogs 
� 1).( Stlchl ike creatures." 

, 
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such as " Scum" Goodman (p , 6, no ,  6), and, worst 
all, Titus Oates, who came to us from Caius.-

Leaving the more famous names which are to 
found in the lxxxviii pages prefixed to this part of the 
mzsstons, let me add what I have happened upon relatin 
to two of our alumni whom the editor has not selected 
remark. The first is p. 4 1 ,  no.  7 2 ,  and the entry a 
h im will serve as a fair specimen of the style of 
book under review : 

" Richard Pepys, of Stoke, Essex, son of Ric 
Pepys, ' yeoman ' ;  bred at Evington ; admi 
pensioner, tutor and surety Mr Berry, 3 June [ 1 6; 
aet. past 1 6 ." 

" Stoke, Essex," is undoubtedly Stoke by Clare 
Suffolk, on the borders of Essex. One branch of 
Pepys family was connected with Stoke by Clare ; 
above Richard Pepys, yeoman, was living at this time 
Ashen in Essex, separated from Stoke by the little 
Stour which divides the counties. The son 
was evidently bred at the adjoining village of Ovi 
under the Rector, John Thomas, whose name is 
inserted in the entry, perhaps because he had not 
, school ' in  the usual sense of the word. 

The Genealogy of the Pepys Famzryt 
Pepys (the " yeoman " aforesaid) as eldest son 
Richard Pepys who was Lord Chief Justice of Irelandt 

* Concerning " Titus Oates, the infamous," the following is quoted 
Baker's MS (on p. xl of the Admissions, Pt. n.) : " He was a Lyar from 
beginning, he stole and cheated his Taylor of a gown, which he denied 
horrid Imprecations, and afterwards at a Communion being admonisht and 
advis'd by his Tutor, conresst the fact. This and more I had from Sir J. E., 
anrl leave it in testim ony of the truth" . .  " Dr T. W., his Tutor at St John'� 

does not charge him with immorality, but says he was a Dunce, runn into debt, 

and sent away for want of moneys, never took a Degree at Cambridge. So 
that he must have gone out Dr per saltum at Salamanca." 

t By 'Walter Courtenay Pepys. G. Bell and Sons, 1 887.  
t His pedigree and connexion with the diarist arc given in the A 

Il, notes p. 1. 
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d prints several letters that passed between 
an 
theI11 '* 

The son Richard, our pensioner, is in  the Genealogy 

'dentified with " Richard of Warfield " (the eldest son of 

�he yeoman), who was born " 1 643." This however 

,,-ouId make him 29 on entering St John's, instead of 

" past 1 6 ." How to explain this discrepancy I see not 

at present, t but will content myself with extracting from 

the Gmealogy a letter from our undergraduate to his 

father at Ashen. He is writing, it  will be seen, in his 

fourth year, in  prospect of his degree. The letter not 

only shows " the care of seventeenth century college 

tutors for the pockets of undergraduates' parents " which 

(the editor of the Genealogy thinks) " is astonishing i n  

these days " ;  but seems t o  suggest i n  one clause that 

• This is all the Genealogist tells us of the two R. Pepys of the Admissiolls,' 

" The Chief Justice's eldest son, Richard, married, very early in life, Mary, 

daughter of John Scott of WaIter Belchamp, co, Essex ; and his name, and 

that of  his wife Mary and daughter Mary, are found in the list of passengers 

in the sbip " Ffrancis " of Ipswich, John Cutting, master, bound tor New 

England, the last of April 1634 (Researches among British A rchives 

Samuel G, Drake, Boston, 1 8(0 ) .  Amongst the correspondence (p.  56) will 
be found a letter from the Chief Justice to his two sons, Richard and George, 
addressed to them at Bost�n ,  New England, in 1 64 1 .  In 1 642 Richard 

Pepys purchased land Ilear that town ( Genealogical Dictionary of Fi1'st 

Settlers ill Ne2v Ellgland Jas. Savage, vol. iii, p. 393, Boston, 1 86 1 ) .  From 

family letters I find that he retnrned to England about 1 05°, when he settled 
down at Ashen, Clare, co. ES5ex, in the neighbourhood of his wife's home, 
and there several of his children and grandchildren were baptized (Parish 

Registel s, A shen Parish) . 
" Richard's eldest son, Richard of Warfield, Berks, and afterwards of 

Hackney, died unmarried in 1 7 2 2, and his will was proved the 14th May in ll�e ,ame year (Principal Registry, Somerset House) . "  Genealogy of the 
epys Jalllily, pp, 28, 29. 

to 
/hus Our ' yeoman '  kept safely aloof from the civil wars. In one letter 

£6 11111 �t Ashen, the Lord Chief JU5tice writes as if his fatherly allowance of 

�o � .. I, � ear was all the yeoman ' s income : if so, he had not much left after his 
I�S 

I
I utor's visit, if the Tutor succeeded in finding his domicile. 

19 ? S 
the 16 quite clear in the College Register ? Could it not be read 

· 1 6 1 3 ' 
W o 1 1  -, In the Gwealogy can easily be a mistake for 1 653.  The age 1 9  
Ed u l agree with the pedigree appended to Pepys's Diary (Lord Braybrookc's 

· IS{9). 
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the tutor of that time paid personal visits to the 
to collect his fees. Or did the tutor in this cas 
Berry, whom I take to be Richard Bury, or Berry, 
Part I of the A dmisszons, Senior Fellow-did he, I 
hold the office of Bursar of the College, and was 
thus likely to visit the College property in the adjoin' 
parish of RidgweU r But here is the letter verbatz"m 
#toratz1n :-

RICHARD PEPYS' SON RICHARD TO HIS 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY. 

" Deare Father, 
" Sir, since I came up my tutor hath given me 

mourning gowne & cap'll- new to cost near 3 pounds. H e  
bought me an old gowne & cap t o  were t o  chappel in m 
& in wet weather, for he would have me spare my new 
which I wear till I have taken my degree, ye price of ye old 
is but I IS 6tl• 

" You may understand by this my tutor will expect 
money over a month, by which time or before he minds to 
you in ye country. ye 3 next quarters & this which is passi 
will stand you in £ 1 0  a quarter with my degree. I th 
good to give you notice that you might the better provide.  
, " Si r  when I came up I left a booke of Mr. Mays 

' Don Carlos ' upon ye hal table which I would have 
downe if he had been at home, pray present my service to 
& give it him with many thanks. Our news is very bad 
present. Mr Burback, a fellow of our Colledge & my 
neibour is soe mad that he hath run about ye Court with a 

• In the accounts kept by John Gibson, undergraduate of St John', 
in 1670 (see Eagle XVII. 255), we have the item, ' Mourning gown & cap • •  
1 2S. od.' ' The mourning-gown worn at hoth Universities by Masters 
Arts, (and at Cambridge with the mourning-cap) is represented by Loggan 
( 167�85) as having long pudding sleeves pleted round the wrist.' Chri 
Wordsworth, Social Life, 5 1 6. In 1 681  it was enacted that ' whereaS 
several undergraduates and Batchelors of Arts have of late neglected to wear 
such gowns as by Order aud Custom are proper for their rank and standing . . 

none residing in the University, under tbe Degree of Master of Arts shall 
hereafter be allowed to appear publickly, either in Or out of Colleges in 
mourning gowns or gOWllS made after that fashion.' lb. 5 14. 
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d & bath run all abo.ut y. town naked, he brake his glass 

s,:
o
�o\\'s & doors & disturbs all with k nocking & calling before 

v;t U ,  ' l ock in the morn ing, but they have st:nt him away to be 
3 0 c 
tam ed, 

,. ThuS returning you many thanks for your fatherly care 

of nle. I rest yr dutiful son, 

" Aug. 1 0, 1 675 ." 
R. PEPYS. 

The " Mr Burback," of the letter, adds a seventh way 

of speJling the n ame of Birkbeck, of which the Admzsst'ons 

give six variations. The A dmzssz'ons show him to 

have been tutor till I I June 1 67 2 ,  after which the 

Index does not refer to his name until 2 I Jan. 1 671, 

when he is in  residence, but not as tutor. The next 

mention of him is I March 1 6U, when he appears to 

have come back after being " tamed." 

One more remark on the identification of " Evington " 

with " Ovington," and then we have done with 

R. Pepys. On p.  49 1 .  39, " Ellington " is identified 

(by the Editors) with Ovington by means of the name 

of the " clerk," under whom the sizar from that place 

was bred : the said clerk being known to be Rector 

of Ovington , and apparently teaching his own boys 

an d any others that came to him. (1 cannot find 

that there was ever a school there.) Now, if  Ellington 

is known to be Ovington, certainly " Evington " is the 

sam e ;  especially as we have Stoke and Ashen as 

guides to the locality required. 
The other entry I have a note on is p. 1 87 ,  no 1 1 ,  

" Benjamin Holloway, born at Stony Stratford, Bucks , 
SOn of Joseph Holloway, maltster (braszatort's) ; school, 

Westminster (Dr Knipe) ; admitted pensioner, tutor 
and surety Mr Anstey, 4 February [ 1 7 otJ, annos 

�re ns 1 ] ." Concerning him a note on p .  3 1 0  of Sir 

enry Ellis' Letters of Emz1tent L tferary Mm seems 
\Vorth extracting. That it refers to the same person 
seell1S ' d 

. '  
eVl ent, although there IS a dIscrepancy about 
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the school where he was bred, but that is a 
The note runs thus ;-

" The following Anecdote occurs in a volume 
Memoranda in  the handwriting of Thomas Warton . , 
poet laureate, preserved in the British Museu m . 

' Mem. Ju1 . 1 0, 1 7 74 .  In the year 1 7 59,  I was 
by the rev, Mr. Benjamin Holloway, rector of Mid 
Stoney in Oxfordshire, then about seventy years 
and in the early part of his life domestic chaplain 
Lord Sunderlan d, that he had often heard Lord Sund 
land say, that Lord Oxford, while a prisoner in 
Tower of London, wrote the first volume of the Hismn 
of Robinson Crusoe, merely as an amusement un 
confinement ; and gave it to Daniel De Foe, who 
quently visited Lord Oxford in the Tower, and was 
of his Pamphlet writers. That De Foe, by Lord 
permission, printed it as his own, and_encouraged by 
extraordinary success, added himself the second V 
the inferiority of which is generally 
Mr. Holloway also told me, from Lord Sunderland, 
Lord Oxford dictated some parts of the Manuscript 
De Foe. 

, Mr. Holloway was a grave conscientious clergym 
not vain of telling anecdotes, very learned, p 
a good orientalist, author of some theological 
bred at Eton school, and a Master of Arts of St, John 
College Cambridge. He lived many years with 
respect in Lord Sunderland's family, and was like to 
the late Duke of Marlborough. He died, as I remember, 
about the year l i 6 I .  He used to say that Robinson 
Crusoe, at its first publication, and for some time after
wards, was universally received and credited as 
genuine history. A fictitious narrative of this sort was 
then a new thing. 

T, WARTON: 

Cam mending the authorship of Robznson Crusoe to 
Ignatius Donnelly's attention, let us notice a few of the 
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, t ian names borne by the boys of the 1 7th and 1 8th 
ChrIS h b d h'  ' 

t ries. I ave not 0 serve anyt mg qUlte so 
cel1 u , ' 

acterist1c as the Surety-on-Hzgh of Pt. 1. ; but 

;�I�d(/b, Barachz'as, Obadt'ah, Ishmael, Hzlkiah, Mordecay, 

T/teo/,ltzl7ls and other rather unusual Biblical n ames 

occur frequently : perhaps Sydrah, Bremstone and Mercy 

belong to this class (but the last, found on p ,  82 ,  1 .  9, may 

be the registrary's mistake for Merry). Rumphrey must 

be a corruption of Humphry. Pcrantus and Conszlz'us 

are the names of brothers. Narcissus, Ninyan, occur 

with J(anelm, Pooty (Smith), Billz'dge, FolJambe, A cclome, 

Pheed, and a host of others as strange looking ; some of 

these were probably surnames originally. Than ckju l, 

Merry, 1-ta1'tstrong, Carner, Grey, Long, etc.,  look more 

like epithets. Goodgt'ontus may be an attempt to 

Latinise* Gudgeon (his cognomen is Jackman).  Some

times it is the combination of Christian and surname 

that strikes one as odd : Simon Sayon sounds particu

larly scriptural ; A ugustz1ze Caesar son of JuHus Caesar 

is belated among his contemporaries ; while Seth 

St'ssason suggests a game of forfeits. One surname 

appealed to the humour of our 1 8th century registrary, 

and gives us the only palpable attempt at a j oke in this 

serious record : " William Cuckow . . admitted 

22 May 1 7 1 2  . . . . et post admissionem avolavit." 

What must have made the vagaries of the old time 

sponsors more burdensome, is their n eglect to give their 

C�ildren spare n ames ; out of over 5000 persons men

honed in the A dm zssz'ons Part Il, hardly more than half
a-dozen have a middle n ame. 

In a few cases parents and sons have different 
surnames, e,g. " Ri .  Lewis, filius Lewis D auys," 
p, 2 1 ,  n o .  3 8 ;  " David Evans, son of Evan Davis," 

• It should I b - - -

for h im I lave een premIsed (but the reader has by tlus lIme found out 

Engli I se:) that the CoUege registrary did not set down his facts in plain 

as La�-" . ut transfigured them into the language which was commonl y  known 

the ;X�" tIn those days : a practice which increases our difficulty in getting at 
. c truth about the past. 
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p.  7 9 , no. 5 1  j " Godfrey Jones, son of John 
p . 1 93 ,  no.  2 6  j " \Vatson Powell altos Watson, 
Henry Powell," p .  203, no.  20-all from Wales, 
surnames were not fixed so early as in England. 
father of no.  30  on p. I I I had perhaps changed 
surname since his son's birth. Variations in the spel 
of the names of father and son are too habitual to 
for notice. 

(To be concluded.) 

SUSPIRIA. 

IN this dim hour of moonlight, when the earth 
Seems, what in truth it is, a vision half revealed, 
Nothing is real but thy soul and mine.  

All that so solid and enduring seemed 
Into a dreamy haze of grey has melted, 
Only thy soul and mine of all that was remaining. 

Around me is a universe of love 
Bearing me up, sustaining, giving life : 
No thought, no force is left, save love alone. 

This veil of air grown visible, made silv'ry white, 
Is only woven in my soul and thine, 
Is but a part of thy soul and of mine. 

I stand before thee now j and though with 
sense 

Nothing of thee I can discern, my soul 
Can 'see thine own, looking from out deep eyes. 

R. 

A TRAINING BREAKFAST. 

HoW charming for you lackadaisical folk 

To sit by the fire when it's raining, 
And skim through a novel, and lazily smoke

Such joys are forbidden in training. 

But though you may think it uncommonly slow, 

And smeer at our plugging and straining, 

There still is a joy that you never can know
The joy when you go out of training. 

Boat House BallaiIs. 

THE day had dawned, with dawn that scarcely seemed 

A dawn, so dark. so drear it  was : i' the hall 

Flashed forth the radiance of electric lamps 

That lit bright eyes, whereon the hand of sleep 

Had left its drowsy m ark, now half unseen ; 

And ever on the board the breakfast cups 

Made cheerful music as they rose and fell .  

And swains there were, all seated round the board 

In two long lines, and thrice times eight were they 

(For coxes come not into training hall) j 
Brave souls who ply the sudden-gleaming oar 

And swing the boats adown the river Cam. 
Thus as they sat, not idle, for their spoons 
Made winsome clatter on the hollow plates, 
One swain bespake the other, who in turn 
Let fly the shafted arrows of his wit, 
And t' 1 
L' 

ot ler wa:§ as naught j and so anon, 
lke t 

T 
0 a ball tossed lightly to and fro, 

O
he talk was tossed from him to him, until 

o ne gallant youth (a faithful Five was he f monstrous muscles and broad brawny back, 
VOL. XVIII. 
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But one in whom the meditative muse 
H ad not yet found a willing worshipper) 
Upreared his porridge plate, and thus began :  

Genial joys of  tender training, 
Why are ye still left unsung ? 

Ye are worthy of attai ning 
Some i llustrious poet's tongue. 

And although I'm not a poet 
Still my love for you is true, 

And I'll see i f  I can show it 
In a lay to honour you. 

1n the early frost of mdrning, 
When the red sun routs the night, 

Warmth of bed and blankets scorning, 
Forth, like birds, we wing our flight ; 

Then with true corporeal tension 
Spurt a hundred yards or so, 

Most-not all, I'm bound to mention
Fly like arrows from the bow. 

Why describe the joys of eating 
Roast and boiled, and boiled and roast, And, alas, the far too fleeting 
Charms of chops and tea and toast ? We've no need for sauce to forage, 
Hunger is of sauce i n  stead, 

Come, brave boys, and pass the porridge 
For the glory of the Red ! 

He ended, and anon there rose a hum 
Like myriad bees, that flit about i' the mom 
And sip the dew-drops from the pouting flower ; 
And he that erst had spoken passed his plate, 
And once again 'twas heaped, and still there flowed 
The lacteal fluid from the willing bowl. 
But one there was that sat apart, and glum 
Of countenance was he, and sad of eye ; 
And never did a light word pass his lips, 

A Traz'm'ng Break/ast . 1 7 1  

versed he was i n  Mathematic Lore 

ford problems were his joy : then thus he spake 

�th eyes askance, in weighty words of scorn 

'\Thich, though precise, seemed to have lost their wings : 

o furious effervescing Five, 
A wondrous tale, as I'm alive ! 
On red-sun-routings you may thrive. 

I don't. 
I love to sport my outer door 
And do sweet problems by the score, 
You'd give them up because they'd bore. 

I won't. 

Ah ! Conic Sections, Theory 
Of Gamma, Trigonometry, 
This is the kind of poetry 

I sing ; 
All else is worthless, stale and v ile. 
Of poet's works I'd make a pile 
And burn them every one. You smile ? 

Poor thing I 
He said no more, but with tip-tilted nose 

He turned away, and gazed upon his plate, 

As though thereon a circle was inscribed, 
And there was need somehow to fill it out 
With lines and letters meaning-who knows what t 
Then each man looked into his neighbour's eye 
And then there came the ripple of a smile 
That broke the stillness, as when some small  lad 
Flings forth his float upon the glassy pond-
His float a cork, his fishing-hook a pin 
Full deftly hidden by the subtle bait 
Wherewith to tempt the wary stickleback-
And as it falls, the wavelets widen out, 
Each ci rcl ing round the other, till at last 
The whole pond seems of thousand ripples formed. 
�nd so the smile waxed broader, and therewith 
� ach mouth waxed broader till in sooth it seemed 

s though it would extend
' 
from ear to ear. 
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And then at last like to a thunder-clap, 
The laughter brake : high heaven gives back the sou 
So when it hushed, then one found voice to speak :  

Most potent Sir, 
I dare aver 

You think yourself most critical ; 
No doubt at heart 
You think you're smart, 

But you're not what a wit I call. 

From what you say 
I think we may 

Conclude your reading's cursory ; 
To spout such views 
You'd better choose 

Some small secluded nursery. 

And there secure 
Pray talk of your 

Poetical obliquity ; 
But oh ! refrain 
To air again 

'Mongst ItS your dull iniquity. 

And if you'd soar 
Like this once more 

To heights of such sublimity, 
You're one who knows 
The river flows 

In perilous proximity. 

He made an end ; the other answered nought 
But merely sate with eyes upon the cloth, 
And brooded vengeance in his wrathful heart. 
And so it seemed unto him the best, 
What time they hied them forth, to send a splash, 
A sharp chill splash of thrice pellucid Cam, 
Adown the taunter's back (for both of them 
Rowed in the self-same boat, on e Six, one Four) 
And bring discomfort to the other's soul. 
Thus as he pondered with himself, there dawned 
A smile upon his lips, and all were ill. 

A Traz'nt'ng Bnakjast. 

d flOW mayhap it might have come to blows, 

,A.flt the loud clang of covers smote the ear 

1 7 3 

:B
�at heralded the coming of the steak. 

�fld each was 'ware that he must save his strength 

,A.fld gird him for the fray : thus all was well. 

,A.nd 50 for twice ten minutes, without end 

TheY bravely battled with the stalwart steak : 

:But when their frames were weary with the fray 

N oW he, noW he, would lay aside his knife, 

And sadly murmur to the sobbing gale : 

The kitchen steak, the kitchen steak, 

Which few have loved, and none have sung, 

Which leaves behind an anxious ache, 

Where was it born, where made, whence sprung ? 

Eternal summer gilds it yet

We eat it-but we ne'er forget ! 

He ended speaking, for a gust of sobs 
Did shake his manly breast, and he was fain 
To wipe the furtive tear-drop from his eye, 
And turn himself unto the marmalade. 
And once again the din of battle rose 
And kn ives rang loudly on the plates again. 
So when they all put from them the desire 
Of meat and drink, each looked towards the door, 
And, not in silence, slowly passed away. 

A. J. C. 



OF EARLY AND LATE RISING. 

ARLY Rising is but a faint kind of Policy 
Wisdome ; for it asketh the nature of a P 
and a stubborne Hearte ; therefore it is 
weaker sorte of Scholars that are the 

Pestes. It argueth indeed a Brutishness for one endow .. 
with Reason to copy herein the Manners of 
Larke and suchlike untimely Fowles : Beasts 
betz"mes, but then, They are Beasts and xve are 
It was a shrewed saying of an old Greek, 
Thou should est know Thyselfe : and truly the 
would still be the better, if Certaine Persons 
study Themselves, and their own Faults, and not 
the burden of their own ill Habits upon their F 
Such an one would fain call Black White, and make 
Grievous Error into a Rare Virtue, speczes vzdutzo" 
st"mz'les, and so to entice others from the wise Path 
their own Inclinations. For there be many Excellen 
in this Early Rising, for the Few ; but still more in 
Rising, for the Many. 

Now of Early Rising there be these degrees : 
first, that are filled with a mistaken Sense of D 
and a vain Hope of making a good Bargaine 
the Day ; the second, that cannot sleep, and so 
rob Others of that which is denied Themselves, 

./estos dzes non agit ; and the third, that would fain 
Superior to all Mankinde, suz· amantes sine '1'1iva!t: 
The first are they whom Men name Orderlie Persons ; 
but truly he was a Wise Philosopher that said, 
Preserve me ./1'om tlte lI£ethodzcal lI£an. The second are 
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Dog in the Manger, and are but Pestilent Enviers. 

a5 th�1ird are Workers of Vanitie, that mistake a rush en 
111e 

dIe for the Light of the Sun, and are minded that 

C�tlle Merit is the object of Life.  Let such remember 

L1tt aying of Salo?non, Rz'sJng early, d shall be to Mm no 

t1
1e 5, 

b iter thalt a Curse. 

e Whereas you shall observe that the Late Risers 

have much Defence, and not least that they do not 

tart the day as Busybodies, setting the World at 

:ightS : but rather in their Beddes may they make their 

Mindes at rest about the doings of the Day before, and 

call up Courage to approach their coming Exertions. It 

is a strange thing that Philosophers praise Rest and 

Meditation, but that the supreme Hours of the four and 

twenty should still be grudged. And (Celsus as a 
Physitian that was a Wise Man withal giveth it for 

one of the Precepts of lasting Health : That a man doe 
use Watching and Sleepe, but rather Sleepe) . In such 
Dreamy Hours no longer are we oppressed by Fears, 
Troubles, Confusions of Spirit, though the Envious would 
ever have us parHczpes curaru?n : but then we are raised 
into so Sublime a State as the Vulgar would term a 
Seventlt .Heaven. Certainly, Flaecus has told us post 
equtfem sedet atra cura, and this may i n  truth be so, for 
that at any instant he may lose his Seat. But for the 
Lie-a-Bedde there are no  Alarums save only the 
Intrusion of Froward Companions, non est curz'osus 
qUz'n tdem sd malevolus : and in  all Justice we could 
cry Save ?ne from my Frzends. But easy were it to dwell 
more at Length on this perplexed Topic : it sufficeth to say, Let the Envious Man jeer not at the Pleasures of 
�he Dreamer : for at the least it may be said, One Man's 
h�eatc, anotlter Man's Pozson : a Wise Physitian knoweth 

of 
is OWn Medicine, and Ignorance is found in the Prating 

the Y . ame Glorious, magno conatu nugas . 

VERULAMENTABILIS. 



IN MEMORY OF BOSCO, A PUG DOG, 

Who dz"ed at Harrogate, Sept. 1 893,  in the 1 8th year 
Ms age. 

Bosco is dead, a dog by all confessed 
Of blameless life and virtue rare possessed. 
No mournful yew-tree plant beside his tomb ; 
Let the sweet Myrtle- o'er his ashes bloom. 
Kind to his Mistress, to the world polite, 
Nought but his lawful bones did Bosco bite. 
Too old for work j too tired for sport or play, 
Loving and loved, he gently passed away. 
Bosco is gone ! May I thus at the last 
Look back with satisfaction on the past. 
As Bosco served his Mistress, so may I 
True servant to my Master live and die I 

JACK, THE KING OF COBS. 

LIVE oot for a life of mere pleasure ; 
Each day's full of sorrow, alack ! 

But a joy which I always shall treasure 
Is a ride I once had upon Jack I 

ARCULUS. 

* He was buried at Harrogate, in the garden of Dr Myrtle. 

IN MEMORIAM BOSCONIS (C PUGILIS " 
OPTIMI. 

HEU obiit Bosco rara virtute cat ell us, 

Qui v itae in terris integer omois erat. 

Ne sere qua dormit taxi illaetabilic; umbra m j 
Myrtus odoratis adsit arnica corn is. 

:Mitis erat dominae, populo mansuetus ; in ossa 

N on nisi legitimis dentibus arma tulit. 

Tandem operi ludoque senex et cursibus impar, 

Lenibus imperiis mortis amatus, amans, 

Succubuit. Suprema mihi cum venerit hora, 

Praeteritos liceat sic revo�are dies. 

Serviit ut dominae Bosco, sic, luce relicta, 

Commendet Domino me mea vita meo ! 

IN CORYPHAEUM CABALLORUM OPTIMU 

VIVERE vis recte ? Ne te mera gaudia cap tent : 
Rei mihi, quot luctus parturit una dies ! 

Sed nunquam sua creta die discedet ab ilIo 
Cum veheret dorsum me, Coryphaee, tuum ! 

ARCULU S .  
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IN THE WORDS OF THE MASTERS. 

ITH a view to the attainment of perfect 
the following short models have been 
from our leading literary masters . It was 
original intention to have included poetry 

well as prose, but a careful examination of Mr Tr 
list (to say nothing of recent additions) showed that 
m agnitude of the task wa s too great for the E, 
This is, however, the less to be regretted as th e 
are convinced that all their contributors write 
verse : while the prose - . But let us hear 
Masters. 

W. H. P--r. 
For this harmony, this more exquisite music that 

feel, is not alone in its diviner promptings, in its 
suggestive tumult, and its subtler tones, which thrill 
with vague murmurings of coyness and delight. It 
not alone i n  its sagacious wildness, half stirring us 
intenser and more spiritual strivings for the 
beauty of bewitchery and death. Nor is it altogether 
i n  any sense a complete account to say that 
passionate intensity with which one receives the 
ele�ents of a soul-stirring and emotional impre::>:>1V' 
leaves no trace beyond its borders, no influence 
the field of its own limited, though alluring, en 
For, indeed, he who has not seen the involved, the 
intricate details, " the white music of the waving wings 

* An apparent exception to our rule regarding prose and poetry in 
latitude allowed to J. A. S. arises from the fact that that contributor 
u� he never writes one without the other-an expression true, but liable to 

misunderstood. 
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ArIes in his quaint Proven9al has it, will not have 
as cd in its entirety and fullness the true bearing of 
grasp 

ovement ;  and will have i n  no wise penetrated to 
the � n10st or central principle, from which all others 
the III 

ate in an order-not regular or in any sense 
eman< , 
uniform-but, pulsating, mystic, and subdued. 

J. R-n. 
The Art of Bumptng. 

Now the art that I have come to speak to you about 

this evening is one which amongst you has sadly fallen 

into desuetude and decay. And yet it is an art which is  
well worthy of  your study, and which those of  old time 
who were masters of the craft followed after with strain
ing and toil, taking only for their reward the Wet! 
rowed ! of the enthusiast and such trophies as were meet . 
But observe that when they who were indeed masters 
achieved success and victory such as befits the Eagle 
that you wear, the Well rowed of the enthusiast was also 
the Well rowed of truth. For is it not-nay must i t  
not be clear to all, that when they who from their more 
lofty height and wider outlook proclaim peace when 
there is no peace, aud joy when there is no Joy, that they 
�r� but false and blind guides crying Well rowed ! when 
It IS no.t well rowed, and are but as the sailor sleeping 
on the mast, heedless of the path to be traced and the 
dark churning waters that lie before ? 

But now, let llS examine into the real meaning of this 
'W°

h
rd We use so often . Bump (Goth. and Icel. bomps) is. 

a eavy bl . . 

. ow, and blow IS lIterally a stroke. Hence we 
veIled under the co.mmon meaning of the word, 

ahall 
trace of the condition of the true stroke ; and we 

w 
alw�ys find that the etymological and right use of 
ord IS the only key to its true significanc.e. 

It w J. A. S-ds. 11.� as a hot July night. I had drifted slowly down 
J.� eWnh a I '  . 
ros f m . was alo.ne 111 the Backs. A shght 

e rom the river. It was a whitish-grey. The 
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elms were green .  So were the banks of the 
Scattered lights shone here and there from men's 
Some of the lights were shaded and the shades Were 
different colours. In my rooms also was a shaded 
and many books that I had not read. But I stayed 
on  the river, for the night was very still. This 
gested the J 3th of my Studtes ;-

A symphony 0; .fadz'ng green, 
A scinlz'llaiz'lIg mist and shun, 
The 1 2ver placzd bltt unclean, 
The hour, suggesNve o.f the Dean 
A nd z'nteriJzews, when morning bn'gh/ 
Shall chase those stars 0.f shaded lz'gM, 
That shine resplmdent z'n the m'ght 
Behz'nd tlte droop o.f willowy gl'mz. 
The m'g/zt, Ille languor and the m/sls, 
The olz've tones o.f yonder elm, 
Recall again as reverie lz'sts 
Some touch o.f love .from .fanry's realm. 
Again I press her burning lz 'ps, 
Agazn I tryst my .fairy queen. 
Belu'nd Ihe bridge the willow dips : 
A m  I, tlzan z'l, m�re emerald gum ? 

G. M -th . 

Our Titan humour unhinges presumption, 
wide as to brazen-mouthed, loud-crying, 
starting, the herd :gaping (instinctive mouth 
Hunger), the doors with cannon-shaped boom. He 
hear n o  word' of resistance. Fling wide the 
golden in grape-shot profusion. He would soar win 
fluttering, claw-tearing, eye-gleaming, beak-striking, 
hawk in the heaven, rocket spangled with stars. 
had heard from Berwick his sparkles in  boyish 
tion. Clifton gave him up. He washed his hands 
the affair. " You don't hold a lion with hair-pins or a 

woman with tent-pegs, at least not Irene." And Clifton 
had travelled. Lady Aberdeen wrote : " Bright 
want background. Try Hensley." But he would ha 
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Of him, ciphering zero, voluminous series expand

!'Io!'le 
, pitched back on nought-nay ! falling abysmally, 

�; ched shameless the voi� . Of alternative wing-rayed 

perplexities, Rumour seIzed full on the Keepsake. 

" ,ras it not hers ? Why should she ---." 

A, L-g. 

The objectionable practice of 9 o'clock lectures is 

stil l ,  we believe, pursued' at the Cambridge University. 

Probably l ike most of our ceremonial customs it dates 

back to savage and primeval times. The natives of the 

Lundamun islands gather in groups shortly after day

break, to wait for the sun-rising ; and the warrior who 

catches the first glimpse executes a light step-dance, 

wh i rls his spear seven times round his head, and men

tions,  i n  an improvised song, those of his deeds which 

he considers will be chiefly valuable to the future 

h istorian. Nothing is more remarkable than the fact 

th at the keen-sighted one is generally the most notable 

warrior present ; and the resignation of the others is as 

del i ghtful ,  only more certain, than that of Mr Gladstone : 

wh ile it is well recognised that all attempts to check the 

singing' warrior would be as futile as that gentleman's 

Hom e ric 11 ypotheses. 
A point  of some importance, to which the attention 

of a certain philological school might be directed, is 

that, though in other respects, as unl ike as a niblick and 

a bunker-iron , yet 9 o'clock i n  Cambridge exactly 

answers to the time of sunrise in the Lundamuns during 

the Summer Solstice. From which we see that the 

awn _ 
R. L. S-n .  

One such motive I remember, one such memory, 

fie ' 
Bue.tmg 

and full of boyish grace, I sorro�ful1y reca
.
ll. 

t the hopes and promptings of that time and Its 

h
eager expectation, half-wayward in its luxury, yet 

alf-St ' , . d . t C OIC 111 Its hardy endurance an perslsten lorce-
that, all that, is as though it had never been. For 
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t hey play strange pranks with us, these fitful m 
these flashes of returning youth, illu minating the 
wanderer on the dusty road. And there is, to m e 
the following sketch, something of this . , 

charm, of this confiding mystery, though I 
too well, never can I convey it to another 
entirety and fullness :-

" In the year of grace I 7- I, being baillie to 
Honour, and shipmaster to the brig Rupert, 
sitting on  the sands, as was my custom, with 
copy of Vzrgzl, which I had just opened, when_ 

B. O. H .  N. 

" Come in and take a seat. "  
Old Play. 

Thrice, nay four times Welcome ! Come thou 
my portals, Oh friendly one ! with bright and 
hair, and stand upon the floor of knotted pines 
far Canadian forest, overlaid with tapestry from 
revolving looms, Oh distant Kidderminster ! 
above thy erst-while blackly-square bedecked 
shal l stand my roofiIlg beams, now hidden in 
hardened paste cemented to their under side, 
covered with that wash of lime, which beareth, 
yet, the mellowed semblance of its brightness in 
springing time. Now, bend the knotted knees 
let the gravitating power draw down the 
rounded limbs, to seek repose on this fair quad 
supported seat of oaken work and well tanned hid 
I ween. Backward recline thy shoulders broad within. 

its ample costly depths ; for there is room and luxury, 

in truth, within-as beseems the upholstery work of 

Chuffins. And I too will stay beside thee, in the 

purpose yet to hear once more the honeyed accents 

of thy golden mouth. 
ENOREMME. 

<m l1 t t u a rn. 

(From a photograph by S. A .  Walker, 230, Regent Street, Londl71z). 

TilE VERY REV CHARLES MERIVALE D.D. 

1 8 08- 1 89 3 .  

b y  tTl he con stellation o f ' persons of d isti nguished merit,' forme.i 
le H 

of i t  
onorary Fellows of  the College, has  lately lost several 

S m ost c . d 
Pritch d 

o n splCUOllS stars. Our astronomers, Adams an 

ton har , OUr classical scholars, Kennedy and Churchill Babing

COlqu:ve heen taken from us ; and we miss in Sir Patri ck 
. �un the genial presence of the late Chief Justice of the 

slands , Whose name is inseparably connected with the 
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Add/Hons. 
Cambridge Antiquarian Society. Proceedings and 

xxxiv. 1B9[-92. Library Table. 
Clark (Andrew). The Colleges of Oxford: their History and 

Contributed by Members of the Colleges. Edited by A. C. 8vo 
189!. 5·2B· 5°· . 

Corpus S�rip�m'un: Ecclesiasticorum La
,
tinorum. Vol ?,-XVI. S. 

Milevltam libn VII. Ex recog. C. Zl\vsa. Bvo. Vll1dobonae 1 
Dictionary (New English) on Histmical Principles. Edited by j 

Murray. Part viii, sect. I. (Cronchmas-Czech). 1B93. 
. 

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Sidney Lee. Vol Xxx (Malthus-Mason). Bvo. Lond. 1B93. 7+36. 
Diodorus. Bibliotheca Historica. Recog. F. Vogel. Vol Ill. 

Text. Bvo. Lipslae, 1893 . 
.. Doria (Rev. S.) The Grammar Schools of Britain: a Poem, in 

cantos. 8yo. Lond. 1B40. 4.38.5°. 
Egypt Exploration Fund. Arc.breological Report 1B92-93. Edited 

F. L. Griffith. 4to. Lond. 1B93. Library Table. 
*Evans (T. Saunders). Latin and Greek Verse. Edited with Memoir by 

Rev. Joseph Waite. Bvo. Camb. 1B93. 7.31.3. 
Foster (Joseph). The Register of Admissions to Gray's Inn, 1521-1 

together with the Regis ter of Marriages in Gray 's Inn Chapel, 
1754· 4to. Lond . . IBB9. 5.25.60. 

.. Foxwell (E.) and T. C. FalTer. Express Trains English and Foreign, 
a Statistical Account of all the Express Trains of the World. 
Lond. 18B9. 1.36.4B. 

Hatch (E.) and H. A. Redpath. A Concordance to the Septuagint. 
iii (i7ralpfL"-iw{3"'>"). 4to. Oxford, [B93. 

Henry Bradsbaw Society, Vol V. Missale ad usum Ecclesie Westmonll_ 
teriensis. Curante Joh. W. Legg. Fasc. ii. Bvo. Lond. 
1 I.16.44. 

------ Vol VI. Officum ecclesiasticum Abbatum secundum 
Evesbamensis Monasterii. Curante H. A. Wilson. Byo. 
11.16·45· 

Monull1enta Germaniae Historica. Legum Sect. ii. Capitularia Regum 
Francorum. Tom IT. Pars 2d,:. 4to. Hannoverae, 1B93. 

Monumenta Linguae Ibericae. Edidit A. Hiibner. 4to. Berolini, 1893. 
Ee. ro.3B. 

*Newcome (Henry). The Diary of the Rev. Henry Newcome, from Sept. 
30, 1661, to Sept. 29, 1663. Edidit by Thomas Heywood (ChethaDl 
Society). [B49. 11.23.47. 

Paulys Real Encyclopadie der cbissi�chen Altertumswissenschaft. Neue 
Bearbeitung. Herausg. von G. Wissowa. Ier. Halbband (Aal-Alex-
andros). Bvo. Stuttgart, 1893. Library Table. . 

Plautus. Comoediae. Ex recens. Geo. Goetz et F. Schoel!. Fasc. I. 
Teubne,' Text. Bvo. Lipsiae, 1B93. 

- Roe (James). Twenty Sermons. 8vo. York, 1766. Rh. [3.16. . Rolls' Publications. Letters and Papers , Foreign and Domestic, of the Re1e:n 
of Henry VIII. Vol XIII. Part ii. Bvo. Lond. 1893. 5. r. 

�--- Calendar of the Close Rolls preserved in the Public Record 
Office. Edward II. A.D. 1313-13 [B. 8vo. Lond. 1893. 5.40. 

------ Records of the Parliament holden at Westminster on the 28th 
of February, I305. Edited by F. W. Maitland. Bvo. Lond. rB93-
5.42• . d Scottish Record Publications. The Exchequer Rolls of Scotland. Edlte 
by G. BUI'nett and A. J. G. Machy. Vol XIV. A.D .. r513-1522. 
8yo. Edin. [B93. . * Sed don (Thomas). Letters written to an Officer in the Army on .vanous 
Subjects, religious, moral, and political. 2 Vols. Bvo. vVarnngton, 
r7B6. Dd.rI.27,2B. II Syrian us. In Hermogenem Commentaria. Edidit H. Rabe. Vol . 
Teubner Text. Bvo. Lipsiae, 1B93. 

1'BE COLLEGE REGISTER OF ADMISSIONS 

PART n. 

2. 

(Continued f,-om p. 1·6B.) 

NDER the head of Btrtlzplace of Students 

we will only note in passing the wide 

field from which we drew our students 

even then. All parts of the British Isles 

will be found contributing to the Admissions; one boy 

comes from the "insula vulgo dicta Barbadoes," two 

come from Jamaica " apud Indiam occidentalem," and 

two from New England. France also furnishes two or 

three. "On London Bridge," given as the birthplace 

of one who was admitted in 1707, reminds us that that 

bridge had houses on it until the middle of last 

century. 
3. The subject of the Schools which fed the College 

would lead us too far afield if treated as it deserves. 

Let it hore suffice to say that a glance at the Index. 

shows that in Part n Sedbergh was far and away our 

chief supporter, then comes Beverley, then Eton, 

P
.
ocklington, and Shrewsbury. The number of small 

vlllage schools is noticeabie; and many of the boys 

were bred at home" sub patris ferula ": a phrase which 

sums up the old notion of efficient teaching .... 

Hero the patient Editor or lndex.-maker must be 

the-
Se:, �mongst others, MulEnger's Univ. of Catnb., where vol. 1., p. 345, 

sI Imledlacv�1 examination of a teacher in practical work is giyen: "Thell 
la the Bc I'll 

. 

shall b 
'C purvey for every master III Gramer a shrewde Boy, whom he 

Facult 
ct� opcnlye 1I1 the Scholys, &c. . .  'Thus endyth the Acte in that 

facu\t ,
y. Bp. Bedell's schoolmaster "was very able and excellent in his 

hi'll ,: 'rrbllt accurdillgly austere " and made him deaf by beating 

() a pair or stairs." Pp. 3, 4 in Prof. Mayor's Win. Bedell. 
\UL. X\'llI. . II 
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thanked for grouping the numerous schools 

F . Un 
appropriate heads. 'o r Instance, the fourteen s 
in Rutland (Oucham, Owkame, &c.), which 
throughout Parts I and II are conveniently treated 
one, under "Oakham" ; so also the eight y 
schools called Sherbon, Shereburne, &c., are 
under Sherburn i n  Part I, and under Sherburne 
Part II ; and the same treatment is given to the 
schools known as Sedbrig, Sedborough, &c. In 
this the Index-maker has done wisely. Lest he be 
m uch puffed up with the praise he so 
deserves, let me point out a blemish or two in 
Index. First, it is in some points too full and 
a Concordance instead of an Index of facts. 
the unwary statistician be led by p. 481 to 
that one of our alumm' migrated from St John's 
Cambridge-the mention of this College among 
Schools that supported us is only a reference to 
testimonial from Peterhouse, giving a B. A. " 
removendi ad colI. Sti Johannis." Next, let me 
out some sins of omission : Why (on p. 489), 
Oxford, has he omitted St John's College and attributed 
to St Edmund's Hall the two members (pp. 176 and 
186) who came to us from our namesake ? Why, in 
bis Index to Part I, does he not mention among London 
Schools the "templum Sancti Clementis," at whicb 
were bred the two lads who came " de Strand in 
suburbiis Londini " ?  (Part I, p. 86, nos. 6, 7). If to 
these be added the less important omission (in Part H) 
of "schola audomarensis" as an alternative for "St 
Omer, France," I have given all the errors of any 
moment that I have found in this admirable compi
lation. 

One instance must suffice to indicate the field of 

inquiry opened up by the list of Schools and school

masters-that of Little Thurlow and of Great Bradley 

in neighbouring Suffolk villages. Little Thurlow sent 

15 boys to St John's between 1630 and 1715: during 
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o years, however, (1670-90) the entries almost cease, 

:z d Great Bradley sends us II members, mostly in 

a1t1. interval. The School at Thurlow was founded 

t 11 5 • 
d endowed Ca neIghbour tells me) by one of the 

�:ame family* in the 16th century: within the last 

o years it has languished into a day school, and the 

!ndowment has been converted into scholarships. 

� considerable number of small endowed schools 

within a few miles' radius of this spot are now decaying 

or have lately ceased to exist. The existence of such 

schools perhaps accounts for the length of the Schools 

Index to the Admz'sst·01tS. The Rector of Great Bradley 

tells me that he can find no trace or tradition of the 

school there which sent us 11 freshmen .  It seems 

reasonable to' conclude that from some cause the 

Thurlow School was for these twenty years prac

tically removed to Great Bradleyt; perhaps o n  

account o f  illness' o r  (as I incline to think) o n  

account of the removal of a popular master o f  Little 

Thurlow to the Rectory of Great Bradley, viz. 

Robert Billingsley, who was admitted at St John's 

8th December 1640 (see Part I, p. 81, no. J7). He 

appears in  the Admf,'sst'ons Part Il as Master of Little 

Thurlow from April 1656 to December 166u, and 

Master of Great Bradley school from September 166% 

to June 1675. He was Rector of Great Bradley from 

September 9, 1'662, and was succeeded by T. W. Cox 

on May 15,1675. Another Master of Great Bradley, 

'1\Ir IIarwood, '  (p. 75, 1. 35) appears as 'Mr Harrard ' 

ut Little Thurlow, (p. 128, 1. 17): when he entered 

St John's in 1668 he was called Henry Harward, 

(p. 16, no. 44). This variation in spelling makes the 

The r 0\ 
(p • 

aml y sent several sons to St John's. One, Barnham Soam. 

n�l
/o, no. 52), attained some eminence as a physician, according to Coopex's 
e. 
t Even lh S 

Bradlc . t 
e oames (who had endowed Thurlow School) send a son to 

Sort 
y. he former school must therefore have been under a cloud of some 
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identification of persons and places difficult. Index of Persons will perhaps in future parts more towards identifying those mentioned AdmJsStons>/"; at present we must do this for (For some help in identifying Billingsley and respectively, see the Editor's note, p .  lii, 1. 1 1.) 4· On the age of students at admission som has already been said; it may be added the age seldom given of those who migrated from other These formed a numerous class, for in those staid times students moved about apparently quite as m as now·t The Index (if used with caution) will the number who came to us during these 50 years other Cambridge Colleges (about 50), from (about 50), from Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dublin Ca smaller number). Of several of these the can be learned from other sources, as perhaps, e.g. " Francis Turner, M.A. of the 4th year, ' sacellan domesticus illustrissimi principis J acobi ducis E censis,' rector of Therfeild; admitted fellow commoner, surety Dr Gunning, the Master, 8 May 1666 (afterwards Master of the college, I I April 1670 margz?z)". Of others the record is tantalizing; e.g. who was the " Reverendus vir Ed mundus Castell S .T.D et Arabicae linguae professor, admissus pensionarius major sponsore et fideiussore eius magistro collegii " and who examines a. candidate for admission two years before his own entrance is recorded ? (p . 37, no. IS, and p .  24,1. 19)' In spite of the average age at admission being much 

nearer to what it is at present than is generally sup
posed, and in spite of many being at entrance over 20, 
I follow the usage of writers of that period in using 

.. e. g. Dominus; S'Iywell, pp. 2-33 and Wm. Saywell, Master of JesuS College, p. 132 ought to be identified with Part I, p. 143, no. 6. 
t P. 135, no. IQ brings testimonials from Trinity, Cambridge, and Jesus 

College, Oxford, both of the same year as that in which he enters St John's, 
1694. P. 156, no. 2+ is described as "Gallus" burn at Nancy, son of a 
Scpt, "bred at London and Utr�cht." 
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, as a convenient synonym for person in statu 
'boY .... 
JJttptllar z :., 
J' On the date of admission it may be observed that 

5' h college year began on July 9, and entries occur 
t e

· 
f 

in every month WIthout any apparent breach 0 con-

tinuity. 
6. The proportion of the different classes of studen ts 

can be seen from this summary : 

1665-75 
1675-85 
1685-95 
1695-1705 
17°5-1715 

Fell. Com. Pens. Sizars 

54 295 364 

55 192 308 
14 177 
31 
31 

185 

191 
204 

[059 

210 
251 
269 

14-02 

Total 
713 
S5S 
401 
473 
504-

2646 
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m anner of allotting the large body of sizars amon 
residents. Taking at hap-hazard the year 168 g
out of the 24 sizars 20 are attached to 20 Fellows . , 
two Fellow� have 2 

.
slzars each. On p. 6r, 1. 27, 

find one Slzar admItted "pro reverendo in 
patre domino episcopo Eliensi " ;  z·. e. for the 
Master Dr Peter Gunning. Was the Bishop 
residence ? or does fro here mean that the Bishop 
pay the lad's College expenses* ? 

The sizar is often older than his Fellow-comm 
thus, "Mr Cecil sen."  (in his 13th year) and " 
Cecil jun." (in his I rth), have two lads of about 
admitted .fot' them. 

When two boys enter together from the same 
(p. 5.2, nos. ,5, 6), or from the same village, (p. 
nos. 18, 19; p. 97, nos. 31, 33), their relation in 
is probably a continuation of school or home life. 

7· College Tutor. Although all resident F 
(including B.A.'s), and the Master of the College 
could take pupils, yet the practice seems to have 
much as now : two or three Fellows had the maj 
of the pupils, and occasionally one of the others 
one or two stray students, with whom they had 
some cases) other ties. Taking the year 170.2-3 
a sample, out of 54 freshmen Mr Bosvile has 30, 
Edmundson & Lambert 22, Mr Smales I (his 
brother)t and Mr Brome I. (One of Mr 
pensioners (p. 166, no. 27) becomes a fellow-corn 
under Mr Anstey six years later). The partn 
between Mr Edmundson and Mr Lambert appears to 
be a unique instance. It began in February 170! and 

ended in February 170�, so far as the Admzsszons show. 

• P. 208, no. 20, is elected Fellow on the presentation of the Bishop oC 

Ely; but that is another matter, and an irregularity among Admissions. 
t Perhaps tbe Master became' sponsor' only for the more eminent fello"'U 

commoner graduates: see the cases of F. Turner, M.A. and Dr Caste 

(above mentioned). 
t This is the only time Mr Smales's name occurs as College Tutor. 
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8. The last points to be noticed i n  the details of 

A cTJl/z'ssions are the particulars about the boys' 

the 
is In a few cases instead of the father's name 

,narCil • 
jtbe uncle's is given, apparently because the latter i s  

better known to the college o r  the world at large, or it 

Y be because the uncle was the guardian to an 

rna , b'l' B 
. 

orphan. (P. 2 I I, no. 4, nepos praeno 1 IS aroms 

Griffin de Brabrooke' : see also p. 184, no. 26). 

The proportion i n  which the various social ranks 

contributed to our numbers is easily seen from the Index 

of Tr{/des-a word to be taken in a very wide sense 

as equivalent to profession or stattts, seeing that Alder

men, Archdeacons, Barons, Bishops, Deans, Knights, 

and Viscounts are included, as well as Parish Clerks and 

the College Butler and Baker. The Index h owever 

properly confines itself to the occupation of parents of 

undergraduates :  so that we do not find in it the Trinity 

College Butler, nor the " Guardianus" of Wadham, nor 

the" Gymnasiarch " of Glasgow, who, as signatories 

of certificates, are immortalised in the Index. of Persons. 

The entry of 'Sizar' in this Trades Index is an error 

from this point of view, as seems also the omission of 
the title " e loci consuetudine baro "'It which is added to 

'esq' p. 110, 1. 9. 
The practice of 1atinising the English words denoting 

trade or occupation has given the Editors considerable 

t:ouble in attempting to reproduce the original. Some

t:mes only a guess can be made, as quaestot' homzct'dd 

(r coroner.) Sometimes the vague Latin is left untrans� 

lated (especially in the case of the very numerous terms 

Connected with law and justice)-among non-legal terms 

a;e CO/UIIZ/S, and mathellta#cus-mecltanzeust j sometimes 

t le record is so caninely plain that it  appeals to 

ba,· Does this mean Lord of the Manor? or is it an instance of a local 

, CIIY like 11 . • 
Pa'l I 

l
.
�t III Part I, p. 95, I. 14? on which see the Editor s notes, 

, p. XXXII' and Part 1I, p. xii. 
t Does tl . llS mean mathematical instrument maker? 
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our understanding without translation, e.g. in 
o rgamsta, statzonanits. The untranslated sacerdos 
serves a note to itself. It Occurs seven times (in 
ca ses with the addition of ' deceased') and only in 
first and second year of J ames I I  ( 1685-86). It 
not seem to be a mere substitute for the more 
clencus which Occurs throughout the book and is 
absent from these two years; but whether it is inten 
merely to denote the order above the diaconate , 
whether it has any more recondite reference to 
or Nonconformist movements of the times, I 
say. 

For the most part, however, the Latin word ch 
depended merely on the whim or facility of the regi 
of the time, as appears from the common trades 
baker"", brewer, inn-keeper, tailor, shoemaker and 
like, having from four to six different Latin words 
represent each. The Admtsstons make us acquai 
with some very curious Latin or Greek: 
bynantts, aromatarz'us, panto poles, etc. Seldom does t 
Latin help us to understand the meaning of a corn 
English word (virganltS, however, shows us that 
means a wand-carrier): more frequently it obscures 
meaning. Is it from intention or from oversight 
the Editor has rendered TabeUanus once' auditor' 
once 'registrar' ? If it were not that the Latin 
generally given, a like variety could be wished for 
the rendering of some other words, e.g. vztnarz'ltS, fot 
which only' glazier' is given, whereas' glass-worker' 
or 'glass-blower:j:' might sometimes be i ntended. 

Sometimes the editor's translation corrects what appears 

• Pall//ex, at first thought an error for pamujex (clothier) is later on 

translated' baker.' The Promptorium Parvulorltm (a 15th century Norfolk 

monk's Anglo-Lat. Dictionary) gives the word. The
'
panifex on p. 43 lived 

in East Anglia. 
t Prompt. Parvul. "BlOwne ale or other drynke, (blUyn, bruwyo, 

brow),n, al.) Pancloxor." [Did the Lynn monk clelive b"e7�l/lg [lOm oroWN /) 
.r. PI0"'.Pt. Pan'. "Glassc wryte. Vitrarills," (sic). 
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rror in the registrary's choice of a Latin word. For 

�n t
e
ance, who believes that a man i n  the little agri

���tural village of Thurlow, occupied himself in making 

dies' fans or fly-flaps? (Part I, p. 14,1. 13, flabellt'

lClxW). Nor do I believe that the boy meant to stuff his 

{:tor with this notion of his father's occupation : he 

eant by fan-maker what a Suffolk lad would mean 

;ow if he used the word, namely a maker of w innowing 

fans. 
Sometimes the Tutor was, luckily, unable to translate 

. the English word ; and so we have Dn'salter, jettmaker, 

,'n/tOMer, maltster, wheelwright and yeoman left i n  their 

proper perspicuityt. 

It will be seen from a glance at the Indexes that 

some " trades " are confined to Part I or Part II, while 

those common to both parts contribute in more or less 

varying proportions in the two periods. Thus, to take 

the most frequently recurring terms, the entries u nder 

clerk and gentleman take IQ- colu m n  of Index in the 

So year., of Part II, esquire t column, husbandman 

nearly a column, yeoman t column, rector 9 lines, vzcar 
3 lines; i n  the 3 5  years of Part I clerk has nearly 

� column, gentleman It column, esqut're ! column, 

hztsbandman and yeoman more than Q- column each, 

fector nearly Q- column, vtcar 12 lines. These and 

similar variations are no doubt partly due to social 

c�anges, but also partly, perhaps chiefly, to chance 

differences in the classification of successive regis

traries . 

q • Bentley 1V0uld certainly have annotated: leg. 7JannifeJe, cod. jlabeU'jex, 

,uF' 1 jllgdtift1"�? Prompt Parv. for "Fann" gives only va1llws: but 
' a p l) . tIe, Illslnltnent to smyte wythe flyys. Flabellltl1t." 

cD' shollld like nevertheless to have had the 17th century Latin for 
nSaller' I' I by cl 

, IV lie 1 means properly (I believe) a dealer in the chemicals used 

tell 
otu 11131l11f:tetlll'ers. Ogilvie (Studmt's Eng. Diet, ed. 1871) used to 

us O\'i seh 1 b 
. 

ete " 00 - oys that a dry salter was "a dealer 111 salted or dry meats. 

HI'·h I hope he knolVs better by this time for he was more misleading tllan 
, op W'II 

' . 
.. Tat I )erforee, who in answer to c. 'Vhat is a drysalter? " answered, 

c allll Brady';." 
VOL, XVllI. KK 
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The c, trade" of the father is not always an inde 
his wealth ; the son of an agrtcola'" often enters � 
pensioner, and the son of a gentleman or clerk as a 

Many interesting topics and m any questions 
from arising remain untouched-as e.g. the chief 
of the great :fluctuations in numbers from year to 
and from decade to decade-but we must stop 
where. Perhaps a few remarks should be added on 
want of completeness and the frequent carel 
shown in the reco:rd, a carelessness that often makes 
information given useless or misleading. In respect 
every one of the details which the Register aims 
preserving (and most of which have served as a 
on which to h ang the foregoing remarks), false inform 
tion is in many cases given. Not only are 
reduced by omission to the most m.eagre limits, 
persons and places are done out of all recognition 
perverse spelling or by perversion into so-called 
or information is so recorded as to be hopeless 
ambiguous. t The " boys not yet rid of their 
brogue" (Part I, p. vi) were surely not (pflce the 
the sole or chief causes of this misleading. 
In most, if not in all cases, the boys could have 
their Tutor all the information he wanted and 
have told him how to spell it too. The fault lay rather 
with the Tutor, who was too careless or too much in a. 
hurry for accuracy. Not that we would blame the old 

.. This term includes apparently all occupied on the land or in country' 
pursuits, fFOm the' yeoman' and gentlemau farmer (p. 85, I. 2, we have the
combination agricola and gent.) down to the labonrer. 

t E.g., p. 195, no. 59, a boy from Pocklington school (Mr Foulks) is' 
admitted sizar ' pro eodem.' The Editor interprets this to mean for a residcll� 

Fellow of the same name as the schoolmaster, correctly I suppose, thougb 

elsewhere it means for the same person as the prevlons sizar was admitted for; 

see also p. 208, no. 25. As examples of places obscured by spelling, ' Hearily' 

is supposed to be A1derley, ' Henchford,' Chelmsford (or could it be the hundred. 

of Hillckford, as 'Isaach' for 'Isaack '?) It is in solving such puzzles a&o 
tbese that the help of JGhnians ill different localities is asked for by tb� 

Editors. 
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hnian dons personally; rather would we thank them 

{l�at Hving before the age of scientific accuracy and love 

f truth for its own sake they have left a record so full 

o nd so trustworthy in the m ain. No, the only moral to 

:e drawn is that we show forth our gratitude for our own 

l1appier times by aiding the Editors of the AdmtSH'rms 

to remove the errors and uncertainties and to supply the 

omissions that still remain therein .  Any suggestions 

to this end " will be thankfully received by Mr Scott or 

professor Mayor," p. viii. 

WILLIAM WARREN. 
stoke. by-Clare. 

A LOVER'S PRAYER. 

You smiled, you spoke and I believed, 
By every word and smile deceived. 
Another man would hope no more 
N or hope I what I hoped before. 
Yet let not this last wish be vain! 
Deceive, deceive m e  ence agaitil! 

W. S. LANDOR • 

AD PUELLAM. 

Ridenti tibi credidi et loquenti: 
Decepit pariter loquela, risus : 
Non iam sp'es ali i  foret superstes,. 
Non ipsi m ihi sicut ante surgit : 
Contingat tamen hoc m ih i  supremurrt" 
Tu 11le decip,e denuo, Neanthe! 

s. S. 
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A RED blush mounted to the Eastern sky 
In joy at the bright coming of the day, 
As blushes some fair maid, when she is ware 
That her dear heart is near, and fondly love 
Looks trembling from her eyes. The golden dawn. That wakes the world with magic touch to life, 
Stepped bravely forth, and dropped the vale of mist That all but hid her beauty ; then unbared 
In radiant splendour, with the west wind's voice 
Bade the sweet birds uplift their note of praise, 
And hymn the glory of their lord, the sun. 
And now the polished surface of the mere 
Stood all ablaze, and glittered to the light, 
The while the circling hills bent down their brows 
To watch the sunlight in the shimmering deep 
Gild their dim heads with gold, and still the brooks 
Stole dimpling down through dells of green, like 
Of whitest silver, murmuring as they went. 
Around the silent tarns, that dreamless lay 
In slumberous quiet, feeling not the kiss 
Of lightest breeze, nor blast of wrathful gale, 
The giant boulders stood, like sentinels 
Bidden to guard the sleepers : e'en the hand 
Of ruthless Time, that smites the fairest down, 
For that it is most fair, hath smitten them 
In vain ; a long Eternity is theirs. 

'* Proxz'me accessit for the Chancellor'S English Medal, r894. 
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r. autumn now, autumn in Grasmere vale, 
I 15 

. 11t is the air and clear, and peaceful rest 
J.,lg 
preams o'er the scene, as ?n that

. 
old-world day. 

When shepherds san
.
g theIr love III Arcady, 

Vying in honeyed mlllstrelsy of song 

for meed of goat or bowl, and grove to grove 

Told but of Amaryllis ever fair. 

far as the eye can range, calm stillness reigns, 

from where the hill-top with its robes of green 

Looks down upon the tiny vale beneath 

That nestles to its side, like some fair child 

That nestles to his mother's knee, to where 

Helvellyn rears aloft his cloud-loved head, 

Crowned with a mighty diadem of moss, 

And white no longer with December snow; 

While ever and anon the restless mists 

That flit about him, like uneasy souls, 

Break and are gone. And oft the rustic folk, 

Who marvelled when they saw them come and pass, 

Would tell their children on a wintry day, 
When loud the tempest roared, as though the voice 
Of God spoke through the gale, and hurrying mists 
Swept onward blindly, these were kinsmen's souls 
Come from their graves to guard them through 

night. 

So still it is that e' en tbe soft love tale 
Whispered by bird to bird in sheltered brake, 
And blending with the voiceful rivulet, 
Serves but to make the stillness yet more still ; 
And as the eye looks rapturously down, 
.t\nd sees the mirrored glories of the sky 
�ith mingled wealth of shadow and of light 

n
leaming unaltered forth, and yet refined 
y the blue deep, the soul would fain take wing, 

��d like the bird that singeth to the morn, 
0I.'>.15e . h . Wit a song that is not all a song, 

the 
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But hath in it the echo of a prayer 
E'en to the gates of heaven. Wondrous thoughts. Well half-unfashioned to the brain, like dreams , And fling a cloud of rapture over all, 
While fancy lightly breathes her charms, and bids, The vanished gladness welcome to the heart. Ah, life with all its care and tears and sin, And terror and dismay that racks the soul, Bath still some glorious moments, worth long years. That know no light, but wrapped in sunless gloom, Drag on and die. As fitful sunbeams cast 
A look of love upon the snow-clad earth, 
When glooms a winter morn, and fondly linger Where sunk in sleep their darling violets lie, And softly kiss them ere they steal away, So there are moments, when there comes a gleam. As from another more than mortal world, 
To light us on our way : so seems it now, And far away the restless fret of life 
Makes fitful moaning, like the weary wave, That ever sobs its sorrow to the deep. 

Thus as I gaze, the veil that shrouds the pastFloats like a clol:ld away and all is light. 
Here where the dove now answers to his mate, The savage boar erst prowled with glistening tusk;. And the grey-coated wolf with eyes, that glowed Like spots of fire through the dim murk of night, In lust for food slunk round the silent fold. 
Here on a day there came with tramp of steeds, The conquering legions· of imperial Rome, With arms aflame beneath the summer sun, While the proud eagles stood above the hosl:: By warriors fierce triumphantly upborne., 

• In A.D. 121 Cumberland was conquered by the Romans, who built a 
wall frOm Newc!lstle along the borders of Northtlmberland to the Solway 
:firth. 
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d as they passed, the dwellers in the place 

},.In " to their arms, and donned their leathern shields, 
f evv 

d there did battle by the voiceful mere. 

�vas but as though a child should think to stem 

With fort of sand the rushing of the tide; 

fheY fought, an� died, an� all was peace again. 

}3ut oft in after tlme, the dm of fight 

Woke the wild echoes in the shuddering vale, 

When fierce-eyed Pict or Dane with flowing locks 

Came with long sweep of oars and swelling sail 

In gaily painted barques across the foam; 

And sword met sword, and buckler rang with steel� 

And fire and ruin marked the path he trod. 

Or when through one long day,';;' the surging wave 

Of battle dashed against the mountain height, 

Where that proud handful still embattled stood� 

And all untaught to bear the tyrant's yoke 

Dishonoured, chose to die and win a name 

That shines beyond the darkness of the tomb. 

And still there stands a pile of stones, where erst 

They died, upon the slope of Dunrnail Raise, 

And each mute stone hath voice to tell the tale 

With words that echo down the golden years. 

But to my fancy all is changed again: 
I seem to see the stern white-bearded priests 
Clad in their robes as white as driven snow, 
Scale the tall mountain ere the rising sun 
Has tipped the peaks with gold, and kindle fire 
For sacrifice of blood to Beal'st might. 
And dark the scene was as their deeds were darkt 
For even now within some gloomy dell 
��here �ll is fierce and w.ild, and the sad wind 

ets wlthout end amid the ruined trees, 

a d�c�.!n 945 when the Saxon King Edmund defeated the Cmnberlanders'in' 

;SlV� battle at DUllmail Raise, between Grasmere and Keswrck. 
"-orsb' 

It is now known that the Druid worship in Cumberland resembled thE! 

or n I'P of Baal, though the God the Druids wOFshipped was knolVn as Beal 
a tUle. 
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And the black mists of night flit ceaselessly, Like shadowy phantoms of another world, The Druid altar'" stands in circled rock. 
And here of old the youth and maid alike 
Passed through the flames to Beal ; when the plague Swooped on the kine like ravening birds of prey, The herdsmen drave them through the need-tire'st To rid them of the taint that shadowed death. 
But all things change and pass, the idle creeds That vexed the world a moment with their cries Are but as floating airs that scarce are felt. 
'Tis only nature that is still the same, 
The tender mother, old yet ever young, 
That looks from out the deep-blue sky, and speaks From every leaflet, every flower that blows 
Her noble words of God and Truth and Love. 

Here now is rest as full and deep and sweet 
As in the churchyard where the Poet lies, 
His life's task ended. Peaceful is his sleep, 
But not more peaceful than the l ife, .that passed In converse sweet with Nature all the days ; Save when there came a cry+ from o'er the sea BOding a world of misery to men, A voice of mingled triumph and despair 
That thrilled the world, and shook it to its depths. Ah how he loved each vale, each tarn, each brook, The fleeting change of sky, the wistful breeze 
That murmured throu�1: :;1e yews and sycamores, 
And then was gone; the flying cloud, the showers 
That sped in robes of light or darkness veiled 

• There are traces of such altars at Glenderaterra and Cum whit ton. t The "need.fire," 
·
still so called, is derived from the Danish word 

"noel" meaning cattle. English neat herd. In some parts of CumberIand 
the practice is still observecl. 

t The French Revolution, which irresistibly attracted Wordsworth to 
PaJis. 
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.,., hill to hill, as grateful to the eye 
frO)" 

strains of joy and sadness to the ear I 

��e world o� flowers, the tiny daisy'S s:lf . 

'That raised Its golden head, as though It knew 

'That there was one to whom it was most dear; 

and oft he passed along the road, that winds 

By Rydal water down to Windermere, 

VV-here thousand thousand trees in armour green 

With ordered lines of densely waving boughs, 

Stand by the water's edge, as though to guard 

Some sacred precinct from unhallowed tread. 

Full oft he clomb the path to Grisdale Tarn 

And saw the valleys deepen as he clomb, 

And the tall mountains looming taller still, 

While far below the waterfall flashed down 

In dazzling whiteness, breaking into gems 

Of lustrous foam, like diamonds of spray ; 
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And higher still he clomb, and saw the woods 

And brooks beneath him, dwindled till they seemed 

A fairy world bright with its fairy rills. 
Then higher yet to steep Helvellyn's top 

Whence he beheld the ocean gleaming far 

With gentle swell of waves, and in his heart 
There woke a mighty joy, as when he saw 
The host of clouds spread far their fleecy wings; 
And dart, like things of life, across the vale 
O'er steep Nab Scar, or when by Lyulph's Tower 
He gazed upon the sun-lit daffodils, 
That tossed their myriad golden heads like one, 
As though in concert with the s�arce heard voice 
Of falling brook or distant cataract. 

A life of peace 'midst friends that loved him dear j 
And as they lived together still, so death 
COUld not divide them but here side by side 
They 1· ' . 1 le, and sleep their never wakemng seep. 
llere 'neath the shadow which the grey tower casts 
The Poet erst had lain, and listened oft 
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To the sweet cries of children at their play By cottage doors, when on the vesper breeze Was borne the Jowing of the kine, and bleat Of pasturing sheep, while by the rugged wall The Rotha crept with tiny wave of foam. 
There now he sleeps, and now the mournful stream Whose voice had meaning for his ear alone, • 
Glides sighing past, as though she fain would kiss The flowers upon the grave of her lost love. 

Such death as his is but a truer life : 
His great soul, freed from the base chains of earth Still dwells among us ; oft there breathes a voice� A soft Iow voice e'en from the silent grave, That tells us how to live, and how to die. Nature hath books for those who will but read, And all 'things tell their tale, but not to those Whose eyes are hooded, and whose soul is blind To all the wondrous works that ever speak The hand of God : but 'tis for them alone, Whose heart meets Nature's heart with answering That her sweet voice is fraught with meaning c1ear� And fits them for the life that is- to be. And as the sun now sinking in the west Sheds its last rays of gold, ere vanishing Beyond the far faint hills, and heralds in The dawn of night lit by the evening star, So may our life's end be, so calm, so bright : And through death's darkness may there be some To guide us hence with light and love and hope, Like yon bright star that glows o'er Grasmere wave. 

A. J. CHOTZNER. 

TOLD AT DITTON. 

� ari1 ELL, we were talking shop . I usually encour

age it secretly, though many people whose 

judgment in other things I respect think it 

wrong. When a man who has read quite 

other books than your degree requires you to know is  

willing to talk about them, you learn a little of his-work ; 

and, more than this, you learn that there are things 

worth knowing not comprised in the subject of your 

tripos. 
Now, I am a theological man, well able to discover 

differences and to make comfortable constructions, but 

of the particular logic of the lawyers I stand a chance 

of never knowing anything ; so, he being a lawyer, I 
manreuvred him very tenderly on to his own particular 

rail and let him go. 
I remember we were discussing the celebrated, but 

hitherto to me unknown, ' slop-smock case.' He told 

me how a man indicted for stealing a slop got off by 

shewing that he had taken not a slop but a smock: 

, Balance of testimony called it a smock and the case 

fell through. However, the grand jury were in the 

next room and found a true bill for feloniously taking 

and carryin g away a smock . Plea, autrefoz3 acqutl 

and _' 
, vVhat' s autre/at's acqtdt ?  ' 
, Oh , it means " I've been tried once for this thing and: 

:�qUitted,, ,  but, in order to get off on this plea, you must. 

t .ew that you were really in jeopardy at the former 
n al. N ' 

, ow, lf the thmg was a smock, the man had not 
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been in jeopardy, because the indictm,ent had " slop." It seemed, then, that the plea was a bad Not a bit. Be called a number of witnesses who s thq.t the article in question was a slop and _ ' l never heard 
'
more of the story than that, when he rea�hed that point something very happened. 

l sq. w his eyes start from 
distinctly qrop. This for an instant. Then he his eyes and turned away his head, while a deep suffused his face and neck, and he gave me the im si on of one who wished to sink into the earth, or in other m anner escape some particularly embarras:;m presence. What was it ? I looked in the d indicated by his anguish and saw nothing. At least, saw, in the far distance, the ' Bride's cake,' then electric chimney, then a tiny cedar tree, then a ra and lastly the buttercups at our feet. ��ving there were ,none, except a soaring lark and a hen, somewhat broody and just two years old". Seeing no m aterial clue to my companion's sternation, I at once attributed it to some vision he �een and, of Course, felt quite excited about it, having �nowingly been in the presence of an appa before. 

- , 
' For Heaven's sake, come away,' he said, getting up �nd dragging a t  my arm. I followed him, as he turned his back shudderingly, yet politely, on the ' Bride'a cake,' the chimney, and the cedar, and slunk rapidly towards Ditton. Not until we had gone half-a-mile did he begin to recover his faculties, and even then they seemed to return seriously impaired, for his first words, whispereq fi ercely into my ear as he convulsively: iplutched J;Ily aJ;"m, were, " I had one for lunch." , , Had one for lunch,' I answered. ' Had what ? ' 

• In order to be exact, I got these facts concerning the hen from its pro. pr\�tgr. \fntil �hen, I wa,s not sure even that it was a, hen at all.. 
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, Bush: he said, ' don't 

a ' _he almost choked 
speak so loudly. I had a 
as he finished the sentence. 

, 
' a chicken : 

0::- , Why so did r. At least, that was what they-

oalled it, thou,gh it  much resembled a very tough, 

old -: 
' Ough ! stop,' he shouted, turning quite white ; then 

halting and looking at me very sternly, ' You callous. 

brute ! ' 
There was a pause ; each was too moved to speak fol' 

�while. 1'hen he resumed : 
, 

' You mean to say that, this very day, you ate a-a 

chicken and yet you are not ashamed to look that pOol' 

:pen in the face ? ' 

I saw it all now. It was the sight of that hen� 

coming forward in all her unconsciousness, innocence" 

�nd trust, that had upset my sensitive companion, who. 

had so recently eaten of, perhaps, one of her sisters" 

though just possibly her grandfather. 

As a theological student, I felt piqued at being con

sidered by this common lay creature, nay callous l awyer, 

to be lacking in right feeling and proper shame. 1 
rallied him on his ultra-sensitiveness and-may I be 

forgiven !-1 called him a girl. 

' Why how will you like badgering witnesses, as you 

�re safe to be expected to do, when, no doubt, your 

humanitarian principles m ake you hesitate to shoot a 
tab bit ? '  

' 

, Hesz'tate ! I wouldn't shoot a rabbit to save my im

�ortal soul. But then, I know the feelings of a hunted 
i\.ni mal much better than you possibly can: 

So we sat down again and he told m e  his story. 
' You know that last year I went partly round the, 

World, and imitated a vast variety of Romans, in a great 
�any pl aces. "\V'ell, in Brazil, four or five of us once 
We t '  
tha

n mto the woods and began to shoot a sort of cone:y 

, 
t takes the place of rabbits there. We had seven or 

�I�ht dogs to fetch them out of the bushes, while we 
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shot them in the open, and, at the time, I thou 
great sport. After some time, we sent the dogs 
and all lay down sub tegmz1ze ./agz', so to speak, and 
have dozed off to sleep. At any rate, this is What I 
for I was awakened, roughly enough, by de 
grunts and squeals, that I soon found 'proceeded from 
herd of peccari, that broke suddenly upon us. 
whole party took to their heels, in every direction, 
sought the shelter of the neighbouring bushes. In 
hurry we did not miss our guns, but we soon 
what had bej::ome of them. 

The peccari soon found me out and, being unarmed, 
deemed it expedient to remove to another station, 
the tusks of these little animals soon reach an artery 
they are not easily kept at bay. While I scuttled 
an open glade, judge of my astonishment when I 
severe wounds all over my legs and learnt from 
report of a gun that I had been shot. When I 
shelter, I peered out to see what madman had 
assaulted me. 

A very large ape stood at the end of the ride, hol 
a smoking fowling-piece, into which he thrust a 
cartridge, which another handed him from a belt he 
carrying. The ape with the gun was chattering over 
shoulder, with some others in the background, similarly 
armed. Evidently, he was explaining why he 
failed to bag me. The others took a different view 
the matter, and I remember noticing that a very 
ape with a bald spot on his head was especially derisive. 
(It is strange how one notices trivial circumstances 
m oments of extreme peril . )  I began to think that 1 
should be safer up a tree, and accordingly I began, very 
stealthily, to climb an old and roomy specimen near me. 
Before I could do this, I had attracted the attention of 
several peccari and was compelled to desist. I dropped 
to the ground and fell on m y  back, and in an instant 
received a scar across the face from the sharp tusk of 
one of my assailants. Again I had to run, and, as 1 
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Sed to the next cover, the bald-headed ape took a 
cro� h t but very wide of the mark. 
5 0 ,  h . r f b ' ' k 

I can tell you t at lt was very Jar rom ' emg a JO e 

for m C, though those thieves of apes seemed to enjoy it. 

A. straight shot at twenty yards would mean death, and 

't is only owing to the very bad aim of the baboons that 

� am here to-day to tell the story. Especially badly 

did the bald-headed one shoot, which when I noticed, I 

alwayS made a point of breaking from his end of the 

cover. 
Ueanwhile, shots from other directions told me that 

my companions were in jeopardy as great as mine. 

Presently, one of the apes, taking aim more recklessly 

than ever, fired full  into the face of another ape, and to 

th is circumstance I think we all owe our lives. The 

accident caused such excitement among the shooters, 

that the whole of our party were able to reassemble at 

the tree where all had been sleeping when the peccari 

burst upon us. 
Very meekly, we made our way home-where we 

became the laughing-stock of the country. We did not 

tell our friends of the extremely unpleasant half-hour 

we spent in running about between the tusks of the 

swine and the guns of the baboons, but, if I live to be a 

hundred, I shall never forget the agony of that time. I 
made a vow that I would never draw trigger on fe11ow

creature again, and that is the easiest vow to keep that 

I ever took. 
' A few days later some settlers came across the 

th' leVes and recovered two of the guns. It was with 

extreme regret that I learnt that the bald-headed ape 

Was l ' . s am m the encounter. He shot so badly that I 
cannot help thinking he let me off several times on 

purpose.' 
r For a long time I was silent. Then I hazarded the 

l��ark, ' All this is quite true ? '  I shall not forget the 

a:d
" that he gave me. At last his face cleared a little, 

he said-



�5B Vazn Hopes. 
' I  know it must sound str�nge to you, so I will you proof. In my rooms I wIll shew you a cuttin 

a newspaper, telling how our guns were stolen 
g 

slept, and also a kodak picture a friend was 
enough to secure, shewing a big ape making off 
my favourite Purdy: 

These proofs he did shew me, that very night, 
this I am glad, for without them I should not have 
to offer this narrative to the Editors of the Eagle. 

G. G. 

VAIN HOPES.  

VAIN were my hopes, and ail my love was vairl, 
A flickering candle held against a gale, 
Born, like a sudden meteor to fail 

And leave behind a fiery track of pain. 
My storm-tossed spirit never can regain 

The old sweet calm, that proved, alas, so frait, 
When, like the silver star of evening pale, 

Bright love shone forth, but only shone to wane. 

The day is clone. The sunset's ruddy light 
Fades from the fir-stems. Duller grow the skies. 

But still the western heavens glimmer bright, 
Where far within, though vanished from mine eyesl 

Beyond the gleaming portals of the night, 
Her spirit waits for mine in Paradise; 

lr. T. 

THE DROWNING OF THORGILS."" 

DROWN him, drown h im in the lake, 

Fell destroyer of the land, 

Drown him for all Ireland's sake, 

Quench the rafter-burning brand. 

Sure a Viking loves the wave, 

Loves the water fair to see ! 

Let it be the warrior's grave, 

As it gave, so let it free. 

Drown him with a mother's curse, 

For the children he hath slain, 

Drown him, we can do no worse, 

Cannot pay him back each pain. 

Drown him with a sweetheart's scream, 

Drown him with a vengeful yell, 

Let the flood above him gleam, 

Send his cursed soul to hell. 
. , . . . . 

See, he grapples now with death, 

Death he hath so often given. 

See, the waters drown his breath, 

See, his soul departs unshriven. 
. . . . . .  

Thorgils, fiend, our debt is paid, 

Owel our vengeance shall complete ; 

Ne'er shalt thou in grave be laid, 

Toss there. Ah ! revenge is sweet. 

R. O . P. T. 

• Thorgils (T . 
• 

Viking ' 
urgesuls) IS the most celebrated of the " land-Ieapers, ' 

l\1\"aders r I I right ac ' 
0 re anel who, about the end of the 9th century, swept 

1 055 Irel d I CUt short . 
an , p uuderillg and destroying. The career of Thorgils was 

In the manner above described. Loch Owel is in 'Ve.tmeath. 
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CAM US ET CAMILLI. 
R omani . . . pueros nobiles et  investes . . . Cam illos appellant fIami num" praeministros. 

T was some time before they emerged their temporary retirement, and began stroll homewards along the towpath . B as the day was warm and the magnetism the river as potent as ever, they decided to make journey in l e  short pieces of paddling," as the expressed it ; in accordance with which resolution called an easy at Grassy, sat down in an empty by the wharf, and lighted up their pipes again. " Some day," said the Poet, kicking his heels the side of the barge, " I  intend to write a mastern; .. ,.i about the Cam : but as yet I can't quite settle in style to treat the subject. I might attempt it in Grand or Historico-C1assica1 style, bringing in J u Caesar, and making him renounce the wish, imputed him by Lucan, to discover the sources of the Nile, favour of the more intricate problem of the direction the Cam's flow, and then -- " 

• Note by the Philosopher. This meam " who are always calling on D eans. "  
Note by the POlt. No, it doesn't. How could any one call on the deaD 

" investis " ? 
Note by the Philosopher. " Investis " means " without surpl ice, "  stupid l 
Note by the Poet. vVrong again ! It means ' qui breves deremigard 

sol et . ' The tlUe reading is evidently " flammarum praeministros," " bonfire
attendants." 

. t Nott by both. We reserve Oill" dissertalio}ls until after the establishlueD of post-graduate degrees. 
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" l\Ieddle not with Julius Caesar," interrupted the 

1 ilosopher : " remember the fate of the other Cinna." 
1 "  ,VeI l," said the Poet, " suppose I try it in  the 

Lesser or Itinerario-topographical style-something 

after this manner-

First thri lls 'the Little Bridge the expectant heart 

With thoughts of needle and the eager start ; 

Next the Post Reach, and then the Little Ditch, 

Where labouring oarsmen feel the incipient stitch ; 

To reach which goal o ft madly strives the crew, 

E re ticks the stop-watch hand to eighty-two, 

And from the towpath hears the dread refrain 

" Just turn her,  cox, and take her back. again ! " 

Post Corner next where loud-tongued coaches roar 

Stern admonitions unto two and four : 
Then comes the Gut, where spurts the striving eight, l 
Where coxswains' shrilly tones ejaculate 
The words of mystic import " Now you're straight 1 " 
Next Grassy's bold protuberance we see, 
Corner not well beloved of bow and three : 
Then up Plough Reach the speedy ship doth run, 
Where many a race is lost, and many won. 
NolV Ditton-stay 1 what power of speech have I 
Wherewith to picture D itton's galaxy ? 
The thousand beauties ranked beneath the trees, 
The photographic " Now, keep steady, please ! " 
The ancient oars that cheer their Coll ege on, 
The roomy barge, the tub-propelling dont--

Then the Philosopher moved the closure and took the lead himself. " There are some branches of the aquatic 
a:t," he remarked, " concerning which we have not yet 
dIscoursed. Take the coxswain, for instance. Now the 
COXswain is a person for whom I often feel a large 
amOunt of sympathy. I once steered an eight myselfonly 
th once, and then for but two hundred yards ; for at e end of that distance my boat, and all others within reasonabl . 1 d ' h . . e range, were dlSSO ve 111to t elr constItuent 
atoms, and I, like the original Palinurus, found myself 
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i n  the water. Still the experience gave m e  a great sight into the difficulties of a coxwain's position." " Ah !  " murmured the Poet : 

" There once was a captain who steered, But his second appearance is feared , 
For two funnies, one whiff, 
Three fours and a skiff Are said to have quite disappeared." 

The Philosopher took no notice of the in but resumed his discourse. " The only point in a coxswain really scores an advantage lies in the that he is not obliged to train, and can accordingly at those who are. But even this amusement is not out its dangers and should be but seldom indulged unless the coxswain be endowed with sup nimbleness and given to early rising." 
" An orthophoetosycophant, in fact," remarked Poet, remembering the days when the Lent boat used to pull him out of bed. 
" A judicious amount of training, too," continued Philosopher, " would often be of no small advan What m ore pathetic sight is there than a coxswain starts his career with not ill-founded hopes of wi distinction, and then begins to increase in bulk, prospects sinking as his weight rises, till the vision a ' blue ' fades first to the less artistic white of a Cap, and then sets altogether ? "  

" Yes," remarked the Poet ; " this is  the manner it : 

I once was a light little cox, 
The smartest that ever was seen ; For I stood but five three in my socks, And weighed barely seven thirteen : The figures I give you are true, 

And I coxed in a club Trial Eight ; And they said I wa s sure of my blue, And I was-till I went up in weight. 
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The change was begun in the Vac. ,  

F o r  I spared not t h e  well-fatted calf ; 

And I found myself, when I came back, 

Increased by a stone and a half. 

Still they set me to cox a Lent crew, 

But docked my allowance of prog, 

Threw doubts on my chance of a blue. 

And said I was fat as a hog. 

Yet still there comes increase of weight, 

My garments expansion require, 

I project o'er each side of the eight, 

And my buttons are fastened with wire. 

They make me take runs in the Backs, 

(Now my running is marvellous poor) : 

And their pointed allusions to " stacks " 

Are very ill-natured, I'm sure. 

o 'Varsity President, you 

Are in need of an oarsman of weight : 

Then give me, 0 give me my blue ! 

Next year 'twill, I fear, b e  too late. 

For if in this way I enlarge, 

Next year, I would have you to, note. 

Nought less than the bulkiest barge 

Will be able to hold me and float ! "  
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" Let us now pass on," said the Philosopher, " from 
the coxswain to the coach. For the coach is another 
person who engages my sympathy. I have often 
Coached a boat myself, and for myself my sympathy is 
always prodigious : which m ay be termed the encourage
ment of home industries. However there are coaches 
and coaches, in every varying degree, from the bold, 
blatant, and bad-languaged, to the smooth, sententious, 
a�d serio-comic. Now the coach, though he m ay often 
gIVe the crew a b ad time of it, is not always able to re
Serve a correspondingly good time for himself : seeing 
these th' " . t' F t' mgs go m dIrect and not llwerse prop or lOn. � or 

ne three requisites for enjoyable coaching are a fine day, 
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a good crew, and a horse of easy action and som sedate habi ts. But when it is raining and b hard, when the crew takes more than two minutes the Post Reach, with the rest of the Course to m and when the horse is inclined to give you your ch between the river and the ditch, then the language ordinary conversation is wholly insufficient to the full unenviability of the coach's position." 

" Quite so," said the Poet : 

" It's somewhat unpleasant to row 
In a boat that's unsteady and slow. 

To be rated and baited 
And horribly slated, 

And told that your rowing's so-so, 
You know, 

That you'll have to do better or go. 

But what of the man on the gee ? 
Not unalloyed pleasure has he ; 

Though it's skittles and beer 
If you 're able to cheer, 

Yet when the crew's shocking to see. 
Dear me ! 

It's quite the reverse of a spree. 

When the crew's getting lazy and slack, 
When they're losing their smartness and smack� 

You would gladly th row bricks 
When the stroke Swears at six, 

And six i s  inclined to talk back, 
Good lack ! 

How their heads you could cheerfully crack l 

Yet you'll find it will compensate when 
They are swinging and shoving like men ; 

You will lose power of speech 
As you see the crew reach 

The Pike and Eel under nine ten, 
Oh then

What an impotent thing is the pen ! "  
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I' from the coach," resumed the Philosopher, " we may 

propriately pass on to the coach's steed, or gee, as it 

�p more commonly called. I have often read in the 

�ork5 of Mark Twain and others of a ' Mexican plug ' ; 

but whY a horse should be called a plug was beyond 

mY comprehension, until I saw a towpath gee, and dis

covered the origin and significance of the term : for the 

word ' plug ' is  a method of stating the value of the 

animal in tobacco, which, no doubt, formed the primi

tive currency in those countries. But of recent years, 

owing, no doubt, to the appreciation of tobacco at Cam

bridge, the name has come to be regarded as overrating 

the value of the beast, and has accordingly been 

dropped in favour of the more modern term of gee. 

This name-so say the best classical authorities-is 

derived from the Greek particle 'YS, which, except i n  

the Greek Iambics of the modern undergraduate, 

means ' at any rate ' ; and by a judicious application 

of the well-known lucus a non lucendo principle w e  

find that it refers t o  the animal 's  want of pace." 

" Still," said the Poet, " just as misfortunes · are 

said never to come singly, so we find that curiosities 

generally appear in couples. Hence the rider, or 

perhaps rather the rider's riding, is often a fitting 

adjunct to the horse. So we m ust not be too h ard 

on him. 

The towpath gee, the towpath gee, 
That zoologic mystery ! 

His counterpart you' l l  never see 
In any natural h istory : 

A strangely put  together beast, 
(To j udge by what I see of them) : 

He always boasts two legs at least, 
And often musters three of them." 

" �Ience," interrupted th e Philosopher, " the true 
Ori gin of the ''lord tripos : for in ancient times 
the:;e . ' 1 

' 1 h ' " " N dl1lma s were employed 111 P ong xng. ow 
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Heaven save us from these philologists," Poet. " Don't interrupt. 

His pace is usually not 
Much faster than the river is ; 

His action, when he tries to trot, 
Exciting to the liver is. 

He often takes to playing tricks, 
This  equine curiosity ; 

H e  sometimes shies, he sometimes kicks 
With out-of-place ferocity. 

Yet still I like him. Though he fall 
Or chuck me, what is that to me ? 

'There's no such other beast in all 
Com parative anatomy. 

tong may he flourish ! For although 
Sarcastic critics are with h i m ,  

He somehow suits me ; for, you know, 
My riding's on a par with him." 

" We have now," said the Philosopher, " gone through almost the whole aquatic pantheon. H owever, before 
we leave the subject, let us speak of those whom 
people usually stigmatise as ' crocks. '  I doubt whether 
there is a better or truer rowing man on the ri 
than the good old-fashioned hopeless ' crock.' I have 
known many of them and have come to respect their 
very deficiencies. Year by year they row o n  without 
hope of advancement, or even of more Success than 
an occasional scratch four or junior trial can give, 
ever cheerful and persevering i n  spite of the most 
discouraging circumstances. And where his club is 
concerned, the genuine crock is  always as keen as 
if he assisted it to win the Grand Challenge Cup 
every morning before breakfast. Let us therefore 
g ive him some of the recognition that he deserves 
but seldom gets." 

.Camus et Ca m ziH. 

Then the Poet sang his  praises as follows : 

" Not in a strain of pungent ridicule 

1 sing the h umbler votaries of the oar, 

D i sturbers of the peace of Barnwell Pool, 

Th e butt of budding poets heretofore. 

Others may mock their crabs, their clumsiness, 

Their splashing, digging, bucketing may chide ; 

The task is easy ; yet must all confess 

He bath done something who hath only tried . 
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Men call them crocks : but, call them what you will, 

They roW more rightly oft than some that have more skill. 

What craves the noble science of her son, 
Who to that title fitly would aspire ? 

Not strength alone, though measured by the ton, 
Nor only skill doth she of  him require. 

Nay, though of  greatest potency be these 
Corporeal glories, lacks there something more ; 

Not only physical the qualities 
That go to  making up the perfect oar : 

And the worst crock that ever yet was seen 
Is higher than a beast, is more than a machine. 

And have these nothing, though their form be poor. 
If patriotic effort have its part 

With pluck and perseverance ? For, be sure, 
The gist of  rowing lieth in the heart

The sturdy heart that Iearneth how to bear 
An oarsman's troubles, that may feel the stings; 

or disappointment, yet not know despair, 
But persevere in hope of better things : 

Add also (0 si adfuisset semper !) 
The oarsman's greatest gift, unruffieable temper." 

After this they rose and walked slowly along the 
towpath as far as D itton, stopping again just at the 
b ' egmning of the Long Reach. 

" Many a tight race have I seen along here," said 
the Pl ' I , 11 osopher : " I  rowed myself i n  one of the 
t�htcst of them too. It' s a horrid experience to b e  
G ased from here t o  the finish with the gap between 

VOL. XVIII. N N 
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your rudder and defeat varying from one foot 
three. But if you come out of it successfully, it's 
thing to be remembered for a lifetime." 

" I  have not forgotten the race you speak 
said the Poet. " How does this tally with your 
collections ? 

'Twas just after Ditton was rounded, 
That they came with a rush in the straight, 

And loudly their rattles were sounded, 
Portending our imminent fate ; 

And their men on the towpath were shouting, 
Plunging madly through gravel and dirt, 

And they thought they were in for an outing • .  
As they yelled to their stroke for: a spurt, 

And it came�like a rush of sea horses : 
What hope to escape it had we ? 

In practice we'd done no fast courses ; 
All said we were slow as could be, 

Aye, i t  came, like the waves o'er the shi ngl� 
Driven on by the flow of the t�de ; 

It came, and it made our blood tingle, 
It came, but it slackened and died. 

It died, but with sudden reviving 
Came again, and again it grew slack i 

And on we went, somehow contriving 
To stave off their direst attack. 

For our stroke was as sturdy a hero 
As ever won chaplet of bay, 

And even when hope was at zero, 
Still somehow he kept us away, 

And once 'twas a matter of inches, 
And often 'twas less than a yard ; 

But base i s  the oarsman that fli nches, 
Though fortune be never so hard : 

So we struggled right h ome to the finish, 
With a gap of a yard at the most, 

:B ut we suffered that not to diminish 
Till I by George, we were safe past the post." 
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" Those were hard times," said the Philosopher as 

theY continued their homeward walk. " Suppose we 

have something more cheerful to take us along. For 

rowing, like most other things, has its ups and 

downs, and, if you stick to it, you g�t compensation 

for these little annoyances in time. In fact, I doubt 

whether  it's a good thing for a m an to be very suc

cessful at the beginning of his career. A little whole

some adversity will keep his ideas on the subject of 

himself at the proper discount, and make his success 

all the sweeter, when it comes-and it will come if 

he deserves it." 
" Well," said the Poet, " here's a ditty to remind 

you of some more of the old days : 

When the crew's rowing well, 
When the ship's going well, 

Moving like creature alive, 
When there is nought to do 
Save what is sport to do, 

Only to swing and to drive, 
Then there's a pleasure, lads, 
Passing all measure, lads, 

Which to the heart it reveals, 
Thing to be waited for, 
Worth being slated for, 

Only to know how it feels. 

Even and long the stroke, 
Clean, crisp, and strong the stroke, 

Gripping the water right back ; 
Long, smooth, and straight the swing, 
Steady as fate the swing, 

Blades getting hold with a smack ; 
No dirty finishing 
Rhythm diminishing, 

Legs working hard as a horse ; 
Leaps to the l ift the ship. 
Steady and swift the ship. 

Over the whole of the course. 
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Then though the days be dark, 
Though hopes of bays be dark, 

Stick to it " steady and true : ", 
Be your stroke long enough. 
Be your faith strong enough. 

And you will turn out a crew. 
Then a good time will come. 
Moments sublime will  come, 

Worth all the trouble bestowed, 
Words benedictory, 
Glory, and victory, 

Then you'll have really rowed." 

fC I was just about to remark," began sopher-
" Sed Z(J1JZ satz's est pht"losophamm," in Poet : " it's getting nearly time for luncheon. " " Tu poeta es prorsus ad eam rem umcus," the PhilQsopher. 

���w���� 

SOME CIGARETTE PAPERS. 

WENT into my friend Johnson's rooms the 
other day, and found him out. I don't mean 
found him out in the ordinary sense, I did 
that long ago, once and for all; what I mean 

here is that I found he was not in. Johnson is a very 
refined sort of person-refined people in these days 
always bear some bandl name like Johnson, or Smith, 
or Boggs, the reason being, I think, that they cultivate 
refinement as a set-off against their names. 

Having helped myself to the best cigarette I could 
find, I proceeded to investigate his waste-paper basket. 
Among the heap of deceased " comps." and unpaid 
bills it contained, I found a small cardboard cigarette 
box covered with little paragraphs written in lead-
pencil . 

I went away with the box and some more cigarettes. 
The cigarettes I have smoked, the notes are trans
cribed below, in the order of their occurrence on the 
box. I have endeavoured to discover some order in 
them, but have failed. [ may mention that Johnson 
and order are not on speaking terms. The only order 
he ever has is a coal order, and that he promptly gives 
away. 

* * *' * * 
Stone walls do not a prison make, 

N or iron bars a cage, 
Minds innocent and quiet take 

* 

I r  That for a n  h ermitage. 

AnI h ave but my cigarette, and from the bore am free, 
gel s  alone that soar above enjoy such liberty. 

'If <if '* 
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Cigarettes are productive of a most 
egotiBm in conversation. They lead men to narrat 
little incidents of their history i n  a most 

e 

m an ner-little incidents, scarcely stories, which 
the n arrator's personality so much clearer and so 
m ore charming, drawing us closer together, 
our friendship with yet another white bolt .  They 
not told in a boasting spirit-and here greatly lies 
charm-but in illustration of the matter in hand, 
perfect sincerity, and without a trace of self-asserti 
ness. 

'" '" '" '" * '" 
I do not like the man who says dg. 

it is irrevetent, it is contemptuously familiar. 

'" '" '" '" '" '" 
The graceful sound of cigarette seems so fitti 

The slender white-coated shaft has all the delic 
grace of the word-this word and this work were 
for one another. And contrast dgarette lisping ge 
from the lips with the rampant sound of cigar and 
vulgar sound of pipe. One can imagine the fairest 
of fair women saying, czga7'ette-but those other words 

'" '" '" '" '" '" 
Who could imagine an angel with a pipe ! But 

cigarette would not soil even an angel's fingers. 
myself have seen cigarettes in the fingers and between 

the lips of the visible angels of this world ! the 
cigarettes seemed perfectly in place, and a shade more 
Charming, a little hallowed. But to return to the in· 
visible, I a m  t;ure my guardian angel indulges in 
cigarettes. I know she is kinder to m e  when I smoke 
them. 

'" '" '" '" '" '" 
The cigarette is the property of the refined man, 

cigars are too brutal, pipes too unclean. But between 

h is white fingers, between his cultured lips, it finds its 

resting place, and there perishes in its rapture. 
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I t  does not load the air with heavy fumes, but sends 

i ts own tiny column of dark blue smoke quickly 

��\Vards the sky, while a slower, broader stream flows 

f o!1l the smoker's lips. 
r 

It looks at home among his books and papers-is 

it s own garment
, 
not of paper too, paper refined to the 

last degree of thmness ? 
'" '" '" '" * * 

I should define a Vandal as a person capable of 

writing a verse in which czgarette should be made to 

rhyme with 'You bet. 
'" * '" * '" '" 

If I were in search of a new religion, I t;hould. 

worship my cigarette, the little idol with its tiny in

scription i n  letters of gold�not the cigarette my own 

hands have made, but the beauty that appears in full 

perfection from I know not where, like Minerva spring

ing from the head of J ove. Out of the unknown this 

charmer comes to me finished, complete, robed i n  

white for its martyr-death. 

On our crusades we should bear it before us, em-

broidered in silver on a banner of cloth of gold 

(despite the pedantry of heralds), as we went forth 

conquerin g and to conquer. 

And we should light up the darkest corner of the 

land w ith its red glow, an d from the lowliest cottage 

and the greatest palace its sweet columns of incense 

lihould arise. DE TROP. 



THE POETRY OF WILLIAM BAR}ms : 
A NOTE. 

N the fourteenth volume of the (pp. 3 63 ,  etc . )  a brief opinion was given there was something more than 
in  the quality of the poetry of a m of the College then just deceased, William Not m uch was said then, as the writer was q aware that he might only be cherishing a n  Idol of Cave i n  thinking so highly of the Dorsetshire But last year appeared a small collection of essays Mr Coventry Patmore"', i n  whom no such bias can suspected, and this contains not only m ore than most forcible expression of the poet-critic's opinion way of obiter dictum, but also an Essay with judicial title, A Modern Classtc, Willz'am BCt1'11,es. In Essay on DzStznctzon, Mr Patmore speaks of Barnes along with Matthew Arnold, Newman, and Tennyson ;  and, further on, he refers to a saying of Mr G. S. Venables that there had been " n o  poet of such peculiar perfection since Horace " :  and to the " generous and courageous j ustice " done to him by Professor Pal grave. 

For himself, he says, referring to the dislike of 
" distinction " by the crowd and its favourite arbiters 
of literary taste, " Witness the fate of William Barnes, 
who, though far from being the deepest or most 
powerful, was by far the most uniformly ' distin
guished ' poet of our time." 

., Religio Poeta!, etc. By Coventry PatmOl'e. G. Bell & SOilS, 1 893 .  
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in the Essay n amed, n o .  XIX of the ' collection, 

}AI' patmore explains what he means by a " Classic," 

cl works up to the conclusion that it  is he " in 
a
��10se every verse poetic feeling breathes in  words of 

:nl aboured perfection." H e  elaborates this i n  refer

ence to the Dorsetshire poems by bringing out the 

perfect attainment of their aim ,  and the absolutely 

natural , unlaboured quality of their art. This is no 

exaggeration or distortion of judgment such as would 

be involved in calling Barnes a poet of the first 

1Iwj{lIZlude, or even the second, but it is claimed that 

he is a poet of the first water. It is claimed 

therefore that he  should have " an abiding place 

among such roinor classics as Herbert, Suckling, 

llcrrick, Burns, and Blake " ;  and surpass him though 

every one of these m ay " in some point of wit, sweet

ness, subtlety, or force," he surpasses them all in " the 

sustained perfection of his art " and i n  " the lovely 

innocence which breathes from his songs of n ature 

and n atural affection . "  And, fina1ly, Mr Patmore, 
shrinking from the vulgarity and disorganisation of 
present Art, concludes his Essay with the expression of 
his opinion that Barnes m ay be one of the last English 
poets likely to be regarded as a classic i n  the sense 
assigned. 

There is n o  n eed for us to endorse every opinion 
expressed by Mr Patmore, either in its generality, or 
in its application to Barnes. But it m ay be permitted 
us to suggest to readers of the Eagle in search of a 
Summer companion that they m ay, with every con
fidence of winning a source of permanent enjoyment, 
seek the friendship of this latest poet on our long roll. 

A. C. 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LITERA 
AND SCIENCE. 

MUST plead guilty to having chosen title of my paper before considering w I had aught to say on the subject. perhaps, a title is not of much importa indeed � have the support of the Master (of Bran wood), in choosing a title which is hardly akin my subject-matter, for I have heard that shepherds are sometimes surprised when they rpl'<';" " Mr Ruskin's work On the Construction 0/ 
as a gift likely to prove acceptable. 

On proceeding to consider whether there relationship between literature and science, myself in difficul ties. Looking about for a su concerning which one might compare the utterances the devotees of literature and of science, I fixed ' life ' as being of interest to all of us. My search seemed 
to prove that the literary man looked upon things 
from an entirely different point of view to that taken 
by the labourer in the field of science, and that it 
would be- hopeless on this line to attempt to trace any 
relationship between literature and science. Thus, 
whilst the poet speaks of life as " an empty dream, " 
it is defined by the philosopher as " the definite com 
bination o f  heterogeneous changes, both simultaneoUs 
and successive, in correspondence with external 
co-existences and sequenr,es." 

This was not encouraging. 
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.After further consideration, I discovered an im-

ortant relationship, hitherto overlooked. It is evident 

�1at literature is  the rich relation who condescends 

to introduce poor science to  the British Pu:blic. 

1herefore, we find that the infant is nourished with 

111 i lk and Arabella B*ckl*y, the schoolboy dilutes 

his toffee with Gr"'nt All*n, the m iddle-aged man 

takes his grog with a chapter of T"'nd*ll, whilst the 

veteran is cheered into his grave by the edifying, 

patter of Dr K*nns. 
It is true that there have been great scientific 

men who were a1sa literary ; for instance, it is 
stated that the first sentence of Sir Charles Lyell's 
Pnflczples of Geology, with one or two verbal changes" 
makes two lines of English heroic verse. But this 
is exceptional. Moreover, little pleasure is obtained 
by discussing what is  good and perfect ;  let us rather 
consider the effusions of the tiro, for the p1easantest 
of all work is destructive criticism. 

The aspiring literary youth, pure and simple, is 
one who has nothing to say, but an agreeable way 
of saying it ; whilst the future writer of scientific 
monographs and epoch-making memoirs has usually 
something to communicate, but does not know how 
to do it. How awful then must be. the products of the 
hybrid scientific-literary stripling ! Let us examine 
a type. 

The popularisel' of science is- characterised mainly by 
his scorn for the unpopular, or, I should rather say, 
super-popular scientific genius. He serves up a hash 
�

.
onsisting of some quasi-scientific knowledge, a descrip� 

�on
. 

of scenery, and a certain amount of buffoonery .. 
obce his style. 

" One sunny day, as I was wandering listlessly along
the 11' 

-
t1 

ro ll1g chalk-downs of southern E ngland, conscious 
b lrough the medium of a freshening south-westerly 

y
reeze that the boundless ocean, though unseen, was el not afar off, I diverted my glance from the magnifi:' 
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cent mammilated mass of cumulus cloud that r '  , IS 
dome above dome into the serene azure, was Cut 
sharply below as by a scythe, to the sweet short 
beneath my feet (turf so dear to the breeder of the 
horse and the judge of good mutton), when my eye 
averted by the appearance of an insignificant 
which anyone but a very close observer would 
passed unheeded. The botanist, proud of his little 
would have named it the HermZ11-zum 17Zonorchzs, but 
us use a good English name, and speak of the 
footed bedpost plant." 

( Here will follow a n  inaccurate description 
fiower, its mode of fertilisation, Cl few 
remarks on Darwin, and a concluding 
calling attention to the wi,sdom of Dame 
and of the writer.) 

Very different is  the style of the next author, 
has a little knowledge of many scienoes, and is 
on all. Listen to him crushing the geologist, as 
most crawling of earthly worms :-

" And of scientists, to use one of the words wh 
have sprllng up around the false prophets of Na 
surely the most igI10ble is the geologist. Ignoble 
in his calling, bllt in his methods. For thrown am 
scenes that should purify, and amidst surrollndings th 
should elevate, he wilfully rejects the pearl of 
price, and wallows in the mire of ignorance. Him, 
alone amongst men, have I tried to instrllct in vain .  
He has turned aside from the mighty crystal of the 

Matterhorn, and the perfect pellucidity of the agate. 

f;1.nd devoted his time to PCllaeontology, and so since 
the days of J .  D. Forbes, no geologist has rightly 

delineated mountain form, anq none has taken up my 

challenge, and accounted, as I the hllmblest of studen.ts 

have done, for the variations of crystal-architecture
.
lO 

a mass of silver. Therefore geology, which with 
anatomy should share in the glory of being the scie�ce 

of the study of beauty (for the curve of the mountalO" 
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e and the curve of the girlish figure each contains 

slOP perfect embodiment of loveliness, that is of love), 

th:10gy, [ say, is of no account, and the geologist, who 

;�ould be uplifted above his fellows, is abased ; wit· 

n ess the words of the seer : 
• Some drill  and bore 

The solid earth, and from the strata there 

Extract a register, by which we learn 

That He who made it and revealed its date 

To Moses, was mistaken in its age.' 

Notice the expression, " extract a register." Nothing 

of poetry, nothing of harmony, nothing of love,-naught 

is extracted save a meaningless collection of facts over 

which men cackle and dispute, as fowls on a dust-heap. 

Woe unto you geologists, who, for the sounding of 

hammer and tinkling of chisel, hear not the voice of 

Nature." 
Many other ways of introducing science to the 

people might be noted, as for example that of the 

Extension Lecturer with his syllabus, lantern, and per

l5uasive eloquence ; but he deserves a paper to himself. 

I w i l l  end with one m ethod of popularising science 

which has, I believe, a great future before it. It is the 

statement of scientific facts in  doggerel rhyme. It has 

long been dear to us as an easy medium for conveying a 

requisite knowledge of Paley's Evzdences, and has been 

otherwise utilised ; but as a method of teaching science, 

it has not received the attention it deserves. As this is 

probably the most degrading m ode of instructing the 

p ubli c in the truths of science, I n eed n ot apologise for 

quotin g a short didactic effusion of m y  own, written for 

this purpose, and with this will bring my p aper to a 

close. 

PRE-HISTORIC PEEPS IN CAMBRIDGE. 

When Camus did once quickly travel, 

I nstead of mud, he carried gravel, 

(Whilst now, in times of fiercest flood 

He carries nought but murky mud) . 
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No gutter then through slimy flats 
Did ooze surcharged with freight of cats . 
A t t'ver flowing ' midst the hil ls  

' 

Received as tribute sparkling rills. 
The hills resounded with the bellow 
Of rhus challenging his  fel low ; 
Aroused from slumber by the Bos, 
Came forth the huge Rhz"lIoclros ; 
The Mammoth with his gleaming tusk 
Crashed through the foliage at dusk ; 
Whilst man, amongst this frightful horde 
Was then, as n ow, Creation's lord j 
Though some there are who would dispute 
H i s  claims as lord of fowl and brute. 
'Tis true, the beasts on which he preyed 
Received no thrust from metal blade
I ndeed man could not polish stone, 
But splintered bits of fl int and bone, 
And, taking 'vantage of the cracks, 
Made pre.historic spear and axe. 
For details of his home and dress 
(The latter scanty) j evening mess 
O f  mammoth�pottage j love and hate ; 
H i s  views concerning futu

"
re state j 

The ways i n  which his foes were 
"
smitten ; 

See Dawkins, Early Man l'n Bn/ain. 
X. TREME. 

HAFIZ. 

(Re:ld at a meeting of " The Critics " on May 19, 1 894.) 

I .  

1I DO not know if my readers share the difficulty 

with myself of transporting thoughts, mental 

. notes of the proportion of history, at a 

moment's notice, as Mr Anstey's theosophist 

said that he could his body, many thousand miles. I 

am alarmed to think with what untoward brevity all 

the most important cardinal-points of the world's ages 

fade into shocking indefiniteness, till one comes to 

believe that the story books with their ' in days of old ' 

are really the best teachers of method for acquiring 

history, in preference to such painful masters of chrono

logical exactitude, as, for example, the Welsh genealo

gists, who are proud to inscribe on the margin of their 

fam ily-tree a remark that at this period the Flood 
happened. 

And if history so plays the cheat, I confess that in 

geography I, for one, am no better. I do not mean 

�hat, with the subject well -prepared, it does not seem 

lncred ible not to know the number of miles from San 

�rancisco to the Cape, but the merest divergence of 
�nterest will drive such knowledge away, and one feels 

���lil1ed to reply to such enquiries with the Father of 

.
lstory that though one has been told, one would not 

w 1 1 '  
" 

1 lngly mention. 

. Things are worse when the subject so described can, 

1 11 no human probability, become part of one's visual 
exp . " enences ,  So that the laugh-to come to the m atter 
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immediately in hand-i s all with such men as Sir J 
Malcolm, or Professor Palmer, or Mr E .  G. Browne Pembroke, the first chapter of whose Year a mon 
Perszans is as good reading for a Cambridge man, :g 
ever be his course of study, as, to my knowledge, can 
found anywhere ; or the Hon George Curzon, 
encyclopffidic work on Persza does equal honour to 
sister University. Listen to these ' travellers' tales ' • 
a page, and that an introductory one, taken at 
from such writers as these :-" Resuming my 
at Teheran the opportunity will await us," it runs, " 
seeing something of a Court whose splendour is 
to have formerly rivalled that of the great Mogul, of 
Government which is still, with the exception of 
the most oriental in the East, and of a city which 
the unswerving characteristics of an Asiatic capital 
the borrowed trappings of Europe.  Thence the 
road-only ninety miles of which is a road in 
known sense of the word-will lead us across the 
cessive partitions of the great plateau, possessing 
m ean elevation of 4,000 to 5,000 feet above the sea, 
occupies the heart of Persia ; and whose ma 
mountain ridges i ntervene, like the teeth of a 
between the northern and southern seas. In the 
of greater or less extent lying at their base we 
fi nd, in the shape of large but ruined cities, the v 
records of faded magnificence, of unabashed misru 
and of internal decay. Kum, from behind its 
of fanaticism and mystery, will reveal the glitter of 
golden domes that overhang the resting place of 
and the sepulchre of kings. Isfahan, with its wreck 
fallen palaces, its acres of wasted pleasaunce, its storeyt::1£ 
bridges, that once ran g beneath the tread of a population 

numbered at 650,000, will tell a tale of deeper path�S, 

although i n  its shrill and jostling marts we may �tlU 
observe evidence of mercantile activity and a prospenng 

i nternational trade. Sh iraz, which once re-echoed the 

blithe anacreontics of H afiz, and the more demure 

t 
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hilosophy of Sadi, preserves and cherishes' the poets' 

F'ravps ; but its merry gardens, its dancing fountains, 

g nd its butterfly existence have gone the way of the 
a l '  

. 1 
in ders who sang t lelr pralses, and are now on y a 

s b 
shadow and a :lament. In this neighbourhood, and in 

eloquent juxtaposition to these piles of modern ruin, 

occur at intervals the relics of a grander imagination 

and a m ore ancient past. Here on the plain still stands 

the white marble m ausoleum that, in all probability • 

once held the gold coffin and the corpse of Cyrus. At 

no great distance the rifled sepulchre of Darius gapes 

from its chiselled hollow in the scarp of a vertical cliff. 

Opposite, the princely platform of Persepolis l ifts its 

dwindling columns, an d amid piles of debrts displays 

the sculptured handiwork that graced the palace of 

Xerxes and the halls of Artaxerxes."* 

It is something, when the secretaries of our 
'
India 

office can write like that. But the truth is, there is a 

fascination about the Far East, which has exerted itself 

over some of the greatest thinkers. It is so different 

from what has been descri bed as our " multitudinous 

detail ," our " secular stability and the vast average of 

comfort " of the West.t  Goethe himself, just about the 

time that Europe was to undergo its final Napoleonic con

vulsion,  the year before Waterloo, turned to the E ast for 

insp iration, and set about his FVest-ostlt'che Dtwan : and 

it bears the m ark of the time, for Timur is Napoleon 

h imself. Goethe was followed by Riickert and Platen . 

But it is a matter of national pride that in this the English 

had already anticipated them, in the pages of Forster. 

Goetl1P, I have said, was absorbed in the study by 1 8 14 
- 1 8 1 5 ; we here may be forgiven for remembering that 

�hree years earlier a member of this college had landed 
111 SI . 

. l lraz.  The pages of Emerson are replete with 

�lbutes to the genius of the East . Victor Hugo, though 

e attempted it in his Onentales, did not, if the ex-

------------------------------------------------
• Curzon, Persia, I. 9, [0. 

VUL XVllI. 
t Emerson, Persian Poetry, p. [ 74· 

p p  
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press ion i n  its double sense m ay be permitted so far. N or must we omit Lamartine. The in

' 
of the East m ay be found in Calderon and Brah In our own country Robert Browning did much Mr George Meredith in a book that some of us wili bear to characterize yields to the charm. 

I hasten to set the minds of my readers at rest stating at once that I have no intention of giving 
even in the tersest phrases a sketch of Persian H 
The painful student will find n o  less than 1 00 pages the latest edition of the EncyclojJCEdz'a devoted to 
time and country. Most of us have sold our Xenoph 
though Herodotus is still with us. But it will not, think, be out of place to devote a few words to Shi 
the city of Hafiz, and then without more ado 
ring up the curtain and begin. 

The traveller who shall have passed through 
Strait of Ormuz into the Persian Gulf will find hi 
self taken 500 miles up the eastern coast to th 
Port of Bushire, if that can be called Port 
is unworthy of the name, * and Bushire, wh ich 
separated by only 1 70 miles from Shiraz. But-an 
it is refreshing to come across any place that is n 
connected nowadays with every other by railway n 
posting road-these 1 70 miles must be covered 
caravan. They consist of a series of parallel ri 
which from their character and steepness may almost 
be characterised as ladders, and which rise to a height 
of over 7 ,000 feet above the Persian Gulf. The island 
communication of Shiraz, it is consoling to think, is 
easier ; and the 600 miles of road connecting Shiraz 
with Isfahan, Kashan, Kum, and Teheran may be 
managed, in 1\1r Curzon's words, as fast as spur, 
bridle, and horsehoof can forward the traveller. t The 
sea route which I have indicated is the one used by 

'" Curzon, i 46. t lb. i 40-7. 

t 
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11 \ isitors coming from India and by 'all Indian and 

n g1ish merchandise going as far north as Isfahan. 

Shiraz itself lies in a valley about ten miles in 

id th by thirty i n  length :* Shiraz, of which Sadi 

:as said that ' it turns aside the heart of the traveller 

from his native land: t The Zerghun gateway con

ists of a fortification completely stretching across the 

p3.SS from mountain to mountain, and in the upper 

storey of the gateway over the arch is a chamber con-

aining, upon a desk, a colossal copy of the Koran 

s<J.id to weigh eight tons, of which it is popularly 

believed that if one leaf were removed it  would equal 

in weight the entire V'olume.+ From the gate to the 

city walls is now bare and desolate, though once very 

d.ifferent. One hundred and twenty years ago the 

population stood at 50,000. It is now from 20,000 to 

30,000 only. The histories relate that it was founded 

in A.D. 694, exactly 1 , 200 years ago ; but it  must really 

be much older. A legend of the Three Kings, who 

in l\Iarco Polo's  days were reputed to have started 

from here, is so good, that I am sorry I must not stop 

to repeat it. But Herbert speaks thus of the city, and 

is approved by its latest historian : 

" Here art m agick was first hatched ; here Nimrod 

for some time lived ; here Cyrus, the most excellent of 

Heathen Princes, was born ; and here (al l  but his head,. 

wh ich was sent to Pisigard) intombed. Here the Great 

Macedonian glutted his avarice and Bacchism. Here 

the first Sibylla sung our Saviour'S incarnation. Hence 

the l\1agi are thought to have set out towards Beth

lehem , and here a series of 200 Kings have swayed 

their scepters." § ( 1 6 2 7 ). 
As early as 1 3 30  it was famous. Ibn Batuta speaks 

o f the tomb here of Abn Abdullah, who wandered 

about Ceylon with a sanctity so well established that it 

Was recognised by the elephants. The city grew and 

• lb. ii 95. t lb. 93· t lb. 94· § lb. 96. 
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grew, so that in later days the vain-glorious s arose, ' When Shiraz was Shiraz, Cairo was one of suburbs.' In 1 4 7 4  the Italian AngioleIIo numbered inhabitants at 200,000. Yet by 1 6 68,  thanks to undation and earthquakes, the city was little 
than a ruin . About 1 7 70 it was entirely rebuilt stone. The Kajars pulled all this down and 
it again in mud. Though regarded as a prin 
for a son of the Shah, the Shah himself has 
visited Shira� in all his long reign. Mr Cu 
describes its Ark, and Old Palace, the aud 
chamber of which is now occupied by the 
European and Persian Telegraph office. Its 
is the finest in Persia. Shiraz wine and Shiraz tob 
which are both so famous, are completely con 
says Mr Curzon, at home ; the tobacco sold as Shi 
elsewhere coming from other districts. Some 
Shiraz wine which he drank, he tells us, was by 
the best he tasted in Persia. Let my hearers 
think that I am wandering far from my text. 
.Shira.zi characteristics are, as we shall see, of 
portance. But to return to our wine : ' It is incredible, 
/'jays another traveller, ' to see what quantities they 
drink at a m erry meeting, and how unconcerned the 
next day they appear, cmd brisk about their Business, 
and will quaff you thus a whole week together.'
Among natural products especially m entioned are 
moss-roses and the nightingale, which seems to be 
precisely similar to our English bird. The real life 
of Shira.z indeed was always chiefly in its gardens, 
an out-of- door life, a sort of perennial M ay Week. ' In 
all my life,' said Herbert in the 1 7 th century, ' I 
never saw people more jocund an d less quarrelsome." 

Just one word on these gardens that Hafiz loved 
�o much. ' From the outside, a square or oblong 
�nclosure is visible, enclosed by a high mud wall, 

" ID, ii, r oo- l .  
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ver the top o f  which appears a dense bouquet o f  

�rees. The interior is  thickly 
. 
planted with lofty 

yram idal cypresses, broad spreadl11g chenawrs, tough 

�lJ11 ' straight ash, knotty pines, fragrant masticks, 

ki n gl y oaks, sweet myrtles, useful m aples. They 

are planted down the sides of long alleys, admitting 

of n o view but a vista, the surrounding plots 

being a jungl e  of bushes and shrubs. Water courses 

along in channels or is conducted into tanks. Some

times the gardens rise in terraces to a pavilion at the 

summit, whose reflection in a pool below is regarded as 

a triumph of landscape gardening. There are no neat 

walks, or shaped flower-beds, or stretches of sward. 

All is tangled and untrimmed. Such beauty as arises 

from shade and the purling of water is all that a 

Persian requires. Here he corr.es with a party, or his 

family, or his fr iends ; they establish themselves under 

the trees, and, with smoking, and tea-drinking and 

singing, wile awCiY the id1� hour.' In a typical one, 

such as I have described, the traveller comes upon the 

tomb of an English explorer-perhaps an ideal resting

place to some. In another you m ay come across 

' closely-veiled Persian l adies, waddling along like 

bales of blue cotton set up on end ' after spending an 

agreeable afternoon in the shade. t 
One mile from the town in a north-easterly direction, 

just under the mountains, lies the tomb of Sadi,  who, 

with the subject of my paper, shares the chiefest 

honours of this town .  Nearer the city, and on the out

skirts of its northern suburbs, in a cemetery crowded 

with Moslem graves, surrounded by a frail iron railing, 

visited by bands of admiring pilgrims, is the last 

restin g-place-I take shelter behind the deliberate 

Words of a man who is nowise given to exaggeration, 

the I l ' 
. 

n e lan statesman to whose most statesmanl1ke book 

I have alluded-" the resting-place of a national hero 

* lb. 103. t lb. r os· 
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and the object of adoration to millions,' · the 
Hafiz. 

What is the kernel, if such be the husk ? 

n. 
It will be convenient to bear in mind five dates.  

death of Mahomet took place in 632.  Nearly 400 
later, in 1 020, died Firdusi, ' the unhappy and subli 
Michael Angelo of Persian history.' Not quite a 
dred years later, in 1 1 1 6, Nizami was born, and 
date of his death brings us to A.D. 1 200. Sadi died 
1 2 9 2 •  The year of the birth of Hafiz is unknown, 
he died either in 1 3 88, or, as his tomb declares, in 1 39 1  
His boyhood therefore fell in the last years of Dante' 
life, and he succeeds Sadi by almost exactly a cen 
The 1 5th century is represented by Jami ( I ' P 4 - 1 492), 
There was one more poet, and then the seals were 
set.-Mahomet, Firdusi, Sadi, Hafiz, J ami. t It may 
be worth pointing out that Omar Khayyam comes be. 
tween Firdusi and Sadi ( 1 050- 1 1 23). 

As little is known, it has well been said,; of the life 
of Hafiz, as is known of Shakespeare's.  He seems to 
have lived in quiet retirement and literary ease. He 
studied poetry and theology, and mystic philosophy, 
and enrolled himself in an order of dervishes. HQ 
studied the Koran to such an extent that a college 
was specially founded for him in which he held the 
post of Professor, even as a prefecture for Rorace I 
and it is from his devotion to the Koran, in fact, that he 
owes his sob?'tquet, for Hafiz merely means " one who 
remembers " and is technically applied to any person who 
has learned the Koran by heart. The restraints of 
asceticism were little to his taste, and his ' loose conduct 
and wine-bibbing propensities ' drew on him the censure 
of his colleagues : with what result we shall sea. Several 

• Ib. 109. t Quarterly Review, Jan. 1892. 't Macmillall's J1fagaziue, �. 
252 (by Prof. Cowell). 

t 
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onarchs during his lifetime invited him to go and see 

�em ; one in the South of India, and Rafiz actually 

et out. Crossing the Indus he passed through Lahore 
5 . 
to Orm uz, and embarked on a vessel speclally sent for 

him. . He seems, .however, to have been a bad sailor, 

and having invented an excuse for being put on shore,· 

lIafiz wrote an ode which is still preserved, and gave 

it to his friends to give to the Vazir. Re himself had 

had enough of the sea and made the best of his way 

back to Shiraz. There are a few more anecdotes, true 

and apocryphal, nothing more. 

Hafiz's poems are all ostensibly about love and 

wine. Sir W. J ones called him " the Anacreon of 

Persia." But all Persian poetry has a sufi or mystical 

character. It is the old question of the'  Song oj Songs. 

As to the character, literal or mystical, of Hafiz's poetry, 

erudite Persians still dispute.t The subject is somewhat 

beyond the limits of this paper·t 

II!. 

The form of the ghazal, in which Hafiz wrote, is 
well known. It is an ode which must not exceed 

seventeen couplets and is usually compressed in seven 

or eight. The first two lines rhyme, and this rhyme 

recu rs at the end of every alternate remaining one, 

the intermediate one being left free. The couplets 

are left free and need have no connexion. They are 

mere pearls on a string. But the last couplet always 

introduces the poet 's  name. The ghazals themselves 

are arranged alphabetically according to the initial 

• Encycl. Brit. Ed. IX. But see also Macmillan's J.tlagazillc, lac. cit., 
p. 253 · 

t Curzon. ii. 106. 
t .e \Vhat room for How and \Vhy, when God is wise, "  says Hofiz. The 

mOst conci,e key to Oriental Mysticism, as far as 1 am aware, will be found 

III E. H. Palmer's Work, bearing that title (Orientlll l1/),sticisJ!I, Cambridge, 

1 8(7 ). 
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letter, so forming a Dzwan. Here IS one ghazal 
is both typical and perfect : 

" If the hand of thy musk-scented tresses hath 
against me, and if the dark mole of thy cheek hath 
heartless to me, gone is gone ! 

If the lightning of love hath destroyed the harvest of 
poor wool-garbed dervish, or if the tyranny of a mighty 
h ath injured the beggar, gone is gone ! 

If a heart hath been oppressed by the glance of the bel 
who hath it in keeping, or if aught hath marred the 
between lover and loved one, gone is gone ! 

If complaints have been spread abroad by the tale
or if among comrades aught unfitting hath been spoken, gone 
gone ! 

On the highway of love should be no heart-burning :-b 
me wine ! When aught that was impure has become pure agai 
gone i s  gone I 

In the game of love, patience is needful : be strong, 
heart I If there was heart-pain, if there was cruelty, gone 
gone ! 

o preacher, be not eloquent on the backslidings of Haliz. 
who hath escaped from the cloister. Who shall bind the foot 
of the freeman ? Gone is gone." 

Indeed Hafiz is no stickler for compromising 
measures. " If my heart draws me to the musk-scented 
grape," he says, " so be it ! From austerity and 
hypocrisy cometh no sweet s mell." Still 
gracefully he pens his own independence, " I  am the 
slave of his will," he says " who, under the azure vau l t 
is free from the colonr of submission . "  And twice 
again he speaks j " Where do they sell the wine which 
overcometh the Sufi ? for I am consumed with, anger. 
at the hypocrisy of the devotee ! "  " The flame of 
hypocrisy and deceit will consume the harvest of 
religion.  0 Hafiz ! throw aside thy woollen garments 
and go thy ways." And Hafiz knows his own worth, 
and the value of the immortality he is conferring. " The 
poet," he says, " conveys your favours to the end of the 

t 
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rId : do not withold from him allowance and provision 

�o 
the journey." " Hafiz, thou art a monarch in the 

�r h 
. 

' ngdo m of speec j every moment thou achlevest 

�:ctories in the plain of words." The last is more 

daring. " In the dawn there is a tumult around God's 

throne, and Wisdom calleth aloud, , It is the angelic 

ChOir which chanteth the verse of H afiz.' " 

A. high place must be found, even by his worst 

detractors, for such of his verses as deal, without any 

question of interpretation , on religion. " Every gift 

of happiness which God hath bestowed on H afiz," he 

says at the end of one ghaz,al, " hath been the reward 

of the nightly prayer and the morning supplication ." 

" The bird of my heart is a sacred bird," he begins the 

next, " whose n est is the throne of God j tired of its 

cage of the body, it is weary of the way of the world." 

" If once the bird of the soul flieth from this pit, it findeth 

its resting-place again only at the gate of that palace. 

And when the bird of my heart soareth upward, its place is 

the tallest tree ; for know that our falcon fmdeth rest only on 

the top of the throne • . . .  
In both worlds its home is the bower of highest sphere j 

its body is from the pit, but its soul is limited to no place." 

" We are neither hypocritical revellers, nor the com

panions of the deceitful," he  says in another ode. " He 

to whom n o  secrets are hidden is aware of this." 

" We discharge all our duties,  and do wrong to no 

man," he adds in Whitman's  vein-" whatever we are 

to ld is unlawful,  we say not that it is lawfu1." 

" The heart is a screen behind which He hideth His  love : 

II is eye is the glass which reflecteth His face. 

r who would not bend my head to both worlds, yield my 

neck to the yoke of His mercies . . . •  
. " What should I do within that holy place wherein the wind 

IS the Screen of the shrine of His sancti ty ! " 

We touch ground agai.n i.n the n ext. " I  was 
am azed," he says, " when I discovered last n ight cup 

VOL. XVIII. Q Q 
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and jug beside Hafiz j but I said no word, for he 
them in Sufi manner." 

Into his attacks on the Sufis we need not 
him. It is ever the same reformer's crY-They p 
not what they preach. (C 0 Lord," he cries, " 
this band of braggarts on the backs of asses, for 
this pride they have taken from their slaves and mules. 

IV. 

We shall do well to leave this line and 
Hafiz into his own province, for he is, of 
more especially a love-poet. " The court of Love 
a great deal higher than wisdom," he writes. " Tb 
eyebrow of my beloved alone is my Mecca j what 
this distracted heart to do with the Place of 
Pilgrimage ? " 

" In the school of truth, in the presence of the masters 
of love, work unceasingly, my son, that thou mayest one 
day become a master. Wash thyself clean from the dross of 
the body, that thou mayest find the alchemy of love and be 
transformed into gold." 

" We have n ever read the story of Alexander and Darius,'· 
h e  writes, " ask of us n o  tale but that of love and l oyalty." 

" Bow thyself down in adoration, 0 angel, at the door of the 
tavern of love, for therein is kneaded the clay from which man
kind hath been moul ded." 

" My heavenly guide, help me in this sacred journey, for to 
the wilderness of love n o  end is visible." 

" If others are glad and joyous in pleasure and delight, love 
for the beloved is  the source of delight to us." 

Hafiz can be incisive : " In form and face my 
beloved is the queen of the world. Would that she 
knew how to deal justice." 

His agony at separation is heartrending. ( C  I com
plain every moment of the hand of separation. I 
weep if the wind does not carry the sound of my 
sighing to you." 
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" What can I do save weep, because from thy absence I 

l' n such case as I would have thy evil wishes to share. 

a1l1 
Day and n i ght I drink tears and blood. Why should I 

not, s i n ce I am far from thy sight ? How could I be glad 

at heart ?  " 
" I  heard a sweet saying which was uttered by the 

ol d m an of Canaan : ' No tongue can express the 

sorrow of separation fro m  the beloved ! ' " (or, according 

to another translation, ' What meaneth the separation 

of friends.' ) " The words of the preacher proclaiming to 

the city the dread tale of the day of resurrection are 

but a description of the day of separation." 

" Let no one," he cries at last, " be vexed like 

me, the afflicted one, by absence, for all my life has. 

been passed in the pain of separation." 'If 

And yet how buoyant he is. ! 

" If from thy garden I gathered a handful of flowers, what 

matter ? If before the glory of thy lamp I bent my looks to 

my feet, what matter ? 

o Lord, if I, a sun-stained man, rested a moment beneath 

the shadow of that tall cypress,t what matter ? :  

o seal of  Jamshid of mighty memories, if  a gleam from 

thee should be cast upon my ring, what matter ? 

The devout man wooeth the favour of the King : if L 

value more the fascination of a fair image, what matted 

l\ly life hath varied between wine and my beloved : if ill 

hath chanced to me from one or from the other, what matter ? 

The Master knew that I was a lover, and kept silence ; 

and if Hafiz knoweth it likewise, what matter ? "  

H afiz has a considerable fund of humour, though 

s om e perhaps may be unconsciously introduced into 

him by his translators. " I  often put aside the cup," 

he writes once, " with the purpose of repentance, bu.t 

the gl Qnce of the cupbearer does not encourage me." 

" About 50 letrastichs are alone del'oted to Separation. .H.anz-Buckni1J , . 

326 et (mlt'. 
n t The cypress is with the Orientals the type of independence. Hafi:z:

ucknill, 68. 
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" My lamenting last night allowed n o  fowl Or fish sleep ; but behold, that scornful one never her eyelids." " Hafi.l," he cries in despair i n  place, f '  finds i t  i mpossible t o  make a short �bout thy tresses ; the rhyme would stretch Out the day of jltdgment." " If the cypress become before your stature," he adds i n  another mood, " not be proud. The sense of tall folk has no tion ." " The tongue, the reed of Hafiz, will n reveal thy secret to the crowd as long as thy loseth not his head." " Perhaps the cupbearer bestowed on Hafiz more than his share, for the of his turban is disordered." 

The ex.pressions of Hafiz are at least em �' In that place, where they drink to the memory her beauty, vile would be the reveller who retain consciousness." Occasionally he outdoes �elf. " 0  Hafiz," he writes, " it is well that in  pursuit of union, thine eye may m ake a n  ocean tears and thyself be swallowed .up i n  it." As strong in the soul of Hafiz must have been thQ craving for Friendship. " From the street of my friend bloweth the soft breeze of the Dq.wning Yeart with whose help, if thou wishest it, thou mayest light the lamp of thine own heart." And Friendship, as it did with Giorgione, became i mperceptibly com .. m ingled with Music. " I  want a 
·
pleasant friend," he writes, " and music with an instrument, so that I �ay give Dltt my grief with bass and treble ton e." To his taste for

· 
Music I shall return : but the eX .. periences of Hafiz i n  the Court of Friendship are worth pote. It shows how deep i n  the human hear� he sounded. 

" 1'4y cQmrade$," he says, " have so torn the covenant of friendsl1ip that thou wouldst imagine tha� fri endship itself �ad never existed. I do not see friendship any more. When pid friendship come to an end ? What has become of the �ompaniol1s ? 
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'fhe water of l i fe became darkened : where is ausplclOUS

teLl Kh izr ? Blood runs from the branch of the rose : 

[010at word of the wind of spring ? \\, 1  ' 
'fhousands of roses blossom, and the song of not a smgle 

bird is heard.  W
,
hat has become of the nightingales ? 

, It is years smce a royal ruby came from the mme of 

purnan i ty,  What has become of the h eat o f  the sun, and of 

the travai l of  the cloud and rain ? 

Love does not touch the lyre : is that harp burnt ? No 

lust for drunkenness : what has befallen wine-one has a 

bibbers ? 
Who says that friends observe the due 

What has become of t h e  grateful ? What 
of friendship ? 

has b ecome of 

friends ? 
• 

The ball of divine grace and munificence is thrown on 

the ground. No one appears in the field : what has become 

of the h orsemen ? 
Hafiz ! no one knows the secrets of God. Be silent. Why 

do you ask what happens in the whirl of time ? "  

It is not . the first time 
resem blance of Hafiz to the 

that one has felt the 
writers of the Psalms. 

" 0  comrade of my heart, from whom all  remembrance 

of thy friends has passed away, may no day ever come in 
which I sit for a moment without thought of thee." 

find myself 
loves knows 

O n  reading such passages as these I 
murmuring with A Kempis-" Wftosoev4r 
tlte cry of tMs vozee." 

I have alluded to H afiz 's  taste for music. Two 
or three lines will suffice to illustrate it. " That the 
minstrels may tell thee of my desire for thee," he 
says, " I  send thee my words and my ghazals, with 
music and with instruments." " What manner of 
song hath the master of music given forth, that he 
hath woven into his singing the voice of the beloved ? "  
Bafiz' s measures seem to have been summary, to say 
th� least . ,e As the harp spoke much which was 
nHserable, cut its chord, that it may not cry again." 
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" Do not grieve for the revolution of time, 
wheeled thus and thus. Touch the lute in peace." 

Hafiz's feeling for landscape is no less Worthy 
remark. " The garden of Paradise is pleasant," 
says, " but take heed that thou countest as gain 
shade of the willow and the border of the 
" Every leaf in the field is a volume of a different ki 
it were evil to thee if thou couldst be unmindful 
them all." " Why should not the beggar deem hi 
a monarch to-day ? his canopy the passing meado 
his palace the skz"rt of the clouds." " Sweet is the 
and sweet the green border of the stream ; alas, 
this pleasure should be so fleet ! " " Every rose 
painteth the meadow is a sign of the beauty and 
of His beneficence. From the cheek of a cup
radiant as the moon, gather a rose ; for around 
edge of the garden the violet dawns." " We beheld 
fresh dawn on thy cheek, and we came from the garden 
of Paradise seeking the grass of love ."  

What imagery it  is ! " The n ightingale slew him
self through jealousy, because the rose wooed the 
wind in  the hour of dawn," he writes. " Thy small 
sweet mouth is, perhaps, the signet of Solomon, for 
the impression of the ring of its ruby lip keeps the 
world under its seal." 

What a strange medley it is :-fatalism and prayer 
and blind adoration. Sentences come tumbling out, 
helter-skelter, something after this fashion, in  rapidly 
turning over the book : 

" Do not allow me to be buried in the dust on the 
day of my death ; convey me to the tavern and throw 
me into the cask of wine." " Be content with what 
thou hast received, and smooth thy frowning fore
head, for the door of choice is not open either to 
thee or me." 

" How seflk the way that leadeth to our wishes r 
By renouncing our wishes. The crown of excellence 
is renunciation." 

t 
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II Grieve not, Hafiz, in  the corner of poverty, and in 

be loneliness of dark nights while there remaineth 

t thee prayer and the reading of the Koran." " Stain 

!�e very prayer-carpet with wine, if the Host of the 

flouse command thee." 

" ThoU didst pass by in thy intoxication, and angels 

cattle forth to gaze at thee with the tumult of the day 

of resurrection." 
I' In this fantastic abode take nothing but the cup ; 

in this House of Illusion do not play any game but 

love. 
" In the dawn of morning I confided to the breeze 

the story of my longings ; and' it returned to me a 

response, I Have faith in  the compassion of the Lord.' " 

v. 

Of the touches in which we find, if the expression 

is permitted, the traces of Shakespeare, of Blake*, of 

Browning-to name three-I cannot speak at length. 

Nor can I dwell now on other shades in this short 

character-sketch, in order to show how deeply human, 

how wide-eyed he is. His liberalism, his optimism, 

his pessimism, his condensed thought ; the real 

modesty of the man in the midst of his astounding 

apparent conceit ; the modern feeling of so much of 

his verse, his ideals :-all these I must leave in one 

single hint. 
Sir W. Jones called him as we saw the Anacreon 

of Persia. Prof. Palmer, writing in the Eagle in the 

sixties, with more truthfulness called him the Persian 

Rorace. Emerson, i n  calling him the Poet's poet, 

has less happily invited a comparison with Spenser : 

�ut he is no Spenser. I confess that in all English 

lIterature I can find no satisfactory parallel, save, 

• H . st . e wntes, " The sun is wine and the moon the cup. pour the 

In Ulto the moon," 
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perhaps, Herrick, and Herrick lacks the 
lacks so largely the pathos of Hafiz."" 

I h ave chosen him for my subject because 
the last few months, in fact ever since the new 
lation appeared, I have maintained that a book 
at last arisen which was worthy of and demanded' 
home on the library shelf next to the tiny q 
volume of translations by Edward Fitzgerald 
Omar Khayyam and Jami.t 

I have left Hafiz ; but a page from Sir J. J.V.la!Col 
Sketches of Persza will m ost aptly bring me to a 
" Hafiz has the singular good fortune of being prais 
alike by saints and sinners. His odes are sung 
the young and the joyous, who, by taking them 
the literal sense, find nothing but an excitement 
pass the spring of life in the enjoyment of the 
luxuries ; while the contemplative sage, considerin 
this poet as a religious enthusiast, attaches a my stical 
meaning to every line, and repeats his odes as he 
an orison. At the time of his death there were 
who deemed his work sinful and impious. These 
went so far as to arrest the procession of his funeral. 

• For independence of mind, for his outspoken language, for the point of 
view from which he regards life, for his combination of the scholar and 
the unbridled man of passion, I may be forgiven if I see a kinship indeed 
with one, and that Landor. 

" I  strove with none, for none were worth my strife ; 
Nature I loved, and, next to nature, art ; 

I warmed both hands before the fire of life ; 
It sinks, and I am ready to depart. " 

The lines might have been written by Hafiz. 
I am indebted to Mr A. J. Chotzner for pointing out to me the 

resemblance of Hafiz to Herrick. 
t The Translation to which I allude and from which all the greater 

part of the quotations given in this paper is drawn, is by Mr Justin H. 
McC.rthy (Nutt, r893). It costs merely a few shillings. 

The somewhat startling resemblance of some of these translations to 

others privately published by the late Mr S. Robinson of Wilmslow, in a 
volume Persian Poetry for English Readers, calls for remark. It is only 

fair to Mr McCarthy to say that in nearly every case he has improved the 

t ranslation, at least ill point of l iterary style. 

tt • 
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dispute rose high, and the parties were likely 

'The ome to blows, when it was agreed that a jat, or lot, 

t� �uld be taken from his book. If that were favour

s �le to religion, his friends were to proceed ; but if 

:alculated to promote vice, they promised not to 

carry his body to the sacred ground appropriated for 

its reception . . 

The volume of odes was produced, and 1t was 

opened by a person whose eyes were bound. Seven 

pages were counted back, when the heaven-directed 

finger pointed to one of his inspired stanzas : 

" Withdraw not your steps from the obsequies of Hafiz : 

Though immersed in sin he will rise into paradise." 

The admirers of the poet shouted with delight, 

and those who had doubted joined in carrying his 

remains to a shrine near Shiraz, where, from that day 

to this, his tomb is visited by pilgrims of all classes 

and ages. 
Traits such as these which I h ave named have 

gained for Hafiz from a recent writer the title of 

" the greatest of all Eastern Poets." Into such 

adjudication of claims I am neither competent nor 

willing to enter. To the greatness of Sadi I have 

paid my tribute elsewhere. Let us not be burdened 

with more words now. Jami h imself shall step i n  

with his name o f  H afiz's praise-" The Tongue o f  

the Unseen," h e  called him, on account o f  the 

spiritual knowledge displayed in his writings. Let 

us take leave of Hafiz and Sadi, laid in their eastern 

tombs. Sadi and H afiz-No wonder that in Shiraz 

men still preserve their graves. No wonder that i n  

the history o f  that city, their names are indissoluble 

fr0111 its own. C. E. S. 

VOL. XVIII. R R 



THE SOJOURN OF HOME- CLERGY 
COLONIES. 

HE Imperial Idea is in our midst : witness eloquence of statesmen and the ' aery and towers ' of the Imperial Institute. And what does this Idea imply ? I answer, a Federated Empire, Free Trade throughout the whole English territory, and a Parliament which shall adequately represent the whole. The material inducement is increase-or, at least, maintenance-of Commerce : the spiritual basis is the Brotherhood of Englishmen, or rather (for this the Imperi al Idea must come to acknowledge as. its necessary root) the Brotherhood of all included within the bounds of the Empire. What else than Brotherhood can give a real unity ? Proclamations by the one sovereign, statues of her set up throughout her dominions, her image impressed on coins and postage-stamps, cordons of mil itary forcethese all do much for unity : but these will surely fail unless they are accompanied by evident tokens of goodwill, shown in (this being its necessary sphere) the friendly dealings of Englishmen with one another, though " broad seas " roll between, and of Englishmen with their fellow-subjects of every race. Now to us who are thoughtful members of the Church the conviction comes that the only Gospel which shows care for a man completely-his spirit and his bodythe thoroughly unselfish Gospel, is that of Christ, and that it is His Church upon which, above all, the duty falls of bringing the world into One True Fellowship. The first step towards this grand end will be for the 

t 
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Cllllrch to realise her m ission. Can this ' first step ' be 

I-en as effectively i n  any other way as it can by the ta � 
ojourn abroad of clergy who have been trained at home ? 

�-he ch aracter of their home-training, it so h appens-the. 

very fact of their having come from home-will 

pecul iarly fit them for this special work. 

It is the hope of an old Johnian that members of the 

College who are-or hope to be-ordained will take. 

these words to heart, and having had, as he had, three 

years (at least) of parochial experience at home, and 

bein g still young and prepared to rough it, try, as h e  

dld ,  a Colonial field. Their new e:l:{.perience they w.ill 

find most valuable : the c alls to " hardness " and wider 

responsibility are in themselves exhilarating physically 

and spiritually : the broader effeots, if this plan of 

soj ourn became general, would seem to be of the im� 

portant nature j ust sketched out. There is  nothing 
more delightful after the dialectic atmosphere of class
rooms and libraries, and (say) the unellchanting 
monotony of a mining village, than an open-air l ife� 
largely in the saddle-in a wide Australian district ; 
the writer's was 1 00 m iles long by 50 wide. The fine· 
spring-days in the bush, the hearty greetings of the 
people, the well-attended services, the constant variety 
in traversing so wide an area, are now memodes of 
delight-perhaps one might add, carry with them 
regrets that they are past. The sojourner in this case 
found it h arder to return than to g� ! But his venture· 
wil l lead to the end it was taken for, if it leads others to. 
Contribute their quota to this plan of sojourn. 

The Imperial Idea is good : but the means of effecting
\vhat is best in it-the m eans of effecting a deeper and: 
wider fellowship-is the Gospel of the Catholic Church. 
Above the ' aery domes and towers ' of the Imperial Institute there rise the bulwarks of the City of God. 

W. M. TEAPE, 
Lat� P,-iest.in.charge· of tlte S.B. Mission, Diocese of A.delaide-.. 



DEAR SIRS, 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To Ihe Edt/on of 'he ' Eagle. ' 

LAWFORD RECTORY, 
MANNINGTREE, 

May 24, 1 894-. 

The last number of the Eagle contained an interesting account of the late Dean Merivale. The subjoined inscription in his handwriting is at the beginning of the Register of Baptisms of the Parish of  Lawford, and may possibly bo interesting to Some of your readers. 
HIC . PVTO • QVI • NOSTRI . DISTINGVET . FVNERA • PAGI DVCTA . QVE . AB . ANTIqVIS . NOMINA . GENTIS . AVIS VIX . DEcms • DECIMO . l'ERAGETVR • COMPVTVS • AN NO AETATVM . ADNVMERANS . SINGVLA . FATA . TRIVM R ESPICE . FASTORVM • RECTOR . MONVMENTA . TVORVM QVISQVIS • ES • ET • MEMORES • TV . MEMOR . INDE . NOTAS NAM . QVE • TVVM • TITVLIS • NOMEN . MISCEBITVR . ISTlS EXCIPIAT • VITAE . QVOD • LIBER • IPSE . VELIS. 

C. M. KaI . Jan. :r.mCCCL:l(III. 

I am, Sir, 

Faithfully yours, 

E. K. GREEN. 

® b t t u a r n. 

THE HONORABLE AND VERY REV GEORGE HERBERT. 

We have to record the death of the Hon and Very Rev 

George I-Ierbert M .A. ,  Dean of Hereford, brother of the 

latc Earl Powis, which occurred on March 1 5 ,  after a short 

illness . He was born in 1 8 2 5 ,  and educated at Eton and 

St John's  College, taking his degree in the year 1 848. 

He took Holy Orders in 1 8 5 0, and became Curate to 

the Rev T. L. Claughton, afterwards Bishop of St Albans, 

at Kidderminster. In 1 8 5 5  he was appointed Vicar of Clun, 

in Shropshire, and in 1 86 3  married Elizabeth Beatrice, daughter 

of Sir Tatton Sykes, Bart. He resigned the living of Clun on 
being appointed Dean of Hereford in the year 1 8 6 7 .  

During his  tenure o f  office a s  Dean, h e  took t h e  greatest 
interest in everything that concerned the Cathedral, in its 
beauty, in all its services, its music, its teachings : and the 
Triennial Musical Festivals were warmly supported by him. 
Hc did  all in his  power to promote the welfare of the Cathedral 
School,  and of St Ethelbert's Hospital, of which he was Master. 
I I e  belonged to the Evangelical School himself, and was 
opposed to Ritualism ; but he was very tolerant of the views 
of  other parties in  the Church ; and the eminent preachers 
who frequently occupied the pulpit in the Cathedral by his 
inv i tat ion were by no means of one school of thought. H e  
Was a n  able and eloquent speaker, and will b e  much missed at 
various meetings in the City and elsewhere. 

A most courteous, kind, hospitable, and faithful friend, h e  
will be very long regtetted b y  rich and poor alike. 

S. S. 

THE VEN BROUGH MALT BY M.A. 

The death of the Ven Brough Maltby M.A., Archdeacon of N t ' , 0  tll1gham, occurred on Friday, March 30, at the vicarage, 
F arndon, near Newark. He had been ailing only about fourteen 
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SChwaI'Z (H. A.). Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlunge 

1. u. n. 4to. Berlin, 1890. n. - Formeln nnd Lehrsatze zUm Gebrauche der elliptischen N �ch Vorlesungen und Aufzeichnungen des Henn K. Weicrstrass. belt. nnd Herausg. von H. A. S. 2te. Ausgabe. He. Abtheil Berlin, 1893. 
. *Seiwyn (Wm.). 1,'asto.rai ColIoq�ies on the,. South Downs. With a 

of the Author s LIfe by J. ,s. Wood, D.D. 8vo. Cambridge, 
4·37·54· 

Tacitus. Annals. Edited with Introduction and Notes by Henry 2 vols. 8vo. Oxford,IBB4_91. 7.16.57-58. UlImann (Dr C.). Reformers before the Reformation, principally in and the Netherlands. Trans. bv the Rev. R. Menzies. 2 vols. 
Edin. IB55-60. 11.5.63-64. *Wordsworth (Wm.). The Excursion, being a portion of the Recluse. 
Edition. Bvo. Lond. IB20. 4.36.39. Wyclif Society. Wyclif (John). Tractatns de Logica. Dziewicki. Vo!. I. Bvo. Lond. 1893. lI.r6.rB. 

Odober Term 

1894 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 
(Continued f"om p. 130.) 

T-IE present instalment of Notes is concerned 
with some documents relating to our Foun
dress, the Lady Margaret. 

The date of the first deed is a little puzzling. 
If the regnal years of Edward IV be counted from his 

first assumption of the regal power (March, 146�J the 
date would be 2 June 1472. It is m ore likely that 
the regnal year i s  counted from the restoration of 
Edward IV (April 14-71), which would make the date 
of the deed 2 June, 1482. This is also rendered more 
probable as we know that Sir Henry Stafford's will was 
proved in May 1482 (Cooper, L tfe 0./ the Lady Margaret, 
p. 17), no doubt soon after his death. The terms of the 
deed shew that he was dead. 

Edmund, Earl of Richmond, the first husband of the 
La�y Margaret, died on All Souls' Day, 1456, and was 
bUned in the house of the Grey Friars at Carmarthen . 
A.t the dissolution of the house his remains were �emovecl to the Cathedral of St David's, where there 1S a ill 

'1 
onument to his mem ory (Cooper, pp.  10, II). It 'VII b e observed that, at the tim e this deed was exeCUted . 

A.bb ' It Was proposed to remove his remains to the 

the �y of Bourne in Lincolnshire : a house founded by 

. 
ady Margaret. SII' Henry Stafford was buried at the College of VOL. XVIII. yy 
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Plessy in Essex. By his will he endowed a priest there to sing masses for his soul (Cooper, p. I The instrument which is preserved in College that copy which was sealed by the Lady 1\1 a fragment of her seal being still attached. It be that after its execution it was delivered up to cancelled, as it is cut through in half a dozen p with some sharp instrument. 

This endentur made atte Raw-essey the seconde day of J The yer of the Reigne of kyng Edward the fourth after conque�t the xijth, betwene Margaret Countesse of Richm doughter & heir of John late Duc of Somerset in the partie, And the moost Reuerent fader in god Thomas by miseracion diuine of the title of Seinte Ciriace in Termine the holy chirch of Rome, preest, Cardynall and Archbisshop Cal1ntirbury, tbe worshipfulIes faders in god Robert of Bathe Welles, William of Wynchestre and John of Excestr John Erle of Wilteshir, WaIter BJount knyght lord Maister Owyn lIoyd clerk, John Catesby serjeaunt o.f lawe, Richard Page, WiIliam Hody and Reynold Bray, Gentlemen, the other partie: Witnesseth that where the said Countess geuen, grauntted leten demised and deliuer�d to the said dynall, Bisshops, ErIe, WaIter, Owyn, John Catesby, Ri William and Reynold, the maners of Mertok, Cory RyvelI, K) bury Regis and Cammell Regine with thappurtenances in Countie of Somerset, the hnndrcdes of Bulston Abdyke and thorne with thappurtenances in the same Countie, the B of Langport Estover and Langport Westover with thap ances in the same countic, the maners of Sampford PeuereIl AlIerpeuereIl with thappurtenances in the Counti e of the Burgh of Sampford Peuerel! and the hundrede of Albe with thappurtenances in the same Countie of Deuonshire, togiC! 
with knyghtes fees, Advowsons of Chirches and franchises, liberties, priuileges Whatsoeuer they be to the . maners, Burghes &: hundredes or to any of them III any , WISe 
bilonging or perteinyng To haue and to hold to them, 
heyres and assigns, for euermore to parforme and fulfill 
WilJ of the said Countesse with thissues proufittes & of the said maners, Burghs and hundredes and other tdha , 

'h I ' t  l'n a de C premlsses. Wlt t 1eu appur enances commyng, as 
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fcof{t'mcnt thervpon made more playnly may appier. The 

aT, Con!1tesse wole and by these presents endented made 
saId the said fcoffement decIareth hir will and intent for the 

vpo
r
n 111'n" of ancI accomplisshing of certain charges here after 

ar on " P' ' f' ed that is to say: She Wole that all the issues. proufittes 
speCI 1 . 

d encnncS of the saId Maners, Burghes and hundredes ancI 
an r 

I r the premises, with thappurtenances comyng and growyng, 
oue 
b leuiecl and gadrecI vp ycrly by the said Reynold and ouer the 

r:paracions and other charges of the same to be deIiuered by the 

same Reynold to the said Bisshop of Wynchestre to and for the 

payment and contentacion of the dettes, as we�1 of Edmond late 

Erie of Richmond fyrst husband to the said Countesse, As 

to ancl for the dettes of Henry Stafford 
knyght, son vnto 

Il umfrey late Duc of Buckyngham secunde husbond to the 

same Countesse, Aud also to the payment and contentacion 

of and for the costes and charges of and for the translatyng 

of the bones of the said Edmond oute of Wales where he is 

buryed. vnto the Abbey of Burne in the Countie of Lincoln, and 

of and for the costes and making of the Tumbes for the same 

bones and the body of the said Countesse, when it shall please 

god to send for hir, atte the same Abbey, honnrably according 

to thcir cstates by thadvise of the same Countesse to be made. 
And also to and for the costes and makyng of a Tumbe to be 
madc for the said Henry atte Plaisshcy wher his bones lye, 
in sem blable wyse, And also to the payment and contentacion 
of ancl for the costes and charges to and for the foundacioll 
of two chaun treys of two preests perpetualI, oon at the same 
�bbcy to be made and the other atte the College of Plaisshey 
111 the Countie of Essex; To syng and pray for their soules and 
other souIes after the ordenance of the said Countesse to be 
made in that behalve, And to the costes and charges of and 
for ,the purchasyng of xijth mares lyveJode by yer for the susten
tJaclOn of enery of the said preestes and their successours and 
t Ie amot' . ' ' C 1 IZll1g of the same. And ouer thiS the said ,ountesse 
wol\ I ' 
B' an( by these present endentures decIareth that the saId 

I lsshop of Wynchestr or other persons such as he will assigne 
)Y lInd ' 

(' 
, VISC of the same Counlesse shall make payment and 

.ontenta . , 
a ' Clon mth the said such issues proufittes and reuenues 

s lS b f b e e ore specified for the said dettes and other charges 
C,o re c' ' 

t11 , xpressed by thadvice of the same Countesse, And If 
e ac\l I 13' l I S5hop of Winchestre or the said Reynold decesse 
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within the tyme of the said charge that then the said woll that other persons shall be assigned in their place and as shal be appointed by hir or by other persones such as she thereto y�ve power and auctoritie. And also the said Cou will that the said Reynold or such as shall be assigned in place and stede as is beforesaid shall yerly make a due accorn and rekenyng of the Resceites and charges in this bih before the said Bisshop of Wynchestre or Such as he woll depute and assigne or before such persones as shall assigned in his place and stede if he dye as is beforesaid till tyme all the said charges be fully parformed and fulfilled. ouer this the said Countesse WolI & by these present endcntu declareth that as sone as all the said charges be fully compl and fynisshed with thissues proufittes and reuenues of the maners, Burghs and hundredes & other the premises wi thappurtenances or money sufficiant be received of the issues proufittes and reuenues to the full accomplissement the same charges, that then the said feoffees shall make of the said maners, Burghs and hundredes and other the premises with thappurtenances to Henry now Erie of Richmond Son and heir to the said Edmond late Erie of Richemond To have and to hold to hym and his heyres of his body comyng. And for defaute of such issue the Remaindre thereof to the said Countesse and to hyr heyres and assignes for euermore. In Witness whereof to the oon part of thise endentures remaynyng towards the said Cardynall, Bisshops, Erie of Wiltshire, Waiter, Owyn, John Catesby, Richard, William and Reynold the said Countesse hath sette her seal; And to the other part of thise endentures remaynyng towards the said Countesse the said Cardynall, Bisshops, Erie of Wiltshire, Waiter, OWyn, John Catesby, Richard, William and Reynold haue sette their seals yeven the place day and year aforesaid. 

The two deeds which follow relate to of the Lady lVIargaret in King Henry the Chapel, in Westminster Abbey. 
It was well known that this tomb was made by 

Pietro Torrigiano, the celebrated Florentine Sculptor. 
lVIr J. W. Clark was, however, the first to point out 
tha.t it was originally surrounded by a cage of gilt 
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Ark resting o n  a stone plinth, which had not 
. on-W If disappeared, but all tradition even of its existence 

0!1� 

been lost. This he discovered from an examina

ha of our Audit Books, and from some receipts for 
tl011 . 

work which have been preserved. From these 
the . 

eipts :Mr C1ark arnved at the exact cost (£25) of 

��� iron cage. This, it appears, was paid for by the 

College, wh ile the greater part of the cost of the tomb 

was borne by the Lady Margaret's executors. A full 

description of the tomb as it now exists, with a descrip

tion of the escutcheons and inscription by Erasmus, will 

be found in  Mr Cooper's L tfe already cited (pp. 123-6), 

and some items relating to its cost will be found i n  the 

accounts of the executors (ib. pp. 200-1). 

The result of Mr J .  W. C1ark's researches will be 

found in Vo1 v .  of  the Ca71'lbrt'dge Antzquartctn Socz'ety's 

C011t11lumcaft'ons, p.  265- 2 7 1. 

These two deeds or contracts are of great interest as 

early examples of what we should now call specifications 

for the work. 
The patterns for the tomb, we learn from Mr Cl ark's 

paper, were prepared by Meynnart Wewyck, a Fleming. 

Its cost it will be observed was £ 400, which represents 

at least £ 4000 at the present day. 
Symondson , the Smith, received £ 25. It will also 

be nOLiced that there was a difference in the method in 
which thcy were paid-perhaps due to the difference 

between an artist and a craftsman. Torrigiano is paid 
the money down and enters into a bond \o\'ith sureties 
to do the work. Symondson receives a payment on 
accOunt and thereafter is to be paid by i nstalments 
as the work proceeds.  

1'1 . le name of Frystoball or Frystobald, one of Torri-
glano's s t' . B' 1 F' 1 l ure les, occurs 1ll a letter to 1S lOp -< 1S ler 
a read . 

1: y ynnted in these notes (Eagle, XVI., p .  352). 
1. he 1ron for the grate was to be 'bi1bowe,' t'. e. Bilbao 

rOn. 
This cnd . . 

enture betwcne the RIght Reuerende traders 111 
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CrisLe Richard Bisshop of Winton, John Bisshop of Charles Somerset, knight, lorde Herbert, Cbamberleyn 

soueraigne lord the king, Thomas Lovell, knight, Henry 
knight, John Seint John, knight, Henry Horneby and 
AslJ ton clerkes and Excccutors of the testament of the 
excellent princesse of noble memory Margarete the moder 
our late soueraign lorde king Henry the vijth and Cr to the k ing that now is on the oon partie And Peter of ffiorence graver on that other panie; Witnesseth that 

said Peter hath couenanted and bargayned and by these 
sentes couenanteth and bargayneth with the said to make or cause to be made at his Owne propre COst 
charge wele, clenly, sufficiantly and workemanly, A Tabe of copper with an ymage lying in the same Tabernacle 

a best called an yas lying at the fote of the same With like pillers, bases, chaptrels, gablettes, crokkettes, anell 
ifynials, orbs, housinges, Scocheons, graven with portecoleyses 
and Roses, all of Copper and in like makyng length and brede 
according to A patron drawen in a Cloth the which is sealed 
with the seale of the said Peter and subscribed at the oon end 
with his Owne hands, and is remaynyng in the custodye of the 
said executors, And the said Peter couenanteth, granteth, 
promytteth and byndeth hym by these presentes that he shall 
aswell and as sufficiauntly, or better, giIde or do to be gilded all the said Tabernacle , ymage, beest and all the premisses, as any ymage or ymages of any king or· qUE'yn with in the Monastery of Westminster is or haue been gilded and that to be avewed and adiuged by such indifferent persons as by the said executors thereto shalbe assigned. And furdermore the said Peter couenaunteth, graunteth, promytteth and bindeth hym by these presentes to the said Executours that he at his own castes and charges shall wele, sufficiauntly, clenly and werkemanly make or do to be made A Tombe otherwise called the case of a Tombe of good, clene and hable towche stone with all such werkmanship in the same as shalbe according to a patrone drawen and kerven in Tymbre and signed with thand a�d sealed wi th the seale of the said Peter and remaynyng 10 thandes of the said executours and a stappe Or a grets of marble stone rounde aboute the same Tombe to knele vpon of syght hight and bredeth as shalbe assigned by the said executours and also shall grave or do to be graven wele, c1enly, wcrkc-
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11d 5dficiently viij sufficient and clenly scoucheons in 
llr a p1al , 

l' CCS ot" the same Tom be or case and wi th such armes as 
ch I' ,\ . 

Sll b � s !o j (f n ed by the said executours, And also at his owne 
hal e " . . 0 

5 ' 5 11"111 make or do to be made wele clenly and werke-
ostes ' c l' such borders graven all of copper abonte the creest, 

olalll )r or edge of the same Tombe with such scriptures the 
lrc gc 

t 's thereof graven outwards as shalbe assigned by the same 
let el. 
execULOurs, And the same Peter shall also gilde or do to be 

oild e d the same borders and scriptures as well and sufficiauntly 

�s he shall gilde the foresaid tabernacle, ymage and other the 

premisses. And also the said Peter couenanteth and granteth 

by these presentes that he at his owne costes and charges shall 

well sufflciauntly and clenly polisshe all the said Tom be or ca'lC 

and scochc ons. And the said Peter couenanteth and byndeth 

hy111 by these presentes that he shall at his owne castes and 

charges flnde all the copper, touchestone, gold and all other 

stuff that shalbe spent and occupied in about and vpon the said 

tabernacle, ymage, beast, tomb or case and all other the pre

misses . And also that the same Tabernacle, ymage, beest, 

tombe or case and other the premisses shalbe wele and suffi

ciaul1tly wrought made graven and gilded after the fourme 

abol'esaid and also shalbe sufficiauntly framed ioyned fixed and 

set Yj) in the south Isle of the Kinges new chapel! at West
minster onthisside the first day of ffeuer the which shalbe in the 
yere of our lord Ml.Vc.xij. And that in the said Tabernacle, 
ymage, beest, Tombe or case and .other the premisses or in any 
part or parcel! of them shall neither be brek, flawe, erasure nor 
any othcr cleformyte. And that the lidger of the said tombe 
shalbe in length vij fate viij ynches of assise and in brede 
IIJ fote viij ynches of assise and all the other werk of the same 
tombe shalbe of sufficient length brede and height as shalbe aduiscd by the said executors or their assignes. And furder
�lorc the said Peter couenanteth, granteth, promytteth and 

yndeth hYIll by these presentes that he from henceforth �ont)'ne.lVelly and daily at all tymes conuenient, shall put 
t ymscl! In his faithfull devoir and diligence to werk or do 
fO be IIrought in vpon and about the werking & making of the 
tOrcS<lld tabernacle and tombe and other the premisses for the 
rue ex I . 

aft 
. pec eClOn performaunce and finisshement of the same 

sh:;b:!te fOllrme abovesaid without any delay. And that it 
t; lecITllll to the foresaid Bisshop of Roffen and Henry 
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Hornehy and to William Bolton prior of the monastery of Barthilmew in Westsmythfield of London and to euer)' of and their assignes, at all tymes conuenient before the finisshement of the said Tabernacle, tom be and other premisses after the forme above declared without any let contradicion of the said Peter, or of any other persone persones, to enter and haue the oversight of the same nacle and other the premisses, and to avewe and ouersee the same Peter do his faithful! labor and diligence in of the same tabernacle and other the premises without And furdermore it is couenanted, condescended and betwene the said executors and Peter by these presentes yf hereafter at any tyme or tymes before the finisshemcnt of foresaid tabernacle and other the premisses it shalbe by the said Bisshop of Rotf., Henry Horneby and prior, by any of them that any thyn g expressed in the said patrons in eny of them may be reformed and made better or 0 
than is expressed in the same patrons, or in eny of them, 
than the same thing and thinges so found contrary to thei myndes shalbe reformed and made after such forme as 
be aduised by them by thaggrement of the said Peter th couenantes before expressed in eny wise not Withstanding. {for 
the which tabernacle, ymage, beast, tom be or case and all other 
the premisses by the said Peter to be wrought made gilded and 
in all things fully finisshed and set vp in the place aboucsaid 
after the forme abouerehersed and for all the copper, gold, 
touchstone and other stuffs that shalbe spent and occupied, in, 
vpon and aboute the same The said executers couenante, 
grante, promytte and bynd them by these presentes to the said 
Peter to pay or do to be paid to the same Peter to his executors 
or assignes foure hundred poundes sterlinges at the ensealing 
of these presentes, Whereof the same Peter holdeth hym wele 
and truly contented and paid, And thereof and of euery part 
thereof clerely acquiteth and dischargeth the said executors and 
euery of them by these presentes. And the said executo rs for 
them and their executors woll and gra unte by these presentcS 
that yf the said Peter wele and truly performe obserue fulfill and 
kepe al! and euery the COl1enantes g rantes and prem}'ses aboue
said the which on his part owen to be performed obserucd 
and kept in man er and forme aboue rehersed, that than �� 
obligacon of the date of these presentes, Wherein the sal 
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and Leonard ffristobald and John Awalcant merchauntes 

pet�o'r ence be hold and bound to the said executors in fyve 

of I-e el poundes sterlinges, shalbe void and had for nought, 

bUp ( 1 - -

cl ds it shall stond III full strength and vertue. In Wltnesse 

ani 
-eof the said parties to these endentures chaungeably haue 

w l e l I ." d f N b h I- d 
t their seales yoven t le XXIlJ ay 0 oyem re t e t lJr yere 

5� the Reigne of King Henry the yiijtb. 
o perme PIERO TORRIGIANI Sehultore florintino. 

This Indenture made betwene Maister NichoJas Mf'tcalf 

clerke, ]Vlaister of the College of Seint John the Evangeliste 

in the vnyuersitie of Cambridge, And William Longford clt:rk 

on that oon partie, And Cornelyus Symondson of the parishe of 

Seint Clement Danes without the barres of the ne we Temple of 

London in the Countie of Middlesex, Smythe, on that other 

partie, WlTNESSETH that it is couenaunted bargayned and 

aggreed betwene the seid parties by these presentes in manner 

and fourme folowyng that is to sey, The said Cornelyus coue

naunlelh, grauntith, and hym byndeth by these presentes that 

he shall make frame fynysshe and sett yp, or cause to be 

made framed fynysshed and sett vp, a grate of Iron to 

stande aboute the Tombe of the moost exceJent pryneesse lady 

Margaret, late Countesse of Rychemond and Derby, sett in 

the Isle of the South side of the newe Chapell of Kyng Henry 

the vijth at Westmynster, of Suche maner and forme as hereafter 

shalbe rehcrsed, that is to wete, ffirst the Soyle of the said grate 

to be made of Iron lettyn into the Steppe of hardstone goyng 

round aboute the said Tombe, and in euery syde of the said 

Tombe shalbe iij pryncipalle poostes of Iron, that is to say two 

corner postes whiche shalle aunswere to the werkes both at 

ende and atte syde that they serue for, and oon poste of Iron in 

the myddes on euery of the two sydes to aunswer to his werkes, 

and euer)' poost shall haue a butteras with a baase to aunswere 

bOOlh we)'s, with a water Table in the middes to aunswere 

lykewyse and with a Chaptrell above and a Creste of three 

ynches ancl a half brode to goo rounde aboute the said werke 

and to be joyned to the seid Chaptrelles, t.he which cresie shalbe 

rnacle and vented after the fashion and werkmanship of the 

cjreste aboute the grate of my lord of Seint J ohns Tombe, above 

tIe wh- I IC 1e creste euery principall shaJle ryse a foot and a half 

and sh- 1\ b 

. 

d ere a Repryse with a busshe of Daysyp.s vpon It, and 

VOL. x VU!. Z l 
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the foresaid creste shalbe made with a casement of two 
and a half, the whiche shalbe garnysshem Rounde aboute 
perculyus and lOses, eche of them to stand within half a 
of a nother. And the' seid grate shalbe in hight from 
vppersyde of the Soyle vnto the neyUler syde of the crest 
foot and a half to be garnysshed with arras barres of 
quarters of an ynche square, wele and clene hamared, 
that the dentes of the hammer be not seen in them, 
in the seid soyle, and to the seid creste, aboue the whi 
creste shalbe a dowble crest booth within and without after the 
crest of Seint J ohns aforesaid. And the said barres to be sett 
eche within three ynches of other rounde aboute the seid grate. 
And Over the seid creste there shalbe ffiowredelyces rounde 
aboute to shewe lyke good in workmanship aswell within 
towarde the seld Tombe As without, And betwene euery 
flowredelyce a spere point, to shewe likewise, vnder thendes 
of the flowredelyce aunswering eylher a flowredelyce or a 
spere point to euery Arras bane that Standeth vnder ALL THE 
'WHICHE seid grate with almaner scochyns, flowredelyces and 
other thynges thereto perteyning, th e said Cornelyus coue
nantith grauntith and hym byndeth by these presentes that 
they shalbe made of bylbowe Iron wele, clene and workemanly 
wrought, and shalbe fynyshed and sett vp in alle and euery 
thinge atte propre costes and charges of the said Cornelyus 
onthisside the feast of Easter whiche shalbe in the ye re of our 
Lord MICCCCC and xxviijti FFOR THE WHICHE seid grate ill 
alle thynges apperteynyng to Smythes craft after the fourme 
aforeseid to be made and sett vp,.The seid Maister Nicholas 
Metcalf and William Longford couenaunte and graunte by these 
presentes that they shall pay or cause to be paide to the seid 
Cornelyus or his assignes twenty and fyve poundes of good and 
lawfull money of England in maner and forme folowyng that 
is to wete, in hande atte ensealyng of these indentures, fyve 
poundes iijs. iiijd. wherof the seid Corneiyus li.nowlegelh hym 
self wele and truly contented and paide, And thereof acquytetb 
and dischargeth the seid Nicolas and William their executors 
and assignes by these presentes, And the Resydue to be paide 

for the seide werke after the Rate of the weyght, as the same 

werke gooth forward IN WrrNEssE whereof the seid parties to 

these indentures interchaungeably haue sett their sealles YoVEN 

the xiijth day of Decembre the xviijth yere of the Reigne of 
Kyng Henry the viijtb. 

(To be continueil.) 
R. F. S. 

THE MAIDEN CASTLE. 

A Study t'n Folklore. 

SPREAD, my Pegasus, thy pinions, 

While this tragedy I tell 

Of a king. who his dominions 

Governed wisely, governed well. 

But as preface be it stated 

That, as far as man may know, 

The events to be narrated 

Happened several years ago. 

His said Majesty, however, 

Had a daughter-fair princess : 

Legendary monarchs never 

Boasted either more or less : 

She, like those in other stories, 

Was of beauty rich and rare; 

Full description of her glories

You may read it anywhere. 

But alas! the regulation 

Fairy godmother had she, 

Who was huffed by some vexation, 

As 'tis usual she should be ; 

Fairy, who with spiteful frowning, 

All her manners quite forgot, 

Said the chit should die by drowning, 

Spake, and vanished from the spot. 

:" 
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For the resr.ue of her charmer 
Princely lover should there be, 

Turning into melodrama 
This portended tragedy. 

Yet none came. 'Twas not surprIsmg: 
One can see the awkwardness 

Of a monarch advertising 
In the columns of the Press. 

Then the king (what king surrenders 
Without struggle to his fate?) 

Straightway wrote inviting tenders 
For a lofty tower and great: 

Gave no heed to spare his coffers; 
Yet, by wisdom unforsaken, 

Guarded lest the lowest offers 
Necessarily be taken. 

Came the architects with tracings, 
Came the masons with their tools, 

Came with bricks and granite facings, 
Hammers, chisels, plumbs, and rules; 

Till a tower of strength and tallness 
Rose upon a lonely height; 

Windows of exceeding smallness: 
All the doors were water-tight. 

In the tower his hapless daughter 
Like a convict was immured, 

And her abstinence from water 
Most religiously secured. 

Yet is fate too strong for mortals, 
Nor could aught forfend the' worst, 

Though the massive iron portals 
E'en a deluge had not burst. 

For a lover had the maiden, 
Though no princely scion he, 

Who each evening ladder-laden 
To the tower came secretly: 

Tlte jJ,faz'den Castle. 

Then 'neath darkness' kind protection 

To her window would he pass, 

.And the pair with fond affection 

Kissed each other through the glass. 

Sadly did the princess linger, 

Till an inspiration came, 

As with diamond-circled finger 

On the pane she scratched his name: 

Then, her love the strength supplying, 

Stopping nor to sleep nor eat, 

Vvrought she, till the glass was lying 

On the carpet at her feet. 

Came her lover with his ladder, 

And for flight her soul was nerved; 

But alas! her fate was sadder 
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Than such constancy deserved: 

For she thought she heard a creaking,' 

(Fate's grim shears her thread had cut:) 

Started, slipped her foot, and shrieking 

Fell into the water-butt. 

In the tower, repining deeply, 

Held they inquest on the maid. 

Then the place was bought up cheaply 

By the local building trade. 

Yet the traces, faint and broken, 

Of its circle may one see, 

Sole and last memorial token 

Of this tearful tragedy. 
R. H. F. 



ROBERT LOUIS STEVE NSON. 
(Read at a meeting of the Critics, October 20th, 1894.) liE are continually told, and volume after 
. 
- as it comes from the publishers, attired in greenest and goldenest of bindings, re us that Our age has banished Genius, chooses to set up in her place the images of and Superficiality. It is the complaint of all the but more especially has the sacred domain of suffered from the intrusion of these new deities. of the great poets who even during their lifetime Won immortality, we have dozens of ephemeral fiers, turning out their little books day after gaily-dressed weaklings! And for our great m and mistresses of prose style-for Thackeray or Eliot, with their deep knowledge of the hu character and their perfect science of artistic ment, we have next to nothing to show but a crowd blatant essayists, ignorant adventurers in p ready to weave their flimsy epigrams on any and subject under H eaven. 

But from the press of literary folk, visible to all, there stands out one figure in stature a very Saul among that lesser herd, one who has deigned to enter into their midst and touch their tools, who has not stood outside the press, like certain faultless stylists, but has brought into it a full measure of that old divinity which the gods of an earlier age possessed. He has handled the implements of the literary craft�man, and in his hand they have willingly lost thelr 
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ess and adapted themselves readily to any 
blunt�al' Robert Louis Stevenson is a Michelangelo ten . 
fila t t e rs capable of the most minute and delicate gold-
one - , . . h'S work, a bold-handed, great-bramed statuary, a 
srrJ1t . h '1 d b 1 Ut11mate adept Wit penci an rus 1. 
conS 

It is only noW and then that we find talent of this 

rt springing up and bearing fruit on whatever ground 

�� is sown, finding moisture in the hardest and stoniest 
l

oil as well as in rich and fertile earth. The ordinary 

�an, as a rule, finds his own province and cultivates it • 
infringing nowhere beyond his proper boundaries, and 

seldom setting his foot outside his own kingdom. But 

here we have one to whom every province is the same, 

whose kingdom is the whole world, to whose call nature 

and man, in wholesome federation, yield ready obedi

ence. No man has ever been at home among so many 

men and in so many different kinds of places as Mr 

Stevenson. 
For it is in his wonderful versatility that his chief 

charm resides. Wherever he sets foot he is at home. 
He is novelist, essayist, traveller, poet, playwright all 
in one. He can invest the most unpromising material 
with magic: the most prosaic subject clothes itself 
amply in romance at obedience to his command. And 
his versatility extends beyond his choice of subject 
into his treatment. No two books were ever less alike· 
than Prince Otto and the New A rabt'an Ntghts: and 
certainly the most far-sighted expert could not be 
expected to discover unaided their author in Vz'rgz'ntbus 

lcrz'sque or, to go further still into the unlikely, in 
the Claid's Garden of Verses. There is a common link 
0t. style, but even that is again and again of the t llnnest-but beyond that, what? 

�his strange ability, we might almost say, of taking an Inter t" . r k b 
es 111 anytlung, has provIded lor us a remar -

Aa Iy v.arious repast. At his invitation we may batten on 
rnenc .. 

of E 
. .  a�l prairIeS, or seek a meal on the barren rocks 

analc1, or stay to eat at Will 0' the Mill's hostelry, 
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or consume cream tarts in th
,
e bar at Leicester Squ 

so many are the caravanserazs he has set up On the road of his imagination. Indeed, it is a vast P of Pleasure that Mr Stevenson has built for liS , which, while we sit at meat, eating delicacies of concoction, figure after figure enters. Alan Breck, all his tarnished frippery, sits down with us, and , ruffling air, calls for wine. Prince Florizel of Bohe 
now, alas! plain Mr Godall-enters, smoking a 
cigar from the divan of his adversity, and, leaning the arm of that other deposed Sovereign, Prince 
of Griinewald, lends him some of the practical phi] sophy which he himself borrowed from the 
of his duties : John Silver stum p� in, singing " 
ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!" and we see 
coming in one by one, one after another, all 
figures we know so well, each with his own tel 
trick of speech or gesture-and the while Mr Steven 
gently flutes to us and gives us right royal ente 
ment. 

It would be a very difficult thing to decide 
Stevenson's peculiar province amid such a wide di 
ence of subject. Fortunately we can give the riddle u 
at first hearing, He has no peculiar province: he 
established many joint kingships, But one ,so . 
unquestioned belongs to him alone. He is the 
of raconteurs, He comes to us with material, un 
mising enough at first sight, and we sit round hi 
in languid expectancy. He begins to speak: a senten 
and we feel that he is no common talker; two sentences, 
and we hang on his lips and hear him to the end of hi 
tale. And at the end, we are ready to listen again and 
again to his inexhaustible fund of narrative. 

For it is in his homeliness, the conversational 
simplicity of his style, that his charm rests. To re�d
say VZ1'gznzous Puerzsque or Memorzes and Portrat/s
is to listen to a series of- reminiscences told by the most 
delightful of story-tellers. The ear catches everything � 

,\. 
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arrator carefully modulates his voice and chooses 

t�e \�ords so that his hearers can detect the very least 
�lsl' 

in his story without difficulty; he uses metaphor in 
Itn 

... g nificent abundance, productive of a purely aesthetic 
IJla T ' . M S ' I 
delight. here IS no page 111 r tevenson s wor {s 

hich does not read perfectly easily and naturally. 

�here are no bewildering contortions of style to lead 

the eye continually backwards, and accuse the mind 

of dulness and want of comprehension: there are no 

unheard-of technical words to drive the vast majority 

of general readers into foreign dictionaries. Everything 

is simple, straightforward and natural. 
The root of the matter lies in the accident of Mr 

Stevenson's nationality. He is a Scat of Scots, and 

the freshness and simplicity of the Scottish character 

breathe through all his work. And it is a natural 

characteristic of the Scotsman to find himself at home 

everywhere. There are tales of Scots who have been 

Pachas, Grandees of China, Hetmans, and Cossack 

chiefs, and have acted up to their positions with 

exemplary readiness: and Mr Stevenson ranks with 

these. His books come to us from the most extra
ordinary quarters of the Western Hemisphere: Memof'z'es 

and Portratis is dated from a steamship in the Pacific: 
the Black Arr8w comes to us from Sarranac Lake, 
wherever that is! and, now that the wanderer has 
eventually rested his foot, it is not in "Auld Reekie," 
nOr in any of those Fifeshire fishing-towns he pictures
Dysart or the Anstruthers or St. Andrew's-but in a 
far-off island of the Pacific where, surrounded by 
�ropical forests and almost worshipped by the natives 
�n terms which recall the beginnings of folklore or-.. 
..,et. us say-Mr Rider Haggard's wildest fancies, he 
��ntcs, in collaboration with his son-in-law, books like 

t1 
e TVrong Box, a volume which no more savours of 

l e P 'fi 
G'b aCl c and the Tropics than Butler's Analogy or 

1 bon' D ' s echne and FaU. 
Yet in spite of his manifold experience and variety 
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of travel, his heart is in Scotland. His essays, charming garden- walks where Gravity walks side side with Humour, bring us to his native land. can easily forget such delightful essays as The Bearers, or the Coasts 0/ Fi/e, or the gossip on Fortrates by Raeburn ? But the most vivid picture has given us of Scottish life and character is in 11ft. and Fortrazes. The book, or, rather, its first half, is collection of semi-autobiographic essays-each of a complete gem. He has created for us a picture of at a Scottish University much as Victor Rugo drew University of medieval Paris. He touches with a ful regret on the days that are past-he lovingly members the old figures and faces. "To-day," he " they have Professor Butcher, and I hear he has prodigious deal of Greek : and they have Profe Chrystal, who is a man filled with the mathem But it is the professors whom he knew and lectures he never attended-for he confesses to been a sad truant-that he regrE:ts. His were the of the Speculative Society, a body bearing one of t quaint and pretentious names which sounded be than they sound now, and in one of his pleasan scenes he takes part in founding a college m with those brilliant students of whom he has given such magnificent portraits. 
Perhaps when we think over this charming book. those two portraits stand out most clearly in our memory -the portraits of lames WaIter Ferrier and Robert Glasgow Brown. Of Ferrier, who, we read, went " to ruin with a kind of kingly abandon l ike One who condescended-but once ruined, with the l ights all out, he fought as for a kingdom : "  of Brown " of all men . . the most like to one of Balzac's characters " who " led a life, and was attended by an ill-fortune that could be 

properly set forth only i n  the Comedie Hu7ltoz?te." The passages bear reading over and over again : whole realm of prose it is hard to find two 

.\. 
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splendidly pourtrayed than these. And, taking up 

trJor��ok once again, and looking through its pages, we 

�e u . . ' h 
od th i s  masterly power of portralture everywhere : t e 

fi aruCll cr and the shepherd of Swanston : the author's 

fg h e r  the builder of Skerryvore, and, to take perhaps 

,1t , 
l e best instance of all, Robert Hunter, the Sheriff of 

t 1 . d h 

Dumbarton, " chatting at the eleventh hour un er t e 

shallOW of eternity, fearless and gentle." And as clearly 

as \\'e sce these old friends of Mr Stevenson, so clearly 

do wc [,ce in his pages the quaint folk of the past : the 

Lord Justice Clerk Braxfield, H ackston of Rathillet, 

covering his  mouth with his cloak, and standing by in

act ive at the murder of Archbishop Sharp, and, last but 

not ledst, the great John Knox, that sturdy confessor 

proclaiming his " Trumpetblast against the Monstrous 

Re6i mcnt of Women," or, in far different guise, sitting, 

a. vLl"y Gamal iel among his adoring college of women-

folk in his exile at Geneva. 

?-Ir Stevenson's appreciation of Scottish character is 

bal anced by his love for Scottish scenery. In  spite of 

his expressed suspicion that we hear too much of 

scene ry ill li terature, Mr Stevenson does not disguise 

from us his powers in that line. He brings out his 

sketch-book for us, and what a perfect series of sketches 

of Scottish rivers he shows us. " How often and will

il�gly " he says " do I not look again in fancy o n  

� u lll mel or Manor, or the talking Airdle, or Dee smiling 

in its Lynn :  or the bright burn of Killnaird, or the 

golden burn that pours and sulks in the den behind 

Kingussie ! "  It would be delightful to continue the 

quotation ,  but the quotation would mean the whole 

ess ay, and the essay would lead to the whole book. 

\V here, however, have we so m uch of the glorious 

nOrthern country, the land of the western isles, and the 

�Y ::; lic mountain Schiehallion, and the northern shores 

Fl
at ,are lighted by the midnight sun, as in  I{:zdnajjed ? 
' Or 1 ..... m t lat wonderful book, in  one sense Mr Stevenson's 

·.,ast ' erplece, we are shown the Lowlands and the High-
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lands both as, I venture to say, we h ave n ever seen before. From the point where David Balfour saw high land fall away at his feet and below it the Midlothian, and the port of Leith, with the ships at anchor, and the city of Edinburgh in the m idst of " smoking like a kiln "-what a chord that touches I-through his terrible privations in the ISle Earraid ; h is journey across Mull, and his flight Alan Breck through the heather to the point where sees the ligh ts of Queensferry again, and visits more the h ouse of Shaws-we have a splendid pan unrolled before us, unequalled in extent, u nsurpassed colour. He who has read Kzdnapped, even if his m erely the minimum of imagination, has been to land and h as seen Glencoe and the braes of Appin Mamore as really as any m a n  of those parts. It is a very hackneyed comparison, certainly-but OCcurs n aturally to the reader to compare Ifzdna'MlNj with Homer. Ifzdnapped, whose title can hardly be to be as happy or natural as that of the Ilz"ad or Odysse" has all their lightness and airiness, all their stead quick action ; all their romance and bravery of subject. Mr Hen ry J ames, i n  his excellent essay on l\Ir Stevenson, deprecates the business of the House of Shaws i n  this connexion. It is true, of course, that the adversities of David Balfour i n  the house of his uncle for m  a somewhat long prelude, and the real Homeric in terest of the book does not begin until th e unfortunate victim of treachery helps to guard the round house :  but, after all, the comparison holds good, for the Oc(yssey shows the same hesitation, and we have several books of very dull and in active prelude, dealing with Telem achus and the island of Calypso- surely a far less busy spot than the House of Shaws I -before we get to the gist of the m atter. In I(:zdnapped, we reach the real point of departure o n  board ship. There Alan Breck, an Ulysses with the speed of Achilles, and the hotheadedness of Ajax, meets us, and there, if we m ay say 

.\. 
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the Homeric pendulum begin s  to swing .  Whrtt 

50. 11 we say of D avid's wanderings across Mull ; of his 

�:etin
g with the two catechists, who recall at once 

'fhersites an d  Nestor ; of the murder of the Red Fox, 

d of that unsu rpassed flight, when the two fugitives 

�:apt the water-fall and lay all day in the baking sun 

on the top of the unsheltered rock, watching and fearing 

the red-coats, and were captured by Cluny's man and 

led to Cluny' s cave ? It is Homer writing again ; Mr 

Stevenson is the m ere agent. And the finest and most 

Homeric scene of all is before us when the two fugitives 

walk together for days, David Balfour in high dudgeon 

with Alan, and Alan taunting and scoffing at D avid. 

But to what end is it to recount all these scenes ? 

Each may find them for himself as he turns over the 

pages of that wonderful book. And, in laudin g  its 

charms, we have n aturally slipped from Mr Stevenson' s  

love of Scotland to his romantic powers. The two are 

inseparably connected : the Scottish, with all their 

hard-headedness and metaphysical ability, are the most 

romantic n ation o n  the face of the earth. Their scenery 

is so different to that of any other country, and presents 

such startling discrepancies to itself, that, in the hardest 

heads, that habit of mind is fostered which m akes for 

stran geness and variety, and creates rom ance out of 

incident.  Granted that Victor Hugo is at th e head of 

romanticists : Scott is not far behind, and the " Wizard 

of the North " has resigned his mantle to Mr Stevenson.  

And 1I1r Stevenson h a s  enriched i t  with the gems of 

perfect style. 
For 1\1r Stevenson has very little taste for the 

mysteries of psychology. He has read his B al z ac 

an d his Flaubert, and he duly appreciates them as 
auth ors of supreme skill, who can probe the soul of 

m an to its lowest depths. But it is not in their pages 
that he delights to dwell : he wonders at, but takes 

n? , pleasure in , this scientific research, this leisurely 
Vi Visection, and turns with relief from the dissecting 
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room to the open air, where he m ay field for adventure. From the day when he b the sheets of characters appertaining to Skelt's Ju D rama, at " a  penny plain and twopence coloured," the day when he closed for the fifth time the volume of Le Vzeomte de Bragelonne, h e  has Set h eart on Romance, and Wooed her assiduously. loves, with a boy's healthy and untarnished love, story with a plot-and a plot into which  somethi of the marvellous and the improbable may which dead kings and princes and the famous of the earth that have left a name behind them stalk proudly in a brilliant pageant. these splendid scenes, from the long series of volu in which Athos, Porthos, Aramis and d'Artagn com mit the wildest improbabilities and direct affairs of Europe, back to the pitiful and sordid c of Lousteau or Lucien de Rubempre, with their triflin episodes of cafe or opera-house, is uncongenial to Mr. Stevenson. H e loves a book which  carries him a to times past, which sets him i n  the company of brave and gay of old, rather than to sit and hear Balzac lecture on the physiology of de Rastignac, or Flaubert demonstrate on the depravatt'ons of E mma Bovary. No ! he has not outgrown his youth : the hands of his watch  have not yet passed those moments in which he took Scott and Dumas into his truancy. And his  chief delight is in recalling his own youth, and in writing of youth, its hopes and aspirations, its doubts and distresses, and of the foze de Vzvre which overm asters all. To be young !  To be young ! that is h is ideal of bliss. To grow old is impossible with him, for the bloom of youth, if it departs from the body, com municates its suave gentleness to the heart an d prints it there imperishably. He goes back to the very age when children first begin to feel and understand anything, when their ideas are the crudest and their words are the simplest ; he throws himself back 
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. 1 that easy readiness and grace o f  m ovement wbich 
",It :0111 mands alone, and writes in the plainest and most 

he ural expressions of childhood, that exquisite book, 

vte Cll tid's Garden of Verses, unrivalled in its perfect 

:etry and un alloyed simplicity. It is a garden indeed, 

� garden wl:ose flow
.
ers bloom with the purity and 

alVe 1'mouctance of mfancy. He seeks no external 

:id : he tellS no nursery tales or fairy fancies : he gives 

US purely the ideas and feelings of childhood in incom

parable verse :  t�e sentiments of childhood 
.
on good and 

evil : its speculatlOns, for example, on the httle boy who 

is dirty and slovenly : 

He is a naughty boy, I'm sure, 

Or else his dear papa is poor ; 

its feeling towards animals : 

The friendly cow, all red and white 

I love with all my heart : 

She gives me cream with all her might 

To eat with apple tart. 

Or its joy in its amusements : 

When I was sick and lay a-bed, 

I had two pillows at my head ; 

And all my toys beside me lay 

To keep me happy all the day. 

I T e  goes on to tell how the child made its soldiers 

<.l dl le  through the creases of the quilt, and built fortresses 

here and there : 

I was the giant, great and still 

That sits upon the pillow hill, 

And sees before him dale and plain, 

The pleasant land of counterpane. 

Let us quote one more pleasant verse from the book

a piece of advice this time : 

Children, you are very little ; 

And your limbs are very brittle. 

If  you would grow great and stately 

You must learn to walk sedately. 
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Surely it is this self-concentration,  this h abit of mind that is the chief feature of character : this precious and invaluable love believe and dram atic pretence. Mr Stevenson 's is by no means a mere collection of new rhymes : it is an accurate, careful study of �, .. ".u,OCl a nd would hardly, one m ay think, be so attractive children as to their elders. 
But, thoug h  Mr Stevenson's fancy roams freest the realm of youth, his books afford meat for all ages m an. Provided only that a m an retains his love what is simple and healthy and young, and is not m ere receptacle for abstractions, he cannot fail to en this wonderful series of books, which he learns to when he is a boy at school. He can never tire reading these volumes which show us youth in so m shapes and under such different aspects: of m aking acquaintance with bright boys and hopeful youths all instinct with the happiness of living for life's sake, full of youn g  dreams and bright purposes. Mr Stevenson has no very startling mes5age for us: he blows n o  theological or philosophical trumpet: he touches us softly on the shoulder and says, " Be young, and strong, and pure and happy." 

There is a very strong likeness between Mr Stevenson and that great man, Prince Florizel, of Bohemia. It is true that the owner of Vailima seems little likely to sink into the fragrant obscurity of a tobacconist's shop: but in  his love for curious adventures and his passion for giving entirely palatable advice, h e  has 
uncon sciously depicted himself in his own creation. 
The feeling which prompted Florizel to leave that 
turbulent kingdom, Seaboard Bohemia, in order to 
play Haroun-al-Raschid i n  London streets, has 
prompted Mr Stevenson to travel at a donkey's tai l  
through Velay a n d  Gevaudan, a n d  t o  experience the 
privation s  of an American emigrant train. It is the 
insatiable love of romance which conquers him and 
holds him a ready prisoner. 
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He has given Prince Florizel, �ith whom he has 

11uch in common, to his most romantic books, the 

s,,� 1 Arabian Nzghts and its sequel, The Dynamzfer. 

Jv ez/J 
H e  would be a happy man who, if wrecked, like a 

J l es Verne hero, on a desert island, with no apparent 

c�ance of ever
. 
quitting it, had, among his saved 

O " sessions, cop1es of these two books. For they 

p �. 
furnish a marvellous amount of entertainment : there 

is a cloak of gravity upon them, a decent solemnity of 

style, a certain pomposity and richness of phrase which 

endears them to us. There is nothing more lovable 

than a gay heart under a temperate, comely and 

discreet deportment. And, beyond this, the n arrator 

has throw n a veil of mystery and Oriental secrecy 

round the most commonplace circumstances of ordinary 

life. It is impossible to forget that close to the 

inten sely prosaic Strand, in the purlieus of Charing 

Cross, lay the den of the Suicide Club : that Mr 

1IIalthus, that paralytic child of a n ightmare, fell 

with a thud over the parapet of Trafalgar Square, 

propeJled by the assassin's hand: that in a quiet 

square, not a whit different from those we see in every 

part of the West End, Zero meditated his horrid 

schemes,  an d  experimented with his deadly engines. 

This is the quality which endears the New Arabt'an 

Ntjltls to us : this air of plausible impossibility. We 

expect t o  fi n d  Suicide Clubs a n d  mysterious young 

ladies in the streets of Bagdad : but to find them in 

Lon don would be a n  unattainable triumph. And that 

m akes the books more enchanting. To see a possible 

m y slery ,  to know that any quiet suburban villa m ay 
be a very Golconda, adds a palatable taste to our 

:�alks through the familiar hig'hways of London. 

1 h e re ' I . 1 
. 1S a ways a mystery wI1lch hangs rounc a vast 

City , . . ' bl 
b . . a plcturesque romance w1th an 1mpenetra e 

ctckgroun d  of horror and fear, springin g from the 

very presence o f  a h u g e  population, and seen in the 

Slrange faces and forms that cross our path , and the 
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long, dull rows of shops and houses which line way. We wonder what lies behind each \\ indow, secret, what history may not lurk at the back of key-hole. On this feeling, doubly intensified , Stevenson's  work is founded, and under its uncon influence these wonderful romances have been w There is only one other author who could have the subject from this entirely roman tic point of Mr Wilkie Collins. How he would have treated is hardly open for us to say, though we could a shrewd guess. That his treatment, with all abnormal imaginative powers, would have been in to Mr Stevenson's, goes without saying. 
The same influence lends itself to Dr Jekyll Mr Hyde. That specious story-for surely no tale was ever told with such a valiant show of 

bility-derives a great deal of its charm from the house in which Dr Jekyll lived his double life, the gabled building with its back door, through 
Hyde stumped at m idnight to fetch the cheque ; 
window round the street corner where Mr Utter<:nn. 
and his cousill, one fine Sunday afternoon, saw Jekyll sitting in profound melancholy. It is impossibl& 
to read of the house, and picture it to oneself, without 
thinkin g with a delightful shudder how m any houses 
of precisely t hat type one has passed during one's 
life-it m ay be, daily. There is  only one other 
house in the range of fiction which excites the same 
dramatic interest, the same repellent attraction-from 
quite different reasons, however : and that is the 
boarding-house of Madame Vauquer, in Le Pere GOf'zot. 

But Dr Jekyll does not, l ike the New A rabz"a1t Nigltts, 
make wholly for romance. Mr Stevenson, let us repeat, 
seldom investigates psychology. None can sketch 
character better-a line here and a dot there, and h e 
gives us the complete sketch of a trait or habit. It 
is this Titanic power of drawing character merely by 
inference, as it were-for the characters of his novelS 
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never presented nakedly to  our  eyes, but we catch 
are f ' ' d ' fl ' , , l i neaments rom a mere mCl ent or a tn tng 
theI r , ' h ' l ' h ' 1 ' 

l \'ersation-lt IS t IS power t lat gIves 1m l IS 
�Ol 

'l rt ial disdai n  for laborious dissection .  And it is 
1\1'1 p' 1y  in Dr Jekyll that he has striven wholly and 
on . 
en tirely to show hIS readers a phase of character, and 

even then he must weave a garment of romance 

wherein to wrap the nakedness of his design. Dr 

'ckylt is a happy experiment i n  a field where Mr Stead 

h as clumsily set his hob-nailed boot, and where Mr 

scar \Vilde has delicately stepped, his patent-leather 

shoe creaking soft epigrams. Mr Stevenson, of this 

various trio, is, i t  goes without saying, far the most 

successful .  The tale is very specious : the characters 

are sO very matter-of-fact, the staid professional men 

whom we see day by day i n  their consulting-rooms 

and at the dinner-table : we can believe a tale like 

this, for it has every evidence of likelihood. And 

further , it would be a supremely hard task to find such 

n atural and life-like doctors and lawyers as the three 

friends, Dr Jekyll, Dr Lanyon, and Mr U tterson. 

Seldom has anything more pathetic been written tha n  

the history of their gradual estrangement and the 

Sorrow it works in the breasts of these three grave, 

staid ,  reserved practitioners. M r J ames, in the essay 

alluded to before, has found fault with one feature of 

the book-the disclosure of the means by which Dr 

J ekyll procured his  double n ature , But that is part 

of the effect intended by the book. It will not leave 

us in mystery as to its secret : it will be plain and 

matter-of-fact with us. And who shall say it has 

not succeeded ?  
Pursuing this leisurely stroll among the creations 

o� .1\Ir Stevenson, let us go back to the New A rabt"an 

l\ 'gMs, the starting-point of our discussion of Dr 
']c!::yU, and start again down another bye-walk. Not 
the least attractive and picturesque of that collection 
of wonderful tales is the short story called A Lodgt'ng 
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/01' the Nz'glzt, which takes us from Mr Steven enchanted London to the city where all enchan is concentrated ; to Paris, and into the squalid where Master Franyois Villon, Master of Arts, with his fellow-students and co-partners in  Mr Stevenson, with his frank Bohemian ism, does scruple to enter this abode of th ieves. He d them all to us : Guy Tabary, Thevenin Pensete Dom Nicolas, the monk of Picardy, gambling quarrelling with their royal d isdain of virtue honesty : men who have abjured the world, and created one of their own , a world into which few penetrate without horror, a world whose virtues, as they are, are bred of vices. There they indul in their wine and count their spoil, and shake t sides with the laughter which has i ts end in bloods This wonderful picture of Villon and his associ has its pendant in Men and Books, There we written in the lightest and most comprehensible the life of Villon, the tale of his squalor and m of his vile loves, his bitter and wolfish hatreds, sneaking subterfuges and his escapes from the g It is an unpleasant story, no  doubt, but the gay of adventure and of strange sides of life which gave birth to Prince Florizel and new life to Alan Breck Stew art, now fans the ashes of the scholar and pickpocket whose verses are, with the Dzvz'lta C01/ZlJItdz'a and the Canterbury Tales, the most valuable legacy of the Middle Age. The sly villain, with his splendid hum our, his sad old-time verses, the Ballad of Dead 
Ladzes and the Ballad of Dead Lo?'ds waftin g  their 
fragrance to us over a gap of four hundred years, 
with his swinish grossness, stands before us as he did 
before the folk of Paris-a very shifty figure, with a. ragged coat and a sly foxy face, with incomparable 
rhymes in his Own pocket and the nimble fingers that 
wrote them in the pocket of another. We can see 
h.im treatling swiftly along the Paris streets from one 
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oo1.;:ery to another, ever on the look-out fOl' danger, 

r ,  , ,1 askance by honest burghers, yet all the while 

V l e\ve� 
1 1' w,tin g' some Ballade or Rondel which shall make 

J11eC 
, n ame famous long after the most reputable of 

hIS ' d " d 
them all has been la1 111 h1S grave an turned to 

arneless dust. 

n It is a splendid piece of portraiture, worthy of Rem-

brandt. But Villon is by no means the only figure 

which ,\'e meet in the pages of this book. Such a 

jumble of folk was seldom seen. Victor Hugo hob-nobs 

wilh Burns ; Samuel Pepys, all eminent example of 

human frailty, if ever one was, stands cheek-by-jowl 

with that equally eminent instance of firmness and 

rocky immobility, John Knox. The only two people 

that have anything in common are the innocuous 

Charles of Orleans and that mischievous scoundrel, 

Villon, both writers of ballades and other poetry 

charming by virtue of its artificiality, Yet it is im

possible to give the palm to any especial portrait-all 

are so nobly and largely drawn, so ingeniously coloured, 

that selection is rendered useless. But, of all the 

characters which Mr Stevenson has chosen to represent 

to us, into none has he seen so clearly as into that of 

Samuel Pepys, he  has pictured none so completely as 

that of John Knox. In this book his humour is at its 

best, he is bright and pleasant beyond compare. He 

has picked out a series of names of all nations and of 

all times :  he has made their owners sit for their por

traits and in every case has succeeded. He flits from 

one easel to another wi.thout an effort : it  is this elasticity 

an d pliability, this contentment with one subject, and 

when that has been completely worked out and finished, 

this ready change to another, which is his ,most remark-

able and conspicuous gift. 

h Surely Mr Stevenson has solved the secret of 

appiness. To be wholly contented and absorbed in 

one thing, and yet, when that is  exhausted, to welcome 

a change and throw one's self heart and soul into it, 
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surely this is the precious jewel! brings him contentment. There is noth ing he so well as h ard labour-if he had nothing else to he would work in h is shirt-sleeves at some 0 pu rsuit. Had he been an Israelite i n  Egypt, he h ave been the last to leave-he would have enj m aking his daily tale of bricks, and the sense of alone would have induced him to desert the flesh for the howling wilderness. What a story he h ave made of the Plagues and the Exodus ; he has i m parted such interest to his wanderings i n  Cevennes, h is Inland Voyage on Fren ch rivers and picnic i n  Californ ia. 
Out of those l ittle journeys and pleasure-parties has created a vast fund of interest. No one imagine-that is to say, if he is not himself a Ste son-what a n  amount of event, what immense can be obtained from the most trivial i n cidents of country walk.  For that tour i n  the Ceven nes, after all, nothing more than a country walk through a fine well-wooded region, n ot especially attractive in i The i nterest we feel l ies not i n  the country, but i n  trifling adventures of the author : the m isdemeanours his don key: the n ight when he slept i n  his sack u the pines, or the dark night when he wandered between the vi llages of Fouzilhic and Fouzilhac. We carry away from the book a series of scenes, incid ents very ordin ary occurrence, which he has somehow or other transfigured, with his perfect understanding pictorial arrangement. He can group h is pictures, be they figure or landscape, so admirably: he knows to the finest accuracy where to place the prin cipal figure, how to set it off, and what background it must h ave. For instance, he never showed his peculiar power of painting scenes so strongly as i n  one which assu redly must stand out before all  the rest to readers of Travels 

wzth a Donkey. He is descen ding i n to a valley in Lower Gevaudan : evening is approaching, and he sees 
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f e him lone farms scattered here and there, and the 

be � w in d ing for miles th rough distant trees . And, 

roa � s  evening falls, as h e  trudges behind his beast of 
. List " 
J .den through the chestnut avenues, he hears, not far 
but , . ' dl 

1 the road, a woman s VOlce croon1l1g some en ess 
j rOn  
ditty with a refrai n about a bel amoureux. Why does 

thiS passage strike the fancy so ? Perhaps it is that he 

haS pictured the valley as so lonely, that when this 

chOrd of life breaks i n  we are stirred to the depths by 

the sudden voice and feel at once that our solitude has 

been dispelled. Th e  fact is, Mr Stevenson merges us 

50 ueeply in his person ality that what delights him 

delights us, and, as we read him, we cannot feel or 

think apart from him. 
There is another scene i n  An Inland Voyage which 

h as much the same effect, and occupies i n  that book th e 

place of the chestnut valley scene in the other--the 

field on the upper reaches of the O ise where he an d 

his companion sit, one summer Sunday afternoon, an d 

listen to a peal of church bells. But both books are 

full of such scenes. They are storehouses of interest for 

th ose who love an open - air life, and love to live amon g 

trees an d  fields and wild flowers. Mr Stevenson is not 

only the Bohemi a n  of the town we h ave mention ed, 

with h i s  thirst for romance and adventure : he is th e 
Bohe m i an of the country, a true lover of those whom 
his fellow Scots still primly call Egyptians, of their 
waggons and their fires, and their store of pots and 
pans for sale. A thoroughly healthy nature this! a 
nature which will even condescend to pure animal 
enjoyment for once i n  a way, feeling, hearing, seeing 
n othin g beyond itself and the crude delig h t  of existence. 

Considering all this, it is strange that Mr Steven 
son's physical health scarcely coincides with our 
expectation ; that he has wandered from country to 
COuntry over the greater part of either hem isphere in 
�e<1rch of it, until he has at last found his sanatarium 
In Samoa. It is curious to find that those books which 
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breathe throughout such a buoyant tone of cheerfu have been written for the greater part on a bed of ness. That be, the cheerfullest and, in a sense, youngest writer of to-day, should have endured So suffering is difficult to bel ieve. But he was a hard school in his Scottish home, an d i n  his d ays he learned very early to weather the storm , to find enjoyment, pure and simple, out of life. brave heart and an untiring brai n  he has overcome d ifficulties, and has given to others in his cha didactic style Some practical philosophy gleaned the fiel ds of a dversity. 
The heroes of his stories all  have the same san happy temperament-not without thought or fear the future, but l ight-hearted enough to observe thing around them, a n d  n ote down this or that thing for their subsequent delectation. Even Balfour-an d a very foreboding a n d  l uckless David-has spirits which many of his age m ight e while Jim Hawkins, all the while he is in danger Treasure Island, is keeping his eyes well open thoroughly enjoyi ng his situation. While, as for Al Breck a n d  Prince Florizel. they all touch the summ it of sanguine happiness. Even they, however, surpassed by one person-Otto J ohann Frederic, Prin of Gnlnewal d .  \Vho ever took less thought for m orrow than he ? He is , it is true, a little despicable. But then he is very loveable. a n d  in comparison with Gondremark, that hulking villain a11 d in triguer, is entirely noble. If, as Mr Henry James tells us, Prtitct 

Otto is the most isolated of all  Mr Stevenson's works, then the family l iken ess between the rest is far than one would i m agine. Prince Otto is surely th quin tessence of Stevensonian happi ness and carel ess
ness-for it is through that very carelessness, that neglect of publ ic duty, that the book ends so happily, 
a n d  we foresee a glad future for the Prince and the 
repentant Princess, while Grilnewald may be tossed 

\. 
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. he cares of state, and the incipient Republic sink 

�Ith t 
h dissension to ruin, for all those ex-Sovereigns 

thro;g Certain this elaborate negligence, this hunting 

11�� il awking when the business of the Council is most 

ill sing. and the pillars of the state already totter 

presgerouslY, although it leads to much tribu1ation, 

dan . ' d ' h d 
vertheJess bnngs Its rewar In t e en . 

ne malia Seraphina is the only woman, until the days 

f Catriona, whom Mr Stevenson has taken much 

�rouble to sketch, and she, in spite of her variety and

we cannot call it by any other name-her infidelity, is 

very charming. Mr Henry James traces the influence 

of George Meredith, a novelist beloved by our author, 

in the tale, and beyond a doubt Amalia is a member of 

that class whom Mrs Mountstuart J enkinson so happily 

christened . She is a rogue t'n porcdatn, daintier and 

more brittle and frail than was C1ara Midd1eton. While 

Prince Otto again might have submitted to Mrs Mount

stuart's dzdum " You see, he has a leg." For, if Amalia 

is a Clara Midd1eton, more brittle and of a paler com

plexion, Otto is a Sir Willoughby Patterne, confident of 

his security, of the favour of God and the regard and 

respect of man,  until he finds his throne tumbling 

ben eath him-a shade more keen-sighted, perhaps ; a 

great deal less disagreeable. Let us not compare 

Prz"nce Otto for a minute with The Egotst-The Egozst is 

a great and stupendous victory of unarmed genius, 

'rtllce Otto the mere by-play, the facile side-stroke of a 
dexterous foil . 

] t is unfair to say that Mr Stevenson has altogether 

neglected womankind. It is true that women play a 

;,
ery smal l part in his pages, but he is full of admiration 

.�r them, and no more gallant champion could be found 

�h occa� ion demanded, to enter the lists and fight for 

the . l aches.  He is full of a sense of their beauty and 

f elr gentleness and weakness : they are not banished 

rnm l ' 
. 

of 
1 1 S  pages : they stand by and watch the conflIcts 

the st ronger sex. And no more beautiful picture of 

VOL. XVIII. e e e  
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woman could be found than in the story called 
the portrait of the beautiful devotee hopelessly i 
i n  the estancza with her savage tnother and idiot 
Or again, surely the lady in that great rom 
J}faster 0/ Ballantrae, the lady who is at the root 
whole m atter, the presiding genius of that 
story, is fi nely conceived and magnificently 
And Mr Stevenson, if he has sinned in giving his 
sex the preponderance in his works, has surely 
his palinode in the title of the sequel to K;' 
Finally, we mnst not forget, in this connexion, 
woman's hand aided him in writing The Dynamzt�1', 
creating that extravagant young lady, who 
such terrors among the Mormons, and, in an 
Avatar, led her employer to his death in the loa 
swamps of the West Indies. 

Mr Stevenson is a man of m any aspects, and in 
he is equally great. But the aspect in which he 
present himself to future ages is  that of a master 
story-telling. Not that his essays and his 
books of travel will die ! they will live too, but 
nature of the case demands that they appeal to 
readers. Treasttre Island has, one might say, 
won its place beside Robz'nson Crusoe. I{zctnall1J� 
stands on the highest sum mits of fiction, and 
about it cluster the lI£aster 0/ Ballantrae, the 
A rabzrm Nzgltts and Catrzona. Kzdnapped and 
Nzg'hts have already been examined ; they are the 
presentatives of their classes, and time would fail to 
of the others-of those books, for instance, where 
great master has sought the collaboration of his 
law. Collaboration is a doubtful experiment, 
as in The Dyna7Jtzler, style is welded to style, 
must be confessed, the Wrong Box and the 
excellent as they are, do not, by any means, reach 
first rank. 

Let us stay for a moment in that dark garden 
the candles in their silver sconces shoot their ste 

(II' \. 
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e into the windless night, and the black pool of 

,W'O 1 l i es 011 the ground. That garden alone, were it 

1J\Ooc l 1 1 i ll '" else, even did not the Chevalier Burke gaily 

f r n O  ,� 
o , . t  " I1 U  the  m aster stalk sinisterly through the pages, 

x,IS , It. 
e, l l lu akc the J.lIaster of Ba/lantrae a classic among 

,roU l j' C "  And let us halt again on the coast of Ostend, 

Icl ass ." ' ;d watch Catriona' s  father play the traitor and stand 

a� bay while the windmill steadily turns its changeless 

a 
1'ls in the background. For self-restraint and pre

sa 
dsion of sLyle, that last scene is the chej d' oeuvre of Mr 

Stevcnson' s later writing. Catriona has few faults. 

.As a work of style it is flawless. And it has the 

crO\yning m erit of being the only sequel which ever 

deserved the n ame. 

There is one book of short stories in which Mr 

Stevf'll son has equalled any of his romantic efforts

the book called after the first tale, The lVIerry 1I1en. 

In that story he re-introduces to us under another 

name the isle where David Balfour was wrecked ; 

Earraid, that lies across the strait from Iona i and, 

in  the dismal drama, acted on a lonely rock in the 

Atlalltic , gives us a foretaste of the terrible fancies 

which bow the knee to Mr Kipling. The rest of the 

tales are of a various n ature : Wzll 0' lhe Mill is one 

�f the author' s  happy-go-lucky favourites, who lives 

In a valley all his life without going outside it, until 

Death comes in his coach and takes him away on 

his travels . TIn-awn 'lane! and Ozalla, tales as different 

as they can be, although they both deal with m adness, 

are t ' 
. 

numphs of art : the Treasure of Franclzard is  

:ntten with all  Mr Stevenson's extraordinary skill, 

1 ut leaves a weak impression. It is undeniable, 

l�\\'ever, that 1I1arkhez'm is the finest chapter i n  the 

� 101e book-and a more brilliant piece of description 

'IUS never been given us ; before this picture of long

, rawn 
in ' a g'ony every other pales. The murderer stand-

th� 
alone with the body of h is victim on the floor, 

ClOcks of the jeweller'S shop ticking all round him, 
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straining his ears to catch the least sound insupportable, time-measured silence-and t entry of the mysterious visitor : the offer of the and the murderer at the last instant overcoming self and the baseness of his nature, and deli body into the hands of justice at the moment he opens the door to the maid-here Mr S mighty genius wings its highest flight. may be of his earliest work ; it is his supremest And, now that we have reached the most point of that genius-a flawless gem, faultless in brave and bold in execution, it is time to stop. Mr Stevenson has for us in the future, we cannot he is still in the meridian of his life, his rep continues undiminished, he stands at the head of confraternity of letters beside the great men of the and the few brilliant lights of to-day. For the of volumes he has already given to the world, we grateful beyond measure. But gratitude has no and a further score, equal to the last, can increase it. If this is not to be, we must be to let the great creator survey his work, resting on laurels. Imperishable fame, a blameless life, the faction of having given delight to all sorts and conc:ia. of men-what can man wish for more ? 

A. H. T. 
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A RIVER IDYLL. 

(By a rt'ver Idler) . 

THERE is nothing so weary as waiting, 
When the day is appallingly hot 

And the weather is most enervating-
To see if she's coming or not. 

There is surely no  harm in my stating 
That I was most keenly debating 
Whether that sweet fascinating 

M iss Dora were coming or not. 

I had passed the whole mom at the station 
In the midst of the smoke and the din, 

And for hours 'twas my sole occupation 
To watch for the trains to come in. 

If you follow my recommendation, 
It is better by far in vacation 
To read Ciceroni an oration 

Than to watch for the trains to come in. 

I was angry and stiff and rheumatic, 
1 had put many pence in the slot, 

I had shot with those pop-guns erratic, 

Which is death-when the weather is hot. 
I repeat, though it be iteratic
Yet one cannot be too emphatic-·
You don't feel divinely ecstatic 

When the weather is fatefully hot. 

At length in the distance 1 sighted 
The smoke of a train in the air, 

It arrived, and oh joy ! there alighted 
Her mother, her sire, and the Fair. 
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When one has felt  simply benighted 
And regarded one's prospects as blighted One naturally feels quite delighted 

At the coming of her that is Fair. 

Her sire remarked he was voracious, 
The train was confoundedly slow, 

She hoped I'd not waited-c, Good gracious," I said, " just a minute or so." 
It is  strange how your conscience grows 
To contain such a statement mendacious 
When uttered in manner vivacious-

" Oh, only a minute or so." 

But what if  some reader is saying, 
With captious ironical grin, 

" It's all very well to go m aying 
But where does the Idyll begin ? "  

From the theme I am really not straying 
In blatant hysterical braying : 
I h ave very much pleasure i n  saying 

Next line doth the Idyll begin. 

More softly the sunlight was dancing 
On the shimmering waters in front, 

And I said, at her loveliness glancing, 
" Would you care to come out in  a punt ? "  

When the shadows of night are advancing 
The coolness and stillness enhancing 
There is nothing so purely entrancing 

As to dream for a while in a punt. 
In my soft gliding punt, yclept NelIy, 

We crept 'neath a shadowy grove, 
And we talked of the poems of Shelley 

And others who dream about love : 
The music romantic of Kelley 
(So charm ingly sung by Trebelli), 
And the novels of Marie Corelli 

Are also connected with love. 

A River Idyll. 3 7 5  

But as I was softly employing 

That language that some might call bosh, 

A launch whistled by all-destroying 

And sent us the wave of its wash. 

It is  hard to find aught more annoying 

Than when you are sweetly enjoying 

The rapture of carelessly toying 

With locks, to be tossed by a wash. 

In a voice with a rising inflection 
I told the sad tale of my love, 

And vowed everlasting affection  
By yon blue vaulted Heaven above. 

I may say to you in this connection, 
I admit to a great predilection 
For swearing eternal protection 

By yon blue vaulted Heaven above. 

I called her an angel, a peri, 

I said she was fair as the light. 

Her lips were more red than the cherry 

Her eyes were like stars of the n ight. 

At my words perhaps you will m ake merry, 

And your face i n  your handkerchief bury, 

But I thought it felicitous very 

To call her eyes " stars of the night." 

She blushed in a man ner transcending 

And drooped her head down on her breast. 

Like a lily : then suddenly bending 

She-nay, draw a veil o'er the rest. 

It is best at the risk of offending 

The critic or kind or unbending 

To bring this sweet tale to an ending 

By drawing a veil o'er the rest. 

A. J.  C .  



ILL USIONS PERD UES. 

Charactef's. 
GERARD VYVYAN. 
VERNON WINGFOLD, author of Orpht'c Dreams. Sir GILES PORTINGTON, M.P. for Stockborough En MALCOLM STUDLEY. 
Lady VYVYAN. 
Miss ARLINGTON. 

Place. 
Vyvyan Hall, in the East Riding. 

SCENE I.-The bzlHard-room. rzome, 9 p.m. VYVYAN and Sir GILES are playzllg bzlhards. STUD marks .for tltem, wlzzte "\iVINGFOLD Hes at .full lengtlt 01t (J lounge. 

Sir GILES. My dear Gerald, that's the third easy cannon you've broken down at. What oon earth is the matter with you to-night ? 
GERALD.  Merely abstraction, Sir Giles. 0 I beg your pardon. 
Sir GILES. Pshaw ! What has abstraction to do with billiards ? I wonder if I can play this. Ah, too fine ! 
STUDLEY. Yes, you ought to have hit it fuller. WINGFOLD. I sympathise with you, Gerald. But, my dear boy, you are really too engrossed with your thoughts. A man should be engrossed with nothingnot even with billiards, Sir Giles. 

Sir GILES. Nobody could accuse )'OU of concentration .  

fJ' \.  
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WH,GfOLD o Concentration ! The word suggests 

o g but Swiss milk. 
Jlot�;l1DLEY. Did you never like Swiss milk ? 

0WH,GFOLD. Never ! I hate everything Swiss-the 

I 5 i n cl uded. I cannot understand the Swiss fever. 

�r�\Vded hotels, dawn on the Rigi, Matterhorns, endless 

"odelli
ng and Dresden shepherdesses playing on tune

){I I ' , 
lesS pipes !  nsamty 0 

GERALD.  But, Vernon, didn' t you say yesterday that 

insanity was glorified existence ? 

\VINGFOLD . There are insanities and insanities, my 

dear Gerald .  

Sir GILES . Why do you go abroad ? 

\VINGFOLD.  Because I can ' t  help it .  London i n  

sum mer i s  Ashdod. But, thank heaven, ubZ" Dago1t, zbtO 
Phthlfta. Dagon takes his trip in the winter. 

Sir GILES . What do you mean ? 

STUDLEY. He never means anything, Sir Giles. 

Sir GILES. What a comfort ! I never could under-

stand GrpMe Dreams. 
VVINGFOLD. You are one of us, Sir Giles. To be 

intel l igible is to be impossible. 
Sir GILES. Do you imply that you find it impossible 

to be intelligible ? 
STUDLEY. Come, Gerald, you're twenty behind ! 

GERALD. Oh, it's no  use ! I can't play any longer. 

�TUDLEY. Are you un well ? 
WINGFOLD. Why don't you play with Sir Giles, 

1Ialcol m ?  Gerald, come and sit here. 
Sir GILES. Come on, Studley. Choose your cue. 

\Vl);GFOLD. Now, Gerald, what is it ? I can see 
there' . s somethmg wrong. 

GE R.ALD. Oh, it's nothing much. I--
\VINGFOLD. You--

A GERALD. Well, the fact is this. It' s about Miss 
rl i n gton . 

\\TIKGFOLD. Have you- quarrelled ? 
V UL. XVIII. D D D  
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GERALD. If we had ! To tell you the truth, I 
marry her. 

WINGFOLD. I sincerely congratulate you. 
you should never marry. 

GERALD. I've heard you say that so often. 
don't really think so. 

WINGFOLD . Really ! It is the only thing I 
really about. You should never marry. 

G ERALD. But supposing-
WINGFOLD. Suppose nothing. Supposition 

barren fig-tree. 

GERALD. Well, I won't suppose. 
Miss Arlington, it is only to--

WINGFOLD. Good gracious ! You surely don't 
1:0--

GERALD. Marry someone else r I do. 
WINGFOLD. Poor boy ! And tie yourself 

eternal slavery, to wither away beside some sallow 
GERALD. Sallow girl ! If you could only see 

Vernon, you would--
W:INGFOLD. Now, don't ! Please �pare m e  the 

tale. Love:liness and Purity ! Rotten boughs and 
apples ! 

GERALD. You are too cynical. You don't know h 
you have never even seen her. Had you parted 
her, as I did, barely two hours ago, you wo.uld be ra 
of loveliness and purity. Aren't your poems full 
loveliness and purity ? 

WINGFOLD. That is Art, Gerald. The strongest 
clination of Art is to the inartistic. 

GERALD. Epigrams ! Epigrams ! Take m e  
earnest, Vernon. I love her. 

WINGFOLD. Who is she ? 
GERALD. She-she lives in the village. 
WINGFOLD. Oh, spare me ; Some Molly or Sus an 

You are a fool, Gerald. 
GERALD. My mind is made up. 

\. 
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,\N'It\GFOLD. Then I rep ea: i t  .
. 

You are a fool. I see 

, e finished your game, Slr G1les. 

YOU v 
Sir GILES. Yes, while you two were chattering away 

e in the corner. Studley, you aren't  up to form 

ther 
to_night. 

sruDLEY. No one can do anything against your 

flukes. 
Sir GILES. I dzd have a little luck to-night, I confess. 

But yOU needn't grudge it me, Studley. 

GERALD.  Hadn't we better join the ladies ? 

SruDLEY. Excuse me, you men. I've one or two 

letters I want to post. I think 1'11 go down with them. 

GERALD. Can't I send the butler ? 

STUDLEY. Oh ! don't trouble. I should like the 

walk this lovely night. 

[They go out.] 

SCENE n.-The drawt"ng-room. A shaded lamp 01t a 

szde-table, near whtdt st'ts Lady VYVYAN zn a low chat:" 

dot·,tg croC!ut-11J0rk. Miss ARLINGTON at the pz"ano. 

What is that delightful thing you are 
Lady V. 

playing, Felicia ? 

Miss A. A piece of Schumann- -CVarum '! What a 

lovely moon there is ! (Rises and goes to the wz"ndow.j 

Shall I let it in ,  Auntie 1 
Lady V. Do, dear ! (Miss ARLINGTON draws up the 

bhud. )  
Miss A .  Oh ! 
Lady A. What is it, Felicia 1 

. :Miss A. I -, nothing, Auntie ! (St'ts down at the 

'Wtndow.) [Enter Sir GILES, GERALD and WINGFOLD. 

1 Lady V. So here you are at last. Where is 

ir. Studley 1 . 
Sir GILES . H e  has j ust gone down to the village to 

post some letters . 

1 Miss A. What a lot of letters he has had to post 

ately. 
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WINGFOLD. I admire his energy. 
write- much less post a letter. 

Lady V. I am sure you would make a ch 
correspondent, Mr Wingfold. 

WINGFOLD. You flatter me, Lady Vyvyan. I 
no more write letters than I could pay bills. 

Lady V. I can't imagine how you poets live. 
WINGFOLD. We don't live, we dream. What a 

for dreams, Miss Arlington ; What do you say 
turn in the garden ? Come, Gerald, Miss Arli 
wants to walk in the garden. 

Miss A. No, don't let's worry GeraJd. 
tired to-night. We may meet Mr Studley coming 
from the post. [They go 

Sir GILES. A charming young lady, your niece, 
Vyvyan. You are a lucky fel low, Gerald. 

Lady V. I am always telling him so, Sir Giles. 
GERALD. Ah ! (szghs) Yes, she is very charm 
Lady V. You are out of spirits to-nig ht, my 

boy. 
GERALD. When do we go back to town, mother ? 
Lady V. What a question, Gerald, when we 

Sir Giles here ! 
GERALD. I beg his pardon. 

business I have in town. 
Sir GILES. You can run up witJ'l me to-m 

Gerald.  I have to see my solicitor. 
GERALD. Just the thing ! But-no, I don't think 

can. Besides, I prom ised to take Studley over 
shooting to-morrow. What makes him so late, I 
wonder ? 

Lady V. He can't have met anyone he knows in the 

village, can he ? 
Sir GILES.  Oh, nobody ! 
GERALD. Of course, he may be with 

Felicia. 
Sir GILES .  Here they are back again ! I hear Mi5; 

Arlingtol1'S voice in the hall .  (Enter Miss A. all 

38 1  
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�GfOI,D . )  Why, where's Studley. 

\V\/YINGYOLD. He'll be in shortly. He's admiring the 

1 outside.  Gerald ! 
moDI 

GERALD . Well !  

�SINGfOLD . Come to the window. Excuse us, Lady 

Vyvyan . Look out there ! 

G ERALD. Where ? 

WINGFOLD. There-by the shrubbery. Who is that 

with hi m ?  
GERALD. My God ! Draw down the blind ! 

WINGFOLD. I knew it .  Poor Gerald ! 

(CURTAIN.) 

VOICE OF THE SEA. 

I LOVE the song of the rolling world 

That is borne on the breeze to me, 

Where over the sullen rocks is swirl 'd  

The foam of  the tumhling sea, 

T. C .  

An( l  gl ass'd in the curves of  its throbbing waves 

The brows of the headlands heave , 

And thun der comes echoing out of th e caves 

That the shadows never leave. 

\Yh ere the swooping gull whirls down thro' the wind 

The freedom of flashing wings, 

1\. nd fancy can bring like a dream to the mind 

The song that the mermaid sings. 

1\. n d 0 that there might be my home 

, . By the brink of the rocking deep. 

1 1 1 1  the wild, wild voice of the whispering foam 

�houlcl lull me at last to sleep . 
C .  E .  B. 



A HIGHER PLANE CURVE. 

IN very sooth a curve of high degree, 
A noble tracery of flowing line 
And dimpled curvature : a true design 
Come, Nature-born, from an equality 
In x and y ;  a perfect harmony 
Of form ! See the twin ovals, whose divine 
Soul-centred sympathy makes each incline 
To each in a sy mmetric yearning ! See 
These graceful knotted loops that meet and kiss, And part, to meet and kiss again ! Mark last This simple waving thread,-how it has passed The doubtful turning-point of finite bliss,-
How to infinity it gently floats, 
Wafted along the slender asymptotes. 

G. T. B. 

A CIRCLE. 

WHAT seem ing innocence and simple grace 
In this fair sweep of curve the compass-pen 
Has rounded off ! 'Tis passing strange how men 
Have worried their poor wits to mete the space 
Encircled by the homely oval face, 
And fit it by some clumsy square. And when 
The deeper beauties lay unfathomed, then 
The equal radius first was put to base 
Unworthy usage, and two equal sides 
Were coarsely fitted to a given line. 
Let us who know the subtlety that hides 
In the far line that makes plane space complete,
Let us do homage at that mystic shrine 
Where dwell the distant points where circles meet. 

G. T. B. 

TH E  LIBRARY AT HA WKSHEAD GRAMMAR 

SCI lOOL, AND THE SCHOOL-DAYS OF 

WORDSWORTH. 

IIN con,equence of the ,e- cataloguing of the 

. Library at Hawkshead School, I have been 

perusing some of the Old School documents 

relating to the Library in  former generations. 

O n e  of these, drawn up by the Head-Master, the Rev 

T. Bowman M.A.,  Trinity College, Cambridge, Master 

from 1 7 86,  seems to me to be of considerable interest to 

all those, at any rate, who have any affection for the 

writing of the " Lake Poet," William Wordsworth, 

admitted to St John's College from this School in 1 7 8 7 ,  

since i t  gives some idea what Hawkshead School was 

like in his day, and who his school-fellows and masters 

were. 

The Rev T. Bowman instituted what was termed the 

" New Library " at Hawkshead, although from the 

earliest days of the School there had existed a " Book 

Club," which received considerable benefactions in 

money and books from a certain Mr Daniel Rawlinson 

of the Vintners' Company in London in 1 669.  Two lists 

of his presentations bearing this date ( 1 669) remain 

among the School records : 

R. (i) " The names of severall Bookes given by Mr Dan iell 

S awlinson, citizen and Vintner of London, to the Free-Grammar 
choole in Hawkshead, i n  the County of Lancaster." 

S ( i i)  " A  Catalogue of Bookes, given to the Free-Grammar 
c1ho01 at Hawkesheade in Lane. by 1\1r Daniel! Rawlinson, and 

Ol lers at his request." 
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And in a note by the side of some of the na 
the books, that 

" These were given by Mr Dan ielI  Rawlinson, at the 
the Miter, in Fen -Church Street, London." 

The books of the  Old Library do not appear to 
been kept on shelves, but in a chest, as an old note 
us that 

" Th e  p ress wherein these bookes belonging to the 
a re laid was given by Mr EdlVin Sandys o f  Epth wai le, 
1 67 °," 
a descendant of the Edwyn Sandys, Archbishop of Y, 
in 1 5 85 ,  and founder of the School at that date. 

Among the benefactors of 1 669 are to be found 
n ames of Mr Gibbo n ,  who at the instigation of Mr 
l inson presented a now rare edition of " 1\J r Ffoxe, 
acts and monuments of the Church " ( 1 64 1 ) ;  

" Cambdeus Bri ttania in English, given by M' 
Martin, Gentleman, o r  his Mrljties-!" bedchamber." 

" An E x position o f  the C reed, by D' John Pearson, 
bishop of Ch ester." 

" The mem orable works o f  J osephus in Engl i s h ,  in ful l ,  
by J o h n  Tillotson, Receiver Generali  for the Deane a n d  C 
of the Cathedral Churc h  of S Pau l 's ,  London ." 

" A  course of Sermons for a l l  the Sundays i n  the Yeare 
Jer.  Taylor Dr D . ,  give n  by EdlVard B rowne, fel low of 
Hall in Cam bridge May 1 4, 1 674." 

" J uvenal and Persius with Lubius Comments, given 
S' J onas M oore Kl1t.,  Surveyor General! of h i s  Maties office 
the ordinance, i n  the Kingdoms of England and I reland, and 
his Royall H ighness the Duke of Yorke Sept. 2 2 ,  1 674." 

" The works o f  John J eweIl ,  t Bp of Saris bury 1 6 74." 
" , Adagia ex sanctor u m  patrllm eccIesiasti corllm Scri 

prompta ab Aloysio Robari no Veronensi  Clerico Regll iar i , '  
• A dictionary o f  the French and English tongues,' both th 

.. ".e. Cbarles lI. 
t Apologist against tbe Romanists 1 559. Works, 

Chul cb of England " and " Dt;fence of the Apology. ,. 
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by W l m .  Sancroft,* Doctor i n  Divinity, Deane of the 

given I ral C hurch of S Paul, London, J an 1 1 , 1 674." 

[<llheL 
In another list both the above books are mentioned as 

" G iven by D' Sancroft. then being Dean of S Paul's, 

dOll but noW in this Y eare 1 67 9  Archbishop of Canterbury." 

Lon ' 
Besides which are several books given by members 

f the Sa-ndys family. 

o In this last list are also mentioned : 

" A  Century of Sermons upon several! remarkable subjects 

written by J ohn Hackett, Ld. Bp of Litchfield and Coventry, in 

ful l ,  given by John Pearson, Ld. Bp of C hester." 

Among names of benefactors are

Dr Edward Layfield, Archdeacon of Essex. 

M r  Ed ward Sherburne. one of  the Principal Officers of 

H is l\Iajesties Ordinance and Armory within England. 

J ohn Sharpe, D.D.,  Archdeacon of  Birks and " Chapline 

to the Ld. Chancelour." 

And among books is-

" ElI':W)! {3uuIA!loit or the solitudes of King Charles the fi rst, 

in 8vu ." 

Some of the trades and professions m entioned are 

interesting, showing how a1l classes contributed to the 

library. The fo1lowing occurring-

. J Ohl1 Christopherson, U she of the Free-schole at H awks-

head.' 
' Rosse Esq., Library-Keeper to his Matie.' 
'

J o h n  Magine Esq ; one of his Maties Equerries.' 

, George Rigge, Parish Clarke of Hawkshead.' 

' J\Ir J ohn Rawlinson, linnen draper.' 

h'  • .  Onc of the Seven Bishops imprisoned by James II for refuoing to read 

IS Ed,ct of Toleration . 
t Now generally believed lo have been written by Dr Gauclen (Bllrnet 

say� \ 1' , '  le Was told so by James in 1 673). Milton answered it by the 

i ·""""<� ,i<TT'J.. Dr C.  \Vordsworlh defended the authorsbip of Charles, 
1\ a Wor!' . I . . ,  • 

, entl t cd, ' \V ho wrote Eikon Basllike ? 1 824· 
V O L .  XVIlI. E E E 
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' l\'[r John BIashfield citizen and fishmonger of LOndon.'t ' 1\'[r Samuel Hall, late Warden of the Company of London ,'  
' John Sadler, Schoolemaster! 
' George Crawley of Bil'liter Lane, London, Chirurgion: ' 1\1r Moses Pitt, Bookseller, at the White-heart.' 
With an apology for th is digression, which, is justified by the interest which m ust be a a great many of the names mentioned, we return the tf�cord of 1 7 89,  which tells us of Hawkshead as i t  was in Wordsworth's time. 

Briefly, the reorganization of the Library at time was in order that it might be of value, not to the School, but also to the surrounding ge and one feature to maintain a supply of new was the introduction of the custom for each boy p resent to the Library some book on his leaving School, to be inscribed with his own name, and to kept as a memorial of himself. 
It is in consequence of this custom that we able now to form an idea of Words worth's and school-fellows. (The register of Admissions apparently been lost). We find 

. .  GiIlies's History of Greece " in scribed as the gift ., Robt Hodgson Greenwood'".', of Ingl eton. Wm Wo of Cockermotlth , John Millar of Presall, and Tho' Gawt of Sedbergh, admitted at Cambridge from this School 1 7 8 7," 
also 

" Hoole's Tasso's J emsalem " as " the gift of Messrs Greenwood, Wordsworth, l\lillar, and Gawthorp." 
" Cicero H is the gift of the Poet's brother, Robinson Words worth, who left in 1 7 89,  and 

d '  ., " Dr Robertson's Historical Disquisition concerning In lil, the gift of " Christopher Wordsworth of Cockermouth. 
admitted at Trinity, Cambridge, from this School 1 79 2 , "  

-* Afterwards Fellow o f  Trinity, Cambl idge. 

fV'- '-
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He \Vas afterwards Master of Trinity, and well 

'n as a Theological wri.ter. 

1.:110\\ ' f  W' ll ' R '  k 1 
. . 8 '" 

the mentlOn 0 1 lam amcoc eavmg m 1 7  7 ,  

veS that he could not be the boy mentioned in 
pro , 
, the Prelude, who 

" . . . .  with fi ngers interwoven, bolh hands 
Pressed closely palm to palm. and to his mouth 

U pl i fted , he, as through an instrument, 

blew mimic hootings to the silent owls. 
. . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • 0 • •  • • • •  , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

This Boy was taken from his Mates and died 

i n  ch ildhood , ere he was full twelve years old. 

Fair is the spot, most beautiful the Vale 

where he was born." 

al though the 1. F. MSS. mention William Raincock, 

as an adept at making a musical instrument of his 

fingers, and the poem has been generally understood as 

re ferring to him. 

Among the subscribers in 1 7 89 are both Christopher 

antI Robinson Wordsworth. Christopher continues in 

the lists until the Midsummer of 1 7 9 2,  when he left for 

Cambridge. 
The School in Wordsworth's time appears to have 

been prosperous, and to have sent up many boys to 

Cambridge. No si.ngle boy appears to have gone up 

to Oxford : this m ay be accounted for by the fact that 

the Head Masters at this time were Cambridge m en, 

viz , the Rev William Taylor M.A. and the Rev Thos. 

Dowman M.A. 
\Villiam Wordsworth went up in 1 7 8 7  and took 

his RA. degree in 1 7 9 ! .  The foll owing Hawkshead 

ooys would therefore be his contemporaries at Cam

bridge :  

' 7 86 .  Fletcher, Raincock, Ed. Birkett, admitted at  Cambridge. 

Q 8 7 ,  Hodgson, Greenwood, Millar, Gawthorp. 

, The book he presented to the Library being so inscribed. 
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1 7 88.  Preston, Rudd, Chambre, Ho] me- l\Iaude, 
Thos. Jack, admitted at Cambridge. 1 7 89.  Harrison, Hutchinson. Sykes : Cambridge. 1 790• Thos. Younge, admitted at Trinity, Cam bridge wards Fellow and Tutor). 

These, no doubt, would be among his more in acquaintances at Cambridge, and those of 1 7 8 m ost probably his especial ' Chums ' during his 
days at Hawkshead, the cradle of his poetic gen ius. 

... IN SUSPENSE. 

WHAT will my lady say ? 
What will be her reply ? 

Will it be yea or n ay ? 

I wrote to her ta-day, 
" Bid me to love or die " :  

What will my lady say ? 

Will she grant all I pray, 
Or soar my hopes too high ? 

Will it be yea or nay ? 

I hang 'twixt grave and gay ; 
I sing and then I sigh, 

" What will my lady say ? "  

Will her sweet lips say " yea," 
Or will they me deny ? 

Will it be yea or n ay ? 

Will she regard my cry, 
Or coldly pass m e  by, 

What will my lady say, 
Will it be yea or nay ? 

A. E. 

R. O. p. T. 

If IY' '" 

EDITORIAL. 

..... ..21i1 TIE Eagle has for so long rI?aintained its popu

larity, and has been so generally supported 

in the College, that ,we may now consider it 

a permanent institution. This has been 

due, in a large measure, to the efforts of Dr MacAlister, 

who for ten years has held the post of Chairman of 

the Editorial Committee. It is with deep regret that 

we noW announce his resignation at the end of last 

term. He has, however, found it impossible to combine 

his many duties with the work of the Magazine. We 

are sure that, in thus speaking, we are only expressing 

the feeling of all members of the College. 

As we announced in our last number, Mr G. C.  M. 

Smith has also left us, after sharing Dr MacAlister's 

work during the greater part of those ten years in the 

capacity of Press-Editor. It would be an impossibility 

for us to express at all adequately our debt to both for 

�he untiring energy and zeal which they have shown 

111 their Editorial duties. We can only assure them 

of Our sincere gratitude for the position to which they 

have raised the Eagle, and for the example they are 

bequeathing to their successors. 



Lent Term 
1895 

TIlE POETRY OF THOMAS HOOD. 

(A paper 'read at a meeting of the Cn'tics). 

N spite of constant protests, the practice of 
classifying poets and setting them down in  
order of  merit seems to be  an universal 
failing. Some have their lists of the five, ten, 

or twenty best poets ; the rival claims of favourite 
authors are hotly pressed ; and there are few who have 
not some kind of graduated mental tariff of great names. 
In such classifications Hood usually occupies a peculiar 
position. There' seems to be some hesitation in 
assigning him a place, and this not infrequently ends 
in his being labelled a kind of poetical nondescript. 

Beyond the universal admiration bestowed on his 
three poems " The Song of the Shirt," " The dream of 
Eugene Aram," and " The Bridge of Sighs," Hood 
suffers from an almost paradoxical injustice. To one 
he is the poet of " The plea of the Midsummer Fairies," 
to another of " Faithless NelIy Gray." But oddly enOUgh these two fields of achievement, instead of 
earning him a two-fold meed of fame, are allowed to ��tuall! 

.
detract from one an other. On the one hand 

°Pl1llon of Hood's contemporaries that he was 
essenf 1 
e 

la ly a comic poet dies very hard ; and ,many 
Yen of those who appreciate his really fine poetic 

VOL. X.VIiI. L L L 
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qualities have not quite shaken off the idea that 
serious work was the well meant though Some 
abortive attempt of one who had temporarily m 
his vocation. On the other hand, those who see 
Hood powers and beauties of the rarest kind , 
inclined to bear a grudge against his comic poems 
robbing them of more of what they consider his fin 
work. In this conflict of opinion Hood's reputation 
a poet suffers considerably; and it is to be re 
that there are comparatively few who sympathise 
those lines of Landor which_ Hood's admirers are 
tired of quoting : 

" Jealous I own it I was once, 
That wickedness I here renounce, 
I tried at wit, that would not do, 
At tenderness, that failed me too; 
Before me on each path there stood 
The witty and the tender Hood." 

Th e details even of a poet's life are apt to be tedious 
but in an age that has given birth tu the interview, 
apology is needf!d for touching on the main features 
H ood's life. This is especially the case since 
character of Hood' s  writings was so largely 
by exterior circumstances-that his life to some 
supplies the answer to the question as to why his 
took the shape it did. He was born in 1798 and 
in 1845. Of these forty-seven years only the latter 
were spent in literary work. In only four years out 
that half was Hood in  comfortable circumstan 
while throughout his whole life he was the victim 
hereditary consumption, and his work was broken 
upon by frequent serious illnesses. He was the son 
a London bookseller, and his in timate acqu 
with middle class London life was used to good 
in his comic poems. He was in turn a merchan 

clerk and an engraver. The latter employment 
less led him to cultivate that talent for h 
drawiug and caricature, which enabled him to ill 
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. omic poems with such broad farce. Bad health 
hIS c eJ1ed him to abandon his profession, and he then corn�d 

to literature. From first to last he was writing 
tUrn 

d . . l' d . 11 . a living, an It wa5 Journa Ism an especla y comlC :or rnalism that brought him in the best income. He was 
JO�cessi vely sub-editor of " The London Magazine," editor 
�� le The Gem," " Hood' s  Annual, " " The New Monthly 

l\fagazine," and " Hood's Own." Besides this he wrote 

three prose works-" Tylney Hall, " a novel, " Up the 

Rhine," apparently a kind of " Innocents Abroad, " and 
"National Tales." All have found even enthusiastic 
admirers, but they are no longer read. Pecuniary 

necessity gave him neither time nor encouragement to 

devote himself much to serious poetry. Such serious 
poems as he published were on the whole little read, 
and broug'ht in small profits. His comic poems on the 
other hand quickly caught the public favour, and his 
popularity soon became immense. Thus he was able 
to keep up the struggle for respectability to the end of 
his short life, delighting an enthusiastic and laughing 
public with his comicalities, while troubles were wearing 
out his heart in secret- a pathetic parallel to Hans 
Anderson's Punclzzlzeilo. 

BLlt if poverty, ill-health, and some lack of appre
ciation constitute the darker side of Hood's life, they are 
after all but the foil against which the other side shews 
more brightly. There are few things more charming 
than Hood's domestic life, his literary friendships, and 
above all his own cheery, patient, loveable nature. In 
Spite of all his difficulties his home life was one of the 
happiest. His wife, Jane Reynolds, was in every way 
Worthy of him ; their correspondence reveals the true 
and beautiful character of their affection :- " I never Was anything, dearest, till I knew you, and I have been � better, happier, and more prosperous man ever since. 

ay by that truth in lavender, sweetest, and remind me 
w�en I fail .  I am writing fondly and warmly, but not 
\V!lhout good cause. First your own affectiol1ate letter, 
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lately received-next the remembrance of OUr 
children, pledges, what darling ones of Our old fam 
love-then a delicious impulse to pour out the 
flowings of my heart into yours; and last, not least , 
knowledge that your dear eyes will read what my 
is now writing. Perhaps there is an afterthought 
whatever may befall me, the wife of my bosom will 
this acknowledgement of her tenderness, worth, 
cellence, all that is wifely or womanly from my 
Hood was not afraid of sentiment, and the depth of 
feeling and his acute sense of the ridiculous prevents 
from ever degenerating into sentimentality. His 
are oddly interspersed with pathetic jokes at his 
ill-health . " Can my spitting bloud have ceased b 
I have none left ? \Vhat a subject for a 
romance, The Bloodless Man." His love for 
children was equally warm. Some of his letters to 
little daughter are models of playful sympathy and 
advice. How thoroughly his children returned his 
is witnessed by the memoirs they compiled after 
death. Hood's letters to his friends are full of pleasah 
and frank good fellowship; he was on very intim 
terms with Charles Lamb, and in their letters we fi 
them keeping up a friendly rivalry of wit. On 
death of Hood's  child, Lamb wrote for Mrs Hood 
beautiful " Lines on an infant dying as soon as it 
born." And it was to Lamb that Hood owed his in 
duction to that brilliant l iterary circle of which Colerid 
and Hazlitt were the chief lights. Hood's life is 
record of misfortune met with a smile: a smile not 
bitterness but of kindly humour and tender human 
The man and the poems are inseparable, for it is t 
spirit which gives the poems their greatest charm .  

Though " comic " and " serious " i s  the most ob 
division of Hood's poetry, it is far from 
To begin with it does not carry us very far. One 
hardly place the " Ode to Rae Wilson Esq." in the s 

category as " John Trot," or class " Lycus the Centaur 
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. I "The Bridge of Sighs." It is easy to suggest 

Wit � ivisions .  Thus one may arrange his serious poems 

SU�er some such headings as " lyrical," " Spenserian ro-

un l '  " d" d h' 
. 

ntic," and" home y tragIc; or IVI e IS comIC ones 

� a
t "punning ballads," " humorous-domestic," "bur-

111 0 
. 

lesques," and so on; but one feels that even t�is is far from 

xhaustive, and an apparently endless VIsta of sub

�ivisions presents itself. Again there is another difficulty . 

Though Hood's work is so varied, it is impossible not 

to see the essential unity underlying the whole. One 

can trace the same hand  everywhere; the same quaint 

fancy, the same daring turns of expression, the same 

profusion of imagery, the same human sympathy. How 

are we to class such a poem as "Miss Kilmansegg " ?  

In the midst of the wildest profusion of jokes and puns 

and satirical narrative, we are suddenly brought up 

sharp with a verse such as this-

"Who h ath not felt that breath in the air, 

A perfume and freshness strange and rare, 

A warmth in the light, and a bliss everywhere 

When young hearts yearn together? 
All sweets below, and all sunny above, 
Oh, there's nothing in l i fe like making love, 
Save making hay in fine weather." 

or again-
" And when she quenched the taper's light, 
How little she thought as the smoke took flight, 
That her day was done, and merged in a night 
Of dreams and duration uncertain.  

Or along with her own 
That a Hand of Bone 

\Vas closing mortality's curtain." 
In "The Fall" again occurs this passage-

��\Vho does not know that dreadful gulf where Niagara falls, 

Where eagle unto eagle screams, to vulture, vulture calls, 

here down beneath, Despair and Death in liquid darkness 

grope, 
And up ward on the foam there shines a rainbow without hope, 
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While hung with clouds of Fear and Doubt the u 
wave, 

Suddenly gives an awful plunge, like life into the grave." 
The piece ends-

''It's Edgar Huntley in his cap and night-gown I declare, He's been a-walking in his sleep aud pitched all down stair." 

In the same way his comic methods are 
employerl in his serious poems. Perhaps the 
known instanc€ occurs in the " Ode to Melancholy:" 

"Even the bright extremes of joy, 
Bring on conclusions of disgust: 

Like the sweet blossoms of May, 
Whose fragrance ends in 17lust." 

Even in that exquisite lyric, ."  The Death-Bed," 
catches a glimpse of his trick of antithesis which he 
employed with such good effect elsewhere: 

"Our very hopes belied our fears, 
Our fears, our hopes belied, 

We thought her dying when she slept, 
And sleeping when she died." 

Thus, while adhering roughly to the d ivisions " comic 
and " serious," it is necessary to keep in view se 
important mental reservations. Hood's comic poetry, 
it has been already observed, was written in the first 
place to obtain a prosaic but none the less indispensable 
income. Much must consequently have been written 
hurriedly and under depressing circumstances. Again 
he wrote for an age that delighted in grotesque grimaces 
-that loved Grimaldi, and could endure the hade
quinade. Yet in spite .of all one can hardly wish they 
had not been written. The sly humour, the queer con
ceits, the quaintly-drawn characters and the laughing 
philosophy display in full1ight that humorous side of 
Hood's character that leavens his whole life and work. 
Even his worst pieces are redeemed by a brilliant flash 
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lU there, and at his lowest he i s  a word-juggler 
here al 

f 0 mean order. 
o �he com ic ballads are perhaps the most widely 

n of Hood's writings, though they are by no means know 
best Still , in " Faithless Sally Brown " and 

the . '  
" Faithless Nelly Gray," he may be said to have created 

couple of classics. These two poems at once suggest 

�Iood's use of the pun. In his hands the pun, which 

most have com e  to regard as the direst weapon of bore

dom's arsenal, becomes a veritable joy for ever. His 

best puns are no mere jingle of sounds : he himself says 

"a double meaning shews double sense," and most of 

his puns will read either way. Some of them are 

absolutely sublime, and it is with a mingled feeling of 

astonishment and delight that the ful l  glory of one of 
Hood's puns is borne in upon one in all its symmetry. 

Mr Ainger quotes from the " Lines to a lady on her 
departure for India " 

,. Go where the maiden on a marriage plan goes, 
Consigned for wedlock to Calcutta's quay, 
Where woman goes for mart the same as mangoes, 

And think of me." 

His comment on this is " ' the same as man goes ' ;  110w 
utter the surprise and yet how i nevitable the simile 
appears. It is just as if the writer had n ot foreseen it, 
as if it had been a mere accident .... This is the special 
note of Hood's best puns. They fal l  into their places �o obviously, l ike the l ines of a consummate lyrist, that 
It would have seemed pedantic to go out of the way to 
aVoid them." Hood made almost every conceivable kind of pun ; now it is a play on words and n ow on 
phrases. Thus-

"All you that are too fond of wine 
Or any other stuff, 
Take warning by the dismal fate 
Of one Lieutenant Luff. 
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A sober man he  might have been, 
Except in one regard, 
He did not like soft water, 
So he took to drinking hard. 

Said he, 'let others fancy slops
And talk in praise of tea, 
But I am no Bohemian 
So do not like Bohea.' 

If wine's a poison, so is tea, 
Though in another shape; 
What matter whether ant! is killed 
By canister or grape." 

Or Again in the description of the effect of an 
on a dinner party-

" Wb ile Mr Davy at the lower end, 
Preparing for a goose the carver's labour, 
Darted his two-pronged weapon in his neighbour, 
As i f  for once he  meant to heJp a friend." 

Doubtless Hood ran the pun to death ; but it  is not 
every punster who can boast of having won from 
a critic as Coleridge the epithet " transcendental." 

But puns however excellent are not the only good 
points in Hood's ballads. In " Mary's Ghost " and the 
" Supper Superstition " he displays considerable humour, 
though of a som ewhat gruesome kind. In " Epping 
Hunt," the most pretentious of all, the humorouS 
character sketches are far more admirable than the 
puns. The comic description of the sporting linen
drapers and the misfortunes of the venturesome Huggins 
are worthy of the pencil of Randolph Caldecott. Lamb 
once spoke of" Hood, that half Hogarth."  The missing 
half was doubtless that fierce bitterness of satire 
which no signs are to be found in Hood. His power 
of character-sketch and caricature is none the lesS 
admirable because it is unobtrusive. It is nowhere see� 
to more advantage than in " The Irish Schoolmaster. 
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he character was doubtless suggested by his old 

1 'l!' e of whom he says elsewhere" he loved teaching 
dom!I ' , . . . 

teaching s sake ; It was Imposslble not to take an  
for . 1 t 1 d '  d . 

'est in learmng w la le seeme so 1 ntereste 111 
inte! 
teaching," Opening with the almost Shakesperian 

lines-
" A lack! 'tis melancholy theme la think; 
How learning doth in rugged states abide.'f 

_he gives us a charming picture of the old dominie 

first teaching the " children taken in to bate," how" to 

murder the dead tongues," and then in  the evening 

"changing his ferula for rural hoe." The closing lines 
are almost libellous-

"Would there were many more such wights as hel 
To sway each capital academie 
Of Cam and Isis; for alack! at each 
There dwells I wot some dronish dominie, 
That does no garden work nor yet doth teach; 
But wears a flow'ry head and talks in flow'ry speech.'" 

But the whole is full of kindly banter, and is more 
typical of Hood's true humour than the comic ballads. 
Of that true humour we have fortunately n umerous 
examples-both generally in all his work, and specially' 
in a class of poems for which it is hard to find a name. 
In these poems an atmosphere of early Victorian 
SUburban domesticity is made to serve as a background 
for Cl half playful, half regretful, philosophy which is 
WhOlly charming. At one moment he is in a world of 
street cries, rate collectors, area steps, and Mary Ann ; 
the next he is m oralizing on the littleness of men from 
the cross of St Paul' s, or in a balloon with Mr Graham, 
the aeronaut. 

" Ah! me, how distance touches all; 
It makes the true look rather small, 
But murders poor pretence." 

VOL. XVIII. lIIJ\U! 
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Or agai n in " a: retrospective view"
"A hoop was an eternal round 
Of pleasure. 1n those days I found 
A top a joyous thrng. 
But now those past delights I drop, 
My head, alas! is all my top, 
And careful thoughts the string. 
The Arabian Nights rehearsed in bed, 
The Fairy Tales in school-time read 
By stealth twixt verb and noun. 
The angel form that always walked 
In all my dreams, and looked and talked 
Exactly like Miss Brown." 

"When that I was a tiny boy, 
My days and nights were full of joy, 
My mates were blithe and kind, 
What wonder that I sometimes sigh, 
And dash a tear-drop from my eye 
To cast a look behind." 

Of the same character are his" Odes and 
to Great People," which won such warm approval 
Coleridge. Here, in a jumble of puns and good
ch aff, he quizzes the big men of his time ; he tells 
MaIthus that he is entirely of his opinion, with 
to the population question-

"Why should we let precautions so absorb us, 
Or trouble shipping with a quarantine; 
When, if I understand the thing you mean, 
We ought to import the Cholera morbus." 

And in the same way he has his joke with Mrs 
for her " Newgatory teaching." Ml" Macadam, the 
reformer, he hails as the " Roadian," come to 
the evil ways " our great Macparent " first diu 
The " Great Unknown," for whose 
" Guy Mannering," and " Antiquary " he 
greatest liking, he apostrophises as-

"Thou disembodied author-not yet dead, 
The whole world's literary Absentee." 
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fl "Ode to Rae Wilson Esq." stands by itself. le . . 
the best and kmdest men are apt to wax bltter 

Even clealing with their religious convictions. Hood is  hen . Wo exception to the rule, and he does not spare h lS 

!1 'e for those bigots, " who rant and cant and pray," sa-ur , '11 f G d "  h . k h se" pseudo-pnvy-councl ors 0 0 ,  w o " mtsta e 
t ,�ty for magpiety " and " think they're pious when 

p�eY're on ly bilious." " Of all the prides," he says, 
t ' r " t "  "since LUcller s attam , 

"The proudest swells a self-elected saint. 
A man may cry Church, Church, at every word 
With no more piety than other people. 
A daw's not reckoned a religious bird, 
Because it keeps a-cawing from a steeple." 

For his own part, he says 

"All creeds I view with toleration thorough, 
And have a horror of regarding heaven as anybody's rotten 

borough." 
Other classes of Hood's poems are "hoaxes " and 

"burlesques." Of the former, "The Demon Ship," " The 
Fall ," " Ihe Mermaid of Margate," and the" Storm at 
Hasti ngs " are the best. "The Fall," already quoted, 
illustrates his method. His favourite scene for such
hoaxes appears to be the sea. Several of his descrip
tions of storms at sea are remarkable for fine vigour and 
intensity. 

" Ah! me it was a dreary mount, 
Its base as black as night; 
Its top of pale and l ivid green, 
Its crest of awful white, 
Like Neptune in a leprosy, 
And so it reared upright. 
With quaking sails the little boat, 
Climbed up the foaming h eap; 
With quaking sails it paused awhile, 
At balance on the steep, 
Then rushing down the nether slope. 
Plunged with a dizzy sweep .. " 
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His burlesques are too numerous and too varied attempt to classify. They include plans for blank verse in rhyme, and making the beginning lines rhyme instead of the end; all clever enough, not work for a poet. " Bianca's Dream" is the 1 burlesque. It is q. serious story with a moral toltl, as Hood's way, as if it were a joke. A few verses from burlesque pastoral may be quoted as shewing to base, though amusing, uses H.ood's muse 
put : 

Iluggins 

PUtg/'Il· 

Huggz'"s 

lJuggz'ns 

" Of all the girls about our place, 
There's one beats all in form and face; 
Search all through Great and Little Bumpstead You'll only find one Peggy Plum stead. 
To groves and streams I tell my flame, I make the cl iff� repeat her name; 

When I'm impired by gills and noggins, The rocks re-echo Sally Boggins. 
Love goes with Peggy where she goes, Beneath her smile the garden grows; Potatoes spring and cabbage starts, 
'Tatoes have eyes and cabbage hearts. 
Where Sally goes it's always sp ring, 
Ber presence brightens everything; 
The sun smiles bright, but where her grin is, It makes brasl\ farthings look like guineas ." 

" The Last Man," " Jack Hall," and " Miss Kit. tnansegg and her precious leg" form a class by themselves. They are grotesque and gruesome night
mares told with a reckless gaiety and abandonment, now rising to the loftiest heights of powerful and 
impressive writing, now de:;c�nding to the veriest doggerel. " Miss Kilmansegg," especially, is a truly 
remarkable poem, anu, in spite of its Ul1COn ventionality, 
rises even to a greatness. In this haunting tragedY 
of gold, we are hurried at break-neck speed through all 
th� events of Miss Kilmansegg's life, with scarcely time 
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otice the admirably drawn characters, the out
to n 

US PUllS, the magnificent satire ; here and there 
rageD a,use at a startling verse, only to hurry on again 
we P' 

'11 vith the full horror of gold upon us, we reach her 
tl ,\ 
moral .  

" Gold! Gold I Gold! Gold! 
Bright and yellow, hard and cold, 
l\lolten, graven, hammered and rolled, 
Heavy to get and l ight to hold, 
Hoarded, bartered, bought and sold, 
S tolen, borrowed, squandered, doled, 
Spurned by the young, but hugged by the old, 
To the very verge of the Churchyard mould, 
Price of many a crime untold. 

Gold! Gold I Gold! Gold! 
Good or bad a thousand-fold, 
How widely its agencies vary, 
To save-to ruin-to curse-to bless, 
As even its minted coins express, 
Now stamped with the image of good Queen Bess, 
And now of a bloody Mary." 

It is impossible to do justice to " Miss Kilmansegg " 
in a small space : it bristles with passages clamorous 
for quotation, and on the whole it should be ranked 
high. 

l\Iany of Hood's serious poems, and especially the 
earl ier ones, are clearly marked by the influence of 
Spenser and Keats. It is hard to understand how they 
COuld have failed to be popular, for in point of style, at 
least, he has produced much worthy of each master. 
In "The two Swans " he has quite caught the Spen
sC'rian spirit of old romantic fairy tale, with its rich 
ColOUrin g  and marvellous imagery. " Lycus the Cen:aur" is m uch in the same style, but is a finer poem.  
1 he shuddering fascination of the enchantments of Circe, 
the unutterable woe of her victims, and the luxurious 
horror of the surroundings, are admirably expressed 
throughout the poem. 
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" There were woes of all shapes, wretched forms when I That hung down their heads with a human-like shame; The elephant hid in the boughs, and the bear 
Shed over his eyes the dark veil of his hair; 
And the womanly soul turning sick with disgust, 
Tried to vomit herself from her serpentine crust, 
While all groaned their groans into one at their lot, 
As I bought them the image of what they were not. 
Then rose a wild sound of the human voice choking, 
Through vile brutal organs, low tremulous croaking, 
Cries swallowed abruptly, deep animal tones 
Attuned to strange passion and full-uttered groans." 
Or agai.n, where he is wooed by the water nymph: 

"In the very noon-blaze I could fancy a thing 
Of beauty, but faint as the cloud-mirrors fling 
On the gaze of the shepherd that watches the sky, 
Half seen and half dreamed in the soul of his eye. 
And when in my musings I gazed on the stream, In motionless trallces of thought there would seem A face like that face, looking upward through mine, 
With eyes full of love and the dim drowned shine, 
Of limbs and fair garments like clouds in that blue 
Serene: there I stood for long hours but to view 
Those fond earnest eyes that were ever uplifted 
Towards me and winked as the waterweed drifted 
Between: but the fish knew that presence and plied 
Their long curvy tails and swift darted aside." 

The whole poem is remarkable for soft-flowing rhythm, 
languorous grace and felicity of expression. It was, 
doubtless, owing to the influence of Keats that this and 
other of Hood's poems read in places so much like the
poetry of the modern aesthetic school of poets. Such 
phrases as " love-idle," " dirge sad-swelling," " gold-
broidered," " pale passioned hands that seem to pray, " 

and the like, frequently occur. 
"Hero and Leander " in spite of some fine touches 

is hardly so successful as Hood's other poems. It 
reads dully and disjointedly. He almost neglects 
Hero's grief for that of the mermaid, who unwittingly 
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Lean der. There are more superfluous verses cl O\\"11S r 
sual an d  several fine ones are spoiled by the use 

hall u ' t 
11usical words and strained phrases. In fact, we fun! o cl in it illustrations of all Hood's faults emphasized. 

fin 
In his " Plea of the M idsummer Fairies " Hood is 

uite at his best again .  It cannot have been entirely 

q friend's partiality that prompted Lamb, when writing 

�n fairies himself, to refer his readers to Hood, saying 

modestly, " the words of Mercury are harsh after the 

songs of Apollo." Nothing could be more daintily 

graceful than Hood's pathetic picture of those 

of 

"Frail feeble sprites, the children of a dream, 

Leased on the sufferance of fickle men " 

'0 Peri and Pixy and quaint Puck the antic, 
And stealthy Mab, Queen of old realms romantic ,. 

as they stand with rueful faces cowering before old 
Time, the destroyer. The delicate fancy, the keen, 
boyish delight in that Fairyland, which is to him so 
real a place, is one of Hood's most pleasing charac
teristics. The reference to the " stalker of stray deer, 
stealthy and bold ., . .  that dares Time's irresistible 
affront," must be made an excuse for a short digression 
on the question of Shakespeare's  influence on Hood· 
IIood was an ardent student of the dramatist, and i n  
this poem- and indeed in many others-he has quite 
caught the Shakespearian spirit. This is less to be 
Wondered at in  one who himself possessed humorous, �yrical, and tragic powers of no mean kind. This 
l�f1uen ce is especially noticeable in a certain bold 
dIrectness of expression, and he has written many lines 
Wilh a true Shakespearian ring. 

"The Haunted House " has been considered by 
many, Hood's finest poem. Edgar Allen Foe speaks of it as « one of the truest poems ever written; one of 
the truest, one of the most u nexceptional, one of the most 
thoroughly artistic, both in its theme and its execution. 
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It  is, moreover, powerfully ideal and imaginative." this poem Hood has made use of his favourite m of laying touch upon touch to the picture, grad pi ling up a cumulative effect. But here the method far more i n  keeping and far more successful than where. All in the broad glare of daylight, the re profusion of the untended garden; the rank weeds vermin  i n  the deserted courtyard ; the ruined 
ficence of the staircase; the gorgeous, decaying 1:an"'''+ .... and the awful room, which even the spiders shun, " the Bloody Hand shone strangely out in veheme of colour," are depicted with marvellous skill. all the while the h orror of the place keeps growing, one almost dreads the ever-recurring refrain-

" O'er all there hung a shadow a nd a fear, 
A sense of mystery the spirit daunted, 
And said as plain as whisper to the ear, 

The place is Haunted.'" 

The Elm-tree is a poem on similar lines, but it is 
nearly so successful. It has had admirers ; but it is 
too long drawn out, and has many weak verses. 

Amongst Hood's other poems are several fine odes, 
a col lect ion of son nets, and numerous short lyrics. The 
oJes to " Melancholy," to " I-IojJe, ' ''  and to "Autumn," 
reach a high degree of excellence with their sloW' 
musical rhythm and melancholy cadences. Of his 
sonnets those on " Silence " and " Fancy " are best. 
the former Mr William Sharp says " the sonnet 011 
Silence is not only exceedingly beautiful, but rankg 
among the twelve finest sonnets in the language." 
Evidence of Hood's lyrical gift is to be found on almost 
every page of his poems. Many of his short lyrics are 
extremely beautiful . Among many may be mentioned 
"Fair 1l1es " for its " inexpressible charm " of graceful 
i magery and hidden heart-ache; " I  remember, I r�member " for its spontaneous expression of simple senti
ment, " The Forsaken " for the intensity of its suppressed 

1 
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. n "the Exile " and " song for Music " for perfect 
pasSIO , 

'cal flow. lyrBood's three poems, " The Dream of Eugene Aram," 

"The Song of the Shirt," and " The Bridge of Sighs," 

sO well known that criticism is almost as superfluous 
are 

I . h . . 
't is venturesome. t IS, owever, mterest1l1g to note as 1 

hat they by no means stand apart from the rest of his 
t oems, but rather illustrate his general characteristics 

�ith greater emphasis. " Eugene Aram " is a striking 

example of that tragic power which Hood has used i n  

50 many o f  h i s  poems, both comic a n d  serious, with 

equal ly telling effect. Nowhere, however, is the tragic 

force so well sustained. The simplicity and directness 
of the narrative, its i ntensity and vivid contrasts are 
admirably adapted to the subject of the poem. But 
even here Hood fails to escape his besetting sin of 
heaping up stage effects, so to speak ; thus the l ines-

" Of lonely folk cut off unseen, 
And hid in sudden graves; 
Of horrid stabs in groves forlorn, 
And murders done in caves," 

are very crude after the telling simplicity of 

" And down he sat beside the lad, 
And talked with him of Cain." 

The blood-avenging sprite, too, smacks somewhat of 
the " Ancient Mariner." One of the most striking 
features of the poem is his fine use of the last two lines 
of each verse; they are like a despairing groan. The last verse especially is sublime in it') calm inexorability. 

"The Song of the Shirt " is Hood's most famous 
Poem. But it is to the man rather than the poet that i t  
does honour. As  a stirring appeal i t  i s  unequalled ; as  
a poem it just fails to reach the level o f  his highest �ffo:ts. Like most of the appeals of literature, its per:ctlOn is marred by the faint jingle of the collection 
?x. But it seems almost sacrilegious to criticise so 

vlvid and piteous a picture of misery ; so generous and 
VOL. XVIII. NNN 
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tender an outpouring of human sympathy, and effective an agent of good. In this poem and in " Lay of the Labourer " and the " Assistant D Petition ," Ol1e feels strongly, as one feels in so l1la his poems, whether professed appeals or not, with much truth Hood has been called' the poet of the h I n  the " Bridge of Sighs," Hood, in  many res reaches his highest point. One feels that it is h to attempt to do it justice. To call it a sermon libel it, yet it is hard otherwise to describe the impression it leaves. It is impossible to know to adm ire most, the fine reckless handling of the the wild intensity of despair, the· vivid dark of the back ground, or the deep unobtrusive hu feeling. Such l ines as " all that is left of her now pure womanly " are hard to match. Poe, in  his " on the poetic principle," writes : " The vigour of poem is no less remarkable than its pathos. The fication, although carrying the fanciful to the very of the fantastic, is nevertheless admirably a.dapted the wild insan ity which is the thesis of the poem." N ow-a-days, after passing in  review a poet's life \vork, it has become fashionable to raise in  some or another the question, " What was his purpose ? "  ".What does h e  teach ? "  This is  undoubtedly a hi Interesting question, but there is a class of mind of ultra-utilitarian type which is  inclined to. assign it undue importance. " It is not by philosophy," it been said, " but by imagination and form that a lives." Still, without necessarily charging a poet witll deliberate propagandism, it is both possible and profitable to endeavour to trace that, more' or le� unconscious " criticism of life" that wzl1 shew i when ink is once put to. 

paper. Though it is not 

difficult thus to read between the lines in Hood's case, he has been subjected to some misrepresentation. It is 
usual to dilate on his unhappy life and point out hoW', 
even in  his comic poems, he constantly turns to the 
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suffering; and there the matter is often left. It is, of 
of e quite true that Hood looked on life as a sad and caurs , . h' . . Id h dl 'ous thing; m 15 c1rcumstances 1t cou ar y 
sefl h '  ( T1 ' . d e been ot erW1se: ( lere s not a stnng attune 
ha:irth," he writes, " but has its chord of melancholy." 

�ut his constant advice, both explicit and implied, is to 

make the best of it: There i s  a bright side to every

thing, if we only take the trouble to look for it-

"Beshrew those sad interpreters of nature, 
Who glaze her lively universal law; 
As if she had not formed our cheerful feature 
To be so tickled with the slightest straw! 
So let them vex their mum ping mouths, and draw 
The corners downwards l ike a watery moon, 
And deal in gusty sighs and rainy flaw. 
We will not woo foul weather all too soon, 
Or nurse November on the lap of June, 
For ours are winging sprites, like any bird, 
That shun all stagnant settlements of griet� 
This is our small philosophy in brief." 

In Hood we find no Titanic effort to reconcile the 
irreconcilable ; to  bring individual happiness into 
harmony with human progress. He is  no  baffied cynic 
like Byron, no  cc ineffectual angel " l ike Shelley, no  
pQ.ssionate idealist l ike Keats, no  contemplative recluse 
like W ordsworth ; he faces the facts of life and seeks for 
happiness i n  a man's self, i n  his good humour, and his 
Charity. With Sir WaIter Scott he is  content c c  to 
Consider everything as moonshine compared with the 
education of the heart." Altogether Hood is such a 
good fellow, and wrote so much that is charming, that 
one feels almost inclined to risk the charge of neglecting �1is faults. After all i t  is  by his best works that a poet �s to be judged, and cc praise, praise, praise," we have 
lt On authority, is the critic's function. Hood's most 
ob . V10US fault has already been alluded to several times. 
It is the habit of piling up effects and accessories more 
than the passage can well bear. Besides this, he wrote 
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a considerable quantity of rather poor stuff. Th� 
cumstances of his life will account for much of th not all .  Even in those poems on which he mUst spent the most care, we find frequent lapses ; and hard to imagine, if Hood really tested his 
Writing them out in printed characters, how many of verses passed muster. But this fault was the penalt" that very absence of restraint and boldness of p ression which enabled him to reach such heights other passages. At any rate he sins in good com 
and a later age, whose poetry suffers from a tendency over-nice preciseness or over-studied ruggedness, 
well allow bold, unaffected freedom of touch to 
multitude of sins. 

After a sketch, which has been in the main anal 
it may seem presumptuous to put forward a claim for 
consideration of Hood's work, as a whole. But, 
each characteristic of Hood's g enius p redominates 
turn, it never does so to the exclusion of the rest. 
man is essentially the same, whatever the point of 
Surely then it cannot be wrong to raise from 
doubtful company of minor poets one who, to a 
poetic imagination, a fine lyrical gift, and un 
p owers of expression, added a delicate fancy, a 
ful humour, and a broad-minded humanity. 

C. R. M. 

:r 

���� 
NIL DESPERANDUM. 

o THOU to whom this life may seem 
A weary load scarce worth the pain ; 
And all thine aspirations vain, 

And all thy happiness a dream : 

In thine own heart are heaven and hell, 
And in thy hand is sorrow's balm ; 
For memory lulls to h appy calm, 

The tempest of a l ife lived well. 

And sorrow born of ought but sin 
Is never sorrow to the end : 
But owns, ere long, the name of friend, 

And dwells, a pensive guest, within. 

Tho' sin, rebelling in thy blood 
Impure from wells of what h ath been, 
From m astery of the soul be seen 

To stem awhile the tide of good, 

And pluck the flower from thy path 
And dim the sunshine in thy sky, 
And God forbidding thou should'st die, 

Oft make thee half content with death : 

Yet those are but thy darker moods, 
And sweet is n ature tho' in tears ; 
And summers gild the growing years, 

And sunbeams melt the winter woods. 

C . E . B . '  



THE RIVER. 

THE whispering river wanders down In sorrow to the sea, 
And thro' the wailing of the town It sadly sings to me. 

o where is now the happy glen 
Of my pure childhood's years, Before I found the haunts of m en, And mingled with their tears ? 

A d impling brook I once did flow With silvery pebbles paved, And mirrored in my pools below The glancing willows waved. 
And so my m erry morn of l ife 

I lightly laughed away ; 
And little reeked of storm and 

As children at their play. 
strife 

But now my face is sad and worn With human sin and stai n : For ocean's lips I sigh forlorn To kiss away my pain. 
The stream of life so wanders down In sorrow to the sea, 
And thro' the wail ing of the town So sadly sings to me. 

C.  E. B. 

( 1  

A MISSING MANUSCRIPT. 

( With every apology 10 the shade of Sir Richard Burlon.) 

A VING occasion not long ago to visit my gyp
room to procure a pot of Keiller wherewith to 
do honour to an unexpected friend, I noticed 
on the table my accustomed allowance of 

butter. It  was, as usual, wrapped in a sheet of paper 
w hich showed marks of writing on th e outer surface, 
but my attention was at once arrested by the peculiar 
characters of which the writing was composed. At first 
I thought it was shorthand, but the system was certainly 
not Pit man's, and a closer inspection soon convinced 
me that what I had mistaken for shorthand was really 
some strange character-though precisely what, my 
acquaintance with strange characters did n ot enable me 
to say. That I h ad seen something like it in a glass 
case in the University Library I was certain, and for a 
moment the wild thought flashed into my mind that the 
Librarian had pawned the Codex Bezae, but this I dis
missed at once as an insult to my own intelligence and 
a retlexion both on the personal character of the Librarian 
and on the extent of his knowledge of the fluctuations of 
the waste-paper market . 

After some hesitation I determined to carry my dis
COvery direct to the depository of all human learning
PrOfessor M*y*r himself, and having carefully removed 
s0111e outlying portions of butter which still adhered to 
the membrane, I bore it tenderly towards the Second 
C ourt. 
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Professor M"'y"'r received me with his usual 
and after a brief i nspection of my treasure, Con 
me on the accidental acquisition of a missi ng MS 
p riceless value. " This," he remarked, " is one of the 
sheets of the A if  Laylah wa L aylah, better known 
Europeans as the Thousand and one Nzghts. 0 
have long suspected that the number 1 00 1  was 
arbitrary, and that other ' Nights ' might in tim e  be 
covered, to raise that improbable total to a 
number, such as I 050-or, still more probablY_ I I 
You, my young friend, by singular good fortune, 
bined with a keenness of observation which is all 
own, have taken the first step towards verifying 
most necessary and reasonable, but hitherto un 
hypothesis ." 

I thanked the Professor warmly for his kind 
He once more felicitated me on my discov�ry, 
such passages from ancient authors as seemed 
priate to the occasion, and I withdrew. 

But my MS would not allow me to rest. I need 
follow in detail the tenor of my meditations. Suffice 
to say that it changed the whole course of my studies. 
I abandoned the seductive literature connected with 
honoured name of Paley ; I threw up the study 
Trigonometry (which in Mr Hamblin Smith's fasci
nating treatise had hitherto been my chief delight) : in 
a word, I flung aside all my former occupations, and 
devoted myself entirely to the study of so much Arabic 
as should enable me to decipher the buttery, but still 

legible document, of which I had by so singular an 

accident becom� the fortun ate possessor. 
The result of my studies I now offer to the public. 

Avoiding the hideous hag-like nakedness of Torrens 

and the bald literalism of Lane, I have carefuIly 

Englished my original in all its outlandishness, yet 

not by straining verbum reddere 7/erbo, but by writin
.
g 

as an Arab would have written in  English, for on th1S 

point I quite agree with Saint Jerome : " Vel verbulIJ 

I t  
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b vel se1ZSUJlt e sens'tt, vel ex utroque commtXfU112, et 

vtr 0, t 1 " " I 1 
.J 'c tfJ /H .neratum genus ?'ans�atto1tZs. shou d add, 

?llCa l r 
ever that when I came to examine my MS, I found 

]10W ' 
jt in many places incomplete. These lacunae I have 

filled up out of my o�n head, after the most approved 

fashion of modern edItors. 

The scholar who reads my translation in a lowly 

spirit, and w
.
ho does �ot atte �npt

. 
to compare it with the 

original (whIch he WIll find It ddncult to do, as I only 

allow it to be borrowed under a bond of £ 50 to return 

both it and my reputation uninjured), will know as 

much about the subject as I do myself. 

THE EDITOR. 

.!flow wfien it WllS tbe tbottsanb anb tbfrlp=seconb nfgf)t 

Shahrazad continued, It hath reached me, 0 auspicious 

King, that Al-Backsheesh stood and marvelled within 

him self at the talis1i1an that the Ifrit had given him. 

For it was a signet-ring wherein was set a bezel-ston e 

of price, and thereon was graven the seal of the lord 

Solomon, David' s  son (on whom be peace i ) .  The sem

blance of it  was right wondrous and marvellous, and 

�vhen Al-Backsheesh set it upon his finger, lo ! he was 

Invisible to all the sons of Adam. 

And as he stood and pondered over the fortune that 

had befallen him, and bethought him of his pursuers, 

�nd the death he would die when they should find him, 

It seemed as i t  were a cloud that veiled the sun, and 

lookin g steadfastly he saw it  to be none other than an 

enormous bird, gigantic of girth and i nordinately wide 

of Wing, that flew swiftly through the air. Whereupon 

�l -Dacksheesh remembered a story he had heard afore-

t l tne of '1 . 
. ' 

pI gnms and travellers, how m certam waste 

places of the earth dwelled a huge bird called the 

VOL. XVIII 0 0 0  
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Rztkh, which feedeth its young upon elephants ' 

, straightway he was certified that this was none than the bird itself. And as he looked and won the marvellous works of Allah, the bird alighted, Al-Backsheesh it saw not because of the which he bore upon his finger. And when he saw he arose, and unwinding his turban from his twisted it into a rope with which he girt his and bound himself fast unto the leg of the Rukh, for said, " It is better to take what Allah sendeth than perish here in  the wilderness."  And eftsoons the rose, and spreading its wings with a great cry flew !nto the air dragging Al-Backsheesh with i t, nor it to soar and to tower until i t  reached the limit of fi rmament whence could be heard the Angels of Seventh Heaven quiring the praises of Allah Almi after which it descended, and alighted in the midst of plain. And Al-Backsheesh made speed to unbind turban, which no sooner had he done than the again soared high in air, even as a black cloud grew smaller toward the eastern verge, and at vanished away. 
Then Al· Backsheesh gave thanks, and I around him beheld on the horizon the spires towers of a vast city. And before him flowed a clear as pearls and diaphanous gems. And it was the Pool of Al-Barnwell. And as he m arvelled at clearness of its waters, behold a noise, and la, 

shouting which d rew nearer and more near along 
river bank. And AI-Backsheesh sought to hide self, but he remembered the talisman which the 
had given him, and taking heart, waited to see would come to pass. 

Now beside the river ran a well-paved road an elephant in snow-shoes might go and make no h 
and upon this road sounded the hoofs of a gall 
horse. And as the sound drew nearer, AI-Backs 
beheld a sight whereat surprise gat hold upon 

Lr 
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and casting ashes o n  his head, h e  repeated these 
vitals,  
couplets : 

distrau O"h t, though signet-ring fro m eye of man may keep, " l am "  . '  
rounel me gather h osts of i l ls  from wl1lch I cannot flee : 

for, ut I ' l l  be till Patience self with me impatient wax, paUe 
h . I h h d ' d " 

patient as sun-parc t Wig 1t t at spans t e esert s san y sea. 

For with a great sound as of the splashing of oars a 

boat drew nigh upon the stream, while a horseman 

galloped beside it upon a sorry jade, such as a thief 

might be borne upon to the bastinado or the wheel. And 

both the rowers and the horseman were robed in vesture 

of scarlet, and the rowers were eight sons of Adam, who 

smote the water in order and drave it high in air. And 

10, the horseman used evil language unto the men that 

toiled at the oars, and cursed them by his gods, saying 

that they were miscreants who knew not the path of 

right  doing, who if they smote the water with tea
spoons should make better speed. He likewise made 
offer unto them to push behind, with other words most 
grievous to hear and endure. Then Al-Backsheesh 
looked that they should arise and slay him, but with 
one consent they answered him not a word . And in the 
boat with them also there came one of tender years who 
likewise did evilly entreat them, yet they cast him not 
forth but did rather pay heed unto his words. Then 
the world was straitened upon Al-Backsheesh, and he 
had neither peace nor patience, for " In sooth," said he, 
" I  am come Ul1to the City of Cowards." 

Then Al-Backsheesh fared on towards the city, 
seek ing the Sultan thereof that he might claim his 
�.rotection, and perchance stay awhile in  the house of 

l� hospitality and seek thence meat and drink and 
��� rnent .  And he came on into the streets of the city, 
h� lnk i�g to find the King's palace where he might tell 

l S eVIl case. And 10, it was a city of palaces rich and 
rare . . , wlth doors of carven oak wood and w1l1dows 
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coloured with divers hues and rich saloons right beseen. And he saw (himself unseen ) where guests feasted on divers bakemeats, and strange with four legs and no breast, * and fruits preserved lye of wood-ashes after the manner of the a And they drank drinks both green and brown, their faces in  tankards of red gold set round with of price. But nowhere could Al-Backsheesh see of the King. 

Then fared he forth yet further unto a vast with a gallery upon three sides of it. And there \111 gathered together at the bottom of the Hall a mul of , the son s of the accursed, who know not Moh the Prophet of Allah. And the gallery was as it a harem . And in the m idmost of the wall where gallery came not stood three t hrones of red camel the m iddle throne standing higher than the rest. thereon sat one, as it were a prince, who reigned ruled and gave audience, with his Wazirs on either And of the Wazirs twain, one was a world in him round and flattened at the polJ.t Then Al-Backsh thought to come forward to declare his case. But as waited for an aud ience with the Sultan, 10, one rose ill the Hall and abused his neighbour, sawing the with h is hand. And thereafter rose up others and back the evil words they had received, and there was Babel of bitter tongues. Then AI-Backsheesh that the Sultan should deliver the blasphemers to Sworder that he should do them die ; but behold t was n o  Sworder, and after a space the Sultan himse came down from his throne (while another sat thereon), 

• It is reported that at Oliental banquets the fowls and t urkeys served to the Sultan and his '\Vazirs have foul' wings and no legs, while those served .� the multitude have four legs and no breast. Hence the use of a proverbl phrase by the story-teller. This report many travellers confirm ,  t Generally goosebenies, a favoulite food in the East, where they arc eaten at all seasons of the year. 
� lit. " beaten at the poll." 

cr 
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d blasphemed with a louder and more varied 

i\11as hemy th an the rest. And after a little space, 
bl ' JP the soul of Al-Backsheesh was yet straitened 
Vhl e -, , 1 ' 1  his heart by reason ot the blasphemy, a bell W it 1 1 1  
, I- I e' cl in the distance, and the sons of the accursed 

tl11 " 
fou cfht i n  the d oorway, and the hall was as the Hall of 

Iblis. And  after they were gone there came one of 

fierce aspect in the guise of a Chief Clerk, and the 

sultan trembled before him, and was even as clay in 
his han d s .  Then said Al-Backsheesh , " This King is 
no King," and went on his way with great searchings 

of h e art. 
ThAn fared he forth in sorrow till he came unto a 

Hall greater and more splendid than the last, with a 
gal lery upon four sides of it, and a floor of black and 
white marble cunningly intermingled, whereon stood 
the statues of kings. And the floor of the Hall was full 
of venerable sages, and the galleries of youths who 
were clad in the Cloak of Comel\ness and crowned with 
the Crown of Completion. And both on the floor and 
in the galleries, in the places best suited both for seeing 
and hearing. were unveiled damsels like moons, whose 
lips were l ike double carnelian, their mouths like the 
seal of Solomon, and their teeth ranged in  a line that 
played with the reason of proser and rhymer. And in  
the miust, upon a throne o f  Indian teak wood plentifully 
auol'l1ed with French polish and purfled with red gold 
leaf, there sat a Prince in a vesture of scarlet, whose 
face shone as the- sun, and h is words distilled them
selves l ike melted butter over the souls of his hearers. Tl�en AI-Backsheesh joyed with great joy and sus
tameu dilatation of the bosom, saying within himself, 
' I S urely this is the Sultan, and to him I will make 
known mine evil plight ."  

Du t  as he yet spake, behold, the young men who 
were clad in the Cloak of Comeliness reviled the Sultan 
and those who were crowned with the Crown of Com� 
pletion did make sport concerning him . And Al-Back-
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sheesh looked for the Sworder, and saw on ly 
Uncomely Ones who bore upon their shoulders 
of Power. Neither did the Sultan deal with those 
evil entreated him and reviled him, but kept 
and consulted a Kalendar, since he had no S 
n either Leather of Blood, and the two U ncomely 
knew not how to wield the Pokers of Power. 

Then was AI-Backsheesh covered with shame 
confusion of face, and the world grew dark before 
eyes . And he spake, saying, " I sought for a King, 
I have come unto a city of women and fools, 
Kings are not, but only the sha.dows of Kings. 
fore I will speedily get me hence to a land 
prospereth under the rule of a Prince." 

So saying, he hasted to go. But in his 
catching his foot in his robe, he stumbled and fell, 
h is signet-ring slipped from his finger. And stra 
way the assembly was ware of AI-Backsheesh as he 
prone upon the marble floor, with his turban upon 
head and slippers upon his feet. And there was 
mighty tumult in that place. 
black robe, and behind him were two in dark 
raiment with buttons of brassy sheen. And their 
was fierce and lowering. But with a great cry 
Backsheesh arose and fled away, while the Accursed 
Ones pursued after him, as it were the hounds of the 
Jinn. And as he sped apace down the street of the 

city, with those that followed him close behin d, he 
sought in his bosom for wherewithal to purchase his 
life. But he found naught save six dinars and eight 

dirhams of the coinage of Haroun-al-Raschid the Com
mander of the Faithful and Prince of True Believers. 

Then AI-Backsheesh, considering that they would be ?f 
no currency in a city of the infidels, smote upon his 

breast as he fled, and cried out with an ex ceeding bitter 

cry, so that the whole city heard the voice of his com
plaint. But they that followed him drew nearer as he 
ran-

Lt 
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And Shahrazad was surprised by the dawn of day 

d eased saying her permitted say. 

n e ' a Then quoth Dunyazad, " Oh, my sister, how pleasant 

. thy tale, and how tasteful ; how sweet, and how 

lS
rateful ! "  She replied, " And what is this compared 

g ' th that I could tell thee the nights to come, if I live, 

W�d the  King spare me ? "  Then thought the King, 

� By Al l ah,  I will not slay her till I hear the rest of her 

tale, for truly 'tis wondrous." So they rested that night 

until the dawn. After this the King went forth to his 

Hall of Estate, and the Wazirs and the troops came in  

and the court was crowded, and the King gave orders 

and judged and appointed anq deposed, bidding and 

forbidding during the rest of the day. Then the Divan 

broke up, and King Shahryar entered his palace. 

" NE SUTOR ULTRA CREPIDAM." 

IN OBITUM FLACCr. 

OCCIDIT heu Flaccus ; lacrimas effundite, Musae ; 

Qua fuerit victus sorte poeta, rogas ? 

Illa senex noster divina poemata vertit, 

Cui stilus in dextra more bi pennis erat. 

Cur peti s, infelix, hederas ? cur talia vertis 

Carmina ? si  certum est vert ere, verte nemus. 

AH ! Horace, our poet, our singer, is dead, 

And the Muses full tearfully stan d, 

1\Ir G. has translated him out of his head, 

With a pen like an axe in his hand.  

" 0  surely, good S ir, thou art fatuous grown," 

A former associate said, 

" 'Twere better to leave such word-chopping alone, 

And stick to wood-chopping instead." 

A. J. CHOTZNER. 
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A SMOOTH CYCLOID. 

THIS is that happy paradise loved best 
Of all the particles. No tensive string 
Is here to check their mirth ; no heavy ring 

Constrains their freedom or disturbs their rest. 
Some clamber to the high cuspidal crest 

And slide, exultant, with alternate swing 
Down through the lowest valley ; glorying 

To make that quickest journey. Some, in jest, 
Will race, contestful, to the winning post 

Where slow and fast, that started with some space 
Of handicap, m ust needs make equal boast 

Of victory. And others, worn and frail 
With life's hard buffetings, think small disgrace 

To seek the level pleasures of the dale. 

A PERFECTLY ROUGH SPHERE. 

ART yet not giddy, thou poor twirling sphere 1 
Pleasure is this, or penance for some sin, 
That thou must rise and fall with normal spin 

Monotonously same I When thou art near 
The hopeless summit, trembles there a tear 

Of dark despairing agony within 1 
Or is there sec;:ret happiness to win 

A way around the dreadful dome 1 In fear 
Thou hadst thy dwelling once upon its crown ; 

And slothful pride, that heralded thy fall, 
Gave the one little touch that brought thee down : 

So now, perchance, to thee thy very all 
Is that hid Sisyphus of thine own soul 
That helps thee, spinning, to the 

er 

A PHILOSOPHER'S VOYAGE ROUND 
LONDON AT NIGHT. 

f;VtlJ" a?Z account of thi! natural phenomena observed z'n 
vartous dz's trz'cts. 

EN, or, perhaps one should say, poets, h ave 

been known to stand on the bridge at mid

night while the clocks were striking the hour, 

but there is no record of their having re-

mained there for any appreciable time. If the number 

of hours which the bard stood on the (burning I) bridge 

were taken to be in inverse ratio to his poetical 

capacity, the present writer would lay claim to be  

considered a worse poet than Longfellow. H is place 

in l iterature would also be lowered by the consideration 

that he not only stood on the bridge, but sat down, 

drank a cup of coffee, ate something which purported 

to be cake, and h eard the clocks strike several hours 

after midnight, with the intervening quarters. Nor 

w
.
as it  withal a lovely night in June, but a dampish 

night in February 1 89 5 .  
I quite feel that statements like the  above require, 

and anyone is justified in demanding, full and circum

stantial explanation. From this, however, [ do not 

shrink, being more embarrassed by lack of adequate 

expression than any scarcity of fact or detail. 

Let me begin  in the words of the learned and 

eminently useful Becker with which the first scene 

of G 
' 

aUus opens. 
" The third watch of the night was drawing to a. 

VOL. XVIII. P P P  
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close, and the mighty city lay buried i n  the 
silence, unbroken, save by the occasional tramp of ' Nocturnal Triumviri,' as they passed on their 
or perhaps by the footsteps of one lounging hom 
from a l ate debauch." 

There is nothing new, you see, under the sun, 
humour and woman. Now I was not ' lounging 
wards from a l ate debauch,' but was out on a 
of discovery and observation. I had conceived 
idea, like Gallus, of seeing what the city looked 
by n ight. A book, I believe, has lately been 
on that subject, but as to whether it is written in  
or  whether in  verse, or by whom it is written, or 
how much it  is  sold, or if, having read it, one would 
pleased, it is not for m e, not knowing, as 
m ight say, to offer a n  opinion among those 
doubtless do. 

With the a fore-mentioned end in view I passed 
the empty mysterious streets, and ghostly 
ran g  on the wet pavement behind me, " a  hollow 
of my own." 

Somewhere in  the city I came upon a very cold 
impecunious old lady leaning against a door in 
shadow of a porch ; apparently quite hopeless 
benumbed into indifference. I asked her if she 
no one to go to, no one to look after her : " No, n 
moaned the cracked old voice. I said I was 
same condition'  myself, and put a small con 
into her lean and ghastly palm protruded from 
the ragged shawl ; then, with the croak of her 
portion ate blessings still in my ears, I passed a 
into the nevermore with a vague regret that I was 
a workhouse, or even a cab-driver. 

After continuing this healthy and meditative 
of exercise for some hours, during which I seemed 
traverse most of the principal thoroughfares of 
town, and feeling tired and by no m eans fa 
I chanced upon a coffee-stall on the further side 
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don Bridge. I was not awa re at the time that I 
LoO i n  that locality, but suddenly saw the break i n  
was 

bui ldi ngs, and the regular lines of twinkling l ights, 
toe

d in between the stealthy river swirling quietly, with 

a�eat floes of ice swimming upon it-for the frost had 

? t broken-and grating slowly u nder the dark 
J Us 

choin g arches. 
e I leant over the parapet with one knee on  the stone 

seat, and felt sentimental : thought of Hood's Bridge 

of Sighs,  and weighed the advantages and disadvantages 

of suicide, deciding finally to postpone it for the present. 

I thought of Words worth's sonnet : 

The river glideth at his own sweet wi l l : 
Dear God ! the very houses seem asleep, 
And all that mighty heart is lying still . 

It certainly was an  impressive sight. I went up to the 

coffee-stall and had a cup, which possessed the super

lative merit of heat, if no other : I also obtained for 
one penny a slab of cake about the size of a small 
Genoa. 

These delicacies having been consumed, and some 
light badinage, or 'YE q)Up HTI-" 0 C;, exchanged with the 
keeper of the stall, I fared forward with the dim idea 
of te�ting the hospitality of the College Mission ; but 
not being perfectly confident of the address of that 
institution, or my own geographical position with regard 
to it, I eventually returned to " Lum Brigsh," as it has been termed, and asked the coffee man tentatively if there was anywhere where I could sit down. He repl ied i n  the affirmative, and before long I found 
mYself reclining on  a wooden box, with two other 
salutatores, or morning callers (parasites, apparently, 

�f �h: coffee man, who was a comparative ' toff ' i n  their 
PUIlOn), and a small  but dirty boy. 

vVe sat round a bucket-fire and smoked : a sack��oth curtain forming a kind of half-tent kept out the 
ltter East, or it may have been the bitter North, at 
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our backs, and the coffee-stall combated the 
in front. The coffee man worked the engines. 
hours we sat and discussed the ways of the 
round the bucket-fire, much as one does in one's 
rooms. 

My companions were very pleasant and 
cative, and much more deserving of respect, it 
me, if n ot of imitation, than many upon whom F 
casts brighter smiles. 

Life meant something to them, the life of 
moment : they took no thought of the morrow, 
the to-day was too real, too inevitably absorbing, 
more than enough to claim their whole attention. 
learnt a lot, much more than I can ever remember 
relate, about their ways of life and aims and purposes 
the odd jobs they did, how they slept at 
(not at the same one twice a month under pain of 
work), or got taken up on purpose to get a night's 

Selling matches was the best business, they said 
you could get a dozen boxes for 5d. o'r 6d. (the ;,d. 
were really just as good) and make half profits. 
notion s of a good day's business, a good night's 
or a good square meal, made me feel absol 
ashamed of the comforts that fall undeservedly to 
lot, and to yours, my complacent reader. 

But, as Mr Gallienne tells us, we have 
the Relative Spirit of social and other philosophy 
lower pleasures, lower pains, and the rest of it. 
we discovered, may I ask, relative hunger and thirst 
Do people require less clothing the less they have 
eat I 

One of my friends was a sailor, or rather a 
and had been to many parts of the world, of 
which he had something to say. " A  good tra 
as the national bard has it, " is something at the la 

end of a dinner," and I found him also most 
ing company at the latter end of London 
although dressed in ragged clothes, unshaven, 
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l-in g an unprepossessing clay. H e  was a man, 
stT1° "-
however, 

QL!i mores hominum multorum vidit et urbes 

a rnan of large experience, if of little refinement, with 

a gleam of genuine kindliness in his eye. 

Though these words may never reach the eyes of 

those to whom they relate, I must say that that night, 

if one of the strangest, was at the same time one of 

the pleasantest and most instructive I ever spent. O n  

such occasions one lives weeks o f  ordinary humdrum 

life. 
At about 4 a.m. the sailor and I took a walk as 

far as the Elephant and Castle and back, and we 

exchanged pipes by way of a memento of the evening. 

At 5 a m. in London " the noise of life begins anew," 

whether the blank day has broken on the bald street 

or not : carts go to market and men go to work, and 

call at the night coffee-stalls for their breakfast. Stray 

pedestrians, and the ' Nocturnal Triumviri,' of course, 

are about all night, but at 5 o'clock there is quite a 
sudden ebb of re-awakening life. 

The thing that struck me most of all i n  the men 
I met was their cheeriness and good humour : taking 
life as it came with no grumbling or cultured pessimism, 
and making the best of it : with very great capacities 
for humour and sympathy and charity. 

Toynbee Hall and similar settlements may be all 
very well, as blind and uncertain steps towards fusion 
of the classes-narrow planks, as it were, across the 
chasm between the rich and poor-for people with 
cool heads and strong knees (which may mean any
thi n g you like to make it) ; but for complete and 
pril.ctical bridging over the gulf commend me to London 
Bndge, and its night coffee-stall and bucket-fire. 

C. E. B. 



SATOR SARTORQUE SCELERUM. 

SING, Muse, a curse on that sartorial sot, 
Whose treacherous crime hath wrought my bitter 

May he upon his table ever squat 
Bent, cran:ped, and bowed, nor ch ange of 

know. 
Through the whole scale of fierce invective go ! 

Sing rhythmic strains of bitterest abuse ! 
o may he  reap the evil he doth sow, 

Of clumsy fingers may he lack the use, 
And burn his caitiff hands with overheated goose I 

Wherefore, ye ask, revile so base a wight ! 
Why call down vengeance on a wretch so mean i 

Alas ! my heart is smitten with a blight, 
Through vile default of him and his machine. 

For she, who was my heart's enthroned queen, 
Is lost for ever through his treacheries : 

And when I meet her (ah ! what might have been !) 
Her han dkerchief she hastily applies 
Unto her dainty mouth, and laughs until she cries. 

She was an angel in a mortal frame : 
I loved her madly, yet with jealous smart, 

For other lover did the very same, 
Nor could she settle which possessed her heart. 

'\Vherefore I sought the aid of tailor's art 
To deck my person : soon the suit was made ; 

And in love's race methought I had the start, 
So well my graceful figure it displayed ; 
Adonis' very self seemed in the glass portrayed. 

We met, and walked along the country lane ; 
She sat to rest upon a rustic seat ; 

In burning words my love did I explain ; 
The words I used I need not here repeat ; 

l( 
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fflce it that my rhetoric was neat ; 

SUI seized her hand, she seemed inclined to yield, 

eroratively before her feet 
As p ,  
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'With graceful pose I bent me down and kneeled : 

:But O !  what tragic plight was suddenly revealed ! 

I heard a snap, a rending, tearing note ; 

(Alas ! that posture had been unrehearsed :) 

And all the fabric of my new-bought coat 

Adown the centre seam was torn and burst. 

And, O !  sensation twice, nay, thrice accursed ! 

She seemed to take it rather as a joke. 

No joke I ween, but rather joke reversed, 

To kneel there, feeling like the riven oak 

Shivered and split in twain by lightning's sudden 
stroke. 

" 0  stay and hear m e ! Stay ! "  I madly cried ; 
" My bosom swells with love as though ' twould crack." 

In voice half-choked with laughter she replied, 
' c  It's not your bosom swelling, it's your back ! " 

o hast thou ever trod upon a tack 
·With naked feet, or knocked thy funny-bone ? 

Such pains are ke�n ; yet is their torture slack 
Beside the anguish which thus made me moan, 
·Which shattered all my hopes and turned my heart to 

stone. 

" 0  stay ! "  I cried. No prayer her heart might charm : 
Convulsed with laughter fled she down the lane, 

Met with my rival, took his proffered arm, 
And now is he her fon d  affianced swain. 

Then sing, 0 Muse, an elegiac strain ! 
o m ay my limbs be broken on the wheel, 

If ever, fall ing into love again, 
The fiercest passion make me rashly kneel, 
D nless my coat be bound and rivetted with steel ! 

R. H. F. 



MR PATER'S STYLE.'" 

were h ard to determine whether Mr 
is read (one might even add-it were 
to determine whether he writes) more 
his matter or for his style-more 

he has something to say, or more because he such a superfine way of saying it. But, however 
the value of his thoughts, and the influence they 
o n  his readers, I think it is for his style that he most commonly applauded. Here admiration rises the height of worship, and worship which evt'n 
the s ubstance in its devotion to the form. How m 
a votary may one meet, who, after reading a b 
more probably part of a book-of Pater's, while 
remembers no single statement of his author 
anybody or anything, is yet ready to proclaim 
the housetops that no one ever yet had such a 
There is something of profanity, something perh 
of danger, in laying a rude hand on any object 
religious reverence. At the same time the fact 
a certain sentiment is piously held by a number 
respectable persons justifies, in this scientific age, 
attempt to ascertain the bases on which that sentimt::u, 
rests. 

I hope therefore that I shall not be dismissed 
too much contempt if I venture to put the 
Is Mr Pater's style so exemplary as we are told ?  

• This article was written a year or two back when the subject of it 
still with us, and, howev�r unsatisfactory I have left it  as I tbell wrote 
This may excuse a certain aggressiveness which might appear unseemlY soon after Mr Pater's lamented death. G. C. M. S ,  
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n swer it by an honest examination into the 
to a 

racter of his work. ch'D'efore going further, however, we must consider 

what is im plied in good style . On the one hand it  

ust satisfy our reason, on  the other our desire for 

;easure and variety. The former requisite is supreme, 

the latter subordinate. There are branches of literature 

in which the rt'ason must be considered almost alone, 

in which the least play of fancy,� the least infusion of 

artistic colouring, would be impertinent. But most 

often the writer knows he  can only effect his purpose 

on the reason if he makes some concurrent appeal to 

the imagination and the affections .  He knows in 

particular the aid it is to him if he can insinuate his  
o w n  personality into his words, if  he can reproduce 
in language these delicate shades of thought and 
feeling which make him the man he is, if, as we read, 
we have no longer an abstraction speaking to us, but 
a man. If this be achieved, much will be gained with 
it. Pleased to catch again and again characteristic 
traits of expression or of rhythm, we get to feel for 
our author as for a distant but familiar friend. The 
style is the man, and the man has become an elder 
brother, who exerts upon us a natural persuasiveness 
which is beyond the ken of abstract reason. 

All this Mr Pater has seen with admirable clearness, 
and on this side of his work it is impossible to deny 
him his share of praise. No one knows better than 
he how to choose the word which raises a picture to 
the eye rather ,than that which has been dulled by use. 
No one has a finer sense of those tender half-tints, 
those fugitive aromas, those transient effects of wind 
and sky which the most of men miss altogether. No 
one makes his own nature so much felt in  his books 
It is true that the last process may be overdone, and 
this does h appen, I think, with Mr Pater now and then. 
Himself full of a languid luxuriousness he is too apt 
to transfer this heavy atmosphere to the characters 
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with whom he  deals. So when I read that 
Lamb, the healthiest and clearest soul that eVer 
di�played in his love of quietness ' a  sort of 
sensuality ' -I awake with a start to the l imitations 
Mr Pater's powers as a critic. ' A  sort of m 
sensuality,' that is the phrase for Marius the 
for Mr Pater everywhere, but as applied to the 
natures of this world, a WaIter Scott or a 
Lamb, such a phrase is morally blasphemous 
artistically false. 

This is, however, less an example of faulty 
than of an  effect of style in  obscuring the 
vision, and we may admit without stint that Mr 
style on the cesthetic side leaves us little to d 
It is full of beauties of a rare and delicate kind, and 
is saturated with the spirit of its author. Mr Pa 
gives us in  his measure, as every good writer must, 
double revelation-a revelation of the world without 
and a revelation of the world of his own being. 

But the question now faces us, Is Mr Pater'$ 
style with all its beauties worthy of the eulogies 
which are heaped upon it ? Is it an exemplary style, 
is it a style which will attract readers by an immortal 
charm like the style of Plato, of Chateaubriand, 
of Charles Lamb ? 

I believe we must answer, No. Among all the 
beauties of Mr Pater's style-one beauty and that the 
most essential is

' 
wanting, ' the poetic beauty ' (I quote 

from Marius the Eptcu1'ean) ' of mere clearness of 
mind.' Judged by the senses it is admirably successful, 
judged by the logical faculty it fails signally. In� 

consequence, circumlocution, ambiguity of all kinds
these are some of its characteristics : it is these which 
already make Mr Pater's books hard reading even for 
his professed admirers : it is these which must bar 
the way to their future fame. 

Of course, I do not affirm that because a writer 

presents difficulty to his readers, he is therefore desti-

�t 
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of literary skill. The difficulty may be one 

�u�eerent in the subject treated : it may again be due 

in \hat m ere variety and freshness of expression, which 

��stinguishes an original writer from the common herd. 

I fully admit that both these causes, especially the 

latter, may operate in  Mr Pater's case, but I have now 

to shoW that very frequently Mr Pater has wantonly 

created difficulties for his readers by over-elaboration, 

by sheer clumsiness, by confusion of mind. If this can 

be proved I think it  will be admitted that Mr Pater 

is not the literary master that some would have us 

believe. 
Lest it  should be thought that in my character of 

devil's advocate I have searched high and low to fill 

my brief, I have collected the following examples 

solely from three essays-those on Style, on Charles 

Lamb, and on Sir Thomas Browne in the recent 

volume euphuistically called Apprecz"atz'ons. 

If what I consider faults appear to Mr Pater's 

admirers to be virtues, they will not, I hope, be sorry 

to see some of these virtues culled and ticketed. 

(a) I will first of all give some examples to show the 

weakness and ambiguity introduced into Mr Pater's 

style by his fondness for straggling partzczpz"al clauses. 

p. 1 3 . He will be no authority for correctnesses which limiting 

freedom of utterance were yet but accidents in their origin ; 

as i f  one vowed not to say its which ought to have been in  

Shakespeare ; Ms a n d  hers for inanimate ohjeels beilzg bul a 

bal barous and really inexpressive survival. 

What could be more awkward than the last clause ? 

and beyond that-to pass for a moment from style to 

matter-what could be more misleading ? " Shake

speare," we are told, " did not use the form its. Instead, 

. he used hzs and hen for inanimate objects. This was a 
barbarous and really inexpressive survival, and more

over, if correct, accidental in origin ." 

I hope I do not wrong Mr Pater in putting his 
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implications into this explicit form. And what do find ? M r Pater seems to think that ' his ' and ' were u sed with equal frequency for inanimate obj and, from his use of the expression-a ' 
survival-I understand him to mean that the use these pronouns was of the nature of jJersom' 
Can he be ignorant that ' his ' in Shakesp 
senting ' his,' the genitive of the A. S. ' hit '-is strictly neuter in most cases as ' its ' to-day ? That stands on  an altogether different footing from occasional use of ' her ' for an inanimate object ? if so, is there anything more barbarous in the ' his ' being both masculine and neuter than the La , ejus ' or the modern ' their ' ?  In what sense such usages of language are ' accidental in their origin,' leave Mr Pater to answer for himself. 

p.  1 34· " The ant iquity, in particular, of the Engli sh Church being, characteristically, one of the things he most valued in it ,  vt'ndz'caNng £I, when occasirm came, agazllst the ' unjust scandal' of Ihose who made fhat Chu1-ch a creaft'on of Emry the Eighth." 
What a sense of jerkiness is occasioned here by the juxtaposition of two participial clauses in different constructions ! The it's provide a further stumbling

block. 

p. 148 .  " Of this long leisurely existence the chief events were Browne's rare literary publications : some of Ms wnHl1gs t'lIdmi havI'1Ig been lifl unpn'nted, lilt afler Ms dealll ; whzle I'n the ct'rcumslances of the zsstte of every om of Ihem thn-e zs sonuthl11g accldenlal as if the world might have 71llssed If aliogelh(r." 
Here we have a main statement modified by two 

clauses-the first an  absolute participial clause, the 
second a clause introduced by a conjunction. The 
relation in  which these clauses stand to the main 
statement  is of the shadowiest. 
p.  IS I .  " And yet the Discourse of Vulgar Errors seeming as it 

often does to be a serious refutation of fairy tales-arguing. 
for t'llstance, against Ihe liIeral tmtll of Ihe poehe stalel/le1ll that 

s lt 
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"" I> io'(on halh 110 gall,' and such questions as ' Whdher men , J Il t r '" 
',,/J heavier dead Ihall alive ? '  being cllamc!eristz'e quesllims-is '/,/Jel", h b" d '  d ' G I ' des i gned,  with l� UC , am I tlOn, ,u.n , 

er Its pe antJ
,
c ree., htle, 

pseildodoxlfz Epzde17l1Ca, as a cntlclsm, a cathartlc, an lllstru

went [or the clarifying of th'e intellect." 
Take breath and think it all out, and say nothing 

discourteous of Mr Pater. 

(b) I now come to cases of the amMguous use of 
pr01ZOU1ZS. 
p. 2 5 .  " In his  love-letters it is the pains an d  pleasures of art 

be insi sts on, i ts solaces : he communicates secrets, reproves, 
encourages with a v iew to that." 

Here ' that ' appears to refer to ' th e  pains and 
pleasures of art, its solaces.' But, if so, it  is such 

a violence wrought to English idiom that it necessarily 

causes a hitch to the reader. 
I need not point out the awkward way in which the 

words ' its solaces ' are introduced, as though they were 
an equivalent to ' the pains and pleasures of art,' which 
is not Mr Pater's meaning. This is a very characteristic 
feature of his style. Compare p. 1 43-" full of the 
fantastic minute life, in the fens and ' broads ' around 
Norwich, its various sea and marsh birds." 

p. ) 44. " Sti l l  like one of these gardens, half way between the 

medieval garden and the true ' English ' garden of Temple or 
Walpole, actually to be seen in the background of some o.f 
the conventional portraits of the day, the fantasies of this 
indescribable expositi�n of the mysteries of the quz'ruutlx form 
part of the complete portrait of Browne himself ; and it is in  

connexion with z't that once or twice the quaintly delightful 
pen of Evelyn comes i nto the correspondence-in connexion 
with the ' hortulane pleasure. ' " 

' In connexion with it .' This is one of  the gems of 
Mr Pater' s  style. He is aware that the reader has not  
the least clue to 

'
the identity of this ' it '  -it may be 

' one of these gardens,' i t  may be the ' in describable 
eXposition,' it may be the ' quz'1Zcunx,' it may be the 
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' complete portrait of Browne.'  Does he then strike the phrase for another, wh ich m ight have the 
merit of intelligibility ? Certainly not. He leaves reader puzzled for three more lines and then solves riddle-in connexion with the ' hortulane p 
The ' hortulane pleasure ' had never made its 
ance before at all .  The poor reader has been b 
and retires to sing the praises of Mr Pater's new 
in style. 

The following needs no comment : 
p. I I I .  " These having no longer any stimulus for a gen 

provided with a different stock of ideas, the \Hi tings of 
who spent so much of themselves in thezr preparation, 
lost, with. posterity, something of what Ihry gained by 'hem 
immediate influence." 

I add one more example. 
p. 145 ·  " The rel igious daughter who goes to dai ly 

after the Restoration, whzch brought Browne the honour 
Knighthood." 

Was it her going to daily prayers for which 
father was rewarded with a knighthood ? Or, if 
knighthood was due to the Restoration, for what 
'pose is this statement thrown i n ? It seems in  no 
to complete the picture of the religious daughter. 

Cc) Every literary student is aware of the mental con� 
fusion caused by Mzxture 0/ Metaphors. The following 
are sufficiently glaring ex�mples of this fault. 
p. 1 3 3 · '" What influence,' says J ohnson again, ' learning has 

had on i t s  possessors may be doubtful.' Well ! the i nfluence 
of his great learning, of his constant research on B rowne, was 
its imaginative influence-t hat it completed his outfit as

.
a 

poetic visionary, st irring all the strange ' conceit '  of hIS 
nature to its depths." 

It is necessary to say that ' his great learning ' refers, 
not to J ohnson' s learning, as would at first appear, b�t 
to Browne's. For some time I puzzled over Johnson s 
' constant research on Browne,' till I remembered that 

It 
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. Ur Pater things are not, as a rule, what they 
WIth 
see,�is imaginative influence ' again presents difficulties, 

1 5 learning and research are identical, which is not 
un eS 

b iously the case. 
o �ut after these trifles, what are we told of this influ-

e I " It completed his outfit as a poetic visionary." 
enc . , 

\Vas a more execrably Cockney expression ever put o n  

aper ? An ' influence ' completing the visionary's out

�t it would seem with one hand, and stirring the 

' conceit ' (in inverted commas) of his n ature with the 

other. A picture of the sweated seamstress over her 

porridge. 
p. 1 49.  " As with Buffon, his full ardent sympathetic vocabulary" 

the poetry of his language. and poetry inherent in its 
elementary particles-the word, the epithet-helps to keep 
his eye and the eye of the reader on the object before it, an d 
conduces directly to the purpose of the naturalist, the observer." 

" The naturalist, the observer, stuck a beetle, a 
blackbeetle, with a pin, a needle, through the body, 
the thorax." This is one of Mr Pater's new discoveries 
in style. For ' trouver le mot ' read ' trouver deux mots, ' 

and let your reader choose which he  will. 
Dut again observe the picture-the man whose " full' 

arden t  sympathetic vocabulary helps to keep his eye on 
the object before it." To possess a vocabulary which 
will neatly pin your eye to an object, and not only your 
OWn eye but your reader's as well, must be indeed con
ven ient. It  is true that the words, " the object before 
it," seem to imply that writer and reader have only an 
eye between them, and this will, of course, somewhat 
reduce the proportions of the achievement. But in any 
ca�;e we may believe that only a very full, ardent and 
sYmpathetic vocabulary would be equal to the feat. 
p. 1 1 7 . " Customs stiff to us, stiff dresses, stiff furniture . . . .  we 

C?ntemplate . . . .  as having in them the veritable accent of a 
tI m e, not altogether to be replaced by its more solemn and 
self. conscious deposits." 
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Is it the ' accent ' or the ' time ' which is not to 
replaced ? Is it the ' accent's ' deposits or the 
, deposits ' which cannot replace it ? And what 
' self-conscious deposit,' whether of a time or of 
accent ? 

(d) A very curious feature of Mr Pater's style is 
use of lnterjectzonal pizrases. Given a sentence of 
simplest form, you extract the subject or object 
the case m ay be, put it first as an exclamation, 
then substitute a pronoun for it  in the sentence. 

So, for ( Mary had a little lamb,' you get ' M  
she had a little Iamb,' or ' A  little lamb ! Mary 
that,' or ' Mary ! A little lamb ! she had it: Exa 
of this are the following : 

p. I I .  " The right vocabulary ! Translators have not al 
seen how important that is in the work of translation " . . • • 

p. 1 6. " Surplusage ! he will dread that as the runner on 
muscles." 

I do not expect the reader to understand this 
at pre<;ent. ' The runner on his muscles ' 
horrid picture, whether the runner runs on 
muscles or someone else's, and whether under 
circumstances he feels dread or inspires it, all 
is at first uncertain. Soon you will find that 
are taken in again, and your sympathetic 
have been squandered without cause. 

p. 1 9 ·  " To give the phrase, the sentence, the structural 
member, the entire composition, song or essay, a similar 
unity with its subject and wilh itself :  style is in the right way 
when it tends towards that." 

Is style in the right way when it tends towards this 1 
p. 2. " To find in the poem, amid the flowers, the allusions, 

the mixed perspectives, of Lyczaas for instance, the th ought, 
the logical structure," (ollr old friend ' the naturalist, the 
observer ') " h ow wholesome ! how delightful ! as to identify 
i n  prose what we call the poetry, the imaginative power " ( ' th; 
beetle, the blackbeetle ' ), " not treating it as out of place an 

� Lt 
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a kin d of v�grant
. 

intrud
.
er. but b y  way o f  �� estimate o f  its 

. I lS  that l�. of Its achIeved powers, thete. ng 1 t 

\Vl1 at is the process of ' identifying in prose what 

call the poetry by way of an estimate of its 
w�l ieved powers there ' ? ' To identify by way of an a
stitnate, ' has this a meaning ? and, if so, is this the 

�est Engl ish in which that meaning could be ex-

pressed i 
(c) My next example I classify as the Btnary Con

strlfctloll, by which I m ean the appearance of virtually 

the same clause twice over in the same sentence, as 

tllOUgh one should say, ' If it had been fine I should 

have been out if it  had not rained. '  Such things are 

common in slipshod conversation, but are usually 

avoided by professed stylists. 

p.  20. " As truly fo the lack of such architectural desigtl, of a singlt 
allllost visual image, vigorously inforlllz·ng an entire, perhaps vny 
ill/ricate, compos/·lzon, which shall be austere, onlate, argumen
'atil'e, fa nciful, JleI true from first /o last to tllat VZSt"OIl wzlhzll, 
may be attributed those weaknesses of conscious or unconscious 
repetitlOn of word, phrase, motive, or member of the whole 
matter. indicating, as Flaubert was aware, an original structure 
in tllOuglll not orgamcally complele." 

This is of  the form-' To the lack of drink may be 
attributed thirst, indicating dearth of refreshment.' 

I do not pretend to suggest the meaning of ' member 
of the whole matter.' But as the sentence is a clear 
case of ' conscious or unconscious repetition,' it is 
inleresting to find it passing judgment on itself. 

Cf) Although not a cause of ambiguity, the appear

�nce in prose of a poekcal rlzytizm or of rz"me is exceed
In gly disagreeable to the ear, and diverts the reader's 
attention from the statements of his author. 

The following sentence combines in a glaring way 

both faults. 

p. 1 3 5 .  " He seems to possess some inward Platonic reality of 
VOL. XVIII. n n n.  
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them-Ch urch or monarchy-to hold by in idea, quite 
the reach of Round head or unworthy Cavalier." 

' Quite beyond the reach of ROllnd head or un 
Cavalier.' 

We can imagine his song-

" Hurrah for Church or monarchy ! t o  hold by i n  idea, 
Quite beyond the reach of Roundhead or unworthy Cavalier I 

(g) Mr Pater is fond of using words and 
not in their common acceptation, but in 
which they bore two or three centuries ago, or 
they bear at present i n  French. No sensible 
will be anything but grateful to a judicious 
who thus adds to the wealth of our language. 
the same time every care must be taken to 
ambiguity caused by the intrusion into the re 
mind of the more ordinary meaning of the words 
used. Mr Pater seems to disregard this precau 
he expects "ifS as though by nature to read 
words 'in French sensts. 

p. 27 .  " In that perfect j ustice "-

The word ' justice ' is here used apparently as 
valent not to French ' j ustice ' but French " 
meaning therefore ' fitness,' ' exactness ' -a sense 
which the word is not known, so far as I am aware, 
modern English. 

In the same passage_ 

_H o m nipresent in good work, in function at every point." 

Here ' in function ' is ' en fonction,' ' acting.' 
apparent parallelism between ' in good work ' and ' in  
function '  makes a reader unprepared for the sudden 
introduction of a French sense into the expression. 

p. 1 2 3 .  , .  Such fo rm of religion becomes the solemn bac� . 
ground o n  which the n earer and more exci t i ng objects of h �s 
jmmediate experience relieve themselves, borrowing from It 

liP expression of calm." 

f Se relgvent/ ' stil11d in relief.' This 110t being the 
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1 meaning of the English phrase, a wanton 
patura . 

rnbiguity 1S caused. 
a 

" Th e  son i n herited an apt itude for a l ike profound 
P· 1 3 3 · . ' 1 k' f h' 1" " k .  cJ l i n O' of sentiment In t 1e ta mg 0 IS I,e. In 0 

The phrases ' taking of life,' ' taking of his life,' 

have a recognised meaning in English, which is always 

ertain to interfere with a reader's immediate under'� 
c . 
standing of th1S passage. 

(It) !\Ir Pater rightly or wrongly does not scruple td 

put an adverb between ' to ' and the infinitive-being in 

this respect less of a purist i n  style than the English 
Foreign Office. 

p. 1 3 2 .  " B rowne's works ate o f  a kind to directly stimulate 
curiosity about himself." 

( f) He will give a substantive a strange verbal 
regimen, even when ambiguity is inevitable. 

p. 1 1 6. " You catch the sense of veneration with which those 
great names in  l iterature and att brooded over his intelligence, 
his undiminished impressibility by the great effects in them." 

The last words ' by . .  etc .' do not depend as would be 
expected on the verb ' catch,' but on the substantive 
' im pressibility ' :  a construction as foreign to English 
as to Latin idiom. 

There is extraordinary awkwardness in the early 
part of the sentence, which states that the great names 
felt veneration for h is intelligence, but means the 
converse. 

(l�) One example of laboured prettiness spoilt by a. 
silly euphuistic use of the word ' thing ' ends my 
Catalogue. 
p. 1 2 5 . " On e  who, h aving n arrowly ' escaped earlhquake OF 

sh ipwreck, fi n ds a thing for gratefui tears in j ust sitti ng quiet 
at h ome, under the wall ,  t i l l  the end of days." 
English of this kind is truly ' English as size is 

Wrote ' -it is Engl ish emasculated. 
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I had collected examples of Mr Pater's 

treatment of the indefinite one, of his habit of conn 
by a copula statements with no such logical con 
ef his use of a preposition and its case as equival 
a participial clause, etc., etc. But I forbear. I 
only say in his o,wn graceful words ' he is still a 
eorrect writer than: h e  may seem, still with an im 
mastery of the relative pronoun: 

And to what conclusion does our examination 
Surely to this that Mr Pater, in  spite of his deli 
gifts, is not to be accepted as a m aster of 
prose. 

The task he has set h imself is indeed one worthy 
an artist. It is to write not for the reason 
but for the whole man, stirring in every line some 
sensation, of colour, of fragrance, of harm on 
S0li11d. To a certain degree he has succeeded. This 
proved by the luxurious pleasure which we have 
experienced-for somfl hours at any rate-in 
h is  books . But if that rich pleasure is a fact, is it 
also a notorious fact that this pleasure cloys ? that 
mook we began with such warm interest grows . 

and laborious, perhaps is  never finished ? That 
should be the case, in spite of the exquisite mom 
which Mr Pater gives us, demands an ex plan 
and I claim that the explanation lies in what 
already heen pointed out. In the search for: 
sensations, Mr Pater has too m uch disregarded 
requirements. 0f plain reason, the ' poetic 
of mere clearness of mind.' He wanders through 
garden of roses. gathering the rarest as he goes, 
his knees faint and his feet stumble. And this is 

decisive. The vict(l)J:'s, of literature move with a proua 

and unfaltering step and Mr Pater is not of them. 

G. C. M. S. 

� tf 

AFTER PAUL VERLAINE. 
I .  

" IL PLEURE DANS MON C<EUR." 

TEARS in my heart, 
And rain 0' er the town ! 

Say, grief, what thou art 
That creep'st to my heart 1 
Soft sound 0' the rain 

On the earth and the tiles ! 
In a heart's weary pain 
0, the song 0' the rain ! 

Reasonless tears 
In this faint-beating heart ; 

Thou traitor, what fears ? 
These are reasonless tears. 

'Tis the worst 0' my woe 
That I cannot say why, 

When love and hate go, 
My heart hath such woe. 

2 .  
H UN GRAND SOMMEIL NOIR." 

ON my l ife doth fall 
A cloud 0' the n ight ;. 

Sleep, ye hopes all, 
Sleep, all delight. 

Dimmed is my sight� 
The sense forgot 

Of wrong and right� 
0, the piteous lot ! 

A cradle buoyed 
By a feeble will 

On the brink of a void,
Be still ! 0, be still ! 

G. C. M. S. 
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A NEW PROSE TRANSLATION OF HO ME 

R Samuel Butler has kindly sent us 
sample passages of his new prose 
of the Iliad and Odyssey. The latter 
is finished, and we hope will shortly be pu lished j the translation of the Iliad is to appear at later date, but Mr Butler informs us that this part his work is rapidly approaching completion . The 

of the translator, according to the provisional 
page of the translation of the Odyssey, is to " 
render " the Greek into " modern colloquial 
for the use of those who cannot read the original." 
will be seen that Mr Butler is to some extent break ' 
new ground ; for the present standard translations 
Homer are written in styles which tend, in varying 
degrees, to be archaic. The word " colloquial " is, 
however, open to misinterpretation, and will probably 
not appear on the title-page of the published work ; as 
Mr Butler explains in a letter, he does not aim at 
modern colloquialism, but merely seeks to avoid stilted 
and affected expressions. 

It would of course be premature (even if it were 
possible) to criticise, at any length, a work of which 
only a few hundred lines are at present in print. But 
some idea of the character of the forthcoming trans
lation may be gained from the following extracts. 

( r )  Tell mc, 0 Muse, of that ingenious hero who travelled 
far and wide after he had sacked the sacred town of Tray. Be 
saw many cities, and learned the manners of many nations. 
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over he suffered much by sea while trying to save his own 
flTore 

cl to bri ng h i s  men safely home. But do what he might 
j ' fe a ll 

1 , l Id  not save h i s  men, for they perished through their own J e COL  
1 I ' n  eatin rr the cattle of the Sun -god I-1yperion.  So the god fol Y 1 " 

n nted them from ever getting h ome. Tell me, too, about prevc 
all these th ings, 0 daughter of J ove, from whatsoever source 

OU may know them. 
Y And now all who had escaped from battle or shipwreck were 

safe at home again ,  except Ulysses, and he, though he was 

longing to get back to his w i fe and country, was hindered by 

the famous goddess Calypso, who had got him into a large cave 

and meant to marry him. But when years had gone by, and at 

last the time came when the gods settled that he should go back 

to I thaca, even then when he was among his own people his  

troubles were not yet over, and all the gods took pity upon h i m 
except Neptune, who sti l l  persecuted h im without ceasing, and 
would not let him go home. (Od. i , I �Z I ). 

( 2 )  Thus they gathered round the ghost of the son of Peleus, 
and the ghost of Agamemnon joined them, sorrowin g  bitterly. 
Round him were gathered also the ghosts of those who had 
perished with him in the house of lEgisthus ; and the ghost of 
Achi l les was first to speak. 

' Son of Atreus,' it said, • we u sed to say that Jove had loved 
' you from first to last better than any other hero, for you were 
• captai n over many and brave men, when we were all fighting 
' together before Troy, yet the hand of death , which no mortal 
, can escape, was laid upon you all too early. Better for you had 
• you fallen at Troy in the heyday of your renown, for the Achreans 
' would have built a mound over your ashes, and your son would 
' have been heir to your good name, whereas it has now been 
• you r lot to come to a most miserable end.' 

. Happy son of Pe leus,' answered the ghost of Agamemnon, 
' for having died at Troy, far from Argos, while the bravest of 
' the Trojans and Achreans fell around you fighting for your 
, boely, There you lay in  the whirling clouds of dust, all huge 
' a nd hugely, heedless now of your chival ry. We fought the 
' wh ale of the l ivelong day, nor should we ever have left off if 
' J  Ove had not sent a hurricane to stay us. Then, when we had 
' borne you to the ships out of the fray, we laid you on your bed • and cleansed your fair skin with warm water and with oint-• lllcl)ts. The Danai tore their hair and wept bitterly round 
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' about you ; your mother, when she heard, came With ' immortal nymphs from out of the sea, and the Sound of a • wailing went forth over the waters, so that the Ach c:eans • for fear. They would have fled pani c-stricken to their ' had not  wise old N estor, whose counsel was ever truest, ' th em, saying, " Hold. Argives ! fly not, sons of the , " th i s  is his mother coming from the sea with her ' "  nymphs to VIew the body of  her son .'" (Od.  xxiv. I 

( 3 )  Thus he spoke, and they did as he had bidden They made haste to prepare the meal, they ate, and every had his ful l  share so that all were satisfied. Then, when had had enough to eat and drink, the others went each to ten t  to take his rest, but the son of Peleus lay grieving am h i s  Myrmidons by the shore of the sounding sea, in an place where the waves came surging in one after an other. a very deep slumber took hold upon him an d eased the 
of his sorrow, for his l i mbs were weary with chasing 
round the wind-beaten city of I i i us.  Presently the sad of Patroclus drew near him, like what he had been in voice, and the l ight of his  beaming eyes, clad, too, as he been clad i n  life.  The spirit h overed o ver his  head and ' You sleep, Achilles, and have forgotten m e ; you loved ' living, but now that I a m  dead you t h i nk of m e  no further ' bury me with all speed that I may pass the gates of H ' The gh osts, vain shadows of men that can labour no more, 
' drive me away from them ; they wil l  n ot yet suffer me to join 
' them that are beyond the river, and I wander all  desolate by 
' th e  wide gates of the house of H ades. Give me now your 
' hand I pray you, for when you h ave o nce paid m e  my dues of 
' fire, nevermore shall I come from out the house of Hades. 
, Nevermore shall we sit apart and take sweet counsel among 
' the living : the cruel fate which was my birthright has yawned 
' its wide jaws around m e-nay, you too Ach illes, peer of gods, 
' are doomed to die beneath the wall of the noble Trojans. 

, One thing more will I ask if  YOll w i l l  grant it : let n ot my 
' bones be laid apart from yours, Achilles. but with them ; even 
' as we were brough t  up together i n  your own home, what 
' time Menoetius brollght me to you as a child from OpoeiS 
' because by a sad spite I had killed the son of Amphidamas
' not of set purpose, but in a childish quarrel over th e d ice. 
• The Knight Peleus took me into his house, en treated me 

Lt' 
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. cll ' and named m e  to be your squ i re ; therefore let our 
' Ion >� lie in but a single urn, the two-handled golden vase 
, bonc h ' (1 1 '  d 

. . . ) . to )'Ol1 by your mat er. la XXlll. 5 4-92 • 
, gIven 

These short passages will show that Mr Butler'S 

m mand of good, straightforward English has not 

��5erted him in ·  the new translation.  That it will 

appeal to every reader, the author would probably be 

the last to claim.  Many students of Homer no doubt 

feel , perhaps unconsciously, that a certain archaism 

of phraseology, in translation, is helpful in projecting 

the m i n d  back to the remote antiquity of the epic itself. 

th ers lay less stress on the accident of age and 

country, and hold that Homer, like Shakespeare, is 

m odern, inasmuch as he belongs to all time, and that 

the lIomeric poems are therefore not unfitly rendered 

in a modern form. To such temperaments Mr Butler's 

translation cannot fail to be acceptable ; he seems to 

have found a style which is modern without being 

vulgar or commonplace. Occasionally, as was natural, 

he has lapsed into expressions that savour somewhat 

of the antique ; e.g. ,  from out, what #me, and entreated, 

in the last passage. These expressions could no doubt 

be justified as poetical rather than purely archaic ; but 

perhaps the substitution of the simple from, when, and 
treated would be more in accordance with the general 
sp irit of the translation. But these lapses appear to 
be rare and trifling ;  it would be difficult to pick out 
a single archaistic phrase or word in the specimens, 
amounting to two hundred lines, which Mr Butler gives 
us from his translation of the Odyssey. Indeed, the 
most old-fashioned phraseology in these extracts is to 
be foun d  in  the words Neptune and Ulysses. Mr Butler 
might well have retained the Greek n ames of the 
� I omeric gods and heroes. He is too good a scholar to 
Ignore the advantages of the Greek nomenclature-the 
gain in accuracy, and, we may say, in poetic feeling ;  

and, surely, at the present day the forms Odysseus and 
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Poseziion are as intelligible to the general reader other words, as good English, as their Latin 
• 

equivalents. If Tennyson wrote Ulysses as the title an early poem, he  afterwards recognised the spread 0f Greek culture by usiflg the forms A ?'lI!s Pallas A thene i n  " Tiresias," withol:lt suspicion pedantry. His " Demeter and Persephone " 
hardly have been improved by the substitution of " and Proserpine.'� 

WONACH solI man am Ende trachten ? 
Pie Welt zu ken nen und nicht zu verachtem 

GOE'IHll

When all is said, the struggle of the wise' 
Mllst aim the world to know and not despise. 

J. E. B. M� 
Das schwache Weib erstarkt mit Gott, 
Per starke Mann wird schwach mit Spott. 

WILHELM SCHoPFF. 

Through God weak woman's strength is crowned, 
Strollg man through scoffing weak is found, 

J. E.  B. M. 

I S � S VC 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To Ihe Ed'-Iors of the • Eagle.' 

DEAR SIRS, 

The notice inserted in the Eagle of June 1 894, asking 
those members of the College, who wished information 
sent them respecting the Johnian Dinner, to communicate 
with us, has produced, we regret to say, very few replies. 
We wish therefore to draw the attention of your readers to 
the Dinner once more, especially as we shall not be able 
to distribute circulars this year so widely as was done a year 

ago. 
A short report of last year' s Dinner, and a list of those then 

present, will be found in the Eagle of last June. The list 
shows that the gathering was the largest and most representa
tive which has yet been held, nearly every year from 1 850  
being represented. But we think that, to be worthy of the 
Coll ege, the Dinner should be made larger and more repre
sentative sti ll, and we therefore urge all Johnians, young or 
old, whether their names are still on the boards or not, if 
possible, to come to the Dinner and help to ensure its successs, 
Or at least to send us their names and addresses, so that they may 
receive regular notice in future years. 

We think we may say that the Dinner has heretofore given 
much enjoyment to those who have attended it, and has proved 
a convenient meeting-place for old College friends who have 
had few opportunities of seeing each other. 

We hope that no one will be deterred from coming by the 
fear that he will meet none of his acquaintances. In such 
a case we venture to suggest that he should persuade one 
Or more of his friends to meet him at the Dinner, where they 
wil l be seated together if we receive notice of the desire to be 
so placed. 

We would also ask the younger generations of J ohnians not 
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to consider themselves as debarred from, or out of place at Dinner, which aims at being representative of all years
' all interests. 

We would specially urge resident members of the to come, as the Dinner is in no way intencjed to be COil to those who have left Cambridge. 
We would also ask all readers of the Eagle to impress on Johnians, whom they may meet, the necessity of the Dinner. We shall be glad to give further information desired. 
The Dinner will this year be held on Thursday, April r at Limmer's Hotel, George Street, Hanover Square, W., 7 .30 p .m .  

The  Master has  kindly consented to  preside.  The price of tickets (not including wine) will be each. 
We hope to arrange a good musical programme to entertainment after the Dinner. 
Any communication with regard to the arrangement of reaching us not later than April 1 7th, will be attended to as as possible. Subject to any such communication, the will be arranged, as far as may be, with reference to different years. It will greatly faci litate this arrangement, in applying for t ickets, the applicants would kindly state rears during which they were in residence at St J ohn's. 

We remain,  

Yours faithfully, 

ERNEST PRESCOTT, 
76, Cambridge Terrace, 

Hyde Park, W. 

R. H. FORSTER, 
Mem bers' Mansions, 

Victoria Street, S. W. 
Hon. Secrelqrt'u. 

\ S � s l(  

TI-lE JOHNIAN DINNER, 1 895 .  

Honorary Committee ; -

The Rev C. Taylor D . D . ,  Master o f  St John'S. 

The Right Rev the Lord Bishop of Manchester D.D. 
The Right Hon Lord "\Vindsor. 
The Hon C. A. Parsons. 
The Right Hon C.  P. Villiers M.P. 
The Right Hon Sir J. E. Gorst Q.C. M.P. 
The Right Hon L. H. Courtney M.P. 
Sir T. D .  Gibson-Carmichael Bart. 
Sir F. S. Powell Bart. M .P. 

The Rcv I-I .  T. E. Barlow. 

H. T. Bamett Esq. 

The Rev J. F. Bateman. 

The Rev H. E. J.  Bevan. 

The Rev Prof. Bonney D . Se. 
The Rev ,\V. Bonsey. 
W. n. Bonsey Esq. 
R. Y. Bonsey Esq. 
E. Boulnois Esq. M.P. 
The Rev E. W. Bowling. 
L. H. K. Busbe-Fox Esq. 
!'rof R. B. Clifton. 
L. n. Edmllnds Esq. 
W. Falcon Esq. 
Chancellor Ferguson F. S .A . 
l h e  Rev T. Field. 
G. B. Forster Esq. 
T. E. Forstcr Esq. 
J. H . D. Goldie Esq. 
Col . J. IIarlley LL.D. G. W. Hemming Esq. Q.C. The R e v  E. Hill. R. W. IIogg Esq. R. IIorton-Smith Esq. Q.C. Pl of. '\V. 1-I. H. Hudson. 1'. G. Jacob Esq. The Rev A. Jessopp D.D .  
D . �I. Kerly Esq. 

lfonorary Secretaries 

The Rev Prof Kynaston D.D. 
E. L. Levett, Esq. Q.C.  
J.  J. Lister Esq. 
The Rev J. H. Lupton. 

F. Lydall Esq. 
Donald MacAlister Esq. M .D. 
A. G. Marten Esq. Q.C. LL.D. 

G. A. Mason Esq. 
The Rev Canon McCormick. 
J. G. McConnick Esq. 
The Rev A. H. Prior. 

E. J. Rapson Esq. 
S. O. Roberts Esq. 

H. J. Roby Esq. M.P. 
H. D. Rolleston Esq. M.D. 
W. N. Roseveare Esq. 
E. Rosher Esq. 
Prof R. A.  Satnpson. 
J. E. Sandys Esq. Litt.D. 

R. F. Scott Esq. 
G. C. :;vr. Smith Esq. 
N. P. Symonds Esq. 
A. J. Walker Esq. 
The Rev A. T. Wallis. 
The Rev J. T. ·Ward. 
G. C. Whitely Esq. 
The Ven Archdeacon ,Vilson D.D. 

G. P. K. Willlaw Esq. lErnest Presco!t, 
76, Cambridge Terrace, Hyde Parlc, W. ; 

R. H. Forster, 
Members' Mansions, Victoria Street, S.'\V. 
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Colltinued from p. 346.) 

IID
R John Tayler, from whose correspondence 

we select a few letters, was Master of St 
John's from July 1538 to 1546. He was 
originally of Queens' College (B.A. 1523-4). 

He was learned, eminently pious and greatly esteemed 
as a preacher, and was one of the Compilers of the 
Book of Common Prayer. But his reign in St John's 
was neither a peaceful n or a happy one. Baker's 
account of the matter is not very easy to understand .  
The majority of the Fellows were not satisfied with the 
justice of Tayler's rul e .  

D r  Tayler became Rector o f  St Peter's, Cornhill, in  
London in 1536, and the following letter from Edmund 
Bonner, Bishop of London, gives a curious glimpse of 
that prelate acting as tax collector to Henry VIII. 

Righte worshipfull and loving brother in my hartieste 
manner I commende me vnto you gyving you tunderstande 
that the iiijth of this presente I receaued lres from the Kinges 
mooste excellent maiestie of the tenor ensuying. By the 
King-e. To the righte Reuerende ffather in God, our righte 
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trustie and well beloued the bysshopp of London. 
Reuerende ffather 

in God, righte trustie and wellbeloued greete 'you well, And where during the late Session of 
J?arliamente holden at Westm�, in the xxxvijth yeere of 
Reigne, there was gramrted vnto vs by the common 
of you and others the clergie of oure p.ovince of Cant. theyre Convocation towardes the Alleviating.e of some porti 
of oure chardge in the warres, one Subsidie to be payed, 
firste day of Maye nowe nexte ensuyng, and to be levied 
and gathered in such sOTte as by your said graunte 
more largelie appeare. Alheyt the daye appoynted for 
payment of the said Subsidie bee not fully come, yet 
sydering that the paymentes thereof may as easlilie be 
by you and a greate numbere of thothers of the 
of that youre diocesse, nowe owte of hande as at the 
lymyted by YOUTe graunte'. And forasmoche as they 
thereof, shall stand vs in greate stede, and doo vs verie moc 
gratuitie and pleasure. Having at this present greate som 
of moneye to be defrayed, within verie short tyme wee 
thoughte good in respect thereof and the Specyall truste 
confidence wee haue in your good bountie and 
affections to doo vs gratuitie and seruice, to pray and requyre 
you not onelie to paye or cause to be payed vnto thandes 
oure Thresourer appoynted for the receipte therof, before 
thende of this presente rnoneth of J anuarie all such sommes 
of moneye as by yor self and yor cathedrall Churche shalbe 
due and oughte to be payed at the firste daye of Maye nowe 
nexte ensuynge, but also to extende yor good dexteritie and 
to travaile as diligentelie and earnestely as you may for asmoche 
to be payed by all others of the clergie within yor diocese and 
collection as maye be hadde within the saide tyme wherein 
wee eftsounes req1!yre you to employe all yor diligence as wee 
speciallie truste you and as ye tender thadvauncement of our 
affayres, geven vnder our Signet at our Honor of Hamptoune 

Courte the iijth daye of ]anuarye, the xxxvijth yere of oure 

Reyne. And bycause ye being as ye are a man of grate 

wystome and of such notable qualities that ye canne and will 

shortelie consider thimportaunce and weighte of such matter 

as this ys withoute large recytall, declaration or anny greate 

persuasion necessarie to be vsed with you, I shall therefore, 
after ye haue well and maturelie considered the contentes of 
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j':n"'CS mate said lres, counsaill and moost hartelie desyre 
thC ,I 0 

I Ill"ay you botlle taccomplysshe youre self thole effect of 
<lIll . 

I S " t' d lres as ys contayned 11l them and also to sette forthe 
t le , " 
and declare yor doinge to others that by yor good example they 

ay be induced to doo the lyke. WheTein ye and theye shalt 
111< 

at onelie declare your selfes to be such persouns as ye haue 

�een and yet be taken for, faithfull, loving and obedyent 

subicctes to his saide maiestie, but also acquyre and purchase 

thcreb)'e vnto you righte especyall and loving hartie thankes 

with favour. And for my parte I doo assure you I shall not 

'faylc to make verie honeste and faythfull declaration of aB 

Jor doinges in this behalfe, God beste knowinge, who longe 

and well preserue you. Wryttell at my hGuse in London the 

Vl� of J anuerie. 
yor loving brother, 

Addressed: To the righte worshipfnll 
good brother Doctor Taylonr parson 

Cornhill in London. 

E. LONDON. 

and my verie lovinge 

of saincte Pctyres in 

The letters which fonow refer to Cambridge matters. 

The first clearly refer to the founding of Trin ity College . 

The second would appear to be a request to allow some 

Scholar of the College, for there was no Fellow of the 

name of Dawes, to accompany some lads to the Con

tinent as Tutor. 

After oure righte herty commendationes Wher as the kinges 

moste royall maiestye Erectinge a College wythin that your 

vlliuersite of Cambrydge to thencreace of Godes glory, the 

allvauncement of godly study, the dysyenge of good lerninge 

and vertue haith taken certeyn of the felowes of sondry your 

Colleges theyr for the better fornyture of hys Maiesties sayd 

Colleges in even degree accordynglye. And hath lefte certeyn 

ll1en of honesty and desyrouse to study that were of hys graces 

cx.hibiton before, vnplaced in his maiesties college theyr whom 

�v,e thinke mete for the kynges honor to be prouyded for. 

I hes shalbe theyrfore on the Kynges Maiestyes behalfe to 

requyre yowe and euery of yow tadmytte and receyue suche 
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and so many of theym beynge vnplaced in the sayd Into yowre houses & colleges as shalbe thoughte mete named vnto yowe by the direction of oure vere lovynge Mr doctor Redman who haith the doynges theyrofe by Maiesties expres commaundment, wherein no dowte yow do that that shall moch satysfye & content hys hyghnes. we as your harty frendes shalbe righte glad of youre & gentyl conformite herin, thus we byd yowe fayrwell, frome London the vij of January. 

your louyng frendes, 
GEOHG CrCESTER. 
EDWARD NORTH. 

It may like you tonderstonde that myndyng to trayne childern which be scolares of yor hous in lres in some Thvniversites on this syde of the Sea, I have motch desier have my frende Mr Dawes with them. And not motch dou of his good will to do me pleasure, these be oonly in my m haTty wise to praye youer ientle [avors towaTdes hym. God willing, after diverse yeres stvdye and travaile yOll receyve agayn a man of motch knowledge and of no experience of whom also as of yor own domestike rou shal fully assured to serve yor honest cOlll0dities to the most of power. And besydes for my parte to have what I may by my self or my frendes to requyt that you shall herin do my desier. And thus most hartely fare you well, ffrom Calais xxij of December 1541. 
yor assured ffrende 

ANTH. Rous. 
Addressed: To the right worshipfull and his assured the Mr and felowes of �aincte ] o 1111 S Coleage of Cambriclg. 

John Seton, the writer of the homely letter follows, taught philosophy in the College. He had 
great reputation for learning, and was the author of 
book on logic for nearly a century regarded as 
standard work on the subject. He was one o� . 
Fellows who petitioned the Bishop of Ely as VISl 
against Dr Tayler's action as Master. 
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Seton became a Canon of.Win�hester and Preb:ndary 

york. His name occurs 111 a hst of' recusants made 
of 61 wherein he is styled 'learned but settled in 
'!l IS 1 

. try' He ended his days abroad, but when and paplS . 
where is not known. 

Ryght worshypfull after dew commendacyon, wt condyng 

thankes for yur sundre kyndnes towardes me, thes sbalbe to 

certyfy yU, yt as my syknes hathe bene longe and in manner 

ontynuall all thys hole yere, so now off layt ytt hathe bene most c
l '  sore, most extreme and most dangerus. I was one we {e lU 

case yt I Iyttyll loked for lyffe, notwithstandyng I sesed not to 

serche remdy by dyuors fesysyons and other menys, wt thyng 

hath bene so costly to me (be sydes my borde yt costes me 

wekly v s for me and my boy Robynson all thyng ys so dere) 

yt yt causeys me contrary to yt I hadd purposed to desyre 
fir fallors in alowans off my commons. I desyre no new, no 
strange thyng, nor nothyng I tryst against any statute, only my 
request ys yt so ye by yur fallor wold do to me as ye haue and 
intentle to order other fdowy sin lyke case. ye remembre 
yt I was not hole nor sOllnde when I last departed from the 
College my leg wt brast ther in my syknes ys not hole to thys 
ower. My trubles and deseses hath bene syche yt I cold gett 
none to see to my lege sens I came from Cambryge. How 
be yt I passe myche lesse off yt than for the wakenes off my 
stomak, and gritt feblenes off my body yt my longe lax and 
CjuClrtane hathe brought me into. I found remedy (thankes be 
to god) of my lax by one master Brok, controler of the kynges 
grace hys myntt, or ells yt hadde bene wronge wt me or thys, 
wold god I were able to go and mak mery wt yU ther. Whos 
company to me duttles shold be gret pIes er and comfort but as 
yit I am nott able therto as knaweth all myghty God, who 
long preserue you in helth and vertullS study to his blesed 
plescr. From London the 27 day of marche. 

yurs to the best of my pore power, 
JOHN SETON. 

AddleSsed: To the ryght worshypfllll Master Doctor Tayler 
Master ofT Sant J ohm College in Cambryge or in hys absens 
to l\Iaster presydent and all the Senyors off the College this 
be dd. 

-
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Dr Tayler became Dean of Lincoln in I544 and h eld a prebendal stall in the Cathedral. The foIl letters seem to show that he h eld other prefe which are not mentioned either by Baker in his h or by Cooper in his Atlzence Cantabrzgienses. 

Ryghte Wyrshypfull Master doctor We humble hus to your mastershypp. Certefyeng you of ye case tbatt byshoppe of Borow dyd suspend & excomunicate hus beyng in Ye prebende of Nashynton, Sir William Smylh, H.auIfe Baxter, Sir Robert Downam now beyng there Sir John Emlyn, Vicar, Sir Ric. Downam depart yd. because we woIde nott incline & obey to Sir Wllliam Commessare to ye sayd byshoppe of Borow & foresa!ce ryghte ordenary the heyghe deane of Lyncollyn & hys Item another cause was thatt we wolde nott obey hys CUUIClIIUI mett to pronounce Doctr Smyth to be excomunicate in chyrches, ffor whyche he dyd cyte hus by hys appariler apeare befor hym att a place whych is called Ibere & we nott apeare nor obeye hys comandment. Item all tke h prebend doyth certefye yow thatt the bysshoppe of Ly dyd neuer !cepe visitacon in ye foresayd prebend of Nashyn Item we ye foresayd prestes warr suspendyed of Mary Magdel day was twelvemoneth & excomunicate ye sonday after ye paryshe Churche of Fodryngay, and in lhe paryshe Chu of Wanesford, thoe ye whyche the foresayd prebend Nashynton, Newton Appthorpe & Ferwell had neyther lVIasse, no euensong the sonday before ye Assumpcion of 0 Iade. Besechyng yow to helpe vs poore prestes to & charges & so ye shall bynd hus to be your dayly Thus IhU: haue you in hys !cepyng amen. Att Apthorpe fyrst day of October by chapperes & beadme. 

WILLM SMYTH ) 
RADULFE BAxTER , prestes. 
ROBT DONEHAM ) 

Righte wurshippfull After all humble Commendacons to 
yor good mrshipp &c. This shalbe to avyse you yt I have 
dischargedd yr Masters Sermons in yor churches accordynge 
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'our desyres. Wherefore yE yt shall please your mrshippe 
to} . h )'Or promysed Rewarde either nowe at this Styrbrydge 

s c n u '-' to 're or at any tyme betwyxt this & michaelmas by some 
jfe) L 'C lllCSseger. I shaIbe readye to receave yt thankefullye. 
trllS ) . 
j\nd fll1'Lber to endeuor my seIfe to be at yor pleasure, Chnste 

11 'nge. Who preserve your specyaU good mrshippe In 
:�r�hiPpe to his highe pleasur. At Burton vpon Trent 
ye vll1 daye of Septembre. 

yors euer to comande, 
ROBERT BARsLowE. 

head curat there. 

Addrmecl: To the Righte wourshipfuIl & his singler good 
l11il)'ster 1\lr Dean of Lyncolne At SayRt John's Collegge In 
Cam bryge dd. this. 

1\Tayster parson I hartely comend vnto you desyrynge to 
herc of yor Welfare & ...... As you haue wryttyn you re letter 
to the parysch of Tatynhyll to know wheder that they wyll 
grannle to haue Barton a parysshe church and what the can 
sa)'c to the contrary. Sir for me and my tenauntes thys I can 
sil)'e that hyt ys not mete to make Barton a parysshe churche 
fro1' yfT you shulde, hyt shulde be an vndoynge to Tatynhyl1 
churche, ffor the that ar soo slow in doynge tl\.eyr dewtye now 
wolde be worse when that they were seperated, ffor all their 
fC)'llc woordes and boncles that the offer to be bounde in. And 
ferther hyt ys not vnknowne to you what besee Eell'owes they
ar. And yff the shuIde breyke theyr bound'e, they wold spende 
a hundreth poundes or hyt were tryed. Therefore I and all 
they rest of they parysshe wylI neur agree theFto. Sir I pry 
you to consyder that all my aunceters or the moste parte Iyeth 
bllr),cd i 11 that chirche. And therefore hyt ys not my parte to 
Src the churche decaye, ffor though I doe knowe what longeyth 
to a bodye ded, yet pore peple wolde crye owte off me yff the 
chirche shlllde decaye. And yff that any chapell shulde be Cl 
parysshe churche I thynke Whychnor shufde bec ffor hyt ys 
too lTIyles further from Tatynhyll then Barton. And yett I doG 
labor no suche matter. Wherefore my desyre shalbe to lett 
all be as hyt ys ffor all they parysshe wyll neur consent to haue 
J3arton a parysshe churche. And my trust ys that you wyll not 
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grannte theyrto, ffor I doe truste as myche goodnes yn 
toward Whychnor as Barton neuer doythe ffor Barton. thus fare yon well as knowyth God who kepe you. W at Charteley the viijth daye of Septembr. 

youre loueyng frynde, 
GEORGE GRYFFYTH, 

Addressed: To maystr Doctor Taylor parson off Tatynhyll thys dd. 

The next letter refers to a class of complaint of 
the College was destined to have many. The 
Cantrell, on whose behalf the claim is made that he 
of kin to J ames Beresford, was probably the 
Cantrell admitted Fellow about 1540. His name 
amongst the names of those who petitioned the 
of Ely. The difficulty of deciding on such claims 
kinship must have been very great, and must ha 
increased as time went on.  It is curious to think 
these claims survived in theory at least until the 
1860. 

Worshipfull syr my bounden duetie of commendations 
you premised. I doe moste hartely thank you for yor 
communication and message spoken & sent vnto me by 
bringer Rafe Cantrell at Grantham, the which I perceived al 
by the reporte of my ffrende Mr Roger Ascham vnto the whi 
I gane more stedfaste credence. Syr I was verie sorie yt it 
not my chaunce to haue spoken wt you at my being lately 
Lincolnshyr where if I had had knowledge of yor beingc 
Cranwell in due tyme I woIde not haue failed to have aw 
apon you ther as my duetie was to haue done, and to ha 
desyred you of yor lawful! fauor towardes this bringer con 
cerninge his busynes, but by my faithe you were departed 

rthc� thense and gone, or euer I knew of yor being ther, neue 
lesse I shall now at this tyme w: ,all my harte dcsyre you to b� 
good Mr to him in this same mater accordinge to right , a�e 
good conscience. And in so doinge you shall not only bIn t 
him yor dailye and continuall bedesman, but also me, Rob�r

e Carre & other his kinsmen to be at yor commaundment to t 1 
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t of or litle powers. I am sorye it pleaseth not my lorde 
b�s Elye to be better Iorde vnto him than he is in this his 
o ter the letters testimoniall brought out of Derbishire to 
ma , . ' 

rove me and my lS5ue to be kinsmen to Mr J ames Beresford 

�e thought good and lawfull to them that be Ierned & know 

vhat the lawe wolle. And so I am sure thei shulde haue 

:emed to my said Iorde of Elye if thei had made for some mens 

purpose, but hereof no more, but I besech our Iorde to put 

& kindle in my said Iordes herte as moche zele and desyre to 
compound & appeayse ye contentions & striffes within yor 

ColJedge with equitie & iustice, as many men by his procedinge 

thinke he lakketh, Yf Porter hadde been pot to haue proved 
him selfe to be kinsmen to Mr J ames Beresforthe he shuIde 
haue done it ad calendas grecas. And yet he was admitted 
tmda assrrHone without any busynes or trauble. Sir, for S0 
moche as it pleaseth not my lorde of Elye to be good lorde 
vnto my boye in this his mater, I shall eftesonnes beseche you 
to take vnto you Mr Setonel Mr Cheke and Mr Watson, whom 
I clo esteme most aunciente & circumspecte men within your 
house, and make suche ende in this mater as bi your learni.nges, 
discretions and conscience you shall thinke to stande with 
iustice & equite, to the which ende and order my boie shall 
stand in euery behalfe. And if the letters testimonial! Iateley 
brought out of Derbishire shaH not seme vilta you a sufficient 
prove, to cettifie & enfOfme your consciences in the mater, ! 
shall at my owne costes & charges ons ag'ein senae in td 
Stafforclshyre & Derbishyr, and cause parte of the same witnes, 
which shall seme moste indifferente and other moe, to be 
examyned on ther othes befoT Mr ordinerie of yt mater, and 
bringe vnto you letters testimoniaU vnder the said ardinarie3 
scale of ther depositions & sainges in yt behalfe, the which I 
might haue clone when I sent for the testimoniall if I had not 
thought the same to haue be sufficente. And iFl case it shal l 
not like you yUS to doe, then my boie hathe no other remedie 
but to prosequLrte his cause of appele que sicut eT at infra tClllP?l� 
de iure staiutum legitime iltlerposita iill/illata, cl pl'�secuta, ita adh/.l� 
11011 est deserta, Neel ad tempus sub spe conco1'die et fi1tah� delermz'-
7laliollz's per D. Elz'msem Episcopum fi'ettde sin' suspen'Sa. In: the 
Which cause and prosequution of the same' m:y b:msie and 
Sed' , ItlOUS countreyman Richard Comberford shall be made 
Partic, and at the longe Iengthe if he shall be so moche worthe 
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shall pafe the ordinarye costes and expenses of the sute or it sh,dl !'Oste me the expendinge of fortie poundes. the although it wulle very evill become me" yet it shall be no to the prosequ>uii;on. 

of this appeate for so- moche as I am 
to prove bothe the greffe adm4nistered' rn the Erection, and consanguynyte to Mr James Beresford. But even as I souye and verye lothe to take this remedie if otherwyse be, so I besech our lorde to helpe me when I haue most and no otherwise. Wherefor for the love of Goo in so as this busynes is betwene two membres of your house, let be decided J'nfra panetes domesHcoJ without farder trouble. if you thinke Mr Setone and Mr Watson be not «;:cupled with Mr Cheke, take the one of them anti let two make an end thereof, in the deteFminac�nl� whereof if can not agree, then I wolde you shuld showe your se1fe only a Mor 

and hedde, but also a man &. to see a 
between the two in the mater as it shall stand with right conscience, and hereunto I do most hartily beseche you. yuS or lor-de kepe you. At Thorpe this saynt Malhewes 154-3· 

by yours to commaunde Unfainedly" 
RAFE CANTRELL. 

I coulde I doubte not by my selfe and by my ffrendes letters from my lord of N orf. his grace and oyr, but:1 will no such bye meanes in' this mater. 

The two letters which follow are transcribed 
copies preserved by Dr Tayler.  They are hardly 
as might have been expected fro m  a man with 
reputation as a divine .  And it seems odd that 
should have kept them and left them in the CoIl 
when he left. Dr Butts, to whom the second 
letter is addressed, was Physician to Henry VIII 
and had presented Dr Tayler to the Rectory of St 
Peter's, Corn hill. 

Right honorable and my singular good lady, in most humble 
wise I comende me to yor grace, ever so beseching the same t� 
be so good and gracyous lady vnto me as to obteyne and gc 
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me of yor husband my lordes grace, the advoyson and next 
£or, 

lion of the paxsonage of Whassingburghe wt in two myles "a<;tl 
r Lincoln. wl�ere Gf Mr Archdeacon Hemaye is now the parson 

to d incumbent at this present tyme. So it i.s gracious lady 
�1 y' was never so poor a Deane of Lincollil afore my tyme as I 
y 1 llother was ther any of my predecessours this fiftie yere, 
an, 
,)Ut yt he might dispende double so moche as I may, besyde 

tUany & sundry charg>es y" be now wch were not at yt tyme. 

I3esycles this yr is not a foote of ye laades that perteyneth vnto 

the Deanrye of Lincoln yt lieth in Lincolnshyr, ye seyte & 
siLUacOn of ye Deanes 110use alone excepte, sa that I have 

llothinge ther towarde the kepinge of iny house, but only suche 
thinges as I bye wt the peay and ready money, which is the 
cause yt I am not al:>le to kepe & contynue any house ther, 
vntill sLlche tyme as God shall sende me some suche a thing,e 
as yS benefkc Gf Whassingbttrghe is, which wolde fynde me 
well my drynk come & some parte towarde my bread come. 
Some men as I am enfoi'med [saye by me the Deane feadeth vs 
well spiritually, but we wolde fayne see him Gns begyne to fede 
vs also bodelye r pray you I may as well be able to doe them 
bothe to Goddes pleasure].* And yS sureley is only the cause 
of yS my suete vnto yor grace. And yt none Gf yor graces 
Chapelyns shulGi think yS my stlete to be any hindraunce or 
iniurious to them whenever it shall please yor gcace to helpe me 
to the advoysan of the foresaid benefice & and to gyfe it me I 
shall immediately then geve yor grace ye advoyson of another 
benefice yt shall be of as great value in the Kinges book as 
Whasshingburghe is, and for all consideracons so profitable 
and good. but yt it lieth not so nygh Lincaln as Whasshingburghe 
doeth. And by yt meanes can nother be so good nor commo
dious for me, and for the mayntaynynge of the pG or house yt I 
wolde gladly kepe at Lincoln. And for r commoditie onlye, if 
)'or grace shall obteyne ye advoyson for me, I shall wt moste 
thankrull harte gyue you xxti markes to bye yar grace a kirtle, 
wt my harte prayer & dailye service whilest I Iyve, at all tymes 
to be readye to doo you any service or pleasure yt shall lye in 
my power even as one of yor owne hauseholde Chapelyns & to 
be yor poor ostet when so euer it shall like yor grace to vi site 

.. These words are erased. t Host? 
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Lincoln, yea how so euer I shall spede in yS my sUite. r 
most humbly beseche yor grace ther-eof and to take me as of youres at yor graces commandment in all therof for 
A.nd or Lorde have yor grace in his most blessed kep 
Ffrom saynt J oh us Colledge in Cambridge the first daye 
Septembre. 
,/i;nc/orud .. The cape of ye lett. to my lady of Suffolk. 

Right worshipfulI in moste hartie wise I haue me comen 
vnto yor good l\'[rs"hip. Euer so desyringe the sCl,me, to doe 
moche for me, as to surrender and delyur ether vnto the 
his Maiestie him selfe, or to any other persone his grace 
officer as your Mrship shall thinke beste, yea and yt at 
tyme as your wisdome shall thinke moste cQvenient, The pri 
seale that I had for the money yt I lente vnto his high 
which I clerely remitte and geue vnto his highnes wt all 
harte and moste willingly, towarde the great innumerable 
inestimable charges yt his graces sundry warres suste 
r nother dare, nor as yet will aske any thinge of his graclolI� 
highnes, of whome and by whome only, I have had all 
livinges. Yet not wtstandinge if it wolde please his high 
of his aboundant grace towarde me at any time here after 
geue me some prebende towarde the mayntenaunce of 
house at Lincoln
-
e, I shall then immadiately at the same 

resigne into his graces handes, the office and Mrship of 
Johns CoJledge in Cambridge, to bestowe it where it shall 
plese his highnes. I haue but one prebende in all Englonde, 
which is not worthe xIs yerely, And if I coulde haue be 
of Lincolne wt out the same, I thinke I shulde not halle 
as moche as yt one prebende, nother looke I fer to haue any 
of the gifte of any of the bishops or of any other man, vnlesse 
it be of the Kinge his highnes of whome I haue had all that 
I haue hitherto. Besides this the ordinaunces of the Chllrche 
of Lincolne & the or-dinaunces of the Coli edge of Saynt John's 
be �uche and so repugnaunte, the one to the other yt so sonc 
as I shall entre in to maglZam reSZaBllft'am as thel calle it, I shall 
be compelled other to leave and forgoe Saynt John's Colledge, 
or els to lose mY,dividente and proffytte that I shuld then 
receiue of the Ch�lrche of Lincolne. These yt halle kepte the 

Deane:i po\.!se at Lincolne, this Ixti reres be[Drc this tyme, haue 
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jitlche men yt haue had great proIDOcons, beside the 

�C;anrye and Sllche that the simplest & worst of them might 

d' pende at the least twise so moche as I may at this present 
IS 

tyJ11C, And if I shulde then leave Saynt Johns and get nothinge 

to be in the stede of it, I shall be then more vnable to kepe 

an house then I am nowe. Furthyrmore I perceiue that many 

and diuers, yea and some of them men of no smalle name and 

authoritie haue noted me, & be not contente yt I haue deferred 

so longe to entre z'n magllam residmlz'am as thei calle it, as 

I baue done. Which surely if I shulde begynne as yet, I am 

suer I shulde not be able to contynlle it after any facion 

alowable. All the which causes and reasons well considered 

if my singuler good Master Sir Henrie Knyvet (to whome I 

beseche you haue me humblye comended) and yor good 

Mastership ioyntly to gether wolde be solliciters and meanes 

for me vnto the kinges highnes at any tyme herafter, when any 

good occasion hereafter may be giuen yt it wolde please his 

highnes to bestowe upon me any such prebende towarde my 

house kepinge at Lincolne, and then to geue the Mastership 

of Saynt John's to whome it shall please his grace. Yf you 

shall at bothe yor suetes ioyntly together obteyne any suche 

thinge for me, I shall giue to either of _yor Masterships xxti 

angclls to bye you a couple of geldinges. And if )loure Master

ship doe it yor selfe alone, I shall geue vnto you the fortie 

angells, and any service or pleasure yt shall lye att any tyme 

in my power. As knoweth Almightie God who eur haue 

yor good Mrship in his blessed kepinge. Ffrom Horningsey 

beside Cambridge the last of October. Yours to comaunde. 

Endorsed: D. BUTTEs. R. F. S. 

(To be conlintled). 
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LIFE. 

Two foes within the soul of man, 
Two foes upon the field of life, 
Have waged an ever-wavering strife, Mind and the brute, since life began: 

And conscience, umpire of the fight, Of woe or bliss awards the meed, While subtle influences lead 
The human will to wrong or right. 

The mystery of life is still 
A mystery, nor may we know 
Or whence we come or whither go: The eternal law of good and ill 

Is all that God has given to man: While there is yet one little leap, Existence waking out of sleep, Which science ever fails to span. 

But mind must surely deem its cause A higher than itself to be; 
And cheerless are the creeds that see Blind matter lord of n ature's laws. 

Philosophers may vainly guess 
The riddle of the world, and while 
The war of life rings round them, smile 

And sing this song of idleness. 
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"I crave nor wealth nor length of years 
Nor fame, a poisoned cup of joy: 
No pleasures that can only cloy; 

No smiles that darken into tears. 

But calm content and even mind, 
To temper bliss and bear with pain, 
And muse in meditative strain 

On all the passions of mankind. 

For truth as in a mirror seen 
Sheds down upon us from afar 
The consciousness of what we are, 

The dream of what we might have been. 

And in that consciousness we move, 
And by that dream we shape our lives 
To slay the sin that still snrvives, 

And win a way to heaven above." 

But when we scan the starry night,. 
Our place in God's great seheme we find � 
The wildest wings of human mind 

No strol1ger than an insect's :flight. 

Can even mind and calm eontent 
Be products of an idle ease, 
That seeks liJut its own self to please,. 

And on no helpful errand bent ? 

And can we taste life's sweetest sweets 
Grimacing in the glass of truth, 
While helpless age and hopeless youth 

Cry to us from the crowded streets· ? 

To do one thing, and do it well; 
To match our labour with oar strength� 
Will gain the truest goal at length, 

Will have the noblest tale to tell. 
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And could we tread this earthly stctg� In courage, charity, and truth ; Then golden years would be Our youtht A silver crown should be Our age. 

And could our charity be deeds, Cold water cups to lips that thirst � Not coldly calculating first 
The chances of our neighbour's needs:. 
More brightly thus wou·ld shine the skias � For sweet it is to understand 

The pressure of a human hand, The gratitude in human eyes. 

And as thro' fretted oriel falls 
The slanted sunbeam"s dying smile Into a dim and pillared aisle In rainbow ripples on the walls� 

So tho' the sceptic shadows roll 
About us in our ignorance, 
Would gleams of hope eternal glance In at the wil'ldows of the soul. 

Co E. B.· 
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THE DREDGING SONG. 

The herring loves the merry moon-light, 

The mackerel loves the wind; 

But the oysters love the dredging-song, 

For they come of a gentle kind. 

ALF-way Up the steep hill which makes a 
principal street in the Wel'>h border city of 
Clobury, there is a very old black and white 
house where, if local tradition for once speaks 

truth, one of the Plantagenet princes was born. How
ever, the house has since scarcely sustained its original 
dignity. During more than half a century the ground
floor has been used for the purposes of a fishmonger's 
shop, while the upper stories have been the habitation 
of the fishmonger's fam ily. Only a few years ago 
the shop was in the possession of Mr Robert Williams, 
a flourishing burgess-fat, rosy, and well-liking, the 
very incarnation of the Philistine's jovial hard-headed
ness. Williams, though so fortunate in everything 
else, was disappointed in his children . His only son 
had died in infancy, and the nephe\'IT whom he had 
adopted gave him little reason for pride or satisfaction . 
Young Llewellin Williams was too evidently not fitted 
to make a great fortune in trade, and he further 
disgusted his uncle by developing a marked taste for 
l11usic. Old Williams, finding that Llu was at any 
rate good for nothing else, gave in so far to his fancy 
as to provide the best musical teaching that was avail
able in Clobury. If, in the eyes of his masters, Llu 
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had given any notable indication of talent, his un contemptuously as he was inclined to feel towards Bohemian and unprofitable tendencies, would probably have sent Llu abroad or at least to 
to receive such perfecting in his studies as teachers could give. For Williams was ready en to spend his money liberally on his nephew on other object, so long as he conceived himself j 
in doing it .  But Uu met with l ittle approval from h Clobury masters. He had inherited from a long of trade�men ancestors such stiff, unwieldy fingers one would fain hope, no artist has ever yet been 
with, and the Cathedral organist said, a little 
a man m ight as well try to play the piano wi umbrella-sticks as with fingers like those. Since 
was evidently useless for Uu to persevere with h 
music, old Williams· insisted that he should go behin 
the counter to serve �:)Ut bags of shrimps and oran 

Poor Uu had now a very unhappy life. Perplexed 
by the music which he felt within him, yet quite unabla 
to impart a n.otion of it to anyone else, or even 
understand it himself, he was besides bou n d  to aD 
employment which disgusted him, and he found 
interests within the very narrow limits of a small 
Cathedral town. Good music was rare at Clobury. and 
Llu gathered as much pain as pleasure from the little 
that came in his way. That awakened too much 
desire, t00 keen recollections of the hopes he had lost. 
Me began to follow out the French poet's advice to
the unfortunate-Bozs poltr oubHer, and this kind of 
conduct did not make his relations with his adoptive 
father any more cordial. 

One hot, feverous· day of August, ',Uu had felt 
especially broken a n d  wretched. His head was heavy 
and throbbed paiflfully under the last night's  caroU!,e. 
A German band, taking up their station on the othe

d
f 

d' urse side of the street, for two long hours had lSCO 
tln.e most terrible travesties of music. Mrs WilliatnS. 
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1105e tongue was something sharper even than her 
\'\ ' 

I 
. 

� ,'lJand's, had been particular y trym g. flU.' 
" I can't think what makes you so contraz'ry, or why 

rOU should grumble at the band. You're always 

;.unning after the music, though, lud knows, its pretty 

poor music you make yourself; and now when it' s 

brought to your very door, you must turn up your nose 

at it .  I can' t  make any sense 0' you men. Now 
there's Robert, he . •  " 

But i t  would be foolish to try to record the accu-

sations Mrs Williams used to bring against her husband, 
for on that subj.ect she was inexhaustible. 

All these vexations only served to magnify one 
supreme trouble that was irritating Llu's brain .  He 
was tantalised by the fragment of a peculiar air which 
sang itself all day in his ear, yet he could not recall 
the rest, nor, in the least, the source from which it came. 
lle tried to put it from him, but the more he tried the 
more he became completely possessed by it, and the more 
eagerly he was forced to ask himself, Where had he 
heard it, and what came after? He was not sorry then 
when night came, and he hoped that sleep would come, 
too, to deliver h im from the curiosity with which he 
tormented himself. But  the n ight was very hot  and 
stifl ing, and his  bed-room, which was on the ground
floor behind the shop, was filled with the unsavoury 
perfume of stale fish. He lay tossing for hours, all o n  
fire from head to foot, a n d  with a fiercer fire i n  his 
brain. He heard St  Agnes' clock every stroke from 
eleven till three, and at last dozed off when the earth 
was beginning to cool a l ittle before the dawn. Very 
Soon he was waked by a strange sound, and as he 
listened attentively, holding his  breath, it seemed as 
if the music that had been ringing i n  h is ears all day 
was being crooned over by someone close at h and. At 
first he could only believe that he was still dreaming, 
and the occupation of the day still repeating itself. 
Yet he was so conscious of h is circumstances, of the 
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time, of th e room i n  which he was lying, th appeared quite impossible that he should be still 
at 

And what sent a thrill of alarm and del ight th 
him was that it was no longer the fragment of an 
which he had been trying to recall, but a Corn 
song. He recognised the appropriateness of the 
and felt  that this could be the only correct Con text 
the snatch he knew, and yet he did not seem to 
ever heard anything but that snatch itself before. 
as he l istened closely he d iscovered that the stran 
faint notes were not of a single voice, but that all 
party were there, and there were many voices, not 
mere quartett, but a whole choir. Could it  be a pa 
of strolling singers ? But what could they be doing 
such a time of night I And for so many voices to sou 
so faint, they must be very far away, while it sep.TYl t:>� 
as if this sound came from somewhere quite near. 
conviction grew stronger every moment that it 
no distant sound; it  was clear and distinct, though low 
inside the house . .  very close at hand . .  in the next room. 
As soon as this last idea had presented itself to him, 
suddenly and irresistibly he leapt from the bed, throwing 
off the light quilt that was his  only covering, and made 
for his dressing-table to find the matches. The wind 
through the open window blew aside a corner of the 
blind, and showed that faint, almost imperceptible 
lightening, which comes between the darkest part of a 
summer's night and the real dawn, and makes itself 
rather felt than seen. The night air, now at its coolest 
and freshest, crept over his fevered body with a shiver, 
and seemed to make every single hair stand erect. He 
groped for the box, and, finding it ,  tried to  strike a 

match, but a slight phosphorescent gleam was the on ly 

result. He had rubbed the match on the wrong side 

of the box. A second attempt was successful, and, 

sheltering the little flame a moment in the hollow of 

his hand, he lit the candle. The observation of so 
many coherent triviali ties made him confident that he 
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not in a dream ; but then the thought flashed 

wa.:ss his  brain this might be an illusion still,  although 

act ,�as not dreaming. \ Could it  be possible tlzat he was 
he d 'l  He rejected the stinging suggestion as rapidly 
11/(1 ' .  • 

it was made, WIth a firmness of concluslOn that was 
as 
perhapS in truth the outcome of fear. No madman 

,1 S ever conscious of his madness, therefore, he argued, 
,.\ " 
ne coulu have no doubt of his own sanity.  He would set 

all  his doubts at rest in a moment, and turned, with 

settled resolution, to walk towards the next room .  The 

weird fascination of the music held him spell-bound 

at the door, with one hand on the latch, the other 

holding the candle suspended on a level with his right 

ear. A gigantic shadow was thrown back sideways on 

to the wall, slanting up to ,  and across, the ceiling. It  

flickered a little with the unsteadiness of  the flame , 

but Uu was absolutely still. The crooning increased 

slightly in intensity. It had always been distinct, but 

now it  seemed in its precise articula tion to pierce 

straight through the ears into the very brain. And 

yet, for all its clearness, it  seemed to h ave a kind of 

muffled sound, comparable, if to anything, only to 

someone singing in a whisper with his hand to his 

month. However, it  was the character of the music 

itself, not the mere quality of the sounds, that con

strained Llu to stand stockish1y there to l isten. The 

m usic was of such a weird, unearthly kind as he  had 

never dreamed of, not even after he had l ighted upon 

that isolated snatch. Those weak, feeble sounds sug

gested things great and terrible .  There ran through 

all a low and sullen refrain as of a heavy ground-swell 

at sea. Llu seemed, as he heard, to be looking down 
througoh deeps upon deeps of green waters, never blown 
upon by the winds of heaven, or carried about by the 
same influeuces as the moving tides, yet rolling tumul
tuously to and fro with a savagoe, dan gerous reverbe
ration. He heard, too, dividing the monotony of the 

under-song, the thunder of the surf, breaking on an 
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iron-bound coast ; a low, deep note, yet sounding 
and shrill against the mutter of the refrain. 
there was the rushing, tempestuous sound of bo 
winds, careering over the vast expanse of waters 
sudden flap of the bellying sail, the clack of the 

' 

the creak of the sheets suddenly pulled taut. 
seemed, too, to see strange lights flashing from d 
towers through the stormy darkness, and torches cast 
a blood-red glare on black waves with white heads 
foam. And all the time, behind every other sound, 
heard that threatening refrain, and was remind 
whatever other im age crossed his mental visi0n, of 
unfathomable dark abysses. It sank to the very 10 
degree of pitch and intensity, to become a runn 
accompaniment to a kind of strange chant or 
that m ight have been sung by the hoarse voices 
fishers at sea, silenced at times by the interruption 
winds or waves, and which seemed to take up 
weave into itself all the other elements of stormy music. 
This too came to an end, and the voices fell silent, so 
that Llu recovered himself, a sudden gust at the same 
time blowing in at the window and almost extinguishing 
his candle. He was struck with a panic fear that the 
music had ceased altogether, and it would be noW' 
impossible to discover its origin. B ut even as he 
entered the room the sounds began again. The per
formance that he had j ust heard was about to be 
repeated. All his curious \ questionings about sanity 
and illusions were dispersed by the i mmediate, pressing 
need of learning where the sounds came from. He put 
his candle down on the floor and cautiously looked 
about the room. It was a small and scantily furnished 
room ,  with the whole arrangement of which he was 
perfectly fam iliar. There was a table in it and a feW' 
c.hairs, a cabinet, and a glass case containing two or 
three small stuffed animals .  It was used, for the most 
part, as a store room for things which were not i�
mediately needed i n  the shop. There was little in lt  
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. but a small  barrel of " Colchester natives " stood 
flol' , 

one of the shel ves ; it had only arrived the day 

�� fore, and Uu could see, by the uncertain light, the 

cl o se-packed oysters gaping
\ 

languidly. But the sound 

came from the direction of the farther left-hand corner, 

an d U u advanced towards it  on tip-toe. He knew of 
noth i n g  there in which the mysterious cause could b e  

lurk ing, but then he h a d  no idea what the cause would 

bC. There was only a large barrel in which some 

dredged oysters were kept, in  brine and water, as they 

were several days old in the shop. The light of the 

candle was shot in a long narrow shaft of amber across 

the barrel on to the wall. The m usic had ceased as Uu 
craned his neck to peer into this corner, and into an d 

around the barrel. There was nothing to be seen .  Llu 

only noted, with a professional eye, that the oysters' 

shells were firmly closed. He stood there a few 

moments utterly confounded. Suddenly the music 

burst forth again, and snatching up the light, and 

peering forward, for one moment Uu looked upon an 

almost incredible sight. Every valve had opened 

simultaneously, and a chorus of many parts was being 

solemnly and vigorously chanted by all the occupants 

of the barrel. Uu's attention was especially caught by 

a very stout oyster, wagging a tremendous beard, and 

seemingly pouring forth a sonorous bass. He noticed 
another, long and slim,  with a gleam of mother-of-pearl 

within ,  which he thought was singing soprano. It was 

only the merest flash ; no sooner had the candle cast 
its purple shadow on the dark green water, than the 

oysters closed. themselves with a snap, and anyone who 

saw them then would have sworn they had remained 
fi rmly sh ut from the time they were first taken from 
the sea. 

Uu on the instant blew out the light, and there he 
w aited, in  an agonising state of tension, for a repetition 
of the music. But he waited in vain. The Cathedral 
clock chimed the quarters-one, two, three, four, one, 
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two-Llu's  heart fell lower and lower, till it seem d 
sink out of his body, and when he became awar: 
th e light which filled the room, that it was long

' 

dawn, he turned hopelessly away. He entered his 
room, and drew up the blind.  The little court-yard 
to which the window looked, was bathed in the 

I 

gold of a fresh summer morning. He took some m 
paper and a pencil from a drawer in his dressing-ta 
and sat down before the window to write out the m 
from memory. The whole composition went su 
through his brain, in rapid motion. " Let me see . . •  

it opens with some deep chords in the bass ." 
looked out at the sky, and at that moment it s 
to him that the notes had escaped a nd taken 
through the air like a flock of birds. 
to concentrate his thoughts on the 
brow, bit the end of his pencil, changed his 
He sprang up, and paced the room. Nothing remai 
but that broken air which had tormented him on t 
preceding day. He wrung his hands, and bit his 
under-lip so hard that the blood spurted out and 
a tiny blotch on the wall. " I  shall go mad if I can't 
remember it. I shall go mad." He threw himself into 
his chair, and hurriedly jotted down the fragment 
which he knew. Then he tried to force himself to go 
on, hoping that the rest might follow unconsciously. 
H e  found that he had only written those bars over and 
over again.  His head fell on the table, and he felt very 

cold.  Then an icy wave seemed to break over him . . . , 
he was in deep water. 

" What's that he's muttering about r "  asked the 

doctor. � , I 1  

C, ' Bars of Music . . . .  can't remember the rest . 
Eh,  what? 
. . . .  " Oh, I see. Here's something written down . . . .  Let 
me see ! "  

" Oh, I know that well. I heard it at Birmingha11l 

last week. "  

I 
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, c  Tfilzat ? "  cried Llu, pointing a trembling fore-finger 

at h i m ; an d  his eyes started out of his head, said the 

doctor afterwards, c. till I could have hung my hat on 

'e 111 .
' J 

•• It' s Klertchzscov . • . .  He calls it The Dredging 

Song, I believe."  
. ,  D - ! " shrieked Llu, and the scream haunted the 

doctor-a very stolid man, by nature and professional 

obligation-for many a sleepless n ight. 

lhat was Llewelyn Robert's ' Last \iVord: 

FROM A COLLEGE WINDOW. 

PALE Paradise of moonlit night : 

Cold bridge and ghostly trees : 

Dark river gliding into light: 

Harsh owl and swaying breeze. 

I hear and see : may sound and sight 

Long live in memory dear, 

When other moons shall sail the night 

And future days be drear. 

z. 

C. E .  B. 
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A SEA DIRGE. 

THERE are certain things-as a spider, a ghost, 
The income-tax, gout, an umbrella for three,_ 

That I hate ; but the thing that I hate the most 
Is a thing they call the Sea. 

Pour some salt water over the floor
Ugly I 'm sure you'll allow it to be j 

Suppose it extended a mile or more, 
Tlzat's very like the Sea. 

Beat a dog till  he howls outright� 
Cruel, but all very well for a spree : 

S uppose that he did so day and night, 
That would be like the Sea. 

I had a vision of nursery-maids ; 
Tens of thousands passed by me-

All leading children with wooden spades, 
And this was by the Sea. 

Who invented these spades of wood 1 
Who was it cut them out of the tree ? 

N one, I think, but an idiot would
Or one that loved the Sea. 

It is pleasant and dreamy, no doubt, to float 
With " thoughts as boundless and souls as free," 

But suppose you are very unwell in the boat, 
How do you like the Sea ? 

" But it makes the intellect clear and keen "
Prove it I pro\'e it ! how can it be ? 

�' Why, what does B sharp (in music) mean, 
If not the " N  atural C " ?  

� t  I 

���,i �� 

N AENIA PELAG lA. 

ODIT araneolas, lemures, regale tributum 
:l\Iens mea, cum stimulis, tetra podagra, tuis. 

Odit et u mbellam quoties tribus una patescit, 
Sed magis his odium res movet una-mare. 

Finge pavimentum salso fluitare Equore : 
Em icat informis (nonne fatere 1) paIus. 

Diffiuat in passus vel m ilIe vel amplius humor, 
Seque m ari simiIem crede aperire lacum. 

Vapulet et rabido latrans canis eiuIet ore ; 
(Apta joco, quamvis trux vide are, facis.) 

Nocte, die, totas ululatibus impleat horas, 
N octe, die, rabidi sic gemit unda maris. 

Lumina condideram : turbae per somnia imago 
M ille ancillarum praetereuntis etat . 

Quamque sequebatur iuvenile ligonibus aptum 
A gmen, et haec oculis ad mare visa meis. 

Quis fuit eduros qui protulit arte ligones 
Barbarus, arboreas exsecuitque sudes 1 

Non n isi cui vacuum tribuit natura cerebrum, 
Aut in deliciis cui solet esse mare. 

Suave (fatebor enim) labi, dum mente soluta 
Ficta volant ipso liberiora salo ; 

Nausea iactata sed verterit ilia cymba, 
Et desiderium quo m aris illud abit ? 

Sed gtnzztm stz"mulat, sed cor m,are reddt't acutu11Z : 
Haec aliquis : dictis si petis Ul1de fides, 

Corda, refert, chorda s#771,ulat dtltaroedus acuta, 
Ingenuu7JZ gemo sz·c mare praestat opem. 
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What, keen ? With such questions as " when's tide " ? 
Is shelling shrimps an improvement to 

Are donkeys adapted for man to ride ? 
Such are our thoughts by the Sea. 

tea ?  

There is  an insect which pe€lple avoid 
(Whence is derived the verb " to flee " ) : 

Where h ave you been by it most annoyed ? 
I n  lodgings by the Sea. 

If you like coffee with sand for dregs. 
A decided hint of salt in your tea, 

And a fishy taste in the very eggs,
By all means choose the Sea. 

For I h ave friends who dwell by the coast
Pleasant friends they are to me ! 

It is when I am with them I wonder most 
That any one likes the Sea. 

They take me a walk : though tired and stiff, 
To climb the heights I madly agree ; 

And, after a tum ble or so from the cliff, 
They kindly suggest the Sea. 

I try th e rocks, and I think it cool, 
That they laugh with such an excess of glee 

As I heavily slip into every pool 
That skirts the cold, cold Sea. 

Once I met a friend i n  the street, 
With wife, and nurse, and children three, 

Never again such a sight may I meet 
As that party from the Sea. 

Their looks were sullen, their steps were slow, 
Convicted felons they seemed to be : 

" Are you going to prison, dear friends " I " Oh no !  
We're returning-from the Sea " !  

LEWIS CARROLL. 

e t  

. Naenz'a Pelag·z'a. 

rOD AIS ? reflui dum quaeritur aequoris hora-
15 . ' 11 I . , 

Strin gent1 sqm as an t 1ea grata magls r 

Scire vel im an lumbis aptetur asellus adultis

I l aec animum subeunt ad m are saepe meum. 

5 63 

E):.t at quam fugimus pestis cui nomen asz'lo : 

( Hi nc quoque qui fugiunt quaere re asylon amant) 

Dic quibus in latebris obeat creberrimus artus

Ad mare conductre fas meminisse casre. 

rocula dispositis si vis h aurire patellis 

Quae mane inficiat glarea, n octe sa1um, 

Squamarumque ipso latitans sapor asper in  ovo 

Si placet, alterutro quaere sub axe mare. 

Nam mihi sunt quorum domus est prope litus amici

Nil sociabilius, n il m ihi dulce m agis. 

Hos quoties viso res quam miranda videtur 

Quemlibet optandum credere posse mare. 

poscimur, et lassos quamvis rigor occupat artus, 

Ardua polliceor scandere, mentis inops, 

Atque al iquis comitum malesuado suggerit ore 

De scopulis lapso bisve semelve m are. 

Aggredior cautes, et vix mihi come videtul' 

Immodicis adeo risibus ora quati ; 

Dum graviter 1abefacta vident me immergere membra 

Quacunque egelidum est ad mare sa1sa pa1us. 

U rbis oberrabam plateas ; occurrit amicus, 

Cum trip1ici coniux . pro1e nurusque simul. 

Oh utinam non dira oculis referatur imago 

Quae n uper viso grex erat ille mari. 

N am facies cunctis obnubila, segniter ibant, 

Tl'istis ab audito iudice more rei, 
Atque ego " num vinclis comites debemini I-at ilIe 

" Ecce !  mari reduces meque meosque," refert. 

C. STANWELL. 



S EPTENTRION AL [A. 

. .  , , , , , . • . " Of most disastrous chances, Of moving accidents by flood and field," 
Otlullo, 

HE Northumberland Assize Rolls, which one of the volumes published by the S Society, present a lively picture of the d and misdoings of a turbulent county d the later years of the thirteenth century, That of them, which deals with the proceedings on the side, with the intricacies of novel disseisin and d'ancestor, may be left to the m ore serious student real property law : it is rather the presentments j uries, representing the various wards and townshi of the county, which are of interest to the observer life and manners. The business which was brought before the Justices Itinerant was of wider scope than tha t which occupies the attention of a modern judge of Assize ; for the Justices Itinerant represented the Sovereign not only i n  his j udicial, but also in his  executive capacity, and the care of his financial interest s  was almost their most i mportant duty. I t  is  these financial investigations which cause so large a variety of cases to be included in the Rolls of the Assize ; for the Assize was largely a system of checking, by means of the juries, the accounts of the royal income, for which the Sheriff and, i n  certain cases, the Coroners of the 
County were responsible. Hence any matter which 
increased, altered, or interfered with the revenue came 
under the n otice of the justices. 

Th� sources of that revenue were m any and various. 
The j uries presented returns of such matters as the 
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vices due t o  the King i n  respect o f  lands held of 
ser 

h C f 1 . f ' h' f ' 01 with in t e ounty, 0 t le 111 ant tenants 111 c le , 

�;hose guardianshi p and m arriage were i n  the King' s  

d iSPosition , of purprestures o r  encroachments upon the 

roy al or public rig
,
hts. In crimes and accidents a:so a 

lucrative and elastlc source of profit was found. Cnmes 

against the person and property were of almost daily 

occurrence; and though the absence of any efficient 

system of police m ade the flight of the criminal easy, 

and the infliction of other punishment than outlawry 

rare by comparison, the King was entitled to a year 's  
profit of the outlaw's land,  and to the confiscation of 
any chattels which the guilty, or even the innocent, 
fugitive had possessed. It is  true that the township 
in which a crime was committed was made responsible 
for the capture of the offender; but the frequent in
fliction of fines for failure i n  such duty proves the truth 
of the proverb that ' what is everybody's business is 
nobody's business.' Such fines were only part of a 
series of amercements to which the township was 
liable; neglect to raise the hue and cry after a fugitive, 
or failure to attend an inquest, was sim ilarly punished, 
as was also any error or delinquency on the part of 
the township'S jury : to allow the escape of a prisoner 
committed to its custody rendered the township liable 
to a fine of great severity. 

A further source of profit arose from the system of 
deodands, Primitive ideas attached a certain degree 
of guilt  even to the purely accidental infliction of death, 
and, where there was no human agent on whom such 
guilt could be cast, visited with punishment the animal, 
Or even the inanimate thing which was the cause of 
the accident. The advance of civilization at first 
allowed, and afterwards compelled, the substitution of 
a pccuniary penalty, as in  other cases of the primitive 
lex tal ionis ; and the value of the instrument of death 
Was forfeited to the Crown under the name of a 
' deodand,' a system which was stretched i n  the King's 
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in terest to include more than the immediate c 
death. The goring ox or the falling tree are pri 
causes of death, and inflict the injury, in the la 
of the Roman Law, ' corpore corpori ' :  but the 
from which the drowned man fell into the water 
the horse whose kicking or stumbling threw him

' 

the river, are the causes of death only in a secon 
degree ; and the cargo, sails, and oars of the 
require even a more forcible extension of the 
B ut in these Rolls all such things are recorded 
deodands. 

The situation of a border country, and the 
allowed in  the frequent struggles of two n ations s 
wholly at peace, must react upon the internal state 
such peoples. And we find accordingly a condition 
lawlessness which is the natural result, partly of 
disrespect for the rights of property, engendered 
frequent raiding of the enemy's goods, and partly 
a quickness and callousness of temper produced 
familiarity with war. Thefts of horses and cattle 
of very frequent occurrence, as was n atural in a coun 
which included in its western portion m any wild 
secluded valleys where the royal writs never ran, 
where force was the only law. Even at th e close 
the sixteenth century the antiquary Camden was 
vented from visiting the central part of the Rom 
wall, in South Northumberland, through fear of t 
m osstroopers, who infested the hills, which that portion 
of the wall traverses. 

Burglary and other kinds of theft were also common 
offences, and it was but seldom that the crime was 
followed by the capture of the offender. There is, 
however, one curious story which shows that Punish
ment sometimes pursues with fleeter foot than that 
with which the poet has credited her. We read that 
one Gilbert of Niddesdale m et a certain hermit and 

walked with him across a moor, where the said Gilpert 

robbed and beat his fel low traveller and fled away, 
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iog him for dead. But his flight brought h i m  into 

leaVtact with the King's bailiff, who arrested him as 
con ' 

robber, and carried him to Alnwick. To that town 

a 
a!11e the herm it also ; and the malefactor, being identi

�ed by his victim i n  the presence of the Kin g' s  bailiff 

and the townsmen of the place, was sentenced to lose 

his head at the hands of the aggrieved hermit, it being 

the custom of the County that where a thief was caught, 

flying with stolen goods in his possession, the injured 

party was obliged to act as executioner, or to lose his 

claim to the restoration of his property. And in  this 

case the hermit did not shrink fro m  an office so incon

sistent with his profession.  A bloodthirsty age indeed, 

when even a hermit could turn headsman. 

The insolence of retainers, who presumed on the 

protection of their masters, was a fruitful cause of 

quarrel and violen ce ; and even the peaceful character 

of a monastery seems not always to have influenced 

the conduct of its servants. We read that a man and 

h i s  two sons met and quarrelled with three ' garciones ' 

of Alnwick Abbey, and that one of the garciones smote 

the m an on the head ' quadam macea,' so that he died 

on the fifth day after, his sons being beaten and left 

for dead by the other bullies. The three offenders fled 

and were outlawed ; but confiscation of their property 

was useless, for " nulla habuerunt catalla, eo quod 

garciones et ribaldi fuerunt." The j urors, who m ade 

this presentment, must surely themselves have suffered 

from the insolence of the Abbey retainers. 

Such crimes of violence were extremely common, 

and were usually of the nature of homicide upon sudden 

quarrel. Over and over again comes the entry stating 

that A. " percussit B.  quadam hachia in capite," or 

" quodam cultello in ventre, ita quod inde obiit," and 

in almost every case the offender fled to sanctuary or 

across the border, and suffered outlawry and confis
cation of goods. 

The mention of sanctuary invites some remarks upon 

VOL. XVIII. 4 E 
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a privilege, wnich, though open to grave abuse , 
have been a boon t o- many an unfortunate man in 
days when culpwhle, justifiable, and accidental horni  
were not clearly distinguished. Some degree of Pri 
lege seems to have been attached to every Church 
very early times. And, there- are frequent entries 
these Rolls to the effect that A.B. fled to the Church X., confessed h is cr�rnes, and abjared the realm in 
presence of the Coroner, his property being confisca 
to the Crown. But such a: proczeeding would only 
taken by the criminal' a's a; last resource. More fortu_ 
nate were they who could fly for refuge to one of the 
privileged sanctuaries. Of these the most famous 
powerful was the Abbey of St. Cuthbert, at Durha 
I,t seems probable that the fugitive who was received '  
that shelter enjoyed protection for his- life and property 
within the boundaries of the County Palatine, but only 
in respect of crime committed beyond those boundaries 
for no sanctuary could protect one guilty of corn 
offences within its own precincts. Thus the inhabitant 
of the County of Durham could obtain from St. Cuthbert 
no greater privilege than was afforded by an ordinary 
Church, that of being allowed to abjure the realm an<f 
depart over seas ; to 0btain more than this he must 
seek sanctuary at one of the other privileged abbeys of 
the l1orth-Tynemouth, Hexham, Wetheral, Ripon, or 
Beverley, which possessed similar rights, though within 
much more confined l imits. Once SW0rn in,  with the

customary formalities, i n  the Abbey Church, the fugitive: 
could live at peace withi n  the sanctuary precincts ;  out
side these limits the sentence of outlawry, which was
the usual consequence of his flight, exposed his life

to private vengeance and his property to licensed 
depredation. 

Life, already no- very secure possession in that 
turbulent age, was further liable to be cut short " per 

infortunium." Of such accidents drowning was the 
most frequent, and� of drowning, the upsetting of boats 
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t11e most frequent cause. I n  most cases the bare fact 

. rec orded that A.B. " cecidit de quodam batello et 
lS

ubmersit." Sometimes the occasion of the disaster, 

,�suallY overloading, is added. In all cases, with one 

exception, the value of the beat and its contents was 

exacted as a deodan d ; and it is interesting to note 

that such value was variously estimated at from tw@ 

to eight shillings. In the one exceptional case the 

,kin g  was cheated Qf his due ; for the presentment 

records that the boat be10nged ,to a certain Fleming, 

who succeeded in -escaping with his property before he 

�oul d be arresteGl. .: " ideo nicb.il de batello." 

The curiosity is aroused by the frequency -of entries 

to the effect tha..t A.B, '� cecidit de quodam equo in 

aquam de Tyne," or other stream, " et submersit," a 
fate which once befell two men, who had been riding 

together on one horse. It is  reasonable to suppose that 
such accidents were occasioned by rash or careless 
fOJ-ding of rivers. The horses are valued at from two 
shillings to one mark. 

Of other accidents there are many which might be 
amusing if they were not tragic. Frequent mention is 
made of women or children falling i nto cauldrons of 
boil ing water and being scalded to death ; but an extra
ordinary instance of misfortune was the case of a woman, 
who was scalded in a pan of hot water, into which she 
fell " ex ictu cuj usdam vituli." 

There are also many curious instances of homicide 
by mistake or m isadventure. One of these is a striking 
illustration of the old ballad. Richal'd of Horsley, it is 
related, was wrestling in sport with John, the M iller of 
Titlington, when by misadventure his knife fell from its 
sheath, and wounded the said John, who died of the 
inj ury. Richard took fright and fled, but the jury did 
not accuse him. " Ideo," says the Roll, " redeat si  
voluerit ; set catalla ejus confiscantur pro fuga " ;  an 
unprofitable amercement, for, i t  immediately adds, 
G, catalla ej us nulla." 
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A fondness for throwing sticks and stones 

quality deeply engrained in human n ature ;  
quality we m ay illustrate by a few instances 
shall be given in the uncouth but forcible language 
the original Roll. 

" Robertus le  Valeys, volens sectare 
baculum ad canem suum, per infortunium pe 
Matildam, uxorem suam, oculo, ita quod per infort 
inde obiit ." 

" R' Dalli, volens jactare quendam l apidem ad unum 
porcum, intervenit quidam Elias le Carecter j per infor_ 
tunium cecidit lapis in capite Eliae, un de obiit." 

" Willelmus, filius WaIteri de Aldebir, volens jacere 
baculum ad gallum. ita quod per infortunium percussit 
quendam puen-lm in capite, ita quod obiit." 

It m ay be that this last is an instance of the old 
Shrove Tuesday custom, which was often a source of 
quarrel as well as of accident, it being an essential 
point that the cock should be a stolen one. In the 
records of the Durham Consistory Court there is a story 
of how a man incurred m uch trouble and a suit for 
defamation by remarking that he wished �he could 
" here his coke crowe in their bellies that stole him." 

There are many more strange scraps of history to 
be found in  these Rolls. We m ight tell of the mad 
parson of Gunnerton, who thrust his head through a 
house wall, and was m istaken for a burglar and slain 
accordingly j of the witch (mulier ingnota et sortilega), 
who assaulted a m an because he crossed himself when 
she saluted him, was killed by him in self-defence, and 
afterwards burnt " j udicio totius c1erici " ;  of the strange 
doings of medieval volunteer firemen, who beat the 

flames and sometimes the heads of the bystanders with 
a stick ; of the intricacies of the game of " platepere," 

and how m any fish the constable of Newcastle might 

demand for a penny. But we must draw the line 

somewhere. 
R. n. F. 
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THE HELIX. 

ROUND the smooth steepness of the column creeps 

Th' entwining helix ; coyly, tendril wise, 

In quick encompassments that bravely rise 
By little step and turn of measured leaps ; 

Seeking that dim Beyond where distance keeps 
The promises of Here. To far surprise, 
Through all the long monotony that lies 

Between, happy in hopefulness and peeps 
Of promise, see, the gentle helix glides 

Gradual and geodesic ! Twisted true, 
Winding full  smoothly with an even slope 

Along the pathway to that promised hope, 
Itself that journeys is itself that g uides, 

A subtle serpentine,-the m agic screw. 

A PROBLEM. 

WEARI1lD of puzzledom I dreamed a dream ; 

A mocking phantasy, that filled my brain 

With a quick fevered fire, a burning pain 

That fed on outraged reason .-On a beam, 

l\Iounted on gyrostats at each extreme, 

Rested a small icosahedral grain 

Of gravitating matter : and the plane, 

Raftlike, that floated all, spun down the stream 

Giddy with vortex.-Nay ! Let me forget 
What other horrors crowded on my sigh t, 

G rotesque and gruesome ! Seen in light of day 

D nlovely, strange and terrible by night, 

Such monsters fear not charm nor amulet ;  

An d  tempered steel may pierce them through nor slay. 

G. T. B. 



CLUVIENUS : HIS THOUGHTS. 

EADERS of the Eag le will gladly 
Mr Tottenham's collection of fugitive 
of which so many have appeared in 
columns. We have long felt the need 

such a collection. The difficulty of hunting for 
or that piece in back numbers (especially if unb 
of the Eagle and Cambrtdge Revzew, and the fact 
when the painstaki ng searcher comes across 
he finds them imbedded in a m ass of extraneous m 
which tends to obscure their real value, makes it 
the more necessary that they should be gathered 
convenient ' book form. This is what has been 
some time past required of Mr Tottenham. It 
pleasant to have at hand a book which contains 
original of m any of the best j ests quoted in Cam 
to-day and often sadly garbled in the quoting. 
j ests, if left between the covers of a magazine, are 
to die in a new generation. 

Most of the p ieces i n  this book have a classical 
ongIn. The author is h appiest on classical ground, 
and his genius is largely inspired by the Second Book 
of the Nicomachean Ethics. His applications of 
Aristotle to ordinary life are delightful. When one 
reads the enthralling works of that philosopher (even 
under the guidance of Sir Alexander Grant) , it is hard 
to believe that he is not playing with us : when we 
read Mr Tottenh am's additions to his valuable 
aphorisms, it  is difficult not to imagine that there �� 
some serious purpose concealed beneath the fine vel 
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hu mour. When a humourist succeeds in creating of ' . . I II ' , , i l l usion, It IS a rare tnump 1. - IS reasol11ng, too, 
th IS . . 
, remarkably clear and plam, although couched I n  

IS1 c ta<Yi rite form. No-one could say that of Aristotle, t l e ":)  b 

whose intellect was m uch too lucid to allow its own 

nds a victory. 
e Future literary h istorians ( educated New Zealanders, 

for example) to whom this age will seem part and 

parcel of all that have gone before, will, no doubt, 

institute comparisons between Aristotle and Cluvienus, 

his m ost distinguished pupil, and convert Cluvienus, 

viewed through their diminishin g glass, into the 

companion of S.  Thomas Aquinas and into the secular 
Teacher of the Schools. Phzlosophy and Umbrellas, 
The lIt/ag'nijicent Man. and The Nzleomachean Ethz'cs of 
l Vidst will, no doubt, produce this result. But 
Cluvienus (or, to obviate the d ifficulty, another of the 
same name) will be also held up to posterity of 
4000 A.D. as historian and poet. The fragment from 
some lost history of the Jesus hegemony, which ended, as 
we know, in a confu&ion and interregnum, and fi-nally in 
tll e tyranny of Third Trinity and the present oligarchical 
govern ment of Trinity Hall-that fragment, in which 
the heroic Lady Margaret Captain, remembering the 
{ l ays of the Periclean Goldie, incites his crew to victory 
with the tactical cunning of Iphicrates, will hold its
own beside the most anacoluthic speech in Thucydides. 
Thucy dides is an over-rated historian . We al'e told 
to copy his style without imitating his peculiarities-a 
barren method of composition. The parts of his work 
Which we read with the greatest care and trouble are, 
We are told, from the pen of imitators. :But, if we may 
not copy h i m  l iterally in Greek-our €omposition 
tutors are probably shy 0f imitations such as those we
read-our versatile Cluvienus shows us that we may 
at least copy him i n  English, and use our language
" quite as if it were somebody else' s " in the imitation. 

But we should not correctly estimate Cluvienus" 
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ability of supplementing the ancients without a men 
of his Epinikian Ode to the Agricultural Voter. :N 
did Pindar, even in his best form, when 
myths in long-winded sentences with a d 
begin ning and no ending, th e joy of the lecturer , 
bane of the lectured-Pindar never composed so h 
scarum, so lop-sided, so subject-without-object an 
Gray's Pindaric odes were master-pieces in their 
but they observed the rules of grammar and the 
tates of metre, therein differing unconsciously 
their true begetter. But Mr Tottenham has seen 
real beauty of the Epinikian ode-that it is not 
subject for verse, and can only be artificially ad 
to m usic, like the Psalms of David-that it is 
a prose composition which can be compiled by mi�:-"; 
together an unlimited number of metaphors 
lavishly pouring one sentence into another with 
immoderate method of a fugue. Mr Ernest Myers, 
following the original text, h as done m ankinrl a ben 
and shown them how absolutely impossible it is 
translate Pindar : Mr Tottenham, in striking out a 
of his own, has shown them what a feat it 
i mitate him. 

Beyond the purely classical adoptions, there 
other pieces which reveal the author's shrewdness and 
observation. For instance, no n aturalist, however ex
tensive his labour, h as condensed so vast an amount of 
accurate information on the subject of animals and 
things innumerable, both small and great beasts, into 

so narrow a sphere. The article in question gives us 

an idea of the subject for which we had waited a long 
time. Nor, on the other hand, is there so chatty a 
h andbook of Anthropology as the essay called A nt/I?'o
pology /01" A mateurs. Professor Tylor's research may be 
greater : h is m ethods m ay conduce to more accurate 

. to knowledge-but we feel that he can never take us 1 11 

the true spirit of Anthropology so well as Mr Tottenham. 

The prose of the book, dealing with so many aspects 
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f knowledge as i t  does, is superior to the poetry. Yet 

°he poetry has its own merits. The lyrics on Style zn 

;/10 lIfat/zemakcat Trzpos, which appeared so lately in 

the Cambrtage Review, are certainly the best in the 

book. Ol8L7TOV u7TOJ7Ttaap,€lIou comes next-the iambics 

and their translation being both charming. B lIt, o n  

th e \",hole, w e  should say that, while the author writes 

verses whose merit is open to imitation, his prose 

possesses a flavour of its own which is inimitable. It 
is impossible to read the book without realising that 

here humour is used with the greatest delicacy and 

restraint.  Mr Tottenham's vein of humour hardly 

exists in the present century. In its essence it belongs 

to a past age, the age of dry jokes and quiet smiles. 

Yet it keeps pace with the times and exists in a pleasant 

modernised form. Every sentence contains some 

happy quip : sometimes one starts the sentence, another 

joins in, and yet another, and all run on to the end as 

though the sentence were unable to stop. This infects 

the reader : his mind runs with the sense and follows 

the argument, clear and delighted. 

These intrinsic merits of the book are enhanced by 

outward appearance. Mr Johnson has made it look 

very attractive. The green cover, ornamented with 

charming titles, the gilt top, the artistic paper-and all 

for the moderate price of three-and-six-give it a place 

in any gentleman'S library. It is not often that, at so 

small expense, we can procure so many jewels of true 
literary humour. Vzvat Cluvzenus ! 

A. H. T. 
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TRANSLATION FROM SOPH. OED. COL. 668-7 1 9 . 

" t '  €UL7T7TOU, <;; €JI€ . . . . 

STRANGER, welcome I Thou art come 
Hither to Earth's fairest home. 
This the land of goodly steeds, 
These Colonus' glist'ning meads. 
Here the nightingale's shrill tongue, 
Quivering aye the groves among, 
H aunts the ivy's p urpling shade, 
Haunts the thousand-fruited glade, 
Which no mortal man h ath trod, 
Nought but footsteps of the god. 
Here no burning sun intrudes : 
Storms break not its solitudes. 
Here the jocund wine-god moves 
Round his guardian goddess-loves. 

Day by day the heavenly dew A ntz"Strophe. To daffodil brings life anew, 
Whose wreaths of ancient bloom renowned Mighty goddesses have crowned. 
And its yellow clusters nigh 
Beams the crocus' golden eye : 
H ere Cephissus' wandering streams Dwindle ne'er 'neath Phoebus' beams : B ut each day its crystal tide 
Sweeps the pastures by its side : 
Swift the verdure clothes the land : Earth supports with fostering hand : The choirs of Muses love these plains, And Cypris of the golden reins. 
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Can Asian l and this glory boast, Strophe. 

Or Pelops' Dorian isle ? 
A tree nor foeman's sword nor host 

M ay venture to defile. 
Unsown, unpruned by human power, 

'Tis here it bloometh free : 
We knew it well in childhood's hour, 

The grey-leaved olive tree. 
Shall captain, hot w ith youthful pride 

Or marked with eld's hoar brand, 
Hew down its sweeping branches wide 

With sacrilegious hand ? 
No : ever nigh with wakeful eye 

The Morian Zeus defends : 
Her saving aid the grey-eyed maid, 

O ur Q ueen Athena lends. 

Strike up another higher strain : AnHstrophe. 
Triumphal songs I sing : 

Colon us' pride is our refrain,  
The gift of Ocean's King. 

Men praise her steeds, her knightly fame : 
Her navy rules the sea : 

All thanks to high Poseidon's name, 
Great Kronos' son, to thee. 

Here first thy power subdued the horse : 
'Twas thee h e  first obeyed, 

Vlhen tamed was his u nruly force, 
At bit and curb dismayed. 

Across the deep our oar-blades leap : 
We ply them fast and free : 

While round us glance, i n  myriad dance, 
The Nereids' company. 

A. J. CAMPBELL. 



FOOTPRINTS OF FAMOUS MEN *� 

HE College owes a heavy debt of gratitude Mr G. C. Moore Smith for his la 
investigations into its honourable past. 
is an open secret that he was led to attempt the task, the successful compTetion of which the E commemorates in the present article, by a study of the vexed question of the position of "\Vordsworth's rooms. The resuIt of his researches was the dissipation of the sacred associations, which, twenty years ago, cIung to F 3 First Court (thriving prodigiously upon the legend "\tV. W. inscribed upon a pane of late 1 9th century glass by the un veracious hand of some budding humorist), and the fin al award of the disputed honour.s to the jam cupboard, officially known in the Tutors' books as F 2 . But scarcely was the injustice of half- a-century redressed for F 2, when the Steward laid his fell hand upon it, and it was swaIlowed up in the- advance of the KitcheJls' 

Department. 
The grim wo'l f, with privy paw, 

Daily devours apace, and nothing said .  
From this investigation Mr Moore Smith turned to 
wider fields, and the result of an immense amount of 
patriotic labour now lies before us. 

.. Lists of Past Occupants of Rooms in St. John's College. Compiled by 

G. C. Moore Smith M.A.,  late Scholar of the College, and published by the 
Editors of the Eagle Magazine. Cambridge : E. Johnson. March 1895· 
One Shilling. 
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'The first impression produced on the reader's mind 

b an inspection of  this interesting m aterial for history 
. Y that our fathers were content with a very small 

lsaluation , and that the gains of the Appraiser of the V< • . 

th century were mcommensurate with the greatness 

�� thc historical period to which he belonged. The writer 

fi n ds that an inventory of 1 63 2  credits his old rooms with 

p o  furniture more desirable than three shelves, one long 

a desk, table, a " lege to ye window," a " cubbart," de

signed for the Huz and Buz of the period, and " a m assy 

forme," whereon the exhausted student might repose. It 
is true that the inventory is ek.ed out with such items as 

door-handles, keys, and " a dore to ye coals house," but 
these are poor substitutes for the mantel borders and 
pipe racks of modern civilization. And apparently a. 
Fellow and three Undergraduates were thrust into 
these apartments, with a lock and key a piece, and two 
" cubbarts " between them. One of these p ampered 
beings had " n ew glass " in his window and ,( a 10ft to 
ly in." On this the compiler solemnly remarks
" with such arrangements throughout it would be 
possible for the College tQ contain a great number of 
students." 

His readers will agree with our author that it is  very 
unfortunate that the earlier records of the staircases 
were not better kept. It was usual for Tutors to treat 
their books as their own private property, and thus· 
these have in  almost every case disappeared into 
oblivion with their proprietors. The consequence of 
this is that great gaps oecur in the dynasties, and in 
very few cases is it possible to discover who was' 
OCCupyi ng particular rooms earlier than the beginning· 
o f the present century. Unless there are traditions 
�vhich it was not in Mr Moore Smith's plan to embody 
In his book, we know nothing of the whereabouts of 
great men earlier than Word worth's ti·me. At Christ's. �n the other hand, the rooms where the Lady Margaret 
�lVed are said to be structurally just as she left them. 
They now form part of the Master's Lodge. 
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The first three staircases of the First Court 

and C) appear to have been singularly und"  
The only point of special interest is the occurrence the name Marsden on B 3, somewhere between I and 1 84 2 .  J. F. Marsden also occurs on D 3 in I But, singularly enough, though n o  less than three the literary Marsdens were J ohnians, it is n ot the 
of these that occur in Mr Moore S mith's lists. 
Buxton Marsden, the author of the I·2t"story o.f 
Punzans, was admitted S izar in 1 82 3 ,  and took his 
in 1 8 2 7 .  John Howard Marsden, the antiquary, was Scholar in 1 8 2 2 ,  and took a College living ( 
OakleyJ i n  1 840 j he was Bell Scholar, Seatonian 
man, Hulsean Lecturer, and . the first Disney P 
of A rchceology. Samuel Marsden, the friend of Si 
and the apostle of New Zealand, was also a Joh 
although he belonged to rather an earlier period. 

The rest of the First Court is pervaded by 
inspiring traditions. D I was, for a time, the home 
Adams, though later, in 1 863,  F 1 Second Court clairr.",. 
him for a term, and he afterwards occupied A 9 
Court. E staircase is associated with the n ame 
E. W. Bowling, the ' � A rculus " of the Eagle, 
occupied E I i n  1 862 j also with Dean 
of Ely (E 2 ), whose loss we still mourn ; 
Dean Ramsay (E 4, 1 8 1 3), the genial author 
Remztuscences 0/ Scotttslt L tfe and Character. 
this point there are n o  m ore particular stars until 
come to Wordsworth's staircase, where are to be 
besides the poet, Laurence Peel, the author of A 
0/ Szr Robert Peel (F 2 ,  1 8 1 7) j the late Professor Pal 
Editor of innumerable texts (F 4, czrc. 1 83 2 )  j Arch 
deacon Wilson (F 4, 1 85 5 )  j an d Chancellor Dibdin (F 4, 
1 869 ) .  With the doubtful exception of C Second courtf 
F First Court stands out prominently as a nursery 0 

eminent men. Nor does it scorn what Mr Willia!1l 
Morris would call " outland men."  F 3 acknowled ged, 

in 1 873 ,  the name of D. Y. Kikuchi, of Japanese 
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celebrity, and 1 892 saw P .  H .  J .  Rustomjee in  uccupa

. n of the same set. 
tlO • . C • f th F' C The remam mg lour staIrcases 0 e Irst ourt 

G H, I, and K) all have associations of some import
( n�e, and it m ust be admitted that, on the whole, the 

;i rst Court carries off the palm for evenly-distributed 

eminence. In G 3, under date 1 8 1 4, we find the name, 

better known twenty years ago than it is to-day, of 

professor Henslow, the intimate friend of Adam 

Sedgwick, at first Professor of Milleralogy, and then, 

for the remainder of his life, Professor of Botany in this 
University. It is notable that Cam bridge Professors 

of Botany have been a long-lived race. In the last 
century Professor Martyn, of Em man uel, held the chair 
for nearly 30 years j his son, Thomas Martyn, of Sidney, 
succeeded him, and held it for 63 years j Henslow then 
occupied it for 36 years j and the distinguished J ohnian 
who now holds i t  has already held it for 34 years. 
There have only been five elections since the chair was 
founded in 1 7 24. During exactly the same period there 
have been ten Professors of History and thirteen of 
Arabic. The rooms which Henslow held in 1 8 1 4  
received a different kind of consecration i n  1 868 from 
the immortal Goldie, the Achilles of Cambridge rowing, 
in whose prosaic existence to-day as a barrister i n  town 
it is increasingly difficult to believe. The same stair
case n urtured Archdeacon Sheringham (G 4 ), and 
Father Bridgett ( G  6), one of the new school of Roman 
Catholic historians, whose College traditions have been 
SUfficiently strong to lead him to select as one of the 
SUbjects of his investigations, " The Life of the Blessed 
JOhn Fisher, Bishop of Rochester." H also takes rank 
as an important staircase, for on H 6, in 1 830, kept 
George Augustus Selwyn of famous memory, for 
2 6  years Bishop of New Zealand, and afterwards 
Bishop of Lichfield, the father of the present Master 
of the College that bears his n ame. The striking 
Portrait of him, by Richmond, in the Combination 
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Room is one of the precious possessions of the Co Staircase I produced two Masters of the C 
" Algebra " Wood (migrated from 0 Second the author, according to tradition, of the reform wh abolished the menial duties and social disabilities Sizars, whose statue stands in  the antechapel ; and Tatham, who succeeded him as Master i n  1 83 9, 
case I has also other associations n o  less 
In 1 8 r 6  J. J, Blunt, the Historian, Lady M 
Professor of Divinity, kept on 1 3 ;  his Htstory of 
Riformatzon-not to be confused with the much 
elaborate work of a later writer of the same n 
is still suggestive and stimulating enough to be 
reading for those historical students who poke about 
odd corners of the College Library. In 1 4  A, at so 
date unknown, Lord Palmerston resided, and a 
later the Hon J. R, Townshend, afterwards Earl S 
while 1 4  B contains a n ame that might be that of 
hero of a m oral tale of the last century-Prince 
of Radili. The rest of the First Court is the abode 
m ediocrity, except where we identify in K 1 the 
where Professor J. B. Mayor lived, an,d Henry 
White the poet is said to have died. 

The Second Court has a good m any disting111<:np.c 
names connected with it, but on the whole its 
p ants seem to have scarcely as m uch reason to 
p roud of their predecessors as in the older 
In C 2, besides Professor Marshall, S amuel 
the descendant of the author of the A nalogy, 
himself the author of Erewhon once lived, C 4 
a n  aristocratic tradition ; we note the names of 
Duke of Buccleugh ; Hon G. A. Brodrick, 
Viscount Midleton, a descendant of one of the active 

I rish supporters of William of Orange ; Lord Burghley, 

afterwards Marquis of Exeter ; and I-Ion W. W. Cliver 
presum ably a scion of the house to which the founder 0 

our Empire in In dia belonged. E staircase has ass�
ciations of some interest. The late Bishop of Herefor , 
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pr Atlay, a former Tutor of the College, kept i n  E 2 iFl. 
836 ; E 3 was occupied in 1 8 6 7  by Isaac Todhunter, 

I
l igrating fro m  E 4, while E 5 is consecrated to Henry 

�fartyn,  Fellow in 1 86 2 ,  the indefatigable translator and 

missionary to ;India. Macaulay wrote h i m  an eloquent 

epitaph, and a writer who was much more reticent than 

1I1acaulay, Sir James Stephen, speaks of Martyn's as 

"'  the one heroic n ame which adorns the annals of the 

Church of England, from the days of Elizabeth to our 

{)wn. His delicate portrait h angs in the College 

H all, m aking almost " a  light within a shady place." 

F staircase is  associated with the name of  the late 

Professor Miller (F I ,  1 830),  the immediate predecessor 

()f the present Professor .of Mineralogy, a 5th wrangler, 

and the vigorOl�s and inventive author of a new system 

of crystallography. G 2 was, for a time, the home of 

Dr Merivale, and also of Dr Ellicott, the present Bishop 

of Gloucester and Bristol ; and these fathers of the 

Church were succeeded, in 1 85 3 ,  by Professor Mayor. 

G 3 was occupied from 1 7 9 7  to 1 800 by Lord Denm an,  
the father of the distinguished Trinity man who has 

not long resigned a judgeship. He was Lord Chan
cellor and Lord Chief Justice, and a principal ad vacate 
of some of the important law reforms of the present 
century. The same set was also occupied in 1 8 60 

by Lord Dunlo, afterwards Earl of Clancarty, and, in 
r 86 r ,  by Professor Mayor. This last distinction had 
been also enjoyed in some very remote period by H I . 
This set was occupied i n  1 85 9 by Professor Clifton, the 
father of a J ohnian not many years gone down. In 
1 830 H 2 accommodated the second Lord Heytesbury, 
then the Hon W. H. A' Court, and in 1 843 the late 
Dean of Hereford, then the Hon G. Herbert. K stair
case has the distinction of having been, in 1 8  1 4, the 
home of Sir John Herschel (K 3 ), a Senior Wrangler 
and first Smith's Prizeman, himself a great astronomer, 
though the son of a greater sire. The portrait of him 
by Pickersgill in the Combination Room, and the bust 
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in the Hall, opposite the bust of Adams, 
to every J ohnian in  his second term. O n .M  
Churchill Babington kept till 1 830 CM 1 ), and later present Dean of Exeter, Dr Cowie CM 6). 0 
is associated with the names of Dr Kennedy 
Professor Palmer, whose portraits are in the Hall. 

As we go from the earlier to the later parts of 
College, the interest distinctly declines. In the Th 
Court C 4 claims Dr. Speechley, the ex-Bishop 
Travancore ; D 6 (as also F 8), possibly Kirke 
the poet ; E 1 ,  the Dean of Exeter as an undergraduate 
E 6, Blunt, the h istorian ; and F 3 ,  the late Bishop 
Hereford and Professor Palmer as Fellows. But 
chief historical interest of the Court is in F 
rooms that were occupied by the ejected N 
Thomas Baker, by grace of the College, from 1 708 
his death i n  1 740. Baker was the Professor Mayor 
his age. After his ejection from his Fellowship, 
" lived comfortably and much to his own satisfaction .. 
in these rooms on an annuity of £40, which he had 
inherited from his father, and occupied himself with 
indefatigable researches into the antiquities of England. 
Horace Walpole says of him thC\.t " it"would be prefer� 
able to draw up an ample character of Mr Baker rather 
than a life. The one was most beautiful, amiable, 
conscientious ; the other totally barren of more than one 
event." It was in these rooms that he was seized with 
his last short illness, being " found insensible on the 
floor of his study," and it was from here that he was 
carried to his last resting-place, near Dr Ashton's tomb 
in the Antechapel of the old College Chapel, with a 
funeral " very solemn, with procession round the First 
Court with surplices and candles." Another famous 
name connected with this court (E 1 ,  1 8 1 5 )  is that of 
S amuel Roffey Maitland, the learned author of Tlte 
,Dark Ages and a collection of suggestive Essays 01Z t:lc 
.}<.ejor1natzon. We note also Bishop Colenso on E 2 m 
J 8,3 2 i and on F l ,  about ten years later, T. Whytehead 
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E - ) , the author of College Life, who died in New 

�e:lan d as Bishop Selwyn's chaplain ; Bishop Pearson 

(f 5, 1 86 7 ) ; John Henry Rose (F 6, 1 829-30), co m-

lctUorated in Dean Burgon's  Twelve Good Men ; and ,  

�1,st o f  al l ,  among living men, Leonard Courtney ( F  8 

1 85 2 ,  and F 2 in 1 85 3 ), perhaps a future Speaker of the 

Bouse of Commons. 

The New Court stands in  Mr Moore Smith's pamphlet 

as an evidence of the vanity of such descriptive epithets, 

for the compiler informs us in his preface that the 

Second Court was originally called the New Court. It 

is satisfactory to know that the Tutors, with lively faith 

in the expansibn of the College, are careful to describe 

it in their books as the Fottrt/z Court. Here, if we 

exclude the names of those who lived in its n ewer and 

more palatial rooms as Fellows, but whose time of plain 

living and high thinking had been spent elsewhere, the 

number of distinguished men is surprisingly small.  In 
A 6, as far back as 1 845, Dr Bateson, the late Master, 

lived, and the present Master was called from the same 

rooms to fill his place. In A 8, some time in the forties, 

the late Dr Churchill Babington lived, and we find his 

name again in  A I O, under date 1 846. Archdeacon 

France of Ely lived in B 6 ;  and Sir John Gorst in 1 g53  

was occupying C 6.  D 3 claimed in 1 870 A. C. Hilton, 

the immortal author of the Lz'g'lzt Green, and D 3,  at 

some primeval date, the veteran Sir Patrick Colquhoun, 
who to the end of his long life retained all his College 
patriotism .  E 1 2  possessed in 1 866  a future Judge of 
the Scotch 'Court of Session in  the person of A. Low ; 

and E 1 4  in 1 843 a Financial Secretary to the Treasury, 

Sir J. T. Hibbert, who took office in 1 893 .  Politics of a 

different kind are also represented in G 8 by W. Lee 
Warner ( 1 865 ), now a distinguished Indian official and 

Resident at the Court of Mysore. The New Court also 
claims as its own two important living head-masters, 
Dr Abbott, late of the City of London School CH 1 0. 

1 857 ,  and H 6, 1 860), and Archdeacon Wilson, late 
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Head-Master of Clifton CH 1 6, 1 85 8 ). Mr Moss , present Head of Shrewsbury, also seems to have 1i on almost every staircase in the Court. The Ion standing connexion of the College with the Earls Powis appears in 1 9, where the third Earl lived Viscount Clive in the thirties, and the present then G. C. Herbert, in 1 880.. 
The Chapel Court is full of potential disti but a little more time is required for its actualisation. 

J. R. T. 

THE QUIET LIFE. 

THERE 0nce was a Bishop of Rome,. 
Who lived on the top of the Dome'; 

This w arthy old stylite 
Would peep through the sky-light 

Remarking " There's no :place like home�" 

ANONw 
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S. 

I 

PHILOMELA. 

SWEET, silver-throated, singer of the night, 
Why leave thy nest, 

When every bird has wearied with the light� 
And sunk to rest ? 

Surely thau hast not called all day in vain 
Through every grove, 

For him who ne'er shall come to thee again� 
His constant love, 

And still, fond bird, when every voice is stilly 
In hope forlarn, 

Floats upward to the peaceful maon thy trill� 
Till comes the morn. 

Poor soul, thou dost but serenade the dead, 
The pale dead moon, 

That stares with barren gaze above thy head, 
To vanish soon. 

All, all, save only thee, sleep h ath beguiled ; 
The sighing breeze, 

That sometimes shudders like a dreaming childy 
Whom fancies seize ; 

The river, whispering still its waking moan,. 
" Fain would I stay, 

But ever gliding to the great unknawn, 
I pass away." 

Sing on ; what though my heart be thrmed with pain" 
I lave thy tale. 

SWeeter than joy upborne on wildest strain 
Is thy sad wail. 

H. B. H. 
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ON EXAMINATIONS. 

HE world is divided by philosophers into 
classes-the class which has attained 
highest good, and is by general 
happy, and the class which has not a 

the highest good, and is consequently, if happy at 
imperfectly happy, but generally is entirely unhayt', 
Philosophers have, however, failed to discover or defirl_ 
this happiness, and are obliged to be content with 
general statement. But if, as they have asserted, 
is this highest good, and if this highest good 
happiness-which, in parenthesis, it probably is, 
do we not say that when a man is drunk he is h 
(although our instance might be said to cut both ways ) 
-then, seemg that, eVen with these premises, the end 
still veiled in obscurity, they have invented 
whereby that end m ay be artificially attained 
such a time as we are permitted to see it in a state 
nature. 

Now these m eans are m any, for there are 
kinds of happiness. For instance, youth-whi ch , 
according to the younger Anaxagaras, is the season 
made for joys-has its automatic trains and wax dollS 
and merry-go- rounds, enjoyments which the volatile  
French nation carry on into their m aturity. But the 
French do this to supply a vacuum, for they have little 
comprehension of the games of football or cricket, 
which the Gods have provided as a means to the youth
ful happiness of our country. And, as we grow older, 
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find other means i n  the use of tobacco and strange �e 
drinks other than water, and then we seek for happiness 

h rough our evening paper. Many are the means which 

�rovidence has given us, but there is some doubt as to 
,vhether they are means at all in their present state. 
But that would be a divergence, which might be better 
treated in the next chapter. 

But all these means lead to other happinesses than 
the absolute happiness. For the absolute happiness is 
naturally (as we learn from Plato) formless, colourless, 
and empty-that is, not in the sense of being vain or 
worthless, as the Dictionary would no doubt say, but of 
being inta ngible, so that you can put your finger inside 
it without feeling anything, or knowing that you, or a 
part of you, are inside it, which is, of course, a purely 
philosophical and reasonable sense. And to this abso
lute happiness there is a road, but it is not extremely 
pleasant, for in idealistic philosophy everything goes by 
force of contrast. This (happy thought !) is better 
explained by a myth . For we have often seen in shop 
windows and the parlours of inns-where, we think, i t  
must act a s  a protest against itself, o r  even vzce versa, 
for philosophy is nothing if it does not see two sides of 
a question at the same time, and more if possible
a large picture in gay colours, called " The Broad and 
the Narrow Way," where on one side the searchers 
after happiness ( they being very few, principally a tall 
wom an with a parasol and a child) are walking along 
a very difficult and winding path, with several lions 
ram pant on either side, and a steep hill at the top, 
com m anding presum ably a view of happiness . But on 
the other side is  a remarkably pleasant path, beset 
with a great number of theatres and music halls, and 
frequented by m any men in the ordin ary dress of 
society, who pay very little attention to a murder and 
h ighway robbery going on outside the chief hotel, and 
are pressing on towards another hill, beyond which is 
the great blaze of fire that has no name, and has not 
been accounted for by philosophy. 
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This is a myth, and the moral of it is : keep to n arrow path, And, as one means of making the path narrower, the system of examinations has established. Now, whether this actually leads to or no, the arch on Euclides, no doubt, found when went out of office, and submitted the solid work of archonship to the Syndicate in the shape of These diagrams, we may mention, have since one of the narrowest parts of the path, to return a moment to our beloved myth . But unfortunately do not possess his correspondence or his diary, or m ight have known what he thought. And, even if did not think that the system was good-which is conceivable-let us imagine that he did, or subtract h criticisms from the system, and so come by both to the conclusion that it is by way of, or on the to, being good-z·. e. that it is a means to the good, which, as we have, I think, already decided, Happiness. 
Now there is  no doubt that there is more than kind of examination, besides the absolute examinauuu,. which is perfect from the standpoint of both examine. and examinee, and is therefore unknown under this pensation save to the intuitive mind, which, cannot grasp it, as how should it ? For, in an t:A.c:l.UU-. 

n ation, there are two parties concerned, the exam in 
and the examinee, which are convenient words, 
may therefore be used without fear of offence. these seem to engage in an examination by a contract : 
and yet this contract would seem to have nothing of the 
absolute in it, for it is a contract entered into of neces
sity on both sides, and therefore has a measure of pain 
on both. For the examiner does all he can to make 
things harder for the examinee : as, for instance, h.� 
sets him thirty questions to do in three hours, which, 1 
he could do it, would make him a hero or a little lower 
than the heroes : or he asks him a question, such 

.
as 

Who was the father 0/ Zebedee's chzldren '! or 1f a /tel'1't1lg 

I gq S � t I 
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11d a half cost tlz1'ee half-fence-the apodosis is voluntary, 

�ut ",e will reserve our discussion of free-will till the 

eighth book-w� ich both depend on internal evidence, 

and in ternal eVldence, as we know from the works of 

em inent theologians, does not belong to the category of 

the obvious, although people of surpassing intellect 

have been known to answer such questions with wonder

ful accuracy. On the other h and, the examinee attempts 

to outwit the examiner by numerous means, as, for 

instance, if he says that he is ill and cannot b e  

examined, which is  usually a lie, or, i f  not, is  an 

excuse which may be called a lie, but  is  allowed by 

Jesuits, or if he copies from the papers of  another 

examinee, which is  a fraud and an outrage on h\s 

own class, and, if universally practised, would produce 

an anarchy or an altruistic principle, either system 

being derogatory to the majesty of a democracy and 

utterly degenerate ; or, again, if, in answering a 

question, he writes down a great many things remotely 

connected with the question, by which he arrives at 

some end, which is a mystery, for, if he be very acute, h e  

�ometimes succeeds in  puzzling the examiner, and win

ning some reputation for himself : but this i s  not often 

achieved. In these several ways an examinee m ay 

practise on an examiner, if he has enough wit, an d 

7.'ICe versa. So that the contract cannot be said to be 

stable on either side ; nor,  indeed, is it a contract at all 

save in name. 
But, to return to the point whence we set forth. 

There are several kinds of examinations : and of these 

that which is thought to approach nearest to the perfect 

examination is the Tripos. So we will take this first, 

as, in the present imperfect state of our intellect, we do 

not know what is, and so are obliged with some reluct

ance to affirm what is thought. But let us console 
ourselves with the thought that if we knew what 

actually is, we should not know anything about Philo

sophy, which, as it at present is constituted, knows 

VOL. XVIII. 4 H 
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nothing about itself, and, when we say that We anything about it, we are merely using a form of Now the Tripos is so called because it is a 
institution-whence we may catch a glimpse of real distance from perfection-and, like the man in Sphinx' enigma, would have no legs to stand upon if h ad not three. Now no one knows what these legs so they m ay be assumed to be ideal, if indeed t exist, which has been denied. But that the Tri is an examination is certain, for we know it experience to be a phenomenon which causes 
in most instances, and so is abhorrent to the 
Hedonist. And it may be of several kinds-as, 
instance, the Mathematical Tripos, which deals with things which no one knows anything about, and is therefore the most perfect, or the Classical Tripos, 
about which the examiner knows a little, although the 
classical authors would o ften be puzzled at his know
ledge, or the History Tripos, which everybody knows 
a little about, though that knowledge is very in accurate 
and phenomenal, or the Modern Languages Tripos, 
which treats of things which no one  ought to know 
anything about, a lthough everybody does. And the 
end-at least, the relative end, of the TrfpoS-is a gift, 
which is very pleasan t to the recipient, and causes 
great pain and envy among the unfortunate, so that 
Love can have no place in a Tripos, not even if the 
Tripos were erotic, which is not allowed under the 
present state of things. However, Love is reported 
to have found his way once into a Mathematical Tripos, 
but, whether by Platonic means or no, is known on ly 
to the Gods, who know most things. 

Now there are, as we have said, other kinds of 
examinations, and these are even more imperfect than 
a Tripos. For there is the examination on which a 
m an's l ife depends, or is said to depend, as, for example, 
the Indian Civil Service examination, which m any 
essay and m ost fail to pass. For our friend Er the 

S e t 
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.A m en ian, who may be n aturally expected, from his f
j' <Yh bourhood to India, to know something about the pe b 

country, and, having some wealth, to cut a dash there, 

cco rdin g to the proverb, once went in for an Indian 

�ivil Service examination, but, being asked to add up 

several columns of figures whkh he knew nothing 
about, for in Armenia they conduct all com merce 
through the m edium of sheepskins or other means to 
the end of absolute comm erce, and to give some account 
of the travels of Marco Polo in  Bengal, which he had 
n ever heard of, since they receive no mention in 
Armenian historical manuals, failed in his examination 
and  was compelled to enlist in the m ilitia, in which 

office the strange adventure befel him of which you 
have heard, so th at i t  was perhaps better for him to 
enl ist after all, since he could in  that way discover the 
h i ghest good, which he said he saw with his own eyes, 
although he may have been dreaming. So that in his 
case the Indian Civil Service was a means to the 
highest good, albeit that highest good was of a strange 
and phenomenal n ature, which. is a paradox. But this 
is an exception to the true case, for Theages, whose 
marriage you all saw in the Tz'mes the other day, wanted 
to becom e a soldier, and tried to pass into Sandhurst 
by an examination which is not very different in its 
means and rp.lative end from the Indian Civil Service, 
but was " ploughed by the hoof of the plougher," as 
Pindar says, and consequently had to sweep a crossin g  
opposite the British Museum, until he m arried a rich 
wife who brought him a l arge dowry with the tongue of 
a m agpie, and so gained merely a tempered happiness, 
Which is very far from the true happiness. And this is 
the general case, for the involuntary usually supersedes 
the voluntary, just as in the History Tripos, to revert 
to the more perfect or less imperfect form of exami
nations, the voluntary subjects will not get a man 
through unless h e  knows something of the involuntary 
and compulsory. 
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Then, again, there are the Higher Locals, Locals, which do not seem to differ a great deal, they may in reality, and are generally concealed a cloak of obscurity and great divergences of But all we know of them is that there is a third person middleman in these examinations, called the Invi who seems to derive the greatest profit from the tion, since all the papers pass through his hands he receives great riches for letting them pass th without looking at them, while the examiner gets from them but the pain of looking them over and small amusement, if he has a sense of humour, would not bring him very near the perfect and a examiner, but rather remove him afar off : and exam inee gets l ittle also, save a reputation among unlearned and a little scorn among the people who m b e  described as Non-local i n  contradistinction to Local division. But on these m atters it were best refer to Mr Berry of King's. 
And there is the B ishop's examination, which is last I shall touch upon i n  this chapter-the rest I h to describe in my book on Activities-and is for those who desire to become priests. Now thts is really a very difficult examination, for the examiner is generally very learned, while the examinee is often a dull person, whose former Success in exarr.inations has not been conspicuous. And how the examiner ever came to be very learned is a mystery, seeing that so many of the examinees are unlearned, and that he hi mself must have once been an examinee-but he �S learned, and so 

the examinees have a very hard time, and they cannot 
see for that time the top of the Hill of Happiness, which 
we m entioned a little while ago. And when they get 
through, which usually happens after five attempts, 
unless the exam iner is their uncle, or was at school 
with their father, or is an idle person, which Heaven 
forbid ! they do not know themselves, having got 
through. And this leads to Pride, which is, indeed, 

S e t 
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form , but a false form, of Happiness, and they put o n  
a range clothes a n d  sing in strange voices, and have 
st 'l' OUS habits of eating, wherefore they are adm ired of 
CU l 

the young female an d come to a bad end. Which 

accounts for the present state of the Church and the 

recriminations of the penny Ecclesiastical papers. 

Whence it m ay be seen that the Bishop's examination, 

since it leads to a false form of h appiness, which is not 

happiness at all, but only a phantom and shadow of the 

truth, is the worst form of examination, as falsehood 

is the worst form of speech, and to act a lie, according 

to our moralists, the worst form of activity, though both 

m ay often be found very useful, especially in public 
relations. So that the Bishop's  examination is a n  
abuse. 

Now we could say a great deal more about exami
nations : as, how they could be m ade better, and how 
they cannot be m ade worse : and whether, being a 
means to happiness, they are actually a m ean i n  them
selves ; and whether the activities of the examiner 
are equal to or greater or less than those of the 
examinee, and what the proper activities of both are ; 
and whether it i s  necessary that the soul of both be 
immortal ; and to explain the system of marks, with 
regard to its justice and injustice ; and to enquire how a 
judicial examination differs from others. B ut we will 
d iscuss all these things i n  the sixth volume. So let u s  
now proceed, b y  a n atural transition, t o  the Seven 
Deadly Sins.  A. H.  T. 

Stagira, R.S.O. ,  
June 25th, 1 895. 



RONDEL. 

LE temps a laissie son manteau 
de vent, de froidure et de pluye, 
et s' est vestu de broderye 

de soleil luyant, cler et beau. 
11 n'y a beste ne oiseau 

qu'en son jargon ne ch ante ou crye. 
Le temps a laissie son manteau 

de vent, de froidure et de pluye. 
Ri viere, fontaine et ruisseau 

portent en livree jolie 
gouttes d'argent d' orfavrerie. 

Chascun s'abille de nouveau. 
Le temps a laissie son manteau. 

CHARLES D' ORLEANS. 

The year h as cast his mantle gray 

XVlUe si 

of rain and wind and chilling air, 
and donned a doublet debonair 

broidered with sunshine, sweet and gay. 
No beast in field or bird on spray, 

but cries or sings, for ease of care. 
The year has cast his mantle gray 

of rain and wind and chilling air 
and rivers, founts and streams that stray 

do all a joyous liv'ry wear 
with silver beads for j ewels rare. 

They all go new-attired to-day : 
The year has cast his mantle gray. 

G. C. l\1. S. 

I g� S � '( 

rIlE ADAMS MEMORIAL IN WESTMINSTER 
ABBEY. 

fwpo_...m1N Thursday, May 9, a meeting was held for 
the unveiling of the memorial to the late 
Professor Adams, in the Jerusalem Chamber, 
Westminster Abbey, the Dean of West

minster taking the chair. After a few cordial words 

from the Dean, the Duke of Devonshire, as Chancellor 

of the University, offered his sincere thanks to the 
Dean and Chapter for the way in which they had 
m et the request of the University, and for the 
hon our which they had thus conferred upon i ts  
late Professor, the greatest of the successors of  
Newton .  The Master of  St John's referred to the 
studies of  Adams in  connexion with his famous dis
covery of the planet Neptune, and recalled the fact that 
this was the j ubilee year of that event. Lord Kelvin, 
as a friend and fellow-student of Professor Adams, 
alluded to the pride which the University felt in Adams, 
even in  his undergraduate days. His best-known 
achievement was but one of many triumphs of mathe

l1l atical skill and scientific insight. Speeches followed 
from Professor Sir G.  G. Stokes, who dwelt on the noble 
Character and christian spirit of his life-long friend ; the 
11 aster of Pembroke College, Oxford, who told of the 
n1 ect i n g between Adams and Le Verrier at that 
D n i versity ; and the Right Hon Leonard Courtney. 
As a Johnian and a Cornishman, he spoke in eloquent 
terms of the glory conferred by Adams on his College 
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and his country, an d said that m any a Cornish youth been stirred by his example to lofty aims. 
to the national funeral accorded to Newton 1 70 
ago, he said that even Newton would be proud to 
placed near him a memorial to an astronomer who 
done so much to illustrate and develope his OWn 
coveries. Professor J ebb followed, and after Sir J 
Gorst had proposed a vote of thanks to the Dean 
Westminster and the Duke of Devonshire, the 
adj ourned to the Abbey, where, after a brief 
by the Dean, the Duke unveiled the memorial 
by Mr Bruce-Joy. The tablet is placed in the 
aisle, close to the monuments of Newton, 
Herschel, and Darwin. 

A large number of m embers of the College 
present, together with a brilliant assembly of men 
distinction in science, literature, and politics. 

We present our readers with a photograph of 
medallion as a frontispiece to the present number. 

I g� ) n .  

THE JOHNIAN DINNER, 1 89.5.  

The ] ohnian Dinner took place this year at Limmer's Hotel, 
London , on Thursday, April 1 8 . The Master was in the Chair, 
an d the meeting was in every way a success. 

The Toast list was as follows :-The Quem ; The College, 
proposed by th e Rev Dr ] essopp, repl ied to by the Master and 
t h e  Rev Canon McCormic1< j The Lady Malgard Boat Club and 
other atMetlc z'nterests, proposed by Mr R. F. Scott, replied to by 
the Rev J. C. Brown, the First Captain, ( Mr W. H. Bonsey), an d 
!\ [ r  R .  Y. Bonsey j The Chaz'rman, proposed by Mr G. C. 
Wb iteley j 1 he Secretaries, proposed by the Rev E. H ill . Music 
and song's from Mr E. J .  Rapson, the Rev F. G. Given-Wilson, 
and the Rev J .  A. Beaumont added much to the pleasure of the 
evening. 

Members of the College who would like to receive year by 
year notice of the date of the Dinner are requested to send 
their names and addresses to one of the secretari es, namely :
Ernest Prescott, 70,  Cambridge Terrace, Hyde Park, W., and 
R . II .  Forster, Members' Mansions, Victoria Stn:et, S. W. 

The following is a list of those present ; 

Dr E. C. Andrews 
lZev Dr Bail ey 
H ev H. R. Bailey 
W. Baily 
Rev J. F. B ateman 
[;'. C. Bayard 
K ev J. A. Beaumont 
R. Y. Bonsey 
\V. H. Bonsey 
.E. J .  Brooks 
R ev T- C .  Brown 
Rev 'wo A. Bryan 
L. H. K. Bushe-Fox 
A. G. Butler 
R ev A. Caldecott 
A. W. CaHis 
A. P. Cameron 
J. A. Camcron 
W. H. Chaplin 
Rev E. A. Chichester 
Rev J. !'. Clementson 
J. Cleworth 
S. H:. Cubitt 
R.  R. Cummings 
A. J. Davi<.l 
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Chaitnzan-The Master, 
A. De Castro J. G. McCormiclc 
A. F. Douglas W. McDougall 
G. B. Forster Rev J. Midgley 
R. H. Forster W. H. More,by 
Rev F. G. Givell-Wilsoll J. P. NicholsOll 
Rev P. Green E. Prescott 
Col. J. H artley Rev. J. Price 
Rev W. J. Harvey Rev A. I-I. Prior 
Rev A. Highton E. J. l{apson 
Rev E. Hill F. J. Ri<.lley 
R. ,V. Hogg Dr H .  D .  Rolleston 
R. Hortoll-Smith Q.C. W. N. Roseveare 
L. Horton-Smilh E. Rosher 
Rev Dr A Jessopp R. F. Scott 
D. 11. Kerly B. A. Smith 
Rev H .  A. King Jason Smith 
Rev J .  P. Langley W. Sulton 
W. M. Leake G. G. Tremlett 
J.  J. Lister D. M. Turner 
Rev J. H. LuptOll Rev A. T. Wallis 
F. Lyclal l  F. A. H.  Walsh 
A. S .  Manning Rev J. T. vVard 
Rev H. E. M ason G. C. Whiteley 
Rev Canon McCormick G. T. Whiteley 
G. D. U�Connick 
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THE EAGLE. 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 
(Continued from Vol XVIII, p. 547·) 

HE Lady Margaret by her will left to her 
executors certain estates in the counties of 
Devon, Somerset, Northampton, and. else
where, for the purpose of clearing off the 

debts of the old Hospital of St John and of founding, 
endowing, and furnishing St John's College. The 
executors estimated the yearly value of these estates 
to be £400. But pressure from the Lady Margaret's 
own servants and officers, from King Henry VIII., from 
Wolsey, and other potent courtiers compelled them to 
surrender their claim to the estates. But, tenacious 
in their purpose of founding the new College, they cast 
about for new sources of endowment. 

The document which follows shows that King 
Henry VIII. in  taking the lands promised compensa
tion to the extent of £ 2800, of wh ich it would appear 
that only £ I 200 had been received, leaving a balance of 
£ 1600. Finding, no doubt, that the King was reluctant 
to part with m oney, they suggest to h i m  that he should 
assist in getting the estates of the Priories of Bromehall 
in  Berkshire and Higham in K.ent for the College. 
The Lord Devonshire, whose assistance the College 
sought in this matter, was probably William Courtenay, 
eleventh Earl of Devonshire and Baron Courtenay 

VOL. XIX. B 
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afterwards, in 1525 created Earl of ExetE::r and beheaded 
in 1539. 

Artycies of consyderatyon for my lorde of 
Devonshyer to move and induce ye kynges hygh
nes to be so goode & gracesyous to ye lVIr & 
Scholers of ye College of Saynt John ye Euan
gelyst in ye vnyuersyte of Cambryge. 

fyrst be yt consyderyd yt ye kynges graundmother of hyr 
gracyotis dispos)'lion put certyn lanc1es in feoffment to thac
complysshment of hyr last wyll of ye yerely walue of CCCCli 
wyllyng that certen revenues yr of growyng shuld be imployed 
& bestowed to ye behowfe of ye same college, tyll such tyme as 
yt be hooly perfytyd and �onfirmed wt a Mr & L schoIters which 
charges was estemyd by hyr gracyous executOIs & diuerse other 
dyscrete men to amount to ix ml.li afore byr gracyous & godly 
wyll myght be necessaryly performed in y� said Col1ege. 

Neuertheless yt plesyed ye Kinges hyghnes & his most 
honorable consal! for certeyn consyderacyons to take ye same 
londes of CCCC. li enfeoffed to thl1se of ye said colleg as yt ys 
beforesaid. And for recompens thereof grantid, to content and 
paye to ye sayd Colleg lVI1 Ml viijc.li. ouer & besydes ij benyfyces 
which were promysed shl1ld be impropryd to ye supportacyon 
of ye same house. Of ye which sommes of lVII. lVII. viijc.li. theT6� 
was payd but xijC. h & so remeanyth vnpayd xvjc. li. 

In consideration & recompens of ye which somme And also 
ye dyscharge of ye godly and noble last wyl! of hys gracyous 
grandmother It may lyke ye kynges hyghnes of hys goodnes 
& pety to be so gracyOllse vnto ye seyd lVIr & Schollers as ether 
to grant ye sayd mony so vnpayd to be paid & satisfied to 
yem accordyng to ye aggrement & compos),cion or elles yt ye 
pryores of Bromhall & Hygham may be impropryd to ye sayd 
College which do not ammounte, all charges deducted to 
ye sayd somme yt ys vnpaid as yt ys supposyed by vj c. markys 
whereof ye sayd lVIr & Scl1011ers dout not but ye Kynges sayd 
highnes beryng yt in l1ys graciouse memory woll thereafter 
se them to be recompensyed to ye vttermost & they shall as 
yei euer haue done especially pray for hys most noble & RoyaH 
aslate. 

Endorsed: Consideracon [or my Lord of Devynshyre. 

Notes from the College Records. 3 

Before these two monasteries of H�gham and 
h 11 were dissolved and their possesslOns handed Brome a ' 

. '  

over to the newly-founded College, BIshop FIsher had 
induced the King to hand over the estates of the 
Hospital at Ospringe in Kent. . 

The }'1aison D ieu, 01' HuspItal of St Mary, at 
Ospringe, near Faversham, was founded about 1245 
by King Henry Ill. It consistf!d of a master and 
three Brethren called Presbyleri Converst', of the order 
of the Holy Cross, and two secular clerks to pray �or 
the soul of the Founder. The design of the FoundatlOn 
seems to have been for the entertainment of the King 
when he went to Dover and France, and of the Knights 
Templars when they came into, or went out of, the 
kingdom conducting the pilgrims who went to J eru
salem. For this purpose there was a chamber in the 
house called Camera Regz's. The Master and Brethren 
were also to show hospitality to poor and needy pil� 
grims and passengers, and to relieve poor lepers. The 
Hospital so founded continued till 1480, when it was dissolved in the following manner. Some time about the reign of King Edward IV. one Robert Darrell was chosen Master, when two of the brethren died; Robert Darrell died 20 May, 20th Edward IV., and, soon after, the third brother died: upon which the two secular clerks departed and the house was left desolate and deserted. The King therel.lpon committed its custody t� secular persons. Now King Henry VIII. in the SIxth year of his reign (1515) had given its custody to one John U nderhill for life. Fisher persuaded the King to grant the possession of the Hospital to the COllege, Underhill being suitably provided for. The first of the two documents which follow show the provision which was to be made for him. John ?nderhill was admitted to the Rectory of Harlington �n Middlesex and resigned it before November 1515, le. Was also a Prebendary of St Paul's in London, but reSI"·n 11' o ec 115 prebend there in 1519. 
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The second document, a Petition to Queen Catherine, 
shows that for this grant the King obtained £ 500 from 
the Executors, and that therefore the Queen by custom 
was entitled to £ 50, from which payment the College 
prays to be relieved. The fact that the College had 
to pay for this grant of Ospringe is, I think, new. It is 
not mentioned by Baker in his history. 

Jhu. 
This byll made the xijth day of marche the vijth yeTe of Kyng 

Henry the viijth Witnesseth and recordith that it is agreyed 
betwene the ReueTend ffather in god John busshop of Rochestre 
of the one partie and Mr John Vndel'hill master of the Ospitall 
of Osprenge of the other- partie That the said Mr Vnderhill 
shall at allY tyme after the fest of the J\nnunciacon of oure 
Ladye next after the date hereof Whenn he shalbe requyred 
make surrenderyng of his hospitall vnto the master and ffelowes 
of Saynt John's College in Cambrege And do all thyngs as
shalbe thought necessary by lernyd counsayll fOf the assuraunce 
of the same. 

. - -

Secounde that the said Buschop shall, the popes holynesse 
so beyng pleased, to whome iurisdictioll of the said hospitall 
immediately perteneth deliuer to the said Master J ohn Vnder� 
hyll a sufficyent wrytyng vnder the Covent SeaIJe of the Prior of 
Rochestre for an annuyte of  xxx H truly to be contentyd to 
bym at the days and places Iymited in the Slime same writyng 
duryng his Iyff. 

Thirdely the said Buschop schall in a recompense of charges 
and costes that the said Mr J ollll hath had for and a,boute the 
ilaid hospital! dehuer and paie to hym at the said tyme 1\1. lz' of 
lawful! money of ynglond. 

frortly the said 13uschop schall suff-er the said Mr John 
withoute any interrupcion to tak owt of the said hospitan 
suche stuff movable as to hym appertenyth and not pelonyng 
of Ryght to the said hospitall. 

Sixthltr the said Master John shall delyuer also a state of 
certayn landes to the yerly valew by estimacion viij li which 
remanyth in feoffes handes and leve beh)'nde him i n  the said 
hospitall all such stuff and goudes as to the said hospitall of 
)lyght do)'th belong. 

* �ic. There is no clause S iQ the document. 
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1 the said Master John schall deliuer or cause to be 
Sevynl Y I - . 11 f . d t the said Buschop or 11S asslgney a manner 0 

dehuere 0 II d S Charters bulles, evydences, courte row es an 
, tyn O'es a ' . 'Hy 

h
O 

m unvments that apperten)'th to the said house or 
all ot er J 

to any parcell thereof. . , 

. . 

VIIJth the said Mr John and his asslgnes schall haue ItbertJe 

Y of the grounde all such woddes as he haith made sale 
to carr 

of so that it be vnder the n ombre of xx acres of wodde and it to 

be wodyt and carried of betwene this and the fest of lawe

masse and the said Mr Vnderhill at his costes and chargeys 

schall suflicyently kep and close the said woddes. 

IX. Where the said Master John hath made graunte of the 

Stuardshippe of the said hospita\l to Sir Edward Nevell he to 

JwP the courtes and to doo all other thynges accordynge to his 

patente that the said Edward schall inio)'e the same patent the 

said Bischopp is content he doyng his dewtie accord)'ng to the 

same. 
Tenth the said Mr John promisses by theys presentes to 

deliner to the said 13ischopp the common Sealle of the said 

place of Osprenge and nothyng to seale therewith all i n  th; 

meane season nor to make sale of woddes or other thynges 
be longing to the same. 

These thinges are promised betwenne the said parties to be 
obserued on there honestes and in Witnesse hereof eche parties 
to other hath subscribyd ther names & put to yer Seale. 

Endorsed: COlluenciones cum Mro Vnderhill pro hospitaJi 
de hosprynge. 

Too the moste high and noble pryn cesse 
Katren Quene of Ingelande and of iTraunce and 
la)'dye of Ireland. 

In most humble wise shewith vnto your grace your daily 
Oratours the Master and ffelowes and scolers of the College 
of Seint John the Euangeliste in the V niuersitie of Cante
brigge that wher the great n oble pryncesse of bl)'ssed memory 
lVrargarelte late Countesse of Richmonde graundmother to our 
SOureign lorde the kyng that n owe ys of her godly deuocion in 
her Iyffe founded the said College and for the full ffynnyshynge 
f1.l)d Supplyment of and for the exhibitions of the said Master 
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felowes and Scolers for euer there vertuously to endewre dyd 
leve with such persons as she deputed to be executors of hir 
testament sumes of money to be imployed vppon landes and 
tenements to and for the same Which executors, in the Accom
plishment of the said Testamente for the graunte and lycence 
of our said SDueraigne the kyng by theym opteyned for the 
appropriacyo n  to your said Orators and to their successors of 
the auowson and patronage of thospitall of Osprenge i n  the 
Countie of Kente, haue paied to our said soueragne lorde in the 
Chauncerye fyve h undrith poundes by reason whereof ther ys 
demaunded an-d askyd to thuse of your grace of your said 
Orators the sum of fyfty poundes to your grace of your golde 
by laudable custome and your prerogatyfe for the same and in 
other cases to be dewe, which somme of fyrtye poundes so 
askyd of your said orators hauing nothing but oonly their 
cCll1uenient exhibicyons accordyng to their ordynnaunces and 
rewlis yf they shulde therwith soo charged shal be to their 
great impouryshement and hinderance and muict of their 
exibucyon in the said college. In consideracon whereof hit 
may please your h ighnes of your most habundaunt grace at the 
humble pctycion of your said orators to graunt your gracious 
letters to be directed to William Buddall your attorney general! 
in discharge of the said fyfty poundes vnder your accustomed 
Seale i n  such cases i n  dewe forme accordyng to the tenure 
ensuyng to be made and your said Orators shalle daylie praie 
to Almyghtye Godde for the contynual! preseruacon of your 
grace. 

KATERYN Quene of Inglande and of ffraunce and ladye of 
lrelande Too our trustie and wellbeloued William RuddalI our 
attorney-general! gretyng wher ther ys demaunded for us and to 
our vse of the Master and felowes and scalers of the College of 
Seint John the Euaungeliste in the vniuersitie of Cantebrigg. 
fyrty poundes to us dewe as of our golde by lawdable Custume 
and our preemynence for oon fyne of five h undrith poundes by 
tlaem paide and made with our dere soueraigne lorde the kyng 
for his  graunte and lycence by theym opteyned to appere and 
haue to theym and to their successors the patronage and adu0w
son of the hospytall of Osprenge i n  the Countie of Kent Wee 
of our especial! grace at the humble peticion of the SaId Master 
fdawes and scolers haue pardoned remitted and released vnto 
them the said summe of fyrtye poundes and the same to theym 
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haue by this our letters haue gevell and graunted Wherefor we 

wall and charge you that ye immedyatly vppon the sight of 

theis our letters Imowledge i n  our name we to be of the said 

{yfty poundes satissfecied and paied and ye surcease and cause 

to be surccasede all manner of processe and othyr meanys 

of and whereby the same somme of ryftye poundes shuld be 

askyd takyn or reseyued and that ye discharge and cause to  be 

discharged the said Master and relawes and scalers and their 

successors of and for the said fyrty poundes and the paiment 

and charge of the same the said our preminence, l awdable 

custume, or any other mater you to the contrary notwith

standing and this our lettre& shalbe vnto you agayne us 

sufficiant warraunte and dyscharge in that behalf, gevyn-

El1dorsed: A peticon by the Master, fellowes and Schollers of 

St Johns College to Queen Katrine. 

The nunneries of I-ligham and Bromehall , the former 

in Kent, the latter in Berkshire, came to the College 
by grant of Henry VIII. in 1524. Jane Rawlins the 
last Prioress of Bromehall resign ing in 152 I, the other 
twO' sisters of the house leaving in the next year. Some 
documents of the nuns of I-Iigham have been given in 
a previous instalment of these notes (Vol XVII, p. 
589-60'5), and we nO'w propose to give some O'f thO'se 
relating to Bromehall. 

The first document, a petition in NO'rman French, 
can be approximately dated . It is addressed to a King 
'whose grandfather (azel=az'eul) was named Edward. 
After WhO'SP. death came the late King, Richard. This 
shews that the King to' whom the petition is made is 
King Henry IV., who reigned from 30' September 1399 
to 20' l\:[arch 141 J. The handwriting of tIle document 
also tallies with this date, being very similar to that 
of the docu men t given i n  plate 258 of the Palaeog'rapll1cal -:UCLCty'S Proceeaz''17gs, fi rst series, the date of which 
IS 141 I. I have to thank Mr J. H.  Hessels for assisting 
me in deciphering the petition . There is perhaps one 
dOubtful word. Namely the word jres in the sentence, 
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certez'n terres gzsantz pres vostre fforest de 'Wyndesore. 
Some such word is required, but in  the MS the p has 
a sign of contraction (for pro), and there is a curl over 
the e which may mean anything. It may be added 
that the College is now patron and appropriator of 
North Stoke in the County of Oxford, which at the 
time of the petition was in  the vast diocese of Lincoln. 
(Nzcoll). 

A tres excellent tres redoute et tres gracious sieur l e  Roy 
SlIpplient tres humblement votres pouvres oratrices Prioresse 
et Couent de B romhale deinz leueschie de Sarum que 
come eles iadys vssent certeins terres gisantz pres vostre 
fforest de WYl1desore le qut:ux terres les bestes sauages d e  
lauaunt dit fforest ount degastez e t  destruiz deuant ces hOUl'es 
a gran de arerissement de lour viure et sustenance le quelIe, 
chose considerant le tres noble Roy Edward votre Aiel que 
dieu assoile a voz ditz oratrices graunta vne anuele pension 
de x. l i .  apres qui mort Richard nageirs Roy lauaunt dicte 
annuele pension en son temps retenoit et en recompense dicelle 
appria' lesglise de N orthstoke en la diocese de Nicoll a le 
propre oeps de les dits Prioresse et Couent perpetuelment de 
quelle esglise un core ount pesible possess ion et aueront parmye 

vostre tFes graciouse eide et seCOUf en cest cas. Que plese a 
vostre treshaute et roiale majeste destre bon et gracious sieur 
a YOZ ditz oratrices et eux maintener en lour possession de lauaunt 
dicte esglise sanz estre oustey par reSOll daucune reuocacion ou 
repelle de la dicte appriacion' faite ou affaire. Considerantz 
tres souuerein sieur que si les ditz suppliantz perdent lauaunt 
dite esglise eles nount donc viure ne lour mesmes sustenir mes 
destre mendyantz et anientiz pourtouz. i ouTs et ce pour dieu et 
en oenre de Charite. 

Elld01sed £11 a later hand .. A copie of a charter in frenche. 

The document which follows gives a curio1ls account 
of a d ispute between the Abbey of Chertsey and the 

1 Sic. in MS. query appropria. 2 Sic. in MS. query appropriation. 
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f B omehall .  Anne Thomas left Bromehall for 
nuns 0 r C' . 

. vVintney or Wintenaye, a IsterClan nunnery 
\V1l1toney, . 8 H 1:1" tford Bridge in  Hampshire after 1 4  9· er 
near .Ler B I 

Or as Prioress of Bromehall, Isabella ea e 
Predecess 
. t 'oned in the reign of Edward IV between the 
IS men I A 461 and 1483 after which latter year nne years I , 

Thomas succeeded her. 

A corrody was a sum of money, or an allowance of 

meat, drink or clothing, due to the Crown from a re

ligious house towards the sustentation of such persons 

as the Crown might think fit to receive it. 

The saying of Dame Anne Thomas 
some tyme prioresse of Bromehalle 
and now priorese at Wyntoney. 

Whiche saith that on dame Issabell Bealle whiche was 

prioresse ther affore her & her predecessores tyme owte of 

mynde was seased of a certeyn corrodye or Almys yerely ons 
in the weke was payed of vj case of co vent brede & vij galantes 
Qf Covent ale Owte of the house or Abbay of Charsey, fforther 
more the said dame Anne Thomas saith that ij monkes of 
Charsey who)'s names were Brampton & Bery came to the 
howse of Bromehalle & there d esired the foresaid Issabell 
Beale whiche was prioresse ther to shewe vnto theyme the 
evidence whereby they c1aymed & had yt corrodye or Almys 
and she brought forthe a faire writing i n  parchement to theyme 
vnder the Covent seale of their pall ace of Charsey and when 
they had seen it & redde it over they cast it in the fire and 
b�ent it where of the said pri oresse was right sory & muche 
displeased withe theym for the same, but n ot wt stand ing she 
ynyoyed the said corrodie duri n g  her tyme. 

And then next after her came the said Anne Thomas and 
was prioresse ther and she had ye rely during her tyme whiche 
w ... . as IIIJ rerys euery yere v quarters of whete payed by on 
Hatche which was servant wt the said Abbot of Charsay Whiche 
Hatche at thys tyme is on Iyve. 

And then next after he r, the said dame Anne, as she saithe 
came on dame Elizabeth Lakenore whiche was priores theare 
& that she had & enyoyed the said whete during all her tyme. 

VOL. XIX. c 
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The petition to Henry VIII which follows shews how 
the property of a religious house m ight be taken by 
the act of a powerful King without much chance of 
redress. The petition was probably of no avail, as 
the College never came into possession of lands whose 
description could correspond with those m entioned in 
the petition. It is  upon record that in 152 8  King 
H enry VIII granted to Sir William Fitzwilliam " the 
Park of Potnall, then not in closed but as waste, but 
which was late inclosed, within the Forest of Windsor, 
paying a red rose to the Sheriff of Surrey." 

To the Kyng or Soureyn Lord. 

Humbly shewyth vnlo yor hyghnes yo' dayly orators & power 
bed women the pryores & Nunnes of the howse and chyrche 
of or lady and seynt Margarette of Bromhalle of the ffoundacyon 
of yor noble progenitors that where as one John Bartylmewe 
late held of the sayde priores & Nunnes as in the ryght of ther 
howse & church aforesayde as of theyr manner of Bromhalle a 
Tenement and xl acrys of land & XXIi acres of wodc1e lying in 
seuerall parcelles in Potnall by the rent of IXS viijc1. by the 

yere at the festes of Seynt Mychell tharchengell & annuncyacon 
of 0' lady by evyn 'porcyons to be payde and by the seruice to 
yeld to the seyde pryores & N unnes & to ther successors haryet 
& relyf after the decese of euery tenant thereof dying seased 
And also sute to the court of the sayde 1 ryores & N unnes for 
ther manor of B romhalle aforesayde from thre wekes into thre 
wekes And also wheras one John Reynold of Strode late helde 
of the sayd pryores & Nunnes in the ryght of ther howse & 
chyrche aforesayde as of ther m anor of Bromhall aforesayde a 
Tenement & xxti acres of lande & x acres of wodde lying i n  
seuerall parcelles lying i n  Potnall aforesayde by the rent o f  xxd. 
by the yere at the festes aforesayde by evyn porcyons to be 
payde and by the seruice to yeld to the sayde Pryores and 
N unnes & to

' 
ther successo's heryet & Relyf at the decesse of 

euery tenant thereof dying seasyd and also sute to the court of 
the sayde pryores & Nunnes of ther manor of Bromhalle 
aforesayde from thre wekes into thre wekes So hit is most 
gracyous souereyn lord that abowte xxxiiijli yeris passed yo' 
noble progenitor & graunt father Kyng Edward the iiijth 
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porchased & bought all the forsayde landes & woddes of the 

forsayde John Bartylmew & John Reynold and the same landes 

& woddes ther inclosed & imparkyd in his parke of Potnall by 

Reason whereof the sayde pryores & Nunnes & ther predycessors 

haue lost ther sayd yerly rent of xjS vi ijd.  by the space of 

xxxiiijti ye res now last passed and also all the other forsayde 

seruices & profyths of the same and therfor had n euere no 

recompense to there greatte losse hynderance & impouerishyng' 

Please it yor hygnes of yor most habundant grace & pete for 

so moche as the sayde howse & chirche of Bromhall is yn 

decaye & power & but of verrey small possessyons and that 

the said parte of Potnall is d yssol ued & takyn away hyt may' 

please yor hyghnes [of?] yo' sayde habundant grace pet ye & 
cherytie to restore to the sayde Pryores and Nunnes & to ther 

successors ther sayde yedy rents & seruices And the arrarages 

of the. same in discharging of the solles of yor most n oble  

progemtors yor deryst ffather Kyng Henry the vijth and yor 

grantfather Kyng Edward the iiijlh ",hoes Sowles Jhu pardon. 

Or els most gracyous Souereyn lord that it wold please yar 
hyghnes of yo' most benygne grace & charyte the decaye & 
poverte of the forsayde hawse & chyrche consyderyd and for 
so moche as all the foresayde landes & woddys were of olde 
ty
h

me mortesyd to the sayde howse & chyrche and before tyme 
t at no mynde of . 

d 
man IS granted owte seuerally by the 

pre ycessors of the sayde Pryores & N 
them & f .h . 

unnes to be holdyn of 

r
o t er Successors seuerally by the rent & . 

a,oresayde To eve & 
serUlce 

the forsayd� P 
g 

& 
grante all the same landes & woddys to 

" ryores Nunnes & t th 
in Agmentacyon & . 

0 er successors for euermore 

And the d 
ll1cresyng of the same hawse & chyrche 

yvyne serU1ce in th 
yo' gracious letters vndre 

• e same to
. 

be mayntenyd by 

made accordyngly A d I 
yo brode seale 11l dew forme to be 

pray to God for the
n 

r� 
le sayde Pryores & N unnes shall dayly 

noble estate p 
p seruacyon & contynuance of yor most 

rosperousIy I 
of yo' sayde bI 

ong to endure And for the sowles 

God Oure lady
n
� S

e
, 
progeny tors And thus in the Reuerence of 

eynt Margaret. 

The lease which follows is perhaps an example of a kind of transaction of which th e religious houses in 
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their decay were said to be guilty. That, namely, of 
granting long leases at low rents, of their estates in 
consideration of a sum of m oney down. The lease 
given here may not have been sealed by the convent, 
if it was sealed, the seal has been cut away. But the 
land it purports to let has certainly been ,lost to the 
College as successor to the nunnery. 

T hi s  i n den tur e made the x viij day e o f  S ep temb er the thir d 
y er e  of the R egn e o f  King Henry the viijth by twen e da me Jan e  
Ra wlyn s Pr ior esse of the ho use an d c hurc he o f  o ur e  lady an d 
S eyn t Margaret o f  Brom ehal l in the Co un te o f  B erks an d the 
Co uen t o f  the sam e  plac e of the on e pa rte an d Rob er d  Gunn er 
of the pari she o f  Eg ham in the Co un te of S urr e husbon dman o n  
the o ther par ti e  W itn essi th tha t the seid Pri Ol'esse an d Co ven t 
by ther hol e a ssent ha th demi sed gra unt ed an d to fer me letten 
vn to the sei d Rob er d  all  tha t  ther T en emen t  an d gar den 
sum me tym e  T ho ma s  Ex e with six acr es an d hauff acr e  o f  
a rab i ll lan de an d a garden lying i n  t he sei d pari sh o f  Eg ham 
the whic h on e T homa s S hab yng ton late hel d to fer me of the 
sei d plac e an d Co ven t a n d  all tho se thtr lan des ca ll ed Ro mfil d 
hil l  S ton es an d Myn c hyn har ehill wi th al l the lan des p er teynyng 
to the sam e  ly ing in the hye ffelds whic he on e Jo hn Bar ty lmewe 
la te hel d to ferm e of the scid plac e an d C oven t an d al so on e 
pa lc el l e  o f  lan de with a wa ter lying in E wesho te ca ll ed harp er s  
ffor de whic he bo wn dilh o n  the E st par te vppon the lan des o f  
the Abb o t  o f  C her tesey an d o n  t he north par te vppon the gr ete 
par ke o f  Wyn desor e an d on the so ut h par t vppon a more o f  the 
sei d prior esse an d co ven t an d on the west parte str etc hyng a 
hun dr ed ro ddes from the wa ter an d al so a parc el l  of lan d ly ing 
n ex t  to then de of  S tain es b rigg e  in  the seid par isshe of Egham 
To ha ue an d to hol d  all the for sei d ten em en ts ga rden s lan des 
an d a ll ot her the pr emisez with thapp ur tenaunc es to the s ei d  
Rob erd an d hi s a ssign ez fro m the fest of S eyn t M ic hell thar k
angel l  n ex t  co mmyng a ft er the date of this in den ture vn to 
then de an d ter me o f  two hun drid y er es t hen nex t en suyng 
an d ful ly to b e  co mpl ete yel dyng an d pa ying ther efor yerely 
dur yng the foresei d telme to t he sei d Pr ior esse an d Co ven t an d 

to ther S ucc essors  x xij. s. o f  l awful mon ey of englan d a t  the 
fests of the Ann unciacion o f  o ur la dy an d s eyn t Mic hell 
thar kang ell by even porcion s to b e  payed an d the seid Rob erd 
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. . 11ez all the houses o f  the fo resei d T en emen ts an d 
an d his a sslg 

I e Of the fo rseid gar den s an d lan des well e and 
all t he c OSLlf 

. I shall repe i re susteyn an d mayn teyn duryng all t he 
suffiCIent Y , 

'd t lue at ther o wen prop er c aste an d c ha rge an d them 
fur e5t'1 er ' 

ffi ' tl y rep ei red susteyned and mayn teyn ed a t  then d of the 
so su lClen , " 

. I e sl1a Jl ]eve <Jnd the seld Rob erd an d hIS asslgnez shall 
sel( term ' 

berr- and paye all g ra un tes ren tes dew an d acc usto med to the c heff 

'Iord e of the ffee o f  the sa me an d al so all o ther c harges g ra un ted 

o r  to b e  graun ted to the c hyrc he or to t he kyng duryng all the 

forseid terme a t  t her o wen co ste an d c harg e  an d i f  i t  happ en 

the !eid y erely r ent of x xij . s. to b e  b ehyn de in  part e or in al l 

a fter ony of t he fo rsei d  fests in whic he i t  o ug ht to b e  payed an d 

no t payed by xv day s tha t t hen i t  sha ll b e  lawfull to the seid 

p rior esse an d co vent an d to ther succ essor s in to all  the for sei d 

bndes an d ten ement s an d all o ther the pre mis sez with theap 

pur1ena unc ez to en tr e an d d istreyn e, the dist resse so ta ken to 

lede cary dryv e an d b er e  a way e  an d them to i mpar ke an d 

deteyn i rrepl egiabl e  vn ti ll e the for seid y e  r ely r en t  o f  xxij. s. an d 

the arrerag es of the Same to the sei d Pr ior esse an d Coven t  
an d to tb er succ essor s b e  ful l  con tented an d pay e d  An d if it 
happ en the sei d ye r ely R en t  of xxij. s' to b e  b ehy nde in part e 
or in all after an y of th e for sei d festes in whic he i t  o ug ht to b e  
pa yed and not payed by on e hol e  yer e an d no suffici en t  distre sse 
for tbe sa me in an d v ppon the seid t en emen te s an d lan des wi th 
tha pp urtence s may b e  fo wn de t ha t  then i t  shall b e  la wful l to the 
sI·id Prio ress e and Covent and to ther succ esso rs in  to all  the 
fO

,
r seid ten emen ts lan des gar den s  an d al l o ther the p remi ssez 

wlththappurtenaunces to r een tr e an d them to ha ve agen a s  i n  
ther mr st estat e and the seid Rob erd and his assignez ther eof to }lUll o ute t his l es e  notwithstandyng In Witn es wher eof to the 
o ne part e of this Ind en tur e  wit h t he sei d Rob er d  r ema ynyng 
the seid Prior ess d C e an o ven t  baue sette ther Co mon S eal e an d 
to t he o lher pa t f I '  I ' " 
C 

,r 0 lllS ndenture wllh t he seld P nor esse an d 
o vent r em a)' h ' , 

11 cl 
' n) ng t e seld Rob erd ha th sett e Ius S eale y even 

le a )'e and ' b y ere i:l o ve wret yn . 

It is not very clear to whom the document which fOllows is addressed. Perhaps by the College to the QUeen, or to some one about the Court of Elizabeth. But the tenor of the document shews that even when 
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the possessions of the Nunnery had been granted to the 
College, they were still in danger of being lost. 

For th e Co ll eg e of S aint J o nes 
In C ambr i g e. 

:Vt ma ye pIese yo ure master shep to r ememb er a per sell of 
gro und e caw Iyd Knowl e grov e tha t  w as b elo ng ing to Bro mh all e 
why ch e  Io n d es and wod es wt the h oll e riv en ew of Bro mh aIle 
wa s gyv en [ta] th e Col leg e of S en te fo nes in Camb ridg e A nd 
th e sa yd grov e Ll ies] in th e ffo rreste of Wy nd sor n ere Ch ersa ye 
why ch e  w as so mtyme an e Abb ey wh er e  v nto Kyng Henry  
th e viij had R eco ur se and d yd v se much e h untyng And now e 
th er e ys no e sh uch e  ho use nor Reffug e for th e quenes g race to 
lye a t. And wh enn yt pl esyd th e kyng to R emov e  and dy so lv e  
th e sayd A bb ey th ere w as o ne Mr Danester dw ellyng th er e 
abow te wh ich e  w as a poy nted to b e  ch effe co mmissyner ffo r 
th e d ysolvyng o ff  th e sa yd h o wse of Ch er sey And h e  havy ng 
a mynd e to th e said Kno le grov e caw syd a kynsemanne of h ys 
whoo se name wa s Aw ffeld b eyng a kepar to g yv e  in ffor masyan 
ffo r th e kyng that th e sayd Knol e g rov e wa s mette fo r th e kyng 
to harbre  d ere in wh ych e d er e  co myth e v er ye l etl e th er e b ut 
th us th e sa)'d Mr Da nester d ury ng h is I yffe a nd the keper s th er e 
abowgh te h ath e  had th e ownl)'e co mody te th eJo ff A nd th e sa yd 
Coll eg e  h ad v ery l etl e r eco mpens In con sid era syo n  of th e tDyn g, 
th e r ente th eto ff b eyng :x:xs. b y  th e yer e wh ych e yerl ye r ente 
ys no t ow nl ye a greate d eca ye to th e val ue of an h und reth e 
pownd e to th e fo rsa yd co ll eg e  

• . . .  feIlowes and sco Tl ers Wh ych e d ayle pra y th er for th e go od 
pr esa rva syo n  of yo ur e  g races ma je sty e  b ut al so th e wod es that 
now b e  stan dyng and growy ng e  v ppon th e sa me g rov e wh ych e 
wod es wol de b e  a g rea te rel effe vn to th e sa yd fel lowes and 
scol er s  and to th er e  st::ksesso rs ffor ev er In tend er co nsid era yso n 
w hero ff ytt maye pIese yo ur g rac e o ff  your e mere goo dn es 
tend erly e  to co nsyd er of yo Ute po re su ppl ian ts tha t  the sayd 
grov e w t  yo ur g ra ces ffavor s mygh te be Restored to th e sa yd 
colleg e agayne. 

The" date of the foundation of the Nunnery of Brome
hall is not clearly known . It is, however, known that 
in the year 1199, King John granted the advowson and 
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appropriation of Sunninghill to the nunnery, so that 

it was in existence before that date. In the cellar walls 

of the present farmhouse of Broomhall, close to 

Sunningdale railway station, can be seen some rough 

masonry which is believed to have been part of the 

walls of the old nunnery. A few years ago while some 

excavations were being m ade in the stackyard of the 

farm a few sculls and bones were found, probably the 

remains of some of the former inmates of the nunnery. 

R. F. S .  

(To ve continued.) 



THE STRANGE ADVENTURE OF 

GREGOR Y WYMPE. 

Fair to see d id the Abbey stand, 
Rich in relics of many a saint, 
Rich in carving and gilt and paint, 

Rich in m anor, and tithe, and land. 
But the top and crown of the whole domain, 

Better than land on the fertile lea, 
As good as the bones of St. Gondolain, 

Was the Abbey's right of Sanctuary. 

A mile from the Abbey on every hand, 
A mile to east, and a m ile to west, 
A mile to south as you've doubtless guessed, 

And a m ile to north did the crosses stand, 
Which m arked the bounds of the holy place, 

Crosses lofty and fair to see, 
Where criminals came at a hasty pace 

To win the peace of the Sanctuary. 

Thief and robber and homicide, 
Swindling debtor, rebellious thrall,-
No power could touch, amI no pain could fall ; 

Law and lord m ight they here deride. 
Here in peace might the criminal rest, 

Free from gibbet, and free from chain, 
Free to live as it liked him best, 

Within the bounds of St. Gondolain. 

The Stt'allgeAdventure of Gregory Wympe. 

NoW Gregory Wympe was an idle youth ; 

Toiled he never to win h im bread ;  

Not too honest the neighbours said, 

And I m ore than suspect they told the truth : 

Beg, and borrow, and sometimes 'cheat ; 

Over ready with stave or knife ; 

Much to drink and little to eat ; 

Such was Gregory Wympe his life. 

Gregory sat by the tavern door ; 

Never a coin in his pouch was pursed ; 

Nought he owned save a lusty thirst, 

Sorely he longed for one drink more. 

To Giles the taverner out spake he, 
" Draw me a couple of quarts on trust: 

A couple, quoth I ?  You m ay make it three j 
No refusal ; you must, you m ust." 

Giles the tavern er, portly man, 
Answered frowning, " I  trust no more: 
Too m any chalks upon the door; 

Sum the total, if sum you can." 
Gregory raised his cudgel high, 

Whacked the niggard about the head, 
Seized a flagon, and drained it dry, 

And left poor taverner Gi1es for dead. 

Swift as arrow from bow set free, 
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Down the valley, across the plain, 
Straight for the shrine of St. Gondolain Ran the affrighted Gregory. 

And a startled cry through the tavern shrilled, 
" Send for Sheriff and Crowner quick! Giles the portly taverner's killed , Kill ed by Gregory Wympe his stick." VOL. XIX. D 
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By the boundary cross stood watchers twain, 
Gazing ever across the lea, 
To see what crimin als they could see 

Flying for aid to St. Gondolain. 
S aw they Gregory, short of wind, 

Staggering, struggling, red of face ; 
Sheriff and Crown er they saw behind, 

And cried, c C  Our halidoms! Here's a race!" 

The cry rang out through the warm still air, 
Cry which the Sheriff and Crowner heard ; 
For one last effort their steeds they spurred, 

And grabbed at Gregory's fiying hair. 
Gregory yelled a despairing yell, 

. 

Loud as the bellow of goaded kine, 
Threw himself forward, plunged, and fell 

Right on top of the boundary line. 

Prone he lay with the line half crossed, 
Helpless either to move or shout, 
A half within, and a half without ; 

H is head was saved, but his legs were lost: 
One half in the peace of St. Gondolain ; 

One half did the pitiless law estreat ; 
Arms held fast by the watchers twain, 

While Sheriff and Crowner seized his feet. 

Tugged right stoutly the watchers twain ; 
Tugged the Sheriff and Crowner true, 
Till Gregory nigh was torn in two, 

But never an inch could either gain. 
For an hour they tugged, while all the town 

Came to wager, and cheer, and shout. 
But at last they put poor Gregory down, 

And agreed to argue the question out. 

Tlte Strange Adventure of Gregory Wympe. 

Long they argued, and Gregory lay 

Still as a log across the line.' 

Quoth the Sheriff, "The man is  mine ; 

" No, he  isn't," the watchers say : 

" Here on our side are heart and ' head ; 

navTo� '1T'A.eov 7'0 �I-L�(]v." 
" Cut him in  twain," the Crowner said ; 

"That's what Solomon used to do." 
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Abbot and monk and clerk came out ; 

Many a charter and deed they brought ; 

Thrice they read them , but ne'er found aught 

In deed or charter to solve the doubt. 

Cam e  three sergeants in coif and gown, 

Searched through volumes of legal lore, 
Argued skilfully up and down, 

Left the point where it was before. 

Now Giles the tavern er, left as slain, 
Thanks to thickness of hair and head, 
Senseless lay for a while, not dead, 

And then recovered his wits again ; 
Rose and plastered his broken crown, 

Drank a gallon , as though ' twere naught, 
Locked the tavern, and hied him down 

To see if Gregory Wympe were caught. 

Still on the line did Gregory lie : 
Still they wrangled on either side; 
Until it  happened that one espied 

The portly taverner's form hard by. 
Ceased the querulous argument, 

Abbot's fervour and lawyer's wiles, And everybody with one consent 
Exclaimed, "Odds Boddikins! Here's old Giles!" 
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Up to the crowd the taverner came, 
Crying, " All of you, stand apart : 
I 'll  make Gregory Wympe to smart ; 

Or Giles the taverner' s not my name. 
See my vengeance, and feel amazed! 

I ' l l  m ake him careful of stave and stick." 
H is heavily booted foot he raised, 

Aud gave poor Gregory Wympe a kick. 

Kick he gave him with might and main ; 
Its force was great, its aim was true. 
Gregory's form like a football flew 

Up in the air and down again . 
An d up from the crowd went mirthful roar, 

As they m arked poor Gregory's rise and fall 
For Gregory cam e  to earth once m ore 

Right past the boundary, legs and all. 

Loud did Crown er and Sergeant shout ; 
Abbot and Sheriff laughed and cried ; 
" Happy is he who can now decide 

With such simplicity points of doubt. 
o second Solomon, worthy judge, 

On history's page thy name shall shine ; 
For law is twaddle and logic fudge 

Beside that glorious boot of thine ! "  

R. H.  F. 

NOTES ON THE " HISTORY OF THE LADY 

MARGARET BOAT CLUB." 

AY TERM 1 8 + 3  (Htst. p. 36). 
Ft"rst Boat Crew. For the first two ra.ces of 

this term I-lemming rowed bow and 
l\I ason 4 .  They each retired after the 

second race. 
Mason was a remarkably fine man-perhaps the 

finest man in the University : but his doctor would 
not let him row after the second race. 

r rowed bow for the l ast five races of the term, and 
the first crew was, I feel sure, constituted as follows :-

Springall Thompson (bow) 
2 W. Barkness 
3 J .  Walker 
4- C.  R ilcy 

J .  Crawley (cox). 

5 R.  Thompkins 
6 J. B. Chalker 

7 W. Franklin 

J. Beasley (stroke) 

Second Boat Crew. I rowed bow for the first two 
races. After the second race J. S. Hoare rowed bow in my place, as I was wanted to row bow in the First Boat. 

There was not, as far as I can remember, any R. Thompson in the Club in my time. 

�ay Term 1 84+ (Hzst. p. 3 7). fi The first crew at the beginning of the term, and Or t1 fi . le rst two races, was, to the best of my recollectlOn 
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(but upwards of fifty years have since elapsed, and I ·  
cannot be certain) composed as follows :-

Springall Thompson (bow) 
2 J. W. Stephen 

3 C.  RippingaU 

4 R. H arkness 

5 W. Gilder 

6 W. Harkness (capt.) 
7 G. W. H emming 

J.  B.  Smith (slrok�) 
G. F. Murdoch (cox) . 

I do not remember how the second crew was con
stituted. Some (although not all) of the men who 
rowed in the Lent Term second crew were no doubt 
in the May Term second crew. 

At this time smallpox broke out in the College. The 
Captain of the L.M.B.C.  (William Harkness) was one 
of the victims. 

J .  B. Smith (stroke), who had taken his RA. degree, 
had obtained an appointment, and was obliged to go 
down at once. 

There were other casualties of which I do not 
recollect the particulars. 

The result was that J. W. Stephen and I were the 
only two of the crew left in the boat after the second 
race. 

Stephen went from 2 to stroke. 
I (Springall Thompson) went from bow to 2 .  
G. F. Murdoch (cox), who happened t o  be a good 

oar, went 7 .  
A .  H .  Shad well, an old first boat crew oar, was 

asked to help us. He came up immediately, and rowed 
3 in the third race. The remaining oars were second 
crew men. An objection was taken by (I think) Third 
Trinity to A. H. Shadwell rowing. This objection was 
allowed, and C .  WHkinson rowed 3 in the fourth and 
following races. 

The crew was, to the best of my recollection-but, 
as 1 have already remarked, it is more than fifty years 
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quite certain-constituted as 

J. S. H oare (bow) 
z Springall Thompson 

3 A. H. ShadweJl, then 

C. Wilkinson 

+ J. M. Gisborne 

5 - Prest 

6 T. Fie)d 

7 G. F. Murdoch 

J. W. Stephen (stroke) 
T. Lloyd (cox) 

believe that each member of the crew was a reason

good oar ; but we had no time to get together, and 

necessarily followed. 
The second crew was completely destroyed. Its 

successor went, of course, to utter grief. 

SPRING-ALL THOMPSON. 

ADDENDUM. 

Preszaents of the L .M.B. C. 

1 84 2 •  Chnstopher Lighton (afterwards Sir Christopher 
Lighton, Bart.), was President for the whole year, and, I think, remained President during the Lent and May 
Terms of 1 843 .  

1 84 3 .  TVzllz1zgham F1'anklt1z was elected President in the October Term, and remained President during the whole of 1 8 44 .  

Fzrst Captams of the L.M.B. C. 
October Term, 1 843-C. Riley. Lent Term, 1 844-C. Riley. May Term, 1 844-W. Harkness. 



OF DAPHNE. 

THE sage may tell how stars burn bright, 
And why the red sun dies ; 

But 0 he cannot catch the light 
That plays in Daphne's eyes ! 

The painter robs the western flush 
Of its last faintest streak ; 

But 0 he cannot match the blush 
That cFimsons Daphne's cheek ! 

The �oet's hymn chants clear and strong, 
Born of his great soul's choice ; 

But 0 he cannot wake the song 
That rings i n_Daphne's voice! 

" Not yet ! �=N ot yet ! "  proclaims the seer, 
" Far o n  for many a mile! " 

But 0 "he "does not know that here 
. . 

Is heaven i n  Daphne's smile ! 

G. T. B.  

�� 

CORPVS INSCRIPTIONVM IOANNENSIVM. 

_liIHE publication of our College Admissions has 

already borne fruit. We may assume that 

the example had some influence upon Dr 
Venn, that the exhaustive researches on 

which he has entered were to  some extent suggested 

b the abundant m aterials for College h istory, which 

J�hnians owe to the wise ' order ' of Dr Gwyn and the 

Seniors of 2 50 years ago. Only the other day Mr B. 
\Vilson, a master at Sedbergh, printed for private 
circulation a Register of that School, one of our chief 
feeders, which could not have been undertaken without 
our books ; the Lupton and Hebblethwaite lists reaching 
back far into the sixteenth century. 

I now propose to loyal members of the College a 
\vork easy of accomplishment, in which all may bear 
a part, and which will give a purpose to every walk 
in any part of the country. Let us copy all inscrip
tions-chiefly epitaphs, but some recording the opening 
of public institutions-which commemorate members 
of the College, beginning with the chapel and the 
neighbouring churches and graveyards. The weather is making havoc of these records ; thus Ambrose 
Bonwicke's epitaph in the yard of old All

· 
Saints', perfectly legible a quarter of a century ago, is so no l�nger. Do not, with Carlyle, sneer at ' tombstone �lterature: If, at certain periods, epitaphs reek with 

�lsome flattery, that proclaims the character of the �mes ; some, as that of Robert Jenkin on Gunning, entley's on Stillingfleet, reflect credit on author, and sUbJ'e t d � . b C , an on the College. The College lDcum-
b;nts may keep up their connexion with A lma Mater 
pa .Copying the mural tablets and the entries in the nsh re . 
l11e b 

glsters relating to their predecessors or other m ers of the COllege. 
VOL. XlX. E 
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I should like also to enlist younger men i n  a m ission , 
in which I have laboured for many years. If only one 
J ohnian in ten spent, were it but half-a-crown a year, 
in buying and presenting to our Library, works by, or 
relating to, our alumnz', we should soon have materials 
for a trustworthy Bzblzotheca Joannenszs. What Boase 
and Courtney have done for Cornwall, De Backer for 
the Jesuits, the brothers Haag, Baron Schickler, and 
others for the French Protestants, each School and 
College should do for its men. In  collection both of 
books and of epitaphs, numerous opportunities would 
occur for exchange with collectors whose interests lay 
elsewhere, and so the bonds which knit together the 
Republic of Letters would be strengthened. 

I may add that our store of J ohnian books has 
increased largely of late years . . 

JOHN E. B. MAYOR. 

Mut braucht man n icht lm Krieg allein, 
Mut braucht man uberall im Leben, 

Urn Feind dem Schlechten stets zu sein, 
Und nach dem Rechten stets zu streben. 

JULIUS STURM. 

Brave be thou, not alone in battle's strain, 
Brave be thou through all l ife, in toil or leisure ; 

So shalt thou aye to Evil foe remain, 
So for the Right aye strive as for hid treasure. 

J. E. B. M. 
Wehe dem, der zu sterben geht 
Und Keinem Liebe geschenkt hat; 
Dem Becher, der zu Scherben geht 
U nd keinen Durst' gen getrankt hat. 

FR . RUCIGIRl'. 

Woe, woe to heart, which comes to die 
And love to none has nurst ; 

To pitcher, which to sherds m ust fly 
And has quencht no man's thirst. 

J. E. B. M. 

�o/�;,r�Y,� 
��� 

" ESPRIT DE CORPS:' 

Sic ilur ad aslra. 

THE night had come, the fearsome fray was o'er, 

And they that had done battle all that day 

Had doff'd their fierceness, and were gathered now 

In long array along the restful board, 

Still laden with the relics of a feast 

Fit for the gods ; thereon stood glittering' 

Full many a cup with dewy nectar crowned ; 

And ever and anon a Ganymede-
If one may term him Ganymede, whose breast 
Is blanched with linen, and whose form glooms dark 
I n  the dim splendours of a sable suit-
Filled to the brim the all but drained cup, 
So that the sleeping bubbles woke again. 
Dark o'er the scene there hung a cloud of smoke, 
As dark as that whereort the Thunderer sat 
Enthroned, with eyes that saw both gods and men ; 
But terror was there none therein ; it came 
From those brave hearts, whom smoking made not ill, 
And ever round the board, there waxed the sound 
Of dulcet converse and unending m irth 
And the ripe jest and doubly pointed quip, 
And music trembled from a minstrel's throat. 
For onc great soul there was, divinely tall, 
(And 0 that I might add divinely fair) 
\Vh \V 0 stood and towered above them : he h was 

Th
hos� bold imagination oft had charm 'd  

\V
,e Wide-eyed freshman from a pampered pipe', A. Ith splendid tales of war and high emprise, nd exploits at a fabled Aldershot. 
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A nd as of old full many had lent him ear, 
And sworn that they would keep a hundred drills, 
And march, and in a swampy ditch repose 
Frozen, and bear the panoply of war, 
(They won not e'en The Shilling's silvern meed), 
So now they hearkened as with smiling eyne, 
He woke the echoes in their trustful hearts. 

" 0  sweet it is upon the field of battle, 
The sturdy foe drawn up in front to find, 

And sweet to hear the rifle's volleys rattle, 
When the wounds are of an uninjurious kind. 

And marching is an excellent diversion 
In pelting rain or 'neath a scorching sun, 

When you think there's absolutely no coercion ; 
You march your thirty mi1es-'tis but for fun." 

Then welled the chorus, and it seemed as though 
It was the tramp of many marching men. 

" I love to hear the clang of the sabre, 
I love to hear the rattle of the drum,  

With your shoulder to  the shoulder of your neighbour, 
Awaiting for the foe until they come." 

Then yet again the gold-haired swordsman sang : 

" We tramp uphill, through miles and miles of 
stubble, 

And lie in ambush in a marshy wold, 
And we know if, in spite of all our trouble, 

We fail to catch the foe, we catch a cold.  
But what is that compared with end less glory, 

With laurelled fame and n ame both great and true, 
Our deeds will  be the theme of poet's  story, 

And-there'll be a paragraph in the Revt'ew ! "  

He ended, and therewith there rose a shout 
Of many voices, e'en as when the shore 
Sounds with the thunder of the restless deep. 

." Esprtt de Corps," 

l 'ke as when a lily's taper stem 

1 b the churlish wind, there flows 

�t delicate cup the liquid dew, 
out 1 s 

d' in pearly nothingness away, 
18S 'd ' , 

many a goblet snapp 111 twam 
so was , ' 

the slim stem, and o'er the gllstemng board 

�lsti1Ied its fragrant dew, and was no more. 

another votary of Mars, 

called upon to rise unto his feet 

d breathe a soft snatch from his trancing lips. 

he was one to whom the art of war 

Was passing dear, and many a wakeful night 

He spent in toil upon some strategy 

Not all unworthy of Iphicrates, 

(\\"ho sl7ze mora beat the Spartans back) 

Or Scipio or Alexander's self. 
Then to his harp the impassioned minstrel san g : 

" When the shot and shell is screeching,. 
And a thrill stirs every heart, 

This, brave fellows, is my teaching : 
Think what's valour's better part. 

Think thereon, I pray, acutely 
Think thereon where'er you go, 

Show your scorn, and resolutely 
Turn your backs upon the foe ! "  

Clzorus, " Up, guards, and at them is the cry, 
Strike one blow before you fly, 

Front rank kneel, 
Steady upon your heel, 
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Shoulder humps, brave boys, and have a try." 

And th en from twice a hundred throats there came 
'�hu nder, and ever darker gloomed the hall.  1hen he that sang would fain have sung again But, Woe th e day the all too fleeting words II ' ad scaped his ken and though he made essay, l3acl- b I ' 

, 

' ... , nc ,,: he sank upon hIS seat aga111, 
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Mute if you will, but not inglorious, 
For cheers there were in rapture at his lay, 
And hand smote hand, and m any an one there was, 
That flashed the m artial cry " En corps, en corps ! " 

Then came another, whose mellifluous voice 
Rang resonantly forth, full well preserved, 
An even tenor with a great high note. 
Sad was his song ; how two small lads there were 
CA drurrimer one, the other played the flute) 
The darlings of the bearded regiment, 
And how with fearless fife and drum they took 
A fortress bristling with an hundred guns, 
And m anned with twice an hundred thousand men ; 
And how the one had planted on the top 
The flag of England, while the other still 
Played variations on " God save the Queen." 
Then how the lust of booty lured them off 
In h ungry quest, and how they both had found 
A trim confectioner's, whose window gleamed 
With sugared dainties, and therein they sate 
Cross-legged from morning until dewy eve 
Till dull repletion gorged them to the eyes. 
And then when they were quit of their desire 
Of meat and drink, they laid them down and slept 
And dreamed of all their loved ones, of their home 
Their innocent pleasures, and their father's rod. 
And on the morrow came the regiment 
And found them stark in death, and how it happ'd 
None knew, but many said ' twas frozen cream. 
So ran the tale ; on many an eye a tear 
Hung bright, as hangs a dew-drop on the rose 
In the blithe morn when all the world awakes. 

Then to h is height another m instrel draws 
His lissom limbs, a giant he in frame 
But lacking in that energy, that makes 
-The low less low, the great more truly great. 

." Esprit de Corps." 

f the wondering passer-by had turned 
o t ' 11' ' t  
eyed him, marvelling at I11s r o  lllg gal 

wide ox eyes, and his stupendous feet, 

' 1 d and gazed and smiled and passed away, 
sml e , ' 

in this wise the restful giant sang 1-

" 0  it's all very well to go straying 

O'er ditches and puddles galore, 

But I've had enough of pipe-claying, 
And marching at all I abhor. 

I detest the report of a rifle, 
Or narrow or broad 'tis a bore, 

I tell you of this I've had my fill, 
And I ain't going to do it no more. 

Chorus. 0 doubling's an infliction 
On riding there's restriction, 

3 1  

'Tis only noble generals who on their steeds may prance, 
But for motion at the double 
With the minimum of trouble 
Give me the am-bu-lance 

bu-lance, 
The ready, steady, beddy ambulance ! "  

No more he sang, for on the listening throng 
A sudden silence sank, and then a voice 
Made dulcet murmur : " Gentlemen, I crave 
Your pardon, but methought I heard yon clock. That chimes with m ale and female voice the time Upon the vaulted roof of Trinity, R.ing tence and once, and thus, sweet Sirs, 'tis time To hUSh the 'armony of your sweet-toned throats." They heard and rose, and linked arm in arm The Warriors wandered forth to other haunts Or rest, and faint and ever fainter still Their laughter twinkled in the star-lit courts. 

A. J. C. 
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ST JOHN'S LIBRARY IN 1 6 2 9. 

HE following dedication to Abp Williams 
m ay be found interesting to some of our 
readers. The Disputation is apparently very 
rare, as there is no copy in the British 

Museum , the Cambridge University Library, nor here. 
The present transcription is from the copy in the 
Bodleian Library. A reference to the passage will 
be found in an article on " Dedications to Englishmen 
by foreign authors and editors," by the Rev W. D. 
Macray M.A., in Bzblz'ographtca, Vol I, pp. 469-470,  
in which it is stated that the Bodleian " Registrum 
Admissoru m " contains Grim's signature under date 
of 1 0th October 1 626 .  

His  nam e  occurs in the A lbum Studt'osorum of 
Leyden (Hag. Corn. 
August 3rd, 1 629 ,  as 
Nienhusensis, 24 T. 

1 88 5 ,  p .  2 20)  under date of 
EGBERTUS GRIM, Benthomico-

The reader will observe that Grim m ade use of the 
libraries at Westminster, Oxford, and Cambridge, and 
was a guest at Abp Williams' board. C.  E. S. 

DISPVTATIO THEOLOGICA INAVGVRALIS 
CONTINENS 

THESES NONAGINTA NOVEM, 
DE TOTIDEM. VEL ETIAM PLURIBUS NOSTRI 

lEVI CONTROVERSIIS. 
QUAS 

DIVINA FAVENTE GRATIA, 
Ex AUTHORITATE l'vIAGNIFICI D, RECTORIS 

D. FRANCONIS BURGERSDICII , .  

PUBLlCE SINE PRlESIDE DRFENDET 
EGBERTVS GRIM, DE NOVA-DoMO B ENTHEMICUS 

AD DIEM I OCTOBR. STYLI NOVI . 
LVGDVNI BATAVORVM 

CD DC XXIX, 

SI Jolm's Library t'1t 1 629 .  33  

REVER E N DlSSI M O  I N  CH R1STO PATRI, 

DO;\IltW J OHANNI, LINCOLNIENSI IN ANGLIA 
EPISCOPO. 

" obatum fuisset Ael i an n i  i l l i us i n stitutum, qui de SI rn t l l l  p r · , 
, b t <t l)ud Philostratu m ,  n u nquam - se fi nes Ital 1 re  

) r�l'!dlca a " ,  se I l '  n avem n unquam I n sce n d l sse, nec n ovlsse mare ; -c eO' rtSSUi1 , ' es, 0 
ill fecissem etsi fortasse faci lem,  qua m i n u s  n otam, 

';lClllrall1 ea : ' , ' ' 

J , , onl rariam acq u l sl l lOnem nuUo p retlo com pensan posse. 4.. 1IJ lIS c ' D  d ' ' &  ' • 
. 1 '10 ' maxime cum Ita me eus uexent, 111 suscepta I11111C sell , 

, , ' 
" at l' one mea Angham vestram e l ege n m .  m qua non 

I't'regl l ll " " ,  I 1 0corul1l amrel1ltate, sed I n colarum prresertlm hu mamtate so UII1 
, tll' cum summa volu ptate i ncolatum m eum ad plures annos C,IP s, " " , , 

protraxi.  I b i  m ulla sum m natus, 
,
quae VIX a l i bl qtllsqu�� repenat 

omnia, qual11 apud beatam ReglOnem vestram ; ReliglOn e m  ex 
verbo Dei purga l am, & a superstiti-onibus.  qu ibus ubi que fere 
trrrarll Jn invo l u l a  erat Ecclesi� faci es, defrecatam ; R egem pi etate 
<:I1la! est secund u m  Deum faventem, & fidem C h ristianam fortiter 
asseren tem ;  Ecclesiasticos Viros Regi summo sub R ege suo 
tideli ter i n servientes in h oc sancto opere ; Seminaria frecun
d i ssima om n i s  generis erud ilio n i s .  qure n u l l i s  aIi is  in toto orbe 
Acadtmiis, quantum vis fiorentissim i s, i n feriora sun t ; in eo 
pll' r is<Jue pr::evalent, quod studia omnia ad Religionis sin cerre 
propagati o l lem poti ssimum d irigan tur ; ex qllibus etiam o l i m ,  
<JlIillll v i s  in ipsa barbarie totl1m fere orbem occupante, frel icis
sim<l & acu t iss i m a i n gel1 ia  prodierunt, qure i n  transmarin i s  
region i bus emican tia, & patriam suam i l l ustrarunt, & a l i i s  facl' m acccndc run t. S e d  Patru m nostrorum revo & i n sequente, <JIlO( excililta fllerint & emicuerin t  sydcra fausta, testan tu r  
erlldit iss ima eoru m q u i  prreiverunt m onumenta, & con firmant t ;t

, 
slIperst i tum D ei beneficio scripta, ge�ta, d i ct a  reveren diss' I� pI scoporu m " \  " " D 

' • vIgl a ntissrm oTum Pastorum ,  eXInll 0rt1m oc-torum s I t ' l ' , , , , , , U ) I 1 5S1 111 0rum l\TaO' l strorum. & allOrum, quorum VIX gralills & I' ' . 
0 

alb 
{ I g n ltate s numerem, n e d u m  ut n o m i n a  possim i n  

nr;�;;;� re:erre ;
, 

(jl1ales fue r u n t  o l i m  C ram meri,  Hopperi,  Iuel l i ,  
I 

ordl, l� al llO l d i ,  W i thakeri Perkin s i  & hoc tempore a l i i  I' lI res " 
vd du '  

q110 l um 1 l0m i n ibllS abstineo, n e  vel  adulationis insimuler, 
Olll li i b: a l lqllos o, n i t:o, a l i i s  n o m i n atis, c u m  omnes non possi m, 

• 
110 11 S.lt l s raClam , , l'\ clllO lam ' ' h '  , " lI11er a) ' el l  1111 1 v l l l O  verlet, SI te, Revere n dlss' Domllle < Ius 1 l l ult ' 

V . 

os ml cantem, velut inter orbes Lun a  minores, OL XIX F 
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summre eruditionis & humanitati s nomine celebrem j 
secundum te meminerim quorum mib i  multum per!pecta fuit 

benevolentia, excellentissimi D. Doctori s Prideaux, summi 
Academire Oxon, ornamenti & reverendi M. Cottoni j quorum 
i l Ium fautorem & prreceptorem expertus sum j hunc benignum 
hospitem j in cujus contubernio per ipsum non stetit quin 
auctus fuerim doctrina, quam i l I e  fun de bat abunde, & exemplo 
profecerim, quod dignum imitatione exhibebat. Maxima equidem 
tua prre reliqui s  ideo prredicari debet humani tas, quia in gradu 
tarn sublimi, me in subseIl i is inferioribus positllm non despexisti. 
ven\m benign is ocul is  inspexisti, erexisti j mensre ture inter tot 
gravi ssimos Tbeologos adhibuisti j dignatus es colloquio, cum 
Te LincoInire ante annum compelIarem. lmo BibI iothecis 
tuis referti ssimis, Cantabrigiensi Colleg. D. J ohannis ,  West. 
monasteriensi prresertim, studia mea promovisti .  Et, ut dicam 
quod res est, tot me beneficiis cumulasti, ut non solum par non 
sim referendo, sed nec recitando : quod tamen ubique facio. 
& quandocunque datur occasio j ut tes.tari potest in florentis. 
sima bac Academia, prreter al ios  insignes Doctores, Veneranda 
Facultas Theologica. 

Nunc autem hoc qualecunque grati tudinis testi monium libuit 
Dignitati & Reverendiss', nomini tua dicare j simuIque indicare, 
gradum hunc, ad quem adspiro, & quem mihi auspice Deo 
Conferendum spero, deberi etiam Tibi, qui mihi ex BibI iotbecis 
tuis, jam nominatis, submini strasti adminicula, qui bus bactenus 
natavi, ut  enatarem & bunc portum attingerem. Quibus etiam 
addo ea qure ex i nstructissimis Bibl iotbecis Academicis, prre. 
sertim admirabil i  i l ia  BodIejana, Oxonire percipere potui : cujus 
usus cuiIibet, etiam extero, quotidie sex horas patet ; & mihi 
tantum profuit ,  dum ibi vixi, ut  nunc, beneficii memor, prre. 
dicare eam non desistam : Sed maxime virtutes tuas j in quarum 
laudibus nunquam finiendis finio tamen, & me tibi sine fine 
devinctum profiteor j qui a Deo Opt. Max. impetrare conabor 
R. T. Iongam & felicem in hac peregrinatione vitam, & in 
patria creIesti sempiternam. Lugduni Batavorum H Septembris, 
ann o  a nato Salvatore MDCXXIX. 

R. N. T. 
Cultor perpetuus 

EGBERTVS GRIM. 

��. �i�' 

THE E AGLE. 

HE clasps the crag with crooked h ands ; 

Close to the sun in lonely lands, 

Ring'd with the azure world, he stands. 

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls ; 
He watches from his mountain walls, 
And like a thunderbolt he falls. 

TENNYSON. 

A IETO � .  
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THOMAS HARDY. 

o certain fortunate authors there comes a day 
of their life when,  no devil's advocate pre
ven ting, their names are written among the 
i m mortal s.  This d ay, i t  may be safely 

asserted, has come to Mr Hardy. A novelist of the 
present generation, he has enriched the literature of 
the last twenty years with a series of m asterpieces, 
rlrawing for their in spiration upon a storehouse which, 
though hampered enough by space, contains for him 
unlimited treasures : he has added imperishable types 
of character to that long gallery which reaches back to 
the age of Anne : he has shown himself a true master 
of the n ovelist's art . And so, thus approved and ac
credited, the mass of his work, complete and yet waiting 
for further com pletion, lends itself to criticism, and asks 
of us the pertinent question, Wherein does its clai m to 
i mmortality consist ? what is its relation as a part to that 
great whole, the English novel ? what peculiarity singles 
it out for distinction from i.ts fellows ? These are the 
question s which every student of Mr Hardy mLlst try to 
answer. 

1. 
In relation to his age, to the fertile end of a produc

tive century, Mr Hardy stands much as Sophocles stood 
to the era of Athenian Supremacy. The modern public 
is  filled to the lips with that quick-witted restlessness 
and curiosity which was the intellectual character of 
.the Athenian citizen. The creative instinct is awakened, 
too often illusively, in everyone : the critical faculty is 
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I rt And above this crowd of authors 
the a e · , 

on 
. ' 5 and critics who are authors, Mr Hardy 

re cnt Lc , . ' a 
irtue of a certain dramatIC power, 111 a 

ds, bY1 v
e For his best work has u nconsciously 

r sp ler . 
. . . 

. 

ntrated unammlty and force of that tragIC 
11 the con ce . 

1 . I h as lost its hold on the stage, and finds Its 
art w HC 1 . ' I N El' 

t medium of expreSSIOn 111 the nove . 0 '  lza-
presen 

1 dranla heralding new forms and customs, had 
bet lan , 

] If so great a likeness to the stagecraft of the Greek, 
1: the well-knit, compact tragedies which Mr Hardy 

:reates in an English setting. His art is  essentially 

the art of tra.� edy. Even in a purely ironical novel,. 

lite Iland 0/ Etltelberta, for example, the tragic note is  

not whol ly wanting. In Two on a Tower, a book which 

is full of glaring faults, and is, in essence, of a strong 

improbability, a fatal irony of catastrophe hangs over 

the whole and lends it a surprising effect. But in 

this we have a mere effort which does not redeem 

failure. To tur n from these to the greater novels is to 
hear a new voice, to see a new sight. The faltering 
accent is exchanged for a clear and fluent enunciation : 
the actors no longer are marionettes, they live and 
move and suffer. 

The Retum of tlte Natz7.Je and The Mayor of Casterbrz'dge 
show Mr I-Iarely in  his most Sophoclean aspect. In 
bOlh a remarkable unity is conspicuous ; the m ark of 
�)oth is a wonderful econo my of m�terial. We are 
Il1tr�duced in The i<.eturn of the Natt've to a wild waste. 
illl Immemorial wilderness. In the hush which pre
ceues the entry of the actors, we have those features of 
the p I a . Gce accentuated for us, which are to the end of 
the

.
hook its heart, the supply of its life, exercising in 

the i r  ch anging seasons a sinister influence on the course 
of the d r a I '  G m a . t IS a wild place ; it is a wild tale ; and the On e 1 f 0 

. 
never eaves the other . Just as the latter end o eel lp . . 

C 1 us IS bnghtened by the sad sweetness of o onus s I F g.l • '. 0 l 1e tragedy of the three households of 
- u O n IS d -I d . a t cene by the morose mfluence of the 
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heath. There is no change of scene ; the fates pursue' 
their inflexible course within this narrow limit of unre
claimed desert, where the sun burns hottest and the 
clouds loom darkest, the mainspring of the whole. 
Nothing could be more symmetrical and stately than a 
work conceived and carried out on so confined and 
seemingly meagre a plan. The mere fact of a savage 
heath, the mere existence of a few folk shut out from 
external intercourse by its boundaries, are sufficient to 
perfect, without apparent effort, a plot which for skill 
of form and tragic majesty has few competitors. Somf!
thing similar was once done in Wuthcn'ng Hetglzts with 
materials not unl ike, but that terrible book, the work of 
an unpractised hand, is spoiled by the exaggeration of 
inexperience and an elusive intricacy of design. 

It is a commonplace of criticism, depending on the 
dzCtu?1Z of an accomplished author and student, that of 
all plots that of Tom Jones is the best developed. It 
would indeed have been hard, before Mr Hardy's 
advent, to discover a novelist who, in this respect, 
might pretend to rival the incomparable Fielding. But 
his plot, amazingly complete though it is, does not 
spare material. It is always on the search for fresh and 
astounding developments. It rushes on every scent, 
avoids a straight path, takes a pleasure in detoztrs, and, 
although at the end its result is entire, that is more than 
an ordinary surprise. But Mr Hardy works out his 
design straightforwardly, inevitably, solemnly adhenng 
to his earliest ai m,  whether his matter be harrowing 
tragedy or tearful comedy, never swerving, always 
satisfied with his amount of set material, however small. 
He never paints with a crowded palette. A few tints 
that lend themselves to judicious and harmonious mix
ture, and his work is there before him. It may truly be 
said that, of all English writers, he has the clearest idea 
of form and the most facile command of necessary 
material. 

For take The Mayor 0./ Casterbndge. We are trans-
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f 111 the lonely upJ ands to  the  busy street of a 
rO . h I ' 

ty town full of life wh1c la.S gone on w1th 
coun ' 

dual changes since the time of Roman occupa-
gra . . h '  . 1 1 ' 1 

And here aga1l1, 111 t 1S qua1l1t y c aSSlca 

ment, after a prelude spoken, as it were, by 

e supernumerary actor, a sad and woeful tale 

works itself out amid the bustle of ordinary life, a 

tragedy thrown into relief against the comedy of every 

day. If, of all Mr Hardy'S 
,
nov

.
els, The Return 0./ tlte 

Nalz'vc astonishes us most w1th 1tS resourceful energy, 

TIle lIfa)'or of Castcrbrzdge, by the pitiable necessity of the 

whole thing, touches us most deeply. We felt less, 

suffered less in the presence of Clement and Eustacia, 

when we were fascinated by the gl am our of the heath 

and its fierce moods. But here, where the market-town 

is but a picturesque background to the scene, we watch 

the fal l  of the master and the success of the steward, 

and, railing at the injustice of the fate which is not 

through fault, and the rivalry which does not come of 

malice, acquiesce. 

n. 
And why 1 Because it must be. The fates work for 

Farfrae, and against Henchard, and one must rise, and 
the other fall. There is not one of Mr H ardy's men and 
lilvomen who is not  haunted by this gruesome necessity, 

at i\ VU.-yIC'7 which drove Claude FroUo into sin and 
h. There is not one of his novels which does not 

the doctrine that man is pin ned to his fate, that �as no free-will, no escape from his need. To him every man is a chessman between the fingers and at the �ntire disposition of the gods. Life is a game, and the 
lm mortals are the players, sitting in their Lucretian ease a�d laughing at each puny piece as they take it up Or lay It down .  The bitter last words of Tess are, as it  
fi'Wel1re, the text of Mr Hardy's sad and terrible sermon, U of a h I . 
U ope essness that has no outlet. It IS not for 

s to combat tl " ' . . , 11S VIew of hfe, th1s extreme mamfestatlOn 
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of that maladze du sidcie of which we hear so much ; it is, 
for us to take it as we find it, to believe it or not as we 
choose . For whether this gospel of resistl€ss destiny 
be lamentable or a laughable accident of existence, 
without it Mr Hardy's art would have had no  being, no 
voice. It  is this settl ed belief which rouses him into 
articulate expression . 

Here most truly, and even more than in the sym
metry of his construction, do we go back with him to 
Greece . For Henchard, that great, dusky figure, stands 
in relation to us and to his fate som ewhat as the 
Sophoclean Oedipus stands. Whether the Oedzjms 
Tyramzzts is a pious warning against irreverence is 
matter for conjecture ; to an English mind Oedipus 
and Jocasta are the sport of fate, their crime is lament ·  
able but unerring i n  its consequence, the tragedy is 
moved by invincible figures, whose lightest breath is 
enough to send the actors whither it  will. And, though 
this is so, yet we have an unbounded ad miration for 
Oedipus, rushing blindly on  his fate in defence of the 
state on which, of all men, he has worked most injury : 
for Jocasta, borne steadily to the truth and obstinately 
fighting against her destiny. We hate Creon, whose 
rise must yet correspond with the hero's fall .  And, in 
the same way, Henchard, in his desperate battle with 
the black fate that sat on his threshold, fills us with 
wonder, if not with affection. Farfrae, blithe and hope
ful,  a supplanter far less sensitive and fi ne of soul than 
the m an whom he supplants, becomes al most hateful 
and repugnant to us. O nce m ore the legend of Thebes 
is acted out in our presence as the tale of Casterbridge, 
and we do not know whether to sm ile or weep at the 
tricks of destiny and the games of the gods. 

The main aspect of Mr. Hardy's  fatal ism, indicated 
in The Retztnt oj tlte Natzve and Tlze liIayor 0/ Casler
bndge is its confounding, irresistible force. There is a 
contented, hopeless, almost cynical tone about each of 
these books, seeming to say that a tragedy once made 
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m ade nor i s  i t  subj ect for strife. The 
t be un , . ' 

bow his head and obey 111 the bitter end, 
must 

1 he goes out of life, like Henchard, with 
thoug 1 

, 
. d ' h f in his teeth . The author s attItu e IS t at 0 

S spectator of a funeral, who hovers on the 
nervou . 

d between laughter and tears, hardly knowll1g 
bor er 

Th' . d hide the one or repress the other. IS attItu e 
how to . .

' d . . uI' slles his earlIer work ; to a certall1 extent, It 
IstWg 

distinguishes that great novel, The vVoodlanders, a 
tragedy more complicated, and, i n  its tenderness of 

lot, more pathetic than all the rest. But, when we 

�ome to Tess of the D' U1 bel"vzlles, we find a change. 

The author has no longer that helpless agreement in 
his subject ; at every point he turns and curses at the 
fatalism in which he believes. He abandons that great 
desire of unity of scene which made so eminent a back
ground to the figure of Henchard or Mrs Yeobright ; 
the centre of his purpose lies in one personality to 
whom scenery plays a subordinate part . The tale, with 
its varied incident, radiates from the lonely figure of 
Te5s, chosen by an arbitrary will to destruction, rushing 
involuntarily by the m achinations of an universal con
spiracy, into an abyss m ade ready for her ruin. Not a 
part of the story but hastens her downward fall ; she 
would fain retrieve herself, she clings to every ledge �at may jut out from the precipice of her annihilation, ut nature is at war with her. She is a pariah, an 
�ut:ast, an outlaw of the fates, whose life is not worth a Jot 111 the face of her appointed end. To feel witI tI . 

. 1 l e  strong Henchard IS to feel tenfold more With th 
ten ' 1 f· 

e weak Tess, whose constitution is so in-:;e y emi . 
succeed 

nIne . There is the struggle in both cases, 
the e 

e
l
d �y the proof of its vanity. But in  Tess, to pursue vo utlOn of M IJ . 

pagand' r :tardy from philosopher to pro-1St, from 
We have 

a mere observer to an ardent preacher, 
theolog 

no�eached the utmost limit of this despairing 
a paSSi: ' h�n Henchard died, we said Kismet with e consclf�nc tl f . V OL 

. ' e lat ree-wlll had no  power against . XI X  . G 
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predestination.  We stood with Angel Cl are and 
Lu on the hill  above Wintoncester, and saw the 
flag hoisted, and agai.n said Kismet, but this tim 
scornfully, with an awakened sense of injustice. B 
now, after three years' time, we are come face to 
with J ude Fawley and Sue Bridehead, and see th05 
weak and n eYrotic natures struggling against the stream 
blinded by the foam, and half perplexed by the current : 
we are witnesses of the distress of a pair of sufferers. 
who are no match for their agony, who are out of place 
in the trammels of inexorable law. That ill-matched 
pair, with the attendant figures who are the ministers of 
fate to complicate their disease, leave us with a choking 
heart and a sense of the unrighteousness by which the, 
world is governed. 

The picture of those hearts insurgent, as Mr Hardy 
once called them, is the darkest picture which he has. 
drawn. H e  can go no further in his outcry against law 
and order : he cannot preach anarchy more eloq,uently. 
And, after all, what is the g-ood ? If his contention is, 
true, we are ruled and governed by a tribunal whose 
decrees are unalterable, incontestable, and no revolt of 
the whole world of human beings will level the Bastille 
of O1:1r incarceration. Faith and Hope are dead, life is 
a mere mockery, a mere faculty of motion from square 
to square of the game in which we are pieces. There 
are the elect pieces which win the game, and the 
reprobate which lose it, and the fate which ordains the 
tournament laughs, holding and covering the issue of 
the strife with its invincible hand. From time to time' 
a piece is laid aside. " , Justice ' is done, and the 
President of the Immortals has finished his sport 
with it." 

Ill. 
The reason or unreason of Mr Hardy'S quarrel with 

Providence is a question for the professed theologian. 
The statement of his challenge at all events is necessary 
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ation of a correct idea of his power. But 
the . fortnmore pleasant side to his picture. To h is 

there 15 � d rawing the net of influences round his  
faculty 0 he adds the faculty of making those charac-

1 aracter, . C l , 
h selves not mere dummIes to stand up and be 

5 t em ' ter 
d t a mark for all the forces of storm and stress, 

elte a , < p 1 substantial beings. And this we see more 
but rea , 

. 1 1y in his women . Other authors have drawn 
especIa . 

en robustly, fragilely, often with the lachrymose 
worn 
iueal prevalent in their minds,

. 
but no n�velist h

.
as 

shown the world into so charnung an atdter as tIllS, 

where are grouped the ladies of his fancy. To like 

a woman in a novel is to fall  in love with her : in such 

cases the elementary feeling must 'be regulated by its 

extreme, and in this lies the difference between fiction 

and real life, the imaginary and the visible. Admiration 

is a very different feeling. The public should have 
admired Becky Sharp, and fallen in love with Amelia 
Sedley. It answered the first requirement readily 
enough : with the second it absolutely refused to comply, 
and that because Amelia, with all the qualities of a good 
woman, and certain qualities which belong to a pretty 
woman, yet had insipid and colourless passions, and 
was to the end of her life, where passion was concerned, 
a mere pose. Thackeray, a delicate and m inute artist, 
had yet no power of making his creations lovable : his 
art lay in the elaborate development of one side of a 
character without attention to the rest. The elder 
Workmen had greater success with their m aterial. We 
almost succeeded in  falling in love with Sophia Western : �e h

,
ave a certain affection for Clarissa. Miss Austen's 

b��ol l les, the opposed incarnations of sense and sensi-
Ihty , 
1 

, are charmll1g, and we know not whether to Cn100se the practical Eleanor or the sentimental Marianne.  u t  ' 

c 
It has been reserved for the end of the present 

entury t br 0 bear craftsmen who shall create living and 
eathin . 

j UStl g women, full of the faults of theIr sex, yet 
Y herOines. 
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In this difficult science, the knowledge of the oppos' 
sex, it is almost needless to say that Mr Meredith 
unequalled. There is no more ordinary , 

than that which sets Diana or Rose ]ocelyn beside 
women of Shakespeare, but its. triteness of 0 
criticism does not damage its truth. For Mr Hard 
heroines this high place, this most imperial of 
stations, can scarcely be claimed. They are a li 
lower than the angels. But, for all that, they are 
little more lovable. Diana, with all the warmth of 
heart and her Hibernian impulses, always seems 
and remote, a goddess of an tiquity in a modern settin 
Her amour with Percy Dacier, a typically common
statesman, is a surprising freak : her eventual m 
with Redworth, a typically hard-headed man 
is still more astonishing. But Mr I-lardy's Viviette, or, 
to take a greater example, Grace Melbury, is more on 
level with our understanding. She is thoroughly fe 
nine, dainty, lady-like : a fragile figure moving 
the woodlands with a soft tread, captivating all hearts 
The round masculinity of Diana has no counterpart here. 
Diana of the Crossways-Diana Trivia, strong and more 
than a match for men in spite of her fallibility, is the 
product of a faith past and gone. The frail Grace is of 
the womanhood with which Christianity has made us 
familiar, of that weaker sex which is strong at a crisis, 
but for the ordinary questions of life has no answer. 

Or, again, let us take Elfride Swancourt. To all 
who read and are, perhaps, disappointed with that most 
unequal story whose centre she is, she must ever stand 
as the most beautiful and natural heroine of the ceI1tury. 
She is clearer to the vision than Grace, whose relation 
to Felice Charmond is often of the n ature of a mere foil : 
there is no dividing interest which obscures her to make 
way for another. The scene on the Cornish cliff where 
she. going to watch for one lover's return, finds by an 
accident that her devotion belongs to that lover's tutor 
and ' patron, is a scene of unparalleled irony, showing 
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1 e 1· a heroic and yet how weak ! Her 
as s 1 '" woman . y with Stephen Smith to London, her 

e Journe . 
le with herself her desperate return 111 

strugg , 
marriage whose consequence appals her, 

from a . f 1 her weakest, at the ebb and reCOIl 0 ler 
her at l '  11 . N t roe And yet how natura It a IS. ever g na u ' , 

t although we see her playing false with 
a momen , , 

t1 e whole time, can we blame her. She en-
lover 1 . 

. es all our sympathy. And of her class, too, IS 
gag tt Templeman, ready to sacrifice everything for Luce a 
he love of a strong man, and yet, at the moment of the 
!ccomplishmen t of her wish, turning from him with a 
sudden instability of temper. 

Eustacia is cast in a more antique mould. In that 
wonderful chapter called Queen o}' Nz'glzt, Mr Hardy has 
painted the portrait, which to him and to us is most 
attractive of all, with a lingering love of the task. Yet 
weakness is not the word for Eustacia's character. To 
anatomise her constitution exactly would be to fill 
ourselves with a strange medley of admiration and 
contempt. Her passion for Damon Wildeve, a very 
worm among his kind, is sometimes inexplicable, even 
when we consider her origin, her infatuation for the 
twopenny gaieties of a second-rate watering-place. Her 
person, her intellect make that strange aberration all 
the stranger a n d  more pitiable. Her exploit with the 
muml.ners, in order that she may see the young farmer 
who IS CO me back from Paris, is even more extraordinary. She is a meeting-place for all the passiuns. all �e vanities ; they boil up within her and consume her. nd over against her, throwing her into sharp con-trast st d ' . ,  y ' . an s the dark, patIent, J ealous figure of Mrs 
al

e�bng-ht, the guardian of her son's honour to the last, 
,�� ough beset with a cynical despair and wan hope. 
at 

�n the two come in accidental yet fateful opposition 
tnoth

ast, When, on the still summer's afternoon, the 
duu tr k�oCks at the door of her son's house and the g lter-ln-law does not dare to let her in, we hear the 
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clash of a soul 's  tragedy. The turn of a hair 
decide it all, but the older woman falls, the victi m of 
weaker and unconscious hand. The strife between 
two women is surely of the essence of Greek drama. 

We have not spoken of Ethelberta Petherwin, wh 
presence is so ch arming-Iy brought before us in Mr D 
Maurier's beautiful drawings, nor yet of Bathshe 
Everdene, that wayward m aiden, surviving from 
slaughter of her lovers, a figure not a little dismal ; nor 
of Anne Garland, nor of Paula, a l ady with whom 
sympathy, it must be confessed, is very slight. And 
there are the heroines of the lesser tales, Barbara of th 
I-louse of Grebe and Lady Mottisfont, the widow 
Nether Minton, or the girl who married Mop Ollamoor, 
all the creatures of gnashing laughter, drawn in the 
most savage of moods. But two women more deman.d 
our attention. And first, Tess Durbeyfield. After 
Eustacia, Tess is Mr Hardy's greatest m asterpiece :  
like Eustacia, singularly elusive and indefinable ; un
like her, stronger in her strongest moods and weaker in 
her weakest . She is a victim to the basest of base 
plots, yet she goes like a lamb to the slaughter. After 
the crowning scene of her ruin in the Chase she is an 
Ishmaelite, food for the world's scorn. The sin in which 
she played a passive part is  her's ; her seducer escapes 
from the condemnation of the world, which asserts as 
an axiom the paradox that men may sin but women 
must not yield, and shifts the sin to the shoulders of the 
wrong party. It is something natural that, her moral 
sense dazed by her treatment, she should tread dan
gerous ground unevenly, and fall by an ultimate 
catastrophe as grand as it is pitiful. But, in  spite of 
Qur admiration and compassion for Tess, we cannot 
credIt her with the epithet of the title-page. Heroic she 
m ay be, ill-fated she is, but a fatal flaw in her character, 
in the disposition of her actions, prevents us from con
sidering her pure. She disappoints us in her early 
relations with Alec d 'U rberville ; she has no power to 
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. And at last, when his fascination, most 
h llll . . ' t .c h b1 of mystenes, IS too s rong 10r er once 

ta e 
h '  h l' . 

had rather go back to lm t an Ive m she 'fi  h If ' ' with her fam ily. She sacn ces erse , It IS 

1 nrelfare of her shiftless mother and brothers for t le .. 
. but her self-abnegation is the work of fate, Sister, 

h . d l' ' 11 of her own will. She must dree er Welr , Ive tl 

third fate cuts the thread. 

Sue Bridehead has none of the passive languor with 

hich Tess accepts her position . She is perpetually 
struggling for liberty, a lithe, sinuous figure, rebelling 
against the path in which she must walk, the orders 
which she must obey. Her first revolt is against eccle
siasticism in the shop at Christminster. She buys 
statues of the old gods from an image-vendor, and 
places them in her bedroom. Her employer, a rigid 
Ritualist, finds them and breaks them. There is a 
humour, a broad extravagance, in the incident only too 
palpable, but nevertheless it is her whole life in little, a 
cry against the ideals which the Christian world sets 

a demand for new gods and a new order. She 
her cousin, and their lives flow together in a 

t of misdirected and hereditary passion. She 
Phillotson, a hum-drum school-master old 

. his time, with a life disappointed in the s�arch Ideals. She goes to the training-college at Mel, and there, in the city fateful to so many of H ardy' s  char t . . ac el s, where Troy played fast and with Fann R b' 
' b  

Y 0 1 0 ,  where Viviette became the op s ride tl  I . , 1 roug 1 wll lch Tess and Angel Clare the night b .c elOre the capture-there she sees the of her l ife Th . . Sha�t 
. en there comes the renunCiatIOn .� on the p . f I . 

\Viii ' 
am 11 episode of her life, neither maid c, at Aldbrickham,  her sudden decisions her sudden hes ' t f ' � illotso 

1 a IOns, untll she returns agam to , n and rui J d . condif 
ns u e. In all tIus Sue, whatever 

XPcl'icnc 
I�n ,  never fills us with the doubt which we e 1 U the case f T ' . o ess : she IS always unsullted� 
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always pure. And yet we hardly admire her so m 
as Tess: in view of Tess' character we can condone 
faults ; there is little which we can forgive to 
nerveless, hysteric Sue. 

IV. 

And what of Jude Fawley r A poor hero, a coun 
part of his cousin, deciding where she should deci 
ruled where he ought to rule, filled with a generous a 
humane chivalry, a learning far superior to his statio 
ambitious of his honour, yet procrastinating, failing 
the very crisis of his fortunes. The supremely touchin 
picture of his childhood at Marygreen, longing after 
distant city with its colleges and store of hoarded I 
ing, is the one case in which Mr Hardy shows himself 
discriminating student of children, for Father Time 
too cruel and repulsive a portrait to be accepted as 
strained and genuine. Then comes the meeting 
Arabella Donn, grossest of conceptions, shatteri 
those first aspirations, and introducing the new passio 
just as Viviette's encounter with Swithin made a 
give place to this fatal love. The m arried life of th 
two has given Mr Hardy an opportun ity for free 
as we call it; we can find n othing so bestial even in 
Terre or La BUe Humaz'ne-a passing phase, we tru 
looking towards the future. The husband and wi 
separate : the man goes to Christminster, the city of h 
desire, student again . Once more he meets a 
and his ambition is once more expelled. We have, 
discussing her character, hinted at the terrible result 
the affair: he is dragged unwittingly by an unwilli 
agent to his ruin: he is reunited to his love: he is 
sepCJ.rated : he meets his real wife : he is fuddled into a 
re-marriage: and the tragedy of his life is complete. 
There is n o  more dreadful, no more pathetic scen e, than 
t h at in which the animal wife leaves him dead, and goes 
down to the river to join in the gaieties of the Chri 
minster Commemoration. 
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. t least a pitiable figure : afmost, we have but 
Jude IS � tion for him. But Angel Clare's meed is admlra . . .  f h . ere contempt. It IS Impossible to at om m ost sInC . . . . 

cl 's intention tn deplctmg thiS weak, almost Har y . , . l 'd 1 h th for his rebellIOn agamst socla I ea s e e you , . . . 
I '  . 'stent with no ven tal mconsIstency. n hiS tnConSI . . 

I · retirement hiS chosen abode With l abourers tU ( IOUS ' . . . . . 
d h· ds he is a glaring png, With an l Tltolerable sense an In , . 

of his own consequence. Tess' great weakness, In our 
I' S n ot her yielding softness of character, but her eyes, 

m isguided love for this straw hero. And thus it comesj 
that, as we read that critical scene-and what a fine 
piece of writing it is i -where the confession takes place 
in the old farmhouse at Wellbridge, we feel pity for Tess. 
She should have confessed her sin , n ot to this slab of 
brittle clay, whose austerity is mere selfishness, but to 
one possessed of a nobler n ature, in whom the divine 
pity that took compassion on the Magdalene was alive : 
n ot to one whose view of sin was ideal and objective, 
but to one who knew tem ptation and sin as a reality. 
We have lost what l ittle faith we have in Angel Clare l 
we had rather h ave that brutish sincerity of Alec rberville, vicious and passionate. It is impossible forgive Angel when he comes on the scene again as protector, when he hears her last words, and es out his promise to her. He is, however, one of Mr Hardy's characteristic There are few Who have the dogged fidelity of el �i'l.k or the u n wavering heroism of Giles Winter. I he m . . 

E I 
aJonty h ave too often something of that of ' (  red F ' t - . I zplers and Damon Wildeve are extreme . \Vords are I' bl r d 'b' 1 . an i m  fi . 

ncapa e OT escn I11g t le pUSIl-ous, ckle 1 b ' 1 "  . ble " tlc' I I ' 
111 eCI I ty of WIldeve, or the contemptl-( I atlOn of p"  , bottom . I Itzplers. They are not bad m en at . t ley are s ' I ' them selv I m p  y creatures of I m pulse who flatter es on a cr " l '  . of fa ith 1 I l11 l n a  nOI1- reslstence as 011 an article , an c  excus . fi ' t i oll _" tJ ' e I n  del I ty on the ground of consti tu-" rn l rabl I . 

VUL 
_ . e se f-decel vers w h o  can give a pal l i atin g X I X. . H 
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reason for every unj ustifiable step. It woul d be absu rd 
to cal l them villains, for a villain m ust have even the 
very least forethought and courage to carry him through, 
and in this fiction, where everything is managed by fate, 
the instrumentality of a rogue is the last requirement. 
Their vices are set off and relieved by the opponent 
virtues of a no less fallible hero. Clym Yeobright has 
more moral principle than Wild eve : in that respect. 
and that alone, is he his superior. Winterborne is tossed 
about by fate equally with Fitzpiers, but he has less 
intellect and more patience, and, with this balance in 
h is favour, he endures a real martyrdom. There are 
ti mes when our admiration for him reaches the highest 
p itch : h is cough amid rain and dripping trees rouses all 
our sense of his heroism : we j oin  with the blameless 
and noble Marty South in her dirge over his grave. 
But it does not follow that he and Fitzpiers stand at 
opposite poles of vice and virtue. Fitzpiers with sta
bility of character and purpose would be a m an as good 
as Winterborne : Winterborne with the fatal qualities of 
versatility and impatience would be as bad a man as 
F itzpiers. Something of a similar d istinction may be 
seen in  the case of the two Lovedays. And why is  this ? 
Simply because man is in the hand of fate, and what 
can be the good of recognising in a fated m an an angel 
or a devil ? The whole question is one of moral balan ce. 

H enchard, truly Oedipus in modern guise, is the 
most entire man whom Mr Hardy has drawn-a mixture 
of warring impulses, hovering between vulgarity and 
a genuine m agnificence, in  the Aristotelian sense, of 
disposition, between courage and cowardice. At times 
we know him to be a hero, colossal and dignified : at tim!;ls 
he  sinks to the part of a pol�roon, pitiful and a thing of 
spittfng. And he has no character worse than himself 
to give him canonisation, to deify him. For Farfrae, 
that blithe youn g Scotsman, one of those melodramatic 
folk for whom the world seems made, comes whistl ing 
on the scene, and pursues a career of uninterrupted 
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't i mpenetrably thick-headed, strangely sharp
y'

That Scottish shrewdness, so often coupled 
ted. 

our which if not non-existent, is at all 
a hum ' . 

nscious carries him from a clerkship to a 
unco '  . 
t without another effort on h is part. Surely 

. 
y 

unfair d isposition of things, that one m an 
I S  an . . 
d toil and moil and pass through a ternble passIOn 

defeat ; that another man, �ith less imp
.
ulse and a 

rter of his brains, should rise to any height by an 

a�:itrary dispensation .  These ironies anger and sicken 

us in these bitter books. We are out of patience with 

a man like Henry Knight, who steps in, setting his 

pupil's success at nought : �it� Bishop Helm�dale, 
blundering in the way of SWlth111, and destroymg a 
love which, if absurdly romantic, was true enough : 
with Swithin himself, halting between two opinions, 
throwing himself now on one extreme, now on the 
other, and ending the affair in a dismal catastrophe. 

The fact is that to Mr Hardy there is no commonplace 
of a stronger and weaker sex : m an and woman are 

ant pictures, to be hung side by side. Giles 
terborne and Marty South, Fe1ice Charmond and 

F�tzpiers, are kindred examples of two types. 
. 

to gIve greater point to this doctrine, the preacher 1 1able to the :atal mistake of exaggerating manly 
The aim may be true, but the method is more a/�tle false.  And the fact remains, that, while 

t
o 

I Tr Hardy's women provoke us to absolute and ua contempt tl . 
. , 1ere are few of hiS men who do not us with an I 

f 
unp easant sense of the despicable o manhood d th . f . . 

eVer . an e necessity 0 leadmg-str1l1gs y man-chIld. 

The chorus which groups itself round these pro-ists is of a peculiar and effective kind. Each is weighed, every thought criticised, by the tful and intense vVessex peasants. For a certain hU!11our, for a Biblical massiveness and rotundity 

v. 
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of diction, we shall not fi nd the equal 
whose thoughts are n ot dictated by one leader, 
divide themselves among the whole com pany, one 
taking up the parable and another replying. 
and again the chorus re-appears, a knot of obser 
whose lot is to d ig and sow and watch the course 
tragedy. They are perennial, of the earth : she 
enfold them at last, and successors will spring fro 
her to fill their place. The finger of fate touches th 
l ightly : they are born, they delve and they die, 
laugh and weep like the rest of men, but they have 
enfeebling excess of joy, no carking load of 
Their anxiety is mean , their pleasures are little. 
so it is that through the shrewd utterances of th 
countryfolk, qualified for the office of spectators by th 
m onotony of their existence, we learn more of the 
actors, we see the bitterness of their trouble in  the ligh 
of this peaceful contrast. 

In this context it is natural to think of The Return 
the filahve first. In those furze-cutters, Tim othy Fa 
way and the Cantle family, we have a rich and 
hu mour, a whole rural philosophy, mingled with 
strange fatality of vision. Gran dfer Cantle, that 
pagan, dancing and laughing on the very edge of 
grave, is a quaint and grim figure. With Christian, t 
timorous and half-witted, we feel a somewhat con 
temptuous sympathy. Susan Nunsuch, with her 
in wizards and incantations, is one of those benighte 
survivors 'of a past age who linger on in the 
parts of England. They are all Pagans, each and e 
one, far from church and cl'ergy, reverencing not 
ab&tract theories of religious worshi p, but the 
tan gible outward signs, the strong, compact language 
the Prayer Book, whose sound 'and ring of themselves 
h ave power to enliven, or the vestments of the priest, his 
I' great holy surplice." The chorus of Two on a 
on the other hand, is essentially acquainted with all 
ordinary theological truths. They all-Hezzy Bi  
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and Nat Chapman, pig-headed, waggish 
Y 1310re, , 

, the church choir, and hearken to Mr ng In , 
, admonitions. These are more gemal gharn s 
fateful folk of Egdon, but they are no less 

those 
d ' , 

. ' Their purpose in the trage y IS unconsclOUS. 
Ir )nn .  

that m akes its irony more dreadful.  They hardly 
, f "11at a catastrophe they are spectators : they 
Ise 0 \i. , 

on insensibly with a babbl1ng agreement, a good-

humoured critic ism. 
\Vhether Ur Hardy's Wessex folk are Wessex folk 

or not is a mere m atter of dispute. Jacob m ay mas

querade as Esau, but we do no� de�y the success of his 

imposture. Thus Mr I-lardy, If hiS figures are a far

fetched copy or a mere fiction, has at any rate created 
for the general reader a peasant-world whose every 
conversation must be imprinted on the mem ory, whose 
every word is worthy of record. Where the humour of 
these Dorset people lies is hard to see ; Mr Hardy's last 
claim is the clai m to the humour of the platform ; but 
these countrymen of his making have a shrewd humour, 
even wit, which defies rivalry. We turn sometimes 
with relief from the stress of divergent te mperaments 

struggling wills to his laughing chorus, pronouncing 
mcnts on everything whose real meaning is dark 

,
to th�mselves, but as clear as ::unlight to us. 

v!rtue IS their strongly ironical connexion with scene ; their very immob ility, the passiveness of the that clings to t1 ' 1 e m ,  sets them 111 contrast to the essness and ' , vam stnfe of the actors. Amos Fry clothes the c i f ' 
' 

, 0 Our 0 the clods, IS the type, the Ity of these p 1 f ' , b " eop e 0 the other world lIvmg dazed su mISSive ' , 

h . 111 a century which is entirely new to s uttIn g their e ' l '  , 
the r 

ars 111 t lelr qUlet, solemn rusticity umours of th Tl ' , e outer sea of modern life. lE-lr amazIn O' s ' , 
and ' 

b ,  uperstltlOn, their adherence to a for-
. Incredible f 11 l '  , If active 1 ' £ 

0 {- ore, 15 the leadmg feature of lie .  The b I '  f ' exorc'  , 
e le 111 the conjuror in spells Isms, stirs them h 

' 
w en a tumultuous current 
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agitates their lives : their one diversion from the ordi 
routine of rustic existence is the visit to the conjuror, 
handling of a charm. The barbarity of the woman S 
Nunsuch, whose child has been bewitched, comes to 
straight out of the middle ages. It is the old story 
Juana of Navarre and the witch of Eye, of 
Sister Helen. And this surprising rigidity of 
belief impresses, not only the ignorant chorus, but 
more or less educated actors. At the nadir of his fo 
Henchard, another Saul, consults the conjuror on  
eve of h is  destruction as  the  King of  Israel sought 
witch of Endor before the fall of Gilboa. In that 
derful and terrible story, called The Wz'tlzered A 
which partly condenses Mr Hardy'S strange power 
its little l imit, the two women, the witch and the h 
ridden young wife toil over the moonless heath of 
to see the white witch and hear some word of cure. 
history of the country changes little . The town advanc 
improves, spreads its limits until it becomes a 
chaotic mass on a scorched surface of cinders, a hive 
invention, developing in an hour what the Middle 
took a century to conceive, while outside lies the co 
primeval, never changing since the coming of 
Romans, preserving the old rites, holding to the 

. faiths, m utable in nothing save the seasons. The wh 
puff of smoke spreading its elf like a flat disc over a 
the deep cutting sunken between hedges and 
banks, the embankment or viaduct strutting 
and derisively over some immemorial wood and horn 
of the Nymphs, alone remind us of modern progress. 

VI. 
And in no part of England, whose bucolic Midland 

of bright country and restful scenery is ruined by 
snorting of main lines and the clang of Birmingham or 
Leicester, is this aged life of pasture-land and people so 
evident as in Wessex. For over the whole of that ex· 
panse of white chalk-land inaccessible districts may 
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un travelled b y  railway or enterprising cha1'-
L __ .. ereu, 

are the great lonely downs, sweeping 
There . . . 

f m Salisbury Plam, over whIch one travels 
ward rO . 1 W' 

h t south until they dIP sudden y, and Im-
nort 0 , 

' c  
. . the valley of the Stour at one s very leet. 

e hes lD . . 
J'ourney from ea'it to west, chmbmg the 

one may . 
hill above Cranborne,

. 
and passm?" a chaos of 

s and tumuli, descendmg steeply Into the plea-

lley of Tollard Royal, and then on through dim 
sant va 

t Y until at the rock of Sl1aftesbury, the deep vale coun r , 
of 13lackmore curves and twists beneath his feet. Or, 

on the northern frontier, there are the chalk downs 

which tower like a rampart above the vale of White 

Horse and embosom Wantage in their vast embrace. 

There is Salisbury Plain itself, no less a wilderness than 
Dartmoor, with its great remnant of Druidical worship. 
An d in the deep valleys, towns and cities nestle, which, 
from their very smallness and insignificance, and the 
predominance of one great Gothic church in their midst, 
are as much part and parcel of that antique world as the 
downs and streams themselves. At Salisbury or at 
Sherborne, the wanderer may lose himself at once in 
the :l\Iicldle Ages, in an atmosphere of cathedrals, and 
episcopal tombs, and elaborate m arket-crosses. Or he 
may go to Wimborne or Christchurch, noble churches 
w�ose rest and repose are somewhat ruined by the �elghbourhoocl of Bournemouth, most artificial of water
Ing-places. Or there is Romsey, the sleepiest of old 
red towns ' t1 fl. , 111 le at wooded country near Southampton ' Or Corfe Castl b "  

' 
e, a no le rehc of feuclahsm and even earlier 

s, guardi ng the gate of Purbeck. And eastwaFds }\'eW Fo t . ' 

and h 
r
.
es , spoIled and tourist-run although it is, t e anCient ' t f W' . 

COm p l  C l  y 0 Inchester, a town In a wood, etc the ma i n b . f . 
. It ' . eautles 0 thIS fatrest of lands. IS to 1\11' H cl '  1 ':�Ount�y .c 

ar y S 10nour that, in  choosing this JOr the sc f 1 . 
te1 . 

ene 0 l iS novels, he reproduces it Y WIthout that monstrous exaggeration which an Alpine cataract of Bagworthy water-slide, 
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and an eighth wonder of the Doone Valley. But 
has, at the same time, given it a new life, a new in 
Thousands of people travel on that tedious l ittle 
between Dorchester and Wareham, to get out of 
train at a roadside station, and see the house where · 
m ade her confession to Angel, and the abbey to wh 
he carried her in his sleep at dead of night. The ch 
of Kingsbere, the mausoleum of the d'Urbervilles, h 
their visitors. Casterbridge, most charming of 
country towns, girt by avenues and stupendous Roma 
and British works, is to us above all things the scene 
Henchard's tragedy : the great amphitheatre on t 
Budmouth Road is to us the place where he met h 
wife once more. And four m iles further on, when 
have ascended the hill, with the great earthwork 
Maiden Castle on our right, with its m ighty rings 
entrenchments, we go downhill, with the sea before 
and Portland, dark and dismal, scarred white and bl 
lyin g sulkily at a horn of the bay, and we are at 
combe with the Lovedays and the Garlands and 
Derrimans, waiting to see King George's chariot p 
on its way to the sea. Or, going north ward from Cast 
bridge through that long, deep, Holloway lane, alon 
which Farmer Darton and Japheth Johns rode to th 
Knap, we come to the Hintocks in an undulating 
country, smelling sweet of cider, the m ark that Do 
is wedded not far off to Somerset. Here we are in  th 
presence of the woodland folk, that people whose 
and primitive occupations seem so dim and distan 
Mrs Dollery's cart winds its tortuous way from Sherto 
to this heart of rustic delight, whose villages are ca 
in  real maps by such strange, quaint names-Melbu 
BUb.b, Melbury Osmond, Frome Vauchurch, From 
St. Quintin-the most delicate and pleasan t lanc1scap 
in any of Mr Hardy'S books, t inged with a flavour 
old ecc1esiasticism not quite forgotten, still remembe 
in the names (to give them Mr Hardy'S n omenc1at 
of Emminster and Middleton Priory. Or eastw 
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bridge again , on the Melchester and 
Caster ' . 

d we shall find  Weatherbury, 111 the sheep-
n Roa , . 

land, where Gabriel Oak tOlled and was 

1: the sake of Bathsheba Everdene. And, t lor 
further with the riders who �roye in quest of 

g d's last home, we come to K111gsbere, the dead 
har 

k . h 1 t Vn in whose noble church rest the Olg t Y 
arket- 0\ . . 

sn ' 1  of d' U  rberville, and 111 ItS vault the " fi nest faml  Y " d f I'T ' , d 
skeIlingtons in Wessex, an rom :)..111gsoere we ascen 

the waste of Egdon. 
. . 

Egdon is no longer that noble WIlderness on whIch 

Mr H ardy dotes so fondly. A lonely place it is, but i t  

i s  no  terrible desert. A series of  commons, with 
intervals of hedge-row, has taken the place of those 
dark furrows which rose into the sinister prominence of 
l\l istover Knap, and held Blooms End in its bosom . 
Egdon disappoints us, it is not the Egdon whi c:h we 
picture, and we descend from it into the Var valley, 
the " valley of little dairies," with an unsatisfied 
sense. At ancient Anglebury, and in the neighbouring 
watering-places, we meet Ethelberta Petherwin , and 
watch with her and Picotee the storm off Knollsea. 
And then ,  turning northwa rds again, we come to War
Lorne, at the foot of the oblique and irregular gash of 
Blackmore Vale, which ends high up above Shottsford 
and Stourcastle near Marlott, Tess' birth-place, beneath 
the British crag of Shaston, the home of Sue and Phil lotson. But, leaving the valley which, we must remember, Mr Stevenson has also touched in th at cos m l '  opo ltan book, The TIVrec!cer, we drive from War-born e along a hilly road, until we see a column on a fi r-clad I ' 11 d . f 

11 , an , beyond It ,  ,V" el l and House, the scene o that st 1 . . range ove-tragedy 111 Two on a Towe?'. And, COnt i n u in g f on our road, we reach the downs and not ar aWa ' , 
b y, we can see the grey ch urch-tower of Chaseorough a d 
place 

l' e n  a great belt o f  etel'11al wood marks the W l ere Te - ' f  . M ('lch _ . :> S ate was deCi ded, and so we arrive at ester \\' 1 th . t . 
ll1any ' . 1 S great S p i re,  that  quiet city where: so Confl lct l n . . g Interests meet. VOL . XIX. I 
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It is  not history, but i t  is very like it . 
now, i n  these last few weeks, wish to visit Alfredston 
much for its h istoric interest as the birth -place of 
king, as for its connexion with the l ife of Jude Fa 
Christminster, full of memories of old days, has 
more great memory in the presence of the cuI 
stone- mason within its precincts. Wintoncester is 
only the city of great kings and bishops, of prin 
coronations, of Charles I1 . ' s  palace, of Izaak Wal 
and Thomas Ken. It is the place of Tess' executi 
And so, for each town and village, however insignificant ,  
Ivlr Hardy weaves a durable garment of the nob 
texture. What Scott did for the lowland country, that 
great process and supreme achievement of vivifyi 
genius, Mr Hardy, reserved, gloomy, and scornful, h 
done, and is doing, for this noble country, historical. 
ecclesiastical, full of n atural beauty and miracles 
art-this proud and beautiful kingdom of the W 
Saxons, and more especially for that part of it which 
the noblest jewel in  its crown, the county which, 
the name of its old inhabitants, we call Dorset. 

vn. 

The chief fault of Mr H ardy's art, it cannot b e  
denied, is  its tendellcy to improbability. Nothing is 
m ore unlikely than the story of Two on a Tower. Worked 
out finely and with the utmost pains, its strong want of 
verisimilitude ruins it. In a writer who is, l ike Mr' 
Hardy, a professed,  although somewhat anomalous, 
realist, so serious a slip of design i n  the very rudiment 
of his work is more than usually blamewurthy. He 
draws for us improbable scenes, improbable pictures ; 
that laughable incident of Ethelberta's stay at Rouen, 
for example : but never, save in this case, has he given 
h imself over to a romance of so daring an impossibility.  
The l ines from Crashaw o n  the title-page n o  doubt 
suggested the story, but, when Crashaw wrote them, 
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]d  be further from his mind than this absurd . g cou 111 
oman  of thirty for a boy of twenty, and i t s  

of a W . . • 

l '  h s There are eccentncltles w 1lC we cannot sequence . 
1 . .  I . d this passion is not n atura , It IS revo tmg : oOlach , an . 1 V· . d £ I lways disgusted WIt 1 IvIette an  we lee are a . 

. . to be l ittle better than a fool. Yet we read SWltll ln . £ • • 

bI I b 1 again  and agam, lor It IS a no e nave , the 00 { 
t and tragic energetic and resourceful, full of compac , , 

I dge and learning i n  all branches, full of great know e 
. tures drawn by a skilful master. For one of Mr plC . , • 

l ' f I . h ' Hardy's charactenstlcs IS
. 

11S m ass 0 earmn
.
g, IS 

complete acquaintance With the a
.
rts and

. 
sC

.
lences, 

lingering lovingly over some detail of bUlldlOg or 
painting, always ready with 

.
apt comp�risons in the 

comprehension of the art or ItS correlatlves, welcome 
to every craftsman or student who is in love with his 
work. There are, no doubt, -places in which he is led 
astray by an exotic technicality : the comparison of 
Eustacia's mouth to the ogee, or, as he adds a l ittle 
pedantically, the cz'ma recta, always seems, if true, to be 
l1ard and forced. I n  such cases a Vitruvian phraseology 
is disagreeable, and can never be i nevitable. 

The style of the novels has been said by a recent 
voluminous writer on Mr Hardy'S art, to be Roman. If  
this means that  it has a splendid massive grace, that 
each sentence moves with an u nexampled dignity, it is right. For 1\'[r Hardy's writing, scholarly above mea
�ure, never strives after effect, for it can make an effect J ust where it pleases without trouble. It is never startlin.g, never strained ;  it does not run too nimbly after e?lthets ; the Hardeian epithet is marked, not by a Sll1grle b ' 1 1 '  . n lant mstance, but by a continual recurrence -as fi . , , �r Instance, the word " flexuous." Mr Hardy is  no conJ ur . I . or Wit 1 words ; he has no varieties of tint · he Uses Word h ' 1 ' 
b s W IC 1 a modern conceit pictures as black or rown.  He b 1 
Wr' t 

e ongs to the old school of classic English 1 ers, by virtu f 1 . \Vith h e o  liS unaffected, simple style, chiselled uge labour f tl h d . ram le ar est marble l11to a shape 
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which we may compare to a statue by Polyc1eitus, a 
l ittle heavy and broad, yet essentially dignified. But, 
by virtue of his subject, he is of the very newest school, 
of the problem-solvers who are looked on with so much 
SusplClOn. He uses his superb style for the exposition 
of views which, although they are worth considerable 
thought, are nevertheless fretful and sickly, the fancy of 
disarranged nerves and disturbed ideals. I-le is an 
anomaly, a great paradox. His likeness to Sophocles 
stops at this weakness. He has not the iron will, the 
magnanimity of the old tragedian ; he cannot declare 
the truth of a gloomy opinion and then make the best 
of it : he must rail against it, cry for its destruction. A 
man may be at least brave, may surrender himself to 
fate with the despairing courage of necessity, but we 
cannot admire the grumbling spirit. To see a fine and 
statuesque style of magnificent periods used as a medium 
for pusillanimous complaint is an eye-sore : the whole 
thing goes unnaturaliY j the principles war against each 
other. Yet this is what we see in Mr Hardy's later 
novels.  It is the fault of his women, it is the crime of 
his men. 

A pessimist may, by an over-employment of his 
pessimism, become, in process of time, a strong optimist. 
Such radical changes closely follow n atural lasw. And 
we should not be surprised if, in  ten years' time, Mr 
H ardy should unconsciously become an optimist. It is 
an interesting and perplexing speCUlation .  We should 
h ave less regard for the novels, whose unparalleled and 
fascinating gloom is due to their philosophy : at the 
same time, we should feel ourselves rid of much that is 
painful an d distressing. For. think of Mr Hardy as we 
m ay, we cannot help coming back to the innermost 
design.of his tales, their propagandist tendency. But, 
apart from this, he has done much for our pleasure, he 
has given us his \Vessex folk, he has drawn noble fignres 
of man ' and woman, he has peopled a great country 
with new inhabitants, not lost and faint, but fresh in our 
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Y even as the dead of yesterday. In towns and 
memor , 

s and winter-bound forest and moorland villages. 
lane 

H d '  t 1 1 "  1 "  
e see �fr ar Y s mor a s IVll1g t lelr hves, we see 

�leir stepS in the dew and the snow ; 
.
inside the farm

house window and the low cottage lattIces, at sunset or 

when the panes are yellow with candle-light, we see the 

shadOW of their faces, we hear their muffled voices . 

A. H . T. 

How can I sing where the whole earth sing:;, 
Where every bird that flies on wings, 
Where e'en the lowly creeping things 

Join in a glorious lay ? 

Tim id and feeble would seem my song, 
Heard through that cadence grand and strong, 
Heard through the note the skies prolong, 

Heard through that glorious lay. 

R. O. P. T. 
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Donations and Additions to the 

Quarter ending Michaelmas 1895. 

D01Zatz'OllS. 
Letters addressed to A. P. 'Watt (the Publisher). Bvo. Lond. 1894 . . • . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . .  } Euclid. CEuvres en Grec, en Latin et en Fran- Mr Pendlebury. ,ais. Par F. Peyrard . 3 Tomes. 4to. 

Paris, 1814-1818 .................... . . Jacl<son (R. C.). Sarum and Roman Kalendar ! 
��9�1�

e 
ivl��r

c
h �:. ��

g
l
a

.
n

.� . f�.r • . 1.��2 .��� 
J The Compiler. 

"'Quevedo (S. A. Lafone). Los Lule,. Estudio 1 
Iilol6gico y Calepino Lllle-CasteIJano. Vade Mecum p�ra el Arte y Vocabulano. 81'0. The Author. Buenos Aires, 1894 .. ................ . . -- Tesoro de Catamarquenismos. 8vo. Buenos Aires, 1<395 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Heyne (C. G.) . . Opuscula Academica. 6 Tom. } Professor Mayor. 8vo. Gottll1gae,1785-1812 ........... . Milton (Tohn). Paradise Lost. A new Edition t M' B '11 by Richard Bentley.* 4to. Lond. 1732 . .  f I n . 

'Vyon (A. B.) and Allan vVyon. The Greal Seals of Eng land from the earliest period to the present time, arranged and illustrated. Folio. Lond. 1887 . . . . . . • • . . . Domesday Studies . Edited by P. E. Dove. 2 vols. Sm.4to. Lond. 1888'91 . . . . . . • .  
und d,e A uflosung der Glel chung-en vom Fiinften Grade. 8vo. Leipzig, r884 .... Schubert (Dr. H.). Kalkiil der Abziihlenden Gel)metrie. 8vo. Leipzig, 1879 . . . . • • . .  Bobek (Karl). Einleitung ill die Theorie der elliptischen Funktionen. 8vo. Leipzig, 1884 . . . . . . • • . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . • . " . . . . .  . Sharpe (R. R.). London and the Kingdo m.} Corporation of the City Vol. Ill. 8vo. Lond. 1895 ............ of London. 

Addz'tzims. 
Benedictus. Regula Monachorum . Recens. E. vVoelffiin. TeulJlter Text. 8vo. Lipsiae, 1895. 
Callinicus. De vita S. Hypatii Liber. Teubner Text. 8vo. Lipsiae, .1895. Darboux (Gaston). Le�ons sur la Theorie generale des Surfaces. iv. Pt. 1st fasc. 81'0. Paris, 1895. Macray (W. D.). A Register of the Members of SI. Mary Magd

;;
lell College, Oxford. New Series. Vol I: Fellows to the year 1520. 1'0. Lond. 1894. 

. . Musici Scriptores Graeci. Recog. Car. Janus. Teubl1er Text. 8vo. Llpslae, 1895. 

Lent Term, 

1896, 

NOTES FRO'M THE COLLEGE RE CORDS. 

(Conti1tUed from Vol XIX, p. IS·) 

,"""wnilMONG the privi1eges w hich were reserved to 
the Bishop of Ely i n  consideration of his  

consenting to  the d issolution of the old 

Hospital of St John was the right of nomin

ating one Fellow of the College. This right was 

retained and exercised down to the change in the 

College statutes i n  1860. The following document 

shews that during the vacancy of the See the Sovereign 

exercised the power; the nomination also' gives the 
parentage of an early Fell ow of the College. One 
Richard Cox compounded for first fruits as Rector ofDissj 
Norfolk, 26 June 1589', ceasing to be Rector there at 
th� end of 1596. Another, or perhaps the same, 
�lch ard Cox was instituted Rector of N orton, Wilts·. 
tn 1608. 

EUZABETH R 

... 
Trustie and wellbeloued we greete you well: And whereas 

E�a�n: �eve� to vnderstand that in the C
.
olledge of �t John the 

gchste 1Il Olir vniuersitye of Cambndge there IS a fellow

By the Queene. 

P for the ffoundresse presentlie voyde in the gifte of the 

O op of Elie and by reason of the vacancye of that sea is W to b d' e lsposed by vs Wee will and commande you fourth-

10 
vP

I
�n the sight hereof to chuse and admitte into the saiq. 

\\'s lip . P ou r welbeloved Richard Cox second son to the late 
VOL. XIX. T 
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Bisshop of EIye, Bache10J of Artes of the seyd Coli edge and 
see him placed in the sayd rorne wilh all duties and commodititlt 
therevnto apperteyning in as ample manner as aRie other 
enioyed the same heretofore; anything to the contrarye 
withstanding And theas our lres shalbe your sufficient 
�al!lnte in that beha1.f�. Geven vnder our Signet at our Man 
ef Grenewich the xxixoth daye of Maye In the xxvijth yea re 
�ur reigne, 1585. 

Addressed: To our trousty and weIbeloued the Mc and fellowea 
of Sainct Johns ColIedge in or vniuersite of Cambridg and il) 
the absence of the sayd Mc to the President and Senyoures 01 
the same Colledge. 

The Stuart Kings, amongst the minor 
the Dispensing Power, seem to have been 
of granting in special cases dispensation to F 
of the College from the necessity of obeying the Cuuell"e 
statutes, thus enabling them to absent themselves 
College and yet to draw all the emoluments attach 
to a Fellowship. King Jamp.s I. actually induced 
College to elect a Scotchman, called SeatoD, il'lt€l 
:Fellowship specially created for him, beyond the
lflumber on the Foundation. Seaton seems to havEt 
held this Fellowship, sorely against the will of the' 
COllege, for about eight years, and then, having 
married, to have declined to resign the Fellowship, 
except in favour of a friend. The greater number of 
these Dispensations were given to eFlable Fellows to 
absent themselves from College. 

Brian Turner, on whose behalf Charles n. writes in 
the letter which follows, was afterwards presented by the 
College to the Rectory of Soulderne in Oxfordshire. 
He became a Canon and was nominated Archdeacon 
of Hereford, but never lived to take the office, dying 
22 February 1697. 
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Cl'IARLES R. 
Trusty and wellbelov'ed 

Wee greet you well Whereas our 

ty and well beloved Brian Turner, Fellow of that our 
Trus I -" 0 S . , d 
Colledge, is at present emp oyeu III ur erVlce In ye atten -

Of Our Right Trusty and Right wellbeloved Cousin and 
ance 
Counsellor the Earl of Ca1"lis!e Our Embassador Extraordinary 

o the Emperor of Russia, which will occasion his absence for 

:ome time from that Our Vniversity, Wee being graciously. 

tender that he may not suffer in any of his concernes there, 

have thought fitt, hereby to signifie Our Royall Pleasure to you, 

that you dispence with the absence of the said Brian Turner 

during the time he shall be in that employment, and as well 

allow unto him ye full profitt and benefitt of his Fellowship and 

Seniorily in as full and ample manner as if he were actually 

resident, & particularly, that being by this avocation hindred 

from catechizing (which exercise is partly already and should 
wholly hay been performed by him before the 24th of August 

next) he may forthwith be admitted and Registred Colledge 

Preacher, and yt care be taken that he be freed from all duties 

and exercizes both in the Colledge and University dureing such 

his absence, any Law, Statute, cuslome or constitution of that 
our Colledge or University in any wise notwithstanding with 

all which we are hereby graciollsly pleased to dispence. And 

so we bid you Farewell. Given at our Court at Whitehall the' 

16th day of July in the fifteenth yeare of Our Reigne 
By his Matieo Command 

HUNRY BENNET. 
Addresser!: To Our Trusty and wellbeloved the Maste'r and 

Senior FelIowes of St John's Colledge in Our University of 
Cambridge. 

Richard Hill, the Fellow in whose favour James n. 
se�ds the ,following letter, ultimately rose high in the 
Diplomatic Service. He resigned his Fellowship in 
•1691 When he became Paymaster General of the army In Flanders. 

JAMES R. 
h Tru�ty an�l WelIbeloved We greet you well: Whereas we aYe given Licence to Our Trusty and Wellbeloved Richard 
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Hill Master of Arts and Fellow of your College to Travell 
beyond the Seas as Governour to Our Right Trusty and WeU. 
beloved Henry Viscount Hide, Son and Heire of Our Right 
Trusty and Right Wellbeloved Cousin and Counsellor Laurence 
Earle of Rochester, We have thought to signify Ollr Will and 
pleasure unto you, That during the time of his absence. the said 
Richard Hill do enjoy his Fellowship in that Our College with 
all the profitts perquisites and advantages to the same belonging. 
And that he be Dispensed with from performing any Exercises 
either publick or private, as also from the taking of any further 
Degree, that by reason of his standing in that Our University he 
may be required to do, pursuant to the Statutes of Our said 
University or of your College, Which Statutes respectively We 
are hereby graciously pleased to Dispense with in favour of him 
the said Richard Hill upon this occasion. And so We bid you 
farewell. Given at Our Court at Whitehall the 28th day of 
March 1687 in the Third yeare of Our Reigne 

By his Matie• Command 
l\1IDDLETON. 

Addressed: To Our Trusty and Wellbeloved Master and 
Fellows of St John'S College in Our University of Cambridge. 
To be communicated to the Vice Chancellor and Senate of OUl' 
Said University when it shall be necessary. 

That these Royal Dispensations were not always 
popular with the other and less favoured Fellows of the 
College comes out pretty clearly in the two letters 
which follow. Nicholas Felton, Bishop of Ely, had 
clearly been appealed to by some of the younge\' 
Fellows, who thought their Seniors too yielding to the 
King's wishes. The state of affairs in which there was 
but one walkzng copy of the College statutes is not easy 
to picture in these times of cheap printing. Some 
account of Robert Mason has been given by Mr Cooper 
(Communzca#ons to the Cambrzdge Antz(jZtanan Socz�ty, 
n. 341). 

A letter from ye Byshopp of Ely directed to Dr Gwyn., 
Mr of St John's and to the Seniors thereof, or in his 
absen�e to ye President and Seniors. 
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1 have receyved by Mr Porter ffellow of your Col1edge (in 

1 nan1e of diverse other ffellowcs thereof) an Information of 
tlC ' 

me doubts and differences arrisen among yow, about ye true 

��eaning of some clauses in some of your Colledg statutes, and 

hoW your present practise of them agrees therwith. I have also 

rcctyved a petition in their names for an Interpretation of those 

Clauses as your Colledg statutes do direct. And I am farther 

informed yt whereas your Statutes (which yow arre all bound to 

observe by oath) do peremptorily charge, that in such cases of 

doubt and dyfference eyther syde shold choose one of the 

iT(;llowes, which two shold eyther personally attend me, or els 

byauthentique writing inform of ye particulars in whieh yow 

differ. Yow for your parte being moved therevnto, refuse or 

neglect so to doe. Vppon all which (having with advice of 

some learned in the lawes and acquaynted with ye Customes 

of ye Vniversity considered of your Statute De Ambiguz's et 

obswris z'nterprdandz's) I have no doubt (the premisses being true) 

but that I might proceed to Interpretacon without hearing 

wherevppon yow insist to meynteyn that practise which the 

Complaynants doe take to be both agaynst the meaning of your 

Statutes and also to the preiudice both to the Colledge and 

company therein. Not withstanding out of my good respect 

vnto yow, and ye rather for that I see the obeying of my inter

pretations arre inioyned vnto yow all by statute vnder so great 

penalty as is perpetuall amotion from ye CoIledg ipso facto: I 
have thought fitt to gyve yow notice that I have appoynted 

!\ir Porter to attend me for further order herein on Satturday the 

124th of this mon th in ye afternoone at my house in Great St 

Bartholomewes in London. Att which day and place I desyre 

to have your presence if so yow think fitt, or one chosen by yow 

according as your statute directs And that he bring with him 

a booke of your Colledg statutes, with this intimacon that if you 

shall forbeare to come or send, I will nothwithstanding not 

fOrbcare to 'proceed to thatt which your statutes doth direct me, 

Vnto. And so with my hearty commendacon I bydd yow fare

Well an cl so I rest 
yr verry loving [rend 

NI: ELYE. 

Apr. 15th 1624. 
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The Answer of ye President and 
Letter. 

Right Reverend ffather in God. Our humble duty preen 
The 18th of this moneth we receyved letters from your Lordsh 
(lirected to the Master and Seniors of our Colledg. Wherein 
pleased your Lordshipp to signifye That certeyne of ye ffell 
by petition under their hands have solicited your Lordshipp fot 
an Interpretation of some clauses in our Statutes now in differ� 
ence amongst us. In satisfaction wherevnto, and for ye duty We 
all owe unto your Lordshipp may it please you to understand 
That uppon a graunt of dayes and some allowance made by 
ioynt consent of all the Seniors to Mr Mason one of our ffellowea 
being to be imployed into ffrance in some service for ye state I 
three younger ffellowes did within 3 days after imparte to th� 
president their dislyke of that action and did afterward secretl}l 
solicite and persuade with such others as they might have h 
to prevayle with, to petition to your Lordshipp according 
their direction for 'ye preservation of our Colledg statute which 
we doe not hold to be infringed by this act. True it is that if 
any ffelJow voluntarily affect to travell unto (orreyne partes to 
study in any vniversity there, vppon expression of himself to the 
Master and Seniors, �hey may vppon this Reason grant him 
dayes for three yea res, so as during ye tyme of his absence he 
shall receyve no P10ftt! at all of his ffellowship. Thus speaks 
our statute. But in case any be to be imployed by Autority in 
service of ye state, the statute being herein silent, the Master 
and Seniors by ye power gyven them in other statutes have (rom 
tyme to tyme provyded as their Judgements thought most fitt. 
Whose Custome (or tyme able to prescribe, and (or quality 
heretofore esteemed laudable, we now imitated in this case of 
Mr Mason's vppon ye Iyke allegations, wherevppon others have 
and some att this tyme doe enioy the same alJowence graunted 
vnto him. If this be a breach of statute, we erre herein by 
example of our predecessors, whose names and autority we have 
hitherto held Reverend. As for your Lordshipps first demqnd 
that we shold send vpp some fellow, for our parte as they have 
done for theirs; We humbly intreat your Lordshipp to take into 
consideration. That that statute which so directs, hath bene 
always vnderstood by vs of particular differences only between 
particular persons, as the l\Iaster and some ffellolV or ffellowes, 
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fTellowes amongst themselves etc., but not to reach to 

or some 
b h S '  h J 'f 

. 
Act concluded y t e el110rs t e c 1el governors In ye 

anYI dge and to whom the first decision of such differences 
Col 

e '  . d ' I I f 'f I 
cS approprIate III t 1at verry c allse 0 ye statute, I t ley 

seem . h' . I d V h' 
JI concord WIt Jl1 elg lt ayes. ppOll t IS reason we at 

sha . ' hI ' d ' '11 
first refused to lOyne WIt t lel r messenger, an remaynmg Stl 

ersuaded that the statute (under correction) meaneth soe, we 

� treat your Lordshipp to excuse that OllllSSlOn. This bearer is 

:�ell able to satisfye your Lordshipp in any particular of this 

passage yOW shall pleese to inquyre of him. And whatsoever 

conclusion happen, we have always learned to obey lawfull 

Autority proceeding lawfully. Touching your Lordshipps other 

demand to have our statute booke sent upp, We humbly crave 

pardon in that, having but one walking Copy allowed in ye 

Colledge which is perpetually to remayne with the Master or in 

his absence with the president for all occasions, And the next 

Sunday we shall have necessary vse thereof att the Election of a 

Colleclge preacher to be made that day by Statute. Nevertheless 

to g)'ve your Lordshipp all the content we canne in this streight 

of tyme, we have caused to be transcribed such statutes and 

clauses as we conceyve any way to concerne this busines, which 

we tender to your Lordshipp by this bearer and together with 

that our humble service, desyring your Lordshipps favourable 

construction of this course we take. And so ceaslng to be 
further troublesome we humbly take leave and rest 

Subscribed by 
ROB. LANE 
Ro. ALLOTT 
1·HO. SPELL 
STEPH. HAXBY 
ANDREW WOODS 
THO. BUCKLY 

A letter from Mr Secretary Conwey_ 
l\Ia . Y It please yow 

h 
I vnderstand that Mr Robert Mason, ffel10w of your: 

Souse, being to have an Imployment into ffrance in his Maiesty's 

b
erl'lce is to nave some dispensation from yow, both for leave to 
e absent and for enioying the full benefits of his ffellowshipp 
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during his absence; And though 1 cannot conceyve there may 
be any difficulty in eyther of these, where the absence is occa. 
sioned by the publique servIce for ye King, yet your favour and 
readines therein may expresse a good respect from yow to 
as arre imployed by his Majestye. And 1 shalbe willing 
represent the same with the best improvement 1 canne to 
advantage, and to gyve you assurance that I am 

May. 12. r624_ 
your assured frend to serve yow 

EDw. CONWEY. 

Memorandum, that in March last foregoing the date hereol, 
the said Mr Mason vppon ye allegation of ye service ancl 
imployment in these letters mentioned, and by him then 
without any publique testimony thereof, had dayes of ab�t;lll;O" 
graunted vnto him and bycause the same allowance which. was 
formerly graunted to Mr Downhall vppon ye Iyke occasion of 
graunt passed by a: ioynt consent of ye President and Senio 
which sayd graunt was agayne vppon ye recept of this 
ratifyed and confirmed by the sayd president and ye m 
parte of ye Seniors. 

Ita les/or ROB. LANE, Reglsfrarzit9. 

The Royal methods of command may be compared 
with the following homely letter, from which some 
biographical details may be gleaned as to early mem
bers of the College whose names are not preserved in 
any Register. 

Good Mr Doctor GWyn, This Bearer, Thomas Newton by 
name (my honest pore neighbor, aud a goode workeman); is 
very desirous to have his SOl111e Admitted, as a syser, or 
subsyser, in Snct john's Colledge in Cambridge; (Althoughe 
he bathe noe acquaintance there at all) And hearinge me 
reporte well of that House, and sayenge, that bothe mye selfe, 
my towe younger Bretheren, and afterwards mye Sonne', were 
all successyvelye heretofore admitted of that Colledge; 1n
treated me If I could possibly procure him an ye favour there: 
Wherevpon Sr, I vnbethinking mye selre, howe I might doe 

him the most goodde, And hearinge that all mye ould Acquaint-
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eeS are worne oute there, longe agoe And that youe ollelie Sr, 
an 

C the nOwe resident survyver there of mye Tyme. 1 thought 
ar 
good Sr, at his earnest request, and in soe good a Suyte, to 

rnake l30lde to Intreate youre good favour towerds him prae,· 

sLlt11ing Sr, that youe will doe somewhat, at the request of an 

olde well wisher, that hathe bene formerlie of your Societye; 

J\Iye desire Sr is, because the Estate of the Coli edge is best 

I;no\\'ne to youre Selfe, that youe would doe soe muche, as 

wphe his son to a good Tutor; whiche I knowe by experience 

is the l.heefest helpe that a young Scholler can have: And for 

his Sonnes maintenance, I knolVe Sr my neighbour will yelde it 

sac far fOl,the, as his pore abylitie wille extend.::; and �halbe 

ncdcfnll, Other favours Sr, at this Tyme, I will not crave; but 

as his sonnes Diligence, and painfulness at his Booke; and his 

llOncst Behaviour and sober cariage hereafter, shall well deserve; 

whiche I hope verye well of; and thus sr hopinge of your good 

favour at this my request, And wishinge the occasion was 

oITered, in the Countrie where I clwelle, that 1 mighte performe 

as great a Curteseye towerds )'oue, or any frend of you res ; 

I take my Leave for this Tyme, and eommitte you to God's 

good Kepi nge and protection; restinge 

frolll Ill)'e House, Bromehall 
in Yorkshyre this xxth June 
1617 

),ome olde Acquainted 
Lovinge frend 

VVILLM. JESSOPPE 

Addressed: To the Right worshippll his Lovinge frend, Mr 

poctor Gwyn, Master of Snct john's Coli edge in the Universitie 

of Cambridge, geve these. 

R. F. S. 
(To be contillued.) 
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AN AID TO CLASSICAL KNOWLEDGE. 

You know the i mmaculate Goodwin, 
Who wrote of the Mood and the Tense

What wide information one could win 
From him, if he only wrote sense. 

I h ave read him at breakfast, lunch, dinner, 
I have thought of him e'en at my game, 

It h as made m e  appreciably thinner, 
But I feel otherwise just the same. 

It has frequently filled m e  with wonder, 
When I think with what skill he has tried 

To twist some poor sentence asunder, 
And pick out the idiom inside. 

It is harsh, n ot to say idiotir., 
To take a long-suffering Se, 

And brand it for life "apodotic," 
As though 'twere a sort of degree. 

Some sentences m ake him quite melan. 
choly, and with fever distressed, 

Wherein gleam s a "lap, but some felon 
The hypothesis has suppressed. 

This m ood's not of lengthy duration, 
It ends almost where it began, 

And then follows wild exultation 
Enge ndered, mayhap, by an av. 

An Az'd to ClaSStcal Kllb7l1ledge. 1+7 

He tells U5 how quite esoteric 
This wonderful word is, and then 

He remarks it is also Homeric, 
Though it there bears an aliaS-I€€v. 

Then he points to the cowering caitiff, 
That false egotistical d, 

Who has thrown off his wedded optative 
For a simple subjunctive to sigh. 

And so on for pages; you shake a n  
Implacable fist i n  dismay, 

Then sink into slumber, or  m ake a n  
Extemporised auto-da-fe. 

This last course is far too chaotic, 
And involves quite a n eedless expense; 

Some day you m ay n eed the n arcotic 
Distilled from the Mood and the Tense. 

A. J. C. 



PRESENT UNIVERSITY EDUCATION. 

A Lecture on presenl [Jllivtrsily EclucaHon, dtHvered at Lads, Dc'Ct1llbel' 17, 1895, qyProfissorE. C. Clark. 

SYNOPSIS. 

1. Reasons for interest of non-University people in tlH� queslion. Important point of rmdenct!. Wide meaning of educatioll here used-body, mind and? Powers of higher educational bodies less than they were. 

2. Pleasure and sports. The" good time." The " sportsman" and sports generally. 

3· Proper function of the University as to menial training� the Dame's School theory; that of preparing for the special business of life j that of inspiring some intellectual interest or pursuit. A wide choice of subjects essential to the l'ast. Range (If examinations and teaching at Cambridge. 

4· The fault not in the raw materiaL Difficulties introduced by certificates, degrees, &c. Examinations j reaction against them: are still indispensable. 

5· Omissions or faults which might be remedied. A University entrance examination desirable, to test previous general education. Proposed -utilisation of the Little-Go for this purpose. What should be the subjects reqnired-language, mathematics, other subjects? Greek. . 
What should be the method employed,? 

Faults of present 
examinations. The Crammer. Suggested general principles of examination. The Ordinary and Honour Degree: suggested difference of style. Utilisation of" M.A." lY.Ioney difficulty. 
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6. l\Torality and religion. Paley. Gteek Testament, &c. 

Sermons and Religious Services. Compulsory attendance at 

CbDpel. 
All the suggested changes can be made with existing 

machinery. 

IIN thi' leetu,e I pmpo,e to 'peak m ainly of the 
two old English Universities in which a 

collegiate or semi-collegiate resz'dence form s 
part of the system, and, between the two, of 

the one best known to myself-Cambridge. I am 

aware that I am p robably addressing myself to m any 

who have n o  direct i nterest in these institutions, and 

shall therefore avoid detail as much as pos-sible. But, 

in the hope of engaging the attention of such hearers, 

I would suggest one or two facts for consideration. 
First, that the old Universities, from their position 

and opportunities, must furnish, to some extent, a goal, 
a model, or it may be a warning, for what is called 
secondary education in general. Next, that University 
men will, from their position and opportunities, though 
not connected with teaching, set, i n  these days of 
publicity, a considerable amount of example, for good 
or bad, to those amongst whom they afterward s live. 
Last, that a direct and increasing influence is  exercised 
Upon outside thought and mental training by the 
lecturers, examiners, and inspectors who are' the out
come of Professor Stuart's University Extension Move
ment. 

. 
It is with some diffidence that I follow that pi':meer 

In l l ati onal education o n  ground so peculiarly his own 
as Leeds; but I h ave the s-atisfaction of thinking that, 
much as i am obliged to differ from a n  old friend on 
o�her points, I am i n  pretty complete agreement with 
hl111 On this. 

\ ou wi 11 observe that I h ave made collegiate or 
seml-colle . 'J f 1 d' " f glate restu,ence one 0 t le most lstmctl ve 
eatures of 'd h '  

. 
f h 

' ,our system-a reSl ence, t at IS,  awa y  rom onle, but under some regulation of conduct, apart from 
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the direction of study. The value of such a temporary
separation from the family c ircle, and generally from 
the environment of one's origin ,  has been much dis_ 
cussed and contested. I will merely say that I myself 
put it very h igh, believing it to be a good introduction 
to the n ecessarily greater freedom which follows, and 
a valuable factor i n  the formation of a firm and self
rel iant character. It  is of course assumed that the 
ad dition al expenditure of time and money can be 
afforded, that the young persons have reached an age 
at which they can be treated to some ex.tent as free 
agents, and, o n  the other hand, that they are still 
subjected to a certain amount of general surveillance. 

My point of view, then, obliges or allows me to give 
a wider sense than is often given to the word education. 
For under this word I mean to include all influences 
that come to bear upon the younger members of a 
University, as the result direct or indirect of their 
residence. This is a somewhat large order, and I can 
but pretend to touch upon such points as have principally 
struck myself during a fairly long experience. Still, 
it is  clearly necessary to go beyond the subject of mere 
intellectual teaching-, or else to leave out whClt has 
become by no means the least part of U n i  versity life, 
as of town ann country life also, for a maj ority of our 
young m e n .  N o w  i t  is o f  the majority that I wish, in 
the main, to speak-not of the exceptionally poor or 
serious or intellectual .  The agents of University Ex
tension will, of course, usually belong rather to the last 
two classes or one of them . Yet even they cannot help 
being influenced to some extent by the general atmos
phere of the seat of learning from which they come, by 
the methods there employed, and by the convictions 
there current as to what is feasible i n  education· and 
what is not feasible. We recognise the effect of the 
leaven upon the lump: but we must not forget that 
there is a counter effect-perhaps greater now than it 
was in old times-of the lump upon the leaven.  The 
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development, in fact, of the average man at Oxford or 

Cambridge-or, m ay 1 not say, of the average young 

erson in England at large-is the thing with which, 

p it seem s to me, not only we academic functionaries, 
as 
but yOU too are principally concerned-and the average 

person is composed of other elements besides pure 

intellect. 
I am afraid the strict educationalist may think that 

I am dealing rather with the fn'nge of the educational 

question :  but it is a fringe which seems to me to take 

up a good deal of the stuff. . 
Well then, in this all round sense of education, what 

do our old Universities do for their large and important 

cl/entdle-especially for their rank and file-what are 

our merits and what our failings ? For I m ay confi

dentially admit  that this paper began by being a pretty 

severe criticism. A n d  n ow, partly from an old- fashioned 

reluctance about one's own n est, partly from giving a 

fair look o n  both sides, it has come to be a defence or 

even an encomium. 
I n  asking the question I put just n ow, one fact should 

not be forgotten, as it often is, by outside critics-that 

what the Universities can do m ay be much over-rated ; 

the controlling and directing part of their authorities 

being by no means what it once was. For more serious 

Qreaches of order or morality the treatment available 

may remain, in strong hands, much the same as ever : 

but, for the general concluct of life and study, our 

rules have certainly become less stringent, our sanctions 
less formidable, our whole system more of a voluntary 
one. And this chan ge gives th� key-note to a great 
deal of what I h ave to say. The change h as both m erits 
and demerits ; but it depends upon wide spreading 
causes, by n o  means confinf'd to Oxford and Cambridge, 
and there is little use in deploring it or wish ing, like 
the authors of the Comm inatio n Service, for the resto
��tion of a s,tricter practice. The Un i versity has moved 
arther and farther from the condition of the school. 
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Nay, in the secondary schools themselves, of Our prese f 
England, the same change is perceptible. Tlze'y, ho;. 
ever, can still, particul arly the boarding schools 
exercise some direct compulsion and Some defined 
regulation of study or other em ployments. Ou'!' teaching 
bodies must rely rather on attraction s  and inducements 
than authority: our sanctions are m ainly remun eratory, 
and we are, when able, not unnaturally unwilling to 
avail ourselves of the only formidable weapon left us_ 
dismissal. With this m odern rel axation of discipl ine 
must be coupled the greater tolerance, to use no stronger 
word, now shown to the amusements or relaxations of 
life generally. 

Pleasure and sports would once have been reckoned 
among the accidental an d question able accompaniments 
of a University-to be tolerated, if n ot amounting to 
any serious distraction from work; scar.cely to be recog. 
nised, certain ly not directly encouraged .  Nuus aVOllS 
change tout cela-a change right enough, in proper 
measure: that it has gone somewhat too far is owing 
partly no doubt to our own authorities, but m ainly to 
the opinion of a considerable portion of the British 
public. To" have a good time," in the phrase which 
we have adopted from the American language, seems 
to be, in the view of some parents, and a Jorkorz' among 
some of our undergraduates, the sole obj ect with which 
the latter come to spend three of the best years of their 
lives at Oxford and Cambridge. A certain amount of 
moral surveillance is expected, or perhaps m erely that 
the young gentlemen should be kept out of obvious 
mischief. As to I intellectual improvement, absolute 
indifference is often, apparently, felt, and sometimes 
actually expressed. We are regarued, in  fact, by those 
of whom I speak, as keeping an extremely comforta-ble, 
though rather expensive, Dame's School. 

This somewhat limited view of a University'S func
tions is, however, generally qualified by the wholesome 
admiration of the British public for pluck and activity. 
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.And I am glad to think that the class which, though 

intellectually inactive, does devote itself vigorously to 

athletics is tending to swall ow up the class of all-round 

idlers. I have but little to say of these last-the m en 

\"ho are neither reading men nor sportsmen,  but simply, 

where their mealls will admit, men of pleasure. With 

the usps of such persons in the world at large I am not 

concerned: as to the University, while it is by no 

means clear what good they call get for themselves aut 

of a residence there, it is almost certain that they will 

exercise a bad influence on others. The distinct duty 

of our authorities in the interest both of the University 

and the country is, in my opinion, to eliminate this 

class as much as possible. 

Such a n  elimination can be done in part, and of 

course less pointedly, by aUlomatic University l'egu4 

lations: but the duty must fall in the end upon College 

officials, and I question whether it is at present performed 

with sufficient firm ness. 

Let us turn now, with relief, from the good-for-

nothing to the "  sportsman, "  and the extremely im

portant subject of athletics. This term " sportsman,." 

in its University use, d0es n ot l:nean th e sam e thing as 

it uoes on a race-course. It is special ly applied to the' 

f01lowers of manly exercises,. and more particularly' 

:ill1ch as require, like cricket boating and football ,  the 

Common action of a number of individuals, such there-

fore as necessitate a certain am ount of discipline,· 

management and self-restraint. This is the class of 

Sport::; that I have mainly in view when speaking of 

athletics-a subj ect on which I myself must confess to 
a considerable change of opinion .  

To beg-in with, the n e w  cu1t<-for cult i t  m ay fairly 

be called-is a Jad accomplz". Whether they approve or" 

not, most observers will admit that athletics n ow occupy 
the first pl..lce, of consideration and of estimate, with 
the 111 " f ' b h . aJonty 0 E nghsh boys roug t up at publIC 
places of ed ucation. There are some significant words-

VOL. XIX. x 
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in one of the m emoranda to the Secon dary Education Com missioners, where the author is speaking of the h onour paid by his school-fellows to a scholar elect. " He ranks," says Mr Wells, " even with successful ath letes." I rather doubt Mr Wells's fact-there is no doubt about h i s  iron ical meanin g. 

And in this esti mate our juniors are rather en couraged than otherwise, specially by m any of their parents, genera lly by the public opin ion of ordinary E nglishmen. Joh n Bull pretty nearly says, by his conduct if not by 
his words: " Let m y  son grow up a m anly young 
fellow, with some kn owledge of the world, at his 
University, and I don ' t  much care what he learns or 
u n learns." Nor can this external influence fail to 
operate in its turn upon professed educators themselves 
-upon m asters and tutors and College authorities, 
whom you cannot expect to be heaven-sent guides, 
when they are after all your clientS-clients of the 
British parent and the British pUblic. And the ultimate 
effect, great at School, is increased at the U niversity, in 
p roportion to the di minished power of the educational 
authorities. 

I can recall words of an old friend, who ha� been 
dead for a considerable n umber of years, and who was 
by no means either a fool or a m artinet, which would 
surprise the m odern College tutors, alike by their 
sentiment and their strength, upon one of the most 
orthodox of athletic pursuits. " That devtlt"sh boati ng," 
was m y  friend's expression , he being a clergyman. 
. ,  That devilish boating " was un pelt trop .fort even then: 
but I must confess to have myself started with a strong 
p rejudice against the athletic cult, in which I have come 
frankly to recognise very real and considerable merits .  
Besides its physical advantages, i t  h as, to m y  know
led ge, had the effect of m aking our young Un i versity 
men, as a whole, m o re man ly, m ore simple, m ore 
healthy- m i n ded ; it is u ndoubtedly d iscouraging to 
imposture and conceit or self- consciousness : it p rom otes 
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public spirit and common action, and, by bringing 

to O"et her men of different classes and creeds in voluntary 
b . • 

u n ion, lt greatly lmproves them all. 

I cannot extend the same praise to the m ere 

sp�c!�ztors of athletics, but I think that this class, although 

it exists at our Universities, is by no means so numerous 

there as elsewhere. And there are two parasitic 

growthS on genuin e sport, now forcing themselves a 

O"Q od deal upon the notice of the public at large, with 
b 
which we h ave fortun ately little to do. The persons 

who regard sports simply as events for betting on, are, 

I believe, b ut few at Oxford or Cambridge. And as to 

professionalism, though we m ay pay for it in the form 

of i nstructors and assistants, against whom no particular 

eKception can be taken, it is n ecessarily unknown 

amongst ourselves. 
Individual instan ces m ay be easily accumulated of 

what University athletes ftave done, not only here at 

home, but wherever that " gr eater Britain " extends, to 

whose growth they h ave contributed no s m all share. 

I would rather give you what g eneral opinion has come 

in m y  way fro m outsiders. 
Men of action, whom I have m et, fro m  our de

penden cies, and who have happened to be observers as 

well, felicitate us so m uch upon the general result of 

lour present athletic education, that they have deprecated 

even the small m odicum of change which I should l ike 

to see. But perhaps the s incerest co mpliment paid us 
is  due to fore.ign writers o n  education-Frenchm e n  in 

particular. E ven among their n o vel ists, where, as with 

1\1.  Bourget-different fro m  M. Daudet-they have. 
really lived a little among us, we fi nd some appreciation 
of the U niversity athlete begin ning to colour the usual 
caricature of the English gentleman.  And certainly 

�hat most pai nful story " Le Dtsczlle " of Bourget's 
1S about as strong an argument as could be penned 
agai nst education of the mind alone. 

T here is, of course, another side to be la.oked at . 
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and foreign students, as distinguish ed from the ordinary Iztt�rateur, or writer on social questions, do not take quite so favourable a view as th e above. I have a very 
intelli gent specimen in m ind, who was also a gentle. 
man and m an of the world, and who, remarking the 
profound indifference of a m ajority among our Under_ 
graduates to what he called the hautes etudes, considered 
the English Un iversities som ewhat to fai l  in their 
vocation. This l ast opinion for more reasons than one, r m yself share. 

One m ust admit th at the pursuit of a thletics, when 
carried to its present som ewhat absorbing extent, rather 
$;houlders out all i ntellectual aspirations which do not 
h appen to be particularly vigorous: it tends to stop 
reading, 01' to reduce it to the scrappy acquisitions of the 
ordinary over-occupied m a n  of business in late life: it 
even produces, in Some cases, a cynicism with regard 
to study in general, which is not lessened by certain 
faulty m ethods of University ex.amination.  Lastly, its 
beneficial m oral effects depend a good deal upon the 
social sanctions, the general atmosphere and environ
ment of the U ni versity itself. The athlete pure and 
simple coming out into the open world is, I aqm it, a 
good deal better prepared than the boy fro m  a French 
I)lcee turned loose as an etlfdzant upo n  Paris .  StilI he 
has his temptations to face, l ike all of "Us, a n d  it is 
som etimes possible that his liabili ty to these m ay h ave 
been enh'l-nced rather than diminished by his previous 
training. Many of you , no doubt, have read Wil kie 
Collins' " Man and Wife." The picture of the hero, if 
I m ay call him so, is  m uch overdrawn: but it does 
:;eem to me to contain a shade of truth. 

The upshot of all this is that, in m y  opinion, 
University o r  College authorities could and should do 
rather m ore than they actually do at present, for their 
rank and file, to qualify or sllpplement the gre a t  bent 
of our young England towards . Cl- predominantly 
physical education. 
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In the way of regulating pleasures and sports them-

Ives English educational authorities act wisely by 

:I�terfering very little. Outside Universities and Schools 

I suppose nothing can be done but to check as far as 

possible, both by example and precept, what, even in the 

face of a north country audience, I venture to term the 

deadly parasites of sport-gambling and professionalism.  

A t  Schools, of course, m ore restraint is possible and 

desirable, though, i n  the m atter of manly sports, ample 

liberty and full power of selfmanagement is  conceded 

and recognised as a right by almost all m asters. With 

t1S, the interference of authority confines itself to such 

moderate prohibitions -readily seconded by the good 

sel lse of the undergraduates them selves-as prevent 

sports from encroaching too much on the whole day, 

or weeks of amusement from extending to a. whole 

University term. On the l ast po int these regulations 

perhaps run counter to the pious wish of some of o u r  

fair visitors. I must, with some apprehension, confess 

that I myself think the opportnnities for social dissi

pation allowed in our famous May term, and to some 

extent at other ti mes, have gone qu ite far enough a n d  

might even be diminished with advantage: b u t  1 know 

that my facts are questioned by some and that I a m  

possibly regarded as a fogey by others. A s  t o  the 

attitude of our authorities towards m anly sport, no 

complaint can be m ade of any l ack of encouragement or 
sy mpathy. I should venture to say that the danger is  
now rather o n  the other side. Toadyism of rank o n  
the part o f  our" Dons " has ceased, i f  it  ever existed, 
and, we hope, of wealth too: but I am n ot sure that 
there is n'ot, fro m  however good m otives, rather too 
obvious court paid to athletics. Our present deszderatmn 
Would appear to be-a little more in terest i n  study, and 
attempt to i n fuse that interest i n  all classes of our 
Un uergraduates, o n  the part of those, who ought, if any 
�ne ough t, �zot to go to the country for a policy, but to 

e leaders rather than followers of the young people 
CQnl . nli tted to their charge. 
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I pass now from Body to Mind, not with the 
form idable scope of a Locke or Helvetius, but sim ply as 
to the best training for the average Undergraduate 
mind, with its results direct or indirect upon other 
average m inds throughout the country. What are We 
to consider the true function, i n  this regard, of a 
residential University, and how do our two fulfil tha t 
function ? Given, i t  m ust be remembered, an Englan d 
of the presen t day, i nclined by p reference to the purely 
p ractical l ine of life, extremely appreciative of m aterial 
success ; and in which the require ments of what i s  
called educated society are rather sat isfied b y  a k i n d  o f  
kal eidoscopic omniscience, based o n  the l atest articles 
and reviews, than by systematic study. 

I have already briefly adverted to what we m a y  call 
the Dame's School theory of a University, the advocates 
of which, if they have the courage of their opinions, will  
probably make som e  such reply as this to the question: 
What should be the m ental train ing of our ord in ary 
young University man ? " As l ittle as will suffice to 
keep him quiet. For the rest, let hi m enj oy himself so 
far as is compatible with the moderate discipline of a 
College ; if a m an of s mall means, rather avoiding the 
, n icer ' ones . "  

I may be wrong i n  suggesting the existence of such 
advocates amongst ourselves ; right or wrong, I must 
pass them by-non 1'aggzont'am d£ lor. 

A very obvious view, and one which com m ends itself 
to m any reasonable me mbers of the general publ ic, i s  
that t h e  Uni versity ought to endeavour, at any rate 
towards the close of i ts course, to fit the average student 
for some special business or occupation which he con
templates pursuing as a m a n .  On the other hand, i t  
was once general ly  a n d  is still l argely held, b y  perSon s  
conversant with the higher teaching, both withi n and 
without our Universities, that the object of the latter 
should be to give what was called a good general educa
tion, leaving the special l i ne to be followed afterwards, 
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nd the practical training for the busin ess of life 

:0 be acquired elsewhere. 

The march of events has certainly furn ished grounds 

for cunsiderably modifying this latter view. Subjects 

of study have become so much sep
,
arated and specialised 

that the good g-eneral education must either dwindle 

down to a very shallow smattering or be confined to 

com paratively few branches. I do not  think, by the 

way, that this fact is  sufficientl y  borne in mind by the 

advocates of a greatly enlarged cztrnculunz i n  our 

secondary Schools. 
O n  the other hand, the opportun ities for studying 

sJcczizl subjects, with a large choice between them,  have 

been enormously increased at Cam bridge and Oxford. 

J\Iany parents, too, are n aturall y  d isposed to think the 

age of twen ty-two, or even twenty-one, rather late 

to m ake the first begi n n i ngs of work for a young man's 

calling or profession , and to ask if som ething ca nnot be 

uone, i n  that way, at the University. The practical 

teachers in the outside world, to whom the graduate 

must generally go afterwards, used once, it is true, 

rather to deprecate these begi n nings, and cyn ically 
prefe r  the bl ank page. But I think they are som ewhat 
ch anging their views ; while, to the young men at the 
U n i versi ty, the prospect of direct u tility furn ishes an 
u n d oubted element i n  the awakening of interest 
am ong those less studiously di sposed by nature. 

1 do not myself regard this obj ect as the primary 
One of a place of l iberal education-which should rather 
be to s u pplement the practical demands and opportunities 
of l i fe, sure to prove absorbing enough, than to antici
Pute them_ ' 

But I think that no attractzon ought to b e  
lwg-l ected that may create or strengthen a m  i nterest i ll 
Su ' 

'I/ e  l l/Idlcctztal pursuzl or o!.her. 
Th ou gh taken up at first as a m eans of getting on i n  

t h e World ,  a study may well come to be pursued C01A 
(I ll/ore f . T £ ' 1 ' , or Its own sake. 0 aCI Itate and encourage 
Su ch a , . , l '  1 
U ' ' purs U I t  IS, I t seem s to me,  t l e  specla work of a 

I1 l versity in our careworn and materialistic generation. 
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To all ranks and to all ages we ought, as far as We can 
to point out, by teachi n g  and by example, that entranc� 
i nto the intellectual world, which i s  becoming, we hope, 
open to all-not merely to our own residents. And if , 
i n  the case of our own residents, we fail, as, I fear, i n  
s o m e  i nstances we do ' fail, t o  discover a n d  foster Some 
refi ning and i ntellectual taste-if we leave any consider_ 
able number of our students untouched i n  this respect, 
so far we do n ot fulfil  our d uty either to the i ndividuals 
or to the n atio n .  

Well then, we h ave committed to o u r  charge a vast 
and h eterogeneous assem blage of students-many of 
them n ot n aturally over studious-whom we should 
induce, or en able, to do some i n tellectual work, con 
amore. What do we do, and where do we fai l ? 

The fi rst essential for the purpose I take to be a .free 
and wzde chot"ce of subjects. In this respect it i s  scarcely 
enough known h o w  great a change has tak en place at 
our Un iversities d uring the last h alf century ; and I 
th ink I m ay claim for Cambridge a special readiness 
to endow fresh branches of study, rather beyond her 
means. In fact, one of our main difficulties is, that the 
favo urite studies for the time bei ng-wh ich I take to be 
what are broadly termed scientific-ten d  to rp ultiply 
their establ ishments to an extent admirable in itself, 
but which rathe r  starves the rest, all depending as they 
do upon a com mon an d scanty purse. S till, we can 
show, i n  our presen t development, and under regulations 
n o w  coming into force, courses of study represented by 
the following pretty ful l  l ist of degree examinations. 
And I would call particular attention to the fact that 
our so-called SPeczal exam inatio n s - a  somewhat m is
l eading name, to an outsider, of the fi n al exam i n ations 
for our Ordinary Deg ree-offer the same variety of 
subjects to can d i d ates of lower calibre, which the Tripos 
or Honour exami n ations offer to those of a higher. We 
h ave, th en,  Speci al examinations i n  Theology, Logic, 
Political Econo my, Law, History, Chem istry, Physics, 
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Geology, Botany, Zoology, Physiology , Mechanism and 

J\. pp l ied Science, Music,  Modern Languages, Mathe

m at i cS an d C lassics. This order is acciden tal,  m erely 

arisin g  from the date at wh ich the particular exam ination 

waS introduced or re-cast. The same rem ark appl ies 

to th e Hon ours exam i n ations,  wh ich are held in M athe

m at i c�;, Classics, Moral Scien ces, Natural Sciences, 

Theology, Law, H istory, Semitic Languages, Indian 

Languages,  Mediceval and Modern Lan guages. There 

are separate proceedings for Degrees in Med icine 

and Surgery, as also for that of Bachelor of Divinity, 

and of Doctor in the Faculties generally. Many 

of  these exam inations are d ivide d  i n to p arts, i n. 

such a manner as to afford an opportunity of combt"m'ng' 

d i fferen t branches of study where requi red, a conven ience 

\\"hich m i ght be extended w ith advantage. For 

in stance, in our M ediceva l and Modern Languages 

Tripos,  the m odern p art can now b e  taken alone, and 

if it 'coul d  be combined with part of the His-tory Tripos, 

would form a n  ad m irable preparation for the d i pl o m atic 

service. The H istory Tripos, I m ay add, i ncludes 

question s requiring a kn owledge of Geography. 
It m u st n ot, of course, be supposed from the fact of 

these subj ects being classified by exarm'ualt'on, that  
C'xa m ination is  all the U n iversity does for them.  Each 
l i as its su pply of official teachers, and, in  almost every 
i n s t a n ce, a fairly adequate supply. 

l J erp. then we surely have a sufficient variety of 
suhjects to arouse the i n terest and occupy the energies 
of m ost youth s who are willing to take an interest i n  
an y m ental w ork a t  all. 

1\ n d yet, you know the proverb, you may t ake a 

horse to the water-you may even take the water to the 
h o.r5e or other animal-but YOLl can't  al ways m ake hint 
d n nk. " An d  yet another and yet," as t h e  poet says, 
th e material in our hands is good o n  the whole . 
A g-ai n st " bone " idleness, no do ubt, as against absolute 
Slu p iu i ty, the gods themselves m ay fight in vain ; but 

VOL XIX. Y 
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those cases are not really com mon. One of the things 
which has struck me m ost, in the ordin ary run of young 
m e n  at  the University, is the amount of mental acti vity 
shown in other directions, by those who seem unable to 
take an interest i n  any University study. There wil l 
generally be some who, th ough not idle,  are-to use a 
1I/ot pretty wel l known at Cambridge-" always doin g 
someth ing else." But with the majority I don't bel ieve 
desul toriness. any more tha n  idlen ess, to be i n vincible, 
or that the wasted power m ight not be utilized by an 
i mprovement i n  some of our methods-most of all , i n  
(J u r  methods of examination, where I do th ink that we 
are, with m any of what m ight be our students, at fault. 

I m ay sli ghtly turn the case of the horse and 
the water :to illustrate an important practical difference 
between two systems of education, ,or rathe r  perhaps 
between two stages of development i n  any system .  I f  
the horse comes t o  the r iver o f  himself .Jor a drz'nk, 
d rink he will: but if h e  comes with mixed motives
amongst others, perhaps, that of getting to the other 
sid e-he will  possibly do something else. So l ong as 
students come to classes or lectures, whether lo&al or 
University ones, fro m  pure i nterest i n  the subJect, there 
can be little doubt about the genuineness of their work 
and the good they get from it. But when you come to 
conferrillg outward and visible signs of attain ment
certificates, diplomas, degrees-which have a di�tinct 
social or econom ical value of their own, th e i n ward and 
spiritual grace is not quite so certain a matter. At this 
certi fi cate stage we of the Un iversities have arrived 
ages ago: b ut your most enthusiastic ed ucational m ove
m ents throughout the country must some day arrive at 
it as well.  Examinations inevitably foll ow, and when 
you have got to them you m ust m ind what you are 
about. O n  that well-worn subiect I am afraid I must 
say a few \vords here. A vigorous crusade against the 
exam ination system in general was, as you m ay kno w, 
carried on, a few years !:lack, i n  the n ewspapers and 
reviews-partly, I think, by persons not hampered w ith 
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ynuch knowledge of its working. Still, the protest 

a o ain st certain results of bad exam ination was amply 

j :St ified , and has led to a considerable change-i n the 

d i rection of recognising the m ethod and amount of 

i n struction received by th e student, in addition to o r  

substitution for the bare results of exam ination pure 

and si mple. In our elementary Schools, for i nstance, 

I bel ieve the a n n ual examin ation i s  henceforth to be 
facultative i n stead of i mperative. In the organised 

science Schools, n ot only is the course o f  study specified 

\\' i t h  minute detail, but grants are to depend consider

ably upon attendance and a favourable report of 

educational i n spectors-not exam iners. I n  the Uni

versi ty Local Examinations, which exercise so large a n  

effect u pon secondary education generally, the exam i

nation i s  supple mented by educational i n spection and 

oral question ing, at least i n  the case of Schools ; (for 

i n d i vid uals, as opposed to Schools, examination by 

p apers pure and simple appears sti l l  to be the only test 

for the Honours and certificates to be obtained ) .  I n  

the Local Lecture system, the having attended a certain 

number of lectures and cl asses, and done paper work o n  

them,  i s  made essential , as well as the final examin ation, 

for obtaining the certificate which is no doubt one of 

the induce m ents to study. This is not the opportuni ty 

fbr me to enlarge upon the Local Lect ure syste m .  It i s  

probably the most successful new departure o f  t h e  old 

Universities i nto an U l1 wrought field of useful ness-I 
a m not sure that we may 110t take some l essons fro m  it 
to ourselves in return-" lest, vvhen we have preached 
to othcrs, " --

I have, i
"
n fact, only m entioned these various agen cies 

of outsi d e  educatiol1 here, to shew that, while a great 
qual i fi cation of b are examinati-ol1 results z's being intro
d Uced , i t  has 1I0t been found and will  not, i n  my opinion, 
be fou n d ,  practi cable to dispense with examinations, which 

\1\" 1 1 1  probably follow m ore or less the University type. 
11 111)' 0 \ 1 d '  d . 1 . vn case, a ong an v ane practlca acquamtance 

"' 
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w ith these exped ien ts, wh i l e  it gives m e  som e ri ght to 
speak, has by n o  means increased my liking for thern 
and I m ost heartily deprecate their unnecessary mUlti: 
p l i cation.  B u t  I feel convinced that, quite apart frorn 
the questi o n  of scholarsh ips and prizes, i f  any d i pl om a 
or certi fi cate or degree is anywhere to be conferred, 
exami nations are n o t  only i nevitable, but will generally 
be the m ost important element in determ (ning the 
course of study. 

It seems wiser, therefore, to try to make the best of 
them, as guides and stimulants of m e n tal activity, than 
to speculate on alternatives which h ave no chance of 
being generally accepted, at least to the exclusion of 
exami n ations.  And as I think that we University 
p eople do not at present make the best of ours, I ven ture 
to point out what appears to m e  faults of om ission and 
commission wh ich have come under my own n otice, 
a n d  which are likely to affect in some respects other 
examination systems besides that of the Universities. 

You may remember that I h ave practically ad vocated 
specialisation fo r 01/1" cou rse, as for any advanced course 
of education,  and the refore contended for a great variety 
and choice of subj ects. But, if this plan be adopted, 
what becom es of the old idea of a good general 
educatio n ? I a m  the last person to depreciate i ts value 
or explain away its n ecessity. O n e  dan ger of these 
days u ndoubtedly is that people specialise too eat'lyl. 
But, as i n  the University, so i n  every case of m ore 
advanced education, I hold that the function of the h i gher 
educational body is only to test the foundation, wh ich 
ought to be laid elsewhere. On the fu ndam entals of 
education,  authot'tCy m ust judge for the younger m ind, 
a n d  d e fi n i tely prescribe p articular subj ects. The place 
where such a treatment can best be followed is ' the 
School, where authority can definitely regulate study ; 
not the Un iversi ty, or the Lecture hall,  where it can 
o nly do so i n d i rectly. O n e  of the weakest IJoints i n  
Q�r present 1) niversity system I hold to b e  the 
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number of persons still grinding at school-boy work, 

wh en they ought to be reading and th inking as men . 

We then i n  my opinion o ught merel y to apply a test 

o f  th e  general education which should p recede our 

course ;  but, b e  i t  rem arked, in doing so, we should 

exercise an enormous i nfluence upon all  forms of 

education which , i n  the m ost remote degree, tend to that 

course as a n  end.  I n  p resent p ractice, entrance at 

Cambridge depends sim ply upon the condi tion s w h ich 

m ay be imposed by i ndividual Colleges or Hostels. or 

by the Board for Non-collegiate students. The fi rst 

ljlZ/verszty test of capacity or attai n ment i s  the Previous 

Exam ination, or Little- Go, to which a candidate may 

be adm itted o n  commencing residence, but wh ich h e  

m ay defer or repeat ' a s  long a s  his College authorities 

will allow h i m .  The " ploughing " o f  a candidate for 

th is examin ation h as been known, 1 believe, to occur 

four or five times, w ithout any perce ptible benefit to the 

soil .  However, th e  Little-Go i s  not, as you see, really 

an en trance exam i n atio n .  
First of all, then, in stead o f  t h e  variable qualifications 

a t  present required by d ifferent Coll eges or other bod ies, 

a uniform and compul sory entrance exam i n ation by the 

University is  desirable, to enS UL"e such fundamental 

previous knowledge as, whether acqui red at school or 

bncler private tuition ,  o ught to b e  possessed by e very 

candidate l ikely to profit at all by the U ni versity 

COurse. In case of failure by o nly a smal l  amount to 

attain the required standard, a secon d  opIJortunity 

migh t  be allowed at the end of the first U ni versity 

term.  But the proper and special U ni versity work 

should be begun, i n  any case, within the candidate' s  
first year. M e n  w h o  remain for a longer t ime employed 
Or half employed o n  preli m i n ary and,  as I am inclined 
to consider it ,  school-boy work, are not l ikely to do 
much good at the U ni versity either to the mselves or 
others .  This i s  one great obj ection to the Cambridge 
allOWance of repeated trials for the Little -Go, a n d  to 

" 
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the very existence of the Cambridge " General " exami" 
n ation-the seco n d  in the O rdin ary Degree COUl'se_ 
which, al though it adds some better features, repeats 
t h e  worst feature of the Littl e - Go,  and at any rate 
postpones the study of some spect"al subject in which 
the candidate could feel a more active i n terest.  

An entrance exam i n ation of the kind here conte01� 
p lated m ight p robably, for some time,  keep away a 
certain n u mber of young men who at presen t come up. 
The difficulty to o u r  scanty fi n an ces i s  an important 
one,  o n  which I shrtll h ave a few words to say el se� 
wh ere. As to our personnel, wh i l e  admitti n g  the great 
desi rabil ity of attract i n g  to our Un i versit ies men:bers 
of what are called the u pper cl asses, I do n ot think the 
idle members of those classes who m ight be ex cluded. 
would be any loss to us,  or that thei r  o lVn education 
would materially suffer by its tran sfer elsewhere. For 
the poor man,  on the other hand, if he h as not been 
able to reach the moderate standard o f  attain m�nt 
which i s  all  that should be required, before coming to 
the U n i vers i ty, it is a questi'onabl e ki ndness to admit 
him to a career i n  which his chances of success ' or 
usefulness o r  i n tellectual p rofi t  w i l l  p robably . be but 
s m all.  On the education given at Ollr  p u b l i c  S cho ols, 
I a m not n o w  writi n g ; b ut, w i th the sincerest app re� 
ciation of their work, I do not th i nk that the i m pos i t ion 
o f  somewhat more stri n gent cond itio n s, for e n try a t  the 
U n i versity i n  general, would do them any harm. 

An i m portan t  suggestion h as recen tly bee n put 
forward by one of the Cambridge Boards o f  studies 
that the p resent Little- Go m i ght be ut i l ised as a U n i 
vers i ty e n trance exam i n atio n .  S h o u l d  s uch a p roposal 
be adopted-and i t  has the great merit of not requi r ing 
n e w  machinery-some change would have to be m � de 
i n  the subjects of the Little - Go,  but a more m ctterial o n e, 
t o  my m i n d, in its  method, the m ai n  fa u l t  of which is  
o n e  that more or less affects very m any examin ation s, 
not confined to the U n i versity, and is at bottom the 
ground for the attack on examinations in general. 
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As to subj ects :-In employing a reformed Little- G o  

as a test o f  p revious general education , th e  University 

,,-ou l d  h ave to decide what are to b e  considered the 

fu n dam entals of such an education ; and this task has 

beco m e, as t h e  report of the recent Commission points 

out, m uch more difficult, s ince the growth of special 

and tech n ical studies i n  School s .  

F o r  w h a t  i s  m o s t  essen tial ,  I have seen n o  reason to 

alter my belid that nothing can ever repl ace the old

fashioned subj ects of Language and Mathemat ics. These 

twO, apart from their t raining properties, are the tools 

th at will b e  wanted for the prosecu l ion of every other 

study, as well as for all practical deal i n g  with the worlJ. 

There are other s ubjects-the History, at l east in outline, 

of one's own country, Geography, elementary Science

w ithout which no school education can be considered 

good, particularly if  i t  is to be all that the young person 

receives. These also should I think be represented, at 

least as m u tual alternatives, in a U niversity en tran ce 

ex.amin ation, but the two above mentioned appear to 

me to be essential and prim ary, and I regret to see 

their  province occasionally i n fringed upon in some 

h i gh er secondary Schools.  
As to the proper exte nt of U n i versity requirements 

)n these t wo b ranches, controversy st il l  rages. It  i s. 

not so m uch u po n  the l i m its of the m athematical 

p ro�Ta m m e -though there is  some diffi.:::ulty about 

the m -as upon the amO:.l n t  of l i ngu ist ic knDwledge, 0 11  

wh ich we shoulu insist ,  that the question t urns .  Most 

pl�ople, I think, are agreed that some language o r  

lan guages; besides a boy's own,  o ught to  b e  requi red ; 

�nll m ost will i n cl ude Latin i n  the n u mber-partly fro m 

lls i n tr in s i c  me ri ts , partly fro m  i ts  gre a t  use as a key 
to F re n ch, Italian and Spanish.  As to Greek, I m ust 
CO i l  fess t h a t,  while my feel i n gs are w i th the conserv ati ves, 
m y  co n v ic tions are rath er with the reformers .  In a ny 
c<tS�, i f  Greek i s  to be retai ned as a sz'ne  qlta non for the 

orU 1 l l a ry candidate, I think he ought to be p repared 
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for a different test from that at present imposed by the 
Cambridge Little-Go.  The question of the religious 
subjects now required for that examination I would 
rather postpone. 

But the faulty mellzod of this and many other exami_ 
n ations is  the m a i n  point I now wish to m ake j as it  
seems to m e  to suggest a very bad form of education 
if it can be called education at all, and positively t� 
block the way against intel l igent study. Let m e  intro_ 
d uce to your n otice that product of our examination_ 
ridden age, the crammcr. 

The crammer is a person against whom v irtuous 
i ndignation from time to time boils o ver into print
especially i n  what is called the si lly season. For all 
that, he not only continues to exist, but he tends, in 
m y  bel ief, to assimil ate to hi mself his l egitimate 
b rother, the official teacher. H e  is obviously, therefore, 
in considerable demand, though his  occupat ion cannot, 
apart from the £ s. d. , be a very interesting one, and 
the bad results of his work are set forth to the British 
publ ic with no lack of black paint.  Want of real 
i n terest on the part of the pupil in the particular subject 
which he is sup posed to be studying j an acquired or 
enhanced dislike for study in general j the accumulation 
of  m is-called knowledge, without any assimilation j a 
bald ness of style beyond all conception, contracted by 
the mechan ical reproduction of th i s  indigested stuff
this  is the cram mer's work, if we are to believe the 
i n J ictmcnts with which the British p ublic is  famil iar, 
a nd which are to some ex.tent true. But, to my mind, 
the crammer himself is a result rather than a cause, 
a n d ,  unless the ex.amination were faulty, would n ever 
have come i nto ex.istence. 

Private tuition, of which cramming is  the abuse, 
seems to have become n ormal in some subjects at the 
University with which I am best acquainted. This is 
n ot a satisfactory, nor do I believe it to be a n ecessary, 
state of things. Given ordinary industry and self-
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rel iance o n  the part of the student, it ought to be 

po�sible to  secure what personal Sllpervision of the 

work of individuals  is really necessary, through the 

agency of  the University and College staff, without the 

expen sive addition o f  the " coach." The personnel, 

however, of the teachers 1 do not here p ropose t o  

discUSS, b u t  t h e  manner a n d  results o f  t h e  teaching. It 

is quite possible for a p ublic lecturer to administer 

" tips " as flagrantly as the worst cram mer : vz'ce versa 

the private tutor often gives, and m ore often tries to 

g i\'e, a really thorough education .  By their fruits we 

must j udge them, if  the system of examination in vogue 

will only give us the opportunity. 

Short cuts, again, and compendious forms of know� 

ledge, are not i n  themselves bad, but only so far as· 

they supersede any appreciation and study z'n exie1lS(J 

of the work which they represent. That they often do 

this, even when their unfortun ate possessor has spent 

1110re trouble on their acquisition than would have given 

h i m  a real knowledge of his subject, is well known to 

any experienced examiner. The signs are u n m i stake

able- th e oracular brevity, general ly  accompanied by 

a�tounding grammar j t h e  suspicious recurrence of 

certain phrases j the inability to give any paraphrase' 

or it stock rule j the cautious reluctance to tackle any 

problem or to venture o n  an essay. The results are' 

sometimes amusing-they fonn the bits of colour in: 

d reary drab articles ,  o n  education-like thi s  lecture

but, when one sees the decent fellows that they come 

from ,  one feels rather sorry than amused, and one asks :· 

CoulJ not the faults of learn i n g  and teaching which 

lead to this be cured, cured to the comfort alike of 

learners and teachers, by the suggestion of a better' 

way to both, through an improved system of tests ? 

I t would be presumptuous i n  m e  to attempt to lay 

(1 0\\'n a code of rules for examiners, where the subjects
are so various as those treated at our Universities, and at. 

the . ' . eXamm atlOns held more or less u nder University 
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auspices throughout the country. One or two POints 
however, strike myself as almost self-evident. In an; 
examination intended to test the practical knowledge 
of a language, if the setting of particular books Or 
portion of books tS to be retain ed, the weight given to 
that part of the examination ought to be sm all, compared 
with that given to general grammatical questions and 
to the translation of unprepared passages into respect_ 
able English. In an entrance examination the unpre_ 
pared part should of course only consist of comparatively 
easy passages, and the use of a dictionary might even 
be allowed, as it actually is in the Cambridge Little-Go : 
but 1 a m  clear as to th e predominance which ought to 
be assigned to this general or unprepared part, for it is 
the real test of a permanent knowledge of the language. 

In expressing this opinion I am perfectly aware of 
the convenience found by teachers in the selection of 
comparatively small  set subj ects. I also admit the 
attempts honestly and sometimes successfully m ade to 
teach language by a free use of such m ethods. But as 
long as small set subjects form anything like a consider
able part of an examination, I believe they will always 
facilitate and suggest simple cramming, and that 
nothing can be m ore inimical to a healthy m ental 
activity than to begin a University course with that 
detestable kind of work. 

In m any of those courses of study where a knowledge 
of subject matter, rather than language, is  the thing to 
be acquired and tested, not only are set books and 
portions of books unavoidable, but some will almost 
necessarily be m uch the same from year to year. Here, 
speaking both as a teacher and an examiner, I hold 
that th e principle of varz'atzon should be followed as 
much as posstbie, and that no convenience of lecturer or 
" coach " ought to weigh against the unfortunate results, 
at present too well known, of a stock text-book. Where 
certai n subj ects, and even certain books, must be a 
standing dish, a practice somewhat similar to that 
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recommended in language examinatiol ls  should certainly 

be adopted. The reproduction of book work ought to 

be reduced to a comparatively small space and value, 

by far the greatest weight being given to new examples, 

problems and essays. The value of  the last element,  

a s  a test at once of acquired knowledge and of English 

style, has, at last, I am glad to say, been fully recognised 

at Cambridge, and the essay, which has already been 

admitted into the Previous and m any of the Final 

examinations, will doubtless i n  a short time take its 

place in all. The proportion, however, between the 

area in  which cram is possible, and that in which it m ay 

be made well n igh impossible, must still depend upon 

the individual examiners, whose jersonnel is,  as it  seems 

to me, one of the most i m p ortant points in the education 

of to-day. Here, as on the conduct of examinations, 

it were presumptuous to lay down much, in the way of 

general rules, for widely differing subjects, with a corre

spondingly variant supply of qualified persons from which 

to draw. I confine myself to one or two conclusions 

based on my own experience, e.g. , that good examiners 

are by no means common, so that the pay ought to be 

more on the scale of high-class professional remune

ration, and more directly proportionate to the amount 

of work, than it often is at present ; that a certain 

,::ontinuity in each Board of examiners is  indispensable, 
and should therefore be secured by overlapping re
appointments, for two or  three successive occasions,  so 
as to ensure at least a moiety of old hands : that, while 
the element of official teaching ought certainly to be 
represented on the examining body, it  is  very question
able whether a teacher should examine whose income 
depends to any extent on  fees. 

These suggestions are commonplaces to persons 
closely interested in the higher U niversity education : 
but, if they were generally acted upon, I believe that 
a chan ge �or the better m ight be inaugurated, and a 
WhOlesome interest in our studies might by degrees 
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permeate a stratum of our undergraduates from which it is at present conspicuously absent .  For there ar 
n ow, if not a m ajority, a very large number who regar: 
th e University examinations as little but a game of 
chance, on which it i ... desirable to stake the l east 
possible amount of pains necessary. A pass is some. 
times adm itted to be a successful i mposture, a pluck 
rather inconsistE'

.
ntly treated as a grievance, though 

m ore com monly as a simple piece of ill fortune ; and 
there i s  an end of the m atter. 

Is it Utopian to hope that this cynical creed 
dreary p ractice m ay be abolished ; and that the im. 
position of m ore effective tests may lead in the end to 
intelligent study with a view to the acquisition of 
genuine knowledge ? I trust that some day the question 
put to even the dullest undergraduate, by his guide 
philosopher and friend, m ay be not-Are you safe for a 
pass ? but-How do you like your subject ? Then, 
whether the pass was got or not-and it is pretty sure, 
if a subject is read with real interest-the knowledge 
at l east, and the habit of study, would not be so evane. 
scent as their counterfeits are now. Then, I feel 
confident that the teachers-public or private is to me 
a matter of indifference-would rise to the occasion. 
There is  no  original sin in either cram mer or crammee : 
they simply produce and reproduce what is required of 
them. 

The courses for an Ordin ary and Honour degree have 
hitherto been distinguished, at Cam bridge, by the 
greater amount of comparatively l imited set subjects 
empluyed in the former case. Before the class less 
inclined to real study the stronger temptation to sham 
study has been placed. I firmly hold that the method 
of test should be the same for all, but that a somewhat 
s maller area and less difficul ty of subject matter should 
be provided for those of inferior powers or acqui rements. 
This  principle is  already fairly started in the distinction 
observed between what are called the Special and the 
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Tripos examinations at Cambridge. The former term 

is somewhat misleading, and would probably be changed, 

if  the General examination which now forms the second 

of the three qualifications  for the Ordinary degree 

( Previous, General, Special) were abolished-a con sum-

1l1ation devoutly to be wished for. The Special exami

nations are at present by no m eans bad ones, and m ight 

easily be improved so as to furnish a sufficient course 

of useful study, with a wide choice of subjects, for 

candidates of a lower calibre, during the whole of their 

University career .  

A difference i n  style of  " addition," or title, might 

with advantage be observed, if practicable, between the 

Ordin ary and Honour degree. It would be a convenien ce 

to the external world,  and m ight indirectly exercise a 

beneficial infl uence upon Uni versity work, by inducing 

those who are capable of attai n i n g  the higher standard 

to rise above that with which they are sometimes 

disposed to content themselves, when the outward sign 

and title is the same for both. The Law degrees at 

Cambridge are now given for Honour standard only, 

and a somewhat similar qualification is required for 

those in the other two Facul ties : but there is no 

indication of  a difference of  standard in the m uch more 

prevalent degrees of Bachelor and Master of Arts. It 
1;as been suggested that the latter title should be con

fined to persons who have passed an Honour exami 

n ation, instead o f  being conferred, as it i s  now, upon 

every B.A. who has wait ed the n ecessary time and 

paid the necessary fee, without any further study-at 

�east without any requirem ent or evidence of it. The 

�m aginary ·greater distinctio n of M.A.,  which now only 
lm poses upon those who know little of the University, 
Would thus be turned into a real one, such as it was 
long ago. 

r am afraid the difficulty i n  the way of this desirable 
ch�nge is at present too serious to be faced-consisting, 
as 1t does, in the importance to a body comparative�y 
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poor, for the work it has to do, of the fees paid by 
ordinary B.A. for his so-called higher degree. 
great inducement, however, to this payment is or Was 
a short time ago seriously threatened by the 
suggested abolition of U ni  versity representatives, 
whose election every M.A. has a vote. Should that 
m easure ever be carried, a reconsideration of OUr 
position with regard to the M.A. degree, i nvolving a 
good many other things besides, will most probably 
be forced upon the Universities. 

As to our i ncome, processes of  simple addition are 
often put before the public, to shew the great wealth 
of these bodies, or of the Colleges which compose 
them. It seems to be overlooked that, while, on the 
one h and, there is a serious and probably permanent 
shrinkage in receipts, from the depreciation of agri
cultural p roperty, there is, on the other hand, a con
t inually growing expenditure, on sites, plant and 

perso?21td, very inadequately provided for by fresh 
endowment ab extra. We are rather ashamed to beg, 
but we are wofully cramped i n  our efforts to dig. 

To Body and Mind most persons will still add a 
third element i n  our nature, which some, however, 
appear to regard as an imaginary or negligeable 
quantity. Here, then, I venture to add a very few 
words on the subject of Religion ; with some reluc
tance and a well-grounded apprehension of incurring 
a cross-fire from friends and foes.  Still, i n  speaking 
of University education, i n  the wide sense, it is im
possible to avoid a matter o n  which many parents, 
at any rate, feel  an obvious interest and some put 
awkward question s .  

Long ago, before athletics were a pursuit, while 
m ost of our present examinations were yet uneorn, 
your old member-was he n ot your first m ember ?
T. B. Macaulay poi nted out the great safeguard for a 
young man, entering upon a l ife of freedom and temp
tations, to be found i n  a " taste for reading." Now 
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thletics, which are rather opposed to the taste for 

:eading, h ave also, i n  my opinion, done a great deal 

for the morale of our young men, particularly in the 

Universities. Still, a pure athlete l aunched into the 

world m ay possibly develope into a sensual brute l ike 

the hero of " Man and Vilife." He is not l ikely, I 

th i nk, to turn out a fiendish prig like " Le dz'sczple," 

whO is the result of mere intellectualism . The two 

good influences may become poles of opposing dan'ger, 

and ,  as we do not want them si mply to counteract 

one another, we can scarcely dispense w ith a third, 

whether we consider its function merely that of steadying 

or of elevating and enn obling.  

We at Cambridge speak of our University as one 

of the places of " sound learning and rehgzous educa

tion " ;  we require Paley's Evidences and portions of 

the New Testament to be taken, with some altern atives, 

by candidates for our degrees in general ; we supply 

a succession of University preachers, though we d o  

not expressly call u p o n  o u r  students to h ear their 

sermon s ;  our Colleges h ave all services of the Church 

of England, at which a small  amount of attendance 

is still, as a rule, expected from the undergraduate. 

The subject of Theology, in particular, has, of course, 

its special lectures and exam inations.  

I A few words will suffice for most of these provis-ions.  

\Ve are sometimes told that the d ays of  Paley are 

n u mbered. For my own part, I h ave n ot met with 

m any books so fai r, s o  reasonable, s-o clear ; and al

though ,  no doubt, i t  addresses itself to the intellectual 

rather than to  tl1 e  e motional side of our n ature, I do 

not wcl l  se'e how an educational text-book could do 

otherwise.  But  i t  is a l im ited stock subject, capable 

of bc ing remorselessly crammed ; an d  if Paley is, as 

I helieve it  is, with the great m ajority, a matter of 

bane 1 
. l '  

11 ann. yses and miserable melltortat: tecmzzcae, I 

Woul d rather h ave it dropped altogether than see a 

great work put to such base uses-uses of no utility. 
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Substitutes m ight possibly be found, more suited to the ethical and religious feeling of the present day 
but scarcely i n  sufficient number to admit of frequen; 
variation ; an d without such variation the result might 
shortly be the same as with Paley. 

,liTith the New Testament the case is different. 
Being the recognised source of a ruie of life professed 
by the greater part of the civilized world, this book 
has, to say the least, a greater z"nterest than any other 
work on Ethics or Religion. No reasonable antagonist 
will question the desirabil ity of being able to refer 
to its original form, at least by the aid of a lexicon.  
Th is is,  t o  my mind, a strong reason for retai ning 
com pulsory Greek. But upon the subject of the Greek 
Testament I have much the same remarks to make 
which were m ade j ust now upon Language i n  gener 
I do n ot think that the only knowledge worth havin 
can be acquired by getting up a com paratively short 
selected book, or can at any rate be sufficiently tested 
without a very considerable adm ixture of passages 
set for translation from the Testament at l arge, for. 
which the use of a l exicon m ight be allowed. If re
tained, the Greek Testament should I suppose be, as 
now, subject to an alternative , but its retention should 
stand or fall with that of Greek generally. 

The U ni versity sermons I believe to exercise more 
influence than would be expected among a body of 
young men . They are earnest, and, as a rule, able, 
p articul arly since the system of pUblication has been 
p ractically established, through the Cambrzage RemezfJ, 
\Vith the encouragement of a h igh er average of i n tel
l ectual activity amongst our undergradudtes, we m ight 
look for an increased appreciation of these discourses, 
the attendance upon which, however, at present i� by 
n o  means con temptible. But the College services, 
and occasi onally the influence of the College tutor, 
are the only official agencies through which Religion 
is at all definitely presented to the un dergraduate mind. 
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This i s  th e part o f  m y  subj ect that I approach 

wi th the most trepidation-having due warning, o n  

the one hand from t h e  recent experiences of t h e  London 

School Board, and the pt)litical controversy which 

appears to be impending i n  the country at large ; on 

the other fro m  the unusual reticence of the Report on 

Secondary Education as to what i s  called the rel igious 

difficulty. My endeavour is, sinking any predilections 

of m y own, to place myself in the position of the 

average parent, whose wishes m ight perhaps be reason

ably consulted, in a case when� the S tate is 11 0t bound 

to jud ge for him as, to some extent it  is, in compulsory 

education. There m ay be those who, l ike that wonder� 

ful couple in the " Yellow Aster," w ish their children 

to grow up and remain in a l i terally " agn ostic " frame 

of mind o n  religion ; but I think they are fe w. Others, 

again m ay feel a wish t o  see represented in College 

services that abstract or common part of all Christian 

religions of which we occasionally hear a good deal : 

but the exact l i m its of this common Christianity do 

not seem very easy to determine. On the whole I 
cannot but think that, politics apart, m ost pare n ts 

would rather prefer their children to attend the services 

of their own fai th, an d be brough t  under the influence, 

so far as it goes, of tutors belo nging to their own 
dFnomination : th at, failing these, they would n ot 
obj ect to the temperate practice and somewhat elastic 
doctrine of the moderate party in  the Church of England.  

1\J y own preferent::e for the Church Liturgy i s  based 
as m uch upon conviction as upon old attachment ;  and 
I doubt if there are m any educated Non-conformists 
wh o would' seriously wish for its abandonment in the 
Col leges i n  which i t  has so long been used. On the 
oth er hand, parents may n aturally and reasonably wish 
that each young man shou1d be rather i nduced to 
rem ai n in the religion of his fathers, with which h i s  
earliest feelings o f  reverence a n d  duty are connected, 
U n til " ' 

Some great change of feehng or opi n ion, sllch 
VOL. XlX-. A A  
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as undoubtedly occur, but can scarcely be 
account of in an organised educational system .  For 
grat ification, or at l east the n on-con traven tion, of this
wish, I think opportunities should be provided, wh ich 
it  seems to me can easily be d one, under our presen t 
Un iversity system ,  without any legislation or external 
in terference. I will shew you how. 

Rel i gious tests for degrees have long been abolished 
at Cambridge, except in Divinity ; and there are many 
m embers o f  the senate who would see no objection 
to their abolition in the excepted case also. The 
recent institution, therefore, of SelzfJyn, as a denomi_ 
n ational ( Church of England)  College, or, strictly 
speaking, Hostel, met with some opposition, as a 
retrograde m easure. It was, however, supported by 
m yself and others who had been active in the abolition 
of tests. The opposition was, i n  m y  opinion very 
properly, overborne ; and m any who supported Selwyn 
would, I believe, be consistent enough to give the same 
support to other denominational Colleges, or public 
H ostels, for wh ich there m ight be a similar demand ; 
although they might personally consider the adm ixture 
of those of d ifferent beliefs in the same College better 
for the young men themselves. To the form ation of 
the smaller establ ishm ents called private H ostels, for 
special denom inations, I d o  not see that, under our 
present statutes, any legal or reasonable exception 
could be taken. As to those who d o  not wish to join 
e i ther Colleges or l-Iostels, the Board for Non-collegiate 
students is required to m ake provision as far as may 
be practicable for their " due attendance at public 
worshi p, yet not so as to interfere with the religious 
convictions of persons who are not members of the 
Church of England."  These words also fai rly exp"ess 
the actual practice of College authorit ies in general, 
on a m atter about which there was a remarkable article 
p ublished i n  one of  the m agazines not long ago
" Compulsory Chapel." I must say that" the picture 
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d rawn in that article does not agree w ith my own 

e=-,perience of facts, nor that of such undergraduate 

friends as I h ave had the opportunity of consulting. 

In fact the criticisms rem inded m e  of those recently 

passed by M. Daudet upon Engl ish Society and 

l\Ian ners . They appeared to be a 1'echaztjfi of 

objections, some of which were always exaggerated, 

and most, if not a1l, of which are now obsol ete. For 

tl1yself, putting the m atter on the very modera.te ground 

that it is desirable for a young man to be reminded 

that there is  such a thing as Religion, I h ope that a 

sl ight amount of attendance at service WtOU conti.nue to 

be required by Coileges and Public Hostels. D is

pensation is, I believe, invari ably al lowed i n  cases of 

conscientious obj ection ; while the general feeling of 

honour among the undergraduates themselves d is

courages any abuse of this allowance.  I know, 

moreover, that Tutors often u rge the attendance at 

services of their own denomination upon those who ask 

to be d ispensed on the score of nonconformity with 

the Church of England .  

Moving, like m ost moderates, i n  what Tennyson 

calls a " strange diagonal," I know what sort of a 

quarter of an hour I may have prepared for myself, if 

not here, at least when this lecture is published, if it 

�s published. A stickler for the old Language and 

Mathematics as fundamental-but a Specialist i n  all 

advanced education : a Conservative as to University 

affairs in general-but a Radical of the blackest dye 

as to the m ode of teaching which half the examinations 

in the land practically encourage : a defender of the 

�hurch of O England-and, I fear, a rank Latitudinarian 

111 the eyes of its other defen uers-what can I e x pect ? 

I cannot even turn to the Agnostics without looking 

for that measure m eted out to such as mysel f by my 

old friend who wrote that stingi.ng essay on " th e  

Religion o f  all sensible meno"  
"VeIl, I �ust throw myself o n  your indulgence and, 
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in taking leave, I should like to impress on you, in spite of all that I have said,  my firm bel ief in the v itality and innate resource of the noble education al body to wh ich I all'! p roud to belong. You, at least many of you, know us mainly in connection with extension and affiliation movements : I have spoken rather of the students within o u r  walls, among whom r think it is even our m ore i m med iate d uty to ensure the awakening of in tellectual interest w h ich we are spreading so s uccessfully abroad. S o m eth ing of that in terest might, I th ink, be grad ually extended to every one of our members, by the uti l isation of means i n OUr possession, without the introduction o f  new m achinery ;  and I am sanguine enough to hope the d ay m ay come when each of our U niversity men will consi der that the three m ost useful, as well as most agreeable, years of his l ife have been those which he spent at Oxford or Cambriclge. 

NATURE'S LE SSON. 

TI{O' at thy side, by sorrow b rought, 
Despair, a brooding shadow, sit : 
And hope, a formless phantom, flit 

Across thy silent gloom of thought. 

And tho' thou watch the night away 
Unsoothed of sleep, and slowly mark 
A cheerless daybreak chan ge the dark 

To leaden light of m orning gray. 

And every passing h our but prove 
Sad summoner to sadder tears : 
And all the burden of the year 

One knell of unavailing love. 

What comfort have I ?  How disband 
These gloomy satellites of grief 
That haunt thy goings ? What relief 

Save in the pressure of a hand ? 

Yet one there is : our m other : she 
H ath balm to heal all human pain : 
Her tears are i n  the wintry rain : 

Her laughter on the summer sea. 

Great Nature, like a good deed done, 
Lends peace to m an ' s  u nquiet h eart : 
Surveying all we see in part 

The world's long battle will be won. 

Old monuments of m oulder'd minds ; 
Old toils of unremember'd hands ; 
Old ,ruin' d  cities of all lands, 

Their dust the freight of wandering winds : 
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Old buried agonies, whose clay 
Replenish'd  by the circl ing suns, 
And fed by every brook that runs, 

Bears fruits and flowers of to-day ; 

All those have l ived, and all are dead : 
All these are living : all will d i e : 
And where the slaughter'd heroes l ie, 

The poppy lifts her damask h ead. 

The heart is  still : the hand is  cold : 
The m eadow poppies blush above : 
Their love is dead, but younger love 

Beats yet, altho' the years be old. 

Their hate is  dead : the work they wrought 
Forgotten : and the careless eart h 
Bath swallow'd up their wit, their worth : 

We squander that they vainly sought. 

We too shall perish : we shall toil 
In vain for what the years will yield : 
O ur ashes feed the future field ; 

Our labour be the storm-wind's spoil. 

This peace can kindly nature lend 
To hearts unquiet, m aking clear 
That all their sighs, their struggles here 

But humbly serve some hidden end. 

Her harvests bend where snows h ave been, 
And all our sorrows, all our sins, 
With all that fails, and all that wins, 

Are gather'd by the hands unseen : 

The unseen hands of God who hurl'd 
To roll thro' heaven, and whose eyes 
Behold, with all that lives and dies, 

This vast interminable world. 
C. E. B. 

TWO BOOKS OF VERSE. lit 

_IOME time ago I ra,hly promi,ed the edito", of 

the Eagle to say a few words about these two 

little books, the poetical first-fruits of two 

m embers of our College, each a recent con-

tributor to the Eagle, each counting m any friends among 

its readers, each, if h e  will allow me to say so, a friend 

of my own. The promise was a rash one, and I cannot 

expect i n  the fulfilment of i t  to escape some censures. 

But I shall be content if my readers will give me the 

credit of honest intentions, and will  turn fro m  m e  with 

sharpened zest to lVIr Nicklin and Mr Byles. So I shall 

at least have performed the office of a whetstone.  

The Eagle being nothing if not academical, and 

Mr Nicklin being of higher academical standing th an 

his brother poet, I n aturally speak of his  book fi rst. I 

have used the word " book," but indeed it is only thirty

s ix  pages of beautiful printing in a cover of parchment. 

Only one-and-twenty poems in all, and the longest of 

them of only thirty-six l ines, and yet in them all I find  

the u n m istakeable m ark o f  t h e  born artist. They are 

true to their m otto-" Le rare est le  bon " " 

I think I cannot do better than quote the introduc

tory son net called " I nspiration," which is in m any 

ways characteristic of the whole : 

Not with the morn i ng' s  v i rgi nal caress, 

The sleepy m u r m u r  of a s u m m e r' s day, 

Lau3hter of chi ldren tumbli n g  in the h ay, 

c • Verses, hy J" A .  Nicldin. David Nult, 1 895·-From Grave to Ga)', by 
. E. Bylcs. 13oUl"erie Press. 

. 
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Or hush of many a leafy, shy recess, 
Nor in Greek marble's tranquil loveliness-

Eternal youth, victor of envious years 1-
Or symphonies t hat drown, in floods of tears, 

The pensive close to all their storm and stress : 
Not thus the Muse comes, but in other plight 

To me who neither love nor l ist her note: 
Who straining with tense eyeballs, half surmise 
A sudden, silent hour in th ' night, 

A heavy hand that grapples at the throat, 
A masked face leering with a maniac's eyes. 

Strength and fel icity of expression, a sensitive enjoy. 
m en t  of n ature, as well as of music and its sister arts, 
and with these qualities a horror and desolation of 
spirit which is terrible i n  its seeming sincerity ! 

I notice that one critic has sai d of Mr Nicklin's 
verses that they call to mind those of M r  W. E .  Henley. 
But though m any readers of the Eagle perhaps owe 
their acquaintan ce with Henley to an article of 
Mr Nicklin's, and though in these p oems, here and 
there, there are expressions which recall Mr Henley
for instance, " the inexpugnable Will " ( i n  which I hear 
a far-off echo of Mr H enley's  " un conquerable Soul," 
though Mr Nicklin's fine expression is his own), " tramp, 
tramp," , e  sapph irine," and perhaps more, yet, as it 
seems to me, the spirit of the whole is  very different. 
In  Mr Henley we have verses which scud, l ike the 
breezes of spring, j oyousness, vigorous health, at times 
Pagan lustihood unash amed and exultant : in Mr 
Nicklin less lilt and variety of m easure, perhaps, but 
an artistic com mand of form and colour to which 
Mr Hen ley n ever attains ; and accompanying this finer 
art,  not m ere animal �pirits, but the react ion from 
them-that d readful sense of h orror and desolation 
which we havE' seen. Mr Henley's pictures are almost 
always sun ny and breezy ; what Mr Nicklin gives us 
wit h a terrible force are the ug ly and cruel aspects of 
Nature : 
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I cursed the desolating town 
And its dust-clouds whirling up and down, 

Up and down, 
Up and down, 

I paced the desotatin g town. 
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(:t' otice i n  the next two lines the strength of the epithets) 
A nd on the lean and stifled street 
The red relentless sun-blaze beat, 

And on the street, 
The sti fled street, 

The red relentless sun-blaze beat. 

And again,  this time fro m  Bethnal Green $ 

A forest of lean chimney-pots 
Struggled to pierce a sky of lead f 

The windows showed like inky sp'ots 

Splashed on a blotter's dingy red, 

And draggled clouts as March winds blew' 

Tossed in a dance demoniac: 
By starts th e greasy asphalte threw 

Their dim and dark reflectiO'n back. 
Where we have p assages of peaceful bea:u:ty, as In 

the opening l ines of the sonnet I quoted first, they .serve' 
as a foi l  to' some darker picture. The pleasant sonnet 
on " q uaint Izaak," who plied his craft of old " By foamJ 
flecl,,' d river or the shrill brook-side,," ends in the m inor' 
key : I Here may you somewhiles turn and rest at wiI.J . •  

When I am spBd, whm I am clean forgot. 
A n d  it is only utter weariness of summer, of the' 

butterfly and cicala " that deride m e  with their m irth," 
of " the droning of the dreary turtle-dove," that gives us' 
the musical' frolicking lines about autum n : 
When the ivy clings and the milk-maid sings  and the reapel' 

binds the sheaves, 
And th e wind whistles all our cares away in the piping Autumn 

eves, 
When the rough burrs aB 

p Roundly fal l 
alter, patter, patter on a lawn besttewll with leaveS'. 
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But when the autumn has come, wil l  this be the 
m ood which the poet will take from it ? I fear not. 
Mr Nicklin's happiness lies in the past or in the future . 
n ever in the present. H e  i s  of those elect to whom, a� 
Keats says, 

Th e m iseries of the world 
Are m isery, a n d  w i l l  not let them rest, 

those of whom Shelley wrote : 
Th ey learn in suffering what they teach in song. 

Mr Nicklin's con geners are not full-blooded opti
m ists like Mr Henley, but de Musset and Baudelaire 
and Paul Verlaine. And he is no m ere echo, but a 
voice of terrible sincerity and intensity. 

I have reserved till now the poem which seems to 
me perhaps the strongest and most intensely personal of 
all-" I am so shaken by these fevers white " ; 

I t h i n k  th e sodden asphalte of the street, 
That knows so well the tramp-tramp of my feet, 

Beg i n s  to wonder with a dull surmise 
In its brute soul, where trod and crushed it l ies, 

What is it that h e  l i ngers here to m eet ? 

I think the yellow lamps that flicker there 
So ghostly wan th rough th e damp-ch oking air, 

Must ask th emselves « Wbat makes h e  h ere, a n d  why, 
Wb ere shadows lurk t b e  deepest, should h e  pry 

And peer and start with such a blood-shot s tare ? "  

I think t h e  very houses weary grow 
To h ear my heavy footfall d ragging slow, 

And th rough the n ight must whisper in the dark, 
• How chi l l  the sleet ! . . .  Art waki ng, brother ? 

Hark ! 
God send the dawn that h e  may homeward go ! '  

I n  t h e  arched blackness, at t h e  River's s ide, 
I bend to watch it lean a swollen tide 

One moment at the bridge's pi er, and then 
C rash down a l ittle cataract again, 

And humm ing, onward sweep, unchecked and wide. 
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'Th e station-lights make patincs on the flood 

Of gol d and amber ; i nwards, foam-bells stud 

Back-water and eddy, and the d rippi ng bank. 

Ane! bl o w i ng lip th e Channel, salt and dank, 

Th e n ight- w i nd cools the ff!ver in the blooe!. 
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After this I need quote no m ore. No one who 

knoWS what good writing is can doubt that the writer 

of these lines has the poet's eye and ear and bleeding 

h eart. But though none of the other poems seem to m e  

to have quite the same sustained power a s  this, there i s  

none o f  them which fails to give a true aesthetic 

pleasure. (The one I like least is the " Study at Leeds," 

not so much for the h ideousness of its in troduction as 

for what seems to m e  the inadequacy of its climax.) 

\Vh at nobility of style there is  i n  the single line-

Love that forces his dauntless way ; 

what a delicate power of word-painting i n  these

I met him in those gardens grey, 
Silvered w i th frost and crystal dew, 

He watched the ghostly alders sway, 

The palpitating mists at play 
O ver the paling blue. 

The m an who is  capable of touching such chords · 

and waking such vibrations in the h earts of h is readers. 
I 

must surely fi n d  some solace i n  Art for the jars and 

discords of Life .  I f  the solace seems h ere inadequate, 

it is perhaps, because Mr Nicklin  is rather a poet of 

vision than of im agination , that transmuting power 

whi ch can hardly come but with healin g in its wings . 

In the  fi rst Sonnet it was burely because the impression 

cam e to the soul in  such naked reality, that it  appeared 

:';0 terrible and h ideous. 
M1' Byles' little book is  in m any ways a contrast to 

�Ir Ni ckl in ' s . In the first place, as its name implies, it 
Contain s poems of  two very different kinds-some grace
fUl ly serious;others vers de socz"ele after the m anner of Praed 
an d Calverley, though scarcely rivalling those m asters 
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in point and finish.  Of the former class some touch on 
the eternal p roblem of thou ghtful, religiously-nurtured 
youth-are we to follow Duty an d the sages, or gather 
the Rosebuds while we m ay ?-some breathe t h e  kindly 
love of friends, the attachment to places, the influences 
of m oon and stars, sea and winds. [t is the poetry of a 
gentle, musing n ature, which has fed on In Jl(femorzam 
and Locksley Hall, and Arthur Hugh Clough, and 
finds a n atural expression in easy and m elodious verse. 
If it has 110t Mr Nicklin's intensity and brilliant brush� 
work, it has a fragrant beauty of its own.  

Having said this  I will  go on to say that  the moralistic 
poems in the  In Memorzam stanza interest m e  less 
than the others. That stanza can hardly be used 
without suggesting echoes of Tennyson, and provoking 
a comparison which can hardly be to  the advantage of 
younger writer. .And while Mr ByJes lacks of necessity 
the consummate verbal felicity of Tennyson, his thought 
also is less sure, and leaves q. blurred impression on the 
mind. 

On the other hand the little poem which I will now 
quote has the advantage of containing only a single 
thought, very delicately and charmingly expressed" as 
it seems to me : 

Somewhere in the world so wide 
Beats a heart i n  tune to thi ne, 

Wistful maiden, pansy-eyed, 
Youth, whose manhood thri l ls  divine. 

Keep thy h eart a v i rgin lute : 
Random passion falsely sings : 

Let the lon.gi ng ch ords be mute 
Till the OIle touch wake the strings. 

Then. shaH aIJ thy music break 
F orth in rapture wild and free, 

Echo answering echo make 
Love's eternal harmony. 
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The poems which touch on our life and surroundings 

here at Cambridge are, I think, very h appy, and show 

a nature which responds at once to  all kindly influences. 

The three poems I shall now take the liberty of quoting 

will appeal to all of us  who h ave l ived in S t  John's  

College.  
The first i s  called Fz'gttres on a College Gateway, 

(which figures I identify with those which some byegone 

humourist called ' Back numbers of the Eagle.' ) 

Ye twin fantastic shapes of sullen stone 

poised on your time-scarr'd pedestals serene, 

Grim sentinels of yonder vi sta' d green : 

In you a mutt compani onship I own ; 

For never do ye in d i scordant tone 

Jar on my musing, as a graceless word 

Grates on the heartstrings l ike a j angled chord ; 

And often when the s i lver night  is sown 

With stars, and falls t b e  moonl i ght's rippling rain, 

I have a fancy, that I,  too, might gain 

Some wisdom of your rugged reverie.  

Ye watch, and your gray years are more than mine, 

Swift generations fol low and decl ine, 
And dumbly weave your weird phi losophy. 

The next, From a College Wz'ndozlJ, gives a delicate 

impression of what one h as seen and felt a hundred 

t.imes in crossing the Bridge of Sighs : 

Pale Paradise of moonlit night, 

Cold bridge and ghostly trees, 

Dark river gliding into l ight, 

Harsh owl and swaying breeze. 

I hear and see ; may sound and sight 

Long dweJl i n  memory dear, 

When other moons shall sail the night 

A n d  future days be d rear. 

(In the last line but one I have corrected what I take 

for a . , pnnter s error.'") 

* Sce Eagle XYl ll .  107, p. SS9·-(Edd.) 
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And there is the same lightness of touch and 
of feeling in the sad li ttle p icture that follows. 
many of us will recogn ise its truth ? 

I s it  in my chair an d thi nk, 

W h i l e  the s moke wreaths eddy away, 
Of the friends that the room has h e l d  

Whom it  cannot hold to-day. 

I see on my mantel piece 

Their  ph otographs ran ged i n  a rolY ; 
And we may not all meet a gain, 

And some of us  won't, I know. 

And those l i tt le b i ts of card 
A re all  that is  left to me 

Of the fri ends that t h i s  room has h eld, 
Whom i t  never again may see. 

Th ey smoked my ci garettes, 
They sat in my oId arm chairs, 

They talked all sorts of shop 

And they whistled all kin d s  of a irs.  

They bored m e  at tim es, perhaps ; 
But I wish t h ey were h ere to-day, 

As I sit  in my chair and t h i n k  

A n d  t h e  smoke- wreaths eddy away. 

The poems of a lighter vein are not in my opiniot1 
of very equal m erit.  But that Mr BylE;s has a certain 
facility in burlesque verse . m ay be seen fro m  the 
following statement of his views on Latin and Greek 
verse-writing : 

I take it ,  camps.  shoul d either b e  
F o r  4th Form boys i n  E t o n  :ol lars, 

Or leisure sport for T. S.  E. 

A n d  finished sch olars. 

For doubtless composition is 
Quite p roper for the poor beg i nner, 

But I consider h i m  a mis-
-erable sinner 
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Who holds that we must squander all 
The golden time o f  education 

In useless and ephemeral 
Versi fication .  
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An d, lastly, the following seems t o  m e  a n  excellent 

parody and very redolen�, if I m ay say so, of Cambridge 

life ;  it is called An Inczdent : 
We breakfasted at half-past eight, 

My friend and I, on eggs and jam, 
A n d, as I generally am, 

I don't  mind saying he was late. 

IV1y soul was fired with noble rage, 
Full  fa in was I to break my fast, 
Up that long walk of l imes I past, 

And there I met an ancient sage, 

Who spoke to me with voice severe 
And cultured accent of t h e  schools, 
" Sir, know you not the college rules 

Taboo the weed tobacco here ? "  

H e  passed, l ike Pilate when he said 
" What's truth ? "  nor waited for reply. 
" I  beg your pardon, s ir," said 1.  

He did not hear me, I'm afraid. 

He passed : I wanted to explain, 
I had not heard the rule before ; 
I was not up in ancient law : 

It never should occur again .  

W e  pass ; the path that each man trod 
Was dim (and will be  dim) with weeds ; 
Such joy is in forbidden deeds, 

o ancient sage ! is  it not odd ? 

I cannot compliment Mr Byles on h is method of 
correctin g h is proofs. But perhaps, as a Classical man, 
he fel t  the additional pleasure that he was giving his 
readers by providing the m  with opport unities for 
:onjectural emendation.  Fortunately a little ingenuity 
IS al l that is needed. I have not observed any locus 
valde des}l 1,dtus. 

G. C. M. S. 
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TO A GLEN. 

AI-! ! kindly Nature, m an has n aught 
To paint the beauty of the place, 

The truest word, the purest thought, 
Is m ean and weak to tell its grace. 

Nay, had I painter's fertile skill, 
Or had I poet's pregn ant pen, 

Nor flowing brush, n or potent quill, 
Could speak the beauty of the glen. 

There, fro m  the slope, an idle stream 
Flows, babbling on its drowsy course, 

And deftly turns the sunny beam 
On gorgeous tufts of golden gorse. 

The kingly willow, by the side, 
Bends o'er to meet his willow queen ,  

And kiss t h e  fol iage of his  bride 
And m ingle his harmon ious green . 

There, too, the moss long lusty grown 
Rohes velvet o'er the p ath1ess ground, ' 

And clothes each jutting rock and stone 
Till either bank is Nature-gowned. 

At times the stream let takes a turn 
And k n ots i tself a c rystal pool, 

Inviting every graceful fern 
To lap its waters deep and cool. 

And overhead each vagran t bird, 
Caught i n  a cage of bowered trees, 

Pours forth i ts n otes, u n taught, u nheard, 
And swells the m usic-laden b reeze. 

And there, e n chanted with the spot, 
I sit and sigh to think how swift 

The crystal stream m ust dul l  its lot 
And join the river's gloomy drift ! 

J, H .  H. 

�i.��a' •. �� 

LOVE AND FAME. 

WHAT beacon light of old n ob ility 

Still burns, a beam in darkness unto m en, 

Amid these embers of a world outworn ? 

Not as of yore the viking's  azure prow 

Cleaves ocean ; nor heroic armour rings 

Deep-di nted by the foeman's ' sudden spear : 

Nor amid gleaming tents and pennons gay, 

Ensigns of tournament, the splendid sword, 

Burnish' d to deal a knightly blow for fame, 

Crimsons w ith costly blood of chivalry. 

No badge of m aiden's favour, nor the seal 

Of kisses seaI'd upon their chosen lips 

Triumphant, guerd o n  of victorious quest, 

Honours high p rowess, nor to noble deeds, 

For love' s sake, spurs the heart of bravery. 

o not i n  war doth n obleness survive. 

Not that pro u d  goddess of the Rom an n ame, 

Imperial-brow'cl Bellona, he1meted , 

'Wild-eyed and fierce 'neath streami n g'  h air.  
Pale War 

" The p'uppet of a statesman or a king," 

A gaunt and hollow harlot, b artering blood 

For lucre, phantom of herself, p arades 

Her prostitution in the place of queens.  

o not i n  w ar, that arms the guilty hand 

With eV,ery foul i nvention forged in hell,  

Unseen t o  sweep with death the distant plain ; 
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To churn the seas with steel , and slaughter m en 
J�ike sheep : not in old conflict face t o  face, 
Spear upon shield clanging, brand upon brand ;  
Delight of reeking blood and raining blows, 
Struck in a glorious cause and equal fray. 

o not in war cloth n obleness survive, 
Courage and knightly grace and courtesy. 
Better were all the fleets of all the world 
Sunk, and her bastions buried in the dust : 
And all her engines and designs of death 
M olten, and moulded into spade and plough, 
Than such cold-hearted battle murderous. 
Yet also in these weak ignoble days, 
Heard sometimes in the pauses of life's storm 
A low soft lulling m usic, oft represt, 
Yet ever constant in obscurity, 
B reaks, like a flying gleam of blu e, the rack 
Of cloudy care, and lifts men's hearts awhile 
Beyond the brazen din of sordi d years. 

o surely there's a star of glory still 
Shines in the heavens, beacon- l ight to men � 

A holy grail appeari ng to whose heart 
Is fain to follow up the quest, and win 
Immortal fame ; n ot, as in old romaunt, 
Across wild  wastes to prick, an armour'd kn ight 
O n  steed caparison'd, ridding the land 
Of dragon and dread m onsters i n  weird wise, 
But in the populous cities sorrow-haunted, 
Dens of disease and hunger and hard hearts, 
Amid the raving m illions, worshippers 
Of Mammon and his victims and his priests, 
To carry cups of comfort : the mild hand 
Of m e rcy, sorry solace, but the best 
Man's love can offer to afflicted m an, 
Extend in pity to his neighbour's pain. 
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Not in the pageant of her history, 

The courtly book where storied kings and queens, 

In proud procession m ove, lies England's fame. 

But that among all peoples, she the first 
And strongest, who doth hold the utmost earth 

In golden chains of commerce and of peace, 
S hould foster public welfare, nourishing 
Strong sons, fair daughters, and the happiest homes. 

o then to you, ye hearts of m odern men, 
Is giv'n her praise i n  keeping. That small spark 
Of sympathy, red still in every breast, 
o kindle into love. Love of your kind 
Usurp a little fro m  the sway of self : 
A little m elt you from the frozen grip 
Of gold, to see the poor and comfortless 
vVan children waiting at your barred gates. 
And seeing pity them, and pitying aid. 

Then follow love, the star : for what is fame � 
To live a moment o n  the lips of men.  

A moment longer or a m oment less, 

Ere the i nevitable tide of time 

Level thy footprints o n  the faithless sands. 

I 0 life ! a little laughter, a few tears, 

A little time to love, a few farewells : 

Some wistful m usings over bygone days, 

Some wistful peerings out into the dark ; 

And then,  the end.  So l ittle time to love, 

o life, where is there any room for fam e ? 
C. E .  B .  
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 
(COllti1tUed from Vvl XIX, p. 145.) 
Will iams, Bishop of Lincolu, Keeper qf 

the Great Seal, and Archbishop of York, wa,s 
a very considerable Benefactor to the College. 
We have seen in previous instalments of 

these Notes how he provided most of the money for the 
building of our Library. He founded two Fellowships 
and four Scholarships in the College, and gave to it the 
advowsons of f-ou r  livings : Fresh wa ter in the Isle of 
Wight, Soulderne in Oxfordshire, and the two sinecur� 
Rectories of Aberdaron in Carnarvonshire and St Flor
ence in Pembrokeshire. But a ki nd of fatality seemed 
to hang about his gifts. The lands he gave to endow 
his Fellows and Scholars proved to be of insufficient 
value. The title to the ad vowson of Soul derne was 
defective, and, in regard to the Rectory of Freshwater� 
the COllege became involved in an apparently endle&� 
series of lawsuits wherein the claims of the Incumben� 
of Freshwater were supported agai!1st what were state� 
to be the unjust claims of the Rector of Brook, an 
adjOining parish. The docum ents which accumulated 
in COllege i n  connexion with these lawsuits are of very 
con siderable interest. The advowson of Freshwater at 
Qne tim e belonged to the Abbey of Lyra in Normandy. 
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When the possessions of the alien't'eligious house were taken from them it passed into the hands of th: 
Priory of Sheen in Surrey. At the dissolution of the Monasteries it becam e forfeited to the King ·and by James I. was given to Williams, and by Williams Was given to the College, his grant being dated 19 December 1623. The first Rector of Freshwater presented by the College was Cardell 'Goodmq.n, instituted in 1641. Nicholas Bullingham, whose name is frequently men_ tioned in the docu ments whi�h follow, was admitted to St John's 22 April 1640, and admitted Fel low 3 April 16,50. He was instituted Vicar of Great Wilbraham, Cambridgeshire, 3 I August 166 I ,  but resigned that living on being presented by the College to Freshwater, where he was insti�uted 23 February I 66j. H� 

appears to have become mentally afflicted : he is referred to as" distracted" i n  one of the documents which follow. 
He was buried at Freshwater 30 December Ii593' 

Daniel Dickonson, who is variously described in the 'legal documents as curate or coadjutor, was admitted to 
St JOhn's 27 December 1653, and was admitted Fellow 
10 April 1600. His name is given by others in a consider:" able variety of spellings; "Dickinson," "Dickenson,'" 

'and so on, but when he was admitted to the College, 'and when he himself signed, on admission to his 
Fellowship, he signs as "Dickonson," an d his n ame 
appears i n  this form in the Institution Books: 

The point at issue in the m any actions at law was 
whether the Church of Brook was' only a Chapelry ot 
'Freshwater, or an independent parish. The matter 
seems to have been raised in many ways, sometimes 
the Rector of Freshwater being plain tiff and the Rector 
or Patron of Brook defendant, sometime the positions were reversed. 

It will serve to indicate the dates of som e of these actions, to which reference is made in the documents which follow, if we set out the following l ist of the -Rectors of Brook and of Freshwater so far as they 
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can be gleaned from the records at the Public Recorcl 
Office. The dates are those of institution, except where 
a c is ad ded, when the date is that of composition for 
First Fruits. 

RECTORS Oli' FRESHWATER. 
9 March 1549-50, c. 

23 March 1561-2, C. 
2 May 1575, C. 

17 May 1587, C. 
28 November 1604, c. 
3 February 1616-7 , c. 
9 March 1620-1, c. 

13 March 1640-1. c. 
23 February 1662-3 
21 April 1694 
5 April 1695 
5 October 1]23 
1 October 1745 

21 September 1768 
30 June 1775 
11 November '791 

Joh n  Hosier (or Glasier). 
Joh n  Champion. 
John Kemp. 
Richard Ecles, 
Edward James. 
Samuel Fell. 
George Warburton. 
Cardell Goodman. 
Nicholas Bullingham. 
James Slretton, 
Joseph Creffield, 
Edmund B rome. 
Benjamin Culme. 
William Samuel Powel!. 
Samuel Johnston. 
Benjamin Holmes. 

RECTORS OF BROOK. 
3 December ,675 

2 I March ,694-5 
26 September 1701 
23 December 1723 
29 November 1]60 
1I March 1]66 
3 1 March 1795 

4 June 1]98 

Joh n ElIis. 
Daniel Dickonson. 
J o�eph Creffield. 
John Woodrord. 
William Gother. 
Robert Gibbs. 
Tovey J olliffe. 
Thomas Bowreman. 

Wh atever the rights of the controversy may have 
heen-and it  will  be seen that they are far from 
Cleat-there appears to have been som ething' ex
ceptional about Brook. Under an Act of 26 Hen. VIII. 
c. 3. sec. 2, each Bishop had to certify to the office 
of First Fruits in the Court of Exchequer the particulars 
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of all institutions in his D iocese. These certificates 
are preserved at the Record Office. Apparently no 
institutio n  to Brook was so certified until that of Johll' 
Ellis in December 1675, though in what follows it 
will be seen that they are stated to be recorded at 
Winohester. But with the aid of these- two SOurces 
qu'i te a lengthy list of the Re�tors of Brook can be made out. 

The document which follows is tlO doubt a seven_ 
teenth century translation of some Latin deed. It is all 
a rrangement or composition between the then ,Rector 
of Freshwater and the Priory of Sheen in right of their 
sub-house or "cell"  at Carisbrooke. 

To all ch ristian people to whom this presente writinge in
dented shall come to be seene  or heard, John ,  Prior of the 
howse of Jesus of Bethlehem, of Shene, of thorder of Cartusien, 
in the Count ye o f  Surrey, and the Covent of the same place, 
patrones of the parishe Church of ffreshwater, in thisle of 
Weight, if! the Countie ofSuthampton, of the diocese of Winton, 
send greetinge in our Lord God eue'rlasting, and to give to 
t heis presentes vndoubted creditt Wherea� a certeyne matter of 
question betweene vs the sayd Prior and Couent on thone 
partie And Richard Wylpoole parson of  the sayd parish churche 
of ffresh water on thother partie by thocasion and reason of the 
perceivinge [and] col lection of the tythes and other rigbtes 
within the' lymytes and bondes of tlie sayde parishe church 
commyng vnto us the said Prior and Couent as in the right of 
our  Priorie ' of Cares broke and of our possessions of Lira in 
t hisle aforesayd apperteyning beneath more plainly described 
hath bene lately spronge vp and moued At the last we the sayd 
Prior and Concnt and the sayd Richard person aforesayde 
for the good peace and quietnes at all tymes betwene vs here
after for euer to endure, by ,thauctorit ie will and consent of the 
Renerend ffather in  God and Lord, Lord William by Godes 
diuine permission Buyshopp of Win ton of the same pI'ace 
diocesan and ordinary for vs and onr Successors 

'
freindly com

pounded and agreed in this maner fOlowinge That is to say 
that we the sayd Prior and Couent of one mynd'

e assent ana 
tonsent for vs and our successors have granted letten deliuered 
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cl confirmed by th is  presentes vnto the sayd person all and 

a� manner of tythes great and smale and porcions of tythes 

a I tsoever which we have had w i thin the parish of ffreshwater 
w1(\ 
�foresaide as in the right of our sayd Priorie of Caresbroke and 

C f our possessions of Lira aforesa) de Tbat is to say of all the 

��Incynes of the Lordshipps of !freshwater, Affeton, Compton 

ancl of Brooke i n  Thisle aforesayde in all thinges whereof the 

trUICS ougbt to be given And also all the tythes great and smale 

;f our tenants of ffreshwater aforesayde And also  all the tythe 

or the mylne of Afftton and fiue henes and one cocke of a rent 

)'Carely to vs dewe of the corte of Brooke aforesayde And three 

hcnnl:s and one cocke yearelye of the corte of ffreshwater and 

vj s viij,d. yeardy for the tythes of all the rentes whatsoeuer 

comming of The Mannor of A!feton and the tythes of ffishynge, 

bees and the pasture in the same Manor solde and one henne 

and
' 
one cocke yearely of the same Mannor and vij,d. for the 

t)'thes of one meadowe in the sayd Mannor of C ompton & two 
hennes and one cocke yearely of the same Manor  and half a marke 

of ),carely pencion of the said church of !freshwater and one 

pound of wax and vj s, viij.d, of rent for one cloase of land of 

ours lyinge one the southe part of the parsonage of ffreshwater 

aforesayd To have holde !cuie collect and perceive all an d 

singular the sayd tyt.hes great and smale and portions of tythes 

whatsoeuer within the parish aforesayd and also the sayd 

pention and rentes whatsoeuer as is aforesayd vnto the sayd 

parson and his successors parsons of the sayd Church of tfJ-esh

water for euer, ffor which sayd grante and confirmation I The 

sayd Richard Wilpoole person aforesayd by thauctoritie, will 

and consent  of the sayde Buyshopp of that place Diocesian and 

ordinary have given graunted and by theis presentes confirmed 

Vnto the sa)'d Prior and Couent a certaine yearly rent or annua,ll 

pention of eight poundes of lawfull money of Englan d  To have 

leuic and ),earely perceiue vnto the sayde Prior and Conent and 
th ' clre successors for euer and in the sayde personage of ffresh-
Water aforesarde and of and in all landes and tenementes 
aro cl 

. resay e, meadowes, leasues and pastures, obuentiens, profittes 
and .commodities with theire appurtenances to the sayd person
age In any wise spectant or appertayning at two termes· of the ��are t hat is to say at the ffeastes of Easter and Michaell 

archanngell by euen porcions to be payd And farther I the 
sayd R' ' 

lchard Wilpo!e do grant by theis presentes to and with 
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the said Prior and Couent and theire successors'that as often as I the sayd Richard person aforesayde and my succe�sors persons of the sayd parish church for the tyme beinge shall make default or any of our Successors shall make defaulte 
after in the payment of the sayd yearely rent or annual pen 
of viij .t. or any parcell thereof at any terme of payment the 
�boue limited that then from thenceforth yt shal be lawfull vnto the sayd I'rior and Couent and to their succeSSors in the sayd personage and in all the sayd landes, tenements, mcadowes leasures. pastures and commodities with their appurtenances. 
and in every parcell thereof to distrayne and the distresses ther� 
so taken lawfully to driue and carry awaye and with them to 
withholde vntyll of the said yearlie rente and tharrerages thereof. 
ii anie shal be they shal be fully satisfied and paide And if the 
�aide yearlie paiment of viij.!. be behynde and vnpaide in part 
or in all by one whole yeare after anie terme of payment in 
which it owght to be paide I the saide Richard Persone afore_ 
saide and my Successors persones of the said parishe churche 
shall paie vnto the saide Prior and covent and to their Successors. 
xl.s. of lawfulI many of England in the name of a paine togeather 
with tharreragis of the saide yearlie rente or annual pencion of viij.lt'. for the payment of which xl.s. as often as I the saide 
Richard persone aforesayd or my successors persons of the 
saide parispe churche for the tyme beinge or anie of them shall
make defawlIte in the pai ment of the saide yearly rente or 
annualI pen cion of viij.H, or anie parcelIe thearof att anie terme 
of payment thereof before named I the sayde Richard persone 
aforsayde do bynde'me and my successors persones of the said 
parish churche in xl .s. of lawfuIl monie of England by thes 
presentes vnto the saide Prior and Couent & their successors to 
be paide In Wittness whearof to the one parte of theis presente 
)Yritinge indented with the said Richard persone aforesaide and 
his Successors remaynenge We the saide Prior and Couent have 
cawsed our common seale to be putt and to the other part of 
the same writenge indented with vs remaynenge the saide 
fZichard persone aforsaid for him and his Successors hathe putt 
to his seale j yoven in the Chapter howse of vs the said Prior 
& Covent the viijth daye of the monthe of Descmber in the 
(year) of our lord A thowsande foure hundred ffyftie seven And 
in the syx and thirtethe yeare of the reigne of King Henry the 
fifth. , 
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And we the said William by Godes devine permission buys-

hopP of Winton and ordenaire of that place suche composition 

5 nd agreement with one assent aucthoritie and consent com· 

a \rnO"e betwene the said Prior and covent and the said Richard 
m 0 

�rsone aforesaide as is aforesaide lawfully had and made by 

�lIr ordinarie aucthoritie doe confyrme, ratifie and approve and 

at all tymes heareafter to indure and prevaill and in fyrme 

-strength to obteyne we have decreed and declared and the same 

of thassent and consent and at the petition of eyther partie of 

the parties aforesaid make perpetuall wee have made willed and 

decreed and pronounce by tbeis presentes In wittne-ss wheareof 

to both partes of this present wrightinge indented wee have 

cawsed our seale to be putt yoven the xijth daye of the month", 

of December in the ycare of our lord god . • • . . .  (the paper z's hete 

101'11). 
And we Robert Westgatc Prior of the Cathedrail Churche of 

Winton and the Chapiter of the same place to all and singular 

the premisses our common concent and assent toge�ther do 

ge\'e and all and singular the same as muche as to vs d;> 

appertcyne doe accept, approve, ratefie and confyrme by thei� 

presents In wittness wheareof to boothe partes of theis present 

wrigbtinge indented we have caused our common seale to be 

)Jut yeven in our chapiter howse the xvth daie of the monthe 

of December in the yea re of our lord a. J 45 7. 

The following
' 

n otes, made by Daniel Dickonson, 

trace the title to the tithes of Brook and Freshwater, 

and were no doubt part of the evidence on which it 

Was sought to establish the claims of the Rectors of 
Freshwater to the tithes of Brook. 

September 2 6: 1678.  
Certain Notes concerning the T)'thes o f  Brook taken out of 

the Black Book viz: the Legier Book of the Priory of Caris
brook now in the custody of Sr Thomas Leigh wbo married 
Mrs illeming of Haseley near Atherton. A very faire Transcript 
of which old Book is in the Library at Appledercome. 

Of ye old Book Of ye copy at Appledercome 
[fit. 2. cap. 3.]' [jot. I, cap. 3.]' 

13y the Generall writing of William Earle of Devon: lord 
of lhe Isle or'Wight, He giveth, granteth, and confirmeth vnto 
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St Mary of Lyra illft,. at: the Tythes of the Demesnes of 
water, Afton, Comptoll. Brook & Nyngwood & in Compton 
Brook two Men with two yard lands. 

[tol. 9·]' [fil. 6. cap. 22. J. 
Godfrey Bishop of Winton, he con firmeth vnto ye Abby 

J.yra by the Gift of Wil liam the son of Osbert. the Tythes of 
Desmesnes of ffreshwater, Afton. Compton .. Brook & Nyngwood, 
& the land which they have in ffreshwater, Compton & Brook. 

[fol. 20. cap. 52.]. [/01. 12. cap. 52.]. 

WilJiam l\laskwell & Ralph Maskwell doe give & grant vnto 
St l\lary of Lyra & to the Monks there serving  God, the whol� 
Tythes of the  Demesnes of Brook i n  all th ings as fully freely 
& wholy as ever the said Monks had the same in the time of 
Ralph their Grandfather & Robert their (father. 

[jol. 21. cap. SS.]. [jol. 13. cap. 55.]. 

Ralph MaskweIl, giveth granteth & confirmeth to God & to 
�t Mary of Lyra and to the Monks there serving God for the 
health of his Soul &c. The whole Tythes of his Lordship of 
Brook in corn and hey, in Lam b, Pigges, Wool,  C heese & all 
thinges whereof Tythes ought to be payd, to hane & to hold 
freely quietly, for ever in perpetual Almes, free from all Secular 
Service &c. 

[ftl. 57· cap. 18z.]. [jol. 37. cap. 186J. 

The General! writing of King Henry the SOl) of King ]oh� for Him and his Heires confirmeth to God & St Mary of Lyra 
the whole Tythes of the Lordship of Brook in  all things and 
one Bondman there, named Galfride Buk, & one yard Land 
with the Appurtenances & with common of Pasture of ye Mannor 
of Brooke. 

Lfil. 61. cap. 188.]. [fit. 41. cap. 193.J. 

The GeneralI Confirmation of William Prior of St Svithen. 
He confirmeth to Lyra z'lller aZz'a the Tythes of the Lordsh� ps of 
ffreshwater, Afton, Compton, Brook and Ningwood in all things 
whereof Tyth ought to be given. Strengthened with their 
Chapter Seal 3rd November IZ57. 

[fol. 75J. [fil. SS. cap. 244] 
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And after the end of all the cap: followeth in the same 

13ool<e they Taxations of they Churches and Chappels within 

the Isle of Wight according to the Taxacon of Norwich & 

according to the true valuation; where it is said, The Chappel 

of J3rooke hardly sufficeth to maintaine one Chaplayne & it is 

Pensionary to the Church of Freshwater in viijs, the Patron is 

the Lord of that Place. 

LVo!. 1. .i/ol. 86 of ye old Legier Books in ye 

Registry of ye Deane & Chapter at Win ton J. 
And arter the dissolution of the Abbey of St Mary of Lyra 

the Land and Revenues thereof come to the Priory of Shene. 

And the Prior & Covent of Sheen by their Grant dated 25th day 

of June 1459 & in the 37 year of Henr. 6. Granted to Richard 

Wi lpool Parson of ffreshwater and his successors for ever, all 

manner of Tythes great and small and portions of Tythcs what

soever, which they had within the Parish of ffreshwater as in 

their right of their  Priory of Carisbrook and of their Posses" 

sions of Lyra, viz: All  the Tythes of their Demesnes of the 

Lordships of ffreshwatur, Afton Compton & Brook paying 

yearly to the Prior & Convent and their successors for evet 

7'''
' 13" 4d. This afterward confirmed by the Bp. of Win ton & 

by the Prior & Chapter of the Cathedrell Church of Win ton 

vnder their common Chapter Seal upon the first and the tenth 

days of July in the same year. 

A Copy of a Deede Indented made vpon the Returne of 
A Writt of Queen Elizabeth made the 28th of November and in 
the sixteenth year of her Reigne, Commanding John Wo(seley,. 
Esquire of Appledercombe in the Isfe of Wight to make delivery 
into the Court of Exchequer to the Queen's l\'Iaties use, all such 
old Evidences, Muniments, Books, Accomptes, Courte RoUes; 
Rent Rolles and writings whatsoever, as appertayned vnto the' 
late dissolvep Priorie of Carisbrooke, within the Isle aforesaid 
th�n remaining & being in the possession and hands of the' 
said John Worseley by reason of the Death of R ichard Worseley 
Esquire, to whom the said Priory was demised and letten to' 
ffar f me or Terme of certain years. 

C 
Dy Vertue of the Queens Maties Writt out of Her Highnesse 

Ourte of Exchequer to me directed I haue delivered into the 
Same Courte -to Her Maties vse two hundred, fortie & six Court 

VOL. XIX. HH 
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Rolles, whereof some of them conteyne Two Courtes & sOllla Three Courtes, kept within certain Mannors belonging to the late Priory of Carisbrooke in the Isle of Wight. And flirty six other pieces of Parchment or Rolles being old Concords, Sub" missions, Accompts, Transcripts of matters at the ECclesiasticall Laws, Rolles of Expences, Rent Rolles and diverse other matters touching the same Priory in diverse Kings times. And alsoe 'One Bundell of Paper Bookes conteyning Twenty and Three Parcelles touching diverse matters of the said Priory. And one Booke calJe-

d the Ligger Booke of the same Priorie, conteyning 

one Hundred an-d two 

Leases; as by the said severall parcelles 

it may appear. 

The Copie of the Dede Indented made vpon the belivery of the remanent or second part of the said Writinges. 
. 

By Vertue of the Queen's Matie• writt out of Her Highnesse Court of Exchequer to me directed, ·and by force of an Order therev;pon taken by the same Courte, I haue delivered into the said Courte the first day of May 1574 to her Matie. vse these ParcelIes of Evidences, Scripts & Muniments hereafter mentioned concerning and belonging to Her Matie• late dissolved Priory of Carisbrooke, and certayne Mannors Lands and Tene .. ments belonging to the same. That is to say Cix Counterpaynes of Indentures, CCLXX Pieces of Old Evidences xli iii RolIes of Parchment, some of accompts & others of Rent RolIes & Court Rolles, & other such pieces And one Courte Rolle of, a Courte holden at ifreshwater the third and fourth years of the Reignes of King PhilIip & Queen Maty. As by the aboue said severall parcels more plainly may appear. 

These Deeds were transcribed out of a faire Parchment Book in Appl edercombe Library which is very acurately writt & is a true copy of the old Black Book of Evidences of the Priory of Carisbrooke in the hands of my Lady Leigh of Haseley, this 27th September 1678 by Daniel Dickonson. 

The document which follows is the statement of his case in one of the actions by John Ellis, Rector of Brook. The copy in the College Treasury is printed 
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n foolscap paper. The state of affairs it sets out with 
�egard to Brook is very curious. It would be interesting 
to learn whether there are other known cases of bene� 

fices where the presentations were suspended and the 
patron constituted himself Impropriator. One would 
have thought that the right of presentation would have 
gone, by lapse, to the Bishop. It all seems to point to 
the fact that the circumstances at Brook were :peculia:t;', 

THE 
CASE 

OF THE 

�burcb of :fJ3rooTt. 
in the 

ISLE OF WIGHT. 
This Church of Btook is now in controversie, and for foul"' 

years past hath so been between Daniel Dzckmson Clerk, Curate 
of Freshwater unto Nzcholas BulHlIgham its distracted Rector; 
and Thomas BOWt17'1Zan Esq : Patron of the Church of Brook, 
and John Ellz's in December 1675 made Rector thereof. The 
Ql1estion� between these litigant parties concerning this Church 
of Brook have been these three. 

I. Of its situation, whether or no within the Parish of 
Freshwater? 

2. Of its Quality whether a Presentative Rectory, cir but 
onely an House C hapel ? 

3· Of its Endowment, whether with Glebe, Tithes and Obla
tions, or with G lebe Land onely without Tithes and Oblations. 

To the first Question, the Curate asserts this Chapel, and 
the Village of Brook also to be with in the parish of Freslzwater; 
and because so, doth in the second Question deny this Chapel 
to be a Presentative Rectory or Parish Church, reckoning it 
absurd that a Parish or Rectory should be within a Parish; and 
this Chapel therefore to be either but an House Chapel, or a 
Chapel annexe d  to the Church of Freshwater, and therefore als,o 
not capable to he endowed with Tithes and Oblations. ; all 
which arising within the Village of Brook he clairns by a 
parochial right to belong to the Church of Freshwater, becaus.e 
so for situation within the Parish of Freshwater. And thus the 
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Curate to the first Question takes the Affirmati ve, to the second and th ird the Negative. 

To the first Question, the Patron of the Church of Erook defending the rights of i t, hath held the Negative, denying it • be within the Parish of Fnshwaler, Church, or Village, upon the same apprehensIon as the Curate hath, that it's absurd that a Rectory should be with in  a Rectory; a parish wi thin a Parish. But in the two later Questions he hath held the Affirmali"e both that this Chapel i s  a Presentative Rectory and Pari sh Church, and that it is endowed with Glebe Land, Tithes and Oblations. 
.But John E1Hs (since h e  became Rector of this CI1Urch of Broo4 �n the time mentioned) takes in all questions the affirma_ tive : for granting this Church or Chapel within the Town or Village of .8rook to be within the Parish of Freshwaler for situation, h e  yet maintains, that notwithstanding so, it is  for quality a Presentat�ve Rectory and Parish Church, and reckons it no absurdity to �ssert a Parish to be within a Parish, a Rectory within  a Rectory; and that for Endowment it hath no� onely Glebe Land, (wl1ich the Curate acknowledgeth) but Tithes and Oblations also belonging to it distinct from Freshwater. So that now the question concerning S ituation being agreed to on both sides, onely the two later Questions concerning Quality and Endowment remains in controversie. And how on each s ide, by what Evidences and Arguments the Controversie hath been managed i s  to be s,hewn in what follows 

JOHN ELLIs, Rector of Ihe Church of Brook, c014cerning th� (juaHty of thal Church asserls, Tlzat Ihe Church or Chapel of Brook In the Isle of Wight, aI/hough origInally wzthin Ihe .fansh of Freshwater,yd as a free Chapel Curate IS a Presmialzve Rec!ory and Pansh Church, dzs/z"nclfrom Freshwater, as appears qy,. Ed· 3· (I) The Conveyance of Sir John Glamorgan, Lord of the Manor of Brook, granting the Lands of that Manor, &c. $imul cum AdvocaHone Eccles/ae cum accederil. 
Rzc!z. 2. Ben. 4. (2) The like Conveyances of others the Lords of that Manor, grqntillg it  Lands, &c. �imul ,UI7l Advoca-None Capell(u. . 
Ed. 4· (3) Ancient Deed and Release of persons living ill other Parishes, yet settling and releasing Lands in the Par�shes pf S/zaljleel, Brook, anq lIIols(Ol1e. 
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/l. 5. H. 6 . (4) Ancient Wills of persons l iving some with

t and some within the Parish of Brook, giving Legacies to the 

�:brick of the Church of S. JI!£ary the Virgin in Brook, and to 

h Rector of the Church of B,'ook. 
t eH. 4. (5) The Lease of John Ledys, wherein h e  writes him. 

elf Parson of the Parish Church of Blook, and by Lease lets 

S ut his  Parsonage of Brook to JeJlry RookeHe, Esq. his Patron. 

o H.5. (6) The Lease of Roberf Knight, who writes h imself 

Rector Ecclesiae Parochl"aHs de Brook, and by Lease lets out h i s  

Be1teficill1ll de Brook Galfrido Rookelie A t1lt£g. Palrono suo . 

H. 8. (7)  An Order of Sequestration granted by John Dosdm 

Chancellour to Bishop Fox unto Nlcholas Bowerman as Paro. 

c/JiallltS 
Ecclmelt Parochl"alzs sive Capellac Curatae de Brook,. 

which is the style of thi s  Church divers times in that Instrument. 

(8) The succession of Clerks that have been Presented, 

Instituted, and Inducted Rectors of this Church or Chapel of 

Brook, of most of whom the Entries of their Institutions are to 

be seen in the Registries of several of the Bishops of Winclzesl!r, 

and of some of them the very Original Instruments of their 

Institution can be produced: as, 
Ed. J. Anllo 1305. GuHelmus de Complon Rector Capellae de 

Brook. At the same time Rogerus de Crokmford Rector Eccles/ae 
de Fresllwater. 

Ed. 2. J 320. Joannes Lodecote admzssus fuil ad Capellam de 
Brook & Rector instilulus fill!, Epz"scopus Rigandus de Assyrin. 

Ed. 3. 1350. Roberlus de Eversdon admlssus fuit ad Capellam 
de Brook, & Redor insiz"tutus fie it, upon the Presentation of King 
Ed. 3 in right of NicllOlas Glamorgan an Ideot, EplSCOPUS 
Gulie1mus Eddillglon. 

Ed. 3. 135 I. Joannes de Middle/on admlssus fidl ad Capellam 
de Brook, & Rector imHlulus fid/, per CollaHonem, EplSCOPO 
Gulielmo EddzlIglolt. 

Ed. 3 May 18, 1362. Rzcllardus Rouz admissus fuit ad 
Capelfa7ll de B,'ook, & Rector instilulus fuil, EplSCOPO Gulz'elmo 
Eddillg/Oll, Pa/rono Galjrzdo Rookelz"e. 

Ed. 3 Oct. 4, 1362. Joamzes Symond ad1llzsslts fldt ad Capel
lam de Brook, & Rector z'nsHtulus fUZ!, Eplscopo Gulz'elmo Eddillgton, 
Pa/IOI10 Galjrido Rookelz"e. 

Br;;:' 
3, 1376 .

. 
Nz:clzolas Ellyot adrmss�es fidl a� Capellam de 

tu' " & Reclor Inslltu/US fUll, per Collalzonml, Eplscopo Gulz"el lllo 
rrlciJa7ll. 
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Rich. 2, 1382. Thomas MI'llon admissus fuit ad Ecc1esz'a,n 
sivl Capellam bealae Mariae de Brook, & Reclor z'nslzt utus fU;I' 
EpIscopo Wz'llI'dnlO WI'clzam. 

, 

Rich. 2, 1386. WI'lHelmus [Jny adnllssus fuit ad Ecc1esia", 
Parochlcllem sive Capellam bealae Mariae de Brook, & Rector il/s/i .. 
Iulus fUI·t. 

Rzch. 2, 1394· Joamus Benne! admlssus fUI'f ad Cape/lam at Brook, & Rector l'nS/IIU/US fUll, Epzscopo WI"llz"elmo Wlcham, Pa/rono 
Henrzco Patrige. 

H. 5· 14 18 . .Ioannes Le4Jis adnl1SStts fui/ ad Capdlam Curafa", 
de Brook, & Rector ins/IIU/US fUll, EplSCOPO WI"llz"dmo Wzcham, 
Pall-ono Joanne Rookelz'e. 

H. 6. 1425. Ruber/us Knight admlSSUS fUll ad Ecclesiam sivt 
Capellam de BI'ook, & Rector l'llS/llutus fiul, Epzscopo Wltlt"etmo 
Wicham. 

H. 6. 1451• WilHelmus Newport ad7ll1SSUS fuit ad Capellam 
Curalam de Brook, & Recfor imtz"lulus fUll, EpIscopo Wltlldmo 
Wanflet. 

First Inlernusslon. Hitherto the Succession seems to have 
been without interruption, but after this Newport, the presenting 
of Rectors (through the voluntary neglect of the Patrons) was 
intermitted about 66 years, and till 1525, in the time of inter .. 
mission great wrong was done to the Church of Brook, by 
agreements between its Patrons and the Parsons of Freshwa/er. 

H. 8. 1525. WI'llz"elmus Bolyll adnzz"ssus fiuI ad Captllam 
Curatum d� Brook, & Rector Instzlulus fUll, EpIscopo Rzchardo 
Fox, Palrono NI'cholas Bowennalz. 

rI. 8. 1529. Joall1les Bust admzssus fuil ad Ecclesiam Paro
chz"alem de Brook, & Recto, imtztutus fuzI, EpIscopo Card. WolsO'. 
Patrono Nzcholao Bowcrman. 

H. 8. 1538. Robertus Dz"xon admissus fuil ad Cape/lam Cura
lam de Brook, & Rector i1ZStIIU/US fuzt, EpIscopo Stephano Gardzlur, 
Palrono Nlcholao Bowerman. 

H. 8. 1540. Rlchardus Ellyol admlssus fid! ad Eccleslam 
Parochlalem beatae Madae de Brook, & Rec/or ins/lilt Ius futI, 
Epzscopo Slephallo Gardzner. 

Second Intermisszon. The presentation of Rectors again 
intermitted after the death of Elyot and Nicholas Bowennan the 
Patron for about 80 years, from 1560 to 1638. 

Eliz. 15 8r. Robert Bzrch is licensed Curate, ad peragendum 
o.f!idulll CuraH Parochz"alls in Ecclesza Parocht"ali de Brook, Epzscopo Joatzne While. 
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Eliz. 1586. Wztlielmus Hayes admissus fuit ad Ecclesiam 

pafoc/tialelll bealae Mariae d� Brook, & Redor inslilulus fuz"t 

]lpiscoPO Tlloma Cooper, Pah'ono Tltoma Bowennall. 

The Induction of th is Wzllz"am 

Hajies was the 25th of March 

of that year; eleven days after vzz. April 5, 1586, an agreement 

is made between Tho. Bowerman the Patron of Brook, and Johlz 

J{c/llP, Parson of Fnsltwatei', whereby between them they divide 

the whole Glebe Land and Tithes of the Church of Brook. 

According to the Conditions expressed in the Articles, the 

Glebe Land and Tithes of the Demeans to remain to Bowerman 

and his Heirs for ever, the Tithes of the Tenements to remain 

to J(elllp and his Successors for ever. The Original of the 

Articles of this Agreement under the I-lands of these Persons 

and Witnesses is ready to be produced. This Agreement 

utterly destroys the Church of Brook, robs it of all its Glebe 

Land and Tithes, thrusts out this newly admitted Rector, whose 

continuance being but eleven days in h is Rectory, we reckon 

the Intermission still to continue. 

The Patrons are now become Impropriators, and continuing 

the yearly payment of the King's tenths, receive Acquittances 

in this form, Recepi a Propnetario Fructuum-. The Church is 

now turned into an House Chapel, whereinto Rectors are no 

longer presented by these Patrons, but Chaplains of their own, 

whom they put in and out at their pleasure, without so much as 

Licence to be Curate. Now their I-louse Chapel adjoyning to 

their Dwelling House is taken down, the Parish Church being 

converted to that use: and shortly after the chusing of Church 

wardens is laid aside also. 
Char/,s I. 1638. Joannes Percivall admlssus fuil ad RectOrza1n 

Cape/lae de Brook, & Rector instz"tutus fUll-upon the presentation 

of King Cltarles I. by reason of a Lapse, Episcopo Gualtero 

Gurle. 

CII. I. 1643 John Banzaril. \ These four presented by Mr wm. 

Clt. i. 1647 John Grzslz"e ( Bowel71Za11 were admitted Rectors 

Clt. 2. 1650. Daniel Rolls , in such ways of Admission as in 

Ch. 2. 1657 Joshua Tomldm ) these times could be gotten. 

�h. 2. 1675 Joannes Ellzs admzssus fitit ad Ecdesiam Parochialem 

Sllle C17pella1lZ bm/ae Mariae de Brook, & Redor illstilulus fitZl, 

by the present Bishop of Winchester, upon the Presentation of 

Tllomas BowtYman Esq : the Patron thereof. 
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The foremen lioned Evidences plainly prove this Church Brook to be a Rectory Presentative ; an d that it is so within the Pari sh of Freshwafer) is express in these two following . 

(�) Ed. 3 ( I )  The En try of the I nstitution of John A 11110 J 3S r .  it runs thus, Dom. Eplscopus cOllfulz"/ Joa1l7li Middle/on Capellam de Brook 11ifra parochz(J7Jz de Fres COflSfz'fufam, ipsumque Recforem Z11Siz"tUZ't. 
(§) (z ) .  An attested Record from the Augmentation Office runs thus, Tlu Free Chapel of Brook wlthzn the Parish of Freihwalcr. Upon all these fo rego ing Evidences from the various style of this Church of Brook let be considered : 
J .  It is Capella, therefore J .  Not an House Chapel, for or House Chapels  the Law takes no notice, nor are they called Capellae but 01atorz'a. 2 .  And therefore a Church of a second Erection after the division of Parishes, and necessarily znfra alz'quam Parochzam. 

2. Cape/la hbera, therefore not annexed to, or member of, the Mother Church, in whose Parish it was founded, but exempted and privileged from it as suz' jUriS, for Chantry or Parochial Uses. 
3· Cape/la Cumta for a Cure of Souls belonging to it, and not Chantry but parochial uses whereto i t  served. To be Cape/la Curala Lz'bera illfra Pa10chzam de Freshwater, is the true notion of this Chapel, and every such Chapel is a Rectory. 4· Capella de Brook bespeaks it not to be an House Chapel, but to serVe for the publick use of that Town or Village whence so denominated ; as is generally the Case of al1 Churches or Chapels  of such denomination from places. S· Rectona Capellat and Ecclesza Parochza/ts as frequently, is express and puts all out of doubt. Every Presentee is instituted Rector. 

The Parochzalza of Privileges, Services and Burthens, yet further shew this to be a Rectory or Parish Church : as, J .  Jus Pafrollafus or Right of Presentation bel onging to it. 2 .  Dist inct Patrons, Fre�hwater hath S. Johrt's College in Cambridge, Brook the Lords of the Manor of Brook to be its Patrons. 
3 · Distinct Rectors belonging to it,  and having in  it Cure o f  Souls. 
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All  Church Services of Baptism and Burial always 

ri�nJ1ed i n  i t, except w h en it hath had no Rectors, or Curates, 

pe Chap lains, tbat were Ministers in it to perform the same. 
or 5 .  All  Accomodation for tbese services, as Caemderz'ullt , 

Bap lislerilt?/l, wi th Church Vestments, &c. . 
6. Constan t Assembl ies of the people as Parishion ets; 

resorti ng to it fo r the forementioned Services, and hav ing of 

I' cyh t  seats therein , as never in Freshwater. 
r 0 cl . 1 

. 
7 .  Parisb Officers, Churchwar ens ancIent y had and of late; 

and never without such but in times of Intermission when there 

we re no Rectors. 

8. D istinct Endowment, its Glebe Land is acknowledged , 

an d can n ot be continued or conveyed to any Ecclesiastical 

persons, but as its Rectory is .  . 
9. D i st i nct Burthens and Paymen ts wherewith its Rectors 

are charged : as, I .  Yearl y Tentbs constantly paid to the King , 

2 .  Subsi d ies  also, and all o ther Taxes on occasion of the m .  3 ·  A 
Trained SOlll d i er beari ng a Musqllet for the Kin g 's Service , 

4. Gaol l\Ioney constantly and yearly paid. 5· Parish Rates to 

C h urch an d Poor. 6. Procuration at the Visitations to Arch

bishop, B ish op, Archdeacon . 
1 0. Its Rectors, Curates, Churchwardens, cited to and 

appeari n g  at Visitations. 

1 r. Valuation in the First Fruits Office for Fir st Fruits and 

Tenths. 

JOHN E1.LtS; Recldt of the C ltitrch 0/ Brook dsserls COricernz'1'tg 
the El/dowlIlmf of 1'1, That /hIS Church of B rook IS endowed wz'fh; 
al/d lis Rectors have right unto Glebe Land, 1'zJlzes and OblaHoltS / 
as aj>pears fy, • 

H. 4. ( I )  The Lease of John Ledys who letting out far 5 
years his Benefice and Patsonage of Brook, as befoTe, expressly 
rnentions as so le t by him, at the yearly  rent of 9t. per an.  all 
rnanner of Tilhes, Landsl Prefects, pertaining or belongi ng to 
tbe said Benefice ; that is to say all manner Tithes of the Manor 
places and Tenan cies of Over Brook and Nether Bl'ookl with 
divers other mater ial Conditions upon the Lessee. 
h 2 .  The Lease of Robert Knight, (whereof before) *ho for k e term of 5 years , and at the yearly rent of 8t. let out the. 

eClory and Benefice of the said Church, expressly m entioning 
as So let by liim all the Tithes, greater and less, arising from 

VOL. XTX. I I 
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the Manor of Over Brook and Ndhet Brook, and 
Tenants also. 

And the Condit ions in these Leases upon the Lessee were 
!luch as these : I .  That he provide a Man for the King's Wa 
after the custom. 2. That h e  repair the Parsonage I-l ouse and 
Barn belonging to that Rectory. 3. That he repair the Parsons 
part of the Church of Brook. 4. That he pay 6s. 8d. to the 
Prior and Convent of Cansbrook pro annualz' pmszollt pro qua 
dli:fus Robertus I{uighi obligav�'t se cum successoribus SUIS, u/ plell1its 
patebll I'n ComposzHone quadam sive Char/a ex ulraque par/iU11J 
facia. 

H. 8 .  3 ·  The Record of the First Fruits Office, which giving 
the yearly value of all and singular Ecclesiastical Benefices and 
other Spiritual Possessions in the County of Southampton, among 
them reckons and values as such both for First Fruits and 
Tenths th is  Chapel of Brook, and so distinctly from Freshwater, 
that one is the twelveth in order after the other. The Record 
and Valuation for each Church runs thus : 

Recloda de Freshwater. 
Nzcholaus Porter modo Reclor. 

Valet t'n fena jirma voeata 
Glebe Land, una cum decz'mzs & 
oblalzonzozts 2 71. IOS. 

Reprzi:. in proeuratzonzous & 
quodam armlta penszonc 81. 2 od. 

Valet ultra 191. Ss. 4d. 
DeCZ71la inde 3 8s. I od. 

Capella de Brook. 
Nemo nunc incumbzl, sed qui .. 

dam Nlc. Bowerman perdpil 
om lies .fructus. 

Valet in terra jirma vocala 
Glebe Land, una cum dee/lllts 
& oblallonzous 3 Ss. Sd. 

Reprzi:. nzchil. 

Et vald clare 3 Ss. 8d. 
Deeema in de 3s. I od. Which 

Tenths are yearly paza. 

(A) H. S .  4· The Award of Bishop Fox between the Patron 
of Freshwater and the Parson of Brook, awarding Glebe Land, 
Tithes and Oblations to the Parson of Brook. 

CB) H. 8. 5 ·  The Decree of Incmt Chancellour to Bishop 
Fox, in a suit for small Tithes between Nzi:. Porter Parson of 
Freshwater, and Nzi:. Bowernzan Parishioner of Brook, i n . the 
definitive sentence doth adjudge Tithe both of Lamb and Wooll 
to be due to the Chapel of Brooh. 

6. That Tithes or Rent  for Tithes have been in all t imes, 
for divers hundreds of years possessed by the Rectors of th is 
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Church in right of it ; and in times of Intermission the Patrons 

f thi s Church have kept in their own hands and possession 

�itheS, or a Rent which they were to receive for them, whereby 

111 e  such provision was made by them as they pleased, for 
� . 
serving the cure of this Church.. 

]1£1'. Daltiel Dzi:!imson, Curate of Freshwater, concerning the 

Quali ty of this Church or Chapel of Brook, is i n  his AfIirmatives. 

very uncertain .  as not knowing what Chapel it is. His Asser

tions concerning it are very Contradictions ; for sometimes it is 

a free Chapel, otherwhile a Chapel annexed to, and Member of 

the Church of Freshwater, otherwhile a House Chapel. For the 

two later, of its being an Annexed or a House Chapel, no· 

reason i s  known to have been ever given or evidence produced 

for ei ther. And how contradictory are these ? For what 

House Chapel was ever reckoned an Annexed Chapel ? Is an 

House Chapel Capella Curata, and Presentative with the Mother 

Church whereof i t  is a Member, as every Annexed Chapel is ? 

The Free and the Annexed Chapel may each be Cape/la Curata ;' 

but to be Free, sui jUrtS, with Presentation and Endowment of 

its own, and to be Annexed having no such distinct Presentation 

and Endowment, but Member of another Church in all, are 

mere Contradictions. And an absurdity it is to reckon that a 

House Chapel, ",hereto belongs Presentation, Endowment, and. 

general ly all Parochz'alz'a. 
But t his Curate is however fix'd in h i s  Negatives, that a\ 

Rectory or Parish Church this Chapel of Brook, m ust by no. 
means be, though otherwise what to make of it he cannot tell. 

In several Trial s of Nzsi Pn'us with respect to th i s  of the· 

Quality, and the other question of the Endowment of this.. 

Church . the Curate hath produced an Evidence of above 2 0  

particulars, a large Evidence indeed, bu.t  confused, i t  being 

hard to discern what belongs to wh ich question, besides. 

clashing and in terfering the parts of it one with another. The· 
. greatest part of them when offered in Evidence have been. 

refused, and not admitted for such. Some that he  hath, 
produced at o.ne Trial have been l aid aside by himsel.f, and nott 
produced at another Trial . His Evidences have been thus  
Tnult.iplie d,  by rak.ing together and offering as  such any papers, 
wh . 
C 

ereln he co.uld find Infra ParoeMam de Freshwater, concerning 
hurch or Vil lage of Brook : as if that were enough utterly tQ 
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destroy th e Rectory of Brook, it being an absurd ity or Cont� d iction to him, that it s h ould be a Rectory, and get wi thin th� Parish of Freshwater. What of these produced papers and Evi dence purely respect the Qual i ty of the Church, I sh all firs, bring together to th is Ql1e�tion, leaving the rest to the nel[, Question of the El,1,doWlll,ent. 

Daniel Did{enson dmltS the Ohapel of B rook fo be a Recfo'Yl �ecause £t IS wllhz"tt tlu parish of Fresh water ; mzd /0 prove I1 Wllhi,. Ihat parish he produalh : 
J .  The entry of the Institution of John Mlddle/(m, whereor 'before p. 234 C'm th is was produced the Brst Trial at Somer Assi?ie 1 67 5 ,  for the sake of Infra Parochialn' de Freshwate,. therein ;, but i t being discerned in the later part of it to prove a Rectory, it was n ot produced i n  the second Trial at Lent Assize 1 676 ; put i t  is left to the D efen dants for Brook as a most express matedql Evidence to be used by them. 

2 .  The R ecord of �he Augmentation Office, whereof beforet , p . 234 (§) th is was prod uce(1 in both Trials : and that it  saith .. The free Chapel of Brook wi�h in the Parish of Freshwater, and that it was founded by the .Ancestors of Nz'cholas Bowennan Gent. to have a Priest to sing there for ever, as i t  is supposed� for the ease o J  them and theiJ; Family � �t w<ls inferred, first th i s  to be but a Chapel o f  Ease, and secon ply t o  be a Chapel for Supersti tious Uses. But they should co�sider, I .  The words (as fl is $1tppo�ed) and what strengtb then in that cJallSe froIU whence they so argue . 2.  To be Chapels of Ease is Cp,�1P1 0l,1, �o alt Chapels Curate, Annexed, o.r Free. House Cba.r,els  are fo.rState, and ill many places n ear the :parish Churches. Chapels Curate are for ease to the lnhaoi tants by reason of their far distance from the Mother Church es, as th i s  is 3 miles from Fresllwalet, the way often un passable being o n  the  Cl i ffs of the Sea, subject to founder into i t, and hath often so done, 3· There may be Free Cbapels Curate as wel l as Chan�r ies, and 
this hath been before express1y proved to be such. 4. Cb antrie!\ for Superstitious Uses were taken down by Act of Parliament, 1 .  Ed. 6. their profi�s l;ei�ecl on tQ tile I\i ng. as ne ver a nytlJ i ng of this was, and t herefore not a Chaptf)'. 5 .  F a,  C hantry w h el'\ 

first founded, accord ing to th is  Record, 'what hin d�rs bpt i t �n ight become a Cur� afterward for Parish uses ? 6. The Pefendants therefore for Br(lok insist this Record to make [or 
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I 11 an d to prove thi s  Church F ree from Freshwater as a 
t lel , 
Chapel Curate , though within that parish .

. . 
3 ,  The award of Slephm Gardz'tur p roduced 111 the first Tnal, 

not admitted because but a Copy, and besides was not his final 

Award . 
4, An ancient Catalogue of Parishes in the  Island, Broolo not 

a!11ong them, produ ced in the second Trial, not admi tted ; it  

.vas dated i n  1 2 9 1 ,  divers years before the Church of Brook was 

in being. 
5 . A n  ancient paper from Sir Rob. Worty's Library, concern ing 

what Brook w a s  cbarged with as well a s  other churches in the 

lIft'lilia of the I sland. Of this the Curate takes no notice, but  

because i t  mentions Brook to be with i n  the Parish of Freshwatel', 

Ile produced it in  the second Trial, but it was not admitted for 

Evidence. 
6,  The Register Book of the Church of Freshwater, of 

persons of Brook buried and baptized in Freshwater ; which 

m ight be in t imes of Intermission, when no Rector or other 

M i nister in Brook, and can be no Evidence against the C burch 

of Brook, its right to h ave these Offices done in their own 

Church, as always was when having Rectors or Ministers. 

7 .  Living Witnesses vz'va voce upon oath, testifyin g  the 

Parish ioners of Brook their going to Freshwater for Baptism , 
B urial,  &c. but these Witnesses d�posed but [or l ittle more 

than 40 years since, and therefore this to be done not for more 
than 4 or 5 years before the Rectors were restored by the 
Presentation of K. Chadis 1 .  J 638 ; from which time and 
whcn having Rectors of their own, these Services were per
fo rmed at Brook. And the same Witnesses could swear for 
Brook [or near 40 years s ince that time  when for Freshwater 
they could witness but for 4 or 5 ,  i n  which time was in Brook n o  
�l in ister, onely Nic. Woodfold, not so much a s  a Deacon, wholly 
Incapacitated therefore for these Services, reads prayers in the 
Chap el of Brook for 40s. per, all. and h i s  Sundays Dinner. And 

, t l ' , l I S  1 5 the whole of the Evidence whereby the Cnrate hath 
endeavoured to overtbrow the Rectory of Brook. 

C To what cOllcerm the Endowmwt of the Church of Brook Ih� 
pl�rate dellies allY Tilhes or Oblal1'olls 10 belong to t't .. but all those p lofils ansing Ilw'e or a Parish rigltl do belong to Fresh water, 

'cause ziJ/'thz'n that Parish. HIS Evz'd�nas /or fMs were : 
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r .  The Award of B ishop Fox onely bragged of, but produced in either Trial, it was wisely forborn, making expressly against him in both Questions. See before p. 2 3 6  2 .  The final Award of Step/zell Gardz"ner, bragged of i n  last Trial, produced in  neither, nor could be, for i t  had been imbezzelled by them of Fushwaler Anllo 1 60 8, that it m ight not p rejudice them in  their Suit then for the Ti thes of Demeans of Brook ; which with 2 0S. an Annual Pension from FreshWalti" were settle-d by i t  on the Church of Brook, as by a real and binding Composition. But that this Award is i mbczzelIed, there could he no room for these Suits of this Curate. 3· The Award of two Knights Sir  Hw. Wallop and Sir Ric. Tzdtbunt, produced in the fi rst Trial, because it mentioned Brook to be w i thin the Parish of Freshwater, but not produced in the second Trial, because it awarded 81. per an. to be paid by the Parson of Fres/twater to the Patron of Brook, for the Tithes of the Demeans then awarded, and by that Award in 1 6 1 8, first of all possessed by them in above 3 0 0  years before, wherein they never had been possessed by them ; and which 8l. per an. upon this Award they never paid for about 20 years. They possessed these Tithes so gotten, till the reviving the Presentation of Brook in r 63 8.  

4· A decree of Incml in the Consistory Court, as giving Ti thes in B, ook to the then Parson of Fl'eshwale1, which yet was but a portion of small Tithes ; a portion of them also decreed to the Chapel of Brook, and therefore is against the Curate in his suit for the whole Tithes, and denying ever any Tithes to have belonged to Brook. But this Decree was not admitted for Evidence in the second Trial, where in  it was produced. See p. 2 3 6  CB) . 
5 · Eight Decrees in the Consistory Court obtained by Mr Janus Parson of Freshwater, against so many Tenants of Brook for the Tithes of their Tenements, A 1I11o r 606 : yet may these eight Decrees go for but one, all  being given out m uch about the same month and time. They were gotten by a mere cheat, Mr .lames styling himself Rector Ecolesz'ae Parochz'alzs de Fl eshwaler cum Cape/la de Brook, as never any Predecessor or Successor of his did ,  and is manifestly contrary to truth. He hereby sues for the Tithes of Brook in right of the C hurch of Brook, the Church first to belong to him, and then the Tithes. These Suits were against poor Country men, that could not see the 
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' t did not make any defence ; and so these Decrees were 
dece1 , . 

ten wi thout any proceeding or defence m ade ; yet these 

g?\ t Decrees when offered to be produced in Evidence in the 
elg J d . d f E ' 1 
I t Trial ,  were not  a mltte or < V Ie ence. 

as 
Look back noW, and see of thi s  large Evidence of the Curate 

1 th e two Questions 1 6  or 1 7  to be rejected, not  admitted 
upoJ  . , ' 
rtde force in an y of It at all ; and he I now be found  to have 

�lIt a thin Evidence in what remains and follows, viz., three 

Verdicts. 
If. 8 . 6. A Verdict obtained by Nz'c. Pot /er Parson of Fresh-

",ater against NIt. Bowennon of Brook, not  therefore against a 

Rector of Brook, that had right to take or title to defend Tithes. 

It w a s  in time of a vacancy, when no  Rector in  Brook : it was 

onely for a parcel of Ti thes in B"ool, (of one Close) not for the 

whole Tithes ; and Tithes in Brook, especially of the Demeans, 

by divers Awards and Decrees before mentioned were adjudged 

to the Church of Brook ; and is therefore no ground for these 

now 1 5 0  years after, whereon to claim all those Tithes, and to 

deny that ever any belonged to th i s  Church .  

7 .  The Verdict obtained by M r  Janus Parson o f  Freshwater 

against Robe?" Aden for the Tithes of the Demeans, A 1l1lo 1 60 8 .  

Now first did these Parsons sue for these Tithes, of which for 

above 3 0 0  years before they never had possession, nor (as can 

be found) pretended titles to them. This A den was no inhabitant 

of Brook, nor Rector or Licensed Curate to the Church, but 

onely one of Mr Bower771an's chaplai ns. as before, who there
fore bad no right  or title to take or defend Tithes. He 
undertook to defend the Tenants when sued in the Consis.tory 
Court a year before, but never did or durst appear in that court ; 
anti so h elps M r .lames to his eight Decrees before, and is now 
as ready to do the like in this Suit for the Tithes of the 
Demeans. It's good policy to commence Suits of Law against 
such as have neither right nor intent to make defence. Mr 
Bowcrman would have made defence but is disabled ' the 
Award of Steplzen Gat'diner, that real Composition which 

'
about 

80 years before had settled these Tithes to the Church of 
Brool.· b ' . 
. .

" eIng  now ImbezelIed when he would have produced �t 111 Ev i dence. Yet Mr .lames never insists on his Verdict 

B
o get possession,  but to avoid going  to Trial aglin, as Mr 

OWeI'm . an I l1tended, agrees, becomes 1\lr Bowerman's chaplain, 
ancl for 2 0/. per. an. undertakes to serve the Cure. 
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8. The Verdict of Goodman Parson of Freshwater against, Perclvall Rector of BrooM, A 1l1JO J 640, and is th e onely Ve rdict 
or Success i n  Law that we can ever find obtained against 
a Rector of Bl"ook, and was obtained through the mere Weak:. 
ness of the Defendant, whose Brevlal yet extant shews he 
nei ther understood the Case and Qual i ty of h i s  Own Ch urch ' 
nor the Title whereon h i s  Adversary could claim, and neith e; 
understood or used divers Evidences, that were the principal 
if  n ot onely strength of his cause. 

9·  The Nonsuit after full Evidence obtained by Damel 
Dickmson the Curate of Brook then, and Sequestrator of i tS' 
Profits, against Mr Bower17lall Patron of the Church of Brook, 
Plaintiff in that Suit, upon a Prohibition at Somer Assize, J 6 7 5 .  
But th e Issue then was onely the si tuation of the Church or 
Vil lage of Brook, whether Infra Parochia m  de Freshwater or not ; 
and which therefore had it been a Verdict, is of no force i n  the 
other Questions of the Quali ty of this Ch urch and its Endowment 
now in Issue. What was then denied is now granted, and with 
a Non obstante to it ,  it's maintained the Chapel of Brook to be 
a Presentative Rectory endowed wi th  Tithes though with in  the 
Parish of Freshwater. 

1 0. Lastly, Possession of these Tithes of the Demeans was 
proved by Witnesses, wherein Mr Fra1lJpton witnesseth for 
60 years past, when having been servant to M r Fell, Parson of 
Fnshwater, he knew these Tithes to be received by the said 
Parson : h i s  witness was true, and fal ls  in di rectly with the 
year 1 6 1 8, when the forementioned Award of the two Knights 
between Mr Fell and Mr Bowermalt gave that Parson the first 
possession of those Tithes, after above 300 years of their being 
in other hands, and 90 years after the award of Stephm Gardllter ; 
and this Witness wi l l  serve for that 2 0  years of such possessIon 
before the restor ing of Rectors to Brook in 1 6 3 8 .  But the other 
Witnesses could test ifie but for 4 or 5 years of that time, and 
could testifie much more for Brook, its Rectors to have possessed 
these Tithes almost ever since their being so restored. 

And having given this account of all the Evidences by Fresh
waleI' produced in the late Trials, i t  is commended to . the  
observation of a l l ,  their st rength to  l i e  onely in  the 3 Verdicts, 
and Possessions .  Somewhat to each ; and, 

Fi rst for their Verd i cts, besides what hath been al ready to 
each in particular, let them be a little considered in comparing 
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them together, and the d iffetent grounds whereon the several 

Plaintiffs proceeded in getting them ; Porter il1 H. 8. time, 

james and Goodman ih iater times. I-le sues onely for a portion, 

acknowledging Tithes to Brook also : They sue for al l ,  deny 

any Tithes to belong to Brook. He acknowledgeth Brook a 

Rectory, Rectors to belong to it : They deny I1yook to b e  

Rectory, o r  any Rectors t o  belong t o  it. He sues upon the 

Composition of Sheen as his Lease, giving him a portion of 

Tithes in Brook : they sue upon a proper Parish right, and 

chal lenge all TitiJes of Brook to belong to them, because with in  

their Parish . 
Compare again these two later. Janus makes this CMpel 

to be Annexed, Member of Freshwater, himsel� as Rector of it 

as a Chapel Curate claims thereon all the Tithes belonging to 

it to belong to him : Goodman (and the Curate n ow) make jt 

onely a House Chapel, not capable of Endowment with Tithes, 

but al l  to belong to them, mere ly because within their Parish� 

On such different grounds are these Verdicts gotten. 

Be it considered upon the whole, whether for all this great 

<;hew Freshwater be hot utterly destitute, Fi rst of all ancient 

Evidence, as having nothing to produce h i gher than these late 

times of 1 608 and 1 640, an d the two Verdicts gotten in  those 

years � and of these VerdIcts what force in them against the 

evidence in behalf of Brook, especially that of  the First Fruits 

Office. Secondly, for their Possession, wherein they argue a faciO 

ad jus, it being well known Possession ma}' be got by Robbery 

as well as by Right ; let it be considered, I .  Of the Tithes of 

the Demeans, the short time of their possessing them, being 

oncly of one 2 0  years in  about 400 . 2.  Of generally all thei.r 

Possession  in Brook, when and how gotten in times of inter

mission of Rectors ; and knowing the restoring arid settling 

Rectors would d i.sturb their possession, they make it their 

business to destroy the Rectory, that their possession m ight 

never be cal led into question, and gotten by Agreements between 

them and the Patrons.  " So i n  the first Intermission they get 

tbe Tithes of the Tenements by agreement  between Ravetl their 

Parson and Rookhe Patron of Brook ; which to this d.ay is 

remembred in a Traditional Country Rhime 

Between the Raven and the Rook 

They've swallow'd down the pars'llage of Brook. 
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So in the second Intermission by that agreement U�t\V"A'" John I{e7llp their Parson, and Tho. Bowerman the Patron, making h imself Improprietor, and knowing he must hold some one, a'nd not holding of the King, he agrees ( 1 5 86) With this Parson to get a Title of him, becomes Tenant to him, gives h i m  l oi. Fine and 40S. per a1t. Rent for the Tithes of the 1i)emeams and Glebe Land, to h im and his HeiTs for ever. l\{r James 2 2  years after ( 1 608) produceth witness of this in h is  Suits in the Consistory and at Common Law, proves his Title and Possessions by it, not to be denied by the person be Sued} and thereby ( 1 6  I 8)  obtains h i s  Decrees and Verdict, wh ich gave ground for the after Verdict also and Award, ( 1 640) giving them actual possession of those Tithes. And then let them of Freshwaln consider, whether Sacri lege be not the foundation Qf the�r possessfon. Thirdly, let be yet €onsidered the Title proceeded upon in all these late can tests, scii. A Parish Rightl that they have right to the Tithes of all Tithable Commo«lities within the Parish of Freshwater, and therefore to these of Brook {)n that account. Quaere, Whether th i s  be not a very Cheat ; for the Tithes of Brook (as indeed of those of Comp/on, Asstlo".. Freshwater, Manors a:nd Farms within that Parish) were anciently appropriated to the Abby of Lyra in Normandy fi rst. after t() the Priory of Sheen in Surry (whereto the Priory of Cansbrook. in the Isle of Wight was a Cell) and therefore neither the Rector of Freshwater nor the Rector of Brook can p retend any title t() tflese Tithes upon a Parish right, but upon ancient Grant or Composition from that Abby or Priory, and that before th� Dissolut ion of Monasteries, when wbat tbey then possessed became the King's, and from h im Impropriations. Such Composition was by the Priory of Shem made to, the Parson oC Fresllwater A 1tno 1459,  and wherein Tilhes in B rook were granted to that Parson, onely whether all or a port ion, and what that may be will be the Question hereupon. 
This Composition is to that Parson his Lease for the Tithes of Complon, Asse/on, Freshwater, Brook, and generally  of all that Parish, or the far greatest part thereof. And what of Tithes h e  enjoys ill these places is not upon Par'ish right, but of this Lease or Composition, which makes him to this day as a Tenant to the Manor of Sheen, at the Court of that Manor held in tbe Parish of F1'eshwater, to pay the yearly Rent of 7/. 1 3S' 4d• required in the Composition for the Tithes granted by it .  This 
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._ the true and onely Title of Freshwater, whereon to claim any 
n·' 
Ti th es i n Brook, their  pretence of a Parish right is false and 

forged.  This if they would come to, all the Controversie about 

a Rectory might cease � let Brook be within or without the 

Pari sh of Fl'esl1waler, a Rectory & Parish or not, they need not 

care, it would not matter them one way or other, more than it 

(loth the Proxies or Impropriations, they would sti l l  be sure of 

what' s granted by the Composi tion. But why hath th i s  lain 

dormant a1l this while, never produced or pleaded in these 

Contests ? Why, they are conscious they could never make 

good by it their claim to all these Tithes, nor to more than a 

part, and that part now wholly uncertain. Their Verdicts would 

be all out of doors, and what they h ave gotten by the fore

mentioned indirect means, would appear but Encroachment, 

as going beyond their Lease, and claiming more then is granted 

by it. But this Curate, who hath caused in these 4- years past 

the spending of 5001. on both sides on this fal se, forg.ed Tit�e 
of Parish right, seeing the very producing h i s  Evidence on that 

account in the past Trials hath so discovered the weakness of 

them, that he is like to do himself no good that way, intends. 

(as it is reported) now at last and in any next Trial to produce 

and plead th is  Composition : We shall thank h�m for it, and 

conclude we are in a fair way to end our Troubles, hoping that 

he at last will see, be convinced, and repent of, the unjust and 

oppressive ways he h ath taken, upon a Forged Title and a 

College Purse, to mine an Ancient Parish Church, the Rector 

of it and all his. Relations that adhere to him in his ju§t and 

righteous Cause. 

FJNIs. 

How this case ended does not seem to have been 
recorded in the College. With regard to Daniel 
Dickonson it is worth noting the following pieces of 
preferment held by him. He was instituted Vicar of 
!horley in the Isle of Wight 30 March 1 686 ceding it 
In 1 687 .  He was instituted Rector of St Lawrence 
27 J ul Y 1 69 2  ceding this on his institution % 1 March 1 69-t 
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to the Recto)9Y of Brook. On 1 2  September 1 695 h was instituted Vicar of Shalfleet in the Isle of and both Brook and Shalfleet were vacant, proba by his death, in 1 70 r .  It may be that Dickonson enthusiasm for the rights of Freshwater died out whel\ he became Rector of Brook. It will be observed that he was succeeded at Brook by J oseph Creffield, who was also Reotor of Freshwater. During these two' 

jncumbencies there was peace, but litigation agail\ broke out when Brome became Rector of Freshwater .. but not of Brook. These proceedings appear to have been dropped or to have been unsuccessful, and since then the rights of Brook seem to have been uncontested. 
R. F. S.  

(1'11 lJ �  continued.) 

-=�� 

EUTHANASIA. 

You may die in Oklahoma, 
Torres Straits, Tibet or Boma, 

You may bet your bottom dollar that you 
be missed ; 

But before a week has flitted 
You will find you are outwitted, 

And your life and labours noted by 
Obituarist. 

" First degree in fifty-seven, 

L 

, 1  

never will 
' )  � ." 

Our Own 

(And of such the realm of Heaven), 
He was just a dozen places from the bottom of the list : 

Took M.A. some four years later, 
Was ordained, attained the gaiter, 

Was a fine old fruity Bishop," say s Our Own 
Obituarist. 

" Born of J ohnian stock at Lincoln : 
S.J.C.-then took to drinking-

'Vas sent down-and took to study of Commercial 
Law and Whist ; 

He became a leading Q.C.-
, . Was a friend and pal of Pusey-
l hen a Justice and a Baro�," says Our Own Obituarist. 
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Of a 

" Born at Derby-Pa D issenter But quite honest, and i nventorbrand new type of Baptists (vzae black list)-

Then 

Not athletic perhaps, but thrifty, Turned a Papist (say in '50)-a Cardinal Archbishop," says Our Obituarist. 

To 

So 

" Scholar '90-never gated, And at last was nominated a fellowship, when College mills ground anything but grist ; 
He would oft invade the Bursary With verses cursed and cursory-he's just as well in Heaven," says Our Own Obituarist. 

x. 

OF AMUSEMENTS . 

ANY folke have of old time devised means to 
provide against the Cholick : for even of the 
Ancient Time, men called to mind the wise 
saw, lldemento quod es homo, and amongst our 

owne Schoole-men, there be that have continually eked 
out their Leisure Roures with m anlie exercises, purpos
ing thereby to preserve what Juvenal calleth Mens sana 
in corpore sano. In truth, it is strange to notice how 
closely the old Greeks and Romans did knit together 
the Thought of Worke and Play : n ay, we m ay bethink 
ourselves of the words Sclzole and Ludus, of w11ich both 
com prehended the labours of Academick Study, as well 
as the more trivial Enjoyment of Holiday-time : and 
the former cometh now to be our Schoole, wherein 
Leisure is abhorred of the diligent Pedagogue. 

In this m ost antient U n iversitie there be severall 
forms of Diversities. Amongst Men of the First Bloud 
it seemeth the Custome to walk in Strange Apparell at 
the Taile of a Mongrell Dogge. 

Some would fain vent their erring Humours upon 
their Fellowes in divers ways, as by makin g great Fires 
�nd causing fearfull Noises in the College Courts, when 
It is yet dark, to the anger of their learned Tutors, and 
the Dismay of the Deanes : b ut this proceedeth from 
Lcntie and the Spleen .  

Others there are of different Sorte. I remember in the old Comedie, how that the merrie God sat at his 
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oare behind the PorHtor 01'cz: and his grievous Corn. 
plain tes thereat : but this Kind will Day upon Day 
l abour in a Boat for H oures. to their bodily Hurt and 
great In dignitie ; yea, and suffer m any things with al :  
for they endure Noisome S melles, and Hard Wordes 
from a Horseman on the Ri ver Bank, without so much 
as queeching. These too love to eat much Meate at 
Sunrise, and starve ti l l  Even.  Herein they win Glorie 
in the Mouths of Men, though some say in their Hearts J 
These be Fools . 

Certainly, Man is a Strange Thing. Row ingenious 
eto wit are the ways in which he hath m ade Use of the 

Sphere or Ball. We are told that the Greek Maidens 
delighted to toss the Ball to and fro ; and again it was 
used i n  Severall Wise by the You the of the Roman 
Em pire. 

But these of more Modern e D ays have devized 
!Games of Bal l  of so m any Kin ds, that I may hardly 
-narrate them all. One Ball is great of Size, and 
-Curious of S hape : This do Men kick and throw at one 
another, till it pleaseth them to cease from very Weari. 
nesse. Another is small and soft ; and this surpasseth 
the last in the Strangenesse of its Use ; for two or 
three Youthes pat it backward and foreward, over an 
Dbstacle m ade of Silver Cord : and the I n strument 
whereby they Hit it, is a curious Contrivance of Wood 
"a,n d the Gut of a Sheepe. Of an other Game one told 
me a Tale, whereat I wondered in Amaze : for, said he, 
.:the Sheepe is a proper Animall ; ingen ious Persons hit 
Balls of Ivorie over a Green Ta�le, in such wise that 
I1:hey who are engaged there at Gambol, while not a few 
are Fleeced. 

But to understand his Mean ing, and to solve aright 
!th e Difficultie of these severall Thin gs, pertaineth to Qne 
who could thrid the Maze of the Bull-headed Monster, 
or catch Proteus i n  his ever- changing Guise. 

L • And let no one question of these Gam es, whether 
rthey be Just or Unjust. So long as there be an A ut'ea 

De 1m'm;mt's 11011, tU1'at lex. 25 1 

J,/edtOC1't'tas therein, who will gainsay them ? And that 

of former times it appeared good unto the Elders of the 

Vniversitie to set a reasonable Limit thereto, showeth 

an Ancient Statute .of our great Foundation, that none 

may play Marbles upon the Senate House Steps, which 

i ndeed doth in some Degree disprove the saying, De 

fi/t"m"mis non curat Lex. 

" VERULAMENTABILIS." 

" DE MINIMIS NON CURAT LEX."· 

FORTE N oviciolus fumos dum spirat ab dre, 

Dedecoratque togam, docta Minerva, tuam, 

En Cato !-c1audebat latus acer utr'umque satel1es

Nec mora, mare suo quis sit et unde rogat. 

Cui puer : " 0  sapiens, patitur lex crimina parva f 

Peccandi veniam: parvula lege peto." 
Turn Cato : " :Nempe," refert, " patitur lex parvula: 1 

verum est ; 
Non patitut decuma parte car,ere minae:' 

P. G. 

* This epigram obtained the Browne's Medal, 1 8 96. 
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FRAGMENTDM INCERTI AUCTORIS. 

NEaJl{a.,-rEpWJI. 

Tt., 0' �JI 0 JltlCW JI ,.  Tt� 8' 0 Jltf(rj (JEt� l �pa170Jl, thraJl f.J,a8/WEt TOOP'YOJl ElOCJTo., 7rapa. €7rE� 'Yap �f.J.a� 7rpWTOr; �f.J,EpO(nC07TOr; TJ'YEtPEv, fiu8iJr; €K A€XWV op8017Tll01}V, Aa� a7ro(3aAOVTfir; 17TpWf.J,aT', €�aV€UTaf1,EV' 'l/rvxPci- 0' €cpOt At(3aOt AOVUaVTfir; O €j.La� fUxatr; Tfi  JCa, AOVTPOtut 7rOTaj.LLOvr; BfiOU,> €A.t7Tap0 Uf1,fV E.Uf.J,EVfitr; 7rap€uTllllat. o f.J,EV (30€WV JCp€a,), 0 o· (Jp lltBo') 7rTEpOV, aAfJCTpvatva') 0' C;ov aAAO') TJuBt€v' 7rOTOV 0' eKauTo') ch') f.J,aA£I7T' €CPELO€TO, 70U, 'Yap 7TOTOV rptAOUVTa� OU N LW" CPtAf�. , €7T€' oe f1,€UUOV 1]V lO€tV TOV flA tOV, T�V vauv JCa8€AJCuuaVTfi� filr; ovuXdf.J, €poV fl VTlI'lJr; 'Y€cpvpav 1jA.Bof.J,€v, 7rOAAryr; f.J,€TU ?;aAry� OOOt7TOpOUVTfir;' ot 0' 'O�wvtoat 'I/r�cPrp AaXOVT€r; fil� T07TOV TOV O€UTfiP OV vavv f.J,aABal€wr; 1]P E17170V, oun 01] f.J,UT'T}V /3tal' (i7ropp ttOVTfir;' ope/OV 0' IJ7TO JC€A€VUf.J,aTOr; ICw7Ta'i17t 7rOTaf.J, tovr; poa'), €fCICatO€IC' aVOPfir; W177rfiP €� opf.J,fjr; f.J,ta�, e(3uAAOf.J,€V �vf.J,7TaVT€r;· file' ofq, OOIC€tr; �plga£ TOV al8€p' €tc7Tfi7TA'T}'Yf.J,€VOV /3ofi, rAat/ICWY KvaVEWY 17VNHfH'Yf.J,€JlWJI of.J,OV, 

IN USUM ANTI-GRAECORUM ANGLICE 
REDD:[TUM. 

Freshman- TMrd Year Man. 

BUT tell me who the victory won,  who lost. 
From one who knows them thou the facts shaln 

hear. 
For by the early Boots at d'ay-break called� 
Straightway fro m  bed arising, with a kick 
The bed-clothes sent we fiying, and in tubs, 
Poured water on our bodies, hoping thus. 
The River-gods as our allies to w i n  
B y  rites o f  cold ablution .  Then w e  ate, 
One man a steak, and one a ch icken's wing;. 
And one an egg of the domestic he n. ; 
B u t  next to nothing drank, for Victory 
Loveth not those who love excess in drink. 
Soon as the sun his m iddle course had passed, 
Our sh i p  we l aunched, and to the stormy Bridge
Of Putney rowed her through n o  little surf. 
The Oxford men soon followed ; they by lot 
Had lost the choice of stations .  Tenderly 
T h ey pulled their oars, unwilling to expend' 
S trength to n o  purpose,. Then the shrill command 
Obey ing of the umpire off w e  went, 
O arsmen six teen with simultaneous stroke. 
o what a shout the shuddering welkin rent, 
From Dark and Light Blue mingJed ! We who) 

rowed 
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a�A' OUO€JI �J1,'l1! €J1,�Ae, 'TOU ICpautJl 0' €Poo� 
�JI OHJlO<;, &)uu Ka£ Oallei,JI gVJlatJlEua� 
7rpI,JI elKaO€i,JI oaJ1,EJl'Ta<;' a�A' rUO£ 7Tapa 
(UOtUtJl �P-�AAW;'L€()' ch<; 'E7TtUKo7TOU 
K:r}7roU 7rape'Y'Yu<; -1P-€JI' eh' 'Ogoovioa£ 
U/i £KPOJl Tt o� 7TPOiJK07T'TOV, &)" "I' €7T€t/,aua,� 
iJ01J ry«p OUOfV 'TpaJlE'l, atux.'uJI"l 0' £iJl -1J1 
€K'TO" vew<; (3AE7T€tl! T£JI" aAA' 0 ct>epJlt01J<;" 
'T-ry<; !:le£ALt;t<; 70 Ooop-aT£OV OPWJI 7TEAa<;, 
QVIC €P'Ya'T1J" �JI OHAD<;, &)U7' 1jOfJ (3puP-WJl 
€OtlCe VtK17UOJl'Tt 'Toi,<; Oeoof-tEJlOt<;. 
7JP-€t'l P-�JI �'YooJltUf-t€O', f:J,VIC aJl€U 7rOJlOU 
7rOAAOU (j' lop oo'TO <;, lCat7Tep olop-aTCI}JI ihro 
(3pex.OEJI'T€<; et<; TOI' f-tueAOJl, 1]JI 0' a7J" oupaJlQ.iJ e "  I , � , I €t� JlOUO<;, x,UAu\>a, a OOf-t U'TooJI UL JlO<;' 
aA,A' OUO�JI u uOf-ta{JlOJl"W; �AOOf-teJl 7J'upa 
(j)(,01JJI POOooJI �oei,aJl' aryp{ou T' E7J'£ 
f-trJAOU 7J'aAatOJl u-ryfJ,a JlaUJI 7J'POU7J'Ep-7J'OfJ,eJl. 
€AauuoJl OOIC €X,OJl'T€<;, &j<; "I' €f-tot 'OOIC!'" 
€lT' E<; 'TO JlUJI 'Taf-t�€i,oJl 'Appwoov, T£JlO", 

, .... / , e " , 'Ta 'T'Yj<; 1C0Jlta<; 7rpOU eJl fP'YauT1]pta, 
�7J'A€VUaf-t€JI ifJOauaJlr€,,· 'HifJa, /u'Tou 0' €7T€4 
vaO" r�JI ryEifJupaJl €AI.7J'eJl ov UP-£ICprji f-tEP€4 

' 

pr}K€£ 0' I5Ap 7J'poiJ xouua, Kaf-t£owJI 'TtJla, 
�OIC€t<; XapaJl a7J'A'YjU'TOJl €lu€AO€'iv ifJpEJla<; ,:' 
el<; 'TOU'TO "I' ij'C1J 7J'aJlTa 7J'poux,wP€t lCaAJd<;" 
QU "lap T£<; 1]JI

' 
u7po(3tAO<;, oiJ()' �J1,'iJl 7rapa 

.(1)r' OUJI €KeLJlO�<;', qAAq, l(aJl 7J'o'AAfi l;aAfi 
popifJ�JI puOf-tOJl re uoop-aToov, €uwl;0p-€JI. 
/Cat, Kul;tlCr}JlooJI JlTJUtOLOJI �'Yol).p-h'o�, 
:{(0PJlOU 'T' a7T€UICTOJl ol"8fJ,a, P-TJTpu{aJl JI€Q)JI� 
€Xfil7T0f-teJl xatpOJlTe<;, 1]il.00P-€JI 0' OOOJl 

, , '1" • rI, '  et<; T'YjJt Cf£o1ZP OUTpooTOJl CO<; Jl41CTJ,'f>0P9.t. 
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Heeded the shouting little, such a love 

Of victory possessed us that to die 

We all had chosen rather than to yield. 

Thus neck and neck the " Bishop's Walk " we 

passed, 
Then Oxford gained a trifle, as I guessed

For naught I kn-ew for c�rtain, and to look 

Out of the boat were shameful : but our Stroke, 

Fernie, at Craven Cottage showed himself 

No craven, and to those upon the bank 

Already looked like winning. Thus we strove, 

Toiling and swelt'ring, though the broken surf 

E'en to the back-bone wet us, and a storm 

Of hail, a perfect nuisance, spoilt our swing, 

As it came down upon us ; yet we rowed 

To Rose-Bank free from panting ; and methought 

We gained upon the Dark Blue as we passed 

The Crab Tree, ancient Public. Harrod's Stores, 

Erst as the Soap Works known, we leading reached. 

But when the Bridge of Hammersmith we shot, 

No longer by the fraction of a length, 
But by a whole length leading, 0 what joy 

The heart of every son of Camus :filled ! 
Up to this point all things were going well ; 
For neither crew had caught a crab, and both 
Through the rough water time and form maintained. 

Past Chiswick Eyot, and Corney's hateful Reach, 

Stepmother stern to many a gallant ship, 
We rowed ahead, rejoicing, till we reached 
Barnes' Railway Bridge, and deemed the race was 

won. 
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d;\.;\.' fUTE l' dp,1I1]<; ()UllaU[p,ov 7rap11;\'()0p,ell 'TO o(;,p,' Ell r; 7rOlOUu£ Kp (()tIlOIl fJ- E()u, TOU<; KuallEo u<; At:L7rOJ!T€<; UUTEPOU<; cpv"tfi 'T01II KafJ-LOO1II 1iJ!i;;\.()e p, vpt'a /301j, 

N. 

r. 

'll'aLii�a Ka;\';\'[IILKOII rj.OO/lTWII op,ou-
" 1I£K01UL, IILK01U' allope<;." ot 0' 'O�W lltOaL UL'YV oaKpuppOO UII7f<; E<; 7rECOII Kupa €IIWUall, wcrrr ep EA7rio' a7ro/3e/3A'I'J ";JT€ ,>. EIITa u()' ° Xp uu6<;, 'T(� TEA€£ 7rtUTtIl cp EPW 11, KW7r1J<; Ecpe[uaT' O UO€II, a;\';\" a IlElp, €IIW<; 1j7r€t'Yfll, 6"TW 0' allop€<; wU7rep ft" a ll�p 8uUfJ-aUTOII 01<; �P€UUO II, Ot'alCo uTpOCPOU Keollou K;\'UOIIT€<; opB/wlI UUpL,,/p,aTw11, r;P,01/I  0' Ell o l"TP4.J KfPOTU7rOUP,€IIWII uci;\.rp JlaulI ecp()auall KLIIO V"7f<;' aA'\" olp, aL Xfpt 8€01II Tt'>, OUK a/l()pw7ro,>, WIC€LA €II II€W,> 'll'pVp,lIall, TO 0'  �P,01II dp"/€II Ep,7rOoWII (J'/ULCPO<;, aUTO<; 8L,,/WII o ta"o<; wure oVUp,fll�<;. a;\.A' 01'> &11 €l" �II UVIITEp, w  Ta fJ-UKP' e7r1J, o t  K Uall€O£ 'lIiK1Juall, ot Of Kap,LOa£ r;UU"IfJ-EIIOL KAaLOuut' 7raIlT' exeL<; AO,,/Oll. 

Kat 7r01<; 7ra()ollre<; TaUTa 'Y' o t  rA auKo[ 'll'OTe UUII TOLUL J( uaIlEoLUI.1I €l" u uuuiTLolI ETA1JUall EA()ELII, wUTe TOU,> i; UU1JP,€1I0U<; EXBPOLIH IILK1aauL a UIIO€l7rIlELII 0fJ-o u ; 
ot Kap,toa£ 'Yap oiJn TOU,> 'O�wIILoa<; EXBpOU,> Jl0fJ-tl;o uu', ci;\.Aa qnATu.Tou<; /3POT01 II' K;\'EO<; T€ IItK1J ()€/lT€<; E"T1ua,,{f' 0fJ-w" 
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But when we still at Mortlake Brewery led, 

A myriad shout from Light Blue lu ngs arose, 

Sin ging together one triumphant son g-

" They win ! th ey win ! " while Oxford's  partisans, 

\Veeping in silence, as of hope bereft, 

E'en to the ground right h umbly bowed their heads. 

But trusting to the fin ish, Gold, his oar 

Sparing n ot, spirted gran dly, and his crew 

Eigh t  men like one, responsive to the voice, 

And the shrill pipings of their gallant Cox, 

vVh ile we by the vile sur! were buffeted, 

Picked up the spirt and passed us ; but methinks 

Some god, no mortal, must have pushed their stern 

With one hand, with the other pulled us back, 

Holding our rudder with no friendly grasp. 

To cut short a long story, Oxford won, 

And Cambridge, beaten, weeps. My tale is told. 

F. But how could Light Bl u e, h aving suffered thus, 

With Dark Blue dine together ? How could they, 

The losers, with the winners sit at meat, 

Foes banqueting with foemen ? 
� �r ilie m� 

Of Cambridge deem not Oxford men their foes,' 
But dearest friends ; and having lost the race 

' 

In gallant style, they h ave not honour lost. 
And while they envy much, they do n ot grudge 
The Oxford men their glorious v ictory, 
SholVin g themselves right-worthy gentlemen. 
An d  Hope, with strength unvanquished, still abides 
Upon the banks of C am us, and they trust 
That when the space of twelve short m onths is past, 
Fortune will change, and ' twill be theirs to shout 
The " Hip, hip, hip, hurrah ! " of victory. 

REDDIDn' " ARCULUS.," 

'-----. 



KING LOG AND KING STO RI{ . .  

I. 
IN the pre-historic ages, 

When the world was very young, And replete with grisly sages, And with poets, who have sung Songs ne'er writ on mortal pages, But passed on from tongue to tonguel lived a monarch, honoured greatly, From the Tigris to the Po, What his name was, accurately, I can't tell you, though I've lately Searched the records high and low. 

H. 
Now this monarch's one ambition Was to m ake his subjects feel, 'That, no matter what condition They enjoyed, they had to deal With a King, whose proud position Was to court his people's weal. In fact it has been mentioned In some work (now out of print) 'That this monarch well-intentioned Most magnificently pensioned All the nation from the mint. 

K�ng L og and Ki?'g Stork. 

Ill. 
It needs no imagination-

The grave issue to fot'see, 
When there lay no obligation 

And much less necessity 
On a man of any station" 

To have any industry, 
Agriculture was neglected,. 

N one did think to dig or del\Te
This could scarcely be expected 
When a man was tho1Jght affected_ 

If he rose ere half-past twelv.e. 
IV.. 

Soon there waxed dissatisfaction-. 
S t,range the story is, but true-

Which produced a swift reaction. 
In the imperial tenu j .. 

The n ation yearned for action, 
They had simply nought to do. 

Indeed, though many. people
Lay ab asking in the sun, 

Yet, finding that they. sleep . ill; 
They would climb the parish steeple 

lust fQr ex�rcise or, fun. 
V. 

Then a fervid agitator 
In the clubs began to say

That, if he were legislator" 
He'd abolish this outre. 

Constitution, and create or 
Find a. new one in a day. 

The folk, though they imputed1 
No misconduct to, their lord� 

Felt that, as he was unsuited, 
He were better executed, 

And so put him to the sword. 
VOL. XIX. M M  
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VI. 

l'h�s the efforts well-directed 
Of this genius were crowned 

With success quite un expected ; 
But the people quickly found 

Th at the ills they were s ubj ected 
To, would crush them to the ground : For the earliest innovation 
That they found they must Qhey Was. th�t folk oJ every station 

Must pursue Som e occupation 
:Fourteen mortal hours a day. 

VII. 
Th us absolutely scorning 

All precedents pro. fem. 
He made them without warning 

Dig, plough, scrub, wash or hem From seven in the m orning 
Till  n in e  o 'clock p . m . ,  A.nd the voice o f  lamentation 
Through the stricken land did ring 

For that vile infatuation . 
Which had caused the ex.tirpation 

Of that martyred Saint, their King. 

A. J. C. 

AB oVa USQUE AD- ? 

HE old saying that " a poet is born, n ot made I i  

is  one th at m ay be applied to others thart 

the writers of poetry. Every great creator; 

whether h e  be a painter, a sculptor, or a 

scientist is a poet. Is not then the culinary ar tistj 

the creator of n oble, if of perishable, things, a poet of 

the high est order 1 It i s  n ot g iven to every man to 

reach excellence herein,  any m ore than it is  given him 

to be a Shakespeare or a M ichael Angelo.  We cann ot 

all of us hope to attain the eminence of a M. Mirobalant; 

the Ch evalier of the Legion of H onour, the sublimity 

of whose art enables him to depict a lover's hopes and 

fears in the qui vering of a j elly, or his passion and 

despair in the heart-rending spectacle of a thrice· 
skewered qUaiL Btit m any of us who can scarcely 
soar on eagle wing, are still abl e to cook an egg, and 
it is for th ese th at this essay h as been written, that 
they m ay m ake these evanescent egg-shell s " stepping' 
stones to h i gher things." 

To m any of us breakfast is an anomaiy. It has 10ng 
ceased to be a pleasure : it is a stern duty, as stern and 
as odious as the wi nter' s icy tub. The freshman; in his 
fi rst in gen uous term , will receive a printed list in wh ich 
he wil l be empowered to order a hot breakfast every 
rn�rning ( S un days excepted )  at a fixed time and a fixed 
pnce. He will,  doubtless; i n  the fl ush of unftedg'ed 
en thUSiasm, order the said breakfast to be sent to him 
at a quarter before eight every day. But if, as the �erm proceeds, his hours of rising become regularly' 
Irregular, h e  will find that his ' fire h as lione out, and 
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that hi� b10ate� or hi� sole is left di�conso1ate1y shivering 
under 1tS very mefficIent cover of tm. After some Weeks 
he will then discover a marked antipathy to a cold, or at best a tepid, breakfast. H he is of an enterprising 
n ature-and what fresh man is n ot ?�h'e will cast about 
i n  his mind for other means to satisfy his  ina'tutihal 
hunger. He w-W then doubtless learn that the egg is 
the naturall relish to his b-reacl and butter ; he will 
probably also learn that . the egg is different at Cam .. 
bridge from anywhere else in the civilized world. If he is 
a well-read m aR, he will doubtless know there are many 
different kinds of eggs : that the egg m ay be new-laid, 
it m ay be fresh, it may be a mere egg-, ot i t  may be an 
egg for electioneering purposes. He wiII, of course, 
be on his guard when he taps them, and not be misled 
by the fact that an egg is so fresh that it bears on it the 
. date of the day after to-m orrow. In other cases he will 
probably not agree with Tennyson's words, 

" We needs must love th e highest when we see it." 

The freshman wiII thus Soon apprehend that the 
Cambridge egg is either eatable or not eatable. There 
is here no " aurea mediocritas." H th e egg is good, it is 
all right ; if it  is  anything but good, the egg-vendor 
w i l l  say it is a mistake. 

We m ay now suppose that the freshman is setting 
out on his first culin ary adventures, and that the first 
goal of his ambition is  to boil an egg. The modus 
operandi i s  as follows : 

I .  How 10 boil an egg. 

Take one or more eggs, according to the number you think 
you can eat, place them in boilin g  water and count two 

ll Undred and ten. If you th in k i t  unwise to risk them soft, 
.count three or four hun dred. In the latter case, the egg may 
be stripped of i ts shell and eaten with a knife and fork. 

H, then, this experiment has been attended with a 
·certain success, it m ay now be interesting to teach the 
·young idea how to do other tricks with eggs. So noW 
.we come to 
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2 .  Stirred eggs. 

Take one or more eggs, according to, &c., pound them up, 

and then pour them into a frying-pan. (If you haven't got 

onC a rnilk saucepan will do, though it has the disadvantage 

of taking several hours to cook the eggs, and will thus probably 

rnake you late for lecture, although you can, at a pinch, eat 

the111 on your return). As soon as they began to sizzle, stir 

thern up and rnake thern sizzle more. Serve hot. 

3. College eggs. 
This savoury dish d i ffers from the preceding only in name. 

4. Scrambled eggs. 

The adequate number of eggs having been taken , their 

shells should be broken and thernselves poured into sorne 

boi l ing water. Then when you have finished shaving you can 

scrarnble for thern . 

N.B.-I rnay remark that on one occasion this experirnent 

resulted in poached eggs. I can scarcely believe, however, 

that the eggs were fresh. 

s. Poached eggs. 

There are two ways of obtaining this succulent dish. The 

first i s  by the somewhat risky experirnent rnentioned under 4, 

the second is by telling a kitchen boy to have them sent up 

at once. 

6.  Fried eggs. 

Take a frying-pan (milk saucepan is absolutely useless fot 

th is experiment), put in two or more inches of butter, and 

some eggs. Stir well. and see what happens. This dish i s  

frequently quite i nnocuous, and t h e  patient i s  often quite weU 

after a few hours on the sofa. 

I do not propose within the narrow limits of this· 

paper to initiate the novice into the inner mysteries

uf Cookin g. But if he is ambitious, I would give him 

one word of advice, and that is  never to  attempt to 
·make curned eggs. It is only a waste of time, and it is 
m Uch simpler and far less painful to throw the ·eggs 

away at o nce. 
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After the 1earn er h as beco m e  proficient in these m ore elementary forms · of cooki n g, h e  may then be in troduced to t h e  Omelette. There are variou s  kin ds of o m el ettes : accord i n g  to the thi ngs with which they 'ate flavoured, th ey may be u sed at any m eal for any course. Thus if  the o m elette i s  fi Iled with kid neys it m ay be used as an en tree, if with j a m  as a SWeet , if with cheese as a savoury, if it is a fail u re it may always be u sed as a sou p.  So, then,  it is clearly n ecessary for anyone, who wishes to enjoy the e n viable reputation of bei n g  a " poet," to study the evol ution of the o m elette. But, before proceeding to describe the .method itl wh ich i t  i s  to be prepared, I m ust observe that no o n e  who does not possess the utm ost lightness, and yet firm ness, of touch, can ever hope to glory h e rein.  

7·  To make a n  ordz'lta1Y o m  delle, 

Beat up haif-a-dozen eggs in a cup. Take a ftying-pan and smeat a bit  of butter over i t ; then pour in the l iquid gold. When the gold i s  no longer molten but firm, take a fork and de l icately roll the flat mass over and whip i t  out of the pan. Herbs, k idneys, cheese, or jam tnay be added according to fancy. 

The beginner wiIl  probably experien ce disappoint� ment in his earl ier attempts, but h e  m ust not be d i scouraged. " Rome was not  built i n  a day," n e ither are o m elettes. The space at my disposal forbids m e  to enter a t  a greater length into what m ay b e  termed the t ri u m ph s  of the c u l i n ary art ; but it m ay, perhaps, he possible i n  some fut u re paper to deal with these m ore subtle creations. The object of this  paper is  merely to ind icate g loriou s possibil i ties, a I ld  if it  has succeeded in showing that breakfast can be m ade a. m ore cheery m eal, and one possessed of a flavour of 'excitement, it will  not have been wri tten altogether in vain. 

A. J. C. 

S O LI T U DE. 
So�fETT1fES a d ream hath crept upon my brain, 

That clenched my teeth, and prisoned fast my cry, 
Whirled the hot blood through every throbbi ng vein, 

When,  starved of breath, I could not even sigh. 

But once a dream h ath chi lled me to the bone ; 

l\Iethought all men were dead, and I alone. 

Before, I loathed the very thought of death, 
The silent grave, the sullen fun ' ral bel l ; 

But now I longed to render up my breath, 
And join the rest e'en if it were i n  Hell, 

And haply with some wretch his torment share, 
That were for loneliness slight woe to bear. 

" O !  take me anywhere, so let it b e  
With others, that I b e  n o  more alone," 

And when I cried, my voice came b ack to me, 
That word rang out in dreary monotone, 

As when some boulder, loosed fro m  mountain crest, 
From rock to rock, booms down its sounding breast. ' 

With burning eyes I gazed around the world, 
And now I heard the ocean's endless moan, 

Before my feet the s nowy billows curled, 
The very water seemed to hiss " alone," 

Oh ! I was m ad,  I shrieked and laughed and sang, 

While all the hil ls  with my wild laughter tang. 

" Hark ! h ark ! "  I cried, " the voices of the hills." 
An d as I listen, u nderneath the trees, 

A. Soothi n g  murmur all the woodland fills, 
The tender leaves are l isping to the breeze ; 

Peace, peace, oh peace, they whisper to my soul, 
And fro m  my breast the panic terrors roll. 
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For I have learned the language of the leaves, And as the merry stream let brawls along, For loneliness my soul no longer grieves, But lists enraptured to its ceaseless song. 

Then I awoke, and through my dream I see, Who loveth Nature, ne'er can lonely be. 

H. B. H. 

THE :rvrOON. 
PALE, naked , dead !-as Earth shall he at last,-My heart's warm blood runs chil l !-Let rhymesters ga1:e 

Moonward with amorous eyes, mouthing glib phrase Of tinsel sentiment : let lovers cast 
Rapt love�looks on the moonbeams, maudlin past All pallid madness of those baleful rays : Let star-struck fools sit peering patient days, Lest haply Nature's wheels revolve too fast, Or lag un watched ! But let " me rather blind My aching sight from that fair hideous face ; Let not the pulsing life that Earth must spend Be shadowed by the horrors hid behind ; 

Nor ask the creature of an Earth-born race To love the ghastly bodings of her end. 
G. T. B. 

BISHOP FISH ER' S RELATrON TO THE 
REFORMATION-. 

N the following pages an attempt is made to 
sketch the relation in which our founder stood 
to the early plans of the English Reformation. 
The writer is deeply conscious of his own 

inc apacity for dealing with the subject, but he will find 
his courage has been rewarded if the very defects of 
this article should reveal to the older and m ore scholarly 
members of our College what a need there is that the 
darkness of successive generations of J ohnian under� 
graduates should be enl ightened. 

It was the opinion of C arly1e that a good portrait 
was a m ost im portant part of any biography, and if this 
be so it may be well to begin with an attempt to call up 
before our minds a picture of Fisher as he appeared to 
his contemporaries. We are told that in stature he was 
tall and well-bu ilt, but extremely lean, the last pecn· 
1iarity being ascribed to' his  ascetic mode of l ife. His 
face, as preserved for us in a sketch by H!!.!!!E!J....fi-h!x'!lli � 

'" 

wide forehead, large dark grey eyes, raiher high cheek
bones, a straight-cut firm mouth, and cheeks very m uch 
drawn in : it is a face typical of a scholarly priest. In 
manner he is said to have been courteous to men of 
every degree .  His palace is described as furnished in 
a fash ion " mean, yet honest," and the inventory of his 
gOods taken after his execution certainly does not 
Suggest ideas of pomp or luxury. His unknown con
temporary biographer pi ously records the extreme 

* This article is largely taken from a paper read before the St Jolm's" 
Theological Sociely. 
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frugality of his table. Among his dependants he took every m eans to encourage such as had any taste 
books, so that his household is described as being like a monastery for piety and like an un iversity for learning 
and such was his own enthusiasm in the pursuit  of 
scholarship that he began learning Greek at the age of 
forty-seven and Hebrew at the age of fifty. His every 
leisure moment, we read, was taken up with reading Or 
writing something, and his library was considered the 
finest in Europe. His great reputation was in no smal l 
degree due to his being almost the only great English 
p reacher of the day beside Col et. His serm ons show a 
wonderful familiarity with the text of the Scriptures and 
great facility of quotation ; though the applications 
given to some of the verses might cause considerable 
surprise to the persons who wrote them. He made a 
regular practice of visitin g  the sick around him wherever 
he might be, and in conveying to them the help and 
in struction they so sorely needed. H e  would often go 
into smoky hovels or up crazy ladders into lofts whither 
h is attendants would excuse themselves from following 
h i m . In his private devotions he was regular and 
systematic, and careful to avoid mechanically hurrying 
through the daily office. The fasts of the Church he 
observed with great austerity . In addition to this we 
read of his self-disciplinfl with whips and hair shirts, 
and we seem to see in this asceticism the survival of a 
sterner and perhaps a stron ger age : we are carried 
back at once out of the times of W olsey to those of S. 
Francis, of Assisi .  It must indeed be admitted that his 
devotion has about it something of the m orbidness as 
well as the earnestness of the men of an earlier time. 
Thus he always placed a skull on the altar when he 
celebrated mass. Again i n  his sermons o n  the Per:i-
tential Psalm s  we have evident traces of that extravagant 
loathing and contempt of the body so prevalent in 
m ediaeval devotion. Doubtless this may have been to 
some extent due to the growth of unabashed licentious-

• 
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'vh ich accompanied the revival o f  Greek learning 
!less 

d Greek art, but he uses language of this type even 
a�out h im self in the Spiritual Consolation which he 
a 

d d ressed to his  half-sister Elizabeth when he was i n 

a1 'Tower. We know as a matter of fact that i n  
t 1e 
h is later years he denied himself the luxury of a 

feather bed, and that he was so abstemious in diet as to 

im pair his health. Indeed his spiritual n ature alike in 

its strength and in its weakness belongs not to the 

sixteen th century but to the eleventh or twelfth � he is 

not to be measured beside Cranmer or Gardiner, but 

w ith S . Anselm and S .  Hugh, of Lincoln.  H i s  friend 

Erasmus, the witty satirist of the lifeless and mechan ical 

devotions of the monks, m ight perhaps h ave smiled in 

secret at the good bishop's austerities, but he could not 

have failed to see that in Fisher's case they were the 

shrine of an eternal reality, not merely its grave. The 

Dutch scholar's high-sounding praises of Engl ish 

Universities and E nglish patrons of learning are well 

known. Fisher received his due meed of praise as a 

scholar, as a bishop, and as a patron, but it is note

worthy that unlike m ost patrons of Erasmus he was 

not scoffed at and abused in the days when that petu

lant and charming scholar had grown weary of Cam
bridge.  In his very early years Fisher had been handed 
over to the monks of Beverley, his native town, for 
education, and we may take him as typical of what a 
good monastic training of the second half of the 
fifteenth century could do for one naturally fitted to 
receive it. 

In I I Cole ed before Coromca-tioa-th� 
fam ous sermon in which he spoke strongly about the 
corrupt state of the Church . He was especially severe 
upon the higher clergy. He accused them of greedily 
gathering by means of pluralities and exemptions the 
wealth which they squandered upon ostentation and 
fe . . 

astmg. At best they were so absorbed in secular 
occu . patlOns' that they never devoted a thought te) 
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exam ining the fitness of candidates for ordination or to exercising even such meagre powers of visitatio� as were still left them, notwithstanding the disastrous growth of papal exemptions. The whole tenor of the Dean's sermon tended t o  shew that the great need was not the m aking of new laws but the enforcing of existing laws, and that this could only be done if the Bishops would realise their spiritual fun ction and reform them � selves. It must have seemed to the hearers as though Colet was upbraiding the other Bishops for not attempt .. ing to do what Fisher actually did. In the same year the Lateran Council was held. There the same and wor;e abuses were denounced, and all m anner of remedies suggested ; but the Papal Curia, composed of men whose expensive and luxurious tastes could only be gratified by the continuance of a. system of corruption and extortion-presided over by a Pope who was the patron of Bramant, Raphael, and Michael Angelo, and who loved to play the costly part of a general of condottieri with the Kings of Europe in his pay-set itself to frustrate all schemes of reform, and managed the Council in accordance with those principles of Papal opportunism, the shallowness of which was soon to be shown by Luther's revolt. Fisher was to have attended this Council as the King's Orator, 'but was prevented from going. We may perhaps conjecture that if he had gone he might have played such a part as another honest Englishman, Robert Hallam, Bishop of S alisbury, played at Constance a century before ; and one cannot but think that his aims and ideals would have been not a little altered by such an obj ect lesson in corruption as Rome and the Papal Court presented at that time. 
Assuredly Qne of the m ost important results of D.r. r ��s on the docu m ents of

� ..r
�� reig n of YH enry VIII. has been the vindication of ��y as one bf the greatest statesmen England has ever produced . lI\s a statesman Wolsey's aim Was two-fold : by diplQ7 
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to m ake England the arbiter of Europe ; and by 
rn acy, . 

lal reform, to ren der her the model n atlOn of 
in ten " . 
Ch ristendo m .  Unfortunately,  almost hiS whole hfe 

devoted to the first, and the second and greateJ;' was . "  . 
ork he hardly had the opportumty to begm . I-hs 

;mous death-bed regret was n o  theatrical affectation ; 
't was the sigh of a great m an who saw that his l ife 
�ad been wasted in the pursuit of one aim, while a 

higher aim had been neglected. Wolsey was a re
former, though of a type very different from that of Colet 
and Fisher. He was eager to reform monasteries and to 
divert their revenues to the m ore needed service of 
establishin g colleges and new sees. When founding 
Cardinal College at Oxford, he introduced Cambridge 
scholars, whose learning caused them to be suspected 
of Lutheranism, and he saw the need of providing the 
E nglish Church with a highly educated clergy, a n eed 
which had been growing greater and greater since 
William of Wykehum saw it more than a century 
before. At least one object even of that m agnificent 
ostentation and display which m ade him so unpopular 
in his own day, and which has furnished such a handle 
to his detractors ever since. was to m ake men marvel 
at the Church which they had ceased to love ; and his 
intrigues for the Legateship and for the Papacy itself 
were doubtless but means to the end .of effecting a 
reorganisation of the English Church, and perhaps of 
the Western Church generally. But as a man of 
arbitrary power, he was eager to gain his ends by the 
short, sharp methods of force. He would not care to 
begin from the heart by reforming himself, or by re
Co mmending that others should do the like. Though 
a m an of kindly disposition, he would not be disposed 
to follow Fisher into the smoky huts where poor men 
lay, and his own life was not a model of priestly purity. 
Wolsey held the sees of Tournai, Durham and York, 
and . ll1numerable other preferments, and attended to the responsibilities of them. Fisher, refusing all offer� 
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of promotion, remained the Bishop of a pOor see gave his life to his work. I n  character, in meth i n  his very face and figure, the Lord Cardinal Was startling contrast to the plain Bishop of Rochester. In 15 19 W olsey held a Legatin e  Council of the of England. Fisher made a speech on reform, exact words of which have not come down to appears to have been on similar lines to that of seven years before, and was n ot altogether unnaturally con strued as an attack o n  Wolsey. I n  default of the speech i t  m ay be well to insert some passages from one of Fisher's sermons, which wil l serve to illustrate his ideas on the subj ect of reform. " � also the contempte of god, cometh and is grounded of the clergy, for yf the clergy be well  and ryghtfulIy orclred gyuinge good example  to other of vertuous l)'vj nge; without doubte the people by that shall have m ore fere of almighty god. But contrary wyse yf the clergy lyve drssolutely in maner as they shold gyue no compte of th.eyr lyf past and done before, wyll not the lay people do the same ? it is to bet thought they wyll ,  & what foloweth ? truly than they shall set 1)'tell or nought by almighty god. Therefore by us of the clergy dependeth bothe th�d and also the \wuemQ.te 

�d. For of a trouth yf every persone of the clergy from the hyest degre vnto the lowest were able and worthy to occupy theyr romes and places every man accordynge to h i s  degre, & euery one of them wolde execute al l  that perteyneth to his offyce qukly without fayny(n )ge or parcyalyte, and with ardent fayth, than the most harde herted creature (tha)t myght be founde amonge all people coude not but lone & drede· our lorde god, also by theyr good & vertuous lyuynge, they should i n  maner be compelled to  t he  seruyce of hym. 0 blessed & happy be those persones (tha)t at ony season shall se this thynge in dede, that is to saye, whiche shal beholde thy chirche mylytau(n)t ones set i n  a ryght orclre through euery degre. 0 moost mercyful l  and blyssed lorde make ones an ende & fynysshe (th)e buyldynge of thy chirche (tha)t thou begannest a longe tyme past, that nowe a grete whyle hath suffred moche wronge." " Our lorde hath perfourmed fynysshed and set a due ordre in al his chirche, whose glory and worshyp standeth not in 
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e s  o f  d)'uers colours craftily troudred, neyther i n  plate 
Ylke cop .  . 

s
Ide & syluer, nor 111 ony other worke or ornament be It 

of gO 1 d . h ·  0 50 rychely garnyss le WIt precIous stones . . . . u r  
oeu er h· h . h ·  h . . the testimony of .a dene COllSCvence, W IC Joye W It out 
Joye IS �.-�� � 

I sllone more bryght in the poore apostles than doth now 
{ay e -

clothes of sylke and gol den Cllppes. Truly it was a more 

o��riou s sight to se saynt Poule which gate h i s  lynynge by h i s  

�wne grete labour in  h ungre, thurste, watchynge, in  culde 

goynge wolward, & berynge about the gospel! & lawe of cryst 

bothe vpon the see & on the lande than to beholde now arch

byshoppes and byshoppes in theyr apparayle be it neuer so 

rychc. In that tyme were no chalyses of golde, but than was 

many golden prestes, now be many chalyses of golde and 

al mosst no golden prestes, truly neyther golc\e, precyous stones 

nor gloryous bodyly garmentes be not the cause wherefore 

l(ynges & prynees of the worlde sholde clrede god & bis chyrche, 

for doubtles they haue sene more worldly rychesse than we 

have, but holy doctryne good Iyfe and example of honest 

conuerracion be the oceasyons whereby good and holy men, 

also W) eked & cruel people are moued to loue & fere almighty 

god ."  
A large part o f  Fisher's life w a s  taken up with an 

endeavour to counteract the f'pread of Lutheran opinion s 
in this country. Copies of the German Reformer's 
works were smuggled over, and made m any converts at 
the Universities. T w o  i ncidents in connection with 
Fi!>hcr's efforts are of in terest . At -.Cambridg:e.Jhe 
�i;,hop had car-l'-ied-QuUhe j?.£>�'s comm and c!nrl-nub- f' 
hsh ed the famous-de.c.larati� In�lgence. A rash 
undergraduate fired by Luther' s exampTeWrote un der
neath it : " Beatus vir cujus est nomen Dei spes ej us, et 
non respexit vall itates et insanias falsas zstas." Fisher 
m

.
ade every effort to induce the offender to acknowledge 

hiS action publicly and to ask pardon, and at l ast, 
fa.i l ing this, excom municated him,  being, as an eye
WItness tel ls us, almost overcome with weeping and 
scarce able to pronounce the terrible sentence. The 
other incident is  concerned with the retract at ion of 
Dr B arnes, who had preached.iP St. Edwa.l:ct..s.-.Cl:u!!:ch a 
Sel' · .----nlOn 111 which he attacked the ostentation of W olsey 
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" with his pii1ars and his poleaxes," and had maintain that holy days were not in themselves m ore sacred 
any others. The Bishop does not seem to have 
his errors as very serious, but remarked with good 
that this was hardly the best sort of sermon to preach 
before " the butchers of Cam bridge." _ 

It is i mpossible to en ter here at any length into the controversy as it was carried on in books. As to hC)\V 
far the Bishop was concerned in the composition of the King's work against Luther, opin ions have differed ; 
but he certainly wrote a defence of it in answer to 
Luther's attack, and there came from his pen several 
other works which are by general consent the ablest 
contemporary replies to the German reformer. 

With unerring discrimination he llelects for attack 
many of the weakest points of Luth er's character and 
of his system . He charges him with arrogance and 
inconsistency, and shows the fatalistic tendency of some 
of his early utterances as to freewill. He quotes a 
saying of Luther that Holy Scripture is a most plain 
and easy i nterpreter of itself, and then remorselessly 
points to the diversities of opinion, especially as to the 'Eucharist, which were already m aking themselves 
manifest within the ranks of Reformers. On the other 
hand it m ay be said that, while Luther was attacking 
the Church as it was, Fisher was defending the Church 
as it had been, or, rather, as he thought it had been. 
The evils of actual practice could be seen plai nly enough 
by all, but it was not easy to raiLe any great amount 
of enthusiasm for an institution on the ground of its 
p ossessing theories which it  had ceased to attempt to '
put into practice. A single instance will illustrate this, 
and will also be serviceable as throwing considerable 
light on Fisher's ideals and habits of thought. Ag�in 
and again during the two preceding centuries the Popes 
h ad used the pretext of a Crusade to raise money which 
had again and again been spent in paying for some 
'petty war of private grudge or of territorial aggression, 
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for the more shameful luxury and excess of the· 

� al Court ,  Luther made this the ground of a violent 
a
t
I-l 

ck on the Popes. Fisher replies by referring to the 
at a 

ccesses of the first Crusades_ of the twelft.h and 

::irteenth centuries, and utters a wish, doubtless fervent 

enough, for nobler Popes, for men such as Innocent Ill. 

and Calixtus. But all had fresh in their minds the 

examples of men such as Alexander VI., the Borgia 

whose very name is a proverb of unspeakable infamy ; 

but who, as a recent writer says, owed his evil reputation 

chiefly to the fact that, unlike his predecessors, he did 

not add hypocrisy to his other vices ; and Julius n., 
who did not deem it inconsistent with the dignity of the 

see of St Peter that he should personally lead a raid 

upon an Italian state under circumstances not u nlike 

those of Dr Jameson's expedition ; while a few years. 

later Clement VII. was to exhibit to Europe a display 

of diplomacy as honest as that of the Sublime Porte, 

and considerably less successful. Doubtless it is  
illogical to  confound the office with the man who holds 
it, yet when an office has got into such a state that 
none but a scoundrel will hold it or that it makes a 
scoundrel of every one who takes it, men are likely to 
conclude that the associations and traditions of the 
office itself must be somewhat to blame. 

This leads one to speak of Fisher's attitude towar d. 
certain other sections of Church Reform .  He certainly 
desired that the clergy should be preachers and teachers. 
To this end they must be men of learning, and, to some 
extent at least, men of the New Learning. Thus we 
fin� him seconding the efforts of Erasmus for a 
revIsed version of the New Testament, and it would 
seem that in 1 5 1 6  he approved that scholar's wish for a �ernacular version, though ten years la.ter the spread of 

h .utheranism among the vulgar had led him to change 

J
IS mind on this point. Again in his statutes for St 
ohn' C l  . � f s 0 lege, drawn up 1I1� he expressly com� 

mands the study of the Greek Fathers, whose works 
VOL. XIX. � 0 0  
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were now ousting the School authors and were e 
threatening the supremacy of St. Augustine himself. But he n ever seems to have so much as suspected that th� study of the works of the third and fourth cen turies would lend any countenance to the call for reform of 
the doctrine of the tenth and eleventh. In his work 
against Oeco1ampadius he maintains the doctrine of 
Transubstantiation to the full, and his views On th.� 
Papal Supremacy appear to please even a modern 
ultramontanist. Thus he persuaded Sir Thomas More to 
iibandon the historical view of the Papacy as of 
ecclesiastical institution for the conception that it was 
of directly divine origin. In his English sermon against 
Luther he insist� that the Pope is lure dzvt-'zo head of 
the Church, and that as Luther had cut himself off from 
him he could in no sense have the H oly Spirit. On the 
other hand the conciliar movement of the fifteenth 
century, commonly associated with the name of Gerson 
and the influence of the University of Paris, seems to 
have made no impression upon him. He is quite willing 
to allow that genera l councils have erred, though h6 
will not on that account despise all decrees of councils. 
It was not in his personal spiritual l ife alone that he 
belonged to the Middle Ages rather than to his own 
time : his political and ecclesiastical ideas have the 
stamp of the same age. In one of his sermons he 
laments the advance of t�rks and the dissensions 
of Europe in language that m ight have been used by 
Peter the Hermit, had he risen from the dead. He 
seems tlrEave dreamed of a reform of the Church 
through a return of the Papacy to what Hildebrand 
planned and Innocent executed. But one great fact ha 
left altogether out of sight, and he is by no means the 
last who has maqe the error. He utterly failed to t�ke 
account of that growth and consplidation of the nations 
which was really at the root of most of the differences 
between the world of Charles the Great and the world 
Qf Charles V. A?"ainst this national grow�h the Papacy 
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d been struggling almost unconsciously from the 
h

l
a 

nth century. The incessant conflict between the 
e eve . ' 

rowing civil power and the pretenslOns of eccleSl-
g 

t' cal courts, for instance, had been but one aspect of 

a�.� struggler�� foundation of world-wide orders 

:i�e that of �t. Fra�rS, an? of societies exempt fro m  the 

control of b1shepS and pnmates, had been merely one 

effort on the part of the Papacy to check the growth of 

national churches. 
If the Papacy had vanquished the empire, it had done 

sO only to fall in the beginning of the fourteenth century 

before a nation-France. The degradation of the Exile 

of Avignon was followed by the worse degradation of 

the Schism ;  and, when an undisputed Pope agaiti 

reigned at Rome, the lost ground could hardly be re

gained. All chance of regaining it was soon destroyed 

by Pontiffs, who exchanged the policy of Hildebrand 

for that of Machiavelli. H ad any one of the Popes 
been great enough to recognise the change in the civil 
constitution of Europe-a change indicated plainly 
enough by the play of national feeling at the Council 
of Con stance-he m ight have seen the wisdom of modi
fyin g the supremacy into a sort of presidency over a 
community of n ational churches, and so have retained 
his place with dignity and with little real loss of power. 
But the Popes of the fifteenth century were almost all 
s�heming Italian princes-violent, unprincipled, and 
lIcentious : they could not prevent the growth of tte' 
nations of Europe, so they set themselves the patriotic 
tasl� of preventing Italy from becoming one of those 
n atlon s : they treated the Great Powers with the same 
purb

,
l ind astuteness that they used towards the political 

rattles of Italian cities, until the rough experience of � rench and German invasions taught them the difference' 

T�ween a Florentine faction and a European nation. 
1 "  us We see how impossible was a reform along the 
lnes Fish d ' 

h '  e r  eSlred ; and w e  are compelled t o  say of 
llll:, a� it was so well said of Rienzi, that he mistook 

mones for hopes. 
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The last eight years of Fisher's life were '0ne 
battle with the king, and the struggle was only 
when the exasperated despot silenced the bi 
voice by a judicial murder, which no writer of 
ever ,attempted to extenuate until there arose 
'rnaginative and ingen ious author of the name 
� roude. In '1 5 2 7  the Parliament began its forcible 

r ormation of the Church, and Fisher at once 'raised 
his voice in opposition . the actio ' e Corn 
Such a metho�reformation was utterly Opposed-to"" 

bis desires and his whole temper of m ind was vehe_ 
mently anti-Erastian. In the same year the king 
began to � the m atter of the Divorce, and here 
again Fisher spoke unhesitatil1g1y. To him it seemed 
m anifest heresy to question the Pope's power to grant 
a dispensation for a marriage with a deceased brother's 
wife, whether the marriage had been consummated or 

I not. He declared his intention t�g- in 
�e spi!it �n the Baptist. Renry was n-ot� 
. -getner" pleased at the implied comparison of himself 

with Herod, but the analogy caught m en's minds, and 
in the contemporary life of Fisher we find points of 

f likeness between Fisher and John, and between Henry 
and Herod, insisted on with great minuteness. 

The fall of Wo1sey was followed by the famous 
conviction of the whole nation under the Praemunire 
Statute, and the clergy were compelled to purchase 
pardon by the concession of the Royal Supremacy. 
Here again it was Fisher who had the courage to 
offer strenuous �sista!1lce, and it was he who procured 
the insertion of the saving clause, Quantu�ege11J 

---,:!2§L!icet. When the kin g demanded'th; submission of 
Convocation in the m atter of the Canon Law, we again 
find Fisher to have been the moving spirit of the 
opposition, although confined to his house by illness: 

Such obstinate and continued resistance could not 
long be endured by Henry, and it SOon became a 
g,uestion of how the bishop could be destroyed with 
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t trouble.  He was willing to swear allegiance to 
leas 

children of Anne, holding that Parliament could 
the 

fer the succession as it pleased, but the oath was 
con . h fi . 1 . 

dered him 111 suc a orm as to 111VO ve a renunCla-
t�:n of the Pope's Supremacy. In this form he would 
tl 

at take it, and Cranmer tried in vain to get permission 

For him to swear to the succession simpl�. Eventually 

he and Sir Thomas More, the two Enghshmen of the 

day, who all over Europe had the greatest reputation 

for learning and sanctity of life, suffered death as 

traitors because they would not accept the oath of 

Suprem acy in an unconditional form in which it had 

never passed Convocation .  
In our own day we are n o t  unfamiliar with the 

tendency to admire an imaginary golden age which 

is supposed to have existed somewhere in pic

turesque Mediaevalism, say in the thirteenth century, 

and which is i n  some way to be brought back upon 

earth. The tendency has certainly much that is good 

in it, for the truths needed by one age are quite likely 

to be those peculiarly characteristic of some other age 

past and gone. Yet there is  always the danger of 

forgetting the re�i t�e i� +
of the past, a danger much increased by the attractive-
ness added to a past age by the mellowing touch of 
time. Fisher, if contrasted with Colet, for instance, 
seem s to have suffered somewhat in practical power 
from this cause ; but if his designs have failed his work 
remains. 

It is surely not altogether fanciful to think that the /I' ""' ... ... t 

protest and death of such a m a n  as Fisher had some f-Oll h. �G 
share in causing the care with which the conception 
Of. the Supremacy was limited and explained in the 
rel gn of Elizabeth ; and the learning of generation 
after generation of the scholars, for whom he provided. 
has been the strongest s afeguard againsr.:, t�ose very 
errors from which he himself did not breal� 

H. M. S._ 
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A SONG OF SUMMER. 
NOT till the river be dumb and slow Or dried to its sodden bed, Not till the poppy cease to shew His gaily-tinted head ; Not till the tree, which bends to see Itself in the river's course, Be sad and bare, shall I let Despair Bestride with me my horse. 

The moss must shun the f:rumbling wall The ivy must loose its hold, The rays of the sun must never fall In streams of gorgeous gold ; The silver light of the moon by night Must fade from the jewelled sky, And the gentle rain ne'er fall again From out the clouds on high : 
Nay, not till every feathered bird Has ceased to wake the morn, With raptured song of heedless word. O'er meadow, lea and lawn, Shall care distraught or anxious thought, E'er present though they be, Disturb the calm of Nature's balm Or turn my eyes from Thee. 

XAMO. 

THE JOHNIAN DINNER, 1 896 .  
The J ohnian Dinner took place this year a t  Limmer's Hotel, 

London, on Thursday, April 2 3 .  The Right Hon L. H .  

Courtney M . P. was in the Chair. 
The Toast list was as follows :-The Queen " The College, 

proposed by the Chairman, replied to by M r  R .  F. S�ott ; Old 

jolmz'a1lS. proposed by Mr L. H .  Edmunds Q.C.,  replIed to by 
Prebendary Harry Jones, Mr H. M .  Bompas Q.C., Mr O. Leigh 
Clare M . P. ; The Chaz'rman, proposed by the Rev Canon 
l\1cCormick ; The Secretaries, proposed by the Chairman. Songs 
were given by the Rev H. E. J. Bevan, the Rev F. G. G i ven
Wilson, and Mr E. J. Rapson. 

Members of the College who would like to receive year by 
year notice of the date of the Dinner are requested to send 
their names and addresses to one of the Secretaries, namely :
Ernest Prescott, 70 ,  Cambridge Terrace, Hyde Park, W., and 
R. H. Forster, Members' Mansions, Victoria Street, S.W. 

The following is  a list of those present : 
Chai'''1nan-The Right Hon. Leonard H. Courtney M.P. 

G. G. Baily 
\V. Baily 
A. B. Baldwin R. E. Baker JI. T. Bm'nett Rev J. F. Bateman Rev Prof. Bevan 11, M. Bompas Q.C. 
Rev Prof. Bonney E. J. Brooks 
A. M. Brown P. H. Brown 
S. H. Burbury 

L. H. K, Bushe-Fox A. P. Cameron J. A. Cameron W. H Chaplin O. Leigh Clare M.P. K. Clarke G. E. Cruickshank Rev Canon Deuton Chancellor Dibdin LeWis Eclmunds Q.C. C . D. Eclwarcls Chancellor Ferguson Cr. n. Forster 

R. H. Forster W. L. Orgill R. A, G illespie C. Pendlebury 
Rev F. G, Given-Wilson Dr J. Phillips 
Dr L. G. Glover Sir F. S. Powell, Bart., 
Rev P. Green E. Prescott M.P. 
J. L. Harrison E. J. Rapson 
Col. J. Hartley S. O. Roberts 
Rev W. J. Harvey F. A. Rose 
Rev E. Hill Rev R. P. Roseveare 
L .  Horton Smith W. N. Roseveare 
Dr P. Horton Smith E. Rosher 
R. Horton Smith Q.C. Rev T B .  Ro,,,e R. J. Horton Smith R. F. Scott 
Rev Harry Jones B. A. Smith 
D. M. Kerly Jason Smith 
Rev H. A. King A. Strahan 
R. H. Landor J. J. I-I. Teal! 
E. L. Levett Q.C. F.  W. W. Ttm�taU 
J. J. Lister Rev A. T. vVallis 
C. D. Lord Benj. West Rev Dr Lupton Rev W. T. White church 
J. Lupton G. C .  Whi teley 
R. Marrack G. T. Whitel ey Rev Canon McCormick Rev W. AlIen vVhitworth 
G. D. McCormick Rev C. H. Wood 
J. G. McCormick W. A. G. Woods 
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*Richards (John). Sermons and 1;,etters. 3rd Edit. 12mo. 

11.12·77. 
Rolls Sedes. Calendar of the State Papers, relating to I"eland of 

of Elizabeth, January 159B-March 1599. Edited by E.'G. 
8vo. Lond. 1895. 5.3. -- Letters and Pa��rs, Foreign and Domestic, of the Reign of Iienry 
Vol. XIV. Part 11. 8vo. Lond. 1895. 5.1.22. Royal Astronomical Society. Memoirs. Vol. LI. 1892'95. 4to. 
1895. 3·7· 

Royal Commission om, Secondary Education. Report of the Corn 
9 Vols. 8vo. Lond. 1895. 1.19.25-33. Serenus Antinoensis. 0puscula. Edidit I. L. Heiberg. reubne,. 
8vo. Lipsiae, 1896. *Teale (W. H.). Six Sermons preached at the Consecration of the 
of St. John the EVangelist, Jedburgh. 8vo. Eclin. 1845. !I.12. 

·Travis (George). Letters to Edward Gibbon, Esq. 4to. Chester, 
Ss.8·47. 

·White (H. Kirlce). Poetical Remains. 8vo. Lond. 1825. 4.9'44. 
-- Prose Remains, containing his Letters, Essays, &c. 8vo. LOnd. 4·9·44· 

, Wyclif !:iociety. WycJif (Joh.); Operis Evangelici Liber tertius et With critical and historical Notes by Dr. Joh. Loserth. Vols. IV. 8vo. Lond. 1.896., II.I6.20. 

October Tem/; 

18911. 

NOTES FR011 tHE COLLEGE RECORDS.; 
(ColltiIlU(a from Vvl XIX, p, 246.) 

RECENT number of The Yofkshzre Afchceo'
logical Journal contains an exhaustive article 
on Pocklington Church and Pocldington 

School by Dr A. D. H. Leadman. The 

subject is of interest to members of the College, a:s' 
since its foundation in 15 14 the School has been closely 

connected with St John's CalIege. 

The School owes its e:x:istence to Dr John DO'lmctrr 
Or DOvvman, a Pockling�on n:�an, Archdeacon of Sliffolk, 

Prebendary of St Paul' s and Lichfield Cathedrals, and 
Auditor of Causes under Cardinal WO'lsey. In 1514 
Dr Dowman obtained a Writ of Privy Seal, printed 
at length by Dr Leadman, whereby license was granted 
to found w ithin the Parish Church of Pocklington a 
Fraternity or Guild of a Master, and two Wardens' 
and B rethren and Sisters to be incorporated by the' 
name of the Fraternity or Guild of the Name of Jesus', 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and of St Nicholas the' 
Bl�hop. By the sa'me writ license was' also given to' grant to the Master and 'Nardens of the Gu<ild, land' 
to the annual value of t wenty marks (£ 13 6s. Bd.) to' �n�, a fit man sufficiently learned in Grammatical 

C1ence, to i n struct and teach all Schola-rs resorting to' 
VUL. XI);;,. T 1.' 
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the town of Poc1dington, to be taught according the statutes and ordinances of Dr Dowman. By deed of Composition, dated 1 December 1525, bet Dr Dowman and the College, certain lands in Yo shire and Derbyshire were given to the College support five Scholars from Poc1dington School in St John's College, to be called Dr Dowman's Scholars, And it was willed and ordained that whenever frolll the said College the Master, or a Fellow sent by the Master, should approach the town of POc1dington he should go to the town, and enter the School there and salute the Master of the School; or if absent should cause him to Come to the School and diligently examine him, and if the Master was found blameworthy or unfit in morals or knowledge, the Visitor should cause the Master to ·be removed and another more skilful and more distinguished in morals, with all dispatch to be elected and ordained, and instituted by the Master and Wardens of the Guild, the Master of St John's being thus made Vistlor of Dr Dowman's School. The Guild was dissolved by the Acts 37 Hen. viii. c. 4 and J Edw. vi. c. J 4, which put an end to all Chantries, COlleges, Free Chapels, Guilds and Fraternities. But in 5 Edw. vi. an Act was passed intituled "An Act for the erection of et Free School in the town of Pocklington." By this the nOluination of a "discreet and well learned man" to be Master of the School was given to the Master and Fellows of St John's College. The Schoolmaster and the Churchwardens of the Parish Church of Pocklington were to appoint" a sufficiently learned young man" to be Usher of the School. And the Master and Usher were 10 be for ever incorporated by the name of "The Master �nd TTsher of the Free Grammar School of Pocldington," and they and their successors were to have a perpetual succession, were to receive the rents of the School lands and sue and be sued as a Corporation. If the College did not make an appointment within two months of a vacancy, 
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h .Archbishop of York was to have the appointment. 

� I�e Act further provided that the Archbishop of York 

d his successors, and the Master of St John'S and 
an 
his successors were to maj{.e laws and ordinances for 

the ordering and governance of the Master and Usher. 

Such orders to be made within two years " next 

ensueing the Feast of Easter next coming after the date 

hereof." 

This last duty, as will appear in the documents which 

folloWS, was neglected. 
From the passing of this Act the Schoolmasters of 

poddington were appointed by St John'S College until 

the year 1875, when a scheme under the Endowed 

Schools Acts took effect, whereby a Governing Body, 

on which the College has representatives., was 

established. 
From Dr Leadrnan's article it would appear that 

but few documents relating to the School now exist at 

Poddington. A fair number have been preserved in 

the College, and among these is a list of the deeds at 

one time in the School Chest and custody of the 
Church wardens. 

The documents preserved in College are generally, 
it must be confessed, of the nature of complaints against 
the Masters of the School. Neglect of their duties 
and wasteful management of the School property are 
the chief shortcomings. 

From David Morton's manuscript History of the 
College preserved in the Treasury, we take the following 
list of early Masters of Pocklington. 

Scholae Pocklingtoniensis Archididasculi. 

J. Mr Adamus Lockwood, Edv. 6ti, 5to Actu Parliamentario 
Stabilitus Magister. 

2. Mr Jacobus Nelson, electus Aug. 2, 1598. 

3· Mr. Martinus Briggs. electus Feb. 18, 1599. De quo 
CUIl1 conquesti fuerint oppidani, quod et ad Institutionc::m 
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puerorum negligentius atlenderet, et Reventiones Scholae pessum daret, atque a 1\1ro et Sociis, ut ad bonam fr n::diret, anno 1612, frustra admoneretur, anno proxinlo ;:tmotus est, et. 

4-. Mr Richardus E1cock, electus Maij 13, 1613. 5· l\I!:r Jacobus Southeby, electus Julij 30, 1624, 5· Mr Robertlls Sigge�wick, e!e�tus Nov. 8, 1630, qui 
resi�navit. 

1· Ecjw<\rdui; Llewellin Art. Bac., electus Aug. 23, J6!!Q, 1n campos PO!1tifjcios trqnsfuga, post Septennium recessit. 8. Richardus l'histlethwaite A. B., electus Aug. 5, Obiit priusquam in actualerq possessionenl admitteretur. 9· Rowlaqdus Greenwood, electus Sept. 28, 1657. 1\.:a, �o. Jol1annes Clark A.IL electu& Sept, 27� 166<;1, 

The list is probably incomplete. Certainly betweell the names of Lockwood and Nelson should come that of Anthony Ellison, who is the Master referred to ill the letter from Edvvin Sa.ndys, Archbishop of York. which follows. From the letter it would seem that E11ison died on 28 September 158�, bllt :pr Leadmall states on the authority of the Parzslz Reg{st�r of Pocklington, that Ellison was buried there on Septf)rpber 27. The news probqbly reached the Archbisho.p on the �8th, 

Sal. {n x/o. I remember that you muohe myslyked of th� Scholemaster of Pocldington, for that he sent you rude and vnlernecj S�hollers oute of his Schole. And you prayed me to reforme hyl'll or remove hym. At your requeste I rode thither reprov�d his negligencie and gaue hym a monicion .  I learne that yestergaye 'he depqrted olV�e of this lyfe, so that you haue to nomynate anotj'ler Scholemaster, And forsomuche �s your College must �oceyv� Schollers oIVte of that Schole, i standeth you in hancje to appoyp,te such a Scholemas ter as will gyve youe Schollers accordinge to your expectacon, a man Jerned, �od ly and disqete fyt for tha� Office. And I shal� 
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. re VOllC to haue good consideracon herl!of as well in reqLli J ect of yourselves as of the Commonwelthe I am geven to 

resSerstandu that the Governors of that Schole deale not 

::cordinge to the truit reposed in them. But yf youe shall 

nominate vnto me a worth ye Schoolmaster, I . will call th.e 

G ove rnors before me. Loke owte the ffoundaClOl1 and ordI

nances of that Sch ole a n d  see that the Scholemaster halle full 

rig hte. !Tare YOllO hartelye well. Bushopthorpe this xxixth of 

Se pteI11 bor 158 1 
your loving frend 

E. EBOR. 

J/dt!risStd: To my verye lov inge ffrencle lVIr Doctor How· 
landG l\1tj.ster of St John's College in Cambridge. 

The name of the Master between Ellison and Nelson 
does pot seem to have been recorded. James Nelson 
became Rector of Croft, Yorks., compounding for first 
fruits on l3 April 1601. His successor in the Rectory 
being instituted 23 February 1623'4. The School seems 
at the time to have fallen off in repute, Robert Dolman 
the writer of the next letter stating that while in his 
time there were seven score scholars there were then 
but one score. 

yt may please you to be advertised That whereas my self 
1\I r Soheby and other the chefe of the Town of Pacldington 
have by our generall letters related vnto you the rewenouse 
estate of the Schoole of pocklington by reason that the lVI'" 
5ent from you have more respected ther owne part iculer 
personne then the commen good or carfull instruccon of ther 
Sc�ollers , and that wee have to al l indifferent ea res deliuered 
vs f rom the surmised accusacons suggested against vs. I have 
presumed yet for my owne particuler earnestlly to intreat your 
Speciall care and mature consideration not o n ly in curing our 
�resent sores but by your providence to prevent any l ik future 
lllConvenience wherein I hold yt a matter of some moment, To 
have such Lawes an d statutes by your gravytyes considered of, 
fl.l)q sell downe, as you shall think convenient to be observed 
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by the next master you mind to send, Some Elements groundes wherof we have sent vnto YOll, reformable at pleasures, which agreed vpon, and by your generall assent downe, indented, and Olle parte thereof rellised to vs rcmaine as directoryes, aswell to the Master and vsher, as t� of the parish, vn<ler your seal. Then yf yt would please (after you are agreed vpon a Master) to taik bim sworne and bound vnlo you, to observe and kepe the same Lawes and statutes, so by you made, and that when he is not Content S() to do, then that he shall surrender vp his place to you againe. yt semeth probable to me, that this Course will do gOod. Otherwise I knowe you may not be Ignorant, That yf you do not taik this Course (vpon letters of conditons) to admitt Your master, and not otberwise afore he be invested Master. He being once by YOll absolutely and without condicon nominated and presented will then do as thes later masters have done, stand vpoo the Statut and foundacon. That (b eing once masters and vshers) they hold the Scboolc, and the possessions the,reof, 

as free (yf not freer) then the Persons doo tber 

personages, that is as Lordes of the fee simple therof to geve, grant, demise for what time they list and the lik, Which as I have said, to prevent, is always to Admitt your masters to the Schoole but condicionally that they shall possesse ther places so longe as they do not obstinately violat your lawes and statutes ordeaned for the regine and the good disport of the facultyes of the Schoole. That much I have out of my care as being more interessed in the foundacon as well by affinytty to the founder as otherwise being the only surviving feffe therof, presumed to advise vnto you Requiring That as my father, who in troth was a second founder of the Schoole, being the only man that gott the same Reestablished by K. E. 6. after it was dissolved and confiscate by the Statutes of dissoluing of Gildes &c., did taik from his posteryty and name, the preeminencyes which by the founder was first attributed vnto him, above others, both in the eleccons and direccons of that bodye corporal, and transferred the same wholy to you as most meet for your Larninges and Judgment to dispose thereof freely, you would (the rather yer att my sewt) be carefull or rather more then careful! in sending to Our Schoole men of more gravity and Laming. And yf here you will say to me That ollr wages will not mainteaine such as we desier, I will yeld 
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)'ou, that the ould stipcndes will not. But therfor you 

vn�
o

ll see in my draught of statutes that we are very wi lling to 
sl1<1 , 
, I 'o'e the same so the rest mIght orderly be accompted for 
111 a1" 1 . 

d laid vp in the Treasury chest \V llch the founder ordeyned 

��lr that purpose to be yssued out in pious vses &c. And yf 

t shall see m good to you I thin k the masters wages may be 

y le xxvJ' /i or xxxii and the vshers xli So the landes might mal " 
be a litle rased and some ouerplus yerly remaine also for 

common treasor with which I would have the master and vsher 

not to medle, other then to geve accompt thereof at the 

Accompt day. And yf yt could be drawne to this, then I think 
yt would be more answerable to a man of mote Respect for 

gravyly & Laming both which your wisdomes know are 

inseparably necessary to a Schoolmaster that should both teach 

and moderate. The Contry that do depend vpon this fundacon 

is great, and therefor your care had not nede but be so also. 

And thes thinges thus digested, the Master being once of any 

fame, would rcnewe the decayes therof, and gather of Strangers 

goo d Rewatdes extraordinary, for I (in my tyme) was one of 

the (X�) schollers that lamed ther, and now ther ar not much VI] 
more then one Schore, and these not much better then 
Catonistes which is pitefnll. But I must crave pardon that 
liane thus longe vsurped vpon your patiences in Reding thes 
tedious lines, and nowe will taik my leave of you referring all 
tltes premisses to your good consideracons expecting your 
c�rcrllll reformacons of what is past. ffrom tuy house att 
Gonnby this 12 of No. 1599. 

yom wor: in all offices 
of kindnesse at your dispose 

ROB: DOLMAN. 
I am going to London whether yf yt plese any of YOllr 

sociLly to writ to me by way of consultacon what may be tlte 
hest Course in these callses, I clwe�le at the signe of the blew 
Bell in Itolborne and ther I doubt shalbe occacioned to stay 
till Cancllemass ty m e whereof I thought good to advertise YOll. 

Adc/resud: To tbe Worshipfull the master and Seniors with 
the fel!owes of St J Ohl1'S ColJedge in Cambridge be thes � 
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,Ve now Come to the Mastership of Martin Brj who was nomina:ted by the College to be Mas 12 February 1599-1600. He was a Yo'rkshireman birth, and was admitted a Foundation Scholar of College 6' November 1588, on the nominatiol'l of Burghley. From the letter sent by the' townsmen Pocklington, it would appear that he lleglected h duties. His acceptance' of a Living giving them excuse to raise the question of his continuance in t School. I-le compounded' for First Fruits as Rector Barmstone co York, 18 November 1012, having prob been instituted S0me time before. His successor Barmstone Was iI'lstituted Rector 16 Marsh �638-9'. 

Whereas I vnderstande that the S:chole of ]'>ocJ( lingfon which belol1geth to thar College is now without a l\T aster, whereof none is capable but such as a're or ha ne bene mem bers of that howse: this bea'rel' l\Ir Nesfields (sometime a studient ther) knowiI'l'ge himself (by the practice of maJlJ'Y years) able to discharge the charge of such a callinge, is desirous of your fauour for his election therunto, And for that the knowleclge of his wdl behau.i nge hi'msclfe for the tyme paste may gyue him Some furtherance therin, the' same beinge bcste knowne to mee of an)" for that he hath, taughte my children and Iyned in my howse, for the space of seauen yeart's' and abolle. I thoughte fitt although myselfe be vnknowen vnto you, yet to reporte my k nowledge of his honest can'iage and suiliciencie to discharge such a place, whereof the experiences of so many yea res hath gyuen mee sufficiente testimOJ'lie, Yf I respected onely my Owne particular, I shoulde rather desi re his continuance wher he is, that my children beinge younge might continue the same COurse vnder him, by whome they haue already proffited wen, but holdinge it vniuste (in respecte of myselfe) so ill to requite his former well dese ruiness as eyther by disslVations or other omission to hinder his better prefermc'nte to a place wherof he hath approued himselfe so fitt : Gyue me Jeaue therefore I praye you to entreate your fauour for his election to the place which I will not onely take as a speciaJl kindcness, but will euer be readie to requite it eyther to YOllrselfe 
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or thc howse with the beste seruices or respecte that shall 

happen in the powrs of 

Auguste 30 
161 Z. 

Your assured louinge frcnde 
JOHN BOURCHIER. 

Addressed: To the righte worshipful and my very good frende 

:UT Gwin Bachelor of Diuinitye and Master of St J ohns Colledge 

in Cambridge be these del. 

Reuerend Master and right worshipCull felIowshipp, We haue 

vnderstood (thoughe not soone ynoughe) of the purpose of our 

Schoolmaster to leave our Schoole. And knowinge the well 

orderinge of that busines, to make clJoyse of another, dothe 

especially belonge to you, We haue thought good to intreate 

you in your graue consideracons to respecte the necesdtie of 

the place as a painefull man may haue the preferment thereof, 

els, in your favoures you wilbe pleased to take the whole state 

of our Schoole into your handes, and to make trial! for the 

restoringe and reducement of the same to his former and 
pristinate worthe. Longe haue we Indured the miserable 
wantes of so necessarie a benefitt, and hopeful! promisses haue 
made vs forbeare to suggest these wronges and Indempnities 
we receive by the neglect and non performance of ther duties 
in this callinge. Whereof yf you will not take notice by 
pregnant luculent testimonies of the best of our Country: Then 
do we craue you will 100ke into these fewe yeares by past and 
measure who haue bene sent from vs to succede in these 
Schollershi pps belonginge our Schoole, al waise till of late 
supplied sufficientlye by our owne, nowe transferred or trans� 
verted to straungers. Our nombers vnder our Cheife master 
was in our tymes never vnder fourscoore persones, nowe with 
small a do brought to two children, the eldest not exceedinge 
twelve yeares. We are loth to trouble you with seueral! harmes 
which hereby growe to the comon welthe of our towne, and in 
a worde because we will not be tedious and troublesome to 
row, desire that in your discreete thoughtes yow will thinke of 
vs and regarde vs as wel willinge mem bers of your howse, tQ. 

VOL. XIX. UU 
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which we wish al! good in him Which is the Anthor goodnes And so rest 

fod;lington, 4 October . 1612. your loveinge friende! 
PE, DOLMAN, RO,GER SOTIIEBY', JOHN B�SHOPPE, MAR.MAC. DOLMAN, TI-IO. DOLMAN. ALE:X;. APLEY'ERD, lAMES LA,\JllE'lI THOMAS FFELE, RICHARD J ACKSON",\ J AMES l2LA:X;TON, RQB.E�; WHITE, ED,WA�D LAM BE"", lAMES SMYTHEl. 

Posteript. We thought good to offer to your graue wyscl'o
mes 

the nominacon of two verie painefull men in that vocacon, Mr Fowberie o f  Kingston vpon Hull, sometymes. a member oC your hawse and M'r Pettie of Beuedey sometim�s of Christ Colledge who hane hadd th.e bredinge of divers of Ollr yOllthes for want of a diligent Master at houJ,e, and who we think (yf yt so should stand with your good likeinge) would be veric ,vi l l inge and industrious in ther performance of teachinge and jnstru�tinge our youthe. 
Addressed: To the right reuerend Master and rignt worshipp.full ffel lowes of St lohn's Colledge in Cambridge. 

A copy of the reply of the College tQ the townsfolk of POcklington and their summons to Mr Brig�s have 
b�en ,preserved in the College Register of letter�, 

A letter to the Townsmen of Pocldington. 
After our verry h earty Commendations remembered etc, whereas yow have pleased to advertise vs by l etters of certeyne graue d isorders i n  our Schoole of Pocklington, and sollicited the redresse thereof, eyther by speedy reforming of the present Master if he continues, or by a careful! nominacon to the place if he relinquish it. These a rre most kyndly to acknowledgo your d iscreet and moderate dealing, withall to intreat a Ii.ttlo patien ce, till we may gyve ful l  content. We have by this bearer addressed letters to Mr Briggs expecting his speedy ans wer, 

* rh�se si�n with a m'lr!�. 
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I n we shal l  provyde for these wrongs respectively to your 
W le 
des),res, and the Statutes of the Schoole. In the meantyme 

poping of your good affecti on to the Schoole and vs, we 

cOl11mitt yOU to the grace of God and rest 

Cam br. your loving frendes 

Octob. 20 1612. the Master and Seniors. 

A Letter to Mr Briggs 
Schoolemaster of Pocklington. 

After our hearty commendations remembered etc. Yow 

shall herby vnderstand how the Townsmen of Pocklington, 

offended at your misvsage of the Schoole there, have ioyned 

in complaynt vnto vs. They charge yow with deepe neglect of 

your duty, breach of many promises of amen dement; that by 

your extreme negl igenCe, the number of Schollers i s  not decayed 

bnt perished, of fourscore persons only two small children left. 
Which imputations as they immediately touche your credite, s o  
they needs cast some reflexion vppon t h e  Colledge, w h o  sent 
yow thither vppon better hopes.  These are therefore to 

request, and as farre as we have power to reqt1yre )rOw, forthwith 
to rcpayre h ither for the clearing of these obiections. Other .. 
wise be assured of such proceedings as the statutes of the 
Schoolc shall autorize vs vnto. We expect yow in the beginning 
of the next moneth . Marvell not that we conryne yow to so 
short a tyme, longe negligence calling for speedy reformation. 
Then we shall looke for yow, and till then committ yow to th() 

All-mighty and reste 
C!\mb. 

Octob. 20, 1612. 

'-----

your loving ffrennes 
the Master and Seniors. 

The writer of the following letter Was Francis, fourth 

Earl of Cu mberland, who succeeded to the title 

30 October 1605. He was mistaken in saying that Mr 
Fowber ie was a Fellow of the College. 

l\1r Fowberie appears to have been a schoolmaster 
at Hull, but his name does not appear in the list g£ 
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Masters given in Carlile's book on Endowed SchoOls, 
I have not been able to discover any details either with regard to him or Mr Pettie. 

After my verie hartie Commendacons. I haue beene ernestly 
intreated by my Neighbours the Townsemen of PocklinglOn t() 
reccomend vnto yow a request of theirs, touchinge a newe 
choyce or eleccon to be made by yow for a Schoolemasler for lbeire Schoole, which (I perceive) properly appertains vnto Your 
howse. I must needes let yow knowe, the place hath beene 
for dyvers yeares of late too much neglected, to the great 
preiudyce of that Tovrne and Countrie there aboutes. They; 
offer to your consideracons the Names of twoe. Mr ffowberrie, 
and Mr Pettie, well knowen to be painefull and sufficient men 
for that purpose. The former of them of whom (1 heare) they conceive better lykinge, was sometymes a fellowe of your howse, and truely 1 have heard verie well of him, of his painfulJ, diligente and good manner of teachinge and that his scholJers doe exceedingly well profitt vnder him. The matter is (as it 

ought to be) left to your owne ffree Eleccon, But if it may please yourself and the rest of the ffellowes of that howse to admitt of their Testimonie, and favourably to consider of their request for Mr ffowberrie, I <iaresaie, yow shall not be mistaken in your Choyce, and shall make all the inhabitantes thereaboutes much bounden and beholdinge vnto yow. And soe leavinge it to your grave wisdomes I Commend you to Godes proteccon. Ffrom my howse at Londesbrough this vth of October 16/2 
your verie lovinge ffrend .FR. CUMBRRLAND. 

Addressed: To my verie Lovinge frend M r Doctor Gwynn, Masler of St John's Colledge in Cambridge, these dd. 

It is the desire (right worshipfull and reverend) of .tbe honorable Earle of Cumberland, and the worshipfull gentlemen and neighbors about Pocklington to drawe me thither to vnder. lake that Schoole. They have written I know not what, but as it semeth commendatorilie to that purpose. I am verie desirous 
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to continue this latomious course of life in fram ing and 

��'hioning young wittes to some good vse herafter. so especiallie 

. l'that place belonginge to your Colledge whereof I wa� some

I� 1e a member: the rather for that it is in the heart of this 
un ' . 

countrie environned with men of good respect, where 1 am nowe 

in the verie elbow of the shire. So that my labours shal be 

bestowed to more publicke and common good, and more hope 

such as goe from me will continue in the vniversitie, being more 

capable of prefermentes both proper and common. 1 haue no 

motive wherewith to insinuate into your worships approbation 

of me, but the former tTyall your CoJledge haith conlinuillie had 

or my en devours, which promise to continue there with all 

eluetie and loue to your self and the whole societie, which with 

Ill)' eluetie remembered I commend to Godes most mercifull 

p rotection , humblie intreating your favours in this suite, and 

al waies resting 

Kingstowne vppon Hull 
your worships to be commaunded 

Octob. 16°, 1612°. ROBT. FOWBERIE. 

.1ddresud: To the right worshipfull and my reverend friend 

1\1r eloctor Gwinne, maister of St John'S in Cambridge, and the 
worshipfull societie of the ffdlowes these dd. 

Sir Roger Wilbraham, the writer of the next letter 
was i\laster of Requests to King J ames.1. The Bishop 
of Bristol, to whom reference is made, was Dr John 
TllOrnborough, who obtained the Prebend of Tocker
ington in York Cathedral, 17 March 1589. Vvas elected. 
Dean of York 28 October 1589. Became Bishop of 
Limerick in 1593. Was elected Bishop of Bristol 
30 1IIay and confirmed 12 July 1603. Holding the 
Deanery of York z'n commendam with his Bishopric. He 
became Bishop of Worcester 25 January 1616-7, when 
he resigned his Deanery. He died 19 July 1641 
(IIardy'sLe Nevei, 215; iii, 66,126,218). 

After my verie hartie Commendacons. Humble sute hath 
ben made to the Kinges Majestie by William Nesfield Master of 
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Arts and sometyme of your CoIledge: that his highnes wold pleased to recemmend him vnto you to be by you elected Schoolmaster of the tfree grammar schoole of POcldington in the diocesse of Yorke now voide, and to be Supplyed by sUch as you elect. His Majestie havinged receaved Seueral! monies, vnder the handes of the Lo. Bishopp of Bristol] Dean of Yorke, and of Doctor Hodson chancellor, and of di other Prebends beinge of the highe Commission there, of honest lyfe and conversation of the said Mr Nesfield and th he is a man well experienced in the practise of teachinge and fitt to supply such a place: is therefore pleased to command me to lett you vnderstand that yf it be not contrary to the orders and Statutes of your howse, nor otherwise apparently incon_ venient, his highnes will take it very acceptably yf vpon this his Recommendacon you doo elect and choose the said Mr Nesfield to be Schoole Master of the Schoole of Pocldington aforesaid being voide and wan tinge a Teacher (as is informed) in respect the former Master hath ben lately preferred to a Benefice, vpon which his Patron hath enioyned him to reside. So having signified vnto you his Majesty's gracious pleasure herein I committ you to god: from the Courte at Whitehall '1.70 Apr. 1613. 

your very lovinge frend 
ROGR. WILBRAHAM. 

Addressed: To the right worshipfulI my verie lovinge frends the Master and Seniors of St John's Colledge in Cambridge these. 

A letter to Sir Roger Wilbraham 
in answer of the former. 

Right Worshipfull Being by your letters advertised of his highnes pleasure in electing a master to the schoole of Pocklington now voyd. We hold ourselves bound as to acknowledge your respect to Our statutes and orders that they be preserved, so also in way of satisfaction to gyve notice of Our proceedipgs in the cause. May it therfore please yow to vnderstand that vppon the vacancy of the place, now first known to vs by your worshipps letters, we have according to the statutes and customes of our house, respited Our election for certeyne dayes, 
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wherein both our tfellowes absent may take knowledg of the 
Cl\'oydance, and stra

,
ungers have

,
liberty to otf�r th�ir sllytes and 

ceyve triall of their worth, which tyme explTec, If we proceed 
r�cording to the direction of our statutes and obligacon of oLlr 

�alhe5, we trust to gyve his majesty good content. Sir the 

great wrong the Country hath sllsteyned, and no lesse the 

reproach fallen vppon the Colledg, by the neglect of tbe 

former teacher. doe force vppon vs a more than ordinary care 

of a successor. one experte not only to manage a schoole 

setled vnto him, but to plant and erect it decayed and over

throwen. Thus remembering our most hearty commendations, 
wilh many thanks for YOllr respectyve kynd letter we committ 
yow to the protection of the Allmighty and res.t 

St John's in Camb, your loving tfrendes 
l\lay 3d, 1613. the Master and SeRiors. 

I am bould Reverend to reAue my former suite for Poclding
ton Sehoole, which I vnderstand is not yet disposed of. I vse 
no great mens letters at this time although I did before procure 
the Earle of Cumberiandes, and now could second them with 
my Lord Archbyshops of Yorke, my verie kinde Lorde, and 
my Lorde Sbeffeildes whose sonne I taught, and is willing to 
afford his best meanes in any thinge. The place is something 
ruinous both Schoole and house, and by reason of some neglec� 
in these later yeares altogether at this time disfurnished of 
Scholars, myself greatlie wished of all inhabitants both of the 
Towne and adioyning. If therefore it shall please your 
worships partlie in respect of ould fellowshipp vnder Doctor 
Robson, partlie for that many have commed from me to YOllr 
Vniversitie and diverse of them to your owne Colledge, of good 
hope: and especiallie for the repairinge of ruines both of the 
buildinges and credit of that place, your worshipps shall bind, 
me to you in all duetie, and the Countrie will thinke it self 
well satisfied in hope that my name, which by twentie six yeares 
€ontinued paines is well known to many, will presentlie draw 
the best mens sonnes to that place which is vsuallie both proffit, 
and ornament. I have bene longe in suspense bycause I call 
receive no answer, being careful! not to neglect this till I have' 
j)�tler hope of the other. If therefore it please you to give me� 
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-answcre from yoursel f I will  eyther come vp i f  you lh inke convenyen t  or otherwaics content myself with what course event shall  offer, I have entreated Sir Bernard or Sir Stea w h o  were both my scholars to atten d  your allswere. 
There are commed vp two young Sch olars both Bile! and ministers sonnes. The one of verie good maintenance, not my educating, the other wholie mine. A child o f  good Towardness and learnin g especial l ie for t h e  tongue, h e  halh g o n e  tb orow Lycophron with the greeke scholis of b imself, his  maintenance will be viij H. per annum, and theirfore he must be a subsizer, my desire was they should be bOlh together, that the greater allowance might helpe the lesse. A n d  especiall ie  of St J olm's whether I desire to send my most h opefull children. If it will please your worsbip to take notic� I()f lhe poorer or both, and i f  nede be, to appoint them a Tutor as the sufficiencie especial l ie  of m i ne wi l l  give you good cause (lot to f"ep en t, so it wi l l  encourage me to commend other to your Colledge, to which if it please you other two are coming verie shorllie. And thus c raving pardon for my bouldne�s and hoping to heare from you by either of these Bachelars I h umbl i e  take my leaue 

Kingston upon Hull 
Maij 1 0. 16 I 3 

your worships alwaies 
ROB. FOWBERIE. 

Addnssed: To the Reverend my approved good fren d  Mr Doctor Gwi n n e  maister of St J ohns in Cambridge giue these. 

John Collins the writer of the next letter was admitted a Fellow of the College 7 April 1 5 98 .  He became Regius Professor of Physic in the University in 1 625 .  The Partsh Regzster of  All Saints, Cambridge has  this entry: 1 9  January 1 63 4  Dr Collins the Physitian was. buried in St John's Chappell. 

S i r. I deliuered your letter to Sir  Roger Wilbraham who after he had read it, sayd there was noo certaynty in it. I tol d him Our statute required a tyme to be giuen to our fellowes for theire acceptance of the place, and alsoe for examination of strangers sufficiency if none of our owne body would accept of 
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. he answeared me lhat he was alwayes so farr a fauorer o f  

�'o! 1ege statutes that h e  thought i t  i m p i ety t o  b e  a cause o f  the 

breaking of any of them, m oreouer that h e  wrot his letter alt  

the request and motion o f  the L. Vieo unt of R ochester and h e 

was i ndifferent h o w  it h appened, only h e desires that when i t  

was chosen, it would please y o u  to s ignifie vnto h i m  of the 

election, that if h e  be cal led v p pon he may acquaynt h i s  l\Iaj est i e  

or my L. of Rochester o f  your proceedings a n d  s o  w i l h  m y  best 

love and seruice remembered vnto you I cease and rest. 

London, 7 May, yours al wayes most assured 

16 I 3. J OII N COLLINS. 

Addmsed : To the R ight worsh i p ful! M r  D octor G w i n  l\lr 
of St John' s Col lege bee these dd. Cambridge.  

Reuerend Maister and Right worshipfull fellowshipp. 

Thoughe we doe agnise the depen dencie o f  our Schoole of 

Pacld ington from your colledge o f  St J ohn's  in some special l  

perliculers,  as in the Acte o f  Parliament, to n o m i nate ye l\1aister 

cls by graunt from doctor Dol man, as in the gifte o f  our  

Schollershipps. yett when wee see and consider what wayes 

are given to appayrant wronges partely out of the vnsufferabl e  

neglect of o u r  maister, beneficed twentie miles from o u r  schoole 

wh ere he hath not been present since Michaelmas last. And 

partely by the transferrence of our schol lershipps to straungers 

never so intended by that worthie donor. We cannot but 
com playne and exclame b ath e in C ourte and Countrie howe 
,'nconscionablie we are vsed by such a maister  and howe care
lessly we are respected by such a venerable fell owshipp.  A n d  
for lhese causes before w e  proceed t o  l i t i gacon i n  places where 
Wc will  make overture of a l l  theise I niuryes we thought good 
to lelt you know, that vnlesse we may haue sped)' reformacon 
<lnd releefe in th is so weightie  a busin es, wee intend god will inge 
to aclclresse our complaintes to the Lord C hancellor, and then 
clcl1l onstrat the Injuries, Indignities and I ndempnities wee suffer 
and hy him [eare not but to hane equillI heari nge, and so 
purchase the infranchysement o f  this  onr thraldome, yf to take 
the fleece and then apropriate the carkasse be ether paternall 
or p astoralI care over pupylls, lett the decree of h i s  Lordshipp 
Or Wh o  els shalbe appoynted to censure our cause, be according," 

VOL. XIX. �� 4: 
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to the truthe and proofe of the same. But 1ett this be a tast the infe1icitie of our schoole which we desire yow w i l l  please redresse, so as we be not i n forced to prodame Our greves be t h e  h ighest magistrates. And even thus commen d i ng orderinge of this business to your wise th oughtes, we take and rest 
your lovinge frendes 

ROGER SOTHEBE, JOHN BISHOPPE THO. DOLMAN, 
ApPLEYEARD, JOHN WILLIAMS, THOMAS FFELL, JA LA��BE\ WILLIAM ROGERSON*', RICHARD JACKSON, WILLrAl( TURNER, JOHN WILSON, JOHN PLAXTON, WILLlI1. CAUE, JAMES THORNTON, JAMES SMYT HE, JOHN WHITE, NICHO. FALLOWFl�LO, RQaERT WHll'E, EDWARD LUND.'" Postscript. Mr Briggs hath promised before the Bish opp of  Bristol] and some of h is highnes Councel1, here at Yorke, to resigne and giue vpp his place of Maistershipp in poddington n owe at Wh itsontyde, wherefore we shall intrea.t YOIY will  please to make choyce of one who may trewlie and righ tlie Judge what is fitt for him to do in the breedinge of youth in m�llners and learn inge, which we found of late to be farre from yonge men transported by ther pleasures and idle t-ie1ights. 

rocklington xvijth 
of May 1 6 1 3 ,  

A ddmsed : To the reuerend Maister �J?d right worship ful l  fellowshipp of St J ohq's <::o l ledge i n  C'!m briqge these d d .  

On 2 7  April 1 6 1 3  the College nominated WiIliam 
Nesfield to the Mastership, apparently he did not aocept 
for on May 1 9  in the same year the College nominated 
Riohard Elcock. He becCl-me Vicar of focklington in J anuq.l'Y J 6 1 9.  

To Si r Roger Wilbraham. 
Right worshipfll l l  Gut of a desyre to answer your good respect to Our Col lecjge ancj the Li bertyes thereof with al l  

!/' 5i{:J+ q S  marksm�ll. 
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vance We have dared to interrupt your serious imploy. 
obser 

ts with theese few IYlles. \i\Therein you shall vnderstand 

Jllenca re an d  fidelity in provid ing tor the Schoole of Poc1ding-
our ' . . 

ton according to the Jl1stant necessity thereof. We ha.ve by 

d i rection of our Statutes el ected to that place Mr Rlchard 

:El cock l\laster of Arts a n d  ffellow of our Colledge. A man so 

approved vnto . v
s for sufficiency of learning and i nt�grity of 

Iyfe, and of h I m self so desyrous to follow that course, as w e  

conceive assured h ope, that b y  his paynes and discretion the 

schoole may be reestablished and well ordered .  So as herby 

both the [founders intention shall be satisfyed and the Countrey 

nOW d ispleased receyve content. Thus n othing doubti n g  of 

your good acceptance o f  theese proceedings and best further

ance for our security We committ you to the grace of god and 

rest 
St John'S in Camb. your lovi ng frendes 

1\1ay 1 9th 1 6 1 3 . the Master a n d  Seniors. 

I have bene a long and troblesome suter for Pocklinton the 

neigh bours and Countrie vrge me forward and I earnestl ie  

desier your favour. I procure no great m ens letters, my deserts 

are witnessed by every colledge in your vniversitie in which at 

very nearly are students from me. I referre it to your con· 

s ideration ,  I hope to deserve no lesse th ere than here where I 

have con t i n ued twentie one yeares, the C ountrie wi l  be satis fyed 

w i th me And thus I h umbli e  take my leave, commending your 

wise government and Christian studies to godes blessing and 

lOur health to his protection 

IIull 
Maij 2 0° 1 6 1 3° 

your wotships alwaies i n  duety 
ROBT. FOWBERIE. 

yf i t  please you to send me a direct answere, I shal be  caste 

of great troble of m i nd hangi n g  so long in suspense and b e  

esse troblesome to your worsh ip in t h i s  kind , 

A ddressed :  To the Reverend my approved good friend ML' 
Doctor Gwin n e  m aister of St J o hn's  in Camebrige at h ie  
lodg i n g  give these. 
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To Toby lVIathcw, Lo. Archbishopp of Yorke. 
R i g h t  honourable and most reverend tfather in God may it p l ease your Grace hereby to vnderstan d  how his Majestye or famous memory King Ed ward the sixt, vppon petition to his H ighness made, vouchsafed by a special! Act of Parliamen t  to graunt power and l i bertye to the R ight Reverend iTather i n  God t h e  Lo. Arch bishop of Yorke and his  successors with the I\Taster o f  St j o h n 's Co l lege in Cambridge and his  succeSSors to enact a n d  establish certeyne lawes and Statutes for the better govern� mcnt of the ifree grammar schoole in Pocldington, vn der thi s proviso. That the sai d L. Archbishopp and Master of St Joh n's 

shold effec tual ly execute the tenor th ereof within the space 0'; 
two yea res next fQl lowinge. And for as much as the Lo: Arch� b i s h opp and Master o f  St J oh n's then being forbeaFing top roceed accordingly have l ost  the benefit of that Royall  graunf and so left th e schoole destitute of those good orders and statutes wherby i t  shold be ruled. If it may therefore please your Grace to afford vs your honourable favour and assistance in p rocuri ng from h is majestye a second term to the vses aforesayd; both the  Schoole now labouring o f  an Anarchy shall have cause to h onor your Grace as a c heef benefactor and we ever bowncl 

to pray fo r your Graces long Iyfe and prosperi ty. Thus fearing to be troblesome we humbly take our leave and rest 

St Joh n 's in Camb : yonr Graces to be commanded 
Nov. 8th. 1 6 1 3 ' The Master and Sen i ors. 

The two letters which follow are from the n e w  
1\ Taster. A t  this t i m e  the surpl us i ncom e  of the College 
when the s m all payments of about £ 2 a year had been 
made to the Fellows seems to have been distributed in 
Vales to those who ceased to b e  Fellows .  But 

apparently the question o f  giving a Vale rested with 
the Master and Sen ior Fellows, a n d  not e very one whQ 
ceased to be Fellow rece i ved one. 

The second letter refers to the real or su ppos'ed 
l iabi l i ty of the parish of M i ll i ngton, where the College 
bas an estate, to contribute to the repair of the Church 
at POcld i n gton .  
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Right worshipfull out of a desire to. testi !ye my thankrul nes' 

for tlIat extrao rd inarie priv i l edge of retayni nge my chamber, 

, I bcnefite o f  my place vntill th e last election o f  fel lowes, J 
41 th 
have dared (beinge h i nd red from comminge vp t o the com-

mencement by weakness o f  bodie) to interrupt your seriou�. 

i m ploymente wi th these few li nes, whe rei n I acknowledg� 

]llrsel fe for ever bownd vnto you for so vneleserved respect, and 

h l;mbl ie crave the conti nuance of your favor in gr?.n ting m y  

rCGuest for a vale, preferred the last time I was at Cambridge. 

I l ow ru inous I found the builui ngs here at my first com inge, a n d  

what cost hath beene bestowed since in repaire I spare t o  wr i te  

desyringe to referre it  rather to the relati on of those that have 

bcen eie witn esses th ereof, then to mine owne report. In wh ich 

regard i f  it maie pl ease you to gratifye me in this mine humble 

sui lC (if that it  maie n ot seem vnreason able) I shal l be ever 

reaelie to answer this your bountie with my best endeavour VpO l1 

anie occasion. 

The bearer hereof lVIr Th omas Dolm�l11 is a gen tleman 

hvinge i n  our towne of Poddi ngton , of t h e  name, and kindred 

of the founder of our Schoole.  He hath brotigh t up h i s  eldest 

sonne with h i m  to the Colled ge, for your lawful favor and 

countenance towards whom, both he and my selre are bumble· 

sui tors. 
And thus intreatinge with all due observan ce the favorable 

interpretat ion and acceptance of the premises (my dutie 
reme m b e red i n  a l l  hu m b le man ner) I cease to be furt ller 

t rouuksome at t h i s  present, a n d  rest . 

Pocld i n gton 
J u ne 1 8 , 1 6 1 6. 

your worsh ipps to be commanded 
RI. ELCOCKE. 

A ddressed : To the righ t worsh ip ful ! M r  Doctor Gwinne, 
Doctor in Divi n i t ie,  and l\laster o f  St J oh n's Co lledge in 
Call1br idge these dd.  

l\T aie it please  your Worshi pps : 
The su ite depen d i nge betwixt the townes of Pockl i n gton and 

I\l i l l i ngto n ( touch i n g e  w h i ch you des i re to be certifyed) was 
Commenced (as your ten ant trudie informed) vpon their  refusal 

of !\1 i l l i n g lon to contrib ute to tbe repaire of the chu rch of 

I'ockl i ngton. Neither can it  b e  denyed but that M. il li ngton i �  
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of it selfe a Parochial I ChappelI distinct from POcldington havinge t h e  Privileges of a Parish Church as well  in respect or Buriall as otherwise. Onel ie  it is found subiected by an ancien composition to Pocldington as t h e  mother ch urch (they both belonging to the  Deane of Yorke) and t h e  Vicar of Mi l I i ngton and Givt:ndale ( for both these chappel l s  mantei ne but one vicar) payeth yearlie to the vicar of Pocldington two shi l lings in token of subiecti on. 

By vertue of which subiection and compositi on, Mil l ington and Givendale wi l l  p rove Iyable to the repayres of the moth er c h il l  ch, if that the in habitants of Pockli ngton be rightIie informed by th eir cou n sel l .  
ITor your belter satisfaction concerninge t h e  ground of this demand made by the Ch urch wardens and Parishion ers of  our towne of Pocldington. I have sent i nclo'sed a copie of that Part of the composi tion which concernes the present suite, which how the law will interprett ( with or against Pocldington) is  as yet doub tfll l l, the tryal l beinge not expected before the next Assyzes. 

All  that your Tenant craves is al lowance of that silver which he shall be i n forced to d is burse in the suite, which what i t  maie amount vnto cannot be k n o wn before t h e  tryall i n  August at  the soonest. 
The which a l lowance referringe with the premises to your worshipps further  consideration, I h umbIie take l eave 

your worsh ipps most observant Pocldington, June 4- 1 6  I 7 and to be commanded 
RI. ELCOCKE. 

R. F. S .  

(To be contillued.) 

EPICURI DE GREGE. 

NoW the wint ry light is wanin g ; 
Murky night, her sway regaining, 

Shrouds the hamlet by the river, dims the meadow and 
the park : 

But n o  shadows gather darIdin g  
Where t h e  castle's halls are sparklin g 

"With a hundred blazing torches, which defy the coming 
dark. 

Is it stress of stubborn battle, 
Is it loss of lifted cattle 

That has raised such din and tumult as might almost 
wake the dead ? 

N ay, to night the only daughter 
Of the Lord of Tipaltwater, 

The fair and winsome Alice to Sir Marmaduke is wed. 

And a score of cooks are toilin g, 
Roasting, toasting, grilling, boiling 

Chin e  of beef and joint of mutton, haunch of venison 
and boar, 

Mixing sauces, frying fishes, 
Dressing countless dainty dishes, 

Baking pies and making puddings 
the score. 

Half a hundred sturdy varlets, 

by the dozen and 

Clad in blues and greens and scarlets, 
Range the silver plates and flag ons o'er the cloths of 

snowy white ; 
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Though the portly butler rages, 
Half a score of merry pages 

Are filching toothsome morsels 
delight. 

And the chapel's brightly glowing 
With a hundred tapers, showing 

Its broidered silken arras wreathed with blossoms snowy fair : 
In the belfry stalwart ringers, 
By the altar white-robed singers 

And a priest in gorgeous vestments 
h appy pair. 

Hark ! what trumpet notes and dru mming ! 
Hark ! the baron's guests are coming, 

Lord and lady, knight and warrior, a hundred at the least : 
Worth and valour, birth and beauty 
All consider it their duty 

To grace fair Alice' wedding, and to taste her marriage 
feast. 

. Hark ! the trumpets' trebled sounding 
Sets the echo notes rebounding, 

Bidding lord and lady hasten to salute the coming 
guest. 

'Tis Sir Marmaduke of Haydon, 
Who must wed the dainty maiden, 

And fair  Alice dare not cavil at her father's stern behest. 

But alas ! that maiden's duty 
Needs must bind her youth and beauty To a corpulent old glutton, with the gout in every t.oe. 
And fresh young May be mated 
To December, hoar and hated ; 

But December's very wealthy, and has paid to have it SQ. 
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Sits fair Alice in  her bower, 

\Vaiting for the dreaded hour, 

.When a cruel fate must bind her to a loathed suitor's 

side : 

For her in most heart's affection 

H as far different predilection ; 

But she dares not cross her father, when he bids her be 

a bride. 

Thus all tearful sits she, sighing, 
" Gilbert, Gilbert, art thou dying, 

That thou eomest not to rescue me from this too cruel 

fate 1 
I have sent thee word and token : 

Shall their binding force be broken 1 

\-ViIt thou never come to save me, ere thy coming be too 

late ? 

Shall those ardent vows be slighted, 
Once with seal of kisses plighted, 

\Vhen the tender green was bursting in the oak .. 

embowered glade ? 
Is thy promise then no stronger, 

Last the lip-sealed vows no longer 
Than the leaves, whereof chill  Autumn hath her with .. 

ered . plaything made ? "  

But the longed-for aid yet lingers ; 
And her maidens' nimble fingers 

Have wreathed her hair, and robed her in her robes of 

snowy si.lk : 
And they offer consolation, 
Saying, " Tears are but vexation i 

'Tis no use a body cryin g, when a body's spilt tha 
milk. "  
VOL. XIX, y y  
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In uncomfortable splendour 
Comes the baron to attend her ; 

And he leads her to the chapel o'er the flowers th strew the stair ; 
Whispers, c, Stop that silly crying, 
Or you'll precious Soon be flying 

Right off into hysterics, and a scene I can't abear." 
Come the guests to chapel speeding ;  
Come the gorgeous heralds, leading 

The gouty-gaited Marmaduke, most 
arrayed. 

But oh ! what wayward chances 
Of untoward circumstances 

Have to his nose the savour of a sucking-pig conveyed I 
Then he stops a lackey, saying, 
" Here's a dish brooks no delaying � 

Go, fetch me that sweet sucking-pig, all brown and 
smoking-hot. 

If my nose a judge be reckoned, 
It is roasted to a second, 

And another turn may spoil it ; so I'll eat it on the spot." 
Vain their looks of consternation, 
Vain remonstrant supplication ; 

For Sir Marmaduke is obstinate and urgent as a writ : 
" Brides," he says, " don't spoil with waiting, 
But a moment's hesitati ng 

Destroys the noblest sucking-pig, that ever graced a 
spit." 

Like an island 'mid the gravy, 
Guarded by a lemon navy, 

Comes the sucking-pig, all savoury, in garb of golden 
brown : 

Soon Sir Marmadake reduces 
Fat and lean and luscious juices 

To the woe-beg one condition of a stormed and pillaged 
town. 
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But the minutes, onward creeping, 

Find fair Alice mutely weeping, 

Make every guest impatient, till the baron fumes with 

rage, 

Snorts in most unseemly fashion, 

And, to ease his rising passion, 

Kicks half-a-dozen !:>erving-men, and cuffs the nearest 

page. 

And at last, all pale and haggard, 

He must seek the shameless laggard ; 

And all the guests run after him, to see what may 

befall : 
And oh ! 'tis really shocking 

To hear their merry mocking, 

When they find the recreant bridegroom in the stately 

castle-hall. 

" Hoary glutton, greedy sinner, 

\Vilt thou tarry for a dinner,. 

\Vhen thy vows thou shouldst be plighting in yon 

chapel's holy shrine ? 

If for pig thou n eeds must tarry, 

By my life, thou shalt not m arry :. 

Ne'er shall tender m aid be m ated to such gluttony as 

thine." 

Thus the wrathful baron scolded ; 

But, with hands demurely folded 

Across his ample person, sat Sir Marmaduke, and 

smiled ; 
Smiled with satisfied sereneness, 

N ever heeding the uncleanness 
Of his garments, which with spatterings of gravy were 

defiled ; 

Smiled, and answered most benignly, 

" I  apologise condignly ; 
Yet if there cometh question 'twixt a dinner and a wife, 

By my word and honour knightly 
I can swear I've chosen rightly, 

For such a pig I never, never ate in all my life:' 
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Then loud and long and hearty 
Rang the laughter of the party, 

And the baron felt his anger swiftly melting to a Stnile. " Nay," quoth he, " let recreant lover Throw the joys of marriage over, Still I'll order up the dinner i n  a very little while. " 
Meantime fair Alice weeping 
Still her lonely post is keeping 

In the chapel, and none other, save the priest, is there beside. 
Nay, but who is this that places 
Round her neck his strong embraces ? �Tis her Gilbert ; and he prays her even yet to be his bride. 

" Come," he cries, with fond persuasion, " Seize the heaven-sent occasion : I will wed thee, though a minute bring my life."  
And the chaplain tender-hearted Could not bear to see them parted : So he spake the words of blessing, which united man and wife. 
And the Lord of Tipaltwater 
Came again to seek his daughter 

But found her u nexpectedly a happy blushing bride, And was foreed to give his blessing 
To the loving pair, confessing 

That no other course was open, since the knot was truly tied. 

And the guests with feast and singing Set the stately hall a ringing, 
As they toasted bride and bridegroom till the rising of the Sun : 

And Sir Marmaduke's voracity 
Was tested for capacity By half-a-score of sucking-pigs, before the night was done. 

R. H. F. 

�.,� 

A PARTY OF THE FOOTBALL. 

EAR JDLES, I have gone to see the football. 

It is m agnificent ;  it gives the emotions, but 

it is yet more fatiguing than the chase. You 

do not know the football ? Come then, I 

shall recount you a party. 

It was yesterday on the plain of Blackheath the 

great party of the football B measured himself with R. 
An equipment-what you call one team-of fifteen 
players arrived to try themselves with fifteen choice 

players of the B club. 

There were fewer admirers of the sport regarding 

than could have m ade believe so con siderable a 

circumstance and an air so charming. 

The football carries away very far notwithstanding 

in interest over the courses of horses, and all the admi

rators of the athletic feats have lost grossly when they 

did not profit of the occasion. 

One plays the football in tights, like an acrobat, 

whatever weather it makes, and also these tights they 

do not leave behind at the end of the party very often, 

but a ragged reminiscence on the torso of the players. 

It might have frozen to break the stones, but these 

fellows would not clothe themselves with any other 

�estments. For the rest they had exercised themselves 

10 this dishevelment during the glacial airs of the last 

days. The concourse had been preceded by a severe 

p.eriod of entrainment. I know one of the partners who 

SlUce fifteen days went all the mornings to make courses 
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at a gallop across the cou ntry, to the complete haustion of himself. Nevertheless, i n  the evening went to the Promen ades to make himself  flt-Wh would say, to make his tights fit hi m. It was one the run ners of B ; that is to say, one of those who the ball i n  running, a mission confided solely to most agile in each equipment. 

Figure to yourself two posts of eight steps h placed at six steps the one from the other. At hundred-and fifty steps from these, two other similar. These are the goals designing the extrem of the arena. Two cords extended shut i t  lateralI little flags, out o.f the touch, mark his angles. In m iddle a ball of leather stuffed out, which has the of an egg of a foot of length .  
On the two sides of the ball i n  going towards the posts are ranged the captains of the two parties, anet their men space themselves behind them, the forwards at first, then the halfbacks, then the three-quarter backs, finally the backs of which are at posts. They are enti tled backs because they throw the enemy on his back, or are themselves upsetted. 

The party who attacks must make to pass the ball to the other side of the posts that are at the extremity of the plain, behind the other. This one seeks to defend the access of it ; the ball having passed, one brings it twenty-five steps backwards of the posts towards the interior of the game, and he m akes it  pass by a kick of the foot over the top of the ribbon which unites the posts. All that confers one gold, a point of gold, to the winner. There is also the touch-down, distinction less important, which one obtains wh en he does not accomplish but a part of these formalities. It is difficult from the time the captai n  of �he aggressors has, by an initial kick of the foot, made to fly the ball over the top of the ranks of the adversaries to ren der account to himself, without a certain habitude, of all the peripatetics
-
of tha play. This is, for the rest, 
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least important of  the affair, and the spectacle i s  of 

�he 
If to make giddy the head. Imagine to yourself 

l�e
se tWO troopS of fifteen jolly fellows, strapping, 

t e ng of the back, entrained of excitement, enraged, 
stro . . 

rning themselves upslde down, round about th1s ball, 
tu h "  d' 

. 11 d 
n which they ave 1I1tent1Ons lametnca y oppose . 

�he one would carry him to the one side, the other to 

the opposite. There are different means of arriving at  

these objects. To launch him with a kick of  the  foot, 

which attains sometimes his butt, but m ore frequently 

the members of one or the other partner. 

To carry him in the arms while overstepping the 

l ines of the enemies, who encumber the fugitive, rush 

their bodies upon him, turn him over, crush him down 

below, make him pirouette and cannon and carambole. 

The ball then passes from hand to h and, from arm 

to arm, leaving on his passage a long course or wake of 

players, heaved down,' upsetted, piled up the one on  

the other, but  raising themselves on the instant to re

commence. 
Last of all the scn'mmage, a figure in which, of 

common accord, all the players reunite themselves i n  

a circle, their heads lowered down, those o f  same party 

on the same side, and push l ike the beasts of burden, 

shoulders against shoulders, towards the centre, where 

the ball has been posed. It is necessary to make him 

come out with a kick of the foot ; also there reigns in 

this region an  atmosphere of strokes of the foot extra
ordinarily dense, which gives unpleasantness to the 
t ibias of the players, for the proportion of kicks of the 
foot which attain the ball is far too little in  comparison 
of those which catch the bones of the neighbours. 

The description does not give but a feeble idea of 
�he fury of these games ; of these m ad courses suddenly 
ll1lerruptcd by meetings of encounter and tumbles to 

l11
.
ake terrify ; of these crocks of the leg, what you call 

tnppings ;  of these bodies that run up against them
selves, capsize themselves all of one piece and are 
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dragged or rolled ; of these vestments wrenched off, of these tights that cover themsel ves with patches of and m ud. But what is most admirable i s  the chanting grace and courtesy which are m utually changed with these terrible thumps ; one should save calf. Such an one to whom they have placed heel on the face, he gets up grievously wounded, but says nothing and he smiles ch armingly. As for result, I think that to play a party of football, or be throwed a forty or fifty times from window of the first floor, there is no choosing ; it cOme$ back the same thing. Those who are not very solid do not resist it. Eliminate the feeble in amusing one self, that is the ideal of the selection. 

They have interrupted themselves i n  the middle in order to eat a citron . Then they have begun again. I have not known when they will finish, but they have admirably resisted. They have not won the gold, they have not won the touch-down itself, but they are all grievously damaged. 

HIPPOLYTE. 

A FIERY FURNACE . 
1 PLAYED with Love- and Love is like a fire ; Whence seek we warmth, the flames dart out and burn, 
My life is offered Oh a victim's pyre, And n erveless ashes SOon shall fill the urn. 
I dare not cry who idly sought its glow, Who tempted Fortune dare not fall and weep, A fool and vain ! I thought to never know Its scorching scars and now-the wounds burn deep ! 

J. H. H .  

OPUS DIFFICILE. 

(From Anacreon). 

tOME and paint me, painter rare, 

Come and paint my m istress fait. 

Master of the Rhodian art, 

All thy m agic touch impart. 
''though my love is far away, 
Paint her as I tell thee, pray. 

Let her hair be dark and flowing 

O'er a neck that's soft and glowing ; 

And if paint could this express, 

Dip in perfume every tress � 
Not in profile draw her face, 

Paint it full i n  all its grace. 

Forehead gleaming, ivory- fait, 

Underneath the raven hair. 

Do not leave too wide a space; 

Where dark eyebrows interlace, 

And yet blend them not too much, 

Let the arches faintly touch . 

For her glance of warm desire, 

Steep thy brush in hues of fire ! 

Let her eyes, Minerva-gray, 

Beam with Venus' softest ray. 

Paint her lovely cheeks and nose 

Mingling tints of milk and rose; 

Give her lips of ruddy bliss, 

Suasive pleaders for a kiss. 
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And the dimples of her chin, Let the Graces play within. And her neck as marble fair. Let the Graces hover there. Now to crown her loveliness� Deck her in a gauzy dress. Let the dainty fabric's hue i Be thy deepest shade of blue-. Do not all her' beauties hide, Leave some little place untied, That any negligence may show The presence of those charms of snow. What a picture !  I declare, I can see my absent fair ! All is perfect as can be, 

Why she soon will speak to me r 
H. T. RrCHARDS. 

" CROSSING THE BAR." (Spanzsh Vmlonj. HUE el sol y el hespero, 
Uno me llama sonoro ; Y no este un gemido, 

Cuando it la mar yo sal go. Pero una marea tal durmienda, Ni del rugido sona ni de espuma :  Cuando 10 del Pielago venido era, A propia cas a se vuelto habra. Visperas y vespertino, 
Luego yo noctivago ; 
No este triste partido, 
Cuando yo voy a bordo. Mas que del linde de tiempo y tierra, Lejos de la costa me lleve la onda, Espero mirar al Piloto it cara CUando sere ido encima la barra. 

J. E. PUR VIS. 

A NOCTURNE. 

TIME, ever-dying time, yet never dead ; 

Love, Phoenix-like, from thine own pyre upspringingj 

New buds on the bare branches that have shed 

The last sere leaf that shook to Autumn's singing ; 

I cannot think that out of all things here, 

Which live and die and bloom to birth again, 

Man only hath his heritage a tear 

Dropt from loved eyes that weep for him in vain. 

o bitterness of sorrow without hope, 

And bitter wandering in the world fo;r ever, 

For whom death bounds the ocean of their scope, 

And at whose parting knells the cry of ' never: 

I cannot name the thing in which I trust, 

N or care to bicker o'er the ' why ' and ' how ' ; 

But only feel this love within me must 

Live on in some sweet way undreamt of now. 

" Ye cannot name the goal of your desire ; 

Ye cannot see whither these stars are wending. 

Live while ye may : ye hold the world on hire : 

And all things mortal have a mortal ending." 

Come quickly, voices of immortal spring ; 

Flowers and leaves bedeck the bridal earth. 

Tell death and winter that they have no sting 

Cla_d in the summer of a brighter birth. 

C. E. B. 
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ROBERT BURNS. 

HE national poetry of Scotland is like her< thistle a product of the soil. Whether We look at the scholarly works of the First J ames or at the artless effusions ,of baJIadists� whose names are now lost, we can see the same ilutochthonous strain in all. Scotland owes no, d.eb� �o foreign literature or to classic lore : all her song is. genuinely n ative, bearing on its front the image ancl characteristics of the north. 
And no one can deny that first and foremost amongst the crowd of Scottish poets stands Robert Burns., ]efftey, it is true, said tha� he thought Burns' poetry remarka:ble, just as he would say that writing with the feet might be remarkable, But J effrey represented the polished and academic Htterateur, and as such could not hope to admire the somewhat rough poems, of Bl.lrns : moreo.ver, �he Edinburgh in w.hic;:h Jeffrey lived was a city, which, though refined and cultivated, was r,igid and lifeless, and the fire and spirit of 1,3 urn s. could not appeal to a member of such a s.oc�ety. .{\..l)d so it has happened that the critic who held the scept-ie of literature in Scotland al)d England is. almost forgotten, while the humble poet whose writings. :tJ.e condemned has attained to a position amongst the greatest poets of Europe. 

In attempting to estimate)he"secret of Burns' succe$s as a poet, we must consider first of all the language. he has used. This is a very �mportant element in his poetry. The Scots tongue is now more or less familiar \<2 English readers through the recent genesis of the, 
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s ott ish school of novelists. But though Barrie and 

I cn 1\Ic Laren profess to write on Scottish life and 

;:ottish character, their knowledge of the Scottish 

language is far from perfect, and an acquaintance with 

the dialect of these authors is of little use in reading 

the works of one who was born to the language, and. 

has used it with a m aster-hand. The English tongue 

h as a superiority in some points over that of Scotland, 

but it falls below it in force and vigour, and fire and 

expressiveness. Take, for example, the lines in the 

! Twa Dogs ' :-

Then at Vienna or Versail les.  

He rives his father's auJd entails : 

Or by Madrid he taks the rout 
To thrum guitars an' fecht wi' nowt. 

There are one or two points in this extract which are 
peculiarly Scottish, but there is a peculiar force i n  the 
word ' nowt: Had ' bulls ' been used there might have 
been somethin g  dignified in the idea : even t he word 
' ca t tle ' would convey less scorn and contempt than 
the word ' nowt.' Another example of the compressive 
power of the language may be seen in the famous verse 
from the Farmer's New Year Salutation to his. Auld 
Mare, where he describes the sturdy animal at her work 
�n the clay furrows-

Thou never braingt, an' fetcht an' fliskit, 

But thy auld tail thou wad hae whiskit, 
An' spread abreed thy weel-filled brisket 

Wi' pith an' power, 
Till spritty knowes wad rairt an' riskit, 

An' slypit owre. 

This is absolutely intranslateable to an Englishman. 
Chambers has attempted to give a version, but it is 
impossible to keep the spirit of the original in such a 
passag�. ' Thou didst never fret, nor plunge, nor 
kick, but thou wouldest have whisked thy old tail, .and. 
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spread abroad thy m assive chest, with strength power, till hillocks, where the earth was filled t ough roots would have roared and made a 
sound, and fallen gently over.' But the most char 
istically Scottish poem, so far as mere language concerned, is the Address to a Haggis, which is long for quotation here, but whose power has been felt even on the south side of the Border, that En 
men in their usual ignorance of things Scottish 
ta.ken up the idea that the haggis must be a naUonall dish. It was written in the days before Burns 
thought that he might become the poet of Scotland, while he was yet content to be the acknowledged b IDf KyJe and Cunningham. 

Burns' works are divided into two great divisions, his poems and his songs. This is the division adopted in nearly every edition, and though there is a certain loss from the destruction of chronological order, it is so far correct, in that it m arks two distinct departments, if we may so use the word, of the poet's genius. In his poems he is rougher and more haphazard : it is in his poems that we notice his great powers as a satirist. In his songs, again, he rises to loftier heights. It is in this part of the volume that we find those marvellous 
love-poems, that beauty of expression, that warmth and tenderness of feeling, which have made him famous. 
'Ye find traces of these characteristics in some poems, 
but it is , to the songs that we must look for his best 
work. 

B urns' great object was to be truthful, and perfectly 
truthful. He cared little for the opinion of the world : 
perhaps he' did not care enough : and he spoke with a 
plainness whi

'
ch degenerates occaSionally into coarse

rress. His metres were borrowed from Ferguson and 
Allan Ramsay : m any of his poems are based on the 
productions of predecessors. Yet what he  said was his 
own, and what he said he said truly. This truthfulness 
appears in many ways. 
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Two of his longest poems are descripti\'e of episodes 

. he life of Scottish peasants. Ian Maclaren has in 
I n  t 1 h '  d ays made the same attempt, but a g ance at 1S 
theSe ' 

eS is enough to show that he knows very little about, 
pag B " d · .cc d 1 "  

' s  subject. urns IS qUlte luerent : we rea 11S 

�all owe'en or his Cattar's Saturday Night ; and vie 

cannot help feeling that here is no interested onlooker,. 

but one who has lived and worshipped and made merry 

amongst the peasants himself. Burns was of humble 

origin ,  and he never in the days of his greatest worldly 

prosperity attempted to deny or gloss over the fact. 

It is his lowly birth and his great abilities which we 

notice most particul arly in these his  greatest descriptive 

poems. Hallowe'en is descriptive of the many rites 

and superstitions of AllhaIlows Eve, now surviving 

only in outlying districts, but then practised universally 

over Scotland. The Cottar's Saturday Night tells of 

the Saturday family worship, once customary in every 
Scottish house, now unfortunately less usual. In this 
poem Burns rises to one of his loftiest heights ; he  
employs what is perhaps the  most m ajestic metre in  
the language ; here and there we have a feeble line, 
here and there a stilted and strained expression, but 
nevertheless the poem must be counted among his best 
works. He makes no attempt to pose as a religious 
teacher : i ndeed, he never tried to do so. He simply 
gives us a picture of his father's house on Saturday 
night, when the boys and girls of the family returned 
from their work on the neighbouring farms, to spend 
a night and a day at home once more. The finest 
verses are those which describe family worship, but as 
they Cover six Spenserian stanzas, it is impossible to 
give them here. 

Burns, however, was a descriptive poet only to a 
l imited extent. H e  set himself to expose faults, 
espeCially those resulting from insincerity and hypocrisy. 
Personal , abuse he never employed : he devoted his 
attention to the error, not to the erring, to the class, 
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not to the individual. He even went so far as satirise the Church, which was then in a very dead but was beginning to wake up as the result of secession. and the now famous controversy between the Lichts and the New Lichts. Perhaps he has gone far, and has trodden on dangerous ground : but he 1)ot become blasphemous in any place, and his a on the Church seem to have been deserved. But from these he has many excellent satires, written grea t spirit aud vigour. Typical of this class of poems his  Address to the Unco Guid or the Rigidly Righteous. whom he bitterly accuses of want of charity. These verses of the poem may be quoted as an illustration :_ 

Ye see your state wi' th eirs compared 
An' shudder at the l1iffer ; 

But cast a moment's fair regard, 
What maks the mighty differ ? 

Discount what scant occasion gave 
That purily ye pride in, 

And what's aft mair than a' the lavej 
Your better art 0' h i ding. 

.... " .... .... 

Ye high exalted, virtuous dames, Tied up in godly laces, 
Afore ye gie puir frailty names 

Suppose a change 0' cases: 

.... 

A dear-Io'ed lad, convenience snug, 
A treacherous inclinatiol1-

But let me whisper in your lug, 
Ye're aiblins nae temptation. 

� $ $ $ � 

Who made the h eart, 'tis He alone Decidedly can try us ; 
He knows each chord-its various tone, Each spring-its various bias. 

Robe?'t Burns. 

Then at the balance le l's be mu te, 
We never can adj ust it j 

What's done we partly may compute, 
But k now not wh at's resisted. 

34 9  

One might b e  tempted to think from such a quotation 

s the preceding that Burns, being a man of lowly birth, 

�ad ber.ome a victim to the common fault of abusing 

those of higher social station. But that this was not 

a n  error into which he fell is proved by the fact that 

he is quite as ready to scathe and condemn those of 

his own station .  On the other h and, one of his noblest 

poems is on the death of the Earl of Glencairn, a poem 
which reveals in a way that few uf his other works '· 
exhibit the tendernells of his  affectionate nature, and 
that sadness of heart which crept on Burns as he 
advanced in  life, and finally overwhelmed him utterly. 
lIe began life a happy and light-hearted m an : but h i s  
happiness a n d  lightness o f  heart began t o  disappear 
when he wandered from the path of moral rectitude, 
and when he found that the world would not extend 
to him that consideration and charity that he h imself 
felt for others. He had hoped that the world would 
assist h im : he knew the weaknesse$ of his n ature, and 
he longed for kindness and help to enable him once 
m ore to lead a right l ife But to his disgust he found 
that his  hope was u nfounded and his longings in  vain. 
Glencairn,  the owner of a title already famous in 
Scottish h istory, was one of the few who condescended 
to notice Burn s  henceforth. Barns speaks i n  a letter 
of the �,ervices Glencairn had done him, and the Lament 

shows the gratitude which the poet felt for so generou� 
a benefactor :_ 

Oh ! why has worth so short a d ate, 
Whil.e v illains ripen gray wilh lime ? 

Must thou the noble, generous, great, 
Fall in bold manhood's hardy prime ! 

Why did I live to see that day, 
. A day to me so full  of woe ? 

O h ! h a d  I met the mortal shaft 
That laid my benefactor low. 

VOL. XIX. A A A  
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The bridegroom may fo rget the b ride 
Was made his wedded wi fe yestreen ; 

The m onarch may forget the crown 
That o n  his h ead an h our has been. 

The mother  m ay forget the chi l d  
That smiles s a e  sweetly on her knee ; 

But I'll remember thee, Glencarm, 

And a' that thou h ast done for me. 

It is in quite a different tone that he writes many 0 
his epistles and complimentary verses. In them we find him in a cheerful, even playful mood, and he indulges plentifully in friendly ban ter. His Epistle 
a Young Friend is perhaps typical of Burns' light poetry. It is crisp, and chatty, and bright, and though 
of fair length,. is always attractive. Nearly every line 
in the poem has passed into a proverb or current 
quotation ; some of the verses are well-known, even in 
England. It is difficult to select a passage which will 
illustrate Burns' character in its lighter moods. Nor 
are we altogether correct in calling these moods light. 
They are not sad, but they are not merely joyful. The 
Epistle to a Young Friend, though it, moves along 
swiftly, is full of moralisation, such as one might 
naturally expect in a Scottish poet 1 _  

Aye free, affhan' you r  story tell, 

Wh en wi' a bosom crony ; 
But sti l l  keep s omelhin' to yoursel 

Ye scarcely tel l to ony. 
Conceal you rsel as weel's ye can 

Frae cri t ical  dissect ion, 
But keek t h rough every otheT man 

Wi' sharpened, sly inspection. 
'11- '11- '" � 

When ran ting round in Pleasure's 
Religion may be blinded ; 

Or i f  she gie a random sl i  ng, 
It may be little minded. 

� 

ring, 

Rober! Burns. 

But when on life we' re tempest-driven, 
A conscience l ike a canker-

A corresp ondence fixed \Vi' HeaveI\ 
Is sure a nob le anGhor, 

3 5 1 

Burns was a great lover of Nature. His poems on 

the Mouse, the Daisy, and the Wounded Hare are too 

well known to need more than passing mention. But 

though these poems are famous, there are m any less 

known passages where we can see Burns' love for 
nature and his keen eye for its beauties. Occasionally 
he admires nature purely as nature, as for instance in 
the description of the burn in  Hallowe'en :-

Whyles owre a linn the burnie plays, 
As through the glen it wimpl't ; 

Whyles round a rocky scaur it strays, 
Whyles in a wiel it d impl't. 

Whyles glittered to the nightly rays, 
Wi' bickerin', dancin' dazzle ; 

Whyles cookit underneath the braes, 
Below the spreadin' h azel, 

UnseeJ;l that nicht. 

More usually, however, he looks at nature as a 

background to human life. He constantly draws com

parisons between the sadness of Man's life and the 

freedom and joyfulness of nature. The fate of the 

daisy as it is hidden below the overturning furrow 

immediately suggests the fate of suffering humanity. 

The Mouse which runs away from him in the field has 

cares which pass ; he had many a dark hour to which 

to look forward, m any to which to look back. The 

return of Spring, and the freshness of reviving nature, 

only throws into deeper shade the melancholy of his 

OWn soul. He puts this thought into Prince Charlie's 

mouth, _  and in one of his poems Que�m Mary has the 

same feeling. 
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Now Nature hangs her mantle green 
On every blooming t ree, 

/in' spreads her sheets 0 ' daisies white Out owre the grassy l ea.  
Now Phoebus cheers the crystal streams, And glaqs the azure skies ; But nought can glad the weary wight 

That fast in durance lies. 
Now lav'rocks wake the merry morQ 

Aloft on dewy wing , 
The m erle in h is  noontide b ow'r 

lVIaks woodland echoes ring. 
Th e  m avis wi ld  wi' many a n ote  

S i ngs drowsy dqy to rest ; 
1n love an d freedom they rejoico Wi' care .uor thrall oppresst. 
Now blooms the l i ly by the bank, 

The primrose doon the brae ; 
The hawthorn's budding in t h e  glen. An' milkwhite is  the slae, 
The m eanest hi.nq i n  a'  Scotland,  

May rove their sweets amang ;. 
But I, the Queen 0' a' ScotlauQ 

Maun l i e  in prison strang. 
But though Bl\rns �s thus fal1l0us as a writer of ):>oems, it is as the author of songs that he will chiefly be known. .His poems m ay be excellent, and their loss might leave a blank which could not be filled up :  'bl\t destroy his songs and you destroy J,3urns, C;arlyle says : " Our Scottish Son of thunder had, for wa�t of a better, to pour his lightning through the cranny of Scottish s.ong-the narrowest cranny ever vouchsafed to any son of thunder."  It may be a n arrow cranny : perhaps to foreigners it may seem to be so : but even if we admit th e narrowness, eveq if we ad m it that the genius of Burns could scarcely fin d room for its work when limited by the necessities of Seottish song, no Jnore effeotive m edium could have Q�eQ founq for the Boa,ner�es of Scotland. There �� 
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o m ore lasting, n o  more penetrating, no more inspiring 

�orrn of literature than th e genuine song. I t  combines 

t WO of the noblest of the arts, and if the song is 

Yen uine, that is to say, if the words are the words of 

� poet who writes the truth, and if the m usic is really 

�u ited to th e poetry, there is nothing wh ich goes more 

d i rectly to men's hearts, nothing which appeals to 

men so m uch , nothing which they are less likely to 

forget. It is immaterial whether the words are written 

to suit the m usic, or the music to suit the words . 

Perhaps the former is the better method. There is  

something in m usic which see m s  to convey a feeling 

such as poetry can o nly do with greater difficulty. In 

the case of the air of a song, the idea is i n  the notes, 

n ot in the words, and if a poet find the notes of any 

air ringing in his head, it is far from unlikely tha,t 

the next i n spiration which comes to him,  if it be at 

all congenial to the tune, will, wh ether consci()usly or 

unconsciously, take a form suitable to such a melody. 
There has never beel} a poet who has proved him

self so great a master of song as Burns. There is no 

literature i n  the world which can include such a sta.r 
in its firmament, except that of Scotland. If we look 
merely at number, it is hard to find a songster more 
fertile than Burns. But if we take the true test of 
quality, it is  impossible to find a song-writer cast in  
finer m ould. The poetical spirit of Scotland seems to 
have been peculiarly adapted for songs. The early 
balladists wrote songs : the lyrical predecessors of 
Burns wrote songs : his successors wrote songs : and 
the greatest of Scottish poets was a writer of songs. 
The result is that at the presen t  day we find all over 
Scotland a vast n umber of songs habitually sung by 
the people. Many of them seem to have been familiar 
from earliest childhood, and it is rarely that a Scots
man does not know the songs of Burns before he has 
heard or read of the poet himself. 

l.'here were two elements which assisted to raise 
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Burns  to the kingsh ip in the realm of song. lIe Itn the melodies of his country thoroughly : he was 
with them from his cradle, and they rang in his all through his life. Without exception every written by Burns was written for an earlier 
These ancient airs had been handed down from known generations. Their composers, i f  
they had, lay in  their forgotten graves all over country. Some of these airs may still be heard, forms slightly different from those which were used by Burns, in remote districts, set to words which il.l;'e not known outside a county or even outside two or

' 
three parishes. But the words have never been corn_ mitted to paper : and with these it will happen no doubt as happened before the days of Burns. Man,. of the airs he used may have been connected with words, but if so, the words must have been irrevocably lost. In m any others the words survived, but were. grossly indecent. If he had done nothing else, Burns, 
would have deserved the gratitude of his country for
rescuing the lovely airs of Scotland from that oblivion, 
into which the advent of a more refined age would 
assuredly have hurled them along with their immoral 
words. Burns endeavoured to save the melodies by
supplying better words. His rule was to " sowth " 
the tune over and over and over again, u ntil he as it 
were caught the words, and this is one of the reasons 
why his songs are so far above those of other wri ters. 
This is why later attempts by Scottish and English 
composers, especially the latter, to replace the tunes 
Burns knew by airs of their own invention have not 
been successful. When a great poet like Burns makes 
his verses to suit a particular air, and when both words 
�nd air are full of the spirit of the Scottish nation,. it 
is not to be expected that new airs by foreigners will 
answer any purpose except that of giving the composer 
a reputation for perversity of genius. 

But the Use of ancient melody, and the careful 
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eparation of his words, would not have sufficed un
P:ded to make Burns the High Chief of Scottish Song. 

�an n ahi11 and Lady Nairne employed the same process, 

d Produced beautiful poems, which have been very an 
opu lar : but no one would dream of putting Tannahill 

�r Lady Nairne in the same rank as Burns. H is 

i m mense superiority was the result of the harmonious 

melody of the poet's heart. It was in  his heart that 
he received all the treasuries of Scottish song, and it 
was from his heart that they were again sent forth 
purifi ed, ennobled and glorified, so m uch so that the 
nam es which were of old given to m any of the airs he  
used h a v e  disappeared, and the n ames which Burns 
gave his words h ave taken their place. And the 
quali ties which gave him the power thus to revolutionise 
the world of song were precisely those whose m aterial 
application ruined him as a man. His intensity of 
feeling, his warm heart, his passionate recklessness 
made him the poet of emotion, but unfortunately they 
destroyed his character, never at any time strong, until 
at last he wandered through the streets a physical 
wreck, a despondent and despairing prodigal, at whom 
boys would point while he was yet far away, exclaiming 
one to another : " Hech ! the drunkel1 gager ! " 

Some of his early songs prove his tremendous 
powers. One of the first to appear was one set to 
the familiar air of Corn Rigs. Allan Ramsay h ad 
previously written a song to the same air. Ramsay's 
poem has a great deal of the swing and life of Burns' 
adaptation, but a casual glance is sufficient to show 
the difference. Allan Ramsay's song comes as the 
finale to the Gentle Shepherd. Yet, though it  is asso
ciated with such a well-known play, and is by no m eans 
a second-rate poem, the song of t h e  bookseller in t h e  
Luckenbooths is  quite u nheard j the song of the Ayr
shire ploughman is as well known to-day as it ever 
was, and is a favourite air in Scotland.  The a n c ien t 
melody, which has from time immemorial been known 
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as " Auld Lang Syne," was used by Allan Ran1sa as well as by Burns, but Allan Ramsay's song is o� scured by the glorious poem of his Successor, sti l l  th e song sung at the end of any Scottish gathering whose power has so far penetrated into England tha: i t  is sung in a mutilated form ( in  a man ner more l i ke that of Fij i  than of Scotland) at the end of bacchanalian meet ings. 

Burns' poems deal w i th various subjects. A foreigner wh o had never read or heard of Burns m igh t, on hearing him called the nat ional  poet of England, th i n k  o f  him as another Ariosto, one who wrote o f  t h e  battle field and the joust, l ike another Scottish poet, S i r  WaI ter Scott. Scotland has spent most of  her t ime fighting for her l iberty or for her religion : and i t  might well be imagined that liberty and rel igion would be the natu ral themes of her poets . It is true we have a l it t le, but only a l ittle, war poetry in Scotland : and religious songs grow as plen tifully in the land of Dunbar and Burns as figs and cocoa-nuts. Burns deals with religion to a very slight extent, and regards ecclesiastic ism a fitting butt for his satire, while he has left only one war song-a song, however, fit to rank among his best, as it  is certainly one of his most stirring lyrics.  Set to the air which tradition says was the m arch of the Scots army as they moved onward to battle at Bannockburn, i t  burns with all the m artial spirit of the Highland Cathghairms and the Lowland battle songs.  The song is not well known i n  England, though the first few lines may be familiar, and it  is worth quotation as a specimen of Burns as a war poet :-
Scots wha h a e  w i '  WaI lace bled, 
Scots wham B ruce has aften led, 
Welcome to your gory bed, 

Or to victory. 
Now's the day a n ' n ow's the hou r  See the fron t  0 '  battle lower ; 
See approach proud Edward's power, Chains and slavery. 

Robed Bzt1,1ts. 

Wha wad be a traitor kna,ve ? 
Wha can fill a coward's grave ? 
Wha sae base as be a slave ? 

Let h i m  turn an' flee I 
But wha for Scotland's King an' law, 
Freedom's sword wi l l  strongly draw, 
Freeman stand or freeman fa' ,  

Let him follow me. 

By oppression's woes an' pains, 
By your sons in servile chai ns, 
We will d rain our dearest veins, 

But they shall be free. 
Lay the p roud usurpers low ! 
Tyran ts fall i ll every foe ! 
Liberty'S i n  every blow ! 

Let us dae or dee ! 

35 7  

But war was not Burns' SUbject. It i s  much to be 
regretted that he did not give us more in the spirit of 
" Scots wha hae," and less of his wearisome addresses 
to Clarindas and Chloes and other ladies with unnatural 
names. But, as it is, we are forced to be COlil.tent with 
this single gem. The keynote of most of his other 
songs is Love. This is the centre rOllnd which th.e 
greater part of Scottish song gravitates. Allan Ramsay 
and Ferguson were both love poets, and the former's 
finest work is a pastoral dealing with rustic courtship . 
It is Love which brings Burns up to h is highest level. 
It  will be noticed, no doubt, that he is least powerful 
When he is  endeavouring to write according to the 
notions of the day. His brief stay at Edinburgh, when 
he became the lion of a society-frigid, colourless, and 
Withal of extreme refinement-filled Burns with a desire 
to leave his native language, and write it;}. the turgid 
and hyper-classical style of the time. It is  then that 
We find him writing of Phoebus and Cynthia, of Chloris 
and Del ia, and dealing in the conventionalities of a 
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pedantic period. He was never at home with the E nglish language, and it was only for a comparatively short period that he relapsed into a foreign tongue, for such English was at that t ime. When he returns to h i s  own n ative " Lallan " Scots, it is then that he leaps to his high position :  he felt free and unshackJ ed, and he poured forth his n otes of love in the m elodious language of Scottish song. 

B urns' love is of a kind peculiar to himself. A French critic has said that it is n either deep nor lofty. Even if we grant this, we m ust admit that it is sincere. It is not the love of a philosopher : it is the love of a simple and unsophisticated m an, a love which runs over from the unadulterated fountains of the h eart. It is not, as i n  Horace's Carmen A moebeum, a love which he puts into the hearts of others. It is his  Own, and though like a poet he follows custom, and frequently makes his song as it were the voice of another, yet it is the feeling of his own heart which he crystallises in the songs. He seems to be indiscri min ate in his
' favours : but it will be seen that his finest, his  noblest, his truest productions are those in which he addresses Jean, the bonnie Jean who proved a m ost faithful wife through all her affl ictions ; or Highland Mary, the girl who, if any one could, would have preserved Burns from his  sins, but who was taken from him in the early days of their love. He does n ot prostrate himself with admiration and love like Propertius : nor does he go through the tortures of Heinrich H eine. He has a certain amount of dignity and reserve which keeps him from idolisation. It is true that he comes very near to this once or twice, especialiy in those wonderful poems which his admiration addressed to Mary, many years after h e  had lost her. " To Mary in Heavep. "  Was the earliest of these, but the finest he ever wrote under the inspiration of her n ame was that entitled " Highlan d Mary, " set to an air of wild and wailing beauty. 

Rober! Burns. 

Ye banks an' braes an' streams around 
The castle 0' Montgomery, 

Green be your woods, an' fai r  your flowers, 
Y our waters never d rumlie !  

There simmer first unfauld her robes, 
An' there the langest tarry ; 

For there I took t h e  last fareweel, 
0' my sweet Highland Mary. 

How sweetly bloomed the gay green birk. 
How rich the hawthorn's blossom � 

As underneath their fragrant shade, 
I clasped her to my bosom ! 

The golden hours on angel wings 
Flew o'er me an' my deari e ; 

For dear to me as light an' l ife 
Was my sweet Highland Mary. 

Wi' mony a vow an' locked embrace. 
Our parting was fu' tender ; 

An' pledging aft to meet again 
We tore oursels asunder. 

But 0 I fell  death's untimely frost 
That nipt my flower sae early ! 

Now green's the sod, an' cauld's the day 
That wraps my H ighland Mary. 

o pale, pale now those rosy lips, 
I aft hae kissed sae fondly ! 

An' closed for aye the sparklin' glance 
That dwelt on me sae kindly I 

An' mouldrin' now in silent dust 
The heart that lo'ed me dearly, 

But still within my bosom's core 
Shall live my H i ghland Mary. 

359  

The measures a n d  rhymes o f  this song are, t o  use 
his own words, ' rough an' raploch,' but the feeling is 
undeniable. The incident of Highland Mary is one of 
the most pathetic episodes in a life of care and melan
Choly. ;Burns and Bonnie Jean had committed a fatal 
error, and Jean an d her parents held aloof from the 
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poet, and would have n o  comm unica tion with him Broken-hearted at h is desertion, and sincerely repentan; of his s in, the poet resolved to leave the country for Jamaica, when just before the time he ought to have left, he met Highland Mary, and in her he found the loving heart and, the sympathetic spirit for what he longed, and arrangements were m ade for m arriage. Could this m arriage have taken place, Burns might h ave led a different life, but alas for him ! Ma ry returned to Can tyre, and there was seized with typhoid fever and died on the point of leaving for Ayrshire for her bridal. The poem quoted above was written si� years after her death, when the poet was already be. ginning to feel his own end approaching. In a little more than three years after he wrote this poem Burns was h imself below the green sod and the cauld clay. But Burns was not content with singing his own l ove. Some of the most perfect love-songs in any language were written by him and put into the mouth of others. This, of course, is a conventionality of lyric poetry, and will deceive no one. He addresses many different women, but if we bear this in m ind, we will not accuse h i m  of inconstancy or of duplicity. Such faults were alien to his nature : he was incapable of falling into them . In the song of " Highland Mary," or in the lovely lyric in which he addresses himself to his Jean, the well-know n poem beginning " 0' a' the airts the wind can blaw," we find him speaking for himself. But i n  such a poem as " Ye banks and braes," justly reckoned among h is best efforts, h e  speaks for another, and yet not only for another but for himself, for he 

wrote it in 1 7 87,  scarcely a year after h is desertion by Jean Armour : � 

Ye banks an' braes 0' bonny Doon, 
How can ye blume sae fresh an' fair. 

How can ye chant, ye little birds, 
An' I Sae weary fu' 0' care ( 

Robert Burns. 

Thou'lt break my heart, thou warbl i n' bird 
That wantons thro' the {low'rin thorn : 

Ye mind me 0' departed j oys
Departed-never to return. 

Aft hae I rov'd by bonny Doon 
To see the rose an' woodbine twine ; 

An' ilka bird sang 0' its luve, 
An' fondly sae did I 0' mine. 

"Vi'  lichtsome heart I pu'd a rose, 
Fu' sweet upon its thorny tree ; 

An' my fause luver stole the rose, 
But ah ! he left the thorn wi' me. 
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Let us t ake another example. In 1 7 88, while his 
proposed em igration was yet fresh in the poet' s mind, 
he ch anced to be at Leith, and saw a young officer take 
leave of his  sweetheart before going abroad to service. 
The result was the following son g : -

Gae bring t o  m e  a pint 0' wine 
An' fill it in a siller tassie ; 

That I may drink, afore I gang, 
A service to my bonnie lassie. 

The boat rocks at the pier 0' Leith, 
An' loud the wind blaws frae the fury ; 

The ship rides by the Berwick Law, 
An' I maun leave my bonnie' Mary. 

The trumpets sound, the banners fly, 
The glitt'rin spears are ranked ready ; 

The shouts 0' war are heard afar. 
The battle closes thick an' bloody. 

But it's no the roar 0' sea or shore 
vVad mak me langer wish to tarry ; 

Nor shout 0' war that's heard afar, 
It's leavin' thee, my bonnie Mary. 

But it is not merely the love of youth to which Burns 
confine.s himself. He has sympathy with other phases 
of mutual affection. It is unnecessary to do more than 
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m ention the Song of " John Anderson, My Jo." Sounds like a death-knell compared to his Songs of 
young love, and in  feelings it recalls Lady N airne's 
famous song, " The Land 0' the Lea!." The pathos is 
not quite so deep, and the poem is written in a lighter 
vein. But there is in  both the same note of happiness 
and content, the same pleasant  recollection of days 
gone by, the same calm confidence for the future : _  

Now we maun totter doon, John, But hand-in-han d we'l l  go, An' we'll sleep thegither at the foot, John Allderson, my J o. 
In Lady Nairne's song, the scene  is not a fireside, but a death-bed ; but the sentiment  is the same :_ 

Now fare ye wee!, my ain Jean, This warId's care is  vain, Jean, We' ll meet an' aye be fai n  
I n  the land 0' the lea! . 

But Burns does not dwell entirely on love, nor he is continually melancholy. His early pooms are full of health and life and laughter, and up to the very end his disposition was naturally cheerful. Though the accumulating burdens of his sorrow weighed him down,. u ntil he sometimes felt as if there were no more pleasure in life, and he could scarcely write anything which did not seem like a dirge, yet his natural buoyancy preserved in him a good deal of his early gaiety, and here and there we come across a note of genuine happiness. Many of his most vigorous pieces are patriotic, but. the greater portion of those songs which can justly be called lively are bacchan alian. His Beggar's Opera is coarse and in m any places disgusting, but it is all alive with action ;  and as we read, we seem to see and hear the group of tinkers round the fire in the public-house. One of his m ost famous drinking songs was written a very short time before his death : _  

Robed Burns. 

Oh I Willie brew'd a peck 0' maut, 
An'  Rab an' Allan cam' to pree ; 
Three merrier souls that lee-lan g nicht 
Ye wadna hae found in Christendee. 
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O h ! we are n a  fou, we're nae that fou, 
But just a drappie in  our ee ; 

The cock may craw, the day may daw, 
B ut aye we'll - taste the barley bree. 

H ere are we met, three jolly boys, 
Th ree joJly boys, I trow are we ; 
An' mony a nicht we've merry been, 
An' mony may we hope to be. 

lt  is  the moon, I ken her horn, 
That's blinkin' in the l ift sae hie ; 
She shines sae bright to wyle us hame, 
But by my sooth, she'll  wait a wee. 

Wha first shall rise to gan g awa', 
A cuckold coward loon is he ; 
Wha last beside h i s  chair shall fa', 
H e  is the king among us three. 

Burns cared little for politics. Here and there we 
find election ballads, but he devoted none of his 
attentions to the rival parties. He was, however, a 

socialist, n ot in the sense in 'which the word is some
t imes used, when it recalls dynamite and infernal 
m achines. He recognised no distinction of caste. H is 
only aristocracy was that of head and heart. He was 
rather severe on the higher classes, and he . was too 
fond of thinking of peers as ' struttin'  birkies,' but we 
must remember that, though he was acknowledged to 
be the greatest genil,ls of his country by all classes i n  
Scotland, he  was universally neglected, and allowed t o  
live a s  a '  gager ' or exciseman in  a position where he  
found it very difficult to  make ends meet. He was not 
the man to complain, but he sometimes felt  bitter, and 
it was _ for this reason that he pas!ied such severe 
strictures on the higher classes. His sturdy inde
pendence made h i m  incline to the socialistic ideas. He 
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was no place-hunting politician, who endeavoured make himself a name and position by con tin preaching of the nobility of the sons of toil, and taki as motto-

Up wi' my p](!)Ughman-Iad, 
An' h ey, my merry ploughman, 

but he did believe and that strongly in the dignity of l abour, when accompanied by nobil ity of chara cter :_ 
Is there for h onest poverty, 

Wha hangs his head an' a' that, The coward slave we pass him by, An' daur be puir for a' that. 
For a' that an' a' that 

Our toils obscure an' a' that, 
The rank is but the guinea sta mp, 

The man's the gowd for a' that. 
What though on hamely fare we dine, Wear h oddingrey an' a' that ; Gie fools their s ilks an' knaves their wine, A man's a man for a' that. 

For a' that an a' that, 
Th eir tinsel show an' a' that ; Th e honest man, though e'er sae puir, Is king .. o' men for a' that. 

� • � 'if. 

Then let us pray that Come it may, As come it will for a' that, 
That sense an' worth, o'er a' the earth,  May bear the gree an' a' that. 

� 

For a' that an' a' that, 
It's comin, yet for a' that ; 

That man to man the warld o'er, Shall bri lhers be for a' that. 
Burns is one of the heroes of Scotlan d.  Was a hero, so was Bruce, but it is doubtful 

Wallace 
whether 

Robed Bttrns. 365 

1 Y have done so much as Burns.  Thousands of piL 

t ��m s go year by year to Mossgiel and Ellisland an d 

�u m fries , who h ave never visited Ellerslie or seen the 

field of Bannockburn. Burns was more than the poet 

of Scotl and : he was her preserver. Four hundred 

years before, Wall ace and Bruce had stem med the tide 

of En glish aggression. It was a m ore insidious foe 

that Burns had to conquer. In his time, as the result 

of the Union of the Parliaments, Scotland was in 

dan ger of disappearin g as a separate nationality, 

Scottish grandees flocked to London and n ot to Edin

burgh, and when they returned they helped to spread 

an En glish infl uence. Burns arose in time to ward off 

this impending m isfortune. He showed Scotland what 

power there was even in that language which was 

fall ing rapidly into disuse . It was for Scotland th at 

h e  wrote, as he explains i n  one of his poem s. The 

tradit ional enm ity of the two countries and their 

difference i n  religion h ave kept them separate, but we 
m ust reckon Burns as one of the influences which have 

assisted,  and assisted to a greater extent than m ight be 

im agined, to preserve intact the nationality of Scotland, 

a n d  to prevent that absorption by England, which 

would be fatal alike to both countries, 

A. J. C. 
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FELIX OPPORTUNITATE MORTIS. 
Oc/ober, 1 896. 

VITAE inter sanctos flectenti genua Iabores Nuntia vox pacis nuntia mortis erat. Iamque ubi tanta quies altique silentia templi Marmoreos vultus area nota tegit. Si m odo vixisses-at cui plenissima vitae Sors fuit in terris plenior illa-mori ! 

C. STANWELL. 

Kneeling in hallowed life-work's hour of rest, Death's message reached thee in the words that blest :  Mid the high fane's deep rest and stillness now, The oft-trodden pavement hides that marble brow. Hadst thou but lived . . . .  yet life with every breath So full, might find its fulness but in death. 

C. STANWELL. 

AND I WILL MAKE THE WINDS MY 
MESSENGERS. 

WILD winds of earth that follow 
The rolling round of earth : 

Far over hill and hollow, 
Thro' sorrow and thro' mirth. 

My love's in the loathed city 
So dear for her dear sake : 

And 0 ye winds of pity ! 
There tidings to her take. 

Tell her my heart is lon ely, 
Here by the summer sea, 

Tell her I love her only ; 
And ask if she loves me. 

And kiss her lips with passion : 
Look in her eyes so true : 

And take, in tender fashion, 
Her hand, and kiss it too. 

And all ye winds that borrow 
Your power from heaven above : 

Sigh not to her of sorrow, 
But whisper low of love. 

And ye, her message bringing, 
Come back, when night is nigh, 

With sound of sweet bells ringing, 
Or sadness of a sigh. 

C. E. B. 
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THE JAR. 

I. 

THE priceless wine is poured into the jar, Another work of God to m ake or mar ; While angels sing an oft repeated hymn, Their tearless eyes unc10uded now are dim. HA new created man, 
What wills he ? much he can, Bless, God, thy creature frail, Spirit of God, all hail ! all hail J " 

Upon the jar God placed His flawless seal, Graved with a mystic sign m ost d readly real ; No m ortal hand may break the God-placed sign " Till I recall thee, linger, spirit, mine." 

II. 
Behold the seal unbroke, the frail jar reft To right and left ; but little wine is left. G od bids the jar be brought, the angels brin g, Another oft-repeated hymn they sing. " But yesterday a man 

What did he ? much he can . Spare, God, thy creature frail, Spirit of man, all hail ! all hail ! "  

H .  L. P. 

QD IJ i t  u a r )1. 

REV CANON THOMAS FIELD B . D .  

W e  announce w i t h  regret t h e  death o f  t h e  Rev Thoma!l 

Field,  formerly Fel low of the College, which took place at 

D i g by Rectory, near Brigg, Lincolnsh ire on the 1 5 th August 

last. 
]\ I r  Field was son of the Rev John Fiel d (B.A. St John's 

1 8 1 1 ) , by his marriage with Louisa Bousquet. H e  was born 

3 l\Iarch 1 8 2 Z  at Wootten H ill Hall ,  in the parish of Harding
stone, Northamptonshire, where his father was then curate . 
l\Ir  Field senior w'as afterwards Rector of Brayb rooke, N or th 
am ptonshire and d i ed in 1 8 6 7 '  Mrs Field died when her 
children were very young, and Canon Field with his b rothers 
and s i sters were brough t  u p  by their grand moth er, M rs 
Dousquet. H i s  eldest brother, John, entered the Navy ; the 
youngest, George Field, entered the Army and died i n  1 8 89  
a retired Major General R .A. The second brother succeeded 
his father as Rector of  Braybrooke. 

l\Ir Thomas Field went for a short time to a small school at 
Northampton, where he was a contem porary of the late E. A. 
Freeman, the h istorian. From thence he went to Oakham 
School, where he remained from 1 8 3 3  to 1 840 under Doctor 
Doncaster. Among his  contemporaries at Oakham were the 
late Bishop Allay, General Atlay, Dr El l icott the present Bishop 
of Gloucester and Br istol ,  D r  Percival FfOst and the late Arch
deacon Cheetham of Rochester. As a s i gn ificant feature of the 
t ime, Canon Field used to relate that in his first week at 
Oakham School the whole of the boys were taken to see an 
executi on o n  the top of Oakham Gaol. He entered St J ohn' s 
i n  1 840, was electecl Bell  Sch olar of the Un iversity in 1 84 1  and 
was adm itted a Foundation Scholar o f  the College 9 November 
1 84 1 .  Having previ ousl y  passed the Mathematical Tripos, as 
the rule then was, he was fi fth i n  the Classical Tripos of 1 844. 
He was admitted Fellow of the College in March 1 847' H e  
held the following offices, which at  that time were g iven to the 
J unior Fellows in turn for one year : Lector Malulinus 1 848; 
SIIOleclor 1 849, Ex.I1'llinalor 1 8 5 1  ; and he was Leclor from 1 2 54 
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wh ere, after servin g  the usual junior offices, h e  was aPPOinted 
Hou�e Surgeon i n  1 88 7 .  He held at Guy's also the office of 
R esiden t  Obstetric Assistant, and obtained the Gold Medal in 
Surgery, and the Mackenzie-Bacon Prize i n  Nervous Disease 
and Insanity. He g raduated M.A.,  M.B., B. C. i n  r 8 88, and at 
the time of his death was engaged on the preparation of h is 
thesis  for the degree of M.D. Shortly after l eaving Guy's 
HOsp i tal, he entered into partnersh ip with Dr E. Duke, of St. 
Leonard's. Endowed with winning manners and possessed of a 
sound and extensive knowledge of h i s  profession, he had 
a l ready achieved considerable success i n  practice, and greater 
Success in the future seemed assu red. He suffered a severe 
attack of influenza about two years ago, and since then had n ot 
been i n  robust heal th. Early i n  August h e  took a short holiday 
and wen t to H anogate, where 011 a:previons occasion he had 
deri ved benefit from the waters. But on this occasion his health rapi d ly deteriorated. He returned to London and consnlted Dr Goodhart, who took a very serious view of his condition, and 

advised his rem oval to Guy's Hospital, where h e  died i n  Bright's Ward on August 2 3 rd. The cause of death was acute anoomia_ He was buried at Woking Cemetery on Angust 2 6th . He leaves. a widow and one son . 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editors of " The Eagle." 

" The p roposed Memorial to the late John Haviland 
Dashwood Goldie, L.M. B.C. ,  stroke of  the Cambridge 
U n i versity Boat ' 69,  '70, ' 7 1 ,  and ' 7 2 ." 

DEAR SIRS, 
I t  h as been suggested by a Lecturer and former Fellow 

of St.  J ohn's College, st i l l  resident and well known both in t h e  
Un iversity a n d  Town of Cambridge, that I should wr i te a letter 
on the above subject t o  your periodical. I should not have 
presumed to ask the favour of an i n sertion in  your next issue of 
anything from myself had it not b een suggested to me i n  
such a quarter. I deprecated writing to a University publ ication 
on the ground that I am qu ite unknown in College ci rcles, and 
that the reverend gentleman i s  himself far better qualified to 
write such a letter. He expressed his  intention of  not doing so j 
and was again good enough to wish me to write to you on the 
matter. This, gentlemen, i s  my apology for venturing to ask 
your ki nd insertion of these hurried l i nes.  About a fortnight 
ago I wrote to Bish op Selwyn, asking if anytb i n g  had been done 
about the m emori al to Goldie,  which his  old College had con
sented to accept, at Dr Porter' s (Peterbouse) i nstance, so long 
ago as M ay. In his letter to me (under date 1 9  M ay r 896) 
Dr Porter states that be had commu nicated with the Master a n d  
Fellows o f  S t .  J o h n ' s  Col lege, " wh o  h a d  i n formed me that t h e  
Counci l  would welcome th e gift of a stained glass window i n  
t he Chapel, or  a n te-chapel, as a memorial of the late M r  
Goldie." Dr  Porter added that he was " e ndeavouring to form 
a Committee, of which the Right Reverend Bishop Selwyn bas 
consented to act as Chairman," and tbat he boped . •  very shortly 
to i ssue an appeal for subscri ptions." At the  end of his letter 
the Master of  Peterhouse said : " I  believe that the cost of 
a stai ned glass window wil l  be about £ 3 5 0, a S:lITI w h i ch there 
ough t  to be 110 difficulty £11 razsz'1t.g." (The i talics are mine.) 

'Well,  gentlemen, i t  seems that there has been a very great 
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difficulty in even raising a much smaller sum than t hat, and I 
thin k that we old Johnians (an d  I, for on e, am thankful for III sometime unworthy membership of such a College), I thin� that we should accept the position hin ted at i n  t he cJ osin words of Bish op Selwyn's letter to me, under date ' 7t h  Ult. :! " Surely, if that [z".e., a win dow i n  St. Joh n 's Chapel] is taken ill 

hand h is J o h n ian friends ough t  to commence it." I sent the Bishop's lette r  o n  to a close frien d  (and brother officer of the L.M. B . C .) of Goldie's-a clergyman i n  H erts_ whom I also knew sligh tly, and who has been in comm un ication with the Lectu rer and Fel l ow of St. Joh n's Col lege m entioned at the begi n n i ng of t h is letter, and h e  doesn't  take a very h opeful view of t h e  outlook, and, speaking for myself, I think a " brass " in t h e  Chapel would be u nworthy alike of dear old Goldie's memo ry and of lhe " Old John ians " who loved and h on o u red him in h i s  l ifetime. I trust I am breaking no Confi_ dence when I add that t h e  gentleman wh o suggested that I should write to The Eagle said, o n ly yesterday, that h e  woul d  give £ 5  " if a wZlzdow could be put in,  but 1Z01 for a brass "_ and I rejoiced to read the words, and heartz'1y endorse them. An old schoolfel l ow of mine, and a contemporary, with me, of Goldie, spoke propno molu of a " national memorial " to him, and said, " What a hero Goldie was i n  Our day I " One who rowed 7, I believe, i n  t h e  memorable race of 1 87 9, Our fi rst win after n in e  Successi ve d e feats, had a letter i n  the Cambridge ChronzCle of 8 May, i n  wh ich h e  sai d that " the victory of 6 April 1 87 0  was the first of h i s  ( Goldie's) great ach ievements, a n d  al ready it is uncertain h ow many of that famOlls crew survive ; but of these we are s u re n ot one would like to m iss the chan ce of doin g  hon our to his memo ry by SOme memorial,  jf  such could be set o n  foot, and a sensible sch eme adopted. There must be rowi ug men zn hundreds who would con tribute a small sum, KTA." 
Thes e  words, sirs, were written by o n e  of " that famous crew," afterwards a missionary, like Bishop Selwyn, and now t h e  Rector of a village about ten o r  twe l ve mijes out of Cambridge. 

I f  only your influential Journal wo u l d  use its power, and slir up old an d, if  it may be so, present J ohn ians, to ., a long pul l, a strong p u l l ,  and a pul l altogeth e r, "  th e p roposed memorial to Our famous stroke would SOOn becom e  un fail accolllplz'. May I 

C 01'1' esfo1Zden cc. 3 7 9  

. t ad d that letters fro m  m e  o n  this subject appeared i n  the 
J��!IIbridge ChrOllicle of 24 April, 1 8  and 1 5  May in t h e  present 

r Doubtless back numbers of thl! paper are easily obtain
yea .  
able. an d  t he first of t h e  brief series should appeal with some 

force ( 1  venture to think) to all J ohnians.  

The Editor supported the proposal in a splendid way from 

the fi rst in h i s  weekly " notes," and all seemed goi ng on well.  

The scheme isn't  dead I feel  convinced. May the Eagle 

(emblem of what is l o fty and soaring) revive it, and raise i t  

h i gher a n d  h igher. The memory o f  Goldie-in t h e  dear old 

clays of yore-will  b e  a deathless one in my case. If I idealized 

him, so much the better, if the fol lowing words be true :- ' 
" 0  sweet illuszon of t h e  brain ! 

o sudden thri l l s  of fire and frost ; 
The world is bright while ye remain ; "  

But DARK and DEAD when ye are LOST. 

I am, dear Sirs, 

Yours very gratefully, 

H ENRY COLLIER, 
(Assistant-Curate of St. Peter's, 

Worcester.) 

1 0, GreenhilI, London-road, Worcester. 
1 December, 1 896.  
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DR BUTLER OF SHREWSBURY SCHOOL. 

[BlIOGRAPHIE:S occupy a considerab1e place 
in modern English literature: not, it may 

. � be, because we respect distinction and merit 
more than did our fathers, but rather as a 

result of the cheapness of modern printing and the 
shrinkage of the biographical element in modern 
Histories. Those, however, whose best services have 
been rendered in the cause of education have not' 
usually found much recognition at the hands uf pro� 
fessed historians: and a life of a great schoolmaster is 
thus likely to tell its readers much that 'would never 
have found its way into books treating generally of 
public affairs. When such a life is left to unfold itself 
in a series of interesting documents, when comment is 
almost wholly confined to supplying details explanatory 
of the references in the documents, we are in a favour
able position for judging the character of the man. 
And this is the position in which Mr Samuel Butler 
places the readers of his' Lije and Letters of Dr Samuel 
Butler, Head-master of Sltrewsbury School 1798-183° 
and afterwards Bz'shoj of Ltchfield, X1Z so far as they 
xl/ustrate tile sclzolastic religious and sociallije of Eng/ana' 
1790-184°.' 

v�. xa. KKK 
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I suspect that the strictly family letters of the Butler! were equally edifying, and to the credit of all concerned. But the limitation of scope is right, and the judgm ent and delicacy shewn by Samuel the grandson are a part of his family heritage. 
For the letters and papers of Dr Butler himself are stamped with these two characteristics from first to last. Judgment, I say ; for it is a marvel to watch him, ever prompt firm daring and candid, yet avoiding pitfalls and snares with unfailing dexterity and nerve. Delicacy, not less; for the tone and temper in which disapproval or even severe censure are conveyed-and of such necessities he had no lack-are, I think, something near perfection .  His kind-heartedness, his breadth of mind, his industry, patience, learning, fairness, courtesy and so forth are best gathered from what others wrote to him, though they stand out clearly in his own letters to and for others. It is no easy matter for an acade� mically-trained person, who mostly reads to question, to entertain a solid belief that so well-built a character ever existed. But the evidence convinces me that he did. 

Samuel Butler, born at Renilworth on 30 Jan. 1774, came of a good yeoman family. He ,vas at Rugby School from 1783 to 1791 under Dr James, the Headmaster, who (as Mr Butler shews) first rai-sed that school to greatness. In 179 I he was just about to be admitted of Christ Church, Oxford, when by the intervention of Dr Parr he was transferred to St John's College, Cambridge. After gaining a Craven Scholarship and several University Prizes, he graduated as 
fourth Senior· Optime in 1796, and was also First Chancellor's Classical Medallist. His College elected him a Platt Fellow in 1797. After a short period. of Private Tuition and other uncertainties, the vacancy of the Shrewsbury Headmastership, then in the gift of St John's, occurred, and Butler was appointed to 

what was at the time a by no means valuable piece of 
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referment. Here I will leave Mr Butler's book for a 

�vhi1e and briefly consider the state of things awaiting 

the new Head-master in the capital of the Welsh 

Border. 
Favoured by the many advantages of its position� 

Shrewsbury had been an important townl(o for several 

centuries. In early and troubled times it had been a 

leading place of arms for the command of the Welsh 

l\Iarches. Once order was established it became a 

centre of trade, particularly in wool ; and of the Welsh 

wool trade it at last secured a practical monopoly. 

In it there grew up a number of trade-gilds, active and 

powerful, keen and jealous of privilege; round these 

the corporate life of the town gathered ; and, in spite 

of their decay, which began in the seventeenth century, 

they kept up a sort of existence till the Municipal 
Corporations Act of 1 835. The ancient Gild-procession 

and yearly festival known as 'Shrewsbury Show' was 
only abolished about fifteen years ago, and I regularly 
saw the procession pass year by year in my own schoo� 
days. 

Shrewsbury, like several other provincial towns, had 
been in its day a social centre of importance. The 
gentry of the counties round kept up town - mansions 
in which they lived for a part of the year. Some of 
these houses are standing yet. Local celebrity was al1 
object of ambition, and local feeling intense beyond the 
experience of our day. 

The School was a cherished institutiont in which 
Town and County alike took pride. Most of the leading 
citizens of Shrewsbury and many of the gentry of 
Shropshire and the adjoining counties of England and 
Wales had been educated in it. The sons of Burgesses 

* See F. A. Hibbert, Cambridge Historical Essays, No V., on the town 
and its gilds. 

t See A H£story of Shrewsbury School from the Blakeway MSS and matt)! 
otlur sOl/rees. Adnitt & Naunton, Shrewsbury, 1889. 
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of the town had their education free. The Head': masters since the days of Elizabeth had almost without exception been local men, born either in Shropshire Or close to its borders. St John's College, Cambridge, hac! 
the right of nominating, but a preference of local men was clearly* enjoined. 

By about 1790 an important serifs of changes had 
silently modified the details of this picture. The town 
was affected by the operation of social and economic 
changes. The workman and his master were sundered: 
the gilds had become capitalist clubs. Burgess rights 
were confined to the smaller an d wealthier part of the 
townsfolk, and the place was clearly a hotbed of narrow 
and jealous cliques. The imperial wars and wide com-' 
binations of the eighteenth century had aroused the 
country gentry an d widened their m ental horizon. 
They were already beginning to look to London and 
through London to a larger world. We must not forget 
that Give was a Shropshire man, and that a monument 
to ROdney was placed on the Breidden Hills. Mean
while the School was fallen into decay. James Atcherley 
(of a good old Shropshire name) had been Head-master 
for twenty years. Pupils ceased to com e ;  and Atcherley 
and his colleagues, whether addicted to liquor or not, 
prolonged from year to yeart the scene of endowed and 
established inefficiency. This had to be ended'. Some 
of the best citizens and gentry combined in a movement 
for reform, and their efforts at length issued in the ' Act 
for the better government and Regulation of the Free 
Grammar School of King Edward the Sixth at Shrews
bury,' which became law in 1 798. 

This act created a new body of Trustees or Gover
nors, who were leading local men. The appointment 
of the three Foundation Masters was definitely assigned 

* Bailiff's Qrdinances, No 7, page 48 of the work just cited, 
t In the Preface to the work just cited it is said that all school records 

e.al'lier tban 1798 were lost. But Dr Calvert the School Bailiff i n forms me 
that many interesting documents have been found since 1889 by a Committee 
IIppointed to examine and rean:ange the Borough R.ecords.. 
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St John's ; and a cause of much bickering, which 
to , I . . 6 d 
had led to senous awsUlts 1ll I 35 an 1 722, was 

thereby brought to an end. The College appointed 

:r,fr Samuel Butler, who was warmly welcomed with 

an impressive ceremony at his installation on the 1 st 

October 1798. 

The reception was no doubt pleasing to a young 

scholar not 25 years of age ; and we can hardly suppose 

that at the moment he was at all able to gauge the 

troubles that awaited him . In the county a gentry 

taught by the long spectacle of df'cline to look askance 

on the local school of their forefathers ; in the town, 

burgesses trained in the narrow and jealous selfishness 

fostered by the industrial movements of the age : in the 

School itself, decay and neglect, the lack of suitable 

appliances and respectable tradition ; a mere handful of 

pupils remaining, and these almost certainly corrupted 

by the want of instruction and discipline ;  , and an 

income, attached to the joint offices of Head-master 

and Catechist, which by recent increase amounted to 

£ 120 a year, with a house. He had to reestablish 

discipline and revive learning ; to overcome  the op

position of ignorant parents to the necessary severity 

of a School reformer ; to m ake wiser parents trust and 

support him : to fill an important position in the 

Church : and to improve the education of local boys 

while he m ade his own fortune out of boarders, if  

boarders could be induced to come. To state, even in 

this brief sketch, the position to be faced in  1798 is 

in m y  opinion absolutely necessary for m y  purpose, 

the appreciation of Dr Butler's work. And frum the 

pages of his grandson this topic is, I m ay say, ex:: 

eluded . The book is not a ful l  biography, but an 

arrangement of select evidence. 

The young Head-master-the intruder from the 

Midlands, some no doubt thought him-bent to his task, 

and before his resignation in 1836 he had done it all. 

The voices of local disaffection were hushed, and his 
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influence in Shrewsbury was supreme. To place public business in the management of Dr Butler Wa for years recognised as the surest way of getting i� well done. A school which had ceased to COunt for anything was well established as the most successful school of the day, and he left it at the height of its academic glories. Discipline had survived two* out� breaks, and was well maintained according to tha views and methods of the time. The number of boarders was large, and accommodation for them had been provided as numbers grew. The Head-maste� had spent money freely and had reaped his reward, for he retired with a considerable fortune, which enabled him to accept an ill-paid bishopric. 
But he had done much besides. He had stirred up the schools of England, and was consulted by Headmasters and others in all parts of the country. He gave an impetus to Philological studies, and did more for Classical teaching in England than any other man of his day. He was a leader in two great academic 

causes, the granting of Honours at Cambridge in 
subjects othert than Mathematics, and the admissio� 
of Dissenters to the Universities. The latter object 
was not achieved till after his death, but he was on� 
of its most earnest champions: while he wanted to 
include Unitarians, many of his allies were for"exclud
ing them. He was the first to provide decent Atlases 
and books of Geography for school use : these held 
their ground for many years, and I am not sure that 
the ' Ancient Geography' is superseded yet. Besides 
his connexiont with the local clergy, he was from 1821 

• The riots of 1818 and the 'beef Row' of 18:\9. t The first Classical Tripos was in 1824. The papers seem to have givelJ. much dissatisfaction. See Vol I p. 263. letter of Rev S. Tillbrook. t In 1801 he was appointed to the Chapelry of Berwick, near Shrewsbury, in 1802 to the living of Kenilworth. But he rather lost money than gained 
it by these preferments. From 1807 to 1836 he was a Prebendary of Lich. 
field with £60 a year. 
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8.6 Archdeacon of Derby, in which poor and 
to I .) . . 

roUS office he was exposed to constant drfficu1tles 
one 

d 1 b . 11' H' V" cl annoyances an a onous trave mg. IS ISI-
a

t
n tions were performed with diligence, and robbed 
a . 

him of much of the hol iday time that he loved to spend 

in fishing and sailing �t some country tetreat or by 

the sea. Yet he found time to make several long tours· 

abroad in France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and 

elsewhere ; and this before the days of railways. At 
home, the intricate negotiations connected with the 

improvement of the North approacht to Shrewsbury-a 
really difficult and very necessary matter-were left to 
Dr Butler, who carried the scheme through, and 
managed at the same time to effect the closing of the 
public lane that ran right through the School precincts. 
The great School 1awsui.t, which had gone on with 
intervals ever since the time of J ames I, was at last 
handed over to his care and settled in favour of the 
School in the year 1825. 

One is tempted to think that something must have 
been neglected somewhere. I can only say that I 
have not been able to detect the flaw, if it existed. 
He took the Sixth and Fifth forms himself, and with 
results surpassed by no other teacher anywhere. It 
was not the teaching that suffered. Nor was it his 
correspondence, for in this department he was nothing 
less than a first-rate model. His habit was to make 
a rough draft of every letter of importance, considering 
and reconsidering every paragraph and clause from 
the point of view of the person addressed. Every letter 
Was designed to advance matters at least a step ; if 
Possible, to settle the question in hand. No dubious 
flourishes, no insincere affectation of humility, n� 
arrogant challenge, n'O dising-enuous quibbling-and 
indeed nothing that could be mistaken for these-were 
by him committed to the Post. A number of the 

* In 1816 he visited the field of Waterloo. t Castle Gates. 
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drafts, corrections, additions, and erasions are to be found here and there in his grandson's book, and 
are of the greatest interest, and it 
that has retained them. 

Yet he must many a time have sighed as he sat down to answer some of the rubbish addressed to him by parents. The better ones were conscious of his services. But he too often came across a character familiar to all who bear an educational charge, th� foolish and self-satisfied parent who, having sinned 
in transmitting his own qualities to another generation, ,afflicts all persons to whom he entrusts his offspring; anq this till such time as his offspring are of age seriously to afflict himself. To such people Dr Butler was kind 
fl,nd conciliatory but plain and inexorably firm. He points out that he has a duty to other parents and 
other sons : he does his best for the good of all : if a 
parent is not satisfied, there are other schools to choose 
from. And the early adoption of this firm and manly 
tone was amply rewarded by the continued triumphs of 
his later years . 

He had many correspondents on matters connected 
with school life, such men as Henry Drury of Harrow, 
and Longley (afterwards Archbishop), who succeeded 
pr George Butler as Head of that school. Another 
was James Tate, Head of Richmond school in York� 
shire, one of the best scholars and most successful 
masters of his time : also Keate of Eton, and others. 
Among the scholars of the period I must first mention 
the once celebrated Dr Samuel Parr, his old and steady 
friend ; Elmsley, MaItby, Burney, and Monk ; Blomfield, 
who reviewed Butler's Aeschylus unfairly in his younger 
days, and lived to regret it ; Baron Merian, a Swiss 
by birth, who interwove Comparative Philology with 
the long experiences of a varied diplomatic career ; 
f-ucien Bonaparte, whom for a time he greatly admired; 
!-ord Spencer, the collector of the Althorp Library, and 
man� more. People consulted him on bibliography, 
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he was a great authority on the work of the Aldine 

{o:ss, and left a superb collection of Aldines behind 

Fb �n' on Greek inscriptions, which he handled with a 
il . 

skill then very rare; on coins, Roman and English ; 

and many other topics. A Presbyterian Minister asks 

help in framing a Latin inscription for a tablet in 

memory of his predecessor: several careful and sym· 

pathetic  letters place all Butler's resources at the 

l\Iinister's service, and save the Presbyterian from 

describing the late Minister as  a Bishop. And in like 

manner, among all his manifold occupations, he wrote 

his best to all men, ever sticking to his point in a. 

simple and effective style. 
Besilles these calls on his power of letter-writing, 

he had for his last fifteen years at Shrewsbury a 

further burden, his correspondence as Archdeacon. 

This was no easy task. The long slumber of the 

eighteenth century was broken, and good men"" of all 

shades of opinion were striving to remedy the evils 

of the past neglect : not always in harmonious co� 

operation, it is true, and not seldom with less discretion 

than zeal. The Oxford Movement was beginning, and 

the Evangelical School had for some time been strong 

in numbers and activity. We find therefore letters of 

two distinct kinds, those on matters of detail-queer 

details at times-which belonged to the routine functions 

of the Archdeacon, and those more peculiar to the 

period, illustrating the contem porary friction between 

various schools of thought. To the former belong letters 

on questions of repairs fittings and heating of churches, 

singing in church, the behaviour of a parish choir 

acting as 'Waits' at Christmas tide, regulation of 

Churchyards and rights of burial, church bells, village 
schools, parish quarrels, and (on one occasion) con
cerning the rumoured visit of Vicar and Churchwardens 

* Such as his frequent correspondent the Rev W, F. I-look, afterwards 
Dean. 

VOL. XIX. LLL 
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to a cattle fair for the purpose of choosing out a 
to be baited for the amusp.ment of their parishioners 
the Peak. These letters throw much light on viII 
life in the days when they were written. The 
class are especially interesting to anyone studying 
history of movements of opinion in the Church 
England : and many a reader may find hasty or deriva. tive preconceptions modified by their perusal. One! 
trouble was caused by the formation of a 'Clerical 
Society,' which some of the younger men wanted tOl 
have practically under their control and to Use in. 
furtherance of the designs of the Evangelical Party. Su-en, at least, is the light in which the matter appears 
as gathered from the letters printed: but we do not 
hear much on the Evangelical side. Now the Arch
deacon was certainly not an Evangelical. At the same 
time, he was anxious to encourage zeal and devotion t� 
the work of the Church. He had therefore a very 
d.ifficult part to play, and the i.nference from the printed 
letters is that he played it extremely well. 

One of the documents relating to the work of the 
Archdeaconry is so remarkable that it deserves par
ticular notiee. It is a Charge, delivered in r826, on the 
education of the Poorer Classes. He speaks of the 
much wider diffusion of the arts of reading and writing 
as compared with fifty years before. The first of these 
attainments is now, he says, the rule, though it used to 
be a rare exception. How far beyond this is it wise to 
go? The Archdeacon has doubts. We live' in an age 
of all others the most experimenta.l,' a1so 'in a time 
unexampled for morbid sensibility: This is the effect 
of certain causes, which he describes: in its turn it is 
the cause of many pious and well-meant' schemes and 
societies for the improvement of mankind: But the 
poor will not be able to attain 'real learning," and it 
can serve no good purpose to create in them new hopes 
and wants never to be fulfilled, .or to advance them to 
the stage �f the smatterer, which is either bewilderment 
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self-conceit. Nor is this the way to promote dis

or veries or develope genius. For ' Mighty difficulties 

;:ake mighty minds : it is the struggle with obstac1es 

Parently insurmountable that strengthens the intel-
ap " t  ffl d . . 

lect, that throws It upon 1 s own resources-ba e , It IS 

true, in many. a conflict, but still rising with fresh 

vigour from every fall. But when the road is smooth 

and easy, when resources are everywhere at hand, and 

even when the spur of ambition is biunted by the 

facility of attainment, it is in vain to expect great and 

towering minds.' Which is indeed a great half-truth 

not to be suppressed. We now hear only too much 

of the other half. There is no reason to think that 

Dr Butler ever changed his opini()n on the point. 

I must again remark that we have in the book of 

Mr S. Butler hardly a trace of strictly family corres

pondence. Those family letters that are printed almost 

always bear upon the subject as defined in the title of 

the book. But the letters to and from private friends 

are perhaps the best reading of any. We get glimpses 

of interesting characters with whom the Doctor was 

more or less acquainted, such as Byron, Heber, Lord 

Liverpool, Serjeant Talfourd, Mrs Hemans, Coleridge, 

'Wordsworth, W. Hone, Dr M. J. Routh, the Duke of 

Sussex, Adam Sedgwick, and many more. Of local 

friends I may name Dr R. W. Darwin, Lord Berwick, 

and two of the Bather family, out of a number. A letter 

to Dr Darwin, dealing with a question about the boys' 

beds in February 1819, assures him that the bed of his 

son Charles was well aired and not damp as some (not 

Charles himself, so far as appears) had alleged. A 

letter from Prof. Sedgwick in 1835 says at the end : 

P.S.-I suppose my friend D1' DarZIJZ1Z tS a member.'" 

I-:l-is son is doing admzrable work t'n South America, and 

llas already sent over a collectz"on above all prIce. It was 

* or a Natural History Society, in which Butler wished to enrol Sedgwiak 

a, all Honorary Member. 
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the best thti,g ZlZ the world for hz'l'rl that he went out on VO)lage of dzscovery. There was some rzsk of hZ"s out an tale man, but hzs character ZlJztl now be fixed, and God spares Ius IzJe he wdl have a great name among 12aluralzsts of Eur(lpe. 

B u t  of the private correspondents one of the charming is Miss Money, afterwards Mrs St. Barbe, a lady of delightful and wholesome vivaci ty. One wo like to see the Doctor's letters to her, for the effect is weakened by a sort of one-sidedness. And above all stands one whom the biographer describes as the most , Shakespearian' man of Dr Butler's circle, the Rev S. Tillbrook, ' Old Till' to his friends, who was Fellow Tutor and Bursar of Peterhouse. By dest.iny a Parson and a Don, by nat ure a Sportsman and Good Fellow. incidentally a man of some learning, his appearance on the scene is ever welcome. His buoyant humour, his fresh geniality, his freedom from all narrow-mindedness and ill-feeling, make his visits like a fresh breeze. Among the many Cambridge characters of his time' pourtrayed in various ' reminiscences,' I have come' across none so cheery, sound-hearted, and loveable. One almost feels that the trout salmon and grayling over whom he triumphed had a good time of it. But I daresay h e was misunderstood in his day by the fish and other vertebrates. 
It seems to me as if I ha.d said enough about the correspondence, and indeed it is out of the question to deal at all with one very important branch of it-I mean the letters to and from old (and also present) pupils. These shew amply by themselves the devotion to duty 

and real goodness of the man. Nor would non
Salopian readers care to listen to the long list of Salopian worthies from Thomas Smart Hughes and 
Marmaduke Lawson to Robert Scott and James Fraser. 
It is, however, impossible to Suppress the grim and· 
significant fact that for 37 years (1798-1835) Dr Butler and the Second Master found it necessary to address 
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ach other by letter. That all the struggles and suc
e esses of Butler's rule should have been carried on with 
�hiS dark shadow ever in  the background is a situation 

simply astounding. The Head, Second, and Third 
:Masters were 'Foundation Masters,' and practically 
flon-removeable. What must have been the temper 
and tact of a man who could bear this situation so long 
and come out of it tri umphant Mr Butler invites the 
reader to consider. And no wonder. What perverse
ness, what petty thwartings and annoyances, the I-Iead
nlaster suffered during all that time from a colleague 
able to hinder him but not to supersede him, we shall 
not and need not know. Enough that what I have heard 
of Shrewsbury tradition fully bears out Mr Butler's own 
conclusions. 

Of the letters to public men several have for us a 
considerable interest. I have only room to refer to two 
topics. At the time when Brougham introduced his 
Endowed Schools Bill ( 1 820), from the operation of 
which certain Schools were to be exempted as ' Public 
Schools,' and which threatened to injure the future 
masters of all Schools affected by them, Dr Butler came 
to the front. He published two powerful letters to 
Brougham himself, and corresponded with other Mem
bers of Parliament privately. He contended with good 
reason that Shrewsbury should be regarded- as a 

'Public' School, a category fro m  which no reasonable 
definition could exclude it. He also attacked the pro
posed measures on general grounds. Good j udges 
seem to have thought highly of his argument, and 
anyhow the Bill fel l  through. Again in 1 829 we find 
him deeply interested in the cause of Catholic Emanci
pation, corresponding with leading men on the subject, 
in particular with the Duke of Sussex. 

A curious incident, m uch talked about at the time 
( 1 817), was the great imposture of the 'Fortunate 

.. Df Kennedy at a later time renewed this contention with success. 
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Youth,' well known to readers of Gunning's 
cences. Dr Butler seems to have been so far taken 
that he accepted the youth's story when it came to 
from Cambridge, but no further. It appears that 
had been uneasy about young Cawston while he 
still at Shrewsbury. And an odd gleam of side 
is thrown on the Doctor's character by his absorb 
interest in the strange disappearance and suspec''''Il'':' 
murder of an aged tailor named Owen Parfitt. The 
man disappeared under very suspicious circumstances 
at Western Shepton in  Somerset, in the year 1768. 
In this case Butler had long been interested, and a 
discovery of certain bones in 18 I 3 suggested that the 
mystery might yet be solved. He pressed for an 
inquiry, which was held, and much faint evidence taken. 
But the bones, when examined at Shrewsbury by Dr 
Darwin, turned out to be those of a young woman. So 
the end was two mysteries instead of one, and nothing 
that came to light availed to disprove the common 
belief of the neighbourhood that Owen Parfitt had been 
carried off by the devil. 

It must not be supposed that all things were perfect 
at Shrewsbury School in Dr Butler's time, judged by 
the standard of modern school ideals. Local tradition 
backed up by- direct information from old Salopians 
assures me that the feeding and lodging of boarders 
was rough. So it was in other schools of the day. 
There is no reason to think that the food was insufficient 
in quantity. As for bedrooms, an old custom of two 
boys to a bed still survived. But on payment of a 
moderate fee any boy might have a bed to himself: 
and I believe it was the case that most did so. Flogging 
was more in use than it is nowadays ; but i n  Butler's 
earlier years I have no doubt that it was very necessa�y. 
There is good reason to think that he only flogged a 

boy when there was no  better way out of the difficulty, 
and that he gladly welcomed the better times when it 
was possible to use this punishment less. How careful he 
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s in respect of flogging his letters m ost plainly shew. 

�� old cust�m of solitary c�nfinement in a sort ?f �up

board still l1ved on as a pUOlshment even after hIS tIme, 

but was seldom used. I remember the last of these' black 

hole' places, but never knew it occupied. So far there 

is nothing foreign to the notions and practices of the 

golden days of George IH and his sons. Nor, I am 

confident, did the generation that witnessed Trafalgar, 

the boarding of the Clttsapealze, Vittoria, Waterloo, and 

,Assaye, feel overmuch aggrieved at Spartan living and 

stern maintenance of order. The real grievance (and 

I have had this from more than one good authority) 

was the want of sufficient room and opportunity for 

outdoor games. That Shrewsbury was behind other 

schools in this respect is certain .  It is not on the face 

of it clear how a man so devoted to his boys ' welfare, 

and to whom his boys were at heart so deeply attached, 

could treat this part of their lives with something very 

like neglect. I think it came about thus. He knew 

that there was much better accommodation in the way 

of playground at Rugby ; but in his own school days 

boys spent their play hours as they would, and his own 

taste was for fishing. Indeed there was much less 

organ ization of games everywhere in those days. 

Shrewsbury being much less favourably situated in this 

respect than Rugby, he might have taken steps to 

remedy the defect, and probably would have done so. 

Dut the chances are that it did not strike him. working 

hard as he did early and late, that his boys found time 

now and then hang heavy on their hands. Swimming 

was then a rare accomplishment, and we can understand 

his forbidding boating on a river dangerous even with 

the' tubs ' used in his time. But it is well known that 

boating went on, and I do not gather that any attempt 

to promote swimming was made. I have said enough 

on this topic. The short of it is this : such omissions 

Were not confined to Shrewsbury School, but in  the' 

peculiar position of the school-situate in a considerable,' 
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town, on a treacherous river-such omissions well. 

I have given a very slight sketch of a career wh lasted eight and thirty years, and was without doubt career of signal usefulness and honour, and of un exam success. Naturally he exposed himself to the jealo of smaller men. It was even hinted at Oxford that oontinued triumphs of his pupils were due to a speCli:Uo1 preparation for particular contests in  which the bet t raining of other schools was at a disadvantage compared with Shrewsbury ' cramming.' This most unjustifiable imputation he triumphantly repelled. The remark of an ill-natured Cambridge Don that Dr Butler came to the University year by year to get the fashions -as a milliner would go to Paris-was not less unfair. Not only was he doing his duty, and that at no small cost of time and trouble, but there is no doubt that he gave Cambridge in  his criticisms more than he gained by his observation. 
In the letters we have many a glimpse of old ways and old institutions now gone by. One of the most interesting is the travelling by coach. The perils of incompetent drivers, the pains of inclement weather, the dangers of overloading, the misconduct of travelling boys with stones, pea-shooters, and even pistols, come home to the reader as things of present life. When Marmaduke Lawson had by a careless pleasantry offended an old maiden lady, there was no changing of compartment possible : they had to journey on together and make the best of it. 

The busy years rolled by, and exertions that might well have broken down a stronger man at last told 011 Dr Butler. However, he worked on until in 1835 Mrs Butler's health gave way. She had done her duty to the boys nobly, and seems to have been greatly beloved by them. So the resignation already contemplated was now a necessity, and he actually laid down office on the 7-th June 1836 . . The account of his parting speech-day, 
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le addresses, votes of thanks, testimonials, and so 
t1 d '  . 
forth, must be rea 111 hlS grandson's pages. The town 

and country rose with one accord to do him honour, the 

wan who had before their eyes overcome difficulties 

innumerable, whose services had been above reward, 

and of whose solid worth all were long ago convinced. 
ne stood before them as Bishop-elect of Lichfield and. 

Coventry ;  for the political difficulties which had pre

vented his earlier promotion were now removed, and 

Lord Melbourne had done his duty. All wished him 

many years of success and h appiness in the enjoyment 

of his  new and well-earned dignity. But the great 

Head-master was a broken man. 'Vhen the strain of. 

public farewell was over, he set out for London to 
procure the best medical advice: The best local phy

sicians could not determine the true nature of his 

malady or prescribe sufficient treatment : nor does it 
appear that the skill of London doctors was of any 
more avail. With care he improved in health enough: 
to be consecrated at Lambeth on the 3rd July, and to 
enter on the duties of his bishopric. 

I am now come to a part of Dr Butler's life to which 
justice can perhaps hardly be done by a less than epis
copal pen. To await my own preferment might however 
cause the Editors of the Eagle to wait longer than usual 
for a promised article: so I must do my best undel1 
present conditions, not seeing my way to a mitre. 

Talking of mitres, uneasy lay the head that wore one 
in the years 1836-9. While a bishop strove with in 
adequate means and powers to combat evils produced 
by generations of neglect, the Church was being assailed 
by Radicals and Dissenters from without, and fiercely 
agitated by i ntestine discord. In Butler's case the 
5truggle had to be carried on with health permanently 
broken. As bishop he seems not to have had a day of 
good health, and he was often visited by long attack!'j 
of exhausting agony. Let us glance lightly at th� 
troubles Jbaj; occupied his moments of comparative �as�. 
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To begin with Ordinations. He was beset with many untoward aspirants to the office of Deacon.- His practice was to insist on graduation at some English University ; but one man turns out to be a sham B.A.

, never having graduated at all : another has no te:,ti_ monial from his College. and turns out to have been often drunk : another regards the whole matter with utter levity : another is detected i n  evasions :  several are Irish, and likely to take a leading part in the inten_ sification of religious differences : 50me are simply devoid of any kind of qualification for their intended profession.  One of the difficulties is very characteristic of the period. Dr Hampden, Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford, was regarded with aversion by a large section of the clergy. In Oxford he was opposed in many ways. The Head of Brasenose, then ViceChancellor, forbade men of his COllege to attend the Regius Professor's  lectures. An attempt was made to get candidates accepted for Ordination with a certificate from another Professor. This was quite irregular : and Butler, in cooperation with his friend Dr Maltby, now translated from Chichester to Durham, sternly refused to have anything to do with this outbreak of odt'lt1!Z iheologtcztm. The episode well illustrates the freedom from narrowness and intolerance which marked his \vhole career. His business was to bind together and  strengthen the Church, not to  divide and weaken it. He evidently agreed with his Dissenting correspondent, Mr Herford, whose views (letter, Vol. II p_ 1 6 7 )  are in fine contrast to what we have often heard. The Church,' he says, 'has far less to apprehend from the hostility of Dissenters than from ' the mistaken zeal of its professed friends.' 
When the Bishop had ordained a man to a curacy, it was often very hard to get him decently paid ; the stipends offered by incumbents were often miserable, even when pressure was put on them before licen!ling t'he curates. Some cases of horrible meanness occurred. 
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It was no doubt partly their cheapness that recom-

nded the Irish curates , Confusion sometimes arose 
111e 
when e was engaged as sub-curate or deputy of B. and 

B acted as if he were the superior of e, the truth being 

that they were both curates under A, who lived il,\ 

anoth er part of the country. Incumbents were often 

very careless in the choice of curates, and the Bishop 

had endless trouble in his endeavours to prevent or 

remedy the mischief caused by their indifference. The 
Evangelicals, too, were trying to bring' Lay Teachers ' 

into the Church system. Against this Butler firmly 
set his face. One little matter shews well how his 
firmness might at times become over-rigidity. A 
district was flooded with n avvies and others in conse
quence of railway construction then in progress. The 
Bishop was asked to license a 'Railway Missionary.' 
to take spiritual charge of this shifting m ass. I,t 
appears that the Bishop of Bath and Wells had led the 
way by a similar step. But S. Lichfielci (th�s was afte,r 
the separation of Coventry in 1 83 7 )  could no.t see tha,t 
it was an institution ' recogni�ed in any wa.y by the 
Church of England,' and feared that it would inevitably 
lead to a collision between the Protestants and Irisll 
Roman Catholics employed on the works. Therefore, 
suggesting the utilisation of existing churches for th,e 
purpose of extra services, he refused to act. 

H is devotion to the Church for which he toiled in 
weakness and pain was in fact carried to the verge of 
pedantry. That things should be ' done in order ' was 
his constant principle. And the correspondence relative 
to the conduct of beneficed clergy forbids us to wond�r 
at this mental attitude. As Archdeacon he had long 
known what was going on : and there were things done 
that might have driven a younger and more robu9t 
Bishop to despair. Noble and devoted men there welie 
at work, and these evidently not a few. But the other 
side of the picture is what appears most plainly in these 
letters, selected in order to illustrate a state of things 
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11 0W past and gone. Dr Butler' was hardly settleJ his bishopric when a dispute between two cle came before him. It seems that the curate (in c I take it) of one parish had procured a number of and was having them cut up into bludgeons for elec purposes. A neighbouring vicar, apparently of a ferent political school, posted up a handbill denoun these methods of argument, and declaring that he Wo bring the offending divine before his spi ritual su unless he apologized publicly for his act. The Un Sheriff seized the staves and brought the responsibi home to the curate, who seems to have been at disingenuous when pressed. At the next visitation two parsons were summoned before the new Bishop, who gave them both a judicious ' admonition ' (say a rating) for unseemly conduct on both sides, and advise4 them in future to live in harmony with their neighbourl and each other. He added, ' They are both, I am told) attentive and diligent parochial m inisters. In that legitimate sphere of duty they will find abundant oppor ... tunities of redeeming their past error by active an4 useful exertion.' The ' and useful ' is a dry touch in the Butlerian manner. 
Drunkenness was of course at that time one of the most prevalent disorders, and the Bishop had plenty of trouble in dealing with cases of the kind. But, whether the clergyman offending was engaged in scholastic or parochial work, he had to be dealt with. And the kindly pity, the true humanity, the inflexible firmness, of these letters is admirable. It is known that at least one of these unhappy men was successfully reformed under the charitable but unyielding treatment of his diocesan. What made these cases so difficult was not only the limited extent of the Bishop's powers, but. the 'extreme difficulty of getting witnesses to come forward and give evidence. For this latter reason i n  many cases nothing could be done. Another frequent source of trouble was the friction between some clergy and 
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P' ssenters i n  such m atters as  right of  burial. Again, 
l 

. f o !11e clergy would marry two paupers, or two 10 ants, 

�r tWO persons wholly resident in other parishes.  I n  

on c case, not obj ectionable o n  the above grounds, but 

in which a deaf and dumb woman who kn ew no alphabet 

hau to be married (and that speedily), the Bishop was 

called in to devise a means of effecting a valid marriage . 

Onc  clerical worthy was in the habit of getting someone 

to take his duty graHs, and then sl ipping off to officiate 

el sewhere for money. And, beside the troubles with 

clergy, it must be remembered that question s  now and 
then arose out of  the conduct of churchwardens  and 
even parish clerks. 

No more than a passing reference need be made to 
such matters as difficulties con nected with baptism of 
adults, with the refusal of clergy to admit certai!l 
persons to the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, with 
the disposal of residuary wine, with Church Rates, with 
purchase of adv-owsons, and with endowed schools of 
which the Bishop was a Governor. It is enough to say 
that he always strove earnestly to fi nd a way out of 
difficulties, and by employing conciliation to avoid 
where possible the use of authority. This inde,ed was 
his regular line of policy. Thus he was opposed to new 
legislation for better observance of the Sabbath : and 
in this spirit he  dealt with the recalcitrant tenants on 
the estates attached to the see. He had eventually t.o 
put the law in  force, but he did n ot do so till all the 
resources of conciliation 'were exhausted. 

He was much troubled by what appeared to hiIJl 
m isdirected zeal within the pale of the Church. At the 
very beginning of his episcopate a' clergyman set about 
raising a subscription for re-pewing his church, and 
coolly started a list of subscriptions with the name of 
the Bishop of the diocese. The Bishop had not even 
been consulted in the matter, and rightly declined to 
have pressure put upon him by so impudent a move. 
The building of new churches, with pa!ronage teserve:d 
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to trustees i n  whose appointment the Bishop was have no voice, was another stumbling-block. For would now and then happen (surely not without de that the Bishop's approval of a presentation not required by any clause in the trust-deed. would either deprive him of his Veto or compel him enforce his legal right by litigation. His Own disH of the latter alternative hardly came into considerat but he stood out firmly to reserve the rights of successors. And on one occasion he felt bound to stand a brother prelate, Archbishop Whately to who i n  a circular addressed to all the Bishop,; ra the question of the admissibility- of extemporary in the services of the Church. Dr Butler's reply is in expression, moderate i n  tone, and (so far as I see) his 'inferences drawn from the p remises before him are irresistible. 

I have now done with these details. I will only ask any reader to consider generally what a bed of thorns a bishopric must have been to an earnest man in days when the system of pluralities, and its corollary non-, residence of incumbents, were still in existence. Not only did these evils constantly give trouble by their . own presence and working, but they acted indirectly by producing or complicating other evils. Residencehouses had often been allowed to decay and disappear ;  and money was doubtless not easy to get for re-building them. Cobbett's remarks, in his Rural RIdes and elsewhere, on these matters give a vivid picture of the ' state of things as seen by a Radical layman of the period. 
In the autumn of 1 83 9  Bishop Butler's health finally failed. He lingered on  in ever-increasing weakness and suffering, and died on the 4th of December. :rhus he lived nearly sixty-five years, of which thirty-eight , were spent as Head-master, and not quite three-and-ahalf years as Bishop. A grave already prepared by . him at St Mary'S" Shrewsbury,. awaited his body ; and 
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h re h e was buried. Business i n  the town was laid 
t e f '  . 11 

' d e  and a vast concourse 0 people, betraymg m a 
aSl , 
ways the genuineness of their sorrow, gathered to pay 

the last honours to the dead. 

If I may venture to add a few words of comm ent  on 

h is character and career, I would first notice his singular 

consistency. He is  exactly the same man all through I 

episcopal qualities peep out in  the Head-master : those 

of the Head-master are easily detected in the Bishop . 

Surrounded by watchful and hostile observers in his 

early Salopian days, from the first he was careful not to 
• give himself away,' careful to feel his ground and 
ascertain his resources, to state only what he could 
mai ntai n ,  and to insist only on what he could enforce. 
Clear and definite in principles and plans, h atin'g (as I 
feel sure he did) concession and compromise, he fully 
m astered th e art of adapting honourable means to 
atta i n able ends. He' was in fact a statesman, but a 
statesman with rigid scruples. I have little doubt that 
his grandson is also right in laying stress on the legal 
bent of his mind. Many of his letters bear the strong 
impress of this quality. He was beyond all doubt an 
admir able man of business : methodical exact prompt 
and plain. Hence it came that he was all his life con
sul ted by all sorts of people on all sorts of subjects. 
I t  is indeed not a m atter of common experience th at a 
m an whose advice is so well worth having should be 
really to dispense it freely with so much courtesy and 
pains . His generosity was great and probably judicious. 
We fi nd him tenacious in maintaining the rights and 
emoluments of his office ; but as Bishop he appears to 
have had not more than £ 2800 a year, while his ex.
penses were never less than £ 9500. How thought rul 
he was for others is well shewn at the time of his leavi ng 
Sh rewsbury. For the sake of the School he wished 
Kennedy to succeed him. For the sake of Kennedy ne 
Was most anxious that he should not be a candidate 
Under any delusions. He knew that (for good reasons) 
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no sucCesSor could hope to make so large an 
there as he had done. He knew also that increa�; ... 
competition elsewhere would surely bring down 
n umbers of the School. And his prediction was 
fiUed-; - fot th'e r-epufation Was maintained, but 
numbers fell .  His candour on this occasion 
admirable, and he secured his chosen succeSSor 
terms honourable to all concerned. 

His position in the Church as Clergyman, Arch .. 
deacon, or Bishop was simply that of a pious and 
tolerant Churchman. He leant neither to Rom 
Idolatry nor to Methodist Enthusiasm, if I may use' 
what were once almost technical terms. Of hysterical 
�entiment he had a horror. It jarred on his common 
sense a'nd hatred of display, and I doubt whether he 
ever quite understood how easily upset is the delicate 
poise of emotional natures. Above all things he was freer 
from the spirit of p�ffing and pushing, and (as his grand-' 
son says) he never thought about ' making his mark ' 
upon anything. Though he seems to have had a fine 
presence, he does not seem to have turned it to account. 
In 1 800 Dr James, writing to advise him in the matter: 
of training boys for speech-days, says ' you should not 
introduce action at all . . . . . . Thus you will get rid of all 
gesticulation, in which, perhaps, you will never shine: 
And I rather infer that this was so to the last.. Un .. 
ostentatious and unselfish, he walked quietly and 
strenuously the path before him, responding to each 
call of duty as it came. He was a fine specimen of his 
generation, and it was a great generation. And it is 
i n  such men as Samuel Butler that the solid moral 
force of a great nation 'is, to the eye of a calm observer, 
most happily expressed. 

W E HEITLAND. 

5 December 1 896. 
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HORACE CARM. 1. it 

ENOUGH of snow and hail hath J ove 

Sent us, and blasting from above 

The sacred towers with red right arm, 

Hath filled the city with alarm ; 
1 

Filled with alarm the nations, lest. 

Of Pyrrha' s age the grievous pest 

Return, when Proteus from the deep 

HiT flocks drove up the mountains steep. 

The elms, where once the ring-dove coo'd, 

Then held a finny multitude ; 

And on the waters vast and drear 

Was seen to swim the timid deer. 

We ,saw the yellow Tiber's tide. 

Dash'd backward from the Etruscan sid!'l, 

A King' s  memorial undermine, 

And Vesta's venerable shri.ne.  

The uxorious stream avenges late 

Sad Ilia, moaning m uch her fate, 

And wand'ring his left bank o'erflows, 

Though J ove his disapproval shows. 

Our youths, made by our vices few, 

Shall hear that Romans Romans slew 

With sharpened swords, more fit to o'erthrow 

On battle�field the Persian foe. 

What God to avert the threatened faU 

Of Roman empire shall we call i 

How shall the Holy Virgins' chant 

Move Vest a, slow their prayer to grant ? 
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Whom shall the King of Heaven command 
To purge from guilt our native land ? 
Clad with a cloud more white than snow, 
Augur Apollo, heal our woe ! 

Or Venus, if thou deem it meet, 
Come with young Love and Laughter sweet. 
Or, if thou still regard est Rome, 
Neglected long, great Founder, come � 
Thou who dost feel a stern delight 
In war-cry loud, and helmets bright� 
And Maurian soldier with fierce eye 
Facing his blood-stained enemy ; 

Weary of war's protracted game, 
Come, mighty Mars ! or shall I name 
Thee, son of Maia, who dost deign 
The semblance of a youth to feign, 

And vengeance thus for Cc.esar wreak ? 
Long m ay it be ere thou re-seek 
Thy home in Heaven : for many a year 
May thy Q uirites feel thee near ! 

Long mayst thou feel a holy joy, 
While we thy guardian care employ ; 
And may no heavenwar,d hreeze too swift 
Thee, angered by our vices, lift 

Beyond our sight ! Here triumphs great� 
Our Prince and Father, celebrate ! 
Nor let the Medes unpunished ride, 
Whilst> Cresar, thou the state dost g uide. 

ARCULUs... 

� 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continmd from Vd XIX, p. 330.) 

E give some further documents relating to 

pocklington School. 

Robert Siggeswi'cke or Sedgwick, the 

Master referred to in the letters which follow, 

was appointed by the College 8 November 1 630. At 

the time the letters were written the Commonwealth 

h ad begun, and it may be that political dislike was at 

t.he root of some of the complaints. One Robert 

Sedgwick was instituted Rector of Thwaite St Mary, 

Norfolk, 9 February 1 6{)0- 1 ,  and m ay be identical with. 

the Master of Pocklington. His su.ccessor, as Rector 

there, was instituted in September 1 690, so that if the 

identification is correct he must h ave been a very aged 

man at the time of his death. Mr Llewellin or Lluellin, 

who succeeded Sedgwick at pocklington, was of Pem

broke Hall, and was admitted to St John's as B .A. 

on 2 3 August 1 650. He was most successful as a 

Master. A Register of boys admitted to the School, 

commenced by him in 1 650, is still extant. 

November I ,,",  1 649. 

Righ t  worshipfull 

Vpon such dislike of some gentlemen in the country haue 

thought me vnworthie to continue in that poore preferment in 

the free schoole i n
" 

Pocklington, I thought it my duty (having: 
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received i t  from the College) to resigne it back into YOUr p ower, that soe you might present (as of just power you ough t) to the p lace. And therefore I bumble  desier you to take care for a man able fo r that purpos� with what convenient speedo you thinke fl tt, which is the desire of  

your  worsh ips Servan t 
To the Right worsh i p fu l l  t h e  

· Mr & ffel l .  of  St John's College ill Cambr. 

ROBT SIGGESWICKE. 

Witnesses hereof: :RI. MANBl'E, THO. WArn, MAR. PRICKETT. CHA. CAMPTESHORM. 

Reverend S i r  obJeiged d uty 'presented &c. I am i n formed of a report should come to Mr Bl1rnb ies eares Of my resign i ng vp my place in this schoole to your sel fe and senior fel lowes of your h ouse. S i r there i s  a paper to that purpose may chance to salute your hands : but as i t  was upon tb reates as also large p romises (without any performance) of a tender care over my wife and tenne children by the Commi ttee for Sequestrations wrested from mee ; So is i t  altogetber i l legall no Publ i cke Notarie being a wittnes t berto, and therefore I disclaime from it : and yett vpon other preferment I wiIbee readi e  to make a legalI resignation but to noe other but to the Master and senior fel lowes of your College whatever befalls m ee, as I suppose you wil l  finde my care was in t b at vnadvised paper before mentioned, for not doubting of a reci p rocal!. care and Chri stian Compassion towards mee and since as my Conscientious tendernes hatb and sti l l  shall atteind the College iust Interest i n  this, or any other preferment deri ued from you Pocldi ngton I h umbly craue pardon for my ffeb : 2-1- : 1 649. bouldnes and take leaue 
remai ning ever S i r  

your worships servant 
ROBERT SI GGES WICKE. A ddressed : ffor the right worsh ipfu l l  Doctor Arrowsmith Master of St John's CoIl : these p resent. Cambridge. 
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J uly 24th A n no Domini  1 650. 
R i ght Worsh i p ful ! the Master and Reverend Seniors of St 

J oh n' s College. 
W hereas the Inhabitants of Pocldington , an d parts Ad iacent 

b allc l o n g groaned vnde r t h e  burlhen of a Negl i gent Schoole

J l I <lster w h o se carelessenes hath not only m uch rui nated the 

f;Jbrique of the Schoole, bu t  exceed ingly ecdi psed i ls  former 

I l on o ur, by diminution of the number o f  Sch ollers. Thereby 

Jll uch Impouerishing t h e  Towne. Which some worthy Genlle

men taking notice of preuail'd with him for a Resignation . 
Now, we well consideri ng that t h e  Industry of a Learned, 

Experienced, and known Scb oolemaster is the speediest way. 

for Repayring of our greate Losses and Regaining our Schools 

cre d i t .  
\"'e wh ose names a r e  h erevnto subscribed, D o e  earnestly 

desire in our owne n ames, and i n the name of the parts 
adiacent .  That Mr Edward Llcwel l i n ,  a man of an honest,  and 
pious conuersation,  very well approoued of for his sufficiency 
of Learning and Dil igence in his cal l ing, May be elected. and 
appoillted Master of the said Schoole of Poc1d i ngton (if it  may 
stand wi lh  your Approbation), by whose p'ai nefulnes and dis
cretion, we conceiue an assured hope, that oure Schoole shall 
be Reestablished and well ordered. Soe as you sball reape 
much H onour and the n o w  much displeased Towne and 
County much cont�nt. And your Petitioners shall euer pray : 
SETH ELCOCKE, preacher of t h e  Word i n  P'.)ckli n gton, JASPER 
BELT, PETER MORD"EN, GEOFFREY GATE, R I .  THORNTON, MAR. 
P1GCKETT, CRAS. CAMPTESHORM. WILL MICKLETHWAIT, WM. 
HARDIE. THo. THAKMORE, PETER H EALD, Jo. B EAUMONT, 
JOHN FAWSITT, THOMAS SCARBROUGH. PETER N UNSHARD. 
FFRANCIS DANBY, HAMAN SEAMER, RI. MANBIE. RAIFE 
WESTMORLAND, WILLM. PLAXTON, ROBERT BAIT�ONN, J OHN 
O LLIUER, JOHN LOANSBROACH, ROBERT BEILBY, PETER 
BEARNE, ROBT. ApPLETON, OSWALD ROBlNSON, MARMADUKE 
H EWITT, JOHN CADE, WATKINSON WOLFE, NATH. SILBURNE, 
ROBERT BANKES, J unr . • GEORGE BRADLEY. 

Right worship full  and worthily esteemed. 
Wee have been made privie to a petition to  your CoJlege from 

the towne of Podd ington in the behalfe of Mr LewelIin for the' 
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crderi ng of  the School there, which at p resent is indeed in a 
verie i l l  condition not only in regard of the decayes of the 
fabrick, but also of that esteem it sometimes had vnder its 
former Schoolemasters, who th rough the i r  care and di l igence 
did much advantage the towne, not  only in  their  trading, bll t 
alsoe in the education of thtir youth, whereas undtr the present 
Schoolemaster the affai res of the School have been soe i l l  
managed, that not onely the cuntrie and parts. adiacent, but 
alsoe the inhabitants of the towne have bee ne necessi tated tG 
bestow their chi ldren in Schooles abroad. Vpon which there 
has risen in the hearts of many verie great indignation against 
your College, and how much indeed these miscarriages may 
reflect vpon you wee leaue it to you to iudge. Now wee the 
ministers of  the places adiacent divers of whom have had the 
happines to bee of your Col lege, could not but be sensible of 
your sufferings in the premisses and out of our sense of the 
same have thought i t  our bounden dutie to make some repre. 
sentations of the same vnto yow, leavin g  it to your godly 
wisdome to doe as you see cause for a redresse in the abovesaid 
grei vances. 

And we further sign i fie that wheras those in place and power 
with us, being vpon the way of removi ng Mr Sedgwick from the 
Schoole by sequestration and vpon that account of bringing i n  
some other man, �ome of  v s  out o f  o u r  tenderness t o  t h e  Col lege 
and your interest in the disposal of the p lace were l ike to 
interpose, and in  conclusion p revayled soe farr as to persuade 
that nothing might bee done to ye preiudice of the College to 
which the power of nomination, does of right belong. 

And therefore wee are bold to s llperadd our owne to the 
testimonie and desires of the towne of Pocldington in Mr 
Lewellins behalfe, of whose abil i ties and dexteritie for the well 
ordering and management of the affaires of a Schoole wee have 
had such experience, and of whose care and i ngenllitie wee 
have such confidence as wee dare engage not onely for a speedy 
returne of the former l ustre to the Schoole, but allsoe for the 
repaire of the fabrick itself which is at  present in such a ruinous 
condition that if some speedy course bee not taken about it, 
its much to be feared that the ensuing winter may much 
endanger the whole building. 

Subscribed by us your brethren and fellow servants in the 
work of the Lord : 
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PET : CLARK, minister of Kirby underdale, SETH ELLCOCKE, 

l\1inistre of Podd ington, GEO : DEALTRY, Minister of ffoule

sullOn , H EN : CARVILLE, Minister of Catton, J.  MARSHALL, 

pastour de Scorpenden, GEOlW E  B LACKALLER, Minister of  

]3arneby, WILL. D EALTRY, Rector of ffolkton, THOMAS BULL, 

l\linister of Bossal, JOHN PLAXTON, Minister of Skerringham. 

July 2 8th, 
1 6 50•  

Addressed : To the right worshiprul the Master and Senior 

fellowes of St John's College in Cambridge these. 

Worthy Sir. 

This Country halh long and very much suffered under the 

insulTtciency a nd neglect of Mr Sedgwick Master of the once 

famous Schoole of Pocklington preferred formerly to the charge 

thereof by your Colledge of St John's in Cambridge, to whome 

of r ight the Patronage belongs. Which deficiencyes in  the  

said Master have no t  onely much  tended to the  more especiaU 

prejud ices of the  Towne, but l ikewise to ye fabrick of the 

Schoole i tsel fe, which is  become very ruinous by his manifest 

default. By whom also we feare, some detriment hath accrewed 

to the revennewes and profitts belonging to its maintenance and 

subsistence. These egregious and intolerable abuses are so 

pressing and so much injurious to us who have interest in this 

Country, that we are become so sensible thereof that wee could 

be n o longer silent. But hereby we deliver to your knowledge 

thelt these defects of his  in the discharge of h i s  duty have bin 

so prejudicial! to us that the Person now complained of hath 

so long remained in that employment to the great disservice of 

Church and Stale, that wee might fix the  wron g in some sort 

somewhat h igher, beeing no sooner redressed ; even vpon those 

who have the prime trust and care reposed i ll them. 

But we are very unwilling to look backwards, even touch ing 

lh i s  p'lrticular person, in  any other way of procedure ; because 

hee hath resigned (which resignation is  herewithall sent unto> 

you) h i s  power and right to those who first intrusted h im wiLh. 

a charge of such concernment for t h e  Publ ick. As also to 

specify
' 
those more particular damages wee are informed have 

b in sustained by this Country in the disposing of those Scholar

shipps and Sizars places, which were badges of peculiar favour 
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bestowed u'pon the aforesaid Schoole by worthy Pattiotts this Country for the greater encouragement and advance 
of l earn i ng to their Countrymen. 

But wee wi l l  not remember anyth ing of this nature, wee conceive it hath principally proceeded from the Sch deficiency, from whence i t  doth beare i ts date ; but ch 
because you are a Person of so much worth and honour, and therein so well  known to some of  us ,  an d your relation and affection to these Northern parls, that wee are ' confident care w i l l  bee take!} for the future, that we shall have no causes QC complaint of th i s  nature. 

For the regaineing of that anchient honout and splendor the aforesaid Schoole hath bin attended withal! ,  w h ich thia 
unwo{thy man hath l ost by his unhappy deportment. wee doe mnch desire to recommend unto you a worthy Gel l t leman Mr Edward LleweJ l in ,  t h e  bearer h ereof very wel l l�nowne to most 
of us, who hath l iv'd in some of our fami lyes for some te rme of 
yeeres in that employment, for which at this present wee present 
him to you. 

Therefore our earn est request is to your worthy selfe and 
the Fellowes of your l earned Society, to ad mitt him a Member 
of your Colledge, and  then to  c o n ferre upon him by election 
the Mas tershipp of the said Pocldington Schoole now vacant. 
Which wee are assu(ed bee wil l  discharg:e in such a manner as 
will  tend much for the advance ment and reputation of the Schoole for the Publ i ck good. 1 11 the performance of wh ich,  
w h ich wee desi re may bee effected with all  possible speed, yOU 

'will  very much oblige 
York, August 1 st Sir 

1 650• Your affect ionate ftiends 
toe serve you. 

RICH : DA RLEY ; JOHN LrSTER ; MATH. ALURED ;  TH OS � 
.HESKETH ; RIC. DARLEY ; RIC.  ROBINSON ; WILLM. THORNTON t 
THOMAS F AIR FAX. 

Vir di gn issim e 
Nescio quonam fato fieri d icam, sed saepenomero o'bl i vis� 

cuntur suorum Maecenatum plurimi, cum eorum beneficio s ine 
cortice (quod d icitur) natare possunt, et vel leviusculum grati 
anim i exhibere symbolum aut negligunt prorsus aut ded ignantur, -Hnjuscemodi sane homines (vel potius hominum nmbrae, qui 
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01l1 n e m adeo exuerunt bumanitatem)  in  h oc ipso assimulentur 

qoicis, qu i. ut asserit Seneca, beneficium libenter accipiendo, 

�c ab l!l1 de reddidisse docuerunt. Verum apage hoc i ngratum 

Sl oicae sectae paradoxum bonis plus satis inimicum m oribus I 

Aii qu i d proculdubio  benefactoribus retribuendum est,  nisi por

LL'n lOsa i ngral i tud in is  macula inuramur. Qui mi n imum habet 

,t ! i q l 1 id reddat. Paupertas, imo, egestas et grati tudo non sun t 

('r,..J6TClTCl. Qui grat ias referre neql1 it,  agat sal tem . Ac quisquis 

q l l�nll1m powit redonavit ingratus non est ; imo multum retri

bu isse m erito exi stimaretu r, cum omnia ad animum referenda, 

ct c x  animi voluntate metienda sin t . 
Quod ad me att inet, V i r  honoratissime, n i h i l  impraesentiarum 

p racle r  verba (sed crede mihi si n e fuco) dare possum. Dehinc 

spcro rcalem quandam officij mei olTerre messem ; nam sanc

tissime profiteor, quanlum me penes est, en itar sedulo, ut ex 

isto Seminario,  ehp.u ! iam nunc omnimode ruinoso, cui tua 

poliss imum ac quorundam l i teratae vestrae Societatis humanitate 

horlulanus sum, transerantur surculi, qui sub prudenti tua aC 

em i n enti ori tutela flant arbores, ut tandem aliquando fruclum 
cum Ecclesiae turn Reip .  ferant exoptatissimum. 

Quot et quantis ad hoc enixius exequendum exagitor aculeis 

sacpills mecum recognosco. Sed intus est quod veh emen t ius 

tngct. Qltam ineffabile erit solatium mens cons�ia recti ac 

fide l i tat is, cum ad rat ionem d i spensationis meae reddendam 

vocalus fuero coram tremendo isto ac sup remo tribunali. 

Veru ntamen hoc i n  me non situm est . eheu,  quam tota sum 

inn rmilas ! Quapropter in memo r iam revocans i l l lld Augus tin i , 

Slas in te et non stas, ac i l l u d  Bernard i .  Fruslra n i ti tur qui  non 

inn ititur, ind efessis precibus repet i t is"ltie �upplication ibus Deum 

Don i cuj llscunque largi torem o�ero,  ut i mbecil l iores conatl1S 

mcos su is  ita c1ignetur corroborare benedict ioniblls, unde sibi 

gloria, Ecclesiae uli l i las, Rei Qubl : cae emolumentum redun� 

claret. Ql1ibus omnibus evehendis  se impend io desuclare profi tetur 

quem i n  perpetuum invenies 
Pock l i ngtoniae 9° calendas Favoris tui Studiosissimtim 

Octobris J 6 5 0' EDVARDUM LLUELLINUM. 

Dominus Ricardlls Darley plmima salu te te impertit ac 

perben igne tnas exosclllatur l iteras . 

A ddressed : To the r ight worsh ippfuJl Doctor, Doctor John 

A rro wsmith Master of St J ohn 's  Collcdge in Cambridge, these 

present. 
VOL. X IX. 0 0 0 
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Mr Lluellin, having resigned in  1 65 7, was succeeded 
by Rowland Greenwood. Greenwood had previoUsly 
been nominated by the College to the Brewers' Com 
pany as Master of Aldenham School, and elected by 
that Company in October 1 023 .  He resigned this 
Mastership in 1 034 (History of' St John'S COllege, 490 ' , 
506). He was then instituted Vicar of Wiinbish in 
Essex, 9 May 1 634 (Newcourt, Rejertorzitm). His son 
Miles was admitted Sizal' of the College (Admz"ssz'on 
Regzster, Part I, p. 74, No. 1 6). 

To th e Reuerend The Society of St John's 
Colledge in Cambridge. 

Whetas Mr Greenwood of Wimbish (vpon his Addresses vnto 
you) hath obtained to be nominated Master of your ffree Schoole 
at Pockl i ngton . Wee therfore the Mini sters of the word and 
others, whose names are vnder written do sign i fy that wee know 
the said M r Green wood to be a man every way fitting and very 
well qualified for the same place and employment. In wI tness 
of which we set our hands this 1 6th day of September 1 65 7. 
TEo : CO KE. Wo' LUCRYN 
H1i:N : MORDAUNT. Minister o.f Navport. 
J OHN DI!BNAM S. NEWTON 
Minis/er o.f Chzshall. Mifllsler o.f Sampfird lIfagna. 
JOHN ALLOTT JA. PARKIN 

MZ1t1ster o.f Thz"rlow. Mill/sler of Thaxled. 
JOHN SMITH THOMAS CONSTABLE. 
Millls/er o.f Dunmow. lIfasler o.f the flu Schoole al 
THEODOl{E COLE Thax/ed. 
j7fz111sler of Bumps/ead. THO : EDWARDES 

THOMAS LEADER Master of the ./flee Schocle in 
Rec/or o.f lIfuch Eas1011. NEwport. 

DAN. PEA KE 
ScllOlemasler o.f the ./free schooje in 

Ch elm eiford. 

Endorsed : Testimonials of Mr Greenwood for Podding ton 
Schoole with his promise under his hand. 
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Good Mr President, I am comed so far as the Crowne in 

Camb ridge onward to my Dionysian Kingdome at Pockl : My 

urpose was (according to duty) to have visitted the Reuerend 

�raster, but I (hearin g now that hee is not in ye College) do 

craue that your sel�e will please (at his return e) to make tender 

of my serious acknowlegment and thankfullnes both to the 

l\Iaster and society for this great Fauor conferred on me : God 

was pleased so to stand by me, that 1 managed your other 

Sch oole with Cred it and advantage to ye place and my Selfe : 

ye wh ich Successe there did ster vp my thoughtes to petition for 

this ,  in which I promise to your College that (by the help of ye 

same God) ye like serious Care and I ndustry shalbe renewed for 

a considerable discharge of this serious Trust ; for which your 

prayers are desi red to be speeded to heaven for him who is 

speed ing on his journey and yet rests (as he hath cause). 

8'. 6 : 57 : hora 9a• your bounden 
ROWLAND GREENWOOD. 

Addressed : Send this presently into St John' s. To my 

worthy friend Mr ffothergill, President there. 

To the Reuerend Dr Tuckney Mast1)r of St John' S CoIl : 

Cambr : and the rest of the worthy Society there. 

The Humble petition of Rowland Greenwood Master of your 

S choole in Pocklington. 

Sheweth, Whereas some of our dissaffected and popish 

persons together with �ur Alehouse Birdes (fluttering after the 

gli mmering LIght of their dark Lanterne guided by a tipling 

Mallster) have stirred up two justices to move you for my 

re moval l : Theese signify that by reason of a QlIartane feaver, 

my intention was and is to leave the place about the end of May 

next when I have finished the repairs to your house ; And in 

the meane Time the Sdoole shalbe carefully attended by my self 

and Vsher : Further b e  pleased to take speciall notice, that the 

said Maltster, as this enclosed paper makes i t  plain, because hee 

could not corrupt mee basely to take aduantake (S2C) of one w h o  

forfei ted h i s  Lease, for n o n  payment of rent a t  the very day ; 

And because I wold 110t be bribed to sell  another Lease at an 

vnder valewe (vnto which if  I had yielded, great wrong had 

beene done in le�uing the house vnrepaired) hath ever since, 
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b.eing stimulated by h is Alehouse Customers who cry out because parte of their gain is gone by reason Boarders. because of Ill, Sicknes, come not to them as formerly, sought occasion of {evenge 

Wherefore your petitioner having no meanes at all save onely 1 2lz'. per. ann. to maintaine himsel fe and a servant .  and having, not long since, suffered great Losse by a private fire and the publique Sword,  humbly beggs for his Continuance heere til! about the end of tho �aid May next ; and then TOwling himself vpon Euidence. will cast himself and the College Seale at your feete. And daily pray etc. 
This abruptly is added : As 1 2  handes were privately sent against mee, so cold I send above 60 h�ndes neare to the Towne for my Continuance, 

W/thZ'll the letler is folded a slip wzth these words : 
Mr Greenwood you desi red to speeke with my counsel! aboqt that busines that is betwixt you and me. h e  is  now in towne & goes away shortly if you p!ease to meet me  there let me know by the bearer 

your friend .T. B .  This note came in synnce & this J .  B .  is Jasper Belt, the Maltster and Incendiary to our Tinder Tappe houses. 
A ddressed : To the Reuerend Dr Tuckney Master of St J ohn'� College Cambridge these present. 

In answeere to yours We doe signifie that the in timacon 
alreadie giuen yow of M r  Greenwoocles negligence and evill 
behauiour is true and also that he exactes and requires monjes 
att everie Schollers entrance and yearl ie composit ions to be 
paid him quarterl i e  beinge a thinge al together contrarie to 
custom, the freedome of the Schoole and the founders c1ona

cion : by all which meanes, the Schoole is  brought to soe lowe 
and l ost condicon that i t  is never l ike to be raised again by h im, 
and herebie our Towne is much impouerished, and learninge 
d iscountenanced. For now there is not aboue eight or nyne 
l i ttle boyes i n  the Schoole, where as formerlie by the paines 
and industrie of some former masters there hath bene six or 
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n score Schollers in our Schoole, of which three or four 
se\'c . 

'c of them hath been tablers, gentlemen sonnes, which 
sco l 

a (lTeat  benefitt  to our towne, and thereby Learning was 
,,,as £ 0 

ch advanced and the Vn iversitie enlarged by the number of 
mu 
Schol l ers that were yearly sent from hence. Moreover we heere 

th nt l\Ir Greenwood hoped to obtain your fauours to resigne his 

place to the present V:sher. who either hath married or i s  to 

manic his daughter W ll1Ch we do not approve of  nor commende 

as fitt for the place, but we desi re rather that yow would pro

cede to an election in the Col ledge that  by that meanes we 

might haue one able, discreet and well learned man accordinge 

to the minde and wi l l  of the ffounder Thus hopeing of your 

care and speedie redresse herein we committ yow to Gods 

protection and reste 
yours in all respectes 

JAW;:S HUDSON, Vicar, THOMAS BISHOPP, JESPER B ELT, 
F F RANCIS FI E LD, one of t he  feoffees, WILLIA:I.� PLAXTON, 
OSWALD ROHINsON, WILLIAM SCARHROUGH, JOI-IN SCA R
RKOUGH, MATTHEW FriLL, PETER BLANSHARD, HENRY BAIT

SON, WILLIAM PLAXTON, junior, and R ICHARD WHEDD, 

ALEXANDER AN DREW, church wardens. 

JTrom Poddington 
ye gtli  daie of  October 

1 6 5 9 .  

A ddressed : To the  worpl1 . Doctor Tuckney Mr of  St  John's 
Col lcdge and the rest of the ffellowes there : In Cam bridge:., 
these.  

Mr Greenwood, it  is clear, did not satisfy the 
inhabitants of Pocklington very long. It may be that 
pol itical feeling was here also the real ground of the 
objections to him, and that he, like other parliamentary 
men, suffered for his opinions at the Restoration. He 
Was succeeded by Mr John Clark or Clerk in 1 660. 

Reverend Sirs 
We the Inhabitants of the towne of Pockli,ngton whose 

names are heare subscribed (perceivinge that none of your 

Colledge are willinge to accept of ye mastersbip of our Schoole) 
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not to propose anie thinge, or person VIltO yow alt ye either to i nfri nge your l ibertie or your choice, or anie waie intrench vpon you, in whom we knowe restes fundamentI ie eleccon of  a master to Our Schoole, humblie desire you take into consideration one John Clerk sometyme a student S idney Sussex Colledgc, and now Batchelor of Artes, of we haue received a Testimonie  herein i nclolied and other from Howden a Towne not farr distant from vs, wheare he officiated in teaching Schoole verie d i l igentlie, painefull ie profitablie, whose acceptance of it maie stand with your we craue : Thus humblie takeinge our Leaues we rest YOurs August 7th 1 660.  
(The signatures to this letter are practically the same those to the preced ing). 
Addressed : ffor ye WorP. Doct. Tuckney Mr of St J Coli edge and ye senior ffellowes of ye same, these present. Indorsed : Letter from Pocklinglon, desiring that Mr C might be their Schoolmaster, uppon which letter he was ch by the Master and Seniors, August J 8, J 6 60, there were the Master, the President, Dr Masterson, Dr famqn, Mc Snell. Bullingham, Twync, Fulthorpe. 

July 3 0, 1 660. 
These may testify That Mr John Clerke, Batchelour of Artea hath for these I Seene moneths discharged the office of Schoolemaster i n  ye Publique Schoole at Howden with skil l ,  di l igence and successe, during which time h is  conversation hath beene pious and sober. Soe we testify 

RICHARD DOWMAN, JOHN SAMPSON, curate at Rockliffe, STH. 
AR BUSH, minister at Howden, THo. HAMISON, MATTHEW' 
JEERE, ROGER NpTLYE, MATTH. HARVARD, MICH. MUSGRAUE, 
ROBERT WIGHTON, CHRISTO. LITTELL, minister of Adlingfieet. 
JOHN ROBINSON, minister of Cottingham. 

Mr Clark was Master at PockIington for four years 
only, his  successor, Thomas Ellison. being appointed in 
October 1 664. Yet, during that period, he inflicted on 
the School a greater wrong than any of his predecessors 
whose shortcomings have been set forth. It appears, 
from what follows, that within a year after his appoint
ment he had let part of the School lands at an insufficient 
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t to Sir John Reresby of Thrybergh for a term of 

ten rears , the inducement being a sum of m oney down 

8 1  ) . f l ' . 1 f 
. f d a prom Ise 0 ecc eSlastlca pre erment 111 the uture. 

�;e may assume that Ellison discovered this soon after 

eaching poc1dington, but the matter was not put right 

�nti1 after the lapse of something like forty years. 

Sir. 

Ever s ince I sent you a copy of the terrier of Thribergh land 

belonginge to the Schoole, Sir John Reresby has beene earnestly 

desirouS that I would go to h is  house, and because I could 

never l ight of a convenient time to goe he was pleased to send 

for m e to his house at Yorke. 1 went in good hope that h e  

would resigne h i s  title to h i s  long lease, but I was much mis

taken . He said he  was so far from disliking it or the least 

doubting of its being invalid that if I would consent he would 

take another lease for as many as I would let it, if i t  were for a 

J 000 yeres, nay more than this he said that (if I would not 

e i ther doe this, or joyne with h i m  to get an act of Parliament 

to setl e  it upon him and h i s  heires for ever, in con si deration of 

which he would lay out 500 It. to buy land for the Schoole 

e lsewhere), that he  would  not pay any more rent according to 

the l ease. As I never dreamed of such proposalls so I was 

surprized and unready to make h i m  any other answer but that 

these were great and publ icke concernes, and that I was afraid 

or  draw ing  an odium upon me,  and curses as I found Mr C lark 

had done, and that I was not wi l l ing to do anything i n  this 

afTair but with the Colledge good l ikeing, with which as soone 

as I received it his worship should be acquainted. N ow Sir the 

t ime draws near when the Parliament sits and he i ntends to be 

there about i t. If you will be pleased to tell me what answer 

I shal l  make h im, you will much oblige 

Poc1dington, your very humble servant, 

St M ichaeI's ,  ) 680 THO. ELLI"ON. 

Addressed : These for ' the  worshipll Tho Watson D . D .  fellow 

of  St ] ohn's  CoI l . i n  Cambridge. 
Post paid at York, 3d. 

The record of the Inqu isition or Enquiry into this 
m atter of thc lease of the Thrybergh lands which 
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follows is of considerable interest. This temp to a n  i ndividual, or small group of individuals, h o nly a life i l l terest in property, has always common. Improvident deal ing of this kind with porate property was one of the charges against s m aller Religious Houses at the Dissolution of Monasteries. It will be observed that considera s tress is laid on the fact that the Terrier, or descri Schedule attached to the lease of the School lands in Thrybergh was defective. In past times, when Open Field system prevailed, and the parts of estate were in small plots, seldom so large as an and scattered dispersedly over a parish, the id en t

'
ion of a property m ust have been very difficult. that period the leases of the College farms aI contained a clause binding the tenant to . furnish corrected Te'n'itr at intervals, generally of from six to ten years, In the COllege Muniment Room some hundreds of such Te1'ners are preserved, and in  the case of one or t wo estates a parchment plan, shewing t h e  almost incredibly small plots which went to make up the farm. 

An Inquisition 1ndented taken at the  Castle of Yorl(" in the County of York, the fi rst day of March in the e leven th year o( tIle Reign of our Sovereign Lord, Wil l iam the thi rd, by the Grace of God, King of England, Scotland, France and In�land, defender of the faith, &c" Annoque domini One Thousand six 1 1  undred n inety and eight, Before Henry Watkinson Doctor of Laws, and Chancellor to the Lord Arch-Bishop of York, Henry Squi re, Richard Thornton, Heneage Dering, John Lister, Vi' i l l i am Wickham, Thomas Hesel t ine and Wil l iam Cuthbertson ]�squ i res, Robert Squire and Thomas Thomson Gentlemen, by virtue of his Majesties Commission u nder the Great Se.al of England bearing date at Westminster the s ixteenth day of ] l i ly last past to them and oth ers di rected for the due execution of a S t,atute made i n  the H igh Court of Parliament holden at Westm i nster the twenty seventh day of October in the th ree and fortieth year of the reign of the late Queen Elizabeth Inti lu led 
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, Act to redress the misemployment of Lands, Goods and 

�ock of money heretofore given to Charitable Uses. By and 

upon the Oathes of  Henry West, Thomas Cock, Thomas 

Rou th ,  Stephen Lofthouse, Thomas Turner, John Thornton, 

R ichard Swallow, B ryan Tate, Thomas lVIorril, Christopher 

Turne r, Robert Blackburn, Joh n  Kitchingman, Richard Birk� 

head and Richard Tuke, honest and Lawfull men of the West 

R ideing in the County of York aforesaid, who being duly 

retorned, impannelled and sworne according to the said Statute 

and Commission upon their Oathes : That John Dowman, 

Doctor of Laws and Arch-Deacon of Suffolk, in  the Reign of 

]Z i n g  Henry the E ight, did found and erect a free Grammar 
Schoole at Pockl ington in the said County of York, and being 
then seized in his demesne as of ffee of  (amongst other thinges) 
of seventH Messuages, Cottages, Landes, Tenementes and 
Hered i taments with the apurtenances in  fftyber alias Thryber. 
alias Thryburgh in the West Rideing of the said County of 
York, d id  intend to endow the saide schoole with the said 
premi3es. for the better sustentation and maintenance of the  
J\Iaster and Usher of the said Schoole, the  en  crease of Learning 
and vert l10US education to be taught the youth .  But the said 
Dr Dowman departed this l i fe before he had perfected and 
fi nished that pious work ; and the said Jurors do farther upon 
their said oathes find that by a certain act of Parliament, made 
arter the death of the said Dr Dowman (that is to say) in  the 
firth year of  the reign of the late King Edward the sixth  of 
pious memory, Exemplify'd under the great seal of  England, 
and now given in evidence to the Jurors aforesaid, upon the 
Humble Petition of Thomas Dowman reciting (amongst other 
things) the said pious intention of the sai d Dr Dowman, an d 
that the said Thomas Dowman was seized in his demesne as of 
JTee as well of the said schoole house, as of the said ffree schoole 
as also of all the said Lands and Tenements purchased by the 
said Dr Dowman for the maintenance of  the said ffree Grammar 
Srhoole without any u:se declared, and no other device then 
made for the more perrect Cont inuance of the said ffree grammar 
schoole. so that when the said Thomas Dowman should chance 
to dye i t  was not certain that the said lands should be employed 
unto the use and godly intention aforesaid, as before that time 
they had been j it was and is enacted (amongst other things) 
that the Master and Usher of the said ffree Grammar Schoole 

VOL. XIX. P P  P 
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should be incorporated by the name of Master and Usher at the fIree Grammar Schoole of Pocldington, and that they and their successors should have perpetual! succession i n  the same for ever, and that the said Master and Usher, and thei r  Cessors for t h e  time being for ever should by the authority of tl)e said Parliament be enabled to retain to them and their successors in  perpetuity for ever of the Gift and grant of the said Thomas Dowman or of any other person or persons, Lands f Tenements, Annuities and rentes for the exercising and using of the said Room and Rooms of the said schoolmaster and Usher of the said fIree Grammar Schoole, and that the said Master, and Usher and ether of them, and the successor or successors of either of  them, should and might be enabled by the authori ty aforesaid to sue and be sued, to Implead and be Impleaded for any matter or cause concern ing the said Lands, Tenements, Annuities and Rents or any Parcell thereof by the name of Master and Usher of the said fIree Grammar Schoole of Pockl ington aforesaid . By Vertue of which said Act of Parliament the said Master and Usher of the said schoole d id become, and were, and have ever s ince the making  thereof continued one body Corporate and Pol itick both i n  name and thing. And the said Jurors upon their said Oaths do farthec find that the said Thomas Dowman by the name of Thomas D owman son and heir of Wil l iam Dowman late of Pockl ington in the County of York, Gent, by a certain Indenture of tfeofment executed with Livery and Seizin bearing date the n inth day of J al1uary i n  the first year of the reign of the late Queen Mary now produced to the said Jurors in Evidence wherein i t  is recited that Whereas John Dowman Doctor of Law� and William Dowmal1 were joyntly with other Co-tfeotfees seized in their demesne as of tfee (amongst other th ings) of and in one capital Messuage, four Tenements, and diverse other Lands, Tenements and Hereditaments in Thryber al ias Thryburgh i n  the  County of  York, then or  late i n  the  several! Tenures or occupations of John Copley, Richard Eyott, John Wright, and George Puterick, for the Maintenance an d support of o n e  Grammar Schoole by the said John Dowman in  Pockl iugton aforesaid founded, and that the said William Dowman did survive the other Co-otfees, so that after h is death the said premises with the appurtenances did come and descend to the said Thomas Dowman, son and Heir of the said William 
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IJowman. Therefore the  said Thomas Dowman i n  and by 

said I ndenture in Pursuance of the said Act  of Parliament 
t he 0 d d O d 0 d fi 
here i n  above mentlOne 1 gIVe, grant an con rm unto  

p, dam Lockwood
. 

Gent, then �aster of the said �rammar 

Sch oole  in pockhngton aforesaId, and Alexander Smlth then 

Usher in the said Grammar Schoole, and to their successors for 

ever, all and singular the said Messuages, Lands, Tenements 

and H creditaments with all and singular their and every of their 

appurtenances for and toward the maintenance and support o f  

the said Grammar Schoole, and  also a l l  and  singular other 

Lands and Tenements, Meadows, pastures and feedings, Rents, 

Reversions and Services, and al l  other the Hereditaments of 

the s.id Thomas Dowman with the appurtenances i n  Thryber 

aforesaid to hold the same to the said Master and Usher and 

thei r successors for ever. And the Jurors do farther find that 

by Vertue of the said deed and other the premises The said 

l\Iaster and Usher of the said Schoole and their successors have 

ever since the making thereof been seized in their demesne as 

of tfee i n  right of the said Schoole of all and s ingular the said 

Lands, Tenements and Hereditaments with the appurtenances 

in ffryber, alias Thryber, alias Thryburgh aforesaid, and that the 

same or the greatest part of them did l i e  dispersedly in small 

parcells up and down in the severaH fields and Territories 

of Thryber aforesaid, But are more particu�arly mentioned, 

enumerated, abutted and bounded in a certain Terrier or 

Schedule to a certain Indenture of Lease hereafter mentioned. 

annexed.  And the said J urors do farther find, That John Clarl<e, 

Master and James Dayson Usher of the  said tfree Schoole by 

their Indenture of demise, bearing date on or about the four 

and twentieth day of October in the year of our Lord one 

Thousand, six h undred sixty one, a Counterpart whereof i s  

now produced i n  Evidence to  the  said Jurors, by  the  name o f  

l\Iaster and Usher o f  the said free Grammar Schoole, did 

demise and to farm lett unto Sir John Reresby, Bamet, all  the 

sai d  Lands, Tenements and Hereditaments with the appurten

ances at Thryber aforesaid belonging to the said tfree Grammar 

Schoole as the same are in the said Indenture mentioned to be 

more particularly described in the Schedule to the said Inden

ture of Demise annexed, To hold  from the feast of St Martin 

the Bishop in  winter then next following for the term of four 

SCore and one years without Impeachment of Waste, and by 
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and under the yearly rent of four  and twenty poundes 
to the said Master and Usher, and their Successors at PentecoS\ and Martinmass by even portions. By vertue of which dt:tniso the said Sir  John Reresby did all along afterwards enjoy al l  th� said p remises and received the rents and Profi t s  there of to h ia

' 
own use unti l l  the time of his  death which happened to bo some time in the Month of -- in the yeare of our Lord ono Th o�sand and six hundrt'd eighty nine, having fi rst made h is las� will and Testament i n  writeing, and thereof made Sir Wil J iarn. Reresby his eldest son and Heir sole Executor who proved thO: said Will and entred upon the said premises, and hath ever since enjoyed the same and receeved the rents and profits there of to his own use. And the said Jurors upon thei r said Oathes do further say that at tbe time of the mak i n g  of the said lease, the said premises did li e dispersed, and i ntermixed amongs� other Lands of inhe ritance or ffreehold helongi ng to the sai ci Sir John Reresby in  Thryber aforesaid, And that the said Terrier or Schedule to the  said Counterpart of the sai d Lease annexe<\ was not made at or about the time of til e making of the sai<\ Lease, But was a very old Terrier or  Schedule, and made many years before, and that the said premises belonging to the said ffree-Schoole were not at the time of the making of the said Lease abutti ng or bounding as in the said Schedule they are described to be, nor were they in the possession of any of the. persons named in the said Schedule. But that t b e  said severall persons named in the said Schedule were dead many years before the maki ng of the said lease or Inden ture of Lease� 

so that by reason of the said false description in, the said 
Schedule mentioned and the in term ixture of the  said School Landes with otller Lands belonging to the said Sir John 
Reresby, the said Schoole Lands or the greatest part of them cannot now be distinguished from the  other Lal1des of in herit, 
ance or ffreehold belong ing to the said Sir John Reresby and 
the said S ir William Reresby his son. But the said Jurors 
upon their said oaths do farther say, that the said Schoole 
Lands as they are enumerated by Acres and Roods in the 
said Terrier or Schedul e do amount to one hundred. sixty 
four  Acres besides Severall Enclosures the Contents whereof 
are not specifyd in the said Terrier or Schedule and that 
the said Schoole lands at the time of the making of the said 
Indentllre of Lease, and all a long- after the making thereof 
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ere an d nolV are of the clear annual or yearly value of 

woe h un d red thirty three pounds six shi l l ings and eight pence 

�eyond all charges and reprizes which is one hundred and 

i ne pounds six shillings and eigh t  pence o f  the improved 

�alue of the said Schoole lands above the said  summe o C  

twenty four pounds reserved upon the  said Lease, which said 

suml11e of one hundred and n i ne pounds six shill ings and 

eigh t pence per annum for the space of seven and twenty 

years and an half amounting in the whole to the summe 

of Three Thousand and six poundes thirteen sh il l lings and 

foure pence was taken and received by the said Sir John 

Reresby and ever since his death the said annual summe of 

one hundred and n ine pounds six shi l l ings and eigh t pence 

b<!ing the Overplus value of the said Schoole Lands for the 

space of n ine years and an hal f now last past amoun t i n g  in 

tbe whole to the summe of one T h o usand thi rty eight pounds 

th i r teen shill i ngs and four pence hath been taken and received 

by th e said Sir Wi l l iam Reresby besides the summe of twenty 

four pounds due for a year's ren t at l\larti n mass last past for the 

said Schoole Lands wh ich is  yet i n  arrear and unpaid by the 

said Sir W i l l iam Reresby_ And therefore the said J uro rs do 

u pon their said Oathes farther say t hat there lVas at Martinmass 

last i n  the hands uf the said Sir  'vVi l l iam Reresby and due to 

the said Master and Usher of the said schoole for the said 

schoole lands the sum of four thousanu s ixty n ine pounds six 

shi l l i ngs and eight  pence. And the said J uro rs upon th e i r said 
Oaths d o farther find  that by an d u pon t i le  death of the said 

S i r  John  Reresby t h ere did come and d esce n d  unto and upon 
the said Sir Wil l iam Reresby as son and Heir to the said Sir 

J O h n  Reresby Lands an d T�nements of I n heritance of the value 

of twelve hundred pounds per annum and upwards , and l ikewise 

that the said Sir Wil l iam Reresby as executor t o  the said Sir 

] Oh11 Reresby after the death of the said Sir Joh n  Reresby 

became possessed of a personal l estate belonging to the said 

Sir ] oh n R eresby at the time of h is death to the value of Ten 

Thousand pounds and upwards which was sufficien t not only to 

pay al l  his debts legacies and funeral expenses, But also all 

the severall summes of money above mentioned to be due to 

the said Master and Usher of the said ffree schoole with a very 

great overplus. And the said Jurors upon their said Oathes do  

farther find that the  said Indenture o f  Lease above mentioned 
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to be made to the said Sir John Reresby was made in cOil. sideration of twenty pounds paid to the said John Clarke then Master and the said J ames Dayson then Usher of the schoole or one of them. And the expectation of some eC'-'lesl.; astical benefit or Living wherto the said Sir John Reresby promise to prefer the said John Clarke, he  being at that time " clergyman of the Church of England, And the reservation oC. the said yearly Rent of twenty four pounds per annum in by the said Indenture of Lease reserved and made payable to: the said Master and Usher and their Successors as aforesaid, and upon no other consideration whatever that doth appear to the said Jurors aforesaid ; and the said Jurors upon their said Oathes do farther say that Miles Farrer now is and for the space of about one year now last past hath been master of the said ffrer Grammar Schoole of Pockl ington aforesaid.  And that William Dunne, Clerk, now is and for the space of about twenty years 11011' last past hath been Usher of the said schoole. And; that Thomas Dwyer, Clerk, was master of the said schoole for the space of about five years next and immediately p receding bt'fore the said Mr Farrer became Master th ereof. 

Afler this inquiry had been held, the Commissioners issued a Decree in which it is  stated that it had been establ ished to their satisfaction that the grant of the lease to Sir John Reresby was a breach of trust on the part of the Master and Usher. That they were satisfied that the annual value of the School lands in Thrybergh was £ 133 6s. Bd. They therefore ordered Sir William Reresby to deliver up Mr Clark's lease to be annulled. With regard to the arrears, they stated that in their opinion the Jury had rather over estimated them, and, in lieu of the sum of £4069 6s. Bd., decreed that Sir William should, within one month from the date of the decree, pay to the Master and 
Usher the sum of £35 6 9 6s. Bd. • From the papers preserved in College it would 
appear that Sir William Reresby appealed against this Decree to the Lord Keeper, and that litigation went on for a number of years. A copy of Sir. John 
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R
eresby' s Exceptz()lts to the Decree is preserved in 

college. As a rule it simply traverses the fi ndings 

of the Jurors, but definitely states that the l etting value 

of land in Thrybergh was ' not above a noble an acre.' 

The Lord Keeper seem s to have affirmed the Decree 

in all m a terial points, varying it, however, to the extent 

of li miting the payment of arrears to the period of Miles 

Farrer' s Mastership. He also directed that the School 

lands should be set out, and, in case there was any 

difficulty in identification , that lands of equal area and 

like value should be allotted from Sir William Reresby's 

estate to the School. 

Many letters from Miles Farrer h ave been preserved. 

From these it is clear that he exercised great self

denial in refu5ing all offers to compromise the case 

by accepting someth ing less than what the Com m is

sioners awarded. In one letter he states that his whole 

income from the endowments of the School was but 

£ 24. which h e  had to share with the Usher. The 

College clearly helped him with funds for his lawsuits 

and perhaps also the Master (Dr Gower). Two examples 

of these letters follow. 

PockIington. 
Mar. ye z z d ,  ' 70�' 

Hon oured Sir, 
I'm n ow informed by Mr WaIler our Solicitor (who has been 

at least z z Il. charge this last terme in our case against Sir 

W i l l iarn ) that we h ave given him a fatal stroke, how that my 

Lord Keeper has confirmed after a third hearing the lands of 

Thr)'ber, that they shaJI be continued to the schoole for ever, 

that they shall pay the �rrears from the time I became Master, 

sh al l  give us immediate possession, and pay all costs. Now the 
Lands were returned by the Commissioners at S S ll. per annum, 

but how to come by the Arrears and costs will  be a d ifficulty, 

considering Sir Will iam's circumstances, besides he  now 

threatens us to bring his appeal in the house of Lords, and the 

matter now sticks for want of money, for the decree is so large 
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that to entoll it, and to have a writ of Execttlz'one Juditii (as h calls i t) upon i t  wi l l  cost above 4011. ; so that except some goo: assistance can be had, we shall not be able to perfect the gOod decree my Lord Keeper has made, this is the naked truth, nor ever was any in worse circllmstances after

. 
so great a victory, none we have to apply to but your selfe S ir  and your Society, where we may 110t be ashamed to own our poverty not having had 2011. per annum to maintai n 2 Masters these 5 years, and but for the prospect of better times shu'd ha' sunk i nto despair, nay had already fal len long ere th is  but for the rel iefe we have h ad from you already. I dare i n  modesty urge no  more, but hope  your own goodness wi l l  move you to expedite a matter of so greate concern ; his Agent last week by letter (amongst his threats w i th the House of Lords) offered me 4011. per annum, pay arrears and costs, but nothing shall ever prevail with me to lessen the true Interest of the Schoole by abat ing in Rent, nor would they I doubt make the promise good, or continue long just Tenants, so would wil l i ngly find other for the ease of successors. Pardon Gt. Sr. my tediousness and please to continue your wonted favours to 

Reverend S ir, 
your most humble obl iged servant, 

M. FFARRER. 
A ddressed : This To the Revd. Dr Gower, Master of St John's College in  Cambridge, prese

'
nt 

Honouted S ir, 
Pocklington, May 3d• 1 703.  

Saturday last your welcome letter found Mr WaI ler and me together i n  our town. A copy of the decree has been served upon Sir  Wil l iam and now every post h e  expects the writ of possession, 'twi l l  be safest then to make our peace with sword in hand, whatever they doe for me, I design honourable terms  to posl erity, rather rebate i n  Arrearages and  costs, than in  yearly salary, we are i nfinitely obliged to your society, �haJl  certain ly ever grateful ly own i t. Mr Waller, in his way to London the next Term designes to call on you, and hopes to give you an account then of  a perfect accomodation, I fear so great expedition, though Sir William promised 1 4  days agoe 
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o he i n  the country immediately in  order to settle that affaire. 

� a!l1 (\\" ith all thankfulness for your last consideration i n  writing) 

Reverend Sir, 

your most obliged humble servant, 
M. FFARRER. 

Our hUlb blest service attend the Master and Seniors. 

A ddressed : This to the Revd. Dr Berry, bursar of St John's 

Col l ege ill Cambridge humbly present. 

York. pt. pd. ad. 

Unfortunately Mr Farrer did not live long to enjoy his 
success. I-le was buried at Pocklington 1 7  April 1 7°4.  

R. F. S. 

( To be td1itillUed). 

! LAUGHED at Love and thought to chase 
The eager boy away with scorn, 

I tutned to see h i s  ch ildish face 
Piteous and blushing as the mom. 

I took him gently by the hand 

And whispered in his coral ear : 

" Love, it is foolish n ess to stan d 

And call to one who will not hear.'i 

He drew his trembling hand away 

Alas ! to let the fingers go ! 

Yet withered leaves are not of May 

Nor blossoms of the Winter snow. 

J . H . H . 

VoL. XIX. Q Q Q  



GARLANDS, GIRLS, AND WINE. 
(From A nacreon). 

GIVE m e  a couch in leafy bowers, 
Where myrtle breathes, and lotus-flowers In downy bed of roses twine ; 
'l'hen fill my cup with glowing wine ! At my side let Love be found, 
His tiny robe with gi rdle bound ;-
Re shall pour from sparkl ing bo\Vl� 
The balm that ravish es my soul ! 
Swift as wheel in chariot race" 
Life is whirl in g  round apace ; 
We shall leave-for die we must
Nought here save a little dust ! 
Oh ! why should the rose's bloom 
Waste its sweetness o n  the tomb ? 
Why Qn the earth libation s shed ? Their odours cannot reach the dead [ Ah ! n o, not then ! but rather give 
Thy wealth of perfumes, while I l ive r If thou hast roses, twine them now, In blushing garlands on my brow. And call my m istres s ! she will whi le The hours away with her sweet smile. For, Love, I fai n  would cull the bloom Of flying moments, ere the gloom Of sliadowy Hades frown on me : So let me yield to revelry. 

H. T. RICHARDS. 

SOMNIA PISCATORIS. 

QUIET bay, that breaks the line of the lake' s 

northern shore, and sleeps cal m and waveless 

in almost all weathers ; for to the westward 

a long low gravelly point shuts it in, bearing 

a tangled m ass of nondescript alders, half way between 

trees and bushes, with here and there a great larch 

shooting its feathery spire above the undergrowth. O n  

the east is shelter o f  a blUnter cape of rising ground, 

speckl ed with a few scattered oaks, and fringed with a 

thick border of h azels and a sparse line of boulders at 

the water's ed ge. Between these l imits l ie flat rushy 

meadows, where sometimes the h aymaking lasts from 

July to October ; sometimes too the lake itself holds a 

picnic there, when the August storm has been more 

than usually severe ; and even i n  ordi n ary years the 

margin is reed-grown and ill-defined ; the meadow 

slopes gently into the lake, and thence the ground 

shelves gradually outward, so overgrown with short 

grass-like weed that it seems like a flooded l awn. 

Only by the gravel beaches of the western point the 

deep water comes close up against the shore ; and there 

the long tresses of the waterplants rise fro m  the depths, 

and float their small white yellow-hearted flowers o n  

the surface. It i s  i n  this bay that I always begin m y  

fishing ; for i n  this bay it  was that I caught my first 

t rout. 
o that first trout ! He was not extraordinarily large, 

nor particularly hard to land : and yet the lordliest 
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salmon, that ever swam up Tyne or Tweed, is but minnow beside the Triton wh ich memory makes hi Doubtless second thoughts are best ; but first bites s weetest : and if a man were asked to name the ecstatic moment of his exi5tence, I feel sure that 
one would th ink of other than the momP-nt of his fi something-the landing of his first fish, the winning his first race, or ( if  I may believe the rhapsodies certain of my friends) the kissing of his first love. And though philosophers may d isapprove the preferenc� shown to pleasures of a less i n tel1ectual nature than those wherein they themselves delight, still I verily believe that what I have asserted is the truth , and that it is good for a m an that it should be so : it may even be that if the philosopher should catch a fish, or win race-I will not i l lustrate the other example-he might find reason to alter his opinion : for such memories are to the heart what a patent medicine professes to be as regards the body ; and there is no stamp-duty upon 

them. 
It was in this bay, too, that I lost the biggest perch 

that ever I hooked. His weight was not a grain less 
than-no, I must be firm. For that biggest fish that 
one has hooked and lost is a kind of Frankinstein 's 
monster, and is apt to grow ounce by ounce from 
in nocent narration to artistic word-painting, an� then 
pound by pound to outrageous mendacity, till it ends by devouring the fisherman's conscience altogether :  
which entity rude and sceptical persons declare to be 
but a tender plant at the best. 

There is an old north-country legend which relates 
how a certain nobleman went fishing 011 a Sunday 
morning and caught a little deformed creature which he 
threw into a neighbouring well : but in due ti01e the 
dragon, which devastated into a horrible death-dealing 
despised creature developed the land til1 it was destroyed, 
as in the said legend more particularly mentioned. I have no doubt that this story is of the same nature as 
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,c solar myth " ;  for i n  ancient times it was unlawful 

:or any man to i nvent a story of his own imagination ; 

he was bound by rigorous custom to take some n atural 

phenom enon, such as the passage of the sun from one 

sign of the Zodiac to another, and to elaborate that 

according to the accepted rules of art, the result being 

a 111yth, which had nothing whatever to do with the 

sun, or the Zodiac, or any signs or sign thereof, as the 

lawyers say, but perhaps described the labours of Her

cules, the wanderings of Ulysses, or the love affairs of 

Zcus himself. And by a similar process of development 

tl1 is legend of the " Lam bton Worm " typifies the moral 

degeneration of some forgotten predecessor of the " sage 

benign "-some " m ute inglorious " Walton, one might 

almost say, except for the indubitable fact that the 

process must have made h im both loquacious and 

boastful. 
Therefore with reluctant modesty I refrain from 

mentioning the weight of that lost perch, thereby 

abandoning a rare opportunity for p icturesque and 

dramatic narrative. With what thrilling effect could I 

describe how easily the great fish broke my rod, as 

though he had been an undergraduate, and the rod a 

college rule ; or how I seized the line and by main force 

hauled the monster (observe the gradation )  almost to 

the surface ; how one flick of his tail caused the over

strailled line to snap ; and how even then Leviathan 

(observe the gradation once more) might have been 

enmeshed had so-and-so been quicker with the net ! 

A glorious narrative, rendered artistically perfect by 

the omission of d ivers incongruous details ; as, for 

instance, the fact that the rod was a flimsy switch, 

bought for a shilling i n  the v illage at the foot of the 

l ake ;  the l ine ancient and three parts rotten ; and the 

net all the while hanging idly from its peg on the boat 

house wall. But such omissions are enjoined by the 

selective discrimination of Art, j ust as the painter omits 

from his landscape the advertisement of Soap or PillS'. 
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which ought, i n  accordance with brutal 
conspicuous in the foreground. 

To fish for perch with the perfection of philosoPhi� enjoyment requires conditions which, unfortunately, ar� not always attainable. The weather must be hot, the sky cloudless, and the air so still as not to blur th� smallest detail of inverted trees, fields and fells, that colour the mirror of the lake's surface : the boat mus� be roomy and comfortable ; the tobacco fragrant and plentiful (don't forget the matches either), and the bOok an old favourite, so that if a bite does Occur to interrupt the read ing, the losing of one's place may be a matter of small moment : moreover, the book should be of Cl. cheap edition, easily replaceable, so that accidental contact with fish, worms, or water may not cause undue anxiety ; also, if an  eel be caught, it is ten chances to one that the book must be used as a vice to control the motions of His Sinuosity, if ever the hook is to be recovered from his javvs. 
Still, in  the perfection of perch-fishing, bi tes and the catching of fish are scarcely more than accessory circumstances-agreeable episodes, which enhance by contrast the more philosophic enjoyments of the pursuit. Even reading becomes after no long time a mere pretence : the fisherman opens his book as soon as the hook is 

baited and the float set for the right depth ; but he 
seldom reads for long. Presently the book tumbles 
unheeded from his knees, and he loses himself in smoke 
and contemplation. 

Sometimes the contemplation is vague and inarticu
late-a fascinated gazing at the blue, grey, and green 
reflections of sky, rocks, fields, and trees that are 
pictured in the placid lake ; or at the great double-piked 
fell, which rises steep and rough from the narrow strip 
of enclosed land that fringes the further shore. It is no 
important hill ; the " double front " of Skiddaw is larger 
and loftier ; the " lusty twins " that tower over LangdaJe 
are more picturesque. Yet these t wo pikes seem to 
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have more character, almost more individuality than 

most hills, whether they are veileLl i n  luminous shadow 

as the morning sun mounts above them, or ablaze with 

golden glory that gradually changes to pink and purple 

as he goes down behind the opposite heights. They 

have something of the repose and grandeur of twin 

colossi ; something of the cal m  inscrutability of the 
sphinx, and yet something m ore ; for they are alike, yet 
diverse, twins, and yet n o  mere reproductions from the 
same mould : a monstrous lion with a huge lioness 
couchant by his side-that is perhaps a better illus
tration. Like lion and lioness they lie, as though 
keeping watch and ward over h idden treasures : indeed 
there does exist a vague lingering tradition that wealth 
untold lies buried somewhere in the gill that scars the 
fell side between them ; as a matter of fact the mouth 
of an old copper m ine still gapes there amongst the 
rocks and screes of the ravine ; and the remembrance 
of it may serve to bring the m ind down from its fanciful 
flights to the lower levels of hum an nature and human 
rascality : for, if tales be true, the m ine was " salted," 
and the only ore that ever came out of it  was a supposi
titious child, and no true offspring of the primeval rock. 

But the suggestion of human handiwork may set the 
mind once more upon its travels, and make it wing its 
way backward along the course of twenty centuries to 
the days when the earliest tokens of man's activity 
were graven upon this little corner of the earth ' s  
surface. Just behind that long low half-wooded hill 
the great circle of an old encampment m ay still be 
seen : another, less distinct, but still discernible, lies on 
the peaty heather-crowned top of the bare round fell, 
that rises further to the west ; and away on the rolling 
moors of the opposite side are many sepulchral rem ains 
of a distant age and a forgotten people-here a rude 
barrow of earth and stones, here a little stone circle, 
formed of flat slabs of slate, which lean at all angles or 
lie flat on the ground. 
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Little or nothing rem ains to enable us to form a. 
picture of those early inhabitants ; still, it is just Possible to draw a few rough outlines of their life and doings . .A. 
b ard, toilsome, precarious life they m ust have led ; notv' hunting or fishing, with the grim prospect of a oold supperless night to follow upon ill success ; now Scratch_ ing a scanty strip of tillage groun d  upon the bro w  of some h il l ,  that rose above the tangled forests of the valley ; now fighting desperately in defence of life and a little paltry store of worldly wealth ; now with equal fury attacking the lives and possessions of others. But 
soon the delights of internecine raids and reprisals gave 
place to tardy half-hearted u nion and hasty ill-disci_ 
plined resistance to the Roman arms. It was Agricola. 
no doubt, who first robbed the rough in habitants of 
these hills of their primitive freedom ; and for three 
hundred years the country lay under the yoke which he 
was the first to impose. An i mportant fortress lay Some 
m iles hence to the n orth ; a nother not far to eastward, 
upon the great high road from LuguvaII u m  to the 
south ; and, p robably, the traces of a subsidi ary camp 
remain upon the low wooded hill  that stands l ike a 
sentinel by the outlet of the lake. Over the moot 
yonder, straight th rough the very centre of the burying 
ground of the vanquished Britons, drives the narrow 
line of a Ro man road, clim bing pertinaciously over' 
s u m m it after sum m it, tiII it reaches the broad flat fop of 
t h e  mountain to which it has given a name, and then 
drops sharply down towards Troutbeck and 'Vinder
mere. A terrible march it m ust have been i n  the 
wi n ter time, or even on a keen clear day of early spring, 
when Cross Fell was a long level band of black mist, 
topped by a n arrow edging of white cloud, and the 
Helm wind cam e shrieking and piercing cold from the 
east, causing each man of the shivering troop to stagger 
on with a sideward slant, as though leaning u p  against 
the blast ; a distressing climb from the southward i n  
the full heat of sum mer, when the sun blazed fiercely OIl 
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head and back till helmet and armour grew almost 

untouch able : a stiff ascent it  is still, but one that has 

much compensation when once the brow of the steepest 

slope is won, for then we are up aloft in the pure in

vigorating air of the upper world, where two miles and 

twO miles make n o  m ore than three. It may be that 

the Roman engineer knew something of this ethereal 

arithmetic when he planned his road along the great 
ridge, where for seven miles or more one may stride 
from hill-top to hill-top, and never be less than two 
thousand feet above the sea. 

Nor are later ages without some scraps of pasture for 
the wandering fancy. The mere name of many a 
hamlet or farmstead tells of some sturdy Norse pioneer, 
who, growing tired of the sea at last, m ade his way 
hither, and cleared his " th waite " in the forest-the 
very word seems to preserve some echo of the axe 
whistling through the air and then b iting deep into the 
trunk. The turbulent times of border warfare have 
their m emorials also. Hidden i n  a lonely hollow 
amongst the higher peaks of that fell, whose m iddle 
slopes show, even at this distance, the white streak of a 
waterfall, is a ruined building, which, in olden days-so 
the story run s-served as a place of refuge and conceal
ment when the Scotch riders were south of Esk and 
Solway. Further away yet, hidden by the steep 
northern buttress of the same hill, is the narrow ledge 
of rock-sheer rise of crag above and sheer dip of deep 
water below-where William Mounsey and his handful 
of gallant shepherds met and overthrew two hundred 
Scotch reivers, who came to harry the sheltered farms 
of the higher dales : a humble repetition of Thermopylae, 
blest with a happier result. 

Q uieter and more a musing visions m ay succeed as the 
mind passes on to the period when the Lake Country 
Was first discovered as a p leasure resort, the days of 
those curious travellers who-fortes ante Agamemnona
before the land was made famous by its poets and 
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pencils, penetrated these retreats and described their sensations and adventures in quaint guide-books ant! solemn itineraries, which deserved the gratitude ant! admiration of ages less easily impressed ; those earIies. tourists, who had the unsophisticated eyes of children. 
and a child's passion of superlatives, to whom every 
mountain was " stupendous," every rock an object of 
horrified awe, every tarn a fathomless abyss, an€l 
" beetling crags " no mere commonplace of minor verse, 
What a curious picture they must have formed as they 
rode along the old pack-horse ways in their wigs, theiJo 
three-cornered hats, and their long-skirted coats ! What 
hairsbreadth escapes they encountered, if only thei! 
accounts be true ! For everywhere the crags were 
" threatening," and all the rocks were overhanging, and 
appeared capable of falling at any moment. Never.; 
the1ess, each worthy traveller seems to have enjoyed 
his adventures hugely, through the influence, no doubt. 
of that thirst for strong emotions, which draws the lover 
of melodrama to the Adelphi to have his withers 
pleasurably wrung by the hero's wrongs and the 
heroine's lamentations .  

Another favourite sensation was found in the pro
duction of echoes. Now-a-days echoes seem to be 
somewhat out of fashion, but at that simpler period no  
country house was complete without its equipment of 
cannon, bugles, and other instruments of noise or 
music wherewith the pet echo of the opposite hill might 
be made to display her superiority over the rival 
nymphs of the neighbourhood : whence resulted much 
splendour of word-pain ting in the Itineraries, and a 
multitude of choice metaphors drawn from battle and 
thunderstorm, pealing organs, choirs of angels, and the 
Italian opera. 

Truly those were enchanted days, and the Lake 
Country was a real fairy land then ! But times have 
changed, and, if we have gained much, we have alsO 
lost. We may be whirled round in coach, or train, or 
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steamboat, and " do " the Lakes in three or four days � 

but such a privilege means dust, telegraph poles, red 

and yellOW omnibuses, and the conversion of not a few 

quaint little villages into something which looks like 

the fag ends of three London suburbs, dumped care

lessly down on a sunny slope. Even primitive Wast

dale has changed at last, and the homely, straggling, 

comfortable old inn ha� taken to itself the outward 

semblance of a cotton fa,ctory, and the contentious joys 

of a table d' hOte-a pandemonium, where eager crowds 

wrestle excitedly for pieces of mutton, and talk 

" climbing-shop " at the top of their voices, till one 

almost begins to feel a sneaking admiration for the poet 

Gray, who made the tour of the Lakes in his carriage, 

with every blind carefully lowered, so that he m ight be 

spared the horrifying spectacle of crags threatening 

imminent destruction ; or for that nameless hero who 

began the ascent of Blencathara, but, after no  great 

while, " was so affected by the altered appearance of 

objects in the valley below that he was forced �o los� 

blood and return." 
The race of tourists throws off its illusions-with the 

increase of years just as the individual does. New 

beauties of form, and colour, and association are learnt 

as the time goes by ; but the more coarsely-drawn 

charms of early ideas, which once gave a kind of super

stitious interest to lake or fell , must go before the finer 

perceptions come. Once upon a time a wind came from 

the bottom of  the lake, and by some unexplained 

process sucked down unwary voyagers : once the 

" Kailpot " was fathomless, and the Fairies dwelt there 

and sold their blessing for sixpence : once Catchedicam 

was a virgin unscaleable peak ; for was not its very 

name a contraction of " Catch me if you can " ? Once 

the Slapestones yonder were the result of a giant's 

misfortune ; for, as he flew over the lake with too heavy 
a load of stones in his apron, the apron string broke, 
and the building material which he had gathered with 
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sU:h care and la
.
b�ur fell i?to t�e water-I had almost saId was " precIpItated " mto It, but that phrase ha 

already been appropriated by Journalism to th: 
" occupants " of overturned boats. 

But now the mysterious wind is rationalised into a 
breeze which blows through the lower levels of the air, in 
contradistinction to the gale, which often beats cold an!! 
strong on the summits of the higher fells, while the lak� 
is calm and windless : now the " Kailpot " i s  a water .. 
worn " pot hole," scarcely more than a foot deep, anq 
one has a shrewd idea where the sixpences went to : 
now Swirrel Edge, not to mention other routes of 
ascent, has betrayed the virgin pride of Catchedicam. 
and the Slapestones are a prosaic moraine heap, 
Ichabod ! 

Still there is another side of the question, and if a, 
glory has departed a newer glory has come to take 
its place. Even the rain has altered its functions, and 
qualified its inconveniences. Once it was at best a 
pleasing opportunity for getting one's clothes wet, but 
even so an unnecessary extravagance, for there was' 
always the lake wherein to achieve the same result 
with swifter delight. Now, though the rain is as wet as 
ever, and the charm of its wetness is gone, it  reveals a 
hundred beauties that once passed unheeded ; now 
there is a force and a grandeur in the great curved grey 
lines of the showers, as they sweep majestically down the 
valley like the trail ing skirts of a monstrous phantom's 
robe, or in the straight vicious downpour which makes 
the flat surface of the lake a writhing tangle of inter
laced and ever-changing circles : now the rain re-dyes 
crag and fel l  with new vividness of colour, ready for the 
first gleam of return ing sunshine to make them glow 
with far subtler enchantment than came from the pow 
discredited tale. Early wonders and excitements are 
outgrown ; but the growth does not stop there : the eye 
and the mind must grow on, learning year by year �o 
see and appreciate new features and new beauties In 
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the old sights. For Nature is no advertising huckster ; 

the biggest strawberries lie at the bottom of her basket. 

Rather is she a sedate, old-fashioned shopkeeper, with 

a circle of favoured and familiar customers ; and if a 

man desires to run through her stock at express speed, 

without so much as a minute's gossip across the counter, 

she will make no display of her choicer wares. He who 

runs  may read the title-page of her book, and the 

headings of the chapters, but he will miss the purple 

passages. 
* * • * * * 

Confound th is rhapsodical dreaming. Off again ! 

Why do fish always bite when I 'm not looking ?  

R. H.  F. 

THE BITER BIT. 

(Imt'tated .from Theocrt"tus) . 

NAUGHTY little Love one day 

Robbed a hive and ran away ; 

Out the angry bees did l'our,

Love was stung till he was sore. 

Sped he to his mother's side : 

' Mother, m ake it well,' he cried : 

' How can such a little bee 

Cause such grievous pain to me ? '  

Spake his mother (and she smiled) , 

' Like the bee art thou, my child,

Though a puny boy thou art, 

Grievous is thine arrow's smart: 
A. S. L. 
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CHANSONS. 

I. 
Yver, vous n'estes qu'un villain, 

Este est plaisant et gentiI, 
En tesmoing de May et d'Avril 
Qui l 'accompagnent soir et main. 

Este revest champs, bois et fleurs 
De sa livree de verdure, 
Et de maintes autres couleurs, 
Par l 'ordonnance de Nature. 

Mais vous, Yver, trop estes plain 
De neige, vent, pluye et greziI ; 
On vous deust bannir en exil. 
S ans point Hater, je parle plain, 
Yver, vous n'estes qu'un villain. 

lI. 
MON seu! amy, mon bien, ma joye, 

Cellui que sur tous amez veulx, 
J e vous pry que soyez joieux 
En esperant que brief vous voye. 

Car je ne fais que querir voye 
De venir vers vous, se m'aist Dieux, 
Mon seul amy, mon bien, ma joye, 
Cellui que sur tous amez veulx. 

Et se, par souhaidier, povoye 
Estre empres vous, un jour ou deux, 
Pour guanqu'il a dessoutz les cieulx, 
Outre rien ne souhaideroye, 
Mon seul amy, mon bien, m a  joye. 

CHARLES D'ORLEANS. 

Z ·  fj{� �.�.r,� ��. ,.��. 

VERSIONS. 

1 .  
OLD Winter, you are churlish born, 

But Spring's a lady sweet, I trow, 

For May and April tell me so, 

Who wait upon her eve and morn. 

The fields and fiow'rs and forests old 

She decks them in her liv'ry green, 

And hues beside not to be told, 

By ordinance of Nature Queen. 

But you, Sir Winter, fill your horn 

With wind and rain and hail and snow, 

We should h ave banned you long ago. 

Plain truth-for glozing words I scorn-

Old Winter, you are churlish born ! 

lI. 
MINE only love, my jpy, my pride, 

Soul of souls all most dear to me, 

I bid thee joy till speedily 

I see thee and be satisfied. 

For ever seek I (God me guide ! )  

Some way whereby to come to thee, 

Mine only love, my joy, my pride, 

Soul of souls all most dear to me.  

And if, of grace, it m e  betide 

To rest with thee one day or three, 

For all things under heav'n that be, 

I shall not covet aught beside, 

Mine only lOVI:\,  my joy, my pride ! 

G. C. M. S. 
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AD PHAETHONTEM. 
(See last term's Eagle: A Fiery Furnace). 

BURNT child ! If yet this curious desire To toy with flame in nerveless ashes lingers, An other time pray try the force of fire Upon your manuscript, and save your fingers. 

R. H. F. 

A REPLY. 
DEAR sir, if I may speak to one so knowing', Restra in , I pray, your pen's sarcastic flight, .  Who runs may read no doubt applies to rowing, Yet such a one should learn to read aright. 

J. H. H. 

@ b i t u a r .J1 .  

THE REVEREND JAMES I N D  WELLDON M.A. D.C.L. 
HONORARY CANON OF CANTERBURY. 

[The Portrait is re-produced by Permission of the Proprietors of Black and H'/dle.) 
Dy the  death of Canon \Velldon on Chri stmas Day 1 8 9 6  the 

C o l l ege loses a l oyal and wort hy son , and Ton bri dge boys 
al l over the w orl d mourn a fr iend who, during his three-an d
lI ' irty years' rule o f  their old school, won for h imself a warm 

place i n  their respect an d affection.  To many it must have 
seemed that one of  their strongest l i nks with the past was 
s�apped when they heard that the " old Doctor " woulc. be 
Seen on earth no more . 

The fol lowing autobiograph i cal notes wri tten by Dr Wdldon 
Some two years ago wil l  be read by those who knew him with 
special inte rest : 

" I was born at Cambridge*, June I S ,  1 8 1  I ,  and at an early 

* From some further notes, derived from Dr 'Velldon's recollections 
and kindly communicated to us by his family, we extract the following : 
" Ncedingworth and Chatteris is the cradle of the family on his father's side, 
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Rev Jn mes Ind WeJldon ( 1 834), Fdlow of the College, 1835-

1.ifaster of Sh rewSbury School , 1 838-45, Head Master of 
School, 1 845-75, Vicar of Kenninglon, near Ashford, Kent 
Honorary Canon of Can terbury, 1 873-96 : died at KenlJingtoll

'
Vi 

December 25, aged 85 (see Eagle, XIX, p. 479). 

Rev Thomas White ( 1 852) ,  Burney Prizeman, 1 853, Second 
Lough borough Grammar School, 1 8 5 2-58, Head Master of King's 
Grammar School, 1 858-74, C u ra te 01 Den ver, 1 864-74, Vicar of Ham 
don near Cosham, Han ts, 1 874-96 : died November 23. 

Rev Benjamin Whitelock (1 842), Curate of Barnes, 1 842-47, Curate 
Egham, 1847-48, of Groombridge near Tunbridge Wells, Kent, 1848'90 ' 
died at Groomhridge, May 23, aged 78. • 

Arthur Henry Williams (1884), died in London August :23, aged 34 (see 
Eagle XIX, p. 375). 

Rev ,\Vil1iam Grieve vVilson ( 1 842), died at t he Rectory, Forncelt St Peter 
Norfolk, March 2 1 ,  aged 76 (see Eagle XIX, 290). ' 

Rev R ichard Farquhar Wise ( 1 838), son of Rich ard Wise, a well.known 
physician at Cam borne. He first studied medicine at Trinity College 
Dublin,  but afterwards cam e to St John'S and took Holy Orders. Curat� 
of Budock and Afternoon Lecturer at St Gluvias, Cornwall, 1 838-46, 
Rector of Ladock, Cornwal l ,  1 846-

.
84, Rural Dean of .Powder! 1 879.M4, 

Honorary Canon of St Columba In Truro Ca th ed ral,  1 8 79 '96 : died at 
Ladock Rectory, April 20, aged 8 r .  He practically re-b u i l t  Ladock 
C h urch in 1 863-64 at a cost of £2000 ; he and his sister also bUil t  a 
school and sch ool-house at Grampound Road . He con tri buted largely 
to the funds of Truro Cathedral. He was the author of several volumes 
of sermons. 

Rev Edward Barker Wroth ( 1 843),  Vicar of KnightOIl on Teme near Ten. 
bury, 1 867-96 : died February 1 8, aged 76. 

Rev Gerard Duke Wyatt ( 1 8 75),  son of Mr Ed ward Wyatt of Chich ester. 
Educated at King's Co l l ege, London. Curale of Braylon, Yorks., 
1 874-77, of Greyfriars, Reading, 1 8 77-80, London Diocesan Home 1\lis. 
sionary at St John's, Highb ury, 1 880-8 I ,  Vicar of St John's, Highbury, 
1 8 1 1 ·89, Rector of Bermon dse)" 1 889-96. While at Highbury he erected 
a la rge Church for that dis tric t, enl arged the schools, and ob lained a 
vicarage site. In B ermondsey he was t h e  means of erecting the new 
Bacon schools. Died at Belvoir House, North Malvern,. 18 September, 
aged 53. 

The following deaths were not noted last year : 
Rev Thomas Whit well Rogers ( 1 852), Perpetual Curate of Helsington near 

Kenda l ,  1 86 1 '95 : died August I ,  1 895. 

John Bracebridge Wilson ( 1 852), son of the Rev Edward Wilson, Rector of 
Topc/ oft, Norfolk. Originally i ntended to follow a diplomallc career, 
but abandoning this left England 101' Australia, where he took up pre;! 
work for a short time. He opened a school at Geelong, and subsequenl Y 
joined the Grammar School there as Vice-Principal ,  the Rev George 

Oaldey V:lIlce ( now Dean of Mel bourne ) being then Head Master. LateJ Mr vVilson becarlle Head Master of the school . He was an F.L.s.
j
un 

received the Botanical Fellowship of Regensburg. He died at Gee ong 
about October, 1 895. 

ERRATUM.-In the Obituary for 1 895 (Eagle XIX, ( 96) ./ur Rev Henry 
Alfred Bassett read Barrelt. 

F ' � 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

February 2 5 th• 

D EAR SIR, 
I n  view of th e recent successes of the two Lent Boats, 

the accom panyi ng inscri ption, which has lately been brought 

to l i ght,  may be of some interest to a certain class of your 

readers.  
I am, 

Yours very s incerely, 

W. F. C. 

10S EPHVS • • • •  F . HENRICVS • GVL • F . DECANI • CON 

SILIVM . CONSOLVERVNT · D E  . BACANALIBVS • 

QVEI . COLL1WII · ALVMNI · ESSENT ' ITA · EXDEIC 

ENDVM . CENSVERE . NEQVEIS . PYRAM • CONST 

RVXISE • FACESVE . PARASE • INTRA ' MVROS . COL 

LEGII • FINESVE • VELET . SEI . QVES • SINT • QVEI • 

ADVORSVM ' EAD · FACIANT · QVAM · SVPRAD . SCRIP 

TVM . EST . EIS · RE;\I[ ' CAPITALEM . FACIENDAM · 

SVPPLICIOQVE • SCELERI . APTO . PVNIENDAM . CEN • 

SVERE . SE! ' QVES · ESENT · QVEI . BACANAL · NAV 

ALE . HABERE ' ALIVDVE . HVIVS�10DI . VELENT . I N ' 

VLLO ' COLLEGII . AEDICVLO . EEl · VTEI . AD . DEC 

ANOM . SENlOREM ' VEN I RENT · PRIDIE · SALT EM • 

DEQVE ' E I S ' R EBVS . PERMISSVM · ADIPISCEREN 

TVR . ATQVE ' VTEI · HOC , FACILLVME ' GNOSCIER . 

POTISIT ' OMNIBVS · COLLEGII . ALVMNIS · DE 

C RETVM . CIRCVMMITTI . AEQVOM . DECANI . CEN 

SVEICE. 
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from Vcl XIX, p. 463.) 

HE correspondence of Dr Owen Gwyn, Master

of the College from 1612 to 1633, has before 

furnished material for these notes. It is pro.

posed in the present instalment to. draw from 

the same source. 

The letter which follows relates to a n otable man 

and his son. Randle Crewe, son of John Crewe of 

Nantwich, said to have been a tanner, was baptised 

IQ January 1558-9. He was admitted a Student o.f 

Lincoln's  Inn 14 November 1577 (being described as 

sometime of Furnival's Inn), was called to the Bar 

8 November 1584, appointed Bencher of his Inn in 

November 1600, was Treasurer in 161 I, became Sergeant

at-Law 1 July 1614, and was Chief Justice of the King's 

Bench 1625-6. But for opposing Charles 1., and de

claring that no tax could be imposed without the 

authority of Parliament he was removed from the Bench. 

He was el ected M. P. for Brackley in 1597-8, and 

for Saltash 1614. He was Speaker of the House of 

Commons from 1614 to 1620, and was knighted in 1614· 

He died at Westm inster 13 Januar:y 1646-7, aged 87, 

" leaving Cromwell," as Lord Campbell says, " to wield 

the sceptre he had seen in the hands of Elizabeth." 
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He had m arried 20 July 1598 at All H allows-in_th_4 Wall, Juliana, daughter of John Clippesby of No Clippesby Crewe his eldest son was born 4 Septem 1599, and as we see entered St John's in 1616. 1I 
was admitted a Student of Lincoln's Inn 29 May 161 but was not called to the Bar. His two Sons John Ralph were adm itted to the College in 1646. 
Clippesby Crewe was the intimate friend of Rob Herrick and occupies a conspicuous place in his poe 
One of Herrick's odes i s  addressed to ' Sir 
Crewe,' and one of his m ost sparkling compositions 
"A Nuptial Song, or Epithalamium on Sir Clipse 
Crewe and his Lady." Again in a s ,ong 

addressed 
him ,  Herrick writes : 

" • • . .  if any piece proves new 
And rare, I'll say, my dearest Crewe 
It was full inspired by you." 

H errick was a Fellow Commoner of St John's 
1615 to 1617, and the friendship was, no doubt, 
formed at College. 

Sir Clippesby Crewe was M.P. for Downton in 1623 
the last Parliament of J ames 1., and again in 1625, 
first Parliament of Charles 1. He was returned as M. 
for Callington in the second Parl i ament of Charles 
sum moned to meet at Westminster in February 16z5 

My good cosen I am to recommende' to your loue and 
a young gent one Mr Cl ipesby Crewe, Sonne to my d 
ffriende and longe acquainted Sir Randle Crewe his 1\1a 
Sergeant at Lawe, desiring you to chardge his Tutor to 
speciall care of hym as well for his conversacon as his learni 

especially that he avoyde the company of Tobacco 
Drinkers and Swaggereres. The young gent is by nature 

modest sober and cyvill conversacon and no doubt will so 

tynewe if evell company draw hym not from it which �o 

his Tutor wilbe more'diligent to observe in hym and I1e 
selfe more carefull to avoyde if at the first you shall shew 

respecte in ch&rdging them both therewithe and hereafter 
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notice of his proceedinges howe so ever well, or ill which I 

hope yOU shall never fynde in him. Good cosen I doe not 

doubt but you will haue a care herein and the rather at this my 

request, his father being a man of worthe and so neare and 

deare a friend to me and you shall ever commande any kindnes 

remayning in the power of your assured and loving cosen 
ELLIS WYNN. 

Rowle, 260 ApriIis, 
1616. 

Addressed: To the worshipfull and my muche respected good 
cosen Owen Wynn esqllier, Doctor of Devynyty and Mr of St 
J olm's Colledge in Cambridge geue these. 

The two letters which follow from Thomas Howardf 

Earl of Suffolk, Chancellor of the University from 16 I 6 

to 1626, gives us a glimpse of the duties of a Chancellor 

in those days. 
I have been unable to discover anything with regard 

to Mr Bambridge. John Pocklington apparently satis· 

fied his j udges for he held m any preferments in the 

Church. He was Rector of Yelden, Beds. 1018-40, 

successively Prebendary of Peterborough and Lincoln ,  

and Canon of Windsor. He died 14 November 1640' 

Two works are ascribed to him i n  Watts' Btbkotheca 

Bntanm'ca to which m ay be added the following :� 

lv[ak�'1lg kgM of Chyz'st and Salvatt'on 
too oft the tssue 0/ 

. 

Gospel Inhftatz'ons; manifested in a Sermon preached at � 
St Lawrance Jury zn London, by John Pockltngto1Z, 

Doctor t"n Dz'vz'nt#e, late Fellow and Preszdent of Pem-

bro/le Hall and Stdney College in Cambrzdge, and Chaplaz1M 

to the Rig-M Rev Father tn God, the Lord Btshop 0./ 

Lt"lIcolne. 

Mr Vice Chancellor. Vpon a suite made to Mr Secr-etary 
Lake by Mr Thomas Bambridge of Christ's Colledge, for the 
obtaining of his Majesty's letters for his degree of Dr in 
Diuinity, seconded by a letter from Dr Carey lVIr of the same 
Colledge, wherein he dicil geue a large Le�til1loily of the grea.t 
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sufficiency of the gentleman euery way, and the equity of suite. It p leased h is Majesty being moued by Mr Secretary h i s  behalfe, to giue way to the same, so*farre forth as h e  m b e  certified from mee your Chancellor, that it was a formerly granted. Whereupon as I haue alwaies had a care preuent all  things that m i ght turn to the preiudice of the V uersity, soe in this I thought good for my better information to consult w ith Mr Dean of Paules, by whom vnderstanding in effect as much i n  both points as h e  had formerly withessed in h i s  letters to Mr Secretary Lake, I accordingly certified h' Majesty, who presently gaue order for his l etters to be \"nto you. Rut 1 h eare since, that there is some stay made t h e  pUblication of the letters and therefore thought good to aduise you, that you should presently proceede to giue his Majesty satLsfaction, and not min ister occasion by your" slack. nesse in a thing so iust for h is Majesty to thinke that he misinformed by mee.  I hear so good reporte of the party wh it concernes, that I presume there can bee no exception h i m ,  and h i s  owne demaunds are so reasonable, that I much, hauing procured the K. letters to take away all obstac1 that any stay should now be made. His sufficiency in is well knowne, and his wil l ingnesse by all  manner of satisfacti to redeeme his 5 or sixe yeares spent in trauai le, should of selfe diserue all possible fauor. And therefore si _
nce h is 5 

is so iust, and h e  so willing to fulfil! all the conditions speci in his Majesty's letter, that you should presently admitt h im 
h i s  degree and not put him to a second trouble  of suing to 
Majesty, w h erein my selfe must n ecessari ly appear being by 
former certificate to his Majesty so deepely engaged. ' 
hoping that you wil l  haue a care to satisfy-his Majesty and 
in so reasonable a suite I committ you to God. And rest 

your lovinge ffrei nd, 

T. SUFFOLKE. 
Whitehall, 

Apr. 23, 1616. 

Addressed: To my very lovinge friend Mr Doctor G 
Vice Chancellor of the Vniuersitie of Cambridge, these. 
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Mr Vice Chancellor. Accordinge to h i s  Majesty's Command

ment, and the agreement betweene the La. Archbushoppe and 

nle, who w eare deputed by his Majestie to h ear the questions 

betweene Mr Pocklington and the rest of the felIowes of Pem

broke Hall, he bei nge aecused for some Doubtfull opinions 

th ey held of his rel igion, and accordingly I did wryte that you 

should call Mr. Pocklington, and h is accusers, and to h eare 

both parties, and then to Certify mee what you did fynd, eyther 

in h is beeinge faulty or cleere that I m i ght giue an Accompt 

to h i s  1\1ajestie according to his Commandment. But now Mr 

poddington hath byn with me,  and complaines that h e  h ath 

heard nothinge of the m atter, which h e  conceiueth to be a 

greate wronge to h im, and consideringe that h e  standes accused, 

and halfe condempned, which is verie greivous to him, and 

therefore by me now againe desires of you Mr Vice Chancellor 

that you will call the fellowes of Pembroke Hall, and vpon a 

deli berate h earing truely to certify as you fynde, which I desire 

you to doe, as a thinge I conceaue to be verie reasonable, and 

I will atten d  to h eare your reporte, being ever 

Audley end your lovinge & welwishinge frend1 
this  26th of T. SUFFOLKE. 

July, 1616. 

Addressed_: To my verie lovinge good frend Mr Doctor Guyn 
Vice-chancellor -of the V niversity of Caimbridge. 

Two letters follow from Francis Bacon, successively' 
Baron Verulam and Viscount St Albans. It may be ex"" 
plained with reference to the" Fellowship for Physick" 
that under the old statutes of the College two Fellows 
were elected for the study of medicine. John Thompson 
was admitted a Fellow of the College 10 April 1617, 
his County being Essex. He was elected M_P. for the 
Borough of Cambridge 27 January 1625-6. In June 1626 
Charles 1. exempted him from the necessity of taking 
orders he being "in the King's service, having applied 

himself to the study of Civil Law." John Mede in a 
letter (Baker MS xxxii, p. 373) says-" he is Mr Tomp
Son's Son of Berdon Priory and my Lord Keeper's 
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Lady is his aunt." Francis Bacon married daughter of Benedict Barnham, Alderm an of Lon John Thompson, of Bearden, Essex, Esquire, was m itted a Student of Gray's In n 20 June 1632• 

After my very hartie commendacgns Whereas I am . 
that the ffellowship for Physick in your Colledge is now void, that John Thompson a Bachelor of Artes of the same Coli is a suiter for that ffellowship. In regarde of the good I have of him and at the instance of some worthie freindes his, I am willinge to recommende his suite vnto you, you that the rather [or my sake you will make choice of hi Which if you please to doe I shall accepte as a special kyn and be ready to requite as occasion shalbe offred. And so bidd you hartily farewell. ffrom Grayes J nne this thirtieth March, 1617. 

your very loving freind, 
FR. BACON, C.S. 

Addressed: To my very lovinge freinds Mr Doctor Mr of St John's Colledge in Cambridge and the Seniors of same house deliver. 

After my very hearty Comendacons, I vnderstand that election of fellowes is at hand, and Mathyas Crosland a Bac of Arts of your house, being for his good parts and in learning commended vnto Mee by some whom I respect, of the affeccon I beare to learning; and for that I vnd bee is descended of a good house, I wish an incouragment bee added to his endeavors, and therefore haue thought by theis My letters to pray you, to admitt him to a ffell amongst you, Finding him Capable, thereof; which I shall 
very kindly from you in his behalfe, and bee ready to ackn 
ledge yt, as occasion shal bee offered; soe I comend you 
Gods goodnes, ffrom Yorkehouse this 2 pt of March, 1619. 

your very lovinge ffreind, 
FR. VERULAM, Cans. 

Addressed: To his very Lovinge ffreinds the Master 
Senyors of St ] ohn's Coli edge in Cambridge. 
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The following letter from William Herbert, third 

Earl of Pembroke, and Chancellor of the University of 

Oxford also refers to Mr Crosland. 

Good Mr Doctor Gwinn, I vnderstand that there is one 

l\Iatthyas Crosland a bachelor of arts and a towardly ScoJler in 

your hOllS. if you will doe me the fauor to choose him a fellow 

of the hous at this nere election I shall take it as a great kind

pes bestowed on myself who will euer remaine 

Whitehall this last your most assured frend 
of March. PEMBROKE. 

Addressed: To my most assured frend Mr Doctor Guinn 

Master of St John's Colledge in Cambridg. 

The letters which follow refprs to some m atters of 

business arising during Dr Gwyn's year of office a s  
Vice-Chancellor. What Mr Whitgrave's views m ay 
have been it is not easy to say, but they probably cost 
him his benefice. For Anthony Topham became Vicar 
of Trumpington o n  16 December 1616. The writer of 
the letter with regard to him is Richard Neile, Bishop 
of Lincoln. 

Good Mr Vice-chancellor as vnacquainted I make bold to 
write vnto you, on the behalfe of my seruant John Sheward 
nowe deputie Register vnder my sonne vnto Mr Archdeacon of 
Ely whom as I vnderstand, at the instigation of some other, you 
lately convented before you for causinge of certaine Inhabitantes 
of the towne who were priuilidged persons of your vniuersitie 
to be cited into Mr Archdeacon's Court, wherein, though he 
were by you tbe reputed offender, yet in my conceit he was not 
faultie therein, for that it is the office of a Scribe or Register 
on lie to write the processe, and not to cause any to be cited or 
summoned into a Court which only receaueth life and authoritie 
from the seale of the Judge, as from Mr Archdeacon his 
Officiall, or Surrogate, and not from the Registers writinge; 
which being so I hartelie pray you (if the like occasion of 
suspition Ot offence shall heereafter happen) to forbeare to be 
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on that behalfe troublesome vnto him, who I am persuaded will not voluntarily doe anythinge thaL maie seem offensive vnlo Yourselfe or vnto any other which I am Lhe rath'�r induced Lo beleeue for that hauing had many yeeres tryall of him I euer founed him sithence my first knowledge of him to be of honest life and conversacon. And for such a one, if it shall please you to accepte and accompte of him vntill that you finde just caUSe to the contrarie, and, Soe much as in you lieth, shall Countenance rather than discountenance him in his honest proceedinge, I will acknowledge my selfe beholdinge vnto you, and be readie to requite you in some matter of greater moment whensoeuer occasion shall be offered, as best knoweth the AIImightie in whose most mercyfuIl protection I leave you, from London, November 17, 1615. 
your well wishinge thougho 
vnacquainted poore freind, 

J i\MES I-1 USSEY. 

Mr Vice Chancellor, I received yesterday by the Carrier 
letters with the incIosed note, with the like letters from 
Deane of Pawles. For the which I giue you both than 
I will forbeare to advise yow anie manner of way for 
proceeding with the party till I shall have informed his 
of the Businesse, and then God willing I will advertize 
according to his Majesties pleasure and direction therein. 
it as much concerneth his Majestie, who ratified the sen 
vnder the great seale of England as anie of vs that were 
Commissioners. It seemeth strange to mee that such a 
Companion should bee thus sawcy in a busines which I dare 
he vnderstandeth not. I heare he is Vicar of Trum 
hee might have yeelded soe much respect to his ordinary 
Bishopp of Elie as to have desired some conference with 
for his better information before he had soe taxed him 
St l\1aries pulpitt. I knowe my Lo: of Elie is very 
of the Vniversity and in that respecte vnwilling to strayne 
Jurisdiction to St Maries Pulpitt for that, that haLh bee

.
n 

there in an ordinary vlluersitie course; But if l\1r Whl 
will goo and preach the same sermon or vse the same 

El' ord in a sermon at TrumpinCYton that my Lo: of le as 
may take notice of it and 0 he be contented to swallow it at 
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handes, for my part Let him so carry it without checke. I am 

sure if hee should bee soo sawcy with anie the proceedings of 

the temporall Judges the Starr chamber would be thought little 

ynough to censure him. It were to bee wished that men of 

his sorte had more vse of their Logicke and lesse of their 

Rhetoricke, or rather louse discourse without the rules either of 

Logick or Rhetoricke. It is noe good consequence the Maior 

parte may erre therefore the maior parte in this or that particuler 

doth erre. For the maior parte is not alwaies the rightest in 

matters of religion, therefore not in matters of Judgment. What 

is the Course of resolution for Lawes in our state is it not the 
Maior parte of voices in the Parliament, the whole course for 
iudgment and Justice in this kingdome at the Counsell board, 
in the Starr Chamber at the High Commission, and in all the 
Courts ecclesiasticall and temporal! that consist of plurality of 
Judges are they not ruled by the maior parte. The gouernment 
of the vniversity, the Regient hOllse, the Colledge whereof 
hemselfe is a fellow how standeth it but by ye maior parte of 
voices. His owne obtaining of his fellowship or of his schol!er
shi p in Trinity Colledge, had he it not by the master and Maior. 
parte of the Seniors. He might haue as well turned his con
ceipt vppon anie or al! of these as vppon vs that were the 
Commissioners. But I forbeare to say more. Such a young 
fellow, soo rash, soo void of good Manners is not worthy of soo 
many wordes, otherwise it were easie to giue large satisfaction 
to honest vnderstanding men in this Busines. But for him 
I pray yow to let ye matter rest as it is till vppon his Majesties 
direclion I shall write againe to yow of it. And soo with my 
harty commendations to your selfe Mr deane of Pawles and all 
the rest of our frends with yow I commit yow to God wishing 
yow a merry Christmas at St J Oh11'S and resting 

Westminster 
Dec. 12: 1 615. 

your very Loving ffreinde 
R.· LINCOLN 

Addressed: To the right worshipful! my very loving frend Mr 
Doctor Gwyn, Vice chancellor of the vniversitie of Cambridge 
and 1\1 r of St John's Colledge be tht:se dd. 
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The following letter, it will be seen, refers to 
distinguished visitors to the University and 
entertainment. 

SOllle 
their 

Si. yesterday I sent you by Hobson the Cader ten pownaes in gold with a letter fmm my Lord Keeper Conteyning his Lordships pleasure con€eming the same. The gentleman whom 1is Loraship recommends in the first place is sonne of August Thnanns, amd of plime qnalitie in the Parlement 0f Paris, as likewise two or three other of his companie are. They intend (as yesterday very late I learned of them) to be ill Cambridge to morrow at night or VpOJl munday by noone: 
which I thought my d'tlty with as much speed as possibly I 
could to giue yo u notice of, that you might acco rdingly resolue 
for th.eir entretainment which I hope will De very much to their 
(as I am sure it wilbe to my Lords) con ten t, and the hQnour of 
C)ur Vniuersity with which and my many thanks for your most 
louing entretainment of mee, I take lea�e and Jemayne 

your most affectionate to do you seruice 
Westminster CoIl. WILL. BOSWELL 

21 Sept. 16zf 

Addressed: To th e Right worshipful! my very loving ffrend 
Doctor Gwym�e Master of St Jobns CoIIedge in Cambridge. 
with speed. 

Many of Dr Gwynn's letters are from friends or ac. 
quaintances soliciting favours for their sons or relatives. 

Lawrence Stanton or Staunton the writer of the 
following letter was Rector of Castor, Northam 
shire, compounding for first fruits, 7 August 1600; 
Living was vacant again in 1613. This seems to make 
it probable that he was the Lawrence Stanton who was 
installed a Prebendary of Norwich (I st Stall) 7 April1s89. 
was collated Dean of Lincoln 20 May 1601, and installed 

to the Prebend of Cent urn Solidorum in Lincoln Cathedral 
26 July 16ur. He died 17 September 1613, aet 6z 
(Hardy'S Le Neve ii, 497; 35, 131). One Lawrenc� 
Stanton compounded for first fruits as Rect�r . 0 

Redmyle, Leicestershire, 13 December 1582; the LIVWg 
was vacant in 1587. 
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Salutem in Cbristo : Sir I praye you lett my 50lme haue your 

helpe for some place to lodge and study in. I haue entreated 

l\Ir l\Totte to be his Tutor, and doe desire you nowe and then to 

!laue an eie on him, and by your counsell and countenance to 

ftlrthc r him in vertue and leaminge. And if at this next 

election of fel lowes , you would please to helpe hime to be one 

of that number, I shoukle acknowledge my self to be soe muche 

indebted vuto you, as [or the g reatest benefitt that you coulde 

bestowe "'pon him: for which I wilbe not verbally, but duringe 

111y life real ly thankfull vnto you. Whether hee be capable for 

his country of Li.ncolnsh ire or with whome I might deale for 

a resignation, or what other course were to be taken, I desire 

you at your best leasure to sende me worde. J hope to finde 

indiITerent favoure amQ.J;).gste the Sen ,iors. yet I �m a stranger 

to some of them. This preferment I seeke not so much for 

profitt, as for his !titt 'COntinuance there, to increase in learninge, 

that soe he may be fitt in tyme· for the ministrie: to which 

profession he hathe a good minde, And I doubt not by God's 

helpe, but to procure him a competent ecdesiasticall livinge 

when for h is age he may accepte and for his life and learninge 

he be worthy of the same. 

Att my last beinge with you at Peterborowe I was desirous 

to haue borowed som.e money of y(m, thinkinge then to haue 

pur chased a parcell of lan d as I tould you; out I founde the 

tytle soe doubtfull and dangerous as I du.st not meddle with it 

but doe sitt d o wn e  with the losse of forty poundes at the least 

exspen ded in a wearysome i.ourney to London and backe againe : 

since which tYI?e I heare not of any thinge to be bought, so 

that I keepe my money in my purse, Whereof you shall haue 

me if you stand need of it and require it. Thus wishinge 

you all good I commytte you to the auther thereof. Castor, 

January zo, Z6II 
your louinge frend and brother 

LAuRENcE STANTON. 

Salutem in Christo. Sir I am like to be a troublesome 
suiter vnto you for myselfe and frendes. God hath placed 
you where you may do much good to m an ie, and vpon, our' 
ancient acquaintance I am in good hope to be partaker thereof. 
I am intreated at this present to pray your favoure for John 
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Bodendyne now a studient in your Colledge, that at the nelet election of Schollers he may be preferred, if for his COuntrie of Rutland hee bee capable, and for his learning and life hee be deemed not vnfitt. His father is a religious Knight, and a great friend vnto our profession, desirous to traine vp his sonne in the Vniuersitie, hoping that hee shall live by the fruites of his knowledge gotten there. The profitt of a schollership he respecteth not much, but ihinketh it woulde be a meanes to kcepe him in more due order, and give him better incorage_ ment at his studie. While you continue your benefice here at Luffenam Sir William Bodendyne the young man's ffather wilbe ready to doe anie kinde office for you, if you haue cause to vse him, and wilbe very thankfull vnto you for your favoure towardes his sonne, and I will take my self much beholding vnto you, if the rather at my request you doe the young man good. Thus wishing you much comfort in your office and good successe in the gouernment of that worthy Colledge I commytt you to the Almighty. Uffington this 6th of September 1612 

Salutem in Christo. 

your verie louinge frende 
LAURENCE STANTON. 

Sir I woulde longe since have sent my sonne backe againe to his study but th�t hee remaineth sickly still, and I am doubtfull of his recouery in haste. Here hee may haue better keepinge 
and good helpe by phisicke for his heal the. I have often by 
letters intreated your favours for his preferrmente to be fellowe, 
which suite I continue still vnto you. I would be at any reason
able charge to haue him placed in that worthy Coil edge. At 
your best leasure I pray you let me heare from you what hope 
I may haue to effecte this my desire. My sure and good frende 
M r Dr Parker, promissed me to speake wi th you and to persuade 
for me in this business and nowe he writeth vnto you (as I 
gesse) to the same purposse. I may not bee vnmannerly 
importunate with you, yet I doe not remember that euer I 
affected anie matter soe muche. Thus referringe my earneste 
requeste vnto your frendly consideration I commytt you to the 
Almyghtye. Uffington this) Ith of Januarie 1 6 12. 

your louinge frende 
LAu�zNcE STANTON. 
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A ddmsed: To the Right woorshi pfull his verie lovinge frende 

1\lr Dr Gwyn Mr of St J olm's Colledge in Cambridge, these dd. 

Richard Tray the writer of the next letter was 

probably the person of that n ame who was instituted 

Rector of M urston, Kent, 20 January 101<\,-5, holding 

the Living until 1630, when on 30 January 1630-1 he 

was instituted Rector of St Mary at Hoo. He was 

succeeded at Murston by John Tray, probably his son. 

Ri ght 
Woorshipful Mr Doctor Gwin your cmteous speeches vnt() 

mec, at my beeinge with you at St John's, & your reiteratinge 

the same vnto mee in Drury Lane do now imboulden mee to 

write vnto you in the behalfe of my sonne, earnestly beseechinge 

your fauour to be extended towards him. The Schollership 

which I had, or at least on of the three which Alderman 

Billingsley bestowed one the Colledg beeinge now void may 

by your fauor bee conferred vpon my Sonne If so greate a 

curtesye bee bestowed vpon him, I doe by these presentes vowe 
to bee verie thankfull vnto you, for I doe and ever haue helde 
vnthankfullnes and ingratitude for any kindnes received the 
greatest pointe of basenes that can bee in a man. If the times 
had not been So contagious, I had procured my only & honour
abJe freind the Lord Bishop of Gloucester to hane written to 
your \\'oorship in this busines, who at my goinge from you at 
Drnry Lane, to his lodginge in Westminster, tould mee that at 
your meetinge at the conuocation howse the ffrydaye followinge, 
he would moue you heerin by word of mouthe, and against the 
election he would write vnto you and that effectually promising 
requiltall to your woorship or to any other in St John's that you 
should commend vnto him, for any kindnes extended towardes 
mee or myne. But by reason of the infection neither myselfe, 
nor his Lordships Chaplin one Mr Gabriell Salesburie my next 
neighboure minister, dare repaire vnto his Lordshipp for his 
gratious letters heerin. But yett if your woorship shal bee 
pleased without his Lordships letters to confer your fauors vpon �11Y sonne I dare presume that his Lordship will a-.:knowledge 
lt as a secoEd greate Curtesye done vnto himselfe. I hope my 
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wild and rude Carriage in times past shal bee not argument to disgrace my childe or keep hi m backe from preferment. It is well knowen to your woorship or at least to diuers of that venerable society, that I many times hasserded both limb and life for the glorie of my Colledge, neither haue I hitherto, neither will I while life doth last cease both publiquely and priuatly 
to pray to the Almighty for the prospiritIe thereof. At my 
being at St John's a l l  the Seni ors my ould acquaintance promised 
mee their furtherance, but yett the an chor, of my hopes heerin, 
I cast into the sea of your fauor & goodnes. I am a little 
iealous of my Cuntrimans fauour heerin, n otwithstandinge his 
many promises both to myselfe and wife, for that he this vacation 
visites the houses of other St John's men, but comes not to 
mee to wbome tbe meanest Sculli on in St John's Kitcbin should 
be hartily welcome, some distaste he takes at mee as I heere 
because I com mitted not my Sonne to his Tuition, which I thought vnfittinge by reason of his often absence from the 
Colleoge, but the maine reason is his Brother Doctor, who 
commandes botb his  father and bim, standes for another as he 
acknowledged to mee in Fleet Street the last Easter Terme: 
And although his father lately boasted i n  my heeringe, that 
his son had the appointment of a l l  the Kentish prefermentes 
in the CoI!edge, yet my trust is that by this advauncement of 
my Son ne, it shall appeare that your woorship hath reserued 
the power of one Kentishe preferment vnto yourself to whome 
principally of right both this and all the rest doe belonge. It 
would be a great disparidgmente to mee amongst my brethren 
of the Cleargie, if tbey should heere that n otwitbstandinge my 
ancient acquaintaunce in St John's the sonne of some other of 
lesse n oate heere, and of farr less acquaintance there, should 
get preferment before my sonne. But the event I leaue to GO? 
And so not forO'ettin o-e my d utie and service to your woorslllp " " . I l eaue you to the blessinge of the Almighty alwaies restmg 

tfrom Bredherst your woorshipps to bee 
n eare Rochester commanded 
this 5th of RICHARD TRAYE. 

Octob: 1 625. 

. . D G ' 1 Master Addressed: To the Right worsh i pful! Mr octor Wll 

of St John's Colledge in Cambridge these bee dd. 
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The two letters which follow seem to be from Welsh 

relatives of the Master. Henry Sibson, born i n  Cum

berland, was admitted a Foundress Scholar 4 November 

1629. 

Worthy and lovinge Cozen I receiued your lettre i n  March 

last and out of the relacon of the bearer conceaued some hope 

to haue seen you at London the then next terme where I vnder

stood you were, but though I vsed the best means I could by 

some ffrendes of yours and myne was disapointed of the sight 

or speech with you, I knowe not howe if it  were not through 

his default whom I trusted whereof I was very sorry not h auinge 

seene you many yeeres. 

By reason of the opinion conceaued by many that either 

in respect of name or kin dred or of both I am able to prevaile 

much with you, it is putt vpon mee at this tyme by one of the 

greatest and dearest ffrends I haue to soli cite and earnestly 

intreate you by my letter for a place of a Scollershipp n owe 

voide in your house that by your meanes it maie be conferred 

vpon one that is of your h ouse a younge scoller one Mr Doyley 

of this Countrey wherein I can ot ymportune any further then 

it shal! stand with your good likeinge and pJea5ure though to 

haue the party that moved me therein satisfied by my meanes 

and request, it doth concerne me as much as any tbinge in this 

kind can doe and shall [(!Tther oblige and bind me in any thinge 

I can doe to you or any of yours and soe with my remem

braunce of my harty love and Comendatio n s  I comitt you to 

thalmighty and rest 

Norwich the 
I 

12 August 
1624. 

your lovinge Cozen and ffrend 
RICE GWYNNE. 

Addnssed: To the Right worshipful! my verie lovinge Cozen 
Doctor Gwy n n Mr of Sainte John's Colledge in Cambridge dd .. 
these. 

Good Cosen, havinge soe lately c ommended vnto you a suite 

of a kinsman of ours for a schollership in your h ouse I had not 

thougiJt I should againe soe soone have bene troublesome vnto 
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you in that kinde, but soe it is out of an opin ion conceyved of an interest that I honld i n. your love that there comes a request wh ich indeed to me is a commaundement from a noble Lord my Lord Wi!liam Howard to whom I have bene ever mor� obliged than I can express for h i s  favour and specially for his honourable assistance in the execution of my Lord and Masters will, to wri te vnto you in the behalfe of a neighbours Sonne of his that i s  of your Colledge, one Sibsonn a pupil!  of Mr Thomas ffothergill ,  that at your next election intendes to stand for a Schol lershipp . The father is a man beneficed neare my Lord and one that h i s  Lordsb ip much favoureth, the sonne (as he is informed) a youth well d isposed and towardly, i f  out of these 
respects, and your wonted love to myselfe, you shalbe pleased 
to bestow a Schollershipp vpon h im, I sh,, 1 l  acknowledge my
selfe much bound vnto you, as a meanes of continuance of that 
good opinion my Lord hOllldes now of me, which though 
perhapps I shall not be able to requi te h imselfe, my Lord I 
doubt not may and will as any occasion shalbe offered. I have 
not bene at London nor five miles from 'PY h ouse this twelve 
monetb, nor shall not have any opportunity in person to second 
my suite vnto YOll. Therefore I beseech you vouchsafe by a 
lyne or two i n  wri t inge to let me know my letter is come to you 
and wbat successe the scholler may hope for i n  his suite tbat I 
may accord in gly g ive my Lord an accompt thereof. So witb 
remembrance of my best love and hartyest wishes vnto you of 
h ealth and happiness I rest 

B loxham 
your assured lovinge Cosen to dispose of 

1 7° Julij 1 629 .  
JOHN GRIFF1TH. 

If you shalbe pleased to write any thing to me I pray you 
d i rect your letter to be left at Mr Humphry Lloyd h is house 
neare the Doctors Commons. 

Addressed : To the right worshipfull my very good cosen Mc 
Doctor Gwynn master of St John's Colledge in Cambridge. 

This Instalment of notes will conclude with two 
documents of much earli�r date. The fi rst is an In
d ulgence granted to the Lady Margaret in 1 4 7 6  in 
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consideration of her contributions to the war agai.nst 

the Turks. Bishop Fisher in her funeral sermon says 

he had frequently heard her declare " that yf the Cristen 

princes wolde have warred upon the enemyes of his 

fayth, she wolde be glad yet to go folowe the hoost and 

help to washe theyre clothes for the love of Jhesu." 

This document is an original and shews signs of having 

had at one time a seal attached which is now gone. 

The second document is  an Indulgence from Pope 

Innocent the eighth to Henry VII.  and his Queen. The 

document in the College is a certified copy of the Papal 

Dull, probably made for the Lady Margaret. I have to 

thank Mr J. H. Hessels for help in  transcribin g these. 

J ohannes Abbas Abendonensis Sanctissimi in  Christo Fatris 

et Domini nostri Domini Sixti diuina prouidencia Pape quarti 

ac Sedis Aposto lice In Regnum Anglie Wal liam et Hiberniam 

vna cum Collectore fnlctuum et prouentuum Camere Apostolice 

in Regno predicto debitorum Nuncius et Commissarius specia" 

I i ter  deputatus Dilecte nobis in C hristo Domine Margarete 

Comitisse de Richemonde Salutem in domino sempiternam; 

Quia autem jugi consideracionis  oculo fragil itdtis humane 

i n fi rmitates considerans sepius corde esto compungeris t imens 

hu ius secu l i  delectacionibus ve lud magni  maris f1uctubus incaute 

absorberi antiqui serpentis iacll l i s  indies vlllnecari Sciens non 

n isi  pet pel1itencie tabulam vulnera mortes et pericula huius

modi evitati posse ad nos Plenissimatum indulgenciarum 

Dispensatores h umili  corde animoque deuoto pro salutari 

temedio confugisti. Nos igitur deuocionibus tuis satisfacere 

ac anime tue Sal uti consulere cupientes tuis in hac parte deuotis 

peticionibus incl inati cum ad locum per nos pro i ubi lei gratia 

consequenda deputatnm te contllleris et corde contrito deputato 

ad hoc a nobis confessori peccata tua ht1mi liter confessa fueris 

ac pro armata et manutencione classis contra turchos perfido!l 

christiane religionis i n imicos de facultatibus a cleo tibi concessis 

terrena in celestia caduca in  stabi l ia  fel ici  commercio commu

tanelo competentem quantitatem contll leris plenissimam remis" 

sionem omnium peccatorum luorum. Ecianl propter que sedes 

VOL. XIX, 4 G 
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apostolica esset merito consulenda Et  quorum absolucio e idern sedi specialiter esset reseruuta. Necnon absolucionem quarurn_ cumque censurarum et sentenciarum tam ab homine quam a jure latarum sati sfacto tamen quib.us satisfaciendum fuerit ac iubi lei  gratiam perinde ac si Bas i l i scas Apostolorum Petri et Paul i  ac alias vrbis ecc1esias et loea visi tasses "'na cum bene_ diccione quam solempne sancti ssimi Domini nostri Pape consecuti fuisses relaxacionem quorumcumque votorum et iuramentorum quacunque firmitate roboratorum si qt1a omisisti ac t ib i  commutari et relaxari voluisti vltra marino Sancti Jacobi in  Compostella religion is continencie votis duntaxat exceptis in vita te esse consecutam et vnitati ecclesie et sacramentis restitutam Auctoritate Apostol i ca qua in hac parte fungimur declaramus Insuper quod ydoneum confessorem qui a qnibuscumque criminibus Eciam propter que merito sedes apostolica esset consulenda. E t  quorum absol·uc io eidem sede special iter esset reseruata i n  mortis articulo tamen simil i ter te absoluat et plenariam remi ssionem et iubilei gratiam tibi impertiri possit ct valeat. In non vero reseruati" casibus tociens quociens opus fuerit de absolucionis beneficio t ib i  prouideat e l igere possis tenore presencium eadem auctoritate A postolica tibi concedimus et tr ibuimus facultatem. Data apud Londonium quinto die Mensis Marcij Anno domini Mi l lesimo quadringentesimo Septuagesimo Sexto Pontificatus prefati Sanctiss imi  domini nostd domini Sixti Diuina prouidencia Pape Quarti Anno Sexto 

W. Sulcombe 
notarius 

El1dorsed : A letter of Clene remyssyon and pardon grantyd 
by the Abbott of Abyngdon vnto my ladyes grace. 

A l1d il1 a later hand : Pope Sixtus 4uS his General! pardon &c. 
in regard of her contribution to the wans against the Turkes. 
Aa 1476. lVIartii 50. Pontificatus Sixti 41.60. 

Innocentius episcopus Seruus seruornm Dei Carissi mo in 
Christo fil io Henrico Regi et carissime in Christo fi l ie  Elizabeth 
Regine  Anglie I1Iustribus Salutem et Apostolicam benedictionem. 
Eximie deuocionis  sinceritas et integra fides qui bus nos�oma
nam reveremini ecclesiam promeretur vt votis vestri s  i l l is 
praesertim per que consciencie pacem et animarum vestrarllnl 
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salutem domino propicio consequi valeatis, quantum cum Deo 
possimus rauorabi � iter annuamus et que propterea vobis 

.
per n�s 

concessi fuerunt ll1terdum de nouo approbemus ac al Ia  VObIS 
concedamus pro vt id in Domino  conspicimus salubriter expe
dire. Dudum siquidem vohis vt aliC{uem presbiterum yGlone'lIm 
sccu larem vel regularem in  vestrum possetis  et quilibet. vestrum 
posset eligere confessorem qui vita vobis comite in casibus sedi 
apostol ice reseruatis. Hij'l  dumtaxat exceptis videl icet criminum 
heresis rcbel l ionis ac conspiracionis in personam vel Statum 
Romani Pontificis aut Apostolice sedis et offense personal is  in 
al iquem sancte Romane ecc1esie Cardinalem. Semel tantum 
quo l ibet a.nno et  !in mortis Articulo eciam ab exceptis huiusmodri 
In Alijs vero qllocies fuerit oportunum. Confessionibus vestris 
<l i l igenter audi tis pro commissis vobi s  debitam absolucionem 
impenderet et in�llngeret penitenciam Sallltarem. Quodque 
idem vel alills confessor ydonells quem duceretis eligendum 
()mnium peccatorum vestrorum de quibllS corde cont.riti et ore 
�on fcss i essetis etiam in eodem mortis articulo vel quocien!l de 
morte huiusmodi dubitaretlll"". pJenam remissionem vobis in 
sinceritate fidei vnitate eiusdem sancte Romane ecc1esie et 
obediencia ac devocione llostra vel successorum n ostrorum 
Romanorum Pontificum canonice intrantium persistenlibus 
Auctoritate Apostol ica concedere : ac vota quecunque per vos 
forsan emissa vel inposternm emittenda. vltra marino  visita
cion is  Limim.lm Apostolorum Petri et Pallli ac rel igionis votis 
c1ulltaxat except i s  in alia pietatis opera commutare valeret. Et 
insuper vt l iceret tibi Rex dllntaxat post nonam s ive meridaem 

i.n presencia tua m issa,m facere celebrari. Ac vobis ambol:ms e,t 
cui l ibet vestrum habere Altare portatile cum debita reuerencia 
et honore super quo in !.ocis ad hoc congruentibus et honestis 
-sine i uris aiieni. preiudi.cio  et cum quahtas negociorum pro 
tempore ingruentium id exigeret antequarn il lucesceret dies 
circa tamen diumam lucem. Si  ad loca quoque ecclesiastico 
interdicto supposita vos contingeret declinare i.n i l l i s  c1ausis 
jalluis excommunicatis et  interdictis exc1usis non pulsatis cam
panis et sum miss a voce possetis et quilibet vestrum possis per 
propri um vel alium sacerdotem ydonellm rnissam et alia div ina 
officia i n  vestra et famil iarillm vestrorum presencia et cuiuslibet 
vestrurn facere celebrari .  quodque vos et  qllilibet vestrum 
cum sex et d i lecta in  Chri sto fi l ia  nobil is mulier Margareta 
Comitissa Richemondie tua Rex gePlitrix dilectis-sima cum se" 
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alij s  personis quas duceretis et eciam qui l ib  et vestrum duceret pro tempore e l i gen das non tenerem i n i  Qudragesimali tempore i e iunare Et nichi lominus dicto tempore omnes caseD b u ti ro et alijs lacticinijs quociens vobis et Comitisse ac afijs person is p redictis videretur vesci p ossetis in dulsimus graciose provt in nostris inde confectis litteris plenius continetur. Nos igi tur qui vos singul ari d i leccione prosequimur cupientes animarum vestrarum saluti peramplil1s consulere ac commoditatibus vestris p roui dere indultum ac l itteras predictas cum omnibus et singulis 
in eis contentis clauSl1lis approbantes ac  ad infrascripta exten
d entes et ampliantes vobis et vestrum cuili bet ac etiam dicte 
Margarete vt confessor per vos et quemlibet vestrum eligendus 
in omni bus casibus sedi p redicte reseruatis prem issis casibus 
ac presbytericidio duntaxat exceptis. bis quolibet anno pro 
commissis debHam absolutionem impendere et penitenciam 
salutarem iniungere ac plenadam omnium peccatorum vestrorum 
de quibus corde contriti et ore confessi fueritis rem i ssionem. 
huiusmodi eciam vobis auctori tate p redicta concedere possit. 
quod que infirmitatis tempore vel pro conseruanda sanitate 
vos et quilibet vestrum ac famil iares vestri vobis in mensa 
seruientes. i l l i  videlicet duntaxat qui cibariq. vestra p ro securi
tate personarum vestrarum gustant ante quam vobis exhibeantur. 
:pe consilio tamen Confessoris e t  medeci vestrorum Qudragesi
mali bus ac alijs quibus ieiunium ab ecclesia est i n d i ctum nee 
pon Sextis ferijs e t  Sabbati diebus carn i bus vesci Et s,i forsan 
contingeret vos vel al iquem vestrum cum aliqua seu al iquibus 
p ersona seu person is excommunicacionis vel alij s  sentencijs 
censuris e t  penis  ecclesiasticis innodatis colloquium seu famil ia
ritatem habere n u llam propterea excommunicacionis sentenciam 
uel censuram aJiam ecclesiasticam i ncurretis. dun1modo conscij 
aut participes excommunicacionis huiusmodo non fueritis �t 
hoc in contemptum clavillm n o n  feceritis. Vobisque fihe 
Regina e t  Comitissa e t  cuil ibet vestrum vt cum sex mat�o�lis 
honestis et habitu honesto i n dutis Monasteria et domos rel l glO-

, ' vobis sorum et i nclusarum quorumcunque Ordll1Un1 qUOClens 
p l acuerit i ngredi et sallltare col loquium cum e.is habere I ib��e et 
l ici te  valeatis. Dummodo eorum et earum qui monasten] s ct 
d omibllS ipsis prefuerint ad hoc accedat assen sus et i bi ,ll o

,
n , 

" t ' de speewlIs pernoetetls deuoelOm vestre tenore presen l Um 
, I" e bOllC done gracie indulo-emus Non obstantlbus aposto lClS  a 

memorie O ttonis :t Octoboni  olim i n  Regno Anglie eiusdem 
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sedis l egatorum necnon i n  provineialibus et sillodali bus concil ij s  

editis  gell eralibus n e l  specialibus Consli  tueionibus et ordina

c ion i bu� statutis quoque et eonsuetuclini bus monaste rio rum 

clomoru!l1 et o rdinum predietorum iuramento con firmaei one 

apostoliea �el quauis, fi,rm i �at� alia r?b? �atis Necnon 
,
quibusuis  

suspcnsioll lbus et l l lnl taclOnlbus S l lUll Ium coneeSSlOl1Um et 

facultawm per nos et seclem predictam eciam cum quibusuis 

c1ausul is  eeiam d erogatoriarum derogatorijs pro te mpore faetis 

ceterum que eon trarijs quibuscunque, N ul l i  ergo omnino homi

nul11 lieeat hane paginam nostre Approbacionis  extension is et 

concessionis infri ngere uel e i  ausu lemerario contraire , S i  quis 

autcm hoc altem ptare presumpserit inclignaeionem omnipotentis  

Dei  ae beatorum Petri et Pauli Apostolorum eius se nouerit 

ineursurum.  Datum Rome apud sanctum Petrum Anno i l1 ear� 

naci onis D o m i n i ce Mi llesimo quacl ringentisimo octllagesi mo'" 

octauo , Iclibus Augusti Pontificatus nostri Anno tercio. Et 

ego dom i n us J ohannes Yotton saere theologie professor imlUe� 

r i l ll S  ae supradicte domine Regine sua gracia confessor ae 

Secretarius supraseripta o m n i a  in  Bulla sanetissi mi  domini 

n ostri Pape I nnocentij octaui superius prim oscripti sub sigi l l o.  

eiusdem plumbeo l e g i  ae relecta m a n u  propria transeripsi quoad 

valui fidelius Idque futuris omnibus audituris seu in speeturis. 

Conscieneia mea teste testifieor &e. 

Endorsed : Testimon iale bulle In noeenc ij viij . Libri v. 
A nd z'1I a modeI'll hand : Pope I n nocent to Henry 7 t h  and 

Elizabeth . 

* ' vijo '  is written above the line before ' octauo.' 

R. F. S. 

( To be contimlld) . 



THE WILLOW. 

�l! 
�j�� 

IN the dark forest glade, far fro m  the haunts of men, Hard by a stream of mysterious water, 
Where the lean wolf slunk at eve from his cruel den, There lived old Hans, and his darling, his daughter. 

Wild was the m aiden, and lithely she sped along, 
Braving the rude wind that played with her tresses, Kissed her soft lips, as she voiced her light-hearted song, Fell on her neck with his stormy caresses. 

Stern was old Hans, for his heart was as marble stone, Save unto her, the fair  type of fair mother, 
Cared not for man nor beast, lived but for her alone, 

She was his god, for he ne'er thought of other. 

Rode once a horseman deep into the forest shade, 
Gazed i n  her eyes, and grew frenzied with yearning ; 

Wooed her, and won the shy spirit within the maid, 
Ever at eve to the forest returning. 

When the owls hooted, and bats trembled in  the sky, 
When the m oon shimmered the dark river over, 

Sounds she would hear like the m oor-fowl's complaining 
cry, 

Then she would steal like a shade to her lover. 

Strangely he breathed in her ear words of fire and love, 
r "  " Come, m y  sweet bride thou shalt be ere to-morrow .  

Fondly she mused, as she gazed on the stars above, 
Gave not a thought to her sire and his sorrow. 

The Willow. 5 5 I 

sudden he caught her up, urged his wild steed away, 

Swiftly they flew to the dark river gliding, 

Plunged neath the shining gleam, scattered the silver 
spray, 

Sank, and the ripples rolled over their h iding. 

All the night long, through the gloom of the tangled 
trees, 

Roamed the old woodman, all tearstained, heart-
broken, 

Hoarse with his cries, till  at last, sinking on his knees, 
Muttered the first prayer his lips e'er had spoken. 

" Late, late, too late," sang the owl in his lonely flight : 
Forth from his heart echoed back the dull warning ; 

Down by the river-side, straining his faded sight, 
Lay the old man in the dim misty morning. 

\Vhat did he see down below in the river-bed ? 
Was it the face of a m aiden beseeching ? 

Lower he bent, till the waves kissed his snowy head, 
Yes ' twas the arm of his daughter outreaching. 

Rings on the water, and bubbJes all pale and bright, 
Rings, and then stillness of silvery glory, 

Ne'er seen again was old Hans since that weary night, 
Folk in the country will tell you the story. 

Now there's a willow, a sad weeping willow-tree, 
'Tis the old father, who bends o'er the water, 

Still, as of old, one loved face in the deep to see, 
Water-king's bride, once the lone woodman'g. 

daughter. 

H. B. H. 



SONNET. 
FORGET me not ! my heart is fain to say : 

t� .� 

Leave m e  but in  the twilight shade of hope j o let me n ot in outer darkness grope, 
Reft of the light that lightened all my day, 
Ere yet thy beauty's soul· subduing ray 

'N eath clouds of chill neglect its glory hid; 
Casting dull shadows of despair, that bid 

E'en friendship's kindly memories fade away. 

Earth has no balm to sooth my soul in pain I 
Vainly I strive the bitter past to blot, 

Emancipating from its cankering chain 
Life's choicest blooms that else are doomed to rot : 

Years that my being wholly did contain 
Ne'er will I part w ith, could they be forgot. 

TO THEE. 

WHEN seeking for some fitting line 
In fragile verse or stately prose, 

The fancies of my heart incline 

A. W. L. 

To R ose. 

And when intent on m artial deed, 
To spur my song's triumphant tone, 

I dedicate my fiery screed 
To Joan. 

But, when the sun is sinking low, 
And golden gleams have streaked the sea, 

I kiss the winds and bid them blow 
To Thee. 

J. H. I-I. 

-

THE AMATEU R  ANTIQUARY. 

;-= ....,iilN some respects the charm of the study of' 
antiquities is l ike the charm of opium-eating � 
the habit begins as a source of amusementt 
grows into a taste, develops into a hobby, 

and ends by becoming almost a n�cessity of l ife. There 
are even some who declare that the effects are as 
demoralizing in the one case as i n  the other-that
the ten th com mandment, in fact, becomes the object of 
less reverence than its antiquity deserves, and that 
somet imes even the eighth has to  prove its age by 
exhibiting its fractures. But this is either mere 
calumny, or is true only of the unimaginative anti.., 
quary j and of the effect of i m agin ation upon m atters
of this kind we shall speak presently. 

But the fascination of the study is derived from more 
sources than one. First-and perhaps this is the 
principal ingredient-it springs fro m  the opportunities
which the pursuit affords for the exercise of that love
of controversy, which is i nherent i n  human n ature, and, 
doubtless, has been inherent since the far distant day,
when the first tail-less anthropoid apes made their 
appearance amid the jeers of their well-tailed fellows,. 
and gave rise to the earliest unrecorded debates on the 
question of Evolution. For we cannot doubt that the 
loss was regarded by all, except the actual sufferers,. 
as a sign of serious, if not fatal deterioration, while the' 
tail-less ones themselves, though with m any in ward 
misgivings, argued otherwise, using as many learnedly 
uncouth words, as were included in the monkey 
language of the day, or could be invented upon the 
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spur of the moment to puztle an o'pponent Qr disgUJise a fallacy. And, whichever side the syllogistic COCoa. nuts reduced to' silence, we may feel sure that those amongst them, whO' were true antiquaries, remained Qpenly or covertly Qf the same QpiniQn as befQre : for skill in antiquarian learning is nearly coincident with the power of faith-faith, that is to' say, in the correctness of one's own reasoning, and the hQpeless imbecillity Qf an opponent's. 

However, time ran Qn, and the anthropoid ape developed intO' prehistoric man ; but contrQversy, and, no doubt, antiquarian controversy still continued. SQmetimes they argued about the exhumed thigh-bone Qf an icthYQsaurus ; more frequently they argued with 
it ; and if the less ready reaSQner remained unCQn
vinced, it was n ot for lack of penetrating power in the 
arguments, which, as a rule, reached the seat Qf his 
intellect only too directly. Nowadays the antiquary is 
in a less happy position, and can do no more than 
destroy the product of his opponent's brain : in those 
simpler times he needed no such circuitous means of 
attack, but went straight for the Qriginal fountain-head 
of error. 

But, great as such delights may be, a finer; if not 
a greater charm arises fro m  the fact that antiquities 
are the happy hunting-ground of the imagination,
Qf that faculty which touches the dry bones of the past, 
and makes them men and women Qnce more, acting 
Qut the drama of their lives for our instruction and 
entertain men t, 

" So 
T h at who sees pai nting, seems to hear as wel l 

The speech that's proper for th e painted moulh j 
And w h o  receives true verse at eye or ear, 
Takes in ( wi l h  verse) ti me, place, and person too. 

Now these two sources of interest correspond to the 
two divisions, into which antiquaries may be divided,
the pedantic) and the imaginative. Not that r wish to 

-
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decry the former ; perhaps we had better rename him 

the microscopic, omnivorous, or pre datory. He is a 

seething mass of multifarious learning, proficient in as 

many arts and sciences as the Major-General i n  ' The 

pirates of Penzance.' As a proof O'f his mathematical, 

critical, strategical, topographical, and O'ther capacities, 

he will prove you any figure in the wO'rks of any 

ancient author to be a copyist's error for any Qther, 

which fits the theory that he is engaged in uphQlding, 

more exactly ; and in similar fashion he can decipher 

Qbliterated inscriptions, till they m ean whatever h e  

has previously assumed their purport to b e .  His only 

faults are an absence of imagination, and a deficient 

sense of perspective : but, knowing, as he does, every

thing knowable, and a great deal besides, there is n o  

sphere Q f  imagination left fQr him ; and its absence can 

therefQre hardly b e  accQunted a fault : in fact, he 

imagines nothing, because, to' his Qwn satisfaction at 

least, he proves everything. As regards the latter 

defect, he is apt to' mistake the prO' portion ate import

ance Qf the variQus O'bjects Qf his study j for him the 

ill-made coin of some ephemeral emperor equals, if it 

does not surpass in  interest, the medal which bears the 

face and titles of a hero : he reads a new meaning into 

the Qld ' panem et circenses ; '  for he will crow as loudly 

over a little Andernach millstone, as he would if h e  

were owner Qf the CQlQsseum itself. 
The imaginative antiquary is a different, and per

haps more human, person : he is usually endowed with 
less learning and more equanimity. Compared with 
the other, he is somewhat Qf an impressionist, being 
devoid of that passion for minutiae, that enthusiasm for 
the comparatively trivial, which fQrms so m arked a 
part of his brother antiquary'S character:; and his 
brother antiquary is therefQre inclined, and perhaps 
justly, to despise him as a smatterer. But to the im
aginative antiquary the coin, the inscription, the ruin, 
or the m anuscript are but the husks Qf the past : their 
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in terest lies i n  the fact that they contain, as it were, a 
kind of residual magnetism, upon which his i m agination 
and his knowledge of human n ature can work, till he 
reproduces some picture of bygone times, with all their 
lost romance and silent poetry : for the true i nterest of 
a ntiquities is, after all, the i nterest of human life .  

' The proper study of mankind is man ; '  and the 
proper method of study is surely a comparative one_ 
to investigate the ways, habits, and m eans of m an's  life 
a n d  thought, as they existed centuries or ages ago, 
and to compare the result with present observations j 
to read each by the light of others, and to n ote the 
action of similar m otives u nder varying circumstances. 

That, no doubt, is  m ore than a study of antiquities 
can do by its own unaided powers ; for such a study 
is but an adjunct to history-a humble nymph, who 
walks demurely i n  Mistress Cleio's train.  Still, though 
we m ay not  be able to paint a finished p icture, we may 
perhaps succeed in drawing a few rough pencil-sketches, 
which shall not be without their power of conveying 
ideas and impressions to the m ind ; or, let us say, in 
m aking a collection of preliminary studies, which at 
some future date will help Mistress Cleio in the com
position of a m asterpiece. A mutilated inscription ,  a 
crumbling wall, a buried hoard of coin, a chance 
reference in the works of some ancient author, or some 
peculiar physical feature of the country-all these may 
suggest details, which will one day be fitted into their 
places o n  the canvas. Of some we m ay guess the 
position even now ; but there are broad spaces of white 
still remaining, which can only be covered as knowledge 
i ncreases with the lapse of time. 

But i n  these prelim inary studies we m ay go a little 

further, and pencil a few bold, intervening, conjectural 
. . of lines. If a head appears o n  the paper, with  a paI r  

feet at the right distance below, we may draw a rough 
sketch of the limbs and body, which should unite them ; 
from the twin piers and broken springers we may 
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mentally construct the arch ; from t h e  wheel-worn ruts 

i n the gateway-sill we may picture the chariot, and 

perhaps the m an who rode i n  it ; the broken m illstone 

may lead u s  to think of the bread, and the mouths that 

ate it ; from the shattered parts we may sketch out the 

once perfect whole, and the life of which that whole 

",as the stage. 

But we m ust confine our efforts to a sketch, and not 

a mbitiously attempt a panorama. ' The general scope 

of such a subj ect m i ght fill a gallery ; and we h ave only 

t\\'o or three scraps of paper to work u pon , and there

fore must choose a l imited field . Now, if the choice 

of a subject be committed to chance, it will, doubtless, 

11 0t be long before the eye finds i tself gazing at the 

fire, as eyes are wont to do when in search of inspiration .  

Fire suggests coal ; the coal calls itself best Wallsend 

(which it  isn' t), and the name of vVallsend produces the 

required subject at once. No department of antiquities 

has greater interest than that which deals with our 

own country ; no district between the Land's End and 

John 0' Groats holds record of a m i ghtier work than 

the strip which stretches from Tyne to Solway, and 

bears the scattered traces of the Roman Wall . 

Eighty m iles of wall, eight to ten feet thick, and 

sixteen to eighteen feet i n  height, stretching resolutely 

up hill and down dale till it cut the island into two 

h alves ; some fi fteen larger forts and seventy little 

castles abutting upon it,  n ot to m ention three or four 

yet smaller towers in every mile ; two swift rivers 

bridged and guarded, besides a score of smaller streams ; 

a hundred gates frowning their menace over the 

northern hills and moors, and fifteen thousand m e n  

ready t o  pour through them upon t h e  first n ews o f  

Caledonian tumult ; m ile after m ile of deep d itch and 

stake-crowned earth work running parallel w ith the 

wall i n  th e rear ; and between them the long grey l ine 

of the military road which ran from tower to tower, 

and from fort to  fort, and welded the whole together-
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such was the Roman Wall in the days of its prosperity ;  a fortified camp, eighty miles long, which could be used as a base of operations against northern disquietude or southern rebellion ; a great stone portcullis which cut off the southern tribes from their northern kinsfolk, and so weakened both, depriving the north of the richer resources of the south, shielding the south from the fiery inspiration of northern freedom, and thereby making it more prone to accept the yoke, to adopt Roman civilization, and to settle down as a Roman province. 
Such, doubtless, were the objects of the designer, if we may draw conclusions from the nature and position of the works ; but the identity of the designer has for centuries been a m atter of doubt and controversy_a controversy which has something of an Homeric chaI:acter, since it has raged chiefly between those who would separate the authorship of murus and vallum, and those who defend the unity of the design. But to give even a summary of the dispute, to collate and criticise the accounts of Gildas and Baeda, Camden and Horsley, Hodgson and Bruce, would in itself require a pamphlet of no small size. Let us then merely state that, though the murus has been ascribed by some to Severus, and by some to Theodosius, and the earthen 

vallum variously credited to Agricola or to British 
tribes of pre-Roman times, the theory of Hodgson and 
Bruce seems to hold possession of the field ; and in  
our  wanderings along the Wall and vallum we shall 
assume that both were parts of one great strategic 
scheme, designed by, or at least under the auspices of 
the Emperor Hadrian. 

But, be that as it  may, we know that great figures 
have moved across the stage, and we cannot doubt that 
many a dramatic scene has here been enacted. Indeed, 
one antiquary has insisted upon placing Jul ius Caesar 
himself at the head of the procession, asserting th�t 

B ' t  m the conqueror of Gaul subdued the whole of n a 
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also-only to be robbed of his d ue meed of fame by 

the fraudulent partizanship of Tacitus, who, he declares, 

suppressed the achievements of Julius Caesar in order 

to enhance the merits of his own father-in-law, Julius 
Agricola : a somewhat romantic theory which he 

elaborates with an ingenuity worthy of a Baconian 

enthusiast.  Is there not an altar upon which the letters 
B and G stand in conj unction ? Plainly it  is  a reference 
to the Gallic War. Those four semicircular cuts upon 
the carved top of this other appear to the untrained 
eye mere parts of the ornamental design. Not so, by 
any means : they represent the letters J C B M-Julius 
Caesar memoriae beatae, " and shew that his death 
had not long preceded the erection of the altar. The 
Commonwealth being restored, the title of Emperor 
would have been improper ! "  How great a magician 
is Art, when the smallest scratches of her finger-nail 
can blast a historian's reputation, and add new leaves 
to a hero's laurels ! 

However, there may yet be some, whose faith in the 
credibility of Tacitus is  n ot itself a ruin, worthy of 
antiquarian research : and so, without prejudice to the 
claims of the earlier Julius, we m ay venture to bring 
Agricola upon the scene. When and by what route 
Agricola reached this stretch of country, is a m atter 
not free from uncertainty ; but it is  possible that he 
spent h ere some part of the winter wbich followed his 
second campaign, working as energetically for the 
settlement of the newly won territory, as during the 
summer he had worked for its conque&t. Here perhaps� 
as well as elsewhere, were enacted those scenes of 
politi c persuasion, of praise and punish ment j udiciously 
administered, which Tacitus describes. One can picture 
him as he travels from one petty chieftain to another, 
exhorting and encouraging ; speaking eloquently in 
praise of the refinements of civilization, and chuckling 
to him self as he thi nks of the inevitable effect of Roman 
luxury upon the strength and hardihood of the natural 
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Briton ; extoI 1ing the superiority of town over coun try, while inwardly conscious of the greater tractability of the townsman, and of the convenience of having him 
dweI1 where his doings can easily be observed ; here turning the head of some n ewly washed sprig of British princedom by admiring the folds of his  toga, or praising his quick acquirement of the correct Lati n  accent ; here 
by threats or ridicule driving some recalcitrant, High 
Tory warrior to exchange dirt and freedom for slavery 
and elegance ; here superintending the erection of a 
bath or a portico�humble structures, n o  doubt, i n  his 
own eyes, but to the u nsophisticated Brigantian very 
temples of m agnificence ; here inviting the local aris
tocracy to a banquet, and sapping their n ative manliness 
by implanting a taste for artistic cookery and delicate 
dishes. 

It  is not h ard to i magine how effective the process 
m ust have been . Many would yield to the charms of 
sensuous alluremen t, backed, as they doubtless were, 
by the memory of bitter times of want and discomfort, 
when the winter was h ard and food scanty ; and upon 
such bath and banquet set their chains-a bond no less 
strong because unseen. Higher n atures would require 
s ubtler methods of enslavement ; and to these the 
cun n ing of the master displayed the baits of culture, 
inviting them to step up into a n ew world, to taste the 
delights of art and literature, to acquire learn ing, and 
aspire to eloquence, to be Roman ized, and tractable 
accordingly. 

It is a curious and not very pleasant picture ; for 
there is someth ing repulsive i n  t h e  use of such in
fluences as engines of weakness instead of guides to 
strength, i n  the transformation of the sound man and 
possible hero i n to a fifth-rate dilettante. Saddest, 
perhaps, was the case of the young-the youths of noble 
birth, who were thus m ade victims of the " liberal arts," 
and dwelt in the newly built Roman town, guests in 
name, but hostages i n  reality-learning to walk 
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(lel icately in tunic and toga, yet n o t  daring t o  complain 

of the discomfort of dress to limbs that lately went 

naked, lest they should be ridiculed as savages still ; 

taught to sa�nter languidly i n  the shade of the portico, 

an d mouth Vergil or Cicero, instead of facing sun and 

�torl11 upon the h ills, an d shouting encouragement to 

thei r hounds, as they used to do in the old days ; while 

all the time their Roman preceptor is laughing at them 

behind their backs. Yet i t  is  comforting to reflect that 

the process must sometimes have been unsuccessful. 

Surely to one or another there must have come a time 

when his  eyes fell longingly upon moor, or forest, or 

r iver, when the old subtle call of nature rang clear and 

peremptory i n  his ears, and a great hunger for life and 

activity broke down the restraints of half assimilated 

Roman ways, forcing him to steal away from the house 

of bondage, tear off the irksome robes, and wrap the 

roug-h wolf-hide about him once more, happy if he could 

reach the northern hills in safety. live the old wild l ife, 

taste the old rough pleasures, and even suffer the old 

h,udships again .  
Forty years pass by, and we can picture another act 

of the drama, and a different performer. It seems 

probable, from a chance reference in  an ancient author,"" 

that the early years of Hadrian's reign were m arked by 

a serious rebellion i n  Britai n : if we m ay j udge by the

,,-orks which Hadrian subsequently executed, this rising 

took place in the n orthern parts of England, and was 

fomented and supported by yet more n orthern tribes, 

upon whom the yoke of Roman rule had not yet been 

permanently laid. Hither then came Hadrian , the 

curious mixture of opposite qualities-vart'16s, 17l ztltt'plex, 

17l 1tl/tfonms-always working with the strenuous 

earnestness of one who is  conscious of the importance 

of his position ;  always striving to be great, and always 

• Fronto, fragm. de Bell. Parth. " Q uid avo vcstro Hadriano imperiutn 

oULinen te, quantum milituIU a Iudaeis, quan tum a Bl itannis caeinm ! " 
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falling short of success ; the " corn pleat emperor," in fact, who hopes by strict attention to business to main_ tain the reputation of the establishment ; shirking no trouble over the smallest details, but still without the b road views and deeper insight of real genius. 
Hither he comes, with his three legions, his special detachments from as many more, his host of auxiliaries, d rawn from a score of different  n ations, and his two able generals, Platorius Nepos and Maenius Agrippa_ marching bareheaded i n  command of his troops, jnspecting their equipment, tasti ng _their food, and 'S.wallowing samples of their sour wine without betraying lhimself even by a grimace ; pedantically particular, in .fact, in all the minor arts of popularity-hunting ; Scrupulously exact in all the small touches of condescension ;  ruler and client of his subjects. 

And with him, it  may be, comes that august but bad-tempered lady, Sabina, his wife-d ignified and insisting upon her dignities dues ; jealous, and yet unhappy except when in search of fresh cause for j ealousy ; embittering the emperor's life by her persecutions, and earning the covert but hearty execrations of h is suite by upsetting all their efforts to keep the 
great man in a good temper. 

And so, after a brief space, Hadrian makes his exit 
from our stag-e, and, like a popular music-hall performer, 
hurries away to do a ' turn ' in some other quarter of 
his empire. But still the scene, which he has quitted, 
is one of bustling energy and excitement. All along' 
this eighty-mile strip of coun try ham mers are clinking, 
kilns smoking, centurions bawling, and gangs of forced 
labourers groaning with pain and weariness, as they 
bear the great stones on their gal led shoulders from 
the quarry to the rising wall .  All the roads from 
the south are long seething l ines of turmoil �nd 
vituperation ; for the t ransport tn.ins are throngIng 
northward, b reaking down and hampering each other, 
till the commissariat officers are driven almost out of 
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their minds, and twenty thousand mouths are grumbling 
because they must wait for supper. Here a cohort of 
the Sixth legion is  setting the stones and pouring in the 
mortar with redoubled energy, because the inspecting 
officer has just told them that the men of the Twentieth, 
who have charge of a neighbouring section of the work, 
are a course and a half ahead of them ; and the tribune 
has sworn to equal his rivals, though the men work all 

night to do it. Here a company of Tungrian auxiliaries 

is busily digging out the ditch, and piling up the earth
works ;  and here a squadron of Span ish Cavalry is 
patrolling to the n orth, and driving off the scattered 
bands of Britons, who have slunk down fro m  the hills, 
in the hope that a sudden dash may win them the two 
or three pennyworth of booty which will make them 
the richest of some n eedy clan .  And here is Platorius 
himself, riding from point to point on his tour of 
inspection, praising one officer, hearing and discounting 
the explanations of another, and gazing with paternal 
pride at the growth of his huge child : for though he is 
nominally but nurse and pedagogue, we can scarcely 
doubt that the Wall is his own creation, in spite of the 
credit  which an emperor receives as its putative father. 

And so in due time the great work was finished ; and 
while its novelty lasted, all went well. But its very 
efficiency must have tended to increase the monotony 
of garrison life ; and after a time the n atural reaction 
set in, discipline  was relaxed, and vigilance gave way 
to the carelessness of optimism. Under the next two 
emperors troubles arose, which called for the despatch 
of special commanders, though it is probable that the 
scene of their operatlOl1s was laid to the north of the 
wall : but in the reign of Commodus some of the 
Caledonian tribes succeeded in  breaking through the 
barrier, and, besides doing m uch other m ischief, they 
killed a general and massacred a body of troops. 

We may go beyond the brief account,  which Xiphilin 
gives, and sketch a p icture of the whole episode. A 
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general inertness has supplanted the vigour of an earlier age : the veterans, who have settled down upon grants of land i n  Tynedale or beside the wal l ,  see the signs of coming disturbance, and give their warning i n  vai n .  The Com mander scoffs at th e idea, will not hear of the possibility of undisciplined barbarians daring to assault so m ighty a fortification, and so goes on, h unting occasionally, feasting continually, and attending to his duties only as often as bare decency requires, till at last upon some dark, stormy night the thunder. bolt falls. As to the place and manner of his death, we may form a conjecture, which shall have some slight thread of possibility to hang by. In front of the 
southern gateway of Borcovicum a gold signet-ring, a 
gold ear-pendant, and a coin of Commodus, apparently 
fresh from the mint, were found lying together, a little 
b elow the surface of the ground'" j and it may be that 
they had lain there since that awful night, when the 
general and his wife fled in terror and confusion from 
the praetorium, casting the i r  trinkets behind them, in 
the vain hope of playing off greed against ferocity, till, 

j ust as they passed the gate, they were overtaken and 
slain by the fierce British warriors, whose thirst for 
blood was stronger than their desire for riches. 

That slackn ess and relaxation of discipline was the 
cause of the disaster, receives strikin g confirmation from 
the sentences, which imm ediately follow in the original 
account, and relate the restoration of order by the i mperial 
legate, Ulpius Marcellus. He, we are told, was the  most 
wakeful of all generals j and being determined that his 
comrades should be no less wakeful than himself, he 
wrote messages upon tablets of linden wood, and every 
evening commanded them to be carried to different 
persons at uncertain hours, in order that they m i ght 

* After a disaster of this hind the Roman s seem never to ha\"e cleared 

away the debris ; the new floor or roadway was made at a higher lel'cl 

llappily for us, since by this means many remuim o f  comparatively eady 
date have been preserved. 
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knoW the vigilance o f  their commander, and so resist 

the temptation to sleep at their posts . Nlarcellus was 

n aturally vvakeful j and he cultivated th is pred isposi

tion still more by abstemiousness ; for not only did he 

eat sparingly of  heavier foods, but refrained from taki ng 

even bread to excess j and w ith this obj ect he used to 

have his bread sent fro m  Rome j not that h e  was too 

fastidious to eat the bread of the country, but that its 

staleness m ight prevent him taking a morsel more 

than was absolutely necessary j for his gums were 

di5eased, and the hardness of the bread soon made 

them bleed ; and he  was careful to make the most of 

this inconvenience, in order to increase his reputation 

for continual vigilance. 
. 

That acute and vigorous critic, T . Atkinsius, of the 

Second (Augustan) Legion has left us no record of hi:. 

opinion of Marcellus ; but we can easily supply the 

deficiency. 
Another interval between the tabl eaux. Nearly 

thirty years go by, and another emperor, Lucius Septi

mius Severus, has come to the country of the Roman 

wall, to restore decayed discipline, to repair the 

crumbling fortresses, and to carry the tide of war to 

the furthest limits of the northern land. A few inscrip

tions recording his name have been found in the 

neighbourhood of the Wall, but as yet none has been 

discovered to prove his connection with the great work, 

of which some hold him to be the designer. Such 

records as exist point rather to a strengthening of his 

communications along the roads to  the north, in view 

of his invasion of Scotland j and of these perhaps the 

most remarkable is the slab, which now forms a roofiug 

stone i n  one of the passages of the Saxon crypt of 

Hexham Priory, and sets forth the imperial style and 

titles of Severus and his son, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, 

better known as Caracalla. But more eloquent still is 

the erasure which follows their names-the blank space, 

which once recorded the name of Severus' younger 
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son, �ublius Septimius Geta, but now by its very 
vacancy tells a tale of jealousy, hatred, and fratricide. 

Severus is perhaps the most remarkable figure that 
has walked across this little stage-"-the low-born African 
peasant, who by sheer strength and unscrupulous deter_ 
m ination raised himself to the highest pinnacle which 
it was possible for man to attain ; who ruled, and ruled 
justly and well, the whole c ivilized worl d ,  except only 
the two boys who were his own sons. That was the 
strong man's weak side : he could wade through blood 
to a throne, but he could not  bear to correct his children, 
even when one of them made an attempt on his l ife, as 
Caracalla did during the course of the Caledonian war. 
It is easy to imagine how the old emperor's life must 
have been embittered, not only by the moral defeat, 
with which that campaign ended, but also by an insight 
into the character of his sons, a consciousness of the 
folly of his own indulgent affection, and a foreknowledge 
of the things that were to happen after his o\ovn death. 
It seems as though his heart was craving for love, the 
one thing which all  his power could not command. 
His marriage with Julia Domna had been one of expe
diency, not of regard ; and now all the tender feelings 
of his heart were poured out upon his two unruly boys ; 
and never a spark of affection did he get i n  return. 

Spartian tells a story of his return from Scotland 
which m ay find a place here ; for the scene of i t  must 
have been the immediate neighbourhood of the Roman 
wall. After passing the barrier (and an e w.endation"" 
of the text would make the episode take place near 
Carlisle) the infirm old emperor was journeying south 

towards the n earest halting-place upon the great road 
which led to York-non solum vzctor, sed elt"am t>t ader-

* " Post murulU aut vallum missulU in Britannia, quum ad proxima!1l 

mansionem rediret . '  Missum is peculiar, but the sense is evidently ' a(l�r 
passing the wal l.'  Should not the true rcndina be ' transmissu m ' ?  A od 11 " , 
the copyist be thus admitted to have written negligently, may not ' aut vall u ll1 
be a careless transcription of ' ad (or apud) Luguvallum ' ? 
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111t/lt pace fundata. Oh, the irony of i t  1 He had lost 

fifty thousand men, if the account be true, to win a 

deceitful submission ; and a few months later the meagre 

results of the campaign were abandoned by Caracalla.  

Rather is it  probable that, to h is own heart at least, the 

return was a bitter mockery of triumph. The flower o f  

h i s  army was w asted ; famine, sickness, a n d  tlTe 

h arassing guerilla tactics of a hardy and agile foe had 

m <lue an end of thousands ; and all the glory he could 

poi nt to was the barren fact that he had marched to the 

shore of the northern ocean, and there examined the 

paral lax of the sun ! Years and infirmity were pressing 

upon him with i ncreasing force ; the first symptoms of 

mortal disease were beg inning to rack his l imbs and 

disturb his m in d ; and beyond all these was the gnawing 

anxiety for the future-the thought that before long the 

work of his l ife m ust be at the mercy of two hot-headed 

boys, and they themselves at the m ercy of their own 

passions .  A nt6I1'Zz"nt" mez� he called them, as he lay o n  

his death-bed ; and the n ame seems t o  betray a father's 

once fondly cherished hope that his sons might revive 

the golden age i n  which he h imself had been born . 

Alas ! how different was the event ! 

Thus he journeyed, peering out between the curtains 

of his l itter-for his gout compelled him to travel i n  

this m anner-and looking round with superstitious awe 

for something, which m ight be construed as an omen : 

for, l ike most A fricans, Severus was passionately ad

dicted to the study of magic and divination. Presently 

h is gaze fel l  upon a certain Ethiopian, a n oted buffoon, 

an i nveterate jester ; e 7Ztt11lerO mihtarz·, says Spartian, 

so that we may imagine that his wit had often before 

helped the Emperor to beguile the tedium of that 

mOl lotonollS campai gn. But there was no pleasantry 

now :  the man's  head was wreathed with a chaplet of 

cypress. 
One can almost see the Emperor start and frown, as 

h is eyes met the o mi nous sight-the black face grinning 
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at him from under the sombre funeral vvrcath, a very picture of the Infernal King ; but worse was yet to come. Angrily Severus ordered the man from his presence ; and then he spoke at l ast-zoc£ causa, says Sparti an, but surely the m ost terrible jest that ever was uttered : Totum /7Ustt; totum Vt{;zsti, zam Deus esto vtdor : " thou hast been ruler of the world, thou hast conquered every land j but God is above thee still ." But no translation can express the full mean i n g  of the words ; for there is a covert presage of m ortality running through them, which culminates in a subtle reference to the posthumous honours, which an Emperor received :  " Thou hast been great, but thy greatness is ended ;  thou hast been victorious, but thy career of conquest is done : soon shalt thou be dead, and deified." It seems as though the words rang in Severus' ears to the last ; for we hear an echo of them in the bitter saying, which he uttered as he lay dying at York :- Omnza/uz; et nth:'! eXjJedz't : " I  have been all things-peasant, soldier, legate, Emperor ; and now I am in no better case than if I were a peasant still ."  

R .  H.  F. 

THE COMMEMORAT10N SERMON 
BY 

THE REv W. PAGE ROBERTS, 
Canon of Canterbury. 

" ,  Avap!� , AB'JlJaioL, Ka'Tcl 7raVTa W� Of.t(TLOlILfLOllfHTTfpOO<: V/la! Bewpw.'· 

Ye men 0/ A thms, all thi1lgs whic11 I llehold bear witness to yoU 
'Can/ulness ilt religion. ACTS xvii. 22. 

ITH altars and temples on every hand, among 
which even unknown Gods had a recognition 
what else could a stranger say ? But it was 
a melancholy mistake. Those temples were 

no longer ministers, they were memorials of worship. 
For Athens political life was over. Philosophical life 
was in decay. No master of thought adorned the 
Schools, or left his name to posterity, where once i n  
Garden a n d  i n  Porch, i n  Lyceum and Academy Pro
fessors of deathless fame had taught. A loquacious 
logic, . e  words, words, words ; "  an affectation of the 
philosophic modes and m anners of the past-->. 

• . • .  " like a giant's robe 
Upon a dwarfish thief " ; (Ma'Codlz), 

and a general indifference to religion confronted St Pau1 
in the Mother University of the world. In sllch a place 
the faith and fervour of the Apostle produced an amused 
astonishment, an ironical interest and a speedy weari-
ness. Paul was a failure in  Athens. In graver Mace-
donia and even ill commercial Corinth, where the iron 
of Roman character had tinctured the blood, Christianity' 
established itself. But Athens has no place among' 
the Apostolic Churches. No Epistle is addressed to 
Athens ; and only once in his writings is  this illustrious 
seat of learning mentioned by the Apostle. " Stoic 
apathy, Epicurean self-contentment, sceptic imperturbu� 
bility were doctrines which suited the political helpless4 
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ness of the age " (Zeller). The soil was too thin, too exhausted to grow religion, or indeed to produce noble m oral growths of any kind ; and were it not for PaUl, Athens would have no name to mark the first Christian Century. 
But how is it with us in this University 1 A glorious history is ours ; and emblems of religious intention abound on every hand.  When a stranger visits this venerable seat of learning and sees a consecrated sanctuary i n  each of its numerous seminaries, sees too that the spirit which erected them in the past still survives, for its beautiful embodiment is now around us ; surely too he must exclaim, Ye men of Cambridge and St John's, I perceive ye are very much given to religion ! Would that first impression be justifiable, or would it be a mistake as melancholy as that made by St Paul 1 

Permit m e  to say that it is of prime importance that all this provision for worship should be in efficient activity. It is an old Classic them e  that those who have the care of the city should make the Citizens as good as possible. And I think it will be generally admitted that m oral excellence is man's highest good. Now I hold that high moral attainment and continuous m oral progress are largely dependent on the Christian religion. Further, that the Christian religion, as an energy in human life, is mainly dependent upon public worship. To support my asseveration that morals owe much to the Christian religion, I will summon two or three witnesses not to be suspected of crypto-clericalism . The l�te Sz'r yames Stej>hm, said, " I  am convinced that virtue and its fundamental doctrines of religion in Europe at least must stand or fall together." M. Revilia says, " Religion is the only support for morality i n  the conscience of the great majority." De Balzac asks, " Is not religion the only power which can uphold social laws I "  And Da'l'wt'n said that " with 
the more civilized raCes the conviction of the existence 
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of an all-seein g  deity has had a potent influence on the 

advancement of m orality." But if morality is to a 

certain extent, and perhaps to a considerable extent, 

dependent on religion-religion itself is  very much 

dependent upon public worship. I quite believe there 

are men who think themselves disqualified for public 

Christian worship, but who maintain a private oratory 

for moral adoration and inspiration ; and who cultivate 

their spiritual nature " in some reclusive and religious 

life " (Much Ado about Nothing) . But, as a rule, when 

there is no attendance on public worship, there is n o  

worship a t  all. A s  for the pretexts " I  can read m y  

Bible a t  home, and worship God in a country walk ; " 

as for this rural religion, this pedestrian piety, this 

boudoir Bibliolatry-they are but " dreams and the 

light imaginings of m en." But if morality is very much 

dependent on religion, and religion i s  very much 

dependent on public worship, then the neglect of public 

worship must tell unfavourably upon morality. And 

therefore it follows that the influence of those who 

ignore public worship is morally mischievous, whether 
they do so from egotistic piety, or self-conscious scrupu
losity or vulgar secularity of mind. The more eminent 
they are in learning or official position, the more de
praving is their example with the young. 

" What great ones do 

The less will prattle of " (Twelfth Night). 
If such neglect of public worship were general in our 
great seats of learning the result would be deplorable. 
In rapid succession new levies would be enlisted in the 
service of the state, having lost, in their preparation 
for the duties of life, a powerful influence for moral 
excellence. Were this to be the case, our Universities 
would come to be suspected, as were the Sophists of 
classic days, of undermining the morals of the young, 
and to be avoided by those who prefer magnanimity to  
arid intellectuality. " Society " says PJlet'derer, the 
eminent and liberal Professor in the University of 
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Berlin, " should see that it simply cannot dispense withthe education of the people by the Church, and that nothing whatever can take the place of that " j and Stgnor Nz/it" says, " When we have sought to strip the peopl e of all their religious tendencies, we shall have nothing to substitute for the void we have left in their souls " ( Cathohc SodaZz's7JZ). But it will be said, How is it possible for those of us who no longer accept the Christian Creed to share in the Christian worship � Because there is no seriously good man who altogether rejects the Christian Creed . Its central article is that the Supreme in this Universe is the Good. However variously' it  m ay be expressed, this i s  the essence ot the Christian Creed. And its worship is the worShip. 'of the Supreme Good. We who accept the Christian Creed in its integrity believe that we have in Christ the most consu mmate revelation of the Supreme Good which has appeared in this world, and therefore our worship of Christ is oup mode of worshipping of the Supreme Good. Now, here at least in the worship of the Supreme Good-and as Brozcmt'ng says, worship means " loved and praised at height "-is a ground on which Christian and aspiring m oralist�who as yet cannot be called Christian, m ay stand together. This i.s faith enough to justify the doubter and the antidogmatist in joining with the faithful in public worship. No sUbscription is required. No in quisition is permitted. No theological profession is necessarily implied. You can take what you can and leave the rest. But a sanctifying 
spirit will descend upon you for this " touch of nature "  i n  public worship, the reward of your self-abnegation 
and of your sympathy. The late Master o.f BatHol 
wisely said in one of his letters, " I  feel very deeply 
that one cannot live without religion, and that in pro
portion as we believe less, that little, if it be an awful 
feeling about existence"'must be m ore constantly pres�nt 
with us : as faith loses in extent it must gain in intensIty 
if we do not mean to shipwreck altogether." If we are 
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to be graciOUS we must use the means of grace. And 

as men unite in  learned societies and political leagues 

and artistic guilds in order to strengthen and extend 

the influences they approve, so is it natural for all who 

are determinately set on their own moral improvement,. 

and on th e moral elevation of the race, to attach them

selves to the schools where ethics are n ot merely dis

cussed, but exhibited in perfect incarnation. C atholic 

'Worship, z'. e. the contemplation and adoration of the 

Supreme moral ideal, i s  the n oblest form of human 

solidarity. It is the annihilation of egotism. It  is 

inspired sociality ; and when this is perceived good men 

and wise m en, however small their theological creed. 

will no longer withdraw themselves from sympathy 

with their fellows when they are aspiring after that 

which is best i n  human l ife. 
But there are some upon whom reason and serious 

appeal are as in effective as upon those " diminutives of 
nature " who smiled ironically upon St Paul. There 
are the dreary piece-work tradesmen of the intellectual 
world, whose paedogogy is monotonous and uninspired, 
and whose only care is that it is sufficiently remunerated. 
These exhibit stoic materialism in its effete condition. 
And there are some who affect that modern Epicureanism 
we call Aestheticism, whose airs and affectations and! 
self-indulgences have a perilous facility for languishing 
into licentiousness. Mr Gotdwz'n Smt'th has recently 
said, " The present vogue of ethical heterodoxy under
the guise of works of fiction, among other things, is 
surely a symptom of ethical disintegration." And there 
is also to be met with a cutaneous scepticism to which 
the immature in mind are liable, as children are liable 
to certain infantile m aladies. Fashion, superciliousness" 
mental struttishness, im itation of a College hero, may 
dispose the mind to un belief j and, in these days of keen
ness in abbreviation, you may destroy the Rock of Ages 
with a monthly m agazine, and become an agnostic for
half-a-crown. Bear with me if I say that Universities seem 
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to have the power of endowing their permanent denizens with eternal youth ; so that they often betray a j uvenile innocence of human nature and the matters in which i t  is most deeply i nterested, a n d  a liability to a transcen. dental puerility. I know I a m  a barbarian in this intellectual Areopagus ; but I am not alone i n  thinking that interests less large than those which engage the men who have proceeded from tnese venerable cloisters m ay occupy the minds of those who remain within them ; and trifles of wit, repartee, and epigram may be m ore important than the sorrows and sins of the World. You m ay ask, what next will this sperm atologist say r and not even reward me with the ironical courtesy bestowed upon the great Barbarian at Atl1ens, " we will hear thee again on this m atter." But of this I am sure-to quote the words of Fzcftte on the Scholar as Ruler-" Every man needs religion, m ost of all does the ruler." I am Sure also that it is a calamity when a seminary of learning admits to its teaching staff men without seriousness of mind. And, finally, of this I am sure, that whether disbelief of the dogmas of the churches be the result of grave inquiry, or of mere common-place secularity of mind, or of flitting fashion like that which dominates feminine attire, the ostentatious abstention from public worship of those who are charged with the highest education of the young, tells unfavourably upon morality, and is a serious impediment to the production of n oble character. The old idea was the right one, the idea which made religion supreme in this place. Its forms and expressions have changed . They m ay n eed still further change. But, as Burkt says, " We should sacrifice private inclination for public interest." You have this day recalled to mind the 

benefactors, to whom the College owes so much. And 
benefactors are they who subordinate egotism to sy

.
mpathy, and who, by their words and examples, estabhsh in the minds of their scholars a high, authoritative, and 

inspiring morality. 

SPRING TIME. 

The woods are holding their peace and the murmurous wind its 

breath, 

Awaiting the hiss of the Spring and the end of the shadow of 
death. 

The hedges are shining in green that in nakedness shuddered 
o [  late ; 

The mavis is swell ing his throat and the throstle is calling his  
mate. 

A time and -a season for things, [or all things a time and a season ; 
No rhyme but a reason [or man, for women a rhyme and n o  

reason. 

The rivers are singing for joy of the warmth and the gladness ; 
and green 

Are their banks w ith soft herbage upspringing, and violets 
nestled between, 

O nly the stubborn �trong oaks, rejecting their l o ver's caress, 
Draw closer their mantles of ivy and m ock at her tenderness. 
A time and a season [or things, for all things a time and a season ; 
No rhyme but a reason for man, for women a rhyme, and n o  

reason. 

The world i s  regaining its youth ; its creatures are n u rsing their 
young ; 

New songs are heard of the spring-tide, a myriad times resung. 
The bleat of the lamb and the cry of the fledgling deep i n  the 

nest 
Urge the fond heart to reply " Of seasons this season is  best." 
A time and a season for things, 

'
for all things a time and a season ; 

No rhyme but a reason for man , for women a rhyme and no 
reason. 

The fruit-trees are flooded with sprays of blossom more white 
than the foam 

Of the wavelets that bare Aphrodite, or the statue of Phoibos at 
Rome. 

The Earth hath been kissed by h e r  l over, more fiercely, more 
fon dly I trow, 

Than the sleep-sundered lips of the shepherd by her of the 
s i lver bow. 

A time and a season for things, for all things a time and a season ; 
No rhyme but a reason for man, for women a rhyme and no 

reason. 

P. L. B. 



SOME LATE GREAT VICTORIES. 

T has sometimes been believed in  Cambridge 
that the n ewspapers are written by Oxford 
men. N o  other hypothesis seemed to account 
for the fact that when ' th e  other shop,' after 

much h esitation, took a step of any description it was 
heralded as the dawn of a new era in the history of 
the human race, no m atter what Cambridge might 
previously have effected in the same field. If Oxford 
starts Extension Lectures and tries to interest the sub. 
m erged tenth in Watts' pictures or Browning's poetrY1 
a chorus of editors raise their song of praise. The 
humble Cambridge man who writes letters pointing 
out that for years pilgrims fro m  his University have 
been explaining the Common Pump and expounding 
Economics to the tramp and the tin-man is relegated 
to the bottom of a column and the smallest of type. 
This theory of the Oxonian origin of the ' friendly par I 

has lately received a severe shock. Recent articles 
in the London papers display so dense an ignorance of 
our life and ways, that it would be impossible to get 
any jury to convict an Oxford man of the offence of 
writing them. We are told that the recent controversy 
with regard to Women's Degrees has embittered Uni� 
versity life, shattered the good fellowship of High 
rabIes and caused the Undergraduate to relapse into 
barbarism .  In the interests of contemporary history, 

the Editors of the Eagle have appointed a Special 

Commisioner whose report o n  the matter is hereto 
appended. 

Some Late Great Vtdon'es. $ 7 1  

On coming into residence this Term 1 found that 
there was but one subj ect of conversation. What would 
the Council of the Senate do with the Report of the 

,,vomen's Degrees Syndicate ? Would they postpone 
a decision until the October term and ' rot the place 
with ructions '  for six months ? Would they take a 
vote in the May Week when the presence of a multitude 
of other people's  sisters, cousins, and aunts m ust of 
necessity bring corrupt in fluences to bear on the 
Constituency ? Would they fix it for an afternoon when 
every decent citizen ought to be a t  Fenner's  or Ditton ? 
All these fears were set at rest when the 2 1 st of May 
was fixed for the great division.  Both sides pulled 
themselves together for the fray. The shower of fly
sheets was over. The echoes of the Arts School debate 
of last term h ad died away. All that had been written 
on the subj ect, acres of dreary prose and m iles of 
inferior verse had been read, and now the canvas began. 
Each side had a Chairman and a Committee. The 
Committee o n  the side of the Angels separated by 
fission into City, S UDurban, and Executive. Secretaries 
were much in evidence. 

I felt I must do something and offered my services 
to one of the Secretaries. That grave enthusiast 
explained to me the delicate duties involved in a 

personal canvas . The Senate it seemed was divided 
into several well-defined classes . The level-headed, 
right-minded persons on your own side, these were 
110t to be worried. The pig-headed, obstinate opponent, 
whose mind was made up, no time need be wasted on 
him,  tl avatc perdt? le droll d ' etre frappe de l'evtdence. 
There were weak-minded men who always held the 
view which had last been laid before them. An eye 
must be kept on these, and if they were seen in bad 
company steps must be taken to counteract the e Yil  
influence at once. Again thtre was the cross-grained 
man who always disagreed with any view which might 
be brought to his notice. 'Such an one should be taken 
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for walks where h e  was likely to meet hot-headed 
advocates of the other side. These it was hoped would 
rub him the wrong way and make him vote right. 

1\. still larger class were those who affected the 
academic attitude of mature indecision. E ither actively, 
these were .called ' wobblers '-when they held first the 
views of one side and again those of the other, occasion_ 
ally the views of both sides simultaneously without 
apparently suffering the slightest mental inconvenien ce. 
Or passively-when they were said to be ' sitting on 
the fence: I Soon lp-arnt that this fence must be 
overcrowded on every bar. Fly-sheets were provided 
for the undecided. Some containing inj udicious state
m ents of our opponen ts, others effective arguments on 
our own side. These were to be used as occasion might 
seem fit. It all seemed very complicated, and I felt a 
little hopeless and doubtful of my capacity to p ilot my 
way through the maze. 

I ventured to say so to the Secretary, · but he 
cheerily replied that I m ust do something. ' There's 
Cheyne of your own College, no one knows what he is  
going to do, go and find out: So I proceeded to tackle 
Cheyne. ' Degrees for Women,' said he, ' why not ? I'd 
give them as many degrees as they want, and throw 
the robes in if they would keep off the Tow-path during 
the Boat-races: This was rather unexpected, it was 
a dangerous and seductive heresy. I gave him two 
fly-sheets. Cheyne read them with some contempt, 
observing that one would not parse, and that the man 
who wrote the other did not know the difference between 
an adverb and a preposition. I was not quite certain 
that I knew the difference mys�lf, so I left. I next took 
a cross-grained man for a walk, but we could not meet 
anyone and he would argue with m e .  I trotted out all 
the ridiculous arguments of the other side, but he always 
agreed with them except that he did not think they 
went far enough, which was disconcerting. H e  was a 

moral science man. I believe that study sterilizes the 
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i ntellect. When I got rid o f  h i m  I told the Secretary 

that I did not feel fitted for personal canvas. I was 

then told off to office work, canvassing non-residents 

by letter. The taste of post-ofnce gum was never out 

of my mouth. I wrote to all kinds of people I had 

never seen. I answered questions on all subjects. 

Most of my correspondents wished to know how they 

could come to Cambridge and return home in one day. 

I thumbed B,,-adsha'ltJ to tatters and grew to hate the 

name of Bletchley. However, I soon found that the 

guiding principle  was to get your man to Cambridge in 

time to vote. The return journey was sketched out with 

a lighter touch and fewer details. One correspondent 

told me that the Bradshaw expert on the other side 

could get h i m  to C ambridge an hour sooner .t h an I 

could, which was not improbable, 
. 
though I cat1ty�t 

even now see why it was an argument i n  favour of 

Women's D egrees. S ome crafty correspondents after 

learning all they wanted omitted to state which way 

they proposed to vote, and so upset i nterim reports of 

progress to the Committee. These m inor worries were� 

however, erased when letters came in  with the cheering 

phrases, ' monstrous and pernicious proposals; , mulieri

zation of the U niversity ' and the like. The whole 

air was full of the subj ect. Entering a third class 

smoking carriage I found a guard, a ticket collector, 

and a man who looked like a stoker in hot debate. 

The guard was explaining the situation as follows :

" Cambridge is a great m ain line. Newnham and 

Girton are little local lines with running powers and 

the use of the rolling-stock. Now they want a voice 

in  the m anagement and the control of the through 

expresses .  There's no sense in it." I took a lady in 

to dinner and thought to start a n ice neutral subj ect 

by asking her if she took any interest in the war. She 

unhesitatingly replied that she thought of nothing else. 

But it  was not the contest between the Turk and the 

Greek which occupied her thoughts. Even the Under-
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gr.duate, who is usuaIly much better employed, could not keep out of the fray. He m emorialised the Vice� ChanceIlor, he  debated and divided at the Union, and worked hi mself up into quite as judicial a frame of mind as hi� elders. 

As the day drew near some began to count votes, others to weigh them. The process of weighing-in frightened a few starters and they bolted.  Unholy joy on one side, scornful resignation on the other. 
At last the fateful Friday came, Cambridge never looked better, nor brighter. All trains were crowded with voters ; these as they stepped on the platform or emerged into the Station yard were welcomed by excited u ndergraduates. There was no doubt which way their sympathies inclined. Many moving incidents might be related, one must suffice. Two elderly clergy� men were approached at the G. N .  Station by an undergraduate, who, having ascertained that their intentions were honourably i nclined to the Non-Placet s ide, asked whether they would do a friend and himself the honour of accepting a lift in their gig { '  All  the way to the Senate House for nothing." It seemed a tempting offer, OIle m ounted beside the driver and one behind. The conductor jumped up, shouted " right away," and off they went. By Messrs Rattee and 

Kett's works, a trap containing voters was seen to turn off in the direction of the " Gogs ." " That's not the 
way to the Senate I-louse ? "  was hazarded. To which 
the driver cheerily replied " Oh no, i ts only some 
Placets they are taking over to Shelford." This seemed 
like business, but better was to come. The driver 
produced from under the seat a posthorn of large 
dimensions, the con ductor a cornet-n.-piston, and to a 
loud accompaniment-believed to be " 'iV e'l1 al l  �o a 
hunting to day " (Jolm Pede barred for ObVIOUS 
reasons)-the two c1erO'ymen, clutching the sides of the  
t rap, travelled to  the Senate House GJ.t a good fourt(;)eIl 
miles an 1101,lf. 
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I spen t  the morning i n  my rooms seeing old friends, 

O"ivin O' and receiving last instructions.  Shortly before 
eo eo 
one we strolled to the Senate House. Caius was in  

great form.  Nelson's  famous signal, adaFted for the 

day, was hung out in Trinity street. Quotations from 
Shakespeare on every hand.  Good old Shakespeare, 

it is astonishin g how m uch sense there is in him after 
all . If I can find time I quite mean to read him next 
Long, and if he is up to sample I will write an 
" A  ppreciation " of him for the Eagle. Undergraduates 
in great force i n  the streets. M . A.'s in still greater 
force in the Senate House yard. M uch b orrowing of 
gowns with which to face the Proctors. Tro.uble with 
nervous and excited voters who did not know what to 
do or where to do it .  A fter the voting an adjournment 
to St John's, where 262 n o n - resident m e mbers of the 
College had lunch, some 7 1  taking advantage of a late 
" special " to Town and remaining to dinner. The 
utmost good n ature and j oviality prevailed. 

After lunch m any returned to the Senate House yard 
to await the result. Many grave and learned persons 
smoking, secure in the knowledge that the Proctors 
were inside. The undergraduates outside to while 
away the time bombarded their seniors wjth crackers, 
bags of flour a n d  the like. One voter, fi rst said to be a 
Bishop, then a n  Archdeacon and latterly only a Rural 
Dean arrayed for bicycling, vigorously replied with 
spent m issiles.  An egg or two began to appear. The 
lawyers who had been discussing the nice point whether 
gratis rides from the station were not  bribery now 
held unhesitatingly that eggs were probably corruption. 
Three o'clock struck, the Senior Proctor announced 
the figures which no one heard. They are chalked 
upon a black-board. There is a great shout and outside 
straw hats fly up against St Mary's like sea foam on a 
cliff. I n  quarter-of-an-hour the crowd had melted away, 
makin g  room good humouredly for the Vice-Chancellor 
FlPd Proctors, vanishing to the river and cricket 
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fields. But after dark the numbers gather again in  the Market place. Straw and packing cases appear as if by magic and a bonfire is started. Fuel was scarce, and various likely spots are raided, mischievously it m ay be, but always good-naturedly. The hoarding round the new house at the corner of Christ's lane begins to go, but a friendly appeal from a policeman not to take the poor man's wood is  received with approval and fresh sources sought. The fence in Downing street which guarded the New Museums grounds seems tempting. The genial policeman on duty merely remarks " You'll find that a tough ish job, gentlemen." But willing hands soon accomplish the work and the fence goes in great lengths to the Market place. Still even that cannot last for ever, the cry is s till for Wood ! One humourist produces fro m  his waistcoat pocket a stump of peneil fUlly two inches long and holding it  aloft and shouting Wood ! !  commits it to the flames amidst wild cheers. The hour grows late, the last ' Straw ' and very nearly the l ast gown has gone on. The fire hose m akes its appearance and its streams directed indifferently on the fire and on the spectators extinguished the one and causes the other to m elt  away. Townsfolk, Heads of H ouses, Professors Undergraduates, vanish slowly down streets and into COlleges, and Cambridge returns to its attitude of m agnificent repose. 

A. ]AYE PENN. 

The following contributions to the literature of the subject have also been received : . 

The " old man in a hurry " 
May pl ot, scheme and worry, 

Include " th e  whole hog " in h i s  capers ; 
M i srepresentation 
Designed for the nation 

May second his scheme in  the papers. 

Some Late Great Vt'ctort"es. 

But alack I for poor H arry ! 
Ful l  oft 'twill miscarry 

Si clgwickedness shirty and shady ; 
And in spite o f  h is aid 
Nor B A  tified maid 

I s  a fact, n o r  M A cui  ate  lady. 

5 83 

In the vote o n  Womens' Degrees, the Non Flacet 
votes can be divided into two portions of two digits 
each ; the Placets are one less than 3 times the product 
of these numbers : the m aj ority when divided by these 
numbers leaves remainders of 14 and [ I  respectively, 
and the total n umber poiled is  a multiple of 25 .  How 
wa,s the voting ? 

("f- 1) . 

[For the best solution of thzs problem the Edztors 
offer a copy 0/ the Index to Vols. I-X V. 
Solutz'ons to be sent to the Classz'cal Edztor 

before Lady Day next.] 

I have read that of old, when the Monks had their r igh t, 

With an Abbey a Nunnery w i sh e d  to unite,  
But this  wise observation the  Abbot did m ake 

" When Eve enters our Eden, look out for the snake." 
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ERNEST PRESC01'T, 
76, Cambridge Terrace, 

Hyde Park, W. 

R. H. FORSTER, 
l'IIembers' l\1ansions, 

Victoria Street, S.'V. 

THE DINNER. 

The Dinner was held this year at Limmer' s Hotel  on 
Thursday, April 29th. 

The Toast List was as fol lows :-The Quem " The College/ 
proposed by the Chairman, rep l ied to by Mr R. F. Scolt j Old 
Jo/mz'cws, proposed by Mr  R.  H .  Forster, repl ied to by Sir F. S. 

PoweJl, Mr G. C. Whiteley, and the Rev Canon H. Lowther 

Clarke : The Chal'rman, proposed by the Rev Harry ] ones. 

Members of the College who would l ike to receive yeady 
notice of the Dinner are requested to send their names to one 
of the Secretaries. 

The following is a list of those present i-

Chairman-1'lle R.ev Canon .A. jessopp D.D. 

B. L. Bal'l1eH 
H. T. Bm'nett 
Rev J. F. Bateman 

'V. Bateson 
F. C .  Bnyard 
E. Bea1lll10nt 
'\V. Blain 

Chancellor Ferguson 
F,S.A. 

G. B. FOl'ster 
T. E. FO\'ste'r 
n. H. FOl'stet 
G. W. Fon'est 
T. L. Harrison 

Rev Professor Bonney Rev Dr Hart 
E. J. Brooks T. A. Herber� 
J. Bros R. HOl·ton Smith Q.C. 
P. H.  Brown: P. Horton Smi tll 
Rev 'vV'. A. Bryan L. Horton Smith 
G. J. M.  Burnett Professor Hudson 
Rev A. W. Cams E. B. l' AlIlson 
'\V. H. Chaplill Rev Harry Jones 
Ernest Clarke Rev H.  A. King. 
Rev Canon H. L. CIarke G. M .. Light 
Rev Canon Denton J. J. Listel' 
A. F. Douglas R. Man'ack 
L. H. Edmunds Q.C. P. L. 1by 

VOL. X IX. 

Rev Canon McCoritlicl� 
Rev J. :McClure 
W. H. Moresby 
A. L. Morris 
Rev ·W. T. Newbold 
H. F. Pooley 
Sir F. S. Powell Bart; 
E. Prescott M.P', 
M. H. Quayle 
E. l{osher 
Rev T. B. Rowe 
R. F. Scott 
H. W. Simpkin,on 
Rev J. F. TarletoIl 
D. M. Turner 
Go' C. vVhiteley 
G. T. vVhiteley 
Rev Benj .  West 
W. E. Wrangha!fil' 

P. T. Wriglcy 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

THE Editors of  the Eagle have h1UCh pl easure in  printin g  
t h e  following interesting letter with regard to the early 
history of Football at Cam bridge. They may here also draw 
attention to the paragraph i n  Our Chronicle, givi ng an account 
of some early athletic sports i n  the College. Further contri_ 
butions with regard to the rise and history of athletic contests 
w i ll be welcome. 

GENtLEMEN, 

bUNSFORTIi VICARAGE, 
YORK, 

26 lI£ay 1 8 97 .  

I send for your perusal the original laws of the University 
(Cambridge) Football Club. My copy cannot be the first 
issue, because several of us took our degree in 1 85 7 ,  and had 
l eft Cambridge on the date given. It  must have been sent for 
by me afterwards. Dt Kynaston (Snow) and Dean Luckock
where the others are n ow, I know not�can corroborate or 
correct me : 

J .  The Laws were drawn up i n  t h e  Michaelmas Term 
of 1 856 ,  I bel ieve . The meeting took place in W. H.  Stone's 
rooms in Trinity College. Up to that time University Football  
consisted i n  a sort of general melee on Parker's Piece, from 
1 . 3 0  to 3 . 3 0  p . m .  Hall was at 4. There were no rules . . A 
man ( called Ringwood, I thinl.) appeared on the ground and 
provided footballs. At first he had a tent at the corner as you 
en ter, and afterwards a room on the right-hand side near there 
where we put our th ings. We pai d a subscription of Five 
Shi l l ings [or the Michaelmas Term, the only term we played
unless perhaps it was a g ratuity of less amount. When we met 
in sufficient numbers we chose two sides, and stragglers 
adopted the weaker s ide, or  did as requested. The hand was 
freely used, everyone adopti ng h i s  own view, until a crisis was 
reached in 1 85 6, resulting in the d rawing up of these rules. 
I never heard of an accident, and though the game was pl ayed 
v igorously, there was no violence, the ball being the objective, 
not the persons of the players. .The rules of the two great 

. '  e not games now played, the Rugby and the ASSOClatlOn ar 

C01"resjondence,. �87 

famil iar to me ,  except that m y  impression i s  the hand is  much 

used in the Rugby game, and not at all i n  the Association.  

The Eton game (as  far as I remember) is  akin to the Association 

in  th is respect, except that the scrimmage is a special feature 

and alien to Rule 1 0. The rules evidently bear the impress 

of Rugby, in parts ef Rule 8 and in Rule 4, Rul e S. 
coincides witll Eton in the latter part, but not Rule 1 0, which 

seems framed against the Eton scrimmage. What the Shrews
bury game was I den't know, but it seems to. me the Association 
game is more like the game practised at the Sl�aUer and private 

schools, and that we are indebted to them for its inception, ancl 

partly also to Eton. The Association is quite alien to Rugby. 

Do you think (as I do) that the enclosed Laws may be regarded 
as the nucleus of the Association game ? At that time football 
was played only in Schools and at the Universities, so that it 

did not then generally exist, There were no laws at Cam. 
bridge, whatever Oxford had. Different schools lolad their own 

rules, which had never been subjected to amalgamation,. Each 
had its own. The enclosed rules seem to be the first attemp.t 

at combinat ion, and from this point of view perhaps they led 
IIp to the Association rules. The use of the hand is  prohibited. 

[ am told  now. If so, all the better. We had to make a.. 
compromise, as in Rule 8. But we advanced a step. 

2 • . About the same time the St J Oh11'S College Football Club. 
was started. Jennil'lgs Rees, a Fellow, and great friend of mine, 
was the first President. The Eton element was strong among 
llS, and I believe they adopted the Eton game. Dr Kynastoll 
was a warm supporter, and I think Shrewsbury men from other 
Colleges joined. The future h isJ:ory of the Club is not known 
:to me. 

3 .  The theory in my day was that football had better be 
dropped, after leaving School or the University. 

(a) First, because men would be unable to. keep their 
tempers and would fight. 

Cb) Next, because their bones were more brittle and 

more liable to break in case of a fall or concussion.  

Judging from the newspapers, the expectation has been to 

seme extent realized. My own feeling is  that i t  would be 
better to revert to the old days, and confine the game to boys, 
youths , and young men at the University £n statu pupillart'. 
Probably it would be simply going through a similar process a. 
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!econd time ; for there ieems to be evidence that in old days 
it was played generally, and then given up. And I think those 
who have seen a picture of an American football player would 
agree, seeing that Americans have not yet learned h ow to bear 
defeat. 

Wil l  you kin dly return my enclosure when you have finished 
with it ? 

Believe m e, 
Yours very sincerely, 

F. G. SYKES. 

LAWS OF THE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL CLUB. 

I .  This Club shall be called the " UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL CLUB." 
2. At the commencement of the play the ball shall be kicked off from the 

middle of the ground : after every goal there shall be a kick-off in the same 
way. 

3· After a goal the losing side shall kick off, the sides cbanging goals 
unless a previous arrangement be made to the contrary, 

4· The ball is out when it 11as passed the line of tbe flag posts on eithe{ 
5ide of the ground, in which case it shall be thrown in str�ight. 

5 ·  The ball is behind when it has passed the goal on either side of it. 
6. When the ball is behind it shall be brought forward at the place where 

it left the ground, not more than ten paces, and kicked off. 
7·  Goal is when the ball is kicked through the flag posts and under the 

string. 
8. When a player catches the ball directly from the foot he may kick it 

as h e  can wjth01.!I running with it. In 110 other case may the ball be touched 
with the hands, except t o  stop it. 

9· If the ball has passed a player, and has come from tbe direction of hi� 
own goal, he may not touch it till the other side have kicked it, unless there 
are more than three of the other side before bim. No player is allowed ta 
loiter between the ball and the adversaries' goal. 

10. In no case is holding a player, pushing with bands, or tripping up 
ill1owed. Any player may prevent another from getting to tbe ball by any 
111eans consistent with the above rule. 

1 1 .  Every match shall be decided by a majority of goals. 

(Signed) 
H. SNOW 
J. C. HARKNlISS 

J. HALES 
E. SMITH 

} Eto1Z. 

} Rugby. 
G. PERRY } University. F. G. SYICES 

W. H. STONE } .rIarrow. W. J. HOPE-EDWARDS 

E. L. HORNE } Slwetllsl.JUry. 
H. M. LUCKOCK 

Dectmoer 9th, 1 85 7 .  
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THE EAGLE. 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued }i·om Vol. XIX, p. 549.) 
HE first group of letters here printed refer to 

the death of Dr Clayton and the appointment 
of Dr Gwyn his successor as Master of 
the College. Dr Clayton was Master from 

22 December 1594 until his death on 2 May 1612. He 
was also Dean of Peterborough and Archdeacon and 
Prebendary of Lincoln. He resided it would appear at 
Lincoln. He died intestate and in the words of Thomas 
Baker " his next relations not agreeing about the 
division, his wealth became a rich booty to the men of 
the law. It h as been said he intended to make the 
College his heir, I cannot contradict that report, but 
I have often observed that they that profited most 
by the College have done the least for it when they 
come to die, being willing, it seems, to make a gift of 
What they leave, rather than bestow it where it may b e  
thought a debt." There seems t o  have been ground for 
believing that King J ames I intended to issue a mandate 
to the Fell ows to elect Valentine Carey (afterwards 
Bishop of Exeter) as their new Master. Richard Neile, 
Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, interesting himself' 
with the King to procure liberty of election. 

VOL.�. B 
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As regards the writers of the other letters, Lawrence 

Stanton became Rector of Redmyle Leicestershire in 

1582, Rector of Castor Northamptonshire in August 

1000, and Dean and Prebendary of Lincoln in 

1601. He died 17 September 1613 and was buried at 

ottowell Hill was a Lancashire man j he was admitted 

z 

Uffington. 

a Scholar of the College on Ashton's foundations 12 

November 1575 j he was admitted Fellow regz'a 

author£tate on the last day of February 1578-9' He waS 

Chancellor of Lincoln and died 19 May 1615 aged 56. 

There is a monument to his memory in Lincoln 

Cathedral with these lines on it: 

Tis otwel Hill, a Holy Hill, 

And truly sooth to say, 

Upon this Hill he praised still 

The Lord both nlght and day. 

Upon this Hill, this Hill did cry 

Aloud, in scripture letters. 

And strove yon wicked villians by 

Good counsel to make better. 

And now this Bill, tho' under stone, 

Has the Lord's Hill to lie on. 

For l:incoln Hill has got his bones,. 

His Sou1 the Hill of Sion. 

His wife was buried in Westminster Abbey, her 

tomb having the following inscription: 

Mors mihi lucrum, spe resurgendi solus Christus mihi sola 

salus. Hic jacet Jana stotevile, filia Thomae Stotevi]\e de 

Brinkley in Comitatu Cantabrig: Armigeri : Uxor primo 

Edwardi Ellis de Chesterton in Comitatu Cantabrig: armigeris 

Cui peperit 6 filios et 3 filias:' uxor deinde othowelli Hill, 

Doctoris in jure civili.. et Cancellarii Dioces: Lincoln: cujus 

relicta obiit 27 die Aprilis anno Dom. 1631 j Aetatis suae 78. 

Vivit post funus virtus. 

Roland Hill, brother of ottowell, compounded for 

first fruits as Vicar of Shalbourne Berkshire 30 June 

1593. He became Prebendary of Gretton in Lincoln 
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Cathedral I [ December 1606 and was buried at 

Shalbourne in 1630 aged 74. 
Robert Bouth, always a stout friend of the College, 

was of the household of the Countess of Shrewsbury. 

To his unwearied efforts we owe the building of the 

Second Court. 

My verie hartie commendacions remembered. I received 
your letters by Mr HoIt and Mr Williams. That which in your 
letters you doe conceive of mv love and care of the prosperous 
estate of our CoUedg of St John's you shall ever fynde me as 
ready to perform at all tymes, as any other member of the 
howse. And for the particuler wherein you desier my help in 
your letters I haue moued his Majestie ande soe shall still 
continue to doe that you may enioye the liberty of an eleccion, 
according to the Statutes: onely I pray to God that he 
vouchsafe to direct you therein to doe that which shall be most 
for the good of the Colledg, which hath not to this day 
recovered itselfe of tllat preiudice which Alueis government in 
Dr Whittaker's tyme brought upon it. 

I am very sorie that it hath pleased God to take away Dr 
Clayton in this sodaine manner, I feare the greatest hurt by it 
will lighte upon the Colledg, to which I know he intended 
much good. I am persuaded he hath heretofore done something 
according to a good intention of his to the Colledg, wherewith 
he some yoo.res since acquainted me. And therefore I would 
perswade that there may be all due care vsed in the opening of 
his Study both in Cambridg and el\swhere, and of such other 
places in which his writings and deedes and evidences may 
remaine, that some very discreet and trustie honest mann may 
have the searching and examining of those places. I hope 
something may be fOllnd that shall make for his owne honour
able memory and the good of the Col\edg. If I might advice, 
there should be at the. opening of his Study and such other 
places, Mr Vicechancellor himself, Dr Carey, Mr President of 
the Colledg, and someone of the senior fellows with him, and a 
publique notary with Griffin and one other of Dr Clayton's men, 
Whom he vsed most inwardly, by whom a diligent search may 
be made of all sllch writinges as doe COl1cerne his estate, or 
may reveyle either his will or any good purpose that he had to 
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,doe for the Colledg. And I would wishe that there might be 

selt downe in wriling a particular of all such things as are 

found. 
I doe presume you will performe all due care for the having 

of his fllneralls in such reuerent sort as may be any way 

requisite and fitt for him. In any case spare not for any con

venient expences, for he hath left enough behinde him for that 

and any other good vse. Whosoever is either Executor or 

Administrator shall not refuse to satisfy it. And I would wishe 

that besydes the banquett which you shall provyde for all 

Strangers that come to his funeralles, the whole house shulde 

that night exceed for him in some extraordinary manner. 

It did a little troble me to heare that Dr Richardson was 

named for the preaching of Dr Clayton's funerall sermon. I am 

soe tender of the honor of our Colledg that rather then it should 

not be performed by a St John's man, I would my self come 

downe to Cambridge and doe it, though at this instant in regard 

of an extreme hoorsnes and coold that I haue, I be neither fitt 

to preach nor to travayle. I am perswaded that my Lorde of 

Lincoln would himself come to Cambridg and doe it, rather 

then it should be done by any other then a St John's man, but 

it hath pleased his Majestie vpon my wordes in this kynde, soe 

much to affect the honor of our Colledg, as to send Dr Carey 

purposely downe to doe it. And I know not any man soe fitt 

to doe it as he, for there was noe man more inwarde with him 

then he. 
If it please God, that any Will of his may be found, I doubt 

• not but it shall appeHe that his love was greater to the Colledg 

then to all other his freindes in the world. If it fall owt other

wise, I shall be able to say the Colledg hath sustayned a great 

10sse, and he by the sodainnes of his death is much defrauded 

of some very good offices which he had resolved to doe of 

perpetuity for the Colledg. And thus with my praiers to God 

to direct you in all your accions especially in this of your future 

eleccion to the doeing of that which shall most tend to his glory, 

the honor of our Colledg, and the good of God's church, 

remembering my love vnto you all, I committ you to God, 

and rest 

Westminster 
Maij 6°, 1612 

your verie loving freind 
R. Cou. & LICH. 
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Addressed: The right worshippfull my verie loving freindes 

the President and feUowes of St John's Colledg in Cambridg be 

theis there delivered. 

Sir, the death of my good and worthy freind Mr Doctor 
Claiton did much trouble mee, both for my owne particular, and 
alsoe for the great losse which the whole vniversity hath sus
tained, but especially they of that Colledge which I must euer 

respect and honour, but since it hath pleased God to depriue 

them of him ",home they so derely loued, I cane not but reioice 
with them for their so wise and honest carriadge in their new 
election, in that they haue chosen yow of their owne society 
soe'well knowen vnto them all. Sir, as I haue euer loued the 
whole body so cane I not but respect the heade thereof, and as 
I \Vas much beholdinge to him that is gone, so am I desirous to 
bee to yow likewise, it pleased him to bestowe a lodginge vpon 
Illy father tOlVardes the bringinge vpp of his children, and if it 
will please yow to continue that kindness towardes vs, I shall 
be euer ready to requite it with all freindly offices. Thus with 
Illy loue remembered vnto yow, I rest 

Stroud 22° 
l\Iaij 16rz. 

your very louinge freind 
W. MAYNARD. 

AdJressed: To the worshipfull my very louinge friend Mr 
Gwine lVIaister of St Jhons Colledge, Cambridge. 

Sallttem in Chtislo: Sir when we heard (at Lincolne) that 
you weare elected Maister of St John's, I was glade and ioyful 
thereof: for havinge lost my deere frende !VIr Archdeacon, you 
being inwarde with him in friendship and succeedinge him in 
that worthy place, and beinge of my ancient acquaintance, my 
grief is abated thereby: and doe praye God to bless you in that 
office, and that office to you. I was boulde in Lent last to write 
to you in the behalfe of my son ne, that you woulde further him 
to be fellowe at that election, but it seemeth there was noe 
place fitte for him, n�r he fitte for any: Yet I hope for better 
successe hereafter and will depende herein wholly vpon your 
frendshippe: for the presente I desire your favour towardes 
him that he may continue his Chamber which is a parte of your 
10dginge, or if you cannot well spare that place, then appointe 
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him some other, and lett h im have your countenance and  
counsell for which I shalbe most bounde vnto you. I have kept 
him somethinge longe in the countrie, but verie shortly god
wil linge hee shall returne to his study. Thus w ishinge you 
health and happynes I commytt to thalmighty. Vffington this 
vth of June 16IZ. 

Your louinge frende 
LAWRENCE STANTON. 

Addressed: To the Right worshipful his verie lovinge frend 
Mr Gwinne Maister of St John's Colledge i n  Cambridge theise 
be dd. 

Sir, Amongest the number of your frendes I pray you lett me 
bee accounted one, that reioyced to see you carried to Mr Vice
Chancelleur to be admitted to that place in which I pray God 
that successively may alwayes be those that l ike yourselfe may 
nourish learned men and good and honest men in that famous 
Colledge. What I can dooe in the distribution of Dr Clayton's 
goodes here at Lincoln for the good of our Colledge I will not 
be wanting in .  And I pray you send me word w hether you had 
xxxH. besides the xxxIi. gotten by the proclamation out of h is 
goodes or no.  

It is tould me that there was promise made of h i s  best  bazon 
and ewer to the Colledg which I vrged when they were here : 
but they have carried it from hence and made me answere that 
you were satisfied with th i rty poundes and therefore they were 
free. It is tould me  that promise was made to my Lo. B ishop 
of Lichfield and if he would signifie so much I would driue them 
here to giue so much as should make upp your money to such a 
summe as should make a very fay re bazon and ewer if you like 
that motion .  When I speak for the Colledg they obiect that 
they were rated by your owne iudge and therefore i f  I should 
sett a new rate and Sir John Bennett another they should never 
haue an end in consideration whereof I could wish that my 
Lo: of  Lichfield would in some letter to me take knowledg 
how meanly the CoIledge hath bene dealt with at Cambridg, 
and wish me to make an addition. This I write not because I 
will dooe nothing without his lette rs come, but for that I would 
baue better colour to dooe it  being required therevnto. 

The account will not be made here vnt i l l  Mich: and there
fore vncertayne w hat goodes here wi l l  be: I haue gotten her to  
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release the Chapter here soH. that was layed forth for th e castin g  

of the great bell, and they looke for more, and singing men  and  

his servants from Cambridge al l  hang vppon mee ,  but  be sure I 
will be for the Colledg in the first place. 

The booke that Mr. Lane did write for was not to be fou n d  

amongest his bookes.  Thus committing you t o  t h e  boly 
protection, with my wives and my commendations to all my 
frendes i n  St John's and to Dr  Carey and my cozen Newton I 
rest ever as you know your most assured 

Lincoln OTTHOWELL HYLL. 
19 Junij  1612. 

'Addressed: To the Right worsh ipful  Mr Gwin Mr of St John's  
Colledg i n  Cambridge these. 

Sir I am informed by somme of your Colledg (vpon my 
enquyrye after a picture of my Lady the Countess of Shrewsbury, 
which her Lord at my humble sute bestowed vppon the Colledg  
and desyred that Dr  C layton would cause i t  to be hanged vpp 
in the g"llerye there) that Mrs Ashton hath taken it away as 
parte of the goodes of her brother deceased. These are there
fore earnestlye to desyre you to vse all good meanes for the 
recoverye thereof for the Colledg behoofe, and yf i t  shalbe 
needful l ,  I will at all tymes be readye to testifye vppon my othe 
that i t  was bestowed vppon the Col ledg, and that Dr C layton 
only made sute for it, for that purpose. I am boulde to sign i fye 
thus much vnto you out of my love and dutye to  the Colledg. 
And so with hartiest commendacions I take leave in B rode� 
street in London, in  hast. 1 8 th of July 1612. 

YOUTes ever to command 
ROB: BOUTH. 

Addressed: To the right worshipfull my assured frend Mr Dr  
G\\'yn Master o f  S t  Johnes Colledge i n  Cambridge deliver. 

Sir, I haue as you desi red imparted some things to M r  Archdeacon who hath promised me t o  conferr with you a n d  D r  Carey and to ioyne soundly and telleLh me he thinketh that he  hath some interest in  D R�chardson and will bring him to what YOll wil l require. 
, Concerning your man's suit for a portion I haue sent out processe for the administratour of Robinson to come and aCCOunt and I will remember him. 
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Dr Cl ayton's administratour telleth me  she h ath payed into, 
Mr Vicechancelour's h andes the whole hundred markes and halh 
his  acquittance and therefor  you may dem and your part o f  him. 
Shee h alh bene here but h ath not yet fini shed her account as 
th is bearer can tell you, and all the Inventory here came ,to two 
thousand poundes and some odd money, but there be many 
d eductions so  that summa dim'dmda will not be much above 
eighteen hundred. 

I could wish you would make some meanes to my Lo: of 
Canterbury th at the Col ledg migh t haue some greater summe 
at the diuision of the goodes which will  be partly as I thinke at 
London. Commendations and thankes for my good cheere to 
you and D r  Carey. Te Deo. 

yours very assured 
OTTHOWELL HYLL. 

Lincoln 9, OClober 16, 2. 

Addressed: To the Right worshipful his very loving [friend 
Mr Doclor .G wyn Mr of St John'S Col ledg in Cambridg 
these dd.  

Salulem in  Chnsto. Sonne (shall I be so bold  with our 
m aster ? )  I take your message sent me by Mr Wyburne very 
kindly. I was never good Begger, and surely, am a worse 
chuser, but if you can fitt me with any th ing for my good, I will 
not be wanting to find o wt someth i ng which may content yow ; 
I care not to be a debter. All, I can say i s, i f  I have any thing 
from St Joh n's, I wil l  not be a backward rewarder, nor unthank
ful Tenant. Sed chan'/as a seipso: Amo-r non ascmdz'l. I exspected 
my chapleyne Mr Wyburn h is  attendance this  Christmas, bnt 
his great office of  Bursership (which I hope will continue vnto 
h i m  while he stayes with you this his year of Vale) withheld 
him as it seems. Certainly he loves yow; yet neither he nor 
any better then I, who am as I was ever 

from Bugden 
Januar : 4 :  ,61z 

your assured l oving freind 
and (i f you wi Jlli) father 

W. LINCOLN a tme St J oh n's man. 

Addressed: To the worshi pful my verie Lovinge ffrend Mr 
Owen Gwin Master o f  St Joh n's Col lege in  Cambridge dd .  
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Salutelll z'1t authore salulzs. Good l\1r D r  Gwi n  though wee 

have had l i ttle entercourse of frendship now thi s  xx yeares, since 

I came from Cambridg i nto theise western partes, being as it 

were cast out into another world, yet the kindness J found while 

being in Kinges Colledg I now and then was with you i n  my 

brother's company at St John's, maketh overbould to request 

your favour for Ed. Porter, Mr Cecil 's poore scholler, born in  

Worcester, my wife's sister's sonne to whose parents as I am 

more then one way alied soe am I very meny wayes endebted; 

that you would favor him and further him for a Scholarship in 

your Colledg this election. I hope his cuntry will serve him, 

and I doubt not of his towardness in lerni ng, and for his 

virtuou s good nourture I dare paune my smale credit unto you, 

and you cannot beslow your favourable vo )'ce and choise more 

charit.ab l ie  on a chil d  born of parents, that though they be 

honesto loco dYes, yet have many chi ldren and noe great m eanes 

to prefer them. My selfe (if th at be an)' thing) shalbe mutch 

bound to you for your l ove herein ; and I presume my brother 

Otthowell will al so give you thanks, and God will requ ite it as a 

worke o f  charity with h is  grace, to whose protection I commend 

you. Shalborn in  Berksheer Octobr xvijth 1613 

yours i n  all good duty to h is  

smale power 
ROWLAND H YLL. 

Addmsed: To the right worshipful !  Mr  Dr Gwinn Master of  

St John' s Colledg in  Cambridg give these .  

The followin g letter of Ottowell Hill is of an earlier 
date, as Valentine Carey was appointed Master of Christ 's 
College in 1609-10. It refers to what we should now call 
his valuation on quitting his rooms in College. The 
letter gives us an approximate date for h is ceasing to 
reside in  Cambridge. 

Mr. Gwynne. We pore foIkes at Lincoln shutt out from the 
world can not here one word o f  newes from you. Yett at the  
�econd hand we h aue an vncertayne rumour that Mr Carey 

. IS Maister of Christ's Col ledg. Which thing as i t  doth reioyce 
me to heare, so I cannot be assured of it by any letters from 
you. I haue now by chance heard of th i s  messenger which 

VOL. XX. c 
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came to me after tenne of the clock and therefore I pray you 
excuse me to Doctor Clayton that I write not hauing no newes 
to write him. I pray you if Mr Carey be remooued to acquaint 
him with this b i l l  which he hath not of  thinges in my chamber 
a nd if any other come to i t, be my receaver of  so much money 
and if you please pay it to Doctor Clayton for my vse. 

I misse noth ing so much as your good company here and 
could wel l  be content my l iuing were fourty poundes a yeare 
worse, so it were in Cambridg. 

Commend me  to all my good frendes, Mr Deane, Mr Carey, 
Mr Bindless, Mr Lane, Mr Bill ingsley and all the rest. 

I thanke you all for my cozen Archepole but I did not heare 
what was done but since X-masse. Tell Mr Deane that D. Bond 
was robbed last weeke of  i iii xxlt�'\< and that ould Mr J enkinson 
is dead. your very loui ng fren d  

Lincoln this new yeares day at 
night. meo Die natalt'. 

OTTHOWELL HYLL. 

Addressed.' To the worshipfull his  louing frend Mr Gwynne 
one of the senioures of St J ohn's Colledg in Cambridg. 

The bill enclosed is as follows .' 
Spent on the tower Chamber in St John's Colledge. 

Impn'lIl1:� for 4- yron casements beSideS } 
xxs. 

Colledge allowance in the 2 chambers 
Item 6 latches and a boulte i ijs. ii i jd_ 
Item to Wade the carpenter for timber} 

woorkmanshi pp i n  making partition in the xlvjs. vjd. 
vpper chamber 

IIem to Bateson the ioyner for 4- portalles I 3 leaues of windowes, waynscott vnder the ( ... z. . j IIJ I. VJS. 
windowe and all the iron woorke i n  the 
upper chamber 

Item for reed, Jrayre lath and nayles in the ( .. . .. � 
I XVIJS. 11J". 

vpper cham ber per billam J 
Item to Long for worke in playsteringe 
ItCl1� a Iocke and key to th e netherd ore 
Item Locke and key to the vpper chamber 
Item Shelues in the s tuddy 

Summa vi ijH. 

'" i.e, fourscore. 

xijs. 
vjs. viijd. 
i ijs. 
vs. 

xvii js. i xd. 
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The next group of letters are of interest from the 

r .  es they contain to the famous Comedy of 
retere n-c , 
Ignoramus, by George Ruggle, at one ti�e o� St John s 

afterwards of Clare Hall. Few dramatIc pIeces h�ve 

excited so much feeling or attracted so much notlce. 

The play has been several times reprinted, the fullest 

editial1 being that of Hawkins published in 1 7 87. An 

excellent account of it is given in Mr Mullinger's 

fit'story of the Unz'versz'tyof Cambridge. 

King James arrived in Cambridge on Tuesday 

'7 March 1614-5. On that evening a Latin Comedy 

called Aemz·lt'a by Thomas Cecil, Fellow of St John'S, 

was acted before him by members of St John'S in the 

Hall of Trinity. An actual spectator of the play writing 

a few days after the performance describes it as con

sisting of " a  counterfeit of Sir Edward Ratcliife, a 

foolish tutor of physic, which proved but a, lean 

argument, and though it were larded with pretty shews 

at the beginning and end, and with somewhat too brQad 

speech for such a presence, yet it was still dry," 

Ignoramus was acted on the next evening, also in the 

Hall of  Trinity College. fts performance commenced 

about eight and ended about one. Without entering 

into a detailed account of the Play it may be stated that 

it  was a skit upon the practitioners of the Comm,on L.aw. 

One of the chief objects of its satire being Francis 

Brackin, Recorder of Cambridge. He was a local man, 
son of Richard Brackin of Chesterton. H e  was 
nominated a barrister of Gray's Inn 19 June 1577, 
became Bencher of that Society in 1597 and was elected 
Treasu rer %0 October 1623. 

It wi ll be observed that Dr Goche� Master of 
Magdalene, who was Vice Chancellor at the time of th,e 
Kin ' '" . . g s VlSit, 111 wntmg to Dr Gwyn on other matters 
stat . 

. .  , 
es that the blasonmg of the arms of Ignoramus had o�ended the lawyers. The arms of Francis Brackin as 

gIven in one of the windows of Gray's Inn were Gules 
a fesse chequ d b

' 
ry, or an azure, etween th1!ee lounges of the 
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second. vVhether the arms of Ignoramus were some 
jesting modification of tllis coat does not seem to have 
been recorded. 

Salulem &c. Good Mr :Or Gwyn, the Erie of Shrewsbury is 
now in London, and therefore if yowe have not moved hym 
agaynst the Kinges comminge to Cambridge, nowe yowe maye 
conveniently doe it, for the Kinges comminge is deferred till 
the vijth of March next, against which tyme I heare that many 
Lordes wilbe there, and t]lerefore trynitye Colledge maketh 
great provision for the well performance of all thinges and 
therefore have sent for all their auncient good actors that so 
theyr commedies may be answerable to the expectations. The 
tyme was when St John's ha(1 the best actors and teachers in all 
the Vniuersitye and I dowbte not but they have as good nowe. 
Yet if I were worthy to advise yowe I would send for some or 
moste of these that they may bothe advise with yowe and see 
the actors, and geve them theyre assistaunce. I hope yowe will 
not take my complaint in evil! parte, for it proceedeth from m y  
wellwishinge o f  your welldoil1ge• I pray yow therefore pardon 
me and geve me leave to cOl1tynewe my suite for my nephewe 
this bearer, at your next election and I shalbe ready in any 
service I can to deserve this ffavour and so with my harty 
commendacions to yourseIfe and Mr Deane of Pawles I 
commende yowe to the grace of God and will ever rest 

your loving ffrend 
Greeke Streete, London ROGER PARKER. 

Januar: 5: 1614. 

Addressed; To the right IVorshipfull and his 
ffrend Mr. Dr. Gwyn, Master of St john's 
Cambridge these. 

----

very lovinge 
Colledge in 

Salutem in Christo. Sir our frendes of St J oh n's make sum 
little staye wdth me, as I had some tyme to haue it read Over. 
Mr Cicell sayth he will come to me agayne. Somethinges we 
have conferred off which he intendeth to putt in execution. I 
wish it somewhat shorter, and he meaneth to contract it. This 
is very good SchoIlershipp and well in the plott. The acting 
will add a great grace vnto it. for prologue and epilogue we 
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will farther advise, att om next meeting. and I have an inclina

tion to com vnto you somewhat before the tyme. I know not 

whalt my mediocrity can doe, but you have my well wishing. 

And lhus with my kind commendations I committ you to God. 

I-Jadleigh the 23 of December. 
your very loving ffrend 

GEORGE MERITON. 

Endorsed: about the comedy. 

Addressed: To the Ryght worshipfull my very good ffrend 

Mr Dr Gwin, Master of St John's ColI. these letters dd. 

Syr, the actors of Ignoramus hane beene longe suitors for a 

certayne remainder of moneye, whiche they c1ayme as due vnto 

them for the expense of their comedye, and tha'!. in my opinion 

verye iustlye. Whiche you your self also (as I presume) will 

easily acknowledge. yf you will be pleased to consider that they 

weere no seekers of that employmente, nor intruders vpon it, 
but entreated, or rayther vrged and pressed vnto it, by those 
that conuented them. With a promise that their charges should 
be defrayed; and now that vpon comaundemente theye haue 
vndertaken it. and performed it, it seemelhe to me a verye harde 
and iniurious course, that their necessarie charges should be 
denyed vnto them. The Bishoppe of Chichester obiectethe 
againste them. that they vndertooke it for a 100l., and therefore 
that being payed vnto them with some aduauntage of an ouer
plus there is no reason, say the he, that theye shoulde demaunde 
any more, but paye the reste themselues; but by his lordshippes 
leaue, that is not so, for I myselfe did euer pro teste against that 
COurse of vndertakinge anye comedye by the greate, for anye 
grosse sett sum, but tould his lordshippe, that we would require 
Our charges in particular, whether theye weere more or lesse. 

Whiche when he did see me resolute in, he promised that 
w

. e woulde be no losers. But synce that time, I know not howe, hIS lordshippe hathe conceiued some displeasure, and is becom verye splenetiue and opposite against vs, Ieauing vs in the lurche and laughinge at vs in his sleeue: but no we that he is gone and an honester man, you succeede in his place I am a 
most hl bl . ' Ill) e and earneste sUlter vnto you that you wiIbe 
50 fauorabl 

h
e vnto vs, as to procure vnto vs payments of our c arges· I' I f ' W lIc 1 y they shall seeme to be vnreasonable or ouer 
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h igheleye rated, I desire that you wilbe pleased to appointe 
some ind ilferente arbitrators for the ratinge of them, and looke 
what theye shall determine in  tbat kinde. We wil be verye 
willinge to yealde vnto i t : and seeinge that we haue bene thus 
longe dilfc:rred and driuen to disappointe poore artificers of 
their moneye. I hartelye praye you tbat you will despatch vs 
with some expedition, and then we shall acknowledge our selues 
muche behouldinge vnto you, and thus commend ing my selfe 
most hartelye vnto you I committ you to God. 

Newe Markett yours ROBERT Scorr. 

Nouember: 1 6 :  1615. 

Addressed: To the Righte worshipfull and h is verye goode 
freinde, Mr, Dr, G wynn, Master of St Jhon's, Vicecbancellor of 
tbe Vniuersity of Cambridge thes be DD. 

Good Mr Vicechancellor we weare this daye with our 
counsell at the Common Pleas barre, about Mr Driuer's case, 
the particulars whereof Mr Tabor can best i n forme you.  
Sergeant Richardson and Mr Bynge of connsell with vs,  and 
Sergeant Hitcham for Mr Battisford: the point in question was 
whether Chesterton be with in the Jurisdiction of the Vn iver
sitie. The iudges (whom M r  Binge and my sel fe had 
particularly attended) weare very favourable: and the case 
made very c1eare so as we have no cau�e to dowt the issuew, 
yet neuertheless the iudges yelded so far to the importun i t ie  of 
Sergeant H itcham as they hane given h im further daye til l this 
day seuennight at which (yme I shall be ready to attend them 
not dowbting but this suit shall quyet this bus iness for euer. 

In the meane tyme I beseech you giue me leaue to advertise 
you, that the last playe before h is Majestie at Royston , and i n  
that, t h e  blasoninge of Ignoramus armes hath woonderfully 
d i scontented the Lawyers. I mean those of  the best sort 
amongst them and our very good frendes. They will not be 
persuaded but that the gouernours of the Vniuersi t ie hane their 
hands in  this buysines, otherwise yonge men amongst vs durst 
not  take this libertie to them or yf they d id, you would censure 
them for yt. 

I am not woorth ie to advise, yet owt of my duties to the 
Vniversitie, let me intreat you to take some course for the staye 
of t�ese bitter impertinences, certenly yf they goe on in this 
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kind we shal l growe odious amongst them, But I leave that to 

And so crauing pardon for this bouldness I rest 
your wisdom. 

from Lon don this 

23th of Aprill 1616. 
your poore frend  to be corn mended 

BAR: GOCHE. 

Addressed: To the Right woorsh ipful l h i s  very good frend 

Dr Gwyn Vice-Chancellor of the Vniversitie of Cambridge 

del iver. 

There is a well known story, coming down from the 

days of celibate Fellows, of a widow, who in announcing 

her husband's death, conveyed more information than 

she intended, by asking that the ann uity hitherto paid 

to her husband m ight be continued to herself. That 

Fellows were sometimes suspected of such practices 

seems to be vouched for by the following document. 

Anthony Middleton, a Sussex man, was adm itted a 

Fellow of the College 22 March 1615-6. He was insti. 

tuted Rector of Tarring N evill, Sussex, 30 October 1630 

and held the living until 1636. Vlhether he cleared 
himself of the charge is n ot recorded in the College 
annals. 

A Cytacion for Mr Middleton to appeare before the 
Master and Seniors. 

Memorandum that vppon the eight day of April Anno  
domini 1622 it was ordered and  appoynted by  the  general 
consent of the Master and Sen iors assembled that Mr Antony 
l\Iiddleton held to be fel low of our Colledge shold be cyted att 
h is chamber within the said Colledge being, to appeare 
personally before the said Master and Sen iors att and within 
the said Col l edg, att or before the fi rst day of May n ext 
follOwing to acquitt h imself by answer of the marriage obiected 
vnto h im in his absence and to shew reason why h i s  place s�Old not be pronounced voyd accord ing to the statutes of  the sayd Colledg in that behalf provyded which citation or warning Was eXecuted by J ames Robinson servant to the  sayd Colledg 
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vpon the day and year above written in the presence of Mr 
Robert Dawson, I\lr. Thomas Thornton and Timothy Hutton. 

The following copy of the Library rules dates from 
the time when the Library was still in  the First Court. 

Certayne Orders and decrees agreed and concluded 
vppon by the Master and Seniors September 30th 1617, 
touching the safe custodye of the Library Bookes. 

It was ordered and decreed the day and year above written 
by the joynt consent of the Master and Seniors that during the 
tyme the Library Bookes shall remayne at large in the Chamber 
];lte M r Mounseyes, some one of the Schollers of the house by 
tl1em nominated and appoynted vnder the name of the Library 
keeper shold receyve them in and take charge of the same, both 
for the safe keeping and vsing of them in such sorte and manner 
as is hereafter specifyed. Receyving for his paynes and care 
the somme of fower powndes per annum to be paid by the 
senior burser of the Colledge quarterly. 

]0. flirst the sayd Library keeper shall lodge and study in 
the study within the sayd Chamber and shall dayly and 
diligently attend within from 8 of the clock in the forenoone 
vntill dynner tyme and from one in the afternoone vntil f at the 
least. In whych tyme all fellowes may and shall haue free 
liberty and accesse into the Chamber, there to vse any of the 
bookes committed to his custodye. 

2°. If any ffellow shall have occasion and be desyrous at any 
other howre besyoes in the daye tyme to come and study there, 
the said Library keeper being thereof advertised, shall forth
with attend to gyve him entrance. 

3°· It shall not be lawfull for the sayd Library keeper to 
permytt any young Schol!ers or pensioners or any other besydes 
the ffellowes of the Colledge and such Masters of the Artes as 
shalbe in ffellowes Commons to come in the sayd Roome or 
chamber, or to make any abode there vppon pretence of 
pervsing any bookes or studying there, or any other occasion 
whatever. 

fO. It shall in no case be lawfull for the sayd Library keeper 
to lend out of the sayd Roome or chamber any of the bookes to 
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him committed eyther to the Master of the sayd Colledge or 

any of the ffellows or any other person or persons whatsoever 

without the expresse licence and concent of the Master and 

Seniors first had and obteyned, vppon payne of the forfeyture 

of his Schollershipp for ever in the sayd Colledge. And yf any 

shall presume to borrow or carry away any agaynst the will or 

without the know lege of the sayd Library keeper then they 

offending in this sorte to be censured according to the Rigor of 

the Statute in that behalf made. 

50. If it shall happen any of the bookes brought into the 

sayd roome and delyvered to the sayd Library keeper to be lost 

or wantynge for as it must probably proceed from his owne 

negligence and want of care it is therefore ordered and decreed 

Jykewise by the Autority abouesayd that so many other bookes 

of the same kind and quqlity in every respect be brought and 

set off in the sayd roome as shalbe fownd lost or wantynge. 

And this to be done at the only cost and charges of the sayd 

Lybrary keeper and not of the College. 

60. The better to provyde for the Indemnitye of the sayd 

Library ke�per it i
.
s furt�er ordered and decreed that only those 

bookes �vhlch are III foho shalbe set abroad in the Chamber. 

The re� ld�e in 4- to, 8° or lesser volumes yf any such bee, shalbe 

kept wlthm the studye. And the several! of them written in a 

Schedule shalbe set in open veiwe (Sl·C) in the Chamber to the 

end that yff any fellow call for any of them to vse there they 

shalbe delyvered to him. A.-t�t f\tJc.k I 
OWEN GWYNN ROBE;T LANG ' (/-I 
RICHD. HORD 
W. NEALESON 

LAUR. BURNETT 
THO. SPELL CVI) 

The following documents, transcribed for me by 
Mr. J. H. Hessels, all relate to the Lady Margaret. 
The first document appears to be the original petition 
t o  Pope Innocent the Eighth for the Bull of Indulgence 
printed in  our last n umber (Vol XIX, 546). The two 
remaining documents are Indulgences of a somewhat 
similar character to those already printed. 

Bl!.ATISSH!E PATER, Vt animarum saluti dellotorum oralorum 
Vestrorum Nobilium vtrillsque seXlls dellotorum vestre sanctitalis 

VOL. xx. :0 

f ({fJ 
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e t  san cte Romane ecclesie Henric i  Regis et E l izabeth Regine ' 
Angl i e  et margarite e iusdem Regis matris fami l iarium sal ubrius 
consulatur Supplicant  humiliter Sanctitati vestre Rex et Regina aG 
mater ipsius Regis impersonas predictorum Nobilium vtriusque 
sexus Quatenus eis specialem grat iam facientes ut confessor 
ydoneus p resbyter Secularis uel Regularis quem qui l ibet i pso rum 
duxerit e l igendum eorum queml ibet ab omnibus et s ingul i s  
excommunicationis suspensionis et in terdicti a l ijsque ecclesias
ticis sententijs censuris et  penis a iure uel ab homine quauis 
occasione ue! causa latis et quorumcunque mandalorum ecclesie 
ti-ansgressionibus alijsque eorum peccatis excessibus cri min ibus 
atque del ictis quantumcunque grauibus et  ernormibus de quibus 
corde contricti et ore confessi fuerint e t iam s i  tal ia  forent propter 
que sedes apostol ica esset merito consulenda N ecnon votol'um 
quorumcunque J eiuniorum et penitentiarum Iniun ctarum 
omission ibus et  al i js offensis de Reseruatis  videlicet semel i n  
u ita e t  in mortis articulo except is  i l l i s  contentis i n  bulla que 
l egitur feria Quinta in cena domini  de a l i js vero oedi apostol ice 
non Reseruatis casibus tociens quotiens opus fuerit absoluere 
e t  penitentiam salutarem iniungere vola uero quecunque per 
eos forsan emissaJ erosol imitani Liminum Beatorum Apostolorum 
Petri e t  Pauli de  vrbe Jacobi in composteIla Regionis  et cast i tali s  
votis dunlaxat exceptis i n  a l i a  pietati s  opera commulare e t  
iuramenta quecunque relax are ac  omnium peccatorum suorum 
plenariam Remissionem impendere possit. Quodque visitando 
duo uel tria per eos in l oco vbi pro tempore residere con ligerit 
e l igenda altaria consequantur easdem indulgentias quas con se
querentllr  s i  tempore quadragesime s ingulas stationum vrbis 
ecclesias Rome personaliter deuoteque v isitarent Et i nsuper 
cuilibet i psorum Nobilium vtriusque sexus in Infinn itatiblls pere
grinationiblls et locis quibuscunque Liceat habere altare portali l e  
cum debitis Reuerentia et  honore super quo in  Locis ad  hoc 
congruentibus et  honestis etiam ecclesiastico interdicto auctori
tate ordinaria apposito supposit is  dummodo causam non 
dederint interdicto etiam ante diem circa tamen d iurnam Lllcem 
per Regis Regine et Margarite predictorum Capellanos in 
ipsorllm Nobi lium presentia missas et alia d iu ina officia celebrare 
seu celebrari facere possint et valeant l icentiam et facultatem 
concedere d igneminj de gratia specia l i  Constitulionibus et 
ordinationibus apostol icis Regula Cancel larie apostol ice de 
datandis c'onfessional ibus cui placeat derogare ceteri sque in 
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contrarium facientibus Non obstan t ibus quibuscunque cum 

clausu l is opporlunis ,  [Hen follows tIt the halldwrzling of Pope 

hlllocodills :] fiat ut petitis , 1 .  [thm follows writtm 011 the lifl

Ita/Id sz'de of tile parchment] Et de reseruatis semel in uita e t  i n  

mortis articulo premissis excepli s I Et  de non Reseruatis casibus 

tociens quociens opus fuerit I Et de plenaria remission e  semel 

in u i ta e t  in mortis articulo I Et de commutatione votorum 

premissis exceptis et relaxatione iuramentorum I Et quod uisi

tando dicta altaria  consequentur Indulgentias stationum vrbis I 
Et de Altari portatil i  cum clausula ante d iem e t  in locis 

interdictis ordinaria auctoritate I Et cum derogatione dicte 

Regule pro hac uice d lln laxat ut prefertur I Et quod presentis 

transumpto per notarillm publ icum subscripto vbique fides 

adh ibeat ur I Et  quod presentis supplicalionis sola signatura 

sllfficiat .  [By tile szde of these lims tlte Pope has drawn a bracket 
a/Id written :] Fiat 1 .  

A:ldorsed,: Con ressionale pro fami I iaribus Regis Regine  et  

matns Anglte I nnocencij v i i j. M. 
A 11d I'll a later izand: A Pet i tion to the  Pope for indulO'ence & 

for K. IIen. 7 h is Queene and his mother. 
0 '  c. 

Frater Anthonius humil is prior Domus maio , is Cartusie 
cctcrique d iffini tores capitu l i  general is  ordinis nostri carthusiensis 
Dilecti s nobi s in Ch ri sto domino Thome Sstanlay domino de 
stalllay et  domine Margarite vxori eius viuenti ac domine 
El ianore quondam vxori e ius nunc mortue e t  liberis eorundem 
ac pro quibus intendunt nec non Et  domino Thome Sstanlay 
m il i li et J ohanne vxori eius et l iberis eorundem Salutem et per 
oralionum suffragia gaudia consequi sempiterna. Cum vi rtutum 
omnium mater e t  radix cari las omn ibus genera l iter n os obliget 
et debilores efIiciat i l l i s  tamen spiritualius nos astringit  qui pre 
ceteris merelllur et  qui ad nos nostrum que ordinem maiorem deuoliollem caritatis et affectum habere se ostendunt. Hinc est quod huius.modi  contuitu ac exigente uestre deuotionis affectu quem ad ordinem nostrum geritis, ad vniuersa et singula nostre rel igioll i s  sulTragia in vita reci pimus pariter et in morte. Vobis tenure presentium plenam part icipationem concedentes videlicet . l\

,
I issarum. Orationum. Vigi l idrum. Je iuniorum. Abst inen� t1arUl11 .  Elemosinarum .  et omnium aliorum bonorum spiritualium que per  fratres et sorores dicti ol'dinis in toto terrarum orbe ex 
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nunc operari d ignabitur nostri cIemencia redemtoris.  Addentes · 
n i chilominus de gratia speciali ut cum obitus vestrj quos deus 
felices faciat et beatos longis perprius indultis  spatiis bone u ite 
nostro fuerint capi tulo generali nunciati in ipso recommenda
b imini .  In iungenlurque pro animabus veslris Misse et alia 
pia suffragia sicut p ro carissimis benefactoribus nostris et amici s  
est fieri consuetum. Quatenus anime vestre tantis a c  tal ibus 
adiute suffragi i s  post vite presentis excessum ad regnum beatitu
dinis superne ualeant opi tulante domino facil ius conuolare. 
Datum carthusie sedente nostro capitulo generali xxii jO die 
Mensis April i s .  Anno domini Millesimo cccco lxxvii jo. Sub 
sigilIo domus nostre cartusie predicte in testimonium premis
sorum. 

Endorsed : P. A letter of Fraternite of the hede h ous of the 
Charterhouse with  the hoI l  chapytre of the same. 

A nd in a laler hand : Thomae Domino Stanley et Margaretae 
vxori e ius viventi et dominae EIianorre quondam vxori eius et 
ali js .  anno 1 f78 .  Apri l  23. 

ALEXANDER episcopus seruus seruorum dei ad perpetuam rei 
memoriam Pastor is  eterni u ices l icet i mmeriti gerentes in terris 
ad ea libenter intend imus per que in d ies Christ i  fidel ium deuoti o  
peramplius augeri et animarum sal u s  ualeant procurari. Sane 
cum di lecta in C hristo filia Nobilis mulier Margarita Com it issa 
Richmundie et Derbie Carissimi in  Christo fil i j  nostri Henrici 
Anglie Regis IIlustrissim i  mater ex intimo deuotionis feruore a 
Venerabi l ibus fratribus nostris Vniuersis Arch iepiscopis et  
Episcopis ac dilec t i s  filijs Vniuerso Clero Regni  Angli e  cum 
magna maturitate obtinuisset ordinari et per d ictum Regnum 
Seplima Idus Augusti quoIibet Anno festum dll lc issimi Jhesu 
Saluatoris noslri ac officium cum Capitul i s  lectionibus antiphon i s  
uersiculis e t  responsoriis congruentibus a c  Missa cum eius octaua 
in eccIesijs dicti Regni celebrari et  decantari ordi nationem et 
celebrationem huiusmodi per nos et sedem apostoIicam humil i ter 
pet i jt confirmari Nos igitur qui diuini cultus augmentum et  
animarum salutem nostris potissime temporibus supremis desi
dcramus affectibus post deliberacionem quam super hijs cum 
fratribus nostris habuimus d i l igentem p rout ex alijs noslris in 
forma breui s  litleri s constat prefate Comitisse i n  hac parte 
deuot i s  supplicationibus i nclinati officium predictum i l I iusque 
ordinationem auctoritate apostoJica tenore presentillm de nouo 
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approbamus et confirmamus vol�n :es illud i
.
n �egno pre

.
d ict

.
o a 

uolentibus posse col i  et obseruan lUxta ordmat lOnem et lnStltU

t ionem predictas Et  nichi lominus ut Christi fideles colibentius 

ad agendum et celebrandum d ictum officium inducantur quo 

exinde se suarum sperau�rint  salutem an imarum adepturos de 

omnipotentis dei m iseri cord ia  ac beatorum Petri ac Paul i  

Apostolorum eius auctoritate confisi omnibus e t  singulis utriusque 

sexus Christi  fidelibus uere pen i lentibus et confessis qui officium 

predictum i n  d icto Regno et ecclesijs i l l ius  deuote celebrauerint 

et  audieri nt omnes et singulas i ndulgentias quas festum Corporis 

domini nostri Jhesu Chri st i  audientes et c�lebrantes consecun tur 

d icta auctoritate elargimur Non obstantibus apostol icis ac bone 

memorie Octon i s  et  Octoboni o l im in d icto Regno d icte sedis 

Legatorum in  Prou incial ibus quoque et synodalibus Conci l i js 

editis gcncral ibus uel spec ial ibus Constitutionibus et ordina

tioni.bus ce�er isque contrari js quibllscunque Nulli e rgo omnino 

hommum hceat hanc paginam nostre approbationis confirma

tionis uolllntatis et elargit ionis i n fringere uel ei ausu temerario 

c.ontraire. � iqu is  �lItem hoc attemptare presumpserit indigna

tI.onem omnlpolentls dei ac beatorllm Petri et Pauli Apostolorum 

elUS se noueri t in
.
cur.surum. Datum Rome apud sanctUJIl petrum 

Anno � l1 carnatlOl1lS domi n ice Mi llesimo quadringentesimo 

nonagesl l�o quarto Quarto nonas Octobri Pont ificatus n ostri 

Anno lcrclO. 
Sigl/er! : L. Podocatharus, and 11)1 tlu writer of the Bull 

de Oullerris. 
. • . • . •  

Elldo"�fd :  Registrala apud me L. Podocalharum. 
A lid Z1l laler hand . ( ) B II 

. . 

J . 
S .  I U a confirmatlonls fesli du1cissimi 

r::au c�n I I1dL1Igentijs ad i nslantiam fi l i i  Matris Reo-is  Marga-
e, rc. ; (2 ) Anno Domini 1 4  N 0 

0 

Alexand . P 
94, 40 on. ctob. Ponti ficatus 

the
' 

vjth ��r 
�
h
pae 3°

fi
; (3) � bull grauntyd by pope Alexander 

e con lTmaClOn of th f t f J 
Indulgence that . 

e es e 0 hesu, the same 
C I S  grauntyd to the feste of Corpus Christi .  

R. F. S. 

(To be continued.) 
Erratum._Vol XIX, p. 546, line 3 from the foot of the pajie, ,·ead nos 

et Romanam. 



AD POETAS AQUILINOS. 

" \Veep n o  more, woful Shepherds, weep no more." 

Ye budding Bards, who from our Eagle's wings 
Pluck pens to write your amorous twitterings, 
What naked shame will  you ere long inflict 
On the Poor Fowl, when all h is  plumes are picked ! 
As you are strong, be merciful, and spare 
Those great fl ight-feathers, which should beat the air 
And make our Bird on wings of wonder rise 
High o'er the n oblest Gander to the skies. 

If pens you lack, ' tis surely no abuse 
To bid you spare the Eagle, pluck the Goose. 
Poets as great as you ha,ve taken flight 
On grey-goose pinions to Parnassus' height. 
Great is the Eagle, soaring through the skies ; 
Yet they are foolish, who the Goose despise, 
Whether her plumes enable us to pass 
Into some treacherous Tripos' lowest class, 
Or toothsome flesh delight our mouths at Michaelmas. 

Nigh forty years our noble Eagle counts , 
And still supreme o'er meaner creatures mounts : 
Share you his flight ; but, pray you, don't forget, 
o m ore than Milton, you aren't  forty yet. 
Ere six-and-twenty Keats had lived and sung : 
" Then print me," Bavius clamours ; " I'm as young." 
And thus to helpless J ohnians he repeats 
Erotic mouthings-but he isn't Keats. 

Ad poe/as A qttt"lt"lZos. 

If you would warble (and the
,
re are "�ho will), 

Whilst Father Antic calls you lllfant stlll, 

Drink the Pierian waters, but expect  

Therefrom a strong medicinal effect. 

Drink, if you must ; but see the draught be mild : 

The potent brand is  not for every child . 

Climb, if it please you, great Parnassus' steep ; 

But climb : don't try it at a single leap. 

Such reckless haste the m ountaineer atones 

With twisted ankles, or w ith broken bones. 

If youthful ardour sting your soul to rhyme, 

Rhyme on ; but grow not old before your time : 

Don't wax too seriou,> over youthful woes, 

23 

Lik e  puppy-dogs, which feel stomachic throes, 

When curious longing tempts their tongues to lick, 

And taste of blacking makes them deadly sick. 
I f  hapless love turn rosy life to blue 
o blighted bard of less than twenty�two, 
Don't give this ribald world excuse to scoff : 
Pray go to bed and sleep the matter off. 

Then sing, ye sufferers from an itching tongue, 
Sing, pipe, chirp, twitter, warble ; but be young. 
Choose lighter themes. Have youthfulness and mirth 
Fled with Astraea from a groaning earth ? 
If young ambition urge you to desire 
An introduction to the Muses' choir, 
Mark whom you court ;-Melpomene's the worst : 
Shew your credentials to Thalia first. 
Don't  know her ? What ? So shy ? Well, take your At Calverley's or Cluvienus" feet, [seat Or h is, whose Muse (as Bursars dare avow) I n m ighty numbers canonised the Cow. 

At least avoid one subject : ' tis the curse .of mOdern , and especially minor verse,Yourself :  pray don't indecently expose YOur naked soul, with all its passion-throes, 
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Its chance abrasions, and its foolish fears, 
Its whines, its wrigglings, and its sloppy tears. 
If passion's  pains press potent on your cht'st, 
Sing of your supper : we'll infer the rest. 

Then be m ore private ; show not every eye 
Your heart's uncouth ill-oiled machinery. 
' A  human document ' ?  Come, take the hint : 
It doesn't follow that it's fit t o  print. 
Then drape your soul with reticence, and choose 
More cheerful subjects ;-sing about the crews, 
Sonnets on Sausage, Ballads to the Backs, 
Or Canzonets on Cambridge Chimney-stacks., 
Spenserian stanzas on Sagacious Dogs, 
Pindaric Odes concerning Pollywogs, 
Didactic Dramas upon Frozen Beef ; 
But give your Vivisected Soul relief. 

Pray you, be merry. Sunny-hearted mi rth 
Has yet its function and its sphere on earth . 
At times Apollo gives his bow a rest ; 
Even Deans and Tutors have been known to jest. 
' Laugh and grow fat ' : so runs the ancient saw. 
' Laugh and grow strong,' were nearer Nature' s  law, 
Strong to endure, and resolute to do, 
Bold to attempt, tenacious to pursue ; 
For 'tis in Mirth that Melancholy finds 
A Patent Pill to purge dyspeptic minds. 

THE WOLLERER'S GHOST. 

THE BOATHOUSE DOG. 

OH, men m ay come, and men m ay go, 
And get their " Lents " and " Mays," 

Then vanish from the " path of tow," 
Yet one there is who stays. 

There's no one seems to know his age, 
His wisdom none will doubt ; 

His every action speaks the sage, 
And he is old and stout. 

He never runs or wanders far, 
He has'nt  got a " femme," 

Above all things he seems to bar 
I mmersion in the Cam. 

He's one of great authority, 
A sort of canine " prog," 

To check undue frivolity 
In every stranger dog. 

Sometimes h is doggy soul is stirred 
By foes across the tide, 

And then his baritone is heard 
The mongrel curs to chide. 

But even then his dignity 
Is rigidly maintained, 

In spite of the m alignity 
Within his heart contained. VOL .  xx. 

; 

E 
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At boating he  is quite " au fait," 
And gravely superintends 

The " freshers " practice every day, 
Until the " tubbing " ends. 

Then later, when the " trials " start, 
With their ungainly freight, 

He sees each sorry lot depart, 
Each l imp-returning " eight." 

Think, what a splendid coach he'd make 
With his experience ; 

For this, at least, for his own sake, 
We'll hope is no pretence. 

He might be, if we only knew, 
Some man transmogrified, 

Some old-time swell who got his " blue," 
And now is doggified. 

Whate'er he was in retrospect, 
It doesn't m atter n ow, 

To-day he's worthy our respect, 
As Lady Margaret " Bow." 

H. B. H. 

-
THE AMATEUR ANTIQUARY. 

H. 

" Olde moniments, which of so famous sprights, 

The honour yet ill ashes doo maintaine."  
SPENSER. 

iN� AO far our sketches of the Roman Wall and its 

surroundings have been drawn chiefly from 

materials with which the h istorians have 
suppl ied us : let us now seek our inspiration 

from a humbler source, and turn, as it were, imaginative 

rag-pickers, rubbish-sorters of cities which have been 
dead and buried these fourteen hundred years,
scraping and ferreting amongst stones and earth, 
sifting out broken bottle necks, rusty nails, and odd 
pieces of crockery, and endeavouring to apply to each 
fragment a kind of Sherlock Holmes method of 
reason ing, that we may gain some clue to the l ives and 
histories which once circled round it. Truly the people 
of old time!; were an inconsiderate race ; for the history 
of their lives and habits is written mainly in  the grave 
and the ash pit ; and a man must be something of a 
body-snatcher, and something of a scavenger to 
read it. Doubtless we are wiser, or at least more 
economical, who use our rubbish to feed our boiler
fires : but it is a l ittle hard upon the Antiquaries of, let us

. 
say, the thirty-seventh century. What will they .thlnk of us, if we leave them not even a broken jampot or an empty sardine-tin, to form a subject of philosophic argument and an incentive to archaeologic battle ? But let us t . . 

'the b '  
re urn to our rubbIsh heap, and pIck out a d .

ulklest objects,-stones, no doubt, of all shapes n SIzes alta d . , rs an gravestones, votIve and commemo-
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rati ve tablets, mutilated statues and bruised reliefs ,; 
and so forth, down to the plain block of freestone, which 
once stood in the face of the Great Wall with some 
millions of its fellows. Here is the record of an  
Emperor or  Imperial Legate, here of  an  obscure 
barbarian soldier, or a humble Briton's dead child : 
here is the great altar, which a Prefect dedicates to the 
fashionable deity of the day ; here is another,
measuring scarcely more inches than the first measures 
feet,-which betokens the clumsy workmanship of a 
slave or peasant, and his devotion or gratitude to some 
uncouthly named god of his forefathers. Here a large 
and not inartistic i mage presents to us Cybele or 
Hercules ; and here is the rough flagstone! on  which 
some budding, six-year-old artist has scratched his 
earliest master-piece, proving that boys were boys even 
in those days i-at least i t  appears that they were 
moved to depict the ' human form divine,' after the 
fashion still i n  vogue with the draughtsman of th� 
Nursery. It  is a comforting thought, and one to be 
remembered when our ears are deafened by the jargon 
of rival critics : schools may come, and schools may go ; 
the Academic may denounce the Impressionist, and 
the Impressionist may sneer at the Academ ic : but 
there is only one really permanent School of Art, and 
in that we have all graduated. 

Many of our  specimens have a flavour of l iterary 
interest also ; for upon these we may read some of the 
earliest compositions ever pu blished in Britain .  This 
tablet from Caervoran is inscribed with a set of 
rough iambic verses in praise of the Mother of the 
Gods,-perhaps the earliest poem ever put together i n  
England . These two altars from Corbridge beM Greek 
deciications, each of which reads itself into a Hex
ameter ; this altar from Risingham shows us a pair of 
verses of this latter metre, in which ' one touch of 
nature,' makes us feel own brothers to their composer ; 
for, Roman as he was, he was not above false quantities. 
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. ' human rather than a literary or artistic 
Still, It IS a , " 

1 t ttache'3 to the best of them ; sermons 111 

. terest t 1a a 
In " 

might almost call them ; for they form a 
stones, we 1 1 '£ 
k' d of ill-arranged com mon-place book upon t le .11e 

1 11 
d 

. of northern Britain during three centunes 
and 01 l1gs . . 

R J'ule ' a book hard to interpret, Sl l1ce Its 
of oman . . 

nd authors wrote independently, at WIdely 
thousa 
different times, and i n  widely sundered places ; hard 

also to piece together, since m any a page has yet to be 

recovered, and many a page is irrecoverably lost. 

l\Iany a rel ic lies embedded in church or priory, castle 

or pele-tower in the neigh bourhood of the wall ; and 

many an inscription has been destroyed by the super

stitious ignorance of early ages, or the utilitarian spirit, 

which, though commonly supposed to be especially 

characteristic of modern times, is not a thing of to-day 

or yesterday-just as there were brave men before 

Agamemnon,-so there were Philistines before Goliath ; 

illacrt'7Ilabzlts ur geantur. 
Formerly the unsophisticated Cumbrian regarded all 

lettered stones as ' uncanny,' -possibly in fear lest they 

might contain spells and incantations from the 
mysterious rites of the dead heathen ; and tablet or 
altar suffered accordingly, being ' brayed ' into sand, to 
strew the farmhouse kitchen-floor. In some instances 
the Saxon builder has compromised matters with his 
conscience, and purged the stone of its paganism by 
covering sculpture and inscription with a hard coating 
of cement. Other memorials have fallen victims to the 
exigencies of the farmstead : in  the Museum at New
castle we may yet see a ston e, bearing the effigy of a 
Roman soldier, which narrowly escaped so mean a 
destiny ; for the figure stands i n  a hollow niche, and 
Stukely tells us that it  was " condemned to make a pig
trough on ; but some gentlemen, ful l  t imely, with a 
small sum, for the present reprieved him." But �OUbtless many a less fortunate stone has thus been 

egraded from the service of the Dii Manes, and put to 
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the base office of fattening bacon. The Moslem .of 
fiction relieves his angry soul by desiring that dogs 
may defile the graves of his enemy's ancestors : to wish 
that pigs might make a dish of their gravestones would 
surely be no less potent and expressive a curse, 

Nor have the celestial deities fared much better than 
the infernal.  Holland, in  his edition of Camden, de
scribes an altar, which in Roman days did honour to the 
Syrian Goddess j but now, says he, " women beat their 
buckes upon it." Cleanliness, the proverb tells us, is 
next to godliness j and here we see the adage ex
emplified : first the temple, and presently the laundry. 
But even the Romans themselves are estopped from 
complaining against their successors : the temptation 
to use altars for quoins and building stones was often 
too great for them j and inscribed tablets were capital 
things to pave a floor with. Nor were the memorials 
of the dead respected,-as witn ess the monument 
erected by the sorrowing Pusinna to her deceased 
husband, Dagvald ,  the Pannonian j for some sacri
legious hand of the next generation has ruthlessly 
chopped it into a circular hearthstone. 

Of all the stones which have been preserved, whether 
by the pious care of early antiquaries, by the hand of 
Saxon or medieval mason, or  by the kindly envelopment 
of the earth itself, those are most numerous which bear 
a dedication to some deity. Their number and variety 
reveal to us a perfect hotch-potch of religions, a medley 
of faiths dead and dying, which perhaps only Rome or 
Alexandria could have matched. Nowhere else were 
so many different nationalities permanently settled with
in such comparatively narrow l imits Gauls and Dacians, 
B atavians and Spaniards, Tungrians and Dalmatians, 
Syrians and Moors were amongst the peoples who 
furnished garrisons for the forts : a certain infusion of 
these races must have tinged the civil popUlation also j 
for every year, no doubt, some of the time-expired 
soldiers would settle upon farms in the fertile valleys 
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T e and Irthing, or, it m ay be, set up shop or 

f the yn , p A 1" o . Luguvallum, Corstopltum or ons e 1 1 .  

tavern 1n l ' , h d f 
1 1 inscriptions add to our 1st WIt re cor s 0 

Sepulc Ha ' 
, Noricans Pannonians, and the lIke : h ere 

Rhaetlans, ' , 
' . 

t with one from Tra1anopolls, h ere with a m an 

we mee ' h  ' f 
N' media or a native of Tusdrus III t e prov1l1ce 0 

� � , , 

f ' At certain spots were planted colomes of 

A nca. 

Britons, transported hither from the south j and, as 

time ran on, the Romanized elements amongst the 

original Brigantian and Otadene clans must gradually 

have increased, All these races, to a greater or less 

degree, adopted the official rel igion of their masters j 

and most of them grafted upon it uncouth gods of their 

own , which are sometimes addressed separately, and 

sometimes identified with m ore familiar Roman 

deities, as though the vanquished gods, as well as 

their worshippers, had learnt to put on the garments 

of civilization. Nor was this all j for, to make con

fusion yet more confounded, there was an interchange 

of deities amongst the subject races themselves,-as, 

for example, at Condercum, where we find an Asturian 

regiment restoring the temple of the Three Mothers of 

the Plains, these latter being of distinctively Teutonic 

origin . Nor were the Romans themselves less indis

criminately pious j but, whenever they met with a new 

god, they had at least some odds and ends of devotion 

to bestow upon him,-some attic or cellar ready for 

him in the misty palace of Olympus j a compensation, 
no doubt, for the discourtesy they had done him by 
conquering his ancient worshippers in spite of their 
prayers for his assistance. 

,
In

, many cases polite obsequiousness joins the 
reIgnIng e J ' l '  

mperor to up1ter or Mars,-no great com-
p Iment t . h ' 
A 

0 e1t er, III some cases, unless the ' numina 
ugustorum ' · 

' 

m a ' f  
wele more worshIpful than their bodily 

0 1  estations I t1 ' 
, . .  

' ig 
, n  0 le1' 1l1stances phllosophy or 

norance ' fi . ' 

the G 
. '  persom es and worshIps an abstraction -

e01US of th C 
' 

e amp, the Wall, or the Standards, 
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or even the plain Standards themselves, as was d 
by the First or Faithful Cohort of Vardulli, which 
seems to have been a somewhat sceptical regiment. 
Here and there one special cult held sole, or at least 
preem inent, sway ; here and there the average is re 
stored by a more than usually comprehensive dedica
tion,-" To Jupiter, best and greatest," for example, 
" and all the rest of the immortal gods ; "  or, as on a 
tablet erected at Borcovicum by the Second Cohort of 
Tungrians, " To all the gods and goddesses, as directed 
by the oracle of the Clarian Apollo." It must have 
surely been some extraordinary perplexity, which drove 
a Teutonic Cohort, stationed in n orthern Britain, to 
apply to an Ionian oracle for advice. 

Jupiter is, of course, the deity m ost frequently 
addressed ; and the number of his altars found at 
Birdoswald and Maryport seems to indicate the ex.
istence of temples in his honour at each of these places. 
One  altar is dedicated to Jupiter Capitolinus, another 
to Jupiter Sera pis ; and in m any places,-never far 
fro m  spots where coal crops out, or where some kind 
of ore l ies near the surface,-altars have been found 
inscribed to Jupiter Dolichenus, the special patron of 
miners,-so called of Doliche in Thessaly, ' ubi ferrum 
nascitur,' as a continental inscription informs us. 

In a district garrisoned by so large a force, Mars 
naturally holds an important place ; and to Mars we 
find  many altars dedicated,-to Mars pure and simple, 
to l'vlars Militaris, and to Mars Victor. To him we 
may possibly allot a n  altar found near Carlisle, which 
gives us one of those brief glimpses of a forgotten 
h istory, so interesting in their suggestiveness, and so 
tantalizing i n  their brevity. The heading of the in
scription has been cut away ; but the name of the 
dedicator, and the occasion of the dedication are still 
to be read ;-" ob res trans vallum prospere gestas,"-a 
successful battle or campaign n orth of the "Vall. 
Surely there is a story hidden here : indeed we might 
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t t renty to fit the fragment, as easily as we 
struC \� cO

.
n 

ht build fairy tales upon the words " They lived 

nl lg ' l er after " But let the episode be brimful of 
ha pi  Y ev . 

p
. accidents, and let the hairsbreadth 'scapes be 

movlOg L . V' . 

of the narrowest : let us manreuvre UCIUS Ictonnus 

. 1 0rrible danger-send him recon noitring, let us 
Into 1 . 

and throw him into an ambuscade, 111 some 
saT', . k h ' 11 b 
c�udine Forks beside Llddesdale, or ma e Im a ut 

a second Varus in  the woods of Dumfriesshire. There 

let h im stand, encouraging his men with m uch out

wards cal mness, but mentally vowing the fi nest altar, 

that ever mason made, or sculptor carved, if Mars will 

but bring h im out of the difficulty with life and honour. 

Aud presently trumpets shall be heard in the distance ; 

and the Sixth Legion, the Victorious, Pious, and Faith

ful ,  shall come swinging up to his  relief; and there 

shal l be great slaughter of Caledon ians, and a happy 

ending to our rom ance. 

Of the worship of other well-kn own deities, there 

are less frequent, but still sufficient traces. A large 

altar, which was dredged from the Tyn e  at Newcastle, 

is dedicated to Neptun e  by the Sixth Legion, and 

perhaps records the fulfilment of a vow made by a sea
sick detachment during the horrors of a stormy passage 
across the North Sea. Apollo, under his title of 
Maponus, may have had a temple at Hexham, Minerva 
at Rochester in Redesdale�the Roman Bremenium . 
Many altars bear inscriptions to Fortune several to 
r 

' 
. ortunae Conservatrix ; and, to judge by the places 

Where these were u nearthed, it was fashionable to have 
an altar to Fo t . " 11 k' 
l' 

r une 111 one s VI a- a md of ornament 
.or the f h . ront all .  But we can well understand the ��r

d
ortan

,
ce of gaining the goddess ' goodwill in  this 

"'1 region 1 d b 
" 1  

' W 1ere, no ou t, wealth and prosperity 
.vO u d be 
no b'  ,

more than ever apt to take wing. Fortune is 
lcychst · f, 1 

furn 1 , or, t le rougher the road, the fas.ter she 
s l er wheel. l I ercules also 

VOL. xx. 
had his worshippers, and with his 

F 
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club and l ion-skin formed a favourite subject 
sculpt6fs of the district. One of the Greek altars 
already referred to, is dedicated to the Tyrian Herakles 
by his arch priestess, Diodora ; the other to Astarte, 
by one Pulcher : an d from these and other indications 
we may infer that ancient Corstopitum had a certain 
oriental flavour, and probably was not altogethp.r a 
m odel city. A sore stumbling block, too, has Astarte's 
altar been to the old antiquarians, many of whom 
m istook C-shaped sigma for G, and lambda for A, and 
so were forced to invent a new heaven and a new earth, 
or at least un-heard of goddesses and impossible men 
to explain the consequent difficulties. But they were 
brave guessers, and would never confess themselves 
beaten : even Horsley turned Hadrian's lieutenant, 
Platorius, into a town-a stranger metamorphosis, 
surely, than ever Ovid celebrated : for m eeting with 
the general's  name on a mutilated slab, he misread 
one letter, and boldly informs us that " Apiatorium was 
the name of a place at that time." 

A few inscriptions and a number of sculptures attest 
the worship of Mercury. D ian a, BeIlona, and (perhaps 
more sincerely worsh ipped than any) the Goddess of 
the Tertian Fever obtain bare mention in our list, as 
does poor Vulcan also. He is the only god whose name 
comes at the foot, and not at the head of the inscription : 
but when his brother-gods used him so ill, what wonder 
if the ' servum pecus ' of mortals did the like, and 
refused to allow him precedence of themselves ? 

As was natural in a land of moor and forest, altars 
dedicated to Silvanus are not uncommon. Two fine 
specimens have been found in Weardale, which in a 
later age became the special hunting-preserve of the 
Bishops of Durham ; and one of these gives us a glimpse 
of an event, which must have been a Nine-Days Wonder 
in Longovicum, a topic of conversation at the dinner
tables of Vinovia, a theme for the street-gossips of 
Vindomora, and a story to be received with incredulity, 
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fter growing fifty-fold i n  every detail, i t  found 
when, a 

C ·  C . 
to the taverns of orstopltum or ataractomum. 

i ts way 
tl e altar was erected by the Prefect of the Ala 

For 1 
' b  l' ana and records that officer's successful capture 
Se os , . . 
of a magnificent boar-an explOlt whlch, try as he  

would, never a prefect before him had been able to 

achieve . 
Upon one altar Silvanus is identified with Cocidius, 

whose name is frequently found elsewhere in conjunction 

-with that of Mars . The combination seems strange at 

first, until we remember that S ilvanus was not only a 

rural god, but also the special protector of Roman 

camps ; and there is reason to believe that a similar 

function was ascribed to Cocidius ; for one altar bears 

the inscription : " Cocidio genio prae5idii," and another 

" l\1arti Cocidio genio valli." Belatucader also is 

identified with Mars ; but Cocidius and he seem to have 

been worshipped by different races, or at least by 
different ranks of society. The altars of the former 
god are usually large and well mrtde ; and he appears 
to have been a special favourite with the legionaries, 
and the cohorts dra wn from northern Europe. Those 
of Belatucader, on the other hand, are small, meanly 
carved, and rudely lettered ; and it  is exceptional to 
find one dedicated by a soldier. Probably he was an 
aboriginal deity, and with his worshippers subjected to 
servitude by the Roman conquest. 

I Many other barbaric gods had their temples, or at 
least their altars i n  this region. The worship of the 
G�eat l'.Iother, at Caervoran, seems to have been rather 
OrIental in character than Roman : for this fortress was long garrisoned by Syrian archers ; and the goddess 
herself was b h d' " f R b ' 

a ove t e lst1l1ctlOns 0 oman theology, e111� a kind of composite deity, as the tablet already mentIoned 1 
t s lOWS. Let us try our hands at a rough . ranslation ; 

"

A
The Starry Virgi n holds her heavenly place 

nd \ ' . ' 
S l lnes on  h Igh above the Lion's face : 
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Of rigbt and truth the first Inventress she ; 
Cit ies she founds in firm stability. 
Lo ! What fai r  gi rts to mortal men she brings, 
And b ids them learn the lore of heavenly things ! 
Mother of Gods-such d ignity she claims : 
Peace, Virtue, Ceres-these are a l l  her names ; 
The Syrian Goddess, whom our homage hai ls, 
Dispensing l i re and justice in her scales. 
The Syrian Queen hath set her sign on high, 
Yon stars-ye see them in  the midnight sky : 
O'er Libya first her constel lation blazed, 
And Libya first the hymn of worship raised : 
From Libya forth her mystic rites bave passed, 
And even Britain knows her power at last. 
Such is  the faith, which,  by her favour b lest, 
Caecilius Donatinus bath confessed-
A soldier, who, by our great Emperor's w i l l ,  
I s  Brevet-Tribune, though a Prefect sti l l . "  

The mysteries of the Persian sun-god, Mithras, be
came widely 'prevalent in this district, and, unl ike most 
other forms of heathen belief, appear to have claimed 
the devotee' s  undivided allegiance. These rites were 
celebrated in caves, which opened from the back of 
the temples, formiIlg the innermost and holiest shrines : 
their sides w ere usually adorned with elaborate 
sculptures, which portrayed Mithras bursting from the 
Egg, which was the beginning of all th ings, and 
stretching out his arms to uphold the Zodiac Belt, 
which arched round and above him ; or in the act of 
slaying the Great Primeval Bull, whose blood brought 
fertility to the earth, and i n  some mysterious manner 
got the better of Ahrimanes ; but ritual and doctrine 
are alike obscure, and much confounded by astronomical 
symbolism . 

Widely prevalent, too, was the cult of the Three 
Mothers, grave ma tronly figures, seated side by side 
in equal dignity. Their real names it was unlucky to 
mention ; and these have perished accordingly : but 
their titles are many-Matres Campestres, Transmarinae, 
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Domesticae, and even Matres Omnium 
Ollototae, . f 

. 
. The folk-Iorist Will find you traces 0 their 

Gentium. f . . 1 
. 

. t' l l ' for the three alnes, W 10 meet you In  
vorshlP S I , . 

\ .. . t and grant you the fulfilment of three Wishes, 
the lores , 

' d  to be their direct descendants. 
are sal 

At Condercum was a small sacellum, or chapel, 

1 t\"o altars stood, bearing the names of Anociticus 
w lere ,v 

d Antenociticus respectively. Some suppose that 

��e same deity is m eant by either title ; but it  may be 

that the names denote the Great Twin Brethren of some 

lost mythology. At Borcovicum two goddesses, named 

Beda and Fimmilena were worshipped ; and single 

altars have been found, bearing the uncouth names of 

Setlocenia and Garmangabis ; nor was the goddess 

Brigantia without honour in her own country. ' But 

most interesting of all this lesser Pantheon is the 

goddess-nymph Coven tin a, patroness and inhabitant 

of the well, which still exists by the ruins of Procolitia. 

Whether she was a native or an immigrant deity, w e  

cannot say : but, b y  nature or  adoption, she was the 

pride and pet of the Batavian cohort, which garrisoned 

the station, and of all others who dwelt in or around 

Procolitia. Her little temple nestled beside the w estern 

wall, and looked at the towers of the western gate way ; 

and in the m idst of the temple pavement was her own 
cool, unfailing well, whose waters bubbled copiously 
from the depths, and flowed away by a trim stone 
channel to the fields and gardens of the southern slope. 
The well was explored some twenty years ago ; and 
the process rescued the goddess from oblivion, and 
revealed the treasures of her home. Numerous small 
altars so d fi . . ' me vases, an a ew votive tablets were brought 
to lIght · d 'f 

. 
1 

' an , 1 we may credlt the largest of these tst, the goddess did not dwell in watery isolation, but 
lad two att � d N '  < e n  ant alads, to keep her company. But 

mOre curi 1 
wl 

. ous t lan these was the great hoard of coins, 
llCh the 11 . 

is ' we contamed-about sixteen thousand, it  
. sald in n b ' urn er, and nearly three tons i n  weight. 
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Antiquaries differ as to the origin of so large 
varied a collection ; for the earliest coin shows us the 
features of Mark Antony, and the latest bears the 
impress of the Emperor Gratian, so that the account 
was not closed till very shortly before the fall of the 
Roman dominion. Some regard the find as the accu
m ulation of centuries of pious offerings ; others assert 
it to be the result of sudden emergency, when disaster
doubtless the final disaster of all-made i t  necessary 
for the beleaguered troop to march with no  m ore burden 
than their arms, and attempt to cut their way through 
thousands of triumphant Picts to the still Roman 
regions of the South . But it  may be  that both parties 
are right-that during the long years of Roman rule 
the goddess and her shrine had won the slender offerings 
of many generations of humble worshippers, perhaps 
the grateful tributes of those, who in time of sickness 
had found some real or imagined virtue in the waters 
of Coventina's spring. And now, in Procolitia's last 
and darkest hour, what fitter custodian could the worn, 
half-sta.rved Batavians find for their little useless hoards 
of hard-earned coin, or for the regimental treasure, 
which could but furnish them with a m ockery of pay, 
than the goddess, whom they and their predecessors 
had worshipped for, it  may be, some three hundred 
years ? 

If that be so, there is the nucleus of a little tragedy 
in the meanest disc of water-worn bronze. Each coin 
may stand for a hope, long cherished and never fulfilled. 
This, perhaps, was hoarded by a grey-haired veteran, 
who dreamt longingly of the day when he should be 
rich enough to buy some swampy but well-loved 
homestead by the lower Rhine ; nor shall we lessen 
the pitifulness of his parting with it, if we i magine that 
perhaps this very coin was the last doit needed to 
m ake up the full tale of his desires. This other, it may 
be, was treasured up for the enfranchisement of some 
slave parent or brother, who lived and died in  bondage 
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11 never knowing how near h e  had come to 
after 

a : this to purchase wedding-finery for some fair 
freedom . 

l ' t' 11 maiden whom the hoarder was to marry, 
proco 1 la ' 

1 ' s years of service were over. Perhaps the 
,hen 11 " 

and children of the fort had already been sent 
women 
southward, when the storm first threatened ; so that 

ay Picture her dwelling in the long-drawn agony 
we m ' 
of suspense at Isurium or Eburacum,  and even dlmly 

see her face, and read her thoughts, as she stands by 

the city gate, gazing in tears and silence at the grey 

line of Watling Street, which should bring her lost 

lover to her side ; or as she lies dying at last, with 

her face still turned in hopeless faithfulnes5 to the 

window, which looks out towards the north. 

So, perhaps, they hoarded, and so, it  m ay be, they 

committed their treasures to Coventina's keeping ; 

surely the longest deposit-account in  the history of 

banking : for it was not till almost fifteen hundred years 

had gone by, that modern antiquaries broke into her 

strong room-not burglariously altogether, but rather 

as the natural administrators of the property of the 
ancient dead. But of the men themselves there is only 
one more picture to be drawn-a m isty sketch of the 
bleak moor, which falls southward fro m  Procolitia to 
the sheltered hollows of Tynedale ; a score or two of 
battle-stained soldiers in  the grey dimness of im minent 
dawn , ranked in  a still bristling circle round a l ittle 
knoll-the barrow, if our fancy deceive us not, where 
some British warrior lies, who died for his freedom, 
when A gricola first led the Roman Eagles through the 
fonb of Tyne, so that the end is linked with the be
gin

,
n in g. And presently the sun comes up, red and 

Ollllnous d h ' " an s ows them the broad lme of corpses, 
1\1 ,11 king tl t ' 1 f . ' 

1 1e ral 0 the mght m arch and the gnm IUn " 
gry faces of the thousands that hedge them in and �l��Yfi d raw breath a little, till the signal be give� for 

ero 
l na l massacre. Suddenly there is a heaving of the 

wded ' 1 t an (5, a roar and a rush forward, a l ittle 
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clashing of steel, and a little spurting of blood ; and 
now we m ay strike the First Cohort of Batavian s 
the Army List of the Empire. 

A similar disaster, but one which we may guess to 
have happened at a much earlier date, is suggested by 
the discovery, at Maryport, of many altars, carefully 
deposited in pi ts, not far from the Roman fortress. It 
may be that the expectation of mortal peril, or the 
imminence of some desperate enterprise, the tale of 
which none survived to tell, was the cause of this pious 
preservation ; and here, though we cannot trace the 
fate of those who buried them, except from the ominous 
testimony of silence, we m ay at least find indications 
of the return-wave of Roman triumph in the large and 
elaborately carved altar, which was found i n  the fortress 
itself. " To the Genius of the place," so the inscription 
runs-" to Fortun e  who brin gs the wanderer home, to 
Rome the eternal city, and to benignant Fate." Surely 
every word breathes the joy and triumph of n ew dawn 
after darkness, of disaster avenged and repaired, of 
victory restored and dominion reestablished. 

But enough of this bewildering galaxy of gods ; here 
are secular tablets for us to examine and interpret, 
some with the bold lettering and simple phraseology, 
which mark the vigorous times, when the Wall was 
young ; some with the cramped and ligatured i n
scriptions, and the high-sounding but ill-merited titles 
of a later age, when a Caracalla or an Elagabalus 
disgraced the names, which the earlier Antonines had 
adorned .  Some of  these stones record the restoration 
of a granary, a basilica, a balistarium, or a riding
school, and so afford us a glimpse of the structures, 
which the to\vns an d fortresses contained : indeed, if 
we are to credit the inscriptions, there was a perfect 
epidemic of old age and debility amongst public edifices 
during the early pint of the third century ; but it is . 
permissible to suspect that ' vetustate conlapsum '  is 
often a polite fiction, which covers the disgrace and 
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. flided b y  a watchful enemy on the home of 
disaster III 

1 ss or cowardly troop. 
care e c a 

s 11 0 W  spare a glance or two lor the grave-
Let u 

. for these m ay flash us back here and there a 
stones . 

. r of light not indeed upon great matters, but 
glImme ' 
at least upon some obscure bereavement, which m ay 

nevertheless be typical of thousands. Many of them 

are elaborately carved, and some are not �ithout a 

certain artistic merit : some bear a portraIt of the 

deceased person,  and record his age, birthplace, and 

profession ;  some hav� �o ��re than a rude, �ngram

matical scrawl-the ' hlC Iaclt, for example, WhICh o nce 

told the people of Vindolana where Brigomagus was 

buried. 
Sadly enough, n o  small number record the deaths 

of young children. One bears the likeness of a little 

lad of five, Master Cocceius Nonnius, ' in his habit, as 

he lived,' wearing a child's frock, and armed with a toy 

whip : another shows us a boy wrapped ill a travelling 

cloak, and bearing money in his hand, to pay the ferry

man-too tiny a traveller, one might think, to make 

so long and dreadful a journey alone ; a delicate child 
too, we may imagine ; for something in his portrait, 
battered though. it be, suggests the idea ; whereas he 
of the whi p was a sturdy yoangster, and without doabt 
somethin g of a ' pickle: 

Some of our monuments have been erected by 
husbands in memory of their wives, or  by widows i n  
honour of their dead husbands ; and these often bp.ar �rief but eloquent witness of worth and affection . " She 
l�ved thirty-three years without blemish," is the simple 
hfe-history of one good woman ; and all the funeral 
oues of P'  d . ll1 ar could not have brought her golden 
Virtues n 1 . 
c '  

earer t le slues. Some are remarkable for 
unous na . 

l ife mes, as that of Aeha Commindus :-what a 

hU;h We are tempted to think, poor Nobilianus, her 
C woran d must have led, with a wife whose very name 

e the breeks' ! But what's in a name, after all ? 
VOL. XX. G 
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She was his ( conjux carissima,' -after her death at 1 
if not before Some again show us strange features, 
that of Ulpius Apoll inaris ' wife, Aurp-lia, whose po 
t rait exhibits her with a veritable beard on her chin 
Some we m ay note as the record of strange unio.ns, 
that which Barates the Palmyrene erected to 
Catvallaunian wife j som e for curious institutions, as 
the stone which the Collegium, or burial-club, of 
slaves at Hunnum set up over the remains  of their 
fellow-slave, Hardalio : and some for stran ge circum 
stances, as his, who " born in Galatia died in Galatia 
also, and o n  his death-bed des i red that he might be 
buried i n  his father's tomb." 

One monument more :-not indeed inscribed, or 
even of stone at all j for here the very bones have been 
their own m emorial, and h ave revealed their story 
almost as plainly as written words could have recorded 
it. Beside the North Tyne, j ust outside the walls of 
Cilurnum, stand the rem ains of a villa j and the open 
space at the back of it  has itself been a grave : for here 
were found the bones of some thirty persons, lying,
so it appeared,-as they had fallen,  many of them 
huddled against the wall of the house. Hard by is the 
bridge, through whose arches, no doubt, the Pict won 
entrance into the sheltered region behind the Wall, 
when at length the decay of Roman power left the l ittle 
Asturian regiment too weak and disheartened to guard 
them efficiently. And so down comes a ' spate,' such 
as Tyne has n ever known since,-a torrent of fierce 
barbarians, which neither fury of the storm, nor icy 
chill of the water could stay or slacken : and presently 
the bridge is rushed, and the wild yell of triumph 
brings a terrible awakening to the sleepers in the villa, 
a few yards away. Then com e  screaming and panic, 
and a vain attempt to fly to the gateway of Cilurnum, 
or to hide in the thicker darkness which fills the nooks 
and angles at the back of the house j and then swift 
death and slew burial : for the earth, which is to cover 
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h e  fallen, must be spread by the gradual processes of 
t 

e ' there is n o  friendly hand to do them that 
natur , . 

' ce Friends enough, It m ay be, stood on  the servl . 
lIs of the fortress, and saw them lying there, as the 

�:mes shot up from the plundered villa : but th�se, w e  

cannot doubt, had heavy enough concern wIth the 

living, and small opportunity to tend the dead j nor 

would it be long ere they were to l ie as still and help

less themselves. How they met their fate,-whether 

in the storm and sack of the dying city, or amongst the 

tombs, which fringed the southward road j selling their 

lives for a price by the shattered gate, or  shrieking 

for mercy, as they ran, craven and disarmed, seeking 
some hole to hide them,-that we cannot tell .  It is 
only for a moment that the curtain is l ifted j and then 
down comes the darkness once more. But the fancy 
can still see a ruddy and lurid glare through the clouds, 
which cover the last end of Ci1urnum. 

R. H. F.  



A LOCAL CENTRE. 

(Cave I�cynem) 

SYNDICS sit in solemn conclave to dispense you 
weal, 

And their doom like Death and Fortune will admit of no 
appeal ; 

So, on learrning you're selected at a Centre to· preside, 
It's your duty to the Syndics to be fius.hed with p.Toper 

pride� 

You receive a printed post-card, brief and formal, which 
denotes 

Your appointment to preside at Pembroke Dock or 
John 0' Groat's,  

And ' Instru.ctions ' i t  continqes. ' shortly follow,' and 
you wait 

Swollen with a new importance, with new dignity elate. 

Then an envelope is· sent you. " Please acknowledge 
its receipt." 

'Tis a deluge· of Directions. You unpack a monstrous. 
sheet 

Titled ' Table of the N umbers,' and are told ' To guide 
the eye, 

Rule a line below the figures of the Centre you s.upply." 

There's a pamphlet of Instructions to be read like Holy 
Writ, 

You may break the ten Commandments· but you must 
remember it . 

By a microscopic blunder might the Universe be 
wrecked, 

And ' the v.ery greatest trou.ble is occasioned by neglect: 
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In the heaviest of printing, i n  a type that can't  be 

missed, 

'You receive a ' special warning ' to be careful with your 

list ; 

The Attendance List is ' Vital.' Angel-tongues could 

hardly state 

The superlative importance of its being accurate. 

'You must fix the hours for drawing, and must practice 

days before 

Reading fifty words a minute, nev.er less and never 

more, 
For ' the Syndicate are anxious ' that the Short-hand 

should be done 

As eleven rules direct i t  on the final page but one. 

Take the envelopes provided, Juniors white and Seniors 
blue ; 

They are black with regulations ; read those regulations 
through. 

See your ' Index-Numbers ' tally ; not a single detail 
drop ; 

Rauge the answers by their numbers with the lowest 
on the top. 

'With your cap upon your forehead, gown and hood 
upon your back, 

You preside and tremble hourly at those awful laws in 
black, 

And you envy all those urchins (or if girls, you envy 
them) 

\Vhom no regulations worry and no Syndicates COI'l
dem n.  

Qurs TERETIOR ?  



Me11loY/als, Journal, and Botamcal Correspolldmce of Charles C ardalt 
Ba bington , M . A ,  F.R.S . ,  F.E.S., F.S.A., F .G.S. ,  FeIlow of 
St John's College, Cambridge, and Professor of Botany in 
the Univers i ty. Cambridge : MacmilIan & Bowes, 1 897 .  

THE obituary notice of the late Professor Cardale 
Babington, which appeared in the Eagle for October 
1 89 5  (pp. 62-7 6), is here reproduced with some slight 
additions and alterations, the former chiefly in the 
notes. These, together with a series of " Reminis
cen ces " fro m  the pens of the Rev J. A. Babington, 
Mr H. R. Francis (the grandson of " Junius "), Professor 
Cowell, Mrs R. B. Batty, the Bishops of Durham and 
Gloucester, the Masters of Trinity, Clare, St Catharin e's, 
and Selwyn, Miss Marsh, and Professors Liveing and 
Newton, and another series of separate tributes in 
different journals by the two last -named, by Dr Moule, 
Mr Britten Ca contribution of special interest), and 
others, m ake up the introductory portion extending 
to nearly 1 00 pages. The Journal and Correspondence, 
with two copious indices, occupy 4 7 5  pages m ore. 

The whole volume, a monument of affectionate and 
devoted labour on the part of the widow, aided by 
Professor Mayor's vast stores of biographical learning 
and un wearied research, cannot fail  to be read with 
deep interest by a certain circle, a circle n ow rapidly 
diminishing, of those who enjoyed Professor Babington's 
personal acquaintance and shared his views. To the 
outer world and the ordinary reader it may, indeed, 
seem that we have here a collection of m aterials for 
a biography rather than a biography proper-a good 
deal of repetition and something of the trivial. But 
those for whom the volume is manifestly designed will 
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bly prefer the actual treatment, with all its minute-

Proba . . '  b d h 
f detail  and zj>szsszma ver a ;  an even t ose to 

n ess o . ' 1 
Professor Bab1l1gton was but a n ame Wl 1 have 

wh om . . , . cl d 
. 1 difficulty 111 dlscerl1 lng the kll1 ly n ature an 

!ttt e . . 
b \'ant i ntel lect, the sustalned l11dustry and sound 

o ser G • 

, u i rement, the slmple unaffected love of Nature, th e 
.LCq . 1 ' 1  1 ' .cc 1 

. I 
ready sympathy wlth every p 11 an t 1 roplc euort, 'v" lie 1 

won the respect of the scientific world and the regard of 

society. 
Professor Babin gton was, indeed, one in  whom 

local sympathies and person al attachments were excep

l ion ally strong ; while he knew his own country as few 

professors know it. With the exception of a two 

months' visit to the Chann el Islands in 1 8 3 8 ,  and one 

to  Iceland in 1 845,  his travels appea r to have been 

limited to the British Isles, a feature in his life wh ich i s  

the more surprising i n  that, according to Professor 

Mayor, " he pitied the botanist who, n ever seeking 

living plants in their homes, armed with microscope ,  

ransacks their cell and fibre " (p.  lX.l{vi.). His reason for 

thus limiting his a rea of observation appears to have 

been his preference for sure and well-verified conclu
sions. When urged to visit Switzerland, his reply was, 
" If I fall  into a m istake there, 1 may never be able 
to go over the ground again "  (p. xviii.). The flora of 
the higher Alps, of the valleys of the Pyrenees, and of 
Provence,-so varied and interestin g, and in later 
�ears so accessible ,-appears consequently to have been 
l 11sufficient to tempt h im . Nor does an int8rview which 
he records in  1 8 3 8  with Bolman, the blind traveller, 
who m ade the tour of th8 world un acc,Hnpanied, appear �o have suggested to him any l ike extension of his own 

"
eld of enqui ry. But " few men," says Professor Mayor, 

b 
eVer rifled, as he did, th roughout their length and 
readlh E 1 d tl ' ' n g  an and Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and 
le!r sat 1 1 '  

'1 1 b ' 
e l tes, Orkney, Shetland, Achill ,  Arran,  the 

e ndes & 
rou d ' c. As a boy he explored the country 

n Bath. In manhood, and even to old age, he 
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spent vacations in  tours, several times taking Glasgow 
students with him, whi le  Professor Balfour led a troop 
from Edinburgh . His journals resemble Ray's in 
the even justice m eted out to Natural History and 
Antiquities " (p. xviii . ). 

With such varied sympathies, it is all the m ore to 
his honour that Mr Britten should be able to say of his 
Mamtal that " it revolutionized the study of British 
plants, and gave an impetus to thought and work 
among British botanists to a degree unequalled by 
any publication of the century " (p. lxviii . ). 

Of the bias which throughout ruled his religious 
views, the same writer gives the following account : 

" Brought up in the Evangelical school of thought, 
which at that time aroused the Established Church 
from the lethargy into which it had sunk, he, unlike 
so m any of his contemporaries-the two Newmans for 
instance-never deviated fro m  his early beliefs .  As a boy 
he became acquainted with William Wilberforce, an old 
friend of his father j at Cambridge as an undergraduate 
he heard Charles Simeon preach, and later took others 
to hear him j he attended m issionary meetings, where 
Baptist Noel spoke j he supported Connop Thirlwall in  
the action which he  took as  to the admission of  dissenters 
to academical degrees j and in later life- indeed, up to 
his death-actively supported a number of philanthropic 
societies, all characterized by a strong Protestant tone. 
His drawing-room was a centre for meetings of these 
bodies, and, in conjunction with Mrs Babington, he 
promoted m issionary work both at home and abroad. 
But all was done quietly and un ostentatiously j and, how
ever strong his principles might be, his natural kind
liness of  heart and consideration for others prevented 
that aggressive assertion of them which characterizes 
the less cultured representatives of Protestan tism. The 
various and ever-varying aspects of biblical criticism 
and the evolution hypothesis never disturbed him " 
(pp. lxxv.-Ixxvi .). 
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Steady, continuous labour and research, crowned by 

lid and permanent results rather  than brilliant dis
S�very and achievement, constituted ,  indeed, Professor 

�abington's scientific excellence. His painstaking 

esolution was indomitable. " I  had," he said to me 

�n one occasion, " very great d ifficulty when com

mencing the study of botany, in  remembering the Latin 

names j but I was determined to overcome the d ifficulty 

and set to work until I had comm itted between three 

and four thousand names to heart, and after that I 

never had any more trouble." 

It is, perhaps, to be regretted that the English 

equivalents of the Latin names were not supplied, where 

practicable, so far as the 'Journal and the Correspondence 

a re concerned, either in  parentheses or  footnotes j as it 
is, they often fail to enable any but professed botanists 

to identify them. It would have been as well also to 

have informed the reader whether there was any blood 
relationship between the descendant of Thomas Babing
ton, of Rothley Temple, and Thomas Babington 
Macaulay. It appears not j but there was fam ily 
relationship, the great historian's  aunt, Jean Macaulay, 
having married Thomas Babington, who was Professor 
Babington's uncle. 

VOL. x x. 

J. B . M. 
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THE POETRY OF SHELLEY. 

An Apprw'aHoll. 

ROM ages immemorial, m ankind has endeavour
ed to define  Poetry, but despitE' our labours the 
witch, Thetis-l ike, has baffled all pursuers. 
Little have we brought to l ight since Aristotle's 

day. We only know that Poetry is a mystery an d that 
her worship requires an in itiation . To the vulgar who 
seek to find her by industry or research, she ever 
m akes the Sibyll ine response " Procul 0 pro cui este 
profani ! " 

But if we cannot at all adequately define the art, 
we may perhaps attempt to sum up and estimate the 
faculties that help to form the artist. Now it sometimes 
happens that i n  the spheres of music, poetry and 
painting, an exponent arises who seems to embody 
in himself that which we have come to regard as 
the very soul and essence of his art. His name may 
not be the greatest i n  the Temple of Fame-though 
such it often is-physical weakness, a short span of 
life, hostile environment m ay m ilitate against the 
perfect development of his powers, but so d oes he 
impersonate the elemental force of that which he sets 
forth that we instinctively say that such an one t's 
m usic, tS poetry, tS painting, and we would name 
Beethoven in music, Shakespere in poetry, Raphael in 
painting as those in  whom the pure spirit of their art 
is most truly incarnate. With Shakespere then before 
us, we will endeavour to form a conception of the 
qualities that help to make the ideal poet. 

First and foremost he must possess that m ysterious 
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ey which for want of better names we call " inspi
pot,en 

,. or " the faculty divine." This, as Plato teaches 
ratIon l ' fi . f h b d d '  

' s  the supreme qua 1 catlOn 0 t e true ar an It  
us,  1 

f h ' h . h . h . the possession 0 t IS t at separates WIt so mlg ty 
IS 

If Milton from Chapelain and Tennyson from 
a gu , . ' 

Tupper. His mu�t 
.
be, too, a splendId and pUIssant 

imagination, an m tlmate knowledge of the human 

heart, a perfect m astery of language and metre, a 

distinctive personality, and, finally, a commanding 

intellect. Many who with Keats have sighed for " a 

life of sensations rather than a life of thoughts " will 

deem this last superfluous, but it will soon be perceived 

that this is the very quality that sets the gods of 

poetry-Dante, Shakespere, Milton, Goethe, Browni.ng

so high above their fellow-bards . 

Now we propose to put She11ey to the test 

described, to ascertain how far he fulfils and how far 

falls short of these essential qualifications. He, in 

truth, has suffered more than most men at the hands of 
cntlcs . From the Quarterly Reviewer, down a long 
line of hostile cavillers ,  he has received treatment the 
m ost shameful and unfair. Yet these m asters of the 
bludgeon have not wrought the greatest i njury ; their 
clu msy weapons h ave often redounded to their own 
hurt. No, it  is one skilled in the rapier-thrust, who 
with quick sallies and ready eye essays to overthrow 
Our poet-it is Matthew Arnold the apostle of sweetness 
and light-the Philistines' foe. What reasons prompted 
OUr leader to desert us at this hour we may never �now-whether Shelley's Nonconformity or Radical
Ism-but however that may be, thzs will be generally 
Conceded that in our times--times in which the fame of 
Shelley has grown apace-Arnold's famous essay has �
.
etarded the recognition of Shelley's true position in 
It��ature more than the adverse writings of any other .crItIC. 

. For Arnold's verdict in l iterary matters is i n  many c lrcles t k . a en as final. The beautiful phrases he fashioned 
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h ave passed into current usage, and are freely quoted 
as irrefutable truth s. We do n ot soon forget the 
eloquent period with which he concludes :-" The Shelley 
of actual life is a vision of beauty and radiance indeed, 
but availing nothing, effecting nothing, and in poetry 
n o  less than i n  l ife he is a beautiful but tneffectual 
angel beating in the void his luminous w ings in vain." 

Let us try for a m o ment to shake off the spell  which 
this word-m agician casts over us, and end eavour to 
ask " Is this true I-What is its full meaning ? "  We 
shall soon see that to name a poet i neffectual, to say 
that he avails, that he effects, nothzng, is paramount 
to despoiling a mon arch of his crown, or denying 
divinity to a god. If a poet after singing hym n s  
u nbidden for ten years is found " ineffec tual," h e  had 
far better h ave remained silent. But is Shelley 
ineffectual ? Does he at all fulfil th e qualities of the 
ideal poet ? H as h e  transm itted to us that d ivine 
" affiatus " which is so mysteriously entrusted to every 
child of Apollo ? To this we boldly answer " Yes, i n  
great m easure," and would g o  further and clai m for 
Shelley what the world is tardily begi n ning to recognise 
that since the days of the great Milton, no poet has 
realized his high calling to such a degree-none m ore 
rightfully assu mes his throne amid 

" Quique p i i  vates et Phoebo ct i gna locut i . "  

For to h i m  was given as to few with so great 
largess that mysterious endowment of in voluntariness 
which is as the wind blowing where it listeth-the 
faculty divine which so fills the m edium that he is fain 
t o  reply to those who ask " Whence came this ? "  " It 
is as strange and beautiful to m e  as to you. But it is 
i n  m e  and shali out." Heedless of neglect and scorn, 
the true poet m ust sing on and fill  WIth pearls the hand 
that wounds, No one has m ore strikingly expressed 
this strange compulst'on of the poet than the greatest 
of philosophers. 

" , The divine madness,' says Plato, ' wh ich proceeds 
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f om the Muses ' takin g a tender and u noccupied soul, 

:wakenin g and bacchically inspiring it toward songs 

and oth er poetry, adorning myriads of ancient deeds

instructs succeeding gen e:ration s, but h e  who with
,
out 

the m ad ness fro m  the Mu ses approaches the poetical 

gates, havin g persuaded h imself th at by art alone h e  

m ay becom e  sufficiently a poet, will fi n d  i n  the e n d  his 

own imperfection and see the poetry of his cold prudence 

vanish into nothin gness before the light of that which 

has sprung from divine in sanity." 

N one, even of Shelley's m ost relentless censors w ill 

venture to deny him this grand characteristic. It is 

not needful to cite isolated passages, for take his 

writings over and you shall find everywhere dominant 

this un earthly note-in his songs consecrate to Liberty 

of whom he was so passion ate a devotee-in his sublime 

hymn to Love crowned Ki n g  of the Gods i n  

" Epipsychidion," but transcending all in t h e  heavenly 

heights of " Prometheus U nbound " _"" that final triumph 

of his lyrical poetry " as Mr, Symonds has named it

where far aloft in the empyrean of his ethereal world 

Love regent is wed to Liberty ; there, there i ndeed, 

does he strike the stars sublz'mz' vertzce. 

\!\T e find next confronting our en quiry the quality of 

imagi nation, and h ere we shall discover both Shelley's 

greatest strength and greatest weakn ess. Splendid 
and manifold is his gift-over exuberant and lavish 
his use. It  is the splendour and power of h is gift 
that first draws, and then holds for ever, the h earts 
of his readers. The young spirit, n ewly awakened in 
the ench anted gardens of poesy, m ay taste in his first 
thirst of the manly vigour of S cott, of the strange 
magnetism of Byron, of the richness of Milton, but 
mOre wonderful than all  will b e  to him the revelation 
of, this ethereal stream . For Shelley brin gs brightness 
With 1 . , . l l m-a light that never was on land or sea. Ever n:e� orable is the day when first this Ariel burst upon our 
V1SIon 11 . h f 

" , P ) ow 1n t e songs 0 the SPJrItS lll " rometheus 
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Un bound," now in the m oonlit splendours of " Adonais," 
perhaps mo�t quintessential as most endeared of all in 
the whirling dizzy im ages of " The Cloud," who whis. 
pered to Shelley her secret, in accents u nknown before, 
as he sped in his boat over the Thames : 

" That orbed maiden with white fire laden, 
Whom mortals cal l the moon, 

Gl ides gl immering o'er my fleece-l ike floor 
By the midnight breezes strewn ; 

And wherever the beat of her unseen feet, 
Which none but the angels hear, 

May have broken the woof of my tent's thin roof, 
The stars peep beh i nd her and peer ; 

And I laugh to see them whirl and flee, 
Like a swarm of golden bees, 

Wh ile I widen the rent in my wind-built tent 
Til l  the calm rivers, lakes, and seas, 

Like str ips of the sky, fallen through me on h igh, 
Are each paved with the moon and these." 

The similes pour forth fro m  his treasure-house 
im agery, hurriedly marshalled, while he is possessed 
by the daimonic power over which he is rarely him self 
supre me. Seldom does he manifest the god-like 
mastery over his Pegasus that Shakspere, Dante, and 
Beethoven have shown over theirs. Just and true is 
this self- criticism in one of his letters which describes 
some illustrations of Goethe's " Faust." " The artist 
makes one envy his happiness that he can sketch 
such things with calm ness which I only dared look 
at once, and which made my brain swim round 
o nly to touch the leaf on the opposite side of which 
I knew that it was figured." Yet how splendid is such 
weakness ( if weakness it be) ! What would we not give 
for a hundredth p art of such fi ne fire i n  the sixty minor 
poets of our own day exquisite and graceful in phrase 
as so many of them are ! 

Let us take two other examples, one in Shelley's 
most exalted mood, when the coursers of his i m agi nation 

... 
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verily fed with the lightning. We h ave ruthlessly 
see m . f 

it from its context 10 the second act 0 " Prometheus 

�r:oun d." Asia has inquired of Demogorgon, " When 

hn l l the destined hour appear " of the liberation of the 
s a 

world ? 
Delllogorgoll. Behold ! 

ASll! .  The rocks are cloven and through the purple n ight 

I sce cars drawn by rainbow winged-steeds 

Which trample the dim winds : in each there stands 

A wi ld-eyed charioteer urging their flight. 

Some look behind as fiends pursued them there, 

And yet I see no shapes but the keen stars : 

Others, with burn ing eyes, lean forth aud drink 

With eager l ips the w ind of their olVn speed, 

As i f  the  thing they loved fled on before 

And now, even now, they clasped it .  Their bright l ocks 

Stream l ike a comet's flash ing hair : they al l  

Sweep onward." 

The other, in his m ore subdued m anner but scarcely 

less highly wrought, a fragmentary epitaph on Keats : 

" Here rieth one whose name was writ in water ; 

But, ere the breath that could erase it b lew, 

Death in revenge for that fel l  slaughter, 
Death, the immortalising winter, flew 
Ath wart the stream and Time's mouthless torrent grew 

A scroll of crystal, blazoning the name 
Of Adonais." 

The profusion of Shelley's imagination is indeed 
nothing short of m arvellous. From the starry heights 
?f heaven to the " flowering fields " of the world there 
I S. scarce a path his bright feet have not trod. Yet is 
his true hom e in the upper air, nor can any triteness 
m a r  Leigh Hunt's image of him as the skylark. H e  
Would ever be on t h e  wing, away, aloft from the 
storms of earth-

" I t i rked h im  to be here, h e  could not rest." 
:Mysticism is the all-pervading stress of his poetry ; in 
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" Prometheus Un bound," " Epipsychidion," and " 
Triumph of Life . " It is, indeed, the mysticism of Plato 
and Plotinus, and breathes, as Mr Stopford Brooke has 
so beautifully said, " Shelley's passionate sense of th 
Eternal Oneness behind humanity." The expression 
this flowers most finely in the concluding stanzas 
" Adonais," where, as the m ists of familiarity roll a 
for too brief a moment, we are initiated " into that 
blessed est of all visions, that of gazing on simple and 
imperishable and happy visions in a stainless day." 

" The One remains, the many change and pass ; 
Heaven's Lig h t  for ever sh ines, Earth's Shadows fly ; 

Li fe, l ike a dome of many-coloured glass, 
Stains the white radiance of Eternity, 

Unti l  Death tramples it to fragments. Die ! 
If thou wouldst be with that which thou dost seck 

Follow where all is fled ! Rome's azure sky, 
Flowers, ruins, statues, music, words are weak 
The glory they transfuse with fitting truth to speaT" 

" Why l inger, why turn back, why shrink, my Heart ? 
Thy hopes have gone before ; from al l  things here 

They have departed ; thou shouldst now depart ; 
A l ight is past from tbe revolving year, 

And man and woman, and what stil l is dear, 
Attracts to crush, repel s to make thee wh ither. 

The soft sky smi les, the low wind whispers near : 
'Tis Adonais cal l s ! Oh, hasten thither ! 
No more let Life d ivide what Death can join together. 

" That Light whose smile kindles the universe ; 
That Beauty in wh ich al l  things work and move ; 

That Benediction which the ecl ipsing curse 
Of birth can quench not ; that sustaining Love 

Which ,  through the web of being bl indly wove 
By man and beast and earth and air and sea, 

Burns br ight or d im,  as each are mirrors of 
The fire for which all th irst ; now beams on me, 
Consuming the last clouds of cold mortal ity. 
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II The breath whose might I have i nvoked in song 

Descends on me ; my spi rit's bark is d r iven 

Far from the shore, far from the trembling throng 

Whose sails were never to the tempest given . 

Th e mass)' earth an d sphen�d skies are riven : 

I am borne darkly, fearfully afar, 

Whilst, burning through the mid most veil of heaven, 
The soul of Adonais, l ike a star, 
Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are." 

5 7 

In very truth to Shelley had been vouchsafed the 

dream-vision of the Infinite. Strangely does he bring 

to mind the spirit that Jean Paul l�ichter describes in this 

magnificent phantasy, " God called up from dreams 

a man into the vestibule of I-leaven, saying ' Come 

thou hither and behold the glory of my House.' And 

to the servants that stood around his throne he said, 

' Take him, and undress him from his robes of flesh ; 

cleanse h is vision and put a new breath into his nostrils : 

arm him with sail-broad wings for flight. Only touch 
not with any change his human heart, the heart that 
weeps and trembles.' It was done ; and, with a mighty 
angel for his guide, the man stood ready for his infinite 
voyage ;  and from the terraces of heaven, without sound 
or farewell, at once they wheeled away into endless 
space . . . . . .  Suddenly, as thus they rod e from infinite 
to infinite, suddenly, as thus they tilted over abysmal 
worlds, a mighty cry arose that systems more mysteri
ous, worlds more billowy, other heights and other 
depth s were dawning, were nearing, were at hand. 
T�en the man sighed, stopped, shuddered, and wept. 
l-hs overladen heart uttered itself in tears, and he said, 
' Angel, I will go no  further.' For the spirit of man 
acheth under this infinity . . . . . .  for end I see there is 
none '  . . . . . . Then the angel threw up his glorious 
h a n ds to the heaven of heavens, saying, ' End is there 

b
non� to the U ni verse of God ! Lo, also, there i s no 

eglUn ing ! ' " 

VOL . xx. I 
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Here is Shelley's version of the same thought : 

" What is I-I eaven ? A globe of dew 
Fi l l ing in the morning new ; 
Some eyrd flower whose young leaves waken 
On an unimagined world ; 
Constel lated spheres unshaken ; 
Orbits measureless are furled 
In that frail arid fading sphere, 
With ten m i l l ions gathered there 
To tremble, gleam, and clifappear." 

Traces of the spheral m usic occasionally recur 
poems. In " The Recollt:ction "  we have : 

" That seldom heard mysterious sound 
W h i ch d riven on i t s  d i u rn al round 

The world e n k indles on i ts way. "  
Or again : 

" Like stops of planetary m usic heard in t rance." 

But by rr. any this etherealness, this impalpableness, 
is deemed a grave defect. They sigh for more frequent 
warmth and colour, and would fai n  rest on the glenside 
with Scott or buffet the billows with Byron ; and, they 
ask, " Has this mysticism any grand claim that it should 
lord it  over others ? ',' Let us hear one competent to 
j ndge on the matter, one who combines in h i mself in a 

marked degree the qualities of mystic, poet and critic. 
" The truths of mysticism," says M. l\Iaeterlinck. 
" h ave a strange privilege over ordinary truths. They 
neither grow old nor die. There is no truth which did 
not one morning come dov.m upon this world lovely in 
strength and youth, and covered with the fresh and 
wondrous dew whi:ch l ies on things unspoken : to -day 
you m ay pass through the infirmaries of the human 
soul where all thoughts come day by day to die, but 
you will not find there a single mystic thought. They 
have the immunity of the angels of Swedenborg, who 
progress conti nually toward the spring of their youth, 
60 that the oldest angels appear the youngest." 
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"Vhy else has Time robbed u s  of the whole o f  Crabbe, 

h half of Byron, and leaves but a few broken frag

�:nts of Pope and his school ? And, sad as the 

thought m ay be, i t  is doubtful whether more than half 

of Ten nyson will live or o ne-third of Browning. For 

that based on fleeting fa!>hion must pass quickly away ; 

only what is well-founded on th e  nether rocks of 

eternal truth can stand the wear and tear of Time. 

A discussion of Shelley's metres might fill 

volumes, for their novelty and varit:ty are unparalleled, 

unless by Mr Swinburne-" Shelley's heir " in the 

matter of rhyth m, as he has truly been named. But 

though Shelley'S gift of verbal m usic does n ot con

sti tute his chief clai m to th e poet's laurel-wreath, i t  is 

nevertheless one of his greatest endowments. Many who 
deny him any other meed, acknowledge that he is " lyric 

lord of England." For what is so remarkable about 
his poetry in this respect is that it  displays aston ishing 
power over both harmony and melody. The German 
and Ital ian schools are sharply defined i n  music, and 
hardly less clear is a similar distinction i n  poetry. In 
our own day Tennyson stands chief  among melodists, 
Browning among harmonists. " The Lotos-Eaters " is 
not more truly musical than " Abt Vogl er," nor is 
" Orfeo " than " Egmont." The eighteenth century 
poets were chiefly melodists, while in the sixteenth 
and seventeen th Milton and Shakspere. in their diverse 
ways, stand out as the grandest masters of harmony, 
the latter being also an incomparable melodist. 

We can only touch briefly on some of Shelley's chief 
experiments. Blank verse and the Spenseriall stanza 
w i.n suffice to shew the quality of his handling of metre. 
B ls blank verse is the precursor of the Tennysonian ��nne:, and yet is strangely linked at times with 

tlton s organ-like utterance. 
. Sprin g has been often crowned, but ever before with 

SUch a wreath as Shelley offers in these opening lines 
of th e second act of " Prometheus Unbound " ? 
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" Fro� all the  blasts of Heaven thou hast descended : 
Yes, l ike a sp irit, l ike a thought which makes 
Unwonted tears t h rong to the horny eyes, 
And beati ngs haunt the desolated heart 
Whic.:h should have learnt repose : thou hast descended 
Cradled in tempest ; thou dost wake, 0 Spri ng, 
A child of many winds ! As suddenly 
Thou comest as the memory of a d ream, 
Which now is sad because it has been sweet ; 
Like genius, or l ike joy which ri seth up 
As from the earth, clothing with golden clouds 
The desert of our life." 

Of the Spenserian stanzas, two examples will suffice ; 
one in the beautiful dedication stanza, prefaced to the 
" Revolt of Islam " : 

" So now my summer task is ended, Mary, 
And I return to thee, my own heart's home, 

As to h is  Queen some Victor Knight of Faery, 
Earning bright  spoils for her enchanted dome ; 

Nor thou d isdain ,  that ere my fame  became 
A star among the stars of mortal night-

If it indeed may cleave its natal gloom-
Its doubtful prom ise thus I would unite 
With thy beloved name, thou chi ld of love and light ." 

These are wonderful lines for a youth of nineteen, 
but far more wonderful is the subtle blending of vowels 
in these later verses from " Adonais " : 

" Out of her secret Paradise she  sped 
Through camps and cities rough with stone and sted ; 
And human h earts, which to her aery tread, 

Yielding not wounded the  inv is ib le  
Palms of  her tender feet  where'er they fel l  ; 

And barbed tongues, and thoughts more sharp than th ey, 
Rent the  soft form they never could repel, 

Whose sacred blood l i ke the young tears of l\Tay 
Paved with eternal flowers that undeserving way." 

We come in due course to the fourth grand charac
tfiristic of the ideal poet-that of an intimate knowledge 
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_ the hum an hearL It is at th is point that so m any 
or 

t co m pany with Shelley. " His themes are devoid of 
par 

an interest," they say ; " in painting the splendours 
h u m  1 ·  h . h I · f h 

f th e cloud- rac <, m c antmg t e g ones 0 t e tempest 
o 

e admit his is a master-hand , but with the solitary 
W

,,-ception of " The Cenci," which stands as a Matter

�orJ1 am ong his fellows, we feel th at he has tarried too 

long with the " Witch of Atlas " and the spirits of 

the earth and m oon to give us anything tangible and 

human."  This, doubtless, expresses the opin ion of the 

ordinary reader of Shelley, and indeed is the impression 

one derives from the first perusal of his poems ; but 

there are two things that help to form this erroneous 

conception-the iridescence and g litter of his magic 

verse and the novelty of the themes of which he treats. 

It has been said, by one of the chief of living poets 

that, if we measure life by heart-beats, Shelley must 

have crowded an im mense sum of quintessential life 

into hi!; thirty years, and in truth an acquaintance with 

Shel ley ' s lyrics alone produces a feeling of wonderment 
at the throbs and pulsations of that " Cor Cordium." 
For his was a singularly chameleonic temperament. 
Almost in one breath we find songs of divinest ecstasy 
and saddest heartbreak. Many open with a ringing, 
merry note and die away into mournfullest melancholy. 
We contrast the triumphan t strains of the choruses of 
" Prometheus "  and " Hellas," and th e perfect joyous
ness of " The golden gates of sleep un bar " with " The 
Stanzas written in dejection near Naples," and the 
pathetic lines entitled " The Past." And yet we main
tain strenuously that the trend of Shelley's poetry is 
tOwards hope-eternal hope in the ultimate triumph of 
good over evil : PQVT£<; eifJ-' €uB"lI.wv a'Yw�wv he inscribed 
at the beginning of " Hellas," and the poem closes with 
thrilling prophecy. 

.Early in life, had he enlisted in the greatest of all 
stnfes " Th L·b . W f H ·  . 
!I . ' e 1 eratlOn ar 0 uma11lty," and, lIke 

e1ne, was a " brilliant, a most effective soldier," and 
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sweet trumpeter withal . For he loved his fellow men, 
and they filled h is poetry--not as boon companions but 
as possible fel low-travellers to eternity. Greece Was 

the Source of his i n spiration, yet he revivified not a hot. 
house classicism which must vanish away-but the 
grand ideals which are the true and eterna l  heritage 
that Grp,ece has left the world-courage, patriotism, 
love of beauty, love of truth . " vVe are all Greeks," 
he cries in his preface to " Hellas " ;  " our laws, our 
l iterature, our religion, our arts have their root i n  
Greece. B u t  for G reece, Rome, the instructor, the 
conqueror, the metropolis of our ancestors, would have 
spread no illumination w i th her arms, and we m ight 
still have been idolaters ; or, what is worse, have 
arrived at such a stagnant and miserable state of social 
institutions as China and Japan possess." 

To SheIJey, as to Perseus of old, had appeared the 
vision of Pallas Athene charging him to slay the 
enemies of gods and men, and nobly" did he respond 
to the charge : 

" I vowed that I would dedicate my powers 
To thee and thine : have I not kept the vow ? 
With beatin g  heart and streaming eyes, even now 

I caU the  ph"ntoms of a thousand hours 
Each from h is  voiceless grave. They have in  v is ioned bowers 

Of stud ious zeal or love's del ight 
Outwatched with me the envious n ight ; 
They know that never joy i l l llmed any b row 

Unlinked with hope that thou wouldst free 
Th is  world from its dark slavery ; 
That thou, 0 awful Lovel i ness ! 
Wouldst give whate'er these wurds cannot express."  

His passion for reforming the world was always 
dominant, but his attempts to put his glorious ideas 
into practice will provoke a smile from many. H e  was 
an ardent adVOCate for l-Iome- Rule in Ireland, and, 
when quite a youth, fared thither, delivering speeches 
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nd promu1gating political tracts. He did not see the 

;ruit of his toil, but he  never fainted in  his endeavours 

nd was sanguine  to the end. 
a 

•. Love was the only law Shelley recognised," says 

l\1r Symonds.  " Unterrified by the grim realities of 

pain and crime revealed in nature and society, he held 

fast to the belief that if we could but pierce to the core 

of th ings, if we would but be what we might be, the 

world and men would both attain to perfection in eternal 

love." His vision of this new heaven and earth is grandly 

set forth in the third and fourth acts of " Prometheus 

Unbou n d  "-" The Atlantis of Man emancipated " - an d  

the stra i n with which h e  concludes, will ring a s  a battle

c ry for endless ages : 

" To su ffer woes w h i ch Hope th inks  infin i te, 

To forgive wrongs darker than death or n ight, 

To defy power tbat seems omnipotent, 

To love and bear, to hope t i l l  b ope creates 

From its own wreck the thing i t  contemplates ; 

Neither to change, nor  fal ter, nor repent ; 

This l ike thy glory, Titan , is to be 

Good, great, and joyous, beautiful and free. 

Th is  is alone L i fe, Joy, Empire, Victory ! "  

But alongside of this passion ate hope in manki nd 

is a deep despair of  himself, and thIS  apparent paradox 

fi nds beautiful expression in  these inimitable self

revealing lines from " The Hymn to Intel lectual 

Beauty " :  

" Wh om Spir i t  fair, thy spe l l s  d i d  bind 

To fear h imself and l OVe al l  human kind." 

. In h is knowledge of the human heart we shall 
d i scover m uch in Shelley akin to the work of such 
ad . ml tted masters as Dante, Shakespere, and Bu nyan in 
�Cn turies past, and Mark Rutherford and Olive Schreiner 
In O U r  O w n  day. 
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Like a l ightning flash at m idnight came 
stupendous l ines as : 

Or  

" None with firm sneer trod out in h i s  own heart 
The sparks of love and hope, t i l l  there remained 
Those b itter ashes, a soul self-consumed." 

" Self-contempt  bitterer to d rink than blood." 

Or, again, in that vivid picture of the sin-stricken world 
in " Prometheus Un bound " : 

" In each human heart terror survives 
The ruin i t  has gorged : the loftiest fear 
Al l that they wou ld disdai n  t o  think were true : 
Hypocrisy and custom make thei r minds 
The fanes of  m any a worsh i p  now outworn ; 
They dare not devise good for man's estate, 
And yet they know not that they do not dare. 
The good want power but to weep barren tears. 
The powerful goodness want : worse need for them . 
The wise want love ; and those who love want "' isdolU ; 
And al l  best th i ngs are thus confused to  ill. 
M any are strong and rich, an d would be just, 
But l i ve among their sutreri ng fel low-men 
As if none fell ; they know not what they do." 

We stand aston ished at the mental grasp 
breadth of vision here manifest in one who died ere he 
was thirty years of age. 

Shelley's thought is inconceivably swift. The same 
quality which gained for Browning the title of " obscure," 
h as \\ton for Shelley the name of " incoherent." 
But such popular epithets always require a close 
in vestigation. Diffuse and incoherent he is, certainly, 
in the poems of his immaturity-" Queen Mab " and 
" The Revolt of Islam "-but the very faults of youth dis
played in  these gave promise, which has had glori()u� 
fulfi l ment. We have, of course, to become accustomed 
to the peculiar touch of the hand and trick of voice 
which every poet worthy of the n ame bears so unmis
takaply. We know at once the " indescribable gusto " 
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f Shakespere, the stately march of Milton, the rich 

� ful l-throated ease " of Keats, the calm and soothing 

tterance of Wordsworth, the sweet melodiousness and 

U race of Tennyson, and the peculiarly i nvigorating force 

�f Drowning. Yet we recognise more speedily, perhaps, 

than any, the " iridescent shim mers and luxuriant 

arabesques " of Shelley's verse. The long pr]UH> i n  

" Prometheus " seem a t  first bewildering until w e  have 

grown familiar with Shelley's manner, when they will 

appear wonderful models of lucid and cogent reasoning. 

l-:l is was a singularly versatile intellect. Early i n  

l i fe w e  find h i m  devoted t o  the study o f  chemistry and 

al most doing hi mself to death in his researches, Natural 

science had always a great fascination for h i m, and 

with th is golden key he hoped to unlock many mysteries. 

" Astronomy is  working above and geology below," 

he said to his friend Trelawney. " In a few centuries 

we shall make a beginning." 
In later years m oral science and metaphysics allured 

h im, and 1\1rs Shelley asserts th at, had her husband 
l ived, he would  have given us a system of philosophy 
as vast and as illuminating as that of Herkley or  Kant, 
and Shelley himself, in one of his letters, declares that he 
thinks poetry very subordinate to moral science. His  
prose writings come indeed to the reader first beholding 
this new luminary as a startl ing- revelation.  Then, 
more than at any other time, are we likely to under
stand A rnold's astonishing verdict that these albeit noble 
examples of weighty and impassioned prose are likely 
to stand  the wear and tear of t ime longer than his 
�oetry ? Happily for us, " Dis aliter visum " and 
Shel ley's genius found its true groove in poesy. 

That " Prometheu s Unbound " and " The Cenci " 
were executed in one year is sufficient proof of the 

h
g,ran d order of Shelley's m ind and the rare rapidity of 

IS cam " . , POSItIOn. Trelawney tells us of the eagerness WIth '1 ' 1 . \\ He 1 he set to work " on a book or a pyra-m Id of bool' h ' 1 ' " '-s : IS eyes g IsteIl lng WIth an energy 
VOL, XX. K 
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as fierce as that of the most sord id gold-digger who 
works at a rock of quartz, crush ing his way through all 
impediments, no grain of the pure o re escaping his 
scrutiny." Nor was his power of exposition less than 
that of assimilation . Who can forget, to quote Trel awney 
once again,  the picture of the first meeting with Shelley. 
" The poet shoved off from the shore of common-place 
which could not interest him,  and, fairly launched on a 
theme that did, hold ing this sea-farer and the company 
till they were spell-bound with in the shadowy halls," 
while he opened their eyes to the glories of Calderon's 
' Magico Prodigioso.' ' ' 

But beyond, above, transcending all things else 
th at we have touched upon must be taken into account 
the magical and undying charm of Shelley's personality, 
which has en thralled minds so diverse as Browning 
and Mr Swinburne, Lord Macaulay and Thomas 
Cooper-that presence which we can never dis
sociate from the writings in which i t  is enshrined. 
1'< The flushed, feminine and artless face of the < eternal 
child, '  holding out both his hands in  welcome " j the 
altruist, who would ever " treat people not as they ZlJe1'e, 
but as they m<R'ht be, and so improve them as far as 
they could be im proved " j " the  friend of the unfriended 
poor" and the good angel of Byron. 

We seem to see him still, gliding among the pine 
forests that skirt the Gulf of Lerici, fleeing from those 
who loved him and whom he loved that he nJ ight 
commune with lake and sky and mountain, and tell us 
of their most wordless converse j then, swept away in 
that my sterious death with the burthen of his life-song 
()n his lips ; 

.< What is life ? what is death ? what al'e we ? 
That when the s l J ip sinks, we n o  longer may be ! " 

We would not slur over all his faults, nor acquit 
him of the one great blot on his life-the desertion of 
Harriet Westbrook-of which the avenging furies never 

J. 
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ft him , No otheF explanation is adequate for the 

le ssion ate regret of some of his lyrics. The charm 

P; his personality, the potency of his verse, cannot 
o . h t all h is paths stralg t .  
se . 

Surely, Colendge and F .  W. Robertson were right 

when they said that what S11elley needed most of an 

was " to be seated at the feet of Jesus ." We hav e  

endeavoured to shew that, a s  poet, he  fulfils to a n  

extraordinary degree the ideal, a n d  that he is, in  this 

respect, most effectl l al .  But ,you may find everything 

in the chambers of h is peerless imagery but that which 

we love most of all-rest. 

H Less oft i s  pence in Shelley's mind 
TlIan cal m i n  waters seen " 

is the conclusion of one of his daintiest, airiest lyrics. 

For he rej ected the only way of peace j and, though 

there were faint gleams on the road, the l ight never 

burned surely af.ld steadily for him.  H e  essayed to 

climb, with aching heart and wearied limbs, that terrible 
path which is whitened w ith the bones of so m any 
travellers-the p.ath of self-sufficience. And yet we 
may fairly conclude that, as for the hunter in Olive 
Schreiner's allegory, so for Shelley, too, there felL 
at the last a fe'ather from the white bird Truth, and 
that he died holding it. A great defender of the 
faith in Ollr own day, Robert Browning, writes in  hig. 
noble apprecia tion of the poet, " L  would consideli 
Shelley 's poetry as a subli me fragmentary essay to
wards a presentment of the correspondency of the 
universe to, Deity, of the natural to the spiritual, of the 
actual to the ideal." 

Yes, those who- are wont to braJOd Shelley with 
anoth er name, a name, indeed, which he once took 
up. , 1 In youth ful defiance, will do well to remember 
bat gra t ' " 
too

' . < ,11 l l1 g  the truth of th e1r premlses, by t:ebels, 

S
'L. '  God s work is done. For we cannot doubt that 
uell cy' . . s message 1S more than hum.an . We mark a 
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steady advance in his attitude toward religion .  Very 
sign ificant is this note from his boyish tirade " Q ueen 
Mab " ;  " The hypothesis of a Pervading Spirit co-eternal 
with the Universe rem ains unshaken." So we see him 
at the outset separated by many a league from the 
materialist. Again,  is there a further advance in the 
beautiful paragraph prefaced to " The Revolt of Islam," 
ending " Love is celebrated everywhere as the sole law 
that should govern the moral world ." 

Interspersed here and there in his later poems we find 
such glorious truths dim-descried as 

" Death i s  the veil which those who l i ve call l i fe j 

Or 
They sleep and · i t  is l i fted." 

" The spirit of the worm beneath the sod 
I n  love: and worsi J ip blends itself w i th God." 

011; agai n, 
" All rose to do th e  task He set to. each 

v.Vh o  s haped us to His ends and not our own." 

W t" give him too great thanks that in the subl ime 
fragment of the prologue to " Hellas " there is higher 
promin ence given t o  " the Name that is above every 
name. And are we building a " baseless fabric " i n  
believing that something m ore than an  appreciation o f  
art i s  shewn in the following description of a picture 
by Correggio ? 

" There was one painting, i ndeed, by this master, 
� Christ beautified,' inexpressibly fine. It is a half
figure seated o n  a m ass of clouds, tinged with an 
ethereal, rose-like lustre ; the 'arms are expanded ; the 
whole frame seems dilated with expression ; tlte co?t1ztelt
ance ts heavy as z"t were wz"th the wezght of the rapture of 
the spt"rit ;. the lips parted, but scarcely parted, with the 
breath of intense, but regulated, passion ; the eyes are 
calm and benignant ; the whole features harmonized in 
majesty and sweetness." 

" How willingly," cries De Qui ncey, " would Chris
tianity say to one who could write thus, remembering 

1 ' 1 1 ' ... ------
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toO, the intense zeal and earnestness of h is nature, 

' Cum taliS sis, utin am n oster esses . '  " But the obverse 

of the great truth " Love is God," " Love reigns," which 

he reiterates so passionately, he conld n ot see. It was 

reserved for a later athlete, on who m  Shelley'S mantle  

fell,  to set his face steadfastly for the goal and not 

falter in the race, but come back triumphantly asserting : 

,. I have gone t h e  w h ole  IOund of creation, I spoke as I saw 

Reported as man may of God's wo rk-All s love, yet all's law ' 

" COllamur tenues grandia " must be the cry of all 

who have essayed to i mpart to others what Shelley has 

been to them. Let us n ow end by delighting ourselves 

with the triumphant apostrophe in \I\!hich Browning pays 

early homage to his liege l ord, the first utterance of 

the one who was just steadying his wings for loftier 

flights to the other, whom the jealous sea snatched so 

cruelly away ere h is crescent had attained to the 

fullness of its splendour. More than all other words do 

they reveal the peculiar radiance of " the poet's poet j " 

beyond all, do they breathe the mingled infi nite regret 

and hopefuiness, which they feel who behold, as in a 

vision " the slope of green access " by the tomb of 

Ceslius, where all that is mortal of Shelley lies buried � 

" Sun-treader, l i gh t and l ife be t h i n e  for ever ! 
Thou art gone from us j years go by and Spd n g  
Gladdens," a n d  the young earth i s  beautiful � 
Yet lhy songs come not, other bards arise, 
)Jut none l ike thee ; they stand, thy majesties 

Like m i ghty works which tell some spi rit there 

I J a th  sat,  regardless of n eglect and scorn, 
T i l l ,  its long t,lsk completed, i t  hath risen 
And left us-never to" return." 

J. W. S. 
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LET bat:dies, write an.' bardies sing .. 
Let ilk his luve declare ; 

An' ilk his vaun tie praises bring,. 
Fair tribute' tae nis fair r 

:But hech ! an' heeh ! for I hae fan" 
The bonniest l ass 01 a' ! 

Auld N ature"s sel', sin' time began 
N ae sic anither sa� ! 

0' a' the fl'ouirs that deck the glen" 
0' a' upo' the brae, 

0' ilka flouir the Rielans ken, 
There's nCllne tnat blooms as gay. 

There's n ane that bJooms as, gCllY, my lads
There's nane that blooms as gay ; 

There's no a flouir ye ken, my lads, 
That ever blossomed sae' ! 

l.et a' the bardies write am' sing ! 
Let ilk his luve declare ! 

They hanna ane in a' the ring 
Wi' Jeame tae compare ! 

L. H.-s'. 

I n n ��
--------------------------------------

'Itn jNtmotfam 
ALEXANDER WADE GILL, 

BO'Y'n 17 Mm'cn 18i9, 
Cvmmf1tced re,idence 1 Odobel 1897, 

Died in h,s rooms, F, New Court, 9 November 1897. 

FROM open i n g  n ovelty of l ife, 
from acade m i c  strain and strife, 

his Fresh man's Tenn unk�pt, 
h e passed ; and, leaving woe and pain, 
as bent some happier scene to gain 
wh ere hopes no m ore sh ould bud in vain, 

the gentle student slept. 

vVhen storms along the welkin rave, 
the bark too frail to breast the w.ve 

wil l  run fo r port instead : 
thus, sh u n n i n g  l ife' s  rough energies, 
he went in peace, and takes w ith ease 
the l ast an d h ighest ot Degrees, 

a m ong the honoured dead. 
W. E. H.  

SET thy pale l ips,  d i m -veiled Grief, t o  song, 
m ak i n g  soft m elody for one who dwelt 
a l i ttle space amongst us, who had felt 

scarce aught of thi s  world's b itterness and wrong. 

His youthful ear so m e  fleeting n utes h ad caught 
of that refrain the Kindly Mother sings. 
True answers to his fond i m agini ngs 

Woke i n  the echoes of each old-world court. 

Here m i ght he darkly, toi lfully h ave known 
of wisdom, wh at her beauty is and worth . 
H i s  knowledge is m ade perfect. Far from Earth 

the God of Wisdom claims him for His own. 

P. L. B. 
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Contjllfwl/1'01/l p. 2 I.) 

HE 'Rentals' or classified Accounts of the 
College form an imposing array of volumes. 
The series is practically complete since 1540, 
and there are one or two volumes containing 

accounts for earlier years. At first sight it might 
appear as if the most interesting details could be 
gleaned from them. The estates of the College are 
arranged in each annual statement by Counties. The 
name of the tenant and the rent of each holding are 
entered year by year. In some cases a slight 
description of the property is added. We might be 
led to hope that if we extracted the items with regard 
to any selected estate, that we could form a list of 
tenants and from the rents learn how the value of land 
in the district had varied in the course of centuries. 
But this hope has to be abandoned on examination. 
The rents remain practically unaltered for long series of 
�ears, the tenants in many cases seem immortal. This 
IS explai d' 

. 
S ne 111 the curious memorandum by Dr William 

amuel p 11  
J 7) 

owe (Master of the College from 1765 to 
\V� 5t con the College Accounts, which is printed ill 

a Jollows. 
VOL. xx. T 
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A brief explanation of the method of letting the 
lege estates will help to make this memorandum clearer. 
The College property was as a rule let on leases at small 
rents for terms of 21 to 40 years, the tenant main .. 
tain ing all buildings and executing all repairs. It seems 
likely that in most cases the lessee was not the actual 
occupier, but a substantial man in the district, frequently 
a landowner himself. Probably he sublet the College 
property to the actual farmer and made a profit on the 
transaction as middlemen are wont to do. These leases 
were renewable at intervals, generally every q. years, 
on surrender of the old lease and payment of a money 
fitle down, amounting to between two and three times the 
rackrent or full letting value of the land. The rents 
reserved were the same in successive leases, and the 
College at first shared in the increased prosperity of 
the kingdom by the rise in the fines, which as we have 
seen depended on the actual value of the land. 

But by an Act of Parliament, known as Sir Thomas 
Smith's Act, passed in the 18th year of the reign of 
Queen Elizabeth (1 575-6), one-third part of the fixed 
rent had to be paid in wheat and malt. In the words 
of the Act " that is to say in good wheat after 6s. 8d. 
the quarter or under and good malt after 5S. the quarter 
or under." 

The effect of this enactment may be illustrated by 
the first lease of College property which came under 
the Act. An estate known as Danthorpe in Holderness 
had been let at the annual rent of £3 6s. Bd. After the 
passing of the Act the tenant had to pay £ 2  4S. 2d. in 
m oney (two thirds of the ol d rent) and in addition three 
quarters of wheat an d four bushels of malt. Three 
quarters of wheat at 6s. Bd. make up £ I and four bushels 
of malt at Ss. the quarter makes 2S. 6d., a total of 
£ 1 2S. 6d., which with the money rent makes up the old 
rent of £ 3 6s. 8d. But the tenant now paid the money 
rent plus the cash value of the wheat and malt according 
to the best price of those commodities in Cambridge on 
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market Jay preceding Quarter day. Bursars were 
th� have arranged that very choice samples should 
saId to .. 1 . Tl h 

1: thcOming on these cntlCa occaSlOns. lUS, as t e 
be lor . 

. of wheat and malt rose so dId the rent payable 
pnce 

the farms increase. The Act stipulated that this 
from . , 

. ble one-thIrd or • corn money should be expended 
van a 
b the College "to the use of the relief of the commons 

y d diet of the College." Commons meant the allow

:�ce for meals for all who participated in the COl:ege 

revenues, whether Master, Fellow, Scholar or Slzar. 

As prices improved we learn fro m  Dr. Powell's Memo

randum, the increase of these corn rents was more than 

sufficient for the Commons. And to use the surplus 

a weekly money payment to the Master, Fellows and 

Scholars, with the name of " Praeter," was introduced. 

The amount of this allowance seems to have been from 

IS. to IS. 6d. a week for a Fellow. The rents received 

in this way were entered in the' Rental' of the College. 

The other item of revenue fro m  the estates, the 

amount received by way of fi nes on the renewal of leases 
was dealt with in another way. The late Prof. Thorold 
Rogers told the present writer that he knew of but 
few instances at Oxford or Cambridge where any 
statement as to the expenditure of the fine money had 
been preserved .  With us at St. John's the Record has 
only been kept since II J ames I (16 1 3). The fines were 
not entered and accounted for in the Rentals or general 
accounts of the College, but are entered in a book by 
themselves. At first each Bursar gives but one state
ment accounting for the fine m oney received and 
�xpended during his term of office. A balance sheet, 
III fact sh ' 1 . 
th 

' eWll1g W lat he must pay over to Ius successor, 

b
e actual Current account being kept in those private 

ooks or 1 . 
I Oose sheets of whlch D r  Powell speaks. 

m 
n the earlier years of which a record exists this fine 

oney Was d .. 
who a mIlllstered by the Master and Seniors 

voted s 
FeUo 

urns of money, by the name of ' vales,' to 
Ws of the College who were leaving it, for the 
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entertainment of Royal and other distinguished visi 
t o  Cambridge, or in gifts in aid of Fellows and Scholars 
in time of sickness. 

But in January 1 62� the practice was introduced 
dividing the fine m oney of the previous year in a 
Dividend to the Master and Fellows. The Junior 
Fellows receiving a 'Dividend,' the eight Senior 
Fellows a Dividend and a half, and the Master three 

Dividends. In the first year £ 671 3s. 4d. was thus 
distributed. The first occasion on which the actual 
amount of ' Di.vidend' is mentioned is in the year 1756, 
when it appears that the ' Dividend' of the year was 
£ 40 and the total amount distributed was £ 2370. The 
prst Dividend therefore was pl'obab�y about £ 10. 

Dr. Powell'll Memorandum is pn;}served in two little 
note books. It ends abruptly and has a few blanks. 
It is not improbable that it is a fair, but incomplete 
copy fro m  some ' loose sheets: His criticisms resulted 
in a complete remodelling of the form of the College 
Accounts. In the year 1 no and for subsequent years 

.l d the accounts shew the rents due, those actually receive 
and those in arreaI'. The fine m oney is entered with 
the otheI' revenues. The accounts are added up, so 
that from that date onwards we know the income and 
expenditure of the College for each yeaI'. About that 
time the total College inG«me was £ 6000 a year, and 
the College was investing its savings in India 
Annuities and South Sea Annuities. In July 1 765 the 
College for the first time started a banking account 
with S ir FFancis Gosling and Company, London, an 
account whiGh is open still. 

' 

The names of several Bursars are mentioned by 
Dr Powell and it m ay be useflll to give the periods 
puring which they held offioe. 

Pr John Fogg was Bursar fro m  1738 to 1747: he 
became Rector of Spofforth, Yorks, and a Prebendary of 
York and Ripon. Dr.John Green was Bursar from 
J747 to 171-9: 4e was pre�enteq 1:>1 tl�e Colle�e to the 
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Y of Barrow, Suffolk, and was afterwards Bishop 
Rector 

Lincoln . Dr John Taylor was Bursar from 1749 to 

of 8' 
he was presented by the College to the Rectory 

175 . 
of Staplehurst, Kent, in 17 59· J oseph Cardale was 

r from 1759 onwards: he was presented by the 
Bursa 

. 

College to the Rectory of Houghton Conquest, Bedford-

shire in 1767' 

Dr powell is somewhat severe in h is strictures on 

the College officers whose accounts he passed under 

review. No doubt he knew his men and had reasons 

for his remarks. But it is possible to account for some 

of the faults of the accounts, at least in the beginning, 

in another way. To the present writer it seems at 

least probable that in the earlier days of College history 

the Rentals were not regarded as, or intended to be, 

a co mplete financial statement of the income and 

expenditure of the College, but as a record that the 

payments directed to be m ade by the College Statutes 

had been duly made. This accounts for their extreme 

length in some instances and remarkable brevity in 

others. The Fellows of the College were by Statute 

paid 13s. 4d. annually under the three heads of C orn, 

Livery and Stipend, and the whole list of Fellows is 

entered three times with the amount of 13S. 4d. credited 

to each, although as Dr. Powell says it would have 

been as clear to have used three lines. This accounts 

for the Auditor being in �uch a hurry to enter rents 
up that l}e copied them whether received or not. It 
e�Plains why the accounts were never added up. If 
t er� was an overplus that was n o  concern of the 
A�dltor, its expenditure lay outside the Statutes, which 
saId nothing about such things, and with the Master 
i1nd Seniors. 

Reasons for altering the form of the accounts of the 

College, drawn up in the year 1769 by Dr Powell, the 

Master, and preserved here, because they may help to 
make the old accounts less obscure. It seems very

' 
convenientl indeed, almost necessary, to 
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challge the  form in which the accounts of the College 
for the following reasons :-

r. These accounts are much longer than use requires, and 
th erefore laborious to the Burs-lr and Auditor who transcribe 
them and tedious to the Master and Seniors who read them. 

2. Notwithstanding their length, they trust much to the 
memory, and are immethodical, intricate and obscure. 

3· Notwithstanding their length, they are very defective' 
omitting considerable sums, o r  the particulars which compos� 
them, and breaking off without forming any conclusion. 

4-. They are incorrect; constantly incorrect in small matters, 
and liable to be so in greater. 

5· Such parts as are correct, yet carry in them the appear
ance of error o r  fraud. 

6. Several parts of the accounts being kept only in the 
Bursar's private books or on loose papers are liable to be lost. 

Some of the  facts, on wh ich each of these reasons is founded, 
and some of the damages which the  College has suffered from 
the  want of a better method shall be briefly mentioned. 

I.  r. That part of the general account which is designed 
t o  contain the rents payable in money, expresses the situation 
of each estate with some little description of it, the names� of 
the tenants, even of those who pay only quit-rents of a penny or 
two yearly, the times when these payments are due, and other 
particulars. But the labour of preparing this account, which 
extends through nineteen long pages, and is transcribed twice 
in every year, is so great that the Auditors finding it difficult 
to be performed during the Audit, have long had a custom of 
writing this part of the rental, before the rents are paid or the 
accounts can be made up. They have copied it constantly from 
the account of the p receding year and usually without any 
attention to the changes that have happened in the circumstances 
of the estates or the names of the tenants. The descriptions 
therefore of the several leaseholds being for the most part the 
same, which were given two hundred years ago, are now become 
useless or deceitful. An estate near the  College still continues to 
be described as a stone-house with a garden and stable ; though 
not one stone of the original house is left, and instead of the 
garden there is a street of nine or ten houses, which have stood 
so long that they seem to be ready to fall down. And the names 
of the tenants in the manors have been copied without alteration 
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ear to year till most of their families are extinct or dis

(rOm X their names forgotten in the parishes, the lands which 
Perse , 11 1 d h ' . . 

ossessed who y un {t10wn, an t e qlllt-rents iSS Uing out 

��e{h�m irrecoverably l ost. This negligence could never have 

o suffered to continue so many years, if the Master and Seniors 

�e� not been as averse to the trouble of examining such long 

a�counts, as the Auditors were to that of correcting them. 

2. Another long and useless part of the rental is that in 

wh ich the quantities of corn payable yearly to the College seem 

to be particularly expressed. The 44th and two following 

pages are filled wiLh the lists of the corn-rents.
. 

But thes� lists 

are copied every year from those of the preced1l1g year Without 

examination or correcti on. There are in them many mistakes 

both of the names of the tenants and of the quantities of corn 

they pay; of which mistakes some have contioued . . . .  years, 

oLhers have lately crept in. The total sums at the bottom of 

the long lists do not correspond with the sums which seem to  

compose them. Whether they correspond with th€ sums, which 

ought to be set above them has not of late years been known to  

any of  those who should have examined the  accounts. But 

these mistakes have injured nobody. The three pages we are 

considering are entirely insignificant. Whether they be right 

or wrong, they affect no payment or balance between the 

tenants and the Bursar, or  the Bursar and the College. All the 

accounts of the corn-rents are really settled in quite a different 

form. 
3. In stating the expenses of the College, many parts ought 

to be much shortened. The 27th and 28th pages contain every 

ye�r exactly the same small sums. In the 29th and 34th every 
article is always alike; only t he  number of them is varied by 
the nnmber of vacant fellowships. These four pages would be 
represented as clearly in four lines. 

. n. Bnt though these accounts seem to be drawn iut so 
mll1utely )'et th h' . 

, ere are many t ll1gs necessary for the  nght 
understandino- f 1 .

, I 
. 

t b 0 even t le pnnclpa parts of them, which are 
rusted to th 

trad' 
. c memory, and are left to be delivered down by 

ILlon only' ' f h d ' 
a � . ' or 1 t ey can be Iscovered without such 

. Slstancc it b b 
and I 

must e y a laborious search into the private books 
Oose papers of the Bursar and the l eases to  the tenants. 

I. Thus in t h  the rent f 
e 19 pages of the rental before mentioned, 

S o about 140 leasehold estates have been continually, 
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and are still, set down every year just as they stood before 
18th of Q. Elizabeth j though soon after that year 
part of the old rents issuing out of near a hundred of these 
estates, was turned into corn according to the direction of an 
act of Parliament. No notice is taken in the account of these 
changes. There is no mark to distinguish the 100 estates 
where the payments in money have been diminished, from th� 

40 where they remain the same. The Bursar here makes him. 
self debtor to the College for the whole old rents of them all ; 
and repays himself what has been abated from those rents in 
other parts of his account. But it might puzzle a man not 
conversant in this intricate method to find where this recom
pence is made. Nor indeed would the books, were we to search 
carefully through them all, discover to us the whole of it. But 
the greatest part of it is to be found, though very obscurely and 
intricately expressed, in the last page of the rental. There the 
Bursar accounts for the wheat and malt payable to the College, 
and deducting from the present price of these grains the price 
allowed for them by Queen Elizabeth's act, he thus receives 
again what was cut off from the old rents, when the corn was 
added, or what he had in the former part of the book put down 
too much. This would set the matter right, were the corn bere 
accounted for, the whole that has been reserved by our leases 
in compliance with the act of the 18th of Elizabeth, and were 
all the old rents conti�ued in the rental without alteration. 
But neither the one nor the other is true. The Bursar receives 
annually 18 quarters of wheat included in this account j from 
the price of which he deducts six pounds, to repay himself so 
much more of what was overcharged among the ancient rents, 
and then he distributes the remainder of the value o f  this corn 
to Master and Fellows. This is done constantly and properly. 
But neither the deduction nor distribution itself appears in any 
of our books. And among scarce 100 Estates, of which the 
rents here remained unchanged in the rental, though they were 
all really changed by the introduction of corn-rents, and several 
o f  them lJave been changed more than once, there are two 

(Thorington and Wingfield) of which the old rents continue 

undiminished, and yet additions since made to them are in
serted, and one (Rawreth) which after several changes appears 
in the rental, as all ought to have appeared, at its present real 
value. But this one true line only serves to occasion another 
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lexity. For the Bursar pays to the Bread-Bursar the corn 

per,PI ' 'as formerly paid from this estate and as he does not 
.lllC I \\' 

\I . it and has accounted for the whole rent, he charges it 
receive ' . . 

fY the expenses o f  the College. Thus IS the first error 
arnon"

ted in different places and by different methods. But 
correc . ' . 

hief correctiOn Itself still wants to be corrected. For 
the c . . 

h fYh the price of the wheat and malt IS 10 the last page of 
t ouo . 

I rental nicely reckoned to half a farthll1g or less, yet the 

��:ntity for which the Bursar makes himself debtor is more by 

40 or 50 quarters than he receives, the same thing having 

happened to several other estates as to Rawreth, namely that 

their corn-rents have been turned back again into money rents 

of greater value. But in respect to these a different form of 

accounting has been introduced, if indeed it can be called any 

form of accounting at all. The Bursar takes out of the present 

Tents, first the old rents, to repay himself what he has put into 

the rental, next the difference between the present price of the 

corn which used to be paid, and its original price, to repay 

himself what he has accounted for to the bread bursar, and 

lastly he adds the remainder to the dividend, either annually or 

after two or three years as he thinks convenient. But this whole 

calculation, which requires attention to many particulars, and 

those such as must be searched for in various places, is not 

entered in any book, but formed on a loose paper, and the 
result entered by the Bursar, with the othar sums which constitute 
the Dividend. 

It may not be difficult to conjecture what circumstances first 
gave rise to these intricate methods. When Q. Elizabeth's act 
fO.

r Corn-rents passed, the revenues of the College compared 
with the number of its members, were very strait. And the 
nece�sary purposes, for which they had been applied, probably rcqu�red the whole. The College therefore thinking it im· � 
POSSible 0 
� r unreasonable to spare any part of these revenues 

Or the im pro f h '  I vement 0 t e dIet, reso ved more agreably, it'may secm to tl d . 011 ' 1e eSlgn, than to the words of the act, that the whole 

o�l 
r�nts should be reserved for the former uses, and the increase 

mi�1l 
e bestowed on commons. And to secure this point they 

thou h 
or�ler the Bursar to make no alteration in the Rental, 

hims
g
el f 

t
I

le rent should be altered in new leases, but to repay 
tie diff of it 51 I erence out of the Corn-money before any part lOll d b� I! '  . 

V c; a otted to the Improvement of the diet. But OL. xx. U 
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in  about 25 years this increase from corn was found to be mOre 
than could be properly bestowed on the commons, and the 
praeter or weekly dividend was then introduced to take off the 
overplus. After that this disposition of the corn rents had been 
long used, it was found i n  some instances that the estates could 
be let to much greater advantage if no fines were taken, and 
if the occupiers of them were the immediate tenants to the 
College, and their rents were reduced to certain payments in 
money like the rents of the other estates in the neighbourhood 
13ut then this change would lessen the Praeter. And there would 

now be the same sollicitude to preserve the whole of the Corn
rents as there had previously been to I>reserve the old renlls 
entire. And a similar method was taken to effect this purpose. 
The Bursar continued to account for the whole quantity of com 
which had been formerly paid from these estates, though he did 
110t now receive the whole, and he  took the price 0f the corn 
he did not receive out of  the advanced rents, before he added 
them. to the annual d,ividend. So that the general plan Of 
accounts for the rents of these estates seems to have been of 
this kind, in the first part of the rentaL to retain the old rents,. 
as they stood before the ) 8th of Q. Elizabeth, at the end of it 
to account for the increase made by changing money rents,�nt()o 
corn, and in another book called the dividend book, to  set 
clown with, out any particular account the surpluses, or gains. 
chaaging again the corn-rents into money. And this method is 
the more obscure, because in the first account there is no refer
ence to the second, nor in the second to the third ; and because 
these rents ate mix.ed in the flISt account with many other 
rents, to which the second and third have no relation ; and lastly 
because this method has not been pursued u,niformly. Neitber 
is every one of the old rents retained in the first account nor all 
the  corn entered in the second, nor every surpius, where corn 

has been changed for money, added to the dividend in the 
third, as plainly appears from what has been. already said. 

2. Another perplex.ity eq.ually strallge, and more dangerous 
to the interest of the College is found in the same part of the 
account. The Auditors, as has been said, have had a system oj: 
preparing the relltal long before the Audit and they 110t only 
prepared it by writing the descriptions of the estates and the 
lients due from them, but being willing to get their work for
ward, and presuming perhaps at first that these small rents 
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Jd be paid before the Audit, they have long made it a rule 
\Vou t1 em all down as paid. If you look back into the rentals 
to set I f I '  " f d 

find every one 0 t le mlxt rents, conslstmg 0 money an corn 
voU 1 'd N '  I ' 
J h been recrularly pal every year. ot a smg e exceptlOn 
to aye 0 

1 be lieve occurs in 100 years. The Bursars have constantly 

acknowledged the receipt of them, and made themselves 

debtorS to the College for the whoJe amount. But when the 

Arrears were really grown large and the Bursars were some

times called upon to produce the money in their hands, then 

instead of cash, they produced a list of these arrears amounting 

usually to 600, 800 or 1000 pounds. And those Arrears are a 

growing sum. For whenever a tenant dieS or goes away 

insolvent his debt which had been accounted for to the College 

by the BLlrsar, must be  put into this list, must be allowed to 

hinl by his successor in the office and to him by the next in 

succession, and so on perpetually. The form of the accounts 

is such, that should any Bursar leave out any of these desperate 

debts, he would pay them himself. And in two instances it 

has happened that a rent has been continued in the rental and 

the receipt of it acknowledged every year by the Bursar for 

about 100 years after i.t has en tirel), ceased to be paid. 0 ne of 

these rents stands under the name of Bennet College, and that 

Society is made debtor in the list before mentioned to the 

Bursar ror the arrears for ) 00 years. In truth the Bursar and 

his predecessors have accounted for the rellt of these 100 years. 

Bul they have never demanded it of that College. It is for a 

small piece of land at Trumpington which was given to Bennet 
College in exchange for part of our garden. And each Col lege 
has now been in possession of the other's land about a 100 
y�ars, without the payment or demand of rent on either side. 
1 he other instance is the rent of a very small piece of ground 
at Botlisha f h '  

' 

1 
m, 0 w lch the last lease was made m ) 670' Who 

las been ' " ' 
U k 

111 possessIOn of It from that tlme is wholly 
n nOwn Bt" 

tl 
. II It IS probable  that no rent has been paid, since 

le arrears a £ 
4 

,mount to S· I 2S., though the annual rent was only 
pence and h If 1 I S b "n I ' a a pec c of w leat. everal other rents have 

"",n ong In 
eVer A ' 

arrear and many more are unpaid at the end of 
Y Udrt. Th I I £70 e w 10 e sum seldom amounts to less than 
o or £800 y of the C . et no account of them is kept in any book 

private b 
ollege. The Bursar makes out his list from some 

ook of h' , IS own, and produces It on a loose sheet of 

• 
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paper. And were a Bursar asked by what evidence he 
show that any particular rent, the rec�ipt of  which he or 
of  his predecessors had acknowledged in the public books 
the College, had not really been paid, he could only refer 
the arrears had grown in his own time, to his private bOok: 

before he was in office to the list delivered to him by 
immediate predecessor. And the exactness of  this list in 
particular article you are examining must depend upon 
care and fidel ity with which it has been copied by every 
from the list of his p redecessors for 20, 50 or  100 years, lhat 
from the time when that arrear commenced. For though 
may appear from a book kept in the chest, or from the rolls 
there, that for many years past the Bursars have been allowed 
yearly a large draw-back as arrears, yet no kind of evidence waif 
ever laid before the Master and Seniors that there were such 
arrears. Nor did they usually look into lhe list. It seemed or 
litlle importance to the College whether it was right or not. 
For if the Bursar was rechosen into the office, then the list 
which he  gave in today as part of his balance, would become 
tomorrow a part of his charge. And if another succeeded him. 
the two Bursars were left to settle it with each other. With 
h ow little care this has usually been done, appeared \\ihen 
Mr. Cardale quitted his office. For upon an examination of 

his list it was found that he claimed an allowance of arrears 
of rents from three estates, which rents were not due till 
Christmas, one day after the time to which his accounts e,,� 
tended, and had not been accounted for by him in the rental. 
Mr. Cardale immediately acknowledged.his mistake and promised 
to allow it to his successor. But soon after he found the list 
delivered to him by his predecessor Dr Taylor who had claimed 
and received from him the like allowance.  Dr Taylor, being 
informed of this business, he l ikewise acknowledged it to be an 
error, but sent to the College the paper he had received from 
his predecessor Pr Green, now Bishop o f  Lincoln, who appeared 
to have made the same erroneous claim. The Bishop of 
Lincoln said, that he did not know where to nnd the account 
of what he qllowed to Dr  Fogg, but that he presumed he had 
followed the method of his Predecessors aJ�d that he thought 
it hard to be cal led upon to review these accounts after so 
many years. A.nd the College finding that the enquiry would 
e"tend so far backward and give tro\.jbl� to so many persons, 
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d to repay to Mr Cardale, what he  had paid too much 

consen'Il� ' lor and thus with a loss of fifteen pounds (the three 
Dr a) , . 

to llnted to no more), to drop the search 111tO past 
ts amo re� I' and to set the matter right for the future. But this, 

rnlsta ,es , d 
I 11 see hereafter, IS one of the least of those amages 

we s la as , 

h the College has suffered from the obscurity of the 

WhlC 
accounts. 

' 

The observations hitherto made upon this head have 
3· 

confined to those rents of which part is o r  has been 
b�n . 

paid in corn. But where no corn was ever re�erv�d, If the 

renls were either increased or decreased, the practIce IS equally 

various. In some instances of each sort (Barn well, Marham, 

Ridgewell, Blunham) the old rents are continued, and the 

d ilference is adjusted either in another book or another part 

of the same book. In other cases (Shelford, Leafield, Gransden, 

Pagham, Maydwells in Coton, Southminster, Thetford) the true 

rents, whether greater or less than the o ld rents, appear regularly 

in the rental. Two of the former instances are so remarkable, 

that they deserve to be particularly considered. We find by 

the rental (Page 10) that Moss, Burleigh and Drage pay for the 

farm at Barnwell twenty-five pounds yearly. Now in truth they 

pay for it seventy-two pounds. And it has not been let for less 

than seventy within the last forty years. Where then are we 

to find the remainder of this rent? The whole appears in a 

separate book, whence, after the deduction of taxes and repairs 

and of the £25 before mentioned, it is brought by two transfers 

into the rental (p. 2'3) and placed among recepta jorz'meca, as 

transferred f rom Baron PeU's Mortgage to repay to the College 

what was advanced for building after the fire at Barnwell. This 
Pell in 17 14 hired the estate of the College at Barnwell for 

2� years at £25 rent without a fine. In '17 19 the College lent 
11Im £ I SO on a mortgage of this lease of their own estate and 

£1 
8so on a mortgage of his freehold contiguous to it. In 1728, 

t ley took ' 
I 

posseSSlOn of both estates; and a fi re havinO' destroyed 
tiC principal h ' b ' I ' 

0 

TI 
ouse, It was re Ul t 111 1732 at a large expense. 

Of1C dlease to Pel l  expired in 1734; his heir released the equity 
rc emptio ' h ' 

in b ' I ' 
n 111 t e freehold 1ll 1746, and the money expended 

hav 
UI dl�g was all repaid in 1754. And yet the two estates 

e Conlinued t b 1 
Plac d

o e et together, and the profits of both to be 
,e to  the 

estates d 
account of the Mortgage; the rents of these 

an the p , ayments out of them have cont1l1ued to be kept 
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separate from all our other rents and payments; the balance 
been tr?nsferred every year as from a mortgage, and the 
account represents this transfer as being made to repay a SUlll 
which has been all repaid many years ago. 

' 

The other remarkable instance of perplexity is in the quit 
rents of Ridgewell. They appear in the rental to be twenty 
pounds. How much they really are I know not. But the 
tenant who collects them, always pays to the Bursar twenty-one 
pounds. Under recepta ./ori1lStca we find six pounds received' 
for Hayward's rents, and in the first article of the Bursar's 
discharge, called reditus nso/utus, he is allowed five pounds 
under the same title of Ha}ward's rents. Now these, it seems, 
are the Ridgewell quit-rents. And the Bursar having charged 
himself with two sums of £20 and £6, and discharged himself 
again of £5, has really accounted for £21. The rentals 
between the years .... and 173 0  seem to shew that some 
difficulty in collecting so much of these rents as exceeds the 
sum paid out of them to the King gave occasion to this strange 
method of accounting for them. It was but a trifling occasion, 
and whatever it was, it has long since entirely ceased. 

4-. Reapta fin'lIseca has been mentioned as one kind of the 
accounts, a title which I do not understand. It seems formerly 
to have contained chiefly payments to the College from the 
members of it. Now mixt with such payments are placed 
under it the rents of some estates, the interest of all our 
money, transfers from other accounts, corrections of mistakes 
and other accidental receipts. And all these matters together 
produce an article too miscellaneous to be admitted as one 
in any regular account. 

5· The Bursar's discharge of himself or the account of the 
payments he has made for the College is indeed less intricate, 
but not much more methodical than that of the receipts. The 
first head is called redllltS reso/utus, the last but one are taxa/ioms. 

Under either of these heads, as it happens, are put promiscu
ously quit rents, rents of leasehold estates, taxes and repairs; 
but we have not under both the whole of any one sort. Some are 
brought to account as expmsae necessan'ae, some may be found 
in other books, and some appear as in no book, but are dis
charged out of the rents of the estates, and the balance only 
entered. Again, of the stipends paid to the officers of the 
College; part comes under the proper title and part under 
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l1tcessariae. Nor is this division made by any uniform 
'pellsae 

t.t e Among the sums allowed for the Commons of the 

rU]'l s one appears to be the corn-rent of Rawreth. But 

Scho ar , 
o.h the wll01e rent be annually entered under that head, 

thOllo ] . d f" I' d 
et in truth only one-t 11r part 0 It IS or ever was app le to 

Y t Ul'pose. The other two-thirds go to the Commons or 

tha P A d  h '  . f I 1 
p eter of the felloWS. .'"1.n t e misrepresentatIon 0 t 1e renta 

. r�orrected by a proper division in the Bread-burs3.r's account. 

�1any other such inaccuracies, which it is necessary to correct in 

some other part of the account, may be found among the pay

ments, but it would be a waste of time to note them all. 

6. These observations have been confined to the accounts 

of the Senior Bursar, because his accounts are by far the most 

important and most extensive of allY btlonging to the College. 

I3ut these of the Junior Bursar and Steward are equally im

perfect and obscure. However the proofs of these faults shalt 

be deferred till we come to remark in them such as· are still 

greater. 
Ill. The rental, as has been observed, is considered as the 

general account of the College, and from this character as well 

as from its length we might well expect that no considerable 

part either of the revenues or the expenses would be omitted. 

But it will not be found to answer such an expectation. Almost 

half the revenues, and a large portion of the expenses never 

appear in it. 
J. Besides the Plalt estate, the produce of which is ordered 

to be kept separate, there are allnual rents of more than a 

thousand pounds not inserted in the general list. Some few 

of them are amongst the recepla forillscca; the rest in other 

books called by the Bursars the account of the By-foundations. 

The pretense for separating these estates from the rest has been 

that they were appropriated to particular ust!s. But this was a 

mere pret S 
C 

ense. ome of the estates were purchased by the 

b ollege with money which had been saved. and might have 

Occln divided or applied to any purpose the Society had chosen. 
tIers were" . 

fo I 
III part appropnated, but were more than suffiCIent 

P r 
t
� 1e uses to which they were limited. But of all some 

or IOn, t b 
A d 

vas 0 e allotted to the general revenues of the Society. 
n many t 

of \]. es ates are inserted in the general account, the uses 
v llch a . . . 

separal :e as stnctly determlJ1ed, as any whIch are kept 
e. 1 he true cause of making the division was that t"P,..e 

� 
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Master and Seniors might n ot easily perceive how fast the 
o f  the College was increas ing, nor the B ursar b e  l iabl e  to 
called upon for the balance of all  h is accounts at once. 

2. The fin es for renewal o f  leases make one o f  the lar 
articles  in the revenues of the Col lege. Of them no 
appears i n  the rental n or in any other part o f  the 
except only wh ere they are mixt with other sums to help 
compose a dividend. But this seems to b e  too careless a 
of bringing them to account, especially as the fines are n 
always pai d in the same year in which the Col lege agrees t� 
accept them ; nor have been always app l i ed to the dividend 
t h e  same year in which they have been paid. 

3· Among the expenses of the College, it is curious t� 
observe that the old stipend of the fel lows, a smal l and fixt 
sum, i s  con stantly brought to account, and audited carefully 
every quarter, but the d ividend, the l argest sum the Col l ege 
ever pays, which has been frequently varied, and is determi ned 
anew for every single year, is never aud i ted at all,  no l ist  i s  
brought of t h e  persons who are to receive it, a n d  o f  t h e  share 
due to each, nor any account of it made out, unless .on a 100s61 
paper for the convenience o f  the Bursar, w h ilst he is  paying it. 
And that i n  l ike manner the old allowance for commons 0[, two 
shi l lings a week to the Master and to each fel low is put into 
the rental in a di stinct a rticle for every week, and brought i n  
exact form i nto t h e  quarterly a n d  yearly accounts ; but the 
much larger sum which i s  necessary and really expended for 
their  Commons, i s  left entirely to t h e  management o f  the 
Butler, who finding that h i s  computation of this article was 
never examined, has for many years past constantly i n serted ill 
it charges which could not have been al lowed, had they been 
known, and has besides in almost every week made errors in 
his Arithmetic to h i s  own advantage. 

4· But the greatest defect in our accounts is that they bring 
llS to n o  conclusion. I n  the great rental n o  balance ever appears. 
N or can one b e  formed from it  even for a single year without 
col lecting more than r oo totals from m ore than 20 pages, and 
carefully distinguishing them from other totals expressed i n  a 
simi lar manner. The sums are supposed to be entered on the 
parchment rolls kept in the chest, 110t i ndeed distinctly as they 
stand i n  the books for each quarter, but for the four quarters col
lected together ; but these entries are not ever examined, n o r  the 
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!1 of any use. The result of the whole account for th e year 
ro . s 

cast up on a loose paper, is entered i n  a book kept in the bet n g  c: 

place and f .. om thence is the balance between the College same , 
d the Bursar determ i ned.  I n  the accounts o f  these estates �:;l ich have been called the by- foundations there is not the 
me defect. The balance of each account is frequently seen sa . . d . 

in the books, and the sum of all the balances IS carne Into 

tbe chest book. But I am pursuaded, that it  would be i m -
ossible for any man,  having al l  t h e  books l a i d  before h i m, t o  

�nd how this s u m  has been formed o u t  o f  t h e  several balances, 
without assistance from the memory o r  notes of  the person s 
who formed it .  We frequently fi nd i n  these accounts, that 0 11  

such a day the whole money received from that estate was 
paid into the Col lege by Dr Green o r  Dr Taylor the Bursar. 
The sums thus paid i n to the chest amount to many thousand 
po.un ds. Nor does it anywhere appear when or by whom they 
were taken out again. But t h ey certainly are not remai ning 
there. And the succeed i n g  Bursars, though upon the face o f  
the accounts they appeared to b e  discharged, h a v e  yet conti nued 
to acknowledge themselves answerable for them all,  except so 
much as has been appli ed to the divi dends, o r  placed in the 
publ ic funds for the use o f  the College. This divi sion o f  the 
revenues of the College began about the year 1 7 1 5 ,  and for 
40 years a fter the produce of the estates thus separated was 
not laid befort! the Master and Seniors t o  be audited oflener 
than once in the t ime of each Bursar, when h e  was about t o  
q u i t  h i s  office. Before t h e  end o f  those 4 0  years, the s u m  saved 
from these estates and that wh i c h  con stantly remained in hand 
from the general account were so considerable that the Bursars 
were ab le to place 5 or 6000 pounds or more i n  the public funds 
for th . e lr  own emolument. And the Seniors u nderstood s o  l i  ttle f tl  . 0 le accou nts, that when they suspected the Bursar of  mak i ng i l l t  t f h . 
h 

eres 0 t e m oney belongmg to the College and 
ad. al l the books before them, they could not even form a Conj ecture I . IOW much that m o n ey m1O'ht be.  But  upon the vacan cy f I 0 

it ' . 
0 t le office by D r  Fogg's preferment, a contest for 

ansl n o- b t and I 0 ;J ween Dr Green and Mr (afterwards D r) Taylor. 
Fog \ �e eVen t of the e lection being l ikely to depend upon D r  
With

gt vote: w ho sti l l  continued a Senior  Fellow, he bargained 
succe 

l I S  fnend Dr Green to allow him,  if h e  should be his 5S01' to I . . , 
. <:eep t h e  money, whIch he had placed 111 the \' UL x -"-• J A .  X 
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funds, for another year. This bargain getting wind raised Il 
strong suspicion that the sum was considerable, and lVTr TaYlor 
who was disappointed of the office, to lessen his competitor'� 
triumph, soon after moved for and obtained an order that no 
Bursar should hereafter place any of the College money at 
interest, and that £ 3000 (supposed to be all which the Bursar 
could conveniently spare) should presently be transferred to the 
use of the College. But when Mr Taylor two years after 
succeeded to the office, h e  did not at al l  regard the order made 
upon his own motion, he placed in the funds all ,the money he 
could collect, he  always pressed for the acceptance of any 
offers from the tenants, which could bring in  present cash j • •  

years past before he was called upon to produce his balance j 
and when this happened, he  alleged that stocks were lower 
than when he purchased, and begged further time for payment. 
He was allowed to transfer his stocks to the College at the 
price they should bear on any day he should choose, when the 
day came, within a year. He was allowed also to take other 
advantages in fixing the price. And when he pleaded poverty, 
and alleged that he had lost almost 600 pounds by the fall of 
the stocks, the Master and Seniors, instead of demanding the 
larger sum, which he had received for interest, gave him hack 
almost half of what he called his loss j and in  this single 
instance, besides the many disadvantageous bargains which 
were made with the tenants in order to bring in money, the 
C ollege suffered more than 1 000 pounds merely by the want of 
a conclusion in the :lccounts, which should have shewn clearly 
what money was remaining in the Bursar's hand. 

IV. It has been observed, that many articles in the accounts, 
which appear at first view to be errors, are set right in some 
other places. They have therefore been considered as making 
the accounts obscure and perplexed, but not as making them 
unfair. There are, however, some real errors, not great ones, 
but constant ly repeated every year. 

I .  The chief of them which I have observed are not between 
the College and the Bursar, but between him and the tenants. 
One estate is constantly charged with four bushels of malt 
m ore than is due from it ; another with a bushel of wheat, and 
a third with half a bushel, which last loss fal ls upon the Col lege, 
the estate being now let for money only, and all these trifles 
drop into the Bursar's pocket ; to another tenant 8 guineas 
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harged instead of four for Brawn so many years, that were �he Gentleman discovered it, the Bursar considered it an 
�v�en 

And in  the payments for Capons and Acquittances 
IOJu rY'have been several small charges, which having once crept there , 
, the accounts by aCCident or for any supposed reason are lilt; 

often corrected again. For the profits of the Bursarship no 
si sting chiefly of these perquisites, and these not issuing out 

��:ach estate according to any general rule, the Bursar is easily 
induced to believe that what he finds done by his predecessor 
and not objected to by the tenant for three or four years past, 
must be right. 

2. It has been customary for the College to give bread to 
the poor twice a year. And these two doles are put into the 
bake-house bursar's account, when i t  appears that the bread 
given, away is valued at £6 4/. od., but that it is made of wheat 
bought for the College, and that the baker is allowed for making 
it, as he is  for the bread consumed at home. One would think 
that no further account of this l ittle business would be wanted; 
Yet we meet with it three times in every year among the Senior 
Bursar's accounts ; twice under ncepla flrinuca, where £3 2S. 
eaeh time is deducted from the money paid to the College for 
degrees, and once in the last page, where the money to be paid 
to the bakehouse bursar for the praeter seems to be brought 
together into one sum. But though this sum of £6 4S. be here 
added to the rest, yet on examining the bread-bursar's account, 
it appears that he never receives it. When th is  was first taken 
notice of ten years ago, it puzzled the bursar and the auditor, 
who had long been used to the accounts. And at last the �Olutio� which t

,
hey found of the difficulty, was, that as the ursar 111 thiS artIcle charged £6 4s. to the College which he  never pays, so  in  another he  pays £6, which he never charges and the error upon the whole is only 4 shil l ings a year. 

I 3, The chief mischief of these small errors is, that they essen the fid ' , 
d 

con ence whIch we ought to have 111 our accounts, an make i us suspect that there may be other errors of more mportancc A d h ' , , 

ca , n  t e ll1tncacy and obscunty of the accounts nnot but incre tl ' " F con t ase . llS SuspICIOn, < or though I have bestowed s ant atte l' " 
me r n Ion to tll1S busllless, whenever i t  has come before , ,Or the I 
Oecasl' I 

3 ast years of Mr Cardale's bursarship, and have Ona ly I k d ' While tl 00 e back mto some of the greater articles, ley were l d h '  , It1 er IS or hIS predecessor's management and 
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am persuaded that in the parts which I have examined there are 
no material mi stakes i yet this persuasion is far weaker an d 
m ore uncertain, than that which would arise from the perusal o f  
a plain, methodical account. A n d  it  is  w e l l  known that a 
B ursar, after he had been in office several years once found 
from t h e  cash i n  his  drawer at the end of the rear, that th ere 
must be a m istake of many hundred pounds in the balan ce as 
computed by h imself and the Auditor, which mistake neither of 
them was able to search out, nor would the Seniors probably 
have observed it, had they not been p llt upon a stricter search 
by the Bursar's d iscovery. 

4· The accounts of the bread b ursar afford some room to 
s uspect, that some strange mistake has formerly happened in 
t h em to the disadvantage of the College. The principal sums 
which go through h i s  h ands are those which compose the 
praeter o r  weekly dividend o f  the Fellows and Scholars. These 
sums are either paid him by the Senior Bursar and the Steward, 
or left in his hands from the profits o f  the bread in the preceding 
year. When he has settled h i s  accounts with the Bursar and 
Steward, and recived the whole of their  payments to him (which 
h e  always does before the end o f  the annual audit) h e  then 
separates the parts of the money in his hands, w h ich belo n gs to 
the Fellows from those w h ich belong to the Scholars ; having 
collected them into two sums, he d ivides each sum into fi fty-two 
equal parts, that he may pay one part in every week of the 
ensuing year. After this the account between h i m  and the 
C ollege is entered on a roll ,  where he acknowl edges the receipt 
of the two sums which he i s  to distribute. But though he charges 
himself with these sums, and :discharges h imself only of the 
sums w h i c h  were put into his hands to be distributed i n  the 
preceding year, and o f  the p rice o f  the corn remaining in hand, 
w hich i s  usually a small quantity ; yet it  plainly appears that 
there is not left nearly so much money belonging as to his 
office, as h e  is  bound t o  pay i n  the following year. The 
deficiency being lately examined was found to be £345 1 6s. 7 d. 
And upon looking back into the rolls and the books kept i n  the 
Chest, though no d i rect notice i s  taken i n  them o f  this defi
ciency, i t  appeared to have continued exactly the same from 
the year 1 745 · In that year the Master and Seniors ordere d  
t p e  Senior Bursar t o  pay to t h e  bread-bursar £ 1 0  J os. 2id. 

which �peYI not at all  comprehendin!j the account, supposeq 
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b th e whole debt upon the office ; wh ereas i n  truth the 
to  e 

Jj 'en cy was then £ 3 5 6  6s. 9td., and had been so from the 
de 1e1 . . 

1 7 3 8  and tins payment only reduced It to £345 1 6s. 7d. 

year ' . 
The rol ls  bero re the year 1 7  38 are not In the Chest. But those 

for ) 7 1 8 and for several of the preceding years happen to be 

reserved,  and show that the deficiency was then £ 1 7 0 2S.  4!d., 

�nd exactly the sam e every year as we go back to 1 7  l a . The 

�ook in the Chest seems to show that nothing was taken from 

the bread-bursar's stock between the years 1 7 1 8  and 1 7  3 8 ,  but 

that i n the year 1 7 3 2  it was increased by the payment of  a 

supposed debt of £ 1 1 I 6s. 8d. But how it has come to pass 

that notwith standing these payments, the deficiency increased 

from £ 1 7 0 2S. 2!d. to £3 5 6  6s. 9!d. does not plainly appear. 

Aner a tedious !earch through the bread-bursar's book and 

formin g out of  it the several rol l s  which seem to be lost, I found 

at last in  the year 1 7 2 6  . . . .  (a blank in MS.) ,  but we shoul d b e  

the more cautious h o w  we charge this deficiency t o  fraud or 

m i stake, because 
V. l\Iany parts of the accounts carry with them a very awk

ward app earance, and yet on a close examination are found to 
be correct. 

I .  The bread-bursar himself furnishes 'us with a remarkable 
instance of this nature. He pays t o  the Steward every m onth 
for the commons of the Fellows ; and at the end of the year h e  
charges this  expense in o n e  gross s u m  o f  three, four, o r  five 
hundred pounds. But i f  we take the pains to compare this sum 
with all th e monthly payments w hich should make it up, we 
shal l  fi n d that it exceeds them by eleven pounds. For this sum 
t�e bread-bursar always adds t o  his  payment without giving any 
hmt or it, an d keep s for his own use.  B ut this strange method 
of paying h imself seems to have been introduced only to save 
the trouble of writing two or three words, o r  perhaps to b e  a 
trap to those who should pretend to examine and find faults in 
th e accounts. For the stipend of eleven pounds has been 
allowed t th b o e read-bursar for an hu ndred years and more, and �as ch arged by him openly for more than half that time before 

e began to Cover it.  
a 

2. The j unior bursar h as also certain regular errors in h i s  
CCOunts b h ' 

ch Y w lch h e  gains a great part of h i s  profits. H e  buys 
areoal � th C tha 1 .o

r e ollege, but h e  charges for it at a greater price 
n le gIves, and delivers less measure than he receives. It is 
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certain that the d i fference of the measures, if not the differen 
o f  the p rices was origi naUy a fraud.  For  t h e  Bursar 2 0  Or 
years ago had no fixed rule for it ,  but made m ore o r  
advan tage accord i n g  t o  h i s  inclinations or management. 
for some years past 

The following documents, transcribed for me by 
Mr J. H .  Hessels, all come from the box in the Trea_ 
sury which contained documents relating to the Lady 
Margaret. The first is addressed to her. 

I have not been able to discover anything relating to 
Thomas Kyme, to who m the indulgences are granted. 

The first indulgence is printed in black letter, date 
and all, a blank being left for the name of the person 
to whom it was to be granted. The name of Thomas 
Kyme is filled in in manuscript and the document is 
signed. 

The s('cond indulgence is engrossed in a good hand, 
the n ame of Pope Innocent and a few other words 
being in red ink. Here, too, there has been a blank 
for the name of the person to whom the i ndulgence 
should be granted and the name of Thomas Kyme 
filled i n  i n  a cursive hand quite different from the 
handwriting of the rest of the document. 

No doubt they are specimens o
'
f i ndulgences prepared 

in considerable numbers to await buyers. 

ExceUentissime Princi pisse domine Margarete Comiti sse 
Richemunde et Derbye A c  matri il lustrissi m i  principis Henrici 
Regis AngIie Septimi Deo et beato francisco deuote, Humil is  
o rator vester frater Donaldus gylberti. Reuerendi in  Christo patris 
fratris Franciscj sagarra super omnes fratres eiusdem ordini s 
c i smontanarum partium de obseruantia nuncupatos generali s  
vicarij. quoad fratres eiusdem famil ie  i n  regno anglie commo
rantes Commissarius Salutem in domino ac bonis perfrui sempi
ternis. Sincerus vestre excellentie et deuotionis affectus quem 
ad n ostrum ordinem geri t i s  exigentia digna requirit. vt qUIa III 
temporalibus non possumus vicem vestre dcuotissime caritati 
rependere. In spirituaJibus tamen quantum nobis auctore deo 
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' t  provt in nostris apud deum peroptamus dp.siderijs 

suPP.��lbcneficij S gratitudinis debito  com pensemus. Quapropter 

vestl l :  i mam nobis excellentiam vestram, de beneplacito et 

dellotlsS 
f 

. R d ' . d f 

. 1i gratia prae atl eueren 1 patns a nostram con rater-

spec1a . I ' " d 
, . m nedum fratrum III regno ang le eXlstentLUm, se et  

fll tate . , . " ' . 

. familie Clsmontane reClplo, 111 vlta panter et 111 m orte tollUS ' . I " .  " 

lenam vobis et
. 
sp:cla em �art

.
lcl pah?nem omnLU� cansmat

,
U1� 

p 
operum mentonorum vldehcet IDlssarum, oratlOnuID, dLU1-

et ff '  d"  f ' 
orum ofliciorum, su raglOrum, prae lcatlOnum, con eSS l Onum, 

�eiuniorum vigiliarium, ceterorumque b on orum spiritualium 

tenore praesenti um gratiose conferendo. que per fratres eidem 

Reuerendo patri subditos sorores sancte clare, necnon fratres 

et sorores de penitentia fieri dederit auctor omnium b onoru m  

dei fil ius, v t  multipl i c i  suffragiorum adiuta presidio, et  h i e  

augmenlUm gratie, et in futuro meream i n i  eterne v i t e  praemia 

possidere , Volens vt dum prefate vestre excellenlie obitus, 

quem dens in long-u m  ad bonorum operum lucrosa exercitia 

protrahere dignetur nostris denunciabitur frai ribus, pro vobis 

fiant orationes, quod admodum pro praecipuis benefactoribus in 

nostro ordine est hac tenus laudabi liter fieri consuetum. In 
cuius concessionis testimonium sigillum quo inpraesentiarum 

vlor cum mann mea duxi praesenti bus appen dendum. Datum 

in noslro Conuentu grenewychensi Regni Anglie Roffensis 

dyocesis Anno domini MO.CCCCo.XCVIJ . Mensis M aij die 

decima. 
Underneath is wrz'lten : Frater Donaldus Renerendi patris 

vicarij Gen eral is  Commissarius Manu propria. 

Endorsed : A letter of fraternyte of all the Reli gions of 

Freres Mynors , VV. 
A nd ill a laler hattd : To Lady Margaret &c. Maij ' 0° 

Ao.D. ' 49 7 . 
The Seal has disappeared. 

Robertus Castellensis Clericus WuIteranns Apostolice sedis 
prolhonolarius, ac sanctissimi domini  nostri Pape Commis-
sari us T'b' '7'>1 ' I ' b " I . I 1 1. !l ome Kymt Auctontate aposto lca no 15 111 lac 
�arle nuper concessa tenore praeselltium : vt confessorem 
Iuonenm se I . , . r 

. cn arem vel re<>ularem ehgert! POSS1S qlll con r es� 
Slone lua d ' l '  0 . ' 

, I I genter andita ab omnibus et si ngnlis tlllS peccatls 
CUm' ' b 

' 
1111 us excessibu s  et delictis. E tiam si talia forent propter 

que sedes d ' pre leta sit quouis m odo merito consulenda. Semel 
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in vita et semel in m ortis articulo auctoritate apostolica a 
uere.  Tibique plenariam omnium peccatorum tuorurn 
quibus corde contritus et ore confessus fueris, te in s i nc 
fi dei  vnitate sancte Romane ecclesie, ac obedientia et deuot 
p refati sancti ssimi domini n ostri et successorum suorum canonll'l 
i n trantium persistente. Semel in vita et in mortis arti 
quotiens de i I Io dubitabitur : etiam si tunc n o n  subs 
lta quod nihi lominus absolulus remaneas. Dummodo ex 
rebell i bus aut n ouos tumultus i n  regno excitantibus non 
concede re et imparti ri . teque i n  cas i bus sedi  apostol ice 
reserllatis totiens quotiens opus fuerit auctoritate apostol 
absoluere. Necnon vota quecunque per te pro tempore emi 
] herosolim itana, Visitationis l im inum, Apostolorum Petri 
Pauli, ac Religionis  votis duntaxat exceptis. Etiam p 
tionis sancti J acobi i n  compostclla, ac continentie ct castilati 
vota i n  al ia pietati s opera commutare valeat, pro ut secund 
deurn anime tue sal uti videri t expedire, concedendi pl enam 
l iberam auctoritate prefata facultatem et  potestatem damus 
elargimur. In quorum fidem et testimonium presentes literas fieri, 
ac Sigill i  nostri quo ad hec vtimur iussimus appensione commun iri � 
Datum Londoni i  i n  domo n ostre solite residentie.  Secundo die 
mensis Februarii, Anno dornini M . CCCC.LXXXXIX. 

St'gned : I dem Ro. CastelIensis. 

VNiuersis et singulis p resentes l i tteras inspecturis Nos 
aldermannus et Camerarij Gilde siue confraternitatis in honorem 
beate Marie vi rginis in ecclesi a  sancti Botholphi de Boston 
Lincolnij diocesis institutae Salutem in omnium saluatore ad 
uestre vniuersitatis n oticiam deduci vol umus per p resentes quod 
sanctissimus in Christo pater et dominus dominus I nn ocentius 
diuina prouidencia papa i lIo nomine octauus ad hoc graciose 
i nductus per bullam apostolicam anirnarum vestrarum sal u t i  
m ultipliciter vtile1l1 et n ecessariam. Vniuersis et singulis con
fratribus predictis con fraternilati s  vtriusque sexus presenti bllS 
et futuris quam deuote concessit S UU1l1 indul tu1l1 in effectu sub 
h ij s  verbis.  Vt al iquem idoneu1l1 p resbiterum secularem vel 
religiosu1l1 in vestrU1l1 possitis et qui l ibet vestru1l1 possit el igere 
confessorem qui vita vobis  comite in casibus sedi apostolice 
reseruatis semel in vita et i n  m orti s  articulo I n  al ij s  verO 
quociens fuerit oportunum confessionibus vestris dil igenter 

auditis pro commissis vobis debitam absolucionem impendat 

Notes .from the College Records. 1 6 1  

, ' ugat penetenciam salutll.rem. Quodque i d em vel alter 
et IUI U d " I ' d ' 

r so r idoneus quem uxentls e Igen um omnIum pecca-
coni e s , , r ' f  " I 

de qll ibus corde contntI et ore con leSSl uen tls seme 
torum " , 1 I ' , , 
, vi ta et semel 111 m ortIs artlcu 0 p enanam relTIlSSlOne1l1 
I n  ' fid " R I ' 

b ' I' n s incentate el vl1ltate sancte omane ecc eSle 
vO IS 

obedien cia et deuocion e  nostra vel Sllccessorum n ostrorum 

�ornanorum pontificum canonice intrancium persistentibus 

allctoritate apostolica concedere valeat. Et insuper vt l i ceat 

vobis habere altare portalile cum debita reuerencia et honore 

super quo i n  locis ad hoc congruentibus et honestis possitis et 

quilibet veSlrll m possit per p roprillm vel al ium sacerdotem 

rnissam et alia diuina officia sine iuris alieni preiudicio in 
vestra et cuiuslibet vestrum presencia facere celebrari d euocione 

vestrc tenore presentium indll lgemus. Et hec facta sunt sub 

dato Rome apud sanctum petrum anno i ncarnacionis dominice 

l\l iJlesimo CCCCo octogesimo none Kalendas octobris ponti

ficatus sui an no tercio,  

Nos aldermannus et  camerarij predicti qui bus hec faciendi 

commissa est plena et consueta potestas i l l ius vigore dilectum 

nobis in Christo TIlomalll Kyme gmerosum Inter n ostrorum con

[rat rum numerllm eligimus et admittimus et i ndulti  supradicti 

ac nostrarum aliarum indulgenciarum necnon septem sac er
dotum imperpetuum amortizatorum duodecim c1ericorum et 
xiijcim pauperum quotidie deo ibidem obsequencium oracionum 
et deuocionu1l1 omniumque aliorum suffragiorum et  bon orum 
operllm spiritual ium n ostrorum semper fore participes volumus 
et  innotescimus per presentes. In quorum testimonium sigil lum 
com m u n e  dicte gilde presentibus est  appensum. Data apud 
Boston secundo die Mensis apri l is  Anno domini Millesimo 
CCCCo Nonagesimo nono.  

VOL, X X .  

( Tv b e  cOlltillued) , 
R. F. S. 
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THE HABITANT. 

VERY n ow and then we turn a fresh page 
our book-life and find a new world and n 
people-real live people we h ad not 
before, but are henceforward to live wit 

Private Mulvaney, for example, or a dearer friend 
Miss Mattie J enkins. We forget the creator in 
creation, and i n  a twinkling the new friend he 
given us is a life-long acquaintance. 

In his book recently published, D r  Drummond, 
Montreal, has introduced to us a new friend, 
H abitant. He has done his work admirably. M .  
Frechette, t h e  poet o f  Lower Can ada, in an appreciati 
introduction} applies to the author the name he him 
received fro m  Longfellow, " The path-finder of a new 
land of song," and not unjustly. Dr Drummond has 
drawn the French Canadian to the life .  H e  has made 
the daring attempt to let  the Habitant speak for himsel f 
as well as he can i n  English-a risky experiment. 
Charming as much of Hans Bretimann is, there is a 
rampageous flamboyant unreality i n  m any of Leland's 
conceptions. Hans is a comic character, a grotesque, 
but ' Poleon and Damase are real p eople. The author, 
says M. Frechette, " a reste vrai, sans tomber dans la 
vulgarite, et piquant sans verser dans le grotesque." 

Who is the H abitant ? Briefly, the French peasant 
of Lower Canada. A few words of in troduction may 
be forgiven before we let him speak for h imself. 
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When England says farewell to her colonist son, she 

' t usually with dry eyes. He .can sink or swim as 
does 1 

leases. If he does reach another shore and does 
he �eed i n makin g himself felt, she is proud of him, an d 

5��n will consent to help him along, but not till then. 

�he New Englanders were in the main left to them

selves for n early half a century, q.nd by that time were 

a community to be reckoned with, strong enough to 

impress themselves and their spirit on their governors, 

as the correspondence of Dongan with Denonville 

shews. But other n ations do things differently. Louis 

XIV was intent on having a colony in Canada, and it 

was fostered, coddled, bonus'd, and buttressed till the 

only thing that made it a success was its absorption by 

the English, who left the colonists to look after them

selves, which they did with conspicuous success and 

throve wonderfully. But Louis left no stone unturned. 

He exported colonists by the score, with soldiers to 

protect them, governors to direct them, and p riests 
galore to bring the m  up in the way they should go. 
But they were not satisfied ; they wanted wives. 
Whereupon the provident King sent a cargo or two of 
wives from the orphanages of Paris, who were readily 
snapped up, but hardly " gave satisfaction," for Paris, 
with all its greatness, wag scarcely an agricultural 
centre, an d the girls knew nothing of farming. For the 
future the good King did better, and sent m aidens fro m  
N?rmandy and Brittany, a hun dred o r  two a t  a time 
with a m atron to look after each cargo. In New France, 
meanWhile, the government provided for the damsel's 
reception .  Celibacy was penalized, and the bachelor 
Was bo d '  . un Over under pam of a fine to be a m arned 
m an with ' c ' , 
S •  

111 a !ortl11 gh t  o f  t h e  arnval o f  the next con-
Ignment f b ' th " 

0 ndes, The clergy seconded the efforts of 
e CIVil po ' , ' 

poo l '  wers and were all for large familIes. The 
r lttl 1 ' 1 

• 

first ' 11 
e C 11 dren were numerous and n eglected at 

Fre��h cl:d and ill housed. But  with British rU,le, the 
p asant settled down to more sol�d comfort. 
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H e  had n o  longer such strong inducements to take 
to the woods an d escape paternal govern ment, thoug� 
up to the m iddle of this cen tury the West swa 
with French Canadians turned Indian and m ated \Vi 
squaws. 

Farming and lumbering are the m ai n  industries 
the French outside the towns, into which they throng to 
become operatives. Many thousands go to the States 
to fil l  the factories of New England, till there are 
there some half m illion French Canadians, m any still 
strongly French, m any denationalized with translated 
n am es. The priests follow them up, but are not so 
able amid American influences to retain their hold 
on their flocks as among the Catholic traditions of 
Canada. 

I n  Dr Drummond's poems we h ave 
p icture of the French Canada of to-day 
of the Old Regim e  in the fascinating histories of 
Parkm an. We have the peasant as he is, si mply 
good-hearted, affectionate, and shrewd. 

f'ustz'cus, abnof'1'ms sajnens, cf'ctssaque jl1incrva. 

We surprise h i m  wooin g, we watch him working, 
we listen to h i m  aged and garrulous, The cure, the 
n otary, the doctor, the farmer, and the lumberman meet 
us at every turn, and we have a capital sketch of the 
clever young man who " goes on Les Etats U nis." 

The p icture of " Le Vieux Temps " and " Ole Tarn " 

are idyllic. The old m an dreams of old times : 

" 0 dem was pleasure day for sure, d e m  day o f  l ong ago, 
W'en I was play wir all  de boy, an'  al l  de girl also . "  

( I n  p assing one may remark the Habitant i s  like our 
frien d " who loved the exact truth to vindicate, " and 
his corrections of his esti mates of numbers and his con
scientious supplemental statem ents are most pleasing. 

" De win' she blow lak hurricane, 
Bimeby she blow some more.") 
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' n  th e  days of long ago he was happy i n  his  
Yes, 1 • ' · .c · 1 D

' 

I 's home I n  " a nice, n ice laml ee, at s ten gar<;:on 
{at 1er . 1 1 ' . ' "  Th 1 

, forteen glr , was ma { It twenty t ree. e arge 
an 

' I ' es are still a characteristic of Lower Canada ; in 
{am i  I 

t the Government bonus them, and the father of 

�::el ve children receives a grant of 1 60 acres of land 

{ e The result is that the French spread and the 
re . 

English are being c
.
rowded out of Que�ec Provi�ce, 

while certain townships of Eastern OntarIo are gettmg 

uncomfortably French. For this bonus we are indebted 

to the late M. Mercier, but it was not always so. 

" De English peep dat only got wan fami lee  small size 
l\Ius' be feel glad dat tam dere i s  no honder acre prize 
For fader of twelve chil 're n-dey know dat mus' be so, 
De Canayens would boss Kebeck--mebbe Ontario." 

But this is another story, our peasant says, and goes 

on to say they were " never lonesome on dat house," 

and tells of a merry-m aking when h e  was twenty-one, 

with Bonhomme Latour to m ake m usic with his fi d dle, 

and " ole Cure Ladonceur " to give the sanction of the 

church and prevent excessive flirtation.  Then follow 

stories of the 1 8th century d ays " w'en Iroquois sauvage 

she's keel de Canayens an' steal deir hair," and they 
set off for their homes with a warning from the Cure 
" pren ez garde pour les sauvages." The n atural con
sequence follows, and Elmire-
" Ma gi rI-she's fader beeg farmer-leev 'noder side St F lore, 

Got five-six honder acre-mebbe a leetle m o re-
Nice sugar-bush-une belle maison-de bes' I never see-" 

is betrothed ere she gets home. Perhaps there were 
other reasons precipitating the m atch than the fear of 
Iroq . UOIS, and at any rate all reluctance o n  the lady's 
part 

. 1 Yams les on the suggestion that 
" P  r . o lque GautJer your frien' on St Cesai re 

Tax h er marry me nex' wick-she tak' 111e-1 don't care." 
I fear m . 

Cv 
ore m arrIages are foreshadowed than are 

er regist d '  ere 111 French Canada as elsewhere. Paul 
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J oulin " de mos' dche m an o n  Ste Angelique " 
too great a catch for Mamzelle Julie, though We 
told " she's love only jus' wan man," and alas I " 
J eremie come off de wood nex' spring " it turns Out 
had experienced a similar chan ge in favour of " 'n 
girl on Ste Dorothee." 

We have some interesting p ictures of lum 
life, away i n  the woods, where for m onths thro 
the winter, timber is hewn and m ade ready to be r 
down the rivers into the St Lawrence, and to 
Rivieres and Quebec, thence to fi n d  its way to 
Tyne and the Clyde. 

" Yourse'f an' res' of  de boy, J ohnnie, by light of de coal 
lamp, 

An' you're singin' an' tolin' story, sittin' aroun' de camp, 
We hear de win' on de chimley, an' we know it was beeg, 

beeg storm, 
But ale box stove she i s  roarin', an' camp's feelin' n ice an' 

warm. 

"An' Louis Charette asleep, J ohnnie, wit' hees back up agen�de 
wall, 

Makin' soche noise wit' hees nose, dat you t'ink it was moose 
on de fall .""" 

J ohnnie meanwhile is reading in his bunk a letter 
received three months before with some cabalistic 
signs : : :, the m eaning of which the n arrator con
jectures, probably correctly. Yet for all this three 
months 

" It's fonny you can't do widout it ev'ry tam you was gain' to bed, 
W'y readin' dat letter so often, you must have it all on de head." 

But in deference to a request from the floor J ohnnie 
puts Philomene into his pocket and comes down to sing, 
a n d  the song is followed by the fiddle, and the fiddle by 
" leetle small danser." 

* Old English [or " Autumn." 
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But it is not only the Frenchman who goes lum

" 19 Mr Arthur Stringer has d rawn us the 
berJ1  . 
En glishman in  the shanty. And if 'Poleon has to 

:x.plain to M'sieu' S mit', who comes hunting with his 

� chien boule dog " and his " bat' tubbe," that it  is 

seless for him to " spik heem d e  crowd on de 
u . h 
Parisien " ; or, 111 ot er words that the Habitant's 

accent is not of Paris ; I must apologise to the 

academ ic reader for offending his cultivated ear with 

an unfa miliar twang, yet my apology is  that in a 

strange land you hail a fellow-stranger as a man and 

a brother even if he does drop an occasional H, or even 

(and I have known a case) because he does it. Here 

then is the English view of the lumbering l ife : 

" Out 'ere it's chop the whole day long, 
With the icicles round your mouth, 

And your 'ands a-freezin onto your axe 
And the red sun Iow in the South. 

" Till the grey l ight says it's supper t ime, 
And we chops our last log through, 

And go march ing 'ome with the Frenchies 
A- slngin' their parlez-voo. 

" And then as you look across the h ills 
At the shanties' curl in '  smoke, 

You think of grub, an' you somehow feels 
As work is good for a bloke. 

" And you drinks the air l ike a shandy-gaff 
For it's booze that's better'n wine ; 

And makes you eat like a tramcar 'orse, 
And sleep like a bloomin' swine. 

. .  And you lay at n ights, and 'ear the wind 
A-dri ftin' up the snow, 

Whi l e  a 'Alf-breed grunts in the bunk above 
And a Frenchie snores below." 

first 

n So far, so good ; and the conclusion of the whole 
1 iltter ? 
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" Your world out 'ere is free and big, 
And you air may be champagne, 

But I want the stink of  a Lunnon fog 
In this 'ere nose again." 

Not so Telesphore, for when winter goes and 
it  the snow (the subj ect of a beautiful poem from 
I interpolate a verse 

.. No wan day you sing lak robin;>\' but you got no tarn 
singin' 

So busy it was keepin' you get breakfas' on de snow, 
But de sm all note you was geev us, w'en it join de sleigh bell 

r ingin' 
Mak' de true Canadian music, man ch er petit oiseau.") ; 

then comes the rafting 

" Dis is jus' de tarn I wish me, I could spik de good 
me-

For tale you of de pleasurement we get upon de spring, 
W'en de win' she's all a-sleepin', an' de raf' she go a sweepin' 

D own de reever on some m o rning, w'ile de rossignol 
sing." 

" An'  down on de reever de wil' d uck is quackin' 
Along by de shore leetle san' piper ran ne 

De b u llfrog h�'s gr-rompin' an' dOrt� is j ompin' 
Dey all got deir own way for mak' i t  de fonne." 

And th e n  with his winter's wages Telesphore goes 
home to see the " nice leetle Canadienn e " he left 
behind h im-if she is not " m arriee." For 

" Ma frien' dat's a fack, I know you wil l  say, 
W'en you come on dis contree again, 

Dere's no girl can touch w'at we see ev'ry day 
De nice leetle Canadienne." 

And what of the Frenchman who goes " on Les 
Etats Un is " ?  S ometimes h e  does not come back, and 

.. The Canadian robin is a red· breasted thrush, a duller, if a more 

imposing, bird than our own, and its song is not remarkable. 
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times he does, either an American or still a poor some . 
bi tan t to wander n o  more. WItness " How Bateese 

Ba e home." He saw no use in " m ak' foolish on de cam f " with n o  chances and no fun and n o  money, so arm he would go to the States
. 

and m ake
. 

a fortu�e, and 

me back with a Yankee WIfe and go 111tO parhament c�d build a fine house " more finer dan de Presbytere." 

�he French village, I should say, is of whitewashed 

frame cottages, with a grand Church of stone and a 

Presbytery only less grand beside the Church. Sir Grey 

Carleton bought French acquiescence in English rule 

by conceding the old French civil code, under which 

the priest can borrow money to build Church or Pres

bytery without consulting his parishioners, but with 

their farms as security. Naturally as one sails up the 

river the big churches strike the eye at every point. 

But Bateese' house is to eclipse the priest's.  Fifteen 
years later the train comes in at Riviere du Loup 

" An' beeg swell  feller jump off car, dat's boss by nigger man " ; 

or in plainer terms off the Pull man. H e  is dressed 
" on de premiere classe," has a fine gold chain, n ice 
portmanteau, overcoat and beaver hat, and a red tie. 
No, it is not Jean Baptiste Trudeau-it was, but he is 
John B. Waterhole and has forgotten his French . Even 
at the " Hotel du Canadaw " h e  cannot drink " w' isky 
blanc " or s m oke " tabac Canayen," preferring cigars 
Costin g as much as five cents. At last his father has to 
com e and take him home. 
" De ale man say Bateese spik French, w'en he  is place o n  

bed-
An' say bad word-but w'en he  wake-forget it on hees h ead." 

JOh n  B. returns to the States and the bad times com e .  

B
O ne day fr om a freight train descends a poor man

ateese. 
O C R 

I � know me very well dis tarn , an' say ' B an jour, man vieux ope you kno w  Bateese Trudeau was educate wit' you.' '' VOL. XX. z 
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This time he is glad enough of " w'sky blanc "  
" eat mos' ev'ryt'ing h e  see." He is done with 
States and his father takes him to the store for clothes. 
" Wall ! v/en de ole man an' Bateese come off de Magasin 

Bateese was los' hees Yankee clothes-he's dress lak Can"",,� 
Wit' bottes sauvages-ceinture fleche-an' coat wit' ca 
An' spik Frans;ais au natural, de sam' as habitant." 

pr Drummond has written an exquisite p iece on the 
emigrant Canadian and the bell of St Michael, and 
mem ories it wakes of summer breezes o n  the lake at 
home, of hay-m a�ing, of the river with the sand-piper's

' 

nest and the trout, and Qf-Elodie, if she has not 
tparrieq J oe Barbeau. 

" It's very strange about dat bell, go ding dong all de w' i le  
For w'en I'm small gars;on at  school, can't hear i t  hal f a mile ; 
But seems more farder I get off from Ch urch of St l\l ichel, 
Dc more I see de ole village and louder s04n' d!" bell. 

, e  O !  all de monee dat I mak' w'an I be travel roun' 
Can't kip me long away from home on d i s  beeg Yankee town, 
I t'ink I' l l  settle down again on Parish St M ichel 
An' leev an' d ie  more satisfy so long I hear dat hel l ." 

S o  I suppose Wordsworth, and all  of us who have lived 
in the First Court, remember the clock that struck 
twelve twice as we were dropping off to sleep, and 
would hear it again with pleasure. 

Space forbids my rehearsing the tale of him who 
bought a tramcar horse and nearly won a m atch with 
him, till a m i schievous boy rang cl bell and the brute 
stopped, and how th e animal d i d  the same on hearing 
a train bell on one of those open level crossings which 
are a peril of Canadian life. Nor can I tell how Antoine 
went to hear Madame Albani-nee Lajeunesse-of 

Chambly, and his pride i n  the Chambly girl who " start 

off so quiet an Iow an' sing lak de bird on de morning, 

de poor leetle s mall oiseau," and his affectionate hope 

that when she has done all her travelling " she'll coma 

lwme, !ak de blye bird, an' again be de Chambly girl." 
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LaC St pierre is a big shallow sheet of water on the 

Lawrence between Three Rivers and Montreal, a 
�atke very liable to surprise the sailor with squall and 

m an d  dangerous enough for the smaller crafts. 
star , 

. 

With the story of the Julze Piante there wrecked, I close 

my sketch. 

" On wan dark night on Lac St Pierre, 
De  win' she blow, blow, blow, 

An' de crew of de wood scow " J  ulie PI ante " 
Got scar't an' run below. 

For de Win' she blow lak hurricane, 
Bimeby she blow some more, 

An' de scow bus up on Lac St Pierre 
Wan arpent from de shore. 

De captinne walk on de fronte deck, 
An' walk de h in' deck too-

He ca l l  de crew from up de hole, 
He call de cook also. 

Dc cook she's name was Rosie, 
She come from Montreal, 

'Vas chambre maid on l umber barge, 
On de Grande Lachine Canal. 

De win' she blow from nor'- eas'- wes'
De sout' win' she blow too, 

W'en Rosie cry " Mon cher captinne, 
Mon cher, w'at I shall do ? "  

Den de Captinne t'row de big ankerre 
But still de scow she dreef, 

De crew he can't pass on de shore, 
Decos' he los' hees skeef. 

Dc n i g h t  was dark lak one black cat, 
De wave run high an' fast', 

\V'en de capl inne tak de Rosie girl 
An' tie her to de mas' . 

D en he also tak de life preserve, 
An' jump off on de Jak', 

A n' say, " Good-bye, rna Rosie dear, 
I go drown for your sak' . " 
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Next morning very earl v 
"Bout ha'f-pas' two-t'ree-four-

De captinne-scow-an' de poor Rosie 
Was corpses on de s h ore, 

For de win' she blow lak hurricane, 
Bimeby she blow some m ore, 

An' de scow bus' up on Lac St Pierre, 
Wan arpent from de shore. 

Moral. 

Now an good wood scow sailor man 
Tak warning by dat storm, 

An' go an' marry some nice French girl 
An' leev on wan beeg farm. 

De win' can bio,1V lak hurricane, 
An' s'pose she blow some m ore, 

You can't get drown on Lac St Pierre 
So long you stay on shore. 

T. R. G.. 

THE AMATEUR ANTIQUARY. 

Ill. 
" Pilgrimage 

O'er old unwanderecl waste ways of the world."-Browlti'I/J. 

,=z ii:fjjJ E h ave already duly deposited our Northumbrian 

Rom ans in their graves j but it would be 

con t rary to the best modern precedents, if 

we allowed them to rest there llndisturbed. 

The funeral of every noteworthy person is followed by 

a luxuriant harvest of anecdotes in the daily press : 

and it m ay not therefore be wholly out of place, if 

in some such fashion we attempt to honour the m emory 

of that in tricate tangle of things and persons, which 

once formed the life and society of this corner of Roman 
Britain.  

True, the written records, which we h ave already 
noticed, contain no anecdotes, except such as are only 
to be read between the lines : b ut, in such cases as we 
have m entioned, the brief anecdote is only a prelude 
to th e full column of personal reminiscences. At 
present, n o doubt, we have no personal reminiscences 
�� rel ate ; but the difficulty m ay easily b e  removed. 
1 he i m agin ation i s  a kind of ethereal organiser of 
�ental cheap trips ; i n  cheapness and rapidity of travel 
It outst ares Gaze and (to use a vulgar expression) 
" dish " 

' 

. es Cook. Let us put ourselves i n  charg e of our 
Imagin t ' a lons,  m ake a little tour back to the m iddle 
years of th" 
re ' .  

� second century, and gather those personal 
rnlUIScen f . 

lack. ces 0 the Rom a n  rule, wl11ch at presen t  we 

The neces h . sary c arm or spell 15 by common consent 
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taken as said j and presto ! we are Roman tra 
riding out of Roman C ambridge (if there be such 
place) cloaked and booted, armed with twenty let 
of recommendation, and attended by guides, slaves, 
packhorses, which carry our spare togas and all 
equipment n ecessary for a long j ourney. 

Off we ride then towards Godmanch 
i m agination alas ! has been somewhat careless i n  
preparation o f  the guide-book, a n d  has failed t o  a 
tain the Roman name of every place-and so north 
by E rmine Street, till we come to Lindum. We 
specially u rgent orders to all the Imperial pos 
houses j we are, or i magine ourselves, good j udges 
horseflesh, and n ever fail to select the best mounts 
every stage j and we m ake rapid progress accordingly_ 
so rapid, in fact, that here is  the H umber already ; for 
we h ave chosen this ruute rather than the road which 
runs farther to the east, by Danum and Legiolium : at 
l east, we d iscussed, and n early quarrelled over the 
question at Lindum, till the spin of a denarius soothed 
our tempers, and sent us to the Humber. 

The road ends in a broad quay, beside which the 
great ferry-barge is lying, gently rubbing her fenders 
against the stonework. Presently, amid much clamour 
and some small amount of vituperation (fork-bearing 
rascal ! don't pitch those th ings about as though they 
were sacks of corn ! )  our baggage is brought on board : 
we 0urselves follow it, and pace the deck boldly or 
nervously, according to the humour of our stomachs, 
as the unwieldy vessel sidles across with her nose 
poin ted half up-strE:am into the rush of the ebb-tide. 
S imilar confusion attends our disembarkation ; but 
there is a postill g-house h ere by the wharf, to which we 
m ay retire, whilst fresh horses are being saddled for us :  
the wine is  rough but drinkable ; and we are not bound 
to believe th e talkative old slave who brings it, when he 
tells us the place of its origin, and the very name of the 
ship that brought it from beyond seas. 
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Presently our horses are ready, and we press rapidly 

to Eburacum, a large and flourishing city, where w e  

o� uld h ave liked a day's rest and sight-seeing. But i t  

5 0 ears that t h e  Sixth Legion, t h e  Victorious, Pious, ap� Faith ful, h as bought the place, and has no intention 

a� lettin g less favoured person s forget the fact : h aving 

�een five times jostled into the gutter, as we stroll out 

to inspect the town, we return to our inn, and spend the 

evening in discussing Army Reform . 

But we are impatient to see the n ewer wonders of 

the north, and must not waste time over too m inute a 

description of the journey. The great n orth road grows 

monotonous after a time ; and for t"vo days we amuse 

oursel ves with keeping count of the columnar milestones, 

and wondering whether and where there is  any end to 

them : we bustle the stage-masters at Isurium, Catarac

tonium, and Vinovia ; and at last, during the second 

afternoon after our arrival at Eburacum, we leave 

Vindomora behind us, and eagerly set our h orses to 

climb the long hill, by which the road rises out of the 

vall ey of the Derwent. If only cloud- compelling Zeus 

keep the air clear, we shall fro m  the summit get a 

glim pse of the m arvel which we have come so far 

to see. 
Slowly-too slowly for our im patien ce-the long 

slope is breasted, and at last we stop at the further 
brow of the ridge, to breathe our horses and feast our 
eyes , Down below us is  a rough moorland glen ,  w hich 
runs northward, till through its n arrow m outh we can 
see a patch of the wood which fi lls this part of Tynedale. 
Bey ond this rises the northern flank of the great hollow, 
SWe ' 

, epl11 g irregularly upward to the sky l ine, and 
dIVerSified with straggling belts of trees and scattered 
plots of cultivated land ; and here and there upon the 
sk l' ' 

� me itself we see a thin streak of greyish brown, 
,vhlch 1 
falls 

c 1a�1ges to a dun yellow, as the afternoon sun 

of 
up,on It, an d  now and then a gl int of brightness, as 

Sunhght striking upon burnished metal. For some 
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m inutes we pause, and strain our eyes i n  won d 
eagerness ; for we are taking our first view of the 
Wall. 

But the day is wearing, and we m ust push 
the glen below, u p  over an other stretch of rollin g m 
land, and then down the steep descent, which brings 
into Tynedale itself. Here the valley is n arrow ; 
h ills and great earthy cliffs limit our range of view ; 
soon the road rises once m ore, and fro m  the h ead of 
easy slope we see the p rospect widen out. 
yonder, in front of us, are broad, fiat, alluvial lan 
yellow with the stubble of lately gathered harvest ; thell 
comes a streak of blue river, and then Corstopitu 
irregular patch of red, brown, and grey, perched 
gentle rise wh ich overlooks the stream .  

S o o n  the road swerves t o  t h e  right, a n d  slants 
to the level of the haughs ; and a few hundred 
bring us to the bridge, which forms the last link i n  the 
chain of our day's travel. The water is swirling and 
gurgling against the massive stone p iers and abutments, 
and, as we ride across by the great timber roadway, we 
feel h alf inclined to loiter and admire the view ; for the 
sun is hanging close above the western heights, and the 
river, as it steals down towards us, is like a stream 
dancing gold. But the keen autu m n  air has m ade us 
too h ungry to l inger over refiections, actual or senti
mental : let us press on up the last short ascent, and 
enter the town which is to h arbou r  us for the n ight. 

Corstopitum is a c.urious, i rregular little place. The 
cramped fortress, which Julius Agricola planted here on 
the ruins of some old O taden e  stronghold, has already 
been swallowed up by the thriving town, to which peace 
and com m erce have given birth. There is n o  troop i n  
garrison now ; b ut some two thousand rough , pleasure 
l oving soldiers are quartered within a few m iles of the 
place, and Corstopit um lives o n  them. Even at this 
late hour the forum is ringing with the clamour of 
bargainers ; for during the afternoon various parties 
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come hither o n  
have 

d Vindobala ;  and 
an G ' . yment. . arnson 

leave from C ilurnum, Hunnum, 
every man o f  them i s  bent o n  
l ife i n  these Wall-fortresses i s  a 

enJ o . 
tonous form of eXlstence ; and many a rough 

mon o 

sold ier knows n o  other charm to beguile its dullness, 

than the memory or expectation of these ' noctes 

Corstopitanre.' 

But let us take a peep at the scene in  the forum, if 

we dare risk our ear-drums in such a pandemonium. 

Th e little square is  packed with the stalls of provision

dealers and wine-sellers ; each tradesman is volubly 

extolling his own wares, and giving full, particular, and 

libellous accounts of the stock, verson, character, and 

gen ealogy of his nearest ri val. Here a spruce Asturian 

trooper is vvildly threatening' vengeance against a n  

un wash ed O tadene, who i s  trying, with t h e  aid o f  many 

gri m aces,  to  pass off sparrows for larks : here a petty 

officer of the Ala Sabiniana is explaining, i n  a mixture 

of barbarous Lat i n  and good but highly flavoured 
Norican, that the m arket-woman's sausages are no true 
product of the genuine pig ; and th e good lady is 
i nd ig n an tly, but not altogether truthfully, recounting 
the names and titles of the various distinguished 
person s, who have eaten of the accused dai nties, and 
afterwards sent  for more : and h ere a h eavy-witted 
Frisian private, th ree parts drunk already, stan ds, like 
�h e  ass between two bundles of h ay, lost in hopeless 
lndeci s ion between two capacious j ars of wine, which 
the sm i l in g and subservient Greek m erch ant i s  smoothly 
aSSuring h i m  contain prime Massic and choice Caecuban 
respectivel y. 

" Bel ieve him not, good sir," cries his subtle country�an fro m  the next stal l.  " By D ionysus, he made both 
o them h i m self, here in Corstopitum." 
1 lIean while the taverns, which appear to be n umber
ess are d ' t 

' c  Oll1g a roari ng trade ; and the two or three 
em pIes l ' 

t 
' W Heh the town contains, are trying their utmost 

o outb ' d l the taverns, The more sedate deities of 
VOL.  x x .  A A  
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official Rome find little favour at Corstopitum : 0 
loving gods from Syria and E gypt have ousted 
and the temples are ablaze with lights and ringing w 
the clash of cymbals and rattle of the sistrum. But the 
places are too thickly crowded to allow us to make 
further investigations in comfort j and finally, seeing 
that the process of painting Corstopitum red is about 
begin, we are driven back to th e one building 
will escape this general redecoration-the 
posting-house, where we are to pass the night. 

Morning comes once more, and after m uch worry 
and certain explosions of temper we resu me our journey. 
Corstopitum wears an air of depression, and we are up 
too early to suit the habits of a town which usually goes 
to bed in the not-very-small hours of the morning. 
However, threats and promises induce the sleepy 
posting-house attendants to bestir themselves at last ; 
and soon Corstopitum has fallen asleep again, and we 
ourselves are riding northward up the long hill, which 
l eads us towards the Wal l .  

A t  last the straggling woods, through which the 
steeper part of the road passes, are left behind : a small 
camp lies close to the wayside on our right j but we do 
not stop to examir.e it. Straight in front of us is some
thing better worth looking at-the Wall itself. Di gnified 
as we are, we set our horses to a canter, and challenge 
each other to try who shall reach it first : an exciting 
but frivolous amusem ent, which nearly brings u s  into 
trouble. There are sentries posted at the gap, where 
the road pierces the great earth works, which run 
parallel to the Wall,  upon the southern side j and such 
is the eagerness of our competition that we can hardly 
rein in our steeds, when the guardians of the pass shout 
l ustily to us to stop (for none may go northward of the 
Wall without a proper authorization ), and angrilY 
enquire whether we imagine that we are in a maledicted 
drcus. 

But the clatter of our approach has roused the officer 
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has charge of the gate-a Centurion of the Ala 

whO. iana : we produce the credentials, with which the 

sabl�'ial Legate has kindly furnished us, and the sight 

���hat signature
, 

works wond�rs.
, 

A few small coins 

t' vely slipped 1I1to the sentnes hands procure us a 
fur l . 
salute which a pro-consul mlght envy j and the officer 

courteously offers to introduce us to the wonders of the 

Wall. 
First, however, he bids us take notice of the 

earth works, which lie some thirty or forty yards to 

the south of the Wall itself. On the inner side is a 

huge mound, topped by a bristling fence of sharp

pointed white stakes j then comes a deep ditch, and, 

beyond that, two lower mounds, each of them studded 

with similar stakes of smaller size, set close enough to 

hamper an attack, but not so close as to afford cover. 

" Ah ! "  we remark, " an awkward place to assault." 

" So awkward," our conductor replies, " that no one 

has ever cared to make the attempt. The mere sight 

of our teeth has served to keep the south side quiet ; 

and now it is fast settling down to clothes and respecta

bility." 
We glance knowingly at each other, as we think of 

the respectability of Corstopitum ; but we make n o  

other comm ent. 
" Yes," the centurion continues, "with the Wall and 

�hese earth works we can keep those northern firebrands 
Isolated. Thirty years ago, I am told, they were always 
fom enti ng rebellion in the province j but they find it 
hard to do so now." 

" B  ut does no adventurous barbarian," we ask, " ever 
sUCceed in getting through ? " 

" b
" Sometimes th8Y do manage to cross," he replies, 

f ut seldom without being seen.  We have two lines �
ot
�entries j and even if one be wily enough to elude 

tt 
1 , the nearest tavern seems to have an irresistible 

a raction £ h' 
bet . . or lm j and he usually gets drunk and 

r ays ll 1S errand." 
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B ut we are impatient to examine the Wall , 
thither our guide leads us accordingly. For some 
we gaze in silence at the huge m ass of masonry, 
heads thrown back and necks i n  danger of m uch 
n ess to-rnorrrow ; for even the paved walk, where 
sen try p aces, is twenty feet above the road, an d 
coping of the parapet rises four feet higher still. 
ward and westward the great work stretches, till 
either hand i t  passes out of view over the farth 
visible hill.  There are some two-and- a-quarter 
cubic feet of m asonry in sight, and a quarter-of- a-uUlllulI 
square grey-brown facing stones. Ah ! (we ca 
help sighing) if only one had a den arius for each 
them ! We m ight even be content to accept th 
number of humble sesterces. 

But the long range of stonework is not one 
monotonous face : th e gateway, through which the 
passes on its way to Bremenium, breaks the conti 
and varies the aspect of the Wall. The double-arch 
passage is flanked by strong towers on the nort 
side ; on the south are two lower build ings, w 
contain guard-chambers, and beside these are 
where the horses of the p icket, that guards the gate 
are stabled . O n e  of the ponderous oak doors is th 
open for our benefit, and with our gu ide we pass ac 
the wooden bridge over the deep outer fosse, and ride 
little way the to north. The northern view of the W 
is grim m er and more impressive : except for its 
larity, one m ight i m agine it to be a long line of 
sandstone cliffs-a rock-bound coast, ready to com bat 
any sea of northern rebellion that tries to encroach 
upon the fertile soil of a Roman province. 

The ground j ust without the barrier at this point is 
a wide, even space, gently sloping away from the Wall. 

" Excellent for cavalry," our guide explains : " we 
have nothing but cavalry at Hunnu m-always cavalry 
where a main road goes through the Wall. If there 
should be a disturban ce anywhere along the road 
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cl r we can b e  o n  the spot i n  n o  time, so to speak. 
yon e '

cellolVS don' t like cavalry either," he adds with 
rhese l' 

chuckle. " They have �iven us no troubl e  these thr�e 
a ever since they trIed to break through down 111 
years- " 
h hollow yonder. 

t \re poi n ts out a dip to the east of us,  beyond which 

1 ground rises again to the fortress of Hunnum ; and 
t le . 

aturally we ask for partIculars. 
n " Ob , very simple," he replies. " Gate here,  you see,

ate at Hunn u m  yonder ; three squadrons from each. 

!ate, and the enemy between. Quite a holiday, I' m 

sure :  r only w ish they would have another try." 

But we have no more time to spare for this part 

of the vVall ; there is m uch for us to see and examine 

further to th e west, and it  i s  almost ten o'clock already. 

Still, it is lucky we have loitered here so long ; for as 

we return through the gate, whom do we encounter 

but the Prefect of Hunnum himself ? Marius Longus 

is a spare, hawk-eyed, hook-n osed old officer, whose 

somewhat touchy temper is ruffled, when he fi n ds that 

his subordinate has been playing the cicerone, instead 

of kicking his heels against the guard-room wall . But 

the Imperial Legate's tablet soon sets the m atter right.  
Lon gus is growing old, and desires an easier  post ; has 
frequen t touches of gout too, and hankers after the 
milder cl imate of his  native Aquae. Ergo, the Legate's 
friends are the obj ect of his utm ost solicitude : they 
m ust really come to his villa on the sunny slope 
Yonder, below Hunnum, and have a drop of wine : 
" Falernian, I assure you, gentlemen ; vin tage of the 
year 8 2 8 urbis conditae : m y  own father laid it down ; 
Worth t , t ' 

U as l11g, so help m e  Lyaeus " ;  and so forth. 

. . 
nfortunately lack of time com pels us to decl ine the 

InV1ta tio . b . 
H ' n , ut the good prefect IS a m an of resource. 

e scnbbles a l ine  o n  his tablets, calls a trusty and 
not too b ' b I ha 1 U ous sub-officer, and despatches h i m  post-

ste to B ' . 
th1' unnu m .  The Legate s fnends shal l  not go 

rsty . th . e amphora shall follow the m .  
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" Meanwhile, gentlemen," says our n e w  friend 'c , 
you care to accompany m e, I am m aking my 
inspection of that portion of the Wall, of which I 
charge." 

The rascal ! H e  only m akes i t  twice a week : 
if Mercury m ove us to tell the Legate that he in 
every day, why, h is Propraetorship shall say, " 0  
worked, poor man ! Shift him south. "  

W e  are graciously pleased to assist i n  m aking 
daily (or this-daily) inspection , and ride westward w 
our prefect along the military road, which runs bet 
the Wall and the earthworks. Our guide is eager 
exhibit the efficiency of the troops under his 
(they know exactly upon what day s  Lon gus will 
his i nspection ), proudly shows us the spick-and-spall 
watch turrets, l ittle forts some twelve feet square, 
of them between every pair of mile- castles j shows us 
the m ile-castles themselves, small fortresses measuring 
about twenty yards by sixteen, which nestle against 
the south side of the Wall, each containing accommo
dation for a single company, and each furnished with 
a gateway, which pierces the Wall, so that, if the 
occasion serve, the garrison m ay an ticipate an assault, 
or follow up a flying foe. 

At the second of these m ile-castles we dis mount, and 
take our ease for a while. That amphora has overtaken 
us at last ; and though our friend is voluble in expressing 
his fears that it has been shaken zi'l transt'tu, by this 
time we are really thirsty a n d  not over critical. The 
capacity of the vessel , it may be, causes us some alarm 
at the first, but i n  a few m o ments our fears on that 
score are set at rest. Longus h as forgotten his gout ; 
and here comes the Prefect of the Second Ala of 
Asturians from CilUl·num. He too is m aking a tour of 
in spection ; this is the point where h is command joins 
with the district of our friend of Hunnu m ; and the tWO 
are wont to m eet here and compare notes. 

But notes are at a discount, as soon as the neW-
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spie s the wine j ar-military notes, that is to say ; com::S 
comment on the wine, though expressed only by 

[or 
l'l' ng of the lips and a gentle gurgle in  the throat, 

Sln ac .. 

� 
loquent and laudatory. Aelius Longinus is some-

IS e . h ' fi h h '  J: • 
hat of an epIcure, as IS gure s ows : IS lace IS 

VI ddy and his m anner genial j and of course he offers 
rU ' h' h L l ' . 1 to fill the place w lC ongus must now re m qUls 1 .  

W e  leave Longus to draw favourable omens from 

our politely expressed farewell, and with our new guide 

we continue our journey over the ridges and through 

the hollows of the high moorland. There is nothing of 

especial note for us to see, till we reach the neighbour

hood of Ci lurnum, and Lon gi nus fills up the time with 

abun d a n ce of small talk-tells us the history of Longus' 

gout and Longus' anxiety for a change of scene, eagerly 

en quires for the latest news from the livelier districts of 

the sou th , and, of course, airs his pet grievances, which 

h appen to be dietary--the difficulty of obtaining his 
favourite d elicacies, and the atrocious price of oysters in 
this ben ighted region .  

T h e  high range o f  m oorland is somewhat bleak and 
barren , but our ride is n ot unpleasant. It is a bright, 
clear autumn day j the sun has still som e power in h i s  
noon tide rays ;  a n d  the Great Wall forms a comfortable 
shelter against the n orth wind.  Now and then w e  
catch a fi n e  gl impse o f  lon g hazy ridges, far away t o  
the south j a n d  here t h e  quiet o f  t h e  lon ely moor i s  
broken b y  t h e  clink o f  hammers : for that l o w  pine
crowned humm ock on our left is topped by a bed of 
�xcel1ent building-ston e ; the quarrymen there are ply
Ing mallet  and wedge, and the ston edressers are 
roughly sh aping the great blocks, which are needed 
to r . 

C ' !  
epa u' a gateway or rear a new granary at 

1 urn u m . 

d 
resen tl y we come to the brow of a steep slope, 

own wl . 1 HT 
dev' . 

1 1 C  1 v\ all and road plunge side by side, without our 1altmg' from their habitual straightness. As for 
Se ves , We pause for a m oment before we follow 
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them, an d admire the new p rospect which sudd e  
opens out before u s .  Some hundreds of feet below 
the North Tyne, hastening southward to mingle w 
his brother-stream .  It is two m iles to the crest of 
opposite h ill, and much of either flank of the valley 
wooded, and the trees are glorious with innum 
subtly varied shades of gold, brown , and cri mson . 
flatter land by the river i s  cleared and cultivated ; 
on either side of the \iVall, as it stretches fro m  hiU-
to h ill-top, i s  a broad treeless belt. 

" There ! "  exclaims Longinus, with a 
wave of the hand, " there is C ilurnum ! " 

There it is ,  to be sure, like a cameo set i n  the long 
b and of the Wall, with a thin haze of h alf-dispersed 
blue smoke hanging over its roofs an d towers : a ,,,,ell
p acked, stoutly-walled little city of five acres or there
abouts, nestling on a broad mound beyond the ri  
like an old hen with a brood of ch ickens pecking round 
her ; for the sp:lce to the south and east of the fortress 
is dotted with suburban buildi ngs, amongst which 
Longinus' own n ewly-built villa stands conspicuous 'by 
the riverside. 

What a view, we think, and what a day ! 
m ight we stand here and gaze for hours, were it not for 
Longinus. But more than all the glories of autum n 
woods, or the deliciJ.te charm of hazy distances, Longinus 
adm ires the wreath of smoke, wh ich curls up fro m  the 
back prem ises of his own villa, and betokens cooking. 

" Come," he exclaims, " if for once you can manage 
to put up with soldier's fare, let us go down and see 
what Stichus has in the pot yonder. But I warn you, 
gentlemen, this place is a desert, and Stichus is a hope
less bungler." 

We h ave heard that sort of thing before, an d 
accordingly resign ourselves to the prospect of six. 
courses at the least. 

A few minutes' riding brings us down the h ill to the 
bridge ; for here the river cuts the vVall in two, and 
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nly this  strongly-guarded structure un ites the h alves. 

�he m ason ry of the piers and abutments is solid and 

im pressi ve ; and the roadway is formed of huge spars of 

ti mber, and fenced on the northern side by a strong 

wooden m antlet and a turret rising fro m  each of the 

three piers. On this side, too, are powerful winches, 

which serve to raise or lower the huge gratings that 

protect the waterways, as the river rises or falls. O n  

either side o f  the stream the Wall terminates i n  a 
stu rdy tower, which 'com m an ds the passage of the 

bridge ; and the upper breast of each abutment i s  

filled by a stron g outwork, s o  that any attack from the 

river may be exposed on either flank. But Longinus 

will not allow us time to m ake C:j.S detailed an exam ina� 

tion as we could wish ; he leads us a few yards up the 

road, which ascends from the bridge towards the city, 

an d then we dismount and hand over our horses to his  

orderlies ; for this  door at our left- hand i s  the entrance 

to the Prefect's villa. 
A few steps carry us past the obsequious old door

keeper, through the porch , and into a l arge hall, a 
chilly but somewhat elegant apartment, lighted by a n  

openin g i n  the roof a n d  a row o f  n arrow w indows, 
w h ich look out towards the river. The paved floor 
is bare, except for the strip of cloth which carpets i t  
from door t o  door ; and the roo m h a s  n o  other furniture 
th an the altar to Fortune, which stands on a pedestal 
in the centre. It is  here that Longinus receives h i s  

?
usiness visitors ; a n d  h e  likes to offer them every 

In ducement to go. The walls are covered with tinted 
plaster, and a broad frieze runs round the top, bearing 
a ri ng of deftly painted figures, the sign s of the Zodiac 
treated poetically, unless a cursory glance m isinform us.  

On Our right, as we pass through, i s  a row of seven 
rOun d-topped n iches, containing statues of the deities, who 
preSide over the seven planets and the seven days of the 
week-Apollo, Diana, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, 
and S aturn-all i n  order, and all wonderfully carved, 
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we declare. But Long-inus is too hun gry to explain 
origin of his art-treasures, and puts off until after d 
the curious history of the starving Greek artist, and 
strange chain of events that brought him to Cilu 
We leave our heavier garments i n  charge of the sI 
and pass on into the interior of the villa, where a 
come surprise awaits us. Longinus' pleasure
contains a small but well ·  equipped bath, of which, 
his  invitation, we are not slow to avail ourselves ;  
thus refreshed we follow him i n to the triclinium, a s 
roo m scarcely more than twelve or thirteen feet square. 

This room also is plastered and painted. The 
shows us Neptune, surrounded by a throng of ga 
bolling sea-monsters ; the walls are adorned with 
stripes of a conventional pattern, surmounted by 
frieze, where nymphs, wolves, bears, and trees 
Orpheus and his lyre. Low down in one corner of 
room is a h atch with double shutters, through wh 
the dishes are to be passed from the kitchen ; and si 
that process is ready to begin,  we take Our places 
the cushions, and listen poli tely to Longinus' apol 
for the shortcom ings of Stichus and the d ifficulties 
an impromptu m eal, winking at each other nevert 
less, when we can do so unobserved. Does the m 
really believe that w e  never saw him sen d that 
galloping home from the mile castle, where fi rst 
m et h i m ? 

However, Stichus turns out to be an und uly 
artist ; for the dinner is excellently cooked, and out 
only cause for regret lies i n  the fact that we have 
scarcely time to do it justice. The oy�ters are of the 
right Camulodunum breed ; the trout is like cream j 
and the wild sucking-pig is fit for a Lucullus. The 
wine is respectable-alas ! that we have still so far to 
travel this afternoon ! 

After dinner w e  pass to another room-a lon g'  
chamber, with an arched alcove a t  o n e  side, and 
fUrther end a double door leading to a garden. 
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re introduced to our host's fam ily, who, for lack of 

we 
a 

l' n the tric1inium, have not been able to join us at 
Pace 

s .  er We do our best to make ourselves agreeable ; 
dlnn 

th� 
lady of the house is dull and dignified ; her 

b
u

t 
gh ter is bashful, and cannot do more in the way of 

dau . 1 
versation, than to say yes and n o  111 t le wrong 

con b ' d I '  h ' 
laces ; and the two oys are eVl ent y ltc mg to escape 

from a sphere of un congenial best behaviour. It is n ot 

long before we make our excuses, and go i n  search of 

our horses and attendants. 

Longinus accompanies us ; for we are to take a rapid 

view of Cilurnum before we pass o n .  We ride up the 

slope, through a single-arched gateway, and so i nto the 

town ; but presently we turn into a street which runs 

north and south. Here we leave our horses for a few 

min utes, and follow Longinus through the archway 

which opens into the forum. 

On our left, as we e nter, is an open space, bounded 

by a line of small court-houses and other offices ; but 

these are already closed for the day, and the n orthern 

half of the forum, though less turbulent than the m arket 

of Corstopitum, shows more prospect of life and amuse

ment. Round this n orthern part rUns a portico-a colon 

nade of m asonry pillars, which support a pentice roof ; 
and here much business is being transacted. Farmers 
and farmers' wives fro m  the n eighbouring country are 
tempt i n g  the soldiers of the garrison to add h omely 
delicacies to their m onotonous rations of corn and 
meat. In one corner a potter h as d isplayed his stock
one or two pieces of Samian ware, too dear for any but � �elI- to-do officer to buy, earthenware bottles and 

aSl ns  fro m  southern Britain, and so forth, down to the 
rough fireproof jar, in which a trooper may bruise and 
ste\ l '  v l1 S  ration of wheat. 
e hC:bl1. 

a lo w stand by one of th e pillars a few slaves are 
x 1 lted 

Ast . -part of the booty taken when last the 

cI a 
U�lans marched n orth to punish some recalcitrant 

n In th c valley of the North Tyn e : women and boys, 
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most of them, shaggy-haired and unclean, clad in 
tunics of deerskin, and glaring a half-tearful defiance 
the idlers who come to stare and laugh, as the n i m  
tongued salesman explains that, after due washing 
instruction, these will  m ake the most capable 
that any m aster can desire, o r  any coun t ry produce. 

Beside another pillar sits a trinket-seller-a wan 
ing Greek or Syrian , who is loud in the praises of 
coloured glass beads, his t rumpery brooches, and 
little bronze statuettes-Ceres or Silvanus for 
countryman, Mars or Victory for the soldier, and 
various n ondescript deities, which m ay serve for any. 
thing that the superstitious p urchaser chances to 
require . There he sits, chattering with n ever-failing 
volubility in a m ixture of four lan guages, as he tnes to 
tempt the fancy of a red-faced m arket-woman, or open 
the purse of a great stolid Asturian trooper ; nor is he 
in the least degree put out, though all his taki ngs 
con sist of a stream of abuse from the one, and a grin of 
good-natured contempt from the other. 

The open space i n  the centre of the forum is 
evidently the favourite playground of the boys of Cilur. 
num-mischievous imps, who tease the potter as 
assiduously as they plague the trinket-seller, and chaff 
the m arket- woman as m ercilessly as they j eer at the 
captive Otadenes, who quiver w ith i mpotent rage on 
the slave-dealer's stand : a free republic i n  the m idst of 
the Empire, and as cosmopolitan a company as the 
world has ever see n .  Here a bold Brigantian youngster 
is rolling the son of an Asturian veteran i n  the dirt ; 
h ere the children of a Rhaetian or Pannonian settler 
are playing knuckl e-bones with the boys of a Span ish 
or Dalmatian merchan t ; and we are not w i thout a 
shrewd suspicion that this is the parad ise to which the 
Prefect's sons, for all their birth and breeding, were so 
eager to escape. We saw them running furtively up 
the h ill, as we were waiting for our horses ; and, as we 
entered the forum, the flash of a white tunic, not sO 
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when last we saw it, showed that someone was 
1 an as 

c e d hasti ly to ensconce h i mself behind a pillar. 
move ' 1 E ' 1 L . 

. v we were ng It. very tlme t lat ongmus turns 
J, es, 

, back, two dirty faces and two tangles of disordered 

��r m ake their appearance at the sides of the sheltering 

colum n . But we have been boys ourselves, and m ean 

shoW sympathy with the young gen tlemen, whose to 
'oyment we have thus rudely disturbed. We wink an 

en] " 11 ' 1 d 
answer to their conllca y piteous g ances, an soon 

contrive to lead Lon ginus elsewhere. 

Thus we pass on to  visit the barracks and stables, 

wh ich fill the northern half of Cilurnum. A broad street 

runs round them, close under the wall of the fortress, 

giv i ng an easy passage between the eastern, northern, 

and western gates. Each of these entrances is an i m 

posi ng double-arched structure, with high flanking 

towers, and stout oak doors : but we are m oved to 

express surprise when w e  n otice thc.t all three open 

upon the northern or outer side of the Great Wall, 

wh ich joins the walls of Cilurnum just south of the 

eastern and western gates. 
" Oh, for cavalry, of course," Lo nginus explains, 

w ith a touch of superiority : " how do you expect me to 

get caval ry out by a single gate, if w e  want them in a 
hu r ry ? " 

Feeling properly humiliated we are somewhat shy 
of asking further questions ; and accordingly our view 
of tIre rest of Cilurnum i s  likely t o  prove a confused 
passage i n  our remembrance. True, the big granary, 
to the �outh of the forum ,  seems likely to stick in our 
�11el11ory ; but that i s  because m inor details often succeed 
in an choring  m ore i mportant matters i n  our minds. The 
gran ary w oul d be as hazy as the rest, were it not for the 
rat \VI ' I 1 ' 1 1 C  1 eapt from among the corn sacks and gave us 
SUch a t ' . 

c s art : by Cerberus, but it was the most 
m on strous that ever our eyes beheld I 

'
Presently Our brief tour brings us

'
to the south gate

vay \ h , v ere we are to part with our genial entertainer. 
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A decurion and three troopers of the Second Ala 
Asturians are waiting to supply his place and guide 
to Borcovicum : Longinus receives our hearty th 
and gives us a p ressing invitation to look i n  u pon 
again, if our homeward journey chance to bring us 
Cilurnum ; we commit ourselves to the charge of 
decurion, and, waving a last farewell to Our host, 
turn our horses' heads to the south, and ride b 
away. 

R. H . F. 
[To be continued. ] 

AN ILL WiND. 

( Wz'th apologies 10 the shade of Ca/u/lus.) 
THE situation of my house, dear Jones, 

Weighs with an icy load upon my m ind ; 
'Tis not that from due North, S outh, East and W, 

Aye, from each quarter comes a biting wind : 
No, since you wish to know why I dislike 

The situ ation, I can only say, 
A h eavy quarter's rent has j ust come due, 

And what is worse-I've not the funds to pay. 

A. S. L. 

-

PREH ISTORIC PROFESSIONALS. 

.-'it Sii:"1il E h ad spent the evening in Oyler's rooms, 
playing Nap. It was n early the end of the 
term, and fin ancial depression lay heavy 
upon us. We accordingly decided to play 

for low stakes, Oyler remarking th at he thought ten 

poil lts a penny would be sufficient. We agreed 

unanimously, and the game began. This was about 

ten. At half-past twelve, Tompkins, who had been 

plunging h eavily, owed three farthings all  round .  

Nobody else knew what w a s  owed b y  or to him ; so 
we magnanimously excused Tompkins from p aym ent, 
and decided to stop. We should have slept better if 
we had gon e  on.  Oyl er p roduced various bottles, a 
kettle, a lemon, and two eggs ; and after m ixit;lg up the 
conten ts of the bottles with the lemon and one egg
the other he spilled on his trousers-fin ally p roduced 
a steaming and not unsavoury beverage, which he 
cal led " M aiden ' s  Blush ." H e  explained that this was 
an A m erican term . Duly p rovided with an allowance 
of this stim ulating decoction, we sat round the fire, and 
talked shop.  

Oyler is a confirmed pessimist.  We were discussi n g  
modern sport and professi onalism ; a n d  he declared that 
the con stitution of sport at the p resent day was " rotten 
to th e Core." ( Oyler speaks at the Un ion .)  He is also 
a pessi mist and a Laudator Te1l2j>orz's A ctt'. I myself �tn a. L. T. A ., in a small way, but on this particular 

O
ccasio n ,  for the sake of argument, I maintained i n  
Ppo ' 1 '  SI Ion to Oyler that Sport to-day is n o  worse than 
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it used to be, and that the Greek Athletes of 
were a set of " pros."-a secon d Northern Union . 
roused Oyler. If there is one country, one age, or 
people for whom he h as a special admiration, 
coun try is  Greece, that age is  the age of Pindar, 
that people is the people of H ellas. (1 quote Ve?,bnf.-... 
H e  immediately rem arked that 1 did not know 
1 was talking about ; which was very true. 1 
with an even truer tu quoque. The discussion 
as the Maiden's Blush waned ; from generalities 
descended to person alities, from personal ities to 
lingsgate. About three o 'clock, when the subject 
discussion had become unduly obtrusive, and 
Maiden's Blush had disappeared altogether, the p 
broke up, and we went to bed. 

N ow 1 do not know whether it was the fa ult of 
M aiden's Blush or of the conversation, but the 
rem ains that as soon as 1 fell asleep 1 had a sin 
and not altogether un in structive dream. 

• • • • . . 

1 dreamt that 1 was conveyed by some mys 
agency to a warm and sunny climate ; and that 1 
upon a h ill-side and surveyed a remarkable 
Below me spread a w ide plain, containing what 10 
like a race-course, lined by gran d  stan ds. 1 
to say that the scen e  rem inded m e  very vividly 
Newm arket on a race day. By my side stood Oyl 
That was only to be expected. H e  had been 
Maiden's Blush too. 1 began to feel surprised at t 
absence of the rest of our party. 1 asked Oyler if he 
knew where we were, as 1 had only just arrived, 
felt a little strange. He seemed surprised at this, 
rem arked that he had been there some time, (1  sup 
he had drunk more Maiden's Blush than 1 had.)  
further informed m e  that we were present at a cele 
tion of the Olympian Gam es.  The date, according to' 
Boeckh, was 4 7 2  B,C., according to Bergk 4 7 6. 1 could 
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ke my choice. H e  now hoped, he continued, to 
t:ove to m e, by practical demonstration, that the soul

iess and mercen ary motives which I had attributed 

to the athletes of Hellas were as unfounded as they 

were unj ust. 1 succeeded shortly in stopping his flow 

of eloquence, and we proceeded down the h ill.  

VIe presently met Tompkins.  He, it appeared, had 

been there much longer than any of u !' ,  for obvious 

reasons. However, he had acquired a knowledge of 

the place, and volunteered to sho w us round. 

We elbowed our way through the throng ; and I 

was surprised to n ote that the spectators, though truly 

Greek i n  their dress and appearance, presented a n  

excessively modern deportment. They passed t h e  time 

of day with each other i n  a most free and easy style ; 

they asked solemn and reverend individuals from 

Thebes if their mothers knew that they were out ; and 

they poked th eir n eighbours in the ribs, knocked their 

friends' hats off, and enjoyed themselves generally. 

Some of them wore false noses, m an y  played i nstru

ments which looked very like concertinas, and nearly 

all drank freely fro m pocket wine skins. I was sur

prised to find that our presence caused apparently n o  

surprise ; but ( as Tompkins afterwards remarked) some 

people can stand anything. 
Our first mishap befell u s  here. A gan g of m erry 

youths, who had been advertising their presence by 

an uproarious rendering of a ditty, with the refrain, 

strangely familiar, 
, \ ,.. f ,.. , 't ' 

• • • • /Ca£ /CaTa TOU JlWTOU ')('puaa� TptX€<; €sfICpEl-'aJlTO, 
sUddenly l inked arms and made a descent upon OyIer. 
1 turn ed round in t ime to see my valued friend acting 
as nucleus to a rapidly i n creasing heap of arms and 
legs, in a position which I saw would rapidly become 
serious. I immediately turned to a bystander, and in 
my best Greek explained that w e  were visitors from 
a d '  Istance ; and that t h e  conduct of t h e  local youth 
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would not, i n  m y  OpInIOn, enhance the reputation 
Elis as a pleasure resort. To wh ich the bysta 
replied with m uch politeness that he quite agreed 
m e ; but that the youths in question were not from 
at all,  but were an excursion fro m  Corinth, who had 
arrived that m orning. We succeeded in exhuming 
Oyler from the h eap of human ity i n  which he was 
entangled, and I i ntroduced him to our n ew friend. 
The latter proved a m ost useful acquisition to 
party, especially as Tompkin s  had been temporarily 
lured from our side by a lady of prepossessing appear. 
ance, who wished to tell his  fortune. 

Alcibiades Smith-this i s  a translation of his name_ 
gave us m uch interesting information.  H e  said that 
the attendance was nearly a record, and that an extra. 
ordinary number of people h ad passed the turnstiles. 
This was the first nail in Oyler's coffin. He had not 
been expecting turnstiles, or even a charge for admis. 
sion. Things were n ot so Greek and heroic as they 
m ight have been. Mr Smith next produced a copy 
of the Olympzcm Echo, a sporting paper of the period, 
which gave full particulars of the programme, a fist of 
previous winn ers, and " Latest Tips," by " Early Worm." 
The cost of the paper was two obols. " Early Worm " 
(freely translated) had delivered his views on the great 
race of the day as follows :-

" The uphol ders of the Syracusan stabl e  may keep 
thei r minds easy. Pherenikos has gone steadily up in 
public estimati on, and only the sh ortest prices can no\\' 
be got against him. Such a distinguished sportsman as 
Bi eron can n ever be suspected of running his horses 
on the crook ; and, provided that the h orse keeps fit 
and well in training, he should romp home an easy 
winner. H i s  trial spins have been carefully timed by 
our representative, and, given a fine day and a fair  

start, we predict another solid success for the sturdy 

sportsman of Sicil ian Syracuse. All readers of the Echo 
lihould therefore put their  tun i cs on 

PHERENIKOS ! " 
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" This," rem arked Oyler, with a sigh ,  " is modern, 

painfullY modern ." H e  sighed much oftener a little 

later. 
At this m oment our attention was attracted by a 

man standing at the side of the road. H e  was dressed 

in fantastic attire, and held in his hand a number of 

leaflets . These he offered for sale, as his own corn· 

position.  A poem of praise could be written at one 

obol per line, and ready-made complimentary verses 

were much cheaper ; but a full Epinikion ode could 

on l y  be done at one mina per verse. As a n  example 

of his genius, h e  chanted the following :-

Hl1 rrah for H iero ! H e's the boy 
For winning sports galore ! 

A whetstone shri l l  is at my tongue : 
(This is a metaphor.) 

Water is best, ancl s o  is  whisk
I mean, let' s sing a !'long. 

H iero will win this  m ighty race ; 
" So now we shan't be long " ! 

" :Hr Pin dar, I presume." 
" The same : at your service. Any orders, sir � 

Metaphors extra, if ready m ixed." 
" Not to-day, thank you. By the way, your last line 

sounded somewhat commonplace." 
" There i s  nothing new under the sun," interpolated 

Oyler. 
" By no m eans ! "  exclaimed the bard. " I  am a 

nobl e bird (connected with the Aristocracy). I sit aloft 
and slt:'ep with heaving wings, while the j ack-daws all 
aroun d __ 

" Oh come away ! " said Tompkins.  (He is a science 
man.)  

" W o uld any of you citizens like to see the boxing 
match ? "  said Alcibiades S mith , pointedly. 
1- \Ve eagerly seized the excuse, and the bard was left 

arnenting. 
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" I  suppose Diagoras of Rhodes is favourite, 
Oyler, learnedly. 

" Oh dear n o ! " said Alcibiades. " He's a '  pro: 
He was suspended last year." 

" How was that ? "  
" Well, he was competing as an am ateur, 

winning every possible prize, Nobody knew where 
got his expenses from, as he was only a cobbler 
Rhodes. Everybody suspected that he was being 
somehow by club secretaries, w.ho wanted to get him 
an advertisement for their m eetings ; and last year, 
the Isth m ian Gam es, the secret came out. A detective.l 
from Athens was set to watch h i m ; and he found 
after Diagoras had left h is dressing room to go to the 
rin g, the treasurer of the Isthmian games used to slip 
into the d ressing room and put a m in a  into each 
Diagoras' boots. Of course Diagoras, when he ret 
s imply put h i s  boots on, and walked home with a mina 
under each heel. They hanged the treasurer, and 
suspended D iagoras." 

" An d  yet you complain of the Northern Union," I 
rem arked to Oyler. 

Oyler was long past speech. A combined series 
turnstiles, m odern m anners, and Bank-holiday 'crowds 
was fast depriving h i m  of h is powers of argument. 

The boxing m atch was not a success. The com
batants, after addressing the crowd, and dilating upon 
their respective m erits, proceeded to give an ostentatious 
display of sparring, taking the greatest care not to hurt 
each other ,  The whole affair was so obviously arranged 
that even a Boeotian gentleman standing near us 
remarked that he thought they " m ight 'it each other a 
bit ' arder loike ! "  His astuteness was warmly compli
m ented by two sportsmen fro m  Corinth. 

After spending a pleasant 'and not altogether unin
structive day, we were taken to see the prizes delivered. 
The scene crushed, once and for all, the last remaining 
shred s of Oyler's sentimental infatuation. We had 
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ictured a shouting m ultitude, victors borne shoulder

P,  h and laurel wreaths everywhere. All we saw was 

blg , ' 1 ' d' ' d  1 ' , bl d "  
business- h {e m lVl ua , Slttlllg at a ta e, an glVlllg 

a 
ay slips of paper to the successful competitors . ,\Ve 

a;ain turned to our guide for enlightenment.  In answer 

�e procured one of the slips and gave it  to us. It ran 

as folloWS :-
-

OLYMPIAN GAMES. 
Mr Demetrius of Ephesus is authorised to 

supply to M r  son o f  . 
a Prize, of a value not excee d i ng 

Signed (for the Committee), 
H ELLENODIKUS (Clerk).  

" These, you will perceive, are prize vouchers, on one 

of our leading silvers m iths." 

" Yes," said I ;  " but wh at about the myrtle chaplets, 

the bays, the laurels ? Don't prize-winners receive allY 

Mrt v7j ? 
" Certainly," replied S mith. " Only we spell it a 

little differently now-a-days : we call it oa71'av'T}
' expenses,' you know. It sounds much the same if you 

say it quickly. A good athlete can live quite comfort

ably on his oa71'av'T}-oacpv'T}, I mean ." 
This was too much. With a piercing shriek, Oyler 

wok,e. So did I. 
J. H . B. 



-
AMONG THE TOMBS. 

, The semt'ble Rhelo1'lc of Ihe dead, 10 exe7llplarz'1y of good Life.' 
(SIR TiIOMAS BROWNE.)  

HEN Sir Thom as Browne was writing his tract ate on " Ur n  Burial," and gossipping with m ore cheertulness than his subject justified concerning " sad and Sepulchral Pitchers," " silently expressing old mortality," he might easily have been betrayed into an excursus upon epitaphs. But in asmuch as he was a physician, and a p ractitioner of experience withal, he could see that this way m adness lies. It is one thing to take a healthy in terest i n  bones and teeth, " combs handsomely wrought," " brazen Nippers," and the " incinerated substances " that m arked the ancient burning ground at Walsingham ; and quite another to succu mb to the fatal fascination of epitaphs. The one is allied with that large curiosity about the world which belongs to the Ren aissance ; the other has an affinity with the collecting of postage stamps, the last refuge of an effete 
civilisation. 

The downhi l l  path is easy, and after the first fall 
demoralisation sets i n  with alarming rapidity. How 
m any fresh young souls date their corruption from the 
day when they set out eagerly to take a rubbing of that 
well-worn but martial figure, Sir Roger de Trumpington. 
As doctors say of influenza-" the disease is h ighly 
·cohtagious in the earlier stages, and the young are 
peculiarly susceptible." From rubbing a brass to copyin g  a mural inscription the transition is easy ; in 
the next stage the victim grovels openly in churchyards 
with a m agnifying glass, and is u nashamed ; in the end 
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'5 del ivered over u nto a reprobate m ind, and pokes 
he 1 t daily with a note-book among the cold Hie Jaeets 
abou 

f the dead.  
o 

:Not long ago one of the stricken ones, whose career 

an archreologist was prem aturely cut short by a 
a;lenture induced in a country churchyard, bequeathed 

�iS n ote - book to the present writer in  recogn ition of the 

honesty of h is atte mpts to divert him from t h e  fatal path 

into which he had strayed. Amidst a vast m ass of 

bombastic prose and feeble verse (for the literary sense 

of the collector is soon blunted), there appear from 

various parts of the kingdom epitaphs which display a 

certai n  virility, and stand out as notable exceptions to the 

pathol ogical law which sets the p atient to accumulate 

what is not worth preservin g. 
An epitaph from n orth of the Tweed \\'e set no store 

by, except in so far as it shows the desperate straits 
to which the rhymer m ay be reduced if poverty of 
vocabulary and scarcity of ideas should chance to m eet 
in his single person, 

H ere lies Anderson, Provost o f  D undee, 
Here lies him, Here lies h e ; 
Hallelujah, H al leILy·et. 

A, E, C, D, E, F, G. 

He should have done more wisely had he imitated 
the reticence of his brother of St Michael's, Crooked 
Lane :  

Here Iyeth wrapt in C l ay 
The body o f  H if/z'a7ll Wray ; 
I have n o  m ore to say. 

But of a different vintage and fine academical flavour is  
one from Gloucester Cathedral : 

Here Iyes the Body of Sallluel Bridger, Gent . , who 
departed this Life upon the 2 1  st Day of  July, All. 1 6 5 0• 

Receiver of this College Rents, he paid 
H is Debt to Nature, and beneath he's l aid 
To rest, until  h i s  Summ o n s  to remove, 
At the last Aud it, to the Choir above. 
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Of somewhat the same type, though hal f a cen 
l ater, is the epitaph of Captain D unch in St Dun 
Stepney, which must have been written by a 
sailor-man, unless the Ki pling of that age 
chance to have had a hand in it. 

Here lyeth interred the Body of Captain John Dzmch, 
who departed this Life November 2 5 ,  1 696, in the 
6 7 th Year of  his Age. 

Tho' Bonas' blasts and Neptune's Waves 
Have toss'd me to and fro ; 

I n  spite of both by God's Decre e  
I harbour here below ; 

Where I do now at Anchor ride 
With many o f  our Fleet ; 

Yet once again I must set sail 
Our Admiral Christ to meet. 

But as a rule the seventeenth century epit 
collected intu the note-book in question are shorter 
this, and avoid all appearance of cheerfulness. Qu 
conceits upon the tombstone appealed rather to 
fancy of Tudors and Elizabethans than to the 
h umour of the Puritans of the Civil War. These aim 
a severer self-restraint, and waste no words upon 
merits of the departed, who after all was only a mis 
able sinner gone to give a strict and solemn account 
deed s done in the body, and to learn how vain am 
m ents and foolish laughter m ay hazard the loss of 
Even the epitaph of Archbishop Laud himself 
characterised by the same grim reticence. 
percuss us, z'7nmortalz'tatem adz"z"t, followed by the date a 
his age. 

But if  the mural in scriptions of the seven 
century gave the deceased rather less than his due, the 
balance was redressed in the more generous days that 
followed, when every ecclesiastical surface grew black 
with the recorded merits of virtuous generations, com
memorated by an inconsolable posterity. Singularly 
enough the century was ushered in at Lambeth by the 
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uisitely simple epitaph o f  another great Archbishop, 

e�;o in these matters was fortunately a long way behind 

�e times that were then coming upon the kingdom : 

Here lieth the Body of Thomas Telllson, late Arch

bishop o f  Canterbury, who departed this Life i n  Peace 

on tbe  1 4th of December, 1 7 1 5. 

But no sooner had Archbishop Tenison passed to 

his rest than the floodgates were opened, and the 

unctuoUs tide of Epitaph oozed out over the land. 

An inscription of 1 7 2 7 at Christ's Hospital keeps 

green the memory of Sir George Mertins, Knight, 

Alderman and sometime Mayor of the City of London 

and of Dame Philadelphia, his  w ife, whose " venerable 

Remains " are deposited hard by. 

In Trade he was without Extortion, 

In the Exercise of  Power without Oppression, 

In Offices of  Friendship without Ostentation, 

In Acts of Piety without Dissimulation.  

And by his dis interested and diffusive Merit ,  i n  public 

And private Life, received universal and unenvied 

A pplause. 

" Disinterested and diffusive merit " has the genuine 

eighteenth century ring about it, and our collector's note

book contain s many of this type. A common variant 

celebrates the fam e  of a prodigious n umber of n aval 

and military heroes, whose conspicuous merits h ave 

been- unaccountably passed over by the historians. 

These all " sustained " the battles in which they 
were killed " with uncommon intrepidity," displayed 
" superior fortitude and clemency " in private life, and 
Were " equall'd by few in the social and domestic virtues 
of POl iteness, modesty, candour and benevolence." 

. We select from among the ruck of p]ebians the very ��nified epitaph of that great patrician, John Lord 

b Igby, and Earl of Bristol, at Sherborne, in Dorsetshire, 

d ecause it sets forth in luminous language the whole 
uty of a great noble as it  was conceived i n  that age, 

VOL. XX. D D  
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and so casts a side-light upon those social 
which explain a good deal that is unintelligible 
p olitics. 

He was naturally i nclined to  avoid 
The Hurry of a publick Life ; 

Yet careful  to keep up the Port of his Quality ; 
Was willing to be at Ease, but scorn'd Obscurity ; 

And therefore never made his  Retirement a Pretence 
To draw himself within a narrower Compass, 

Or to shun such Expence 
As Charity, Hospitality, and his Honour 

Call'd for. 

No squalid socialistic notions here ; no vapouring 
about the duty and dignity of a simple life. Instead 
these modern fads we have a massive and reasoned 
conception of a port and manner of living that shall be 
nicely adjusted to known requirements-the demands 
a well-understood place in the social hierarchy. There 
is a want of fervour about it all ; the atmosphere is 
possibly somewhat chilling ; the subject of the epitaph 
would find himself a good deal out of place among the 
emotionalists and sentimentalists of another age. But 
the influences that emanate from his monument are 
robust and bracing, and we find it in our hearts to 
respect this characteristic product of the age of 
�ommon sense. Naturally enough 

His Religion was that 
Which by LAW is established ; 

and it enabled him to do his duty in that exalted station 
pf life to which it had pleased God to call him. 

His Distinction from others 
Never made him forget himself or them. 

He was kind and obliging to his Neighbours, 
Generous and condescending to his  Inferiors, 

And j ust to all Mankind. 

The epitaph concludes i n  that spirit 
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nt i cipat ion which is the note of the ,eighteenth 

�en tury in its relation to a future life. 

Nor had the Temptations 
Of Honour and Pleasure in this World 
Strength enough to with draw his Eyes 
From that great Object of his Hope 
Which we may reasonably assure ourselves 

He now enjoys. 

Our collector has not failed to copy an epitaph of 
1 7 43 at Bolton, in Yorkshire, which makes an excellent 
beginning but a tedious end : 

Blush not, Marble ! 
To rescue from Obli vion 

the Memory of 
HENRY JENKINS 

arouses high expectations, which the remainder o f  the 
epitaph does not sustain. 

Taking the centuries together they all have their 
characteristic merits, and the mod ern epitaphist does 
n ot do very much better. But perhaps there is nothing 
in the collection that rings truer than the earliest 
epitaph of all, written before the sixteenth century 
had fashioned its conceits, or the seventeenth had 
pruned them, or the eighteenth had taught men to 
prose in wearisome uncials for the benefit of posterity. 
A monument of 1 47 5  commemorates a person of no 
imp�rtance who had made a great marriage, and in 
virtue of it was buried in St George's Chapel, Windsor, 
where the bones of princes are gathered to their rest. 

WY l b i n  this ChappeJl lyeth buried A n ne Duches of 
Exetor Suster unto  the noble Kyng Edward the forte, 
and also the Body of Syr Thomas Sellynger Knyght 
her Husband. which hath fonde wythin this College 
a channtre wyth two prestys syngyng for evermore on 
whose soule God have mercy. The which A nm duches 
dyed in the yere of  our Lord a thousande CCCCLXXV 
the dnical letter S .  

p rimu S. xiiii. xi daye of January. 
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nICENDA TACENDA. 

MY FRIEND THE POET. 

.t t  Is:: a::>i1ilIlOU h aven 't read m e  anything of yours 
lately," said I to Callimachus, of St 
Stephen's, when he dropped in the other 
evening. Callim achus is a poet of the 

mystic school, and I perceived by his excited looks that 
he had recently had an attack of the ' divine affiatus.' 
It is a disease I do not personally suffer from ,  I believe 
that I am visited by dyspepsia in its stead. Then came 
the usua1 1itt1e prelude. 

" Well, I have written just a l ittle thing," said he, 
fumbling in his pocket, " would you really care to hear 
it ? " 

" I  should regard it as a privilege," I replied, politely. 
" Ah ! but my things I know are hard to understand, 

I write for myself and to myself." 
This I had heard before, but I could never square it 

with the fact that whenever Callimachus writes any
thing he immediately calls on all his friends (his circle 
has diminished of late), and reads it to them 
ecstatic voice, but in great confidence . 

" I have shown it to nobody else," he said. 
" You are very good." " It is called ' The 

Link: " 
" Really I "  said 1.  
" It  is, of course, metaphysically regarded." 
" Q uite so," I was glad to hear it, as I believe that 

the ' missing link; physically regarded, is unpleasant .  
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" It is written in no particular metre ; Browning was 

not fettered by metre, why should I be I " 
" Why, indeed ? But, pray, read on." He read-

' THE M ISSING LINK.' 

" Th e winsome smile  of  an ethereal blue 

B reaks o'er the silver calmness of the deep, 

The merry sea-gul l s  wh isper as they fiy, 

A n d  angels moved to gladness sadly weep. 

Fly o'er the dove-l i ke crests of b riny waves 

The fettered spirits of  a vast Unknown, 

While b i t ter torrents from a laugh ing glade 

Splash with the utterance of  an age their own." 

" That is all," said he, " what do you think of i t ? "  
" Very fine, but a little difficult to follow." I could 

not quite see where the ' missing l ink ' came in, but it 

has sometimes struck m e  that the ouly thing to which 
Callim achus' poems can n ever be m ade to refer, is any 
idea conveyed by their titles. Further, I am not v ery 
clear as to what the Missing Link really is, and as 
apparently the most familiar obj ects metaphysically 
regarded are hard to recognize, I put it  down to my 
own lack of perception. 

" Yes," said Callimachus dreamily, " it is hard, but I 
think it has something i n  it ." 

" I have no doubt," I replied, politely, " that it has a 
great deal in it, more perhaps than my feeble intellect 
can 'grasp." 

Calli machus would not gainsay this, but rose to go, 
and I afterwards learnt that I was not the only person 
who heard that touching poem the other evening. 

H. L. P. 



CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE Edltors of the Eagle have much pleasure in printing 

the following Appeal. The International Committee i n  
of  t h e  M emorial includes nearly al l the prominent mathe_ 
maticians of Europe and Ameri ca.  A full l ist  o f  the Committee 
and of the Subscribers to the Fund, will  be printed i n  a future 
n umber. 

PROPOSED MEMORIAL to THE LATE PROF SYLVEstER. 

Soon after the death of  this illustrious Mathemati cian in 
March of  the present year, a n umber of  h is  friends and admi 
of  h i s  genius considered the advisabi l ity of founding some 
suitable Memorial in honour of h is name and life work. The 
suggestion met with a ready response from all parts of  the 
world, and a powerful and representative International Com
mittee was form ed. A list of this Committee is enclosed, and 
it wi l l  be  seen therefrom how widespread is the sympathy which 
the movement h as excited. 

The eminent services to mathematical science rendered by 
Sylvester during a long and brill iant career are so well  known 
and so widely recognised, that no special advocacy is required 
to convince the i ntellectual -public that the perpetuation of his 
m emory in a suitable way is an honourable duty, the carrying 
out of which devolves in the first place upon this the country 
of his birth an d educati on.  The warmly sympathetic replies to 
the letters sent by the init iators of the m ovement to the mathe
maticians of America, France, Germany, Italy. and Sweden, 
have served to completely justify the action taken . It remains 
only to invite public attention to the scheme in order that a 
Memorial worthy of Sylvester's fame may be founded by i n ter
national co-operation. The estimation in wh i c h  h e  was held 
in America found expression at a Memorial Meeting of the 
Faculty of the J ohns Hopkins University, held on May 2nd, 
when appreciative addresses were delivered by President Gilman, 
Dr Fabian Franklin, &c. ( "  University Circulars," June, 1 397) '  
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rhe mathematicians o f  this country have likewise put upon 

ecord their  sense of  the heavy loss which science h as sustained."" 

r In determi ni n g  the form which the Memorial should take, 

the promoters have been influenced by various consi derations. 

The foundati o n  of  a mathematical studentsh ip required the 

raisi n g of an amount of capital which they d id  not see their 

way to obtain . It has been decided, therefore, that the foun

dation of a Sylvester Medal and prize would bring the scheme 

wel i within  the region of  practicabil i  ty, and woul d at the same 

time enable the body entrusted with the fund to offer encourage

men t and reward to working mathematicians throughout the 

world for results achieved i n  a branch of  science which brings 

no d i rect material advantage to its cultivators. 

It is estimated that a capital sum of  about £ 1 ,000 will be 

required for this purpose, and of  this i t  wili be seen from the 
accompanying l ist of  subscriptions that about one-half has 

already been contributed.t The fund,  when compl ete, w i ll be 

transferred to  the Council  of the Royal Society of London, that 

body having undertaken to  accept the trust and to award the 

l\ledal triennially, irrespective of nationality·t 
In  America, subscriptions may be sent to Dr Cyrus Adler, 

Smi thsonian Institution, Washington, or to Dr George Bruce 

IIalsted, 2407,  Guadalupe Street, Austin, Texas. 

ROTHSCHILD, 

Chairman of E.t:eetttive Committee and Trea.urer. 

PERCY A. MACMAHON, 
Hon Secretary. 

RAPHAl!.L MELDOLA, 
I-Ion Organising Secretary. 

Dectmoer, 1 897 . Fillsbury Technical College. 

.. See " Nature," March 1 8th and 25th, 1 897, and also the Address by 
Plor Forsyth to Section A of the British Association at Toronto, 1 897. 

t The Fund now (Jan., 1 898) exceeds £700• 

t A slIon g desire has been expressed that a marble bust of Sylvester 
should be executed and placed in the apartments of the Royal Society at �udl llgton I-louse, with copies at Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, and Baltimore. 

f a Sufficient fund can be raised, this suggestion will also be carried out. 
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'tHE AMATEUR ANTIQUARY. 

IV. 

"Phantom sound of blows descending, moan of an enemy massacred, 

l'!r,\I1tom wail of women and children, multitudinous agonies." 
Tenn)'JOIt. 

lE MROM the gateway of Cilurnum w e  ride away 

southward ; for time presses, a n d  this route 

is somewhat easier than the road which 

follows the course of the Wall over the great 
basal t hills to the west . At first we cross the fertile, 
undul ating strip of lan d  which lies between the river 
and the western slope of the valley ; j ust beyond the 
SUburbs a few tombs stand by the wayside, and then the 
road passes between fields and gardens, which nestle 
snugl y in this sheltered basi n ; for to the south the 
valley is n arrowed al m ost to a gorge, where the North 
T yne chafes and frets his way over stubborn boulders an d  juttin g  ledges of rock, towards the wide haughs Where he and h is fellow river are presently to join their Waters. 

]' Soon the road takes a sharp turn to the right, and �
�

tnbs to the neck which joins the great wooded hill of 

.arden to the hi gher ground of the north: a few minute 1 s ater we find ourselves at the brow of the 
VOL. xx. LL 
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further slope, and m ake our survey of that portion of 
South Tynedale which lies below US- a  great Curve of 
the valley, embaying a pleasant n ook of cultivated 
land, through which the road is to lead us.  Close by 
the river's bank there is a l ow bluff, and then the 
gl"Ound rises gently towards the half circle of moorland 
hills, which shelter it from the biting winds of the north 
and east. In the centre of this natural theatre is a large 
camp and a straggling village; for the place is used as 
a sanatorium and has some strategic value as a 
sUFPorting station. Westward from C ilurnum the Wall 
forms a great curve, and here is its focus j from this 
spot supports m ay in a short time reach C ilurnum, 
Procol itia, or Borcovicum j and even Hunnum and 
Aesica are not too far distant to send hither for assist
ance. 

B ut there is nothing of such special interest as to 
detai n  us here : w e  ride past the southern rampart of 
the camp, and set our horses to the long slope, by 
which the road mounts to the higher levels of the moor. 
To beguile the m onotony of the ascent, we tempt our 
friend the Decurion into conversation, and he is ready 
enough to regale us with all manner of strange 
histories, drawn from his own experience or from the 
traditions of the regiment. 

There is n o  lack of excitement in  some of his stories, 
as, for instance, when h e  relates how only three months 
ago Marcus and Quintus, the Prefect's sons, ran away 
from home to seek adventures up the North Tyne 
valley. Marcus and Quintus, we learn, are the real, 
though unofficial, com m anders of the Second Asturians, 
and, notwithstan ding the claims of one Titus Aelius 
Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pi�s etc., the complete 
autocrats of Cilurn um: in fact, there is scarcely a man 
in the fortress, civil or m ilitary, who is not ready to 
neglect his duties, if Marcus' bow requires men ding, or 
leave private business undone, if Quintus demands a. 

stock of pebbles for his sling. 
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The Decurion grows eloquent, as h e  describes the 

mtUotion which arose when the l ads were m issed, the 

��ry haste with which the Prefect and every available 

trooper rode northward, as soon as their trail was 

discovered, the grim silence or fierce oaths of the men, 

when they saw the small footprints suddenly surrounded 

by the marks of a h undred n aked feet, and the awful 

havoC which they worked in the moorland stronghold, 

where they found the boys at last, standing, as they 

had stood through a long hour of terrible suspense, pale 

but defiant, while their captors quarrelled over their

fate, the politic wishing to hold them to ransom, and 

the fiercer spirits, who had lost sons or brothers by the 

Rom an arms, clamouring for cruelty and revenge. 

"But we left them little time to decide," says our 

friend. "vVe m ade almost as clean a sweep of them as 

our men m ade of the crag village years ago." 

This is an old story, which h e  himself had learnt 

from the lips of a veteran who took part in  the ghastly 

deed.  There was a certain clan, he tells us, that d welt 

in a village on a craggy h ill, and trusting i n  the 

security of their fortress, broke the Roman peace and 

raided the valley ; but at dawn one morning came a 

stern, resi!'tless column of Roman troops, who climbed 
steadily up the one practicable path to the village gate, 
burst through every obstruction, and then, spreading 
out in to line. drove all before them till they came to the 
cliff at the further side, and looked down upon the 
awful heap of dead and dying that lay a hundred feet 
below. 

The Decurion sees by our faces that the story is not 
altogether palatable, and brings out a pleasanter tale  to 
remove tl f . 

1e taste--a story 0 days yet more dlstant 
When th W 11 . . " ' 
O 

e a was slowly nSll1g, and the n elghbounng 
tadenes 

th 
- were pressed to serve as labourers, and carry 

st 
e stones fro m the quarries to the Wall j a touching 
ory of 

pIa . an Otadene woman, who took her h usband's 
De In the gang, and bore his burdens, when pain and 
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sickness had robbed him of his strength, till a brutal 
centurion would have lashed the weary sufferer back to 
work: but the woman shielded him with her own body 
and the sight drove weakness from her husband' s  limbs

' 

nerving him with the fierce strength of passion, as h� 
leapt from the ground, and thrashed the bully with his 
own rod, while the rest of the soldiers looked on and 
laughed, as the cur howled for help or whined for 
mercy ; and then a stern, quiet voice sounded behind 
the throng, making every man start back trembling, 
and open a passage for Hadrian himself. 

The Decurion tells his tale w ith no attempt at word
painting, but we can picture the crisis of the little 
drama for ourselves-the soldiers stan ding stiffly at 
attention, and the bully pickin g himself up from the 
ground and glancing furtively at the Emperor's face, to 
see whether it  be safe to attempt an explanation or 
lodge a com plain t: Hadrian himself looks sternly round 
the ring of iron faces for a few moments of silence ; the 
chastiser is already trembling with thp. reaction of 
weakness, and yet holds, himself proudly, e rect to face 
the death which he does not hope to escape ; and the 
woman clings to his hand in despair, her sobs choking 
the plea for mercy which she strives to utter. 

We can guess how the story ends, before more words 
are spoken: the bully is rebuked and punishp.d, and the 
faithful couple are released fro m labour and rewarded 
by the E mperor's bounty. But we can go further than 
the tale, and see a pathos in it which is hidden from the 
narrator. It is a strange contrast, if the story be true; 
for we cannot doubt that the lord of thirty legions turns 
away with a sigh, envying the h umble Otadene, who is 
poor, weak, ignorant, and beloved. 

" Ah! Sabina!" we can almost hear him murmur, 
"you won me the purple,-and 

'
you take care I dou't 

forget the fact-but I wonder whether you would ever 

interpose your august person to save me from a 
thrashing. " 
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"re wake from our revery to find ourselves riding 
broad shallow basin of moorland ; and 

down into a . . 
onc1er in front of us IS Borcovlcu m, perched on a great 

�ummock of risin g ground between two higher basalt 

bills.  The sun is almost touching the western heights, 

and the wh ole scene is flooded with golden radiance 

and thrown into high relief by the slanting rays. The 

southern half of the fortress slopes towards us ; towers, 

temples, halls, granaries, and a hundred other closely 

packed buildings are picked out in glare and shadow. 

The broad slope, which falls away from the southern 

wall, is cut into terraces and dotted with suburban 

houses ; but at either end, and frin ging the level land 

below, are gardens and orchards, glorious with autumnal 

colours. The flanks of the great hills show the buff of 

withered grass, varied here and there by streaks and 

patches of green, where the moister spots still keep 

som eth in g of their summer dress ; and there on the 

hill-tops we see the Wall once m ore, stretching from 

height to height, and never shirking the steepest slope, 

except in a few places, where it crosses a deep gap i n  

the line of h ills, a n d  is drawn cunnin gly back to form 
a death-trap for the rash assailant. 

,\Ve cross the rich level of newly-drained marsh, 
which lies below the town, and ride up the steep road 
to the southern entrance of the fort: the gateway is of 
mU�h the same size and appearan ce as those which we 
have already seen at Cilurnum ; and though a sentry is 
posted under either arch, there i s  free passage while 
the dayligh t lasts, and we enter the fortress by the 
broad street which runs steeply upward from the gate. 

A few moments later we have reached the prae
�rium, and are i ntroducin g ourselves to Quintus Verius 

uperstis, Prefect of the First Cohort of Tungrians and 
comma d 
d

. . n ant of Borcovicum, and, after the manner of 
lstmgu' 1 d . . 1 . IS 1e travellers, we take mformal possessIon of 

llm and l' 
a . 

lIS house. Verius is a small man of hardy 
Ppearance; his dark hair and beard are just tinged 
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with grey, and his eyes are quick and intelligent. lIe 
is a person of some importance too; for Borcovicu� 
corn mands a d ifficult stretch of country, and the Cohort 
which forms its garrison is a thousand strong; but 
notwithstanding the dignity of his position and the 
press of official business he gives us a hearty welcome. 
Visitors are rare at Borcovicum, and society is limited. 
Petronius, the commander at Vindolana, is a dUli 
neighbour, and Verius' wife is not on the best of terms 
with the good lady of Marcellus at Procolitia. Even 
hunting grows monotonous after a time; and we are 
therefore doubly welcome, as being a 
occupation. 

Of our lodging and entertainment we need only 
state tha.t, although the praetorium is necessarily some
what cramped, we fare sumptuously and sleep well. 
Let us therefore turn the page of our diary, and pass on 
to the next morning j for at an early hour the energetic 
Veri us is ready to show us the sights of Borcovicum. 

The fortress covers a space of about five acres, and 
is closely packed with buildings. Our host, however, 
is an enthusiastic soldier, and it is to the purely military 
features of the place that he draws our particular atten
tion. The walls are of the same height, and of almost 
the same strength, as the Great Wall itself, which is 
bonded into them at the two northernmost corners; 
and at certain commanding points square masonry 
towers are built against the inner face,-ballistaria 
Verius calls them, for on the high platform of each 
stands a powerful ballista. 

This is a form of artillery which we are eager to 
examine, and accordingly Verius leads us up the ladder 
to the top of the tower at the north-east angle of the 
fort, whence we look down a steep slope into a marshy 
hollow below. The stout coverings of hide have already 

been removed from the machine; for our thoughtful 

entertainer has ordered out a balIista-team (if we may 

so describe it), and we are to see them at practice. 
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'The weapon is something- like a gigantic cross-bow; 

a long beam is hinged near the centre to the top of 

a pivoted pedestal, and carries a heavy square frame of 

d at the fore end. The propulsive force, however, 
woo . 
. not derived from the spnng of stubborn wood j for the 
IS d h '  
tWO arms of the bow are separate staves, an t elr 

power comes from great tourniquets of tightly-twisted 

ropes, which are fastened to the wooden frame. The 

upper surface of the beam is hollowed into a deep 

trough, along which slides a heavy block of iron, 

guided by flanges which move in long slots cut through 

the sides of the trough: either flange projects beyond 

the sides of the beam, and terminates in a ring or 

eyelet, to which are fastened the stout cords which 

connect the iron block with the arms of the bow; and 

at the hinder end or butt of the beam is a winch, the 

cord of which is attached by a slip-hook to a ring at the 

end of the block. To the lower side of the beam, about 

midway between the butt and the centre, is hinged a 
spar or leg of wood, the lower end of which fits into 

various notches or sockets in the cone-shaped base of 
the pedestal, so that the main beam may be set at any 

angle that may be required. On either side of the 

weapon is a neat pile of round stone shot, each stone 

being between thirty and forty pounds in weight; 
and near them is a tub of wet clay, the use of which 
perplexes us for a time. 

Verius explains the mechanism, and then the ballista-
d '1 . n I begms. We fail to catch the exact terms of the �arious orders, since they are given with that semi-articu

ate abruptness which military convention demands; but 
We can understand the process without them. Two men 
are stat" cl '  . 
b 

lone at the wl11ch handles, and these wl11d 
ack the iron block till the bow is fully strained; then 

a stone' 1 
Ca . IS p aced in the trough, touching the block; the 

Ptal n of t]1e t d' 
1 . .  d '  1" b earn a Justs 11S aim; an Sl11ce t 11S IS to 

Sl� a IOll.g range shot, the butt is lowered by placing the 
PPortl1lg . spar 1U one of the lowest notches of the base. 
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When this is done to his satisfaction, he pulls the lan� yard and releases the slip-hook ; the arms of the bo \V, fly forward and strike with a sharp report against th� 
wooden frame, and we hear a dull, whirring noise in the 
air, followed in a few moments by a faint thud as the 
shot buries itself in the ground almost three hUndred 
yards away, sending up a spurt of peaty soil, as it 
strikes the bare bro\vn patch of hill-side, at which it 
was aimed. 

But the tub of clay is still perplexing us, and 
accordingly we ask Verius to explain its purpose: 
Verius replies that w e  shall see in a moment, and 
orders that the next shot shall be discharged at an 
imaginary enemy who is threatening the Wall in the 
deep hollow below. Once more the shot is placed in 
position ; but this time the weapon is to be depressed, 
and the stone is kept in contact with the block by 
a handful of clay, which prevents it from rolling out of 
the trough. Then the same operations of aiming and 
discharging are repeated ; and when at last the shot 
is driven with a splash deep into the marshy ground 
below us, we cannot help feeling particularly glad that 
we are Verius' friends and visitors, and not the company 
of truculent Caledonians, whom our fancy lately posted 
on that very spot. 

From the ballistarium we move on to the eastern 
barrack-yard-a long, paved court with a narrow 
portico at either side shading the doorways, which 
open into the sleeping-quarters of the m en: these are 
bare, comfortless kennels, as we think when we come 
to inspect them ; but Verius' Tungrians are no Sybarites, 
and most of them have known worse lodging before they 
enlisted. Our visit is informal and unexpected, and as 
we stand in the gateway of the yard, we can observe 
something of the every-day life and natural manners of 
the m en, before our presence is noticed. Some are 
cleaning th eir arms and armour, and hum ming snatches 
of weird Teutonic songs over their work ; some are 
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xiously watching the cooking-pots, which stand in the 
an . . 

mbers of the fire at the further end of the yard, stewmg 

e coarse porridge of bruised wheat for the m orning 

a eal; a few are playing some unintelligible barrack

�om game ; and the rest are sleeping, yawning, chat

tering, or otherwise idling away the time, till the hour 

of parade or sentry-duty arrives, 

But every man's occupation, or the want of it, is 

interrupted by our entrance, and h e  springs to atten

tion, while we make a short survey of his home. But 

there is a larger barrack-yard across the street, where 

Verius has ordered a century to parade for oUr benefit; 

and thither we follow him with a guilty suspicion that 

a hundred warriors are m uttering rude things about 

us in an unknown tongue. But the sight is worth 

seeing even at the cost of a certain unpopularity ; fot' 

the men are a fine, sturdy lot, and their equipment is 
business-like and becoming. 

Let us take a typical private from the front rank. 
lIe wears a burnished bronze helmet of peculiar shape, 
which may best be described as resembling a modern 
"billycock " hat without a brim: from the crown of it 
a short, white feather rises with a saucy slant toward::J 
the right, and from the same socket a long, red plume arches back and falls to the nape of his neck. His body is clothed in a stout, half-sleeved tunic of tawny 
leather, with a gorget and shoulder-plates of bright 
bron'ze; and round the skirts of the tunic, which reaches 
almost to his knees, are sewn three overlapping rows of 
bronze scales, to protect his thighs. Bronze greaves 
and stout leather shoes complete his bodily equipment, and on his left arm he carries an oval shield about two a�d a half feet long: the shield is of thin wood covered 
wah fl d b 

ute plates of m etal, which radiate from a round 
oss in th . 

to d 
. e centre ; the boss IS h ollow and large enough 'Vh�c�llt the man's hand; for he grasps the shield by a bar 

he c 
s�retches across the back of it. In his right hand 

arnes a . .  
. 

narrow-bladed spear, SIX feet 111 length? 
V O L . xx.. MM 
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and a short sword, i n  a sheath of bronze-bound leather 
hangs at his right side from a baldric which passes ove

' 

h i s  left shoulder. 
r 

I n  fron t  of the ranks stands the centurion, \vith his 
two optiones, or sub-officers, and the standard-bearer 
the company, who carries a stout staff shod with three 
metal prongs, and surmounted by the silver figure of 
a bull-the crest of the cohort. The centurion puts his 
company through such movements and exercises as the 
narrowness of the yard will admit of ; but the feature 
which most impresses us is the martial sound of the 
march, as the bronze scales of the tunics clank at every 
stride-a harsh but stirring accompanimen t to the 
strident music of the trumpeters, who are posted at the 
end of the yard. 

But Verius has a military display of greater magni
tude in store for us. We return with him to the Prcntorium, 
and there over a j ar of wine he discloses his plans. His 
scouts, he tells us, report that some of the petty tribes, 
that inhabit the wild moorland country north of the 
Wall, are i n  a state of unrest, and apparently mean 
m ischief. It is probable that they will attempt to break 
through the line of defences at some lonely spot, plunder 
the outlying farms, or even raid the suburbs of the 
fortress i n  the darkness of night and the confusion of 
a surprise, and so retire with their booty before morning. 
But they have left Verius out of their calculations, and 
that watchful commander means to anticipate their 
attack. 

" They will not move before dark," he says, " for 
they always make these attacks an hour before mid
night. But perhaps they will move by daylight after 
all, though not in the direction they intend; at least, 
they shall not want a push to start them, and if you 
care to see the push delivered, you shall ride with me 
this afternoon." 

For the present, however, we are cha rged to keep 

the secret, si!1ce, i n  spite of all precautions, news of 
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. kind is apt to leak out, and the expedition is, if 
thIS . B V "  

. . 
l'ble to effect a surpnse. ut enus IS an mgem-

pass , 
ous person ;  he issues orders that five centuries of men 

re to be ready in full marching order at midday; for 

:he Prefect's visitors desire to see them go through 

some elaborate evolutions on the moor to the south of 

Borcovicum. 

"By Mercury ! "  Verius exclaims, as soon as we are 

alone again,  " I  am deeply obliged to you. It, is the 

hardest thing in the world to get such an expedition 

ready without some hint of its purpose getting abroad; 

but you have given me the best excuse that ever I had. 

I'm afraid your ears would tingle, if yo':! were i n  the 

barracks now ; but when the men hear their real 

destination, they will be so glad that any ill-feeling 

will speedily be forgotten." 

Shortly before m idday we make a hearty meal, lest 

the little campaign prove longer than Verius expects, 

and make us late for supper; then we mount the small, 

wiry ponies which Verius has provided-our own horses 

being too big and heavy for this moorland and marsh 
work-and so ride to the eastern gate, where we find 
a splendid body of five hundred men waiting for us  in 
the open space without the walls, each century drawn 
up four deep, with its centurion, sub-officers, standard
bearer, and trumpeter in front. 

-r:he men appear somewhat sulky, but are rigidly 
eXact in their military bearing; a small crowd of idlers 
has gathered in fron t  of them, and not a few of the men 
who are off duty stand round, grinning in a most 
exasp , eratmg manner at their comrades who are doomed �� labour-so they imagine-for our amusement. But 

V 
e �augh is destined to turn the other way before long: 

e erl lUs rides along the line, givin g brief i nstructions to 
ac 1 Ce t ' 11 un on as he passes' and we notice that each centurio 1 ' ' 

joyf 1 11 W l1spers to his subordinates, and these pass the 
by u 1 news to the men behind them, and are answered 

a Ow rattle of metal plates, as each century in turn 
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seems to grow less statuesque and to quiver 
impatience. 

Presently Verius turns his pony an d gives the signal for the march to begin: the centurions shout their orders 
each century faces to the right and marches forward

' 

then wheels to the left, and so swings away with a clank 
and a clatter down the hill towards the gateway that 
pierces the Great Wall at the bottom of the hollow 
while the faces of the late scoffers become a truly Piti: 
able sight, and their howl of disappointmen t  almost 
drowns the braying of the trumpets. As for ourselves , 
we wait with Verius at the crest of the slope, and 
admire the precision of the troops, as they approach 
the gate: each century ,vheels once more to the left 
as it reaches the level ground, and changes its forma. 
tion, as it passes the gate ; for a column only two deep 
issues at the further side, like water issuing from a pipe, 
while the broader mass within marks time and slowly 
dwindles down into the same extended array. 

At last the whole force is north of the Wall, and we 
move after it, followed by a small detach ment which 
guards the surgeon of the cohort and his staff. The 
vast roIling surface of the moor is ablaze with the vivid 
tawny brown, to which autumn has turned the coarse 
grass and rushes that clothe it: only here and there 
do other colours diversify the prevailing hue-here a 
patch of faded heather, where the ground is drier, there 
a scar of grey rock, with a line of loose fragments lying 
below, and yonder a pair of bright blue lakes, with the 
deep green of pine trees fringing the further shore. 

Our route lies in a north-westerly direction, and so 
for a mile or two the column marches on, keeping to the 
same extended order ; for the track is narrow, and the 
ground on either sicle of it is broken an d treacherous: 
scouts are thrown out ahead and on either flank, but 
nothing is to be seen on the lonely moor, except here 
and there a startled wild fowl, which flies clamorously 

up from its covert among the heather or rushes, as we 
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mount the slope vvhich rises north ward from the hollow 

here the lakes lie, and so continue our march towards 

�e doomed village at a leisurely pace. 

t "We must give them a little lon ger," Verius 

remarks, " and then we shall catch most of them asleep: 

when they intend to work at night, they sleep i n  the 

afternoon ." 

After a while we reach the last ridge of m oorland 

which hides the object of our attack from sight, and 

here we halt under shelter, to rest the men before the 

real work of the expedition is begun. The leading 

century draws up on the breast of the hill, the rest take 

up parallel positions, two on either side, and for some 

twenty minutes the men sit or lounge upon the grass 

and heather, and revile Verius under their breaths, so 

impatient are they for the coming battle. But at last 

the fi nal instructions are given, and the march is 

resumed, the five centuries advancing in parallel 

columns, each with its centurion at the head and its 

standard-bearer at the rear of the company. Verius 

and ourselves ride on in the rear of all, and before long 

we catch sight of our destination, a large village of 

wattled huts, perched on the round top of a heather

skirted hill, and ringed with a rude wall of turf and 

stones. 
The afternoon is still and sunny, and its peacefulness 

forms a strange contrast to the scene that is soon to be. 
But the Otadenes have not neglected all precautions, 
and a few moments later the wild warning cry of a 
watchman proves that our approach has been dis
cOvered. Instantly the quiet m oor rings with a confusion 
of tumultuous noises ; the village wakes with a roar, 
and leaps up with a clash of arms: even at this distance 
w
1
e
, 

can distin guish the wild shrieks of the women and 
C 1 11dre f ' 
t1 ' 

n rom the deeper cnes of men that encourage 
lelr co d ' 

th 
m ra es to battle ; and each succeedlllg m oment 

e fierce war-shouts of those that form line upon the 
rampart . gam stren gth above the rest. And now Verius 
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roars out h i s  order for the final advance, and the clamour of the village is echoed by the cheers of the eager Tungrians, the brisk n otes of the trumpets, and the sharper clang of arms and armour, as the five centuries quicken their pace. The ground on the nearer side of the village is steep and hazardous ; and at the foo t  of this slope one century is left in reserve, cursing in angry fretfulness, while the remaining four separate into two bodies, which sweep round, one to either side of the hill, and then break into a double, as they charge up towards the flanks and rear of the stronghold. On these three sides the slope is easier, but still formidable; there are fully six hundred men behind the t urf rampart, a n d  every man of them is resolute to resist or perish. A shower of arrows is po ured down upon the assailants ; but the Tungrians are charging in open order with shields advanced, and the arrows inflict n o  more than here and there a scratch upon arm or cheek or knee, and merely sting the stolid Teutons into the full fury of battle. The defiant yells of the defenders grow louder and more fierce as the moment o f  crisis draws n ear, and the wild gesticulations of the warriors who line the rampart are those of madmen. H uge stones are h urled down against the advancing forces ; but the Tungrians are agile, and well used to t his method of warfare: a few men are knocked over for a moment, but no material damage is done ; and the rest surge steadily upward, silent now and grimly irresistible. 

Their opponents are wild-eyed, sh aggy-haired barbarians, fierce with racial hatred, and frenzied by the 
truculent  war-songs, which all the morning their bards 
h ave chanted. Of defensive armour they have little or 
none, being for the most part scantily clothed in ragged 
garm ents of deer-skin or roughly woven woollen cloth ; 
and their weapons seem to have 'been picked from the 
rubbish of a ges-here a bronze s word, here a spear 
clumsily forged from scraps of stolen iron, and in one 
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01' tWO h ands the flint  axe, which h as been h an ded 

down from father to son for untold generations. 

NoW the shock of actual conflict is imminent, and 

the noise an d  fury is doubled: but the fitful fire of the 

untrained and u n d isciplined valour is no m atch for 

valour not less ardent and m uch more scien tifically 

disposed and applied .  Exactly and remorsely the four 

centuries rush on ; there is a brief pause when they 

reach the village wall, and for a minute the sharp 

rattle of blows given and received rings out above the 

confused medley of angry cries and shrieks of pai n .  

Then we s e e  the figure of a centurion s h o w  out clear 

against the sky, as he wins foothold on the rampart j a 

common soldier appears beside him in an i n stant, and 

another, a third, a fourth (they are up too fast now for 

us to keep coun t  of them) follow in quick succession ; 

and then with a fierce roar of t riumph the Roman force 

heaves itself like a wave over the wall ; the Otadenes 

break and fly, and the discontented fifth century swears 

no longer, for i ts opportunity h as come at last. 

Now the whole hillside is alive with men j for only 

two centuries remain on the summit, to clear the village 

and secure the n on -combatant prisoners, while two joi n 

in the pursuit of the fugitives, who are leaping fro m  

the wall a n d  scampering like rabbits d o w n  the hill. 

The air rings with the fierce shouts of the excited 
Tungrians, and the wild shrieks of the vanquished, as 
tho'

se terrible short swords do their bloody work o n  the 

backs of the flyin g ; for only a few turn in their despair 
and face the death which they cannot escape. It is a 
stern lesson piti1essly taught, and yet merciful to the 
remn ant that escapes: it will be long b efore bard or  

?raggart shall again persuade them t o  trifle w ith the 
11"On power that holds them a n d  their land in subjection . 

Th 
But let us ride up w ith Verius, and see the village. 

b � dead barbarians lie thick upon the rampart and 
eSlde tl . 

t 
1e gate ;  but o n  the Roman s1de there are only 

wenty 1 . or t 11rty men w o unded, and these are already 
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in charge of the surgeon and his staff: it is th . 
h h . e 

prIson ers w 0 rat er attract our attentlOn and move 
our pity. There are m ore than a hundred of them_ 
alm ost all women u nder m iddle age, and boys of less 
than seventee n ; for the men are dead or flyin g for 
their lives across the m oor, and the old and useless of 
either sex, who have n o  value i n  the slave�market 
have been allowed quietly to m ake their escape. 

' 

Alas, th at we m ust support our assumed character 
of Roman travellers, and look unmoved upon this scene 
of ruin and agony! Truly, n o  other form of disaster 
inflicts upon its victims such intensity of fear and 
anguish, as tortures these poor wretch es, who in a few 
m inutes h ave lost home and freedom, kindred and 
friends, and now stand huddled together like dumb 
beasts, quivering with fear of the unknown, sorrow for the 
dead mingling with the mere physical pain of the thongs 
that bind them, and the shame of bondage aggravated 
by the pangs of disappointed hope. O nly an h our ago 
these were the wives and children of heroes and 
patriots: now th e h igh resolve is broken and the proud 
boast belied ; the wives and children are widows and 
orphans, and, saddest of all, the free are slaves. 

Before long the homeward march is begun: the 
captives, with their hands bound behind them, are 
roped together in long lines, and move off u nder' 
escort ; the wounded are b orne away o n  the ponies 
and litters of the surgeon's detachmen t ; and at last 
the village is empty, except for the squad of men 
drawn up beside the fire which still burns on the 
common hearth. Verius gives his last orders ; the 
men seize brands from the fire, and swiftly set ahout 
their work of destruction ; hut after hut spits and 
crackles and bursts into a blaze ; and as we ride 
away across the moor, we turn in our saddles, and 
see the spurting tongues of flame flickering lazily 
up in the still afternoon air, and the dense canopy 
of blue-grey smoke forming and th ickening above the 
ruins. 
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But we are Romans, and must harden our hearts 

to fit our characters. We congratulate Verius on the 

success of his campaign, and indeed we have m uch 

reason to be thankful for it.  Had h e  been slow and 

negl igent instead 'Of prompt and energetic, we might 

have been doomed to u ndergo some very unpleasant 

experiences in the small hours of to-morrow morning: 

aye, a surprise might well have led to a disaster, in 

which case we ourselves migh t  some twelve hours 

hence be marching stripped and bound across this 

very moor to a worse fate than will befall these 

captive Otadenes, and with bodies 1es5 fitted to 

endure the pain of it .  Ugly stories are told of the 

things which h appen yonder in the wild m oorland 

glens, when by any chance these truculent clans  

succeed in taking a prisoner. 

Our return to Borcovicum is u neventful, and of the 

supper, to which Veri us invites u s  in celebration of 

the victory, we are not prepared to give a detailed 

account. I t  is  needless t o  state that we rise late the 

next m orning ; and early in the afternoon we bid 

farewell to our host, and mount our horses for the 

first stage of the hom eward journey. But an un

expected h onour awaits us: the First Cohort of 

Tungrians is pleased to take us to its heart as its 

Comrades i n  arms, and t o  discover that we are not 

SUch Stygian i n quisitive meddlers after all ; and the 
�treet from the praetorium to the southern gateway 
IS packed with our enthusiastic fellow-warriors. Slowly 
We push our way through the press, shaking great 
brown hands, listening to t umultuous cheers, and 
Wdolldering what in the name of C icero w e  shall 

o 'f 
T' I . they demand a speech. Happily our honest 

u.ngnans are content with the sound of their own 
VOIces· d e. h ' an so, sped by a last uproarious cheer from 

19 t h d Borc 
�n red lusty throats, we pass the gate, and leave 

OVICum behind us. 

VOL. XX. 
R. H. F. 
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AN IDYLL TALE. 

ONCE in a certain land and nation 
(excuse more detailed inform ation) 
'tis said there lived (no matter where) 
a humble labouring m arried pair 
with children far beyond their m eans, 
(the eldest hardly in his teens, 
and by the School Board kept fro m  earning 
to gain unprofitable learning): 
somehow they lived and pigged together 
in rooms that welcomed wind and weather, 
enjoying still a brave contentment 
though well they knew what paying rent meant. 
He plied the pick and she the pail, 
their only fear lest work should fail; 
for life falls short of beer and skittles 
when want of work means want of victuals. 
Well, Sikes (his name was Sikes, and so 
was hers, if you desire to know) 
while times WE're bad, was strong and healthy 
and paid his way, though far from wealthy. 
But times got better, and the improvement 
produced at once a Labour Movement, 
with Demonstrations, speeches, strikes; 
and promised affluence to Sikes. 
And while the agitation grew 
the Union gaily pulled them through 
and waged the economic War 
and paid the allowance regular. 

An Idyll Tale. 

So all went smilingly at first : 

but much discussion leads to thirst � 

and oft the n nion shepherd browses 

with Union flock in Public Houses: 

and men their rights more quickly spy' 

when facts and throats are not too dry. 

But oh the vapours melancholic 

that rise from liquors alcoholic ! 

the nights that crown a week of Sundays 

oft make the mornings seem like Mondays � 
and Sikes had now no work to do, 

so drew his pay and drank it too. 

Now Mrs S disliked the expenses, 

and even more the consequences ; 

and spoke�I will not call it rudely-

but gave her censure somewhat crudely, 

bewailed her own and children's lot, 

and roundly dubbed her spouse a sot. 

nut Sikes, who even abroad, you see,. 

looked coldly on the powers that be, 

Policemen, Magistrates, and suchlike, 

found this was what he didn't m uch like. 

He looked at least for peace at home � 

the best of husbands sometimes roam, 
and why, when he returns in liquor, 
should man and wife begin to bicker ( 

Therefore in no indulgent sense 
he' heard her lively eloquence, 
and loathed his wife's excess of tongue � 
beSides, she was no longer young, 
At last the weary strike was ended 
erc Union funds were all expended: 
the masters yielded, wages rose, 
and they seemed friends who late were' foe's'., 
But Sikes retained the habits formed, 
aSnd Mrs S complained and stormed, 

om f e lmes he fled, and then would rally,. 
and 1 ;:nock her down occasionally. 

279 
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And thus for weeks, like n eighbouring nations 
the pair kept up their strained relations ; 
till he, who knew himself the stronger, 
could stand this sort of thing no longer. 
So one night fro m  the gen ial bar 
returning primed for nuptial war 
h e  smashed the crockery and chairs, 
and threw his offspring down the stairs, 
turned on his wife with ready poker, 
beat and promiscuously broke her 
then kicked her on the ribs and head 
till satisfactorily dead. 
' Twas very horrible, no doubt ; 
and even Justice found him out : 
but scenes l ike this we know, m ust be 
in every Nineteenth Century. 

SONNET. 

WHENCE comedl music ? Is it  of the soul ? 

H. 

Springs it, unsown, unplan ted, from the brain r 
Or are sounds gathered in the silver bowl 

Of m e m'ry, till awakes the complete strai n ? 
A child of voices born the soul loves best, 

, 

Of strange wind- echoes, and the deep-sea's wail, 
And songs of birds that sing beside the n est, 

\ 'Vith human cries, m ere utterance, when words fail i 
Yes, m usic is the languag e of a thought, 

That knows not yet to voice its own desire, 
But roams ear-open till  a sound is caught, 

That thrills it. like the wind upon a wire. 
An d m usic too is but a passion's cry, 

And so it liveth in a laugh, a sigh. 

H. B. HAMER. 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Colltinued from p. 16 1 .) 

HE first document here printed is an Answer 

or Reply to a Bill of Complaint in some 

action ,  probably before the Lord Chancellor. 

It is not easy to gather fro m  its terms what 

th e nature of the accusation against Pynder was. 

Apparently he is defending himself against a charge 

of having obtained a lease of the College farm at 

Hilton, H unts, on terms disadvantageous to the 

College. Similar charges m ay be met with i n  Baker' s 

H istory of the College . I n  seems probable that i n  

e arly days, leases of t h e  College property were granted 

on terms which enabled the lessee to sublet at a profit·  

The 1\1aster of the College seems t o  h ave been allowed 

this indirect source of income. For w e  read that 

whereas Dr Clayton h ad a lease of the College property 

at Clavering in Essex, Dr. Gwyn chose that of the 

Manor of RidgewE:1l i n  the same county (Baker-Mayor, 

p. 1 '99 note). And i t  m ay be that by interest or in trigue 

a like privilege was sometimes secured by a Fellow 

of the College. The vehemence of the language em

ployed in the document is somewhat notable. H. Norley, �
.
ho signs it, was probably counsel for Pynder, though 

I 
IS name does not appear as a Member of any of the 
nns of Court. 

. 
'W ith regard to the members of the College named 

In the d . 
11 

ocument, George Bullock, the mnth Master of 

1� College, was adm itted to that office 1 2  May ) 5 5 4 ·  
e COllege sealed a testimonial (for orders) to William 
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Gokman B.A. on the 1 0th March 1 5 4 2-3 ,  and he was admitted Fellow 2 8  March 1 5 4 7 ,  when he signs his name as Gokeman . He was afterwards Rector of High Halstow in Kent, and died in 1 588.  Leonard Pollard was admitted a Fellow i n  1 5 54, and Joh n Pynder in the same year. The College granted a lease of the great tithes of North Stoke in Oxfordshire to John Pinder, gentleman, in 1 5 4 3 .  One John Pynder compounded for First Fruits as Vicar of Frodingham, Lincolnshire, 4 November 1 5 4 1 ; his Successor was appointed in 1 5{6. And one of these names was Rector of Charleton, Devon, from I January 1 5 6 1 -2, until 1 5 88 .  

The document itself is  much decayed having at  one time suffered from damp. The blanks in the transcript correspond to holes in the original. 

The Aunswer of John Pynder one of the Sanct Johannes ColJedge in Caim bryge. 
The seid defendant saithe that the said bill  of com plaint is vntrewe, vn certeyn, and irrsuffycyent in  the Tawe to be aunswered vnto. And the matters thearin conteyned be frevelus and fayned, ymagened and procured of malIyce and yevelI will  to the only i n tente and p urp'ose to' putt the seid defendant to vexacion, trobull and l osse of goodes as he hathe done hearetofore. ffor t h e  seid defendant say the that the seid George Bullokej complainant hathe m ost w�l ful ly and vyolabull broken h i s  othe w h ich he hathe heretofore taken i n  the mayn tenaunce of the Auncyent l i berties and pryveleges of the vnyuersytie of Camb rige to the Sk011ers and Studentes of which vynuersytie conysaunce of pIe be the Quens h i ghnes p rojenytores be graunted and the h eringe and determynynge of all causes of 

Varyence between any Student or Skoller withi n the Vnyuersytie hathe a l ways tyme out of mynd bene hard ended 
and determyned by the Vycechauncellor of the Vnyuersit ie and 
other the officers in the same for the tyme beinge. A n d  the 
seid defendant . . • . . •  for that the seid complainant doth e 
sue the said defendaund in this  honorabull  Court, they both e 
being graduates and members of the seid vnyuersitie, t hat the 
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id Com plai nant hathe infrynged and broken t h e  p ryvelege of 
s; e sei d  Vnyuersitie. And the said defendant say the t hat t h e  

��id George Bulloke Complai nant afore this  tyme of late i n  h i s  

1al lyce d i d  commence sute i n  this  h o n orable Court agaynst 

11 e lVlores, Bedell of the seid Vniversitie and a member of the 
on 
same, whearevppon the grave and auncyent fathers of the seid 

Vn),uersit ie dyd determyn that the seid George Bulloke had 

J ,kewise broken his othe a n d  the pryvelege of the seid 

�nyuersitie, ffor which offence the seid George Bulloke 

Complainant and one Wyll iam Gogman and . . . . • •  Pollerd, 

ffellowes of the seid C olledge being the Counselloures a n d  

procurrers o f  the seid George Bulloke Complainant thearvnto 

were m ost i ustly excommunicate in the open scoles of the seid 

Vr.iversytye by the right worshi pfull Doctor Yonge then Vice

chaull cellor of the same. After w h i ch excommunicacion vppon 

the submyssyo n  of the st::id Wyll i am Gogman and Pollard thq 

knelynge vppon their knees and ackn owleging their seid offen ce 

afore the said Vi cechauncellor and graduates of the seid 

Vniversitie at Cambrige aforesaid, was absolved of the same, 

whearfore the said defendant say the that he is ryg ht sorye that 

the seid George Blllloke Complainent is so forgetfull  of h i s  
dutye towardes G o d  a n d  o f  h i s  fay t h e  towards t h e  seid vniver
sytie And chefely to the College, and to the i ntent thys honor
able court shall perceyve the mallyce that the seid Complai n ant 
bearethe to the seid defendant, h e  the seid defendant seithe 
that afore this tyme the seict George Blllloke of his extort 
power d i d  explllse the seid defendant owt of the seid Col ledge 
of Saint ] ohns and their poor lyuinges and certeyn other b e i nge 
sen iors off the same by cause they haue not bene con centyng to 
his vntru the towardes the se id Colledge but h ath reviled the 
sa�e in the dyscharge of their  conscyence W h i ch e  wronges and 
�n l uryes bei n g  afterward h ard afore the right reuerend father 
ll1 Goel Stephen late B llsshopp of Wynchester and late Lord 
Chaullctl lor of England .  It  was ordeyned b y  t h e  seid late lord �halln C el 1or that the seid defendant and the oth e r  ffel lowes of � le seid Col ledge so yniured and wronged as afore seid shuld 

A
e �estored agayn e  vnto their seid lyvinges in the seid Colledge 

C 
n
I l  also yt was further ordeyned by the seid late Lord C b aun-

e Or th·  t th . 
tll ' ,l e seld defendant and the other shuld haue ageyn 

elf Own C h  P-ye h 
e ambers. And that the seid George Bulloke shuld 

t e Costes and charges that the seid Defe ndant and the 
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other had susteyned by the wrongfull vexacion and trobull of 
seid George Bul loke . . . . . . • .  dulye proved afore the seid righ 
honerable Lord Chauncellor. Whearefore this defendant 
that the seid George Bul loke Complainant dothe comence 
sute agaynst the seid defendent more of h i s  owld accustomed' 
hatered and malice than for any zeale or favor that he beareathe 
to the state of  the Co\ledge, nevertheless yf this defendant 
shalJbe compelled to make further Aunswere vnto the seid bi l l  
of Complaint the advantage of the i nsufficiencie thearof allways 
to hym saved and the pryvelege of the seid vniversitie. Then 
for Aunswere vnto the seid bill of complaint the seid defendant 
saithe that he hathe nothing in  the seid leasse or term of yea res 
mencyoned i n  the seid bi l l  of  complaint And the seid defendant 
dothe vtterly dysclaime thearin, but the seid defendant say the 
that for that he hathe dyverse poore men to his brethern i ll' 
the Countrie where h e  was and always being myndful l  for the 
helpe and relesse . • • • . .  And for that the seid defendant knewe 
that the seid . . . . . .  H eron named in the seid bill of complaint 
tenaunt of  the seid fermehold of H ilton was a very poore man 
an d not abeIl to store the seid ferme, vppon certeyne communy
ca cion betwene the seid defendant and the seid Heron about 
iij ye res sythens yt was agreed that the seid defendant for the 
somme of xviij lz" should haue the leasse of the seid Heron 
obteyn ing  the good wylles of the Master fellowes and skollers 
of the same. And thearevppon this defendant at that tyme '
declared the same vnto the seid George Bulloke being then of 
great friendshyp with the seid defendant, whearvppon the seid 
George Bulloke wi l led and Counselled your said orator to gett 
some other frend to occupye the same for the behalfe of the seid 
defendant vnti l l the seid George Bul loke had obteyned l i cence for 
the Alienacion of the seid leasse, wheare vppon and throughe the 
moc;yon and promyse of the seid George Bul lock complainant, the 
said defendant toke order with the seid Heron for the stori ng of 
the seid fermehold with the proper goodes of  the seid defenda�t 

and toke bondes of the seid Heron for payment thearof, yf 1 0  

the meane season he  cold not obteyne the good w i lles of the 
'd  seid Master and fellowes and Skolers And by cause the sel 

defendant perceyved that for the causes aboueseid in not COIl 

centinge to the seid George Bul loke i n  any of his vng od l)'e 

attemptes he  dyd begyne to envye and malice the seid defendant. 

he the seid defendant wold not further medell thearin, nor 
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h d not to do i n  the seid leasse otherwyse then to lend the 

a' d H eron part of h i s  substance in hope of the preferment 

sel . . 
r his seid leas se for one of hIS seld brethern yf be  could 

�alle obteyned the good willes of the said Master fel lowes 

an d Skoltrs of the seid Coli edge as is abouesaid.  And 

also this defendant say the that the seid fermehold h ath 

al wayes bene in leas se And that the same i s  n o  otherwise 

n OW lett . . . . . .  hathe bene always sythens the seid Master 

fellowes and SkoIlers wheare fyrst owners of the same And this 

defendant .  • • • . .  that he  gaue his consent to the seid Heron for 

the contynuinge Qf the se id lease And sayth that the seid 

l\Iaster fel lowes and Skollers of  the seid Colledge hathe had 

al waJ's t h ei re repeyre and dwellyng in the seid mannor howse 

in all tyme of sykenes without of lett of any person. And 

further seith that thear is as am pull and as large covenauntes 

and rE'servacions graunted and reserved in the seid Indenture of 

lease for the benyfyte and commodytye of the CoUedge as bathe 

bene vsed in  any graunt frome the seid Col ledge without that 

the same was senystedy obteyned and gotten by the seid Master 

Lever late Master of the seid College as in the seid bill of 

complaint i s  conteyned or that ther was liny interlynyng or 

rasi nge of the seid lease but by the hole consent of the seid 

Master fdlows and Skollers and afore the delyverye of the seid 

lease as this defendant suppose the. And . . . . . the seid defendant 

against all lawe and right did enter into the said ferme-hold 

or most vyolently expu.\se and put out the seid complainant 

Qut of the same as in the seid bill of complaint is conteyned.  

And without  that the seid defendant did exhibit a b i l l  of 

com�laillt in  the name of the se id John Heroll in  the se id 

Slarre Chamber as in the seid b i l l of complaynt is also vntrewlye 

all edged or that any o ther matter thyng or thinges conteyned in 

the seid b i l l  of complaint materiall to be aunswered and herein 

not confessed and avoyded traversed or denyed is trewe All 

whyche matters the said defendant is  redye to averre and 
prove a th" h 
J 

s I S onorable Court wi ll award and prayethe to be 

ysmyssed with his reasonable castes in this behalf susteyned. 

H. NORLEY 

V' �he documents which follow were drawn up by the 
ISltors appointed by Queen Elizabeth to settle new 

VOL. xx.  0 0  
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Statutes for the College. These Visitors were appoi nted 
in July 1 5 76,  but the S tatutes were not finally Signed 
until [ 5 80. The Visitors were all Masters of other 
Colleges : Pern e of Peterhouse, Hawford of Christ's , 
Hervey of Trinity Hall, 1thell of Jesus, and BYlIg of 
Clare. Th e rules they prepared point to some irregu_ 
larities in the payment of College bills, the reasons for 
wh ich it is not easy to explain.  At this period there 
were no tutors i n  the sense in which we now understand 
the term, but each fellow took charge of a few under_ 
graduates, who lived with him in  his rooms and for 
whose college dues he was answerable. The first two 
sets of orders are written on paper, the last set on 
parchment, probably as being more 
permanent. 

Orders taken by h i r  Maiesties visitors of St John 's 
Colledge in Cambridge whose names be herevnder 
written for the paiement of Commons, the vjth of August 
Anno 1 577 

1 .  ffirst that from the ninthe of August next comminge 
everye ffellowe of Saint John's Col ledge aforesaid who i s  
behinde at  that tyme for payeinge of h i s  commons and the 
COmmons of his pupi l l s  by the space of fiue weekes shal be put 
aute of commons and sizinge, and all his pup i l l s  likewise, and 
he beside to lose xijd. for that fyrst weeke. 

2. Item that after ffl idaye beinge the sixtenthe of this present 
moneth of August, the bedd inge, bokes, and other stuffe what
soeuer in the chamber of everye one of the ffel lowes that shalbe 
behjnde in payeinge of  their commons for themsel ues, or their 
pupi l ls  as i s  aforesaid be soulde to the answeringe of  the same 
commons. 

3· Item that everie ffellowe of the said Colledge whoe 
shalbe behinde for payeinge of his co:nmons and the commons 
of  his pupil ls tQe xxiij th of August next comminge shal l  ha�e 
and receive an admonition. And if h is  said commons and Il lS  
pupi l l s  be not fuI lye satisfied, answered and payed ei ther by sale 
as aforesaid or otherwise the xxxth o f  August next comminge, 

that then he  shall haUl: and receiue A Second Admoni tion. 
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An d  y f his said commons and his  pupills be not fllllye satisfied, 

ns\\'ered and payed, either by sale as aforesaid or otherwise, 

a 
the xiijth of September nexte comminge, that then he shall 

haue and  receiue A th i rde Admon i tione and thereby to suffer 

fu rther payne due for the same that ys to saye, to lose his 

fel l owshi ppe in  the said Coll edge for euer. And the sayd 

Colledge to vse theyre remedye either before the Vicechancellor 

of the vniuersitye of Cam brydge, or ells at the Common lawe 

for such debte or for somuche as shalbe behinde of his 

commons then vnpayed. 

ANDREw PERNE 

EDWARD HAWFORD 

HENR. HE RVEY 

THO. lTHELL 

TI1O. BYNd: 

'the order taken for payment of Commons in St John's 

ColI .  April 16 1 578 .  
first, that euery felowe 110w indebted vnto Mr Copinger for 

the tyme of his stewardshipp, or vnto the Steward nowe being ,  

shall fully dischardge them for his and  h i s  pupilles Commons 

before Saturday come sehnet, wh ich is Aprill  26 .  vpon payne of 

b e i l1 g  cast. out of commons and sysing from that tyme forward. 

And yf any disobeying this order shall take his commons or any 

part thereof, eyther att the table or att any other place, to be 

pll n yshed by the Master, or (in his absence) by the president, 

xijd for every meale or part so taken . 

Secolld(;" yf before the sayd day they do not d ischatdge the 

Steward for there commons, that ouer and besydes the former 

puny�hment, the Master or President shal l  geve chatdge and 

commaundment openly or before some witnesse, The two 

Bursers and Senior Deane to sett the p ryce and make sale in 
the weeke fol lowinge of there bookes, beddes, bedding or any 

other stuffe in there Chambers, and to delyver vPr:' vu to the �a�
,
ter the money receyved for the same befor friday which ys 

alJ 2°. And yf default be made eyther by the  Master in not 
COm l1l au n d ing, or in th e Bursers or Deane for not executing h i s  
COl1lmaL d 

. 

f 
, In ement, That then th' offendor herein be charged 

a terward ' h ' es WIt payll1g of there debt and further to abyde our 
O rder fo ' r answenng the same as we shall appointe. 

Th: )'rd/1J th " d !lr CF , at W l lh l I1 th ree ayes after the z of May the 
aster Or P ' d reSl eut shall delyuer vnto vs the names of such as 
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haue not answered there debt by sale of  there bookes, bedd 
chambers and such Iyke, that we may take further order fo paying the rest, and deale with them att our di scretion fo: 
neglecting of the payment. In  wilnesse whereof we the 
Queene's Commissioners have sett to our handes Anno domini 
' 5 7 8  April i s  1 6 . 

ANDREAS PERNE 
EDWARD HAWFORD 

THO. BYNG 

THO. lTHELL 

The i i ijth of JuIye 1 5 78.  

We the Queene hiT Maiesties visitors of St John's 
Colledge in Cambridge whose names be herevnder 
written, doe orde! and decree by vertewe of hir Maiesties 
Commission to vs d irected for the better payeinge of the 
Styward of the same Col ledge for the commons of the 
ffel lowes SchoHers and other students in the same a s  
fol lowethe, viz. 

f .  ffyrstly that every ffellowe of the same CoIl edge whoe is 
behinde at th is  t)'me for his owne commons or si zinge or an ye of 
his  pupills for the last monethe or for l onger tyme which was by 
order from vs to be answered before th i s  Tyme vnto the Styward 
there, shall furthwithe be put oute of commons and sizinge. 
and all his pupi lIs likewise. And that the said ffelfowe soe put 
oute of commons for defalte of payeinge to the Styward as 
aforesaid shall from that tyme for soe longe space be accompted 
as absent from tne said CoIl edge, and to have spente of his 
dayes and time of absence from the Col1edge al lowed vnto 
him by statute as he shal l  remaine behinde in payeinge of his  
commons or sizinge or the commons or si zinge of his  pupills .  

-2 . Item that n O'  suche fellowe so putte oute of commons 

presume to come to the table or enye other place to claim or 

to take h is al lowaunce of Commons i n  enye respecte vppon 

paine of incurringe an admonition for the same to be geven by 
the Master or in h is absence by the President and Seniors for 
everye meale soe taken con trarie to tb is  order. And that eve�y 

slIch admonition be holden taken and reputed for the admoni

tion and admonitions in degree tending by Statute to the 
amotion of enye ffellowe from his interest righte or ti tle �f 
ffellowshippe in that howse. And yf the Master or ill hIS 
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bsence the Presidente being certified by the Styward of enye 

�(;\Io\Ve put oute of commons vppon the causes aforesaid doe 

t see the order before prescribed executed accord inglye, 

n O  
that then the said Master or Presidentte shall answere and be 

charcI ged for the commons of suche ffel lowes beinge put oute 

of commons and presented to either of them and tollerated by 

them or either of them to enioye enye meale or benefit of theire 

commons contrair ie to the order aboue prescribed. 

3. Item yf the Styward for faver, lykeinge, or partiall i tye to 

all ye fellowe, doe forbeare or doe not present to the Master or 

in his absence to the president, the names of such as are, or 

hereafter shalbe behinde for the payeinge of their commons or 

sizinge, or the commons or siz inge of thei r  pupills, he shall not 

onelye be chardged with the debte of the sayd fellowe for his  

commons or sizinge, and the commons or sizinge of his  or theire 

pupills in suche sorte behinde and not paied, and not certified 

to the 1\1 aster, or in his absence to the President as is aforesaid, 

but al so shall receive for the first m onethe so forbearing and 

not cerlifieing of eny such fel low with his  pupills or enye of 

them one Admonition. And for everye l ike monethes offence 

in forbeareinge en ye in the like sorte a second admonition. 

And soe for the third offence, the third admonition. And 

therevppon the losse of his office place and ffellowshippe. 

4. Item that after ffri daie beinge the eleventh daye of this 

present monethe of ] ulye the beddinge, bookes, and olher stuffe 

whatsoever in the chamber of everie one of the ffellowes that 

shalbe behinde in payeinge of theire commons or sizinge for 

themselves or theire pup ills as aforesaid shalbe prysed by the 

Burs�rs and Senior Deane and sowlde to the answeringe of the 

said commons or sizinge. 

s .  Item that everve ffellowe of the said Colledge whoe shalbe 

beh indc for payeing� of his commons or s izinge or the commons 

or sizi nge of his pupil ls after the nineteenthe daye of this 

present  monethe of J ulye shall have and receive an Admonition 

�r his not payeinge his and his  pupil ls commons or sizinge. 

nd further yf  his said commons or sizinge and his  pupills bee 

not fu1i ve t " fi d 
. • J sa IS e , answered and payed eIther by sale as afore-

saId or all . 
of lerWlse before the xxvjth daye of this present monethe 

� lily that then he shal l  haue and receiue a second Admonition 
as I S  abouesaid .  And yf his said commons or sizinge and h is 
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p upills be not fu llye sat isfied answered and payed eyth er sale as a foresaid or otherwise before the n i nthe daye of 
next commeinge, that then he shall have and receive a 
Admon ition, and thereby to suffer paine due for th e same, 
is to saye, to lose h i s  ffellowshippe in the said Colledge 
ever And the said Colledge to vse th ei re remedye ether befo the Vicechancellor of the vn i uersi tie of Cam bridge, or ells at the Common Lawe for such e debte. 

6. Item that the abouesaid orders for payeinge of Commons be from tyme to tyme observed and kepte accordinge to the trewe meaning o f  the same vntill other orders .be geven vnto 
you for this matter. 

AND R EAS PERNE. 

EDWARD HAWFORD. 

HENR. HERVEY. 

THo . ITHEtL. 
THo. BYNG. 

The deed which follows is an example of the foun
dation of an Obit or Ann iversary S ervice. Some three 
or four examples of this class of donation, establishing 
services in other COlleges are preserved in St John's, 
to which College the property was to pass in case of 
default by the COllege where the Service was to be 
kept. Mr Spicer's Obit is the most interesting of these, 
not only on account of the precision and detail of its 
terms, but because it is a very late example of such a 
gift.  Its date ( 1 53 3 -4) is just before the ReformatiolT, 
and as the tenure of all such Obit or Chantry lands 
was taken away by the Act 1 Edward VI, c. 1 4  ( 1 5 46), 
this particular Foundation could only have lasted a 

ver;- short time. 

This Indenture trypartite m ade the xxiiiJ daye o f  Marche in 
the xxiiij yeare of the Reigne o f  oure Soueraigne Lorde Kynge 
H enrye the viijth Betwene John Crayford Bacheler in Diuinite 
Maister o f  the College or hall call i d  C larehall in the Vn iuersite 
of Cambrige and the fel l owez of the same place on th e one 
partie And Raynold Baynebrige bacheler in d i u i n i le and maister 
of the College called Saint Kathernys Hall in Cambrige and 
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I fellowez of the same College on the second part ye And 
t 1e 

aister W i l l i am Spycer bacheler i n  Cannon, parson of C lopton 

� th e  Countie of Camb rige and in the diocese of Ely on the 

�;lyrd part ye Witn essethe that the sayd William Spycer of b is 

ood nes and chari table deuocyon that be beryth to God And 

�o t h e  blessed virgyne Seynt Kateryne hath deliuered an d paide 

vnto the forsaid maister and fel lowez of the forsaid Clare

baull the sume of one hunderetb poundes sterlinges to and for 

the buyldyn ge of a new chaple in the said College, ffor the 

which bundereth poundes sterl inges to tbe v s e  aforsaid t h e  

sai d maister an d ffel lowez of Clarhall bynd them a n d  there 

successors for ever to performe the Articles fol lowynge ffirste 

they shall fyn d  a lampe brynnynge dayly for euer in the Chapell 

of Clarhall  afore Sainte K ateryne there frome seven of the 

c10ke in the morn i n ge till  it  be ten of the c10ke a fore none 

And also the said maister and fel l owes of C larhaull couenauntith 

and grauntith and byndyth them by thies presentes that they 

and theyr Successors schall yearlye obserue and keipe fower 

solemn di rgys by note as they kepe for thier ffownders with 

masse of Requiem on the morrowe and everye fellowe to say 

masse of the ffyve woundes or wythyn eyght dayes after eny 

of the said di rgys That is to say the morrowe after n e w  years 

day a solempe dyrge with masse of Requiem on the morrowe 

And euery fel lowe to say masse of the said fyve woundes as i s  

aforsai de A n d  o n  the thursdaye i n  easter woke a solempe dirge 

with masse of requiem on the morrowe And euery fel lowe to 

say masse of the said fyve woundes.  And o n  thursdaye next 

affore mi dsommer a solempe dyrge with masse of Requiem on 

the n-:orro we And euery fel lowe to say masse o f  the fyve 
W�undes A n d  the thursday afore M i ghelmes day a solempe 
dn . h ge Wll  masse of Requiem on the morrowe And ellery fellowe 
�o say masse of the fyve woundes or within eight dayes as  
1� aforesaide for ever  yearlye And the maister o f  Sai n t  
I\.athe . IJ f ins Cl <l u l l  to h a u e  warnynge to  be at c::uery of  the 
foure sole 

' 

I 
mpne dyrges for ever and to say masse III Clare-

lau l! Cl ' I  1apl I on the morrowe i f  h e  may convenientlye o r  s e n d  �n� of th e  seniores of his  place thider t o  di rge and t o  say masse 
lhn wban he hath sai d masse to say de profi,mdzs at my towmbe 

e re An d  f 
All I 

. f . or euery tyme so doynge quarterly to haue v i ijd. 
C l i t  f 

beY I  
ortune t h e  said maister of C lare haull for t h e  tyme 

1ge or al f h c 1y 0 t e fellowes of the same place to be absent at 
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such tyme or tymes as the s aid dirge is obserued and k 
Than as sone as they retorne home to the said Col lege 
same maister or feI J owes to say dirge and masse of the 
woundes fo r the  sol l is  of  maister Wil l iam Spicer and J 
h i s father and m o ther And thos sol les the wh ich th e 
maister is boundon to pray for and a l l  Cristen sol les or within 
e ight  daies fowloynge ffurthermore the said mai ster ande fel lolVes 
of Clarehaull couenaunte and grannIe and by thyes presentes 
bynd them and ther successors for euermore that dayly whan so 
euer and as often as they say masse to take a special l  collet with 
the secret and the post commune for the  said maister W i I J iam 
That is to say (dury n ge h i s  lyf) Deus qui iustijicas Zl11PZU1Jl with 
the secret and the post commune And after his decesse Deus 
cuius 1lZz'sericoTdze non est numerus, with the secret and post corn. 
mune A n d  i n  their  memento to pray for t h e  said mai ster 
Wil l iam Spicer h i s  father and mother and thos that the said 
maister W i l l iam Spi cer was bownd to pray fo r And also the 
said maister and fel lowes of C larehaull couenaunte and graunte 
for them and thei r successors by thies presentes that after euery 
dener and sopper whan thay saye grace as they be bound to 
doo for ther foundres with in the  said place of Clareh au l l  so and 
in l i kewise to pray for the said maister wi l l iam Spicer. After 
the maner and forme here after ensui nge that is to saye 
A mma Elt'zabei/z de bur go nos/re jundalrids et rJ nz'ma WilHelmi 
Spicer specialis bmifacton's noslri et A t!ZlJtt omnium jidelz'um dcfimc
torum per mzsencordiam dd in pace 1'equzescanl A III m A n d  also the 
said maister and fel lowes couenaunteth and graunteth and by 
thies presentes byndith theym & ther successors that one of 
theyr ftl l owes schall goo yearly to Ikkyllyngton for euer to my 
fathers obbyt and ther to be at dirge over nygh t and to say 
m asse o n  morrowe A n d  three daies followinge to sare masse if  
he Ire disposed And every daye of thies th ree to say de projimdls 

at  my fathers grave The wich obbet schalbe kept du r in ge my 
life the xvtb daie of marche And after my decese the daie i t  
fortunyth me to  dye Or sen.d s u m e  other o neste preste thyther 
at  ther propre costes & charges This  obbet i s  kept in the 
parishe churche of Ikki l lyngton A n d  a l so in the n o n  rye or 
monasterye in  the same towne And h e  that goth thyth er schaIl 

se the obbettes perfourmed Accordinge to my wyl l  i ndented of 

the which the one parte Iyeth withi n  t h e  h ouse or monaster�'e 

of the Priorie of Ikkyllyngton aforsaide And the other parte I n 
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the parishe churche aforsai de And for n o n  perfourmynge of  my 

' 1 1  or non payment o f  t h e  m oney I w i l l  h e  that goeth to 
Wl 
I ldqilyngton to say masse at my fathers obbett haue power to 

strayn e  for non payment A ud by thyes presentes I give hym 

power to strayne Acordinge to her dede to me made a n d  

scaled w i t h  her conuent Seal Je  and h e  to se the money be 

expen dyde accord inge to my wil l  A n d  i f  it  fortune the saide 

maister and fel lowes o f  Clarhaull o r  ther successors to be 

Jlcclygent in sendynge of one o f  ther fel lowes o r  one able 

prei ste to Ikkyllyngton to sey m asse and to se the said obbettes 

kept as afore is reherside but make defaut therein That than the 

maister and fellowes of C larhaull couenauntilh and grauntith that 

th ay shall forfett for everye tyme that thay do not accordingly 

fyve shellinges to the maister and fel lowes o f  Seynt J ohannis 

College in Cambrige That is to say yf h e  be absent fro m e  

dirge and masse as is before reh ersid A n d  so  often as i t  

fortune h y m  to be absent at e n y  tyme And t h e  same fyve 

shell inges so forfett to be payde with i n  a moneth next ensuinge 

after eny such forfett done and m ade that is to say to the 

maister of Saint J ohannis for the tyme beynge twentye pence 

And to the fel lowes of  t h e  said place thre shellinges foure 

pence And if the same forfeIt of fyve shel l inges be not ·payde 

within one moneth then next ensuynge t h e  same forfeture 

That th en the same maister and felIo wes of Clarhaull  shall 

forfelt ten shel l i nges ouer and aboue the saide forfeture o f  fyv e  

shelli nges ffor t h e  w h ich t e n  shel l in ges t h e  saide maister and 

fel lolVes of Clarhaull couenaunteth and grauntith by thyes 
presentes for them and theyr successors that it  shall be lefull 
for the maister and fel lowes of Seynt J ohannis  and to theyr suc· 
cessors or theyr certeyne Attorney to entre and distrayne in all 
ther landes and tenementes in  Ikkyllyngton w i t h i n  the saide 
cOuntie of Cambrige And the distres so takyn to l ede dryve and 
ca

,
rye awaye and it  reteyne and withhold vntyll suche tyme as the 

sal� ten shellenges and tharragies of the same be fullye payde 
sat lsfyede and contented with t}le castes and charges by 
Occasyo n  of the same expendede Moreouer the saide maister 
and reil owes of C larhaul l  couenauntith and grauntith for them 
and I f t ler 

.
successo rs by these presentes that as o ften as it shall 

ortune l h 
K em not  to fynd a lampe brynnynge afore seynt 
s �teryne or make defaute in  doinge of eny of theyr fower 

o empne dirges with the masses o r  i n  eny of them as is  afore 
VOL. XX. p p  
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rehersede or also make defaute in not takynge of t h e  col J ett in ther masses or in eny of t he premi sess And that n o t  am endide within t h e  space of one mon eth t h e n  t h e  said e  maister an d 
fel lolVes of CIarhaul l  couenau n t i t h  a n d  grau n ti th by t hyes 
presentes for t h eym and theyr successors to forfett to the 
maister and fel lowes of the saide col lege caI l id  Sainte Kath erns 
hau l l  in the name of a payne of ten sheI l i n ges for the same 
mon eth And if they make defaute t h e  secun de m oneth then to 
forfett twentye shel l i n ges And for the tbyrde they to forfete a 
I�undereth shell i n ges yearlye out o f th eyr landes i n  I kky l lyn gton 
a forsaide for ever ffor t h e wh i c h e  yt shaIbe lautrul l  for the 
m ai ster and fel l owes o f  Seynt Katberynes baul l to entre into 
the l ordsh i pe or manor of IkkyI lyngton with i n  the sai de count ie 
And into all other of  theyr landes wh ere so euer it be w i t h i n 
the feme of Engl o n d  they to have and i n i oye t h e  sam e to them 
and ther SllcceSSores for ever tror the wh iche fo rfet of A 
hun dereth s h e l l i n ges the same maister ande fel l owes of Saint 
Kath eryn s h a u l !  cou enaun t i th and grauntith and by t l l i es 
p resentes bynd them and ther Successors to the fo rsaide 
maister Wi l l i am Spycer to d i stri bute the sai de fyve p oundes i n  
fourme fol l owinge That is  t o  say t h a t  the maister of Sainte 
Katherins h au l l  for that tyme beynge and h i s  Successors shall  
name at h i s  pleasure o n e  of the fel IolVes of the same h ouse to 
be chantrie prei ste und to synge satisfactorie for the soule of the 
sai de master Wi Il iam his Father and mother souIes And those 
soules that the saide mai ster WiIliam was bounde to p ray for. 
And t h e  same chauntrie preiste so admittide to haue it as longe 
as h e  i s  on beneficiede yff he please. And i f  it fortune the 
same chauntrie p reiste to be beneficide o r  t o  decease t han 
i mmecJia tlye after the saicJe mai ster of Sa i nt Kather ins h au l l  to 
name an other fel IolVe of t h e  same place to be chau n t rie preste. 
A nd K t h e  same m aister of Sai n t e  Kathery n s  haulI  be remysse 
or n ecclygent i n  makynge of the said Channtrie preiste that 
1hen the maister of Seynt J ohannis  to hane t h e  Vau n tagc of th e 

p re i stes wages the tyme of vacacion for ever. And the fel lowe 
of Seyn t Katheryns h all l l  so admitted to say masse foure tymes 

in the yeare at Ikkyl lyngton, t hat is to say, Crysmas daye, 

eygh t  dayes fol l o w i nge ; Ester daye, and eight daies fol lolV

inge ; Wittson day and eigh t  daies fol l o lV in ge. And the obb�tt 
day of the father o f  the saide maister WiIl iam a n d  eight dales 

followi ng. And he to haue fyve markes [or his labour. And 
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he to s e  the  saide obbett kepede as is aforhersede. And to, 

hane l ike power as the fel lowes of C larhaull shulde Iu:aue

h3d as i s  afore rehersecJe. And the maister ande feIlowes of 

Sai nte Katheryns hautl to kepe a solemp n e  dirge and masse in 

Sai nte Katb eryns h aull  o n  the obbett daye of the saide maister 

Wil l iam And t h e  maister to haue sex shell i nges eightpence for: 

h is parte and the fel lowes th erttene shel l inges four pence of the 

)l1oney th�t remanyth of t h e  [yve pou·ndes. And the other 

th rcttene shellinges foure pence to the maister and feIlowes of 

Saint J ohan n i s  to do dirge and masse for the sai de maister William 

for ever. Moreouer the mai ster and feJ1 0wes of  Clarehaull 

couen aunteth and graunteth for theme an d theyr successors and 

by ihyes presentes byndeth theyme and ther successors that if 

it shall fortune the saide maister of Seinte Katheryns haull to b e  

neccl igent in takynge o f  thyes forfettes as i s  afore reherside b y  

the space of sex monethes That than t h e  maister a n d  fel l owes 

of th e  College of Sei nte J ohanni s  in Cambrige to  entre to the 

forsai d e  landes and forfettes for ever, the whiche the maister 

and fellowes of Saynte Katheryns haulI shulcJe haue enterid vnto 

Than the same masters and fellowes of Sein t  J ohannis College 

couenauntith and grauntith an d by thi es presentes byndyth 

them and ther successors to th e saide maister Will iam Spi cer to. 

distribute the saide fyve pouncies in fourme folowynge. That 

is to say th at the maister of Sainte J ohan n i s  College for that 

tyme beyng e  an d his successors schall name at his pleasure one· 

of the fel lowes of the same house to be my chauntrie preiste·. 

And to synge satisfactori e for the soules of t h e  said maister 

W il l iam h i �  father and m other soulIes and those soulles that 

the saide maister WiIliam Spycer was bound t o  praye for. And 

thc game c hauntri e  preiste so admittide to haue it as  longe as. 

he is vnbenificide if h e  please. And if [it] fortune the same 

chaulltrie pre iste to be beneficide or to deceasse that than Im-· 

mediatlie a fter t h e  saide maister of Seynte J ohannis for the tyme· 

bell1ge to name A n o ther fell owe within eight daies and so as 

rtcn as it fortunith to be voyde. And thi s  fellowe of Seinte 

l�hannis so admittede to say masse four tymes in the yeare at 

f 
I
k}' l l�ngto n  That i s  to say Cristmas daye a n d  three daies 

o lowlng ; Ester daie and three daies fol l owinge ; Witsondaye 

and th d ' 
or I 

ree ales foIlowinge.  And the obbet daye of the father 

his t ile saide maister William Spicer, h e  to haue five markes for 

abour. And he to see the saide obettes kept as is afore) 



I 
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reherside and to haue l i I�e power as is afo re rehersede. And t h e  other five n obulles to t h e  mayntenynge of the Col lege oC Sainte J o han nis at the discrecion o f  the masters for euer. Also 
the saide mai ster of C larhaull shal l  at the admission of euery 
feI lowe h e reafter to be ohose n  shoo and declare vnto hyrn al l 
such articles and duties as the fel lowes of t h e  sai de Col lege ar 
bounde vnto by t h i es presentes. I n  Witnesse wherof to th e  
one parte o f  t h i e s  p resent Indentures rem<\.ynynge in the 
custodie  o f  the saide maister and fel lowes o f  Clarehaul l  in 
Carnbrige the said Williarn Spicer h ath puttoo his seal le And to 
the seconde parte of the same Indentures remanYllge in the 
Custodye o f  the said Wi l l iam Spicer o r  in the custodie oC 
Seynte J ohannis as well t h e  maister and fel lowes of Clarhaull 
As the maister and fellowes o f  Seynte KatherYlls haul! hath 
seuerallye put to their  commune Seales And to the threde parte 
of the  saide indentures Remanynge in t h e  cl1stodie of the said 
maister and fell o lVes of Seynt  K atheryns haul !  Aswell  the sai lle 
W i lliarn Spycer As the saide maister and fel !owes o f  Clarhaull 
haue seueral!ye p u l to ther Sealles yeven the daye and yeare 
fibove saide. 

El�dors�d ; Mr Spicer [for Clare hall.  

This instalment of Notes conoludes with an Indul. 
gence (dated 20 May, 1 5 04) granted by P<'>pe Jul ius II 
to the Lady Margaret a n d  Kin g  Henry VII. This is 
the latest of such documents preserved in the Col lege. 
It is in perfect condition with the leaden bull.a or seal, 
still attached to it .  This seal has the faces of St Peter 
and St Paul on one side and IVLIVS.PAPA,rr. on the 
reverse. I have to thank Mr. J. H. Hessels for assisting 
me with the transcript. 

]ULIUS episcopus Seruus Seruornm Dei Carissimo in  Christo 
til i o  n ostro Henrico Angl ie  Regi I l l ustri Salutem et apostol icam 
benedictionem Exi m i e  deuotionis s i nceritas et  integra fides 
qui bus nos et Romanam reuereris ecclesiarn p romerentur ut 
petitioni bus tuis hijs presertim que conscientie pacem et anime 
tue salutem respiciunt quantum cum deo possumus fauorabi l iter 
ilnnlJamus. H inc est quod nos tuis deuotis  supp l i cationib us 
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. cl i nati ut aliquem presbiterum secularem uel relig iosum in 

lil U tll possi s e l igere Confesso rem, qui u i ta t ibi  co mite in casibus 

t�iam sedi apostolice reseruatis h ijs  duntaxat exceptis uidel icet 

e ri rn i t1 um heresis rebe l l i onis ac con spirationis in personam 

�olnan i  pontifici� aut apostoiice sedis et offense personalis in 

aliqllem sancte Romane ecclesie Cardinalem qui bus te nec 

i l laqueatu ll1 ne i l laqueari debere c redimus Bis  tan tum quolibet 

An no et in m ortis articulo etiam ab exceptis huiusmodi in a l ijs 

uera quotiens fuerit oportlln um confessi onibus tuis dil igenter 

audit is  pro commissis tibi debi tam absoluti onem i m pendat et 

i n i llllgat peni ten tiam salutarem. Et quia sicut nobis  exponi 

fecisti dubitas quod di lectus fi l ius  J ohannes Burnelllls ordinis 

fralrum l\linorum de Obst:ruantia et Theologie professor Con

fessor tuus, in penitentiarum i n iunctione per eum tibi facta 

quoquo modo m i nus debite se gesserit, ac in male per te receptis 

non satis i cl onee tecum ordi nauerit commutauerit  uel disposqerit 

aut qu icquam al iud in  confessionis m i n i sterio i gnoranter n egli

genler i m perite uel  insufficienter peregerit. Nos uolentes ani m e  

tue sal u t i  et conscientie Serenitati more pij patris paterna 

cari late consul ere tuis in h ac parte pijs et  deuotis supplica

tion ibllS i ncl inati premissa o m nia et s i ngula per dictum Confes

sorcm sic tecum qllacunque in re, aut qual itercunque gesta 

composila commutata et o rd i n ata pro dicte conscientie tue Sereni

tatc et in h u i usmodi conscientie foro aucto ritate aposlolica ac de 

apastolice pote statis plenitu d i n e  rata habentes, omnesque et  

singu l os defectlls per dictum C o n fessorern ci rca ea forsan com

m issos sllpp lentes, et q uatenus  opus sit super h ijs  tecum mise ri
cord i lt:r d i spensan tes ac i psum C o n fessorem si in aliquo propterea 
excessi t  abso l llt:ntes e i d e m  Confessori quan d i u  C onfessor tuus 
r�erit ct cllicunqlle C o n fessori  seculari  ue l  regulari  quem, 
ll l ta t i bi  cOlll i te, d uxeris el igendum ut  te a quacunque s i m o n i e  
labe ac excom mu nicat ionis al ijsqlle sententij s  censuris  et  penis 
ecclesiastici s in simoniacos lat is  absal llere ac de simoniace a c  
alias pe r t e  I ' d '  d '  m a  e receptls tecum o r  lI1are componere et  IS-�on ere prout conscien t i a  sua sibi  d i c tallerit i n  eodem conscientie 

Oro l i be r  t I '  , R 
q 

e e IC l te possit.  Quodque tu tllam egiam uel al iam 
lIancll l  C 

e 
1 qu e ape l l am seu ecclesiam ubicunqlle  pro tempore te 

SSe co ' , 
di 1 

n L l gent quol i bet Mense semel u i s i tando et ante A ltare 
c e Capel \e I ' S '  

. d ' , 
tot' seu ecc eSle eptles oratlO nem on1l11lcam et 

lens sal t . 
Otnn u atlOnem Angel i cam genibus f1exis dellote dicen d o  

es et singulas I ndulgentias et peccatorum remissiones c o n .  
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equaris quas consequereris si eccIesias Stationum Vrbis.  i 
et extra muros eius, Quad ragesimal ibus et alijs dit:bus S lat ion u 
eccl esiarum predictarum personal iler uisitares. Quodque ide 
uel alter Confessor quem duxeris el igendum omnium p 
torum tuorum de qui bus corde con tritus et ore Con 
fueris etiam B i s  quolibet A n n o  et in eodem mortis arl 
uel quotiens d e  m o rle huiusmodi dubitabitur plenariam remis_ 
sionem tibi i n  s i n ceritate fidei vnitate eiusdem sancte Rom 
ecclesie et obedientia ac deuoti o n e  nostra uel  successorUIIl 
n ostrorum Romanorum Pont ificum canonice intrantium per
sistenti auctoritate apostolica concedere ac u ota quecunque 
per te forsan emissa uel  i mposterum e m ittenda vltramarin o 
Visitation i s  Liminum beatorum Apostolorum Petri et Pauli 
Religi onis  uotis dun taxat exceptis  in alia pietatis o pera COIll
mulare ualeat. E t  i n super quod l iceat tibi post N onam seu 
Merediem i n  prese n lia tua et fami l i ar ium tuorum ac a l iarum 
personarum te sequenl ium face re celebrari et habere Al lare 
p ortatile cum d e b i t i s  reueren t i a  et honore super quo in locis 
a d  hoc congruentibus et h onestis sine iuris alieni preiudicio 
et cum qual itas negocioru m pro tempore u rgenti um id 
etiam antequam iIlucescat dies circa tamen diurnam l ucem Ita 
quod n e c  id t ibi  nec Sacerdoti taliter celebranti ad culpam 
ualeat imputari et si  ad Iota ecclesiast ico in terdicto 
auctoritate supposita t e  contigerit declinare in i l l i s  c 
Januis excommunicatis et i nterdicti s  excIusis non pulsati s  Cam
panis et  submissa uoce possis per pro pri ll m uel a l i u m  Sacer
dotem idoneum Missas e t  alia diuina officia in tua e t  fami liarium 
tuorum et aliarum personarum predictarum presen lia facere cele� 
brari dum modo tu uel  i l I i  causam n o n  dederitis interdicto nee 
i d  tibi uel  i l l is contigerit special iter interdici Quod que 

.
tU 

cum Sex, ac di lecta in Christo filia Nobi l is  Mulier Margan 
Comitissa Richemondie tua Genetrix cum Sex alijs person i 

quas duxeritis et etiam quil i bet uestrum duxerit pro tem 
n omi nandas et eligendas. non teneamini  Qudragesimali 

. 
pore ieiunare et nich i l ominus dicto tempore ouis caseo butl ro 

et alijs lacticinij s  quo tiens tibi et Comitisse ac alijs p�r
sonis prefatis uidebitur uesci l ibere et l icite absque al iculUS 

conscientie scrupulo possitis et quil i bet uestrll m  possit �t 
' .  . I ' endus In d lcte Margante ut Confessor per eam etJam e I g  

o m n i bus casibus s e d i  predicte reseruatis premissis casibus aC 

presbitericidio duntaxat exceptis, similiter Bis quoIibet AnnO 
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in mortis articulo in alijs uero quotiens fuerit oportunum p ro 
et 

mll1issis debi tam absolutionem impen dere et penite nliam 

cOll1tarem iniungere ac plenariam omnium peccatorum suorum 

�: ql1 i bus co�de co�trita e� ore confessa 
.
fllerit r�missi�nem 

I u i USl110di etlam B I s  quohbet Anno et III m ortis articulo 
1 u ol iens de i l l o  d ubitabitur auctoritate predicla i mpendere 

q ossit. Quodque tu ac dicta Margarita Comitissa et  quiI ibet 

�eslrum ac fami l iares uestri uobis in Mensa seruientes, i l l i  

uidelicet duntaxat qui Cibaria uestra pro securitate personarum 

ueslrarum gustant antequam uobis exh ibeanlur. Quadragesi

malibus et alijs qui bus J eiunium ab ecclesia est indictum 

necnon Sextis  ferijs et Sabbati diebus carnibus uesci. Et si  

forsan conligerit  te, et d ictam Margaritam Comitissam uel 
aliqucl11 uestrum cum ali qua seu aIiquibus persona seu personis 

excol11municatis uel alij s sententijs censuris et penis ecclesi

aslicis innodatis, colloquium seu fami Iiaritatem habere nu l lam 

prop lc rea excommunicationis sentenliam uel censuram alia m 

ecclesiasticam incurratis,  dummodo conscij aut participes ex 

coml ll un i ca lionis huiusmodi  n o n  fueritis  et hoc in contemptum 

C lau ium n on feceritis. Ac quod dicta Comitissa cum Sex 

Matronis h onesti s et habitu honesto in dutis M onasteria et 

Domos Religiosorum etiam Cartusiensium et Inclusarum quorum

cu nque ordinum quotiens sibi placuerit ingredi e t  salutare 

col loquium cum eis habere ac i n ibi refectionem sumere, dum

moLlo earum et eorum qui et que Monasterijs et Domibus 

preruerin t  ad boc expressus accedat assensus et ibi  n o n  per
noclct Ii bere et l i cite ualeat, tue ac M a rgarite Comitisse et 
al iarum personarum predictarum deuolion i  respectiue tenore 
pres(!n lium de speciaIis done gratie i n dulgemus . Non obstanti
bus apostolicis ac bone memorie Octonis et Octoboni o l im i n  
Regno Anglie dicte sed i s  Legatorum necnon i n  Prouincial ibus  
et S i noLlal i bus Concilijs edi l is  generalibus ue! specialibus Con-
stl lutionibl t d '  " b ' d ' ' b  
1\1on ' . 

IS C or matlOl11 us stat�t l s  quoque 
.
et consu�tu 1 111 us aSlcnorum Domorum e t  ord1l1um predlctorum lUramento 

confinnatione apostol ica uel quauis fi rmitate alia roborali s  

C
nec no n quibusuis suspensio n i bus e t  l im i tationibus s i m i li um 

oncess ' . . 
r . 

l on um et facultatu111 hactenus factls,  seu lmposterum 

(;
���cndis per nos et sedem predictam etiam cum quibusuis 

sui I s  cli "l d . d . . f " b  ill . urib . 
.

' m erogatonarum erogatorIJs ortlOrI us e lcaCI-
" 'IC. lIS Cl lilso l i li s et lal ibus quod i l l i s  n uIlatenus possit dero-
Q ' I sub . qUI bus presentes neql1aql1am comprehendi uolllmus 
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ceterisque contrarijs quibuscunque. Prouiso quod Mai 
tua Regia concessione celebrari faciendi ante diem parce 
quia cum in Altaris ministerio immoletur dominus noster de'  
fil ius ] esus Christus qui  candor est I llC is  eterne congrui t 

1 
non in Noct is  tenebris fieri sed in luce. Nl1lli ergo omn 
hominum l iceat hanc paginam nostre supplet ion i s  d i spensatio 
absolut ionis concess ionis et uoluntatis infringere ue l  ei ausu 
temerar io contrai re. Si ql1is al1tem hoc attemptare presump. 
serit indignationem omnipotentis Dei ac beatorum Petri et 
Paul i  Apostolorum eius se nouerit incursurum. Datum Rome 
apud Sanctum pet rum Anno Incarnation i s  domin ice M i Ilesimo. 
quingentesimo quarto Tertiodecimo Kalendas ] unij Pontilicatus 
nostri Anno Primo. 

Sigismundus. 

011 the back is w1'litm ; P. de Comitibus. 
The Document 1S endorsed : Registrata apud me S igismundum, 
And 112 a la/er hand : ] u l ij Papae 2di  Indulgent ia &c. con

cessa Henrico 7° et Margaretae Genetri c i  e i us, &c. Anno 
Domin i J 5 04, ' 3  Ca!. ] unij Pontificatus nostri Anno primo. 

On the back 1S also wrz1len ill a contemporary Eng/zs/z hand : 
Confessionale, de  suplecione defectuum confessoris et super 
ei sdem d i spensacione. Et quot l icet super recept is summate 
ordinare componere et disponere. Et quod v is i tandum capeIlam 
ill qua fuerit habeat indulgencias stacionum in vrbe. Et de 
ab50lucrone et plenaria remm issione &c. Et de post nonam. 

Et de altari portati l i .  Et de commutacione votorum. Et de 
non ieiunandum. Et de lacticinijs  commedendum. Et de esU 

carnium. Et de diuersis al ijs i ndult is .  
R. F. S. 

[ To be cOIItinrled.] 

��4 
COLLEGE FICTION."' 

.. The Iialld of the Spoiler : being the adventures of Master Wiljrid 

Clavtring at Corb1idgt, Hexham, and elsewhere, in the twmty-sevmtlt, 

,,,,tilt)'" eighth, and twmty-ninth years of his late Highness King Henry tM 

Ei"ldh. By R. H. FORSTKR. (Newcastle-on-Tyne : MawsoD, SWan, and 

M�rgan, 1898 ) 

OR readers of the Eagle there lies some 

satisfaction in the knowledge that college 

fiction is no longer exclusively represented 

by the editors' chronicle and tutors' testi-

mon ials, but has broken out in quite a n e w  place, w it h  

a bound volurrie, a n  author, a n d  publishers of i t s  own .  

The credit bf this e nterprise i s  a t  least partly due 

to the author, though n in e-tenth s  of the glory will be 
Claimed by the noble but predatory Bird which has 

thriven for so long upon his literary productions. The 

purpose of this article is to congratulate Mr R .  H. 

Forster upon his u n doubted success in his new field i 

the Bird itsel f may be safely left to expatiate upon its 

honourable position of nursing-mother to a new writer 

of ro·mance. 
One supreme merit Mr Fotster u n doubtedly possesses i 

h
.
e writes i n  plain,  straightforward English. We are 

SIck of long-winded heroes, who speechify at intoler

able length upon the field of battle, and flood us with 

\�eap sentiment at each crisis of their eventful lives. 

e h ave out-lived the fascination of the n asty-tempered 

YOung gentlemen of Scotch extraction, who speak a ��n �ue not understanded of us, and are very ready with 
TO- elr blood when the Covenant i s  called i n  question� 
.c. Ve 1 n t le elderly heroes who use French oaths, and are 

VOL. XX. Q Q  
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always m isunderstood until the last chapter, have lost 
their charm . " By my halidome " and " gram mercy " 
seem less convincing than of yore, and no longer of 
themselves afford irrefutable evidence that the m edieval 
background is properly painted in. Thus it is a relief 
to commune for a season with a writer who forswears 
the cheaper tricks of the trade, and depends for his 
local colour upon knowledge of the locality and a 
vigorous imagination.  Add to this the robust deligh t 
of the north-country man for the Tyne and Tynedale, 
and " what things are to be seen beside Hexham and 
Corbridge " ;  and we get an impression that recalls to 
the man of Somerset or Devon the day when he first 
read Lorna Doone. 

Tlze Hand of th� Spoiler does not profess to be a 
novel of character ; still less does it deal with problems. 
The churchmen are pale reflexions of the ecclesiastics of 
Tlz� Abbot and The Monastery, and the villain, Sir 
Raynald Carnaby, is an ineffective person who would be 
at home at the Adelphi. But the boys of the story are 
well drawn by one who has not lost touch with them, 
or forgotten their peculiar outlook on life ; and their 
adventures are ingeniously devised, and described with 
a spirit and evident enjoyment that would carry the 
most superior person off his feet. 

To our thinking the best scene in the book is where 
the boy Wilfrid Clavering escapes by the aid of the 
great oak tree from an upper window in the fortified 
house of the S heriff of Hertfordshire, and this will 
serve to give us a taste of Mr Forster's quality : 

" And then John l ifted me up to the window ; and, creeping 
past the bar, I sat down upon the o uter sill and peered forth 
i n to the n ight, striving to see some way whereby I m ight come 
at one of the branch es, and so climb down to the grou nd . 

" Truly, ' twas an i l l  seat and a fearsome upon that stormy 

n ight ; and my heart well n igh gave way again as I strove to 
m ake my eyes p ierce through the  pitchy blackness which was 
o utspread beneath me, around me, above me, everywhere. And 
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I gale  was roaring louder than Tyne roars when the first wave 

t le . 
f a wi nter spate comes chargIng down over the gravel beds ; 

�nd the great rai n-drops were hurled so fiercely against my face 

that even h ad it been day I had scarce been able to see. More

over John, d own in our prison ben eath, was waxing repentant, 

and call in g to me that I should come back. and not risk my 

neck ; an d altogether my heart m i sgave me sadly, and I was 

almost m i n ded to creep back again  and give up the quest. But 

ere J had fully persuaded myself, the wind veered suddenly . . . •  
and with a gust of threefold fury so swayed and tossed the 

stubborn boughs of  the great oak that one branch was blown 

sweepin g along the wall, and struck me smartly upon the cheek 

as the twigs flew by. Then, being startled by the suddenness 

of the blow and the pai n of  the switch ing, I put my hands up 

in an instant, n ot th i nk i n g  what I d i d  and where I sat, to shield 

my [ace from a second stroke ; and that same moment I l ost my 

seat and fell ." 

Fortunately for himself our hero i s  caught in the 

great tree, and thrown breathless upon a limb of i t  by 

the force of the gale.  

" Now a! I lay thus, I thrust my hand forward a little space, 

thinking to find some smaller branch sprouting from the great 

bough, w hereby I m ight get a surer hold ere the next blast 

came. But though I found no such branch as I wished, my 

han d touched something strange ; and,  creeping forward, I 

found a stout cord girdl ing the bough ; which cord I followed 

by touch of hand to the under side, and thence felt it stretchi n g  

downwards as far as my arm could reach, w herefore, sin ce the 

lul l i n  the storm still continued, I grasped the cord with my two 

hands, and, swaying off the bough, sl id downward, ti ll  my feet 

struck against somethinO' which seemed to b e  tied to the cord. 

Al� d then,  being smi tten
O
w ith a strong craving to know what this. 

th In . h f g ml g t be, I crouched down upon my heels, .and, holding 

d
ast to the cord with my right hand, stretched my left hand 

own ward. But just as I touched somewhat the cord brake, �n� I fell again ;  n o r  could I witbold a . . . cry . • . .  for that which 

ad touched was the cold forehead and dank hair of a dead 
man." 

.The boy' s fear of the gulf beneath him till  the 
SWln gi n  b h 

. h' . g oug of the great tree stll1gs lm wto. 
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action ; the roar of the wInd In his ears ; his utter 
helplessness in the grip of the gal e ; his swift journey 
down the providential rope that is to bring him to 
safety ; and its gruesome ending round the neck of 
a rebel's corpse that swings beneath the tree : these are 
touches that enable our author to control the imagina_ 
flon of his readers, q,ncl show plainly that the root of the 
m atter in him. 

I n  his account of the actual dissolution of th e Priory 
of Hexham, Mr Forster sticks very closely to the facts. 
His chapter « of the coming of the King's Commisioners 
to Hexham, and what they demanded, and how the 
Master of Ovingham spoke with them from the Gate 
House;" is evidently based upon the well-known state 
paper containing a report upon « the misdemeanours 
of the religious persons of Hexham in the County of 
Northumberland," and the language which our author 
puts into the mouths of the chief speakers is for the 
most part quoted by him verbatz'rn from the report in 
question. It is good to know that there is authority for 
the resolute words spoken to the Com missioners by the 
Master of Ovingham, as he stood on the top of the wall 
l ike Shebna the Scribe, " being in harness with a bow 
bent with arrows." " We be twenty brethren in this 
House, and we shq,ll die all, or that ye shall have the 
House." In the subsequent negotiations also our 
author follows the ancient record with the fidelity and 
dev.otion of one i n  whom the lawyer has not quite 
I>wallowed up the historian . But he misses one 
picturesque phrase. After receiving the answer of th e 
House to the King's Hi.ghness, the Commissioners 

H recoz'led back to Corbridge, where they lay all that 

night." 
But in spite of the care w i th which he has followed 

the records, our author does not appear to have fully 
grasped the social conditions of the period of which he 
is writing. Aunt Matilda is the prey of a 1 9th century 
passion for w ashing her nephew's face and ha,nds, and 
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combin g his hair. Her zeal for personal cleanli ness 

occupies an unnecessarily prominent place in the earlier 

chapters, and is alluded. to with wearisome persistence 

some four or five times in the later ones. In these 

dayS, when soaps are various and cheap, such refer

ences would be only rather tiresome ; i n  a Tudor story 

Aunt Matilda is a quite impossible creation .  

But such blemishes a s  these count for nothing against 

the interest created by the adventures of M r. Forster's 

heroes, and the robust good sense with which he sets 

him self to the task of describing them .  We can only 

hope that he will try his  hand again at fiction, both for 

his own honour and the greater glory of the Bird under 

the shadow of whose wings he was reared. 

J.  R. T. 

TO AMANDA. 

OTIIERS m ay hymn the hues of morning's sky, 

Or glories of the West when night draws n igh ; 

The beauties of the moon-entranced sea, 

Or forests filled with summer melody. 

I think of thee, nor know if skies be brigh t ; 

I gaze on thee, nor heed the sunset light ; 
Thine influence sways me as the m oon the sea ; 
Thy tender tones drown woodland m elody. 

Depart, and from my Heaven fades its bloom ; 
Le�ve me, and m y  bright West is filled with gloom ; 
W Ithout thee hateful shines the moon-led sea, 
D iscordant sounds all forest melody. 

P. L. B. 
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nOADICEA. 

WHEN the British warrior queen, 
Bleeding from the Roman rods, 

Sought, with an indignant m ien, 
Counsel of her country's gods, 

Sage beneath the spreading oak 
Sat the Druid, hoary c hief ; 

Every burning word he spoke, 
Full of rage and full of grief. 

" Princess ! if our aged eyes 
" Weep upon thy matchless wrongs, 

" 'Tis because resentment ties 
" All the terrors of our tongues . 

" Rome shall perish-write that word 
" In the blood that she has spilt ; 

" Perish hopeless and abhorred, 
" Deep in ruin as in guilt. 

" Rome, for empire far renowned, 
" Tramples on a thousand states ; 

" Soon her pride shall kiss the ground 
" Hark ! the Gaul is at her gates ! 

" Other Romans shall arise, 
" Heedless of a soldier's name ; 

" Sounds, not arms, shall win the prize, 
" Harmony the path to fame. 

" Then the progeny that springs 
" From the forests of our land, 

" Armed with thunder, clad with wings, 
" Shall a wider world command. 

BOADICEA. 

QUUM fera bellatrix regina Britan nica v'irgas 

Romanas lacero corpore victa tulit, 

Protinus irato vultu gestuque minaci, 

Consuluit patrios sanguinolenta deos. 

Quercus ubi ramos tendit spatiosa, sedebat 

Dux Druidum senio consilioque gravis. 

D ixit et e labris divini plena furoris, 

Plena simul luctus, fervida verba cadunt : 

" Heu ! te conspicimus, regina, indigna ferentem, 

" Et veteres oculi nil nisi flere valent : 

" At vindicta manet ; manet alta m ente repostum 

" Q uod non lingua satis significare queat. 

" Roma perit ; licet hoc tibi nunc inscribere verbum 

" Sanguine in effuso, quo maculavit humum : 

" Roma perit ; perit auxilio sine ; mersa ruina 

" Tot scelerum pcenas causa nefanda luet. 
" I mperio totum celeberrima Roma per orbem, 

" 1Ilille tenens sceva sub ditione plagas, 
" M . ox prostrata cadet ; cadet alta superbla : victor 

" Im minet en ! portis GaUus, et  ultor adest : 
" E ' Xsurgent alii, soboles Romana, Q uirites 

" Q ui non m ilitice nomen honore ferent ; 
" Q . uelS sonitus, non arma, placen t ; concordia vocum 

" P -fHn a tulit ; famce semita du1ce melos. 
" Tum nova progenies, veteri de stirpe creata, 

" Q " F uam genuit sylvis terra paterna suis, 
' ul . m l11e telorum resonans, velataque pennis, 
" L  t' a IUS imperium per nova regna geret : 
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" Regions C<Bsar never knew, 
" Thy posterity shall sway ; 

" Where his eagles never flew, 
" None invincible as they." 

Such the Bard's prophetic words, 
Pregnant with celestial fire, 

Bending as he swept the chords 
Of his sweet but awful lyre . 

She, with all a mon arch's pride, 
Felt them i n  her bosom glow ; 

Rushed to battle, fought, and died ; 
Dying, hurled them at the foe. 

" Ruffians, pitiless as proud, 
" Heaven awards the vengeance due i 

" Empire is on us bestowed, 
" Shame and ruin wait for you ! "  

COWPER. 

Boadzcea. 

" gueis ignotuS erat C<Bsar, regina, futuro 

" En ! tua posteritas tempore j ura dabit ; 

" Victrices ubi. nunquam aq uilas posuere cohortes 

" Cresaris, insignis gens tua sola reget." 

Talia fatidico pr<Bdixit carmine vates, 

C celestique lyr<B' fervuit igne melos � 

Corpore deflexo, percussit pollice chordas ; 

Dant percuss a gravem fila canora sonum. 

Audi vit  regina ferox ; fastuque superbum 

Accendunt animum fervida verba senis : 

Irruit in pugnam : mo'riens j aculatur i n  hostes', 

Tela velut, sGevas, ultima verba, minas : 

" Infames ! quos nulla movet c1ementia, vobis, 
" Dant scelerum pcenas, munera j usta, dei : 

" N obis imperium conceditur ; alta r uina 
" Vos, pudor, exitium, gens' scelerata, manet ,"" 

E. K. G. 

Lawforc1, 
April, 1898_ 
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THE COMMEMORATION SERMON 
BY 

THE Rli:V CHARLES ELSEE, 

Masitr at Rugby School. 

Now therefore ye are 1tO more stra11ge1's alla foreigners, out fellow citizens with the saints, and 0./ the household of God ,' and are built upon the foulldation of the apostles and j!ropfuts, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief COrner stone ; in whom all the bu/l£hng fitly framed togetker groweth unto an holy temple in the L01'd ,' in whom Jle also are builded together fur an habitation 0./ God through the Spirit. EPHF-SIANS ii. 19-22. 

O-DAY'S celebration of the foundation and growth and work of this College calls before our mind the parallel between the foundation 
and growth of the Christian Church itself, and that of institutions and societies such as this, which have sprung up within it with to some extent the same objects and based on some of the same principles. In both cases the ideal has been seriously modified in the actual result by human frailties and failures, yet the ideal was the aim in the foundation of each, and should be still the aim in carrying out its intended object. Glowing and inspiring are the pictures drawn for 

Us of the ideal early Christian Church-a society uni ted 
together, as St John describes it, i n  fellowship even 
with the Father and the Son ; or knit together as 
St Paul writes in one passage as a body of which 
Christ is the Head, its several parts and members 
working together i n  d ue measure, and so making 
increase of the whole to the building of itself up i n 
love ; or here as a holy temple built up of living stones 

The .commemoraft'on Sermon. 3 I I 

fitly framed together, each stone fashioned according 

to its own appointed place and supported by those 

below, and in its turn determining i n  some measure 

the form of those above and contributing to their 

support. And all for one purpose-to be a habitation 

of God through the Spirit-to be a temple in which 

Be might m anifest Himself; in which His true wor· 

shippers, the true seekers after H im, might be ever 

attainin g to truer ideas of Him, to increasing know� 

ledge of Him , to clearer recognition of what is His 

will and what are the methods of His working ; to 
throw off one by one the trammels of ignorance, to 
take larger views of His providence and His purposes 

concerning men ; and so contemplating H i m  and 

studying Him as H e  has revealed Himself i n  the 

history of the human past, in his works of n ature, 

and in the life and character of His Son, to be ever 

reaching towards Him, and to be ever growing upwards 

towards Him in very slow and imperfect, it m ay be, 
but still for individual members increasing, likeness. 
With what glory might the apostle hope would such 
a temple be filled ! How would the glory of such a 

latter house exceed that of any that had gone before it ! 
And from the temple would radiate out abroad some 

of the glory which centred in  it ; from it  would go forth 
into the world men w ith varied talents, with varying 
capacities and varying powers, to carry with them and 
spread abroad among others some of that knowledge 
which had been there vouchsafed to them, to  be not 
only the declarers of God's truth, but to b e  themselves 
the evidence of i t ; to show in their own life and 
practice the meaning. and working of His will. 

Inspired by the same Spirit, some would go out 
a s  Apostles to new lands and found new churches, 
Some would go to be resident in these as patient 
teachers and instructors-builders up on these extended 
fOundations. Some would be fitted n ot so much for 
SpeCially religious or doctrinal teaching as for imparting 
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other benefits, leading the degraded up into better 
habits of l ife, spreading civilisin g  influences, prOmoting 
civilising institutiQns ; by knowledge and skill bene. 
fitting the bodies of men, and remedying the ills to 
which m e n  had become heirs ; following Christ their 
Master rather in the temporal blessings he bestowed 
than i n  the spiritual, but still following him. And 
some would go out specially fitted perhaps to be pro. 
minent in none of these ways, yet by their quiet 
influence and example, by their humble, trustful walk 
with God, carrying i nto dark places the l ight of a good 
life and good works which would promote his glory, 
and be effectual in m aking known His will and in 
leading men into a life in :accordance with it.  

,And all these, separated indeed externally from the 
centre from which they went forth, would be still llnited 
to it in spirit ; m embers still of the same body, doing 
still the same work with the same obj ect, new perhaps 
in point of form but of the same old and sure substance, 
bound to it by ties of sympathy and affection, rejoicing 
on the one h and in its well-being and prosperity and on 
the other animated and encouraged by the sens!,! of a. 
recognition there of their own work and success. 

Now, observe that all this oneness of spirit, this 
activity of work, this extension of scope, is due to first 
training, to the instruction of eaoh by older members, 
to the influences of association with them, to the spirit 
i mbibed from them, to the inspiring example of the 
earnest, the contagiously com m unicated power of the 
strong, the encouragement of the successful.  And 
these, as years wen t  on after the foun dation of th e 
Church, would not all grow less. First love might 
sometimes grow cooler, first en ergy and enthusiasm 
migh t  grow less keen, but the roll of earnest, strong. 
and sllccessful m embers would grow longer, and the�r 
influence i ncrease ; the variety which m arked t1:elr 
characters and work would bring enlargement of vl

.
ew 

and obj ect ; and accu m ulating experience would give 
valuable guida.nce. 

-
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.And so the formation of each member's character, 

he development of his powers, the direction of his life, 

�he a ccomplishment of his work, woul d be affected by, 

and be the result of, not only the first foundation of the 

Church-though that would be the basis of all -but 

intermediately also it would be due to all these other 

influences from those who had gon e  before him, or were 

contemporary with him. And the whole body of 

members bound together as fellow citizens not only one 

with another but w ith saints who had gone before, a 

household of God, a temple built upon snre foundations, 

with Christ Jesus himself as the chief corner stone, with 

all its diverse parts fitly framed together, grew up 

gradually towards a completion far off indeed, but to 

be believed in, and hoped for, and worked for.  

Is  not this picture of the Christian Church i n  m any 

respects no inapt illustration of institutions and societies, 

which have been founded and have grown up within it 

to fulfil some of its purposes and to carry on a part of 

its work ? Of this our own College, for instance, resting 

as it does on a sure foundation of right principles, 

intended to serve, and serving, a great purpose in the 

good of m en and the glory of God ; absorbing into 

itselt year by year, and generation by generation, 

members who beco m e  identified with it and fu lfil its 

objects, and themselves m oulded upon the structure 

they' have found, do their part in their turn in enlarging 

the building, and raising it and moulding others to 

su cceed th em. 
Collecting its members fro m  far and wide it receives 

them and trains them, it  shapes their minds and 
characters in their plastic years, influencing them and 
fo . rml11 g them not only by knowledge imparted ; not 
only by the training i n  the process of acquisition of 
knOwledge, exercising, developing, and strengthening 
the mental powers ;  n ot only even by the recognition of 
W�at is the true basis of all education as it is of all 
WISdom ,  but very greatly by the general spirit which 
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pervades the place, by the traditions which han g about it and attach to it, by the recollection and associati 
with it of great names in the past, of n ames of men 
are m aking their mark in the world n ow and wiU be rightly enrolled among the world's benefactors in the 
future : names of m embers who either in their residence 
here have done good direct work for religion, for 
science, for literature, or h ave indirectly assisted in 
their p romotion ; or again of others, members still , 
who have carried with them away fro m  here trained 
capacities and powers which have placed them in the 
fron t  as leaders of m en, whether i n  the Church, or the 
State, or in Ed ucation, in Law, in Medicine, or other of 
the various departments of our country's complex life ;  
some distinguished for work and influence i n  foreign 
lands, i n  bringing heathen i nto the kingdom of God, in 
spreading abroad among them true knowledg-e and 
good habits, in leading them to better and higher 
l ives. What a wealth of inheritance is the roll of such 
names to the College and the m embers of it ! What 
stim ulus is given to the enthusiasm and earnestness of 
t h e  young aspiran t  by the sense of fellow-membership 
with the great m e n  of the past, with those who stand 
out in history p rominent in their various departments 
above the men of their day-as in the far distance Cecil 
in the State, or Ascham in Education, or n earer to us 
and in the almost present Martyn and Selwyn in 
Missionary work. No doubt the distance from which 
we have now to view the noted men of old times, while 
it bdngs out their prominence, does also dull the 
brightness of their lustre, yet they still have their 
influence, and this influence commemorations of Foun
d ers and Benefactors such as we celebrate to-day will 
keep alive and strengthen. 

They are not in deed Founders, not i n  the com mon 
sense Benefactors-though, i ndeed, benefactors in a 
very real sense ; but they bear a very close relation to 
them. They are the men, with all who i n  their different 

-
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cl' ties have gone forth from this College to do good 
capa 

rk in the world, that have given the true value to the 
W�ginal foundation and the succeeding benefactions. 

�1e one is the ground on which the building m ay 

tand, the land on which the tree may grow-essential 

;01' the building or the tree ; but j ust as the building 

enhan ces enormously the value of the ground, or the 

products of the land give the value to it, so it is the 

succession of good men who have been fitted here for 

their place in the great building, who have been the 

seed sown here and have germinated and rooted and 

borne their fruit ; it  is that which has proved the value 

of the Founders' and Benefactors' gifts, which has 

real ly given the value to them. 

It is for the production an d development of such 

men that each place of soun d  learning and religious 

education was established, and however great might b e  

the foundation, however numerous t h e  gifts that might 

accrue to it, that foundation and those gifts would be 
valueless and waste if from any cause they were barren 
of the results intended. 

The Founder's work was n eedful as a foundation, as 
that on which alon e the superstructure could be built ; 
Benefa ctors h ave added from time to time what ex

perien ce or zealous foresight have shown them to b e  
desirable for t h e  i mprovement o f  the edifice an d  its 
effici,ent adaptation to its purpose ; and thankfully do 
We comm emorate all who have taken part in the work 
-from the man who suggested and prompted the 
foun d ation, and the l ady who listened to the sug
gestions and acted upon them, to the latest of all those 
'�ho have since associated themselves with them ; 
t ankfully we com memorate both their deeds and their i��pose : but equal thankfulness is due also for the 
u l rnent  of that purpose in  the men whose lives h ave Ca ' 

th 
rr�d it out, who were the spirit which gave life to 

an� , ody, and whose memories still exercise a power 

and 
���u enc� in the vigorous m aintenance of that life, 

Contlllued fulfilment of that purpose. 
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May the roll of such men going forth from thi 
College and fulfilling their part, whether in humbl: 
unobserved spheres or in prominent stations observed 
and kn own of all, grow both i n  length and splendour. 
May there ever be found in it men with true spiritual 
insight to discern and light up truths of God which lie 
far down i n  still depths and are hardly discernible 
through the ruffled surface of practical life, but yet 
which ex,ercise an important influence upon it : men 
also who shall be able and fitted to carry out on the 
firm foundation of such truths sound practical work. 
Men, too, who with corresponding insight shall ex,tend 
in breadth and depth the knowledge of God's natural 
world in the discovery of hith�rto concealed forces and 
qualities and in the unravelling of the laws impressed 
upon them, so as to guide and control and apply them 
to good pu-rpose in the benefit of mankind. Men, 
again, who shall understand m en, and be able to lead 
and influ.ence them for their wel t being ; who shall be 
able to' enlist all the powers and qualities inherent in 
m en which make for good and weld them together into 
an effective force f0r the promotion of all that is good, 
and the weakening and subduing all that is evil. 

And may all consist together for one supreme end 
and obj,ect-for a h abitation of the Divine Spirit, the 
Spirit of truth, and knowledge, and wisdom, and 
h oliness,. 

... _--------------------------------------------------------------

:bEMETER OF THE FAIR TRESSES. 

(Tile true account of a mysterious occurrence,) IlIrR ,ome hou" we had been lounging li,tl"'ly 

through the barren waste of the British 

M useum ,  Johnes (a cultured, Oxford species 

of the Cb'mrrion genus J o'nes), Smith, an 

irres ponsi bie Cockney of the Cockneys, and myself i 
011 the morrow I was to undertake the moral and 

intel lectual training of the two sons of a wealthy 

London merchant, in preparation for which I had 

sought out this spot, dismal above all others in the 

universe, and was imbibing a spirit of maje'stic gloom,. 

as behoved one sbon to hold 
'
office under Puritanical 

Mr Brown. Of the latter I can only add that he was a: 

vulg"ar, narrow-minded, humbugging--but silence, 0 
M use ; de mortuis ni l  nisi bonum, 

An adjournment to the refreshment-Toom and a: 

liber�l diet of lemonade and buns perceptibly raised 
OUr sp ir i ts ; Johnes especially becam'e elated ; for it is 
a marked difference- between your artificial and your' 
natural genius, that the latter works by insp i ration ,. 
the form er by inflation , So n o w, as soon as the 
lemonade had begun to do its work, Johnes' mouth was 
open ed,  " In the physical characterisation of her' 
featu res," I heard h i m  soliloquise aloud-and very 
Ihuch aloud , too-" there is an infin ity of grief ; in her' 
alone emot' I " ,  I ' .. E ' I - ,  lOna Splntua Ity-- " 1  t11otlOna SpIrItu-
ality be . .  , I ' S ' 1  h ' l  f 1 ' 
sil -, oro <e 111 mlt 1 ;  w I e a ter t le stral11ed 

el1ce wh i ch followed this interj ection, " \vho may this-
,'OL, xx. S S  
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unique fem�t1e be 1 "  I - enquired, to conciliate JOhnes. 
" Female ! "  m uttered J ohnes in a grieved voice j and 
then, pointing to a statue near at hand, added in a tone 
of m elancholy reverence, " Demeter of Knidos." N ow 
if lemonade and buns had stirred this spirit of sublimity 
i n  J ohnes, it had had a directly opposite effect on 
Smith j the latter d rew from his pocket a cigarette, lit 
i t, and waving it before this statue, uttered in a tone of 
mock reverence, " Deign, fair  goddess, to accept this 
offering of an un tutored worshipper." And then as 
the tramp of regulation boots was heard round a 
neighbourin g  corner, the Vandal and the Exquisite 
took their departure together, and in the increasing 
distance I heard Johnes' unctuous utterance, " Material 
evanescence in the presence of brute violence is the 
proper attribute of a reasonable Being." 

* '" '" *' "" 

Left alone, I gazed long and earnestly at 
beautiful,  calm features of the Madonna-like Demeter ; 
the thin,  blue smoke, which had been eddying in 
fantastic shapes round the fair figure, now rose ti l l  it 
reached the head and nostrils of the petrified deity. At 
least petrified the deity should have been at this insult 
to her divine m ajesty, but instead a thing more strange 
than probable occurred. For even as I watched, the 
statue before me seemed to change like some dissolving 
view ; the look of sweet grief that made i n  her " SorroW' 
more beautiful than Beauty's self" m elted from those 
classic features, and in their place a look of unexpected 
pleci.sure came j and the goddess, still sniffing with 

delight the uncelestial fragrance, gradually bloomed 
forth into life, and rose from her throne and stood 
before m e ! 

" 0  forms of ancestral halls," she cried in a deep, 

bell-like voice, " wherein Cloud-gatherer Zeus did use 
to sit, till what time that base thief Prometheus stole 
the fennell-bound chamber of opiate fire, can it  be that 
after these long years I have returned to the house of 

.-L- --.. ----------------------------------------------------------
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y Brother, and smell again the sweet scent of Lethe'·s 

�.e_consumed drug ? Or can it be," she added, as her 

e fell on me, " that thou, Mortal, Ephemeral Biped, 

:�t one of those whom Prometheus taught to kindle the 

mandrake herb in earth burnt with flames, even i n  

wrought workmanship o f  bowls, a n d  that thou dost n o w  

offer me this sweet Thysia, even an offering a s  dear as 

1\Iysian myrrh 1 Speak m e, Mortal, winged words of 

Truth." 

Fennell-bound chamber of opiate fire ! Earth burnt 

with flame, wrought workmanship of bowls I Cloud
gatherer Zeus ! What did it all mean 1 My brain 
reeled before me, and my mind refused to think. In 
amazement my eye wandered now to the floor, now to. 
the ceiling, and at last lighted by chance on the· 
goddess's face. Heavens, how I jumped ! As a statu� 
her features had been calm and m ajestic : as a goddess 
(let us whisper it  beneath our breath), the look she 
gave me would have sunk a battleship five miles off ! 

" Speak winged words of Truth," she repeated, and 
my tor gue, which wonder had tied, terror loosed. 

" *Reverend dame," I began, " No, 1 don't m ean 
that j "  what was the proper title to address a deity � 
o why hadn't I studied the classics ha rder ! " Demeter 
of many n ames," I hazarded-at any rate that was 
safe-" Be not wroth with thy humble worshipper, o n  
whose tongue an ox standeth, s o  that it forgets how 
to shoot biting arrows of the Muses, full of wise 
diaphragms ; pardon my forgetfulness, which with 
procrastination is the door of vice j " the last was a n  
unconscious reminiscence o f  my Aunt Jane's teaching j 
What would she have said if she had seen m e  " humbly 
Worshipping " a heathen deity 1 

For the next few minutes I waited for the end to 
Come j what would a goddess addressed as a " reverend 
dan1e " . conSIder a fitting penalty ? Should I be another 
-------------------------------------------------

*' 1rOTVta 'l'vvaL. 
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Ajax, transfixed as to my midriff with a sharp rock 
No, it seemed the goddess had not troubled even to listen to my address. Instead she mused to herself in 
a tone of puzzled wonder : " And yet what halls are these ? Of a truth this is not OlYmpus, nor Sicily, with 
its many apples. Moreover "-looking at m e-" this is 
110 Hellene, no child of light, but some barbarian ; yet 
is he pious, and offers sweet incense, though it too hath 
somewhat of barbarian about i t ; "-I always did Object 
to Smith putting Mexican twist i n  his mixture-" and I 
would l eave this country, to dwell  among my true 
worshippers. Do thou, stranger, guide m e  from this 
place, and be blessed i n  the thought that thou art 
chosen to act as Mercury to Demeter of the Fair 
Tresses and beauteous ankle." With these words she 
laid her hand upon my sh04l4er, and motioned to me to 
Jead her forth. 

. 

Now the stern moralist may chide me for not refusing 
to accompany a lady, at once beauteous and unknown ; 
if so, I can only plead guilty ; my mind was incapable 
of action, and after all  it is a delightful thing to have a 
lovely divinity leaning on one's arm, even if she be no 
earthly divinity. One thing troubled m e, and that was 
my goddess's strange raimen t ; snow- white climation 
and bare head is  rather conspicuous for a public place 

in London. However, the difficulty soon sol ved itself l 
suddenly round the corner came a typical 'Arriet, in 
long cloak reaching to the feet, with immense buttons, 

and a gorgeous peacock feather on her hat. As she 
came in sight of us her face turned l ivid with fear, and 
she sank in a swoon to the ground-silent through 
sheer fear. The goddess, with a fiendish chuckle, 
despoiled her victi m  of the cloak and hat, put them on 
herself, and then again taking my arm OFdered me to 
go on.  

Arm i n  arm we wandered through the long rooms, 

and down the staircase, I wondering what the end was 

to 1;>e, the goddess delig-hted i n  her n e w  attire, and 

-- ---------------------------------�----------
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occasionally glancing round the place with a wondering 

look. At last her voice broke silence : " What call they 

this place, articulate-speaking Mortal ? "  

" The British Museum, Golden-haired Sister of the. 

Graces " I replied. ( My language was i mproving.) 

" N  ay," said she, ' c  this is  no school or temple of the 

Muses, nor yet a Mosaic .  I know not what thou 

meanest." 
" vVing-ed words, thou speakest," I replied, greatly 

wondering at her knowledge of Liddell and Scott, " yet 

in  our uncouth tongue a Museum is a building or house 

wherein curious things are stored. And 'tis erected at 

the publ ic cost." 

" Truly a wondrous place," she replied, and l ittle did 

I think the construction she would put upon my words. 

Now while talking thus, we had passed through the 

gateway and come into the open street. It was midday 

and the thoroughfare at its busiest. My companion 

seemed to be still delighted with her attire, although to 

a modern eye there m ight have seemed some incon

gruity between a heathen goddess and a peacock

feather hat. " Thinkest thou not," she said, " that this 

garb of m i n e  is  more lovely than the sea spray of 

Aphodite ? "-a question which seriously embarrassed 

me, but to which my modesty was spared an answer : 
for at this point we came upon a somewhat dense 
crowd ,  and my companion did not  show the innate 
patience of a cockney born . One portly gentleman 
especially barred her way, and him she took by the 
shoulders and flung off from her. What was my 
horror when the victim turned round, and revealed 
the infuriated features of Mr Brown. 

For some seconds Mr Brown's fury stammere d  for 
utterance, while the goddess watched him with amused 
tolerance. Then, taking my arm, " Lead on,  fai r  
stran ge · I "  h . , r . s e sald ; whereat M r  Brown s face and 
Wrath . were turned slmuItaneously o n  m e .  

f <  So  this is the h igh-minded tutor," he cried, " under 
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whom two in nocent-minded boys--" but his utter 
was cut short by the goddess, who in meaning ton 
remarked-for the mean ing of the words I must refer 
my readers to the commentators-" Like a chatterin g 
crow by the bird of Zeus, he s l inketh home by blind 
alleys, who provideth folly for the Muses to plough:' 

Mr Brown's only answer for a time was a long, 
horror-struck stare, after which he began wagging his 
head and m uttering, " Drunk as fiddlers both of them !  .. 

" You do us wrong, portly Biped," the goddess 
answered-you should have seen Mr Brown's face_ 
" we are not drunk ; for but lately we have come from 
the public house." 

" Public house " ! gasped Mr Brown, while an amused 
smile began to appear on the faces of the crowd. 

Now at this point a malicious Fate added one final 
blow, for the irrepressible Smith, seeing the chance of 
a row, came rushing up ; while the aesthetic Johnes 
came m ore slowly in the rear ; the former suddenly 
recognising me, cried out  with a mischievous twinkle 
in his eye, " Hullo, old m an ! I thought you were 
having too m uch lemonade and buns." 

" Lemonade and buns," muttered Mr Brown, " and 
public house ! public house, buns and lemonade I 
Drunken wench--" he continued, but no goddess 
could be expected to stand that, and with a roar of 

deep thunder Demeter of the fair tresses (and strong 
arm) went for him ; the last I saw was a policeman 

trying to hold her, and then I bolted. A few seconds 

later I heard a crash, and, looking round, saw the 
policeman and Mr Brown lying dead on the road, and 
the goddess vanished. 

.. .. ". ". ". ". 

Next day the Haif-penny Squeak had the following 

sensational paragraph-

Yesterday at noon a horrible tragedy was enacted outside 
the gates of  the Bri tish Museum ; an unfortunate pol iceman was 
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. g to arrest a n  extraord i narily arrayed female a t  the instance 
tr)' ln 

f a certain M r  Brown,  when one of the underground cables 

o loded and all  t h ree were killed, the woman being so 
eXp , 

llihi lated that no trace of her can be found. A companion 

a� th e woman's ran away just before the explosion and is being 

�ookcd for. At about the same time a woman was found dead 

of heart disease i nside the Museum, the heart failure being 

perhaps due to the noise of the explosion. We hope the H ?,me 

Office may be in duced to take the matter of underground cables 

into serious consideration.  

Does the superficial reader smile at my disappear

ance ? Well, I kept out of the way of the i n quest, 

because " m aterial evanescence in the presence of brute 

violence is the proper attribute of a reasonable being." 

A. S. L. 

HORACE. Odes i. X1X. 

Ah m e ! Cupid's cruel mother, 

And the son of Semele 

Bid me once again be lover ; 

And my love is Glycere. 

'Tis her face more fair than maro l e, 

'Tis her winsome coquetry 
And her dazzling eyes deceptive 

Make me love my Glycere. 

Leaving Cyprus altogether, 
Love's bright queen has come to me : 

War and strife are now forgotten 
In the thought of Glycere . 

Hasten ! build the soft turf altar, 
Cast upon it  rose-mary ; 

Prayin g thus I m ay forget thee, 
O nce my love, sweet Glycere. 

W. F. C. 



HORACE. Odes it iv. 

(Done lnto .E1Zglzs/� z-'z the same metre.) 
Let not thy love for thy hand maiden shame thee, 
Phocian Xanthias, for of y ore Briseis 
Tho' but a sJave girl by her fair complexion, 

Moved stern Achilles .. 
Moved was lord Ajax;, Telamon's proud offspring By the sweet beauty of the bound Tecmessa :, 
E'en in  his triumph Agamemnon burned with 

Love for a m aiden, 
After the hoards of savage foes were con quered 
By the Thessalian victor and the death of 
Hector had given Troy an easy prey to 

War-wearied Grecians. 
Rich parents· perchance has the fair-haired Phyllis' 
Who then shall grace thee as their son, for surely 
Thy lov'd one's race is princely and she m oums at 

Gods that do wrong her ! 
Trust m e, thy darling is not a daughter of 
The common rabble, nor could on e thus faithful ,  
Thu,s hating base gain, ever have been born from 

A shameful mother. 
Whole-hearted I praise, arms and feet and ankles
Those shapely ankles ! -But do not suspect one 
Whose age has hastened ere now to complete its 

Fortieth winter. 

W. F. C. 

-

A MAY-,\VEEK MIXTURE. 

bRAMA TIS PERSONAE. 

REGINALD COXLEY . . • • 

HON. EDWARD GREENWdoD 

DR B RAUNSCHILD, PH.D . . .. 

FRAuLlnN ROSA BRAUNSCHILD 

MJs') LUCINDA COXLEY 

ETH EL GAINSOME 
WAIZWICK . . ; . 

; • A tt Undergraduale. 
• • Dilto, his Friuid and 

Schoolfellow. 
• • A Widower frdl7i Bnslau. 
• • His Daugliler. 
· . Reginald's Aunl. 
• •  Her Niece. 
• . GJP 10 Coxlry. 

SCENE 1. 

old 

COXLEY'S J(eeping Room in SI JerOlJie's College, comfortablj 
fumished and loo/dng painfully Ndy. The pllOlographs on the 
mal/le/jJiea have evidenlly been carefully a rranged. 

[COXLEY and GREENWOOD sealed z'1t baskd chairs. Both are iTt 
their 'secOl/d year. Tilt former looks aIMeiz'c ,' the la Iter rather dllll, 
bill he has cherubic cheeks.] 

GREENWOOD (mOUY11!utly). Yes, he said he sa,';' I'd 
been pipped again in Little-Go, and c'ouldn't see th� 
good of my stopping up to make a: record in  unsuccessful shots. (Btfterly) The Guv'nor nevoc did see the 
good of anything. COXLEY. vVants you to go down,  does he 1 GR. 0 it's not that ! I've a good chance of being sent cl . , 0\\ n anyhow, after that rag at Bulcher s last 

vOL .  X X .  T T  
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Tuesday ; but I've got to go to Germany to learn the 
language (wt"th dzsgust), u.nless I break my teeth fi rst. 

Cox. You learn German ! I 'd l ike to see you_ 
ha, ha, ha ! 

G R. Ridiculous, isn't it ? But it's the old boy's fad 
and w hen he once gets a thing into his head-

' 

Cox. (Sh01 tZy) Mine's j ust the same. 
GR. Says he's al ways regretted not having learnt 

himself. I told him he'd regret it more if he heard me 
speak. But it 's n o  use, I've got to shunt and (tragzcaIZy) 
I've come here for the last time. 

Cox. How good of you ; I 'm so glad. 
GR. (d1'I'Zy I Dun't mention it, old fellow. 
Cox. No, no,  I didn ' t  mean that. I meant you' ve 

j tlst come at th e right time, when you can do me a 
parting favour. Aunt Lucinda has written to say she'd 
come up to-day for a visit ; Robinson of Pemmer was 
coming here, but he scratched this morning because he 
had a toothache-he's always so inconsiderate. 

GR. Your aunt-with Ethel, of course ? 
Cox. (ve1Y nonchalantly) Yes, I Suppose with Ethel. 

And you know she was always awfully fond of you, and 
you are quite chums. 

GR. Awfully good of you. Ethel and I always did
COx. Ethel ! I'm talking of Aunt. She's not 

particularly old and she's rather good looking, (growz'ng 
enthuszas/zc) handsome I may say. In fact I've half 

a mind to trot her myself. 
GR. ' Trot her ? '  
Cox. You know, take her into libraries and chapels, 

walk her, sit her, canter her, lose her, drown her. I 
know I may confidently put her under your care. 

GR. I see, and you' ll ' trot ' Ethel. 
Cox. AwfUlly good of you, Ned. I knew you would. 

[A tt'mzd knock J Come in ! 
GR. I 'm off to change for lunch. 

[ Knock repeated. J 
Cox. (zrateZy) Come in, the name of--

-
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[Euter DR BRAUNSCHILD a?zd FRAULEIN ROSA 

BRA-LJNSCHILD, tlte former stoztt and /OVICt! ;  the latter 

a small, phtmp brunette wz'th 
.
very bri�ht Byes : she speaks 

E1tglt"slt wz'tlz a hardly perceptzble forezgn accent.] 

(solemnly) the Lord. 

DR BRAUNSC HILD. Ach Herr Professor-

GR. (Wl'tlz dtjjiculty) Well, so long, old chap, I really 

!11USt-
Cox. (aszde to GR.) Don't desert me, Ned. 

[Ex�"t GREENWOOD. ] 

DR B. We hef you, chancewise, distracted ? 

Cox. (dtsconcerted) 0, not a bit. (Sotto voce) Why, it 's 

old Braunschild ! How the deuce did he get here � 

(A loud) '\Von't  you take--
DR B. Nodding, I thank, we come to have j ust 

breakfasted. 

Cox. Er, a chair ? Allow me to introduce you to 

(Bolted ! Confound h i m  ! )-.-the scenery-that is, m y  

rooms. 

DR B. I thought to m ake you a surprise. O n e  told 

me that this was the great week of the whole year, and 

as  I have great longing to s e e  a Congress o f  yOUI' 

together-assembled Herr Professors and directors, we 

us in London by chance h aving found, remembered 

ours�lves on your kind i nvitation and--

Cox. (as:de) What can the old fool mean ? Great 

Scott ! I remember now. What a dolt I was to invite 

them like that in Breslau last vac . 

DR B. And are come to spend-
Cox. (ast'de) A week at least. 
DR B . One day with you in  Cambridge. I have 

P
rnuch desire to make the acquaintance of your Herr 

rofessors d . '  
an to study your ManuscnptscollectlOn s. 

C.ox. (asz'de) 0 Lord ! And Aunt Lucinda alld Ethel 
COmIn g ! 
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DR B. I ventured also to bring with my daughter. think you remember her ? 
Cox. ° yes. [They shake hands.J Delighted to renew your acquaintance, Miss Braunschild.  

stop for lunch--
DR B. Best thank, +Y.Ir Doctor. And afterwards you will introduce me to your Professors, and then (1'ubbz'ng hzs hands), then for the Manuscripts. 
Cox. Er-(as�iie) all my fault for bragging when r was over there-(aloud) the fact is they're both closeq to-day. That is, the Manuscripts are. 
DR B. Bqt the Professors at least-
Cox. Well-O. ,  I 'm extremely sorry, but r have arranged to fSo on the river with �ome-some 

know. 
PR B. A river party. Most agreeable ! 
Cox. (not very hea1't:'ly) 0, you'll come ? That's kinq of yoq. (Astiie) My only decent day s:poilt. 

(Gently) Come in.  
[A knoc�.J 

[Enter MISS LUCINDA COXLEY, a lady 0./ dztbzous al" 
(lnd brzlliant att1re, and ETBEL GAINSOME, talt, /azr 
and good 100ktng.J 

Miss COXLEY. ° Reginald, at last we're here. YOq 
see I've brought Ethel. I've such a lot to tell you. 
(Pcrcetvtng the B1'aunschz"lds) Introduce me, Reginald. 
[He doe'S so.J So we're to go on the river after lunch j 
",nd you, Doctor ? 

DR B. Yes, the Professor--
Cox. (as1de to Dr .8., nudgzng Ml1Z) Don't caU m e  

that. 
PR B. That is, the Mr Poctor-(as1ae) what you say 1 

So ? (A loud) 0, ah I your n ephew, Mr DamitaIl 
[REGINALD and ETHEL burst ont laughing and look 
{l?vay J has concluded us i n  his rudder-party. 

-

A May- Week lIHxture. 

SCENE II .  

A Privale Room in the " Pike alld Eel." 

[COXLEY, ETI-IEL, GREENWOOD, and ROSA.] 

3 2 9 

Cox. (sz'nhng down on a hard chazr) Phew ! Safe 

at last. 
ETHEL Yes. How lucky, though, that there was 

this place close py. Else I don't know what they 

would have done, and Aunt so easily put out, too ! 

Votce from above. Mine trousers' suspenders, but 

quick ! 
ROSA. ! think that's Father calling (goz·ng). 

GR. Nonsense, he's only speaking to the inn-

keeper. 
. { Rosa ! 

Votces. Ethel ! 
Ros. No it's me he wants. [Exit] 
ETH. That's Aunt's voice. No, Reggy, I really 

must go to her. [ExdJ 
Cox. (sternly) Now, Greenwood, I want to know how 

it all came about. How on earth did you let them do it ? 
GR. (t'ndtgnantly) 0, that's the tune, is it ! My 

fault ! I'm hanged if I came out to look after a pack 
of old--

Cox. Don't be disrespectful, Ned. 
GR. Well, why were'nt  you by them, as you told 

them you would b e ? 
Cox. 0, so I was at first, but when the old fool 

called out " Herr Professor, what is Bumps ? "  so that 
the Whole of the bank heard him, I couldn't stand it 
any longer. And, besides, I thought you were looking 
after them. You had n othing else to do. 

GR. You shouldn't h ave thought. 
Vi ' 
C 

Otce from above. Himmel ! There goes the last ! A. ox. Well, never mind. Anyhow you saw him and 

th
UU

t
t upset the.ir boat, and you can tell me all about a . 
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GR. (dt's/ot'1Zfedly) It was all too kill ing for words. You see Browny got excited as the eights came up, and managed somehow to let the boat get adrift ; Aunt lost her head and sh rieked and tugged at the wrong line. Then something seemed to exasperate him -I believe he thought the roar of " well rowed " was a bit of sarcasm directed at him, and he pulled for all he was worth, succeeded in catchil lg a cra b, and it was all OVer with hi m-very literally. My stars ! you should have seen them then. 0 how my sides ache ! 

Cox. (t"mpaHently) Yes, yes ; n ever mind that. Go on. GR. (softly) I was too far off to jump in myself, but some Caius men fished the m out an d they looked a s ight for the gods. Your Aunt could'nt speak for a bit, but when she did she let the old German have it. " You row, why I could have rowed hetter myself! And I told you to pull the other oar." His protesting only made m atters worse, for she then said he had done it all on purpose, she felt sure of it. All the way here she muttered nasty things about old men wh o ought'nt to be trusted outside bath-chairs. Well, you know the rest. 
[Enter Ro SA laug·ht'ng.] 

Ros. 0 Father does look so funny ! His trousers are ever so m uch too long for him, and his waistcoat buttons wz'll Come off as fast as he does them up. 
[Enter ETH I' L. ]  

ETIf. (speaking to Cox.) Aunt's in a terrible way. She vows you put her i nto the boat alone with Dr 
Braunschild on purpose to get her upset, and she says she'll never have anything more to do with you, Reggy. 

Cox. Does she really ? But you know it  wasn't my 
fault a bit, don't you, Ethel ? 

ETH. Of COurse I do. 
Ros . (to GR.) He s ays h e  rather enjoyed it. But 

how could Mr Coxley let them go in a boat all alone. : GR. (gutltzly) Well, you see-er-it wasn't all h
.
1S 

fault. I told the boatman to say he hadn't any boats 111 

-
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th at would hold m ore than two. So they h ad the 

scull ing boat and w e  the two canoes. 

ROs. (doubtfully) More than two ? 

GR. You know, it 's  so m uch easier to talk when there 

are only two in the boat ; and, besides, you remember 

yOU were teaching me German. 

ROS. 0, of course. 

[ Tea zs brougftt zn by a somewhat untzay woman. ] 

Cox. Here comes the tea. Half-past seven already ! 

By George, you'll  m iss the last train ! 

SCENE I l l .  
C OXLI!: v's Rooms a s  z'lt Scmt I. 

I/ zs the lIlonzing of the following day. Break/ast is laid for 
halfa-dozen. 

[Enter DR BRAUNSCHILD w,'th a large bouquet oj 
red roses. ] 

DR B. (evzaently SUjfert1lg from a cold zn the head) 
What said he ? Nobody is  called Professor here, n o t  
even Doctor ! B u t  it is  t o  me quite ingomprehensible, 
this Cambrid ge ! [.He sz'ts down .] Ach ! I have well 
deci ded not to walk with them in the morning air with 
this co l d  upon me. The Fraulein Aun t Lucinda she is 
en colded also, but she has too great pride to be alone 
with me after yeste rday. An d she insisted it  was all 
m y  guil t th ey spoilt the last train and had to sleep here 
�lv.ern ights ! But (cltuc!eizng as he looks at f,'ze roses) I I l nk I shal l know how to cool her temper. And the 
You n g Goxley has promised to in troduce m e  to his own � {err Professor after all. I shall not in vain this visit 1 ave perpetra ted. 

[Enter ,\VARWICK, knocktng as Ite closes tlze door.] 

11 ' "1Nl ARWICK. Good morning, sir. Mr Coxley said you 1 1 g It I ' l-l \.e to see me a momen t. 
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DR B .  (to htmself) A Herr Professor ! Ach, 
at last. (A loud) Herr Prof--that is Mr, Mr

WAR. Warwick, sir, 
DR B. Mr Warwick I am by the honour and the after-great-difficul ty-at-length- gratified desire overcOllle 

to have m ade your acquaintance. 
WAR. (to hz'mself) He did say the gentleman was 

a bit odd, but- (aloud) Just so, sir. Anything I can 
do for you ? 

DR 13. Heartiest thank. I would wish exceedingly 
that you tell me something about this May-weeks_ 
congress. A cigar ? 

WAR. (taking and pockeHng one) Thank you, sit. 
DR B. Ah ! I perceive you do not smoke within the 

building ? 
WAR. No sir, we make it a rule ildt to smoke in 

College. 
DR B. But you are attached to the UUlversity, nod 
WAR. No, I'm on the College staff. 
DR B .  And i t  is told m e  you do not use to caU 

yourselves Professors ? 
WAR. (shocked) 0 n o, sir', never r , 
DR B. I beg for pardon. And I suppose you look 

after the undergratitudes ? 

WAR. Exactly, sir ; look in ">nce a day. 
DR B. So often ! 
WAR. They don't call it often. Why, they're always 

grumbling I don't C0me often er. 
DR B. So ? They find your conversation, doubtless, 

highly instructive'. 

VVAR. (to hzmselj) Well  odd or n ot od d, at least he's 
not dull. (A loud) And then I sees that they get up of 
a mornin' .  

DR B. Really ! What you say ! But do you approve 
that they should make river parties and bump races a 
great part of the day, and walk them5elves in flannel 
and brilliant coats ? 

-
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WAR. Bless you, sir, i t 's  good for them. ! do a: little 

l' ng my'self now and then. We always encourage 
roW 
' t  ' n them . And besides they don't ask us. 

I 1 DR B. And Mr Goxley, you are satisfied with him ? 

d his friend Mr Greenwood ? 
an , W 

WAR. (aside) Spyin', are you ? " ell you won't spy 

much out of me. (A loud) Perfectly, sit, perfectly. I've 

never had steadier, harder-working rr1en under me. 

DR B .  And i n  what do you chiefly oocupy yourself,. 

1'1r Warwick ? 

WAR. Hem ! I jest superintend things. The 

woman-
DR B. The woman ? 

WAR. 0 yes, we have women to do the ordinary 

work. 
DR B. Thunderweather ! Excuse ! But this IS' 

extraordin ary, this Cambridge ! 

WAR. They don't  allow 'em, I' m told, at Hoxford. 

DR B. So ? And you, you have what one calls a 

' hobby ' also ? 
WAR. Yes, sir, I keep fowls. (Confidentially) i'm 

always interested i n  gentlemen from Germany, as I 've 

made a speciality of Hamburgs. There's one now--

DH: B. I understand-a 71'apep"Iov, not ? 

WAR. (flattend) A paragon i Well, I do think 50' 
myself sometimes. 

[Enter COXLEY, MISS COXLEY, EtHEL, ROSA, and 

GREENWOOD. MlSS' COXLEY'S attzr'e ts somewhat tomd 
down 171 colour . ] 
'\Vell, good day to you, sir'. 

DR B. Adieu ! I was charmed, and when you find �,ourself i n  Breslau, I shall ever- (Addressz'ng COXLEY) 
he Herr Professor here--

C 
[Ext't WARWICK hurrzedry.] 

ox. The what ? That's my gyp. 

c DR B .
. 

Yes, and a highly interesting philosophy
on versat!on _ 

[CO.XLEY and GREENWOOD lauglz C01ivulszvery.] 
v OL. XX. U U 
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Cox. A Gyp ! Don't you understand ? 
washes plates and runs messages. 

DR B. (hotly) Then pardon me, Mr Gox1ey, but You 
have me grossly ridiculed, and--

Ros. (runnzng up to hzm) 0 Father, can't you see 
how it is ? It must be all  your m istakes [he explazns] . 

DR B.  So ? Mr Gox1ey, I entreat your forgiveness. 
Cox. Pray don't mention it .  I ought to have though t 

of this . 

DR B. And now have 1 something to transact with 
you, Miss Gox1ey. [He julls a shp of' paper from his 
pocket and 1' eads.] " As were sometimes made up 
offerings to Venus when she arose from her bath, so 
to thee, river-arisen goddess and high-well-born Miss, 
I this with-much-prayer-for-pardon-accompanied peace
offering take pleasure to offer." [He hands her the 
flowers wz'th a deep bow.] 

MISS Cox. (graczously) Thank you very much, 
Doctor. We'll certainly let bygones be bygones. ( To 
herself) Poor man ! perhaps I've been to hard on him 
after all. (Aloz�d) 0 and, Doctor, your daughter and 
Mr Greenwood seem to be getting on very well together. 

DR B. Mr Greenwood makes good progress in his 
German, Rosa ? 

Ros. (blushzng) 0 wonderful ! So good that--

Gr. (tnter'l'ttptzng) That perhaps I need not go to 
Germany after all, but shall finish my education from 

the lips-- [grows t1zaudt'ble.] 
D� B. (to MISS COXLEY prof'oundly) Ach, and I see 

my young friend, Mr Coxley, and your niece do not 

quarrel themselves violently. 

MISS CJx. Well, you see, Doctor, they 've been 
engaged for nearly a year. 

[ C URTAIN. ]  

H. M. A. 

t 0h 'i\ � �9 [I". � �: •.. !i 

-

THE JOHNIAN DINNER 1 89 8 .  

The Dinner was h eld this year a t  Limmer's H otel on 

Wednesday, April 20th. 

The Toast list was as follows :-Tile Queen ; The College, 

proposed by the Chairman, replied to by the Master ; joilnialls, 

proposed by Mr R. H orton- Smith, Q.C. ,  replied to by S i r  J .  E.  

Gorst, Mr O .  Leigh C lare M .P. ,  and Mr L. H .  K. Bushe'-Fox: ; 

Tile Chairma?l, p roposed by the Rev Dr J essopp.  

The following is  a l ist  of those p resent : 

Chairman :-Sir Fl'ancis S. Powell Bart. M.P. 

W. A. Badbam 
G. G. Baily 
Wailer Baily 
Rev H. T. E. BarlolV 
Rev J. F. Bateman 
J. H. Beith 
E. J. Brooks 
P. H. Brown 
S. H .  Burbury 
G. J. M. BUt'nett 
L. H. K. Bushe.Fox 
W.·H. Chapliu 
O. Leigb Clare M.P. 
Rt I-Iou L. H. Courtney M.P. 
Rev G. Crossley 
Rev Canon Denton 
Lewis Edmunds Q.C. 
Chancellor Ferguson F.S.A. 
G. B. Forster 
R. H. Forster 
T. E. Forster 
Rt HOll Sir J. E. Gorst Q.C. M.P. 

Rev A. HightOll 
Rev E. Hill 

L. Horton·Smith 
R. Horton-Smith Q.C. 
R. J. Horton·Smith 
Rev R. Jamblin 
Rev A. Jessopp D.D. 

Rev H. A. King 
'V. M. Leake 
Rev J. H. Lupton D.D. 

J. LuptOll 
R. Marrack 
E. Prescott 

M .  H. Quayle 
F. W. J. Rees 
S. B. Reed 
R. F. Scott 
B . A. Smith 
Jason Smith 
Rev C. Taylor D.D. Master 
G. C .  Whiteley 
Rev C. H. Wood 



CORRESPONDENCE. 

PEA� MR. EDITO�, 
If you can find a corner for this note it may possibly interest lIome antiquarian or philologist. I copied it from " Observaliont en a 7o1fr, by lWr Pibdin." 1t is d�ted December 8, 1 80 1 .  

Yours faithfully, 

G, 

ELY. 
I think it rather beneath the d i gnity of a historian to enquire whether it derived its nallle from prodigious n umbers of eels that were found near it, or from Helys, a Saxon word signifying willows, a quest ion that has been combated with much obstinacy. It  is an ancient and uncouth city, and never will  be well inhabited on account of the moist and unhealthy air from the fens ; the consequence i s  that i t  is di rty and neglected. The church is fOllr h undred feet long, and its tower two hundred feet h igh. The cupola has a handsome effect at a distance, and therefore holds out a kind of invitation , but upon <J. nearer approach you find it is merely an ornament, and PQiIt more for lihow than use. 

® lJ i t u a r )1.  

JOHN BRADBURY TURNER Mus.BAc. 

This  well-known m usician died on April 1 4th at the age 

of 64-. We take the fol lowing account of h i m  from the Musical 
News of April 2 Fd :-

Mr Bradbury Turner has been for many years D i rector of 

Studies, Trinity College, London, and was one of the foundation 

professors of that i nstitution. He was a native of Stockport, 

and came of a m u si cal family, having a brother of great promise, 

a favourite pupil of Stern dale Bennett.  When that representative 

composer waS once in Man chester, he went over to Stockport 

to see the grave of h i s  young protege, and thus became ac

quainted with the subject of th i s  notice, who in turn became a 

favoured pupil of the great English master. Bradbury Turner 

entered the Royal Academy of M usic in 1 8 5 2 .  As a student h e  

wrote a n  overture and a symphony i n  G minor, this last-named 

work being produced at one of the academy students" concerts, 
of which he was one of the founders. H i s  compositions in
cluded the cantata, " Thy Kingdom come ; "  a psalm, " 0 Lord, 
how long will  Thou forget m e ; "  and a trio for pianoforte, 
violin, and violoncello in C minor-a very effective and 
musicianly work. Many smaller works and studies came from h i s  
pen, and i t  i s  t o  be regretted that h e  d i d  n o t  continue t o  pursue 
the work of composition for w h ich his marked talents so well 
adapted him. Mr Bradbury Turner was a very successful 
teacher of the pianoforte. As professor of the i nstrument h e  
did  'excel lent work at Tri nity Col lege, London ; a n d  his  many 
good qual i t ies and amiability gained him the affectionate regard 
of the many students u n der his  charge. Mr Turner was a i-am bri dge Mus.  Bac.,  and held other musical distinctions. 

hough educated under " classical " influences he was a broad
min�ed admirer of all good work, i ncludin� the many fine ��cl mens of the advanced orchestral music of the present day. 

IS strong, good sense always prompted him to insist upon the 
cartful d I 
of th 

eve opment of the intellectual and emotional faculties  

C I ' ,e student, and t h e  proper subordination o f  t h e  mere tech n i-
a ! lIes of f m per ormance. H i s  loss wi l l  lon!t be mourned by an f ' � y nei.1ds and admirers.  
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October Term, 

1898• 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from p. 300.) 

:,-- -wiN our Chronicle for this Term we record the 
names of the Burghley preachers for the 
year. The Burghley Sermons take their 
origin from a grant of William Cecil, Lord 

Burghley, dated 30 June 158 1 ,  which is printed in what 
follows. It will be observed that the two sermons 
were to be preached at Cheshunt and Stamford churches, 
as being conveniently near Lord Burghley's residences 
of Theobalds and Burghley. The manor of Theobalds 
was purchased by Lord Burghley in 1563 , from John 
Ellyott of London. Robert Cecil, his son, first Earl 
of Salisbury, effected an exchange (dated 1 4 May 1608) 
with King James I, giving Theobalds for Hatfield. In 
consequence of this William Cecil, second Earl of �alisbury, and grandson of Lord Burghley, entered Into an agreement with the College that the sermons 
lS�OUld be preached at Hatfield instead of Cheshunt. 'rom . vanous references i n  College Orders it would 
appear that from a very early date the College sent two p 1 reac 1ers annually to each place. But for many 
years t1 "LT 1ere has been but one sermon preached; at n�fi�d . On the second Sunday after Mlchaelmas Day, 

VOL. XX. BBB 
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and at St Martin's, Stamford, on the Sunday 
St Luke's Day. One reason for the double numbe may have been that in  the original deed grantin r 
the sermons i t  is agreed that they were to be preache� about the time when the rent charges became due. And the rent charges by another deed were made payable half yearly, at Michaelmas and Lady Day. The custom was clearly an early one, as it seems to be taken for granted in the letter from the second Earl of Salisbury, dated 20 April 163 2• 

By a College Order, or Decree of the Master and Seniors, made 4 April 1676, " every Fellow in  HOly 
Orders shall be obliged in seniority and Course to 
preach these sermons, either in person or by a substi
tute to be approved by the Master. " And this rule 
was observed until a fev,. years ago, since when it has 
been usual for the Master to select the preachers. 
The Marguises of Salisbury and Exeter still receive 
copies of Latin verses from the Scholars, but the right 
of nominating Scholars on the Foundation was taken 
a,way by the University Commissioners in 1860. In 
lieu of this privilege, the Marquis of Salisbury, who, 
as owner of Hatfield, pays a rent charge of £ 10 a 
year to the College, has the right of nominating an 
Exhibitioner from Westminster or Hoddesden Schools, 
to an Exhibition of that value ; while the Marquis of 
.Exeter, who, as owner of Burghley, pays a rent charge 
of £ 20  a year, has the right of nominating an Ex
hibitioner from Stamford School to an Exhibition of 
�hat value. 

This In denture tripertyte made the last daye of Jun e in the 
xxiijth yere of the raigne of our most dread soueraigne Ladye 
E lizabeth by the grace of god Quene of England ifraunce and 
Ireland defender of the fayth, etc. Betwene the right  honorable 
Sir William Cecill kniO'ht of th e order of the garter Lord 
Burghley lord Treasure

"'
r of England and Sir Thomas CeciIl 

knight sonne and h eyre apparant of the said lord Burghley on 
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t art And Richard Howland doctor of dyvinitie master 
the fir� 

t
P

]ohn'S Colledg in Cambridg and the fellowes and 
f Saln ' o 

I of the same CoIledg o n  the second part And the said 
col erS , , 

5 , I' Lord Burghley and Robert Cecdl esquire second sonne 
Wd lam 

I said Lord Burghley on the third part Witnesseth that 
of t l e , , ' 

h as the said Wdllam lord Burghley for dyvers conslde-
w ere , ' 

, 115 him movmge hath made a graunt by a deede mdented 
raCIO 

f the date of theise p resentes to the master fel lowes and scolIers 
o

f the Colledg of St Joh n the Evangelist in Cambridg of twoe 

�everall rentes and perpetuities amounting to the somme of twentie 

ounds by yere to goe out of dyvers his landes tenementes and 

�eredytamenls in the Countie of Northampton and of tenne 

pounds ye rely �o goe out ?f certeine his I
,

andes teneme�ts and 

hcreditaments m the countle of Hertford With clauses of dlstresse 

for the same severalI rentes It is now covenanted and agreed 

betwene the said parties of theise presentes in maner and forme 

followinge that is to say [first the said master feIIowes and scoIIers 

of the said Colledg do by theis presentes coven aunt and graunt 

for them and their successors to and with the same William lord 
Burghley Thomas CecilI knight and Robert CeciII esquire and 
theire heires that the said master fellowes and scollers and 
theire successors out of the said twoe rentes amountinge to 
thirtie pounds by ye re to them being paid shall and will cause 
the somme of twentye six poundes perceII of the said severall 
rentes yerely to be equally and by even porcions paid and 
distributed in manner and forme followinge that is to saye to 
the vse of the foure and twentie scollers in the said colledg 
comonly called and known by the name of the Ladye lVIargaretes 
the kinges grandmothers scollers for every of them fyve pence 
wekely for the increase of theire wekely commons in that 
Col\edg being by the dotacion of the said ladye lVIargaret 
heretofore allowed but after the rate of seven penc sterling the 
weke for the weekly common s of euery of the said scollers so 
as everie f 1 . , 
l

o t le smd fower and twenty scolIers hereafter With 
t
b
le al\owaunce of the said fyve pence more by the weke to be 
orne of tl  ' d ' le sal yearly somme of twentye SIX poundes they 

t
m
l 
aY

b
have a full alIowaunce of twelve penc the weke towardes 

le etLer t ' , , 
scol\ers 

sus entaclOn of every of the saId foure and twentle 

d 
And furthermore the said master fel lowes and scol\ers 

oe coven 
with the 

aU
,

nt and graunt for them and their successors to and 
said lord Burghley his  heyres and executors that he 
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the said lord Burghley shall haue the nominacion during h naturall lyfe of twoe distinct persons as scollers to be as of the nomber of the said foure and twel1lie scollers as sone anie rowmes of the said nom ber of the foresaid foure and for that purpose shall be voyd after the date of theise presente which said two scollers and either of them so to be nominate� to the said master fellowes and scollers by the said lord Burghley shal be allowed admitted and accepted at the ordinarie tyme of anie election vsed or to be vsed for placinge of anie of the foresaid scollers of the foundacion of the said ladie Margaret and they and either of them so nominated by the said lord Burghley shall have and enioye all such allowaunces of como_ dities easmentes and benefittes in or belonging to the said Colledg as anie others of the rest of the said foure and twentie scollers shall or ought to have without restrayninge the said lord Burghley in the nominacion of the said scollers to anie special COlmtry within the realm and vpon everie vacacion of the said twoe scollers or of either of them by death or otherwise the said Lord Burghley shall from tyme to tyme during his life nominate others in theire places which also shall be admitted and allowed by the said master fellowes and scollers as above is expressed without refusall or dtlaye And furthermore that every of the said two scollers shall have yerely out of the said Thirtie poundes over and besydes the wekely commons of fyve penc the some of twelve shillinges by yere for to buye and provide a gowne and the remayne of the said thirtie pounds being fiftie and six 

shillinges the said master fell owes and scollers for them and 
their successors as above is said doe covenaunt ann graunt to 
bestowe yerely in this sort followinge that is to saye sixtene 
shillinges yerely to the increase of the dynner of the master and 
fell owes and of the said four and twentie scollers on the sondaye 
alwaies next after the feast of St John the Evangelist and the 
rest being fort ye shillinges shall be retayned by the order of the 
master and bowsers of the said Colledg to content the charges 
of the parties that shall be yeraly sent to recei ve the s�id sever�� 
ye rely rentes of twentie poundes and tenne poundes 111 the sal 
severall counties of Northampton and Hertford And furthermore 
the said master fellowes and scollers doe by these presentes 
covenaunt and graunt to and with the said lord Burghley �nd 
the said Sir Thomas Cecill knight and Robert Cecill esqUlreS 
sonnes of the sqid lord Bura-hley and with theire heires 
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'th the heires of everie of them that they shall 
nd \VI , h '  h '  , d a , nd and appowt one person aVll1ge aut on tie an 
, rehe se , 

)e , d to preach to make one sermon at the pansh Church of 
J abltll e , 
1 Martyns in Stamford Baron next to the howse of the said 

S
:rd Durghley called Burghley in the

, 
countie

, �f Northampton 
I 

d e other like person of the hke qualttle to make one 
an on 

n in the parish church of Cheshunt in the Countie of 
sermo 
11 tford which sermons shall be made yerely about the tyme of er d ' 
I receipt of the said severall rentes An the said lord 
�I:rghley and Sir Thomas Cecill knight doe for them

, 
and 

theire heirs covenant and graunt to paye or cause to be paid by 

the handes of such as shall dwell in theire howse of Burghley 

to the preacher at St Martyn's parish tenne ihillinges yerely 

after his sermon fynished And the said Lord Burghley and the 

said Robert Cecill do for them and theire heires covenant and 

graunt to paye or cause to be paid by the handes of such as 

shall dwell in theire mannor howse called Theobaldes at th � 
said parish church of Cheshunt yerely to the said preacher at 
the end of the said Sermon six shillings and eight pence In 
which Sermons both the said preachers and everie of them 
shall yerely onely for a memory declare the gift of the said lord 
Burghley to the said Colledge and the vsadge thereof for the 
reliefe of the said foure and twenty scollers so as such as here
after shall be chardgeable with the foresaid yerely severall 
payments may knowe howe the same grauntes had theire 
begyninge And further more the said master fellowes and 
scollers doe covenaunt and graunt as above is said to certifie in 
wrilinge to the said lord Burghley the first tyme of anie avoy
daunce of anie of the rowmes of the said twoe scollers or either 
of them to thintent the said lord Burghley in convenient tyme 
maye nominate some others to succede in the place voyde 
/furthermore the said master fellowes and scollers doe 
C?venaunt and graunt to and with the said lord Burghley and 
Su Thomas Cecill and with theire heires executors and assignes 
and the heires of every of th(;m to permitt such as shall be 
te)'re to the said lord Burghley of his howse and Lordship of 

urghley and the heyres of them succesively to nominate and appoint one mete scoller out of the scoole of Stameford in the COunl),- f L' I d' I e 0 I11CO n to succee 111 SllC 1 voyde place of such as 
llexl it d- I ' 11e tal y arter the death of the satd lord Burghley shall be Voyd and that was before nominated by the said lord Burgltley 
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so as the scoller so to be n omynated by the saitl Sir Tho Cecil l  if h e  shall  be Iyvinge or by;his next h eyre shal l be at tyme of the said o rd i narye election fou nd mete and eligibl And i f  the said scoIler sbaII not be found mete that th nevertheless it shall  be lawfull for t h e  said Sir  Thomas Ceci l l o r  his said next h eyre to name one other scoUer vntill one m be thereto allowed and if the said h ey re so nominatinge shall  find h imself greved that his scoUer so nomi nated shall be reiected without i ust cause as h e  shall SUppose the proofe thereof for the sufficiencye of the said scoller n omi nated shall be  remitted to b e  determined at the request of the said nominator by t h e  vice-chaunceIlor of t h e  vniuersitie of Cam bridg for the tyme beinge or by anie master or heade o f  anie ColIedg or h owse within the said vni uersitie and according to that determinacion the said scoller shall be by the  said master fel lowes and scollers allowed or refused It' And in like man ner the said master fellowes and scoJlers doe Covenaunt and graunt to and with  the said Lord Burgh ley and the said Robert Ceci l l  h i s  second sonne and theire heyres executors and assignes and the heyres of everie of them that the said master fel lowes and scoIlers and theire successors shall permitt after t h e  death of the said Lord Burghley the Ladye B urgh l ey now w i fe of the said lord Burghley if shee shall tben be lyvinge and after h er death the said Robert Cec i l l  and the h eyres of his bodye and i n  defalt thereof such of the Ch i l dren of the said Lord Burghley and Ladye Burgh ley and theire heires to whome the Man nor of Theo baldes in the sai d count ye of Hertford shall come descend or remayne to nominate and appoint one other scoUer as one of the foresaid twoe scoJlers out of the scooles of the citie of Westmi nster or of IIoddesdon 

in the Countie of Hertford in manner above lymited to succede 
su ccessively in tbe voyd rowme of sucb second scoUer as the 
said l ord B urgbley in h is lifetyme shall  haue n ext before his 
death lastly nominated and appointed and the said second 
scoller t o  be preferred admitted allowed ;l11d.tried to a l l  manner 
of purposes from tyme to tyme as the foresaid former scoller to 
be preferred by t h e  said Sir Tho mas CeciIl and his h eyres 
of the said h owse of Burghley shall be by forc of these 
p resentes And fu rthermore tbe said master fel l owes an d  

' d Lord scolJers do Covenaunt and graunt to and w i th the sal , Burghley Sir  Thomas Cecill knigbt and Robert Ceci!1 esquire 
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, h everic of th em theire h eires executors and assignes 
and Wit of them that for remembrau nce of the said benefitt 

d every , ' an d vpon the said foure and twentle scollers every o f  the 
b stowe 

c'd foure and twen tie sco1!ers shall yerely fouretene dayes 
sal 

the payment of the said severall  rentes put into latyne 
before 

f '  r I '  ' d I' 
. some of these senten ces 0 scnpture 10 oW1I1ge VI e Icet 

verses , . -hd'I' l '  ' b h ' 
Jllaled/cllls homo qU! C01�. ! Z1� IW17ZlIt

,
t et �OllZt carne17Z rac �um 

, et a doml 'ne rtced!! cor elus: H lereml cap, 17, Benedlcfus 
slIum ' J ' I ',J ' fid ' 

' E l ' .ir quz' (ol/ftrhl z'n "oml no e en "omznus ucza ems: cc CSlast. 

z 0 All/ora le 1U quesz'en
s et for/iora le ne srru/alus fue1'lS, sed que 

�r:cepil le dellS ea 
,
cogila semper, et in p�uribus op�n'1Jlts el�1S ?le flans 

(/ll'ios1ls: Eccleslast. 7°' In olllmbus open bus tUlS mel7lorare 

1I0uisSillla eI non peccab!s Bona et mala paupe1-Ias et honeslas a deo 

slI1l1: Ecclesiast, 32°. Loquen maior nalu decel mim le, Adolescms 

loquere l'n lua causa VlX cum necesse fuerzi si bz's 
illterogatus fuerzs 

habeai caput responsum fuum in multls es/o quasi z'nscius et audi 

lacms SI'1IIul et qltel-enS, in medlo magnalonmz ne presumas, et vbi sunt 
StiltS 11011 lllulfum loquans: Ecc1esiast. 4-1°. 0 mors quam amara 
esl memon'a lua l101Jlini lzabmtz' pacem in substan/i/s suzs : 1° Corin.  
cap, 10, Vldele vocalzonem vcs/ram fra/res que stulla sunl mzwdi 
dtgil dms, vi c071fimda/ saPim/es et infirma 1JZundi elegaf deus vi 
(olifulldal forizores, et igllobz'ha mUlldi et conlemp!z'bz'lia elegii deus 

tI ea quae lion Slllll, vi ea quae sunl des/rlleret, vi nOIl glontfut' omms 
earo ill compeclu eius: 20 Timoth, 2° Iuumilia deszdel'l'afuge, sec/are 
illsl/Ham, fidem chan/alem et pacem cum ijs qui inuoeani dOlllz'mtrlz 
C1/1Jl conle puro, slultas aufem el sz'm dlsC1'pHl1a queslzoms dwz'la, 
seiellS qllia generanl lites, seruum aulem domini non opor/et litigare, 
std 1Jlallsue/um esse ad omnes dodbilem patl'mlem, cum modestz'a. 
corn'pimlem eos qui 1-esl's/unl verila/em, So as every of t h e  said 
ro�re a nd twcntie scollers shall severally make in latyn and 
Wnle foure or more exameter or Iambike verses subscribing t h e  
sam 'h 
, 

e Wit his proper name, and the daye of th e  m oneth and 
)cre of Oure lord which said verses shall be yerely presented to 
tl

r
J e said Lord Burghley duringe h i s  life at the tyme of payment 

o the sa' \ 11 ' ' 
f I C severa ye rely rentes, and after hIS decease so mame o the said verses as shall be made by sixlene of the said senior scol1ers I 11 b , s 1a e presented yerely at the tyme aforesaid to sllch 

�o��
a; I, succede the said Lord Burgbley in his said Mannor and 

Illad 
s 11p of Burghley or theire assi gnes, and t h e  rest being 

twc 
e

t ' 
by the other eight yonger scollers of t h e  said four and n le shall b I ' , e yere y presented at the lyme aforesaid to such 
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as shall succede the said Lord Burghley in his said Mannor howse of Theobaldes or theire assignes In Witness whereof one part of these Indentures remayninge with the said 10 Burghley and Sir Thomas Cecill knight and also to One ot part remayninge with the said lord Burghley and Robert esquire the said master fell owes and scoIlers have put theire common seale And to one other part remayninge with the said master feIlowes and scoIIers the said lord Burghley Sir Thomas Cecill and Robert CeciII haue severally put theire seales the daye and yere above written 

W. BURGHLEY THO: CECILL ROBERT CECILL 

This Indenture made the sixteenth day of May in the ffifth yeare of the reigne of our most gratious Soueraigne Lord Charles by the grace of God of Eng land Scottland ffraunce and Ireland Kingc defender of the ffayth Betweene the right honourable William Earle of Salisburie knight of the most noble Order of the Garter and one of his Majesties most honourable privy CounceIl of the one parte And Owen Gwynn Doctor in divinitye and Master of St John's CoIledge in Cambridge and the ffellowes 
and Schollers of the same Colledge of the other parte Whereas by 
Indenture Tripartite made the last day of June in the three and 
twenteth yeare of the raigne of our late Soueraigne Ladye 
Queene Elizabeth Betweene the Right honorable Sir William 
Cecill knight of the order of the garter Lord Burghley Lord 
Treasurer of England and Sir Thomas Cecill knight sonne and 
heire apparant of the said Lord Burghley of the ffirst part 
Richard Howland Doctor of Divinity Master of St John'S 
Coli edge in Cam bridge and the ffellowes and Schollers of the 
same ColI edge of the Seconde parte And the said WilIiam Lord 
nurghley and Robert CeciIl second sonne of the said Lord 
Burghley of the third parte the said Master tfello\l'eS and 
Schollers did couenaunte and graunt to and with the said Lord 
Burghley and the said Sir Thomas Cecill and Robert Cecill and 
with their heires and with the heires of euery of them That they 
should yearely send and appoynt one person haueinge authority 
and ability to preach to make one sermon at the parish Chure� 
of Chesthunt in the County of Herts yearely about the tY�le 0 
the receipt of Certilyne renteS in the said Indentures ment!On�� 
And the said Lord Burghley and Robert Cecill did by the Sal 
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d I d 'ntures for them an d their heires couenaunte and 
. 'te n t: reel 

t pay or cause to bee paid by the handes of such as 
aunte 0 , 

gr uld dwell in their Mannor howse of Theobalds att the Said 
shoo h Chu rch of Chesthunt yearely to the said Preacher at the 
pans 

f the said sermon six shillings and eight pence In which 
cnd 0 

n the said preacher should yearely only for a memory 
serm

l 
°

e the cyuift of the said Lord Burghley to the said Colledge 
dee ar " 

d the vsage thereof for the releife of the fower and twenty 

�
n 

hollers soe as such as after should bee chargeable with the 

� mentes in the said Indentures mentioned might knowe howe 

�l: grauntes in the said Indentures eonteyned had their begin

ning And whereas by the said recited Indentures the said 

Mastcr fTellowes and Schollers did couenaunte and graunt to 

and with the said Lord Burghley Sir Thomas CeciII and Robert 

Cecill and with euery of them their heires executors and assignes 

and every of them that for the Consideracions in the said 

Indenturcs mentioned eue1"Y of the "tfower and twentye schoIIers 

in the said Indentures mentioned should yearely (owerteene 

(]ayes before the payment 'Of the seuerall rentes in the said 

Indentures mentioned put into Lattin verses some of the sen
tences of scripture in the said Indenttlres mentioned· And that 
those made by eight younger S-chollers of the rower and twenty 
should bee presented to such as should succeed to the said Lord 
Burghley in his Mannor how�e of Theobalds or theire assignes 
And whereas the said Robert Cecill afterwards 'Earle of Salis
burie did alien and 'convey away the said Manner howse of 
Theobalds and hath left to the said William Earle of Salisburie 
h

,
is C<\pitaII Messuage at Hatfeild for the howse of his prin

cipal! residence It is agreed by and betweene the parties to 
thcise presentes That the said agreements to bee performed in 
the 

.
Church of Chesthunt and at Theobaldes or eyther of them 

as IS aforesaid shall from hcncefourth bee done executed 
and performed in the Church of Hatfeild and att the said 
�?wse. of Hatfield respectively And the said Earle doth for 1I� hiS heires and ass ignes remise and release and for ever 
qtllte Cl 
th . 

ayme vnto the nowe Master ffellowes and Schollers o( 
("

a
e �al d Colledge and their successors the said agreementes soe 

" tt ' Ourth h 
of Ch 

as t ey should bee to bee performed in the Church 

I ' �sthunt and at Theobalds or eyther of them And doth for I1n1 hiS h '. lIate 'Id 
eltes and assignes of the said Capitall Messuage at 

el afores 'd C . al ouenaunte promIse grannt and agree to and 
VOL. XX. CCC 
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with the said nowe Master ifellowes and Schollers and th SUCCessors To make the like payment to such preacher as theise agreementes shall bee to preach at Hatfeild as hee Or they should haue done if the same had bin done and performed at Chesthunt by and accordinge to the true meaninge of the said recited Indentures And the said nowe Master ifellows and Schollers doe for them and their Successors couenaunte promise graunt and agree to and with the said William EarIe of SaIis_ burie and his heires which shall be seised of the said .. CapitalI Messuage att HatfeiIde that such agreementes which were by the true meaninge of the said recited Indentures to haue bin performed at the said Churche of Chesthunt and att Theobalds shall bee from hencefourth done executed and performed in the Church of Hatfeild and att the said Capital! Messuage at Hatfeild aforesaid In witness whereof the parties to theise presentes haue herevnto interchangeably sett their handes and Seales the daye and yeare first aboue written Anno Domini 1629. [if. Cra wIey. ] 

Signed. SALISBURY 

Sealed and deltvered in the presence of 
CHRISTO: KEIGHLEY. 

EDW. HIDE. 
Jo. SOWTHWORTH. 

Endorsed: Theobalds, Hertford my Ld. of Sarisbury 

After my verie hartie Commendacions Where by my graunte 
to that Colledge of St John's there is nOlVe due to be payd at 
this Michaelmas xvlz� xli thereof going owt of my land at 
BurghIie, the other vli owte of certain of my landes hear abowte 
Theobaldes, and whereas by a couenaunt on the part of the 
CoIl edge theare is to be sent hither one to preach at the parish 
Church of Chesthunt, and to receiue the said vii and other 
dueties graunted by me, as also one other to preach at St

. Martin's in Stamford, whear he is likewise to receiue the xlz 
with other duties. Forsomuch as the partes about Chesthu�t 
and especially Chesthunt it self haue been and yet are greatlIe 
infected with the 'plague, and considering that the meeting t�at 
might be at that sermon should rather encrease the infectIOn 
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therwise doe such goode as danger to growe thearbie, I 
t111:1n °

tl ouo-ht better that the same be forborne for this time, as 
haue 1 0 • 
. . e the sermon app01l1ted at Stamford to be also forborne, 

hkewls . '  . . 
tl at that towne berng latehe touched wIth the sayd srckness, 

for 1 . 
. ot )Iet thought clere. And If peraduenture some of that 
IS n . h d' I . d d '  
h wse shall notwlt stan 1I1g t 11S great anger eSHe to con-

.0 e this ordonnauuce of mine which I wish not neither would 
tInu 
I thei should except otherwise yow shafl so thynk then would I 

not that the said sermons weare made in the parish Churche 

appointed but in my Cbappelles at my howses at Burghli'e and 

Theobaldes. And furthermoITe where by certein ordinaunc'es I 

am to place two schollers as certeil1!e romes shall be voyd, I 
praie yOll to aduertise me if any such be presently voyd tbat I 
may make choice of some to' be' supplied, tne same to, be 

presented by me at the time of election. And as f017 the x,vli 

now at l\1'ichaelmas due, the same is in readiness to be payed 

to such as you shall appo.int 
in Lon.don, 

or here at 111Y' house at 

Theobaldes, to receiue the s·ame, wheat' I ha1Ue prouided orcler 

for pa)'ment to be made thereof. So praye you to aduertise me 
by writinge yom: meaning herein and whome Y(1)U will appoint 

for to receiue the said xvlz'. I bid you hartelie farewell.. From 

my how se at Theobaldes- this xxviijth of Septem bel' 1 5 8  L 
your verie loving frend 

W. BURGHLEY •. 

Addressed: To my verie lovinge frend Mr. D,. Howland- Mr of 
St John.' s CoI.ledge in Cambridge dd. 

After my heartie commel'J:dacions. You' fauorecr me fn re
mOuing the two sermons (destined to Theobalds) to Hatfield 
and Quicswood, places that give me more commoditie to· heare 
them; yet had that been fruitlesse had you not since conferred 
another on me in giui,ng me'libertie to' choose the tyme which 
�i\rter Contemplation of the occasions that may require my abode 

J 
ere) I find \Vii be most seasonable vppon the' first Sunday in 

�
��e at Hatfield for the one, and' for the second Sunday arter 

r Ichaehnas clay for the other at Quicswood, nor is this curiositie .Or oth er end then that being an earewitnesse of the preachers 
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merits I may with more confidence endeauot: th"'lr 
preferment when t h ey - - . good a8<l 

shall haue occasion tQ vse theirs and Salisbury house your very l ovinge frend 20 Aprli• J 63 2. SA.LISBURY. 
the Maister and 

Addressed: To my very Louing friends 
ffellows of St John's Colledg in Cambridg. 

Endorsed: Earl of Salisbury about removing the two sermons from Theobalds. 

Richard Atlay the writer of the lett.er 
w.hich follows was admitted a Fellow of the College 22 March 1774. 

He  became Headmaster of Stamford School. He was 
father of Dr lames Atlay, Bishop of Hereford. Mr 
George Whitmore, to whom the letter is addressed, was 
admitted a Fellow of the College 30 March 17 73 .  He 
was presented by the College to the Rectory of Lawford 
in  Essex, I 7 June 1800, and held the Living until his
deat.h 

in 1806 
Dear Sir· 

I have m�ntion'd, to Lord Ex-cter rhe contents of Mr 
Greenwood's letter. As it does not appear from t h e  Indenture 
o f  Covenants between Lord Treasurer Burghley and the Master 
and �eI!ows of St John's that the Society agreed to send a 
Preacher more than once a year, h i 's Lordship desires i n  future 
a Sermon may be preach ed' annually at;. St Mar,�in's. on the first 
Sunday after St Luke. 

Staglford 
12th Nov. 17"91 

1- am, Sir 
your m.ost obedient h umble seI.vant 

RD. ATJ:.AY 

Addressed: The Rev Mr Whitmore, Fel.1ow o f  St John's 
College,. Cambridge. 

The deed of gift by the Lady Mildred Burghlcy 
which follows records her gift to the Library of a 
polyglott Bible. We know from a memorandum of 
�er husband's (printed in  MaY01'-lJaker, p. 594-5) that 
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in otherways a secret benefactor to the College, 
Slle w:�

e " very many books in  Greke, of divinite and 
and g S . .. 

. 1{ and other Clences. phyS1C 
This Indenture made th e sixt daie of June In the Th ree and 

t'th yea re of t h e  raigne of oure Soneraigne Ladie 
twen I 

. 

Elizabeth by the grace of god Quene of England ffraunce an� 

Ireland Defender of the faithe Betwene the right honourable 

the Ladie TlIyl'dred Burghley wife vnto the right honorabl e  Sir 

William Cycell knighte of the garter Lorde of Burghley and 

highe treasurer of England on t h one partie And R i chard 

IIowland Doctor of dyvynitie Master of St J ohn's Colledge i n  

Cambridge i n  the Count ie  of Cambridge and t h e  ffel lowes and 

schollers of the same Colledge on the other partie Wiltnessyth 

that wh ereas the said Lady Myldred I3urghley for h er parte of 

her owne motion and' I iberalitie h athe amongest other thinges 

bestowed and freelie given vnto the said ColIedge one great 

large Bible commonlie cal led Kinge Phillipp h i s  bible con

teyned in eighte volumes being fai re and well bounde with 

bosses and false coveri-nge to the same 'Fo h ave and to h olde 

the said Bible to t h e  vse of t h e  sa·id Master ffeIl owes and 
sch ollers and, their successors Studentes of the said CoIledge 
for ever Knowe ye nowe that t,he said Master ffel lowes and 
schollers of the said CoIledge for their  parte and, for theme and 
their Successors aoo promyse covenaUTlte and graunt to and 
with the said Ladye Myldred Burghley That they the said 
Master f["lIowes and schollers anQ' thei'r successors shal l  from 
t>.'me to tyme provide that the said Bible c<:onteyned in the  said 
eIgh t  volnmes be w e l l  and safelle kept cheyned' in the l i brary of 
the said Colleclge cluringe t h e  tyme of the  contynuance of t h e  
same vnto t h e  benefitt of t h e  stuclentes of t h e  same Colledge 
a�d not to be removed to any private mans vse w h atsoever In 
Wllness whereof the parties abouesaid to these present Inden
tures halle enterchallngeably sett t h eir Seales the dai e  and 
ylare first aboue written. 

MILDRED BURGHLEY 

. In the last instalment  of these Notes (p. 290) we 
�ln�ed an example of the Foundation of an Obit or  

nnlVersary Service, establishing prayers fer the souls-
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of the Founder and his relatives.  The deed follows, dated 18 June 1530, founding Nir HaIitreholrn Fellowship in the College, is an example of way of effecting the same purpose. The holder of Fellowship being required to be in p.riest's orders, an to say masses for the souls of Mr Halitreholme and relations. 

Thys Indenture ql1atripartite endentede mayde the xviij of June in the xvij ye re of the reigne of our soueraigne lord King Henry the viijth betwen Nicholas Metcalfe clerk Mastre of the College of Seynt John the Euangel i st in the Vniuersite of Cambrige and' the ffellowys and scolers of the same Col on the one partie And Mastre Robert Halitreho.]me of Bel1crley clerk on the second partie And Mastre Thomas Dalby-provest of the college church of Seynt John of BeuerJey and the Chapitre of the sayde church of the- third par lie And Thomas Stakkons clerk Mastre or keper of th.e college- or hall of Seynt Michell the Archangell in the Un iuersitie of Cambrige afforseide and the ffellowys and scolers of the sayde College on the fourte partie Witnessithe that it is couenallntec condicended and agreed betwix the sayde parties that the sayde mastre fellowys and scolers of the seid co.]]ege of Seynt J ohannis haue graunted and by thes presentes do graunte to the sayde Robert Halitreholme that he for hyme shall haue on ffellolV within the 
sayde Col l edge of Seynt John the Euangeliste there to continew 
foreuer of the fundacion ouer and aboue otheE fdolVes and, 
scolers ther n ow foundede o-r heirafter to be foundede b.y the 
founders of the sayde College or any other person or persones 
And the sayde ffdow of the sayde Master Robert Halitreholme 
to haue and enyoe almanner profeites commodities easements
l i berties leveray lernyng and v,.:ages like other ffellowes of the 
funderisse fouude,cion and scolers of the sayde college now 
haue or in tyme comyng shall haue i n  any manner of wise at 
the proper costes and charges of the seyde college ffllrthermore 
the seyd mastre ffel lowes, an,d scolers of Seynt Johannis haue 
graunted to the seyde Mastte Robert Halitreholme that he 
frome hens forward shall haue the nominacion and election of 
the sayde ffellow during his lyff naturall and after his decease 
then the ffellow to be at the nominacion and el ection of the 
sayde Mastre and ffellowys of the sayde college of Seynt 
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, an d ther successors foreuer Prouided all way that the 
Johannflsl 

IV be naturally born within the towne of Beuerley if 

Yde eO , sa 
he can be founde graduate and able or elles III any place 

any sllbc t Beuerley i n  al l  the Cowntie of York next adiacent (0 
'e a Oll nJ 

'me And that tl1e seyde ffelow be a prest at the tyme of 
the sa) 

, 1 , " h f ' h . lection or Wit 1111 XI] mont es next a ter ensuYlng at t e 
hiS e d d h d" , 

I t and he to syng an say masse an ot er IUlne serUlce 
furt les 

Ily [or the soules of the seyde Mastre Robert Halitre-
specya , 
holme and for the soulles of hiS fayther and moth:r bretheren 

d systers his Auneessors benefactorus and all chnsten soulles 

:d he shall haue on peculier memorie in his masse daly when 

he is disposed to say or syng masse specyal lye for the aboue

seyde soulles And he shalbe callede the ffellow of Mastre 

Robert I-Jalitreholme of Beuerley foreuer and so when he shall 

come to the erudicion of preching he shall praye for the soulles 

of the seyde Mastre Robert Halitreholme and all aforenamede 

soulles fforthermore the sayde Mastre and ffellowys and scolers 

couenaunteth and grauntith by thes presentes that when the 

sayde fTellow dyeth or otherwyse departith ffrom the sayde 
college and levyth or losith his title or profeit of the same that 
then immediately after his avoydaunce at next tyme or tymes of 
elections lymyted by the statutes of the sayde college Whiche i s  
the Monday after passion Sonday a n  other felow t o  be elect and 
chosyn by the sayde Mastre and ffelowes at tyme or tymes off 
election as is aforesayde AlIso it is couenaunteth and agreed that 
the said Mastre and ffellowys and euery of them at the tyme of 
ther admission shalbe sworn to se obserued and keped the 
ordinaunces and statutes now ordyned and mayde or any 
other ordinaunces and statutes to be ordyned and m ayde 
by the sayd Robert Halitreholme his heyres executors or 
assignes at any tyme for the foundacion of the sayd ffellow 
P 'd roUl ed allwavs that the sayde ordinaunces and statutes 
b . c not contrary to the statutes of the sayde College but con-
formab l e vnto them And not in derogation of the same and the sayde Mastre and ffelowys of seynt J ohannis grauntith that 
when tl d d 

le say e felow ys admytt he shal be sworne to obserue 
an kepe thesc ordinaunces and statutes comprised in these 
present e d ' 

I
n enturs and be so admyt and sworn that then the1 S lall del),u h' if h er Im on trew eopie of this endentur word for word 

e do r ' , 
to b eql11re It FFor the Whyche premisses well and trewly e obserued and keped by the sayde Mastre ffelowys and 
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I 
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scolers i'n manner and forme as is aforsayde The sayde 1\T Robert Halitreholme hath contented and payde to the Mastre and ffelolVes of Saynt J o hannis Cxxli sterlin ofurthermore i,t is couenaunted and grau nted betlVeyn th: 'parteis that i f  the sayde Mastre and ffelolVes fayll i n  an t·he forseyde premisses takyag admittyng or receyuyng O/th sayde ffelo\\' at any tyme or  tymes o f  elections next after avoydaunce and not dlOsyn nor admi.tted in the seyde col according to thordinaunces aforesayde nor haue not nor  eni not their ffull commodi ties and profe i t s  as is  aforsayde 
then tae forsayde Mastre fftlowys and scolers and ther 
cessors to ffocfate as weH to the sai d Mastre Halitreholme 
heyrs executors and assignes as to the sayde Mastre Th 
Dalby prGvest of the college churche of Seynt J ohannis 
Beuerley an-cl the C hapitre housse of the same and ther 
cessors a-s ·a./ lS'O to the Mastre and Jfelo\\'es of Michael l h 
and ther suCceSSOrllS in the name of a payne for his 
twen tye shy llynges for euery month that i t  shal l happyn 
foresayde ffelow n ot to be elect nor admyt in the sayde Coli 
as is aforeseyde 'Or is  restrenede of any commodities and profeits 
or easmentes as is aforseyde And that it shalbe layful l aswell  
to the seyd Mastre Robert Hali treholme his heyrs execulors 
er assignes for ther parlie as the sayde Mastre Thomas Dalby 
l>rovest of the col l ege churche of Seynt J ohannis Beuerley and 
the  chapilre hous of the same and ther successors and assignes 
as the Mastre and felowys of Michell hous and ther successors 
for ther partie Seuerally at  ther awne fre l i bertys to entre take 
and bere away distressis suffici ent for the said xxs. in all ther 
rentes tenementes and landes or i n  any of them belonging vnto 
the seyde college of  Saynt J ohannis within the sayde college 
or in any other place where so euer it be and to reteyne sell 
and to leuy of t h e  distresse so taken or to be takyn the seyde 
xxs. at ther awne ffree li berteis without contradicion dislur· 
baunce or let mayde or to be mayde by t h e  seyde l\lastre 
ffelowy s  or scolers of the sayde college of Seynt J ohannis and 
ther Successors or any other to the contrarye by coursse of 
the lawye or any other wise to they and euery on of them be 
thereof treuly content and payde according to the trew meanypg 
of thes en denturs I n  Wi tnesse wherof to thon part ye of t1�c 
i ndentures remayning with the sayde Robert Halilreholme his 
heyrs executors and assignes the Mastre and f[0101Ves of the 
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1 <Ye of Seynt John haue putto ther common seal e And the 
col e�

d partie remaining with the sayde l\'Iastre Thomas Dalby 
seeo 

st of Beuerley and the chapitre of the same and their 
prove 

essors the saycle Mastre and ffelowys of t h e  C ollege of 
suee . 
5 nt Joh ann is hath putto ther common Seale And to t h e  

� ' 1  
thride par tie remrtynyng Wit 1 the sayde Mastre and fellowys of 

l\1ichcll housse the sayde Mastre and fel owys of Seynt J ohannis 

haue putto their common Seale And t o  the fourt partie re

maining with the saydc Mastre and ffelowys of Seynt J ohannis 

as well the said Mastre Robert H ali treholme the forsayde 

l\1astre Thomas Dalby provest off Benerley and the chapiter 

hous of the same as the sayde Master of Michell hous and the 

felows of the sayme h aue putto ther Seales Yoven the day and 
yere a boueseyde. 

Endorsed : Robert Halytrehome. 

Controversies between the University and Town of 

Cambridge, as to the special privileges of the University 
and the relative precedence of the Vice-Chancellor and 
Mayo r, were for long of frequent occurrence. The 
letter which follows is in the handwriting of Dr Wood, 
Master of St John's, and seems to have been sent by 
him, as Vice-Chancellor, to the Mayor. Preserved 
W i l h  it are the reply of the Town authorities, and a 
printed sheet giving the Order in  Council and Decree 
of the House of Lords establishing the precedency of 
the Vice-Chancellor above the Mayor. 

Copy of a Letter sent to F. 1\Iortlock Esq. 
Mayor of Cambridge, July I 1 8 1 7. 

Dear S i r, 
I beg to inform you that I intend to hold  the Magna COltf5rel[alio on Friday next at Ten o'clock, and request your attendance 

�l the Chancel of St. Mary's Church with Two Aldermen, Four 
u rgesscs, and Two respectable H ouseholders from each Parish, to e.nter i nto the engagements required by our Charters and the anclcnt Cust f h U '  . oms 0 t e l1lverslty. 

VOL.  XX.  D D D  
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I am induced to call your particular attention to th is  b at the present m oment  on accoun t  of the  extraordi nary in of Beggars and Vagrants who constan tly infest the streets, Walk and Colleges, an� give serious cause of alarm lest some outrag: should be commItted by them. I beg further to remind you that the Uni versity has for many years distri buted considerable sums o f  money to the several Parishes in the Town on the express sti pulation that the streets and Coll eges shall  be kept free from Beggars an d Vagrants, and I feel it my duty expressly to declare that until  our C harter, which is cal culated to give this most effectual assistance to the police of the Town is complied with o n  the part of the Parishes, I must withold all further benefaction to them. 
The Charter to wh ich I refer was granted to the University by Richard the second, and confirmed by his  SuccesSors, a circumstance the simple  ment ion  of which w i l l  I am Sure i n duce you to assist in its enforcement, in conformity with the Mayor's 

engagement when he enters upon h i s  office. 
July I ,  1 8 1 7. 

Revd. Sir, 
Cambridge, 2nd J uly 1 8 ' 7, 

The Mayor having this  day produced and read to the 
Corporation in Common Hal l assembled your Letter to him of 
the 1 s t of Ju ly  Inst.  s ignifying your inten t i o n  to h old the i1faglla 
COllgregalzo i n  the Chancel  of Great Sain t  Mary's Chur ch o n  
Fri day m orning next and requesti n g  the attendance of the 
l\T ayor and certain other officers on that occasi o n  i n  compliance 
w i th the Charters granted to the University by King Richard H. 
and his Successors. 

I am directed by the Mayor and Corporation to state that 
previously to the Mayor's i ssuing h i s  Summonses for the 
assem b l i n g  the several parties the Corporation request to be 
furnished with a copy of the Charter of Richard n., or with 
Extracts therefrom so far as may relate to the  regulati n g  the 
pol ice of the Town, the assembling at Sain t  Mary's Ch urch and 
the Form of  the several Oaths of  " th e  Aldermen, " " the Four 
Burgesses," and " the Two of every Parish." 
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And the Corporation request such Copy or Extracts from the 

t 'r may be sent to me as soon as the same can conveniently 
Char (; 
bt.! prepared. 

I have the honour to  be Revd. Sir 
Your most obed ient  hum ble servant 

PEAR SE WHITE 

Dep. Town Clk. 
To the R ight Worshipful 

The Vice Chancellor of 

the University of Cambridge. 

Order i n  Council Oct. 2 1 ,  1 6 1 2 : And Decree of the Honse 

of Lords May 1 2, 1 647, Establishing and Confirming the  

Precedency of The Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge above the  

Mayor o f  the Town. 

" Forasmuch as learning hath antiently had this Spetial l  

favour and priviledge, that  upon any occasion of  grievance, or  

complai nt  offerred unto the Two Universities o f  this  Realme, 

whensoever they have made their immediate recourse to t h e  

King or h i s  Councell  for speedie redresse a n d  for avoyding 

length and charges of  suit in  an  ordinary proceeding of Justice, 
they have n ever beene refused, but aIlwayes gratiously accepted. 
And whereas at this time the Vice chancellor Masters and 
Schollers of the U n iversity of  Cambridge, conceiving some 
injury and violence to be  done u nt o  their  privi ledges and 
l ibert ies by one John Ball(sford Esq. a n d  others, have therefore 
humbly addressed t hemselves u n to u s  the Lords and others o f  
his  l\Iaj esty's Priv ie  C o u n c i l  to  be therein relieved, a n d  b y  their 
learned CounceIl have this day humbly i n formed us, that having 
P�wer and auth ority by vertue of d iverse C harters from the 
Kmgs and Queens o f  this land, h i s  Majestie's Predecessors, 
confirmed in l ike  manner by his Majesty h imself, to search as 
;ell by day as by night in  all  places w i t h i n  their l i berties, for 

agabonds a n d  other disordered and suspected persons, a n d  
t o  pun i sh such persons being fou n d  accord i n g  t o  t h e  lawes i n  
tho

d
se cases provided. A n d  that their Proctors h aving ac-

cor  i ngly d 
. 

Cl 
ma e search the first day of September last m 

th leustel:lon a village neare Cambridge and within the l iberty of 
e I1l versi t  ( 

. . 
Per 

y as was aIledged) a n d  there apprehendll1g dIverse 
Sons of I d ' . ew conversatIon, 111 the house of one Margaref 
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H/ckfird, committing them afterward to the Goale ; Some t h e  said di sordered persons combining with the be mentioned John Ballt.rford of Ch esterton Esq. and others, upo pretence that the University had n o  Jurisdiction within tha� v i l lage, and that the Proctors who made t h e  search, hac! there_ fore committed a R iott, did there upon presume to preferr a b i l l  of Indi tement against the sai d Proctors, and their  company t h e  last quarter sessi ons held Pn'mo Ocfobrzs for the Cou nty of Cambridge, which by the grand Jury was found Bz'lla vera, only upon the said pretence that the University had no J urisdiction within that place, which was openly affirmed by way of infor_ mation to the Jury by Mr Balleiford then sitting upon the benche and one Story constable o f  that hundred, unto which complaint the said Ba//eiford being presen t  at the boord, and required to make answer, denyed some circumstances as they w ere delivered, but for the matter confessed the substance, as namely that the disordered persons aforementi oned were by h i m  bound over i n  a recognizance to prosequute the said pretended Ri ott against the said University at the Quarter Sessions fol lowing, and heere again insisted and main teyned that the jurisdiction of the said University did not  extend to the village of Clus/er/o1l, which his learned Councell did much labour to proove. We thereupon enteri ng i nto a d ue consideration of what had been al l  edged as well on the one side as on the other and having perused that Article of thei r Charter, which concerneth the extent o f  their  J urisdicti on whereby it  appeareth that the  same reacheth an English mi le  lmdequaqtu ab exHmts Vz'flae aedijicz'zs, and it being on all sides agreed upon , 
that the said village of Chesterton is w i t h i n  the said d istance. 
It was therefore by us  declared and adjudged that the said 
village o f  Chesterton is wi th in  the Jurisdiction o f  the sai d  
Univer�ity o f  Cambridge, a n d  that t h e  Act o f  t h e  Procters i n  
making search there a s  aforesaid was lawfull, a n d  i n  that respect 
they and their company unlawfully molested for so doing. 
For which consideration it was accordingly ordered that his  
Majestie's Atturney generall  should presently take a course f�r 
the staye o f  all proceedings, upon or by colour of the SaId 
Inditement, and t h e  said Mr Battel'sford l ikewise admonished 
to carry h imsel f  h e reafter towards t h e  said University with more 
respect, and to absteyn from seekmg quarre or con en I . . I t [ 'on with  
a body which hath ever  found l ove and favour and may J ust ly 
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{Ye it from al l  persons of l iberall and ingenuous con dition. 

cha�I;'��'lOre wh ereas the said Vicechancel l or, Masters a n d  

Ell,! ;�ers of th e University of Cambridge b e i n g  jealuus a s  well 
Sch

l
o 

I onou r as of the J urisdiction of their  University have i n  
f t 1e 1 . o Illler complaJl1ed unto us that one Tlzomas Smart late 

like m a 
. of the To wne of Cambridge d i d  at a Quarter Sessiolls 

MalOr . . 
I holden in the GUlldhall  of the sald Towne, where both 

late Y . . 

h e and l\1r Doctor Goclu then ViCe chancellor were to Sltt as 

J�stices of the Peace, contend with the said VicechanceJlor for 

precedency of place, n otwithstanding the example of almost 

tWO hnndred yeares t o  the contrary, and a Judgment given by 

the late Erie of Essex, EarIe Marshall ,  now of Record, and 

also his Majesties express pleasure signified unto the Lord 

Chancel lor, that as wel l  in al l commissi ons as at any meetings 

the sai d VicechanceIlor should take place before the Maior of 

the said Towne. Wee for theese considerations and findi ng 

not any thing alIedged to the contrary o f  we ight or force 

sufficient, have declared and ordered, that t h e  said Vice 

chancel lor ought, and is  to take chiefe place and precedency of 

the Maior at all tymes and i n  all places whatsoever, and that 

the attempt of the late Maior was an inj ury and di sgrace offerred 
to the University, whereof they had j ust cause to complaine. 
Given at his  Majesties PalIace of Westminster the one and 
twentith day of October 1 6 1 2 ,  And in t h e  Tenth yeare of t h e  
Raigne of o u r  Soveraigne Lord King James of England, F rance 
and Ireland, defender of the faith &c. And of Scotland the 
five and [ortith." 

G. CANT . 
FENTON. 
n. NORTHAMPTON. 
E. ZOUCHE. 

T .  SUFFOLKE. 

E. WOTTON. 

E. WORCESTER. 

E. STANHOPE. 

PEMBROKE .  

J .  HERBEKT. 

Ext. 
G. CALVE RT. 

Die lI-fel'ctlrii, 1 z Maii. 1 647. 
" The Lords assembled i n  Parl iament having taken into 

consideration the d i fference about precedency of place between 
�lC .  Vice chancell or of the U niversit ie of Cam bridge and the 
:alor of the Towne of Cambridge, and having heard counseJl ,  
�ltJlesses, an d  proofes o n  b o t h  sides at t h i s  Barre, doe after 

cbatc, and mature_ deliberation, decree, order, and adjudge, 
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that the precedency of place of right belongeth to the chancel lor of Cambridge before the Mai or of the Towne Cam bridge. And doe order that the said precedency inioyed by the said Vicechancel lor  and h i s  Successors, Wi th any l ett or di sturbance by the  said Maior or his  SuccesSors. 

" And likewise it is h ereby ordered that the deed eng for the conveying of lands purchased with the two h pounds which Mr Thomson gave by his  last Will  and TeSlamen to be i m p l oyed in the workhouse for the setl ing the pOore i n  Cambridge o n  worke, a t  t h e  discretion o f  t h e  Vicechancellor and Maior (wherein the said Maior of the Towne of Cambridge caused his name to be written before the Vicechancel lors name in the deed) be cancelled and forthwith made void, And that t h e  said Maior upon the sight of this order, cause a new deed to be made wherein the Vicechancellors name shall be first placed, as of right it ought. That soe things in referrence to the workhouse in Cambridge may be executed jointly, by the Vi cechancel l or and Maior according to the ten Our of the Will and the intention of the Donour." 
Jo. BROWNE 

Clenc. Par//a7llmta'U171. 

The document which fol lows is a printed foolscap sheet, which by some accident was preserved between the leaves of a volume of the College Accounts .  It is 
probably what we should now call a ' Fly Sheet ' 
addressed to Members of the Senate by Dr Herbert 
Marsh, afterwards Bishop of Peterborough. 

CASE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WITTENBERG. 

The University o f  Wittenberg, on the Elbe, about half way 
between Leipsig and Berlin, has been subjected during several 
years, to an almost uninterrupted series of d istress. From the 
incessant marches and counter- marches of the  French troops, 
Wittenberg had, even before the last campaign, been l oaded 
with military contributions, and was twice su bjected to plunder. 
At length, the  French sllrroHnded it with fo rtifications, and i t  
became a strong mil itary post. The garrison, in a great 
measure quartered on the h O llses belonging to th e Professors 
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e Un iversity, soon brought the  P�ofe�sors and th�ir families 
of th 

te of indigence. The Audltones, or pubhc Lecture 

to a sta
w�re converted into Military Hospitals ; and the Uni

ROo�s, 
Church , which contains the tombs of Luther and 

vers
l
lty 

11thon was nearly ruined by the machines erected in it 
l\Ie anc , . . 

I French for the purpose of gnndlJ1g corn. On the 
by t le . , . 

. sl'ty Estates, whIch are 111 the neIgh bourhood of the 
Unlver 

and which afforded the  Professors a comfortable th ough 
town, 

t a splend id provision, the trees were all cut down, partly for 

:l� litar)' purposes, partly for fuel. The vil lages on their estates, 

which had b een previ ously deserted, have been either burnt or 

ulled down for the  sake of their materials. There is  no 

�rospect, therefore, for several years of the University of 

Witten burg deriving any income from its e states. Not only is 

the land at present uncultivated, but before any part of its 

produce can go to the University, the farm houses must be 

re-built. 
To al l their misfortunes must be added the horrors of a nine 

months' siege, in which m ost of the  Professors had their houses 

destroyed. Schleusner, in particular, the author of the well
known Lexicon, had three h ouses destroyed, the fruits of his 
hard earnings. The Professors are compelled therefore at 
present to take refuge i n  the v i l lage of Sch m i edeberg, about 
two German miles from Wittenberg, where they and their 
famil ies are now in a state of distress, which i s  hardly to be 
described. 

These facts have b een stated in a Letter to Dr Marsh from 
l\Ir Boettiger,  one of t h e  Council lors of the  Consistory Court of 
Dr�sdcn ; and Mr Boettiger in that Letter earnestly solicits  
rehef from the University of Cambri dge. 

Under these circumstances it is respectful ly submitted to the 
�en�te, whether the £300, proposed to b e  voted by the U ni
�erSlty for the Sufferers in Germany, m i gh t  not be appropriated 
�
l
o that spec i fic purpose by the Senate i tself, instead of leaving 

I S appr ' . opnatlOns to be regulated by a Committee in London. 
TVcdnesday lIIorm'lI <T 11 0 '  IaY 2 5 , 1 8 1 4. 

R. F. S. 
[ To be contillued. ] 



LEGEND AND TRADITION IN THE 
WALL COUNTRY. 

" Find, to cheat tbe time, a powerful spell 
In old romaunts of errantry that tell, 
Or later legends of the Fairy-folk." 

SCOTT. 
VEN from the earliest times fiction and fan 

were busily concerned with the neigh 
hood of the Roman Wall. The no 
wilds, whence the Picts m ade their in 

into the fertile provinces of Britain, were doubtless 
regarded as a storehouse of other portents no less 
strange and horrible . and the credulous Italian 
Byzantine was not slow to supply the details from his 
own imagination : and when the whole island was 
off from the rest of Europe by the English conquest, 
it seems to have passed for a time into that misty and 
half magical condition, from which such places as 
Timbuctoo and the Mountains of the Moon have only 
recently emerged. 

" Omne ignotum pro terribili," says Tacitus ; and to 
Procopius, a Byzantine historian of the sixth century, 
the Caledonian country, which lay to the north of the 
Wall, was equally terrible and unknown,-a land of 
marvel and mystery, such as we might rather expect to 
read of in a fai ry-tale, than in the pages of a grave and 
presumably sober historian. He  describes it in terms 
which outdo the fabled horrors of Avernus' dreadful 
pit, 

"Quam super haud ullae poterant  i m p Llne volan tes 
Tendere i ter pennis  : talis sese hali llls alris 
Faucibus effundens sLlpera ad convexa ferebat." 

Leg-eltd a1td Tradt'ft'on t'rt Roman Wall Country . 3 9 3  

d we may be permitted to  doubt whether Aeneas 
Indee , S ' 

Id ever have reached the shores of tyx, had Ius 

wou 
led through so terrible a country as the Caledonia 

way 
" d " 

f our h istorIan s escnptlOn, 
o "In this isle of Brittia," he tells us, " men of ancient 

. e built a long wall, cutting off a large portion from 
t
}
1111 

rest : on the eastern side of this wall," -he should 
t 1e 1 " 1 I . 
have said southern,-" t 1e all' IS w 10 esome, warm In 

summ er and cool in  winter ; and here there are many 

inhabitants, who live much as other men. But on the 

western ( t' e, northern) side everything is different, and 

no man could exist there for half an hour. Vipers and 

serpents innumerable, and all manner of savage animals 

infest the place ; but the strangest circumstance of all 

b that neither man nor beast can endure the unwhole

someness of the air beyond the wall, but die immediately, 

if they pass to the further side," 
One might almost imagine that the imaginative 

Byzantine was inspired by Vergil and a pork-pie supper ; 
for he proceeds to set down a story, which reads like 
a somewhat dyspeptic travesty of the poet's description 
of the passage of the Styx, It is  not clear whether he 
refers to Britain as a whole, or only to this weird 
northern region, which he has already described ; but 
the story is certainly curious, and Procopius' reasons 
for inserting it are full of delightfully unconscious 
humour, 

" I must record a tradition," he says, " which smacks 
strongly of the fabulous, and has never appeared to me 
to b . e entirely true, though constantly reported by a 
g

j
reat n u m be r of persons, who assert that they have 

t lemsel b '  , 
h 

yes een actors 111 the events descnbed, and 

, earers of the words narrated, I must not wholly omit 
�i �e�t, w:1ile  I write of Brittia, I incur the imputation 

th . elng Ignorant of things which continually happen 
�re , 
To this pI " 1 . 

SOul 
ace, 1e contll1ues, " men say that the s of t1 d 1e ead are transported, On the sea-board 
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which lies over against Brittia, are many vi inhabited by men employed in fishing and agricultu who declare that upon them this transport-service souls devolves. Those whose turn it is to perform th duty during the ensuing night, retire to their dw at dusk and get what sleep they may, till suddenly, dead of night, their doors are violently shaken, and hear a muffied and mysterious voice summoning th to their task. Constrained by some weird influe they rise and make their way to the sea-shore, 

they find boats in readiness,-not their Own fishi craft, but strange vessels," -registered, we may presu in one of the ports of Hades. " In these boats t embark, and as soon as they have laid hold of the 
they feel that each vessel is being gradually depress 
by the entrance of a multitude of passengers ; 
and lower the boats sink down till the edge of 
gunwale is scarcely a finger's breadth above the surface 
of the water ; but not a single shape is seen ;-the 
ghostly freight is invisible. 

Thus laden they put to sea, and after only one hour's 
labour they reach the coast of Brittia, having traversed 
a space, which, were they in their own boats, would 
require the unceasing toil of a day and a night to cover. 
Then the boats are speedily relieved of their burden, 
till they float high out of the water ; and thereupon the 
men immediately return home. They see no human 
or ghostly form, either during the voyage or at the 
disembarkation ; but they declare that, upon reaching; 
the mysterious island, they hear a voice, which 
announces,-so they fancy,-to such as receive them 
the names of the newly-arrived passengers, the titles 
which they enjoyed upon earth, and the country from 
which they came ; and if there are women amongst t1.:e 
voyagers, the voice also proclaims the names of their 
respective husbands, with whom during life they were 
mated." 

We are tempted to wonder whether the new-comers 
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Provided with impalpable visiting-cards, and 
",erA h " 1 

t1 er the owner of t e mystenous vOice wore breec les 
whe 1 . 

hostly plush. But thus much from ProcoplUs : let 
of g . f G'ld ss on to the wnters 0 our own country. I as, 
US pa 

f h . h . h 
British monk 0 t e Slxt century, gives t e account, 

�vhich was current in his day, of the date and origin of 

the 'VaIl . After the retirement of the Roman forces, 

he teIls us, the Britons were sorely oppressed by the 

Picts and Scots : they besought the aid of their former 

rulers, who sent a legion to t heir assistance ; the 

invaders were driven back, and a wall of turf was built 

from sea to sea. This, however, proved of little avail 

to the fusionless Britons,-to borrow a Scotch expression : 

a new appeal for assistance was made, and again a 

legion was despatched, with (so Camden informs us) 

Gallio of Ravenna in command. A second wall was 

built of solid stone ; but the Britons, when left to their 

own resources, were as helpless as ever : the Picts even 
fished for them,  using hooks to drag them from their 
places on the battIements,- a  fate, says Gildas, which 
mercifully prevented its victims from being further 
harrowed by the sufferings of their relatives. 

Baeda adopts Gildas' account, with certain modifi 
cations ; but though the sufferings of the Britons may 
be truly typified, the tragic picture as a whole does not 
fit in with the probabilities of history, or with the 
testimony of the Wall itself. Thenceforth to the period 
of the early antiquaries,-Leland wrote in the reign of 
Henry VIlI,-the Wall receives practically no notice 
from literature. In course of time it acquired the title 
of the Picts' Wall, or Kepe Wall, but the former term 
denotes not its origin but its purpose : the true builder:;: 
Were not altogether forgotten ; for in a twelfth-century 
charter of Hexham Priory we find it correctly described 
as " 11 
th 

urus Romanorum," and in more than one passage 
e Black Book of Hexham, compiled in 1 47 9, uses the 

same pI . . lrase. Possibly yet another name is preserved 1n an old 1 d' P ea mg of the year 1 2 90, between the Prior 
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of Tynemouth and Richard Turpyn of Whitch respecting certain lands in the parish of Heddon_o the-Wall ; for this document thrice m akes mention " le Thwertoner Dyk," -a name which perhaps si the Wall tha.t ran athwart the island from sea to sea. Spenser (Faery Quem, Bk. IV. XI), in his catalogue of the rivers that attended the marriage of Thames and Medway, thus describes the Wall and its origin : 

" Next these came Tyne, along whose stony bancke That Romaine monarch built  a brasen wall, 
Which mote the feebled Britons strongly f1ancke 
Against the Pi cts that swarmed over al l ,  
Which yet th ereof Gualsever they do call ." 

Brass seems to have had a special charm for the poetic mind, perhaps because i t  was the favourite metal 
sorcery and the supernatural. It was a brazen head 
that Friar Bacon constructed, and, had his schemes 
reach ed their completion, he would by its assistance 
have 

" Girt fai r  England with a wall of brass," 
and so have cast Roman achievements into the shade ; 
and the brazen tower, i n  which Acrisius imprisoned his 
daughter Danae, was perhaps built of that metal for 
magical as well as material strength. Brass, in  a more 
detailed form, enters into Michael Dray ton's account of 
the Wall. Pictswall, as the poet calls him, is the 
speaker ; and after describing his own origin, and 
vaunting his superiority over Offa's Ditch and thfi 
Devil's Dyke upon Newmarket Heath, he continues thus :  

" A nd when I first decayed, Severus going on 
What  Adrian built  of turf, h e  bui lded new of  stone, 
And after many a t ime, the Britans me repai red, 
To keep me st i l l  i n  p l ight, nor ever cost th ey spared. 
Towns stood upon my length, where garri sons were laid, 
Their  limits to defend ; and for my greater aid, 
With turrets I was bui lt, where sentin els were placed, 
To watch upon the Pict ; so  me my makers graced, 
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. h h ol low pipes of brass, along m e  still  that went, 
WIt f · 1 1  h I I· ch th ey in o n e  ort st l  to anot er sent, 
Ey \V 1 . 
E speaking 111 t h e  same, to tell them what to do, 

.A.�d so from sea to sea, I could be whispered through : 

U on my t h ickness, three m arched eas'ly breast to breast, 

T�elve foot I was in h e i ght, such glory I possesst." 

The pipes of brass are a fable, but no mere invention 

f the poet. A letter from Sir Christopher Ridley to 

�faster William Claxton, an antiquary of some eminence, 

who died in 1 5 94, shows that the legend was right 

Northumbrian ; and though the good Knight was not a 

very accurate informant, his description of the Wall i s  

worth quoting i n  extenso. The letter was written 

about the year 1 5 7 2, and runs as follows : 

Rycht worschipfull, where as you spake unto m e  for a certayn 
knowledge of one wall builded betwyxt t h e  Brittons & Pightes 
(which we call the Kepe Wall) builded by the Pightes, sure 
theyr is one. The length whereof is about, I think, almost a 
C m i les, builded al wayis whar they cold upon the hyghtes, w h ere 
on about the greatest cragis was, and w hare theyr was no cragis 
or hy placis theyr was a great stank% cast of other syd, the 
bred th i ij  yardis, the hyght remanith i n  some placis  yet v ij 
yardis . it goith from Bowlness in Cu'berland viii myles beyond 
Carlel l  upon the west sea cost t i l l  i t  comes to a town called 
the Wallis cnd besyd Tynemouth on the est sea, at every myl i s  
e n d  thcyr h a t h  b e e n  a great b i ldyng or castle having t hree 
courtyn gis, two base curtyngis and one i ner, with a great stanke 
round about and a draw bridge, a wal l within the stank four  
square, and ten  score every square. I know certayn of t h e  
nam es of them, theyr i s  o n  i n  Cumberland called burdoswold,  
next l . . 
b

O lt 111 Northumberland, one called Carvoran, now 
lelon gi ng to Mr Wil l iam Blenkynsop. t h e  n ext a myle from 

t lat another i n  lVIr J o h n  Rydleys ground of t h e  Wal tone and 
call cd the C hester. then there i s  one i n  Mr Nycholas Rydleys 
of W· I I ·  I 1 l11otswycke o n e  called t h e  Castel sted a n d  another 
cal Jed O ve t h · M H . 
S r one. t en In r eroms ground, one cal led  

IVYl lysh 1 1 "  e [s, another  cal led Carrawe etc and at every half  myli s  
--------------------------------------------

* Ditch 
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end theyr is a tower. now in t h i s  wall was theyr a trunck brass or whatever kynd of mettal w h i c h  went from o n� p I  to another  along the wal l ,  & came i n to t h e  Cap taynes cham where at they had watchers for t h e  same, and if  theyr had s t ryfe or business betwyxt the en nem i es and that the  watch d i d  blow a h orn in at the end of  the truncke that came the chamber, a n d  so from one to one, theyr was certayn payed yearly to the mantenance o f  this  trunck by the i nhab tants theyrabout, and doith yet pay to some gent i l mell N orthymberJand, the  wh ich money is called h o rn geld mon theyr i s  mansiounes� o f  Churches that h a t h  been bilded 
in the wall and theyr hath bene 4- great d itch est bilded withi n  i t  all  the way, a n d  between the wal l and the d i tches hath ther bene a fair way paved al l  a long the wal l and theyre doth go from a castel (above named, Carvoran )  unto the mayden Cast ell  on Stan emo re, a fayre way paved th rough great m o rasses hyghtes, and is called the Mayden way, which  is thought to bene builded by a Kyngis daughter dwell i n g  at the sam castell .  
God h ave YOll in  his love & grace. 

To the rycht  worschipfulI 
M r  Will iam C laxton 

of Winyard." 

Yours, Sir, 
C h ristop. Ridley. 

It may be that the tradition had i t s  ongIn i n  
m istaken notion about the tax called " h orn geld," 
which was also known as " neat geld, " " n out geld, " or 
cornage rent, and was originally a payment in lieu of 
cattle ; or it m ay have arisen from the discovery of lead 
pipes o r  stone conduits amongst the ruins of the for
tresses. Indeed, Horsley supplies something very like 
the connecting link :-

" There seems," h e  says, i n  his account of Hunnum, 
" to h ave been an aqueduct to convey water to this 
station from a spring o n  the h igher ground . . . .  When I 
rode that way I was shown part of it by a country man, 

* Remains. t Dykes or mounds. 

wh O 
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said it was what the speaking trumpet was 

399  

laid 

in :
�ut perh aps we may p robe the m a

.
tter m �re deeply 

'Jl an d  conj ecture that the legend IS a mIsty recol
stl 

: 11 of som e rapid m eth od of s i gnalling practised by JectlO . 
the Rom ans. Camdeu , who repeats the brazen pIpe 

Y qUotes the following statement from Hector 
stor , 
Boetius : - -

. . Severus," saith h e, . .  commanded Hadrian's wall to bee 

repai red with Bul warks of stone and Turrets, placed in such 

conven ien t  d i stance, as that the sound of a t rumpet, th ough 

again st the wi nde, migh t  be h eard from the one u n to the o th er." 

The n atural configuration of th e country, especially 

about the central portion of the Wall, will lend some 

support to our theory. Much of the Wall's course 

runs across bold u n dulations, and is  well adapted for 

com mun ication by some syste m of flag-signalling or 

sem aphores :  from Sewingshi elds to Carvoran the barrier 

stood, in the main,  upon the crest of th e basalt crags, 

which form part of that long chain of igneous rock 

known as the Great Whin Sill. G rey p recipices, scored 

by the rough prisms into which the basalt has cooled, 
frown northward across sullen m oorlands, which to this 
day lie waste and all but pathless-a d esolate region, 
full of treacherous morasses, and sea m ed with the deep 
gull ies of peaty burns, which in Roman times must 
have harboured m any a fierce a n d  agile tribesman, 
who lOVed freedom m ore than h e  feared hardsh ip. 
Away beh ind him the m oors rolled northward to the 
cloughs and hollows of the Cheviot Hills ; and we can 
sCarcel y  doubt that this was the base whence rebel 
a�d Inarauder moved t o  attack the Wall, or elude the 
VIgilance of its guardians.  
1 But if that vi gilance was worthy of the name, it lad a con . h '  h d '  1 . 
-r.- vel11ent stage o n  w le to ISP ay Itself . 
.I.' rom tl 
s 

le south the great l i n e  of basalt hills swells 
11100th ly 1 ' 1 . up 1 {e a huge wave, whlle the northern face 
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i s  rough and precipitous, as though the wave, in the act of breaking, had been frozen into stone nor is the comparison yet exhausted ; like a w which l icks its way up the long sand-slopes of beach, the hills do not maintain an absol utely line. Here they jut forward, and here they draw back here they sink almost to the level of the neighbou,.; hollows, and here some bolder height, as it were, 1 the advance and projects northward beyond his fellows , comm ands a view of many miles of treeless moorland • and is seen cOllspicuously along many miles of Wall's COurse. Procolitia is eighteen miles, or th abouts, from Amboglanna ; but a signal hoisted at the former place would at once be seen by the sentry at the top of Sewingshields Crag : Hotbank Crag would receive the alarm , and pass the signal to Winshields, Win shields to the Nine Nicks of Thi rlwall,  and so to Amboglanna or even further ;  for the Nine Nicks are visible as far as Stanwix, in the im mediate neighbour_ houd of Carlisle. Even i n  the dark news would travel fast : beacon-l ights or trumpet-signals would be available in all but the worst of weathers, and verbal messages might be conveyed with considerable speed ; the distance between the watch-turrets was less than one third of an Engl ish m ile, and probably there was at least one sentry in  each intervening space, so that alarm might possibly be spread, or orders transmitted, at the rate of twelve or thirteen miles to the hour. We can readily imagine how frequently a band of intending plunderers found the stealthiest approach expected, and so was forced to invent some theory, to account for the miraculous speed with wh ich the news of their proceedings got about. 
The brazen pipes are not the only fabulous wonder 

of the Wall. There i s  an old tradition that at Cilurnum 
the Romans had underground stables, capable of housing 
five hundred horses ; but the only justification for the 
legend, which the spade has so far disclosed, is the 
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11 vaulted chamber in  the forum, which was pro
srnal 

used as a treasury strong-room,  and is scarcely 
bab Y

enough to stable a single steed. But it is possible 
largteth ere is a dim vestige of foundation for the story �a . f r all : at some early date, before the rU111S were 

:o
t
;pletely covered with soil, some particularly fool

hardy person may h �v
.
e braved the te:rors o� ghosts, 

bogIes, devils, and falnes, and found hIS way 111tO one 

of the half-hidden buildings-the barracks, let us 

suppose, which of late have been partially excavated. 

Doubtless he picked up a rusty bit or curb-chain , and 

came forth to be the lion of Walwick and Chollerford, 

to sit i n  the place of honour by the tavern hearth, and 
to ten the story of his adventure nightly, with progres
sive embel lishments, till he had decorated the ruins 
with the harness of five hundred steeds. 

It may, no doubt, be objected that it was an easy 
matter for his hearers to disprove such exaggerations 
by going to see the place for themselves ; but the 
objection leaves out of account a curious trait of human 
nature, which even to this day has not been wholly 
civili zed out of us. In such cases nobody ever did go 
to see for themselves, and not everybody does so now : 
they heard and believed, even though the testing of the 
story required only the smallest exertion ; and even 
\�hen a story was disproved or contradicted, they con
ttnued, as we ourselves are too apt to do, to repeat i t  
after a decent interval. However, we ought not to 
quarrel with this amiable weakness of our forefathers ; for it has added much to the gaiety of nations : had th:y been of a more scientifically inquisitive turn of 
111 lnd, fOlk-lore, legend, and all the delicious humours of 111ed ' leval learning would have been lost to us, and the World I Wou d be a sadder and a poorer place. The underground stables may serve to introduce anoth e 1 h r egend of subterranean mystery, which tells ow Rin o- A . .  
en cJ '" rthur and all hIS court st111 sleep cJ.l1 lalHed I . s eep 111 some vaulted chamber beneath the VOL. xx. Ji' F l} 
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grass-grown site of Sewingshields Castle beside Wall. Sewingshields-the Swynyshellis of Sir topher Ridley, the Seuenshale of Camden, and Seven Shields Castle of Sir WaIter Scott-is marked by its lion-like hill, but the castle has ago disappeared. 

'1 No towers are seen On the wild heath but those that fan cy builds, And, save a fosse that tracks the moor wilh green, Is n ought remains to tell of what may there have been. 
However, we are wandering away from King who, says the legend, sleeps in his enchanted hall, the hour and the man arrive to rouse him. On the story runs-the quest was all but accomplis A farmer sat knitting upon the ruins of the castle, dropped his ball of wool, which rolled away, down, down, down, from stone to stone, till chance brought it to the briar-grown opening of vaulted passage : the man entered the gloomy perilous place ; monstrous bats flapped their about his head, loathsome toads and lizards around his feet ; but still he persevered, and at made his way into a stately vaulted chamber, lit by light of a magic fire, which sprang from a crevice the centre of the floor. A few hounds were stretched sleep beside this magic hearth, and round the were ranged Arthur and his knights, seated in and all wrapt in deepest slumber. 

The King himself slept with his head piIIowed in his 
arms, which rested upon a table ; and before him lay a sword, a garter, and a bugle-horn. The farmer drew 
the sword, and with the motion King and court began 
to stir and mutter in their sleep ; he cut the garter, and 
the signs of awakening grew still more clear ; but alas ! 

I ,  ed he forgot to blow the horn . Slowly the sword s Ipp 
back into the scabbard, and wearily the courtiers sank 
once more into the old death-like slumber : only Arthur 
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If opened his eyes for a moment, and found words 

h irn se 
bul-e the bungler : 

to re .... 
" 0  woe betide that evil day 

On which this willess wight was born, 

Who d rew the sword, the garter cut, 

But never blew the bugle-horn ! " 

The terrified farmer staggered back to upper air, but 

the rnysterious passage has never been found again , 

and Arthur still sleeps i n  his enchanted hall. But 

surely something of 

" That rough humour of the Ki ngs of old " 

inspired his rebuke. Surely the adventure was meant 

for a Roland de Vaux, or some such high and chivalrous 

person : it was hard that a poor housewifely farmer 

should be called from his knitting to attempt so noble 

and knightly an enterprise. These disenchantments, 

moreover, were perilously irregular in their details. 

Sir Guy the Seeker still wanders disconsolate amid the 
rocks and sea-weed beside Dunstanburgh, because he 
brought a somewhat similar quest to ruin by blowing 
the horn before he had drawn the sword. 

But the Arthur of Northumbrian legend was not the 
blameless monarch of the Idylls of the King, " high, 
self-contained, and passionless." It m ay be that 
Teutonic influences have grafted upon him the strength 
and angry temper of Thor ; for these qualities certainly 
appear in the legend of the King's and Queen's Crags. 
These rocks, which stand about a quarter of a mile 
apart, not far from Sewingshields, were nevertheless 
the favourite seats of Arthur and Guinevere, and upon 
one ' occasIOn the scene of a quarrel. Some idle words 
Of, the queen enraged her husband, who thereupon seIzed a huge fragment of stone, weighing not less than 
�wenty tons, and hurled i t  at her hE'ad. Guinevere, 

t:w�ver, was equal to the occasion ; she happened at 
r e :Ime to be dressing her hair, and with her comb she 
ecelved tl " ' le mlssIle : the rock rebounded, and now lLes 
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where it fell, midway between the crags ; and to day it bears the ma.rk of the comb upon its side. The enormous strength of Kin g  and Queen aI surpasses even the reputed prowess of Will of Wel Who lived beside the Wall in the early part of seventeenth century. Of him it is related that when was old and bl ind, he one day asked a passing plo boy to let him feel what muscle there was in his the lad was too knowing to endanger his limbs, l1anded Will a ploughshare, which the old man lessly snapped in two, remarking that " men's were not what they used to be in his time." 

But Will ofWeIton was not without other precedents for there were giants in the land in the old days. N m any miles north of the Wall dwelt Robin of Risi ham, whose " antick figure " Warburton found, " cut a rock near Risingham, in Rheadsdale, called 
Soldan's stone ."  Camden mentions a tradition that 
Roman fortress of Risingham " was long defended 
the god M agon against a certain Soldane or H eathenl:lll . prince," so that Robin may be a pagan d�ity renamed but according to another account Robin was a gia 
who supported himself by hunting, as did his broth 
who lived where the neighbouring village of Woodb 
now stands. In Course of t ime, however, game bec 
too scarce to satisfy two such gigantic appetites, and 
the treacherous giant of Wood burn poisoned his ill
fated brother, in  whose memory the " antick figure " 
was carved. Warburton's engraving shows him i n  
Roman attire, with a quiver of arrows upon his 
shoulder, a short bow in his right hand, and a hare 
in  his left : but alas ! we cannot verify the drawin� ; 
for the figure has long been destroyed. Here is Sir 
WaIter Scott's account of the crime, and his sentence 
upon the offender. 

" I  Suppose,"  he says in the Dedicatory Epistle to 
the Rev Dr Dryasdust, which forms the preface to 
.lva1lhoe, " You hCj. ve long since heard the news, that a 
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r churlish boor has destroyed the ancient statue, 

suJJ...\her bas-relief, popularly called Robin of Redes
or ra 

It seems Robin's fame attracted more visitants 
dale. . . 

was consIstent WIth the growth of the heather 
than ' , , 

a moor worth a sIlllltng an acre. Reverend as you upon 
' te yourself, be revengeful for once, and pray with 

wrt 
that he may be visited with such a fit of the stone, me R . . h 

s if he had all the fragments of poor obm m t at 

:egion of his viscera where the disease holds its seat." 

It  is said that in  conversation Sir Walter couched 

the sentence in briefer but still more expressive terms. 

Never, surely, was a Vandal more mercilessly pilloried. 

Let us travel southward by Watling Street, till we 

pass the Wall, and reach Corbridge, where we shall 

find the tradition of another giant-the Giant Cor, or 

(as an older writer names him) Yoton .  This giant has 

left, not his effigy, but his very bones behind him, of 

which the following philosophical account is given i n  
Mackenzie's Hzstory oj 1Vodhumberland. 

" The banks ot Cor burn being worn away by some 
impetuous land floods, there was discovered about the 
year 1 660 a skeleton, conjectured to be that of a man, of 
very extraordinary and prodigious size. The length of 
the thigh bone was nearly six feet, and the skull, teeth, 
and other parts proportion ably monstrous ; so that the 
length of the whole body was computed at 2 1  feet ! A 
singularly large bone, found here, was hung up in the 
kitchen of the Old George Inn, in the Flesh-Market, 
Newcastle, for many years. This bone was purchased 
by the proprietors of the Keswick Museum, where it is 
sh?wn as the rib of the Giant Cor, found at Corbridge. 
H istory has given examples of gigantic human remains, 
Pl'�gressively decreasing from 30 feet to 10 feet i n  
helg'ht , b ' , ' ell1g·s for whom the earth would seem un-
SUItable to tread upon. But there is no evidence that 
:ankind has degenerated in size, and living giants 

b
ave seldom exceeded seven feet in  height. As the 

a erraf lons of nature tend to excf'ss, there is generally 
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a proportionable deficiency in  symmetry, strength, 
energy ; so that the tales related of whole tribes extraordinary giants may safely be considered as m 
fictions. All the bones shown as wonders of n 
have, on examination, proved to belong to an eleph a whale, or some other terrestrial or aquatic ani 
now extinct." 

Poor ill-used race of giants l One has his statue 
to pieces, and the other is metamorphosed into 
elephant or an icthyosaurus. A third once dwelt beside 
Vindobala, but he has suffered even more severely ;  for 
not even his name survives,-nothing, in  fact, except 
his grave, and that did not even contain his bones. 
But beside his brother of Corbridge he was a mere puny 
pretender ; his grave is no more than twelve feet in 
length. 

Let us descend from one extreme of stature to the 
other, from giants to fairies, whom tradition has planted 
amongst the ruins of the Roman fortresses. Here and 
there we may find a firm grassy mound rising like a 
low green island amid the moss and rushes of marshy 
land, and owing its dryness,- so mere prose imagines,
to the foundations of some buried Roman building. 
But tradition knows better : the greenness dates from 
the time when 

"Al l was t h i s  Lond ful fi l led of  Faerie 
The Elf-Queen with h i re i o l i e  compan i e  
Daunsed ful l  o rt i n  many a grene mede." 

It was the fairies whose tiny feet charmed the turf, 
when issuing from the crannies of the basalt crags, 
they held their moonlight revels on the favoured spot. 
The soot-wreathed remains of the hypocausts, with 
which so m any of the Roman buildings were furnished, 
were no puzzle to the early plunderers, who pillaged 
the ruins for building-stone : these were the fairies' 
kitchens, though it is somewhat difficult to think of 
such dainty folk in connection with such dreadfully 
dirty places. 
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" The pillars of the hypocaust," says Hodg son, the 

. torian of Northumberland, in his account of the ruins 

h�s Vindolana, " are still very black with fire and soot, 
o cl people say that the Bowers, from the Roman age 
a
'�l within the last century, was the elysium of a colony 

�f fairies ; and this ruined bath the kitchen to one of 

their palaces, of which the soot among the stones was 

undeniable evidence ; and confident Belief affirmed that 

long passages led from this laboratory of ' savoury 

messes ' to subterraneous halls, that ever echoed to 

the festivities and m usic of the Queen of the Bowers 

and her aerial court." 

But surely the mistress of such ill-swept kitchens 

was a far different being from Queen Mab, unless that 

most bigoted patron of cleanliness was too busily 

occupied with inspecting other people's houses to keep 

a strict enough watch upon her own-

" Where Fires thou findst u n rak'd and Hearths unswert, 
There pinch the Maids as blue as b i lberry, 
Our radiant Queen h ates Sluts a n d  sluttery." 

Let Herrick also add h is testimony :-

" Wash your pales and clp.anse y o u r  daries, 
Sluts are loathsome to the Fairies : 
Sweep your h ouse, who doth not  so 
Mab will  p i n ch h er by the toe." 

As for the ,e savoury m esses," here is a menu from 
FooIe's  English Parnassus, which m ay have have been 

�erved amid the ruins of Vindolana, though the first 
ltem would be hard to procure in  Northumberland. 

. .  �he Brains of Nightingales : The unctuous dew of Snails 
etween two Nut-shell s  stew'd I s  meat that's eas'ly c hewed : 

The Beards of Mice 
D o  make a feast of wondrous price." 

b �ut the Fairies have gone, and left only their soot 
e md them :-

c o  Now can no man see n on elves mo," 
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and from fairies we must pass on to other depart 
of the supernatural, i n  which, however, we shall the Wall lamentably deficient. Judging by gen 
received ideas, we m ight have expected a very 
of ghosts : here are grey ruins such as spectres reputed to love ; here are (or were) hoards of 
treasure, such as restless spirits are wont to brOod OVer and here, we cannot doubt, are a hundred scenes murder unavenged, such as the melancholy victims 
unpunished crime have been Supposed to haunt. 
though ghosts enough are reported to frequent 
neighbourhood-Silky of Dent on Hall, the most talkati 
spectre ever recorded, the White Lady of Blenkinsop, 
the mystic lights of Burn Deviot, the Grey Man 
Bellister, and the weird procession of Pinkyn Cleugh _ 
tradition is silent with respect to the Wall itself. One 
spot indeed-a gap in the basalt hillS-bears 
promising name of BogIe Hole ; but its legend, if such 
ever existed, is lost-perhaps owing to the learned but 
somewhat narrow taste of such observers as Camden. 

" The fabulous tales of the common people concerning 
this wall," says the author of the Britannia, " I  doe 
wittingly and willingly overpass ." 

But in  any case one may walk the full length of the 
Wall without one single rebellious hair rising to give 
notice of the presence of a Roman ghost-a sad defi
ciency, if we consider how appropriate Roman apparel 
would be to the white-sheeted denizens of the other world . 

Witch-stories are scarcely more plentiful ; and yet 
to generations which believed that the heathen deities 
were devils in disguise, the scenes of their former 
worship ought to have appeared most fitting places for 
the celebration of black unlawful rites. Wallsend, 
however, has its witch· drama, not unlike that in  which 
Tarn 0' Shanter played a part, though with a different 
conclusion . The details of the unholy orgie are more 
gruesome than those of " Alloway's auld haunted kirk ; " 
but the lord of Delaval, who surprised the party, was 
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e courageous than the hero of the poem : he burst �or 
the building and captured the principal beldame, lOto 

h I' ll due course was condemned to be burnt by the \\' 0 
sea-shore. On her way to the stake she asked for two 

w wooden dishes ; her request was granted ; and as ne 
n as the fire was kindled, she placed a foot in each soo 

dish, muttered a spell, and rose, d ishes and all, into 

the air. But i t  so happened that one of the dishes had 

been dipped in water, and the element, which saved 
Tarn 0 ' Shanter, destroyed the witch of Wallsend : i n  
a few moments the baffled hag fell headlong t o  the 
ground, and the devil h imself could not rescue her a 
second time from the fire. 

From witches to Meg Merrilies is  no long step, and 
Mumps Ha' stands close by the site of the Wall. Ac
cording to tradition it was once a public  house, kept 
by a notorious person of the name of 1\1" eg Teasdale. 
who drugged to death such of her guests as had money : 
but tradition is slanderous, and the Teasdales were an 
old and respectable family. The supposed original of 
1I1eg l\Ierrilies died in her hundredth year, and is buried 
in Over Denton church yard, within sight of the Wall 
and the fortress of Am boglanna. 

Guy Mal' nering is indeed the only novel of note 
which touches upon the Wall .  It was near Gilsland 
that Harry Bertram saw and sohloquized over its ruins; 
with which the immortal Dandie Dinmont must have 
been yet more familiar. On the very day when we first 
make h is acquaintance, he had been at what he calls 
Stanshiebank fair-the fai r  which is still held at Stag
�haw Bank, on the bare common near the spot where 
iVatling Street crosses the line of the Wall : from 

thence to  Gilsland he would probably ride withi n  sight  
o f  the ruins for the greater part of  h i s  journey ' and  i t  
Was b h . ' . Y t e Matden Way-the Roman road wluch 
stretches h 

. 
th 

nort ward from Amboglanna mto Scotland-

th
at he and Bertram crossed the Border on the back of 
e sturdy d ' . an ll1telhgent Dumple. 
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There is one notable legend of the Wall 
which we must not omit, since to some it may prove 
attractive as the real or fabled wonders of K10nd 
In Bromlee Lough, within sight of the Wall, there 
a huge chest of treasure, sunk there by some a 
lord of Sewingshields, and protected by spells of 
potency, that it can only be recovered by " two 
yawdes (horses), two twin oxen, two twin lads, and 
chain forged by a smith of kind " -a smith, that is 
say, whose ancestors for six successive generations 
followed the same trade. Only once hitherto has 
attempt been made : horses, oxen, lads, and chain 
duly provided, and the mysterious chest was act 
being dragged towards the shore ; but alas ! there 
(it is said) a weak point in the pedigree of the smith 
kind : the chain broke, and the treasure still lies h 
in  the depths of Broomlee Lough. 

A botanical tradition may serve to conclude our 
" There continueth," says Camden, " a  settled 

swasion among a great part of the people there abo 
and the same received by tradition : that the Ro 
souldiers of the marches did plant heere every where 
old t ime for their use, certaine medicinable hearbs 
to cure wounds ; whence it is that some Em 
practitioners of Chirurgery in Scotland, flocke 
every yeere in the beginning of summer to gather 
S imples and wound herbes, the vertue whereof 
h ighly commend as found by long experience, and to 
be of singular efficacie." 

But alas for the veracity of Tradition, and the 
discernment of one who wittingly and will ingly over· 
passed the fabulous tales of the common people ! 
Bishop Gibson, in his additions to Camden's work, 
m akes the following note : 

" As to the Medicinal Plants, Mr Nicholson . . . . . . has mader 
very di l igent search, but could never meet with a ny sort � 
Plants g rowing along the Wal l  which is not as plenti ful I n  
some other part of the Country." 
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S ch are the principal strands of the garland with 
u fi . 

. h legend and ctlOn have en wreathed the Roman 
",hlC 
dT l1_a somewhat meagre and tawdry adornment, 
v. a ' d  
erhaps, when we conSl 'er the decorative possibilities 

�f its ruins. But, after all, this is a small matter : while 

e still have fragments of the Wall to gaze upon, and 

:yes that are capable of Cl: little more than physical 

sight, we can weave our own chaplets, and read in

tuitively a hundred romantic histories. For those who 

have eyes to see, 
" Fear and trembling Hope, 

Silence and Foresight, Death the Skelt:ton,. 

And Time the Shadow," 

and all the hundred passions and i nfluences; which 

mould our human life, still sit grimly upon the heights 

or wander in m isty pageant across the valleys. Still 

may walls and towers arise, as the walls of Thebes- rose 

at the music of Amphion's harp,. and armed warriors 

spring from the soil, though we sow no dragon's teeth, 

but only a handful of " such stuff as dreams are made 

of." Here shall heroes triumph for our entertainment, 

and patriots die to move Ollor pity : here shall prefects 

and tribu,nes pace before us in the ful l  panoply of war, 

or shivering sentinels stamp their feet on th.e ringing 

stones, as the soughing wind races across the m oors, 

and whistles about the crags ; and since there are those 
to whom romance is flavourless without a more tender 
interest, here in the wooded v.alleys or across the sunny 
slopes shall nameless lovers wander, breathing the old 
hyperboles, which are the s ingular invention and sol� 
mOnopoly of ev.ery lover. that ever wooed. 

R. H.  F. 
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AND sure this orbit of the memory folds For ever in itself the day we went To see her. All the land in flowery squares, Beneath a br-oad and equal-blowing wind Smelt of the coming summer, as one large cloud Drew downward : but all else of heaven was pure Up to the Sun, and May from verge to verge, And May with me from. head to heel. And now, As tho' 'twere yesterday, as tho' it were The hour just flown, that morn with all its sound, (For those old Mays had thrice the life of these,) Rings in mine ears. The steer forgot to graze, And, where the hedge-row cuts the pathway, stood, Leaning his horns into the neighbour field, And lowing to his fellows. From the woods Came voices of the well-contented doves. The lark could sca,rce· get Olltt his n otes for joy, But shook his song together as he near'd His happy home, the ground. To left and right, The cuckoo told his name to. aU the hills ; The mellow ouzel fl,uted in  the elm ; The red-cap whistled ; and the nightingale Sang loud, as tho' he were the bird of day. 

•• �� 

IDEM GRAECE REDDITVM. 
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LONG VACATION CHIVALRY 

[Our correspond'en t  who was employed to write an of the  usual Long Vacation Cricket Match between Dons Undergraduates has fallen a victim to a passion for Sir Th Malo ry and m edieval romance. Measures have been taken place the unhappy gentleman u nder restraint. Meanwhile p ri n t  his fatuous pages as a warn ing to others. The fun ction of  the Eagle as a vehicle for conveying l essons has  been too m uch neglected of I a:te.-THE !ROW it fell 0n a d'ay in  August that 
Sandford le Merton pight a pavilion and , proclaim justs to all knights whom it might concern. And he sent forth the pursuivants who sought all the country after the good knights ; i n  especial he let make seeking after Sir Guilelmus le Bateson the Steward, but by adventu.re he came not, being a gr,eat way off. Natheless many worshipful knights of his party clave unto him, and they held the field against all corners. Now Sir Sandford le Merton 

was a passing good knight of his hands. I dare say he 
was the clean est mighted man and the best winded of 
his age that was on live, and� I doubt not but he had 
won the degree, for oft-times he had forjusted many 
knights. And it was noon when he blew unto the 
tournament. 

Then there came riding against him at a great 
wallop the Knight of the Chapel Dolorous and many 
knights of great prowess that were enfellowshipped 
with him. And there came to Sir Sandford le Merton 
to be of his party divers knights of great worship, to 
wit, Sir Lyster of the Lymekilns, a knight peerless, and 
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fellowship of the Table Round ; Sir Faulkes of 
()[ th

B
e 5h Brennant, a stout knight and an orgulous, 

1 e U t 1 
did marvellous deeds of arms ; Si,r Boanerges le 

who 
rr'e a worthy knight ; the Knight of the Burning 

Tonne , 
. d rs ' and Sir Brumrnidge le Querelleur, a knight of CIn e , 

reat renown, who had erstwhile wrangled marvellously 
g ng his fellows but was now a full joyaus and 
aUla C l ' l '  h . 

eacable knight. ame a sa to mISC ueve t e OppOSIte 
P rty as the book af French rehearseth, Sir Harman 
pa , 
des Longues Jambes the Apothecary and Sir Calin le 

DesirouS the Attarney, who. hurled them and rashed 

them mightily hither and thither and strake mighty 

strokes with their hands. There came also into the 

meddle a likely knight, riding passing saberly and 

heavily, and bearing on his neck a brindled shield. 
And all the estates and degrees h igh and low said of 
him great warship, for he was a knight of a boisteraus 
body, Then he smote wonderly to. behold, what upon 
the right hand and upon the left hand, that unneth no 
knight m ight withstand him. And they called him the 
Knight of the Brindled Shield, and all men wondered 
sore what knight he might be. Came thither also to 
succour Sir Sandford le Mertan and his fellowship Sir 
Briant le Cure Hardi, who smote on the right hand and 
on the left hand passing sore, and was a m an af great 
might, He fought as wanderly well as ever I saw in  
my l ife. And with him came an exceedingly gentil 
knight pricking upon a courser, who made great lan
guor and dole upan an horn. And the horn was all 
y-broke by reason of the dole that he made. " Wel
com e," said the damsels : " Welcome," said the 
kn ights : " Welcame," said Sir Briant le Cure Hardi, e , f Or One of the best knights and the gentilest af the 
WOrld d h ' , an t e man of most worshIp. For af all 
:n easu res af blowing thou art the beginner ; of all 
Instru m t f ' , en s 0 mUSIC ye are the best . ' 
k ,A.nd it came to pass that of their great prawess the 

n Ights of Sir Sandford le Merton's fellowship each 
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held the field singly against eleven other kni Then waxed the battle passing hard on both and they fought together that the noise and rang by the water and the wood ; and they were courageous that many knights shook and trembled eagerness . And great valiances, prowesses, and of war were that day shewed, which were over long recount the noble feats of every man, for they contain a whole volume. But in especial Sir 13riant Cure Hardi rode in  the battle and did as nObly his hands as was possible a man to do. 

Then, as it were one hour and half an hour after the trumpets blew to lodging, and the knights u them and d rew them to their dinner. Then faid Sandford le Merton (who was a full merry knight) the Knight of the Chapel Dolorous, " God forbid ever we meet but if it be at a dish of meat."* laughed they all that they might not sit at their And when they were thirsty there stood by flackets of gold, and it seemed by the colour and taste that it was noble wine. Then they laughed made good cheer. and either drank to other freely, they thought n,ever drink that ever they drank to oth was so sweet nor so good . But by that their dri nk in their bodies they loved either other so well th never their love departed for weal neither for Thus they made great joy for a season, and then them again to their justing. And in especial Sandford le Merton and his party did many deeds of arms, and so continued unto sunset, they blew unto lodging. 
Yet notwithstanding the valorous deeds and prowess above rehearsed, by falsehood and treason the 

prize of victory was adjudged unto the other partr ; 
never was deed done falselyer ne traitorlyer than tIl lS. 

* ,Ve are informed that the m erry quip or jest was quite a strong poi n t  
of t h e  Middle Ages, a n d  Our correspondent is of opinion t h a t  t im e h a s  not 
dimmed tbe llrilliancy of English wit .-EDD. 
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d Sir Sandford l e  Merton was wonderly wroth, as it 

.And been a wood man and out of his wits. Now Sir 
}la 

dford le Merton was a man of religion of an abbey 
San d d' 1 k f . f black monks, an an excee mg great c er 0 mgro-
o 

cy ' and thus he said to the Knight of the Chapel 

���oro�s : " Sir, will ye first take a prize that ' longeth 

ot to your party, and sithen shame yourself and all 

�nighthOod. Sir," said the noble clerk, " leave this 

opinion, or else I shall curse you with book and bell 

and candle." " Do thou thy worst," said the Knight 

of the Chapel Dolorous, " wit thou well I shall defy 

thee ." " Sir," said the clerk, " and wit you well I shall 

not fear me to do that me ought to do maugre thine 

h eau." " Peace, thou false priest," said the knight, 

" for and thou chafe me any more, I shall make strike 

thee an hard knock." So Sir Sandford le Merton 
departed , and did the curse in the most orgulous wise 
that might be done. 

FROM THE GREEK. 

( Agrtthzas.) 

'VIIY fear poor Death, who brings :you peace, 
From sickness and from care release ? 
Once, only once, he comes ; n o  man 
Ere saw him twice since time began. 
"While life is still, howe'er it pleases, 
A motley patchwork of diseases. 
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AUSONIUS. 

HE amiable Gibbon remarks that the " p fame of Ausonius condemns the taste of age." So cultured a man as Symmachus, Pliny of his time and the mouthpiece Roman paganism, declares on his honour that he Ausonius' poem on the Moselle with the works of If corroboration be needed for the statement heathen, St Paulinus of Nola supplies it. He cates gently being called a yokefellow of " scarce Tully and Maro with thee could bear the The Emperor Theodosius, a positively ferocious tian, writes to him an autograph letter begging to favour him with copies of his poems, as greatest authors of olden days " whose peer your make you " did by Augustus. He and the E Valentinian gave the poet commissions for epigrams so forth on the sources of the Danube, their horses and Easter, in which he was neither rem a above nor below the average of Poets La Final ly it was to Ausonius that Valentinian entrus the education of his son Gratian, who when raised him to the very highest dignities. It is clear that by Ausonius we may gauge his age. He was than a poet, he was a professor : and by his two tr 
he  rose to govern half Europe. 

In spite of the varied aud interesting in 
which Aristophanes has lavished upon us about 
family circle of Euripides there is probably no poet 
antiquity, and few of modern days, of whose birth 
connexions we know so much. Horace has told of 
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not a very great deal, but enough to win for 
f�t:e:hC admiration of twenty centuries. All things 
\J l I ' dered , the honest freedman of Venusia was as good 
co nsl h ' . e th e r as Roman lstory has to show us. Ausomu5 
a la . f h 

, told uS in  a senes 0 s ort poems all about his 
has 1 h' b 1 . d . 
father, and not on y lm, ut 11S gran parents, hIs 

ns sons-in-law and grandsons, and in  a word and 

��er�llY " his sisters and his cousins and his aunts; 

egretfuJ ly owning that he does 'not know much about 

�iS wife's sister and knows still less of her husband, but 

he cannot leave them out in  the cold. It will hardly 

be necessary to enumerate them all here. 

The poet's  grandfather was something of a Zadkiel, 

for frol11 the stars he foretold his grandson's greatness. 

Other grandfathers have done this without astrology, 

but they are not uniformly so successful . His grand

mother he describes in language curiously near the 
account the Barrack Room Balladist gives of Gunga 
Din : -

For all ' i s  dirty ' ide  
'E was white, clear white, inside . 

The poor lady was of dark complexion and was nick
named l\Iaura (the Moor), " but she was not black in 
her soul, which was brighter than a swan and whiter 
than un trodden snow." She was an austere old l ady, 
and kept her family " on the straight " (ad perpendtculum 
seque suosque lzabut't). His father was the lead ing 
physician of Burdigala (Bordeaux) and apparently a fine man.  With all his foibles Ausonius was a good 
SOI1 , and time and again he tells us of his father's 
qualities . He preferred " rather to live than to talk by 
t�e rUle of the wise," was moderate in his ambitions, klndly. modest, a good neighbour, and hated gossip and scandal. 

Famam quae posse! vitam lacerare bonorum 
nOli jillxi et vera1ll si scierim tawi. In 1 . l i S son's wake he too rose to glory and was Prefect of IllYricum and lived to ninety, a hale and hearty 
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old man. The poet's mother, like a Roman lady of good old days, had a reputation for modesty, making, conjugal fidelity and good discipline. so good a family history the poet ought to have well, and so i t  seems he did, in everything poetry. 

Ausonius was born at Bordeaux in 3 TO A.D. died in 393 . His life roughly began with the of Constantine and ended with that of Theodosius, covered the period of the victory of the Church Over Empire, of its struggle with Arianism and its vic there, of the reaction of Julian and the final esta ment of well defined orthodoxy. N or are these ei five years without interest in what is called se h istory. Yet h is life, as mirrored in his poetry, unruffled and serene. Even the Arian (;ontrover�' failed to make much impression on him. One sees certain carefulness to establish a good character 
became one of rank so high, but it gives the im 
that the poet was not interested in  the dispute 
contented himself by adopting at secondhand 
resultant and victorious creed. To his religion, wh 
though null in itself is important as a sign of the ti 
we shall have to recur. 

He was educated at Bordeaux after eight years 
training at Toulouse under his uncle Arborius (c. 3 2 3 2 8), who was called about 3 2 8  to Constantinople 
bring up a son of Constantine (perhaps Consta 
himself). About six years after returning to Bordea 
he became a professor of I " grammar " and 
Attusia Sabina. 

To be tedious it is only necessary to discuss eQUCi:lL�V'" 
However as the life work of Ausonius was educatlOn 
we must not shirk it. By his day the air was as full 
systems as it is in Ontario to-day, but in Rome's  g 
days it was not so. Then every man brought up 
son after his own method, and the result, if not 
cisely .culture, was generally manhood. In 9 2  B.C.  

-
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t'on crept in and was promptly stopped. A Latin . nova 1 111 1 of rhetoric was opened in Rome, but forthwith 
chOO s d by order of the Censors as contrary to Roman 

close . 
d' tion (morts 1JtajO?'Zt1?z). The Greeks had been and 

tra 
t� ued to be in private families the educators of 

con In . . 
e They had 1l1troduced the usual subjects of study 

Rom · . . 
in Greece, but had not been umformly successful WIth 

them . Philosophy the Roman reckoned as verbiage . 

Geometry was useless. About Rhetoric he was doubt

ful. Grammar was obviously above suspicion. Grammar 

started by meaning " the art of speaking correctly " and 

then took to illustrating itself from the poets, whom it  

bodily annexed, finally extending its borders beyond 

prose to scansion, music and even astronomy, philosophy 

and geometry. In fact Grammar meant a liberal 

education. (One regrets therefore to see the old name 
Grammar school dying out in favour of so pretentious 
and meaningless a name as Collegiate Institute.) Rhe
toric was the art of setting forth what you knew and 
concealing what you did not, and was therefore more 
important than Grammar. It was generally agreed 
tha t  the two together made an education, though men 
complained that the rhetorician poached on the gram
marian's preserve and gradually crowded him out. 

At first, as I have said, the teachers were private 
adven tu rers, and some succeeded and some failed. 
Remmius Palaemon, we are told, made £3 200 a year 
and Orbilius (Horace's friend of the rod) starved to 
death . Hence there was a tendency to accept positions 
Un der a scheme which, if it  meant no more Palaemons 
at least excluded the grosser forms of starvation. J ulius Caesar recognized teachers of the liberal arts and gave 
them exemptions from public service. Quintilian was 
� professor in Rome for twenty years and rescued 
:<"0 111 an taste by preaching Cicero. Vespasian fixed the 

salari . R , L .  es 111 ,-ome at £ 800 a year (a very respectable 
In
l
ln

,
l l11um for a professor). Marcus Aurelius founded 

C 1all"S ' A . 111 thens at £ 3 80 a year 111 Plato, Aristotle, 
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Epicurus and Zeno Ca catholic selection of subjects) wisely left the choice of professors to a Cultured Herodes Atticus. Theodosius I I  in  4 2 5  establishect university at Constantinople, with thirteen in Latin (three Rhetoric, ten Grammar), fifteen in (five Rhetoric, ten Grammar), and two in Law. in Philosophy seemed enough in  a Christian uni They were forbidden private teaching, but could after twenty years' service. 
Turning to less advanced education, we find grades of school-the village school and what we call perhaps the Grammar school, verging now then into a college. The village schools were wi spread. We have an interesting letter of Pliny Tacitus telling him about an arrangement for a sc master at Como. Hitherto the boys had gone school at Milan, which Pliny thought a pity, and offered the Como people part of the salary of teacher. This, he shrewdly remarks, was to them take an interest in the investment of their money in the other part of the salary. These schoolmasters may have been prodigies of learn in compared with the villagers for aught I know, they were not so regarded in the higher walks letters. L�cterator has not a very honourable notation. The

' 
poor man had to teach unwiIIi children their lessons, and St. Augustine feelingly of the odzosa can/zo. Ausonius writes interesting poem to his grandson who is going school, and writes with a good deal of sense. begins by hinting at hoIidays-

" The due vicissitudes of rest and toi l  " Make labour easy and renew the soi l ." 
( Sed nquzl sludz'z'que vices rata lempora servant 
Et sailS est puero ?1umorz' legzsse izomter 
El cessare /zeef.) 

But the gist is that little 
referens) must not be afraid. 

Ausonius (no111tize avttlfl 
It is pretty clear that 
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er th e schools failed they d id  not  err on the 
b.Owevf a " sickly humanitarianism." A master should 
SIde obe a sight of terror, even if he is stern with age never . . 

d rough of tongue, and hiS wnnkled brow bodes 
an 

ble Let the little boy think of Achilles and 
trOU • . 

Chiroll who was half horse-truly a ternble school-

master. " SO fear not you, though the school resound 

with much thwacking and the old man your master 

wear a truculent frown. ' Fear proves a soul degen

erate '-(a half line of Virgil from his lesson book to 

encourage the boy). Be yourself and be bold, and let 

not the noise and the sounding rods, nor terror i n  

the morning make your afraid. The ferule, the birch 

and the tawse, and the nervous fidgetting of the 

benches of boys, are the pomp and show of the place. 

All this in their day your father \lnd mother went 

through. You too will be a man some day, and I 
hope a great man." From this he passes on to tell 
him what they (grandfather and grandson) will read 
together some day. 

The " grammar schools " managed by municipalities 
were apt to be badly and unpunctually paid. This is, 
I fear, not peculiar to the Roman Empire. Con
stantine legislated in the teachers' interests in this 
matter, and Gratian, Ausonius' pupil, fixed a scale of 
s�laries to be paid by the cities according to their 
Size and importance. It was the aim of the Emperors 
to control the schools-a very significant fact, which 
may explain and be explained by what we see i n  
M . b anlto a and elsewhere to-day. Some of the positions 
were directly filled by the Emperor, some by the 
Decurion s  (the long-suffering upper class). As these 
�en probably had to pay the teacher, this seems 
J ust ; but they needed looking after. Sometimes they 
Would ask ad vice from a man of eminence, and in this 
�ay, �n the recommendation of Symmachus, St 

ugustll1e (not yet a saint) was sent to Milan to the 
great advantage of Christendom. Julian, who had 



�rl 
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particular reasons for wishing to direct edu 
enacted that the choice of the Decurions should submitted to the Emperor. His m ore famous cc 
decree forbade Christians to teach heathen li 

This brings us (for I have said grammar 
and coll eges ran into one another) to the subjects education in  Ausonius' day. That " idolatry 
is midwife to us all " still ruled the schools 
Tertullian, and was still to rule them despite 
It was an incalculable boon to the Church that she 
not control the education of the young. They 
still taught Virgil and Cicero, Horace and 
and gained a wider outlook on life, a larger ra 
and (not the least) a purer and more nervous style 
consequence. Virgil haunted the minds of such 
as Tertullian, J erome and Augustine to their dying d 
What was worse, the tricks of the rhetoricians did so 
So we find a Christian world full of schools and 
where Christian m en trained the youth in h 
things. Literature was still heathen.  The exqui 
turned up their noses still at Tertullian and Cyprian, 
strongest and the suavest of Latin prose writers 
Tacitus and Pliny. Nay m ore, it was bad form 
know anything about Christianity. Dio Cassius n 
mentioned the word-cc Jewish superstitions " 
instead. So it went on. Panegyrics were add res 
to Christian Emperors without a hint that the 
worship had undergone a change. Where allu 
m ust be m ade to higher powers it is numm dz'vz1zum
c c Divinity " -a colourless word. Roman writers 
ignored the new faith. Rutilius in his Poem of Travels 
and Macrobius in his Table Talk (Satu1'1lait"a) passed it 
over in silence, or contented themselves with innuendo. 
Even Christian men of culture kept up the old form�. 
Julian, still a Christian nominally, writes a panegY:IC 
to his Christian uncle and Emperor ConstantluS 
without allusion to what was the dominant feature of 
the ruler, his determination to be head of the Church 
and have it semi-Arian too. 
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A. sonius, as we have seen, was a Christian, but 

du es not proclaim it  on the housetops. He 
be 0 

. 
a group of l ittle poems which he calls the 

bas C " 1  d '  k T.:I b '  . b d 
.' Ephemeris -t le a� s wor . ,I.. e 

,
eg111s 111 e 

' h  elaborate Sapphlcs to waken hiS slave, but 
\V
�en " the rhythm of Lesbian cal m " fails, he gets 

;im up at last
. 

with iambic dimeters
, 

which conclu�e 

ith an intimatlOn that he must say 111s prayers. ThiS 

;e does in dactylic hexameters, which Mr. Simcox 

pronounces to be " nervously orthodox." The Father 

lacks beginning and end and is older than time past 

or to be. The Son sits at the Father's right hand, 

the Maker of all things, the word of God, God the 

word, begotten in  the time when time was not, God 

born of Father unborn. This is to give the lie direct 

to the Arian ?]V 7TOTf OTE ov" ?]v-there was when the 

Son was not-though he shews he is not a professional 

theologian by inserting the word " time " in the first 

half of the phrase which the Arians were exceedingly 

careful to avoid. Point after point in his prayer may 

be illustrated from the creeds· of the Nicenes. He 

prays for the longed-for ray of eternal light, " if he does 

not swear by gods of stone, and does recognise Thee the 

Father of the Only Begotten Lord and God, and One 

with both the Spirit that brooded on the watery waves." 

Elsewhere he is as careful. Dr Hodgkin sees more in  

his prayer and certainly he puts up  some petitions for 
a manly moral life to which Horace could have said 
Amen, but which I think St Paul would have considered 
not very fargoing if quite unexceptionable as far as 
they go, To my mind the significant thing is the out
burst following the Amen :- sa#'s precum datum Deo . 
" E  nough of prayers, ' though of course guilty mortals 

�
an never pray enough. Give me my outdoor things, 

d oy, I have to call on some friends." I daresay we all 

s
� the same, but the effect is not the less jarring. It 

" h
ews certainly a very different spirit from Prudentius, 

.v ose " D  ' I al y Round " is a fine set of inspired poems. 
VOL. xx. I I I 
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Thus much for the system and the subjects of 

but we can go further. Ausonius has been adm 
summed up by M. Boissier as " an 
versifier," and towards the end of his life after 
the little obituary tributes to his family which I 
mentioned above, he took to commemorating 
Professors, and lets us see a little of the life of professor in those days, with hints of student life 
which we can supplement from elsewhere. 

He begins with a man called Minervius, a teacher 
rhetoric, who gave a thousand pupils to the bar 
two thousand to the Senate (probably round num 
Minervius was a second Quintilian, with a torrent 
lan guage, which rolled gold all the time and never 
His memory would have made him a good whist 
for after a game at backgammon (or some game 
the kind) he could repeat the throws in order 
beginning to end. He was very witty, lived to 
and would have been an ideal man for a combina 
room, and " if  there is a future life he is still living 
his reminiscences : and if there is not, he lived 
himself and enjoyed life here." 

It is hardly necessary to detail them all. Two 
for notice, a father and a son, Attius by name. It 
interesting to remark that where Roman arms 
Roman culture followed and often effected as much 
securing Roman domination-much as Western learn 
denationalizes the Bengali. At an early stage 
learn that eloquent Gaul has taught the Britons oratory 
and Thule at the world's end is thinking of eng 
a rhetorician. This m ission of education, for which 
Rome does not always receive credit, is one of her 
noblest works. In Ausonius' day the best of Roman 
literature came from Gaul, Spain and Africa. The 
elder Attius was a cultured kindly rhetorician, who had 
the old age of an eagle or a horse. The younger soared 
higher and fared worse-

Fel/x q1lieHs SI' ma1ll!ns NI/ens 
opus Cammaru?lZ co/ms-
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n he had alleviations i n  his lot, for he did not 
but eve nd middle age and so did not see his wife and 

l i:� ��:e� turn Priscillianists and meet a sad end at the 

d gd of a persecuting usurper. A strange story. He 
hail 5 • 

Ot the only professor who aspIred and came to 
was n 
grief. . S I ' d t h '  G k 

Ausonius wntes a app HC 0 e 0 IS ree 

ofe5sors, confessing that he got very little from them,  

��t generously owning it was his  own fault, " because 

I suppose a certain dulness of perception stood in my 

way and some baleful mistake of boyhood kept me from 

applying myself to  my studies." Too true, for though 

he amused himself in translating Greek epigrams, I 

have caught him in a false quantity here and there . 

This perhaps served him right for writing a barbarous 

jargon of Greek and Latin words mixed. He only did 

it once, but that was once too often. Such plays of 

l1Umour as /Coua£uTwoea lucrov and OVllloto /30110£0 have 

little to recommend their being written, nothing 

their publication. I am afraid Ausonius was in good 

company when he did badly at the Greek. St. 

Augustine asks " Why did I hate Greek literature ? I 
greatly loved Latin-not indeed what I learnt from the 
man who taught me the elements, but what the 
Grammarians teach." (He is no doubt thinking of Virgil). 
Even Homer was bitter to him as a boy. The 
Professors of Bordeaux and Toulouse seem to have 
been on the whole a genial and agreeable set of men, 
not very great perhaps, nor always very good. One 
had to flee to  Spain owing to  a damaged name (sauct"a 

fama), but there he took a new one and a rich wife and 
let 

.
bygones be bygones . They moved from chair to 

cha�r-from Bordeaux to Constantinople, and back 
agam-Io k' .c h ' fi .  0 mg out 10r eIresses and not unfrequently 

nd l11g tl .;:  . 
all 0 

lem, 10r they were cultIvated men and above 
k g  od company. Of one we are told thCl-t he did not 

now m h b . 
h 1 

uc , ut qUIte enough for the poor chair 
e 1eld I . n general, they were all that could be 
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expected. Paulinus complains that all they could was to " train the tongue and fill men's hearts 
falsehood and vanitY "-by which he means hea literature. They lacked, and Ausonius Jacked, the of the matter, and those who knew them best and 
them best, had to admit it. Style, polish, grace, n 
ness were there, but not life. 

Their students were much like other students , 
treated their professors much worse or much 
Sometimes they would pay no fees. At Rome TheuuoslUJ had to m ake regulations for them, including the 
duction of certificates of origin, registration, 
control and finally departure at the age of twenty. 
Carthage there was a bad gang, with whom St Aug 
went though he did not belong to them, and who 
themselves eversores, I take it, from their practice 
knocking people over on the streets. I need not 
freshmen were admirable subjects for humour then 
now. On the other hand students would now and 
as a mark of respect escort their professor home or 
battle hand to hand with the students of anot 
professor to force them to admit the excellence of t 
man, or to kidnap a freshman for their own class. 

Such was the university i n  which Ausonius be 
a professor about the age of twenty-four (334 ), and t 
he m arried Attusia Sabina, and very proud of her 
was. Among his epigrams, which are many, some n 
some nasty, the best are addressed to her. One is 
apology. Prof. N ettleship tells us that " Latin sa 
and epigram are of the earth earthy : they proba 
sprang from rude performances (Fescennine), 
if they smelt of the fields smelt also of the dungh 
Catullus apologised on the ground that, while the 
ought to be pure, his verses need not be, in fact 
better not to be. Ausonius pleads variety as his excu

.
se, 

but as his dirtiness is purely conventional and imitative 
it is the harder to pardon. However to his wife he 

pleqqs thus :-

A usomus. 

Lais and Thais, neither name 

Of very specially good fame, 
My w i fe reads in my song : 

" It is h i s  l ittle way to jest, 
He makes pretence," she doth protest, 

" He could not do me wrong." 

429  

Probably this was the case. Another epigram bears 

't ess to their happy relations. 
\Vl n 

We'll  live the o l d  fami l iar l i fe 
And keep the dear old  pet-names, wife : 
We'l l  change not with the seasons' w hirl , 
I still your boy and you my girl. 

What, though an older N estor be 
Your boy, my girl Deiphobe ? 
What means o l d  age to girl  and boy ? 
Count not the years, then, but enjoy. 

This tender prophecy was not fulfilled. She died after 

some nine years of m arried life at the age of twenty

seven, leaving two children. At seventy when he 

wrote his l ines to his relatives Ausonius addressed her 

again. Her loss is  still after thirty-six years nee 

contreciabzie vulnus, a wound he cannot bear touched. 

" Old age permits him not to soothe his grief : i t  is 

ever sore and never new. Other sufferers find conso

lation in time's flight. Time but the impression deeper 

makes . . .  It makes his wound m ore cruel that he has 

none to whom to confide his sorrows or his joys "
his elevation and distinction, much as he enjoyed them, 

had still this  amart' alzquid. 
To his father he wrote a pleasing letter in  elegiacs 

On the birth of his son. " I thought that n othing could 
be added to my affection, that you my honoured father 
should be loved the more . . . . . .  What I owe as a son a 
P�rent's care for your grandson tells me. We must 
glVe my father the extra honour of a grandfather." 
13 Six.teen years passed while Ausonius still taught at 

t or�eaux. , missing his wife and attaching h imself instead 
o hl'� children and pupils ; and in 359, when he was 
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already forty-nine, a child was born who was to him to glory. Valentinian, an officer in the army Constantius, had a son whom he called after his 
father Gratian . Nothing specially remarkable s to be destined for him, and yet this child was to be Emperor and meet a cruel death at the hand of usurper Maximus at twenty-four (383 A.D.) . C 
had no son, and beside the heir presumptive 
there were none of Constantine's family living. 
i n  four years J ulian was dead in  Mesopotamia, and wretched J ovian had succeeded him to the shame of Roman world. Luckily this person died SOon (Feb. I 
3 (4), and a month later Valentinian was made Emp 
by the soldiers. 

Ausonius was now a well-known and 
teacher, and Valentinian summoned him to C 
nople to be tutor to the little Gratian, in which \,;Cl/Jacm 
he was for years attached to the court, accom 
the Emperor on his expeditions against the 
there making the acquaintance of Symmachus, 
writing poems at the Imperial bidding, amongst 
the famous cento from Virgil. In it by i 
connecting a series of lines and half-lines and 
from Virgil he composed a marriage poem-very 
if not specially creditable to him. But when E 
order, poets must obey, though they need not 

In 3 7 0  or 3 7 1  he wrote his longest work, 
" Moselle." It is a leisurely poem descriptive of 
river and its waters, its transparent shallows, its pebble 
beds and swarms of fish, its banks with their vine-clad 
slopes and farm-crowned heights, the rustic rivalry 
the peasants, the merry nonsense of boatman and way. 
farer, the reflexion of all in the water till the river seems 
in leaf, the boys in their boats playing at sea-fights or 
fishing, and so forth. But side by side with this " gentle 
susceptibility to the beauties of nature," the poem 
displays other characteristics of Ausonius on which .

we 
may linger. He was a man of learning, of more learnIng 
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te and like many Latin poets he liked to air 

han tas , 
' d ' 1 'f ' ' 

t tl 1 ved l ist-malnng an tnc {-VerS1 Y1l1g, weav1l1g 
. r.Le 0 r 
�t. rh me everything that went by threes ?r by lOU�S 

Int� 
t�irties, collecting all the monosyllabIc nouns 111 

ore �anguage, and m aking 1 30 lines of verse each 
th 

d
' 

g in a monosyllable. " He has been at a great 
en 

� of languages and stolen the scraps," and cooks 
feaS . 1 f h ' ' 

up into odd htt e messes 0 1S own : very 111-

:e:ous but h�pelessly trifling. " The grand old Latin 

hymn of the Crusaders 

a abs absque coram de 

palam clam cum ex et e "  

might have been his model. It is quite as poetical and 

every bit as valuable. " Thirty days hath September," 

or a Latin variety of it, is one of his gems. A line 

a-piece to each of the Roman Emperors makes an 

historical poem, if you please. A catalogue of the cities 

of the Empire, a series of epitaphs for the heroes of the 

Trojan war, and a j ingle about the Zodiac, five lines 

here on the Greek games, a summary there of the 

twelve labours of Hercules, are things he loves. Very 

many of his single lines are forceful or epigrammatic as 

may be. Claudius non fact'endo noc�ns sed pa#endo fut't : 

Titus was jelz:X z1?Zperzo f�lz'x brevt'tate regendz' : admirable 
as historic summary, even as neat verse, but is it quite 
poetry 1 So in his " Moselle " he cannot resist a list of 
the fishes found in the river, and we have the names of 
fifteen varieties. In the same spirit we have a hex
ameter letter cataloguing all the oysters he can 
remember, but a humorous letter and a poem are dif
�erent, But, then, while he is often trivial and tiresome, 

r
e has Some music in his soul, and it comes out in such 
Ines as these : 

2 2  Sub/er labm/Is faci/o YUl7lore Mosellae 

g o  ejfugimsque oculos cclcri levzs umbra Ilafafu 
I go rcspondtf colli flllvius : jrolldere videnfuy 

flumillei laNces et palmile COils/hiS amnzs. 
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Again, the lines are happy in which he  
" the village Hampdens " the stream has known :  

3 84 Qutn eHam mores et laelltm ./1011te serma 
z'ngem'um natura Izds eOl1ctSSzl alrmmis. 
Nee sola al1t/quos oslmfal Roma Calonu 
aul unus fanlum jusli spectator tI aequi 

polle! A rzsHdes veteresque tt/ustrat Alhenas. 
Such a passage by its music, its dignity, and graciousness might warrant Symmachus in his comparison of its author with Virgil. But the pity it is that one swallow does not make spring, and Ausonius pleased his age just as much with that of his for petty scribbling (nosi1-a tlla joetzca 

and the lists of triplets. 
Ausonius was rising in the world and his house him. Between 3 7 6  and 380 we are told that " all highest offices in the west were held among the fa 

and the laws of the time betray the genius of Auson 
His father became honorary prefect of Illyricum in 3 Three years later Ausonius was himself made 
of the Gauls, and with this prefecture Italy was for while united. Towards the end of 3 7 9 he gave up 
prefectures, but he had climbed still higher if possiuu., 
for he had given his name as consul to the year 
As he managed in the years remaining to him to 
a good many allusions to these distinctions, 
obviously felt them to be the crown of his life, we 
look into them. 

It was Diocletian who introduced the system 
prefectures to secure the better administration of 
Empire and maintain peace. The Roman world 
divided into four prefectures-the East, Illyricum, 
and Italy. The last two more closely concern us. 
comprised the dioceses of Italy (in modern nomen . ) Italy, the Tyrol, the Grisons, and South Bavaria , 
Illyricum proper (Austria between the Danube and th� 
Adriatic and Bosnia) and Africa (Algeria, Tunis, an

) Tripoli). Gaul included Spain (Spain and Morocco , 
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" Seven Provinces " (France up to the Rhine) and 
t11 e 

. (south of the Forth). It is thus seen that either :B ita1l1 . r � ture was more than a modern EmpIre. Each was 
pre �c 

by a praetorian prefect. This official in early 
rule 

was a m ilitary officer in command of the praetorian 
days

d but with time had developed into a civilian from 
guar , . 

h e sphere the army was Jealously kept. He stood w os 
. the highest grade of senatorial rank, and was an 

�ltlsl1'ts. It was not generally a cheap thing to hold 

this rank ; for though it gave immunity from local 

taxation, which was heavy enough, it involved other 

burdens, but from these retired civil servants, court 

physicians, and professors and a few others were 

relieved. This covered Ausonius. It may seem odd 

that professors should attain rank so high, but there 

was a reason, and to it we shall return. 
The praetorian prefect within his prefecture was a 

little Emperor responsible only to the Emperor himself, 
and the Emperor, by a law of Constantine, would hear 
no appeal against his decisions. Justice, finance, the 
coinage, the highways, the posts and the public granaries 
were under the prefect's direct control. He could  
appoint or  dismiss a t  will the governors of  the provinces 
in his prefecture. These were not the old provinces of 
the Republic by any means. We have seen that each 
of the western prefectures had three dioceses (a word 
the Cl1Urch has borrowed from the State amongst much 
else), and these again were subdivided into provinces. 
In the prefecture of Italy there were thirty provinces, 
and twenty-nine in that of Gaul. Well might Lactantius 
growl that the provinces were " snipped to scraps." 
Aus�nius would thus have the appointment of fifty-nine 
provlOcial governors. While all other offices were 
annu 1 ' t . a 1 IS easy to see why the Emperors should have 
ireferred the prefect's tenure to be very irregular, when 
1\�� �refect was, as Dr. Hodgkin sums it up, " a  Prime 1:;' lOIster plus a Supreme Court of Appeal," or as 
.cusebiu . , s puts It, as he  was to the Emperor, so IS the 

VOL. xx. K K K  
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Eternal Son to the Eternal Father. (One hesitates say which way the Bishop's illustration is the 
tremendous) . 

Apart from all this real power the trappings of 
were magnificent. The prefect wore a purple 
reaching

. 
to his knee (t

.
he E

.mperor's went to his feet) He rode In a lofty chanot wlth four horses -
in silver. He took precedence of everybody, and 
the officers of the army bowed the knee to him. 

There can, I think, be little doubt that in an adm 
tration like that of the Empire so well organized as 
leave its mark on Europe for centuries, the underlings 
and permanent assistants must have had many things cut 
and dried which the prefect would do when once 
had been done fot him behind the scenes. We are 
told how much of a Prime Minister's work is done by 
others : but if a man would stick closely to the lines 
laid down, and take the opinion of experience, there 
should have been no reason for his making a bad 
failure. It must be remembered that the prefect's work 
was not complicated by the necessity for any foreign 
policy, and that Rome's idea was to allow the magistrate 
room to work, but not opportunity for excessive indi· 
viduality. So I daresay Ausonius made a very 
prefect, and if he did not, Gratian, like a grateful {>upil, 
would not be too hard upon him. 

The consulship however was Ausonius' special joy. 
To have one's name added to a list nearly nine 
hundred years old, and to know that through eternity 
the year will be officially dated A usonzo Olybno COSS, 
must have quickened the dullest imagination. Of 
course it could be foreseen by no one how soon a neW 
reckoning was to replace the old, and every Roma� 
citizen believed in the eternity of Rome, even lf 
Juvencus did say that like the rest of the world ev�n 
Rome would know an end some day. The consulshlP 
was by now a name and no more, involving social �re
eminence without practical power, but it was an object 

- ------� 
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rnbition none the less. Who would refuse a dukedom 
o� a t a pang ? Julian tells us there is no one who 
\VlthOU . ' ' b  d 

Id not conslder lt a catch ( �1JA.WTOV) to e name 
\Vou 

I for the honour of it per se reft of all else was as 
consu , . . 

1 as any power. It was a hlgh t1tle for an Emperor 
rnuc 1 . . . 

� a"-fl-a !Cab !COU;;'O<;), so for a subj ect what must lt have 

(bary n I At his inauguration the consul gave great games 
ee . 

d res tivals. (Symmachus spent a year and £80,000 in 
an L' • 
arranging for the shows hlS  son gave as praetor merely). 

After the games he retired " to enjoy during the rest of 

the year the undisturbed contemplation of his own 

dignity " (Gz"bbo1Z). 
Ausonius was so overwhelmed by hi >  own glory that 

he thought of little else for long. He wrote a sort of 

panegyric, a Gra#arum Actio, to Gratian. He had 

panegyrised the Emperors before, but that speech is, I 
believe, lost. Thi� one is senile and very grovelling. 

His consulship, thanks to Gratian, was not owed to 
Tom, Dick and Harry : there was no calling Tom Dick 
and Harry Tom : no voting, no election. The Roman 
people, the Campus Martius, the l�nights, the rostrum, 
the booths, the Senate, the Senate-house-all were 
summed up in Gratian. Nay, more, the Emperor had 
written a letter-honour above honours !-and had 
actually said he was paying a debt in making Ausonius 
con sul-" 0 gilded saying of a golden mind ! "  ( 0  
�1tenlzs aureae dictum bratteatum). H e  contrasts himself 
with other Imperial tutors, and is very unfair to Seneca, 
and snubs Fronto, who was consul for two months i n  
somebody else's year ; and anyhow he " prefers a Gratian 
to an Antonine." He rapturously analyses the Em
peror's letter-its style and its kindness, and when he 
�omes to Gratian's instructions that he is to wear 

onstantine's robes, his j oy knows no bounds. He 
��s an old man, and had bred the Emperor from a 

lrld of five, so we must try to forgive him. 
t . 

E lS a little hard to-day to understand why the 
mperors attached so much importance to so obviousiy 
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inflated and extravagant panegyrics, and conseq to the rhetoricians and professors who made them . explanation lies in  the fact that, as Julian puts it goodwill of his subjects is the strongest buttress for monarch. In the absence of a press subsidized government, the panegyric conciliated public toned down awkward facts, emphasized the advan the Emperor daily conferred on his people, extolled character, his kindliness, his prowess, his glory, above all, brought out the fact that there never been an Emperor like him. (Also we may be Sure t were Emperors who were able to swallow the tasteless flattery, the supply creating a demand.) a panegyric would circulate as a pamphlet, and as public taste was for rhetoric, and here it was at its rhetorical, we can see how valuable the rhetorician to an Emperor. This explains the deference paid Julian and others to Libanius, and the high regard class had in general . In 3 9 2  a professor, Eugeni was actually made Emperor by Arbogast the Fr who modestly thought the world was not ripe for Frankish Emperor. Even to-day we see millionai 
testifying to the influence of professors by rem 
them if they hold by free trade or free silver or 
other uncongenial heresy, but as a rule the money 
to-day to buying the press. How much exactly mankin 
has gained by having the press instead of the 
to mould its views we may leave optimists to compute. 

The rest of the life of Ausonius need not detain us
, long. Gratian passed under the influence of a mu�h 

stronger man-Ambrose of Milan-and met his tragic 
death in 383 at Lyons. Maximus, his murderer, held 
his court awhile at Treves, where Ausonius was. The 
poet may have witnessed the sufferings of priscillian 
and his followers, among them the widow and daugh terS 
of a former professor of Bordeaux. One wonders 
whether he met St Martin, and if they did meet wha

t
t 

Tt n the rather lukewarm professor and the very ml 1 a 

.. .. ----------------�--
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1 ught of one another. But Ausonius may have 
. t t 10 

saln � Iy back to Bordeaux before Maximus had to 
dot sa e " 11 ' M ' A 11 b ' th either PnscI lan or art1l1. t a events at 
deal \VI , d l ' . ' f ' d ux he spent 111S ec 1l11l1g years, versl ymg as 
}3or ea ' 

Theodosius demanded verse of lum, and he wrote 
ever, h ' b C ' b 'dd' , t that he had anyt 1l1g to say, ut resar s I 1l1g 
It-no ' 

inspiration enough. (TheodoslUs was not a man 
wa

�e trifled with-blalZdo vz's latd z'mperzo). His pro-
to ' 
fession is at least mgenuous 

notl lzabto ingmiullZ : C (Esar sed jussz'l, lzabtbo, 
He was still busy with extracts, tours de force, " April, 

June, and dull November," but we shall find it more 

interesting to turn to his correspondence, 
If we are to judge a man by his letters, I am afraid we 

shall not rate Ausonius very high. But he is no worse 
than his friends, Letter writing is a gift of nature. 
Cicero's and Horace's are entirely happy, but when we 
reach Pliny art has begun to encroach on nature, and 
letters are written for publication. Later on things 
grew worse, and everybody complains of Symmachus 
that his letters, if elegant enough, are empty and lack 
spirit and wit, Letters are no longer letters : they are 
a form of literary parade. This correspondence really 
merits the cruel epigram that it is " like Hollandaise 
sauce-a lot of butter and no flavour." Ausonius 
compliments Symmachus, and is very modest : and 
�ymmachus is very modest and compliments Ausonius, 
till the reader feels that Symmachus for once has, in  
one of his apologies, h i t  the nail on the head- Vtdebor 
mutuum seabere, " Come and see me and bring a cart 
load of Pierian furniture ( list herewith) " is the burden �f a number of these letters-the characters figuring as 

Cadmus' brunettes " (Cadmz' ntgellae jihae, Cadmt'jilzohs 
atneat 'b ' 

h 
on us), We must except from tl11S condemnation tb'  e letters above-mentioned to his father on his son's Irth a d ' 

1 t 
n to hiS grandson. To these may be added the 

e ter t P , o au1l11us about the steward who has gone off 
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trading, " enriching himself and i mpoverishing (se dttat et me paupcrat), and has got into 
Hebromagum .  Here at all events Ausonius had 
thing to say at last. 

But most interesting after all is the group which 
the volume-the correspondence with Paulinus. 
linus was a favourite pupil of Ausonius, on which 
Boissier cruelly remarks " On n'est gucre 
aujourd'hui a l'en feliciter," but he himself thought 
had been his making. Certainly he owed his 
to Ausonius' influence. He was a distinguished 
man as things went ; his only fault was, according 
Boissier, to be ,( eternal ; " and in every way all pro 
well for his future. Whether it were his Spanish 
Therasia, or his friend Sulpicius Severus and 
influence of St Martin that was to blame, he su 
forsook the world. He withdrew first to Spain 
then to Italy, where he settled by the tomb of St 
at Nola and wrote a birthday ode to the saint 
year. Ausonius was puzzled to imagine ,what co 
have induced a man who had drawn so much from 
thus to abandon all that duriug nearly eighty years 
been to himself the interest and the worth of life. 
had left the Muses-for what ? Ausonius wrote hi 
letter after letter in a rambling, senile, affectionate 
to win him back : picturing nicely enough his own 
when his prodigal returns, and rather querulously 
why he was treated so. Well he might, for no 
came for some years, as his letters had gone astray 
curious illustration of the rather haphazard postal s 
of the day for private people). Then we hear at 1 
from Paulinus. He has found something Auson 
could not give. He has learnt that life means mo 
than an opportunity to versify Suetonius, as he had b 
doing i n  a desultory way. He writes kindly but c1ea 

. 
He owes Ausonius more than he can say-let Auson

.
lu5 

then be glad he has trained a servant for ChrIst. 
Rhetoric and rhyming are all very well, but they cannot 
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the soul :  that lies beyond a professor's power, and 

sa:e 
it is life's end. So long as he l ives, he must live 

suIlC} 
ist, and prepare for the great day of the coming 

for th�
r 

Lord. The weight i n  the correspondence lies 

of. } Pau!inus, and one feels at once the contrast between 
Wlt 1 

miable inanity of the old poet and the glowing 
�e a . 
devotion of the younger man. AusOl1lUS stood for the 

st and he represents the last gasp of the old heathen 

��er�ture. Claudian indeed followed as  one born out 

f due season. The dead past had to bury its dead, and 

� new age had to come in. Prudentius represents this 

neW age best among his contemporaries ; and whether 

one weigh them as makers of m usic, as poets, as 

thinkers, or as men, Prudentius is greater than Ausonius 

every way. Hippocrene was exhausted, and the poets, 

if they are to serve m ankind, must go to Jordan. 

As a man and as a friend Ausonius m ust have been 

charming-especially if one could retaliate with original 

trifles. As a son, a husband, and a father, he was even 

admirable. As a poet " he draweth out the thread of 

his verbosity finer than the staple of his argument," and 

we may conclude : " I  abhor such fanatical phantasimes, 

such in sociable and point-devise companions-such 

rackers of orthography." 

Explicit  opus laboriosissimum, pro Collegii salute 

Scolti ique amore magna cum cura perfectum. 

T. R. G. 



PERSONALITY. 

As thirsty travellers, who have trod 
The desert all the burning day, 
Around some fountain far away 

Descry, with joy, the pal m  trees nod. 
So we, condemn'd each day to plod 

The city's human wilderness, 
Rejoice, if, seen amid the press, 

One face reflect the light of God. 

" Ah ! friend, this heart has need of you : 
I feel you strong : myself am weak : 
Unprov'd affection longs to speak : 

But chance and custom part us two." 
One glance, and lost again to view 

For ever, yet that look had power 
To lighten, thro' some arduous hour 

The task our hands were 10th to do. 

Ev'n he that hears the warning knell, 
And sees pass by, with garb of gloom, 
The slow procession to the tomb, 

Dreads not, that hour, with sin to dwell .  
So pleasant is the way to  hell ! 

What counter charm avails to lure 
Toward the good, the true, the pure, 

More potent than a life lived well ? 

C. E. BYLES. 

(g b i t u a r n .  

REV ROBERT BICKERSTETH IVIAYO R  B.D. 

The Rev Robert Bickersteth Mayor ( B.A. 1 842), Rector of 

Frati ng with Thorington, Essex, who died at Frating Rectory 

on the 1 5 th of August l ast was the second son and secon d child 

of the Rev Robert Mayor and Charl otte his wife. He was 

born at Baddegama in  Ceylon 1 6  January 1 8 20.  Like his 

brothers h e  was named Bickersteth from his  m o ther, younger 

daughter of Henry Bickersteth, of Kirkby Lonsdale ,  whose son 

Hen ry, Senior Wrangler in  Sedgwick's year, 1 8 08, became in 

1 836 Master of the Rolls and Lord Langdale. 
Robert Mayor, the father, was one of the earliest English 

l\1issionaries to be sent out by the Church M issionary 
Society. He was a personal friend of Bishop Heber, 
Mayor coming from Shawbury and Heber from Hodnet. 
He built the church, still used, at Baddegama. Mr Mayor was 
afterwards Recto'r of Coppenhall ,  C hesh ire. An elder b rother, 
]oseph Mayor, was admitted a Fellow of the College in 1, 8 1 2  
and became Rector of Coiling-ham, near Newark. I t  is 
interesting and noteworthy that all the sons of Mr Robert 
Mayor who came to m an's estate wele Fellows of St J ohn's. 

For a short time R.  B. Mayor was educated at the Grammar 
School of Newcastle-tmder-Lyme and in a p.rivate school at 
Cheswardin e. He came to Co,llege £fOm the Manchester 
Cramma r School to which he was adlll1itted in February 
J 834. I l is elder b rother, Hemy B. Mayor, died at school 
26 November I 8 34. 

.Ma themat ics did n ot then play a conspicuous part i.n the 
�al �l ng at Manchester School t yet i t  sent up to Cambridge 
�I I' . Reyner 4th WFa�1g1er  in  1 8 3 9 ,  C. 1'. Simpson 2 nd and 

a�or 4th Wrangler in  �842. S im pson was a mathematical 
gen i us d '  . 

r 
, an Inven ted many proofs as a schoolboy which h e  � t,crwards learned were already known. He was i l l  <ilming the 

I 
npos exam i nation, especiall:y duri ng one papelT OH which h e  ost h e a  ' }  

C I , V I y .  Otherwise he was said t o  h ave equalled, O J!  beaten aY ey t\ S . , l e emor Wrangler of the year, i n, every other paper. 
VOL. XX. L L L  
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.Add/Hom. 
Annual Register for 1897. 5.18.51 .  
Black (W. H.). A descriptive, analytical, and critical Catalogue 

MSS. bequeathed unto the University of Oxford by Elias 
�to. Oxon. 1845. L.6. 

Index to the Catalogue of the MS5. of Elias Ashmole in the 
Library, Oxford. 4to. Oxford, 1866. L.6. 

Bryant (E. E.). The Reign of Antonius Pius. (Thirhvall 
1 894). 8yo. Camb. r895. 1.8.17. 

Catalogi Codicum Mauuscriptorum Bibliothecre Bodleianre. Catalogus 
cum M5S. Ricardi Rawlinson. Confecit Gul. D. Macray. 3 
4to. Oxon. 1862.1893. L.6. 

-- Catalogus Codicum MSS. quos Bibliothecre Bodleian::e moriens 
vir admodum reverend us Thomas Tannerus. Confecit A. 
4to. Oxon. 1 860. L.6. 

Chaucer Society. Some Notes on the Road from London to Canterbury 
the Middle Ages. Edited by Henry Littlehales. 8yo. Lond. 1898. 

Dictionary (New English) on Historical Principles. Edited by Dr J. A. 
MU/TaY· (H-Haversian). 4to. Oxford, 1898. Library Table. 

Figgis (J. N.). The Theory of the Diyine Right of Kings. (Prince 
Dissertation, 1892). 8ve). Camb. 1896. 1.8.18. 

Galton (F.). Hereditary Genius, an Inquiry into its Laws and 
8vo. Lond. 1892. 3.28.27. 

Gibbon (E.). The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Edited by J. B. Bury. Vol. V. 8vo. Lond. 1898. 1.9. I i. 

Godefroy (Frederic). Dictionnaire de l'ancienne Langue Frangaise 
tous ses DiaJectes du IXe au XVe Siecle. Tome IXme. 
costable). 4to. Paris, 1898. 7.). 

Gooch (G. P.J. The History of English Democratic Ideas in the 
Century. (ThirlwaU Dissertation, 1897). 8vo. Camb. 1898. /.8. 

Green (Mrs. J. R.). Town Life in the 15th Centw·y. 2 Vols. 8yo. 
1894. 5·34· 14, 15· 

Hennessy (Rev Geo.). Novum Repertorium Ecclesiasticum 
Londinense; or, London Diocesan Clergy Succession from the 
Time to 1898. 4to. Lond. 1898. 9.IS.42• 

Herzog (J. J.). Realencyklopadie fiir protestantische Theolo 
Herausg. von D. Albert Hauck. IVer Band. (Christialll-.lJOI 
8vo. Leipzig, 1898. 9. I.46. 

Historical MS5. Commission. The M5S. of J. J. Hope Johnstone, 
of Annandale. 8yo. Lond. 1897. 

-- Report on M55. in the Welsh Language. Vol I. 8vo. Lond. I 
·Marsden (J. H.). A brief Memoir of the Life and Wntlllgs of the 

Lieut.-Col. William Martin Leake. 4to. Lond. I1l64.
. 

I 1.20.�2. 
Minervini (GiuJio). Elogio Funebre di Francesco Mana Avelhno. 

Napoli, 1850. 1 1 .20.22. 
IV Monumenta Germaniae Historica. Chronica l\finora. Saec. ., 

VI., VII. Edidit T. Mommsen. Vol III. Fasc. iv. 4to. 
1898. 1 .1 .  

Oxford Historical Society. Remarks and Collections of  ThoWs R Vol. IV. Dec. 15, 1712-Nov. 30, 1714. Edited by D. . a 
8vo. Oxford, 1898. 5·26.8�. I I Scottish Record Publications The Exchequer Rolls of Scot a�ci' 
by G. P. M'Neill. Vol.

' 
XVIII. A.D. 1543-1556. 8vo. ' /l1. 

5·3l .l9 · 

Lent Term, 

1899. 

NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continued from p. 3JI.) 

HE connexion between Shrewsbury School and 

St John's is an old and close one. The School 

was founded and endowed by King Edward 

the Sixth in 1552, who by his Charter gave 

to the Bailiffs and Burgesses of Shrewsbury, with the 

advice of the Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, the 

power of appointing the Schoolmaster and Under

master. 
Owing to the advocacy of Thomas Ashton, Head 

Schoolmaster, Queen Elizabeth in 1571 further en

dowed the School by granting certain tithes and lands 

to the Bailiffs and Burgesses of Shrewsbury for its 

better support. The Government of the School was 

thereafter to be subject to such Orders or Ordinances 

as Thomas Ashton, the then I-lead Master, or failing 

llim, the Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield and the 

Dean of Lichfield, should make concerning the 

R.evenues and Government of the School. 

Thomas Ashton was admitted a Fellow of St John's 

8 November 1524. Thomas Lawrance, who had been 

Under-master to Ashton and succeeded him as Head 

Master, was admitted a Fellow of the College 
12 l\Iarch 1566-7. 

VOL. XX. RRR 
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In accordance with this injunction a very long 
of which one of the parts is still i n  the POssession the College, was drawn up. In this are laid down 
minute ordinances for the Government of the 
Thereafter there were to be three masters; A chief Head Master and Second and Third Masters. 

The ordinance providing for the election of t 
masters is perhaps ambiguously worded, but its 
tention was that the three Masters were to be el 
by the Master and Fellows of St John's 
approved by the Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, 
then appointed by the Bailiffs who had certain 
of veto. All three Masters were to be selected 
such as were sons of Burgesses of the Town 
Shrewsbury, who had been educated at the School. 
default of these choice could be made of certain ot 

The leading idea of Ashton's deed appeared to 
a wish to set the College as a watch-dog over 
Borough authorities. 

For 150 years the scheme worked more or 
smoothly. Vacancies were duly announced by 
Bailiffs or Mayor of Shrewsbury to the College 
appointments made by it. Allowing for human 
it can be confidently stated that the College made 
use of its powers. 

In 1687 the Head Master, Andrew Taylor, an M 
of King's College (who had been named by the Co 
for the post on 30 November 1664), was in failin 
health. There was a fear in Shrewsbury that Ki 
James II contemplated the nomination of one Sebra 
a Jesuit, in exercise of the Royal Prerogative. Sec 
in timation was hastily sent to St John's, and Ri�h

. a 
Lloyd, a Fellow of the Col lege, and otherwise eltgl 
was nominated. At first Mr Lloyd proved an excelle 
Master, but he accepted several pieces of ecc1esias 
preferment in addition to his School ""ork, 
suffered accordingly and the School fell in nu� 
and repute. The Bailiffs, by means of a SUit 
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Chancery, got Mr Lloyd displaced on the ground that 

der Ashton's Ordinances no Schoolmaster could hold 
un 

cure of souls. 
a It should be noted that the proceedings against 

l\fr Lloyd were expressly based on Ashton's Deed. 

Having got rid of Mr Lloyd, the Mayor and Bailiffs, for 

some reason now obscure, chose to disregard the rights 

of St John' s  given by that document, and without in

timating the vacancy nominated the Rev Hugh Owen 

to the Head Mastership. The Authors of The Hzstory 

0/ Sltrewsbury School describe Mr Owen as an M.A. of 

JesuS College, Oxford, who had been admitted a 

Burgess of Shrewsbury in 1721, being then described 

as son of Robert Owen, gentleman, of Llanarmon, co. 

Carnarvon. The College in its printed case, states 

that Mr Owen was not a Master of Arts, or of any 

standing in either of the Universities. One Hugh 

Owen, son of " Ow. Roberts" of Llannock co. 

Carnarvon, matriculated at Oxford from Jesus College, 

14 December 17 10, aged 18, and took the B.A. degree 

26 February 1714-5 (Foster, A lumnz" Oxomenses). It is 

probable that this was the Head Master and that the 

statement of the College was a mistake. Owen, 

however, did not take the M.A. degree at Oxford. 
The College when the news of Lloyd's displacement 

came appointed William Clark on 22 July 1723 to be 
Head Master. He was however refused admission to 
the School by the Borough Authorities. During the 
subsequent legal proceedings he got Church preferment 
and was afterwards a man of  some distinction. 

On the refusal to recognise Mr Clark the College at 
once took legal proceedings to assert its rights under 
AShton's Ordinances. The contention of the College 
Was successful in the Court of Exchequer, and although 
the Mayor and Burgesses appealed to the House of 
Lords against the judgment, the Lords o n  27 February 
1727 affirmed the degree of the Court of Exchequer 
and removed Hugh Owen from the School. 
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The cases of the Town and the College are printed. 

Burgesses of Ihe Town of Appellants. 

The lI£ayor, Aldermen, and 

J Shrewsbury 

The Allorney- Gemral, at the } 
Re/aNon of the lYIaster, Fe/lou!s, 
and Scholars of the College of Respondents. 
St John the Evangelist l'ft the 
[fmvem"ty of Cambridge 

THE ApPELLANTS CASE. 
Letters By Letters Patents, King Edward VI. erected a Free Gram. 

F bPa6t
enEt,s'l 

mar School in the said Town of Shrewsbury, by the Name e .  , (W. VI. the Free Grammar School of King Edward VI. for the cation and Instruction of Children and Youth in Grammar, and granted several Tithes, and other Hereditaments in the said Letters Patents mention'd. to the Bailiffs and Burgesses of the said Town of Shrewsbury, and their  Successors, for the Maintenance of the said School, and o rdained, that there shoul d be The �ow�r of one Master, and one Under-Master, and granted to the said nOllllllat1110 B ·l·tf: d B ' P d the School. al I s an urgesses, and theIr successors, full ower an �l1asters vest{d Authority to nominate and appoint such Schoolmaster and ��ld�u��J���: Under-Schoolmaster, as often as a vacancy should happen; 
and that the said Bailiffs and Burgesses, with the Advice of the 

I3 May, 
13 EJiz. 

Bishop of Lz'lchjidd and Covmtry for the Time being, should 
and might from Time to Time, make Statutes and Ordinances 
in Writing, concerning the Order, Government, and Direction 
of the said Schoolmasters and Scholars of the said School for 
the Time being, and the Stipend and Salary of the said School
masters, and other Things relating to the said School, and the 
Rents and Revenues of the same. 

THAT by virtue of the said Power in the said Letters Patents, 
the Bailiffs and Burgesses appointed Thomas As/oil first School
master, and Thomas Lawrence first Under-Schoolmaster. 

QUEEN Ehzabeth by Indenture under her Great Seal, made 
. ' 

d h a'd Bailiffs between the said Queen of the one Part, an t e SI 
. .  '" h 

. d Badws and Burgesses of the other Part, granted to t e sal 
d P'lfSonage and Burgesses, and their Successors, the Rectory an , 
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of the Par ish Church of Chirbury in the County of Salop, with 

Tithes of Corn, Grain, and H ay, and all other Tithes, 

��lations and Emoluments, to the said Rectory belonging, and 

Lher Tithes in the County of Salop, to a considerable Value: 

�Jl consideration of which Grant, the said Bailiffs and Burgesses 

covenanted for themselves and their Successors, to pay several 

Pensions, and Stipends in the said Indenture mentioned, to 

the Archdeacon of Salop, the Rector of Chi/bury, and the 

Bishop of Hereford, and to indemnify the Crown from payment 

of the same, and to employ the Residue of the Revenue and 

Profits (after Payment of the Rent reserved by the said In

denture, and the other Payments therein covenanted to be 

made) for t h e  better Maintenance of the said Grammar School , 

according to such Orders as should be taken in that Behalf by 

the said Thomas Ash/on, then Schoolmaster; or in Case he 

dy'd before any Orders should be by him made, then according 

to such Orders as should be taken by the Bishop of Coventry 

and Lz'/cJtjield, and the Dean of Litchjield for the Time being. 

KING Charles 1. by Letters Patents, Incorporated the Bailiffs 16 June, 
and Burgesses of the said Town, by the Name of the Mayor, 14 Car r. 
Aldermen, and Burgesses of the Town of Shrewsbury, and 
thereby g ranted them several particular Powers, and confirmed 
all their former Rights and Privileges. • 

THE Appellants, in pursuance of the said Letters Patents of Mr. Owen 
King Edwa,.d VI. and King Charles 1. and of the Powers s�h��i���es�cl 
thereby granted them, did, about July 1723, nominate and by tbe . a.ppoint Hugh Owen.' CI�rk, Head Schoolmaster of the said A1�f�h��;s3.Jn 
Sch ool, upon the reSIgnatIOn of Mr Richard Lloyd. 

THE l\laster, Fel lows, and Scholars of St. John's College in Respondents 
Cambridoe exhibited an Information in the Court of Exchequer Bill, lI��'c1ule[. 
. b , ' 1nas I ertn 
In the name of the Attorney-General, against the said M ayoT, 1723" 
Aldermen and Burgesses, and against the said Hugh OWell, and 
others, thereby suggesting (among other Th ings) that Two Setts 
of Ordinances were made 11° Feb. 20° Eliz. One by the said Ordinances 
1\Ir -lsMon, for the better employin O' the Rents and Revenues of made 1 1 .Feb o 20 Ehz. the School, and the other by the Bailiffs and Burgesses of the 
said To\\\n of Shrewsbury, with t h e  Advice and Consent of the 
then Bishop of COVtlltry and Lz'/cltjield, concerning the Hone5t 
Quali ties, Manners, Learning. and also the Election, Admis�ion, 
and displacing of the said Schoolmasters, and other Things, 
concerning the rule and Goverr.ment of the said Schoolmasters 
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and S cholars: By which Ordinances it was ordained, that should be three Schoolmasters, called the Head School 
7th Ordinance the Second Schoolmaster, and the Third Schoolmaster; that by the seventh of the Second Sett of Ordinances, it ordained, that when any of the said three Places should vacant, the remaining Schoolmasters, or Schoolmaster, shou This contrary forthwith give Notice thereof to the Bailiffs of the said (o

p
the Lette

f
rs for the Time being; which Bailiffs should, from Time to atents 0 EdlV. VI. have the nomination and Appointment of the said Sch masters, w ith the Advice of the Bishop of Covmlry and 

field. And that the Bailiffs of the said Town for the Time 
should within twenty Days next after such Notice to them given advertise the Master and Fellows of St .John's College, of such Avoidance, requesting them to Elect, and send to the 
Bailiffs, one meet and apt Man for that Purpose, with t 
Testimony of his Conversation, Ensealed with their Seal 
Office, to be elected by the said Master and Fellows, or 
the greatest Part of them there present, for ever, in 
following, viz. Fzrst, Of such as were, or should be born wi 
the Town of Salop, being the Legitimate Son of a Bur 
there, and having been a Scholar there in the said Free S 
if any such there should be; And in default thereof, then 
such as were, or should be born within the Liberties 
Franchises of the said Town, or in the Abbey Forgalt adjoi 
to the said Town, being the Legitimate Son of a Burgess the 
and having been a Scholar in the said School, if any 
should be. And in default thereof, then of some sufficient 
born in the County of Salop, and brought up in the said 
And in default thereof, then some sufficient Man born in 
other County; so that they who had been Scholars in the 
S chool, should be evermore preferred, i f  any such should 
thought worthy of the Place, by the Master and greatest Part 

8th Ordinance the Fellows of the said College there present. And that by 
Eighth Ordinance, i t  was ordained that the Schoolmaster so 
be appointed, at his coming from the said College, should 
repair to the Bishop of Covenl1y and Lllchfidd, to be by h 
allowed, and sworn according to the Statutes of the Realm ;, 
then to bring with him from the said Bi shop, to the said Bm 

a Testimonial under the Hand and Seal of the said Bishop, , 
then to be allowed by the said Bailiffs, i f  they should thl 

worthy of him. And if the Bailiffs should mislike of such Pe 
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11 Cause Reasonable, then they were forthwith to certify 
UP�

ll Cause of their Mislike, to the Master and Fellows of the 
sLle 

'd College, and thereupon they were to make a New Election 
sal . 

f another Person, and him to recommend, and send to the 
o , 
Bai l i ffs as aforesaid. 

AND the said Relators did by their Information further set 

forth, That by Indenture Tripartite of the same date with the 

said Ordinances made between the then Bishop of Covent?]! and 

Lilchjidd of the first Part, the Bailiffs and Burgesses of the 

sai d Town of .shl'euJsblt1y of the second Part, and the Master 

and Fdlows of the said St .John's College, the said Thomas 

AsMoIl, then late Head-Master of the said School, and TllOIllas 

.lawrmce, then Head-Master of the said School of the third 

Part, the Parties to the said Indenture Covenanted for them

sel ves and their Succesq,ors, strictly to observe and perform the 

said Ordinances and By-Laws; and that the Bailiffs and 

Burgesses of the said Town, by their Deed-Poll of the same 

Dale, bound themselves to the Master and Fellows of St John's 

College, in 1000/. for Performance of the Matters contained i n  

tlie s a i d  Indenture. And the Relators further suggested, that 

the said Ordinances, and particularly those for the Recommen

dation of a Schoolmaster, by the Master and Fellows of the 

said College, had been strictly regarded eversince the making 

of them; And that upon a Vacancy, the said Bailiffs had always 

applied to the Master and Fellows of the said College, to send 

a fit Person, who was always appointed by the said Bailiffs, 

unless they had a Reasonable Objection; and that about four 

l\[onths before the Filing of the Information, the Place of 

llead-Schoolmaster becoming void, by the Resignation of Mr 

L1o.yd, the Master and Fellows so soon as they had Information 

of such Vacancy, ordered a Letter to be delivered to the Mayor 
if the said Corporation, acquainting him that they were ready, 

to find out a fit Person to supply the Place, but the said Mayor 

immediately after the Surrender of Mr L1oyd, summon'd all 

Assembly of the Aldermen and Assistants, and placed the said 

lillg!z GlOW in the said School; and tho' the Relators, by 

J nstrument in Writing under their Common Seal, recommended 

Mr Wzllz'am Clarke, a Person qualify' d, according to the said 

Ordinances, and tho' he in all respects conformed himself to 

the said Ordinances, yet the Corporation refused to admit him, 

and persisted i n  their Appointment of the said Hugh Owm, 

• 
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and therefore the said Relators prayed the Relief of the 
Court. 

THE now Appell ants, and the other Defendants to the 
Information, put in their Answers thereto, and thereby in 
that by the said Letters Patents of King Edward VI the 
Power of appointing the Schoolmasters was vested in 
Bailiff;; and Burgesses, and their Successors; and that the Power gi ven them to make Ordinances, with the Approbation of the Bishop, had no Relation to the appointing Masters of the �aid School; and that the said Bail iffs and Burgesses could  
not  divest themselves of  the said Trust reposed in them by the' 
said Letters Patents, or delegate or transfer their Power of 
nominating Schoolmasters to any other Persons, and that the 
Indentme 13° Elzzabtlhae, made no alteration as to the nomi. 
nating the Sch ool masters, nor m ade any Mention how they 
should be elected, nor was any Authority thereby given to any 
Persons, t o  make Orders touching their Election; and th 
therefore, all the Ordinances pretended to be made for that 
Purpose, were void, and the sole R ight of appointing Masters, 
remained in the now Appellants, and that the said Col lege had 
no Right to interfere in such Appointment, and insisted that 
the said Ordinances set forth in the Information, were not 
agreable to the Powers given to make Statutes and Ordinances 
by the said Letters Patents, and Indenture, but in many Par
ticulars exceeded the said Powers, or were repugnant to the 

- same, and therefore voici, and submitted to the Judgment of 
the Court, how far the Covenants in the Indenture of the 20th 
of Elzzabeth (wh ich were entered into by the said Bailiffs and 
Burgesses, without Consideration on the Part of SI john's 
College) should bind the A ppellants, especially so far as they 
related to such Ordinances as were in themselves null and void. 

Decree 16May UPON the hearing of this Cause, the Court of Exchequer was 
12 Georgii pleased to declare the said 7th and 8th Ordinances or By-Laws 

to be just and reasonable, and made pursuant to the Intent of 

the Charter of King Edward VI and there upon decreeci, ,that 

the Relators should elect a fit Person, pursuant to the Directions 
, ' t h 'd HII,,11 given by the 7th and 8 th Ol'dll1ances; and tllat t e Sal 

"d Owm, not being chosen pursuant to the said Ordinances, and 
the Charter of King Edward VI should be displaced, an 

, of a that the Appellants should proceed to a new ElectlOI1 
d Head-Schoolmaster, pursuant to the Directions of the 7th an 
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13th Ordinances or By-Laws, w i th Costs, to be taxed by the 

p"puty Remembrancer of the said Court. 

From which Decree tile Appellants Ilave 
appealed, attd apprehmd, tllat Ihry 

ate very much aggrz'eved tllereby, 

FOR that by the said letters Patents of Edwaf'd VI the sole 

power of appointing the Schoolmasters is granted to the Bailiffs 

and Burgesses, and their Successors, and the Power thereby 

given to them, with the Advice of the  Bishop of Lz'lchjield and 

Coven I!')', to make Ordinances and By-Laws, only respects the 

Order, Government, and Direction of the School, and the 

Stipend and Salary of the Schoolmasters, and other Th ings 

relating to the School, and the Rents and Revenues of the 

same; but not the Election or Appointment of the School

masters. Nor is there any Alteration made by the Indenture of 

the 23rd of May, 13° El/z. with respect to the Election or 

Appointment of the Schoolmasters. But all that the Appellants 

Predecessors thereby covenanted to do, was to pay the several 

Stipends in the said Indenture mentioned, and to indempnify 

the Crown against the same, and to employ the Residue of 

the Revenues for the better Maintenance of the said School, 

according to such Orders as should be taken by the said Thomas 

Aslzlolt, or if he dyed before any such Orders, then according to 

such Orders as should be taken by the Bishop of Covmlry and 

L,.Iclljidd, and the Dean of Litchfield, And therefore the 

A ppellants insist, that the Power of appointing the School

masters, which was vested in the said Bailiffs and Burgesses by 
the said Letters Patents of Edward VI still remains in the 
Appellants. For that t h is being a Trust reposed by the Crown 
in the said Bailiffs and Burgesses, and their Successors, the said 
Bail ifrs and Burgesses could not divest themselves of such 
POwer, or transfer it to any other Persons; and consequently, 
that the said 7th and 8 th Ordinances, (wh ich are endeavoured 
to be established by the said decree) so far as they concern the 
Ele:::tion of the Schoolmasters, are absolutely null  and void, 
as not being warranted by the said Letters Patents of King 

VOL. xx. ss s 

• 
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Edward VI, but being repugnant thereto, and 
Law � 

Wlurifore, ond for dIvers olher Ihe ApjeJlanls h1l?1lbly hope, /ha4 th.e 
Deeru shall be reversed. 

C. TALBOT. 
J. WILLES. 

The Mayor, Aldermen, and 

I 
}Burgesses of the Town (If Appeltants. 
Salop, 

His Majesty's Attorney ] 
General, at the Relation 
{If the Master, Fellows and R cl espon ents. Scholals of St John's CoT-
lege in the University of 
Cambridg� 

THE RESPONDENTS CASE. 
lomo Feb. The King, lby ]1}:is Letters Patent, founded a Free Grammar 

EdAnnVor 
6to Scnoo! in Shrewslhay, in the County ()·f 

Salep, for the InslructiOIl 
w. ,1552 

of Youth, to consist of one Schoolmaster, and one Un Schoolmaster, to continue for ever, and for the Maintenance the said School, granted to the then Eailiffs and Bmrgesses the said Town of SlzTtwsbury and their SUE:cessors, the Tithes 
several Parishes and Lands therein mentioned, worth 28£. Ann. And gives Power also to the said Bailiffs and Bm 
and their Successors, of naming and appoin ting a Schoo!mnrf,,. 
and 1I11der-Schoolmaster of the said School, as oflen as the 
became void: And that the said Bailiffs and Burgesses (with the 
Advice of the Bishop of Lzklzjield and Coventry for the time 
being) should and might make fit and wholesome Statulls and 
Ord£lIll1lteS in Writing, concerning and touching the Orden'1lg. 
Goveml7lt1lt and Dz'ruh'tm of the said Schoolmasters, and the 
SdlOIllrs and Slipmds of the said Schoolmasters, and ot�ler 
things touching and conce rn ing the Government, ReservatIOn 
and Disposition of the Rents and Revenues appointed or to �� 
appointed for the Support of the said School: Which sal 
Statules and Ordinances being so made should be kept 
for ever. 
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The said Queen, by Indenture between her and the Bailiffs 23�io Maii, 13 
d Burgesses of the s aid Town of Skrewrou'J', for the Advance- Ehz. Regmae 

al�nt and better Maintenance of the said Grammar School, and 

;1 r the Maintenance of Divine Service in the several Chapels 

t�erein men lioFled, ,<di·d 
grant unto the said Bailiffs and Bur-

esses, and their successors, the reversion of several Tithes and 

�e,.editaments therein mentioned; and in consideration thereof, 

the said Bailiffs and Burgesses, for them and their successors, 

did Covma,tI with the said Queen, her Reil'S and Successors, 

to employ and bestow the Residue of aU the Reveaues (after 

Paymetlt of several Pensions therein mentioned) for the better 

Maintenance of the sai·d Free Grammar School, founded by 

King Edward VI according to such Orders and Conslt'tutions as 

should be taken in that behalf, by TJI011la� Ashfo4z , Clerk, thell 

Uead Schoomaster, and if he died before, then accor.ding tG 

such as the B ishGp of L£tclzji.elcJ and Covmtry, and the Dean of 

Litchfteld, shoul-d make .concerning the said Revemles, with Cl. 

Proviso, if .the Bailiffs and Burgesses did not perform their 
Covenants, f.or t:he Queen to re-enter. 

Whereupon, soon after the said Charter of Queen Elizaodk, 
two more Schoolmasters were added to tIle said SchooL 

By Indenture Tripa�tite made between the Bishop of Litch- nmo Feb, 20 
jield and Coven fry of the first Part, the Bailiffs and Burgesses of Eliz, 1578 
Salop of the second Part, the Master and Fellows of St .John'G 
College in Cambridge, aad M� Ash/on, then late Head School
master, and Mr Lawrurce, the then present Head Schooimaster, 
of the third Part , thei'eby reciting the said former Grants: And 

that the Bailiffs and Burgesses had, by Advi-ce of the said 
B�shop, made Orders ifl Wciting for the Government of the said 

SchGOI, pl1irSUal�t ta the said Grant of King Edward VI. And 
:::hat the said !VIr Ask/on had made Orders, according to the 
Effect of the said Queen's Letters Patent, without Fraud, It war 
.agreed by alII. tl!e said Parties to the said Indenture, to perform 
the said Orders and. Constitutions in the Schedllles thereto 
annexed, and use all lawful Means to redress the Breach thereof. 

There are two Setts of Ordinances to the said Indenture 
annexed, viz" One made by th e said Mr Ash/on, with the Appro
bation of the Bailiffs and Burgesses, and Advice and Consent 
or the Bishop of CovmtlY and Lt'Ic/tjield (consisting of Twenty 
One Ordinances) concerning the Revenues and other Matters 
relating to the said School: And the other (consisting of Thirty 

• 
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E igh t Ordinances or By-Laws) made by th e  Bailiffs and gesses (with the consent of the said Bishop) and Mr Ash concerning the Government, Qualiti es, Manners and Learni as also th e Elulzrm, Admission, Expulsion, and other th relating to the said Schoolmasters and Scholars of the sai School. 

By Ihe 71h Ordina11Ce Made by the said BaiHffs and 
It is ordained, That when any of the three Rooms of the Schoolmasters should &e vacant, Ihe other Schoolmaster or School_ masters should forthWith give NoNce to the Bailiffs of the Town whz"ch 

Bailiffs should have the N0711inaHon and AppointmC1lt if Ihe said Schoolmasters (with Ihe AdvI(e of the Bishop of Coventry and Litchfield fir the iz"me 
bdng) according to Ihe Tenor, true 

Meam'ng and EjJul of King Edward VI's Lellers Palmt. Nevertheless, to the Intent Ihat such Schoolmasters might be from Hme fo Hme Elected of such as shall be best able 10 supply thest FltncNons or Rooms, alld of such as had been, or should be Scholars I'" Ihe said School (if alV' such Ihere should be) It IS ordained, thal the Bailiffs of the said Town should from /ll71e to time, wllht"" Iwenty Days next afler such Notice 10 them given, give Advertisement and Knowledge of such AVOidance to the lI-faster and Fellows of St John's College, With request to tllem to E lect, and send 10 Ihe said Bailiffs om able, meet, and apt Mmt fir Ihal purpose. 
wilh the TesHmony of hiS Convcrsalzon, lij; Ihez'r Let/ers tinder 
thez'r Seal of Office, to be lij; Ilum E l ected for ever, under the 
several Quali fications i,t Manner and Form as I'n Ihe said 7th 
Ordl'nance IS menlz'oned. 

By the 8th Orcinance The Schoolmasler so 10 be appointed, at 
IllS coming from Ihe sazd College, should first npali' /0 Ihe sa/d 
Bishop of Coventry and Litchfield, to be lij; Mm allowed alld 
SWQr1l, according 10 the Sla/1I/es of the Realm, and Il/ell bri1lg 
With hl'm Ihe sazd Bishop's Teslztnonial under hiS Hand alld Seal, 
and Ihen to be allowed of lij; the Bailiffs (if they should so thillk 
worthy of ht'm) and if SI/ch Bailiffs sho1lld mlslzf.:e of such PersOll 
upon cause ,-easonable, then Ihey jorthzlJI'Ih to certify such Cause 
of the/r Mz'sl£ke, 10 the'Master alld Fellows of the saza C�llege, 
alld thereupon they to make a IlCW Elechcm z'n Form aforesa id, ,of 
anolher Schoolmasler or Schoolmasters 10 supply the Room so vo,:I. 

. B ";1+. arfioresaid. and hz'm to commend and smd to Ihe sazd al,luS, as 
Mick, 10010 An Information was filed in his Majesty's Court of E�.G , . Re.gis. chequer in the Name of his Majesty's then Attorney Genera, 

Blll III Scacc. ' 
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the Relation of the College, setting forth inler alia the 

at al l\1atters beforementioned; and that upon a Vacancy of 
s ever, " 

Id l\Taster of the saId School, 111 JU1te 1723, the Appellants 
1- ea d ' N "  h R 
d

'd withou t  any A aerllsement or otJce gwen to t e espon-

d�;ts, or a Testimonial from the said Bishop, u nduly place the 

pefendant Owm in the said School, who was not a Master of 

.Arts, nor of any S tanding in either of the Universities, nor i n  

any respcct qualified t o  be H ead Master, according t o  t h e  7th 

and 8th O rdinances; and thereby praying, that the Appellants 

miO'ht discover the Premises, and set forth all the Ordinances, 

and how the Schoolmasters had from time to time been chosen, 

and whether such had not been always recommended by the 

said College; and that they might discover all Deeds, Grants. 

and other Entries and Memorandums relating to the Elections 

of Schoolmasters by the said College; and that the School

masters might be elected from time to time, p u rsuant to the 

said Ordinances; and that the said Ordinances, or such of them 

as appeared reasonable for governing and ordering the Affairs 

of the School, might b e  established by the Decrea of the 

Court. 
To which Bill the Mayor and Corporation put in their 

Answer under their Common Seal, and thereby confessed the 

scveral Grants and the said Indenture Tripartite, w ith the 

Ordinances thereto ann exed : But thereby insist, that by the 

said Charter of King Edward VI. they had the sole Power of 

nominating the Head and Second Schoolmasters of the said Free 

Grammar-School, exclusive of the Bishop of Lilchfield and 

C07'en")', and the Respondents the Relators, and do admit they 

did refuse to give Advertisement to the College, to send a fit 
Person to succeed Mr Lloyd (who resigned in 17 2 3) as Head 

Schoolmaster. 
Dejendanls Grego1Y, Trevers and Owm's Amwer. Their 

Answer was to the like effect as the said Appellants Answer, and 

refers to the same. 
The Cause being at Issue, and Witnesses on both Sides 

exam i ned. 

Answer of 
Appellants 

:Uayor and 
Corporation 

• 

The same was set down to be heard, and upon hearing lomo Februar 
Council on both Sides, and on reading the Proofs and Evidences ' 1725

, 

i th' 
Flrst Heanng 

n IS Cause, i t  was ordered. thrlt it should be put down into 
t�1e Paper of Causes EasIer Term follow i n g, and in the mean 
tll1le the Barons were to be attended with Copies of the Letters 
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Patent of Edward VI Queen .Elizabeth 's Grant, and the Indent with the By-Laws there unto annexed relating to the Matter question, which being accordingly done. 16toMaii 1 726 This Cause came again to be heard before the R Fm,,! Decree 

" "  
Hon ourable  the Lord C h I ef Baron Gilbert, M r  Baron P17"ce Baron Page. and Mr Baron Hale ; whereupon, and upon 

' 
th e said Charter of Edward VI t h e  Grant o f  the J 3th Ellzabelh, and the Indenture Tripartite of the 2 0th of EllzG with the several O rdinances or By-Laws thereto an nexed, l i kewise an ancient Book of Entries of several Letters, other original Letters from the said Bail iffs u nder thei r Cor_ poration Seal, and hearing what was aI Iedged by Council on both Sides, the Court declared the 7th and 8th Ordinances or By-Laws, to be just and reasonable, and made p ursuant to the Intent of  the said Charter of  King Edward VI, and thereup on 

rw 

First 

the Court unani mously Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed, That the Relators (now Respondents) do elect a fit Person, pursuant to the Directions given by the said 7th and 8th Ordinances ; and that the said Owen, the present Head Schoolmaster (not being chosen pursuant to the said O rdinances and Grant or Charter of the said King Edward VI) be disp laced, and that the Mayor and Corp o ration should proceed forthwith to a new Election of  a Head School master, pursuant to the Direction of the 7th and 8 th O rdinances or By-Laws, and ordered Costs to be paid to the Relators, to be taxed by the Deputy Remembrancer of  the said Court. 
WHICH DECREE the Respondents hope Reasons fol lowing. 
For that the said Ordinances made by B u rgesses, with the Consent of the Bishop of LI"lclljidd and Coventry, and these made by the said Thomas ASh/Oil, as aforesaid, were stri ctly pursuant to the Directions and Tenor of King Edwafd VI's Charter, and the same were put in Writing, 

according to the Directions of the said Charter, and n o  Altera
tion therein made, excepting only, that the Queen having by her 
said Grant given an additional Revenue o f  3 0 01• per Ami. to the 
said School, and for other Pious Uses, i nstead of  two Masters 
mentioned in the said first C harter, the School was then enlarged, 
and there were two m ore Masters then added thereto. 

II Secondly That the said Ordinances have been strictly observed: by � 
the said Bailiffs and B u rgesses for the time being, and S! l1ce 1. 
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Mayors of Sai@p, for about I S O Years, and upwards (till  

t.h e  I ) an d the Bail iffs or Mayors constantly gave Notice of such 
] n  Lt; )' < , 

n CY of a H ead Schoolmaster, to the Master and Fellows of  
Vaca 

jo!tn's College, i n  order for them to Elect a fit Person, 
St 

o rd in <Y to the 7th and 8th Ordinances, which accordingly 
aCC 0 

they have done, as appears by the Entrz"es of the said several 

Bai l i ffs and Mayors l etters, to and from the said College, for 

that purpose ever since. 

There is not one Instance of  any o f  the Head Sch oolmasters 

that were elected otherwi se than as aforesaid, as by their several 

Letters and Testimonials from 1 5 8 3  appeareth. 

That Mr LlOJld, the last H ead Schoolmaster, was lately 

obl i ged by a Degree in  Chancery, on the Information of the 

then Attorney General, at  the Relation of BIlc1dey Mackworlh, Esq . 
ancl others, to surrender his place, for B reach of the 6th Ordi

n ance, wherein it is ordained, That no Head Master of the saz"rl 

School call be capablt of havz"ng ar0' Cure of Souls, and at the 

same lime Imp the saz"d School ; which plainly shews, that the 

l\I�yor and Corporation apprehend the said O rdinances to b e  
j ust, and stil l  i n  Force. 

The said Ord i nances h ave received the Sancti on of the Court 
of Chancery ; for in a cause t h ere depending 1 1 ° Jac. 1. betwee.n 
one lI.fez"glun, then Head Master of the sai d School, and fones 
and l-.farrzs, then Bailiffs of the said Town, relating to some 
l\Iisclemeanors committed by one Cz"IIz"ngs, then Second Master 
of the said School, in B reach of the said Ordinances, It was 
Decreed by the then Lord Chancellor  Ellcsmere, Thai the saz"d 
Gitt ings should depart from Ihe saz"d School, and the Master and 
Fellows of St John's College should furthwith be acquaz"nted there
witlt, and proceed to a new Election for that PUI"jiOse, accordl"ng to 
the trlle Jl.feanz"ng of the saz"d Ordz"lIances. 

It may be of mischievous Consequence, to suffer the Corpo
ralion to depart from the O rdinances before-mentioned, and 
thereby to get to themselves the entire Nomination and E lection 
of the H ead Schoolmaster ; for by the said Indenture an d 
Ordinances (pursuant to the said Charter and Grant) the H ead 
Schoolmaster is  m ade in  nature o f  a Trustee, or Cluck upon 
them , that the Revenue of the sai d School m ay not be mis
applied, or imbezelled ; for the Preservation of w h ich the H ead 
Master, by the fol lowing Ordinances, hath the chief Manage
ment and Government. 

Thirdly 

Fourthly 

FifLhly 

a 

Not e 
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By the 1 61h Ordllzance Made by t h e  said Mr Ashlon, Baltiffs an 10 be yearly Sworn in the presmce of the Head ill. 10 observe the Ordl'nances relaHng to the School Revenues. By the 1 4th : No Lease of the Revenue call be granted bdllg countersigned by the Masler. 

By the 7 t h : The Head Masler IS 10 have the Cuslody of of tht fou r  Kl!J'S of the Treasury where the Slock nmanml IS £It the said Town. 
By the 8th : No monv; IS to be disposed of out of Ihe Stock l'enzanent (exceedz'ng 1 01.) wzthout the Consent of the Master and SI John's College, under their common Seal. And by the 1 7 th O rdinance : Made by the Bailiffi B u rgesses, with the Advice and Consent of the said Bishop and M r Ash/on, No Second Masler IS to be chosm without the C01lSml of Ilu said B7shop alld the Head Jl.faster. 

Besides several oth e r  Instances of the like Power the said H ead Schoolmasters. 

Wh ere fore 't is hum bly prayed, That the 
said Decree made by th e Barons of the 
Exchequer may be affirmed by your 
Lordships with Costs. 

P. YORK. 
THO. LUTWYCHE. 

We now proceed to give some of the letters which 
passed between the Town of Shrewsbury and the 
College. The letters from ShreWSbury all bear en
dorsements showing that they were produced 
evidence during the legal proceedings. And 
showing the long continued practice of the Bail iffs in 
looking to the College as the proper nominating body 
they are very effective. 

Right worsh ipfuIl,  Theis shalbe to signille vnto you that l\fr 
Lawrence the Cheife Scholemaster of this free gramer schole �f 
Shrewsbury havinge contynlled that Chardge the space of tbClS  
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)Ieres last. And fyndinge him seIfe so weakened i n  Lody fjfLene . 
t he is not able to contynu e  the susteymnge of the b urden 

tha I H I I · . 
. ' den t  to the place any onger, at le now present le given 
I n C1 

er that Chardge. And althoughe for our owne partes wee 

�:vc signifyed vnto h i m  that  wee are vnwiIlinge h e  should so 

cl' a nd have earnestlie i ntreated h i m  to contynew that  Chardge, 
0, ' 

an d for his  ease to take vnto h i m  suche an Assistant for a tyme 

as himself should like of, yet can wee not perswade him to yeld 

thcrevnto. A nd forasmuche as his care and diligence hath beyn 

suche that the schole hathe not only yelded a great nomber of 

good schoI lers in h is tyme (as your howse can particularly 

testi fie) but also is  the speciaIl ornament of this  towne and 

treasure of the countrey adioyninge. And for that t h e  schole 

is noW left in suche good order, as all gentlemen i n  theis partes 

are very desyrolls to have their C hildren h ere trayned vp i n  

l earni nge, whereby t h e  nombre of schollers d o  dayl ie i ncrease. 

Wee are therfore desyrous that n o w  at this first advoydaunce of 

the Cheife Schoolmaster such consideracion maye be taken for 

tb e Choyse of a newe as maye i n  every respect Answere the 

good meaninge of the founders, and of the setter forward of the 
woorke (Mr Ashton by name sometyme of that your CoIledge) 
for this p urpose have wee entreated this  speciaII berer Thomas 
Salter gentleman to travaile to you at this present with theis 
our letters Sign i fyingc to you by the same that this Rowme of 
Cheife scholemaster nowe beinge become voide, our desyer is 
that you will elect and send vnto vs (accordinge to the great 
truste which by the ordynnaunces of the said schole i n  you is  
Reposed) a sufficient person, who for his learninge gravitie, 
audacitie, invencion, wysdome and discretion maye for this first 
tyme of avoydaunce (for good exam ple to posteritie) receve the 
place in  respect of worthynes only, And not for any other 
private suite labour or affeccion. And albeit wee thinke you 
wilbe myndfull to comend a sufficient person accordinge to the 
ordynaul1ces, yet  for that by the ordynaunces the Second Schole
m aster ( M r  Baker by name being a master of Artes aboue twoo 
ycres stan dinge and also sufficientlie furnished w i th all other 
qualities by the ordynaunces required) ought to be preferred 
before any others. He being called before vs d isableth him 
s,cl f to receve the same and vtterlie Refuseth to supplie the 
I,owm e. Requestinge that a more sufficient person by your 
comen clacion maye be had, wee have in Respect thereof also 

VOL. xx. T T T  
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taken occasion to make this specialJ suite vnto you that a In qualified as aforsaid maye be elected to furn ishe the place yf frendship shall so prevaile that a yonger m an or more i cient than Mr Baker shalbe commended, we cannot all OWe the C hoyse. And forasmuche as it wold be tedyous to w VlltO you the causes of theis our ernest letters we Referre same to this  our berer vnto whom we p raye you give creditt your better satisfacion and advertisement.  And so wee take OUr I t·ave. Salop vnder the scale of our office the fi rst of August 1 5 83 ' 

your Lovinge ffrendes 
WILLIAM TRENCH } Bailiffes of EDWA'RD OWEN Shrewsbury. 

A ddressed : To t h e  righ t worshipfull th� master and fel lowes of the College of St J olln the evangelist i n  t h e  vni uersitie of C h ambridge. 

An A nS'UJere to the BaybJfis if Shrewsbury. 
l{ ighte Worshipfull As wee cannot but yield vnto the testi� mony you challeng at our hands concern i n g  the fruites of his  

labour, which hath beene now and for longe time your chiefest director and most pai n full traveller in that your renowned 
Schoole of Shrewsbury, so wee cannot but lament very much 
with you, t h e  losse, or rather the foregoing of so speciall a man 
as is our very good fren d  Mr Lawrence in so necessary and 
so excellen t a work of the common wealthe. 'Wee pe rseaue 
very well how greate your care was to haue had h i m  continued 
in that place a n d  doe very m uch commend your good desi res 
p raying (euen with all our hearts) that by gods goodnesse i t  
were i n  vs t o  renew this bis wonted strength of. body wherein 
h e  fi ndeth want. 

But so it  is,  what God hatb decreed m ust be yielded onto, 
and ou r selues rest con tented th i ther 10 haue Ollr  though tes n Ow 
referred wh ere vnto your l etters haue by order directed vs : 
W h i ch we take to be th is-Vppon advertisement so to endeau� r 
to furn i s h  that fi rst or principall roome of a School master III 
t hat your said Schoole by our election of one to that end, as 
both i n  equity a n d  conscience wee may be able to justi lie the 
same according to your ordinances there i n  prouided. You 
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k not (as w e  bope) to haue any thinge said of our good 
100 e . 

' ,]0' to that e n d  and purpose, be1l1g a matter of trust so 
mean ' 0 ' ' 

r 1 1 )'  com m i tted vnto us, the case so n ea rlev touchll1g a httle 
�re u • 

art ( as it were) of the first n u rsery of the commonwealth ,  and 

p m uch concerning so many (as well yet vnborn perhapps as 

�i�eill g) As touch i ng your speciall d i l igence in puttin� downe 

somewhat plenti fully a certa i n e  number [of] properties you 

desi re in the party with some further coul1sell t here vnto added. 

Our opi nion is your desi re is to haue things well not otherwise 

mean i ng to direct vs in a course already laid downe,  then by t h e  

way o f  adv ise wherein your greate wisdome very w e l l  appeareth. 

So that all these ci rcumstances with the thinge it selfe (which 

is indeed the body of t h e  ordinances of that place) duly con

sidered,  our final l resolution is by these our letters to com m e n d  

vnto you the bearer h e reof M r. John Meighell a Master o f  Arts 

aboue two years standing in t h is our vniuersity, one trained vp 

here amongste vs i n  this our Colledge, sometime one of your 

schoole. a Burgesses son n e  of you r  tow ne (as wee are informed, 

and as wee know and are to avow) very sufficien tly qualified and 

by vs elected vuto that p l ace now void, according to the ordin� 

a n ces of your Schoole therei n  provided. 'Nee take it our partes 

so to con ceiue of our selues in that action, and so m uch t o  
repose i n  your good opinion concel.ued o f  vs, t h a t  i t  shall not 
bee n eedful to say how little we feare what is purposed con� 
cern i n g  any foret hreatened d isalowance. It sufficeth (as we 
bope) that wee know what wee haue t o  do, and do so commend 
the a foresai,d party vnto you, as one whom wee find ( besides one 
only man who refuseth to deale therein) by priviledge pri n 
c i pal ly preferred by his i n d ustry i n  the study o f  good learn i n g  
very sufficien tly qualified accord i n g  t o  t h e  rules the rein ordeined, 
so well affected for h is religion, of such honest conversation the 
course of his whole l ife to our knowledge, o f  such discreet 
gOllcrm e n t  i.n his behauior here amongst vs euen from his 
younger yeaces, and so well approued as wee very c redibly 
1lCare, in the good gouerment of youth and their due o rder of 
teach ing that thoughe wee feare it wi.ll bee very hard to match 
what hath beene done i n  that place, yet we nei ther feare to 
value him with greater yeares or doubte of as m uch presently as 
may be very suffici ently commendable and in time grow to a 
greater excellency. More shoul d  bee said perhapps in respect 
of your worshipps lou i ng countenance an d speciall good fauor 
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now towards him pri n cipally in his first admission but already drawne our selues i n to a longer d iscourse then p urposed our desire i s  for what re maineth to make hi  beholding to yO�l wHh our hearty well  wishing 

St John's CoIl.. in Cambr. 
:kO Sep, 1 5 8 3 , 

your louing friendes the 
Master and the Seniors of 

the said College. 

The letters which follow relate to Ralph Gittins (See EagZe xx, p .  462) . He was nominated by the College to be Third Master in r 594 .  It will be observed that the Bailiffs in their letter of January 1 6 1 0- 1  state that the Second Master's place became 
vacant in 1 607 and that Ralph Gittins had been 
displaced by them from his office of Third Master. 
As a matter of fact on the vacancy in the Second 
Mastership in 1 607, Gittins was put into the place by 
Meighen the Head Master and maintained in it in 
spite of the protests of the Bailiffs. The appointment 
gave rise to m uch dissatisfaction and disturbance at 
Shrewsbury, and the matter was referred to Dr Neile, 
Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, who decided in 
Gittins' favour and he was thereupon in 1 6 1 2  installed 
by the Bailiffs. Peace however did not last for long. 
for in 1 6 1 3  proceedings were taken against him In the 
Court of Chancery and he was by a decree of the 
Court dismissed from the Second Master's place on 
27 October 1 6 1 3 .  

The curious thing i s  that o n  2 4  March 1 630- 1 the 
Bailiffs recommended Ralph Gittins to the College 
for the post of Second Master, and the College gave 
him its nomination on 21 April 1 63 I .  Gittins resign�d 
in 1 638  when he must have been fairly advanced I n  

years. 

After our verie hartie com mendacions. Whereas by the 
forsakinge of Will iam Baylye the Rowme of the third ScoJe-
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t r of this ffree Grammar Scoole of Shrewsburie is presently 
mas �1e voyde. Whereof we the Bayli ffes haue received notice 
beCo 

J ohn Me i o-hen and John Baker the Principal! and Seconde 
from 0 

Scoltmasters To thin tent we shuld thereof give aduertisement 

your worships for the eleccion of a new Scoolemaster i n  the t�ace of the said William Ba} lye accordinge to the O rdynaunce 

�f the Scoole in that behaulf provided whereof a counterpane 

in wry tinge remayneth with you. The COIlsideracion whereof 

bath moved vs this moche to signifie to you th<bt the said 
WiJliam Baylye the thirde Scoolmaster of th�s ffree Grammer 
Scoole refused his  rowme forsaide the xxxtlz day of this O ctober 

in whose place if it please your worships to commende a suffi
cyent person qualified accordinge to the Ordynaunce, we for 
our partes wilbee ready to do that which to our d uties apper
teyneth.  An d forasmuch as the legittimate San ne of a Burges. 
of this Towl1e qualifye d accordinge to the Ordynaunce is to b e  
preferred before others o n e  Raphe Gytti l1s Sonne l egittimate of 
Richard Gyttins, mercer, a free Burges of this Towne is well 
thought of, wherein referryng the Choyse to your considera
cions accordynge to the Ordynnaunce, we take leave. ffrom 
Salop the last of October 1 5 94 

your assured ffrendes 

DANIEL LLOm ) Bailiffes of 
THOMAS LEWIS ) Shrewsbury. 

A ddressed : To the Right worshipfull the Master and fel lowes 
of St John his Colledge in the vni uersitie of Cambridge. dd.  

Right Worsh ippfull, Whereas wee are given to vnderstande 
by your Letters that the Rowme of the Third Schoolemaster of 
your Free Grammar Schoole of Shrewesburie is nowe presentlie 
voyde by reason that William Baylie who latelie enioyed that 
place hath voluntarilie forsaken and relinquished the same and 
therevpon are putt i n  m inde by you to proceede to the Election 
of a newe Schoolmaister accordingly qualified for that place wee 
the lVIayster and Seniors of St ] ohn's Colledge in the V n iversitie 
of Cambridge to whom the sayde Election by right beJongeth 
Doo thankfully acknowledge your good case being verie wi lling 
to accomplish whatsoever vs apperteyneth in that behalfe And 
for so much as we perceive by your Letters your good inclination 
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to Ralphe Gitti ns a Bachelour of Arts and one of the Sch o) and Students of our House because wee have had EXperien o f  h i s  good conversation are wel !  perswaded of the sUfficien of the said parlie for that place as being qualified accord i ng the ordinances of the sai d  Schoole wee have made choyce him att th i s  tyme and thereof have thought good to gi ve n otice by these our Letters vnder our Hands and Seale bei al lways w i l l ing and desirous to further and p rocure the good prosperous Success of the sayd Schoole of S h rewsburie by good meanes that we can Devise. Th us Commending you an d ourselves to the gratious protection of God wee cease, from our Colledg e  of St John's  a foresaid November 1 5 th,  1 5 94. A ddressed: To the Right worshi ppful! and Our verie Loveing ffrendes Mr David l loid and Mr Th omas Lewis, Bayl i ffs of the Towne o f  S h rewsburie. 

Whereas by the death of M r  John Baker late Seconde Schoolemaster of the ffree grammar schoole of and i n  the townd 
of Shrewesbu ry, the place, roome, office, o r  function of the 
Second Schoolemaster o f  the same Sch oole, the seaven and 
twentieth day of November A,mo dOflll'ni 1 607 became vacant of 
which avoydance our p redecessors M r  Wil liam J ones and 1\1r 
Andrew Lewys then B ayliffs o f  the sayde towne gave advertise
ment a n d  k nowledge to the then master and fel l owes of your 
coil edge, according to the ordinances of the sayd Schoole ; 
which roome or place yet remayn eth vacant A n d  whereas as 
well  by the resignation and remou i n g  of Mr Ralphe Gyttins 
late th ird School emaster o f  the same Schoole, o f  [ L e  place, 
roome office and function of t h e  third Schoolmaster of t h e  same 
Schoole, and by displacing of him the sayd Ralphe of and from 
the sayd place, roome, office and function of third Schoolmaster, 
by vs the now Bayliffes of the sayde towne, for h i s  notorious 
negligence and refusal! of teaching in the same place, office or 
roome for three yeres together now last past, and [or other iust 
causes to vs appiering, the sayde roome, place, office and fu ncli?n 
o f  t h e  third Schoolmaster of the same Schoole th e twenti eth Slx t 
d ay of January anno domim' 1 6 1 0  became vacant :  Theis th erefore 
are from vs, to gyve you advertizement and k n owledge of th e  

, d '  to you r same avoydences, earnestly requestl l1g you accor I n g  
gravity, wisdome a n d  integri ty, a n d  t h e  trust i n  you reposed, as 
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OLl tender the repayre of the rui nated estate of the same Schoole, 

Y 
to elect and send vnto us, two able and meete persons for 

f�r 
t p Llrpose, to supply tb oos roomes acco rding

. 
to the sai d 

��� ina!lces and quaJ l i fyed as therein is preseryved, the neglect 

v l ie reo[ i n  your last cho)'se was the on ely occasion of the tumul t  

:nd garvoyle, that ensued with in our town e .  And our further 

request is, that you wilbe pleased to ioyne w ith vs fo r a com

petent en crease to be had of tbe Salaryes and Stypen des o[ the 

Schoolmasters th ere, and for reformation of all o ther defectyve 

ord i nances of  the sayde Schoole, according to such d i reclions 

as this  our trusty messenger Mr Rowland Jen ckes (one of  our 

owne house) shall imparte vnto you : and that the charges of 

such as you and wee shall imploy thearaboutes, shalbe born of 

tl ie Schoole Revenues. And so with our very harty comen da

cions wee referre you and your act ions to the good providence 

of almighty god. 

At Shrewsbury t h e  

30th day o f  
] an uary a n n o  
dom i n i  1 6 1 0. 

your very loving ffryndes 

THOMAS J ONES } bayliffes. 
H UGHE HARRIES 

A ddressed : To the righ t worshipfull the Master and fellowes 
of the colledge o f  Sai n t  John the Evangelist in the vniversity o f  
Cambridge deliver thys. 

Ri ghie worshipful! Commendacions vnto you remembred 
Pleaset h  i t  the same to bee advertised that in Trynytie Terme 
laste past at the hearinge of the cause in his majesties h ighe 
Courte of Chauncery before the Right hon orable tbe lord 
Challllceier o f  England betwene John Meighen, gen tleman, 
C heif Scholemaster o f  the ffree Grammar Schole in Shrewsburie 
Complaynaunte and Thomas J ones and Hughe , H arries, gentle
men.  late Bayliffes of the said Towne of Sh rewsbury, defendants, 
yt was thus Ordered and decreed by h i s  Lordshipp That Rap b e  
Gyttin s  nowe teachi nge i n  t h e  Rome o f  seconde scholemaster 
of the said Schole should att or before M ichaelmas nowe n ext 
ensuinge voyde from the said place, and that from thenceforth 
no further stypend should be allowed vnto h i m  out of the said 
Schole Revenew es, an d that another suffycyent person should 
be placed in h i s  stead. And further that the maister and 
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ffellowes of St John's Colledge in Cambridge shoul d bee 
quainted th erewithal! w h o  should in the meane tyme pro 
to a n ewe eleccion for that purpose accordynge to the 
and true meanynge o f  the O rdynaunces of the said Sch oole . 
of which decree we thought good to aduertise you and by th i� 
Bearer our neighbour Mr John Garbett h aue sente the said 
O rder and decree to thend you may bee the more fnlly instructed 
w i t h  the premisses wishinge the same maye bee wi t h  hyIU 
Redeliuered. Moreouer to avoid any snbseqnent troubles which 
may ensue vpon t h e  eleccion and Consideracion by you of  
any other than the sonne o f  a Bu rgesse o f  our Towne as hereto_ 
fore hath bene wee do R epresente vnto your eleccion and 
allowance Andrew Studley master o f  Artes and t h e  sonne of a 
B u rgesse and qualified in all poyntes answerable to the Ordy_ 
naunces of the said Schole w h ose learninge and sufficiencye for 
t h at funccion wee' l eave to your tryal l .  His modest carr}'3.dge 
and conuersacion together with h i s  care and discreete teachinge 
of the Schollers h eere in the absence of Mr Meighen this 
Corporacion in generall doe i ustly commend. In Regard 
w h ereof, wee h ope that you wilbe pleased to e lecte and nom),nate 
the said Andrew Studley to the seconde R ome of Scholemaster 
in the said ffree Grammar schole yf vpon t ryall h is learnynge 
bee found answerable to the reste. And so we commytt you t o  
God a n d  reste 

Salop, 
September 4, 1 6 1 3  

your very l ovinge frendes 
ROWLAND LANGLEY I Bayliffes. 
R owLAND JENKS , 

A ddressed : To th e R ig h t  worshipful! the master and Seniors 
of St J o hn's CoIIedge in Cambridge deliver theis. 

R. F. S. 

( To "be continued) .  

• �� • '�A���� 

THE SONG OF THE DRAINS. 

Dedicated (without permission) to the Mayor and Corporation of the ancient 
Borough of Cambridge. 

OH ! Come, let us sing of the Cambridge drain, 

How all the smal l  sewers flow into the main, 

How an the foul gases these sewers contain, 

Rise up through the m anholes and come out again j 

Though the whole town of Cambridge i s  heard to 

complain, 

Though they write to the papers they do so in vain, 

Though some 'Varsity men who are perfectly sane 

Insist that these sewers are proving a bane, 

Bringing Typhoid and all sorts of germs in their train, 

And that Cambridge will soon be a town of the slain, 

"While others in forcible language maintain 

That the 'Varsity Star is itself on the wane j 

Still the Cambridge Town Council looks on in  disdain, 

They let all the sweet-smelling manholes remain, 

'While if pressed on the subject they gently explain 

That the odours arising in each street and lane 

Are perfectly harmless and good for the brain, 

And they add a lot more in a similar strain, 

And before they have finished they m ake it quite plain, 

You may talk as you like, but there's nothing to gain, 

And at last you're convinced you had better refrain .  

CLOACA MAXIMA. 
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FIFTY YEARS AGO, 

O

F I attempt to set down a few reminiscences St John's and the University in  the forties, 
, , must begin by bespeaking indulgence for 

memory which has always been fl ighty an capricious, constantly seizing and storing the 
worthless trifles, while allowing valuable information and useful facts of all kinds to pass away wi 
leaving the slightest impression. A great misfortune 
but it was ever thus with me an old song or a tag 
verse would stick when things that might have been 
use in after life were no sooner learnt than they 
forgotten. In spite of this drawback however, I wi ll 
endeavour to recall some of the i ncidents and 
periences of my years at the University, in the hope that 
they may be of some little interest to the present 
generation of Johnians. 

I shall never forget the day, in  October 1 8 44, when 
I first entered Cambridge. We, my father, my tutor, 
and I had come from Nottingham by the coach. At 
Huntingdon it began to rain heavily, and so continued 
till we reached our j ourney's end, by which time we 
were thoroughly wet through, chiefly from water pouring 
down our backs from the tarpaul i n  that covered the 
luggage, cold and miserable. Arrived at the Bu � I ,  we 
had j ust time to change and get warmed before dl \1ner 
time, when, as luck would have it, we came in for a. 

h h f . . . d ' t' 1 Oh I that aunc 0 vel1lson, In  prune con 1 101 • . 
. . 1 I erate that vel1 1son. No one wIll doubt me w 1en assev 

never si nce that day have I tasted any so good . 

Fzj/y Years A go. ,5 1 3  

ay be worth while to mention, i n  passing, that 
ltIn 
h t time a great m any coaches, between twenty and 

t t a 
a . ,t used to start every day from the Hoop, going 
thll y, 

Th E C ' R ' 1  
, 1 1  directions,  e -< astern ounties aI way, as 
111 a ' 
' t was then called had got no nearer to Cambndge 

�han Bishop's Stortford, so that if you wanted to go to 

London you had �o c?ach to th�t place to take �he train .  

The project o f  bnngll1g the raIlway t o  Cambndge was 

regarded with no frien�ly eye by
. 

the U�iversity 

authorities, who were afraId, for one thll1g, that It would 

make it too easy for u ndergraduates to run up to 

London. Brought, however, it was, and in my time, 

though it was kept as far as possible from the town. 

A few days after my arrival I was settled in rooms 

on the ground floor, Second Court, where I remained 

till turned out of College at the end of my third year. 

It was with no small  pride that I found myself in pro
session of a large sitting room, and an exceedingly 
small bedroom, i n  which there was barely room for the 
bed, certainly none for a " tub", if there had been any 
in those days. They are a l uxury of more recent date. 
It was rumoured indeed that Lord Burleigh had one, 
but no other person in the College was credited with 
such a posession. 

Dr Tatham was Master, who, though not tall, was of 
imposing figure. I cannot remember to have ever 
spoken or been spoken to by him. Mr Crick was tutor 
of one side, and Johnny Hymers, as he was familiarly 
called, of the other. I was on Crick's side. Our 
Mathematical lecturer was Mr Brumell. I attended as 
few of his and the classical lectures as possible, having 
soon discovered that I knew enough to pass for the 
ordinary degree, ' and I say it with shame and regret, 
that I wa sted my time and opportunities at Cambridge, �hereby incurring a loss which could never be repaired 
111, the busy years of after life. Dr Atlay, afterwards 
BIshop of Hereford, was for some of my time j unior 
cl ' assIcal tutor. He was extremely popular. I remember 
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h is once pointing out to me a ridiculous mistake in 0 of my College examination papers, but he did it in 
n 

a pleasant way that he made me his friend for life. I later years I saw a great deal of him, when he Was Vicar of Leeds, and we always kept up an occasional exchange of letters. He was a most kindly man. 
When I had been a short time in  College I joined the Lady Margaret Boat Club, with which I was con_ nected till 1 left after taking my degree, steering the first boat, then second on the river, in 1 847 .  First Trinity was head and had the stronger crew. We were faster up to Grassy, and more than once got up to, and even overlapped, them at this point, but never succeeded in  m aking our bump. In the Long Reach they always 

left us, but we were in no danger from the boat behind 
us, Magdalene, so had nothing to fear. How well 
I remember the tramping and shouting on the bank ! 
Some famous oarsmen rowed in  the Trinity and Lady 
Margaret boats of that year. Foremost among them 
was " Billy " Maule, whose death occurred quite recently. 
He was Captain of the First TrinitY" and he won almost 
everything that was to be won : Colquhoun sculls, the 
pair oars twice, his partner in one contest being 
Vincent, and in the other Wolstenholme, who still 
lives, the well-known Conveyancer. Maule was a com
pactly built man of medium height, had a splendid 
constitution, unflagging good spirits, and was im
mensely popular. He came up, I think, from West
m inster School, his father being a barrister aJ?d Solicitor 
to the Treasury. Goldie, of the Lady Margaret, who 
rowed, I believe, but am not sure, i n  the first boat, was 
an indifferent oar. His name has, however, become 
famous amongst oarsmen all the ,,,,'orld over by the 
achievements of his son and grandson. 

When I first came up outriggers had not been 
invented, or, at least, were not in  use ; but they we;e 
adopted and became general sometime before I le t.  
The old eights in  which I began to row and steer were 
regular tubs. 

Fifty Years Ago. 5 1 j  

I may here recall a fac
.
t which m ay surprise some of 

oungsters, viz, that 111 my day everybody dressed 
the Y ' 1  k ' 'f 1 ' c  

out at two 0 c oc J ust as 1 le was g0111g lor a 

to go 
lk in Bond Street or the Park, frock coat, or overcoat, 

�l� hat, &c. This fashion has long since gone out, as 
SI (: f d I ' . , 
I learned when years a terwar s paId my son a VISlt 

at St John's .  But, although by that time the silk hat 

and frock coat had been discarded, it  seemed to m e  

that undergraduates had become more luxurious and 

expensive in their tastes than when I was up. We 

used, for the most part, to be contented with wine and 

supper parties, and very few indeed felt called upon, or  

thought themselves able, to give dinners. But when 

I came up to see my son, I was asked to dinner, and 

sumptuously feasted by several of his friends. 

Talking of supper parties, I remember being at a 
very large one given by two men i n  the New Court i n  

a room overlooking the gardens, and which was m ade 

memorable by a very unpleasant incident. As the 

evening wore on the fun became fast and furious, and, 

having had enough of it, I left the party to thei r own 

devices, In the m orning it  was quickly noised about 

the College that the wire fencings placed round several 

young pine trees on the lawn had been torn up and the 

trees destroyed. D ark suspicions were entertained that 
this had been the work of one or m ore of the party, and 
several names were even whispered about. But the 
culprit was never discovered in  my time. Many years 
afterwards I learnt from one of the givers of the feast 
that an undergardener who considered h imself aggrieved 
had confessed that he was the offender. It was satis
factory to know that an act so malicious and so 
mischievous had not been committed by a member of 
the U niversity. 

It was in  the year 1 847  that an election for the 
Chancellorship of the University took place, the candi
dates being Prince Albert and Lord Powis, who was 
first in the field, supported by St J ohn'5. It would be 
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out of place to go at any length into the incidents of this memorable contest, which is a matter of history. I will merely say therefore that it was fought out with. a good deal of asperity, m any, both inside and Outside of the University, stigm atizing the conduct of those who had brought forward the Prince, then a very young man, as snobbish and sycophantic. Of COurse the contest gave rise to much s mart writing from both sides, and one squib I specially remember which, as it is neat and not ill-natured, I will give to the best of my recol. 
lection, not knowing whether it has ever appeared in 
print-at any rate it m ay be new to some of the present 
generation :-

Prince Albert on this  side, Earl Powis on that, 
H ave claims than which none could be sl ighter ; 

For the Prince's consist in i nventing a h at, % 

The Peer's i n  preserving a mitre.t 

Then why do ye rush ye Collegiate Dons 
Into all this  Senate House pother ? 

D o  you think that t h e  Prince who inven ted the one 
Has a share i n  dispensing the other ? 

Since Prince Albert's reluctance m ay plainly be seen , 
Your conduct, 0 Dons ! is u n wary : 

Do you think t h at he means what we know you woul d  
mean, 

If you said nolo eplscopart' ? 

It is scarcely necessary to add that, on a large poll, 
Prince Albert was elected by a considerable majority. 

Into the vast changes which have been m ade in the 
courses of University studies since my time I do not 
purpose to enter. The subject is outside the scope of 

* Tl:e new army helmet. 

t He had successfully combated the proposed ullioll o f  the Sees of 

St  Asaph and Bangor. 
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. paper ' moreover, I have not the necessary know-
thiS ' 

dge. But I may be allowed to state my conviction 

l�at in adopting most, if not all, of those changes, the 

�niversity has shown a wise determination in offering 

to young men o! vario�s gifts a�d talents opportunities 

for turning theIr speCial faculties to the best account. 

I shall even console myself by imagining that if there 

had be€'n a Moral S cience, or an Historical, or a Law 

Tripos in my day, I m ight have quitted the College 

with greater credit than I did. With my best wishes 

for its continued prosperity. I bring these random re

collections to a close. 

1. L. H .  

TRUE BEAUTY. 

VVERE beauty but the sculptured, marble b row, 
And cold perfection of a classic mien, 
Then, at the starry court of beauty'S queen, 

Hath m any a m aiden m ore renown than thou. 
Then beauty to the tyrant years m ust bow, 

And render tribute to un gallant time, 
Despite the pleading of a poet's  rhy m e, 

Despite the passion in  a lover's vow. 

But, mirror'd in thy clear unerring eyes, 
Dwelleth so sweet infinity of faith, 
That, peering in those depths, my rapt heart saith-

[n love's un sounded soul true beauty l ies. 
And, dearest, when thine eyes so look in m ine, 
Beauty, that dieth not with death, is thine. 

C. E. BYLES. 
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SONNET. 

WHO reads the Eagle, he eftsoons shall see 
A garland of some fifty sonnets here, 
Conformable to rules ; not one shall veer 

From the true type that came from Italy. 
'Twas Petrarch fi rst invented them, and he 

Passed on the mode to Milton ; which blind seer 
Taught me the rules, of either of them peer 

For infin itely tame prolixity. 
The Editors who sit in council sage 

To hatch an Eagle from an addled egg 
Are oft in wan t of some odd scrap to fill {The dull fag end of some exhausting page 1 * 

The tail of some obituary page J 
And then a sonllet from a bard they beg : 
H e  writes ; the Eagle mopes ; they have their wil l. 

* Note by the Author : Some Editors prefer the second variant, as neal er 

the archetype in the preciseness of its allu5ion. 
Note by the Editors .' The above efTusion is from a discontented cont l iOlltor, 

whose proffered MS was declined on the ground, amongst many others, that 

it was too long ; woult! in fact have occupied as much spar.e as fifty sonncts. 

AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS. 

MAN must have fine qualities so to write the 
history of his own times that his judgments 
on his contemporaries shall be sustained on 
appeal to the court of History, and posterity, 

a fter fifteen centuries, accept them still. He must be 
cool and dispassionate in  his survey, and yet sympa
thetic. He must be alive to every aspect of the 
problems that beset his fellows, and take into account 
every advantage or disadvantage arising from age and 
environment. Commonly to attain the true perspective 
one must stand a century or at least a generation away. 
But in the fourth century, i n  the midst of the quarrels 
of Arian and Nicene, through all the turmoils of civil 
strife and barbarian war, lived and wrote a man, whose 
verdict on the men of his time is substantially our own. 
How was it possible ? 

Ammianus Marcellinus was born of Greek parents 
at An tioch, * somewhere about the date of the Nicene 
Council, 3 25 A.D. It is not possible, nor is it necessary, 
to name the exact year. More we cannot say than that 

* 'Ve are curiously reminded of his birthplace when he speaks of Julian's 
i nvecti ve a gainst t h e  Antiochenes (the lIfisopogol!), which he wrote " in a I ng-e . . • .  a d d i n g  a good deal to the truth . " Socrates, the fairest of Church 
histurians as became a lawyer of Constantinople, lets the book pass with the 
I cmark that " it le ft indelible stigmata on Antioch. " Sozomen says it was 
" excellent  ant! very witty." Zosimus, a heathen , says it was " most wit ty, 
and blended such bitterness with its irony as to make the Antiochenes in
famous everywhere." After twice reading t\:le I)lisojogon, I must say my 
estimate is nearest that of Ammianus. 

. 
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he was of noble birth . Sooner or later he was as Well 
read a man as any of his day, but we can not say wh at 
his early education was. V.,T e first find him in the army 
among the Protectores Domestici, for admission to 
whose ranks personal beauty and noble birth were 
n eces�ary·. So we may safely pronounce Ammianus 
z'ngenuz' voltus puer �ngenuz�ue pudorzs. He tells us 
himself incidentally that at one critical moment he 
found it not pure gain to be z·lIgmuus.t 

We first find him in 353 at Nisibis, in Mesopotamia, 
on the staff of Ursicin us,t to wh ich posi tion the Emperor 
Constantius had appointed him . Ursicinus had been 
i n  the East for ten years,§ we learn, without d isast er, 
i n  spite of the rawness and inefficiency of his troops. 
Four years after we first see him, Am mianus includes 
h imself among the adulescentesll who were sent back to 
the East with Ursicinus, while the older men were 
promoted. Men vary so m uch in their ideas of what 
is young and what is old, that it would be hard to guess 
his exact age i n  3 5 7 .  

H e  saw a good deal o f  travel and warfare first and 
last. How long he  was with U rsicinus during his fi rst 
period of Eastern service we cannot say. However, in 
35 3 whisperers round the Court suggested to the greedy 
e ars of Constantius that it might be dangerous to leave 
Ursicinus in the East · after the recall of Gallus Cresar, 
and he was sum moned with all speed to :Milan to 
" discuss urgent business." All conveniences for rapid 
travel were supplied,� and " with long stages we made 
all haste to Milan " to find they had come for noth ing. 
Perhaps they were not greatly surprised. It was Con
stant ius' m ethod. Gallus was hurried home in the 
same way to have his head cut off. 

The next thing was the trial of Ursicinus for treason .  

Constantius was jealous, and the creatures of the Court 

.. Procopius, H£st. Arc., 24. t xix. 8, 1 1 . t xiv. 9, I . 
§ xviii. 6, 2. 11 xvi. 10, 2 1 .  '11 xiv. 1 1 ,  5 ·  
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hispered. His friends at once deserted him for men 

:v the ascendant " j ust as when the magistrates in  due 

tu 'se cucceed one another, the l ictors pass to the new 
cOllr . " 

from the oid."" Ammianus could hardly express his 

con tem pt more significantly. A plot w as actually 

made, and it seems the Emperor was cognizant of it

though a defect in our text may be used to defend him, 

but he was quite capable of the treachery- to kidnap 

and kill Ursicinus untried, but delay saved him.  
In 355 they left Milan t under circumstances which 

seem strange perhaps, but are characteristic of the age. 
There was an officer in Gaul, Silvan us by name, loyal 
enough to the Emperor, but he had enemies, and they 
went to work in the usual way. They babbled to Con
stantius of treason till the wretched Silvanus fOlind his 
only hope of life lay in  treason-a desperate card to 
play, but his only one-and he boldly proclaimed 
himself Emperor. This was a thunderbolt indeed. 
But Constantius was not at a loss. He despatched 
U rsicinus (with Ammianus in his train) to quell the 
rebel, prepared to be glad to hear of the death of either 
of  his generals. But a handful of men went with Ur
sicinus, for craft, or, if you like, treachery was to be the 
tool employed. Ammianus felt, and they all felt 
that they were in the position of gladiators con
demned to fight beasts in the arena. They had to 
m ake haste to keep the rebellion from spreading to 
Italy, and so successful were they that Silvanus' reign 
was one of only four weeks. They went, with a keen 
sense of their risk, to Silvanus as friends ; they heard 
his complaints of unworthy men being promoted over 
his head and theirs ; and after much discussion in 
private, and many nervous changes of plan, they 
managed to tamper with the troops. In a day or two 
at daybreak a body of armed men burst out, slew 
Silvanus' guards, and cut down himself as he fled to a 

* xv. 2, 3 .  t xv. 5 ·  
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church for safety.  Thus fel l  at Cologne " an officer of no mean merits, don e to death by slanderous tongues so immeshed in his absence that he could only protec� himself by going to the extremest measures." Such is Amm ianus' com ment on a n asty business which gave h im nothing but disgust. Constantius, however, Was so delighted as to feel himself " sky high and superior to all human r isks now."'" 
Ursicinus and Ammianus remained in GauI for a year perhaps·t I n  35 6  they saw at Rheims the Ccesar Julian who had been sent to Gaul, as they had been themselves, to crush Constantius' enemies, and if possible meet his death in doing it. Towards the end of the year came a welcom e  despatch summoning them to Sirmium,:t whence the Emperor sent Ursicinus once 

m ore to the East and Ammianus with him.  
They were two years in  the East, and meanwhile 

plots thickened, " The Court, hammering as they say 
the same anvil day and n ight at the bidding of the 
eunuchs, held Ursicinus before the gaze of the suspicious 
and timid E mperor as it were a Gorgon's head,"§ 
assuring h im that his general " aspired higher." Chief 
among the enem ies was the rascal chamberlain, Euse
bius, " with whom," says Ammianus, bitterly, " Con
stantius h ad considerable influence ; "  and the " piping 
voice of the eunllch," and the " too open ears of the 
prince " m eant ruin for the brave soldier. But a 
good deal was to come :/1rst. 

War with the Persians was i mminent. A Roman 
subject of rank and some knowledge, harassed as 
Silvanus had been, though by smaller enemies, found 
life i mpossible within Rom an frontiers, and fled to the 
Persians, and there he and his knowledge were welcome, 
A Persian invasion fol lowed. Meanwhile the order bad 
reached Ursicinus at Samosata to yield his command 

.,. xv. 5,  37,  t xvi, 2, 8. t xvi. 1 0, 2 I .  § xvjji, � h  2 ,  
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e Sabinianus and come West.'" The Syrians to �; with consternation, and all but laid violent  hands hea
l ' m to keep him,t  But Ursicinus and his staff had on 11 
go and they crossed the Taurus, and after a short 

�Oelay
' 

had travelled through Asia Minor, and were 
l ready in Europe when fresh orders turned them back 

:hence they came. Sabinianus was recognized by the 

Emperor to stand in need of a soldier at his side. Back 

they went to Nisibis, and there they found their " little 

fellow gaping "  (osczeante h01'nunculo).:t Throughout the 

campaign this seems to have been Sabinianus' attitude. 
He visited Edessa and spent time among the " tombs," 
" as if, once he had m ade his peace with the dead, 
nothing were to be feared."§  I suppose Ammianus 
means shrines and m artyries. [ [ Abgar, king of Edessa, 
so a very old story goes, wrote to our Lord and had a 

letter from Him, both letters being preserved for us by 
Eusehius. In the Docfrz'ne of Adriaz' we have the whole 
story of our Lord's sending Addai to Edessa, the healing 
of Abgar and the conversion of the whole place with 
such success and speed that they read the Diatessaron 
in  the churches n early a century before it was made. 
As Our Lord's letter was shewn to St Sylvia twenty 
years later than this, it is just possible this relic accounts 
for the open m outh of Sabinianus. 

Leaving Sabinianus to his devotions, Ursicinus had 
to take what steps he m ight without hindrance. And 
now we are in the thick of the campaign. It was 
reported at Nisibis that the enemy had crossed the 
Tigris and that plundering bands were scouring the 
country.� " So," says Amm ianus (and I translate his 
account of an incident commonplace enough perhaps, 

• xvi i i .  4, 7 .  t xviii. 6, 2.  t xvi i i . 6, 8 .  XVIII. 7, 7. 

11 It was be lieve d by some lhat Julian, ou his Anabasis, avoide d the place 
for lhe very facl of ils  e arly Cbrislian associalions. ( Sozomen, vi, I ) .  It also 
happened la be oul o f  his way . 

'\! xvi i i . 6, 10· 16 ,  
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but illustrative of the times and the region) " to the roads we set out at a trot, and at the second rn stone from the city we saw a child of gentle appeara wearing a necklace, and about eight years old supposed, sitting crying on the middle of a bank. was the son of a free man, he said, and his mother , she fled in hot haste for fear of the enemy who was upon them .. had found herself burdened with him in her flurry and left him there alone. The general Was moved to pity, and at his bidding I took him up in front of me on my horse and returned to the city, and meanwhile swarms of plunderers were surrounding the walls far and "vide. Alarm ed at the idea of an ambush, I set the boy within a half closed postern, and rode hard to rejoin our troop in some terror ; and I was all but caught ; for a hastile squad of horse i n  pursuit of a certain Abdigidus, a tribune, and his groom, caugh t the slave while the master escaped, and as I galloped by they had just heard in reply to their question, " Who was the officer who had ridden out ? "  that U rsicinus had a little before reached the city, and was now making for Mount Izala. They slew their informant, gathered together in some numbers, and, without taking rein, made after us. 
" Thanks to the speed of my an imal,  I outrode them and at Amudis, a weak fort, I foun d my comrades carelessly lying about with their horses grazing. I flung out my arm and waving the ends of my cloak on high (the usual signal) I let them know the enemy was at hand. Joining them I rode off with them, my horse already in distress. What terrified us was the full moon and the dead level of the country which offered no hiding place in case of pressing need, as no trees or 

bushes or anything but short grass was to be seen . 
We therefore devised this plan . A lighted torch was 
set on a single horse and tied so as not to fal l . The 
animal without a rider was sent off toward the left, 
while we made for the foot of the mountaInS . on the 
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O th at the Persians, i n  the belief that i t  was th e 
·ght, s . r1 1 to light  the general as he  qUletly rode along, 

tOre 1 d· · B C h · d . 
i ht go in  th at lrectlOn. ut lor t IS eVlce we 

rn g l d have been surrounded and captured and come 
shoU 
. to the enemy's hands. 
i n  h· · l  d d " Escaped from t IS pen we came to a woo e spot 

lanted with vines and apple trees, Meiacarire by name, 

�o called from its cold springs. Its inhabitants had 

fled and we found but one mall h id  away in  a comer

a soldier. He was brought to the general and in h is  

terror gave confused answers which m ade us  suspect 

h im .  In fear of our threats, he sets forth the real state 

of affairs, and tells us he was born at Paris in Gaul and 

hall served in the cavalry, but  to  escape punishment for 

some offence he had deserted to the Persians.  On his 

character being established he had married and had a 

family, and had often been sent as a spy among us and 

brought back true information.  He had now been sent 
by Tamsapor and Nohodar, the nobles at the head of 
the marauding forces, and was on his way back to tell 
what he had learnt. On hearing this and what he knew 
of what was goi ng on elsewhere, we slew him." 

I pass over a reconnoitring expedition m ade by 
Ammianus, and the disgraceful loss of an important 
bridge through the carelessness of a force of cavalry 
fresh from Illyricnm, and the rout which followed, in  
which U rsicinus' party got separated, Ammianus escaping 
to Amid.if< The path up to the gate was narrow and he  
spent a curious night jammed in a crowd of  living and 
dead, with a soldier in  front of him held erect by the 
press though his head was halved to the neck. Then 
followed the siege of Amid, the story of which told in 
his n ineteenth book may rank for vividness and interest 
with the sieges of Quebec or Louisbourg. Remember 
that the story is told by a soldier, an eye witness and 
the m an of all men then living most fi ( ted to tell such 
a tale. 

* xviii. 8, 1 1· 1 4  
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The Persian army moved on to Amid,'" " and when next dawn gleamed, all that could be seen glittereu with starry arms, and iron cavalry filled plains and hills." The phrase is curious as many of his phrases are. The sunlight caught a thousand bright surfaces and the reflexions suggested the starry heavens. The iron cavalry are the cataphracts or men in armour mounted on horses in  armour. We hear a good deal of them in  Ammianus and Julian, who compares them to equestrian statues. " Riding his horse, and towering over all, the King himself (magnificently if tersely described as ipse without another word) rode down his lines, wearing as a diadem a golden ram's head set with gems, exalted with every kind of dignity and the attendance of divers 
races ."  He was intent on a siege, and, though the 
renegade advised against it, the " divinity of heaven " 
(caeleste numen) ruled that all his force should be 
centrated on this corner of the Roman world and the 
rest should escape. 

Sapor the king in a lordly way advanced to the 
walls, called for a surrender, and nearly lost his l ife for 
his pains, and retired raging as if sacrilege had been 
committed. Next day a subject king, Grumbates, came 
near losing his life on the same errand, his son falling 
at his side. Over the prince's body there was a fight, 
which recalled the death of Patroclus. The Persians at 
last bore him off and for seven days he lay in state 
while they held his funeral, feasting and dancing and 
singing sad dirges in  lamentation for the royal youth, 
much as women wail for Adonis. At last they burnt  
the corpse and gathered his bones to send home t o  h is 
own people, and after a rest of two days war began 

* Amid (now Diarbekr) on the Tigris was one of t h e  1110St i m porln l l t  

places s trategically a n d  commercially in the coun(ry, t h ough less so ( h . I I1 
Nisibis, which was the key of the situation. This should be home 1 1 1  111 , ,1<1 
when we come t o  Jovian's surrender. That Diarbekr is still (he seal of the 

seat of the patriarch of the Jacobites shew its ancient importance ( S tanler, 
Eastern Clmrdt i .) 
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' t1 with a great display of Sapor's troops, cataphracts 
aga1 
elephan ts and all.'" �ext day Gr�mbates, in the chara�ter 

f a  jetlaft'S, hurled a blood-stallled spear at the Clty, 

�nd fighting began. Catapults, " scorpions " (for hurling 

great stones) and engines of all kindst came into play, 

and many were the deaths on both sides. The night 

fel l  and both armies kept watch under arms, while the 

h i lls rang as " our men extolled the prowess of Con

stantius Caesar as lord of the world and the universe, 

and the Persians hailed Sapor as saansaan (king of 

kings) and pirosen (conqueror in war") . ::: 
Before dawn fighting began again. " So m any 

evils stood around us, that it  was not to win deliverance 

but with a passionate desire to die bravely we burned. " 

At last night put a n  end to the slaughter, but brought 

l ittle help for the wounded. There were seven legions 

in the little city and a great crowd of country people 

beside the citizens, < 4nd there was no room or leisure 

for the burial of the dead. 
Meanwhile Ursicinus was chafing to go to the 

rescue, but Sabinianus " sticking to the tombs " would 
neither let him go nor go himself. It was believed 
Constantius was to blame for this in his anxiety " that 
even though it ruined the provinces, this man of war 
should not be reported as the author of any memorable 
deed 1101' the partner in one either." 

Now came pestilence from the bodies of the slain, 

and for ten days i t  raged till rain fell and stopped it . 
All the time the siege was p ushed on, and the defenders' 

* This proceeding, strange as i t  may seem , occurs again a t  Daras, 530 A.D. 

0" (he second day fi ghting began and Bclislllius won a great victory. 

t Elscwllere (xxi i i .  4) Am miallus gives a descriptiol1 of these vatious 

ll1aehi ncs. 

t 11r E. G .  Browne inronns me that this i s  a locus classicus with 

?, ien (al is(s , which some have (ried very needlessly to emend.  The passage 
IS hiS(orical proor that the official language or the Sasanian kings was not 
pronounced as i t  i s  wrillen, but for Aramaic words i ll  the script their Persian 

�' lui:'alcn(s were read. It may be remarked that Ammianus is generally sound 
IU hIS Syriac (00. 
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difficulties were increased by the presence of two Celti legions fresh from Gaul and itching to be " up and a� them." It took a good deal to hold them inside the walls at all. A deserter betrayed a secret passage leading to a tower, and while engaged with foes with_ out the defenders suddenly found some seven ty archers shooting at them fro m  a post of vantage within the w alls, and with difficulty dislodged them. A half day's rest, and then " with the dawn we see a countless throng 
taken on the capture of the fort Ziata being led away to 
the enemy's land, thousands of men going into captivity, 
many among them frail with age, and aged wome n ;  and 
if weary with their long march they failed, all love of 
life now gone, they were left hamstrung." The sight 
"was too m uch for the Celtic legions who raged like 
beasts of prey in their cages, and drew their swords 011 
the gates which had been barred to keep them 
They were afraid " lest the city should fall and 
should be blotted out without a single brilliant exploit. 
or if it escaped it should be said that the Gauls did 
nothing worth while to shew their spirit. We were 
quite at � loss how to face them in their rage but at 
last decided (and got a reluctant consent to it from 
them ) "  that they should m ake a sortie on a dark night. 
The d ark night came and with a prayer for heavenly 
protection the Gauls sallied out to the Persian camp, 
and but for some accident of a step heard or a dying 
man's groan caught they would have killed Sapor ;  but 
Sapor had twenty years of mischief before him yet. 

Towers and elephants in turn were brought again!>t 
the city, but the " scorpio,ns " were too much for both ; 
and the siege dragged on so that Sapor created a pre
cedent and rushed into the fray in person. At last 
banks were raised, and the counter work put up by 
the besieged came crashing down as if there had �een 
an earthquake ; and the end had come. After a swge 
of seventy-three days the Persians had their way open, 
and now it was every man for himself, and  all day long 
the streets were shambles. 
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" SO a t  eventide, lurking with two others in an 

out_of-the-way part of the city under the cover of 

night' s darkness, I escaped by a postern j and, thanks 

to an acquaintance with the country, now all dark, and 

the speed of my companions, I at last reached the tenth 

mile-stone. Here we halted and rested a little ; and 

just as we were starting again, and I w as giving out 

under the fatigue of walking, for as a noble I was unused 

to tt, I saw a dreadful sight, but to me in m y  weary 

state it was to be a relief exceedingly timely." It was 

a runaway horse trailing its groom behind it, and as 

the dead body checked its speed, it was quickly caught, 

and Ammianus mounted. After a journey through the 

desert they reached the Euphrates to see Roman cavalry 

in flight with Persians in hot pursuit. " All hope of 

escape lay in speed, and through thickets and woods 

we made for the higher hills, and so we came to 

Melitina, a town of lesser Armenia, and there we found 
the general and his staff,setting out for Antioch ." 

After these adventures Ammianus probably went 
,Vest again with Ursicinus, who, as magzster jeddum, 

was kept near Constantius till slander prevailed and 
drove him into p rivate life, and we hear no more of 
him, though his faithful follower tells us that a son of 
his was slain at Adrianople in 3 78 .  

Ammianus had by  no m eans seen h is  last of  war  in  
the East. In  some capacity he  went with h i s  hero, the 
Emperor Julian, on the fatal expedition against Sapor 
in 363 .  From point to point we can follow their 
Anabasis in the twenty-third and twenty-fourth books, 
and ever and again we find the verb in the first person, 
vtdt"/IZus, v(J1u·mus. It is, however, needless to trace 
their march, as Ammianus records practically nothing 
done by h i mself, though we m ay well believe he  was 
not the least interested of the men who gazed on the 
wall paintings of battle and the chase at Coche.'" 

� x xiv. 6, 3 . Coche was practically a suburb of Ctesiphon, the Persiall 
c a pital, lying across the Tigris. 
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Wherever he went we seem to see him with eyes open quietly taking n ote of men and things. ' 
When Julian was brought wounded to his tent, is it hazarding too much to suppose that Ammianus Was at his side, and heard the manly farewell he m ade to his officers ? Ammianus, unlike other Latin historians We have read, does not make speeches for his characters to deliver. With very few exceptions, if any, the speeches he reports are formal, set harangues delivered by emperors at coronations ; and though he may very properly have condensed Julian's words, he is not the man  to have invented them.'" At all events he says n othing about VzCts# Galtlaee, which is almost enough of itself to stamp that story a legend.t 

Whether he had a share i n  the deliberations which led to J ovian's election as emperor he does 110t say.� If he had he was certainly not proud of it, for he apologizes for the choice m ade " when things were the last gasp."§ He shared the privations and th� shame of the retreat, and for once burning indignation betrays itself in the calm historian. J ovian accepted Sapor's terms and surrendered five provinces, including the all-important city of Nisibis, " when ten times over the thing to do was to fight." 1 I  The surrender was m ade " without any hesitation," and we may picture the feelings of the old soldier, whose own two leaders had been men indeed, when he penned the words stile 
cunctatz'one tradzdd.� It was indeed a pudenda pax .... 
H e  witnessed the rage and grief of the betrayed Nisibis, 
Jovian to save his soul respecting his oath so far as to 

* Gibbon beli�ves the speech to be qutIJentic, but  wickedly suggests that 
Julian must ha\fe previously prepared i t  in case of all emergency. . t Theodoret (c. 430) tells the story. Socrates and $ozomen, histollnns 
of a higher type and about the same date, do not hint at i t ,  . t It has been conjectured that he was himself the lWlIomtivr ali'1uis Illti,·S who urged postponement. Gibbon (c. 24) and IIodgkin (i .  1 1 9) .  

§ Xl(V. 5, 7 ·  11 xxv. 7, 10. Cum p"gllari deci�s e:cpedird. 
� xxv. 7, I l. ** xxvii. 1 2, I .  
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D bid the inhabitants to stand up for themselves 
. 
o�eIJendent1y of Roman support,'!' and looking on, 

�om an emperor as he was,  while a Persian n oble 

" hung out from the citadel the standard of his people." 

He tellS us of his return to Antioch, and then we are 

left to conj ecture where he went and what he did. He 

was writing history, and personal details would h ave been 

biography ; and he more than once prote!ts that h istory 

cannot mention everybody's n ame, nor record what 

everybody did. MZ1zutt'ae zgncbzles are outside its sphere. 

Where he has mentioned himself it has always been 

because he was an eye witness. At some time or other 

he visited Egypt, to which visit he twice alludes, once 

with a quiet vz'dz'mus,t once vzsa pleraque 11.arrantes. +  

He also saw Sparta, and took note of the effects of a n  

earthquake which had stranded a ship two m iles inland. § 
Though he does not say so himself, we know at once 

from a letter Libanius wrote him, and from the vivid and 
somewhat satirical pictures he draws, that he l ived i n  
Rome, and wrote and read his history there. Seemingly 
he did not like Rome, and it has been suggested that 
Libanius' letter was meant to encourage him. At any 
rate the great orator says that the honour Rome does 
the historian, and the delight she takes in his work, 
do credit to Antioch and his fellow citizens. 

In 3 7 1 he had the ill  luck to be back in Antioch[ [  at 
the time when the affair of Theodorus was at its height. 
The story may be told quickly-he tells it  us in ful l  
himself. Some men, speculating as to who was to be  
Emperor after Valens, tried a sort of  planchette to  find 
out, and learning that his n ame began with the four 
letters 8E06, they leapt to the conclusion that it  was 
their friend Theodorus, a man of high rank..,-r Theodorus 

* They were quite equal to this as SapoI' could testify, for they beat him 
orr in  340, though he had got so far as to make a breach iu their  wal l .  

t xvii. 4, 6. + xxii. I S ,  I .  § xxvi . 10 ,  19 ·  1 1  xxix. r .  
� ,  The man o f  fate was Theodosius, not Theodorus ; so after al l the 

prophecy came true. He was co.opted as Emperor by Gratian in 378. 
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heard of i t, and perhaps was half inclined to accept a manifest destiny-quo fata trahunt l"etrahuntque seqzta_ 17Zur-but the day planchette was tried was an evil day for him and for all concerned, and many more beside who were innocent. Attempts had been made on Valens' life before, and this time at least he left nothing undone to discourage them for the future. A reign of terror followed. " We all at that time crept about as it were in Cimmerian darkness, as frightened as the guests of Dionysius who saw the swords hanging each by a horse hair over their heads."iI< There was probably no man with as little taste for rebellion in the empire. Writing of treason trials under Constantius he sayst : " No sensible person condemns a vigorous inquiry into these matters ; for we do not deny that the safety of a legitimate Emperor, the champion and defender of good citizens, to which others are indebted for their safety, ought to be protected by the associated enthusiasm (If all men. To uphold this the more strongly the Cornelian laws allow in treason cases no exemption of rank from torture even if it cost blood." This is loyal enough, " but unbridled exultation in suffering is not befitting." He knew, and few better-, what it meant to the empire to have no Emperor. That lesson was learnt in the desert and at Nisibis ; and when after 
some months of tarnished glory J ovian died, the Roman 
soldiers w ere right when they forced Valentinian on his 
election at once to name a colleague. 

While he lived in Rome he wrote his great history.::: 
It consisted of thirty-one books, of which the first 
thirteen are lost. His work began with the reign of 
Nerva, 96 A.D., where Tacitus stopped ; but in book XIV 

• xxix. 2, 4. t xix. 1 2, 17. 
:t An English version was brought out by Philemon Holland, of the C,1ie of Coventrie, in 1 609, which 1 have not seen . Pope sets Holland's trans

lations (many and m ainly historical) in " the library of Dulness, " but Abp. 
Tlench thinks very highly of them, and llis is probably the more sel lOllS 
judgment. 
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. are i n  the year 3 5 3 ,  and book X XXI ends with the 

�:ath of Valens at Adrianople i n  3 7 8 .  It has been 

u ggested that there was n ot room in thirteen books on 

:hiS scale for 2 50 years, and that perhaps, l ike Tacitus, 

he \"rote tZIJO historical works, and that the h istory, 

eighteen books of which we still h ave, was that of his 

own times, while another is lost. This is a large 

supposition, and, I think, not very necessary."" At the 

beginning of Book xv he announces that what follows 

will be done hma#us, which probably does not refer so 

much to the style as to the matter, and implies greater 

detail . As I believe there is no external evidence of 

any kinu,  every one may freely form his own opinion 

from that passage, and the little epilogue at the end of 

book XXXI.t 
We do not know anything of  his death. If his 

reference in book XXIX to a young officer, Theodosius. 
j>n'lIceps postea j;erspeciz'ssz1JZUS, implies that Theodosius' 

reign and l ife are done (as it may), then Ammianus 

died in 3 95 or later. Otherwise w� have no. clue at all 

beyond reference to Gratian's fata, which seems to 

imply Gratian was dead. In this case Ammianus l ived 

as late as 3 83 . It is I think the latest date to which an 

event he mentions can be assigned. In speaking of the 

Serapeum he says nothing of its destruction in 391 by a 

m ob (who were much strengthened in  the faith by seeing 
the m ice run out of Serapis' broken head), but he deals 
with the Serapeum in book XXII, and we have nine
books on later history, so this gives us no help. How
ever it is quite unimportant when he died. He lived 
long enough to leave mankind a legacy, for which we 
cannot be too grateful. 

As all we know of him is gathered from his h istory, 
we m ay consider his  work and himself together. H e  

* Zosimus, in  his history o f  Rome's decline and fall, devotes one book, 
his fir.t, to the first three hundred years of the empire, and gradually gives 
mOre space to events as he approaches his subject proper. 

t lL is also believed by some that one book is missing before book xxxi. 
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was a man of very wide culture, as his constant refer_ ences shew. They are so many in fact that it has been surmised he did his learning late in life. He is evidently p roud of it, and the value he put upon it may be read i n  his apology for Valens, who had " a countrified i ntelligence, unpol ished by any acquaintance with antiquity.":': Valens again showed " a very unbridled exultation i n  various tortures (of Supposed criminals), bez'ng unaware 0/ that sayz'ng of Tully's, which teaches that they are unhappy men who think everything permitted them." t  It is quite surprising how many Imperial and other crimes are sins of ignorance. Somet imes it is that the Emperor forgot or had not read 
his Aristotle. But we hear most of Tully, for whom 
Ammianus had a zeal equal to Mrs Blimber's, though 
more according to knowledge. He is rarely at a loss 
for a historical parallel in the annals of Rome or 
G reece. 

When he sums up the character of a good Emperor. 
he first of all tells us his faults-and quite freely too
and then sets forth his good points that they may leave 
the stronger impression, while with a bad Emperor he 
reverses the process. Let us follow his  example and 
pay him the compliment implied by first giving an 
account of his foibles. 

Critics almost without exception abuse his style, some 
even finding fault with him for trying to write in Lat in 
at all,:/: and certainly his style is curious and peculiar 
to him. It reminds one somehow of Apuleius, though 
it is less successful. His vocabulary is good i n  itself, 

« xxx. 4· 2 Subagreste ingeniuJIZ nullis vetustatis lectiollibus expo/illlm. 
t xxvi . 1 0  1 2  Sententiae iUius Tultia/lae igllarl/s. 
t It is remarkable in view of the fact that the Greeks had al ways heen 

studiously ignorant of Latin (e. g. Plutarch), and tha t a century Inter thilll 
this we find but few in the East who knew it all.  that tbe two great m en of 
letters of this age, A m mbnus and Claudian, a Greek and a Greek-speaki l l g'  

Egyptian, sh ould write in Latin . The Em peror Jlllian seems guillless of the 

IllOSt rudimentary acquaint ance with Latin litcmture. Latin was still, how

ever, the official language. 
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t his composition and grouping have a very odd 
bU . b ' d h d' b' 

ffeet. Partly It may e, as Is' suggeste , t  e lstur ll1g 

� fluenee of Greek. Partly it is because he aims a 

I n  h 
. T . . d 

little  toO much at r etonc. he manner 1S more SUlte 

to the novel than to the history. In fact his style i s  

rather more modern'" than classical, so  modern as  to be 

nearly journalistic at times. It abounds in metaphor

" The trumpets of internal disaster were sounding "  it 

" the horrifying gang of furies l i t  o n  the necks of 

all Asia " it " he left the provinces waltzing " i§ " th e  

destiny o f  the East blared o n  the dread shawms of 

peril, mingling her plans with the shades of Tartarus." lI 

He does not, i n  describing the situation of a town, care 

to say North, South, East and West simply, but " facing 

the arctoan stars " " whence the dawning sunbeam 

rises."� (Of course these phrases are more unnatural 

when translated). Once or twice he breaks out in a 

declamatory apostrophe, which comes oddly enough i n  

a history. In  fact we m ay borrow a phrase o f  h i s  own 

used of Phrynichus to illustrate and describe his own 

style-cum cothurnatz'us stzlzts procederel**. C;othztrnzts 

is strictly the buskin worn by the tragic actor to give 

d ignity to his stature, and is com monly enough used 

in Latin as equivalent to Tragedy itself, j ust as soccus 

represents Comedy. Cothurnattts is " wearing the 

.. e .  g. in the purely picturesque use of the adjective. xiv. 3, 4· Aboraeque 

amnis herbidas ripas, balancing so/itudines. 

t xxix. I, 14.  internarum cladiwn litui sonaoant. 

t xxix. 2, 2 [ .  coetw .furiarum hvrrijicus . .  cervicibus Asiae totius i,.sedit. 

This rather curious phraseology is not unlike Apuleius, e. g. Metam. v. 1 2. 

sed jam pestes ilZae taeterrimae .furiae anhdantes vipereum virus et .festi

"allies i",pia celeritate nav/gavant-the description of Psyche'S two sisters. 

§ xxviii. 3,  9. tripudiantes reli1zqums provincias. 

11 xviii . 4, 1 .  Orientis .fortuna periculoru//Z terribiles tubas inflavat • • 
COIlS ilia ta,'ta1'eis mallibus misce11s. 

'IT xxvii. 4, 6. arctois oblloxiam stdlis. , .  Unde eoumjubar exsurgit. 

' *  xxviii . I ,  4. So Mr Bury describes the style of Cassiodorns, " each 

epistle posing as it  were in tragic cothurni and trailing a sweeping train. "  

Later Roman Empin, ii . p. I8i .  
\'OL. XX. Z Z Z 
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buskin " and may be employed of a man in a " tragic " humour. To turn this, into an adverb, and Use it to describe the march of a style is a somewhat unusual manner of writing, but characteristic of Ammianus. It also hits him off adm irably, for there is very often " a  hint of the buskin in the strut of his style." At the same time a good deal too much may be made of this, and has been made, for, as I hope the extract abeve translated will shew, he can write straightforwardly and simply when he pleases. When his diction and his rather obtrusive learning are forgiven, I think we have exhausted the list of his sins, which must be admitted not to be very great. 
When ,,,-e come to his virtues, we find that his severe truthfulness and his dispassionate impartiality might set him in the very front rank of historians. But a m an may be fair and truthful without having the other 

necessary qualities of a historian, and these Ammianus 
has in a strongly marked degree. He realizes the 
perspective of the picture he sees, as few if any ancient 
historians have done, save of course Thucydides, and 
he selects and groups his m atter with the eye of a 
master. A modern author has this advantage over an 
ancient, that he can by grace of the printing press pack 
his digressions into footnotes and appendices, while as 
long as manuscripts held the field everything had to 
go into the text. But for this the light reader would 
have a higher opinion ot Ammianus. Setting apart his 
geographical excursuses which really recall Herodotus, 
an(t ' those on scientific subjects such as earthquakes, 
the ralObow, comets, and so forth, which naturally fall 
short of nineteenth century accuracy-all of which 
would today be relegated from the main body of the 
work, we may say that he knows the use of l igh t 

,
and 

shade, and shifts his scene so skilfully that the vanous 
parts of his work set off and relieve one another. No 

. us a part of the Roman world is left out, and he gives 
vivid panoram a  of what that world was in the fourth 
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tury Even the digressions into Geography serve 
cen ' _ . . 

I .  end and have thelr value. Huns, Goths, Egyptlans 
t 115 

nd Persians are all surveyed, and though we m ay be 

aurprised at an omission or a slip here and there, such 

:5 his neglect to notice the change from the Arsacid to 

the Sassanid dynasty in Persia,'" which from other 

sources we find meant much to Rome and her Eastern 

provinces, we really learn a great deal. 

Then he has a keen eye for colour, and in a touch, 

a hint, an incidental phrase, lets us have glimpses that 

make the life of his time real and living to us today. 

So much of his story is so told, that we lose the text

book as it were in the novel . For instance, we learn thus 

that the Germans dyed their hair. Jovinust " hidden i n  

a valley dark through the thickness o f  the trees " 

surprises them, " some washing, some of them staining 

their hair red after their custom, and drinking some of 

them." In the same way we m ingle with the Roman 
soldiers (too many of them barbarians)., and see the 
way they do things. They are anxious to fight, and 
they let their commander know it by banging their 
spears on their shields.::: To wish him good luck they 
make a din with the shields on their knees.§ Here is 
a man who cuts off his thumb to shirk service· 11 Julian 
makes a speech, and in delight the troops stand waving 
their shields in the air,� or in anger they brandishu their 
spears at him. In the troops of Constantiustt are soldiers 
Who lie on featherbeds and have a pretty taste in gems. 

• The Arsacids yielded place to Artaxerxes in 226 A.D., and the new 
dynasty which was supposed to derive from the Achaemenid5 (the family of 
Cyrus and Darius) lasted till 651 A.D. They restored the religion of Zoroaster 
and the authority of the Magi, persecuting Christians and Manichees alike. 
The long wearisome wars between them and the Romans (to be read 
of in the vivid if very unadorned history of Joshua the Stylite) left both an 
easy prey to the nascent enthusiasm of Islam, which deluged a weakened 
East for ever. We have a hint or two of the Arabs already in Ammianus. 

t xxvii. 2, 2. t xvi. l Z, 13 .  § xv, 8, 1 5 .  11 xv. 12,  3. 
'If xxiii. 5, 24. * *  xxi. 13 ,  16. tt x..,ii. 4, 6,. 
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Alas 1 for J ulian's heathen revival 1* his soldiers had too many sacrificial feasts, too much to eat and too much to drink. and rode home through the streets of Antioch to their quarters, mounted on the necks of passers-by. Now they all but m utinyt because JUlian has only a donation for them of a hundred pieces of silver a man. Again we find them marching into battle , while they raise the bar?'tlus;+ " so-called i n  their native �ongue, a m artial note that began low and swelled louder." Mr Keary� very reasonably finds the origin of this in the German forests, where the wind sweeping over and through leagues of trees roars like the sea, and hence through barbarian recruits, of whom we hear a good deal, it came into the Roman army. All these are small points, perhaps, but they add variety to the work ; and though a history may be great without them , or dull with them, they are in their right place i n  Ammianus, and brighten his canvas without lessening the effect of the great outlines of his picture. Ammianus was a soldier, but he saw that the army was not the state, and ever and again we find him intent on the provinces and the troubles of the taxpayer. He recognizes the merit of Constantius, whom he did not  like, in keeping the army in its proper place,lI " n ever exalting the horns of the military ; " and he tells us with a proud satisfaction i n  his hero that Julian reduced the land tax in Gaul from twentyfive to seven aurd per caput,� and i n  his financial arrangements would not countenance one particular practice because it was merely a relief to the rich 

without helping the poor at all. It is not the picture 
of Julian we are generally shewn, and we must bear 
in  mind that the man the ecclesiastics abuse for 
" pillaging "  them was a careful financier wit1: the 
interests of the empire at heart. A burning questIOn of 

* xxii. 1 2 ,  6. t xxiv. 3. 3 .  Vikings and Western Christmdom, p. 43 . 
::: xxxi. 7. I I .  
1 1  xxi. 1 6, I .  'If xl'i. 5. 1 4  
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11 time was the shirking of " curial " duties by men 
t e 

d ' } ' f 1 0 tried to eva e paylDg t lelr share 0 the heavy 
w 1 

J(es exacted from the cztrza of each town as a body. 
ta . d h . 
It is clear that every evaSIOn made the bur en eaVler 

for the rest of the body, but J ulian is severely criticized 

by Am mianus for b�ing
. 
too shar� with men whom the 

curt'ae accused of thiS klDd of thlllg. The system was 

vicious, and i n  fact was one of the main elements in 
the decay of the empire.* 

Another such element was officialdom .  Here is a 

picture he draws us : J ulian is quartered at last i n  the 

palace of Constantinople, and sends for a barber. 

There enters a gorgeous official. " I  sent for a barber, 

not a secretary," and the functionary bows. He was 

the court barber, and, as such, had a splendid income. 
Julian at once m ade a grand clearance of barbers and 
cooks and eunuchs, and till Valens became Emperor 
their ·rtij(t·me was at an end. Other official n uisances 
were less easy to get rid of, and again and again we 
find Ammianus telling of tumult and war and disaster 
brought on by the cruelty and insolence of civil and 
mi l itary authorities. Valentinian ,  he complains, did 
nothing to check the irregularities of his officers, while 
he was very severe on the private soldiers. Finally, 
the terrible Gothic war, which culminated i n  the defeat 
and dp.ath of Valens at Adrianople, and was the first 
great shock that foretold the end, was occasioned, if 

• Priscus in his account of his interesting journey among the Huns i n  
4 4 8  A.D. (p.  59.  B . •  in the Bonn Corpus or Byzantine History, a translation of 
which is to be round in Mr. Bury's Later Roman Empire, i .  2 1 3-223) tells us 
or  II I enegade Greek he met who had turiled Hun and pled tbat he  was beller 
ofT; ., for the condition of tbe subjects [of the empire] in time of peace is rar more 
gl ievous tban the evils of war, for th e  exaction of tbe taxes is very severe, and 
unpl i n cipled men inflict injuries on otbers because tbe laws are practically 
not valit! against all classes," and so forth. PriSCllS uphelt! tbe empire, and " my interlocutor sbed tears and confessed that the Jaws and constitution of 
tb� H .. omans were f,lir, but deplored that the governors, not possessin g  tbe 
�Plrl t of former generations, were ruining the S t ate." It might be difficult to 
Identiry those " former generations," but the whole story is very significant. 
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not caused, by the rapacity and cruelty of a magistrate charged with the transport of the Goths OVer the Danube. 
Here it  may be remarked that while Ammianus has n o  political or economical views to set forth, and accepts the fact of the empire as part of the world's fabric, as everybody else then did, without criticism, he does permit himself to criticize and complain of the adminis_ tration, which is a very different thing from falling foul of the constitution in the manner of Tacitus. He has no regrets for the republic, no sorrow for the Senate of Rome in its glorious effacement, none of the narrow Roman feeling of the city-state days. Three hundred years had brought a good many changes, and all the world was Roman now together, apart from Germans, Goths, and Persians beyond the pale. The Greek of Antioch is as much a Roman as any one. The result is a striking difference of tone in the historian-a change for the better. We are rid of the jingoism of Livy, and the impracticable d iscontent of Tacitus . •  

Ammianus himself is tenderer and has larger sym
pathies than the historians of old. He can value 
human life even if it is not a Roman l ife, and pity the 
child though a Syrian who begins h is experience by 
being taken captive. The Roman in Ammianus poses 
no more. He is far more frankly human. As a result 
we feel more with him. Iu fighting German and 
Persian he is battling for light and civilization, and 
Christianity itself;  and if  in the last great fight in 
book XXXI we incline to the Gothic side in some 
degree, i t  is the fault of a criminal official, and not 
because our h istorian alienates our sympathy by a 
n a rrow and offensive little patriotism. Things are more 
fairly and squarely judged on their merits now when 
the cramping caste distinction of civzeas is gone. Even 

* Mr. Bury (L.R.E., ii. 1 79) characterizes Tacitus very j ustly as " out of 
touch with his OWll age:' 
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l ine between Roman and barbarian was growing 
th.

e 
t when the Frank Nevitta was made consul by 

fain , h . C . C h '  
Jul ian ,  bitter a s  e was agalllst onstanhne lor IS 

barbarian consuls. 

But I have said nothing so far of one great change 

that had come over the world in the triumph of the 

Church . We hear of it of course from Ammianus, but 

lesS than we might have expected. This is easily 

accounted for. Our own chief interest in the fourth 

century is the Arian controversy, and Am mianus was 

a heathen. A heathen of the latter-day type, that is, a 

rather confused, because so very open-minded a 

heathen . We hear l ittle about the gods and a great 

deal about the vaguely-named caeleste numm, which 

she\\'s its interest in m ankind again and again.  

Auguries and auspices are still to the fore, not that the 

mere birds can tell the future, but a kindly numen* 

guides th eir flight to allow us by it to see what is 
com ing. Omens are very real things-an idea m ankind 

still cherishes in a confused and half ashamed way. 

Prodigies still occur, but ' c  nobody heeds them now." 

Ammianus has great respect for the philosophers and 

the theolop' of old, though he draws a curious picture of 

Julian's camp with its Etruscan soothsayers and Greek 

philosophers.t  Some sort of portent occurred on 

J ulian's  march into Persia, and the soothsayers declared 

that it  meant disaster if the advance were continued. 

But they were pooh-p09hed by the philosophers " who 
had much respect just then, though they do m ake 
mistakes now and then, and are stubborn enough in 

things they know nothing about." This time the event 
justified the soothsayers, we know. 

But a h istorian of the fourth century, whatever his 

xxi. I, 9,  Amat ellim benigllitas mm,,.,,is, seu quod merentur homines, 

Slit quod tallgitur eorum ad/eeliOlu, his quoque artibus prodet'e quae inpet •• 
d'iIlt. Surely there is something pathetic in this, if only in the quoque. 

t xxiii. 5, 8-1,1-. 
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creed, has to deal with Christians. Ammianus is q free from bias ; Christian or heathen is much the same to him-T1'os Tyrzusque 11Zzhz" nullo dzscrtmz'ne agetU1'. He has no anz'mus whatever, and is so far uuique among his contemporaries. He fi nds grave fault with JUlian for forbidding Christian professors to teach ancient literature, stigmatising the degree as one ob1'uendum pe1'ennz' stlenko, * " to be overwhelmed in eternal silence " -strong words to use of a man he loved and honoured, and speaking volumes for the fairness of the writer. As an outsider, however, who will have other outsiders among his readers, he will often half apologize for a technical term_CC a deacon as it is called," " synods as they call them." A bishop is Chrtstz'anae legts an/tstes, though he  slips into epzscopus now and then . A church is Chrzskanz' 1'z"tus saCrart'u11Z, or Chrts
tzam' rz"tus convenkcztlulII, or frankly ecclesza. These roundabout phrases are largely due to his environment ; for the traditions of literature and good society ignored the new religion.t  But Am mianus was no pedant, and 
can speak in terms of admiration of the ment " who, to 
hold their faith inviolate, faced a glorious death and 
are now called martyrs." In another passage, speaking 
of the sufferings inflicted on the followers of the 
pretender Procopius-which were very much those 
undergone by the martyrs of Palestine according to 
E usebius-he says§ he had rather die in battle ten 
times over than face them. Side by side with this 
stand his startling words on the warring of the 

* xxii. 1 0, 7. 
t This should of itself, I think, dispose of Gutschmid's ingenious attempt 

to correct a corrupt passage in xxii. 1 6, 22.  Ammianus is enumerating the 
great men whose teaching has been influenced by Egypt, and his last name 
is lost. Gutschmid wants to read, after a his, i!zs, i. e. yesus ; but it is quite 
unlike a Roman histOl ian to use this name. Tacitus has Ch,-"stus, Sue
ton ius Chrestus. Valesius would prefer correcting a non into Platoll. 
Ammianus usually says Plato, but apart from this the name seems highly 

likely. 
t Lxii. I I , 10. § xxvi. 10, '3· 
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t Julian, on the principle of Divt'de ut t'mperes, 
sec s. N' ' 1 '  h . f h 

l Ied the lcene eXI es WIt a vlew to res 
reca 
heological quarrels* ; " for he knew that there are 

t 0 wild beasts so hostile to mankind as most 
P

f the Christians are to one another." It was only two 

�enturies since Tertullian heard the heathen remarking 

ut sese 1;nvtCem dz·Zz'gunt. He records the terrible fight i n  

a church a t  Romet between the followers o f  Damasus 

and Ursinus, the rival candidates for the See, when 

one hundred and thirty-seven dead bodies were found 
on the victory of Damasus. Here is  his comment_CC I 
do not deny, when I consider the ostentation of Roman 
society, that those who are ambitious for this thing (the 
See) ought to spare no effort in the fray to secure what 
they want, for if they get i t  they will be sure of being 
enriched by the offerings of matrons, of riding about i n  
carriages, dressed i n  clothes, the cynosure of every eye, 
and of giving banquets so profuse, that their entertain
ments shall surpass the tables of kings. They might 
be happy indeed, if they could despise the magnificence 
of Rome, which they count a set-off to the crimes i n
volved, and live in i mitation of certain bishops of the 
provinces, whom their sparing diet, the cheapness 0 

their clothes, and their eyes fixed upon the ground, 
commend as pure and holy men, to the eternal deity 
and his true worshippers." Once he seems to express 
a preference, when he complains of Constantius Cc con
founding the pure and simple Christian religion with 
old-wife superstition,"::: but probably as he goes on to 
set forth the Emperor's religious polt'cy, it is rather to 
his interference and meddling with other men's religions 
than to his own views that the historian objects. In 
any case, i n  view of his treatment of Athanasius and 
the curt d ismissal of the Athanasian question,§ it i s  
hardly clear that he s o  refers t o  Arianism, which in  
fact was less likely to seem anzlzs superstz#o to  a heathen 

* xxii. 5 ,  4. t xxvii. 3, 12 .  
VOL. XXr 

::: xxi. 16, 18.  � XV. 7, 6- 10. 
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than Nicene Christianity. At all events Constanti was too " curious about the Christian religion " (z'n qUa scrutanda pe1plexius). He aimed in  fact at the " Caesaro_ papism " of Justinian, though he did not reach it. I 
.think we m ay surmise Ammianus' own feelings from his remark abont Valentinian.'" Valentinian was rather a sava ge o n  Ammianus' own shewing, but " this reign was glorious for the moderation with which he stood among the different rel igions and troubled no  one, nor gave orders that this should be worshipped or that ;  nor did he try by threatening rescripts to bend the neck of his subjects to what he worshipped himself, but he left the parties untouched as he found them." Surveying all his references to Christianity, I am afraid we must admit that he did not realize what it meant, nor under

stand how vital was the issue between Arian and Nicene. How should he, when there were hundreds in  the church 
who did neither ? Still we must always remember that, 
beside being a m an who kept himself in the background, 
he was writing for a society which avowedly had no 
interest at all in  Christian affairs. 

Ammianus did not lack for dry humour, witness the 
soldiers wh o would have won a certain battle " if only 
they had displayed the vigour i n  standing which they 
shewed i n  running away " ; and " Epigonus, a phil
osopher so far as clothes went " ;  or  Mercurius " who 
was like a savage dog that wags his tail the more 
submissively for being a brute inside " ; or the would-be 
E m peror Procopius, " about whom the wonder was 
that his l ife through he shed n o  man's blood " ;  or that 
governor of Africa " who was i n  a hurry to outstrip 
the enemy in plundering his province " ;  or fillall�, 
those lawyers of Antioch who, if you mentioned in theIr 
presence the name of some worthy of old, took it to be 
some foreign term for a fish or other eatable. t But 

* xxx. 9, 5, 
t The same doubt has arisen in our own day as to whether Botlicelli is a 

cheese or a wine, if. we may trust Ml' Punch. 

, \ 
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1 at would have been in Tacitus one of the bitterest 
\V 1 , . A '  

. 11 I ,,f, , 
f epiarams, IS 111 m mlanus n o  epIgram at a .  ml"en-

�IIS 'l,;rcc7t1tdt'a, the chastity of an emperor, was the 

great phenomenon of the fourth and fifth centuries 

whose emperors, whatever else they may have been,' 

were in  this matter above the breath of slander. 

There is a beautiful  picture of the triumphal entry of 

constantius into Rome'". He was a little man, long i n  

the body and short and rather bandy i n  the legs, but 

, .  He nothing common did nor mean 

Upon that memorable scene." 

He rode in a golden chariot, and for all the noise and 
applause never flinched, but stood i mmovable ; but 
" on passing through lofty gateways he would bow his 
little person ; and as if his neck were fortified he  kept 
his gaze straight in front  of him, and looked neither 
right nor left, as if he had been a dummy ; the shaking 
of the wheels did not make him n od, and he was not 
seen to spit or  wipe h is mouth or his nose, or move his 
hand throughout." 

A grim humour hangs about the coronation of 
Procopius,t who, after months in  h iding, blossomed out 
as an Emperor. He appeared before the soldiers with
out a cloak, and so emaciated as to look as if he had risen 
from the dead and all the purple he could m uster was 
his boots and a rag he waved in his left hand :-" you 
would have thought him some figure on the stage, or 
Some ridiculous burlesque that h ad popped through the 
curtain." H is procession was h ardly a success ; for the 
soldiers were afraid of being assailed with tiles from 
the roofs, and m arched along holding their shields over 
their heads. 

Of his residence in Rome we h ave many reminders, 
some of very great interest, some very amusing. His 
description of the city on the occasion of Constantius' 
Visit, shews the hold Rome still had on the world's 

... :xvi. 10. t xxvi. 6, 1 5 ,  
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imagination. " Whatever he saw first he thought supreme above all ." There was the temple of Tarpeian J ove, the baths as big as provinces, the solid mass of the amphitheatre built of Tiburtine stone, to whose top the human eye could hardly reach, and so forth. " But when he came to Trajan's forum-a structure, I suppose, unique under heaven, which even the gods would agree 
with us i n  admiring-he stood i n  amazement."· Rome 
was the one thing in the world about which exaggeration 
was impossible. The Emperor was so much impressed 
that he determined to add his item to the ornaments of 
the Eternal City, and sent an obelisk from Egypt. Of 
this and the inscription it bore, and its journey and 
arrival, Ammianus g ives us a most interesting account.t 

But more entertaining are his digressions on Roman 
manners, which abound in sketches as good as Juvenal's. 
The snobbery and extravagance of the great men of 
Rome may not have been more excessive than such things 
are elsewhere, but the grandee who with the greatest 
dignity (though no one has asked) extols to the skies 
his patrimony and the income it yields, how fertile it 
is, how far it reaches ; the noble gentlem an who welcomes 
you, though an utter stranger, as i fhe  had been yearning 
for you, asks you endless questions till you have to l ie, 
and makes you regret that you did not settle in  Rome 
ten years earlier, but next day has no idea who or what 
or whence you are ; the fashionable people, who loathed 
sensible and well-educated men like the plague, and 
learning like poison, all impressed Ammianus to such 
an extent that he has left them gibbeted for ever in his 
pages. The troops of slaves and eunuchs (his particular  
abhorrence) , the luxury of  the banquets, the Roman 
preference for the musician rather than the philosopher, 
the organs and lyres as big as waggons, the libraries 
closed like the tomb, the absurd fear of infection that 
h as the slave washed after he has been to inquire for a 

* xvi. 1 0, IS.  t xviii. �. 
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'ck friend before he is allowed into the house again '  

s�e gambling and horse racing, the effeminancy and the 

t lang'" of Rome waken disgust in  this old soldier as well 

:heY might. The rabble that will fight for Damasus 

or Vrsinus, and riot if the corn ships are late or wine 

is not forthcoming, are no better than the nobles. The 

most absurd figure of all, perhaps, is Lampadius, who 

was at one time prefect-" a man who would be in

dignant if he should so m uch as spit without being 

complimented on being adept at i t  above the rest of 

mankind." But even in Rome there were good men 

and true, such as Symmachus " who is to be named 

amon g the most illustrious examples of learning and 

decorum." 
If this is comedy there is tragedy enough i n  book XIV. 

Gallus Cc.esar is in the midst of a career of tyranny and 

bloodshed in the East,t when he i s  summoned to Italy. 

To disarm his suspicion he is bidden to bring his wife

a helpmeet indeed for him, " a  death-dealing Megaera, 

the constant inflamer of his rage, as greedy of human 

blood as her spouse "-a lady who listens from behind 

a curtain to keep him up to the mark. She did n ot feel 

easy about the invitation, yet thought she would risk 

it, but she died of fever in Bithynia on her journey, and 

Gal1us felt more nervous than ever, for he knew Con

stantius and " his particular tendency to destroy his 

kin." He knew his own staff hated him, and were 

afraid of Constantius, for wherever civil strife was 

involved the " luck " of Constantius was proverbial . 

A tribune was sent to lure him to his ruin ; " and as the 

senses of men are dulled and blunted when Destiny lays 

a hand on them, with quickened hopes he left Antioch, 

under the guidance of an un propitious power, to jump 

as they say from the frying pan i nto the fire." 

When on his journey he gave horse races at 

* Per le ille discat. 
t Even his brother Julian admits co fierce and savage " elements in his 

character. Ep . ad Athen, 2 7 1  D. 
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Constantinople, the Emperor's  rage was more than 
human. A guard of honour (and espionage) aCCOlll_ 
panied him. From Adrianople he was hurried 
on with fewer attendants, and now he saw how he stood 
and " cursed his rashness with tears." The ghosts of 
h i s  victims haunted his dreams. At Petobio he was 
made a prisoner, and at Histria he was beheaded, and 
all of him that reached Constantius was h is boots, which 
a creature of the Court hauled off to post off to the 
Emperor with this glorious spoil .  

What is the general impression left on the mind by 
the history of Ammianus ? One cannot read him through 
without a growing conviction of his absolute truthfulness 
and a growing admiration of his power, and the two 
together present the Roman Empire to the mind exactly 
as it was. He makes n o  predictions, he expresses no 
regrets, and apart from observations on the characters 
of his people, he leaves the reader to form his own 
opinions on the Empire. Nobody foresaw that in 
twenty years after his death Rome would have fallen 
to the Goth, that the Empire as an effective power in 
the West was nearing its end, but yet, wise after the 
event, we can see i n  his pages that it is all coming. 
There were, we learn, strong men and honest men to 
stave it  off and delay it, who, if they could not save 
Rome, did save Europe in virtue of those ideals of law 
and order the younger peoples of the North found in 
the majestic fabric of Roman administration. Ammi
anus lets us see the exhaustion of the Roman world, 
the ruin of the middle classes under an oppressive 
system , and often still more oppressive agents of 
taxation, the weakness all along the frontier, Rhine, 
Danube, Euphrates, and African desert, caused by bad 
p rinciples of government within as much as by attacks 
from without, and the crying need of men which led to 

the army being filled with barbarians, who d id not 

quite lose all their barbarism and brutality at once, and 

were often as terrible to those they protected as to the 

. \ 
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ny they were supposed to keep off ; and at the same 

enel 
. e we read in h im the grandeur and the glory of 

tl t11 
l�ot11e, who had welded the world into one and m ade 

the nations members one of another, had humanized 

and civilized them with law and culture in her train 

wherever she went, and was even now training in  her 

armies the men who should overthrow her, and then, as 

i t  were in horror at their own work, should set her on 

h igh once more, and keep her in her place as the world's 

Queen for a thousand years. 
� T. R.  G.  

LOVE' S IMMORTALITY. 

LOVE that buys a pretty face 

Or a figure neatly rounded, 

Is a slave to time and space 

And to passion falsely founded. 

Love that woos the soul within, 

Counting beauty but the portal 

Where all graces enter in-

O nly thus is Love immortal . 

C. E .  BYLES. 



-

DIS MONTIBUS. 

" Ye motions of delight that haunt the sides 
Of the green hiIls- " 

Wortisworth. 
IIIOST of us have at some period of our lives - been worshippers upon high places, or at , least, if worship be too strong a phrase, admiring visitants of some lofty shrine, which once housed dim fables of ancient cults or lost traditions of old-world deities. Now, no doubt, the fascination of the supernatural has passed away : great Pan is dead, and the golden palace of the gods n o  longer crowns the topmost pinnacles of Olympus ; Artemis stoops n o  more to steal kisses from a sleeping shepherd upon Latmus' side, and Dionysus n either greets his worshippers, nor punishes his foes, upon the heights of Cithaeron. But even yet there is a glamour of something more than m ere slate and granite, which clings 

alike to the loftiest m ountain and the humblest hill. 

" Pelion and Ossa flourish side by side, 
Together in immortal books enrolled : 
His ancient dower Olympus hath not sold ; 

And that immortal hi l l, which did divide 
Into two ample horns his  forehead wide, 

Shines with poetic radiance as of old." 

Indeed we are richer in extent, if weaker in intensity, 
than the Greeks to whom such things were more than 
allegories. Though belief or imagination no long�r 
peoples Parnassus and Helicon with divine and herOIC 

, \ 
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es Yet we have knowledge of a thousand hi lls, of 
fig-ur , 

h ich none, from Homer to Theocritus, ever dreamt-

�i J l S which bear the foo�-prints of no et�ereal 
.
being� , 

but shall in themselves, 1f we have the W1t to Win thelr 

on ficience, become, not deities, but rather  intimate 

�riends an d  cherished companions.  

To the fanciful mind m ountains h ave a certain 

element of personality not only in idea, but even to 
some extent in  physical featurE'. They have heads, 

shoulders, and sides-nay, we m ust even credit them 

with legs : how else could they have feet and spurs ? 

Their very names show that they are of diverse sexes ; 

and their dispositions are as varied as those of human 

beings. The m ore civilized of their company are 

clothed with the verdure of wood or m eadow ; the 

1110re savage h ave bare rocks and naked precipices : 
but even these latter wear draperies of cloud i n  rainy 
weather, just as the noble savage of the prairies wraps 
his stately form in a buffalo robe or a blanket. 

Truly they are a race of giants, and a people of 
much versatility. To them (happy monsters ! )  climate 
is a matter of small importance ; and, as if to show 
their contempt for it, they will swathe themselves with 
snow under the tropics and produce volcanic fire amid 
Antarctic cold. One will m eekly bear temples and 
palaces upon his head ; another will wreak his rage by 
destroying a pair of cities : one will defy the m ost per
sistent efforts of the ambitious climber ; and another 
will allow whole train-loads of excursionists to gape 
upon his crown, and even supply them with ginger-beer 
when they get there. 

Since the beginning of the world mountains have 
?een intimately connected with the doings of men ; and 
If those exalted heads are capable of appreciating the 
ridiculous, their sides m ust often have been shaken 
with quiet convulsions of seismic laughter, as they 
watched the curious, restless, impudent little parasites 
(for such ,  no doubt, they must deem us) prancin� 
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hither and thither with feeble but importunate energy instead of sitting in reverend, motionless dignity, enjoying the divine repose of restful strength. they are a phlegmatic folk ; man tickles their ribs and burrows into their bowels ; but it is only now and then that he succeeds in irritating one of these good-natured giants into chastising him as (from their point of view) he doubtless deserves. 

We are apt upon occasions to treat them disrespectfully ; and yet who is there that does not love them ? A land of unredeemed flatness is by no means devoid of the power of inspiring devotion ; but a land of hills can arouse a deeper and a stronger passion. " I  will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence cometh my help : "-so sang the Jews, pining for home amid the loathed flatness of their place of captivity ; and so it has been, and is, all the world over. The plains m ay have the wealth and the fatness, but the hills have the loveable qualities, the romance, the poetry : to draw an illustration from mythology, the 
plains can show us nothing better than the Matres Campestres of Romano-Teutonic worship-well-to-do, respectable deities, but (like Mrs. Grundy, who is per
haps their modern representative) utterly prosaic : Pan 
and his Oreads, Artemis and her nymphs, Apollo and 
the Muses-all these are people of the hills. 

It is indeed a world-wide subject ; for mountains 
have place in every continent, and doubtless sleep 
unborn in the womb of every ocean. If we narrow 
the scope of our speCUlations to the hills of our own 
country, the same phenomena shall attract our notice. 
It is about the hills of Wales and Cornwall that the 
romance of King Arthur is wreathed, and a few stray 
blossoms of the garland still cling to the northern 
heights, where the legends had their birth. Her� ' 
ward the Wake has ennobled the fen country, but h1s 
achievements have their centre upon the hill of Ely ;  
a.nd the inhabitant of Cambridge is so eager for the 
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ance of the unlevel that h e  finds a Market Hill 
rom 

1 ere the less acute eyes of strangers can see no 
W l . 

r1' ati on from the general flatness of the sIte. The 
va . 
Shropshire m an swears by the Wrekm, the Derby-

shire man by the Peak, and the Londoner by the top

most height of Hampstead : Malvern will not believe 

that any other surpasses its h il l  for width of prospect ; 

the Yorkshireman will hear no scandal of Whernside, 

Ingleborough, or Rosebery Topping ; Wardelaw an d 

the holy hill of Durham itself are illumined by legends 

of the greatest of north-country saints ; and if you 

would move the soul of a Northumbrian, conjure h i m  

by Cheviot o r  Yeavering Bell, Brislee Hill  o r  Simon

side, Win shields or the Nine Nicks of Thirlwall : one 

of these names shall surely find an echo in his heart, 

and, if he be far from his own land, go nigh to unloose 

his tears. 
Pass but a l ittle way to the south-west, and you 

shall f ind a country of hills taller than Cheviot, fairer 
even than Simonside, and as well worthy of affection 
as any that the world can show-a clan of giants (to 
continue our fantasy), whose acquaintance it  shall be 
to your profit to m ake : a puny people, no doubt, 
beside the towering monsters of other lands ; but, 
perhaps on that account, the more ready to make 
friends with those who are willing to seek their 
friendship. 

The clan is divided into families ; and m any pairs 
of names seem to run so naturally together, that we 
may imagine the bearers to be m an and wife, and the 
lesser heights their offspring. Scawfell Pike and 
Scawfell are king and queen of this little realm ; and 
who that h as ever seen them from the shores of Wast
water can dispute their sovereignty, or question the 
fitness of the comparison ? His Majesty is taller and 
less pretentious than his partner, as though he were 
Conscious that after all he is but a kind of King
Consort. Yet such he is ; for he has no name of his 
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own, but enjoys his title solely as husband of his the true Scawfell .  

The Queen is, as  one  might expect, more beau and more assiduously courted. Poor good-nat lady ! We petty men crawl about her face, tickle her with ropes and ice-axes (even when there is no ice), and explore her wrinkles ; and if we succeed in  discovering any of her secrets, we unblushingly betray them at the hotel dinner-table, or write a boastful account of Our discourtesy in  the v isitors' book. 
Great Gable and Kirk Fell seem to be joined in a similar relationship : her grand tiara of crags and the long, graceful sweep of her skirts approve the former to be the female partner of the union-a majestic court lady, m arried to a husband smaller and less distinguished than herself, and still eager to make the most of her beauty and youthful appearance ; for, if we are right in supposing Green Gable to be her daughter, she takes care to keep the child discreetly in the background. Pillar Mountain and the Steeple, Red Pike and Yewbarrow, are similarly paired, and complete what we may term the court circle ; but of these the former couple are the more distinguished, mainly by virtue of the Pillar Mountain, who wears the most famous rock in all England like a decoration upon his breast. The in quisitive and energetic man will assail the Pillar Rock, and never be content till he stand 

, .  Upon its aery summ i t  crowned with h eath." But the m ore philosophic (and lazier) mortal is satisfied with the view of it  from below, happy if he win the grandest view of all, when the clouds are down upon the mountain 's  head, and l ie  just low enough to form a background to the columnar rock without obscuring its outline. 
. . From the court circle let us pass on to the noblhty, 

of which Skiddaw and Helvellyn are the chief orna
ments. Viewed from Keswick, the ' double front ' of 
Skiddaw might be taken for a pair of twin sisters, 
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d ssed alike ( if o n e  see them i n  August) i n  gorgeous 

r�es of heather-purple ; but, if we change our station 

r�d survey the mountain from the shores of Bassen

:hWaite, Skiddaw himself assumes a plainer but more 

rnasculine appearance, rising bluntly above the lower 

peak, which
. 
now holds 

.
a wife' s  position beside h�m ,  

while h i s  chIldren, CarlsIde, Ullocl.c. a n d  Baby Latngg 

are ranged in front  to form a family group. Skiddaw 

is the dignified, polished gentleman of Cumbrian hill

society : even the imaginative mountaineers of the last 

cen tury could not m ake him more than " dreadfully 

subl ime " ; and yet they were perhaps more apprecia

tive of his true character than the pedantic climbers of 

the present day, who scoff at his cragless slopes. In 
the past his reputation h as outshone the fame of all his 
fel lows ; and sometimes, like all great men, he has got 
the credit of other folks' distinctions-as when Macaulay 
crowned him with that red glare, which in sober prose 
glowed upon the humbler head of Penrith Beacon.  

The urbanity of Skiddaw has not been shared by his 
younger brother, Saddleback, of whom we must say a 

word or two, before we leave this northern portion of 
the Lake Country. His very n ame is not positively 
determined ; for persons of a romantic habit are loth 
to accept what they deem the prosaic n ame already 
given, and insist upon the more sounding title of 
Blencathara. Then comes the etymologist and pro
pounds the Celtic. compound Blen-y-cathern-Peak of 
Demons ; whereupon all is well, or at least poetic, and 
, Saddleback ' is scoffed at as an invention of the un
Imaginative eighteenth century. But it is doubtful 
whether this panoply of magic armour is without a 
flaw : the earlier form of the n ame is Blenkarthur, 
a title which seems to have been applied not to the 
Whole mountain, but only to the more northern and 
lower of the two peaks which form the saddle, the 
actual summit being known as Linthwaite Pike. Yet 
We dare not acquaint the eighteenth century of a certain 
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lack of poetic imagination ; for it did to replace Blenkarthur by the truly noble name Atkinson's Man-'-a title which perhaps gives us sOm clue to the process by which one of the Butterm .... _ Fells got the name of Robinson. 
But whether he be the Peak of Demons, or whether the name rather enshrines some dim memory of the British King, and echoes the same lost legends as Arthur's Pike beside Ulleswater, King Arthur's Round Table near Penrith, and Pendragon Castle further t the south-east, he is at least the magician of the lake mountains. Even Helm Crag cannot compete wiLh him ; for though " the Astrologer, Sage Sidrophel," is still " puzzling aloft his curious wits," and the' Ancient Woman is still 

" Cowering beside her rifted cell, 
As if intent 011 magic spell," 

neither of the " dread pair " has anything to show as the result of magic or meditation.  Saddleback, on the other hand, has his two magic tarns-Scales Tarn, close under Blenkarthur's cliffs, which, according to the fable, never sees the sunlight and reflects the stars at noon, and Bowscale Tarn, upon his northern outskirts, where swim (or swam) the two immortal fish that waited on the Shepherd Lord. Even as recently as the middle years of the unimaginative eighteenth century aerial pageants were exhibited upon Souter Fell, his eastern outpost, on whose head unsubstantial armies were seen to meet in silent, supernatural battle. Certainly Saddleback is a fit and proper mountain to guard the entrance of the narrow dale where the lord of Triermain awoke his enchanted bride. Helvellyn (if the idea be not too fantastic) is a widower with m any children, and Catstycam, his elder daughter, presides over his household, sitting in the foremost seat, with her father and brothers ranged in a long line behind her. The younger sons, who 

I , 
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t h northward from the old m an's left shoulder, 
stre c . 

a good, honest, respectable company, wIthout much 
ar:uty or brilliancy : but at Helvellyn'S right hand sits 

��s heir, Nether Pike, a massive and noble-fronted hill ; 

and n ext t o  him is Mistress Dolly Wagon, the younger 

and daintier daughter. Etymologists have endeavoured 

to disguise her in boy's attire, vowing that her name 

is m ascul ine, and m eans no more than Doli the ser

vant :  but etymologists (those, at least, of the guide 

book variety) have no poetry in their souls, and, it 

is whispered, not a great deal more of truth in their 

etymologies. Yet there is some reason to suppose 

that they have need of neither, but only of a theory

Celtic, Norse, Dravidian, or what you will-and suffi

cient ingenuity to enable them to twist and warp any 

name, till it fits the theory of their choice. 

Only upon one point do the rival theorists agree, 

namely, that English shall be rigorously excluded. 

Appletree, for instance, to the merely superficial ob

server may suggest visions of russet-coated pippins ; 

but his fancy leads him perilously astray : the ruth

less etymologist will chop you the word into three 

portions, and declare it to be compounded of the 

Saxon ea, and the Cornish pol and tre " for i
,
t is well 

sometimes to mix. your theories judiciously, and ety
m ology, like adversity, makes strange bedfellows. 
This is no fictitious ex.ample, though the etymologist, 
who produced it, must surely have been dozing. How 
came it that he failed to discern the Latin pulex, a 
flea, in the second syllable of his tripartite word ? 
Pultre, pure and simple, must obviously m ean a dwell
ing (Cornish tre, a house) infested with fleas : a hen
house answers most exactly to this description ; and 
by the usual process of metonymy (is i t  metonymy 1) 
the name has been transferred from the hen-house to 
its inh?-bitants, the modern poultry. 

But let us return to Mistress Dolly "\iVagon ; for 
it is scarcely polite to keep a lady waiting, while we 
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discuss etymologies, and a lady Mistress DOlly is, we will eat a cantle of her toughest crag. Go, if be still incredulous-walk up Grisedale and her charms, her exquisite shape, her graceful and the rich rock-broidery that adorns her dress. more than once ; for this is her mid-day attire : the Sun is sinking behind her on a cloudless evening. she dons a soft, gauzy robe of luminous grey shadow. unrelieved by trinket or trimming ; and then she is fairer than ever. 

Go to Grisedale at any rate ; for there you shall see as much beauty packed i n  a little space as any dale of the Lake Country can show you, and there is yet more hidden away in the coves and lurking among the crags of the Upper vaIIey. Go often if you can ; for every visit shall discover some hitherto unnoticed charm -some new vantage-ground, whence the hills appear to group themselves more picturesquely before, some rowan tree, 
" Decked with autumnal berries that outshine Spri n g's richest blossoms," 

bending gracefuIIy over a tumbling stream, or some nook in the gorge of the larger beck, rock-walled as though to sequester i t  for Dian's Own bath-chamber, the deep, still pool floored with blue-green slate, the sides tapestried with ferns and mosses, a frieze of purple heather garlanding the brink of the rock, a light canopy of foliage to soften the light, and a waterfall to m ake music while the goddess bathes. Other music also than the song of waterfalls may move your heart. If 
" From the turf a lul laby d oth pass In every place wh ere infant  Orpheus slept," 

here, by th e pathway below Grisedale Tarn, a low cadence of mournful notes may be felt, haunting the spot where Wordsworth bade farewell to his brother for the last time upon earth. 

Dt's lIIonit'1ms. 

" IIe re did we stop ; and here looked round 

W h i le each into h imsel f d escends, 

For that last thought of parting friends 

That is  not to b e  found." 

5 59 

But let us return to our fells ; for here i n  Grisedale 

Oll have sight of another noble family-the Fairfield 

y If Id ' . . . 
groUP, you wou gam a more mtlmate acquam-

tance with them, you must go to a neighbouring 

valley ;  for it is  upon Deepdale and Dovedale that 

m ost of them turn their faces, and Grisedale sees little 

but the back of their leader. Yet one might almost 

imagine that Fairfield himself is Mistress Dolly's 

sweetheart, and that a pretty lovers' quarrel is now 

proceeding between the pair : each has turned the 

shoulder of affected ind ifference towards the other, 

and so they stand, though homely old Seat Sandal 

tries to reunite them, and offers Grisedale Tarn as a 

draught in  which to bury all unkindness. What was 
the cause of the estrangement we cannot say ;-per
haps a glacier came between them : but doubtless i n  
some future geological age they will embrace once 
more, and live happily ever after. Meanwhile Mistre�s 
Dolly makes eyes at St Sunday Crag, Fail-field's 
younger brother ; but that stolid and religious hill 
holds fast to Fairfield's hand, and frowns a craggy 
frown at Mistress Dolly's coquetries. 

St Sunday may serve to introduce the hierarchy of 
Lakeland, which includes some familiar names, and two 
which are otherwise unknown to hagiology.  Patterdale 
is by tradition St Patrick's dale, though one imagina
tive writer h as derived the name from the paternoster, 
an d balanced his theory by imputing a special devotion 
to Mariolatry to the neighbouring valley of Matterdale. 
Mell Fell is sometimes said to preserve the name of 
Mella, a m alignant  ogress of Norse tradition ; but, w ith 
St Patrick so near, we may surely (unless we are so 
pedantic as to ask for evidence) ascribe the hill to 
St Mell, one of St Patrick's nephews. St lVlungo, 
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travelling from Glasgow under the style of St ken gern, is said to have preached at Crosthwaite ; St Herbert bequeathed his name to the island Derwentwater upon which he  lived and died. Vale of St John might seem to suggest a yet saint ; but the name is of modern invention, and , for Sir WaIter Scott, the dale m ight have been B still. 

The two aboriginal saints are St Sunday St Raven, both of whom dwell in the neighbourhood of Patterdale, though St Sunday is also the OWner a beck, away amongst the Furness Fells. Whence he got his name, and how he came to be canonized, are riddles which for the present we must leave unsolved : and St Raven is an equally mysterious person : but since St Raven's Edge faces the southern front of Screes, we may conjecture that he is vicar or chaplain of the Kirk Stone, which stands between them. Red Screes may recall us from this digression ; for he too is a member of the Fairfield family, and guards the southern boundary of the family domain. Next to him is Dove Crag, a damsel not unlike Mistress Dolly Wagon, but of a more bashful disposition ; it is only to those who climb to the higher recesses of Dovedale that she reveals her full beauty as " a daughter of the gods, divinely tall." Viewed from below she is a noble rock-a spiral precipice, as the guide-book writers of the last century loved to say : the term at first sight suggests a hill shaped like a corkscrew, but is really meant to imply a height lofty and pointed like a spire. Avvay to the south east stands High Street, who is the old gentleman of the party, his children and grandchildren stretching for miles to the north and soutl� . Viewed from Helvellyn or Fairfield, H igh Street I S a mountain of dull and featureless appearance-a long 
hog-backed ridge, which with the bolder summ it �� 
Thornthwaite Crag forms an outline ' very like a whale

, 
' b . h ' . . . t and he wdl ut WlO IS more Intimate acqualO ance, 
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e a del ightful companion. Few o f  h is fellows have 1'lrOv / . r ore m ajestiC appearance than he presents to one who 
a IllS 

hi m from Riggindale, beside Mardale Green : few see 
e finer crags than those which are mirrored on the haV 

dark surface of  Blea Water ; and few have fairer pro-

spects than his southern outlook over Wi
.
nd�r�ere and 

Morecambe Bay. But you m ust know him lOtlmately ; 

for he is of a bashful disposition, and dominates none of 

the principal valleys which lie round his feet. Thorn

thwaite Crag is h is deputy for the Troutbeck Valley, 

Barter Fell for Mardale, III Bell and Rainsbarrow Crag 

for Kentdale,  and so on .  Even his  government of 

Riggindale, his own private desmesne, is shared by 

Kidsty Pike ; but then Kidsty Pike is his good lady : 

who can look at the pair from Riggindale and dis-
believe it ? 

So he sits, with his three tarns around him, like 
Captain Otter with his Bull, h is Bear, and his Horse : 
but he is no roisterer, nor is Kidsty Pike as imperious 
as Captain Otter's Princess, but rather a much more 
Silent Woman than the bride who plagued Master 
Morose. High Street is the learned antiquary of the 
mountain people, and wears a Roman road upon his 
l1ead, as the insignia of his office. There is an old 
superstition that the Roman engineers drove their 
roads in a pig-headed fashion over every obstacle, 
never deviating from a m athematical straightness for 
the sake of a flatter gradient ; but here at least we shall 
meet with evidence of the contrary. Climb to the Straits 
of Riggindale-the narrow ridge which unites High 
Street and Kidsty Pike-and m ark how skilfully the 
road is carried up towards High Raise, bending this. 
way and that to ease the steepness or fit the curves. 
of the hillside ; here a l ittle shaving of the higher 
ground on the left, and here a little em banking on the 
brow of the steep descent into the gully on the right. 
The same features are to be observed in most places 
where traces of the road still remain -visible ; and were 
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the surface yet as perfect as i t  was in Roman tirn coach-loads of tourists might without extraordin difficul ty be driven from Penrith to the summit of Street, 2 700 feet above the sea. Th at summit is i n  itself one of the most rem features of the mountain.  Other hills m ight e.h.erClse: the skill or imagination of a giant phrenologist, but High Street would afford him l ittle occupation ;  for his head is a broad, smooth, grassy plain, a m ile or more i n  length and half as much from side to side. Racecourse Hill is  one of the names which, with its usual l iberality, the Ordnance Survey has marked there ; and i t  is said that in old times shepherds from the surrounding dales used to meet here for racing and wrestling matches. Nor is the n ame an inapt descrip� tion of the place : the Derby itself might be run upon H igh Street top, and much of the Derby day crowd might find room there to watch the race. Perhaps the most conspicuous couple, for their height, of all the Lake Country fells, is Con iston Old Man and Wetherlam. View the former from the further side of Coniston Lake, and the latter from Little Langdale, or the pair from any height in the neighbourhood of Helvellyn, and you will find i t  hard to believe that the  Old Man rises less than 2, 700 feet above the sea, and Wetherlam no higher than 2 , 5 00. Etymologists have of course transformed the first-named mountain into Alt Maen, or High Rock : but etymologists are apt to scan their dictionaries more closely than they observe the face of nature ; and when they require us to rave about the poetic imagination of the Celt, it is t ime to enter a protest. If the Ce1t did in truth name him High Rock, the Celt was a dull fellow ; for there are a hundred and one hills to which this prosaic t i tle might equally well or better be applied. To us let hi m be the Old Man still ; for there is something particul�rly personal, not to say fatherly, i n  his aspect-sometll l�g of the old weCl.therbeaten  warrior, who stands proud y 
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defiant, t o  protect h i s  beloved lake a n d  valley against 

every foe. 
As conspicuous as the Old Man and Wetherlam, but 

ot so widely visible, are the Langdale Pikes -cc those 

�usty twins," which are the pets of the Lake Country. 

poets and artists h ave brought their richest offerings to 

pay tribute to their beauty, and Nature's very self 

seems to caress them as among the fairest of her 

children :-
" th e  cl ouds, 

The mist, the shadows, light of gol d e n  suns, 

Motio ns of moonlight, all  come hither-touch 

And have an answer." 

Truly they are a wonderful couple, and scarcely less 
worthy of admiration is their bashful companion, who 
hides in the great cove of Stickle Tarn : but to the 
name of the lustier twin we must take exception. Pike 
0' Stickle is j ust pert enough to fit the tall sugar-loaf 
rock which towers over Mickleden, and Pavey Ark is  
sufficiently mysterious to suit the solemn cliff which 
rises from the shore of Stickle Tarn : but Harrison 
Stickle ! Robinson and Atkinson's Man are hardly 
more atrocious. W ordsworth wrote poems " On the 
naming of places ; "  and we can only regret that i nstead 
of inventing " Emma's Dell," and " Joanna's Rock," his 
muse did not busy herself with devising more poetical 
titles for these cruelly m isnamed h ills. 

There is one more giant of whom we m ay make 
mention ; for though he is not i n  the first degree a 

member of the Lake Country community, he is n o  
distant relative, a n d  dwells within sight o f  the eastern
most of h is cousins. From Saddleback or Helvellyn, 
and from most of the Ulleswater fells, the eastern 
horizon is  bounded by a long, wall-like range of hills, 
upon which three rounded summits rise pre-eminent : 
the highest of the three is Cross Fell, once believed to 
be the loftiest mountain i n  E ngland ; and though now 
the merciless surveyor has deposed him from his place 
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by a margin of three hundred feet, he has not 
so great a downfall as one of his Yorkshire kinsmen. Camden quotes the o ld rhyme-

" I n gleborrow, Pe n d l e, alld Penigent, 
Are the h ighest hi l ls  bet weene Scotland and Trent : . , and the first-named of the three was once credited with CL height of 5 , 2 80 feet-nearly 3 ,000 more than he was justly entitled to. 
Cross Fell is the master-mountain of tha t long range of hills, which is sometimes described as the Backbone. of England, or  the Pennine Chain. Neither title is known outside the covers of geography primers ; but the history of the latter name is somewhat curious . It seems in some part to have been suggested by Camden, who in several passages of the Britannia uses the term " English Apennine," as a picturesque description of this line of fells. 

H Angliae enim Apenninlls, quem dixi,  hunc angulum i ntersecat," 
In the year 1 7 5 7 ,  Bertram, a professor of English in the Academy of Copenhagen, produced what pur

ported to be a copy of a treatise entitled " De Situ Britanniae," and alleged to be the work of Richard of 
Cirencester, a Westminster monk of the fourteenth 
century, who was supposed to have compiled it from 
some Roman manuscript. The spuriousness of the 
treatise has been finally proved by one of the most 
emint'nt of living J ohnians ; but for almost a century 
its authenticity was accepted by many writers, and the 
Pennine Chain probably takes its name from the station 
" Ad Alpes Peninos," mentioned in the seventh iter of 
the forgery, and from the following passage :_ 

" Totam i n  aequales fere partes p rovin ciam dividunt montes 
Alpes Pen i ni dicti." 

Cross Fell originally bore the name of Fiends' Fell, 
and, according to legend, was the haunt and stronghold 
of a company of demons, till St Cuthbert built an al�ar 
and raised a cross upon its summit, and so drove I ts 

1 0  - . 
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_ rernal occupants down to their proper home. He did 
J n l ' 

at however, completely exorcise the ancient name ; for 

:s Fiends' Fell the hill is mentioned in the Black Book 

of fIexham of the year 1 4 7 9 .  Yet there is a certain 

fitness in the n ame, as though the mountain were the 

En gl ish counterpart of Niphates, " whither spiteful 

Satan steered":  at its feet lies Eden valley, - a  name 

which (whatever be its etymological meaning) seems 

]1ot unhappily chosen as a term of description, if we see 

the vale from a carriage window on a sunny summer 

afternoon, as the train comes racing down the long 

incl i ne from the heights of Stain more, -a rich expanse 

of undulating pasture an d woodland, the bright emerald 

green of newly shorn meadows and the deeper verdure 

of August trees, s mooth slopes of pasture and 

" hedgerows, hardly hedgerows. little li nes 

Of sportive wood run wild ; "  

for so they appear fro m  the height :--and the steep, 

h eathery flanks of Cross Fell and his comrades guarding 

the whole,-
" Mountains whi ch like giants stand 

To sentinel enchanted land." 

An enchanted land it surely is, when summer suns 

have wrought their witchery upon it, and not the only 

speci men of its kind hereabouts to be found. Where

ever there is 
" a  l i t t le  lowly vale, 

A lowly vale, and yet u p l i fted high 

Amon g  the mountai n s, even as if the spot 

H ad been from eldest time by wish o f  thei rs, 

So placed, to b e  shut out from all the world," 

there we have so much of fairy-land,-a fairy-land 

which shall clai m of us more than the seven years' 

servitude which the Queen of Elfland imposed upon 

True Thomas ; for when once it has won our allegiance, 

We shall not cease to love it  as long as we l ive, 

. .  T b ro'
-

weal or woe as may chance to be." 

R. H. F. 
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NOTES FROM THE COLLEGE RECORDS. 

(Continueil from p. 510,) 11. 0 History of a College would be complete 

, 
which did not contain some account of the 

. Statutes by which it has been governed. 

In the case of St John's the materials for 

such a sketch are ample and in accessible form. Prof 

:Mayor has printed the earlier Statutes of Bishop Fisher 

(1516 and 1530) and of Henry the Eighth (1545)· The 

Statutes of Queen Elizabeth (1635) were issued as a 

Parliamentary Paper by the House of Commons in 

1818. And the successive Statutes of Victoria of 1847, 

1860 and 1882 have been printed by the College. 

The earlier Statutes are of interest as shewing the 

ideals aimed at by those who directed the affairs of the 

newly-founded College, while changes in Church and 

State are reflected or illustrated by the subsequent 

codes. 
The documents which follow shew the care which 

was taken, by restricting the number of Fellows elected 

from any one county, to ensure that the influence of the 

College should be widely felt. On these early Statutes 

were engrafted the foundations of private Benefactors, 

anxious to further the interests of particular Schools, 

Counties, Parishes, or their own families. -The inter

relation of the General Statutes and of these special 
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Deeds of Trust were naturally very complicated. The records of the Bishops of Ely shew that as Visitors of the College they were frequently called upon to decide knotty points as to the relative claims of rival candidates. Some disputes even came before the Higher Courts. The operation of the county restriction in the choice of a College is illustrated by the following extract from the Remz1zzscences of Henry Gunning :  "It was my father's intention to have me admitted at St John's ; but my county was at that time filled by the Bishop of Ely's Fellow, named Hitch, and Zachary 
Brooke (son of the lVIargaret Professor of Divin ity) was 
already adm itted. After some deliberation, my father 
decided upon entering me as a Sizar at Christ's College. 

There, also, my county was filled ; but the 
occupant was the Senior Fellow, the Rev Adam Wall, 
consequently a vacancy might be expected at no very 
distant period." 

In the early part of the Century it would seem from 
what follows that the county restriction, combined with 
the number of " close " Fellowships, had proved bur
densome at St John's. The Statutes of other Colleges 
are not so accessible as our own, but it is believed that 
they were freer. Under the S tuart Kings the dispensing 
power was not unfrequently used, Royal Mandates 
being sent to the College dispensing with such restric
tions in special cases. 

The Seniority, or Governing Body of the CoIIfge, 
kept no  Minutes of their deliberations ; the result of 
them we have to gather from scattered papers. The 
present instalment of " Notes " consists of a series of 
papers relating to a change of Statute in 1 820. It 
commences with a C( Case " submitted to Counsel, 
giving in outline the History of the College, and 
drawing attention to the fetters which were felt to gal

.
I . 

. It IS The d ocument is lengthy but not uninterestwg. 
fair to infer that the difficulties experienced must have 

F 11 's under been great when those who were chosen e 0" 
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existing conditions were dissatisfied with them. It is 

but h u man to think that a system which has produced 
" Me" cannot be so very bad after all .  

CASE. 

In and previous to the early part of the Reign of Henry 

the 8th there existed in Cambridge a Religious House, Priory 

or Hospital, called. St John's. 

Lady Margaret, Countess of Richmond and Derby (Mother 

or Henry the 7th and a great patroness of Religion and 

Learning), determined to found a College upon the scite of the 

Priory or Hospital of St John's (which was to be dissolved for 

the purpose), and to obtain from the Crown a grant of the 

revenueS of such Priory or Hospital which with other property 

she. intended for the endowment of the new College. She had 

made public her intentions, and is supposed to have obtained 

the vetbal sanction of her son Henry the 7.th and afterwards of 

Henry the 8th. But she died before the old Priory was 

dissolved 01: any Grant or. Letters Patent obtain.ed 
from the 

Crown for incorporating the new Society or College .. 

Previous to her death, howev.er, she declared. her Intentions 

and wishes by. a Codicil t.o her Will. of which. the following is a 

copy .. 
"Be it remembered that it was also the last Will of the 

"said Princess to dissolve the Hospital of St John'S in Cam.

"bridge an.d to alter and found thereof a College of Secular 

"Persons that is to say a Maister and fyfty scolers with diverse 

"servants And new to build the said College and sufficiently to 

" endow the same with Lands and Tenements after the manner 

"and form. of other Colleges in Cambridge And. to furnish the 

" same as well in the Chapel, Library, Pantry and Kitchen with 

" Books and all, other things necessary for the same, and to the 

"perrormance whereof the said Princess willed. among other 

"things that her. Ex.ecutors 
should take the Issues RevenueS 

"and Profits of her Lands and. Tenem�nts put in feoffment in 

" the Counties of Devonshire, Somersetshire and Northampton

"shire, &c. Also the said Princess willed that with the 

"Revenues coming of the said lands put in feoffment that 

" the said Hosrital should be made clear of all old Debts duly 

" proved and also that the Lands and Tenements to the same 

"late Hospital belonging should be sufficiently repaired and 

,c maintained," 
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In conformity to Lady Margaret's Will Henry the 8th in the J st year of his Reign by Let�ers Patent dated the 7th of August �5Q9 d�ssolved the old Hosp�ta,l al).d incor_ porated a new Society to be denominated The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of St John the Evangelist in \he University of Cambridge; directed a College to be Iouih and endowed the same wi�h the l'ossessi:ons of the dissolved Hospital and granted a License for the College to hold further possessions in Mortmain. 
The followin,g is a summary of these Lette�s Patent. They begin by stating that His l\Xajesty had heard from Lady Margaret as well as from other credible persons, that the Religious House 

or Priory of St John is scandalously gove�ne9 and its Revenues 
delapidated &c. And that his �\ous ancestor the said Lady 
Margaret has humbly requeli'ted him to give the House or Priory 
with all its appurtenances to He!;", her executors and assigns for 
the purpose of fO\lnding a Colledge for Scholars to study, 
according to Rules and Ordillances (juxta ordz'naHonem et stabz'
limentum) of the said Lady Margaret, her heirs executors and 
assigns. He therefore grants to Richard Bishop of Winchester, 
John Bishop of Rochester, Charles Somerset Lord !lerbert 
knight, Thomas Lovcll, Henry lVIarney, John St John knight, 
Henry Hornby and H ugh .(\shton clerks, her Executors, all 
possessions &c of the old House to be converted into a College 
for 50 Fellows or there abouts, Students in liberal Sciences, 
civil and canon law anct Divinity; and for persons to perform 
divine service and pray for the souls of the Foundress &c and 
other works of Mercy and Piety, according to Ordinances to be 
made and cOllstituted by her Executors and Assigns (juxta 
ordinaiz'cmes et slabihmmta praedlClo1'll111 execulorum av/at ?los/rae 
praeclarzssllJlae praedldae vel assz'g11orum suorum). He orders that 
the College shall be built and called St John's College, ann that 
the Master, Fellows and Scholars of the College shall be a Body 
Corporate, that they shall enjoy the Lands &c. of the Hospital 
lIt puram elemosinam for ever. He allows them to hold £50 
a year in addition to the former Revenues, in Mortmain, without 
the interference of himself or his successors. Lastly he makes 
his Letters, Letters Patent, 

It is to be observed that the estates put ill feoffment by Lady 
Margaret for the purposes of endowing the College as mentioned 
ill the Codicil to her Will were enjoyed by the Society but a very 

, 
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short time. They were claimed alld seized by Henry the 8th as 

heir to Lady Margaret his Grandmother, and never restored to. 

the Ccllege. This is alluded to as well in Bishop Fisher's 

Statutes as in the second Code granted by. King Henry the 8th, 

and the existing Statutes of Queen Elizabeth in the follo\Vin� 

words Ob sublrac/£onem annuoyum reddz'Iuum ad 1/a!o1Ctm quadrz'ng

�n'" 

larulll lz'brarzt711. To make some amends to the College for this 

great loss of Revenue Henry the 8th (upon the solicitation o£ 

Ilishop Fisher) granted to the College in addition to the pro

perty of the old House in Cambridge, the possessions of the, 

dissolved Priories of Maison Dieu at Ospringe and of Higharn 

in Kent and of Broomhall in Berkshire; and thus the Endow-

ments of the college were principally grants from the Crown. 

On the 12th of December iq the 2nd year of Henry the 8th 

( J 5 (0) by Indenture of that date made between Lady Margaret's. 

Executors of the one part and the Bishop of Ely" Ordiuary ofi 

the House or Priory of St John in Cam bridge" of the other 

part (after noticing that the Pope by his Bulls had suppressed 

the said House and Priory and by the said Letters Patent, and 

also by the Agreement of the said Bishop of Ely, confirmed by 

the Prior and Convent of the Cathedral Church of Ely) It is. 

covenanted and agreed That the Bishop should before the 16th 

of January then next cause the Priory to be vacated, and provide 

for the members thereof. That before Lady Day then next the 

Bishop should convey the House and Priory and all the lands 

and possessions to the said Executors and cause the same to be 

confirmed by the Prior and Convent of Ely. So that the said 

Executors might found therewith a perpetual College" according 

to the Will mind and intent of the said Princess and according 

to the Ordinances and Statutes 'of the said Executors thereof to 

be made by virtue and authority of the said Bulls and Letters 

Patent there perpetually to endure." And the Indenture con

tains other stipulations between the Bishop and the Executors, 

as may be seen by referring to a copy of the Indenture set out 

at length in i Burrdl's Reports 165 et seq. 

By deed dated the 5th of January 1510 the Prior and Convent 

of Ely confirmed the said Indenture in all respects. A copy of 

this Deed also is set forth in z' Bun-ell, 168. 
Bishop Fisher (of Rochester) having been Confessor to Lady 

Margaret was supposed to be better acquainted with her inten
tions in regard to the new College than the other Executors, 
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and by Deed dated the 20(h of March 1515 the other Executors empowered the Bishop (of Rochester) to draw up and give the Statutes to the College, and appoint the Oaths to be taken and make other Regulations &c. in their names as well as his own, and which he acCO'rdingly did. This Deed is set forth at length in the Preamble to the Statutes, and a copy of it may be seen in i Burnll, J 69. 
The Bishop in drawing up the Statutes expressly says that he did so as well as ONe of the Executors of Lady Margaret, as in the Jlame and by the authority of his Co-Executors. In short he acted under the Will &c as well as under the Deed of 20th of March 1515. The Statutes however have always been called simply" Bishop Fisher's Statutes" as indeed was natural they should be. In this code of Statutes that which relates to the qualification of the Fellows is entitled and expressed as follows. 

DE SOCIORUM QUAUTATIBUS. 
Nunc itidem et leges dabimus residuo corpori quod nimirum ex sociis, quocunque numero eos f(He contigeret, tanquam ex potioribus et solidioribus membris volumus integrari. Pro Fundatrice vero, tametsi rex ilIustrissimus in carta licentiae suae 

quam aviae suae Dominae Fundatrice concessit, mentionem 
fecerit de quinquaginta sociis ac scholaribus, nos tamen, quum 
ob subtractionem redituum annuorum ad valorem quadringen
tarum librarum ipsum numerum implere non possumus, quantum 
ad praesentem ordinationem spectat (si fieri potest) octo super 
viginti deputare volumus et ordinamus. Et si quis alius propriis 
sumptibus plures adjicere volet, Cuique licebit, prout convenire 
cum magistro possit ac sociis. Eligantur in socios ii semper 
de quovis comitatu qui moribus et eruditione fuerint insigniores, 
quosque tum Magister turn Socii speraverint firmiterque cr�� 
dideril1t in eodem Collegio ad Dei honorem et profectum studJl 
scholastici cum effectu velle et posse proficere, et inter hos, i

.
Hos 

qui magis eguerint. Nam ob inopiam optima simul et pJen� 
tissima virago collegii hujus Fundatrix quosdam hujus Re. gm comitatus duxit praeferendos, nempe Dunelmiae, Northumbr�ae, 
Westmeriae, Combriae, Eboraci, Richmondiae, Lancastnae, 
Derbiae, Nothyngamiae; e quibus ad minimum medietatem 
sociorum semper assumendam iussit, tarn in Collegio isto

. 
quam 

in collegio Christi per eam ante fundato; cujus ordinatJOnem 
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5 nequaquam decet infringere. Ceterum e reliquis corn ita

���lIS praeferri censemus Lincolniam, N orfolchiam, Estsexiam, 

l\Iiddelsexiam, Kanciam, Cantabrigiam, ceterosque in qui bus 

collegium praedia seu funclos habiturum sit. Neque tamen 

pcrl11ittiJ11 �JS, ut v
.
el de . 

his, vel 
.
de illis comitatibu

.
�, aut

. 
alio 

quovis hUJus regm comltatu, SoclOrum numerus ex IlS qm pro 

fundatrice deputantnr excedat binarium, nisi forsan SOCiOrLHll 

numerus pro fllndatrice institutus augeatur ex colIegii pro

vcntiuus, aut [orsan ex ante dictis novem comitatibus idonei 

defuerint ad numeri destinati complementum; nam pientissimarn 

illam principem fraudari nolumus instituto suo. Quamobrem 

et rn utroque casu, hoc est sive numerus sociorum excesseri,t 

viginli octo, sive non satis idonei reperti fuerint in singulis 

c1ictorum novem comitatuum qui pro tempore deputenter, liceFe 

volumus ut plmes duobus ex quolibet illorum novem comitatuum 

eligantur, et idoneorum inopia ex reliquis illis comitatibus 

suppleatur. Sed et ne quavis arte frustretur pium fundatrie�s 

illstitutum semper ex singuJis novem illorum comitatuum sit 

ad minimum unus qui fuerit idoneus, sive Cantab,igiae sive 

Oxoniis seu quavis alia fuerit educatus universiltate, in ipso 

Collegio socius. Per hoc tamen piis aliorum votis viam prae
cludi nolumus, quo minus ipsi possent praedia conferre ad 

quemcunque sociorum sustentandorum maluerint numerum et 
de quocunque comitatu. 

This first Code, or Bishop Fisher's Statutes, was accepted 
by the College and acted UpCHl from its foundation to the 36th 
of Henry the 8th. 

In the 36th year of that King's Re:ign several of the Statutes 
were, in consequence of the Reformation, found to be inappli
cable and the regulations appeared in other respects defective &c. 
and therefore I-lis l\lajesty gral)ted another (the second) Body 
of Statutes to the College in heu of the first (or Bishop Fisher's 
code:) nearly ressembling the Statutes of Queen Elizabeth after
wards noticed and Jeferred to. At the foot of the preamble to 
tbis second Code of Statutes the power of the Crown to make 
alteration &c. is reserved in. the following wores: Reserval 

semper llObz's el sllccesson'bus ?losh'IS elc. And in one of the Statutes 
(cap. 53) illtitJed "De ambiguis et obscuris interpretandis.'� 
there is a more full reservation in the following words: " Reser.
vata nobis nihilominus potestate vel adjiciendi vel minuenc;li 
seu refonnandi, interpretandi, declarandi, rnutandi, derogand.i, 
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tollendi, dispensandi, novaque rursus alia si lice bit statuendi et edendi, non obstantibus iis statutis factis et juramento firmatis." 
The second code of Statutes just noticed continued in force and to be acted upon until the Reign of Queen Mary, whell considerable changes again took place in the University. Several Masters and Fellows of Colleges were ousted, and Roman Catholics appointed to supply their places. The then Master of St john's College and twenty-four of his Fellows were ejected. Upon this the second or reformed code of Henry 

the 8th's Statutes were laid aside, and the original Code drawn 
up by Bishop Fisher, was again brought forward and acted 
upon. But it is not believed that any Letters Patent or other 
Instrument emanated from the Crown to impeach the body of 
Statutes granted by Henry the 8th in the 36th year of his Reign. 

The Succession of Queen Elizabeth to the Throne caused a 
sort of counter revolution in the University. On her accession 
Bishop Fisher's Statutes were laid aside and the second code 
granted by Henry the 8th were again acted upon until the 
granting of the third code about to be mentioned. The Queen 
in the 18th year of her Reign issued a Commission ad vzsz/alldum 
Coli. SI Johan. dated the 13th of ] uly J 576 directed to Lord 
Chancellor Burghley (then Chancellor of the University) the 
Bishop of Ely and others: and the Code of Statutes (the 3rd) 
signed by such Commissioners were sent down to the College 
in J 580, and are the Statutes by which the Society has ever 
since been, and is still governed, with the exceptions presently 
noticed. • 

The following is the preamble to the Statutes thus granted 
to the College by Queen Elizabeth: 

Elizabetha Dei gratia Angliae Franciae et Hiberniae Regina, 
Fidei Defensatrix &c. dilectis nobis magistra, sociis, et scho
laribus Collegii Sancti Johannis Evangelistae in Universit�tc 
Cantabrigiae. Quum nobilissima et clarissima foemina DomIna 
Margareta Comitissa Richmondiae et Derbiae proavia nostra, 
Collegium hoc Divi ] ohannis Evangelistae quod inchoarat morte 
preventa, bonis legibus et statutis fundare et absolvere nO

.
n 

potuit: et quae statuta postea sancita sunt, ea partim tempons 
. . . ,  ]'c'a n1utata, cursu Imperfecta, partlm quorundam audaCla, slve ma I .1 

_ 

' 1 . d . I' d' t � .  marglne annO mutl ata, 111 ucta, In ter meata, Ispunc a, a" 111 
d d· ' tinen LUll tata, eo rem deduxisse, ut quid in Statutis prae ICtlS re 
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vel rcnovandum, quid pro antiquato aut expungendo sit haben
dum, in quamplurimis locis dictorum statutorum sit incertum; 
uncle non solum omnia ambiguitatis controversariumque plenis
sima clcprehendebantur vertim etiam magna impedimenta et 
graves perturbationes per multos annos studiis allatae sunt. 
Visum est nobis ut meliores scientiarum et linguarum progres� 
siones fierent et sedatis dissensionibus concordia teneretur; non 
modo quae obscura et atnbigua erant patefacere et explicare, 
sed etiam quae iniquiora fuerant, et de justa rerum descriptione 
paululnm deflexerunt ad moderatiorem omnino formam revocare. 
Nihil enim homines virtulis ac lilerarum studiosos magis de cere 
arbitramur quam perpetuam in omni vita ac moribus tum re 
tum verbo consensionem et factiosarum turbarum ac con ten
tionum constanlem depulsionem: ut et ad oplimam vitae viam 
ingredienclam, et ad rectissimum scientiarum cursum confici
en dum, linguarumque trium facultatem comparandam, et 
quotidianis vilae laboribus et assiduis stucliorum occupationibus 
iter caeteris atque aditus patere possit. ltaque multis superio
ribus Statutis abrogatis, multis mutatis et emendatis, nonnullis 
que novis additis: Haec authoritate nostra inviolabiliter ab 
omnibus, qui in hoc Collegio commorantur et commoraturi 
snnt, custodiri et observari volumus; quemadmodum uniuscu
jusque officium, in Statutis sequenlibus descriptum designatumque 
fuerit. Reservat semper nobis et successoribus nostris &c. 

The following is a Copy, from this third Code of the Statute 
entitled 

DE SOCIORUM QUALITATIBUS. 
Nunc itidem et leges dabimus residuo corpori i quod nimirum 

ex sociis tan quam ex potioribus et solidioriblls membris (quo
cunque numero eos fore conligeril) volumus integrari praeter 
peculiares fundationes aliorum quae in Collegio sunt benefac� 
torum. Quanquam praeclarissimus pater noster Henricus Octavus, 
in charta licentiae suae, quam Domina Margaretae proaviae 
nostrae concessit, menlionem de quinquagenta sociis schola
ribus pro ea fecit; quoniam tamen hic numerus e bonis ipsius 
expleri non potest ob subtractionem annuorum reditullm ad 
valorem quadringentarum librarum: idcirco quantum ad prae
sentem ordinationem spectat, triginta duos nec pauciores, 
deputari volumus I:'t orclinamus nisi (id quod Deus avertat) 
cOlltigerit ea Collegium inopia premi ex subtractione reddituum, 

VOL. XX. 4N 
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Olt:t aliquo alio magno infortunio, ut hic triginta duorUlll sociorum numerus ex judicio et scntentia ipsius magislri et octo seniorum eorumque singulorum secundum ipso rum conscientias diminuendus esse videatur. Eligantur autem in socios hi; semper de quovis comitatu qui moribus et eruditione fuerint insigniores quosque cum magister, tum seniores speraverint firmiterque crediclerint, in eodem Collegio ad Dei honorem
' 

et profectum studii scholastici, cum effectu velle et poss� proficere; et inter hos illi qui indigentiores fuerint. Statuimus autem et ordinamus, ut universo sociorum numero in duas aequales partes diviso tantum dimidia pars et non plures e novem trans Trentam comitatibus, viz. Dunelmiae, Northum_ briae, Westmeriae, Cumbriae, Eboraci, Richmondiae, Lancastriae, Derbiae, Nottinghamiae, assUJpantur; caeteri socii e reliqua Anglia eligantur. Plures autem quam duo e nullo comitatu accipiantur, nisi ubi subfundatores ultra binarium numerum ex illo privatim comitatu societates fundavere. Turn enim tot accipiantur quot illi suis fundationibus decreverunt, et pro Domina Fundatrice nullus inde socius assumatur. Alias nequaquam hic binarius numerus sive socii Fundatricis, sive aliorum fuerint, ulla ratione transeatur, sive hii comitatus citra Trentam, sive ultra Trentam fuerint. Neque universi hi novem comitatus ultra dimidiam parte m totius sociorum habeant. Proviso semper ut illi comitatus per totam Anglian caeteris praeferantur in quibus Collegium fundos et possessiones habet. 
E Wallis autem non plures quam ex singulis diacesibus UIlUS in 
sociornm numerum cooptentur. Hoc statutum integrum non 
modo in sociis verumetiam in discipulis eligendis ad hunc 
1110dum perpetuo observetur. et nequaquam a praescripta forma 
<: Iectores ulla de causa decedant. Porro civitates et oppida qui
buscunque privilegiis exempta fuerint. ad ilium tamen pertinere 
comitatum intelligimus, intra cujus fines situantur. Richmo�
diam vero cum suis adjacentiis, cujus et pientissima Fundatnx 
nuncupation em gesset, juxta ejusdem fundatricis intentionem 
tan quam privatum comitatum, et ab Eboracensi separatum 
volumus accipi et idcirco parem inde sociorum numerum �tque 
ex alia quolibet comitatu praedictorum eligendum cleceTlllmus: Ex C. antio etiam si qui fnerit idonei reperti, caeteris praefern volumus modo numerum antedictum non excesserir.t; Caeterum 
qui eligendi sunt praeter erudition em et bonos mores sint .etiam 
in artibns ad minimum bachalaurci antequam in SOClorum 
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umerum assumantur. Praeferantur etiam in hac electione 
n 0t alumnoS proprius hii. qui fuerint in Collegio Christi, si po" . . 

aCYis ictonei videantur. Sed et sacerdotes quoque caeterIs, qUI 
111 0 
sacerdotes non fuerint. praeponantur. Caeterum neminem in 

sociurn unquam admitti volumus qui ex instituto secum jam 
ante decreverit aliam quam theologicam facultatem finaliter 

profiteri. Plures autem in socios Collegii praedicti, aut in 
ctisciplllos ejusdem omnino non elegantur pro Domina Funda
trice quam in his nostris siatutis respective praescripsimus. 

The following extract from the Statute De ambiguis et obscuris 
/'nlerprelalldis, chapter 50, as well as the extracts already made 
from the Statutes or Henry the 8th clearly sbew that the Crown 
assumed and exercised the sole and uncontrolled right to annul 
the existing Statutes and to impose new ones in their stead; 
and. power is in those new Statutes reserved to the Crown again 
to add or diminish, reform, interpllet, oeclaEe, change, alter or 
dispense &c. with any oC them, and all others are forbidden from 
so doing &c . 

The words. are � 
Abrogatis igitur quibusvis ali,is st:atutis pro hujus Collegii 

gubernatione prius excogitantis haec presentia cum vera turn 
salubria prol)untiamus. Quibus observandis tam magistrum 
quam socios et discipulos astringi volumus reservata. nobis 
I)ihilomilllls potestate vel adjiciendi, vel minuendi seu refor
mancli, interpretandi. declarandi, l1lutandi, derogilndi,. tollendi, 
dispensandi, novaque mrsus alia. si opus erit statuendi. et 
edendi, non obstantibus his statutis fdCtjS et juramento firmatis. 
Caeteris autem omnibus cujuscunque· dignitatis,. authoritatis, 
status, gradus, aut conditionis existant, ac magistro quoq�e ac 
scholaribus tarn sociis quam discipulis omnibus hujus Collegii 
inhibentes ne cum aliquo dictorum statutorum alicui repugna-. 
bant, condant, et dccernant. Quod si forte Cancellarius aut. 
Vice-cancellarius, aut reverendus pater Eliensis episcopus, aut 
demum qui vis alius contrariulU attentaverit et novum aliquod, 
statu turn a praedi�tis adhi]:Jere molitus fuerit, ab ejus obliga
tione, auctoritate nostra, magistrum et caeteros omnes tam 
socios quam discipulos penitus absolvimus, eisque omnibus et 
singulis interdicimus ne ulli hujusmodi statuto aut ordinationi 
pareant admittantve quovis pacto, sub poena perjurii atque etiam 
amotionis perpetuae a dicto Coliegio ipso facto. 

On the 30th of April 1586 some trifling verbal alterations 
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were made in the statutes and added to the authenticated COpy. 
To these there is a preamble-" Statuta haec cum iis supple_ 
mentis et interpunctionibus quae in singulis paginis inseruntur, 
ita uti descripta sunt, authoritate regia nobis commissa appro_ 
bantur "-and signed by the Commissioners. 

In 1635 King Charles the 1st exercised the Right belonging 
and reserved to the Crown to alter the Statutes of the College 
by an Ordinance from his Majesty allowing two of the Fellows 
to study civil law, and yet to retain their Fellowships notwith_ 
standing the Statute De tempore assummdi gradus et sacros m-dines. 
See a copy of this ordinance at the end of the cony of Queen 
Elizabeth's Statutes left herewith. 

This Ordinance was accepted by the College and has ever 
since been acted upon as a legal Statute, and is the only 
alteration that has been made in Queen Elizabeth's Statutes. 

Bishop Fisher's Statutes directed that there should be 28 
Fellows for the Foundress, And the regulation they con� 
tained as to the Election of those Fellows were, that one half 
at least of the whole numher should be chosen out of the nine 
Northern Counties, and that only two of them should be elected 
from one County, unless the number of Foundation Fellows 
should be increased, or unless there should not be fit persons 
from the nine Northern Counties to complete the number; ana 
in either of those cases the number elected from any one County 
might be greater. These Regulations did not interfere with 
private Foundations. The Statutes of Queen Elizabeth prohibit 
the election of more than two Fellows from any one County, 
except any private or Sub-Foundations so require it, and then 
no Foundation Fellow can be elected from any County which 
may have two Fellows of private Founders. 

Those Statutes also injoin that the nine Northern Counties 
shall not have more than one half of the whole number of 
Fellows. 

It will be recollected that the number of Foundation FeIlows 
according to Queen Elizabeth's Statutes is 3Z; and the FeIlows 
added by Private Founders are in number ZI making the 
total number of FeIlows 53. 

The FeIlows of the Private Foundations have all the same 
Privileges and advantages as the Foundress's Fellows, advancing 
to the Seniority and enjoying every other Pre-eminence and 
Emolument &c just the same as Foundation Fellows. 
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These 21 Private Foundation Fellowships are by the Foun

ders directed to be elected, in point of locality as follows. 

I. MrBeresford's 2 Fellowships (Founded 11th Henry 8th) 

From those of tht: name and kin of the Founder; then} 
from the Parishes of Chesterfield, Wicksworth and Ash-

bourne in Derbyshire, or Astonfield, Staffordshire, and 2 

next from those Counties; and for default of such, 

From the University after the Statutes of the College. 

2. Sir Marmaduke Constable's Fellowship ( 16th of Henry 

8th) From a Priest of the County of York 

'3. Lady Rokeby's FeIIowship ([7th of Henry 8th) 
From BeverIey in Yorkshire 

4, Mr Halytreholme's Fellowship ([7th of Henry 8th) 
From Beverley or any place adjoining in Yorkshire 

5. Mr Gregson's Z FelIowships ([9th of Henry 8th) 
From Lancashire 
From Norfolk 

6. Dr Lupton's Z Fellowships (19th of Henry 8th) 

From Scholars of his Foundation in the Free Grammar ) Z 
School at Sed bergh in Yorkshire j 

7, Mr Simpson's Fellowship (Zlst of Henry 8th) 
From CumberIand, Northumberland, WestmorIand, or } 
Richmond in Yorkshire 

8. Dr FelI's Fellowship (25th of Henry 8th) 
From Forness Fells, Lancashire 

9. Dr Thimbleby's Fellowship (26th of Henry 8th) 
From Cambridgeshire 

10. Dr Key ton's 2 FeIlowships (z7th of Henry 8th) 
'From Choristers of South well, Nottinghamshire 

n. Mr Ashtons 4 Fellowships (z8th of Henry 8th) 
From the County of Lancaster or Diocese of Chester 
From the County or Diocese of York 
From the Bishoprick or Diocese of Durham 

12. Mr Bayley's Fellowship (znd of Edward 6th) 
From the Parish of Tamworth or County of Stafford or ) 
Derby or the Diocese of Lichfield and Coventry 

2 

Z 
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'3· Mr Hebblethwaite's Fellowship (3Jst of Elizabeth) 
From Schol�rs of his Foundation in. tqe Free Grammar ! 
School at Sedb,ergh ill Yorkshire j 

14· Bishop Dee's Fellowship (End of Charles 1st) 
From those of his name and l�il\ (J;om Peterborough or ! 

1 Merchapt Taylors' Schoo� j 

Total of Private FeHowshi.ps 2, 
Thus it is obvious that the College can seldom or never elect 

a Fellow for the Foundress from Yorkshire. Lancashire, Derby_ 
shire or Nottinghamshire; and the Private Foundations fre
quently interfere with the Election of FoundatioI;l Fellows from 
the Counties of Durham and Cumberland; being 6 of the 9 
Northern Countie�, which it is evident the foundress wished 
particularly to favour. 

Her Statutes (drawn up by Bishop Fisher her confessor) it 
will be remembered, provide that at least one half of the 
Foundress's Fellows �hould be chosen fram the nine Northern 
Counties without regarding Private Foundations, not having 
more than two from one County. So that '4 of the then 28 
Foundation Fellows must have been chosen from those 
Counties, and J8 of the 28 might have been, evidently giving a 
preference to those very Counties, which in consequence of the 
alteration in the Statute by Queen Elizabeth, with the restric
tions .of Private Foundations, are now in a great measure 
deprived of the benefits which the Foundress intended to 
confer on them. In consequence of the Private Foundations 
the Election of the Foundress's Fellows from Cambridgeshire 
and Staffordshire are also frequently interfered with. 

At the time of the institution of the College there might be 
reasons for favouring the 9 Northern Counties. which now no 
longer exist, and one reason probably was to diffuse Learning 
and Piety in those parts where they had made the least 
progress. 

A reason for the subsequent alteration so much to �h
.

e 
prejudice of these Counties may have been the Party SpIrIt 
and Dissensions which are known at various times to have 
existed in the University between the North Country Men 
and the South Country Men; a reason which however has also 
long since ceased. 

.... 
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It may be suggested that as the Majority of the Private 

Foundations are in favour of the 9 Northern Counties they 

operate as a recompense to them for the inconvenience and 

loss just mentioned. But not so. Because the Private Founder 

has not in general left the scope of the whole County out of 

which to elect the Fellow, but has limited the choice to Persons 

of a peculiar Name and Kin and of a particular place or School 

&c. &c .• and yet according to the present Statutes this confined 

and often next to compulsory choice equally deprives the whole 

County of the chance of being elected to one of the Fonndress's 

Fellowships, and thus the Body of 6 of the 9 Northern Counties 

. arc almost totally bereft of all hope of advantage from the 

Foundation. 
Hence it does and clearly must constantly happen that the 

very best scholars and most deserving young men of the 

College are obliged to be put aside, and left to seek the chance 

of Preferment in other Colleges, or are not preferred at all, to 

the great detriment of the Society of St. John's and the dis

couragement of Piety and Learning . 

The College are therefore desirous that the present Statutes 

should be so modified as to afford greater scope in the election 

of the Foundress's Fellows, so that the most fit and able men, 

of whatever Country, may be chosen. 

This may be done, either by leaving the matter entirely 

open (which it is thought would be the most desirable); or. if 

it be preferred by the Officers of the Crown, the existing 

restriction, that not more than one half of the Fellows shall be 

chosen from the nine Northern Counties may be continued. 

The alteration sought for, being so clearly not only in 

furtherance of the encouragement of Piety and Learning in 

general, but in unison with the intentions of  the Foundress, 

it is imagined that the Officers of the Crown will not hesitate 

to approve thereof. Such applications however not being very 

Common they may desire to have it shown that the Crown 

possesses the right to interfere. This right it is apprehended 

has been made clearly to appear by the several preceding 

extracts in this Case. 
Simply to establish this right it see:ns unnecessary to go 

farther back than the existing Statutes granted by Queen 

Elizabeth, and accepted by the College j and by virtue whereof 

the College has ever since existed and been governed, with the 
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exception of the alteration made by · King Charles's retter before noticed : and which letter, being in exercise of it, is a 
strong confirm ation of the Right of the Crown. By those 
Statutes the Right of the Crown to alter and dispense with 
any of them &c. is expressly and pointedly reserved, as indeed 
it is in p rior instruments. 

The several Statutes preceding those of Queen Elizabeth 
and the old Documents connected with them, have been 
noticed principal ly with a view of showing the History of 
the College, and that the alteration desired is not only 
reasonable and highly proper, but more consonant to the 
intention or the Foundress herself ; matters which the Crown 
officers will probably require information upon. In the case of 
Grem v. RUlheiforth which came on in the Court of Chancery 
before Lord Chancello. Hardwicke and Sir John Strange 
( Master of the Rolls) the 23rd of May 1 7 50 ( I Vez�y, 4.62)  the 
Statutes of the College were before the Court on a Question as 
to the visitatorial power of the Bishop of Ely in a particular 
instance. Lord Hardwicke observed " The Bishop is general 
Visitor, but he is by the Statutes prohibited to give new 
Statutes or put in execution those of any other ; if he does 
the College are absol ved from obedience ; Queen Elizabeth 
reserving the power of adding &c." 

I n  the other case (hereinbefore alluded to) of The Master &c. 
of SI John's v. Todz"ngton in the Court of King's Bench ( J ,  Burr 
1 5 8),  both the Statutes of Bishop Fisher and those of Queen 
E lizabeth, as well as other documents, were before the Court 
and Lord Mansfield, according to Burrow's report (p.  20 I ) said 
" The Foundation of this College is to be taken (as to this 
question) from the Statutes of (lueen Elizabeth, which are the 
now governing constitution of this COllege. These Statutes 
reserve to the Crown the Legislative Power. And according to 
another report of the same Case ( I Burn's Ecc\. Law 473)  his 
Lordship is stated to have said " The present constitution of 
the Gollege must be taken as it stands upon the Statutes of 
Elizabeth, the old Statutes, or old Constitutions are no other
wise material than as they may serve to give light to the new 
ones, which refer to them. As in the construction of an Act of 
Parliament, an old Statute may give light to the construction of 
a new one." 

The Bishop of Ely a-s general Visitor of the College, will join 

.. 
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the Master &c. in an application to the Crown for an alteration 
in the Statute " De Sociorum qualitatibus " as above suggested. 
You are requested by the Society to consider this case (in 
add i tion to which any Documents will be supplied that may be 
required) and to be so good as 

Point out the most proper steps to be taken 
by the Master &c. in order to obtain the 
Alteration desired. And to give your Opinion 
and Advice generally for their guidance in 
this matter. 

OPINION. 

Under the circumstan ces in which the Statutes of this 
College are placed we think his Majesty is not without the 
power of interfering in some such manner as the Society seems 
to desire, but we are of opinion that the Crown at this day 
would be very unwilling to interfere in the way of dispensation, 
alteration, or even interpretation of the Statutes of a College of 
which the King is not the Visitor. 

It appears to us likewise that an unwillingness of this kind 
would be with great difficulty overcome, unless a statement 
could be made of some unforeseen effect resulting from the 
Statutes as now observed, and pressing upon the Society in a 
peculiar manner at the present time. 

Though the evil of which the Society complains is a very 
considerable one in itself, as obliging them to exclude men 
high ly qualified, and possibly at times to admit those of 
comparatively inferior qualifications, yet it is one under the 
continued operation of which the Society has advanccd itself 
to its present reputation, and one which resulted in the most 
direct and obvious manner from the following clause of the 
Statutes of Elizabeth Ca. 1 2, De Soclorum QuaHlaldms, viz :
" Plures autem quam duo e nullo comitatu accipiantur, n isi ubi 
Subfunclatores ultra binarium numerum ex illo privatim Comitatu 
Societates fundavere Turn enim tot accipiantur quot illis suis 
fundationibus decreverunt, et pro Domina fundatrice nullus 
inde socius assumatuT . Alias nequaquam hic binarius numerus 
(sive Socii Fundatricis sive aliorum fuerint) ulla ratione tran
seatuT, sive hii comitatus citra Trentam sive ultra Trentam 
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fuerint Neque universi hi nDvem CDmi tatus ultra dimi'diam 
partem tDtius n umeri sDciDrum habeant." 

Were such a clause abDut to' be i n trDduced at this day great 
weight wDuld be due to' the DbservatiDn th:tt it made the 
SubfDundatiDns produce a great injury to' the body Df the n i ne 
N Drthern CDunti'es, and a manifest de,partu're frDm the intentiDns 
D f  the Driginal FDundress to' favDur th Dse CDunties throughDUt 
th eir whDle exteut, and yet withDut prDduci·ng a ben efit to' the 
l i mited districts Dr 'places within them w h i ch are made t h e  
instruments D f  such an injury. B u t  the framers Df this Statute 
Df El izabeth must be taken to' have cDntemplated such an effect, 
as nearly all the subfDundatiDn FellDwships were in existence 
befDre the  date Df that Statute. Th e Dbject Df the clause 
seems to' have been to' prevent the influence Df the NDrthern 
CDunti'es frDm unduly prepDnderating in the SDciety. It appears 
to' us very unlikely t hat the  CrDwn Sh'DUld giv'f its direct sanctiDn 
to' any alteratiDn in the Statutes Df El izabeth which shall nDt 
be foun ded upDn sDmeth ing in BishDp Fisher's Statutes. 

An alteratiDn in great measure so fDunded, Df the
' 

mDst 
reasDnabl e  kind which Dccurs to' us, might perhaps be suggested 
Df the fDlIDwing n ature, t h e  features Df which may all be traced 
in the  Statute de Sodorum qualilaHbus Df BishDp Fisher, viz.
TO' elect half the FDundress's FellDws frDm the nine NDrthern 
CDunti es, nDt mDre than twO' frDm any one CDun ty.-TD elect 
the Dther half frDm the Dther CDunties Df England, n Dt mDre 
t han twO' frDm any Dne CDun ty, giving hDwever to' Candidates 
of this latter class al l  the preferences m entiDned by BishDp 
Fisher if equal to' their  CDmpetitDrs in mDrals and learnin g in 
t h e  judgment Df the Master and fel lDws, thus l eaving the 
subfDundatiDns entirely untDuched. 

Yet by such an arrangement the influence Df the Nine 
NDrthern CDunties i n  the SDciety wDuld apparently be much 
increased, as a very large prDpDrtiDn of the  Sub-FDunders 

fellows CDme frDm Dne Dr Dther Df thDse CDunties, and these 

added to' the half Df the FDundress's fel lDws wDuld produce SO' 

great a number from the Northern CDunties, as to defeat t h e  
Sllpposed intentiDn Df the Statute of Elizabeth, s o  far a s  respects 
t h e  influence 'Df the CDunties in  question. 

It  appears to' us very difficult, if not impracticable, to frame 
any reasonable alterati on fDunded on Bishop Fisher'S Statutes 
which would be at all likely to meet the wishes of the College 
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without producing a similar effect upon t h e  Statutes D f  

Elizabeth. 
We have thrown out· these Dbservations as i n  Dur judgment 

material towards enabling the Master and FellDws, to' determine 

for th emselves on prudential grounds whether they are still 

i nclined to make an application to' the CrDwn, and· without any 

wish to deter them from so doing. 

If  the applicatiDn be fi nal ly determ ined upon, we thi-nk i n  

point Df FDrm it should be made to the King in  Council. 

Dec. 21, 1 8 15. JOHN LENS. 
WIJ..LIAM A.OAMS., 

It will be observed that the Coupsel consulted did 

not give mlfch encouragement to the College. Sergeant 

Lens, the senior Counsel, was a member of St, John's, 

and an early Fellow of Downing College. Presumably 

the College was a little discouraged, for no st.eps seem 

to have been taken for som� time. D.r Wood, however. 

\v,as not idle, though no record of what passed has been 

kept. By L8 1 9  he seems to have. assured himself that 

the proposal would be favourably received in high 

quarters. Mr J. C. Villiers, who seems to have been 

active and helpful in the matter, was a member of the 

College. He was the second son of Lord Hyde, and 

took the M .A. degree in 1 7 76 .  He was M.P .. for 

queenborough, K,ent, in the Parliaments , of 1 807 a,nd 

1 820 .  
. 

My Lord 
I have received the very gralifying intimation from . Mr 

Vil l i ers that your LDrdsh ip will  have the goodness to' take into 

your consideration the u n favDurable restriction to' which t h e  

SDciety of  S t  J o h n ' s  College is subj ected i n  i t s  electiDn Df 

FellDws ; and the pDwer Df the CrDwn to grant relief. Your 

lordship w i l l  find from the statement which M r  Vi l l iers will lay 

befDre you, t hat t h e  Society can at present elect only two 

FellDws Dut of any Dne County i n  England, and one Dut Df any 

Diocese i n  Wales ; a restriction which very frequently cDmpels 
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us to pass over young men who have been most exemplary in their conduct and are most distinguished for their l earning ;  and obl iges us to confer those rewards, which are the just c l ai m of eminent abi l i ty, industry and regularity on cand idates of inferior pretensions. This, as your Lordsh i p  wil l  perceive it must, operates very strongly as a discouragement to exertion, and is in consequence highly i njurious to the reputation of the College. Tl- e inconvenience, w h i c h  has l ong been seriously felt, is greater both in a private and public view than can easily be imagined by persons not actually engaged in the business of education ; and it  is more particularly to be regretted i n  the present times when good principles ough t to have the most powerful support that learning and abili ties can give them. From the best consideration I have been able to give the subject I am pursuaded that the Crown has ful l  power by letter under the sign manual to repeal that clause 
i n  .our Statutes w h i c h  is so injurious in i ts present operation. 
Such a letter w i l l  be most thankfully received by every member 
of the Society and will be ample authority for the regulation of 
our future Elections. I hope too that the case is of sufficient 
importance to i nduce the Crown to interpose its authority : and I venture further to add that you will confer a most valuabl e  
favour o n  t h e  College a n d  essentially serve t h e  cause of l i terature 
by granting us your powerful assistance and patronage on this 
occasion. 

I have the Honour to be, etc. 
July 3 1 , 1 8 1 9. 

Endorsed : Copy of a Letter from The Master (Dr Wood) to 
Lord Sidmouth, Home Secretary. 

The College of Saint John, the Evangelist, in the University 
of Cambridge, was erected about the year 1 5 09 on the site of 
an ancient Priory, the revenues and other property of which 
were granted by Henry the 8th to h i s  Grandmother, Lady 
Margaret Tudor, for that purpose. In furtherance of this 
object, and for the better maintenance of the future Establ ish
ment. Lady Margaret put considerable estates in feoffment ; 
but, after h e r  death, these were a l l  claimed by Henry the 8 th 
as H eir at Law, and entirely l ost to the College. Henry, 
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however, as some compensation for this l oss of revenue, i n  
ad d i tion to the property o f  the old Priory, was prevailed upon 
to grant the Society the Possessions of the suppressed Priories 
of Maison Dieu at Osprin ge, and H igham in Kent. and Broom
hall in Berkshire, w h ich are of considerabl e  \'alue and which 

they sti l l  enjoy. Thus it appears that the o rigi nal  revenues of 

the Coll ege emanated from the Crown . 
Henry Y I l I .  i n  h is  Letters Patent auth orised Lady Margaret, 

her executors and assigns, to draw up rules and ordi nances for 
the new College. Accordingly Bishop Fisher, thft most acti ve 
and zealous of h er executors, drew up a Body of Statutes by 
which the Society was governed till the Reformatio n  rendered 
a revision of them necessary. 

In the 3 6th year of h is  reign,  Henry 8th  granted a new body 

of Statutes, a t  the conclusion of the preamble to which the 
power of the C rown to alter them is thus reserved : Reserval 
semper nohz's et successoribus 1lOslris, &c. 

J n the 5 3  rd chapter of these Statutes the reservation is more 
ful ly expressed : " Reservata nohz's m'llllomz'nus potestate vel adjl'
dwdi vel 17l z'lluendz' seu rifomlandi, z'nterprelandz', declarandz', 
1ll uta ndz; dtl'ogandz', tol/wdz', dzspensandl', lIovaque rursus alz'a si 
habz'I statztendz' et edendz', non obstantz'bus z't's statulzs factzs et 

jZll alllClllo jirmalzs." 
These Statutes were acted upon till the accession of Queen 

Mary, when they were laid aside, and Bishop Fisher's Statutes 
again brought i nto use. On the death of Queen Mary, the 
Statutes of Henry the 8th were restored. Queen Elizabeth, in 
the 1 8th year of her reign, granted a Commission to Lord 
Chancellor Burleigh, Bi shop Cox, Andrew Perne, and others ; 
to draw up a more complete code. The Commissioners accord
ingly framed and sanctioned by their signatures the body of 
Statutes by which,  with the exception of the alteration hereafter 
mentioned, the College h as ever since been governed. In  t h e  
preamble to these Statutes, Queen El izabeth, after stating the 
reasons that i n duced her to interpose her authority proceeds 
thus : Itaque m ultls sllperz'orz'bus abrogaHs, mullls mutalls et etlletl
dalls, no/mullzs que novzs addz'lzs : haec aullzorz'tate nostra z'/lVz'ola
bzN/er ab o17lnz'bus quz' z'n hoc Collegio COllllllOl'alZtur et cO/1I1710ra/ttrz' 
Sunl custodz'ri et observarz' VIJlUIIIUS, qucmadmodulll ulIluscujllsque 
OjJicz'um in statuiz's seqllelllibus descrip/ulIl desz'gnatunmlque est. 
Rest/ vat semper 110bis et successoribus Nos/ns elc. 
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In the 5 0th Chapter, the more explicit reservation is made in the words before cited from the 53 chap. of Henry the 8th's Statutes. 
Th e right thus reserved to the C rown was exercised by 

C h arles the 1 st in 1 63 5 .  On the petition of t h e  Col lege, h e  granted a royal Letter o f  w h i ch t h e  paper marked A contai ns a copy, so far repealing the Statute cap. 24-, De tempore assumandi 
gl'adus et sacros ordines, as to a l low two of the  Fellows to retai n  
thei r  Fel l owships fo� t h e  purpose of studying C ivil Law, though 
they should not enter i nto Holy Orders. This O rd i nance was 
accepted by the College, and has ever since been acted upon as 
a legal Statute. 

Thus the right of the C rown to grant new Statutes seems 
clearly establ ished ; i n asmuch as t h e  original revenues of the 
Col lege were granted by the C rown ; the Statutes were given 
by t h e  same autho rity ; t h e  power of alteration, addition or 
abroe-ation fully reserved ; and the  power thus reserved actually 
exerci sed. 

This right of the Crown had also been admitted by great 
legal authorities. In the case of Green v .  RUlheiforlh, which 
came on befo re Lord Chancel lor H ardwicke 23 May 1 7 50  (i.. Vese)" 4-62)  a question had been raised on the Visitatorial 
Power of the Bishop of Ely in St john's College, and the 
C h ance l l o r  in the Course of his observations said ; " The 
B ishop is general Visitor, but  he  is by the Statutes prohibited 
to give new Statutes, or put i n  execution those of any other ; if 
h e  does, the College are absolved from obedience ; Queen 
E lizabeth reserving the power of adding, &c." 

Also. i n  the case of The lI-Iasltf of SI John's College 
v. Todz'ngloft, in the Court of Ki ng's Bench i n  1 75 7  ( i .  Burrell, 
1 5 8) both the Statutes o f  Bishop Fisher and those of Queen 
Elizabeth, as well as other documents were before the Court 
and Lord Mansfie l d  said ( fol. 2 0 1 )  " Th e  foundation of this 
Col lege is to be taken, as to this question, from the Statutes of 
Queen Elizabeth, which a re t h e  now governing constitution of 
this Col lege. These Statutes reserve to the Crown the Legisla
t ive Power." 

Royal Letters have frequently been granted to other 
Colleges : C h rist's Col lege i n  Cambridge was founded by 
the same Lady Margaret, and by thei r Statutes the Maste� 
and Fe llows are ordered to e lect one half  of the number 0 

� 
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th eir Fellows from the Counties on the North, and half 

from the Counties South of the Trent. They have often 

applied for Royal Letters dispensing with this  Statute, wh ich 

have al ways been granted. Simi lar app l i cations have been 

mad e  from Queens' a nd Trinity Coll eges, with the l ik e  success. 

The Statute i n  St John's Col lege which has given rise 

to the foregoing observations, and which it  is conceived may 

be modi fied with  great advantage to the Society, and the 

promotion of th ose objects w h ich the Foundress had i n  v iew, 
the advan cement of piety and learning, is that which relates 
to t h e  e lection of Fellows, chap .  1 2, a copy of the material 
part of which is  contained in the  Paper marked B. 

There are upon the whole,  in this Coll ege, 5 3  Fellowships, 
w h i ch have a l l  the advantages of the original Foundation. 
Twenty-one of th ese have been founded by pri vate Benefactors, 
and appropriated to particular Fami l i es, to Persons educated at 
part icular Schools,  or born in particular districts. It is  p ro
vided by the Statute above referred to that more than two 
Fellows shall  not in any case b e  elected out of any one County, 
unless private Benefactors have founded a greater number. I n  
consequence of th is  restriction it can seldom or  never h appen 
that the College can elect a Fel low for the Foundress fmm 
Yorksh i re, Lancashire, D erbyshire or Notti nghamshire. The 
private foundations a lso  generally interfere w i t h  the election o f  
young men from t h e  counties of Cumberland, Durham, Stafford, 
Cambri dge and Norfolk.  

H ence i t  does and clearly must constantly happen that the  
very best scholars and most deserving young men of the 
Col lege are o b l i ged to be  put aside, and seek the i r  ch ances 
of Preferment in other Colleges, or are not preferred at al l .  

I n  frami n g  t h e  Statute t h e  object in v iew seems t o  have 
been the diffusion of Learnin g ; and giving encouragement t o  
i t  i n  Counties which at t h a t  t i m e  were b u t  i l l  suppl ied w i t h  t h e  

means of obtain ing instructi on.  This inconvenience has long 
ceased to be fel t, and the effect now produced by the restriction 
i s  exactly the  reverse of that which was in  ten ded. The most 
extensive and populous counties are generally fi l led  up by 
claimants to the private foundations, and though the candidittes 
are in th ese cases required to be taond, or suffi ciently qual ified 
to perform the duties of Fel lows, yet  the maxinze idonei the most 
deserving are depri ved of their fair chance of preferment. In 
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a l l  these cases as well  as in th ose in stances when two Fellows 
are al ready on the l ist from any County, the chief i n citemen t to 
exertion, thc prospect of advancement, i s  greatly dimini shed or 
entirely done away. 

Under these circumstances it is earnestly hoped that the 
C rown wil l  be induced, by Letter under the Sign Manual,  to 
remove this  restriction either whol ly, which i s  most to be 
desired, or a t  least i n  part, confining the College if i t  should be 
thought necessary to the observance o f  the  other regulation 
i n  the present Statute that not more than half the number 
of Fellows shall be chosen out o f  the n i n e  Northern Counties 
therein specified. The removal of the Restriction altogether, is 
however as fully in the power of the C rown as any modification 
of it and is that which the interests of the College oblige us 
most earnestly to solicit.  

The alteration prayed for will  not, i t  i s  man i fest, interfere 
w i t h  the Foun dations of private Benefactors ; the only request 

'wh i ch we wish to make in rf'gard to them is  that, shoul d 
any Fellow on the old Foundat ion,  possess the claims and 
quali fications prescribed by the Founder of a private Fellow
ship,  and be elected into it, he  may notwithstanding this 
his re-election be a l lowed to retain  h i s  rank in the society. 

Endorsed : Restriction in the election of Fellows submitted 
to Lord Sidmouth by Mr J. Vill iers, Aug. 1 8 I 9.  

Lord Sidmouth clearly encouraged the College to 
petition the Prince Regent for a New Statute. No 
copy of this Petition appears to have been kept. The 
" rough draught " to which Dr Wood alludes was a 
Latin Statute removing the restriction .  A still rougher 
copy full of interlineations and corrections in ink and 
.pencil has been kept. 

My Lord 
I have taken advantage of your Lordshi p's obligin g per

m ission and with the concurrence of the Fellows of St John's 
Col lege have drawn up a Petition to the Prince Regen t  for 
a modification of the statute by which our elections are made ;  
and I wil l  immediately request the Chancel lor of the Universi ty 

� 
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to transmit i t  to your Lordship.  I h ave also provided a Copy 

of the Petiti on, and a rough draught of a l etter precisely 

conformable to it  an d expressed as nearly as possible i n  the 

language of  our Statutes, which with your Lordships permission 

I wil l  leave w i th the U nder-Secretary of State. The Bishop of 

Ely our Visitor has been pleased to concur in  our application, 

and I have thought it right t o  attend in  Town, that I may 

give such further explanations as may be required. 

Allow me to take this opportunity on the part of the Society 
to which I belong of expressing the strong sense of their 
obligation to your Lordship for your attention to a n  object 
which they feel to be of the  utmost importance to the reputation 
and welfare of t heir establishment. 

Caledonian Hotel 

Sep. 1 6 , 1 8 1 9 . 

I have the h onour to b e  
etc. 

E1Idomd : Copy of letter from Dr Wood to Lord Sidmouth. 

Sir 
The Master and FeJlows of St John's College on tnature 

consideration find it expedient to petition to the Prince Regent 
for a modification of one of their Statutes ; and the regular 
mode of proceeding, and that which is  most in  unison with 
their own wishes is  t o  request your Royal H ighness wi l l  have 
the goodness to transmit their Petition to the  Secretary of Slate 
for the Home Department. 

I have brought the Petition with me to Town and if your 
Royal Hi ghness will allow me I will deliver it t o  your Secretary 
at whatever t ime and in whatever way your Royal H ighness will  
be  pleased to appoint. 

Lord Sid mouth is  prepared to expect this appl icat i o n  from 

the College and is fully aware of its nature and object. 

Caledonian H otel 
Adelphi,  Slrand 
Sep. 1 6, 1 8 1 9 . 

I have the honour to b e  
w i t h  t h e  greatest respect 

etc. etc. 

Endorsed : Copy of a letter from Dr Wood to H . R . B .  The 
D l1ke of Gloucester C hancellor of  the U niversity. 
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Bagshot Park, 

D ear S ir  
Septr. 1 7th 1 8 1 9. 

Upon my return home from Windsor late yesterday afternoon 
I learn t wi th  much reg'Tet that you had call e d  upon me during 
my absence as I shoul d have had great pleasure in seeing you 
h ere. 

I have lost no t ime in transmitt ing to Lord Sidmouth the 
Petit ion to t h e  Pri nce R egent you left for me, and I have 
written to h i m  upon t h e  subject of its contents. I t  is, I think, 
unnecessary for me to assure you that I am happy to seize 
<1ny opportu n i ty of provi ng my anxiety for the Prosperity of 
St Joh n's College and my desire at all times to meet the wishes 
of yourself and t h e  Fel lows, but i t  is  i mpossi ble  for m e  u pon 
t h i s  occasion not to express h ow entirely I accord with the 
h ighly �oll1 mendable views of the Society in t h e  Prayer of this  
Petit ion.  I must request you to believe m e  always, Dear Sir 

The Revd Dr Wood, 
1\laster of St J uhn's  College. 

1\Ty clear S i r  

very s incerely yours 
Will iam Frederick. 

N. Audlty St, Nov. 1 1 th 1 8 1 9. 

Upon the  receipt of your letter I l ost  no t ime in cal l i n g  upon 
Lord Sidmoulh and am happy to i n form you that the business 
is  in a fai r  way of proceeding to your sati sfaction. I t  has been 
referred to the Law Officers of the Crown and returned by them 
t o  the Secretary of State office w i t h  the opin ion that the Head 
o f  the  Col lege should make an affidavit as to the t ruth of the 
facts stated in the Petition. You have therefore only to make 
and forward that affidavit, and I have no doubt the whole wil l  
b e  i m m ediately completed. Without addressing Lord Sidmouth 
again. you need only send the affidavit w ith  a note to T. H .  
Plaskett, Esq. Chief Clerk in  the Office, u n d e r  cove r to Lord 
Si dmouth. 

I am very glad to have been able to give this  l i tt le additional 
aid to the cause and with  very s incere regards. 

1\lost truly yours 

J .  C.  VILLIERS. 
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A ddressed : The Master of St J ohn'5 College, Cambridge. 

Frallked, Alvanley. 

Before the change could be effected, George the 
Third had died, and the business had to be begun over 
again with King George the Fourth. But it did not 
take long, and the following Royal Letter was sent to 

the College. It will be seen that it gives the ful lest 
relief asked for. It has not, I believe, been printed 
before. 

George the  Fourth by the Grace of God of t h e  united 
Kingdom of  Great B r i tain and Ireland King, Defender of t h e  
Faith T o  a l l  to w h o m  t h e s e  p resents shal l  c o m e  G reeting, 
Whereas the Master Fellows and Sch olars of t h e  College of 
Sai n t  J oh n  t h e  Evange l i st in t h e  U niversity of Cambridge have 
by their Petition h umbly represented unto us that t h e  College 
of Sai nt John the Evangel ist  was founded by our  i l l ustrious 
Ancestor the Lady Margaret Tudor Countess of Richmond;an d  
Derby w h o  received authority from King H en ry t h e  Eighth to 
make l aws for the regulation and government of the new 
Coll ege, That a code of Statutes was accordingly d rawn up by 
the Lord Bishop of Rochester one of t h e  Lady Margaret's 
Exccutors and put in  force, t i l l  the Reformation rendered a 
revision of them necessary That King H en ry t h e  Eighth granted 
a new body of Statutes w h ich h owever from var ious causes were 
found i n  t h e  reign of Queen Eli zabeth so i mperfect as to call 
for very consi derable corrections and additions, That Queen 
El izabeth in t h e  eighteenth year of her reign i ssued a Com
m ission to the Lord C hancellor I3url e i gh and others to form 
a more complete code and accordingly that body of statutes 
was drawn up by w h ich, w i t h  t h e  addition of one Ord inance 
granted by King C harles t h e  Fi rst under the Sign Manual, t h e  
Col lege h a s  ever since b e e n  governed That b o t h  K i n g  Henry 
th e Eighth and Queen Elizabeth explicitly reserve to themselves 
and their Successors the power of altering o r  abrogating any 
o f  the Statutes thus giving or of grant ing new Statutes  should 
c i rcumstances render i t  necessary The Petitioners have fu rther 
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most humbly represented unto us that by the Statute De 
Socioru1Jl Qualzlatibus the College is restrained from electing 
more than two Fellows from any one County in  Englan d 
or more than one from any Diocese i n  Wales, a restri ctioa 
which ho wever adapted to the circumstances of the College an d 
the state of Literature in the Ki ngdom when the Statutes were 
made is now found to be greatly prejud icial to the cause which 
the i l lustrious Foundress had chiefly at heart the advancement 
o f  piety and learning, that in  consequence of this restriction the 
Petitioners i n  their elections of Fellows are frequently obl iged 
to pass over the best Sch olars and most deserving young men 
and to confer the honours and emoluments to which such 
candidates might otherwise with justice aspire on those whose 
merits are l ess prominent The Petitioners therefore humbly 
p rayed that we would be graciously pl eased to d irect by our . 
Royal Letters that in a l l  future elections into the  Lady Foull
dress's Fellowships the Candidates most distinguished in morals 
and learning and among those who are equally disti nguished 
the most indigent may be preferred in whatever County of 
England or Diocese of Wales they may happen to have been 
born The Petitioners also further prayed that we would be 
pleased to allow such Fellows on Lady Margaret's foundation 
as  may be entitled to Fellowships founded by private Bene
factors to be elected into them and to retain their sen iority in 
the Society notwithstanding such e lection or  that we would 
make such other regulations touching the premises as in  our 
known zeal for the advancement of piety and learning we may 
see expedient And Whereas our Attorney General has certified 
to us as i t  seems probab l e  that the advancement of piety and 
learning as w e l l  as the interests o f  the said College may be 
promoted by our acceding to the said Petitioners request and 
that he is  of opinion that we may, if we are graciously pleased 
so to do, make such alterations in the Statutes of the said 
College as desired by the said Petitioners, Know Ye therefore 
that we of our especial grace, certain knowledge and mere 

motion H ave granted, ordained, declared and directed and by 
these presents for us and our heirs and successors Do grant, 
ordain,  d e::lare and direct that in a l l  future elections into the 

Lady Foundress's Fellowships in the said Col lege of Saint John 
the E vangelist in  the  University of Cambridge t h e  Candidates 
most d istinguished in  morals and l earning and among those 
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whO are equally distinguished the most indigent may be pre

ferred in whatever County of England or D iocese of Wales they 

may happen to h ave b een born anyth ing i n  the Statutes of the 

said College contained t o  the contrary in any wise notwith

standing And we do also for us our heirs and successors grant, 

ordain,  declare and direct that such Fellows on Lady Margaret's 

foundation i n  the said College as may be entitled to Fellowships 

founded by private Benefactors may be elected i nto them an d 

may retain their seniority in the Society n otwithstanding such 

election any thing in  the Statutes of the said Col lege contained 

to the contrary in  anywise notwithstanding And lastly we do here

by for us our heirs and successors grant u nto the said Master 

Fellows and Sch olars of the said College and their Successors 

that these our letters patent or the inrolment or exempli fication 

thereof shall be in  all  things good, firm, valid, sufficient and 

effectual in the law according to the true intent and meaning 

thereof notwithstanding the not truly or fully recit ing t h e  

Statutes of the said Col lege or any other omission im perfection,  

defect, matter ,  cause or thing whatsoever to the contrary thereof 

i n  any wise notwithstanding. In Witness whereof we have 

caused these our letters to b e  made patent. Witness oursel f  at 

our Palace at Westminster this  fourth day o f  March i n  the first 

year of our Reign. 

By Writ of Privy Seal : SCOTT. 

Endorsed : Grant to St John's C ollege, Cambridge for altering 

their Statutes. 

We conclude this article with the following con

gratulatory letters to Dr Wood from the Duke of 

Gloucester, Chancellor of the University, the Bishop 

of Ely and the Archbishop of Canterbury. The total 

cost of obtaining the Statute was £ 1 46 1 0S. 8d. 

G loucester H ouse 

March 8, : 8 2 0. 

Dear Sir 
I hasten to acknowledge the  receipt of your letter of 

yesterday' s  date, and to express the great satisfaction I feel 
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at the King having given his assent to the Prayer of the  Petition I transmi lted to his  Majesty from St John's  College ; a Petit ion which reflects so much honour o n  its present Members, and the conseqnences of which can not fai l  to p rove of the most essential  Advantage to the Sociely. In requesti n g  you to be so good as to convey my acknowledgments to the Mem bers o f  St  John's for their very handsome Message, I hope you wi l l  assure them that  it m ust, at al l  t imes, be grati fying to me to  be  a b l e  to p rove my h igh respect and esteem for your venerable Inslitution, and I trust you wi l l  believe that I have the g reatest pleasure in seizing every opportunity to express the personal Regard with which I am al ways, Dear Sir, 

The Rev Dr Wood 
Master of St J ohn'5 CoIl .  

very s i ncerely yours 

WILLIAM FR EDERICK 

ElIdorud : His Royal Highness the D uke of Gloucester, Mar g, 1 8 20. 

Ely House, March 8th,  1 8 20. 
D ear Sir  

It gives me very great satisfaction to find that  you have received your new Statute from the Crown, wh ich cannot fail to promote most essential ly the welfare of the College. I can never cease to feel most deeply interested in the p rosperity of a Society with which I have the honor to be so cl osely connected as i ts Visitor, an d it is h ighly gratify i n g  to me to observe lhat in the  d iscbarge of my duty I have o n  al l  occasions been so fortunate as to obtain the entire approbation of yourself and the College. Bel ieve me to be dear Sir, yours ever 

most faithfully, 

RE. ELY. 
Addmsed : Revd Dr Wood, St Joh n's Col lege, Cam bri dge. 
Endorsed : The Lord Bishop of Ely, Mar g, 1 8 20. 

Darkness. 655 
Lambeth Palace 

March g t h  1 8 20.  

Rev : Sir 
I very heartily congratulate w i lh you on the  emancipation of 

you r  Col lege from a restrict ion that cou l d  not  be otherwise than 

injurious to i t .  Nevertheless it must not be forgotten that even 

under t h i s  restriction, St J ohn's  Coll ege, by the  efforts of its 

l\Iasters, and the Character of its Tutors, h as always main tained 

,,, i lh  credit, its rank in the Universily. I have the honor to be, 

Rev : Sir 
your fai thful  h umble Servant 

CANTUAR : 

Addressed : The Rev : Dr Wood, Lodge, St John's  College, 

Camb ri dge. 

Fra 1l ked : Cantuar, and Endorsed : Archbishop of Canterbury 

l\Iar. 1 0, 1 8 2 0 .  

R. F. S. 

[ To be cOlltinued. ] 

DARKNESS. 

BOON twilight, and the spiritual gray 
Of morning on the misty mountain sides, 
Are ebb and flood of life's eternal tides 

Of dark and light : one half-world turns away 
To sleep in shade : one wakes to work and play : 

Darkness redeems the errors of the light : 
Beneficent and all-atoning n ight 

Blots out the imperfections of the day. 
Then call not darkness evil : good and ill 
Are human discords ; but unwavering 

The deathless ministers of nature's plan 
Perform the mandates of the heavenly will. 
That darkness only is an evil thing, 

Which reigns perpetual in the mind of man. 

C.  E. BYLES. 



A TOURIST'S TALE. 

I JOINED a tour to " Sunny Spain " 
'Twas one of " Spook's conducted." 

Now I'm a lofty soul, and scorn 
To be by guides instructed, 

And so I gave our gang the slip, 
And on my own hook took a trip 

Into the wild interior 
Of what was once Iberia. 

The night came on and found me far 
From human habitation, 

And m iles, and m iles, and m iles away 
From any railway station ; 

And so I wandered on, until 
I gained the summit of a hill, 

And thence I spied a tiny light, 
In Spain a most uncommon sight. 

I plodded on until I met 
A gentleman i n  " knickers," 

And round his waist a sash was tied, 
Adorned with bright pigstickers. 

I felt a little bit afraid, 
And some insipid comment m ade 

About the state of Spanish weather, 
And tried to pull myself together. 

He answered m e  in Spanish tongue, 
That sounded much like swearing. 

His eyes they glittered brightly, like 
The gimcracks he was wearing. 

A Tounst's  Tale. 

Then all at once it flashed on me, 
That I had met with banditti I 

And so, i n  hopes that he would vanish, 
I summed up my choicest Spanish. 

Now when I am i n  " Gay Paree," 
And try French conversation ; 

I always can rely upon 
This feature of the nation : 

As soon as I begin the " brogue," 
Be it to honest man, or rogue, 

He cannot for a moment stand it. 
And so it happened with the bandit. 

I-l is face was puckered up in pain, 
I-lis eyes grew quite abnormal, 

He turned upon his heels, and left 
In manner most informal . 

Now Spanish men are most polite, 
But he was too dumbfounded quite, 

To give a thought to etiquette, 
Which, strange to say, I dont regret. 

Now learning foreign tongues at school 
Is really m ost improving ; 

For never have I found my words 
In English half so " moving." 

And therefore this is  my advice : 
Before you give up French, think twice : 

6S 7  

And when you've learnt a tongue, don't lose it, 
You don't know when you'll have to use it. 

H. B. I-lAMER. 
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THE INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE AS A CAREER. 

CRY for help from Macedonia  on the banks of 
the Cam m ust always prove an irresistible 
attraction to a loyal J ohnian, and the 3 I 
years which have rushed by since I resigned 

my seat on the Editorial bench of The Eagle have not . 
increased my powers of resistance against such an 
appeal. So it happens that i n  an unwary moment I 
yielded to pressure, and promised an article for the 
preparation of which I have but scanty heisure. 
Looking back across the interval of time which 
separates me from the golden days of undergraduate 
life, I can recall numerous distinctions which the College 
gained in those days. Seniority in  the Classical and 
Mathematical Triposes seemed to come to the College 
as a m atter of course. In the five years from 1 867  to 
1 8 7 r, SandyS', Hallam, Whitaker and Heitland headed 
the Classical l ist, while Mo-ulton and Pendlebury were 
Senior Wrang!ers, and Elliott (now serving in India and 
a C.I .E. )  j ust missed that distinction in the same period. 
The fi rst place was gained by the College in the 
Natural and the M oral Science Triposes in J 8 7 0  and 
J 8 7  r .  To office at the Union Johnians were elected 
from year to year. Fractions of light blue were not in 
those days exposed to view, nor was the undivided 
honour awarded to any but representatives of the 
University in the contests of rowing, cricket, or the 
athletic sports between Cam bridge and Oxford. But 
Light Blues flitted about the Courts of the College, 
and more that one J ohnian both rowed in the Eight and 
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layed in the XI. The most famed of runners, j umpers, 

�nd hurdle racers (Pitman, Fitzherbert, and Cooper) wore 

the Lady Margaret Colours. On the river, on the 

College cricket ground, and in the racquet courts S t  

John's held a record which no other College could beat. 

Meanwhile the very bull-dogs and proctors were found 

charmed and motionless in the course of their rounds 

under the influence of the sweet strains of Gillespie's 
band. With a large annual enrolment of freshmen, the 
College treated its Scholars and Exhibitioners with a 
marked liberality. O n  February 24 1 868 the Civil 
Service Commissioners wrote to a J ohnian Exhibitioner 
selected for the Indian Civil Service in these terms
" The Commissioners have al ways endeavoured to impress 
upon candidates at the time of their selection that it was 
at once their duty and their interest to give up all 
honours except those of the Indian civil service." With 
these short-sighted and happily short-l1ved views the 
Commissioners proscribed the Universities as unfit for 
the residence of their selected candidates. Both at 
Oxford and Cambridge m any Colleges retaliated and 
warned off men who intended to go out to India. S uch 
were not accounted worthy to retain their Scholar
ships, since their Indian studies must interfNe with 
their acquisition of honours in the Schools and Triposes, 
and a narrow view of life and honour led the College 
authorities to deprive successful competitors in the 
Indian civil service examinations of their scholarships or 
Exhibitions. But St John's  College took the lead in 
resisting this tendency, and even awarded to one of its 
exhibitioners, who had been selected for the Indian 
Service in 1 867 ,  a Foundation Scholarship in  the 
following year. In vain did the Civil SeFvice Com
missioners warn that i ndividual of the " risk o f 
endeavours to, combine two incompatible careers. "  
Backed by his college he proved the possihility of both 
Winning honour in the Tripos and passing the periodical 
examinations of the Civil Service Commissioners ; and 
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before he proceeded to India he set the ball rOlling which did not stop until the barriers erected by the Civil Service Commissioners between a University and an Indian career were levelled to the ground. The impulse given to a reform which has done so much to raise the standard of competition for the Indian civil service was thus started from the New Court in  St John's College. 
Having worked shoulder to shoulder with several old J ohnians in India, I propose now to answer a question which is often put to me�" Do you advise me to go in for an Indian Civil appointment ? "  I take i t  for granted that in choosing his profession for life any man of power loo�s first to the character of the work offered to him, next to its variety, thirdly to its remuneration, and fourthly to the relaxation and means of recruiting his energies which will be open to him. How far, it 

may be asked, will a life's sarvice rendered in India 
satisfy' these several requirements of a labourer in the vineyard ? 

I can well imagine that a man who feels that he is endowed with artistic genius, or a power to wring 
from nature her undiscovered secrets, would adopt the best profession by merely following the obvious bent of his genius. It is true that he may reasonably entertain doubts as to the third item, the possible recompense for 
his labours. But he will be inclined to place so high a 
value upon the dignity and variety of the profession of 
an artist or a scientific inquirer that he will consent to 
some measure of uncertainty as to payment in choosing 
a career to which his talents irresistibly direct him. 
Eliminating, then, that class of candidates upon whom 
the bounty of Providence has bestowed an unerring 
guide as to their Course through this world, I incline to 
think that there is no profession open to the well 
educated British man which is calculated to satisfy his 
ambitions so thoroughly as that of the service of the 
Crown i n  India. Thucydides bids me to be cautious 

1£. 
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hen he records his  observation, which is as true to-day "IN • •  

as i t  was in the old world, that It IS the custom of man-
� .... , , ' \ ' I 

fV �'JJ iJ-EV av 7TOA.€J-I-WCT£, TOV 7TapOVTa aCL J-I-E,,/£CTTOV "P£VO VTWV. 
But with due advertence to thq,t risk I shall proceed to 

justify my contention. 

No one who appreciates the high m ission entrusted 
to our country of taking up the white man's burden can 
think lightly of India as a field for work. To most men 
in these Islands the sense of feeling that your shoulder 

is laid close to the wheel of progress comes late i n  
life, when disappointments and age have somewhat 
weakened their powers. In India the opportunities are 
so numerous, the line of British officials is so thin, an d 
the population subject to Her Majesty is so vast that an 
Indian civilian, as soon as he has acquired a colloquial 
knowledge of the vernacular and a sufficient acquain
tance with the law, finds himself engaged in public 
business of an important character. British India alone 
covers an area of 965 ,000 square m iles with a population 
of 2 2 1  millions, and the native states which are under 
the suzerainty of Her Majesty add 595 ,000 miles to that 
expanse with a population of 66 millions. In no quarter 
of the globe can one find any condition of affairs ap
proaching that of British India, where the multitudes 
just mentioned enjoy under the pax Britannica a safety 
as profound as that maintained i n  these Islands at an 
annual cost of some eighteenpence per head, where 
each individual is allowed a personal liberty unknown 
outside Europe or even in many European states, and 
where he possesses a full right to save or spend his 
means at his own discretion. All that can fire the 
imagination or inspire a man's soul with a desire for 
work is ever present to the Indian civilian . The ad
ministration of justice, the moral and material improve
ment of the country, its people's education, and their 
enrichment with roads and schemes of irrigation and 
new trades and industries, these are the objects upon 
which he is  engq.ged within two or three years of his 
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leaving his University. He sees the empire visibly growing under his hand. The grandeur of the work which our country is doing in Egypt, by the aid for the most part of men trained in India, is regarded with pride by our public press j but the unrecorded annals of every Province in India are still richer in the : victories of peace which our countrymen are winning there year by year in a larger field. From the assistant collector to the Governor of a Province there is not a civilian who can fail to be impressed with a personal sense of the dignity of his work, or to feel that it demands for its proper performance not only his fullest energies but also higher qualifications than he possesses. For, the problems which confront him at every step are those . which occupy the attention of statesmen and legislatures in the West as well as in the East. The Indian official mot only administers the law, but he also guides the hand of the legislature. He is a land-agent as well as a Magistrate. The cultivators of the soil look to him for agrarian legislation when the money lender threatens to despoil them of their hereditary fields. In ;times of distress and famine they find at his hands relief, and at all other times they depend upon their collector for schemes of irrigation, p rotection against flood, locusts, or a plague of rats, and generally for their welfare. There are no societies or philanthropic associations to watch the interests of the people or to suggest welIconsidered reforms. It is the civilian, already overweighted with administrative work, who prepares the way for and carries out the abolition of slavery, the improvement of sanitary conditions, and the suppression of human sacrifices, hook-swinging, and other intolerable 

survivals of an uncivilised age. It is he who must 
interpret the West, with its Christian legacies, to the 
East with its systems of caste and jarring differences of 
religion. The Indian Congress might assist him by 
advocating social reforms, but its members will not li�t 
that part of the white m an's burden with one of theIr 

• 
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fingers. To the masses of the people, notwithstanding 

the perpetual croak of some self-styled leaders, the 

Government is and will long continue to be Mabaj 

(father and mother) j and the hands and head of a 
high-minded honourable civilian will always be full of 

schemes and incessant work for the advancement of the 

peoples committed to his care. So far as the character 

of his public duties is concerned, the Britisher who 

chooses India as a career cannot help feeling that he is  

cal led to a high and beneficent vocation. 
I have said " career," but the Indian Civil Service 

is a choice of careers. It presents to its selected 
candidates a wide range of professions suited to evocy 
talent and temperament. Happily, the system of com
peti�ion admits into its ranks, small as they are i n  
numbers, a large variety o f  qualifications, a n d  thus 
secures to the Government the special talents needed 
for the several departments of the public administration.  
The taunt of the faddist that the service consists of 
bureaucrats of a single type might have had some 
foundation if all the candidates gathered into the net 
of competition from scores of schools, and from every 
grade of society and every phase of religious and 
political party, were sent to a Haileybury to be welded 
into a homogeneous well-drilled company. Such, h�w
ever, is not the case. The composition of the Indian 
Ci viI Service is  as varied in respect of in£tuences� 
origin , and training as it is possible to make it. Its 
mem bers start upon their caree1" with one common 
attribute, namely, a high average of intellectual equip
ment, but after their selection neither in this country 
n o r  in India are they associated together for a common 
train ing j and when they are brought face to face with. 
their work in the solitary camp or the small up-country 
�tation, they soon discover that India is a geographical 
expression .  Every province has its own peculiarities, 
its own history, and its special wants and problems� 
The races and the languages differ, the cIim.ates are 
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various, land settlements are not uniform, and in habits 
of l ife and sentiments the populations have little in common with each other. Thus throughout their career Indian officers are exposed to n o  uniform 
influences. 

In the course of their service civilians can c hoose for themselves the class of work for which their inclinations and qualifications may fit  them. The man of resOurce and action will choose what is called the revenue line, 
which in effect is the work of administration. As a 
Collector, a Commissioner, or an assistant to either of 
those officials, he will have abund�lnt  opportunities of 
p roving his capacity to conduct a famine campaign, to 
study and advance the interests of the people, to qq.etI 
riots, or to protect the tax-payer from undue exactions. 
Spending much of the year as a nomad in tents, he will 
mix freely with the people, and be amply rewarded if 
he succeeds in winning their hearts and gratitude. Next, 
we m ay follow the man of patience and calm judgment, 
whose tastes lie in the study of law and the adminis
tration of j ustice. Such a man will find in the judicial 
line an honourable career rising from the position of an 
assistant judge to of a seat on the High Court. In 
the intricacies of Hindu and Mahomedan law he will 
traverse fields of observation and comparison that will 
enlarge his experience and tax his powers of subtle 
discrimination. Then there is the man of a mathematical 
m ind who will be welcomed by the Finance Dept, and 
will find his ultimate reward in preparing budgets an d 
solving the gravest problems of currency and taxation. 
The man again who is gifted with tact and personal 
influence will be fitly employed in the Political Depart
ment, where he will enlist the sympathies of the' 
protected Princes on the side of good Government, and 
secure their co-operation with the p ower that protects 
them i n  the exercise of their semi-sovereign rights. 
Finally, the man of literary power will i n  due course be 
drawn into the favoured ranks of the Secretariats, and 

• 
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ay even follow the example of Sir William Hunter and 
111 
render a service to the world by compiling an Imperial 

Gazetteer and adding to the storehouse of h istory. 

Each of these several departments of public work open 

to the civil service has its special interests and rewards, 

but of none of them can it be said-" Vestigia n ulla 

retrorsum ." The exigencies of health or prospects of 

promotion may induce the assistant Judge to exchange 

his seat in Court for a tent in districts, or the Secretariat 

clerk may desire to leave a sedentary life for one of 

larger freedom and activity in a Native State. It i s  

this choice of  careers, never closed to  the Indian civilian , 

which, i n  my opinion, marks the essential difference 

between the Indian and the English civil service, and 

gives to the former a peculiar charm and advantage 

which no school master, barrister, or merchant can 

expect. 
Turning to the less attractive subject of salary, 

I may at once confess that the expectations of the Indian 

services, and even the inducements held out to them 

which were published by Her Majesty's civil service 

Commissioners in their 8th Report in 1 863 (page XVII) 

have never been fulfilled. The promotions have not 

been so uniform or so rapid a s  was then indicated. 

The fall in the value of the rupee, although it has not 

affected the purchasing power of that coin when spent 

in  India on articles of Indian production, has heavily 

i ncreased the cost of articles of European manufacture 

which are largely used by public servants, and materially 

d i m i nished the value in gold of their remittances for 

thei r  fam il ies and themselves . Improved faci l i t ies for 

visiting Europe have tempted them to incur that expense 

more frequently, and in the interests of the public 

service it is  desirable that workers in  the East should 

seek at home that rest fr'om the wear and tear of Indian 

li fe, and above all  that moral an<l mental recruitment 

which persol lal contact with the free atmosphere 

of the mother country provides. But such visits cost 
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money, and it must be confessed that only a very small 
proportion of Indian civilians reach the end of their 
service with any sort of addition to their pensions. The 
pension, however, is  a certain and liberal provision for 
those who can return safe in  mind and body after 2 5  
years spent in  the service. The proportion who earn 
it is much larger than it used to be, and the conditions 
of life in India have improved so m uch that men, who 
pass the severe medical tests imposed upon selected 
candidates, may look forward to a healthy as well as  
an honourable career in that country. 

Turning to the fourth matter for consideration in 
choosing a career one might write with rhapsody on the 
relaxations, both intellectual and physical, whicll the 
Indian Civil Service offers. The variety of scenery, 
the splendid legacies of human workers in cave and 
stone, the extraordinary forces of nature displayed to 
view in the burst of the monsoons or in the river systems 
of India, the growth of human in stitutions in the village 
commun ities and the religions of the East, the facilities 
offered for the study of the science of language by the 
vernaculars, the vast field open t o  research in the study 
of flora .fauna and animal life, and the opportun ities for 
anthropological research afforded by the several types 
of humanity scattered over the forests, mountains and 
plains, these are only a part of the multitudinous objects 
of interest with which the Indian civilian is brought 
face to face in the course of his service. To the sports
man- and what well trained University man is not a 
sportsman- the resources of the country are boundless. 
The assistant collector, as he travels over his charge 
and rides from camp to camp, carries his gun or his 
spear with h im, and rarely arrives at his new camp 
without result. The map of his first " charge " is 
m arked with spots indicating where snipe, quail, par
tridges, or deer are to be found. If he is  a good rider 
he  will prefer to hunt the jackal or fox with a no�
descript pack of canine camp-followers, or he wlll 
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ride down and spear the c c  mighty boar." O ne friend 

of mine rode a wolf to a standstill in Kurundwar, and 

another rode down a wild ass in  the Runn. To the 

more ambitious followers of big game the forests yield 

tigers, bears, and panthers, and here and there a bison, 

or in Kathiawar a l ion. A Madras civilian caught fish 

throughout h is  service, and wrote a book on the " Rod 

in India." Several of my friends have caught very 

heavy Mahseer in the Deccan streams, and t wo brother 

collectors carried home with them complete collections 

of butterflies and birds' eggs. In none of the cases 

mentioned by me was the day's work sacrificed to the 

pleasure of sport. The charm of a life of service i n  

India i s  the manner i n  which the pleasures of relaxation 

are interwoven with work. The good sp.ortsman 

acquires a knowledge of the country and of its 

people which no amount of labour in h is office could 

give him. 
I must not, however, linger upon this pleasant 

theme. There are, of course, drawbacks in an Indian 

career, a liability to fevers and the cohort of Asiatic 

diseases, and above all an inevitable separation i n  

middle age from children and wife. Nor should I 

forget to warn the successful candidate for the service 

that he must be prepared to run the gauntlet of 

ceaseless attack and misrepresentation. Every honest 

worker will desire to win the confidence and attach

ment of the people whom he is set to govern, and he 

will find th.at the privileged classes, whether priests or 

landed proprietors, may desire to sow discord between 

the district officers and the common people. I recollect 

the first tour which I made in the district assigned 

to my charge in 1 87 1 .  Finding myself sent forth alone 

into camp with all the ardour and interests of youth, 

I used to wander into the nearest village after dinner 

and to listen to the peasant folk singing their songs 

and telling their tales. All sorts of questions were 

asked and readily answered. At Yeola I once collected 
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quite a large gathering, and was much enjoying the 
opportunity of making acquaintance with the raiyats 
when a Brahmin came up a n d  i n  a loud voice warned 
the people that I was intent on l earning their private 
affairs in order to suggest the imposition of a new tax.. 
The assembly melted away, and thereafter I found that 
as I advanced my m ovements were watched with 
SUSplclOn. The Indian civilian is necessarily exposed 
to attack from all sides. When the non-official 
Europeans are excited by a controversy like that of 
the 11bert Bill, he is denounced for siding with the 
n atives. When a religious riot between Mahommedans 
and Hindus occurs, the side which feels the weight 
of the hand of law and order denounces the authorities 
as having favoured the other party. From the- sacer
dotalists, the employers ot unpaid or ill-paid labour, 
and the privileged classes in general, a flood of 
m isrepresentation is poured in the native press upon 
white men who protect the weak and desire to spread 
primary education and liberty amongst the masses. 
The British officer strives to assist the weak and the 
ignorant, but that large mass of Indian subjects is 
not represented either in Congress or in the Press. 
From all sides, therefore, of the classes, as opposed to 
the inarticulate masses, the reforming, wrong-redressing
civilian is pelted with mud. Happily the work of life 
soon thickens the skin, and conscious of his high 
m ission and the beneficent results of British rule the 
Indian official goes on his way with confident courage 
and indifference. Still, he must feel the friction which 
the habitual tone of the native press tends to produce, 
and this friction is a constant discouragement, because 
it retards progress and increases the difficulty of 
winning the confidences of the Indian populations. 

I cannot refrain, in concluding this short and 
imperfect sketch of an Indian career, from giving a 
short anecdote. "\Vhen well advanced i n  my term of 
service I used to consult my elders as to their ex-
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)eriences in search of advice for my own guidance. 
i was privileged once to visit an old native official 

i n Bhavnagar, who had retired from an honourable 

career and become Su,nyast� having retired also from the 

world. Clad in the garb of an ascetic, he apologised 

for not being able to shake hands and touch me for 

fear of pollution .  He explained that he lived no  

longer in the world, but  spent his  time in communion 
with God. I asked him what lessons for life his 
contemplation of heavenly subjects had led him to 
form. He replied, c ' I advise you to serve out your 
career and then retire altogether from human concerns 
and devote your declining yea�s exclusively to the 
service of God." I replied that I wan ted, if possible, 
to apply the service of God to my public duties, and 
I sought from him some practical rule of conduct or 
advice which might help m e  in the discharge of that 
duty. To this he replied that the two services were 
quite distinct, and that the service of God required a 
l ife wholly detached from public affairs and human 
anxieties. [ must abandon the latter before I could 
consecrate myself to the higher service. Some years 
after this conversation I drove down to the port o f  
departure with a very eminent civilian who was retiring 
from the service in which he had risen to the highest 
offices. I asked him for a word of ad vice telling him 
my experiences as above narrated. He replied by a 
ferson al anecdote. " Some years ago," he said, " I  
served as chief Political officer in  R. Observing how 
the country suffered from constant drought, and seeing 
a depression which it was quite possible to convert into 
it huge reservoir of water, I persuaded the Maharaja to  
allow me to secure the services of an eminent irrigational 
engineer. Plans a n d  estimates were framed, and His 
Highness after further persuasion and with many polite 
expressions of gratitude promised to find the funds 
required for the completion of the work. In due course 
the reservoir was built, and we awaited the rainy 
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season to fil l  it with water. My headquarters wera situated at a great distance, but the Maharaja invite<t m e  to proceed with him in state after the monsoon in order to visit the new works. It was a very pleasant expedition, and I rode with His Highness o.n the morning until o.nly a long range o.f hil ls lay between us and the lake which we expected to see. Every one was in the best of spirits. You may judge then of my disappointment when we reached the summit of the high ground, and I observed that the bed of the lake, enclosed by huge walls of well-built masonry, was absolutely dry. I asked whether the water had not yet been admitted. The Maharaja  replied in a cheerful tone " oh yes, but it ran away directly : Don't you know, Saheb, with all  your experience, that in this country there is  a ho.le in  the bottom of every tank ? It IS always l ike that, but you seemed anxious to have a dam made, and I wished to please the Sarkar." My friend added to this account his comment " I  think that you will find that in this country there is a hele in the bottom of all of our large schemes for its improvement." I may remark, in conclusion, that such was not my experience, but in drawing th e picture of the India service which I have given I am anxious that no young Johnian should embark upon a career, which I 'believe to be noble and beneficent, without the qualifications which my story suggests. 

W. L-W. 

• 

THE DEBUTANTE. 

IIIGH en a Norreway m euntain's crewn , 
By the head of the winding firth, 

A pine tree, slender and straight and brown, 
Came with a c rash to. earth, 

Fel t  the bite ef the whirring steel, 
Sai led o'er the nerthern sea ; 

And they fashiened her s ixty feet ef keel 
Frem the heart ef that noble tree. 

They shipped the trunk of a cedar steut 
From ever the western main ; 

And the saw-teeth worried a bread plank eut, 
And the broad plank kissed the plan e. 

And the plane swished en, t i l l  the quivering sh eet 
Was del icate, smooth and th in ; 

1\ nd the th i n  sheet curled i n  the smoky heat, 
And gave her a reunded skin. 

I I  er four steel riggers en either side 
Were bred from the eres of Spai n ; 

Her straps were made of a black bull 's  h ide, 
That fed en the Pampas plain. 

Her canvas covers, an An tri m green 
Hael bleached to a snow-white hue ; 

And lastly, to qui clten the whele machine, 
They gave her an English crew. 

The New ArgonattHca, xvii i .  2 Br 

" \Vell, all I can say is that it was enough to shatter 
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the nerves of a gravel-barge. A very little more of it 
would have upset me altogether." 

The speaker was a gorgeous new six ty-foot racing 
eight, which lay on  the stools i n  the middle of the 
boat-house,-the last and most complete triumph of 
boat-building. Her mirror-like varnish was still almost 
brilliant enough for a man to shave by, and the smooth 
white pinewood of her stretchers showed scarcely one 
blurring trace of a heel-m ark. Corporeally she was all 
but perfect ; but her mental and m oral nature had 
been seriously thrown out of gear by the events of the 
afternoon which was now merging into twilight. Only 
an hour before she had returned from her first trip,-a 
brief journey up to the lock, down to the Goldie Boat
house, and so home again ; but ever since the place, 
had been shut for the night, she had been querulously 
discoursing upon the unparalleled dangers and in
ordinate d iscomforts of the voyage. 

" I do think," she whimpered petulantly, " that they 
might have treated a lady of my elegant appearance 
and delicate constitution with more consideration : 
a barge, a dirty thick-timbered tar-smeared barge 
wouldn't  put up with what I have had to suffer ; and 
I am not a barge : I am a dainty, delicate, and ex
tremely beautiful young lady." 

" Dont talk like a fool," snapped a long, lean, 
weatherworn eight, which lay upside down on the 
lowest rack : " If you weren't  such an inexperienced 
baby, you'd know that barges haven't  any nerves, or 
any consciences, or any morals at all,-nothing, in fact, 
but brutal obtuseness and pig-headed, selfish obstinacy. 
How can a thing which is capable of stopping a race, 

without ever blush ing at the language which salutes 

it from the tow path, have a single pennyweight of 

nerves in its whole composition ? "  
This speaker was very far from being i n  the best 

of tempers . Till that afternoon she had been the 
official First Boat, the titular queen of the community ; 
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oW this raw, fussy, school-girlish stranger had ousted 

�er from the place of honour ; and the consciousness 

th at her beauty was faded and her complexion dulled 

had increased the bitterness of degradation. Her only 

consolation lay in the fact that her tongue was still 

in first class working order ; and accordingly she had 

been playing the Job's comforter and the railing virago 

alternately, till the tremulous usurper was almost i n  

hysterics. 
" So please hold your tongue, Miss Interloper," she 

snarled at l ast : " we've had enough of you and your 

nerves and your two-penny grievances for the present. 

Really, I n ever h eard of such disgraceful and pre

posterous timidity : just wait ti l l  some fool of a 

coxswain runs your n ose hard into the bank ; wait till 

your backbone is twisted and broken, and four or five 

feet of your tenderest skin splintered into tooth-picks. 

Then you'l l  have some reason to complain of disordered 

nerves." 
The new ship shivered and sobbed plaintively ; but 

at this point the tub slider joined in the conversation, 

and came to the stranger's relief. 

" Just you shut up," she grunted ; " you're much 

too hard on the poor child. Don't forget that some of 

us have m emories : why, only three years ago you 

yourself used to think 
'
the world was coming to an 

end, if a finger came within  an inch of you." 

The newly deg raded second boat snorted a snort 

of disdain ;  but being unable to deny the accusation, 

she made no other answer. However, the tub slider's 

interference to some extent restored the new ship's self

posession, and she began once m ore to d ilate upon 

her sufferings. 
" I  tell you the sensation was positively unbearable," 

she exclaimed in a broken voice. " Eight men sat 

down on my beautiful new slides, and moved them 
backwards and forwards so fast that they absolutely 

roared with discomfort ; and then some of the men 
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had the impertinence to declare that the beastly thin 
were stiff. Just fancy calling my slides beastly things 
Wasn't  it shocking ? " 

" What can you expect, if you will go in for these 
n asty new-fangled inventions ? "  cried a voice from the 
top rack but one. " Why don't you have nice, de'cent, 
reasonable thwarts, like mine, instead of those odious 
rattling slides ? "  

These remarks came from the first Lent Boat, which 
had once rowed head of the Lent Races and had ever 
since believed that to win the Grand Challenge Cup 
would be a poor performance in comparison. 

" How fond some people are," sighed the tub slider, 
who had heard several dozen lectures on the same 
topic, " of sticking fast in the mud, and believing that 
the world is going to the scrap-heap, because it won'f 
stick fast beside them ! " 

" Oh, I know your cant about progress and de
velopment," retorted the fixed-seat boat. " I  call it 
degeneracy, rank and fatal degeneracy." 

" But after all you're only an educational institution," 
said the tub slider, -" a sort of preparatory schoo1." 

" Yes," snapped the Second Boat, " and you're only 
a clinker : even without my slides I could g

'
ive you half 

the Post Reach, and beat you handsomely to the Red 
Grind." 

" I dare say you intend that to be cutting," replied 
the Lent Boat,-" calling m e  a clinker, I mean ; your 
other assertion is obviously untrue. But really it's a 
compli ment : my builder " (she said this in the lofty 
tone which a man uses when he talks of ' my Solicitor ') 
" has advised me that I am quite as light as a keelless 
boat, and about two lengths in a mile faster. And 
I've been ,head of the Lents : what have you ever been 
head ofl "  

" All right, talk away, you conceited ass," snarled 
the Second Boat : " some day you'l l  sing a very different 

tune. I shall reach a revered old age, and be honorably 
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broken up ; but you,-just think of the time when you'll 

be used for nothing but junior crock trials,-years and 

-ears and years of it ! " 
) 

The Lent Boat was too dignified to make any 

answer, and the new First B,oat seiz,ed the opportunity, 

and continued her catalogue of grievances. 

" But the noise wasn't the worst part of it," she 

com plained : " they had a horrid instrument of torture 

called a rasp ; and every time �e, easied, they kept 

handing it about, and scraping my lovely new thole

pins,-first one and then another : it  almost jarred my 

rigger-timbers loose, and, the t,hole-pins are hopelessly 

ruined, I 'm sure." 
' 

" \Vait till one. of them, catches a crab," purred the 

Second Boat, " and twists one of your lovely new thole

pins clean off." 
" I' m  sure I shall never live so. long," whined the 

new ship : " th.eir feet will certainly be the death of m e  

to:-morrow.." 
" Ah !  I thought you�& have something to say about 

their feet," murmured the tub slider : " I've felt their 
feet, though 1 am only a clinker." 

" Thr;ee Of their a,borninably. cluJ!l$y. heell5 almost 
touched my beaut.iful, beautiful skin," the new ship 
continued in an agitated voice. " I  declare that I 
trembled till I almost shook th", pins, out of my 
stretcher-fastenings. You knowj my skin is so wonder
fully delicate and sensitive, that I 'm sure I. should split 
if a nasty gr.eat heel touched it." 

" Of course you would," said the Second Boat with 
a I)1alicious pretence of sympathy. " Poor dear child ! 
How it will hurt you I But it's bound to come : I have 
seven tingles altogether. It's not the actual splitting 
that hurts. most, though that' s  uncommonly painful ; 
but when th�y shoye the edges of the split back into 
place,-ugh ! it j ars ,my very. bolts to think of it ! "  

" Tingles don't. m atter to you," sobbed the new 
boat : " your skin is far inferior to mine. I think I 
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could put up with a little pain ; but it's the idea 
h aving my lovely smooth skin spoilt that torments me so. "  

" Upon my word," cried the Second Boat in  a voice 
of exasperation, " you are really the most abominably 
conceited creature that ever was built. Do you imagine that you're the first ship that ever was n ew ? My skin 
is just as fine and just as delicate as yours." 

" I don't believe it," said the new ship : " at any rate I don't show my ribs in that indecent way." 
This thrust raised a general laugh ; for the Second 

Boat had certainly begun to show the usual signs of 
age. The IllA.ligned craft sniffed contemptuously, but 
before she oould think of an appropriate retort, the 
First Lent Boat took up the conversation. 

" Bother you and your skins ! "  she exclaimed. 
" Nasty flimsy things, I call them. Now I am bui lt 
of strakes,-beautiful white pine strakes, most in
geniously fastened together with I can't remember how 
many hundred copper rivets ; and I have a most 
artistic red and white line all round me, and "_ 

" An d  half a hundredweight of conceit," cried the 
tub slider. " Don't you talk as though you were the 
only clinker in the place. Come, young lady,"-this 
in  a tone of encouragement to the new ship,-"you 
mustn't be down-hearted : we all had our troubles at 
the start ; but in a week or so you'll be able to laugh 
at such things . It'll go all right before long." 

" I'm sure I hope so, " the new ship answered ; " for 
it certainly goes all wrong now : they do such odd 
things at such odd, irregular times. Some of them 
pull at their stretcher-straps in  a way that causes m e  
the most acute discomfort ; and when I writhe and shift 
under the treatment, they abuse each other, or me. 
S ome of  them put their oars in deep, and pull them 
out short ; and when I wince and wriggle (I can't help 
it ; really I can' t :) they lose their tempers, and sh?ut 
' hands up, stroke side.' Then the coxswain,-I thtnk 
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h Y call him the coxswain ; I mean the rude little man, 
t e 

d "  'I b 1 0 sits in  the stern an tnes to tWIst my tal y 
w 1  . 
. rking the rudder about ;-the coxwam sho1.\ts ' keep 

�e.r steady ! '  I call it downright impertinence to refer 

to a lady in such a disrespectful way,-in her own 
. t I " hearing 00 . 

" Lady indeed ! "  snorted the Second Boat : " you're 

only a school-girl in a starched pinafore. Wait till 

you're canvas is yellow and crinkled like mine." 

" I  hope and trust I shall never be half so ugly,'" 

retorted the new ship : " my canvas is n ice and white 

and smooth and becoming. As for yours,-I'd sooner 

die than be seen in such a costume." 

" Oh, I've no  patience with your airs and graces," 

cried the Second Boat. " You, and your nerves, and 

your n ice white smooth becoming canvas, and your 

twisted tail ! Wait till you're coming round Grassy at 

full pressure in a race ; wait till you're bouncing and 

j umping about in the wash, with your rudder raising 

a huge white feather of spray, and tugging as though 

it would wrench the stern post clean out of you. But 
after all I dare say you'll never come to that : you're 
far too prim and finicking ever to fast go enough." 

This piece of descri{)tion had made the new ship 
begin to lose heart again : she whimpered that her 
rudder was much too well behaved to attempt anything 
of the sort. 

" Then you're bound to go charging into the outside 
bank," replied the Second Boat trumphantly ; " an d  
then everybody will malign the coxswain, a n d  the 
COXswain will call you a beastly old barge without any 
camber." 

" But I have got a camber," screamed t he new ship ; 
for this was a feature upon which she specially prided. 
herself. " My backbone is so delicately curved that 
I respond instantly to the slighest request of my 
rUdder, and my rudder always requests politely. And 
I Positively won't go into the bank : I hear that lots 
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of people come to see the races, and I shall insist 
going past all of them. rm sure I shall be the pret 
boat there, and they'll qe disappointed if they don't 
see me ." 

�' Oh, bother your. r.aces ! '" the tub slider broke in .  
" You think you're everything, because you parade and 
show yourselves off before crowds of May Week 
visitors. Where would you be \yith04t me ? I do all 
the importan� \York ; I lick your crews into shape, 
while you are sleeping on the rack with your riggers 
off." 

" But, pardon me," stammered the new ship with 
some diffidence, surely you lick them into shape very 
badly. My crew this afternoQn "_ 

" Ah ! "  said the tub slider drily, er r'll refer you to 
your friend on the lowest rack yonder : they were riglit 
enough when they left Il1e : l l ic�ed, them into -" 

" Stuff and nonsense ! " cried the tub pair, which lay 
on the ground beside the new ship. " It is I who am 
the nursery of all rowing, and, �herefore I am the most 
important -" 

" :{J it COmes to that, "" squeaked a patent-buttoned 
scarlet-bladed baw-side. oar from its perch on the oar-. 
rack, " you're all of you just nothing but helpless. logs. 
It's m e  and, my pals here that do all the rowing : you're 
no use at all, except to hold thole-pins for \IS, to. shove 
against." 

" Now if yo.u start talking lik;e �ha.t," wheezed a 
husky old voice from the top rack, j ust under the roof, 
" you'll never be good for anything. Haven't  you 
learnt that in rowing everything depends upon working 
together ? Now I've seen a boat lose all its oars except 
two, and those were both on the same side : how fast 

did that ship go then, do you think ? " 
" Didn't I say it was all me and my pals ? "  squeaked 

the oar ; and its companions rattled about in the oar-rack 
by way of signifying their applause. 

" Ah ! " replied the same husky voice,-the speaker 
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s a worn old clinker eight, weather-stained t o  a 
wa 

d "  
. fl deep brown, an OOZlllg remllllscences rom every 

am -" but I've seen many a member of your family se , 
floatin g helplessly down stream, and looking most 

abomin ably foolish. You must stick together, my 

children : combi nation, combination is the soul of -" 

" Oh , do shut up, you prosy old crone," cried the 

First Lent Boat. 'c What do you know about anything 

except freshers who catch crabs and row their shorts 

down ? " 
" I  flatter myself, "  said the dowager; " that my 

experience is a good deal wider than yours. I've made 

bumps in the Lents, and I've made bumps in the Mays ; 

I 've been the First Boat Tub Ship, and the Second Boat 

Tub Ship ; I've raced and I've rowed for pleasure : I've 

gone to Up ware on August afternoons in the Long, and 

I 've travelled down to Ely for the Varsity Trials,-yes, 

lots of times. At any rate I've been stroked by a more 

famous stroke than any of you." 

" Who was that ? "  asked a sqmewhat sleepy voice 

from one of the lower racks,-the Granta boat had been 

wakened from her n ap by the n oise : " I  doubt whether 
you can beat the stroke I had, when I won the Granta 

Cup in ' 8 6." 
" That takes some beating certainly," the old eight 

replied ; " but once I went down to Ely with a crew of 
strange men (at least, six of them were strange,) who 
came up for the day : stroke and seven had won the 
Grand twice, and the rest of them had all won the 
Thames Cup. We had a little race with a Varsity trial 
too, as we came back from the Adelaide Bridge,-caught 
them up and rowed past them. Ah that stroke ! His 
stroking was a perfect poem ." 

" I don't believe a word of it," cried the First Lent 
Boat. " In the first place it isn' t  possible for any boat 
to go down to Ely : I've never been beyond C1ayhithe, 
and of course the river comes to an end round the next 
corner." 
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" Yes," said the tub slider, " and of course every 
goes to see the Varsity trials on bicycles." 

" Ah, you're a lazy set, you m odern ships," said 
dowager ; " but I've seen the day when four boats,--.. 
myself amongst them,-left this boat-house and went 
down to Ely to see the race ; four boats, I tell you,-.. 
two sl iders and two fixed seat eights. Yes, I 've seen 
eight raw crock-trial men slog the Hollow-Ground (only 
you won't remember the Hollow-Ground, I dare say) 
down to Ely on a wet winter's day from pure love of 
rowing : I've gone myself from Bottisham Lock to 
Appleyard's without an easy, and I don't believe any 
boat ever went  further. But you,-oh, you're a sleepy 
lot ! " 

At this the tub slider and one or two other ships 
began to laugh derisively ; but the Granta Boat promptly 
rebuked them . 

" Hold your foolish tongues," she cried : " the old 
ship's perfectly correct ; but you're ignorant as well as 
lazy. "  

" And how often did you go down to Ely ? asked the 
tub slider. 

" No such luck for me," the Granta Boat replied. " I 
was First Lent Boat in  those days, and had to take care 
of myself. A First Lent Boat has a poor time of it,
a few weeks of excitement, and nothing to do for the 
rest of the year." 

" But there are compensations," purred the present 
First Lent ship : " to know that one represents the highest 
perfection.-" 

" Highest fiddlesticl{ ! "  the Granta Boat broke in r 
" and yet there were good times occasionally, when I 
used to chat with the M ay Boats in the even ing. Ah ' 
I remember the time when the Old Swaddle was be

ginning to get fast : how excited we used to be, when 
she described her last course,-how all the crew were 
blind to the world at the Railway Bridge ; but a big 
man in a blue blazer rode along the bank and told them 
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1 ey were just inside record : that m ade them go to the 
t 1 . h 
finish .  Yes, I remember helpmg to tease t e old 

swaddle, when she was a youngster ; and I dare say 

1 was just as aggravating as you've been to-night." 

The strange events which followed this speech m ust 

be referred to the nearest Psychical Society for 

explanation : but whether planetary influence, or electro

biology, or downright magic were the cause, the Boat

house seemed suddenly to grow larger and roomier ; the 

darkness was changed to a subdued half-light, mellow 

and mysterious ; and the ships became nervously aware 

of the presence of a long bar of m isty brown, which 

floated through the closed door, hovered over the new 

ship, and gradually assumed the shape of a racing 

eight. 
" Who's talking of Swaddles ? "  cried the mysterious 

apparition in a voice which betrayed strong tokens of a 
Tyneside origin. 

" Who can this be ? "  the Second Boat whispered to 

the First Lent ; but the First Lent had no idea. How

ever, the new corner had heard the question. 
" Who can this be ? "  she cried. " Have you never 

heard of the ' 88  Swaddle ? If only you could climb up

stairs, you might see her nose hanging against the wall .  

I'm her ghost." 
The younger ships shivered with appropriate awe, 

but the old clinker chuckled, and the Granta Boat was 
so struck with the notion of an eight walking upstairs, 
that she nearly took a fit. 

" So you're been trying to frighten a new ship, have 
you ? "  the ghost went on. " Well, after all it's the 

CUstom : they frightened me almost to death, when I was 

new. Yes, Mistress Granta, you put it m ildly, when 
you say you were aggravating that night." 

" Ah dear me ! "  the Granta Boat replied, " I  was 

comparatively young then : now I'm older and more 

Philosophical." 
" I learnt philosophy very early," said the ghost ; 
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" for I tasted both extremes of fortune in  a very 
time : I was bumped down to tenth on the river and 
two races at Henley �ithin thirteen months. 
young lady, you must pluck up your spirits and 
at them : I 've come to wish you success." 

The new ship murmured a few confused words 
acknowledgment ; but before long curiosity got 
better of bashfulness. 

c ' Tell us about Henley," she said. " I  hope 
day to go to Henley myself, if only these men 
ruin my nervous system." 

" Ah ! "  said the ghost, " you're on the old topic : I 
remember talking j ust the same nonsense about my 
n erves when I was in your position. Harden them, my 
l ass ; for you'll want them hard, if you go to Henley : 
it's just about the worst trial of the nerves, when y�u 
go down to the start, that any ship ever came across. 
Imagine a whole river full of punts and skiffs, manned 
by elegant gardeners, who seem to think that racing 
eights are built of Harveyized armour-plates ! But it's 
worth it, indeed it's worth it : when you've jumped away 
from the starting punt, and go slashing up the gut by 
the island,-I rowed 46 there in one heat,-oh ! it's  just 
heavenly ; and when you can feel the other boat slipping 
inch by inch behind you,-split my canvas ! I can' t 
describe the delight of the sensatiol1 ."  

" Ah ! " cried another mysterious voice, " you're right 
there ; but you never rowed a stern race ." 

Here a fresh fit of nervousness seized the younger 
ships ; for a second ghostly shape of somewhat similar 
appearance suddenly became visible. 

" What ! " cried the first ghost ; " are you here too ? 
Come and help me to preach wisdom to these children. 
But I did row a stern race once, all the same : didn't  
you see me at Marlow that year ? "  

" No," replied the other, " I  was here then,
practising fur the town races in  the Long." 

�' Vlho is it f" whispered the new ship timidly. 
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r' 1 '111 ashamed of your ignorance," cried the ' 8 8  

host ; " but of course you're too young to know.  This 

fs the ghost of the ' 7 9 Swaddle, a m uch more dis-

. cruished lady than ever I was, or you can hope to 
t I n ",  

be-:: Oh bother the distinction ? "  said the elder ghost ; 

,t and yet I dare say I can claim some : I 've been where 

only one other ship h as been of all that ever raced." 

" ,Vhere was that ?"  cried a n umber of voices. 

" In the Varsity Race dead heat," was the answer. 

" Talk of excitement ! That was exciting enough to. 

have split some ships : but I had plenty of excitement 

afterwards, when I was a Lady Margaret boat." 

" You were speaking of a stern race," said the 

Second Boat : " please tell us about one. "  
" Ah, yes," the ghost replied, " I  was thinking of 

one race in  particular, - the fi nal heat for the Ladies' 
Plate at Henley in ' 7 9 .  Shiver my i nwale ! I never 
saw worse water even at Putney. Don't you remember 
the sum.mer o.f ' 7 9 ? "  

" No, I can't say I do," answered the ' 88  ghost ; 
" not the English weather at any rate. I believe I was 
a cedar tree in America that year, except some of me, 
which was a Norway pine."  

c' The river was three feet above the ordinary 
Summer level," continued the elder ghost, " and there 
was a gale o.f wind and a regular sea running down the 
reach. By my tholes and stoppers ! I thou.ght W� 
should. never get through it. Eton were ag:ainst us, 
and for more than a mile (it seemed like ten) I could 
see them dodging in and out of the bays. under th� 
bushes on the Bucks side, a long: wa.y a. head of us, and 
more or less in shelter all the way, till they came to. 
the corner : but when they did come to. the corner, then 
I had something to. say at last. I was nearly half full, 
and the water was going swish swash under the seats 
at every stroke ; but I saw the wind and sea hit them 
as they �heered out to take our water : then I kne w 
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that our chance had come at l ast, and I told 
to spurt."  

c' Did he ? "  said the Second Boat, with reminiscences of strokes who could'nt. 
" Did he ? "  the ghost replied. " Didn't he just Shafto's spurt i n  the dead heat race wasn't finer ; and Shafto had a big crew behind him : Lister's lot averaged less than eleven stone." 
" What happened ? "  asked the new ship eagerly. " My recollections of that delirious minute are a little confused," the ghost answered. " I  remember rushing up at a stroke of forty, tearing along till I was dazed and almost blin d ; but I could just see the Eton boat slipping back, back, back, and then I lost sight of them altogether. The men suddenly stopped rowing, and I found myself drifting through Henley Bridge : we had won by a good length. I tell you, it's a fine sensation to come swinging past the post at a strong paddle after an easy race ; but oh ! if you want to drink the deepest delights of racing, pray for such a finish as that." 

c' I should think the first part was abominable." said the Second Boat. " I  should much prefer ,,_ 
" You've no right to have any preferences," said the 

ghost sharply. " Wi n  or lose, storm or calm, you 
m ust go till you split ; and after all there's often as 
much credit to be got from a losing race as from a 
winning one." 

" That's true indeed," cried the Granta Boat. " But 
you youngsters won't remember the Third Boat in  the 
Lents of '86." 

" I  do," said a new ghostly voice ; and another 
shadowy shape floated into the Boat house in the same 
mysterious manner,-a scratched and battered old 
clinker eight, with broad thwarts originally designed 
for slides : now, however, there was no  trace of runners 
upon them ; eight old sliding seats, imperfectly planed 
flat, were screwed there instead. 
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" Who are you ? "  asked the first Lent Boat in some

what icy tones ;  for her nervousness was wearing off, 

d she considered the new corner hardly respectable .  
an 

" I' m the ghost of the Hollow-Groun d," the stranger 

<;wered ; " and I was the Third Boat they were an-
talking of." 

" I  can quite believe that you know something of 
losing races," said the First Lent Boat contemptuously. 

" I  do," the ghost answered, " I've no reason to be 

ashamed of it. On the first day of those Lents, I 
wasn't shoved out when the gun went ; I was over
lapped at Grassy, but I took them to the Willows. In 
the secon d  race I was overlapped at Grassy, and 
bumped at the Railway Bridge ; and i n  the third the 
boat behind had a shot at Grassy and didn't catch m e  
till Morley's Holt. On the last d ay I was missed by 
three inches at Grassy again." 

" Where were you bumped that time ? "  asked the 
First Lent Boat somewhat scornfully, as the Hollow
Ground paused. 

" Thought I'd catch you ! " chuckled the ghost : 
" that day I got away, and wasn't  bumped at all. I 'm 
as proud of those races as my two Swaddle friends are 
of their Henley victories." 

" And quite right too," shouted the old tub eight 
from the top rack. " How are you, old Hollow-Ground ? 
Dear me ! what cutting things they used to say about 
your seats in the old days ! " 

" Ah ! "  the ghost replied, " but I had the best of it : 
it wasn't  my integument that was damaged.  Yes, I've 
made more men stand up then most ships." 

" It's a desperate kind of racing," said the '
7 9 ghost : 

" I know it well from the other point of view. To be 
all but caught, and to row for a m ile or more with the 
enemy's nose within a foot of your rudder, is bad 
enough ; but the boat behind has the worst time : to 
be within a yard of victory, and yet to m iss it, is the 
most aggravating sensation that ever a boat felt. C'est 
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le dernier pas qui coute in a bumping race : I should 
have been head of the river but for those abominable 
last few inches." 

" 1  was head of the river," a new voice remarked 
with justifiable pride,-" the last fixed-seat eight that 
ever rowed there." 

Then another ghostly racing eight loomed into view 
beside the others . The ships i n  being shook with 
reverent nervousness, but the ghosts of the ships past 
cheered uproariously ; and at last the new eight, with 
the diffidence and precocity of youth, managed to 
stammer a request for reminiscences. So the Head of 
the River ghost told the h istory of the great bump of 
I 8 7 2,-the four n ights of fierce but unsuccessful ex
ertion, and every detail of the glorious fifth race up to 
the crowning moment. At that point the enthusiasm 
of the other ghosts interrupted the narration : they 
broke out into a roaring chorus, and sang of the 
m agnificent way 1n which 

" longing for a close affinity, 
Goldie, rowi ng more than fi fty, 

Overlapped and bumped First  Trinity." 
Ghost music can pen etrate where less ethereal 

sounds are never heard, and the song summoned 
scores of other ghosts from the place where good ships 
go when they are broken up. One after another the 
shadowy forms m ade their nlysterious entrance,
clinkers and racing ships, eights and fours, sliders and 
fixed-seat boats, keeled craft and keelless, from the 
broad and massive eight of early days down to the 
slim smooth-sided cedar boat of recent times. In a 
few minutes the Boat house was filled with a Babe! 

of mysterious voices ; for every ghost had her stock of 
reminiscences, and every ghost was determined to tell 
them to the last detail, so magically did the old 
associations of the place work upon her memory and 
enthusiasm. · The ' 56 head of the River ship told of the 
race against Royal Chester at Henley, and what 
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usement and finally what consternation were caused 
am . h h by the enemy's craft,-the first keelless elg t t at ever 

rolled. 
" And she did roll," said the narrator sorrowfully ; 

" my stretcher-straps ! how she did roll ! But alas ! she 

rolled home an easy winner." 

Then an older voice told of the glorious days of Pat 

Col quhoun, of the '37 race against Queen's College 

Oxford, and how six men rowed her from Henley to 

\Vestminster during the following n ight.  

" Bother that '37 race ! "  she exclaimed : " it isn't  a 

"ery cheering h istory ; but we m ust take the ups and 

downs together. I saw the first race for the Colquhoun 

Sculls the same summer ; the course was from West

minster to Putney, and several ladies embarked in me 

to see the sight. Think of that, you flimsy, unstable 

youngsters ! " 

However, m ost of the ghosts were chattering of less 

important ' events, Hundreds of long forgotten races 

and a thousand out-of-date details were described and 

criticised : the elder ghosts talked of the Pike and Eel 

lock and the Bumping Post, of six-oars and ten- oars, 

and of rival boats with long disused names,-the Black 

Prince, the Monarch, and the Tobacco Pipes and 

Punchbowls ; the ships of the present could understand 

very little of the conversation, but occasionally they 

made a half-hearted attempt to play off the New 
Drainage System against the Wonders of the Past. 

But suddenly another ghostly form became visible,

a bul ky inrigged eight, with a two-foot stern-post and 

a rudder as big as a tea-tray : the whole company ceased 

ch attering, and respectfully made room for the last 

com er, as she took up her station beside the new ship. 

" Bless you all, my children," the old ghost began i n  

a grave, motherly voice. " Is this the neophyte who i s  

to b e  admitted into our fellowship to-night ? "  

The new ship trembled with nervous awe, but could 

make no an swer. 
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" Do you not know me, my child ? "  the same 
continued. " I am the Great Grandmother of you 
the Lady Margaret, the first Lady Margaret. 
than seventy years ago I was the first eight-oar that ever floated on  the Cam, and ever since that 
there has been a Lady Margaret First Boat to uph 
the honour of my name. Now it is your turn : do Your best, my child ; n ever be faint-hearted when things look black, or careless when they look rosy : go your best 
every stroke ; and then the honour of my name will be 
safe in your keeping." 

There was a murmur of applause, and then the old 
ship addressed her fellow ghosts. 

" Children," she said, " sing the Song of the Past j 
and then the neophyte shall be sworn in." 

Once more the grave voice ceased, and with a burst 
of mellow music the ghosts sang the Song of the Past. 

" Si n g  of the S h i p,-that ship of fame, 
The fi rst to carry the Foundress' name ; 
First of a thousan d eights she came 

To rouse the Cam from his sleepy ways : 
B i g  as a barge she may seem to you, 
B u t  her planks were soun d  and her l ines were true, 
And stout were the hearts of the sturdy crew 

That rowed i n  the olden days. 

Then follow the men of long ago 
Thorough the thick and thin ; 

Row as hard as they used to row, 
And you'll  win as they used to w i n .  

Sing of t h e  Crew,-that crew of note, 
The crew of the Lady Margaret Boat, 
Who vowed that the Banner of Red should float 

Proudly up at the river's head ; 
Who faltered never for storm or sun, 
But swung to the stroke,-eight blades l ike one, 
Til l  the thing they had vowed to do was Gone, 

And the foremost flag was red. 
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�i n g  of the gianls of long ago, 

j\ [ e ri vale, Selwyn, Trench, and Snow, 

/\ s  l o ng as the river t h ey l oved shall flow, 
Thci r wreath of laurel shall sti l l  be green. 

Sing to the same t ri umphal tune 
Of 13erney, ShadweU, and Pat Colquhoun j 
Never  has eye of the wand'ring moon 

Better or braver seen. 

Si  ng of the days of fi fty-four, 
When Wright and Kynaston drove the oar, 
And raised the flag to  the head once more, 

There for a four years' reign to wave. 
S i n g of the oarsmen t rue and strong, 
Whose pl uck has carried the flag along j 
And Goldie's  laurel  shall CrOWI} t h e  song,� 

Goldie, the great, the brave. 

S i n g,"and thi n k  of the place you hold : 
\' Oll are a link i n  a chain of gol d, 
J oining � 1l1C glorious days of o l ,l 

Wilh the glorious days that are yet to be : 
Seventy years ar'e call ing you, 
B i dd i n g  you wake, and work, and do. 
Grip the begin n ing, and d r ive i t  th rough, 

And an swer them " Si je p u i s ! " 

Then foll o w  the men of long ago 
Thorough the th ick and' th in ; 

Row as hard as they used to do, 
And you'l l  win  as they used to win. ! ' 
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Thus the song came to an end, and the ' 3 7  ship was 
appointed to administer the oath ; for she had once 
been stroked by a famous lawyer, and had the repu
tal ion of being well posted in legal ceremonies. 

" You shall well and truly try " -she began in  a 
solem n voice ; but at that point the ghost of the first 
Lacly Margaret interrupted. 

" That's enough," she said : " you can't always win ; 
promise that you will always well and trul y try." 

R. H. F. 
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Illud etiam addiderim, subesse saepe nominibus a/lTt8eutv quandam vel affinitatem, quarum exempla in scriptoribus tum vetustis turn hodiernis inveniri pOSSunt. 
Ex. vet. cp. 1l1S. 

S'ltb/tcz'tu1' exemplum hodzernztm. 

A.D. VIII. Kal. Apr. MDCCCXCIX. 

Goldie Gold 
Payne Hale 
Chapman Steel 
Ward Warre 
Smith Pitman. 

Inf indunt jan'ter sulcos. 

Iside iam Camus committitur, Aureus Auro, 
Hinc Dolor, hinc Validus remigis arma movet. 

Callidus Onetes Ferrum divendere certat, 
Parte alia Belli frangere claustra Phylax. 

Viribus interea totis contendit Oryctes 
Si modo demittat brachia lassa Faber. 

Omen abest aliis. MusGe minus apta procaci 
Nomina, transtrorum gloria, vate carent. 

C. STANWELI .. 
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THE COMMEMORATION SERMON 

BY 
THE MASTER. 

Bless the l.ord, 0 my soul, and forget 1lot all his benefits. PSALM ciii. 3· 

I1 liRE nineteenth Ch",ti.n centu,y i, ended, and 
we are now in  the twentieth. 

There have been ways and ways of reckon-
ing tbe lapse of years ; but now the whole 

civilised world dates as from the year of the Birth of 

Christ, c01l,nting that to be the turning point of universal 
h istory, the one divine event round which " the whole 
creation mo.\'es .. " 

An event of this supreme importance is one about 
the date of which, it might be thought, there should 
never have been a doubt. But it has. b.een long agreed 
that the Birth of Christ took place some years " before 
Christ " according to our reckoning, a. commonly 
received date for the Nativity being B . C .  4. 

At the time of its. occurrence it passed unheeded by 
th e wOl:ld, and afterwards it was. impossible to determine· 
exactly when it came to pass. Seme Church writers of 
the fourth centl.lry dated it, as we should say, 2 or 3 KC. 
But not till the sixth century wa.s it made the starting 
point of our tale of the years. 

St l.uke was careful to give chronological data. by 
which to fix the Nativity. " And it  came to. pass in 
those days that there went out a decree from Caesar 
A.ugustu.s that all the world should be taxed. And 
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this taxing was first made when Cyrenius was go 
of Syria ."  

By the great man's  hegemony and the im 
decree and its execution the Evangelist had fixed 
year of the birth of our Lord,-to the world at the 
a trivial and unknown detail in a Jewish geneal ogy. 

But distance dwarfs grea,t things and great on es of the past, and brings to view greater things that were obscured by -them, as low hills hide the lofty mountain 
visible in  its grandeur only from afar. A m icroscopic 
examination is now wanted to ascertain the when and 
the where, and very existence of things and persons 
importance and prominent in  their day. vVho was the 
great Cyrenius, or Quirinus ? To most of us he is little 
but a n ame, known. by St Luke's mention of him in 
connexion with the Birth of Jesus, A most learned 
Gospel chronologer begins his  inquiry into the famous 
taxing with the remark that " before exam ining in 
what year it was held, we must first fi rmly establish 
that it was held at a.ll . "  

The n ineteenth cen tury from the Birth of  Christ 
being ended, we may fitly on this our anniversary look 
back to the approximate date of its com mencement, 
and recall i n  merl'lory some of the

'
members of ou r 

College who have l ived in it, whom we del ight to h Ol1Qur. 
A biographer begins his volume with the .

remark 
that there are names more conspicuous than that of the 
subject of his memoir, but none more worthy to be 
held i n  everlasting remembrance. The name is that of 
our Henry l.1'artyn. 

Born at Truro, where his  n,ame l ives in the new 
Cathedral, he entered this College i n  October 1 7 9 2 , that 
is to say, at or near the b.eginning of the C h ristia n 
century lately ended. Accord ing to another reckoning 
also we may begi n the century with h i m ,  for he was 

the Senior Wrangler of 1 80 1 . In the next year he 
. d tl  fi rst w as elected a Fellow of th e College and game 1e 

of the two Members' Priz;es for a Latin Essay. 
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At fi rst he purposed to give hinself to the study of 

L V • but before long he found that his call was to. 
a\ , 

to another career. 

Appointed to a chaplaincy in the service of the East 

India Company, in July 1 805 he sailed from Portsmouth 

on h i s nine months' circuitous voyage to Madras, under 

th e convoy of a powerful fleet, As they crossed from 

Madeira to South America, Nelson fought and fel l  at 

Trafal gar. Capturing the Cape of Good Hope 011 their 

way in  January, one day late in April 1 806, at sunrise, 

they anchored in Madras roads. 

Arrived at his destination, Martyn"'began the study 

of Hinuustani, with the assistance of a Brahmin 'from 

Cashmere, " whom he wearied with his untiring 

assiduity." 
On the 1 8th February, 1 8 1 2 , he writes in his diary, 

" This is my birtllday, o n  which I complete my thirty

first year. The Persian New Testament has been 

begun, and, I may say, finished in it, as only the last 

eight chapters of the Revelation remain ,"  

On the 1 6th October i n  that year, in  the twelfth year 

from his graduation before the age of twenty, Henry 

J\Iartyn, ".wanting the years of Christ," ceased from his 

severe, unintermittent labours, -fervent preacher of the 

Gospel, translator of the New Testament into two 

Eastern languages, an example of self renouncing 

devotion to high ideals which has kept its power to 

kindle a like flame i n  others from then till now. 
. 

For ever coupled, like the n ames of two of the 

Twelve, are the n ames of two members of the College, 

Clarkson and Wilberforce, Apostles of a great forward 

movement in philanthropy, the crusade against the 

Slave Trade. 
The beginning of the end was Clarkson's most famous 

of Prize Essays, which won the first of the two Members' 

Prizes for a Latin Essay in 1 7 84 . The story is best told 

i l l  the author's own words : 
Of the Vice Chancellor, Dr Peckard, l\Iaster of 
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Magdalene, he writes, 'I +n cOl1sequence of his office, 
devolved upon him to give 04t two subjects for Latin 
sertations, one to the miqqle bq.chelors, and the other 
the senior bachelors of q.rts.  ! '  • TQ t11e latter he prop 
the following :A nnc It"ceat Invitos zn Servztutem dare ?  Or Is zt rtght to make slaves 0/ others agaznst their zlJz"/I ?" 

" This circumstance, ' l  he goes on  to say, " became the occasion of my own labours . • .  ! In studying the thesis, I conceived i t  tQ point d irectly to the African Slave Trade. 
. . . .  At any rate, I determined to give it  this con_ 
struction. But, alas ! I was wholly ignorant of this 
subject ; and, what was unfortunate, a few weeks only 
were allowed for the composition. I was determined, 
however, to m ake the best use of my time. I got acce,ss 
to the manuscript papers of a deceased friend, who had 
been i n  the trade. 
. . • .  But I still felt myself at a loss for materials, and I did not know where to get them ; when going by 
accident into a friend's house, I took up a newspaper 
then lying on his table. One of the articles which 
attracted my notice was an advertisement of ANTHONY 
BENE]JET'S Histoncal Account o.f Guinea . . . . In this 
precious book I found almost all I wanted . , . .  Furnished 
then i n  this m an ner, I began my work. But no person 
can tell the severe trial which the writing of it proved 
to me.  
. . .  . In the night I had little rest. I sometimes never 
cl osed my eyelids for grief . . . . I always slept with a 
candle in my room, that I m ight rise out of my bed 
and put down such thoughts as might occur to me in 
the night ." 

The prize won, and the Essay read in the Senate 
House, Clarkson was still haunted by the 'c horror of 
great darkness " which had fallen upon him as he 
wrote. 

Something must be done. He thinks of publishing 
his Essay i n  English as a first step. A London 
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blisher encouragingly assures him, that " as the 
P�ginal essay had been honoured by the University 
O�l Cam bridge with the first prize, this circumstance 
o ouId insure it  a respectable circulation among persons 

:- taste." Clarkson thanks him for his civility ; and 

the book sees the light under other auspices in  June 

1 786, or about a year after the Essay was read in its 

original form at Cambridge. 

The young essayist is introduced to the eloquent 

and influential Wilberforce, and a Committee is formed, 

which labours and persists against all discouragements 

year after year j till at length, in the twentieth year 
from its formation, a bill for the abolition of the Slave 
Trade passes the Lords, and then the Com mons, and 
becomes law of the la�d.  This was within a year of 
I I enry I\Iartyn's arrival in India in April 1 806 .  

-While he was still a student of the College, an  
appointment of  great and lasting importance i n  the 
sphere of public school education was m ade by the 
College. The year 1 8g8 was the centenary of the 
election of Samuel Butler, afterwards Bishop of Lich
field,  to the Headmastership of Shrewsbury School.  
After him Benjamin Hall Kennedy, and after him the 
present Headmaster, were appointed by the College 
from among its members to the office which Butler 
made so great j and the three brilliant scholars in 
succession have held it from 1 7g 8  till now . 

Early in Butler's career the unexpected happened. 
l Ie h ad been at Rugby School, and was to have entered 
at Christ Church, when he met Dr Parr, whose portrait 
hangs in our Combination Room. " By accidental 
i ntroduction to Dr. Parr," he wrote in his diary, " I  
Was rem oved from Christ Church, Oxford, where a day 
had been fixed by my intended tutor . . . .  for my ad
l11 ission, to St John's  College, Cambridge." This 
accidental circumstance led in due course to his appoint
ment as Headmaster, and to all that followed it. The 
phenomenal success of his teaching, which left its mark 
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on both Oxford and Cambridge, is matter of h '  
and the t ime now does not  suffice to dwell upon it 
detail .  His success was wholly his own, and it 
won against difficulties which only singular 
could have survived. 

When, in the thirty-eighth year of Dr Butler's II 
rnastership, Dr Monk, Bishop of Gloucester, heard 
his intended resignation, he wrote to him : " There i 
nothing in scholastic history which can be fairly Com_  
pared with your career except that of Busby, and he  did 
not, like you, find a school with only a single scholar." 

From Butler, Bishop of Lichfield till 1 839,  turn we 
to his future successor in  that See, then a Junior Fellow 
of the College, George Augustus Selwyn. 

Consecrated within two years of Butler's death, he 
sailed in  1 84 1  for the scene of his famous mission�ry 
episcopate, in which he laboured in the spirit of an 
Apostle, till after twenty-six years in New Zealand he 
was translated, not without reluctance and a protest on 
his part, to Lichfield. 

He had become thoroughly naturalised in the new 
colony, which gave freer scope than the old coun try for 
the exercise of his peculiar powers. 

The first Governor of New Zealand, on hearing of 
the appointment of a Bishop to his half-savage domain, 
asked, " What is the use of a Bishop in a country where 
there are no roads for his lordship's carriage to drive 
on ? "  

But Selwyn was a pioneer at once in  Church organi
sation in new provinces, and in the athleticism nolV so 
much cultivated in the Universities. With our scholar 
and h istorian Merivale, the late Dean of Ely, he rowed 
in the first Oxford and Cambridge boat race-a contest 
in which other students of the College, such as, to name 
one commemorated here and remembered everywhere, 
J. H .  D. Goldie, were destined to play a manly part. 
Along with Tyrrell, a student of the College, and after
ward s his brother Bishop, Selwyn relates that he 

o 
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ll'ed from Cambridge to London in thirteen hours tt \Va ... 
. l ou t  stoppin g." In the course of his long voyage to Wit 1 

N \V Zealand he learned two things needful for the 

�nplete success of his work as missionary Bishop, the 
ca 

d h f "  1\Iaori language an t e art 0 navlgatlOn. 

Sound in body as in mind, athlete as well as scholar, 

he was exceptionally well-fitted for the physical l abours 

and trials of his visitations. 

Advocate of a military discipline, he set the example 

of readiness to go anywhere and do anything at the 

bidding of lawful authority. Enthusiast for a bodily 

exercise which profiteth not a little, he wrote " My 
advice to all young men is in  two sentences, Be temperate 

z'Jt all tllZ'ngs, and Incumbzte remzs." 
The century of our retrospect dawned in days of the 

darkest in modern times. A dead calm preceded the 
storm which was to shake the thrones and systems of 
the civilized world ; and in that interval of stagnation 
the great poet of the century, William Wordsworth, 
grew to manhood. 

Born at Cockermouth, and educated at Hawkshead, 
he entered the College in his eighteenth year in 1 7 8 7 .  
His early l ife, i n  contrast with his mature age, was a 
revolt against convention and against prudence. He 
had l i ttle sympathy while here with the studies of  the 
place ; but in after years he paid his poet's tribute to 
geometry, that " independent world, Created out of 
pure i ntelligence." 

Fresh from the Senate House in 1 7 9 I he visited 
London and then Paris. In France, where he was 
resident for a time, his imagination was enthralled 
by the Revolution, which stirred his nature to its 
depths. In his own sphere he was the prophet of a 
revolution which has renewed the face of the earth. 

His early effusions reflect the garish style of their 
day, quaintly justified by our highly poetical scientist, 
:Erasmus Darwin.  The embryo master-poet celebrates 
the bicentenary of his school at Hawksheacl i n  such 

VO!. . xx. 4- X 
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l ines as these, supposed to be inspired by the Genius 
Education ; 

. ,  And h a s  t h e  S u n  h i s flam ing chariot driven 
Two h u n d red t imes aroun d  the ri ng of h eaven, 
Since Science fi rst. with all her sacred t rai n ,  
Beneath yon roof began her h eavenly reign ? "  

In his  maturity he chose by p reference crudely 
simple subjects, as vehicles of profound thoughts ; 

. 

" 'Tis my del igh t, alon e in summer glade, 
To pipe a si mple song for thinking hearts." 

Of tI1e Statesmen of the century we can claim 
of the greatest, whose names come together in 
sentence from an obituary notice of one of them, " It 
is hard to say why it should be, but when you 
looked at Charles ViIliers you immediately thought 
of Pal merston." Of Henry John Temple, Viscount 
Palmerston, the bare mention must now suffice. Vil I iers, 
less prominent but scarcely less great, was the p rescient 
promoter of a measure of which the judicious Lord 
Melbourne is reported to have said, " The Min ister who 
should try to carry the total abolition of the Corn La \Vs 
would be considered fit for a lunatic asylum." 

Of a speech of Vil1iers i t  has been rem arked, " There 
could not be found a more extraordin ary instan ce of the 
skill of the statesman suggest ing the toresight of the 
p rophet." Of ViIIiers championing a cause seemingly 
h opeless, though in  th e end to prrwail, it was said by no 
less an authority than Benjamin Disraeli, " Anybody 
but the  honourable and learned member for Northamp
ton would have sunk in the unequal fray." 

The names of our two astron omers Herschc1 and 
Adams stand out together i n  the an nals of science. Of 
the most famous achievement of the younger con tem 
porary, planned i n  o r  before his second Long Vacation 
and worked out while he was sti ll  a B.A . , S ir  John 
Herschel spoke as " That great d iscovery of Neptune, 
which may be said to have surpassed by legi timate 

I" U-I. , 
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eans the wildest dreams of clairvoyance." Of the 

mew planet, as yet unseen, he had said in  resigning the 

:ha i r of the British Association in September 1 846, 

" ,Ve feel it  trembling along the far-reaching line of 

o u r  analysis. We see it as Columbus saw America 

from the shores of Spain ." 

The two n ames in death are n ot divided, for i n  1 895,  

the Jubilee year of h i s, great theoretical discovery, John 

Couch Adams was commemorated by a medallion 

placed in th,e north aisle of Westminster Abbey, i n  

company with the monuments of Newton, Horrox, 

the Hersch.els, and Charles Darwin. 
In the crypt of St  Paul's, with Nelson and Welling

ton , rests our former Fellow, Lord Almoner's  Reader i n  
Arabic in the University, Edwin Henry Palm er, slain 
by Arabs in the desert in the time of the Egyptian war 
of 1 8 8 2 ,  while on a mission from the Foreign Office, in 
wh ich he used his Eastern lore and native tact with 
good effect, but risked. and lost h is. own life in the 
public service. 

Lastly, conspicuous in the roll of officers. and 
benefactors of the College is the n am.e of J ames 
'\Vood, successively Fel low, Tutor, and for twenty-four 
y ears M aster ; one who combined h igh int.ellectual and 
practical ability with Christian graces of character ; a 
pattern to young and old, to rich and poor. ; on.e and 
the same in both extremes of fortune ;  an example of 
the utmost frugality in the one as of prin.cely generosity 
in the othet:. 

This ch ronieIe was all but ended, when yesterday, 
shortl y before this hour, a beloved and honoured 
resident Fellow of the College, my own contemporary 
and friend, worn out by one exhausti ng illness after 
another, passed quietly away. Mathematician and 
astronomer, son of a mathematician and astroJ).omer, 
and nephew of two Senior Wrangl ers, author of w.orks 
of recognised authority in his ea.rli.er studies, a� the 
call of the College, Philip Thom.a..s Main took up the 
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onerous duties of Lecturer in Chemistry, one of 
modern subjects which this Foundation of the 
Margaret had been foremost in promoting, for 
College had an efficient chemical laboratory 
such a structure was thought of in the Un iversity. 

Not without zeal, as I can testify, for research 
discovery, but putting duty before distinction, he 
himself und ividedly to the advancement of his studen 
time and strength not sufficing for work for 
along with wearying work for others according to his 
high standard. 

The pictured ceiling of the choir of Our chapel 
carries us back to Christ as the Beginning, the College 
being the creation of a Christian Foundress, acting 
under the advice of the enlightened Churchman, Jol;m 
Fisher. 

From its other eighteen bays look down upon us 
representatives of the eighteen centuries after the first 
from the birth of Christ, the last century being repre� 
sented by five members of the College from Henry 
Martyn to J ames Wood. 

As we stand on the verge of the undiscovered 
country which it is for future generations to explore, 
w e  cannot but wonder for the moment what, for the 
College, 

'
the morrow will bring forth. What manner of 

names will this twentieth century add to our roll of 
lvIasters in Science and Letters, of Statesmen, Church� 
m en, Poets and Philanthropists ? 

But it is vain to speculate. " The old order changeth, 
yielding place to new." Let us only face the future in 
a spirit of hope springing from grateful commemoration 
of the past. " Bless the Lord, 0 my soul, and forget 

not all his benefits." 

1' 0- '- ' • 
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THE ROSE OF LOVE. 

Thine is such beauty as the roses wear, 

Daughters of summer sharing summer's doom ; 

And time, th at robs the roses of their bloom, 

Must dim the glory of thy golden h air. 

For never was on earth a face so fair, 

But in death's black oblivion sought repose : 

N or ever garden bred so sweet a rose, 

Whose beauty died not on the bitter air. 

Yet, as the fragrance of a rose m ay bring 

Old memories of dearer roses dead ; 

So shall the hues of winter on thy head 

Gleam with the sunshine of remember'd spring ; 

Wilt thou but keep fro m  winter's icy breath 

The tender rose of love that outlives death . 

C. E. BYLES. 

Kav8apocpovla. 

THERE was an old man of Quebec, 

A beetle ran over his neck ; 

But he  cried " With a needle 

I'll slay you, 0 beadle ! "  

That angry old man of Quebec. 
EDW ARD LEA.R. 

Nal€ ryEPWV /cAetv�V Kavaowv 7TOA£V. (j;nv£ O€£vo'" 

K a v8apo," €P.7T'I]OWV Aa� €7TaTTJlje oep'l]v' 

'Oprylcr8et<; 0' 0 ryEPWV 'TOO' €'TpaUA£(I€'II,'i' O uXt cru B'I]/c'Ti> 

TeTAav8e£,' (3€AOV'[} /Cap.p.oA€ /Cuv8aA' OAet " 
P. B. H . 

• T'J(U),, '�W : balbutire : scilicet ill1peritis li n gua Graeca iis qui Canedorum 

\!Ibclll habitant. Vide Al'. Vcsp, 44 ·  
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SUFFICIENT UNTO THE DAY. 

(A story 0/ 1nlsplaced He1'ozsm.) 

NCE upon a time, in the Royal and Ancient University of Cambridge, there stood a College-a large, com modious, handsom e  college-standing in  its own extensive grounds of many acres, fitted with electric light, hot and cold water, bicycle room,  and all modern improvements. Its authorities did everything to make it attractive. Imposing porters in gloriou'i livery stood at the gates ; automatic cigarette and match machines dotted the Courts ; and telephones ran from every room, to the Kitchen, the Buttery, the Porter's Lodge, and the Deau's apartments, in order to save gentlemen the trouble of going out to order lun ches or cabs, or to answer a " hall." In the principal Court a fountain flowed vvith shandygaff in sum mer, and hot milk punch in winter. The College buildings were decorated in the latest style, and photographs of the Front- Gate, 
the Chapel, and the Master's Back Drawing-Room 
adorned all the carriages on the Great Eastern Railway. 

The Collegians were in keeping with the College. 
The Senior Members were renowned throughout Cam
bridge for their profound scholarship and aristocratic 
bearing. They invariably lectured in frock-coats, and 
always smoked cigars in the courts. The Under
graduates were not a whit behind them. They all 
wore their handkerchiefs in their sleeves and dressed 
for dinner every night. 
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The College Magazine was the pride of its Editors 

nd the joy of its readers. Its articles ranged from 

;imetallism to Queen Victoria's Dolls, and it contained 

even College Nfws.  
Altogether, St Aubyn's, as  i t  was called, was a most 

popular College, and a string of hansoms, containing 

young gentlemen awaiting admission, usually blocked 

the traffic from the College gates to the Station . 
One afternoon the Council held their usual meeting 

in the Combin ation Room.  The Master sat enthroned 
at the head of the table,  smoking his official hubble
bubble and drinking champagne fro m  a curiously
wrought silver bucquet. The members of the Council 
recl i n e d  arou nd the board in alert and business-like 
atti tu des, with cigars in their hands and pens behind 
their ears. A solemn hush lay upon the whole assem
bly, broken only by the gentle breathing of the Junior 
Lecturer in Astronomy, who never could keep awake 
after lunch .  It was evident that something was in  the 
air. The members of the Council stirred unea sily i n  
their seats a n d  fanned themselves with five-pound 
notes. 

At length the Master, laying down the jewelled 
mouthpiece of his hubble-bubble, rose to his feet and 
addressed the meeting as follows :-

" It is my unfortunate duty, gentlemen, to com
municate to you some rather painful  intelligence. You 
are doubtless aware that when, some fifty years ago, in 
'n inety eight, I think-" 

" 'Ninety seven," whispered the Senior Bursar. 
" Ah , yes ! When, in  'ninety seven, the proposal to 

confer a Degree upon th-er-opposite sex m et with 
the fate ... vhich i t--" 

Loud cheers here interrupted the speaker, in the 
m idst of which the Junior Professor of Astronomy woke 
up 

" At that time," continued the Master, " it was 
thought that this-ah-nuisance was effectually dis-
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posed of. Unfortunately the world is suffering 
an attack of A malgamatton. Amalgamation m 
Monopoly, and Monopoly m eans Pecuniary 
m ent. Academic dignitaries have realised this fact. 
and have resolved to amalgamate-to create a corne� 
i n  Education. The result has, as you know, been an 
Amalgamation or Working Union of the Universities of 
the world, with interchange of all rights and privileges, 
and Universal University Franch ise. 

" The latter is a mixed blessing. A Master of Arts 
of the University of Khartoum has a perfect right to 
vote in  the Cambridge Senate on m atters concerning 
only this University. In return for this we are accorded 
the m elancholy privilege of, say, travelling across 
Siberia to vote against the proposed alterations in the 
Classical Tripos at the University of Tobolsk. 

" This state of affairs has inspired the supporters of 
the ' Female ' movement, which I have just mentioned, 
with hopes of additional votes. They have therefore, 
as you are doubtless aware, brought forward a measure 
i n  the Senate, proposing to transfer to the female sex 
the entire control and supervision of the University of 
Cambridge." 

Heartfelt groans re-echoed round the board. 
" The day for polling," resumed the Master, " has 

been fixed for a date some two years hence. This 
margin will allow voters from all parts of the world to 
be marshalled a t  Cambridge in time. Our opponents 
have been busy for some months canvassing the utter
m ost parts of the earth. Our own party, following the 
pri nciple, 'Fas est et ab hostz"-um-dzscere ' "  (the Master 
was a science man), " have also strained every nerve. 
A careful consideration of statistics with the Senior 
Bursar had almost convinced m e  that our cause would 
just pull-gain the day, and that by i mporting fifteen 
hundred voters from the newly-opened University of 
Tung-Lunch-Tung, at Pekin, we should have a majori ty 
of some four hundred, when our hopes were shattereel 
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b a piece of intelligence which we received from the 

J�n ior Inspector of Automatic Machines in New Court. 

I cal l  upon the honourable member to tell us what he 

knows." 
The Junior Inspector of Automatic Machines in  New 

Court rose. He was a nervous man, and, having been 

only recently elected to the Council, was just a little 

frightened at the sound of his own voice. 

"_Well, really, gentlemen," he said, " the fact is 

I w;s returning the other evening from a dinner party 

i n  Gamlingay-just a few old friends, you know-and 

as I was coming home about 4 in the morning " (here 

he glanced furtively at the Dean) " my bicycle lamp 

went out. I was still some m iles from Cambridge, and 

I therefore looked for a dwelling whence I m ight obtain 

a match. Perceiving a light in  a neighbouring field, 

I climbed over a hedge and made my way towards it .  

As I approached the light grew larger, and by the time 

that I got quite close it  turned out to be a bonfire. 

Round it were seated-" 

" Who ? "  cried the Council in one breath. 

" The Secret Committee of the Society for the Trans

ference of University Control to Women." 

The Council groaned in horror. " Proceed," they 

gasped. 
" Well, gentlemen," continued the Junior Inspector, 

" I  was naturally somewhat perturbed at this sudden 

adventure ;  but with great presence of m ind I climbed 

a tree and listened-at great personal inconvenience, 

I may add-to the details of their dastardly plot. It 

Was nothing less than this. It had come to the know

ledge of the Committee that the m uch talked-of and 

long-postponed- opening of the Cape to Cairo railway 

Would be an accomplished fact within a few weeks of 

the date for polling. They had therefore arranged to 

run special trains from every centre of education on 

that vast continent-the Cape, Uganda, Timbuctoo, 

the Transvaal, Lake Nyassa, and Omdurman-shortly 

V O L .  xx. 4 y 
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before polling day. The p assengers would be rn 
shalled at Port Said ; and on the eventful morning 
unsuspecting University would be inundated with 
or three thousand suborned and unprincipled 
from every corner of the Dark Continent ! " 

The speaker resumed his seat and buried his face 
. his hands. Three of the Council fainted, and the 
In terpreter of A nasaket got under the table. 

The Master rose. 
" Gentlemen ! "  he exclaimed, " the University is 

doomed ! Every corner of the earth has been ran
sacked for affiliated Masters of Arts, and to find two 
thousand more would be im possible. A surreptitious 
attempt to blow up the Cape to Cairo railway with 
dynamite would be a d ifficult, not to say dangerous, 
feat : besides, it might fail .  The outcome of the polns 
practically certain. Our fate is sealed." 

The Council gibbered with horror. 
" Now, listen ! "  said the Master. " Self-preservation 

is the first law of nature. If we cannot conquer our 
opponents, we can, to a certain extent-ah-square 
them. Most of the members of this College are single 
men-at ally rate the Undergraduates are.  Now if we 
were to admit female students to this College, with full 
academic rights, provided that they were ZlJzves of the 
mem bers of the same, we should have made such a con
cession to their demands that when the fatal day arrived 
our case would be sure to receive favourable considera
tion. Besides "-and here the Master nearly winked
" by m arrying the future owners of the College we will 
retain the privilege of still residing here as husbands." 

The Council sat up and gasped. 
" I  therefore propose," concluded the Master, " tha.t 

''le do  pass an edict that every mem ber of this College 
( be he Master, Fellow, Scholar, or com mon Under· 
graduate) who comes into residence next Octob:r 
unprovi ded with a wife shall be expelled from thiS 
rOYGll and ancient foundation. Some of you, I doubt 
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t can easily supply the deficiency. For my own 
!1°

r�_here he blushed a little-I think you may depend 
pa 
upon me. Those, however, who find any difficulty in  

securing a suitable partner will be supplied, free of 

charge (according to arrangements which I have made 

with the Brincipal), from the adjoining Ladies' College 

of Newton." 
" lIIaster," exclaimed the Council, falling upon his 

neck, " you are a great man." 

" I  am," said the Master modestly. 
.. .. '" .. .. 'If i/« 

At the opening of the following October Term the 

members of St Aubyn's  arrived from the Station not in  

the  usual hansoms, but in four-wheeled cabs. 

The reason was plain . O n  the roof of each cab were 

piled two large trunks, a bonnet-box, some brown-paper 

parcels, and (in one or two cases) a perambulator. 

The Master's edict had been obeyed. 

The innovations naturally brought a few difficulties 

in their train. In the the first place a good many 

couples arrived with babies in their possession, and 

a deputation of mothers waited upon the Master to 

demand a suitable day-nursery for their offspring. A 
Council Meet�ng was hurriedly summoned, and after 

a stormy debate it was decided to grant the Combina

tion Room for the purpose. Henceforward the Senior 

Members of the College drank port and deliberated in 

a galvanised iron building, hurriedly erected at the back 

of the Kitchens. About the same time the bicycle-room 

was m ade away with, and a perambulator-shelter 

reigned in its stead. 
It was soon found necessary to appoint someone to

decide matters of dispute arising between members of 

the College. Such an official had been hitherto unheard 

o l ; but so many little points of etiquette, and so m any 

litLle questions of precedence, had now to be settled 

that the Arbiter of Social Difficulties found his task no· 

easy Olle-. 
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For instance, Mrs Jones (of E, New Court) was 
cut on the staircase by Mrs Humpley-Dumpley. 
J ones promptly spread reports detrimental to the char. 
acter of the said Mrs Humpley-Dumpley, alleging thlt 
since Mrs Humpley-Dumpley had moved on to the stair ... 
cas€'! a pound of her neighbour's tea only lasted three days, 
and as for hair-pins-well ! Consequently Mr Humpley� 
Dumpley, an unassuming scientist, was urged by his 
wife to avenge the insults of Mrs Jones ; and matters 
finally came to a head in the public pulling of the 
nose of Mr J ones by the apologetic, but resolute, Mr 
Humpley-Dumpley one evening after Hall. 

Another and m ore painful case was the plea for 
a judicial separation, lodged by Mr Spinks, theological 
student, against his wife, Mrs Spinks, Foundation 
Scholar i n  Natural Science. Mrs Spinks, it was 
alleged, m ade their joint apartments quite uninhabit
able by secreting portions of deceased animals, destined 
for private dissection, about various portions of the 
keeping-room-freq uently in the jam cupboard - and 
also of performing chemical experiments of such malo
derous and explosive character as to m ake it quite 
i mpossible for Mr Spinks to do any theological work 
at all. In addition to these crimes, Mrs Spinks, while 
engaged in vivisecting a frog that m orning, had allowed 
it to escape fro m  her grasp, and the i nfuriated animal 
had leaped violently upon, and irrevocably ruined, Mr 
Spinks' newly-completed thesis on the Antecedent 
Improbability of the Sanity of Solomon. 

Many other interesting events took place, and 
St Aubyn's felt  collectively and individually that times 
were changed. But custom and habit as'ierted them
selves once more, and college politics began to settle 
down to their former state of m asterly inactivity .  

" It i s  perhaps a trifle inconvenient," the Master 

observed one day to the Council, " to be compelled to 
l ive in perpetual bondage ; but when the inevita

.
bJe 

crash comes we shall have the satisfactio n of kno\Vlllg 
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hat we still have a roof over our heads-a privilege 

t;vh ich , I fear, will be denied to our neighbours." 
" 

" But supposing," remarked the Junior Steward, 

" that the motion were really to be lost ? Would not 

our sacrifice-" 

" Do not suggest such a thing," cried the Master. 

" Just imagine-" 

" But I thought," interposed the Lecturer in As

tronomy, who had been asleep and missed some of 

the conversation, " that you were strongly opposed to 

Feminine ControL" 

" I  was," said the M aster ; " but if the m otion is 

thrown out-" 
" Cambridge will be saved ! "  cried the Council. 

" And what about St AJ.lbyn's ? "  said the Master. 

." ." ." ." ." ." ." 

The fateful Tuesday drew near. 
F or weeks the leaders of both parties had been engaged 

in marshalling their forces. The Non-Placets relied o n  
the support o f  the m embers o f  the Universities of Pekin, 
Tobolsk, and Samoa, while the Placets were secretly 
massing troops of voters from the Cape, Constantinople, 
and Terra del Fuego. Their trump card, the contingent 
from Central Africa, vza the Cape to Cairo railway, they 
were keeping carefully up their sleeve, fearing that by 
a further display of power they m ight frighten their 
Opponents into a last and possible successful search for 
more voters. They reckoned that, 11ZZ?zUS the African 
contingent, the votes would be nearly equal-possibly 
in favour of the Non -Placets, One hour before the poll 
closed, when it would be impossible for their opponents 
to beat up any more recruits, they proposed to launch 
their overwhelming rabble upon the Senate House, and 
to establish for ever the superiority of the Female. 

The Non-Placets were hopeful. Unaware of The 
African Danger, as the St Aubynites called it, they 
expected to pull through comfortably on a m ajority of 
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Some five hundred odd. They had treated the 
stricken precautions of the members of a certain C 
with open contempt and unkind criticisms. But 
Master, Fellows, and Undergraduates of St Au 
merely dug each other in the ribs and smiled knowi 
In a few days time their lot, hard as it seemed now , 
would be one of affluence and luxury compared 
that of their brethren . 

On Tuesday morning the poll opened early. The 
first arrivals were a contingent of Placets from the 
University of Constantinople, n umbering about seven 
hundred. The excitement caused by their unanimity 
in plumping for the motion had scarcely died away 
when several hundred members of the University of 
Tobolsk, who had arrived by the Trans-Siberian RaiJ
way some days bef-ore, and had been quartered at 
Royston, were conducted from the Station by th£l 
leaders of the Anti-Feminine movement, " to throw all 
their weight into the opposite side of the balance," as 
the Cambndg'e Daily News aptly put it. 

These gentlemen were succeeded by a horde of 
voters-black, brown, red, a n d  yellow-all of whom 
served to supply the contending parties with votes, 
the reporters with copy, and the undergraduates with 
target-practice. 

Finally, much to the amusemertt of the on-lookers, 
the Masters of Arts of the U ni versities of Great Britain 
began to put in  an appearance, more from a sense of 
duty and a desire to " see the fun " than from any hope 
of being able to affect the verdict. That lay with the 

imported m ultitudes of the globe. 
The poll was to close at 4 o'clock. At 3 . 3 0  it was 

announced that the Non-Placets were leading by about 
five hundred . Members of other Colleges were jubilan\ 
but the men of St Aubyn's looked wise and shook theIr 
heads. They knew what was coming. Only five hun; 
dred ? and the advancing host numbered two thousa�d ,  

Meanwhile an excited Committee l\1eeting was bewg 

-

SujJiczcnt unto th e Day, 7 I I 

held in an apartment at the back of the University 

Library. 

" It is certainly unaccountable," said the Chairman. 

" They should have arrived hours ago,  I suppose they 

did get to Dover yesterday, Mr Green ? "  

. ,  Certainly they did," said Mr Green angrily ; ( C two 

thousand of them, at I I o'clock yesterday morning. 

I received a telegram last night ." 

" An d  what were their movements after that ? "  

enqui red a committee man. 

" After that, sir, luncheon was distributed, and the 

ent ire party left Dover by the afternoon lightning 

express," 
The Chairman turned pale. 

" An d  m ay I ask, sir," he enquired hoarsely, " what 

line of railway they patronised ? "  

" They travelled, sir," said Mr Green, " by the newly 

A m algamated System of the South-Eastern and London 

Chatham and Dover Railways."  

" In that case," said the Chairman, taking a drink of 

water, " we are lost. They cannot arrive here before 

next Saturday." 
So the great Motion was lost. 

.. if< .. .. .. .. 

Cambridge was saved. But St Aubyn's ? 

.. 

The Master and the Senior Tutor walked home 

together. 
" After all," said the Master, " we are no worse off 

than before. But the gibes of our friends will be hard 

to bear." 
.. My own opinion," replied the Senior Tutor, " has 

al ways been that it is possible to take too much thought 

for the morrow." 
J. H .  B. 
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